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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: We are favoured today in the

east gallery with students from Notre Dame

High School of Toronto.

Statements by the ministry.

ONTARIO HYDRO HEAD OFFICE

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,
I want to make a brief statement related to

two articles which appeared in The Globe
and Mail, one on Saturday and one this

morning.
I want to state at the outset, Mr. Speaker,

that I believe the articles indicated some very
substantial questions as to the integrity of

those people who are administering Ontario

Hydro. I want to make it abundantly clear

that Ontario Hydro has, in the past number
of years, developed an enviable reputation
both in terms of capacity in running the

system and in the way that it does business.

As I read the articles I find them to be self-

contradictory. They are incomplete and with

respect, Mr. Speaker, they are misleading.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): The Hy-
drogate affair.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Let's get
the full story then.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I believe that public ser-

vants and private citizens who have been
mentioned should have an opportunity to

explain the matter fully. I also believe, Mr.

Speaker—and I find it regrettable—that there

is some indication in the story that the city
of Toronto council acted improperly in the

approval of the Hydro building.

Mr. Speaker, while it requires formal

notice, I am indicating to the House that

tomorrow afternoon the House leader will

introduce a motion to provide for the estab-

lishment of a select committee of the Legis-
lature to review the matter of the agreement
for the construction of the new head office

building for Ontario Hydro so that all mem-
bers of this House and members of the
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public will fully understand the nature of the

agreement and how it was brought about.

I say, Mr. Speaker, that I find it extremely

regrettable—in fact, I myself am very angry
at the tenor of parts of that article. To me,
it is not in the interests of the conduct of

good government in this province and I find

that the misleading aspects and the incom-

plete information, really, are not in the in-

terests of good journalism.

So, Mr. Speaker, I am giving notice as to

what the House leader will introduce to-

morrow by way of this resolution.

Mr. Breithaupt: The Hydrogate affair is

under way!

Mr. Cassidy: What's next? What's next?

CLASSIFICATION OF FARMS

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture, and Food): Mr. Speaker, I wish to

announce the appointment of a ministerial

advisory committee of six persons who will

examine types and classes of farms in Ontario.

Specifically, the terms of reference of this

committee are to study and to make recom-
mendations to the minister respecting, (a) the

feasibility of classifying farms, types of farms

or farm operations in Ontario, and (b) the

application of such a system of classification

to Ontario legislation affecting farms or farm

operations in Ontario.

There are many legislative Acts, pro-

grammes and policies administered by a wide
number of ministries which aflFect or apply
to farms and farmers in Ontario. The nature

of farming itself has changed considerably
over the years and the industry has become
so diversified that it becomes difficult to de-

termine what is meant by such commonly
used terms as "farm," "farmers" or "farm

land." Part-time farming, the acquisition of

rural land for recreation and non-farm uses,

and the holding of land in development areas

by non-farm owners have added to the com-

plexities that exist.

We believe all references to farmers, farms

and farm lands in our Ontario statutes, pro-

grammes and policies should be uniform and
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applied with consistency. Farm people, in-

dividually and through their organizations,
have asked that such a review be undertaken

in the interest of clarity and we agree with

them that such a study should be undertaken.

Therefore we have appointed six persons
to conduct this in-depth study and to make
recommendations. The committee of two

women and four men will begin their work

as soon as possible and will hold public meet-

ings to hear the opinions of those affected.

The members of the task force are:

E. J. Kowal, of Peel county; Mrs. Dorothy

Lichty of Waterloo county; Mrs. Brigid Pyke
of Frontenac county; Mr. Arnold Bumside of

Dufferin county; Mr. Ronald White of Mid-

dlesex county; Mr. Peter Hughes of Halton

county.

Mr. Kowal will act as chairman of the task

force. He is a solicitor in Toronto and resides

in Bolton, but he is also a partner with his

two brothers in the family farm enterprise

near Bowmanville. He has been active in

4-H and Junior Farmers and is a graduate
of the Ontario Agricultural College and the

University of Toronto Law School.

Mrs. Lichty is the wife of a well-known
Waterloo county dairy farmer and she has

been active in local community and agricul-
tural organizations.

Mrs. Pyke shares the management of the

Pyke family dairy farm on Wolfe Island and
has demonstrated her ability to articulate

farm conditions in eastern rural Ontario.

Mr. Bumside is a beef farmer near Grand

Valley. He has served on the council of

Amaranth township, is a past warden of

Dufferin county and has been active in farm

organizations within the county.

Mr. Ronald White is a well-known dairy
farmer in Middlesex county, where he has

been active as deputy reeve of the township
of London and as a member of Middlesex

County Council.

Mr. Peter Hughes is a flower and rose

grower, a fruit farmer in Halton county, a

graduate of the agricultural college, and has

been the motivating force behind the or-

ganization of the highly successful flower

auction at Brampton.

This committee brings together a group of

men and women who understand the com-

plexities that face the agricultural industry
and are capable of developing practical and

meaningful recommendations,

RETIREMENT OF CHIEF LIBRARMN

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government

Services): Mr. Speaker, I would like to take

this opportunity today to recognize an in-

dividual who has faithfully served in her

capacity as chief librarian of the legislative

library and who is now taking an early re-

tirement which is effective today.

Miss Jean Kerfoot is no stranger to the

members of this Legislature. She has been
chief librarian since 1963 and the library
was her first place of employment. Jean
started on April 17, 1939. Thus she deserves

much credit for the excellent reference es-

tablishment that she has spent her working

years to build. Miss Kerfoot is a graduate
of Victoria University and attended the li-

brary school at McGill in 1946-1947, obtain-

ing her BLS degree and thus becoming the

first professional legislative librarian.

In 1956 the library began a complete

merging of the education library and the

legislative library. This project was super-
vised by Miss Kerfoot and took over seven

years to accomplish, as the catalogues were

gradually combined and the books moved
about into one collection.

By 1964 the library was dingy, the furni-

ture outmoded and splintered, and the read-

ing room encroached on by offices of the

Department of Education. Then the Depart-
ment of Public Works received orders to re-

furbish the fourth floor of the north wing,
which includes the library. Throughout the

reconstruction, the library staff continued to

function until the session ended in June,

1965, when the staff was moved to temporary

quarters and the library closed.

Miss Kerfoot planned the legislative library

that we have today. Every new mode in

library planning which would improve the

services was searched. Colours of furnishings

and fittings were chosen to evoke a pleasant

atmosphere.

The library is a vital and invaluable re-

source to all of us in our day-to-day work.

We can't recall an instance when, on a mo-
ment's notice, the library staff hasn't saved

us with speed and courtesy some hours of

digging and researching in answer to our

needs, when we were producing on a dead-

line.

Miss Kerfoot's immediate plans were to

add an extension to her cabin in the woods
in Hockley Valley, near Orangeville, before

starting out on other travels, or what she

hinted may be a part-time career in the

Caribbean, spending the winter months there
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and the summer here. In fact, what she really

did was get married. Since April 19, she has

been Mrs. Basil Allen.

I know the members on both sides of the

House join with me in wishing Jean very
best wishes and the hope that her retire-

ment years will be most enjoyable. It is a

great privilege for me at this time on behalf

of all the members of the Legislature to

present Miss Kerfoot with this scroll which
reads as follows:

On behalf of Hon. William Davis, Pre-

mier, and the government of Ontario, I

convey to you our sentiments and gratitude
for your 34 years of devoted service to the

people of Ontario. During those years your
valuable contribution has assisted many in

the Department of Education, the Depart-
ment of Provincial Secretary and Citizen-

ship and in the Ministry of Government
Services. [I mention that those are the

three ministries under which the library

has operated.]

It is our hope that you may enjoy the

years to come in good health and much
happiness.

[Dated today, the Parliament Buildings in

Toronto.]

Miss Kerfoot—I should say, Mrs. Allen—is

with us. On behalf of all the members, I

would like to present this scroll to her here.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
Mr. Speaker, if you will permit me to add a

word to the statement by the minister, I

would like to say that I believe that Mrs.

Allen's service has been something more than
faithful and devoted, although there is no
doubt that's what it has been as well. She has
served with verve, imagination and initiative

and, probably more than anything else, with
the greatest friendliness and good spirit. For
all of these things I am sure we are all very
grateful indeed for having known her on that

basis. We wish her much happiness and may
many years that lie ahead of service and
married life.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Mr.

Speaker, on behalf of the New Democratic

group, I want to echo the sentiments of both
the minister and the Leader of the Opposition.
I have had the pleasure on many occasions, of

working with, or being assisted by Miss Ker-
foot. I know that I speak on behalf of all my
colleagues in saying that we're going to miss
her. The only consolation is that we have
found her team in the library to be as

pleasant to work with as she was. I must add
in conclusion that it's the most joyous kind of

retirement I've heard of for quite some time.

All the best for the future years.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer and Minister of

Intergovernmental Affairs). And we didn't

think he could read.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

ONTARIO HYDRO HEAD OFFICE

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, a question
of the Premier.

Is he aware that one of the allegations

which, I'm sure, also makes him angry is that

there is a substantial degree of political

patronage in the award of the contract to

Canada Square Developments and that, for

this reason, he might give careful considera-

tion to having an investigation into the award
of the contract made outside the Legislature,
in fact, by a royal commission? Does he be-

lieve that the matter of whether or not the

president of Canada Square financially sup-

ported the Progressive Conservative Party
would be in the ambit of the investigation
that he envisages by a select committee?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I don't! I

resent—and I say this most sincerely to the

Leader of the Opposition—that he would sug-

gest that Mr. George Gathercole, members of

the commission, the chief architect and the

members of the staff of the Hydro-Electric
Power Commission of the Province of Ontario

would, in any way, have their judgement
affected by whether a person did or did not
make a contribution to any political party in

this province.

I would say to the Leader of the Opposi-
tion that if he has some evidence of this, fine,

but I have seen no evidence of it. There has

been no allegation to me as it relates to this

and I say that as far as I'm concerned I have

complete confidence in the integrity of the

Hydro-Electric Power Commission. Mr. Speak-
er, one can always question matters of judge-
ment. One can always question matters of

policy. But I think it's regrettable that the

Leader of the Opposition in this House indi-

cates that there is some question that there

is any—

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): The Premier
has forgotten about Fidinam already.

Mr. Cassidy: It happens all the time.

Interjections by hon. members.
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Hon. Mr. Davis: —relationship between any
contribution to any political party and deci-

sions made by the Ontario Hydro-Electric
Power Commission.

Hon. Mr. White: The opposition leader will

live to regret it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would ask a supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker. Does the Treasurer's

comment that I will live to regret it fall in

the same category as the warning that was

delivered, apparently by someone close to the

cabinet, to one of the unsuccessful bidders

that if he didn't be quiet, he would never get
another government contract?

Hon. Mr. White: What I mean is that

Ontario Hydro occupies a unique place in

tliis province and has for 50 years.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I was not questioning the

Treasurer. Is this a point of order?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: When its integrity is once

again proved to be intact by the select com-
mittee of this Legislature, the Leader of the

Opposition will stand condemned in the eyes
of the citizens across this province.

Mr. Shulman: It is the Treasurer's integrity

we are talking about.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, if you will

ignore the interruption from the Treasurer I

would like further to ask the Premier, as a

supplementary question, why it is that when
he answered my question some months ago
in connection with this matter be disclaimed

any and all responsibility for the decision to

award this contract and yet all questions
which are presently directed to the Ontario

Hydro oflBce are redirected to the oflBce of

the Premier? Now, has he got responsibility
for this or not? Is he aware that the allega-
tions are directed against him and not against
the chairman of Hydro?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, if the Leader
of the Opposition is making those allegations
then I think he should substantiate them. I

did not read that into the articles whatsoever.

I would say, Mr. Speaker, we have no re-

sponsibility here with respect to the decision

of Hydro. The decision with respect to

Hydro's new building and the firm that is to

construct it was made entirely by the Hydro-
Electric Power Commission. It was not

brought before cabinet. It was not discussed
with any member of cabinet nor me. The in-

formation that I have tabled here in the

House came from Hydro as the result of

questions asked by the Leader of the Op-
position. That is the sole answer to that

question.

An hon. member: Well, it's not the best.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Can
the Premier deny that neither Mr. Moog nor

any of his corporations—and there is a wide

variety—contributed to his campaign?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I can neither

confirm nor deny.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: The new-found ambitions

of the Leader of the Opposition are leading
him down a fxmny path, I'll say that for him.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have no new-found
ambitions but if I did, the Treasurer would
be the author of them.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Thank you, Mr.

Speaker. A supplementary question: Doesn't

the Premier realize that what we are now

seeing is simply the tip of the iceberg in

terms of the inejfficiency of the operation of

Hydro? Doesn't he know that it's well known
to many that there was at least a 50 per cent

increase in the costs of the building of the

generating plant at Lower Notch and that

in fact the firm that was engaged in that par-
ticular instance has been engaged by Hydro
to build a similar development at Amprior?

An hon. member: They have experience.

Mr. Deans: Doesn't the Premier feel that

there are some questions that have to be

answered by Hydro in the broader aspect of

their policy-making and their decision-

making, not only relating to the Hydro head
oflBce?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think the

general policies of Hydro should always be
understood and reviewed here by a standing
committee. But I think the point that has to

be made to the hon. member, Mr. Speaker, is

that while Hydro may in his view carry out

some projects with a less degree of eflficiency

than he would like, I would say that if you
take the total scale of the Hydro operation,
and the tremendous success they have had
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with the Pickering generating station—and I

can recall so well what the Leader of the

Opposition had to say in those days, how he

predicted complete failure of the Pickering

generating station, which is turning out to

be one of the most successful on the con-

tinent.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): And indeed hoped
for failure!

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I never made any such

prediction at all.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): He did so.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, when you
look at the mill cost of Hydro—what is being

charged to the Ontario consumer related to

the resource available to us—I think in the

total context there is no question that Hydro
in general terms runs a very efficient opera-
tion.

All you have to do is check the mathe-

matics with those states bordering Ontario,

check it with our sister provinces. Check the

record over the past eight to 10 years, there's

no question that Hydro runs a good shop.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): It is be-

ginning to look like a closed shop.

Mr. Deans: Supplementary question:
Doesn't the Premier feel that in view of some
of the obvious inadequacies and inaccuracies

in Mr. Gathercole's statement, which may
well be a reflection of his entire policy-

making capacity, that we ought to be able to

investigate the entire operation of Hydro
rather than simply that matter pertaining to

the building of the office block?

Hon. Mr. White: Oh, oh. Sneaking out.

Mr. Deans: Kind of blurry edges.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, there is no
intention of investigating the entire operation
of Hydro.

Mr. Deans: There should be.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I have made it clear that

we will be appointing a select committee to

review the contract as it relates to their new
head office.

An hon. member: The member is in full

retreat right now.

Mr. MacDonald: May I ask the Premier

who was the person close to the cabinet and

high in the Conservative Party who called up
the senior official of one of the imsuccessful

companies and told him that if he persisted
and didn't keep his mouth shut that there

would be no more government contracts?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Sounds like something
the Treasurer would do.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, this is what
I take exception to in journalism of this

kind. I think it is grossly unfair to include

such a statement in a story that refuses to

name the person who made the allegation
and who makes no reference to the person
who is supposedly the author of this phone
call or this conversation. I can only say to

the member-

Mr. Cassidy: The Premier's people were

telHng him to shut up, that's why.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —for York South that I

don't believe it. I don't beheve it.

Mr. MacDonald: Supplementary question:
Has the Premier looked into who is playing
this Watergate role within his own cabinet—

or close to his own cabinet—and party?

An hon. member: That is nonsensical.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I would
think that I have already answered that

question. There was no such person.

Mr. MacDonald: The Premier has avoided

the question.

Hon. Mr. Davis: There was no such

person.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park.

Mr. MacDonald: May I get this solidly on

the record? The Premier says there was no

such person?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I know of

no such person.

Some hon. members: OhI Oh!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: The record says the

Premier said there was no such person. Now
he changes it to he knows of no such

person.
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Hon. Mr. Davis: I know of no such

person.

Mr. MacDonald: Okay. My question to the

Premier was: Has the Premier sought to find

out whether there is such a person?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, how could

I seek to find out if there is such a person
if the story doesn't say who it was?

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The form that this ob-

servation took is just completely impossible.

Mr. MacDonald: Is the Premier going to

withhold information until he is forced by
events to reveal it?

Hon. Mr. Davis: No!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (Yoi^k Centre): Sup-
plementary question.

Mr. Deans: Supplementary question.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park is next.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Shulman: Does the Premier intend to

continue Mr. Gathercole in his present post
until the committee has had its hearings?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I fully
intend to keep Mr. Gathercole, or have him
continue to fulfil his role as chairman of the

Ontario Hydro-Eledtric Power Commission;

yes.

Mr. Deacon: Supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
Centre.

Mr. Deacon: Would the Premier take it

upon himself to check with the person who
alleged that there was a statement made to

him by the party and determine—

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: Who is it?

Mr. Deacon: Will the Premier not agree
that it is important for him to clarify without

question-

Mr. MacDonald: The Premier is not trying
to find out. That is his problem. That is the
first stage.

Mr. Deacon: —his position and those

allegations in this matter?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, Mr. Speaker, if the
hon. member will find out for me the name
of the person who made this allegation to the

author of the story, if he will find that out,
then I will endeavour to find out who this

so-called person was.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: That is exactly what
Richard Nixon said at one stage.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: Well, that's what Presi-

dent Nixon said at one stage.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A question of the Pre-

mier.

Interjections by hon. members.

GOVERNMENT CONSTRUCTION
POLICIES

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Is the Premier prepared
to make a policy statement rejecting the

proposal method used by some agencies of

government—such as, and including, Ontario

Hydro—and as a policy, to opt completely
for competitive tenders opened publicly?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I would
have to give that consideration. There are

some very obvious economic reasons whv
the-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Mr. Kelly
knows one, doesn't he?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, the proposal method
involves the provision of private financing. If

one goes the other route, as was the original

plan of Ontario Hydro, it meant that Hydro
would have to go into the capital markets
for X millions of dollars. By going the route

which they are Hydro does not have to go
into the capital markets for those funds.

Mr. Deacon: Supplementary: Would the

Premier not agree that a contract signed by
Hydro as a rental contract is considered to

be a debt obligation of Hydro in the same

way as borrowing is considered to be a debt

obligation?
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Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I must con-

fess that I am not an expert in this field-

Mr. Deacon: Well, the Premier should be.

An hon. member: Oh!

Hon. Mr. Davis:

this observation—
-although I would make

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —that, from my limited

knowledge of it, it can't be any greater debt

obligation than presently exists in the present
leases of Hydro-

Mr. Deacon: Just $14 million.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —and that Hydro is not

on the covenant, or is not planned to be on
the covenant of the mortgage; that the cov-

enantor on the mortgage is the development

company. Now, whether one in the book-

keeping of Hydro, or any other organization,
calculates rental obligations, I am sure they

do; but I am also informed that they are

not considered the same as having to borrow

capital funds.

Mr. Deacon: Ask the Ontario Municipal
Board about that.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I think the other point,
Mr. Speaker, that has to be made to the hon.

member, from the information that has been

given to this House, is that Hydro will, in

fact, have a net gain as far as their costs

are concerned, of approximately $2.4 million.

Mr. Cassidy: That is suspect. That informa-
tion is suspect.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The members opposite

may not really be worried or interested in

that kind of saving, but the—

Mr. Foulds: We don't believe it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —Ontario Hydro-Electric
Power Commission is.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): By way of

a supplementary question: Would the Pre-
mier indicate what the foreign currency is

that is going to be borrowed for the purpose
of this building; and would the Premier con-
firm that a first mortgage is going to be given

by Hydro on their land at the corner of

University and College to support that bor-

rowing?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I'll have to

take that question as notice and get that

information for the hon. member.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker,
to the Premier: Since I am sure the Premier
has checked out the allegations that were
made in the newspapers over the weekend,
is it correct that three of the contenders in

this proposal call had only a month's notice

of the proposal before the deadline? If so,

can he give the House reasons why they
were given such little time to develop inno-

vations and concepts, layouts and materials?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, with great

respect, I have not attempted to find an-

swers to all the suggestions made in the two
articles in The Globe and Mail; and I think

it is quite obvious that one of the reasons

for the appointment of a select committee is

to find out answers to some of those ques-
tions.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Why didn't the Premier table the

unsuccessful proposals, when I asked for

them so many months ago? What was the

delay and why was the tabling of that in-

formation replaced wdth a letter from the

chairman just on Friday, when the Premier

knew that there were going to be articles

critical of his position?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I read in

the press as well that the letter from the

chairman of Hydro was tabled because I

knew there were going to be articles; and
that is not correct. The letter came up from
the chairman, I believe on the Thursday. I

am not sure of this. It was given to me
Friday morning as I came into the House,
and I tabled it.

Mr. Cassidy: The Premier is so innocent.

Hon. Mr. Davis: That is right.

Mr. Cassidy: It is not true. The Premier

knew the Globe was looking for that, and
that is why he tabled it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: That is not right. Mr.

Speaker, I would only say that this is the

response from the chairman of Hydro, which
he believed represented the situation and
which he gave to members of the House,

namely, the procedures, the mathematics and
the reason for the decision that the com-
mission made.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary to the

same question: Why didnt the Premier table

the other proposals when he was asked for

them? Does he remember he said he would

speak to Hydro to see if he could get them,
or something like that?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am sure,

when this is before the select committee, the

chief architect would be delighted to discuss

this with the members of the committee and

present it in a way that hopefully will be

fully understood by the members of the com-
mittee and the public.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why didn't the Premier

get them for us when we requested them?

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. Leader of the

Opposition have further questions?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: No, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

USE OF GOVERNMENT AIRCRAFT

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, I would assume
that in the light of the more recent scandal,

the Premier may have reconsidered his de-

cision not to make the logbooks available for

the plane flights of the various ministers in

his government. Would he perhaps be pre-

pared to table them now?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, there hasn't

been any change in policy. I think two or

three of the ministers made it obvious, and I

hope I did on Friday, that the public ac-

counts committee has every right, and I

understand has already questioned one min-

ister, relating to the use of government air-

craft. I would anticipate that this would
continue.

Mr. Deans: Supplementary question: May
I ask whether the Premier would consider

making the day sheets available, since he is

not prepared to make the logbooks available?

Mr. E. W. Marlel (Sudbury East): Can he
check that out?

Mr. Deans: That is the day sheets of the

aircraft used.

Let me just go on to ask, is it not true

that, in fact, the names of people travelling
on government aircraft are kept on the day
sheets and not the logbooks?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I would
have to check this out. When I answered the

question from the hon. member, I assimied

logboc^ks were the record of the flights of the

government aircraft. I will take a look at

what the hon. member means by day sheets.

Mr. Cassidy: Will the Premier table them?

Hon. Mr. Davis: No.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Do the

chairman of the hydro commission and the

other commissioners have access to provincial

planes or are they provided with aircraft by
Ontario Hydro?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I would
have to check this out for the hon. member.
I doubt very much that they have access to

government planes, but I would have to

check this out for him. In particular, I do
know that they have helicopters available.

Whether they use some of the Ministry of

Natural Resources' aircraft in the northwest

or the northeast part of Ontario I don't know,
but I would be delighted to find out.

Mr. Cassidy: Will the Premier tell us?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: I wonder
if the Premier would undertake to find out

and report to the House the flights taken by
the chairman and members of the commission

during the last year outside of Ontario, that

is, other than on public transportation?

Mr. Deans: Did the Premier nod to that?

Mr. Reid: Is that a "yes" answer? Is he

going to do that? That is yes? Answer: that

is yes.

Mr. Shulman: A weak nod.

Mr. Deacon: Supplementary: Would the

Premier agree that, if the public accounts

committee so requests, all information in the

logbooks and the daily flight sheets be made
available to the committee?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I don't know
whether the hon. member wasn't here on

Friday, or Thursday, when we discussed this

matter before. I made it very clear then, and

I repeat it again now, that the determination

as to the functioning of the committee is up
to the committee. I don't direct it.

LOWER NOTCH GENERATING STATION

Mr. Deans: I have a further question of

the Premier. Does the Premier think it proper
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that Ontario Hydro should continue to use

the firms which built the Lower Notch gen-

erating station which, in fact, cost the Hydro
at least 50 per cent more than the price set

out at the time they were engaged, to build

a similar station that is being built at Am-
prior? Does the Premier think it proper that

they should go ahead and do this without

taking advantage of public tender?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I have had

nothing brought to my attention that would
in any way question the capacity of Hydro
to make this sort of determination. With re-

gard to the question of costs at the—is it the

Lower Notch or the Little Notch?—Mr.

Speaker, I am not familiar with this, but I

shall endeavour to find out for the hon.

member.

Mr. Deans: Doesn't the Premier think that

what's happening is sufficient to make him
think twice about it?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

MERCURY TASK FORCE

Mr. Deans: A question of the Premier.

What does he intend to do about the letter

which he received from Mr. Peter Kelly of

the Grand Council Treaty No. 3, in which
Mr. Kelly says, "Actions sanctioned by your
government, indeed encouraged by your gov-
ernment, have destroyed the industry"—and
he's talking about the commercial fishing in-

dustry—in the area which Mr. Kelly has the

greatest concern over; and in which letter

Mr. Kelly castigates the entire government for

its lack of concern over the matter of mercury
pollution.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I believe

the question of mercury pollution has been
discussed by two or three of my colleagues
as far as that particular individual is con-

cerned. As far as I am concerned, we're tak-

ing a look at it to see if there is any way
we can be helpful; but the total policy of

the government and the discussions we've had
in the last few days, I believe, hopefully
answers a good part of that question.

Mr. Reid: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Regarding the task force that was appointed
at the behest of the Premier and the Minister
of Natural Resources (Mr. Bemier), why did
the Premier and the cabinet decide to reject

practically all the major recommendations of

that task force and to do little other than to

appoint a liaison man and co-ordinator from

the government ministry to help the Indians

come up with some kind of solution? Why
did they reject all the major recommenda-
tions?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think this

question more properly should be directed to

the Minister of Natural Resources, and I sug-

gest to the hon. member that he do that.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): A supple-

mentary to the Premier, Mr. Speaker: Since

the mercury pollution caused by Dryden
Chemicals in the Wabigoon, English and

Winnipeg River systems is responsible for the

decline in the commercial and sports fishery
and the inability of native people to eat the

fish, what action does he propose to take

against Dryden Chemicals, who are the

offenders, since that pollution is in violation

of the Canada Fisheries Act and the Environ-

mental Protection Act of this province? What
action does the Premier propose to take

against the offenders who are responsible for

this contamination and for the inherent

dangers to the health of native people living
in that area?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I can under-

stand the hon. member's concern, and

obviously it is a concern shared by this gov-
ernment. I would be quite prepared to dis-

cuss this with the Minister of the Environ-

ment (Mr. Auld), but I suggest that the hon.

member might pose this question to him to-

morrow if he is here. If he isn't, I shall

endeavour to get an answer for him in any
event.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

INCREASE IN RETAIL SALES TAX

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, one final question
of the provincial Treasurer: In view of the

statement yesterday by the Provincial Secre-

tary for Social Development (Mr. Welch)
that the increase in taxes proposed in his

budget is not necessary to maintain the oper-

ating efficiency of the province, will he with-

draw the increase to seven per cent in sales

tax?

Hon. Mr. White: Could I have that again

slowly?

Mr. Deans: Again, slowly?

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, slowly.

Mr. Deans: All right. In view of the state-

ment made yesterday by the Provincial Secre-
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tary for Social Development that the increase

in taxes proposed by the Treasurer's budget
is not necessary to maintain the operating
level of the Province of Ontario at this time,
will the Treasurer withdraw the two per
cent increase in the sales tax?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Read the budget again.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, I am de-

lighted to have an opportunity to enlighten
the hon. member. We didn't have to increase

our taxes by a five-cent piece because our

revenues, given the existing structure and

rates, were greater than our increase in ex-

penditures. Our increase in expenditures was
less than nine per cent, excluding the trans-

fers to local government, and our revenues

ran ahead of that. Our expenditure increase

was the second best in the country, in con-

trast to the federal government increase of

more than 16 per cent.

Mr. Deans: Why is the Treasurer imposing
the additional tax then?

Hon. Mr. White: What we did do was to

shift tens of millions of dollars off the prop-

erty tax-

Mr. Deans: Not so, not so!

An hon. member: It is true!

Hon. Mr. White: —and to provide tens of

millions of dollars—

Hon. Mr. Stewart: That's right. That's what
it's all about. The member missed the whole

point.

Hon. Mr. White: —by means of a new
retail sales tax credit to our less prosperous
citizens-

Mr. Renwick: Nonsensel

Hon. Mr. Kerr: How about the municipal-
ities?

Hon. Mr. White: -and to shift at least $16
million off the shoulders of our farmers and
to provide an additional $20 million to the

older people in this province who have scarce

resources. Now, that's what we did.

Mr. Deans: Nonsense!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: If, in fact, what the Treasurer

is saying is correct, why did he go ahead and
increase the sales tax by two points or 40 per
cent? Why, in fact, did he not just proceed
as he is saying he is going to proceed and

shift the tax burden over the course of a

number of years, rather than so drastically
at this point?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, we made
this bold move so that property taxes across

this province wouldn't rise by something like

12 per cent. Now that's point No. 1. We
will be getting into this debate later today
and I'll have lots to say, don't worry, about

the misleading, absolutely incorrect and, to

my way of thinking, dishonest allegations of

the opposition.

Mr. Deans: The Treasurer always has lots

to say—a lot of it is nonsense.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order! I would ask the hon.

Treasurer to withdraw the remarks that the

allegations were dishonest.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, let me change that

to seemingly dishonest.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: I think that's hardly sufficient.

The hon. Treasurer knows that one hon.

member cannot impute motives, dishonesty
or false motives to another member. I believe

he should withdraw the word "dishonest."

Mr. Renwick: He is getting used to with-

drawing statements.

Mr. Stokes: Let him withdraw it—it is char-

acteristic of him.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: I withdraw the word "dis-

honest" and I substitute "grossly inaccurate."

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, a week ago I

was forced to withdraw a statement and was

not permitted to substitute anything. I had

to make a complete and full withdrawal

without any substitution and I request the

same.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: The member couldn't think

of one.

Hon. Mr. White: I make a complete and

full withdrawal. And I now assert that the

statement was grossly inaccurate.

Mr. Deans: No, he doesn't, he doesn't.

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker.

Interjections by hon. members.
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Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member have

a supplementary? I couldn't hear. Is it a

supplementary?

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary, Mr. Speak-
er: Since the minister anticipates that his

sales tax will raise about $340 million in a

full year, and since the population of the

province is just over seven million, would the

minister agree that in a full year he is taxing

about $50 extra per capita or approximately

$200 for a family of four?

Hon. Mr. White: No sir, I would not. I

would say that we are shifting that amount
of money from the most regressive tax to

a more progressive tax.

Mr. MacDonald: That's the Treasurer's

mythology.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
Centre. I presume the hon. member for

Wentworth has no further questions?

MOVEMENT OF FARM
EQUIPxMENT ACROSS ROADS

Mr. Deacon: A question of the Minister of

Agriculture and Food: Because of the ex-

treme hazards and problems faced by both

farmers and motorists in the movement of

farm equipment across highways and roads,

particularly the four-lane type, will the min-

ister, in consultation with the Minister of

Transportation and Communications (Mr.

Carton), develop and introduce practical,
workable regulations and introduce them in

the province to replace the present antiquated
and impractical rules?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Speaker, that is the

first time I've heard they were antiquated
and not serving the purpose of rural Ontario.

If my hon. friend can demonstrate or illus-

trate these kinds of things we will be glad
to take a look at it. That's the first time I

have heard that kind of description of it.

Mr. Deacon: A supplementary, Mr. Speak-
er: Did the minister consult with people like

Mr. Gordon Hill, the president of the Fed-
eration of Agriculture, who has made sub-

missions to both ministries in regard to the

matter?

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): The
minister doesn't pay any attention.

Mr. Deacon: Why doesn't he listen to these

people?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I haven't seen those

proposals.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-r

ASSISTANCE FOR FIRENZA OWNERS

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): A question of

the hon. Minister of Consumer and Com-
mercial Relations: Has the minister any defi-

nite plans for assisting the association of

Firenza owners to get justice from General

Motors in respect to the appeal which they
made recently to the Premier, which appeal,
I presume, has been forwarded to him?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Speaker, I

have not received any appeal from the

Firenza owners and my knowledge is limited

to that which I have read in the press. As I

understand it, the Firenza owners have form-

ed an association and made a concerted plea
to General Motors of Canada. I read with

interest the other day that a rebate of $250
had been granted to each one of them.

Mr. Cassidy: That's peanuts.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Whether or not that's

acceptable to them I do not know. I have

not discussed it with any association on be-

half of those owners nor have I discussed it

with any individual representing an individual

Mr. Young: I had presumed that the Pre-

mier had forwarded the letter to the minister

but evidently he hasn't and perhaps we can

query the Premier. A further supple-

mentary question for the minister: Does the

minister consider that a so-called rebate of

$250 per car is adequate, in light of the fact

that the depreciation the first year is several

times that amount because of the record of

this car on the road?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, whether

my opinion counts on this or not, I don't

know. Under certain circumstances, it may be

adequate. The effect of my opinion, Mr.

Speaker, has been limited in other areas. I

have, in years gone by, selected female com-

panions who may not have been acceptable

to the member but were very acceptable to

me.

Mr. Young: I had no opportunity to make
that judgement.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I have

been advised, in light of the hon. member's
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previous question, that the Premier's office

has been in touch with my office in connec-
tion with a requested meeting, so I presume
I will be meeting with the group of Firenza

owners that he referred to in his question.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

George.

YORK ST. WELCOME CENTRE

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): My ques-
tion is of the Minister of Community and
Social Services. I would like to know what is

happening with reference to the centre at

8 York St? Is Diana Eaton going to operate
this centre and what is the position of the

International Institute with reference thereto?

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): My understanding, Mr.

Speaker, is that the welcome centre at 8 York
St. will continue to be operated. We intend

to approach the city of Toronto with reference

to transportation, to see if there is a possi-

bility of providing better transportation.

That facility at 8 York St. operates at no
cost to us. It has been in operation now for

several months. As the hon. member knows,
it was opened as a welcome centre for the

Ugandans. At the same time I would like to

say that in these matters we are always open
to suggestions and recommendations, and if it

is found that a more suitable place is avail-

able we are willing to change our position.
But at this time we feel that 8 York St. are

premises providing proper facilites.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Speaker, supplemen-
tary: This building has not been considered

suitable for our civil servants; would the

minister say that there's a good reason why
it should therefore be available to new Cana-
dians? And why are those who have been

dealing with new Canadians over the years,

namely the International Institute, apparently
not involved in this activity?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker I realize

the importance of this question, but I am not
sure whether this is a question of urgent
public importance. I would be pleased to

meet with the hon. member and with other

members and to look into this. Our estimates
will be forthcoming shortly and I would
think, Mr. Speaker, that during our estimates

would be an ideal opportunity to deal with
this matter.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Speaker, as a matter
of urgency, if I may, is it not a fact that the

Ugandan committee is terminating as of today
and that this new project will be starting
forthwith? Is it not proper that the question
be asked before it does get started?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: As I indicated earlier,

Mr. Speaker, the assessment that I have been

given is that 8 York St. is quite a suitable

place. At the same time, as I indicated earlier,

we are prepared to look at other premises.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
South.

AUTO INSURANCE BOOSTS
FOR TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question of the Minister of Consumer and
Commercial Relations. What recourse has a

constituent of mine got when, after getting
five minor traffic violations over a 3^-year
period and 60,000 miles of driving, and his

present demerit points are only three, he re-

ceives a letter from the insurance company
saying that because of these traffic violations

there will be a surcharge on his insurance

premiiun of 75 per cent?

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): He is

an accident just waiting to happeni

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, a similar

question was raised by the member's col-

league, the hon. member for Riverdale, I

believe, in the fall session. My answer at that

time, as I recollect, was that it did cause me
some concern, as I presume it causes the

member concern in asking it here today.

Mr. Renwick: Anguish.

Hon. Mr. Clement: All companies carrying
on business in the province are compelled to

be members of the facility, which many of

us recall as the old assigned-risk fund. Facil-

ity participation is imposed upon those drivers

who, through their driving habits, have
demonstrated a certain lack of skill and per-

haps a certain lack of responsibility to the

other members of the travelling public.

The question that the hon. member for

Riverdale asked at the time related to a con-

viction for careless driving where there was
no accident involved, and therefore there

was no additional burden placed financially

upon the insurer of that driver.

From the member's question I don't know
whether there were any accidents involved.

Mr. MacDonald: There were no claims on
the company.
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Hon. Mr. Clement: There are no claims on
the company, but somehow this has come to

the attention of the company. Perhaps they
have conducted a search of his driving record;
those particulars are available, as you know,
and they in their experience and wisdom-

Mr. Martel: Wisdom?

Hon. Mr. Clement: —have decided that he
is a risk over and above those others of us

who use the road carefully, and therefore

they have requested that he be placed in the

facility.

I don't know of the particular case to

which the member alludes, but if he would
like to provide me with the particulars I

can check it out through my ministry and
find out just exactly what is the situation.

Mr. MacDonald: A supplementary ques-
tion: If the man at this point has three

demerit points, what recourse has he against
an insurance company that intercedes, playing
the role of the police, and slaps a surcharge
of 75 per cent on his insurance?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, he may
only have three demerit points today, but he

may have had some that have been erased

by the passage of time over the past two or

three years.

Mr. Deans: What difference does that

make, if there was no claim against them?

Mr. MacDonald: That's the claim of the

company.

Mr. Deans: That's the reason why these

points are let go.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Oh, I see.

Mr. Cassidy: That is always the answer.
Discredit the case rather than answer the

question.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Oh, evil mind.

Hon. Mr. Clement: With the greatest of

respect, those people who have any driving
infractions—or who have records of damage
involving other members of the travelling

public, the insurance industry has regarded
as a greater risk than those who are accident
or ticket free. And for that reason, if we do
not wish to use the facility and we wish to

have these people carried by the members of
the community who are violation free and
who are accident free, then it is all going to

up the cost to that type of consumer.

This is the reason for the commencement
of the originally assigned-risk plan and what

is now called the facility. It is a little dif-

ferent type of programme.

Mr. MacDonald: I take it from the min-
ister's reply then that this man has no re-

course at all? He is a helpless victim of this

unilateral action on the part of the company.

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, I don't say that at

all. I think if the member will look at my
answer to the question referred to earlier-

back in November or December I think it

was—the man has available to him the oppor-
tunity to communicate with, to contact, or

negotiate with any other insurer to ascertain

if he can obtain a better rate, a competitive
rate for his premium.

Mr. Martel: Oh, come on, the minister

doesn't believe that himself!

Mr. MacDonald: The insurance companies
are running the minister. He doesn't nm the

insurance companies.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-
loo North.

DELAY IN OMB HEARING

Mr. Good: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Attorney General. Could the minister

explain why there has been such a long delay
in holding an OMB hearing relating to an
amendment to the official plan of Etobicoke,

regarding a change from residential to com-
mercial zoning for an arena which was to be
built? I understand the objections were in in

December, and as yet there has been no
OMB hearing.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Where is the member
for Etobicoke (Mr. Braithwaite)? Why isn't

he asking the question?

Mrs. Campbell: Good questioni

Mr. Good: The Metro conservation author-

ity is the only objector to this plan.

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, I am not aware of the reason but

I will be glad to ascertain when the hearing
will take place.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port

Arthur.

DETENTION CENTRE IN NORTHWEST
METRO

Mr. Foulds: A question of the Minister of

Correctional Services, Mr. Speaker. Does the
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ministry have under consideration the build-

ing of an institution in northwest Metro

roughly between the Carling brewery and
Malton airport? And if it does, what kind of

institution is it?

Hon. C. J. S. Apps (Minister of Correc-

tional Services): Mr. Speaker, the ministry has

already purchased property in northwestern

Ontario for the building of a regional deten-

tion centre to replace portions of the Toronto

jail which need to be replaced. The property
has already been purchased; it is not in the

area the member mentioned.

Mr. Foulds: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
I am not sure I caught the minister's

answer. Was it a slip of the tongue when he

said "northwestern Ontario"? I said "north-

west Metro."

Hon. Mr. Apps: Northwestern Metro, that

is correct; I am sorry.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: The member represents

Metro, doesn't he?

Mr. Foulds: Supplementary: Is the con-

tract let for the buUding of that institution?

Hon. Mr. Apps: No, it is not, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Foulds: And a last supplementary: Is

the institution viewed as a sort of "Appsian"
form or variation of the Chinese water

torture, by having an institution in that area

where the screams of the jets and the

wafting of the brewery fumes bombard the

inmates?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Speaker, I thought I

made it clear that the property that has been

purchased is not in the area that was de-

scribed by the member.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

ARREST OF ANGUS MACLEOD

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A question of the

Attorney General, Mr. Speaker: Is he aware
of the case involving one, Angus MacLeod,
an Indian and former student at the Edgar
school for the handicapped, who was arrested

by the Orillia police while a student at the

Elliot Lake Centre for Continuing Education?

Is the Attorney General aware of the circum-

stances in this case and a possible abrogation
of this young man's individual liberty and

rights?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, I am not;

but if the member will give me the partic-

ulars, I will make the necessary inquiries

directly.

STRIKE OF MINERS

Mr. Stokes: A question of the Minister of

Labour: What is the Minister of Labour

doing to help resolve the strike of workers at

Geco Mines of Noranda? Is the minister now

prepared to step in on behalf of the workers

for a company that made close to $30 million

out of its operation last year?

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour):

Yes, Mr. Speaker. I am sure the hon. member
is perhaps aware that we did have four or

five conciliation meetings at one point. Senior

officials of my ministry met with the groups
on April 9 and 10 last, and these were pre-
strike mediation services that were provided.
Now, I understand that both parties were

to have a meeting of their own last Thursday;
and I am waiting for a report to see if any

progress has taken place. Depending on this,

we will see what involvement and action we
should take.

Mr. Stokes: Will the minister report back?

Hod. Mr. Guindon: Yes, I will be glad to

report.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville.

RECOGNITION OF ACUPUNCTURE

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Mr. Speaker, I have a question of the Min-
ister of Health: In light of the fact that one

of the states in the United States has now

recognized acupuncture as an official form
of medical practice, is Ontario giving any
consideration to the use of acupuncture and

to recognizing it as a medical science?

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health):
Mr. Speaker, acupuncture is being studied in

the province. At the present time there is a

delegation of Canadian doctors in China

which is making a study of it. I anticipate a

report from them when they come back. Cer-

tainly it is a matter that we intend to follow

up.
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Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sud-

bury East.

ASSISTANCE FOR WELFARE
ACTION CENTRE

Mr. Martel: A question of the Minister of

Community and Social Services: Has the

minister, as yet, got a reply for me as to

whether or not the Welfare Action Centre in

Toronto will receive a grant that has been

requested on at least a dozen occasions?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: It is under considera-

tion, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Martel: The minister has said that for

years.

Mr. Speaker: The time for oral questions
has elapsed.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

LAW SOCIETY ACT

Hon. Mr. Bales moves first reading of bill

intituled. An Act to amend the Law Society
Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

LEGAL AID ACT

Hon. Mr. Bales moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Legal Aid
Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, section 26
of the Law Society Act provides for the estab-

lishment of the Law Society Council, consist-

ing of the treasurer of the society, the chair-

man and vice-chairman of each standing com-

mittee, the presidents of the county or district

law associations, a full-time law teacher, two
students from the bar admission course, three

members of the Canadian Bar Association

and nine lay members appointed by the Lieu-

tenant Governor in Council, a total of about
90. It was the duty of that body to consider

the manner in which the members of the

society were discharging their obligations to

the public, and generally matters affecting
the legal profession as a whole, and to report

thereon twice yearly to the Lieutenant Gov-
ernor in Council.

After some two years' experience, the Law
Society Council in its last report in Decem-

ber, 1972, recommended that it be abolished,

as it proved to be too unwieldy to be effec-

tive. In its place, it suggested that an annual

meeting of a broadly based representative

group of the legal profession at large should

take place. As a complementary measure,

they also recommended the appointment of

four lay benchers to the governing body of

the Law Society, two from Metropolitan To-

ronto and two from the remainder of Ontario.

Mr. Speaker, we have considered those

recommendations in the light of the experi-
ence of the last two years and conclude that

they are indeed appropriate. Sections 1 and 2

of the bill before the House carry out those

recommendations. Section 1 provides for the

appointment of four lay benchers with all

the rights and privileges of elected benchers

to participate in the government of the

society.

Mr. Cassidy: That is a revolution.

Hon. Mr. Bales: The second section

abolishes the Law Society Council and re-

quires the treasurer of the Law Society to call

an annual meeting of the chairman and vice-

chairman of each standing committee of the

society, the presidents of each county or

district law association and one law teacher

from each approved law school in Ontario to

consider the manner in which the members
of the profession are discharging their obliga-
tions to the public and other matters affect-

ing the legal profession as a whole.

Mr. Speaker, the third section of the bill

before you deals with the question of interest

on lawyers' trust accounts. The principal
thrust of that section is the creation of the

Law Foundation with authority to maintain

a fund derived from interest on mixed trust

accounts held by members of the society, as

well as from other sources such as gifts and

bequests. The foundation has power to ex-

pend that money on legal aid, legal educa-

tion, legal research and the establishment and
maintenance and operation of law libraries.

The bill specifically provides for 75 per
cent of the annual revenue derived from the

interest on mixed trust accounts to be dedi-

cated to legal aid. The allocation of the bal-

ance of the funds to the other purposes speci-
fied or, indeed, even to legal aid, is left to

the discretion of the five-man board of

trustees, two of whom are appointed by me
and three by the society. I should emphasize
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at this point that we are speaking only of

the interest on general or mixed trust ac-

counts. Those other accounts held for the

benefit of a particular client, or otherwise

subject to an agreement between the solicitor

and client respecting the disposition of

accrued interest, are specifically excluded

from the scope of the Act.

I perhaps should explain, by way of back-

ground, that by the regulations of the society

the mixed trust funds with which we are

concerned are at present required to be held

in non-interest-bearing accounts. We feel that

this situation is no longer appropriate. The
interest on those funds, which are funds de-

posited by a wide range of the public, should,

in the absence of a practical method of allo-

cating that interest to the individual de-

positor, be dedicated to some public purpose.
For this reason, I have today introduced the

bill to establish the Law Foundation.

As a companion piece of legislation, I have

introduced a bill to amend the Legal Aid Act

which simply authorizes the Legal Aid fund
to receive revenues from the Law Foundation
as prescribed in this Act.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The 15th order, resum-

ing the adjourned debate on the motion for

second reading of Bill 98, An Act to amend
the Retail Sales Tax Act.

RETAIL SALES TAX ACT
(continued)

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): I dent
intend to be much longer. I did want to draw
two specific cases to the Treasurer's (Mr.

White) attention.

I'm thinking of some of the people in my
riding and in adjoining ridings, Mr. Speaker,
who have families. The custom in these cases

is for the mother to purchase the clothing
for her children at rummage sales because
that is the best they can afford. When it

comes to some items, they have to be pur-
chased in stores because they are not avail-

able any other way. I am deeply concerned
about the fact that many of these children are

still quite young but are taking adult sizes

and therefore the tax falls very heavily on
these families.

I would beseech the Treasurer to give
further consideration to this matter. I must
confess it's not an easy one; I've tried to

think through how it could be accommodated.
It is a matter of concern, because these people
do live from day to day; the fact they may

get credits in a year's time is not really good

enough for them at this time.

It's the same sort of thing, Mr. Speaker,

when these people are almost forced to shop
in the most expensive way for food because

of this day-to-day system. They really can't

buy in any kind of bulk; again, they have to

live from day to day.

Some of these people will look for a coat

for $1.25 at a rummage sale, because that's

all they can afford. I wish I could somehow

get through to the government just what
these people are up against in having to face

taxes which simply can't be eked out of what

they have set up for their expenses.

There is one further case I would like to

describe; it was a case I met in 1969, when
I was also campaigning. This was an old lady
and I'm casting our minds back to 1969. In

the course of my discussions with her—she
was a lonely person so we had a lengthy

discussion, which I could ill-afford on that

occasion—I asked her what she did for enter-

tainment. She said: "Don't tell anybody, but

when I can save two car tickets, I take a

streetcar from one end as far as I can go, and

then I come back home." "When I can save

two car tickets"—in 1969!

I recognize that Metro moved to assist

senior citizens in this car fare matter, but I'm

pointing out the very thin kind of line that

these people are living on in the urban

centres. I'm not so familiar with what condi-

tions are in the rural areas, but I know that

if you have to live today, it is no good to

say: "Next year you'll get a credit."

I am reminded of what is happening, even

in the city of Toronto. Subject, of course, to

the letter of the Treasurer to the city, which

I understand was not intended to go or some-

thing happened! However, if the city rebates

real estate taxes, what is the real situation?

They have taken the money from these people
when they can ill afford it and in effect they

say: "Sorry about that. Here is a return to

you so that you'll have it in time to do the

same thing next year."

This is truly what is at the bottom of my
deep concern in this case. Young people are

badly disadvantaged in certain areas through-

out this province, and if we put them in this

position where they have to try to live on a

day-to-day basis land wait for something to

relieve taxes, I don't know what they're going
to get by way of relief. What is Ontario

Housing going to give to these people who
are shopping in this way? What relief are

they going to get? Many of them are Ontario

Housing tenants living on a rent-geared-to-

income basis; and they are either people on
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welfare or people on low incomes who are

struggling with families.

Mr. Speaker, it isn't my style to become
dramatic or emotional about such matters,

but I would plead with the Treasurer to

reconsider this bill before it's too late for

these people who simply cannot afford it. If

my appeal makes no sort of impact on the

Treasurer, there is nothing I could usefully

add. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Port Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Speaker, I rise in oppo-
sition to Bill 98. During the Throne Speech
debate, I had the unusual distinction of being
ruled out of order in that wide-ranging de-

bate for taking a look at various cabinet

ministers. But before I did so, at that time

I did term the Treasurer as one of my more
favourite cabinet ministers; I called him the

"Dead End Kid" in the Conservative cabinet.

Little did I know that he was so dead, espe-

cially in the top end; little did I know that

his end would come so soon.

He's still one of my favourite cabinet min-

isters. I like his aggressive smile, and the

way he puts a good front on things, but

frankly I find this tax abhorrent, regressive
and hateful. It's the keystone to the budget,
so there is no question that on this one the

minister will stand by his guns; he cannot re-

treat and remain Treasurer.

But I would like to make a few points in

this debate. I think that we can fairly say
that the increase in the sales tax and the sales

tax itself are just as unfair as the energy tax.

I would like to, if I may, make a few com-
ments about the withdrawal of the energy
tax. I think the Conservative backbenchers

made a tactical error by concentrating so

much of their fury on the energy tax. But

for that withdrawal we must say, like the

guard in Hamlet: 'For this relief [at least]

much thanks."

But I cannot emphasize too strongly, Mr.

Speaker, that the sales tax is just as regres-
sive and just as reprehensible. It still taxes

the low and the middle-income person. Pro-

portionately that person still pays more of

his income in taxes because of the sales tax.

If he has to buy a stove—that's a necessity
-he still has to buy a stove at $600 or $700,

just as the person in the higher end of the

middle and the upper income level. The
Treasurer's argument, which he put forward

the other day, that his range and desire for

goods is not as great, only holds water for

these necessities if the Treasurer is willing
to admit that people on low incomes should

be satisfied with a hot plate and not a stove.

Surely not even this Treasurer would admit

to that?

One other point I think needs making is

that this tax once again discriminates against
the north more than it does against the rest

of the province. Over and over and over

again we in this party from the north have

to emphasize to this government that goods
in the north cost more, the base price is more.

When you impose the sales tax on that higher

price, that action increases the amount of

tax that we pay; we are in fact once again

subsidizing the south-and Mr. Speaker we
resent it very, very much.

Take building materials for example. Build-

ing materials in northern Ontario, strangely

enough cost more than they do here in

southern Ontario. And building materials and

fixtures that go into housing are assessed by
this tax. Is it any wonder that the city of

Thunder Bay has the dubious distinction of

having the highest cost per square foot for

building homes of any place in Canada? How
can the absent northern Ontario members of

the Conservative Party vote for this tax?

How can the absent members from Fort

William, Sault Ste. Marie, Algoma, Algoma-
Manitoulin and Timiskaming—all of them

absent—vote for this tax?

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Don't forget

the rest of the Tories from the north who are

missing too.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer and Minister of

Intergovernmental Affairs): There are only

three socialists listening.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Foulds: In fact, where is that cour-

ageous member for Hamilton Mountain (Mr.

J. R. Smith) in this debate?

One can only conclude, Mr. Speaker, that

they have been bought off by dieir pyrrhic

victory over the energy tax. The other con-

clusion one must come to, with a good deal

of reluctance, is that they did not fight the

energy tax as a matter of principle but they

fought that energy tax as a matter of political

expediency.

Hon. Mr. White: Where is the member for

Sudbury East (Mr. Martel)?

Mr. Foulds: He will be here.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): I am
back.
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Hon. Mr. White: Where is the member for

Sudbury East?

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thimder Bay): He is here.

Don't worry about that.

Mr. Foulds: Just as the Premier has

elevated "retreat" to "flexibility"—

Hon. Mr. White: Where is the member for

Cochrane South today?

Mr. Stokes: They are all here.

Mr. Foulds: —to a principle!

Mr. Stokes: They are all here; and they'll
be speaking!

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): Where
is the member for Nickel Belt (Mr. Laugh-
ren)?

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Foulds: Which way will they be

voting? Which way will they be voting when
we call the recorded vote? Those backbench
Conservative members will be voting for this

regressive tax. They will be voting for it.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): They will be voting for the pen-
sioners, the farmers, the municipal taxpayers-

Mr. Foulds: Those backbench Tory mem-
bers from northern Ontario will be voting
for a tax that penalizes the north! When,
oh when, is that party going to learn? At
their last convention two of their members
told them there would be an NDP sweep in

the north if they didn't do something. This

budget and this tax is going to confirm that.

Just as the Premier has elevated "political
retreat" to the term "flexibility" and has tried

to elevate it to a principle, these back-
benchers who opposed the energy tax did so

merely for what it is—political expediency.
The Premier, by the way, Mr. Speaker, is

the only man since Hannibal who has per-
suaded himself that retreat is victory. I just
want to put that in here for the record. I am
sure the Treasurer, being the man of erudi-

tion he is, should realize that Hannibal lost

the Punic Wars.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: He had a few elephants,

though.

Mr. Foulds: Conservative backbenchers

prove, through their present refusal to par-

ticipate in this debate, their essential gut-
lessness and their essential lack of concern
for the taxpaying people of the province.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Right!

Mr. Foulds: I want to take one minor

exception to the otherwise excellent speech
made by my colleague from Hamilton East

regarding the member for Hamilton Moun-
tain. The member for Hamilton East (Mr.

Gisbom), as you recall, on Thursday night
said he assumed the member for Hamilton
Mountain would be re-elected. I have very

grave reservations about that, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. R. K. McNeil (Elgin): What's that got
to do wdth the bill?

Mr. Foulds: First of all, his opposition to

the energy tax should have been no less

strong and no more strong than his opposition
to this tax, and he has not opposed this tax.

Mr. Cassidy: Right!

Mr. Foulds: He has received his flurry of

media coverage. He has had his kudos. He'll

rest on his laurels now, collecting his stipend
as a parliamentary assistant until some other

minor issue comes up—

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Call him to order!

Mr. Foulds: —on which he can oppose the

government of which he is a member and
once again become a 48-hour media hero.

Mr. L. M. Reilly (Eglinton): Get on with

the bill.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Would the

members just listen?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Come to order!

Mr. Laughren: The minister is obviously
not listening.

Mr. Foulds: I'd like to mention a word
about the role of the press in this whole
debate. The press has not given the emphasis
to this debate and to this sales tax, which vdll

raise more than four times—well not quite
four times—what the energy tax would have

raised; and which is just as regressive.

Mr. Laughren: More so!

Hon. Mr. Kerr: The pensioners, the farm-

ers and the municipalities benefit. It is all

going back to people who need it.

Mr. Laughren: Not the lawyers though; the

lawyers do all right.

Mr. Cassidy: It is $50 a head and don't

forget it.
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Mr. Foulds: It is important to note that

the increase in sales tax is really 40 per cent;

it's up two percentage points. That point
must be underlined.

Mr. Laughren: How about the youths?

Mr. Foulds: Another thing I would like

to mention, Mr. Speaker, is that, as Brian

Hill, one of the co-authors of the "Real

Poverty Report" points out, the taxation

system of this country, including the taxation

system of Ontario, redistributes less than two

per cent of the wealth of this nation and this

province. The budget, of which this partic-
ular tax is the keystone, does nothing to

rectify it. On those grounds alone, Mr.

Speaker, I would oppose the increase in the

sales tax.

It's important to note, and the most repre-
hensible thing about the sales tax as we all

know, is once the government increases it,

once it has it up to seven per cent, so much
of its provincial revenue becomes dependent
on that method of taxation that it becomes

extremely diflficult to phase it out afterwards.

Remember when we had the first sales tax

of three per cent? It was going to be a

temporary measure while we found other

sources of revenue.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): They
were going to remove that one!

Mr. Foulds: Yes; remember that? They
were going to remove it.

Mr. Bounsall: Remove it all!

Mr. Haggerty: Then it went up two cents

more on the dollar.

Mr. Foulds: They did remove it; they
made it a five per cent sales tax. They liked

the revenue they got from it so much they
have now increased it to seven per cent.

Now 19 per cent of the budget comes from
sales tax and 19 per cent of the budget comes
from personal income tax. Only nine per cent

of the revenue for this province comes from
the corporations of this province. That seems
to be an imbalance that must be rectified.

This tax does not do that.

There are other sources of revenue. How
long are the ordinary people of this province
going to stand for this imposition on them as

individuals?

It is no accident that this government
underestimates its revenue year after year. It

has happened so consistently over the last 10

years that it must be deliberate.

Hon. Mr. White: Now the member will tell

us our debt is too high.

Mr. Foulds: I am not going to mention
that. The Treasurer will be happy to know
that.

Hon. Mr. White: I see. The member is

looking at that side of the coin only today.

Mr. Cassidy: The Treasurer is increasing
Ontario's debt by $800 million. He should be

proud about that; it is a fact.

Mr. Foulds: I am going to tell him where
he can get the rest of the tax without putting
it on the sales tax.

What does it do to the average person in

this province when the Treasurer says—and
when he deliberately emphasizes—that our
revenues are going to be under what they
are? The ordinary guy, the ordinary taxpayer,

says: "Okay, we are in a bind. We will have
to tighten our belts; we will assume the

burden of this tax." That is false, Mr. Speak-
er, because he needn't do it and he is fright-
ened or persuaded falsely.

It is the mix right across the board that

perhaps needs to be hit. The minister knows

very well that to put the whole increase, or

the burden of his budget, on one tax distorts

the whole structure of the taxation system.
He has put it entirely on this one tax.

There are a number of other areas. He
could, for example, increase some of the

corporation taxes even more than he has.

Mr. Cassidy: Let the Treasurer answer

that; that is a good idea.

Mr. Foulds: There are those of us in this

party who say he could do that considerably
and still keep industry going in this province.
As long as the corporations can make a buck,

they will stay. For example, in the resource

industry we don't have to pay diem to take

the metals and the minerals out of the ground.
If necessary, Mr. Speaker, he could increase

some small percentage of the personal income
tax. He could hit the resource taxes more

heavily; he could reverse the trend with the

succession duties. If he needs the revenue,
he could hit in those areas and could hit

without distorting the whole taxation system.
He could, by lessening the sales tax, redress

the balance so the average individual in this

province is not getting hit over and over

again with this regressive tax.

I want to emphasize one point that our

financial critic, the member for York South

(Mr. MacDonald) made for this party. One
keystone of the budget is to remove, or
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attempt to remove, the regressive property
tax and we welcome that. But the Treasurer

has done it in the most reprehensible and

astounding way. He has done it by putting
the whole burden of his budget on the equally

regressive and reprehensible sales tax.

Mr. Speaker, for those reasons I must

oppose this bill.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough Centre.

Mr. F. Drea (Scarborough Centre): Thank
you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. McNeil: That was quite a contribution

that was.

Mr. Foulds: Is the member for Elgin go-

ing to give his maiden speech in the House

today?

Mr. McNeil: The member for Port Arthur
should be proud of himself.

Mr. Cassidy: Is the member going to op-

pose it?

Mr. Haggerty: We are going to have oppo-
sition to it after all.

Mr. Drea: Might I have a little order? I

will provoke enough disorder in about 30

seconds, but I would Hke some order to begin
with.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member has the

floor, go ahead.

Mr. Drea: Thank you.

I rise to speak on Bill 98, not because I

like taxation—I think I am like everybody
else in that I think the least taxation is prob-
ably the best taxation—but I think we have to

look at taxation in this province in the light
of a number of circumstances.

One of the things we have to look at is

municipalities. It was only two weeks ago, I

think, that in this chamber we were talking
about municipalities. A speaker from across

the floor was talking about the phght of the

municipahties and what we were going to do
because the municipalities had now come of

age and couldn't be regarded any longer as

creatures solely of the province and depend-
ent upon its whims.

I think everybody in this House, honestly
and realistically, has to agree with that; and
so we are into an area where we require
taxation if we are to take the very onerous
burden off people who have practised what
has been the Canadian dream. That is they
have saved their money; they have purchased

a house. They have gone without. They have
sacrificed so that in their old age they would
have security in their home. Unfortunately,
with the growth of modem municipal serv-

ices, and paralleling that the growth of the

educational facility, this has become more and
more difficult.

If this was a bill that would raise so many
tens of millions of dollars that would be
used to reduce the provincial debt, that

would be used perhaps for more subsidies

for certain classes in our society, then I think

I might be listening with keen interest to

many of the opposition bleats about what
this bill will do to life in Ontario. But the

prime function of this tax raise, Mr. Speaker,
as I understand it from the Minister of Inter-

governmental Affairs, is that it will provide
funds that will immediately be channelled
back into the municipalities—that there will

be a shift from the shoulders of the home-

owner, particularly the older homeowner.

As such, I think that finally is coming to

grips with what threatens to become the

next real urban crisis. Because if we are

going to go on with a taxation svstem at the

municipal level that punishes thrift, that pun-
ishes self-sacrifice, that punishes those who
do their best to be self-sufficient—and I

realize that not everybody can be self-suffici-

ent all of the time-

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Right! None of

us object to that.

Mr. Drea: —if we are going to go on

allowing a municipal system to punish those

who do the best they can, then I suggest to

you, Mr. Speaker, that that taxation system,
even though it is not probably within our

jurisdiction, becomes very regressive.

In the particular area where I live and
which I have the honour to represent, Mr.

Speaker-

Mr. Young: None of us object to that. Let's

do it another way.

Mr. Drea: —a great deal of funds from
this two per cent tax will immediately come
into the borough of Scarborough, and will

immediately be used, not just to cut the levy
on the homeowners, because I think that's

only part of the problem, but it will allow

a borough that has not been able to develop
its commercial and industrial assessment to

the point where the homeowner's burden is

relieved somewhat by company taxes, it will

allow that borough to start doing things that

unfortunately, because of our present imbal-

anced municipal tax rate there—and it's no
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good going back and looking at the particular

politics of the people who got that borough
into the tax problem that it's in—but it will

allow us to start catching up on some of the

services that, had we been located somewhere
else Mr. Speaker, we might have been able

to commence four or five years ago.

Again, a great deal of the funds from this

—and I don't think enough has been said

about this particular aspect—are going to go
into removing another burden which comes
from the crisis of our present society, and
that is the very high cost of policing. The

public on the one hand, because of events in

jurisdiction elsewhere—and hopefully they
will never occur here—insist that the police
have the manpower, have the technical in-

novations and have the equipment and the

budget to deal with the emerging crime crisis

in urban areas. And that, of course, costs

money.

Not too long ago, Mr. Speaker, there was
a demand—and I think it's a very rightful
demand and 1 supported it wholeheartedly—
from the Metropolitan Toronto Police Asso-

ciation and from many of their wives. We
had two policemen shot down in downtown
Toronto not too long ago and there was the

request, and indeed the demand—and indeed

if you want to put it this way, the ultimatum

—that the policemen wanted two constables

in every car.

Mr. Bounsall: And the government needed
a sales tax to pay for it?

Mr. Laughren: Order, Mr. Speaker!

Mr. Drea: Now then, where does the money
come from for increased policing, unless it

comes from the type of tax-

Mr. Bounsall: And the government needed
a sales tax?

Mr. Drea: —that has been designed by the

Treasurer of this province with the very clear

understanding that the bulk of the funds, if

indeed not more than the funds collected

by the increase in this single tax-

Mr. R. Gisbom (Hamilton East): What did

the police chief say?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Drea: —are going back into the mu-
nicipality to take care of such tilings as the

increased cost of policing, to lift the burden
from the older homeowner.

You know it's all very well when it comes
to taxes to come to a homeowner like me

and to say that you're at a relatively young
age and that with the inflation factor built-in,

you are paying your taxes and you are pay-
ing your mortgage out of ever cheaper dol-

lars. That is fine and dandy for me now, and
for many people in this House, but if it

goes on for another 20 years that's small

consolation; because you've reached the peak
of your earnings and you're starting to go
down. And you also have to face the prob-
lem of inflated taxes at the municipal level.

On the other hand, the one tax that is

expandable, the income tax, is primarily gov-
erned and controlled by the federal govern-
ment—which shows precious little inclination

to do very much about the problems of urban

life and urban homeowners.

An hon. member: They do nothing!

Mr. Drea: As a matter of fact it is doing
something. Let's just take a lodk at it. I'm

awfully glad the point was raised.

One of the things the federal government
really has in the field of taxation, Mr. Speaker,
is in this expansionary field, which yields
it enough funds that it really has to spend
an awful lot of money.

I think sometimes we are overly critical

about the poor federal government. It has

money running out of its ears and it doesn't

like to leave it in the bank, it might get to

be embarrassing. So it gets into such things
as "LIP," "SLIP," "GRIP," and that kind of

nonsense, which is strictly payout.

Mr. Laughren: Did the Treasurer write

this for the member?

Mr. Drea: Now, let's just take a look at the

jurisdictions—$34 million in LIP grants into

the city of Montreal—and I don't begrudge
that at all—and $4 million into Toronto. Now
what about equitable taxation? There isn't

any at that level. Unfortunately, the rules of

the game prevent the municipalities from

really getting into equitable taxation. The

responsibility rests four-square on the should-

ers of the provincial Treasurer. He could be

a very popular man by coming-

Mr. Laughren: I doubt it.

Mr. Drea: —in with a budget that had no
tax increases. He could have been very pop-
ular.

Mr. Deans: Just by his nature, the Treas-

urer is unpopular.

An hon. member: He could have done that.
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Mr. Drea: He could have done that very

easily—no problem at all. As a matter of fact,

I suggest that his wife and family may have

been a lot happier had he taken the easy way
out and ducked his responsibilities—and came
in with a bland smile and said, "No tax in-

creases are necessary."

But without a tax like the one we are

discussing now, where would the municipal-
ities have been? After all, it was only 1%

years ago that we got into the Metro garbage
strike. There was an area over which the

municipality had no control, because when
that final arbitration came down it set a very

inflationary wage policy for municipal em-

ployees across this province.

Mr. Foulds: Oh, that is nonsense!

Mr. Drea: This is one of the reasons muni-

cipalities are in fiscal difficulty at the moment
and why the provincial Treasurer had to

assume his responsibilities and had to go in—

Mr. Foulds: What is their average income

compared to the member's and the doctor's?

Mr. Drea: What was that?

Mr. Foulds: What is their average income

compared to the member's?

Mr. Drea: Their average income is up over

mine now; right down here. Oh, the member
should take a look at municipal employees in

the bigger areas!

Mr. Laughren: That's an outright false-

hood and the member knows it.

Mr. Deans: That's hardly creditable.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, to come back to

the point I was raising; had the provincial
Treasurer ignored the very real crisis in mu-

nicipal taxes he could have avoided such

painful moments as this one. Because, quite

frankly, every time some one pays the extra

two cents, it's going to be a painful moment.
As I said before, I don't particularly like

paying taxes, but at least vdth this one-

Mr. Young: The member can afford it.

Mr. Drea: —I won't have to worry that the

money is going to "LIP," "SLIP," "GRIP," or

some other silly thing, I won't have to worry
that it is going into a ship that runs on its

side. I won't have to worry about these

things, because in this budget—and this tax

is part of it—I know where the money is

going. I know what it means in my own
municipality. I know what it means to people
in my own municipality.

I say this to you in all candor, Mr.

Speaker, that one of the things that impresses
me the most in the need for a tax like this,

is the fact that the Treasurer and the Min-

ister of Economics and Intergovernmental
Affairs has said this isn't a one-shot effort;

that he's not going to come back next year
with other variations and cut the municipal-
ities off, or direct the funds elsewhere.

Mr. Haggerty: He won't be back.

Mr. Drea: We have started off in a logical,

orderly way, perhaps painful at the moment,
at the provincial level-

Mr. Laughren: Inflationary!

Mr. Foulds: Inflationary!

Mr. Drea: —of taking this burden off and

getting some order and stability into munic-

ipal taxation. I say to you, Mr. Speaker, that

long after the energy tax withdrawal and

everything else is forgotten, this minister is

going to be remembered by municipal coun-

cils across this province.

Mr. Haggerty: Surely the member doesn't

believe that.

Mr. Drea: The sales tax and its implemen-
tation and its direction as to where the funds

will go, are the most meaningful thing for the

municipalities that has come in the 1970s. On
that basis, I would suggest there is no altern-

ative except to vote for this tax.

Mr. Gisbom: The alternative is to get the

tax money needed from other sources.

Mr. Drea: It's very easy to sit over on the

other side and bleat and complain and so

forth.

Mr. Deans: It's not easy to sit over here.

We have to listen to the member.

Hon. Mr. White: The opposition talks with

a fofked tongue.

Mr. Drea: If the opposition doesn't believe

in the two per cent tax-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Drea: —if they think it's unnecessary,
then by all means herd the municipalities in

and let them say: "Mr. Minister, we don't

think there should be a change. We don't

think there should be any more subsidies. We
don't want the library grants up. We don't

want extra help for policing. We don't want

anything to do with your province, just leave
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us alone." Let them come and say that. No

way, no sir, will they come in here.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): We
are not against the help to municipalities; we
are against using a raise in sales tax to do it.

Mr. Drea: This may be a very valid

point. It concerns me that the sales tax is

getting to the point where it collects the

revenue that income tax does. But I suggest
to you, Mr. Speaker, that we are rapidly

reaching the point in this country where in-

come tax is becoming a disincentive to work.

I know that sounds hke something up in

the air, but I suggest there is no country in

the world that has gone on and elevated its

income tax higher and higher and higher that

hasn't paid the consequences a great deal of

its work force rebelling. I think this is par-

ticularly true in Europe.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Ferrier: Same thing back in the 1930s.

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie):
Make up your mind!

Mr. Ferrier: My mind is made up.

Mr. Drea: May I suggest, Mr. Speaker, if

we wanted to get a tax on people who
couldn't pay income, then we wouldn't be

raising the funds out of this tax for the

rebate system of this government.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): The

government wants to raise as much as pos-
sible from sales tax, from persons on fixed

incomes and welfare because they pay no
income tax.

Mr. Drea: After all, Mr. Speaker, we are

the only government I know that gives a tax

rebate, and a sizable one, to people who
don't even pay municipal taxes.

Mr. Foulds: It doesn't give; it cannot give

something that is stolen in the first place.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, in my riding, one
out of seven people-

Mr. Laughren: It's their money.

Mr. Drea: —will be automatically getting
back far more under the rebate system than

they would be paying out on the sales tax. If

we raised-

Mr. Ferrier: The government overtaxed

them in the first place!

An hon. member: Oh, no!

Mr. Drea: One out of seven.

Mr. Stokes: The member doesn't beheve
that?

Mr. Drea: And then there is another two

per cent in my riding—and I know the

figures—who will be getting back more on the

rebate because they are-

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Great

system, great system!

Mr. Stokes: The govenmient can't bribe

them with their own money this time.

Mr. Speaker: Order! Order please!

Mr. Drea: They are senior citizens who are

identified by living in senior citizens' resi-

dences.

Mr. Foulds: It is a very provocative speech,
Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, I suggest to you
that it is all very well to complain about Bill

98 and how it's going to take two cents here

and two cents there and that it's very re-

gressive and there is no redistribution of

wealth. How do we finance the redistribution

of wealth in this province through the rebate

system if it isn't by taxes like this?

Mr. Eaton: Does the member for Port

Arthur put his feet on the table at home?

Mr. Foulds: Yes. I have a special table for

just that purpose.

Mr. Drea: I would think he would.

An hon. member: I wouldn't doubt it.

Mr. McNeil: He used to sit that way in the

classroom, that's why he is here.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please! Will the mem-
ber for Scarborough Centre proceed. Proceed

please!

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): I spent
the morning in his riding.

Mr. Eaton: Has the member started to

campaign already? He started his last cam-

paign in my riding and look what happened.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Drea: When the session over there

ends, I will recommence.
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Mr. Speaker: Order please!

The member for Scarborough Centre has

the floor. He gave the members that courtesy,
now extend that courtesy to him.

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Speaker, will you please

stop interrupting the debate?

Mr. Laughren: He is waiting for the Treas-

urer to throw him a fish.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, to come back to

the principle of Bill 98; as I said in the be-

ginning, I am not enamoured of taxes and

the one I like the least, other than on days
like today which happens to be April 30, the

one I like the least after that one day is the

retail sales tax. However I would like to

compliment the minister in another area be-

cause he has made a most-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Drea: He has a most judicious bit of

selectivity in certain of the amendments to

the tax. First of all, I think that in terms of

money for tourism and the finances of the

hotel industry, we have made improvements
by increasing the dollar amount that may be

charged for a restaurant meal before tax is

collected.

I think it would have been far easier to do
as other jurisdictions do, particularly to the

east. They just give one a form with eight

per cent on it and for anything over 25 or

30 cents I think one pays eight per cent

automatically. I think that going to the higher

exemption for the price of a meal out re-

flects—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Drea: —a concern that families be
allowed to—

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: A lot of people can't

afford to eat out.

Mr. Drea: Oh, come off itl Just come off

it. Families which want to go out-

Mr. Deans: The member is being ridic-

ulous.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Drea: —certainly not to very high-

priced restaurants but to ordinary-priced ones
for Sunday breakfast or Simday lunch or

something else, will now not have to pay sales

tax on the bit of relief the housewife gets

from having to cook all of the meals all of

the time.

I think it took a great deal of imderstand-

ing about family life in this province to bring
in that kind of legislation, and I compliment
the Treasurer for it

Mr. Deans: Tell us about the tax on

puppies and kittens.

Mr. Ferrier: Tell us about the seeds.

Mr. Lewis: Understanding of family Hfe?

Mr. Drea: Yes. People eat out on Sunday
mornings.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Drea: That's good.

Mr. Deans: Not many of the senior citizens

I know eat out on Sunday mornings.

Mr. Drea: Oh?

Mr. Deans: Not many of them eat out on

Sunday mornings.

Mr. Drea: Perhaps the member might
come to a couple of areas in my riding
where there are substantial senior citizen

developments and he will find that they do

occasionally eat out.

An hoD. member: Occasionally, yes.

Mr. Deans: Occasionally, and what they
save by this is ridiculous.

Mr. Bounsall: On Sunday morning the

member's friends aren't home yet.

Mr. Drea: They will get back an even

bigger tax rebate next year which will allow

them to eat out even more; but the member
doesn't like to remember that, does he?

Mr. Foulds: Twice a year instead of once
a year.

Mr. Lewis: This is unbeUevable. This is

the kind of defence the Treasurer needed.

Mr. Drea: Well, it may not be the best

defence in the world but at least it's an
honest one, which is more than I can say
for the attacks that have been made on the

Treasurer.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Drea: I really don't think I have to

defend the minister in this particular situ-

ation. On the one hand he has looked at his

obligations, and the obligation upon a pro-
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vincial Treasurer now is far more than just

balancing the books of the province. The

obhgation is also to ensure there is some

form, or at least a start on an equitable and

modem basis of taxation in the municipal-
ities.

He carries a double load; unlike his

counterpart in Ottawa who only carries a

single load, the Treasurer here carries a

double load. I think he has met his respon-
sibilities in a very painful area in a very
honourable, a very orderly and a very stable

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Drea: He hasn't taken the easy way
out in this one. He has gone the difficult

route. He has set up something that, hope-

fully in the future, will pay an immense
amount of dividend, not only to the home-
owner but also to the person who dwells in

an apartment or who rents a house. More and

more the rental clauses that tenants sign
contain the magic paragraph that if municipal
taxes go up they will have to pay the

difference, dollar for dollar. I think that now

municipal taxes are going to come down or

at least hold the line.

Again, he could have given it across the

board to municipalities. He could have col-

lected these funds and said every municipal-

ity is entitled to a little slice of the pie, and

we would have made a profit on collecting
this tax; but he didn't do that.

The most money goes to the most deserv-

ing municipalities. I know that's particularly
true in the case of mine. I think it is a very
fair distribution. I think the promise con-

tained in the outline of gross expenditures as

against the additional subsidies which will be

maintained, is a reassurance that thrift will

be practised at the municipal level as well as

at the provincial level.

Mr. Speaker, while it is never the most

pleasant duty in the world to stand up and
to say, yes, a tax is acceptable, I think on

this occasion there really is room to stand up
and say yes, if taxes are necessary. And I

think deep down within ourselves we have

to admit that.

There is a very easy way to get rid of all

the taxes. We could cut out a lot of services.

Mr. Gisbom: He didn't say anything about

where it comes from.

Mr. Drea: It comes from me and it comes
from the member.

Mr. Ferrier: It doesn't come from the big

boys.

Mr. Drea: Oh yes.

Mr. Ferrier: Mr. Speaker, this is a setup.

Mr. Drea: You know, it's very interesting;

they keep raising this thing about the corpor-
ation tax and how the corporations would

stay here, Mr. Speaker-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, it seems to me
that we now have the lowest unemployment
rate of anywhere in this country. It seems to

me that it was even a surprise.

There has to be something said about the

fact that our taxation policies are not penal-

izing the efficient industries, are not robbing
them, are not milking them, are allowing
them to go out and expand and keep us

competitive around the world and bring us to

an unemployment rate down below four per
cent, which is not only the envy of this

country but is the envy of all the industrial

states in the United States at this time.

Mr. Bounsall: And the largest group of

working poor anywhere in the world.

Mr. Drea: There is a direct relationship

between government taxation policies and
the ability of industries to compete, and this

has been proven in many other jurisdictions.

Again, I compliment the Treasurer for his

ability to make the hard decision and avoid

the easy ones, which would be to slap extra

taxes on industry and then try and pick up
the pieces four and five years from now be-

cause there has been no expansion and no

reinvestment in new tooling. To come back

to my conclusion, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Laughren: The member for Timiska-

ming (Mr. Havrot) will make his maiden

speech tonight.

An hon. member: Just wait.

Mr. Laughren: We are waiting. We know
it will be on something meaningful.

Mr. Bounsall: He has only 2% years.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, as I was saying, in

conclusion-

Mr. O. F. Villeneuve (Glengarry): For 25

years I have heard that!

Mr. Lewis: Did the Treasurer give him a

shovel?
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Mr. Drea: Standing up and supporting a

new tax is often not the most desirable of

endeavours in this Legislature.

Mr. Lewis: Well, tax some other areal

Mr. Drea: But having regard to the figures

that have been put out by the Minister of

Intergovernmental AflFairs, having regard to

the tax base of this province, having regard
to the standard of living in this province,

having regard above all to the rebate system,
which is taking a load off low-income fami-

lies, even those who pay no taxes whatso-

ever, municipal, provincial or federal, having

regard to all of those factors and having

regard above all to the need for the reform of

municipal taxation to allow the municipality
to go on and provide the services that its

residents require and its tax base does not

permit, I suggest to you, Mr. Speaker, the

provincial Treasurer has laboured long-

Mr. Lewis: There are better sources.

Mr. Drea: —and has produced a most fair

budget.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come now.

Mr. Drea: Bill 98 is a very integral part
of that, because we are not into fiscal irre-

sponsibility and fooling around. You know,
it is very interesting, in a jurisdiction just to

the east of us—I am just going to raise this

for a moment—they are always cutting taxes.

They keep saying: "We have cut taxes now
for eight, nine, 10 years.' And this morning
I heard on the radio—not being much of a

finance man this really rocked me—

Mr. Deans: That's pretty obvious.

Mr. Drea: —that they just went out and
borrowed $100 million for a project at 10

per cent interest.

Mr. Haggerty: Sounds like Hydro.

Mr. Drea: They go on cutting taxes; oh

yes, everything is very nice-

Mr. Deans: Why doesn't the member talk

to the Treasurer about the money we owe to

Germany?

Hon. Mr. White: At 6y2 per cent.

Mr. Lewis: Does he have those figures on
revaluation yet?

Mr. Drea: —and then they go out and bor-

row $100 million at 10 per cent interest.

You are just making a mockery out of the

whole tax field. You are going to the person

and saying: "I am saving you a dollar on
your taxes;" and then you are sucking him
into a 25- or 30-year deal at 10 per cent
interest that is going to take $3.50 out of

his pocket. We don't do this here.

Mr. Lewis: But we should not be using
the sales tax.

Mr. Drea: Well, name onel

Mr. Lewis: The resource tax.

Mr. Drea: Resource tax? I am not so sure

that I like resource taxes at the moment.

Mr. Stokes: The Minister of Natural Re-
sources (Mr. Bemier) likes it.

Mr. Drea: As a matter of fact, I heard the

NDP people the other day saying about
Inco—

Mr. Laughren: We would give them bus
fare.

Mr. Drea: Cool it!

I heard the NDP people the other ^ay
saying certain things about Inco; that they
are threatening to go to New Caledonia, they
are threatening to go to Gautemala, there

are still those two nickel mines left in Cuba
they once had an interest in. They are talk-

ing, you know, the whole system of—there
are other places to get the metals.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Drea: Manitoba came dowTi loud and

clear that it should have a resource tax.

Mr. Laughren: We'll look after the re-

sources—we'll look after them.

Mr. Drea: And yet the Premier—and I give
him marks for this; I give him a great many
marks for this—

Mr. Laughren: We would give them bus

fare.

Mr. Drea: —he is now pondering the im-

pact of a resource tax on the ability to de-

velop his own north. Yes, it will produce
funds—but what is its impact on the north

of that province and its development?

Now, I am not altogther sure at this par-
ticular time in this province, where there is

a definite policy on resources—particularly in

mining resources—that the resource has to

be smelted here.

Mr. Laughren: What policy?

An hon. member: Oh, come on!
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Mr. Drea: I am not sure, vis-a-vis the re-

source policies of other provinces or of other

countries, where they care not, as long as

you take the ore out and you give some un-

employment there; they don't care about the

smelting. Now then, I am not all-

Mr. Laughren: There is no policy.

Mr. Drea: That is why I say, I am—

Mr. Laughren: At 1.78 per cent?

Mr. Drea: I don't look at a resource tax as

absolute black and white. I think there are

occasions that a resource tax, particularly in

a province that is devoted almost exclusively
to the extraction of resources—whether they
be wood or whether they be ore—I think that

in that case a resource tax may be of some

necessity to provide for the day when that

resource has been terminated and we have
to get into secondary industry. But at this

particular time in Ontario, with the changing
world markets, particularly in the metal field

—and we have just seen in the last five or six

years, the number one commodity that we
have, nickel, going from a world shortage and
from prime rates into all of a sudden a world

surplus.

Mr. Laughren: Where's the surplus?

Mr. Drea: We are also into an age of

technology that has three times in 15 years-

Mr. Laughren: The surplus is stockpiled at

Inco.

Mr. Drea: —altered the lead and zinc

market; particularly zinc, which 10 or 12

years ago was a glut on the market. New
technology comes along for the use of zinc,

particularly in construction, and zinc immedi-

ately becomes a hot commodity on the

market.

Mr. Bounsall: Even the Treasurer can't

listen; he's had enough.

Mr. Drea: These are some of the things I

like to think about when you are talking
about a resource tax. If you are going to get
a resource tax on pulp and paper, I wonder
how effective that will be on the stability of

northern Ontario if—

Mr. Laughren: The member will never

know, because this government will never

try it.

Mr. Drea: —with changing fluctuations in

the dollar rate, whether that lessens our

ability to compete for the newsprint in

Europe and the United States. So as I say,
it is not black and white. And neither is a

sales tax; neither is a sales tax black or white.

Mr. Haggerty: White's last budget!

Mr. Drea: A sales tax v^dthout a rebate to

the indigent is black. But in this particular
case-

Mr. Lewis: Yes, but there is no rebate for

the first five per cent.

Mr. Drea: Oh yes there is.

Mr. Lewis: There's only a rebate on the

recent supertax—on the first five per cent.

Mr. Drea: Yes, that is right.

Mr. Lewis: Therefore it is "black" in that

sense.

Mr. Drea: No, no, no!

As I say, a sales tax where there is no
consideration given-

Mr. Stokes: The member is in over his

head.

Mr. Drea: No, I am not over my head;
and I am going to raise another point.

One of the problems with a sales tax—

and I think members opposite will agree with

me on this—is that I certainly would not want
to see a sales tax where there is a means test;

because I think that is an unnecessary
humiliation. In other words, where someone
is buying retail he has to produce a card for

a tax exempt purchase. I think we have far

too much identification now of those who are

not—

Mr. Deans: Whose tax?

Mr. Drea: These are points that the mem-
bers opposite are raising. We have far too

much identification of those who are now
not entirely self-sufiBcient, or perhaps—

Mr. Deans: Who's raising? Make it clear

who's suggesting that.

Mr. Drea: —not self-suflBcient at all. So
there are black and whites to that too. But

I say to members, on balance, that this tax

at this time will produce the kind of revenue

that will allow us to start a fundamental

reform of the municipal taxation system. Un-
less there is a reform of that municipal taxa-

tion system, we are going to be here till

the year 3,ClOO trying to figure out a housing

policy; trying to figure out a transportation

policy—
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Mr. Deans: The member won't be here

until the year 3,000; and even if he was
this government couldn't figure out a housing

policy.

Mr. Drea: Well, I think that my ability

is as good as that of the member for Went-
worth. I rather suspect that unless we get
down to one of the fundamental reasons for

the cost of houses-

Mr. Deans: I don't mean the member
personally; I meant his government.

Mr. Drea: —which has to do with taxes

and assessment, we are never going to be
able to come to grips with the problem. But
on balance, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Deans: We have to start with land

costs, and the government has to come to

grips with that problem.

Mr. Drea: Well, part of the problem with
land costs has to do with assessments; and
with the assessment ratio being just about the

only way-

Mr. Deans: It doesn't have to do with
assessment.

Mr. Drea: —that a municipality can raise

funds without a straight cap-in-hand approach
to the province for a subsidy. And Mr.

Speaker, we have changed that.

Mr. Haggerty: Yes, the government is

changing it now.

Mr. Drea: In this particular budget we
have changed it. We have put it in a very

orderly and stable way; and I think we have

put it into perspective. So, Mr. Speaker—and
I promise this time I will conclude—I think

the points I have made have had full and

thorough discussion, particularly from across

the floor-

Mr. Lewis: He shouldn't conclude—he's the

only Conservative backbencher-

Mr. Drea: —but I would like to say in my
final remarks that if this province is to go on

providing the services—and we do have serv-

ices in this province that are very costly and
which no taxpayer in this province begrudges;
or if there is that tiny percentage who be-

grudge them, they shouldn't—

Mr. Laughren: They don't need the Davis
air force!

Mr. Drea: If we are to go on providing
opportunities for people to achieve the ut-

most out of their own talents and abilities in

the work force—and we do that second to

none in this country—and if we were to go on
in a stable, peaceful, orderly society, then I

suggest to you, Mr. Speaker, that voting on
items such as Bill 98 to raise the revenue to

do these things becomes an absolute necessity.

It is very easy to bail out and say: "Well,
the money will come from somewhere; it will

drop from heaven." Mr. Speaker, it does not;

it is raised out of your wallet, my wallet and
hundreds of thousands of wallets and purses
across this province by people who make
considerable money and by people who have
a diflBcult time. After all, Mr. Speaker, that

is the basis of taxation.

Mr. Deans: A lot of them can't aflFord it.

Mr. Drea: We are raising funds to do

things. In this case. Bill 98 is going to provide
the wherewithal so that we can do something
that will be meaningful, not just for our-

selves but for people when they become older

and less able to fend for themselves against
the caprices of inflation and municipal ser-

vices and all that those entail. At least it

stops us from having to punish thrift, self-

sacrifice and concern about remaining self-

suflBcient for as long as possible in our society.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Lewis: He is the only Conservative to

participate; for that he is to be congratulated.

Mr. Drea: Thank you.

Mr. Haggerty: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, for

allowing me the opportunity to speak on Bill

98, An Act to amend the Retail Sales Tax Act.

I Hstened with interest to the member for

Scarborough Centre; but while he supports
the bill, I will oppose it. I think it is one of

the most regressive taxes in Ontario.

Hon. Mr. White: If the member ever

understands it, he may support it, though.

Mr. H. Edigboffer (Perth): The Treasurer

is going to withdraw it.

Mr. Deacon: A 40 per cent increase.

Mr. Haggerty: If I follow the Treasurer's

views, I would never understand it; that's

for sure.

Mr. Lewis: It is hard for mortals who don't

teach economics to understand it; that is why
the Treasurer withdrew the energy tax.

Mr. Haggerty: We in the official opposition
have listened with interest to the remarks of

the provincial Treasurer and his reasons for
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bringing in the tax increases. While the

present federal government has reduced

taxes and applied tax credits to all segments
of our society, the Treasurer's proposals would
increase the present sales tax from five per
cent to seven per cent, an increase to the

public of 40 per cent, which will add to the

cost of the consumers.

The main thrust of the increase of the

Conservative government was to provide
additional costs to lower-income persons at

every level. They take it with one hand and

give it back with the other; it just doesn't

seem right to move in this direction.

When we talk about the additional aid

given to municipalities, I think of the report
on federal-provincial relations, which came
out in 1939; I think that report spelled out

pretty well the problems between the dif-

ferent levels of government.

Mr. Drea: When was the last time the

federal government gave anything to the

municipalities?

Mr. Haggerty: The member for Scar-

borough Centre should listen to this: That

report said there was too much overlapping
of services. And when I look at the regional

government in the Niagara peninsula, which

is a new form of government, it certainly

has cost them enormous amounts of money
for this change.

I listened with interest to the member from

Scarborough Centre when he was talking
about tax transfers from the federal and pro-
vincial governments to the municipalities. If

the minister is really serious about tax reform

at this level, then why does he not pick

up and assume the total cost of policing in

Ontario? What do the police today actually

do for the local taxpayer? They provide pro-
tection by policing highways under the High-

way Traffic Act.

Hon. Mr. White: On a point of clarifica-

tion, is my hon. friend recommending that

we increase provincial taxes to pay for the

police in order to take that burden off

property? Is that what my hon. friend is

suggesting?

Mr. Haggerty: No. Let the Treasurer just

sit down and wait until I get through here.

Then I think he will get the message.

I am talking about policing as one example.
If the province would assume the total cost

of policing from local municipalities, this

would be a shift from local taxation. It

wouldn't have to go on real estate property

which it should never be on in the first

place.

In the first place, what do the police do

presently? They police the Highway Traffic

Act. They police the federal Act dealing with
the Criminal Code.

Hon. Mr. White: The member is support-

ing my budget and I appreciate it very much.

Mr. Haggerty: No, I am not supporting
his budget. There are some good things in it.

They are policing federal matters under
the Criminal Code. Particularly in the Niagara

peninsula, at one time one could get a

policeman to go out and issue a parking ticket

or go after a matter of—perhaps, I shouldn't

mention this as it might offend the minister-

some pets such as dogs. They have to go
out and hire a special bylaw officer today to

do that at an extra cost to the region. If

the Treasurer wants to take this matter seri-

ously to heart, he should go to the federal

government and say: "This is part of your

responsibility, policing in Ontario. Provide

us with the funds." They have the funds.

There is no doubt about it.

The other matter is to assume the complete
costs of welfare in the region or in muni-

cipalities instead of coming back with this 20

per cent charge to local municipalities. In no

way should a municipality have to support
welfare schemes such as we have here in

the Province of Ontario. It should be the

sole responsibility of the federal and the pro-
vincial governments to take over the com-

plete cost of Children's Aid Societies. These

alone, Mr. Speaker, would relieve the Nia-

gara regional budget of about 50 per cent

of the tax load, and also local municipahties.

If the Treasurer wants tax reform, I sug-

gest these are the things that should be

removed from local municipalities and should

be picked up by the federal and the pro-
vincial governments. These are some of the

things I think the minister should be looking
at.

As for the matter of the two per cent cost,

I mentioned it would add an extra 40 per
cent cost to all the consumers in the Province

of Ontario. No doubt the Treasurer has men-

tioned that there is a tax credit given back

on property through personal, individual in-

come tax returns; but this 40 per cent will

add an additional $150 to $160 to the taxes

of every family in Ontario. I believe the

rebate of the tax credit is around $34.

So we have the provincial government

taking approximately $120 more by this two
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per cent tax from the low-income tax persons
in Ontario, and I don't think these persons
can afford it.

I listened to other members speak in the

House and they mentioned that perhaps we
should be taking more taxes from our natural

resources. I was interested in reading the

report here in the Globe and Mail of, I

believe April 26; under the heading. Profit of

BP About the Same as Year Ago." It said:

Results of BP Canada Ltd. of Montreal

in the first quarter of this year were about

the same as in the first quarter of last year,
Derek Mitchell, president, said at the

company's annual meeting.

In the first quarter of 1972 profit was

$3,983,000 or 23 cents a share, before an
income tax credit of $1.6 million or nine

cents a share, which brought final profit to

$5,583,000, or 32 cents a share.

Now I think this—

Mr. Eaton: How much is a share worth?

Mr. Haggerty: Now I don't think this

method of using so-called tax credits as

profit for a company has any place in our

society today. When you can hit the lower
income person for a 40 per cent increase and
then come back and allow certain corpora-
tions in Ontario, and perhaps throughout
Canada, a tax credit of $1.6 million—and

they use it as a profit—there is something
wrong with our system of taxation in Ontario.

Mr. Eaton: That's the federal government.

Mr. Haggerty: I suggest that the Treasurer

should have a complete review of all these

tax credits given to certain corporations in

Ontario. There is no doubt about it that some
of them can pay more. I find it rather dis-

turbing that on the same day Imperial Oil

would make an announcement that the price
of gasoline is going up one cent more. If

BP can make a profit like that with its tax

credit, what is Imperial Oil's tax credit?

On this matter I raised the point in the

House not too long ago that I thought per-

haps the government should put a freeze on
the costs of natural gas and all energy in

Ontario. The reason I did was that the scare

in the United States of an energy shortage
and their thought of rationing energy was
alone going to create an increase in the cost

of energy—I am talking about gasoline, home
energy, etc.—to all the taxpayers here in

Ontario and in Canada. These are the matters
I think the Treasurer should be looking into.

I was rather interested, too, in receiving a

press release from the Chamber of Commerce
for Niagara Falls, Ont. I will read this to

the House, Mr. Speaker. It says:

The Niagara Falls Chamber of Com-
merce wishes to record their objection to

the recent provincial tax increase, and in

particular the sales tax increase from five

to seven per cent. The government is

reducing the money that people have to

spend, as such moneys in the hands of con-

sumers are controlled by the consumers,
whereas the money that the government
spends is not controlled by the consumers
until an election comes along.

The general tendency of government, in-

cluding the provincial government, is one
of deficit budgeting, and it is inflationary.
This recent tax increase by the provincial

government is an example of the tendency
of the provincial government and federal

government to stoke the fires of inflation

and take away from the individual tax-

payer the control of expenditures. Most

certainly the seven per cent tax increase on

energy is a glaring example of the inflation-

ary effect of taxation.

In the fiscal year 1964 to 1965, expendi-
tures by the provincial government totalled

$1.68 million. The expenditures for the

fiscal year 1972 and 1973 totalled

$6,509 million, which represents the aver-

age yearly increase of 32 per cent for the

past nine years.

The consumer should ask who con-

tributes most to inflation: the government
or the economy at large. The Ontario

Chamber of Commerce is being asked to

register its dissatisfaction with this recent

tax increase and will strive, we are confi-

dent, to impress upon politicians the argu-
ment that governments contribute more to

inflation than does the business community
and the consumer combined.

That is H. Mole, chairman, public affairs

committee.

Members can see that the Chamber of

Commerce is not too happy with the tax in-

crease of two per cent. But I believe, Mr.

Speaker, that the proposed seven per cent

energy tax was nothing but a smokescreen

and a snow job-that the people of Ontario

were told that it was unavoidable that we
were going to have this seven per cent sales

tax on energy so the government meanwhile
could sneak through the two per cent tax,

saying: "Well, perhaps they will miss it in

the overall discussions in this House and
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perhaps in the press releases in the local

newspapers." It is a smokescreen.

Mr. Speaker, it is the "White" Treasurer's

first budget report, but I will tell you it is a

black day for all of Ontario with this sales

tax increase of two per cent.

I strongly oppose it, Mr. Speaker. Hope-
fully, there are other members on the gov-
ernment side. I watched last week when
the first reading of the bill for the seven

per cent sales tax was brought into the

House and we on this side stood up and

voted against it. I think there was one mem-
ber on that side who stood and voted with

the opposition members. Yet there are mem-
bers on that side, the Conservative side, who
are ^oing out and speaking from both sides

of their mouth, telling the people they are

against it but standing up in this House and

supporting it.

Mr. Bounsall: Yes. What do they think of

that?

Mr. Haggerty: There are going to be many
of them this afternoon who are going to stand

up and support the extra two per cent sales

tax.

Mr. Deacon: A 40 per cent increase in the

sales tax—they'll stand up and support that.

Mr. Villeneuve: That was the energy tax.

Mr. Haggerty: Yes, there are going to be

a great number of them today who are go-

ing to stand up and support this extra two

per cent tax. It is going to be an increase

to the consumer and to the small or low in-

come earner in the Province of Ontario, a

person who can't aflFord to pay any more in

taxes.

Mr. Bounsall: And it will be recorded.

Mr. Haggerty: I believe there was a mis-

calculation of figures. It was suggested that

the Leader of the Opposition in one of his

press releases a few weeks ago stated that

the deficit of last year was supposed to run

at about $800 million. The Treasurer came
with a rebuttal and said, "No, it is only
about $300 million. We picked up some $300
million in additional revenue from the ex-

pansionary growth of the last four months
of 1972."

The expansionary growth this year, 1973, is

way above any past level in government ex-

penditure or government prediction of growth
in Ontario. Particularly, I think the 19 per
cent for this year, with this expansionary

growth is going to bring in additional rev-

enue to the Province of Ontario. I suppose I

could say any figures, but I think it is going
to amount to well over $350 million addi-

tional income to the Province of Ontario.

With that, I don't think there is any need
for the increase of two per cent in the sales

tax. I think this expansionary growth is go-

ing to bring in the revenue the Treasurer is

looking for.

With those comments, Mr. Speaker, I

strongly protest the two per cent increase in

sales taxes.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor West.

Mr. Bounsall: Mr. Speaker, I rise to oppose
Bill 98, an Act to amend the Retail Sales Tax
Act.

It was interesting to note that in all the

time devoted to this debate so far the Treas-

urer has been supported by only one other

Tory member, the member for Scarborough
Centre. I wouldn't say that soeech was one of

much support. Where are all the rest of the

Tory backbenchers in supporting him on this

bill? Where is the member for Sault Ste.

Marie, who is going to be supporting it, I

suppose?

Mr. Rhodes: I am ready. Does the member
want to sit down now?

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): Give him a

chance.

Mr. Bounsall: I am glad to hear that at

least one person from the north on the Tory
side is going to be able to speak to this bill.

Mr. Rhodes: If the member will sit down,
I'll start.

Mr. Bounsall: Perhaps he will vote against

it. We will be very interested to find out

what his remarks are when the time comes

and whether or not he is going to vote against

it. There hasn't been a speaker from the

rump yet on whether or not they are voting

for this bill. They are certainly not jumping
to the defence of the provincial Treasurer

over the tax, that is pretty clear.

Mr. Gilbertson: TheyHl be here.

Mr. Bounsall: No member for eastern On-

tario has spoken yet in defence of the Treas-

urer on this bill. He must feel pretty lonely

as he sits among his colleagues, none of

whom will rise to his defence.

The remarks the member for Scarborough

Centre did make touched on how much he

was in favour of lowering property taxes;
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we on this side of the House, the opposition
members and the New Democratic Party
members, have been supporting that for

years, except we are opposed to getting it

this way from the people of Ontario who can

least afford to pay.

Mr. Speaker, this Act to amend the Retail

Sales Tax Act and the circumstances sur-

rounding it are almost unbelievable. By this

time, having been a member here for some

year and a half, I would think that I would
have become accustomed to legislation that is

beyond my comprehension in terms of its

philosophy; in terms of its political acumen;
indeed, of its political acceptability whatso-

ever.

I would have thought that I would have

become used to legislation that was beyond
my comprehension in terms of its lack of

equity; its lack of fairness; certainly, its

lack of forethought; and particularly in this

case, with this whole budget, the most re-

pressive part, its lack of need. This bill, as

we have it, and the thinking behind it, tops

anything I have yet seen introduced in a year
and a half in this Legislature; certainly, I am
left mentally breathless in trying to decipher
the rationale behind the introduction and ex-

pansion of this very regressive sales tax.

We could treat the whole dropping of the

energy tax as a humorous incident—and this

whole sales tax bill is a humorous document
—and laugh at it, if this tax and its increase

weren't so repressive on our people.

Turning to the Treasurer's budget state-

ment, on page 34 we find a rather interest-

ing statement. I quote: "I ask the Legislature
to share my belief that this budget is a work-
able and responsible budget which charts a

clear course of action for the year ahead."

Well, this leaky ship, to continue the analogy,
lasted all of 12 days before going aground on
the energy tax—before the seven per cent

energy tax on resources was withdrawn.
Shades of Walter GordonI

We can only hope that the Treasurer will

further continue to emulate Walter Gordon
in this respect and take off the increase in

the sales tax proposed in this bill. He could
still float this budget but with some of the

sales taxes removed. At the moment it appears
still firmly stuck on this increase in the sales

tax and no longer is sailing confidently into

the sunset of the future, a future that we are

told by the comely Minister without Port-

folio (Mrs. Birch) from Scarborough East
"isn't what it used to be" anyway.

This sales tax, this 40 per cent increase in

this sales tax, is an elitist increase on an

elitist tax. With the introduction of a sales

tax credit, the minister is supposedly trying
to make this sales tax and its increase okay
with everybody in the Province of Ontario.

He is trying to get us to believe that anybody
\vith two children and making up to $10,000
is going to have an evening out. Well, I don't

trust that calculation any more than I trust

various other parts of this budget and what
it is trying to attempt.

The introduction of the sales tax rebate is

really no boon to the people it's supposedly

tr^dnEj to help, since day by day they have

to lay out taxes on their penny-pinching
salaries and wages, with the titillating pros-

pect of getting some of it back one day in

the future. The people this rebate is supposed
to help are not those people who fiddle with

their returns and dream about refunds at in-

come tax time. They are not the coupon-

clippers, the H. & R. Block tvpes and those

who get their kicks and thrills in this way.
The majority of these people in Ontario need
this tax saving on a day-by-day basis, not on

a one-day-of-the-year-if-ever basis.

This heralded poor man's budget, of which

this is the mafor tax increase—$280 million

out of the $330 million requested—this sup-

posedly poor man's budget, advertised as such

and spoken of as such by the government
over there in the best style of George
Orwell's "1984"-

Mr. Lewis: That's rightl

Mr. Bounsall: —had as one of its objectives,

we are also told in the budget statement—

and I quote—"to redistribute tax burdens on

the fairest possible basis." Well, any increase

in the retail sales tax is not helping to re-

distribute tax burdens in any fair or equitable

way. How patently and pretentiously ridic-

ulousl How Orwellish can one get?

Mr. Laughren: The member for Timiskam-

ing would support that, however.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, yes.

Mr. Laughren: As my neighbour, he sup-

ports it. I have never seen anything like it.

Mr. Bounsall: My response that that—and

this is one point which the member from

Scarborough Centre touched upon—is that all

the Treasurer has done at best is to substitute

one regressive tax, a small part of the prop-

erty tax, for another regressive tax, this in-

crease in the sales tax, with no guarantee of

course that the property taxes on the people
of Ontario will in fact decrease. But most

certainly any decrease in property tax that
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does occur in certain communities in Ontario

will not find its way into the pockets of the

tenants in this province, the very people who
need some sort of tax relief most. A fair tax

redistribution, the Treasurer says in his

budget of which this sales tax is the major
source of revenue increase. What rubbish!

Mr. Stokes: From northern Ontario to

southern Ontario.

Mr. Bounsall: What rubbish, when all the

extra revenue supposedly required, and more,
could be obtained from increases which
would not have a depressing effect upon our

economy at all. I refer to the tax on the

mining industry—a tax which would bring
an estimated revenue of $300 million, enough
to do away with all of the tax revenues pro-

posed in this budget, and certainly more
than this increase in the retail sales tax

would produce.

This $300 million estimate is based on the

adoption of the package suggested by Eric

Kierans in his report on natural resources

policy in Manitoba. It includes a 15 per
cent tax on value of production, a 10 per
cent per ton levy on reserves, and a doubling
of present acreage taxes. Kierans even sug-

gested that this was rather a minimum—that
the 15 per cent on production could easily

go to 20 per cent and that would not be
an unreasonable figure.

So the mining industry tax alone could

produce what was needed—if it's needed at

all—in this budget, and we could have left

the retail sales tax completely alone.

There are other sources as well. The $115
million to $140 million on succession duties;

this would be based on adopting the proposed
exemptions advocated by the government's
own committee on succession duties, adjust-

ing the rate schedules to obtain an average
return of 50 per cent of dutiable estates. It

still includes generous exemptions for spouses
and a schedule which would yield to the state

an average of 50 per cent of the value of

taxable estates. At present only 2,000 estates,

affecting 6,000 people only, are taxed in the

Province of Ontario.

Thirdly, a capital gains tax probably would

produce $75 million at the start and as much
as $275 million to $300 million as you move
to year five, based on the amount of tax

which Ontario taxpayers are escaping because

of the fact that they only pay half of what

they should on the capital gains. I'm suggest-

ing that we move into the other half that

isn't being taxed.

As New Democrats we believe that all

capital gains should be subject to taxation

under the principle that a buck is a buck
is a buck, and that the dollar made in the

stock market should have taxes paid on it at

the same rate as the dollar earned on the

assembly line or in the hospitals of this

province.

The sales tax is most certainly going to

touch off a demand for further increases in

salaries and wages across this province. That
is an undeniable factor. It's happened every
time it has occurred. Yet, as the salaries and

wages do go up in response to the demand
and are inflationary, you can bet again that

it will be another 2% years before family
benefits in this province make any attempt
to catch up to the soaring prices and the

soaring costs. I'd like to mention another

point. Let's have a look at the exemptions
introduced into this bill. This whole budget,
for which this bill brings in the most revenue,

is supposedly a poor man's budget. And what
do we exempt? Sales tax is taken off family

pets, dogs, goldfish and canary birds; these

furry and feathered creatures that the Treas-

urer loves more than he does people. Increas-

ing the tax exemption on restaurant meals

from $2.50 to $4 is welcome, I suppose, as

any tax exemption is, but it affects only those

people who need to eat out or who can

afford to eat out.

Mr. Laughren: At inflationary prices.

Mr. Bounsall: It doesn't at all help the low-

income earner or the pensioner who, make no

mistake about it, even if they can afford to

eat out, and most of them can't, do not spend
even $2.50 on a meal, let alone $4.

Mr. Gisbom: Hamburgers!

Mr. Laughren: Why don't they tax select

committee incomes? I can't understand that.

Mr. Bounsall: Assuming that the Treasurer

will not continue to pull a Walter Gordon,
which he should do in this respect—and more

is the pity—and further withdraw this increase

from the budget, he could have at least made
some reasonable exemptions. The thing that

most comes to mind is a very obvious entire

area which should be exempted from any
sales tax in the Province of Ontario-

Mr. Laughren: Northern Ontario. No sales

tax north of the French River, that's what

we need.

Mr. Bounsall: We have one suggestion from

somebody, obviously from north of the
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French river, that no one in the north should

pay it.

Mr. Laughren: Right.

Mr. Bounsall: I would say for them as well

as for us, unless we're going to drop it com-

pletely, that exemptions should at least be
made on the entire classification-

Mr. Laughren: The member for Timiskam-

ing wouldn't support that, though. He says

his residents can pay more tax.

Mr. Bounsall: —of dishwashing and clothes

detergents, bath soap, hand soap, toothpaste
and shampoos, floor wax and strippers and

equipment of all kinds used in cleaning.
Those are floor strippers we are talking about,
not the kind that the member for Sandwich-
Riverside (Mr. Burr) had in mind at the

moment.

Mr. Rhodes: There is no tax on that any-

way.

Mr. Bounsall: Cleaning equipment, right

up from brooms through to vacuum cleaners,

could well stand to be exempted. I can't see

how the minister can think that essential

cleaning materials that everyone in this prov-
ince uses for their own personal or household
needs should continue to be taxed. I would
be interested, in the Treasurer's reply, to have
him tell us just exactly how much tax this

brings in a year and why he does not feel

that tax on those items cannot be exempt,
because this is one tax exemption that would

undeniably help.

Mr. Speaker, many of the things I could

say have been said and said in other ways. I

will conclude by pointing out one additional

fact, which again was already mentioned by
the member for Hamilton East and that is

the sales tax which is now going to occur on

special occason permits. The situation that I

refer to is the special occasion liquor permits
that are granted in this province, liquor per-
mits for special occasions.

Heretofore, I imderstand, all of the holders
of these special permits were reselling alcohol

in the form of mixed drinks or bottied beer
at usually fairly small functions organized
and given by rather impecunious groups, hop-
ing to make maybe $100 to keep their worthy
enterprise going for another two or three

months. We were told they were supposed
to pay a sales tax on the sale of that beer
and liquor and, we're led to believe, only
about one-third of these holders in Ontario

paid that tax. It was a sales tax, I understand,
at the five per cent level. In order to recover

that tax the government has decided to put
it on at source.

But what does it put on? On spirits, bottles

up to 30 ounces, they have added $1. Most
of these special occasion permit holders aren't

buying the greatest, most expensive imported
brands of hquor to put in these mixed drinks,

but on the normal prices that run around

$5.50 or $6 the government is adding $1.

That is a hell of a lot more than five per cent

by anybody's method of calculation. Of

course, if you go over 30 ounces it is $1.50.

On beer, a 24-bottle case, $1, again approach-

ing 20 per cent, $1 on $5 in fact.

So that is no substitute for a lack of sales

tax being paid. The government is looking at

this as an additional form of revenue. But
the problem with this really is that once you
have bought that supply of liquor or that

supply of beer for this occasion for which you
have a permit, you cannot return the unused

liquor and the unused beer and get a refund

on that tax. I can't understand at all why
that situation is going to be allowed to con-

tinue.

The Treasurer can say: "Okay, we'll put a

17 or 20 per cent tax on all drinks this way,
that permit holders are going to have to pay."
I don't know why on earth he is against these

people by asking them to pay that percentage,
but to then say to them: "Once you have put
out that buck or buck and a half, that is

gone; you are never going to get it back",

what sort of equity is that? If the Treasurer

is going to retreat on anything else in this

budget, this is one thing which is very, very

discriminatory and should be withdrawn.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sault

Ste. Marie.

Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, first of all, be-

cause there seems to be some importance
attached to this by the member for Port

Arthur, who unfortunately is not here, I

would like to have it go on the record as

well—as the member did a little earlier—that

the following members from northern On-
tario on the opposite side of the House are

not in the House for this debate: the mem-
bers for Port Arthur, Sudbury East, Sudbury
(Mr. Germa), and Rainy River (Mr. Reid).

This was put on the record earlier today by
the member for Port Arthur and apparently
it is important. I think it should be on the

record at this time.

Hon. Mr. White: Tit for tat!

Mr. Lewis: A point of order—well, I guess
the people who read Hansard will note the
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speech that the member for Port Arthur made
this afternoon.

Mr. Rhodes: I would sincerely hope so, Mr.

Speaker. I would hate to think they left it

out.

Mr. Speaker, earlier in this debate, and on

a number of occasions, I have heard hon.

members opposite have a great deal to say
in connection with the first vote on this par-
ticular bill on first reading, at which time a

number of us on this side were accused of

speaking out of both sides of our mouths, in

saying one thing here and another thing in

our ridings. Of course, that is absolutely un-

true. It is not correct.

Mr. Foulds: The member stood up with the

rest.

Mr. Rhodes: Here in this House when that

bill was originally introduced it included all

of the proposed changes, and we as members
of this party on this side of the House were

prepared to support parts of that bill.

Mr. Foulds: The member supported the

whole thing.

Mr. Rhodes: We were prepared to stand up
and support it. Then, using the process that

is accepted, I trust, in all of the caucuses in

this House—although I can only speak for

one—using that process you go about the

business of having those things changed
which you want changed. And that is what
was done.

I know that the hon. member for Nipissing
(Mr. R. S. Smith) had a lot to say in North

Bay. He sits in his very comfortable pew,
which I am sure he must question the com-
fort of at this time, but I notice that he didn't

have the fortitude to get up and say it here
in this House as yet. I would be pleased to

have that happen in due time.

Mr. R. S. Smith (Nipissing): I am waiting
for the member to tell us.

Mr. Lewis: Well, what did he say?

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Lewis: What did he say?

Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, there are those

who have attacked the tax bill and the two

per cent increase in sales tax, and they

obviously haven't taken into consideration the

amount of much needed money that is going
to be going into the municipalities, in par-
ticular in northern Ontario.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Rhodes: All one has to do—and I asked

the members opposite if they wished to do

this; does the member representing the town
of Chapleau want to tell the people in

Chapleau that they shouldn't get $127,000?
Does he wish to tell them this? Because he
would be free to do so.

Mr. Foulds: That makes no sense whatso-

ever.

Mr. Laughren: We are talking about the

regional municipality of Sudbury.

Mr. Rhodes: Does the member for Port

Arthur want to tell the people in the city of

Thunder Bay they shouldn't get $4.4 million?

Mr. Lewis: They should get more. What a

red herring that is I

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Rhodes: Might I say, Mr. Speaker, I

don't know what sort of a communication's

system they have, but I am pleased to note

that the members for Sudbury East are here.

The message got down quickly.

Mr. Lewis: Of course, they are always
here.

Mr. Gisbom: I've been here every day for

the last two months.

Mr. Rhodes: The member for Thunder

Bay-

Mr. Lewis: He was called out to answer
some problems in Sault Ste. Marie!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please! The member
for Sault Ste. Marie has the floor. Order!

Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, I wonder if the

member for Thunder Bay is running up
around his riding to places like Terrace Bay
and Marathon and Nipigon and telling

them: "You shouldn't get this money; it's

not right."

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): It's not

for real.

Mr. Rhodes: In this bill for the first time,

this government has decided to recognize
there are unique problems in northern On-
tario.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): After

the member's leader talks about misleading

articles, I wonder about this speech.

Interjections by hon. members.
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Mr. Speaker: Order please!

Mr. Rhodes: And they have been recogniz-
ed by this budget. For the first time in his-

tory, I suggest, the needs of the north have

been recognized in this budget.

Mr. Laughren: Why doesn't the member
talk about Sudbury?

Mr. Stokes: Why doesn't he tell them
about $13 million in mining revenue pay-
ment that was discontinued.

Mr. Rhodes: I have listened for years and

years; and we have cried—

Mr. Lewis: The member means the govern-
ment has been in power for 30 years.

Mr. Rhodes: —and asked for more help,
and asked for greater recognition—and finally

we are getting that extra recognition.

Mr. Laughren: Let the member tell them
about the price of milk, bread and gasoline.

Mr. Speaker: Orderl

Mr. Rhodes: I say to the Treasurer that he
is to be commended for making this effort,

taking this stand.

Now, I listen with interest to those who
say: "It isn't going to mean any saving."

Well, I will throw out these figures.

In the municipality that I represent, the

city of Sault Ste. Marie, the average $10,000
assessment is presently taxed, for 1972

standards, at $550. If one examines the pro-
posed budget for 1973 in that city—and it

isn't too difficult to find it out what the pro-
jected expenditures would be—with the built-

in costs it would have gone up six mills;

which would have brought the total tax bill

in 1973 on a $10,000 assessment to $610.
The grants that are going into the city of

Sault Ste. Marie, $3,310,000-and it could be
more—will mean a reduction of 12 mills. And
what that simply means is that the city coun-
cil of Sault Ste. Marie will be able to raise

its mill rate by six mills without any extra

dollars coming out of the pocket of the tax-

payers and the property owners; and at the

same time reduce their tax bill from $550
to $490.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Who is going
to pay the seven per cent?

Mr. Rhodes: Now that's a step forward. I

know there are those who are saying: "But
it's been taken out by the sales tax."

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): What about
the 40 per cent increase in sales tax?

Mr. Rhodes: All right let's talk about it—

that two per cent.

Mr. Deans: Forty per cent!

Mr. Rhodes: In order to generate $3.3 mil-

lion in the city of Sault Ste. Marie would re-

quire $150 million in retail sales that is tax-

able—and members know that isn't possible
in a population of 80,000 people; they know
it. So don't give me the story that it's all

coming out.

For the first time the people in northern
Ontario are reaping some of the harvest that

we have talked about, by tax dollars coming
back from the south. And that I am not going
to object to. I want that money back; I want
it put down.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Martel: Would the member like to

read Don Collins' letter to the Treasurer

about what happened in Sudbury?

An hon. member: Pay no attention to him.

Mr. Rhodes: This money is coming back
into the north to be used by the people who
need it; by the people who need to have the

services that cost so much more up there.

And that's one of the reasons why—although
I will join with everybody else in this House;

nobody, including the Treasurer likes taxes;

nobody wants taxes—but it's got to be. And
this is one time when I say that people in

northern Ontario are going to benefit by it.

Mr. Lewis: But not this tax!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please!

Mr. Rhodes: Talk to the people in my rid-

ing. Ask them what they think about it.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Rhodes: Well, I am not going to get

trapped into that. I am not going to get

trapped into that.

Mr. Martel: The member is the parlia-

mentary assistant to the Minister of Natural

Resources, who collects a lousy $16 million.

Mr. Speaker: Order please!

Mr. Rhodes: And did you ever realize, Mr.

Speaker, for those who say the sales tax is not
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an equitable form of taxation, let me ask you
this-

Mr. Martel: It's terrible and the member
knows it.

Mr. Rhodes: For those people in munic-

ipalities who do not own property, for those

people, the singles who live at home with

their parents, who are making salaries—and

some of them very good; many of them are

in the teaching profession, I might add,

making excelent salaries—what do they con-

tribute to the taxation in the city of Sault

Ste. Marie or any city? Very little. We used

to have the old poll tax—which was what, $5
a year?

Mr. Deans: Change the income tax struc-

ture.

Mr. Rhodes: But at least now, under this

system, those people who have the same call

upon municipal services in those municipali-
ties as a property owner, will be picking up a

share of that tax. They are finally going to

pay their share.

Mr. Martel: So will the fixed-income

earner.

Mr. Rhodes: The people on fixed incomes,

Mr. Speaker, have been taken care of by the

rebates, by the extra money we made avail-

able to them.

Mr. Martel: TheyVe been shafted!

Mr. Deans: They don't have it to spend.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please! The hon. mem-
bers of the opposition had their opportunity,
or will have it, to make their contributions.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Rhodes: Well, Mr. Speaker—no; I

enjoy this really. I think it's very pleasant,
and I would like them to continue.

Many senior citizens have come to me with

this complaint, when I was in municipal

politics, about the taxes on their homes going

up and up and up. This is bringing them
down and putting extra dollars into their

pockets. That's going to be of benefit to these

senior citizens who want to maintain their

own home, who don't want to live in sub-

sidized housing. They want to live in their

own homes and this is going to assist them to

do it.

Mr. Laughren: Even the hon. member for

Timiskaming doesn't agree.

Mr. Rhodes: And remember that this is

only the first year of these grants going to

the municipality. I know that members op-

posite—and I have listened to many of them
before I ever came down here—have talked

and talked about needing more assistance in

the north. I have gone to conferences with
the mayors of municipalities that all member
from the north represent—from Thunder Bay,
from Sudbury, from North Bay, from Tim-

mins, from all of the smaller communities.

We have all said the same thing—give us

more money, give us more recognition; and
this is what is happening.

Members can't have it both ways. I ask

them to go to these cities and as'k what it's

going to do for them.

Members are grasping for something to

argue about, and they know they have lost

the grasp; they really have. They love to tear

things apart.

Mr. Laughren: The member has lost his

grip-

Mr. Rhodes: We could go on and discuss

what this money is going to do for the

northern municipalities.

Mr. Laughren: I doubt the member could.

Mr. Rhodes: I think we could.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please!

Mr. Rhodes: When this money is placed in

the coffers of the municipality, a lot of work
that has not been done over the years in

our northern communities will be done. And
there are a great deal of tax dollars being

spent in our communities today that are to

our advantage. All one has to do is go to the

city of Sudbury—

Mr. Laughren: The member thinks he will

get a four-lane road does he?

Mr. Rhodes: —Well, all one has to do is

go to the city of Sudbury to see what has

been going on with tax dollars from this

province. Go and look at it and there will

be no crying from up in that area at all.

Mr. Martel: What happened to the right

to tax the smelter?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please! Order please!

Mr. Martel: The Treasurer can answer.
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Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, I am not going
to prolong this, I am simply going to say that

I support this tax bill.

Mr. Lewis: The member is buying the soul

of Sault Ste. Marie for $3 million dollars

once in 30 years.

Mr. Rhodes: I support it, Mr. Speaker, be-

cause I think this money is coming into this

community. This is the start of more things to

come. I am pleased to say that it will finally
be recognized and I won't have nearly as

much to cry about.

I hope I will see the hon. leader of the

New Democratic Party the next time around,
because we enjoyed the visit of he and his

family so much last time. Thank you very
much.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nipis-

sing.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I rise to in-

dicate that I will vote against this bill for

a number of reasons.

Mr. Stokes: What did the member say in

North Bay?

Mr. R. S. Smith: I said the same thing
there, and the member for Sault Ste. Marie
didn't exactly do that.

He brought this up, so perhaps I should

indicate just what did happen. On the day
the Treasurer introduced the bill, the hon.

member from the Soo clapped his desk like

the rest of them over there and indicated

support of the bill, and voted for it on first

reading.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
The member means he voted for the energy
tax?

Mr. R. S. Smith: That was on Tuesday or

Wednesday; yes Wednesday. We adjourned
at six o'clock that day, not to come back
until after Easter.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Not only did the hon.

member from the Soo vote against the bill,

but he indicated across the floor that he was
in full support of the bill. The next day was

Holy Thursday I think—

Mr. Rhodes: On a point of order, Mr.

Chairman, I did not at any time vote against
that bill, and that's what was said by—

Mr. R. S. Smith: I didn't say that.

Mr. Rhodes: You did say that and I want
to correct it.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Oh sorry! Okay, he voted.

He indicated across the floor that he was
in full support of the bill; Right!

The next day was Holy Thursday and we
returned home. That night he appeared oi>

a TV programme in the Soo, as I understand

it, from which excerpts were taken and sent

across the north on a radio programme. By
Friday morning I had heard him deny the

Treasurer for the third time.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Stokes: That was before the cock

crowed!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. S. Smith: I heard this on the radio

for the third time on Good Friday morning.
And then the radio station phoned me and
asked me for comments on the member's
statement. I said that perhaps he should say
the same thing in the Soo as he said in

Toronto. I think that kind of upset him; that's

why he brought it up here today.

Mr. Lewis: Can't be Tiny Tim here and

Brutus there, you know.

Mr. R. S. Smith: The fact of the matter is

that among those people who have talked

about what they were going to do in regards
to the bill on second reading, not one Con-

servative member from the north indicated

he was going to vote against the bill. All of

them said that they would speak against it in

caucus.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. S. Smith: But if it came down to

the matter of the interests of the people of

northern Ontario in regards to the energy

tax, or the interests of their personal am-

bitions within the caucus of the Conservative

Party, they would not go so far as to say they
would vote against the bill on second reading.

Mr. Lewis: Some day they11 let the govern-
ment members have a caucus in advance of a

decision being made.

An hon. member: Don't forget the big

petition!

Mr. R. S. Smith: Obviously, Mr. Speaker,
if the Conservative members from northern

Ontario had indicated they were going to

vote against the bill along with the Con-

servative members from other parts of the
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province who had indicated just that, then

of course there was no question but that the

bill would have been removed.

I guess they didn't have to go that far,

because public opinion got through to the

minister and the Premier and that change
was made.

But the other parts of the bill are just as

repulsive to most people in northern Ontario.

I would indicate to the Treasurer that at the

present time a petition in my riding contain-

ing 15,000 names opposes the implementation
of the 40 per cent increase in the sales tax.

Perhaps the government may feel they have

alleviated some of the opposition when they
moved to relieve the energy tax—

Hon. Mr. White: In all the years the mem-
ber has been here he has never made a re-

quest to me on behalf on his people.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Pardon?

Hon. Mr. White: In all the years the mem-
ber has been here he has never made a re-

quest to me.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He makes speeches in

the House. Does the Treasurer ever read

Hansard?

Mr. R. S. Smith: In fact, I have a letter

from the Treasurer on my desk right now,
dated some while back, after I had requested
that he do something in regard to the un-

employment situation in Thorn when the mill

closed in that area. The Treasurer was Minis-

ter of Industry at the time. Obviously there

was no point in writing to him because he

wasn't interested in the problem. He didn't

understand it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We should have no more

thoughtless interjections on the part of the

Treasurer.

Mr. Lewis: He did the Treasurer's party a

favour he'll never repay. He defeated the

former mayor of North Bay.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Sarnia): He was
cabinet material.

Mr. R. S. Smith: In that letter the Treas-

urer indicated that announcements would be

forthcoming on another project in the hon.

member for Timiskaming's riding, and that

was five months ago. I suppose he's waiting
for Maple Mountain just like everybody else

is.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: If one wants to get to

the Treasurer one has to go up to La Scala

between the hours of 6 p.m. and 11 p.m.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Obviously there's not

much point in writing to the minister.

Some of the people in that area have ex-

pressed their concern over the development
that might take place there. The Indian Bands
have written to the Treasurer and to the

Premier and have received no reply.

Perhaps the Treasurer should reply to his

letters and look at them once in a while

rather than walk around with his head in the

air.

Mr. R. F. Nijson: Has the Treasurer any
other interjections that we can deal with?

Hon. Mr. White: If the member hasn't re-

ceived a reply from me, he didn't mail the

letter.

Mr. R. S. Smith: If the Treasurer had
listened—it wasn't the reply to a letter that

I sent to him, because I find that really

fruitless to start with.

However, one of the quotes that take quite
a bit of room in the highlights of the budgets,
the first quote, is "The budget which I

present today is idealistic and realistic." I

have never knov^ni the Treasurer to be de-

scribed in that manner before. He may be

idealistic but obviously his budget hasn't

proved to be too realistic insofar as it lasted

only about a week when he had to make
a major change in it in order to come within

a little bit of realism.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A triumph for democracy
over the Conservative Party.

An hon. member: It's one of those flip-

flop budgets.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I don't have

too many more remarks to make in regard
to this because I believe that most of the

area has been covered. I would just like to

point out to the member for Sault Ste. Marie

that he may believe that the people in

northern Ontario are satisfied vdth this bud-

get—I believe that perhaps many of the muni-

cipal people are because it takes them off

the hook—but to call it in any way muni-

cipal-provincial tax reform would certainly

be a misnomer. There is no question that the

same problems which the municipalities have

now will be back again vdthin two or three

years, because there is obviously no ongoing

production of a tax reform base within the

budget.
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Mr. Drea: That is why they are handing
back the subsidies.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Perhaps the only signifi-
cant thing that the Treasurer did was he first

took away the right to purchase Christmas
trees without tax by one section of the bill;

and of course then he brought it back again.

Obviously, he didn't want to be called

Scrooge; he would rather go around and

portray himself as Robin Hood. I do not think

the question of whether he is taking from
the rich and giving to the poor is, in fact,

true within this budget. It appears he is tak-

ing; from the poor and giving back to the poor
only part of what he took from them.

Mr. Ferrier moves the adjournment of the

debate.

Motion agreed to.

PRIVATE MEMBERS' HOUR

FLOOD CONTROL COMMISSION ACT

Mr. Burr moves second reading of Bill 76,
An Act to establish the Flood Control Com-

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): I think the

motion should carry.

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sand\vich-Riverside): Mr.

Speaker, 20 years ago the Great Lakes expe-
rienced a hig^h level cycle that prompted the

provincial government to set up a select

committee of the Legislature to study the

phenomenon and to make recommendations.
This the committee did, bringing in a very

good report. Unfortunately, the most im-

portant recommendations were never imnle-

mented. It was not that the government for-

got the problem; it simply failed to do any-
thing about it.

When the low-level period occurred about
1964 various departments of the Ontario

government were making statements such as

the following:

This department would support a pro-

posal which would reduce the extreme

stages of the Great Lakes levels. A plan
to work towards the co-ordinated regula-
tion and control of the waters available

from existing natural supplies would appear
to merit first considerations.

This, Mr. Speaker, was the Department of

Tourism and Information speaking. The De-

partment of Economics and Development
said this:

A system of regulation that took all of

the water using and riparian interests on
the lakes into account, in their proper

perspective, and aimed at reducing each
extreme of cycle by perhaps one ft would
alleviate much of the current distress and
reduce or eliminate a great deal of financial

loss.

The Hydro-Electric Power Commission of

Ontario said this:

It is Ontario Hydro's view that ultimate

regulation of all the Great Lakes would
seem to be unavoidable in view of the in-

creasing importance of the lakes and the

recurring diflSculties that would otherwise

occur from wide variations in water levels.

Now all of these pious opinions were ex-

pressed on May 10, 1965, at a public meeting
held by the IJC in Toronto, shortly after it

had been charged on October 7, 1964, with

the task of determining:

Whether measures could be taken to

regulate further the levels of the Great

Lakes, or any of them, and their connect-

ing waters, so as to reduce the extremes

which had been experienced.

The IJC was ofi^ered at that time the ser\'ices

of engineers and specially qualified personnel
to assist in its task. It was hoped, of course,

that the IJC would find a complete and last-

ing solution by regulating the flow through-

out the entire Great Lakes system-but alas

for such hopes. After more than eight years

of study, finally the IJC brought out its in-

terim report on March 15 of this year. What
were the findings after more than eight years

of study?

The report says:

To provide minimal regulation of all the

Great Lakes would require channel en-

largements and control works costing in

the order of $350 million, and requiring a

decade or more to complete.

Note, Mr. Speaker, this would provide mini-

mal regulation of all the Great Lakes.

The report, some 200 pages in length, is

devoted mostly to a new, inexpensive plan of

regulation for Lake Superior and the St.

Mary's River. This plan, SO-901, is expected
to yield small, long-term, average annual net

benefits aiding navigation and shore property
at the cost of some loss in hydro-electric

power production. In other words, there is

only a little modification of lake levels to be

expected.

This brings us back to the question: What
can be done to prevent fiuther erosion of
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fann lands and other valuable shoreline prop-
erties; and how can those who live on the

lakeshore be helped to avoid, during the next

high-water cycle, a repetition of this year's

heavy damage?
Bill 76 is an attempt to create, probably

under the Ministry of Natural Resources, an

energy or branch that will assume this one

responsibility, making sure that minimum

damage to land and buildings will be suffered

when the next high-level cycle returns.

Although Bill 76 refers to a commission, what
I have in mind, Mr. Speaker, is not another

sinecure for some Tory backbencher as chair-

man, but a working, shirt-sleeve agency. The

objectives of this shoreline flood-control

agency are as follows:

1. To study and evaluate water currents

in the Great Lakes and their connecting
waters in order to determine how best to

protect various sections of the shoreline from
erosion. According to the 1953 select com-
mittee's report, almost the entire shoreline of

the Great Lakes is receding; as much as

seven feet a year in some places. High
priority therefore should be given to dis-

covering how to retard or prevent the erod-

ing processes throughout the whole Great

Lakes system. The effectiveness of groynes
constructed of various materials, breakwalls,
offshore breakwaters, gabion baskets and so

on, would have to be assessed in the light of

knowledge gained about the various currents.

Precautions would have to be taken to ensure

that protective devices at one place would
not create or accelerate erosion at another.

As far as I have been able to ascertain,

Mr. Speaker, few lakeshore dwellers expect
or want charity. What they seek, and have
been seeking in the past few weeks and
months from governments is advice, based on
the best available engineering expertise.

I feel that any large financial outlays by
governments, provincial or federal, might be
restricted to structure of general viddespread
benefits, assisting a whole community rather

than a few individuals. Even in these cases,
if sizable financial outlays are indicated,
serious consideration should be given to inte-

grating them with winter work projects or

other programmes designed to reduce un-

employment.

A possible example might be the protection
of the Scarborough Bluffs by whatever de-

vices are feasible on or off the shoreline. Per-

haps Tecumseh in Essex county might be an-

other example in this category, because in

that town flooding affects not orJy those living
on the shore of Lake St. Clair but also many

homes a considerable distance inland. In fact,

as a result of the measures taken, some homes
of shorehne residents in Tecimiseh are now
safer than some homes hundreds of feet from
the lake.

As I have said, however, what most lake

dwellers want is the benefit of the best avail-

able advice, a commodity this proposed
shoreline flood control body is designed to

provide.

2. A second duty would be the identifying
of separate sections or units of the shoreline

properties, and the determining of the most
feasible and most economical methods of

protecting these units both from flooding
and from erosion.

In developing a strategy for each of these

communities, which might extend from one
drain to the next or from one creek to the

next, a legal decision would have to be
reached. The only rule about beach protec-
tion discernible at the moment seems to be
that consistency is required. All property
owners in a unit must co-operate and co-

ordinate their defences. Otherwise, the ef-

forts of 19 homeovraers may be thwarted,

jeopardized or nullified by the non-co-

operation of a 20th.

The case of the 20th property owner, who
-may be a non-resident, an alien or a person

financially unable to participate in the joint

effort, does present a problem which this

agency would have to solve long before the

required action was taken. In the interests

of the other 19, it should be within the

commission's power to take whatever com-

munity action is required on the property of

the 20th person and to assess the non-co-

operating property owner accordingly. Pro-

vision should be made, of course, for special

cases where a property ov^Tier's participation
is precluded because of financial or physical

handicaps.

Another legal problem to be solved is the

definition of the shoreline. Where does Crown
land end and where does private propertv

begin?

3. A third obligation would undoubtedly
be to resolve the problems of zoning which
involve: (a) the delineation of the areas of

inundation or shoreline recession limits and
the prohibiting of further construction within

them; (b) the consideration of possible land

uses and possible losses resulting from ero-

sion and flooding; and (c) the carefully pre-

pared prediction of future shore recession

rates and limits of flood plains—calculations

which can be made only from a study of

past records.
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It is quite likely that certain low areas of

shoreline should be abandoned as cottage

properties and should be acquired gradually
for public recreation.

(4) A fourth concern of the shoreline flood

control branch, or commission would centre

around those areas, more than likely urban,
in which substantial homes had been built

on ground that turned out to be endangered
by lake levels and wind-whipped waves.

Where moving of these homes would not be

feasible, it would be the duty of the agency
to make available to the owners of such

homes, advice on the best ways of protecting
their homes during the next high-level period.

In some areas, past experience would in-

dicate that properly laid sandbags would be
sufficient. In others, gabion baskets, with

properly placed plastic filters, might be
indicated. Where flooding was inevitable, ad-

vice on flood-proofing should be collected

from all possible sources and made available

in brochures, well in advance.

A month ago, in the debate of March 29,
I gave several examples of flood-proofing
measures that are used in the United States.

These are to be found on page 350 of

Hansard. As high-level years again approach,
the agency might well hold community
meetings to review flood emergency proce-
dures. An agency inspector might make a

complete tour of the most vulnerable sec-

tions of the shoreline to assess the state of

preparedness of each building and offer sug-

gestions where he found weaknesses.

It would be my hope that the shoreline

flood control officials, during their research,
would investigate the new diking device re-

ported in Japan. This consists of a wall made
of water-filled plastic bags, bound together

by nets and anchored to the shore. If this

is as successful as reports indicate, it would

provide an inexpensive, removable, easily-

stored wall, or dike, that could be erected

in periods of high water levels and stored

away at other times.

The map of Ontario's conservation au-

thorities which I have here, Mr. Speaker, in

my hand, indicates there is scarcely any
shoreline property under the jurisdiction of

any conservation authority from the vicinity

of Grand Bend, up here, all the way down
the Great Lakes to Port Stanley—with a brief

exception near the mouth of the River

Thames.

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): There
was only two conservation authorities in that

area.

Mr. Burr: In this area we have the Syden-
ham and the lower Thames conservation

areas and they carefully avoid the shoreline.

Mr. Paterson: They're not near watersheds.

Mr. Burr: That is the reason, quite possibly.
Most of the other conservation authorities

do go right to the shoreline, according to the

map that the authorities publish.

This stretch of lakeshore, about 200 mfles

long, contains, probably, more flood-prone
areas than in all of the rest of the Great
Lakes system. It would be the duty of the

agency to work in close consultation with the

various conservation authorities, especially in

deciding which areas should be acquired for

public recreation. The agency would be re-

quired to consider all aspects of the problem,
including flood insurance, although, if the

agency did its job properly, there would

probably be few properties that would re-

quire insurance to be considered.

In fact, it is rather difficult to see how
a flood insurance scheme would work. Where
the risk is low, or negligible, few would buy
insurance. Where the risk was high, premiums
would probably be prohibitive. Unless the

insurance plan were designed to be, in reality,

a thinly-disguised flood disaster relief fund,

to which the public might quite properly

object, it would appear to have little value.

This, however, would be a matter for the

commission to study and weigh.

Most of the recommendations I have been

making, Mr. Speaker, were made by the

1953 select committee on lake levels of the

Great Lakes, but the government failed to

give any one minister the responsibility for

carrying them out. Bill 76 is designed to

assign this one responsibility of shoreline

protection to one agency vdthin one ministry.
That is the principle of the bfll and I invite

all members to support this principle.

It might even be wdse to set up this agency
for a limited period only, within which its

work must be completed. By examination of

past records it should be possible to predict
with some degree of confidence the shortest

length of time in which the next high level

cycle will return.

In conclusion, Mr. Speaker, I urge the

government and the Ministry of Natural Re-

sources to treat the Ontario shoreline of the

Great Lakes as a natural resource of great

value, one that can be further squandered

through neglect, or conserved through intelli-

gent care over the next few years.
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Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Middle-

sex South.

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): Mr.

Speaker, I am pleased to have the oppor-

tunity to rise and speak to this bill as pro-

posed by the hon. member. Certainly the

bill has some of the right principles behind

it, but I am afraid it is sadly lacking in

imagination.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): Who
wrote his speech?

Mr. Eaton: Perhaps if the member had
taken the opportunity to go to Florida with

our committee as he should have—but he in-

sisted is wasn't worthwhile, he couldn't learn

anything there—he would have seen some of

the possibilities, not just in flood control but

in complete water management.
When we were there we went to see a

drainage situation which had developed far

beyond that. They had set up water manage-
ment programmes, which included ground
level control. It included re-irrigation through
their drainage ditches. It included the pro-
tection around Lake Okechobee that is ap-

proximately the size of Lake St. Clair—right
down there where the member for Sandwich-

Riverside lives, and he chose not to look in

on this.

Mr. Martel: So what has that got to do

with the problem?

Mr. Eaton: I think if he had seen some of

these things and checked back he would have

found much of the information that he is

suggesting be studied here is being done.

Mr. Martel: He has forgotten more about

it than the member knows.

Mr. Eaton: For instance, clause (a), where
he mentions the study and evaluation of

water currents in the Great Lakes; the Can-
ada Centre for Inland Waters is already

studying this and spending millions of dollars

in their studies.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Why doesn't

the Ontario government take advantage of it?

Mr. Eaton: And as the member may recall,

in our meetings in the Essex area there was
a professor there who had some information

from this particular source and on some of

his own work on the currents around that

area and on the drift of sand around the

lakeshore and on some of the protections
that were needed and how they aff^ected

particular areas if placed in certain ways.

Also there are studies going on at the Uni-

versity of Toronto at the present time regard-

ing these currents and ways of protecting
the shoreline.

I would also like to point out some facts

on the conservation situation which the mem-
ber mentioned—about the shoreline not being
covered by conservation authorities. At the

present time 40 miles of Lake Erie shoreline

is pending, which will be approved shortly,
and 71 miles are under consideration; which
means it is up to a vote of the particular

municipality to make the decision. Lake St.

Clair has eight miles under consideration and
25 miles pending; once again it is up to a

local municipality to make decisions. Lake
Huron has 60 miles under consideration for

the conservation authorities.

In all there are 205 miles already under

conservation authority jurisdiction, 65 pend-

ing and 140 that are under consideration by
the municipalities. I submit that this is the

place they should be, under the control of

the conservation authorities and not some
commission. The member for Sandwich-

Riverside suggests five people, but this is five

from across the province. The commission

in the local area, that sees the needs, is

the conservation authority. Many of the areas

are affected quite differently. For instance,

he mentioned Scarborough Bluffs. Just last

week I was out there on a work that is

being carried on, out away from the bluff, to

protect it.

Mr. Martel: The member does that at

night?

Mr. Eaton: I was out there at night; that

is right. It showed that people were trying

to do that job, and that they already had

the information on how it could be done.

The site of the Scarborough Bluffs, I think,

is one that needs to be protected and re-

tained, and they are making an effort to this.

I would also like to make mention of a

situation that I think the member completely

overlooks, because he talks all the time dur-

ing his article about high-water levels and

flood protection. He never mentions at any
time what happens when the low levels

come along and we run into all the trouble

v^dth docks and boats and recreation pro-

grammes that take place along some of our

good beaches that one finds are then way
out.

Mr. Deans: There is not quite as much

damage.
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Mr. Eaton: I think any person working on
this sort of a control or a system for our

lakes should be involved also in this part of

the programme in considering the use of our

lakefront and the protection of our lake-

front.

There are numerous programmes already
under way. The member for Sandwich-River-
side talks about recommendations coming in

for protection of some of the farm land. As
he knows, he was out on Pelee with us,

ARDA funds are being poured in there to

build up the dikes to protect the marshes
in that area. There are already dikes estab-

lished on part of Lake St. Clair in Dover

township. So I think if he looks into this

far enough he can see that money is already

being spent to do a great amount of work

along here.

There is the programme that was an-

nounced last week, here in the House, to

allow the individual property owner to carry
on a programme to protect his own cottage
site or whatever it might be. I think we must
realize that some of these people must do
this themselves. How can we justify pouring
public moneys into some of this as grants

through these authorities, if these people are

maintaining a second property, a recreation

property that theyVe been able to aflFord?

I can't, myself personally, see the justifica-

tion of paying them to protect cottages they

probably should never have been allowed to

put there by the municipalities.

I submit that the member for Sandwich-
Riverside has the right idea, to try to do

things to protect certain areas, but I think

he is entirely off the beat. He makes criti-

cism by saying he doesn't want a govern-
ment backbencher running another commis-
sion. I submit there is no need for a com-
mission at all. We have conservation author-
ities that can do this job and can do it well.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Essex-
Kent.

Mr. R. F. Huston (Essex-Kent): Mr.

Speaker, in rising to speak on Bill 76, an
Act to establish the Flood Control Commis-
sion, I realize the intent of the bill and the

sincerity of the member for Sandwich-River-
side in presenting it for consideration. How-
ever, we cannot support the bill, as it sets

up another commission without authority to

act. In effect, it can study, and so on, but
it can only recommend in the end.

I beheve we have machinery in govern-
ment now that can even go further than this

bill does, if it was so directed by this gov-

ernment. I would rather see the conserva-
tion authorities given the powers, as they
are a body already set up to control and care

for waterways and parks. We now have the

International Joint Commission to recom-
mend and control lake levels. We realize this

body does not have much real power but is

mostly a recommending body as well.

Looking over the past year and the rising
lake levels, we can see that the International

Joint Commission should have been more in-

volved in lake levels than it has been. I un-
derstand that Lake Erie and Lake St. Clair

rose about 18 or 20 inches in the past year,
while Lake Superior rose only six inches. So
the International Joint Commission may have
been to blame for not acting earlier to slow
the flow from Lake Superior.

I believe one area of concern about shore

erosion has been the amount of sand being
taken out of Lake Erie, off Point Pelee and
near Pelee Island. I am quoting from a letter

from Proctor and Redfem engineers of March
6, 1973, to the Ministry of the Environment
about shore erosion:

The beach in one area was approximately
100 ft wide in 1965. The water hne at that

time was 570.5 above sea level. Since that

time, large quantities of sand and gravel
have been dredged from the lake bottom
thus reducing the amount of littoral drift

available for replenishing the beach.

I have looked over some beach areas recently
on Lake St. Clair and find most owners are

installing steel breakwalls with backfill. A
few older residents who have had a sand

beach protected for some time with weirs

straight out in the water—they run from 50
to 75 ft out—inform me the wind action

brings back sand depending on the direction

it is blowing.

Natural Resources have for some time had
a policy of providing engineering advice, but

it has not been very well publicized and I am
doubtful that a very thorough study was
made of shoreline wave action. I find munici-

palities most concerned about the problems
of lake level control and only recently one

township has restricted building in an area

protected by dikes until all the dikes are

rebuilt.

The select committee studying lake levels

in 1952 made a report in 1953. However,
none of these recommendations were accepted

by this government and the report has been

gathering dust ever since. I quote recom-

mendation No. 7:
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That wherever on the shoreline of the

Great Lakes in Ontario the use of land is

restricted or prohibited because of the

threat of erosion or inundation, the munici-

pality or the conservation authority, if such

has been established in the area in which
such land is situate, be empowered to

acquire these lands for park, recreation or

protective purposes, and that power be

given the municipality and authority to

expropriate such lands and that suitable

legislation be provided.

I also recommend that anyone interested in

this particular subject should take the time

to read all 12 recommendations of that com-
mittee report.

Mr. Speaker, we should also look at the

possibility of continued building on lake

frontage and its future implications. We may
want to buy up some of this property for

future-day parks. However, we find people

living alone along the area who feel as

though they can wait it out and hope the

water will recede in a year or two. They
are willing to wait and see what will happen.

Mr, Speaker, I regret I cannot support this

bill, but say again, we now have the ma-

chinery in government to look after the shore-

lines and take action. All we need is the

initiative from the government.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

Mr. Deans: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

don't at all feel badly that the member who
has just spoken can't support the bill. I

hardly expected he would. He normally
doesn't understand the importance of legis-

lation before the House anyway.

An hon. member: That's what the member
thinks.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): That kind of

stuff isn't constructive.

Mr. Martel: That's the kind of stuff he

understands more about than the member
does.

Mr. Foulds: It's more constructive than

the entire contribution of the entire Liberal

Party.

Mr. Deans: It is unfortunate that the mem-
bers of this House don't see the need to meet
what has been in this province one of the

most critical emergencies to hit many people
in a number of years.

Mr. Paterson: It was only in the last month
that the member saw it.

Mr. Deans: We have raised this problem
consistently with the goverimient. The mem-
ber for Sandwich-Riverside, over the last

number of months has been attempting to

have the government take some action.

The member for Essex-Kent may well be

right that there now ought to be within the

government operations suflBcient opportunity
to pursue it. It's only by a bill such as this

that a proper em|phasis and focus is placed

upon the problem and ultimately we can

begin to deal with it.

There's no purpose in talking about con-

servation authorities and their powers be-

cause each conservation authority deals dif-

ferently and places a different emphasis on

the matters which it feels are of urgency and

importance.

What's required is a co-ordinating agency,

perhaps of short duration, to make sure there

is an evaluation of what work is required in

order to safeguard the beaches and shore-

front properties, and to make the recommen-

dations necessary in order that it can be

followed through, in order that we have one

complete policy for the Province of Ontario.

There's no point in leaving that in the hands

of the individual agencies to come to their

own decisions—there is no agency.

Since 1952, when the last flood occurred,

there has been nothing at all done by this

government in the area of trying to safeguard
the beaches and the lakefront properties

around this province. There's no point in

anyone claiming otherwise.

Over the last two years there have been

repeated attempts by many citizens in the

Province of Ontario to bring to the attention

of this government, and to the International

Joint Commission and to the federal govern-
ment in Ottawa, the plight which they be-

lieved they were about to face. Everything

they said came true. Every single prediction

that was made about the lake levels rising,

about the storms, about the damage, about

the erosion, about the loss of property, all

came to pass.

This bill provides the kind of focus that

will enable the people of the Province of On-

tario to feel secure in the knowledge that

between now and the next flood period,

whenever that may be, adequate action is go-

ing to be taken. That's what the bill is all

about.

The bill was, by my own colleague's sug-

gestion, a short-term commission, set up
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purely for the purpose of setting out the

kinds of provisions that we would like to see

and the kinds of actions we would like to

see taken. We all know that had the Inter-

national Joint Commission paid heed to the

warnings which were made to them, the lake

levels could have been reduced and much of
the damage that was suffered over the last

two months could have been alleviated.

We all know that had this government
taken the recommendations made to it in

1953 by the select committee which studied
the levels of the Great Lakes as pertaining to

the Province of Ontario, and acted during
the 20 year interval, we wouldn't have been
faced with the damage and the disruption
and the loss of property and the loss of in-

vestment, and in many areas the loss of

public property, that occurred during the
most recent storms. We feel, in this party,
contrary to what anyone else may want to

support, that it is now time for this govern-
ment to take some action.

Since it has obviously been unwilling to
take action through the channels which it

has at its disposal at this point, we have to

propose some other method of getting it

done. That's what's being done now. I know
now the hon. member for Essex-Kent wants
to support the bill, having heard, that be-
cause he recognizes that in fact-sorry; yes,
Essex-Kent-what I'm saying is true.

For 20 years the government has known
what was going to happen and for 20 years
it has sat and done absolutely nothing. For
20 years there's been ample opportunity for
it to protect the shoreline. And it's not a

matter, at this point, of whether or not to

protect. That decision is no longer a valid
decision. The decision being made now, or
that should be made now, is whether to pro-
tect immediately or whether to protect later.

It surely makes more sense to build the kinds
of groynes, the kinds of breakwaters, the
kinds of breakwalls that are necessary to pro-
tect the property, when we have the maxi-
mum amount of property to protect—

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): We
could never do it. We would have to go all

the way down to Quebec. We could never
do it.

Mr. Deans: Well, that's interesting.

Mr. Haggerty: It would break the country.

Mr. Deans: Rather than to wait until all

the properties have been lost-

Mr. Haggerty: We couldn't build all those
breakwalls.

Mr. Deans: I didn't say breakwalls. I said

the groynes, the breakwaters and the break-

walls—

Mr. Haggerty: There would have to be a

breakwall.

Mr. Deans: —wherever necessary to pro-
tect the properties.

If the hon. member for Welland South
doesn't think that can be done he should

take a look around the world. I'm going to

suggest to him, through you Mr. Speaker,
that if he thinks that couldn't be done, just

imagine what would have happened to

Holland if they had taken the same negative
attitude that this obviously negative member
is taking here this afternoon. You can just

imagine how much of it would have been

left if they had simply said, "It's too big a

job. It can't be done."

It can be done, and it can be done in a

reasonably inexpensive way. It can be done
with assistance-

Mr. Haggerty: Tell us how.

Mr. Deans: It can be done with the assist-

ance of many of the residents who are cur-

rently living on the lakefronts. Many of the

residents are quite prepared and quite willing
to involve themselves financially in protection.

Mr. Haggerty: And then they will put up
fences so that it is private.

Mr. Deans: There is no point in the indi-

vidual resident doing this if the public areas

are going to be left to erode, and as a result

of that the currents are going to take away
all of the protections that have been built.

In addition to that—and I think my col-

league from Sandwich-Riverside would agree
with me—in addition to what he has sug-

gested as one of the considerations that

ought to be undertaken by this commission,
it should be considered that at any time the

government involves itself in the financing
of any preventive measures to stop the ero-

sion of the lands, public access to those

beaches must be guaranteed.

I venture the opinion that 90 per cent or

more of the people who live on the Great
Lakes would be perfectly willing to involve

themselves in that kind of an undertaking in

order to safeguard the homes in which they
live.

Mr. Haggerty: The hon. member doesn't

believe that, does he?
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Mr. Deans: I believe it because I know it

to be true.

The entire matter that is before us, Mr.

Speaker, is not whether the government can

act but whether the government is willing

to act, and therefore we have taken it upon

ourselves, through the member for Sandwich-

Riverside, who has spoken so often on this

matter, to put before the government one

way of ensuring that the kind of collective

methods that are necessary to safeguard the

shorelines of the Province of Ontario will be

taken. We think that in the short haul this

particular way would be more workable

than what has been offered by anyone in this

debate to this point.

Mr. Foulds: Well put.

Mr. Haggerty: Miles of breakwaters for

which we would need a 10 per cent increase

in the sales tax.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ontario

South.

Mr. W. Newman (Ontario South): In rising

to speak to Bill 76, I would like first to con-

gratulate the member for Sandwich-Riverside

for the thought-provoking discussions he gave
us on this bill-

Mr. Foulds: The hon. member doesn't like

to have his thoughts provoked.

Mr. W. Newman: —however, I feel per-

sonally that we have enough commissions

and Ijoards now without creating another

one.

Mr. R. Gisbom (Hamilton East): It de-

pends on what they are for. Some of them

are useless.

Mr. W. Newman: As we already know,
the International Joint Commission, which
has been severely criticized for perhaps not

taking this matter under consideration before

it did, did take action as long ago as March,

1972, when it started letting a great deal

more water out of the Great Lakes.

Mr. Deans: Not enoughl

Mr. W. Newman: We seem to be talking

about Lake Erie and the Lake St. Clair area,

without remembering that we have a lot of

heartaches and highwater problems in Lake

Ontario; we'd like to leave their water in

Lake Erie and let ours go down, but we
realize we can't do that. I'd like to point
out that in Lake Ontario the conservation

authorities have within their power the com-

plete shoreline of Lake Ontario at this point

in time. To give an example in the area in

which I am concerned, the plan of the Met-

ropolitan Toronto and Region Conservation

Authority is to purchase all lakefront proper-
ties eventually to turn the shoreline over

for public use so that we won't have this

problem in the future.

Mr. Gisbom: We still have to protect

against erosion, though.

Mr. W. Newman: Yes, but it is much
easier if we don't have houses on the shore-

line.

Mr. Martel: Just blow them all up.

Mr. W. Newman: Unfortunately, the con-

servation authority is not offering enough

money to these homeowners at the present

time, and we hope that it will be much more

lenient and considerate because of the vari-

ous problems that face us with the high
water.

I think the big problem in the future is

to make sure that the province, and the fed-

eral government to some degree, and the

municipalities, stop the building on our lake-

shores of pennanent homes and summer cot-

tages in the possible flood-plain lands-

Mr. Paterson: Like Ontario Place!

Mr. W. Newman: —that could be reached

in another 20 years from now. I would hope
that the conservation authorities, in conjunc-

tion with the province, will move in these

areas in the future. I think it's very im-

portant.

Somebody said we should have insurance

and that the province should subsidize it to

some degree. Perhaps we should be talking

about insurance, but I think we're talking

about a long-range plan as far as insurance

is concerned. Nobody will buy it until they

see the water rising; then the costs are ab-

solutely prohibitive.

Mr. Foulds: We buy fire insurance before

somebody sets our house on fire.

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): This is dif-

ferent.

Mr. W. Newman: Yes, it is a little differ-

ent. I happen to be involved in the lakeshore

very directly. I don't have insurance on the

property I have on the lakeshore now; I

would love to buy it, but I know I can't buy
it-

Mr. Martel: What did the member buy it

for?
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Mr. Foulds: He shouldn't use himself as a

standard for the rest of the people in the

province.

Mr. W. Newman: Thank God—no, I won't
use that sort of language in here about the

hon. member!

Mr. Foulds: That's awfully kind of him. I

appreciate it.

Mr. W. Newman: Anyway, I would like to

tell the members briefly that the Province of

Ontario has made some moves in this direc-

tion—maybe not as far as some of us would
like to see-

Mr. Martel: He conceded a point there.

Mr. W. Newman: —but it has moved in

with low interest loans which will be avail-

able to those people who want to protect
their homes; and some residents of my area
will be taking advantage of this. The province
has made available to some of the municipal-
ities certain trucks of the Ministry of Natural
Resources and the Ministry of Transporta-
tion and Communications; these have been
used a great deal. I don't know about the

member's area, but I know that they have
been used out in my area to try to save
some homes which are threatened by erosion

around Lake Ontario.

We have the disaster relief fund, which
some of the municipalities in our area are

working to set up on a 50-50 basis. We have
the conservation authority, which has been
out sandbagging in our area, helping to pro-
tect and save the shoreline at the present
time.

Mr. Martel: A lot of sandbagging going
on right now.

Mr. W. Newman: Pardon?

Mr. Martel: There's a lot of sandbagging
going on right now.

Mr. W. Newman: I am just telling the

members opposite that this province did
move. I asked the Provincial Secretary for

Resources Development (Mr. Lawrence) about
what the federal government was doing—we
were passing the buck back and forth in the

riding that I represent. But you know, we
were expecting great things regarding the
facilities of the army to help place sandbags
and help save our shorelines. We were dis-

cussing this in the House and waiting for

word from Ottawa. We still have not heard,
to my knowledge, up until this point in time.

I realize they are on a short vacation now.

but that doesn't help if we get another bad
storm in our area. If we get a bad blow from
the southeast or southwest we stand to lose

approximately 30 homes in the riding I

represent; and this to me is of great concern.

Interjection by hon. member.

Mr. W. Newman: The province has taken
some action—the federal government should
take some more action. But I really believe

there is a long-term solution to all these

problems—on Hamilton Beach and in those
areas where we have summer cottages and

permanent homes. The homes must be bought
out by the conservation authority or by other

government means so that these shorelines in

the future will always be available for recre-

ational facilities and we will not have the

problems we are faced with today.

Mr. Deans: But the member agrees we
still have to safeguard the homes that are

there now? We still have to protect them;
otherwise they would wash away.

Mr. W. Newman: Well, in some areas per-

haps where there are certain historical con-

siderations. But for instance, down in my
area—if there were no cottages or homes on
the beaches—each time we get a bad storm

we get more sand and bigger beaches built in

behind. So, really it doesn't hurt so long as

there are no homes involved. In some areas

there is need for protection, but in other

areas there would not be need for protection
if they were bought out and these houses

were levelled and the lands used for recre-

ation.

So, Mr. Speaker, with the action the prov-
ince has taken and with the action the Inter-

national Joint Commission has taken, and

realizing the Great Lakes do come under a

multi-national agreement with the US, I think

any more commissions or boards are really
not necessary; although the member from

Sandwich-Riverside perhaps had a good idea.

But every time I see a board or commission

formed I think, well, there is a further delay.
And I would hate to see any further delays
in the work that is already going on in the

province on flood control. Thank you, Mr.

Chairman.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kent.

Mr. T. P. Spence (Kent): Mr. Speaker, it

is a pleasure for me to take part in this

debate, the private members' hour on Bill 76

introduced by the hon. member for Sand-

wich-Riverside.
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The motives and emotions behind this bill

are laudable, Mr. Speaker. Anything that

can be done to ease the suffering caused by
future floods of the Great Lakes, both I and

my party, Mr. Speaker, are certainly in

favour of.

In this year's flooding we have seen and

are still seeing millions of dollars of damage
to property. Famflies which had to desert

their homes returned after the water sub-

sided to find their lifetime accumulation of

property ruined. We have seen farmlands

flooded and beaches rendered unusable.

Shorelines have eroded, some to the point
where homes have tumbled over the edge
into the lake waters below. The shorelines of

my riding have been particularly hard hit.

I know from the close contact with the peo-

ple there, the hardships that the latest flood-

ing has caused.

However, as well-intentioned as this bill

may seem, Mr. Speaker, 1 regret to inform

you that it fails in one regard in which it

really should succeed; that is it fails to do

anything concrete to protect the residents of

our shorelines. For future flooding the bill

turns up such phrases as, to "study," to

"evaluate," to "make recommendations."

Mr. Speaker, I wonder if the proposer of

this bill really hasn't been overcome by the

disease which has affected the government
for many years.

Mr. Foulds: Not so; never!

Mr. Spence: When faced with a problem
which seriously affects the citizens of the

province, the government always appoints

committees, commissions, councils and boards

to study and to restudy, and to make recom-

mendations which are restudied once more.

This bill suffers from the same problem. It

would "consider," "study," "identify," and

"recommend;" but, Mr. Speaker, it would do

nothing.

I don't know how many boards, commis-
sions and councils this government has already
set up in order to abdicate its decison-making

responsibility. I have leafed quickly through
the government telephone directory and dis-

covered 51 such boards, councils and com-
missions. Surely it is evident, Mr. Speaker,
from the mess we see around us, that all of

these commissions only slow down the

decision-making process to a complete halt.

Mr. Deans: They can't slow it down any
more. It took 20 years to get it this slow.

Mr. Spence: Therefore, the establishment

of yet one more commission can surely not

be expected to have any concrete effect on
the very serious problem before us. In fact,

Mr. Speaker, if I may point out to the pro-

poser of this bill, which calls for a minimum
of seven members on this commission-

Mr. Deans: Four of whom shall be named.

Mr. Spence: —that as the hon. member for

Kitchener (Mr. Breithaupt), our financial critic

pointed out while replying on behalf of our

party to the budget speech, there are only
seven Conservatives on the benches opposite
who have not got salaried government posi-
tions in addition to being sitting members.

Mr. Gilbertson: Why bring that up?

Mr. Foulds: When I made my speech on
that topic last fall there was only one of

them not getting an extra ripoff.

Mr. Spence: Mr. Speaker, the whole effect

of this bill would be not to help the situa-

tion of any of those persons who live on the

shorelines of the Great Lakes, but merely to

provide those remaining seven Conservative

friends of mine with additional pocket money.
If there was a real emergency in the future,

we'd have no spare Conservative members to

call on.

Mr. Deans: If I had known that is what it

would do, I would not have supported the

bill.

Mr. Spence: Mr. Speaker, while, as I have

pointed out, the creation of a flood control

commission would have no positive, concrete

benefit for those persons living on the shore-

lines of the Great Lakes, the bfll could have

a very serious negative effect in that it draws

attention away from the real root of the

problem: that is the complete government in-

action which these poor people have faced

so far.

Mr. Speaker, the facts are these: A body

already exists to study the problems of the

Great Lakes, to develop engineering plans, to

protect the shorelines, to compile data, to

determine methods of protecting lands and

property. In short, Mr. Speaker, this proposed
commission is completely redundant, because

a body already exists which has the power,
and in fact the responsibility to do all of

these things. That body is the Ministry of

Natural Resources, and that body has been

completely and woefully absent from any
constructive role in providing a solution to

the flooding problems.

Furthermore, Mr. Speaker, to go farther

than this bfll proposes to go, there also

already exists a body with the responsibilities,
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although not the financial resources, to actu-

ally implement the preventive and corrective

measures needed to avoid the catastrophic

flooding we have suflFered just recently, and
to minimize the human suffering and prop-

erty damage which results. Mr. Speaker, the

bodies of which I speak are the conservation

authorities.

More of these authorities may have to be
created and the boundaries of the existing
ones may have to be somewhat expanded in

order to give comprehensive coverage to the

Great Lakes shoreline area. And of course,
Mr. Speaker, the authorities will have to re-

ceive a great deal more money from the pro-
vincial government if they are to perform this

important and sizable task. However, con-

servation authorities are surely the bodies

with experience in managing water courses

to minimize flooding, and the property dam-

age and human suff^ering which results there-

from.

These authorities are already an existing
administrative structure for implementing the

necessary measures. They only require guid-
ance, research, recommendation this proposed
commission is to provide, and which I have

already said is truly the responsibility of the

Minister of Natural Resources (Mr. Bemier).
That minister surely should get on with this

job.

So, Mr. Speaker, if I may summarize

briefly. While I and my party concur whole-

heartedly with the motive behind this bill,

we disagree completely that the establishment
of the proposed commission would do any-
thing to help this situation.

The proposed commission would serve two

purposes only: To provide jobs for seven
more of my Conservative friends and to draw
attention away from the fact that the Minis-
ter of Natural Resources already has the

power, and the responsibility, to go that one

step farther and actually take concrete action

to protect our shorelines in this province.

I think, Mr. Speaker, in the early spring
of this year I had an opportunity to see the

shorelines of Lake Erie, the north shore of

Lake Ontario, the south shore of Lake St.

Clair and the south shore of Lake Huron.
Mr. Speaker, the damage from this high water
mai^k level is tremendous.

It concerns everyone in this Legislature.
It concerns the people who own land on the

shorelines of these great lakes. It's a serious

matter.

I am unable to support Bill 76 of the hon.

members for Sandwich-Riverside. I don't

think that will solve the problem or do the

job that the people in the Province of On-
tario are looking to have done.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Hamil-
ton East.

Mr. Gisbom: Mr. Speaker, I had felt it

wouldn't be necessary to say any more on this

bill. What bothers me—the speakers for the

Liberal Party have ended up enunciating
again the really serious problem we have
faced in the last few weeks and may face

again with the high water levels of the Great
Lakes—is that they cannot support this kind
of a measure because of a political bias just
because it may provide a position on a com-
mission for some of their Conservative
friends.

I think that is a very unrealistic approach
to take to a serious problem when we know
that in my particular area seven homes have
been completely demolished. Those people are

now without homes. They may have been
beach homes and only used maybe six months
of the year, but nevertheless they belonged to

people.
I have heard the reaction to talks of pro-

tecting the shorelines. The public do not

want the government to spend money to

protect the few people who should have had
more sense than to buy homes on the lake-

shore.

This wouldn't go over with the public. It

may be so, but we spend public money in

emergencies, for a great number of people
in the province and across this country when
the need arises.

This bill provides a very comprehensive
and sensible approach to finding out how we
can approach the situation and co-ordinate

the mish-mash and the buck-passing that has
taken place in the last five or six weeks in a

more sensible way.

This government didn't know where to

head in. I'm not saying it didn't do its best,

but it had to contact the federal people
several times. They had to contact the munic-

ipal people several times.

Two different papers were drafted on it-

one from the federal government and one
from the provincial government. The papers
went back for redrafting.

The municipal people didn't know what
was going on until about four or five days

ago. The situation has now receded to the

point where I'm afraid everything will be

forgotten until the next high wind comes

along and we have to face the same situ-

ation again.
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I think we have got to reahze that the

damage by Hurricane Hazel wasn't caused

by the high levels of the lake, but by an

unusually high lake and a terrific storm

which washed away about, I would say,

three-and-a-quarter miles of provincial high-

way at a great cost.

We have got to realize that between the

Queen Elizabeth Highway and Lake Ontario,
from the boundaries of the city of Hamilton

and the Wentworth county line, there are

spots where only something like 200 yards

separate the Queen Elizabeth Highway from

the lake. This area has just been developed
at a high cost and if some action isn't taken

in the next five or 10 years this could be

damaged.
Now if it means we have to take over

that shoreline as a public park and put it

under public ownership, so be it. But at

that point you have to devise ways and

means to prevent erosion which is going
at the rate of four or five feet a month, and

it doesn't take very long to eat into it. A lot

of valuable property is going to be lost, and

we have to start and think about it.

I think if you read this bill very carefully,

it doesn't set up ad hoc commissions in

perpetuity. A commission of this nature

could bring about the co-ordination and co-

operation with the various interested groups
—the municipalities—so they know what is

going to happen in the future.

Several meetings to deal with this situa-

tion, arranged by families in the Niagara

peninsula last week, had to be cancelled

because of inclement weather.

I think the bill does have some merit. If

we don't believe in commissions then it

should be a special committee, some body
to co-ordinate the activities of the conserva-

tion authorities and the municipalities; and to

sit down with the federal government to

find out what they are going to do in the

future in regard to this serious problem.

Mr. Speaker: This completes the private

members' hour.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess. -- - — ' ^
^

fo
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

Mr. Speaker: We are pleased to have some

special visitors with us this evening. In the

east gallery we are favoured with the pres-
ence of members of the 166th Scout Troop
and the 166th Cub Pack of Toronto.

Clerk of the House: The 15th order, re-

suming the adjourned debate on the motion
for second reading of Bill 98, An Act to

amend the Retail Sales Tax Act.

RETAIL SALES TAX ACT
(continued)

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): This

afternoon two members of the government
party engaged in the debate, and the thrust

of their argument was that this tax is justified
because of the extra municipal tax grants
that the budget makes possible. They tried

to make a case that we over here did not

recognize the problems that have been asso-

ciated with the property tax and the press-

ing problems that municipalities in this prov-
ince have as they try to meet the expendi-
tures that come upon them; and as a result,

in opposing this tax we were against the

kind of grants that this budget makes to the

municipalities.

Now from my point of view the budget
has to a great extent adopted the foundation

municipal programme that the member for

York South (Mr. MacDonald) enunciated in

this House in 1968 as a way of helping the

municipalities to get some of the burden oflF

the property tax. For that reason I don't

think there is anybody in this party who is

prepared to say that these moves to help
the municipalities in the ways that the Treas-

urer (Mr. White) has adopted are necessarily
unreasonable. The question that we ask is

this: Is this the proper place to raise the

revenue that the Treasurer feels he has to

have to carry out this programme?
In reviewdng the various tax sources that

are available to him, and in reviewing the

shortfalls in estimating the income from the

tax sources of the province in the last 10

years, I must come to the conclusion that this

sales tax increase from five per cent to seven
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per cent, or a 40 per cent increase across the

board, is not needed and not justified; the

revenue will no doubt be generated from the
tax sources that we already have; and the
Treasurer could carry out the programmes
that he has enunciated that he wants to

carry out, without having to get this extra

revenue from the sales tax.

For these reasons I express my opposition
to the tax. The member for Sault Ste. Marie

(Mr. Rhodes) got up this afternoon and said

that this was the first time in I don't know
how many years that northern Ontario was

getting a break. I'm glad he recognized the
fact that this government has not been giving
northern Ontario a break, because as far as

our municipalities are concerned we've had
a real shortfall in income from day one, so

to speak.

When one travels through the municipal-
ities, particularly the mining municipalities of

the north, and sees the kind of services that

are provided there, and compares those to a

city of somewhat the same population in the

south, they are not up to that standard. When
we have not been able to tax the mines with
a direct tax, as industry and manufacturing
outlets are taxed in other parts of the prov-
ince, and have had to rely on the mining
revenue payments as a way to bridge that

gap, then I think one can understand that

the north hasn't been getting anything like

the degree of fair play that it should have
been getting.

I'm not so sure whether this budget bridges
that gap suflBciently or not. The mining
revenue payments, had they been continued,
would have given mostly to northern munic-

ipalities something like $13.5 million,

whereas the special grant to northern On-
tario that the budget visualizes will give $8.5
million extra to the north, I think it is, or

$8.4 million, and this programme will be

spread all across the north.

I think that, to a degree, where municipal-
ities are being helped, we could have ex-

pected even more in the north because of

the shortfall we have had to put up with in

the past, and to be able to do some of the

things that we have had to postpone or be
able to bring some of the standards of serv-
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ices and such that we have in our municipal-
ities up to a par with a lot of them here in

the south. I don't think that this budget

goes sufficiently far enough to enable us to

do this. I feel that a good deal more could

have been done by the Treasurer to take

into account the problems of the north than

he is prepared to admit in this budget that

he has here.

We in the north realize that the policies
that are made for us are made in the south,

and they're made, by and large, by people
who do not understand our particular prob-
lems and are not always thought partial to

us. I think that northerners in particular,
when this budget was announced, did not

like the extra attention that was paid to us

when the Treasurer brought in that proposed
tax on energy and light. We felt that we
were being singled out—given special atten-

tion, as it were—'because we have to pay
more for our heating fuel than is paid by
most of the southern people and we have to

heat our residences for longer periods of

time because of the cold weather. We won-
dered why we were getting such a discrimin-

atory approach by the government. We won-
dered what extra we had done to deserve this

special attention.

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): They
have to pay for the air conditioning down
here.

Mr. Ferrier: The member says they have
to pay for air conditioning down here in the

south. Well, we sometimes get some hot
weather in the summer.

But anyway, that spontaneous response by
the opposition to oppose the introduction of

this first reading of this bill, was, I think,

something unique in this House. The govern-
ment members from the north and elsewhere
had the opportunity at that point to say how
much they were disappointed in this bill and
that they wouldn't accept it in the form that
it was. They voted for it on the first read-

ing, then they got back home to their ridings
and everything seemed to be caving in on
them. I guess the pressure of the public and
their own supporters and all the rest of it

really piled up.

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): Democracy at

work. Democracy at work.

Mr. Ferrier: It really piled up, and it was
a most unusual occurrence to see members
of a party, one after another, saying, "We're

going to oppose this. We won't vote for this.

We're against our government's move on
this. They've got to change."

Now one would have expected that, had
they felt so strongly about it, they would
have done like the odd one has said, "I am
not going to say anything now, I'll have my
say in caucus," but a lot of them took the

popular position over the weekend and, as a

result-

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): They were

paid under the table to get back in line.

Mr. Ferrier: Well, I wouldn't say that

they were paid. I think that's an unfair state-

ment to make. I think it was part of the poli-
tical deal that the government would take

off that seven per cent tax on energy pro-
vided that there was no speaking in the

House about the extra raise in the retail sales

tax.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): That's

right, only two of them deal with any tax

increase.

Mr. Ferrier: And I don't think that some
of the government members find that two

per cent raise in the sales tax any too pal-

atable, especially northern members, because
here again, I think that we are singled out
for some real discrimination.

We have to pay more for many of our

goods than people here in southern Ontario

pay, and I heard the member for Sault Ste.

Marie in a private member's bill last year
point out how much higher the freight rates

are to places in the north than they are

elsewhere and that, as a consequence, the

prices of our goods are put up. When the

Treasurer raises his sales tax on goods that

are higher priced in the north than they are

in the "golden horseshoe" down here, then
it is obvious that he is pulling more out of the

pockets of northerners than he is pulling out

of the people down in the south. It is in-

equitable in that sense and it takes more

money out of our pockets.

Now, I know the Treasurer came in with
the idea of a tax credit. He said that that

was going to offset something of the tax on

energy and the extra sales tax, but there

was nothing said about the existing five per
cent sales tax and the regressiveness that it

perpetuates and the amount that it takes

from the low income people of this province.

If the Treasurer wants to do something
about this regressiveness and the redistribu-

tion of income, then he should take the

whole of the sales tax and come up with
some kind of formula that is going to redis-
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tribute the income that much more widely
to those who particularly need it and not

just do it for a portion. Maybe it will have

more fairness now that it is just going to

apply to the extra on the sales tax and not

on that proposed tax on energy. But argue
as the Premier (Mr. Davis) and the Treasurer

did last week, and as hard as the govern-
ment members pounded on their desks to

support them later, the fact is that that was
a tax measure that the Premier and the

Treasurer and his advisers agreed to. They
thought it was one that they could sell and

that the people would accept. I suggest that

they have lost a lot of face over it and that

the confidence of the people in the kind of

initiatives that they will bring forward has

been greatly weakened and—

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): They have only
lost one face. They have two faces.

Mr. Ferrier: I think they have lost a great
deal. I think that a real loss of confidence

has been generated by the way this particu-
lar issue has been handled and over what
kind of a tax they were going to try to

throw on the people of this province. I don't

think it will be soon forgotten.

I think this move is inflationary in the

sense that it does put up the cost of a lot

of goods by at least two per cent and it will

take the money out of low-income earners'

pockets and many people's pockets. "Oh,
well," you say, "they'll get the tax credit."

It will help in some way, but when are they

going to get it? It will be a year hence and
there will be that much more money taken

out of their pockets and there will be that

much more of a burden put on a lot of

people.

People very often plan their income in

such a way as to just make ends meet. With
this extra being taken out I think many of

the workers of the province are going to have
to have a higher level of income to be able

to offset the extra taxation. I think it is go-

ing to have an inflationary influence on the

people of this province and, indeed, the

whole cost of living. It is going to hurt.

I must say I found the exceptions for

pets and flower seeds and shrubs and that

kind of thing a frivolous type of exemption.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Does that

mean the member for Timiskaming (Mr.

Havrot) is exempt? He's a lovable creature.

Mr. Ferrier: I think it is sentimental; and a

kind of romanticism creeping into the gov-
ernment in its old age. It has to protect

the fur-bearing animals but those other lov-

able creatures—human beings—as some com-
mentator said, they can get the boot put to

them and it doesn't really matter.

Mr. Lewis: The Treasurer loves pets

though, doesn't he?

Mr. Ferrier: I am glad he loves pets. I can
think of one pet that he doesn't find too

lovable!

I think the whole situation here can be
summed up in a few words and I am going
to leave it at that. The people at Ottawa

got a rude awakening after the federal elec-

tion, and the fact was that the brains trust

advising the Prime Minister of Canada was

very remote and apart from the people and
wasn't sensitive to what the people would

accept. There was an arrogance about it that

really turned the people off and generated
a lot of opposition and hostility.

I think this same spirit has come to per-
vade the government and the Premier here.

The answer that we have had thro\vn at us

in the last year or two if anything went

wrong is, "The people spoke in 1971. Look
at the big majority we have and we can dam
well do as we like." I think the brains trust

that has been brought in through the top
echelons of the civil service has been giving

something of the same kind of advice that

Pierre Elliott Trudeau was getting from his

brains trust at Ottawa, and the arrogance has

come here.

Mr. Lewis: Exactly! And with the same

consequences.

Mr. Ferrier: They haven't had the com-

mon good sense—and I am glad they haven't

—to listen to some of the backbenchers who
know what people will accept and what they
will do and what they won't do and how
they feel about things. If this kind of arro-

gance continues, of course, we will have the

same result here as we had in Ottawa. I

certainly hope we do.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Samia): The member
doesn't mean his party? He means the par-

liamentary process?

Mr. Ferrier: We will gain immeasurably
as a result. We gained, federally, 37 per cent;

more than that I guess. We gained 10 seats

—we gained quite a few. We did very well

anyway and I know we will do well here.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Ferrier: I would just like to say that

in this budget, some of the acceptable and
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wise moves that the Treasurer has made
have been offset by the way he wants to

raise the extra revenue he thinks he needs.

The member for York South and the member
for Windsor West (Mr. Bounsall) this after-

noon detailed how the extra money could

be raised if the government has to raise it;

and they don't think that the shortfall the

government has predicted is right. With the

five or 10 per cent that the government has

traditionally underestimated, I think it will

get it this year, but the government doesn't

seem to think so. If it needs the revenue,

why not get it from the sources that have

been so ably put forward here? There are

alternatives; they are much better alterna-

tives and we wouldn't have to accept this

very unpalatable and unwise increase in the

sales tax. I am going to vote against it-

Mr. L. Maeck (Parry Sound): Shame on

the member.

Mr. Ferrier: I would say shame on that

member for not having the guts to get up
and speak against it.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Essex South.

Mr. Paterson: Mr. Speaker, I rise in oppo-
sition to Bill 98, specifically on the 40 per
cent increase on the retail sales tax that is

facing the public of the province as of mid-

night tonight—providing this bill carries by
that time, I would assume. Certainly I am
pleased that the—

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): They
might withdraw it.

Mr. Paterson: —ministry in its wisdom
withdrew the ill-conceived sales tax that was

going to be placed on energy. I felt that this

appeared to be almost the ultimate grasp for

funds in this province, to pick the people's

pockets. But since the actions of the opposi-
tion on the introduction of this bill in setting
the stage for the terrific public reaction to

this, I just wondered over the weekend in

talking with people whether or not this was

really a red herring drawn across the whole

premise of this particular bill in order that

people wouldn't object too violently to this

40 per cent increase in the sales tax on their

purchases.

I was going to read the following letter

into the record. It's from the man who was
the campaign chairman for the Conservative

Party in the election of 1967 in the riding of

Essex South, but I think I'll just send it over

to hon. minister so he can read it.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, no, read itl

Mr. Sargent: Read it!

Mr. Paterson: I don't think it really war-
rants reading in the House, but I am sure the

minister will get a chuckle from it here

tonight.

Mr. Laughren: Oh, no, read it. We'd love

to hear it.

Mr. Paterson: It just shows the reaction

of the public.

An hon. member: Why not let us hear it?

Mr. Paterson: Would a page take this to

the minister, please?

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Saved by
the bell.

Mr. Laughren: The member is too kind.

Mr. Paterson: This man is in the media
business and, as I say, was the campaign
manager against me in the last election, and
went for independent business.

Really, what I wished to speak about to-

night was a principle that was enunciated in

section 5 of this particular bill in that every
vendor in the province is an agent of the

minister and, as an agent, shall levy and col-

lect the taxes imposed by this Act upon the

purchaser or consumer. I feel that this par-
ticular section doesn't go far enough, Mr.

Speaker. It should add a further clause to

that, to the effect that some sort of remunera-
tion should be given to the agents for their

work.

Possibly, Mr. Speaker, I have a conflict of

interest in this as I am a merchant and also

a director of the Retail Merchants' Associa-

tion of Ontario. In spite of the subclause that

is in this particular bill that relates to mem-
bers of the Legislature in relation to the sales

tax, I would respectfully through you, Mr.

Speaker, give my word to the Treasurer of

Ontario that I would personally willingly ne-

gate my business from any remuneration from

the sales tax, should he reconsider this parti-
cular section and allow this to the benefit of

vendors throughout our province.

Recently, Mr. Speaker, a study was done
in the State of Georgia and a report was
made in December, 1972, concerning the

effect of the cost in collecting and accounting
and the remittance of sales tax by the vendors

in that state to their treasurer. I would like

to summarize just two or three paragraphs
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in this report for the edification of those in

the House. I quote as follows:

A review of studies based on cost data

collected in other states also indicates that

there is a definite cost of providing the

services for collecting, accounting and re-

mitting sales taxes. The average costs as

measured by these studies range from a

low of 3.6 per cent to a high of 21.7 per
cent after results were adjusted to facili-

tate comparisons.

I might remind you at this point, Mr. Speaker,
that up to about two years ago businesses

in the state were allowed a small remu-

neration, I believe of up to a high of three

per cent, of the tax collected for their efforts.

I quote further from this article:

The concept of attributable cost as ac-

cepted for defining the cost of compliance:
This definition permitted the inclusion of

sales clerks' and cashiers' time for calculat-

ing, recording and collecting sales taxes,

time applied to accounting activities, ad-

ministrative personnel costs, losses due to

sales tax and related matters.

This was the foundation, and I would just
like to point out one or two specific examples
from the tables that came along with this

particular study. This relates to the dealer's

costs of compliance per the Georgia state

sales tax collected.

In the food industry, with which we are

vitally concerned today as it relates to the

tax collected, for a large food store, the cost

was 3.01 per cent, and for a medium food

store it would cost 6.25 per cent. The small

variety type store, of which there are many
thousands in this province, for the few pen-
nies and dollars that these people collected

for the state, it cost them in overhead 16.5

per cent of the dollars collected.

In the general merchandise classification, it

cost the large department store 5.88 per
cent, a medium sized store 8.34 per cent,

and the smaller stores 7.39 per cent. In one

other classification, the hardware stores, it

cost the large ones 3.63 per cent, the medium
sized 3.96 per cent and the small, inde-

pendent hardware stores 8.43 per cent of the

sales tax dollars collected.

I think this is verification of the burden
that this tax at any level is bearing upon
the merchants. There is one other factor I'd

like to draw to the members* attention and
to that of the hon. minister in relation to

the losses that are suffered by the vendors

in the State of Georgia, which I am sure is

applicable here in the Province of Ontario.

I quote one last line:

Losses from under-collections, non-col-

lections, assessment due to lack of evidence

supporting tax exemptions, poor accounting
records and documentation and theft of

sales tax collections approximately average
for all size firms and this ran for large
businesses a little less than one per cent,

for medium sized 2.5 per cent and for

small businesses, up to 6.7 per cent.

So I trust that with the information from

this state, a very detailed study, I have

proved to the Minister of Revenue (Mr.

Grossman) that possibly he should give some
consideration to reinstating some sort of re-

muneration to the vendors in our province.

These vendors and merchants, in addition

to having to do this work, are also agents of

the province in another area and that of the

federal government. They have to deduct

and remit income tax on behalf of their em-

ployees. They have to collect unemployment
insurance contributions, they have to answer

Statistics Canada, some are involved in the

12 per cent federal tax on manufacturing,

they have health care remittances, workmen's

compensation payments and sundry other

bookkeeping actions. These are all costs borne

by the vendor which I'm sure must be in-

cluded somewhere in the ultimate price to the

consumer. But the merchants must do this

work, it takes a great deal of time; often

there is much frustration and inconvenience

and expense.

I might state at this time, Mr. Speaker,
that the vendors, especially the independent
business people, have to do all the work.

They have to take all the risks. They do all

the investing and I don't think there is a

retailer in the Province of Ontario who can

make seven cents on the sales dollar. I'm sure

that many of them can't get seven per cent on
their investment but certainly nowhere near

seven per cent on the sales dollar. Yet the

province grabs this with no investment, no
one works and it is to the detriment of the

paying public.

Vendors in the retail sales tax section I

believe are the only agents of the Province

of Ontario who are not remunerated in any
form.

Mr. Sargent: If those guys were in business

they would starve to death.

Mr. Paterson: That's right. That is the

general reaction in the retail trade in On-
tario.

True, with the introduction of Bill 98—
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Mr. Sargent: The member is pushing back
the rivers again.

Mr. Paterson: —raising the sales tax, this

comes at a time when in Canada people are

fighting inflation and we are going to see

dramatic increases in the costs of living in

the next few months. And here the province,
with one sweep of the pen, is raising the

cost of living almost two per cent for the

average citizen.

In the past few months, Mr. Speaker, the

world monetary crisis has brought price in-

creases that I in my 25 years in the retail

business would not have dreamt were pos-
sible.

I have letters with me here tonight from
various wholesale suppliers indicating that,

despite their January price increases this

year—I quote from this one: "We are adding
a 10 per cent surcharge on all invoices after

March 1"; another one here, seven per cent;

another one, 15 per cent—just in the past few
months—because of the dollar prices aff"ect-

ing, in my case, textiles. Most of the clothing
and textiles for sale in Canada are based on

imports; we produce very little ourselves.

When our shopping public go out this fall

to buy articles made of textiles, they are go-

ing to get an awful shock over these tremen-

dous price increases and they will have to

bear the additional burden of a 40 per cent

increase in the provincial sales tax.

One thing for the hon. minister's people
to take a look at, is the fact that sales tax, I

believe, is charged on certain equipment used
in the food industry on a rental basis. I know
the minister indicated he was trying to keep
this area exempt—any growing thing—but I

have had representation made to me by small
food processing plants renting certain equip-
ment, and they do have to pay tax on this.

I don't know the cost of this—it might be a

nominal figure—but it is a fact.

Hopefully the minister's people can look
into this particular area before tfiey draw up
the regulations in relation to Bill 98.

It is for these reasons, Mr. Speaker, and
those other matters that have been ably
documented by other speakers in this House,
that I too will oppose this particular bill.

Mr. Gilbertson: Mr. Speaker, I think it is

only right and proper that the member for

Algoma should get up and make some com-
ments in regards to this bill.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Is the mem-
ber for or against it?

Mr. Gflbertson: This tax bill?

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Which way
is the member voting?

Mr. Laughren: That's all we want to know
really.

Mr. Gilbertson: I believe I am going to ex-

press the feeling of the people in my riding.

Mr. Reid: Then he is voting against it.

Mr. Gilbertson: I, with quite a few of the

other members, was quite disturbed about
the energy tax.

Mr. Reid: He is voting against iti

Mr. Gilbertson: And I received plenty of

flak from my constituents. I received some

petitions and I received letters from private
individuals who were very disturbed about
the energy tax. Most of those from whom I

got letters said that they could go along
with the extra two per cent sales tax, but the

energy tax, no.

An hon. member: Let's hear him read the

letter.

An hon. member: Read us a couple of

letters.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Gilbertson: Any one of the members
can contact me personally and I will show
him these letters. I am not up here trying to

tell any lies.

Mr. Sargent: Not like the rest of his gang.

Mr. Gilbertson: One thing I was pleased
about in this additional two per cent on sales

tax which wfll benefit my riding some.

Mr. Germa: On maple syrup?

Mr. Ferrier: How much sales tax do they

pay?

Mr. Gilbertson: So, I want to bring the
members some figures. I think it's only ap-

propriate. For instance, I'll start at Blind
River. This little town would derive $52,000
additional money from this additional two

per cent tax.

Mr. Lewis: But that doesn't—

Mr. Gilbertson: -Bruce Mines, $10,000;

Thessalon, $31,000; Hilton Beach $3,000;
Iron Bridge $7,000-

An hon. member: Let's hope the member
is recording Labrador.
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Mr. Cilbertson: —townships of Day and

Bright Additional, $6,000; Hilton, another

little town on St. Joseph's Island, $3,000;

Jocelyn, another little municipality, $4,000;

Johnson, $12,000; Laird, $8,000; Macdonald,
Meredith and Aberdeen Additional, $22,000;

Michipicoten, which takes in the Wawa area,

$54,000-

Mr. Deans: Does that justify raising the

sales tax?

Mr. Gilbertson: Plummer Additional, $13,-
000—I'm not through yet—Prince township,

$6,000-

Mr. Deans: I wouldn't bet money on that.

Mr. Gilbertson: —St. Joseph's township—
the members know where that is, don't they?
-$29,000; Tarbutt, and Tarbutt Additional,

$5,000-

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay); How much
did Michipicoten get in mining revenue pay-
ments before the Treasurer cut them off?

Mr. Gilbertson: Thessalon, $11,000-

Mr. Stokes: How much?

Mr. Gilbertson: -Thompson, $2,000; Wick-

steed, $47,000-

Mr. Stokes: Changing about $500,000 to

$50,000.

Mr. Gilbertson: -White River, $26,000-a
total of $351,000 coming to my little riding
with a population of about 35,000 people.
Now that isn't too bad.

Some of my family live over in Michigan.
That is right across the border over in the

States-

Mr. Laughren: Did the member for

Timiskaming write that speech?

Mr. Lewis: It doesn't take much to buy the

member's support.

Mr. Gilbertson: —and they tell me—

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Things
are that bad they have to go to the States.

Mr. Gilbertson: —that they're taxed on

everything over there.

Mr. Ferrier: Everything?

Mr. Gilbertson: Yes, on everything. They
said you can't go to the store and buy any-
thing that isn't taxed. Energy has been taxed
there for I don't know how many years.

So I don't think we're being hit too badly
and as the members know, we can't run the

government without getting money from
somewhere and we all have to pay taxes-

Mr. Reid: The member should get one of

those backbench jobs over there.

Mr. Gilbertson: To listen to the members in

the opposition you'd think it's a giveaway
programme and that we don't have to be too

concerned about where we're going to get
the money back again. But it's all giveaway—

An hon. member: Everybody's giveaway.

Mr. Gilbertson: And those members will

never be satisfied—

An hon. member: What's the member's

giveaway in the north?

Mr. Gilbertson: It doesn't matter what the

government does, those members are never

going to be satisfied-

Mr. Sargent: Why doesn't the member fol-

low his script there?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Gilbertson: They're always going to be

complaining. It's all doom and gloom. But
I'm quite satisfied it turned out the way it

did. The people have spoken—this is the way
our democratic system works—and I always
tell my constituents: "Look, if there's some-

thing that you don't like, put it down on

paper and send it to me." I said: "I'm your

representative at Queen's Park and you send

me what you think and I'll voice your opin-
ion.

Mr. Lewis: Well, where are those—

Mr. Gilbertson: They did that. I voiced my
opinion with a lot of others and we got that.

Mr. Sargent: How are they going to vote?

Mr. Gilbertson: The energy tax was re-

scinded.

Mr. Reid: Is the member taking credit for

that?

Mr. Lewis: We're going to really talk

about that.

Mr. Gilbertson; This is the way our democ-

racy works.

Mr. Lewis: I remember the Globe and
Mail. "Problems of a Whip," I think it said.

Mr. Gilbertson: That's right.
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Mr. Lewis: It was the member for Algoma
pouring out conscience, trying to round up
his backbenchers-

Mr. Gilbertson: That was a very nice

article. It's there. The member can read it.

Mr. Lewis: I know it will be in the mem-
ber's campaign literature.

Mr. Gilbertson: Oh sure.

Mr. W. Hodgson (North York): The mem-
ber thought he would like it in his too,

didn't he?

Mr. Lewis: Single-handedly the member
took on the Treasurer—I grant him that.

An hon. member: What would the member
call the last election?

Mr. Gilbertson: Mr. Speaker, I would like

to say that I'll support this bill-

Mr. Haggerty: The member should hang
on to everything he has in his pocket. They
are going to take everything he's got.

Mr. Gilbertson: —and I'm sure we won't

have any problem. But I feel it's only right
for the members on this side of the House
to get up and express their opinion in regard
to this tax bill. As far as the two per cent

is concerned I know that my people will live

with it.

Mr. Lewis: They'll what? They'll live with

it?

Mr. Gilbertson: They'll live with it.

Mr. Lewis: They don't like it though. The
member is letting them down.

Mr. J. Dukszta (Parkdale): Increasing the

retail sales tax is for me the most significant

sign that the Conservative government, in

spite of its pretensions to the contrary, is not

prepared to deal with the real poverty in

this province and has accepted the harsh

Conservative philosophy that a society is

composed of haves and have nots, and they
as a party are not going to try even to

ameliorate the glaring inequalities of our

society.

To be poor in our society is to suffer the

most outrageous kinds of violence perpetrated

by human beings on other human beings.
The fact that so many people live in appalling
homes is a crime of violence perpetrated

against those who don't have money. The

poor are the voiceless ones. They can't be

heard; all the government hears is the power

brokers. The poor are voiceless and because
of this they accept the violence of the power
brokers which is perpetrated upon them.

The budget and the sales tax have this

kind of violence, because the poor are voice-

less the government can take more from
them. Sales tax has to be seen as a part of

the larger failure of the Conservative Party
and the government business elite in dealing
with the poverty in Ontario.

Conservatives believe, actually, that some

people can rise to the top of society merely
by trying harder. While all the time, except
for a very few token people, the class struc-

ture in Ontario is quite rigid, almost as rigid

as it used to be in European societies. If this

approach of not doing anything about pov-

erty; not caring about solving the problem;

acting on the dictum that the poor will

always be with us; is a question of ignorance
and disinterest, that's one thing. But I have

a suspicion that the Conservatives don't want
to deal with the poverty of two-fifths of the

population of Ontario—people living below
the acceptable subsistence levels—because

they don't want to do anything about it

and are quite prepared to maintain the class

system in Ontario and abandon the poor to

their fate.

Mr. Laughren: They have already.

Mr. Dukszta: It is an effective step that I

think the Treasurer has taken, in introducing
the increase in sales tax, in maintaining that

very structure. Budget and the sales tax be-

come, then, weapons; they are very effective

weapons indeed. The Treasurer knows what
he is doing in spite of the slight mistake over

the energy tax.

Budget and the sales tax and its mirror

image, the decreased inheritance tax, are the

weapons in class warfare.

From his actions, the Treasurer shows him-

self to be quite aware that he believes that

the rich and well-off must be rewarded and

the poor punished.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, that's right.

Mr. Dukszta: He is almost obscene in his

total disregard of the effects of this regressive

type of taxation. The regressive sales tax

has effect on those who are poor. I do not

only mean the increase in sales tax, I mean
the whole principle of using sales tax as a

means of raising money largely from have-

nots.

Mr. Laughren: They pay most of the taxes.
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Mr. Dukszta: The Treasurer's statement

that the sales tax, in some aspects, is as

progressive as the income tax is an example
of hypocrisy and double-think, straight out

of Orwell's "1984."

At a very personal level, it offends my sense

of intellectual decorum that the Treasurer

would think me, the House and the rest

of Ontario such fools as to accept his words
and his cynical statements.

Mr. Laughren: He describes it beautifully.

Mr. Lewis: They do violence to the poor
and to the intellectual decorum of this House.

Mr. Dukszta: The patrician image that the

Treasurer so casually sports—the insouciance,
the nonchalance, the casual behaviour and
the casual bonhomie is an elegant cover for

his actions. His actions are making sure that

his class—and I wonder what chairmanship
waits for him upon his retirement—that his

class is well taken care of.

Mr. Laughren: It will be.

Mr. Dukszta: The managers and owners
of Inco are his friends and peers. He has

taken care of them well enough.

Mr. W. Hodgson: The psychiatrists are

pretty well looked after too!

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): Why
doesn't the hon. member come over here?

Mr. Dukszta: I don't know the Treasurer

personally, but by his demeanour and his

actions and the thoughts that are embodied
in his budget, he shows himself to have full

and complete contempt and disregard, which
is characteristic of the exploitist class. He
might just as well, like the French 18th cen-

tury aristocrats, call the poor canaille.

Mr. Laughren: And the Peter principle is

embodied in his soul.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
Don't they have any energy taxes in prov-
inces with socialist governments?

Mr. Lewis: They don't raise them.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: What do they call

them here?

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): They
are not increasing them though, are they?

Mr. Lewis: They call them regressive taxes

and they try to diminish them.

Mr. Deans: They were inherited from
Conservatives and they are working to get
rid of them.

Mr. Dukszta: I don't mean to attack the

bill from this ad hominem point of view

only, but I would like to point out that the

Treasurer's thoughts, as specified in the bud-

get and affecting all of us, consequently

represent not only his own thoughts, which
is less important, but the very nature of the

conceptual framework of the Tory party.

Mr. W. Hodgson: They had the rest of the

world to choose from, and they came to On-
tario.

Mr. Dukszta: For the first year of my pres-
ence in the House, Mr. Speaker, I often felt

uncomfortable and as if I didn't belong; yet
I consider myself quite clubbable-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Dukszta: Indeed, I believe that I do

belong right now — more than the member
opposite.

Mr. Lewis: Who should have thought the

sales tax would affect-

Mr. W. Hodgson: How many thousands

did the hon. member make last year?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Laughren: They are eating red her-

rings over there.

Mr. W. Hodgson: Let him tell us how
many thousands he made.

An hon. member: The doctor has a new
patient over there.

Mr. Lewis: Does the member want a diag-

nosis?

Mr. W. Newman (Ontario South): The
member for Scarborough West needs the

diagnosis.

Mr. W. Hodgson: Does the member re-

member when he was up in New York? He
needed some help that day.

Mr. Dukszta: I shall not be professional
at the moment.

I have always considered myself quite
sociable and capable of social interaction in

the House; yet I have had some difficulty

participating in the House for various rea-

sons. At first I thought it was largely my
own fault, that I wasn't familiar with the

norms and rules and regulations of this
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august body. Now I realize that it is not

because of this at all, because I know that

many people like the place and perhaps there

are even those on both sides of the House
who play the game quite well. That's not

what the problem is. I no longer question

myself as to why I have some discomfort in

being in the House, not because I am social-

ized but because I have become aware now
what the problem is in being a member of

an opposition party.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He sounds like he's

psycho-analysing himself.

An hon. member; They all need their

heads examined over there.

Mr. Dukszta: I know now that the real de-

cisions pertaining to our life and economy
are not made here but are made outside the

House by the business elite and its connec-

tion with the Conservative Party and various

ministers in collusion with the business elite.

Mr. Laughren: And it is going on here

every day.

Mr. Ferrier: The Premier is taking the

presidents of Noranda and Inco over to

England with him.

Mr. Dukszta: And so the games that are

played in the House are only part of pre-

tending that significant decisions actually are

taken here. What we often do in the House,
I think, because we participate so fully in

this charade, is to perpetuate the inequality
of our society; and we participate in the

violence that the elite perpetuates on the

poor in our society. This is always in the full

view of the fourth estate, of which some
members are present at the moment. Some-
times I have a feeling that it's a gossip-

mongers* gallery; they only hear us in the

question period, observing chic and the

radical chic which goes on, and then they

escape to their lairs far away. But maybe
I overestimated often what goes on after the

question hour. I know as a social democrat
and socialist I have to protest here, as I am
doing now, against the blatant injustice of

sales tax.

I am also aware of the fact that the future

decision, as much as I would want to change
it and as much as I want to persuade the

government, cannot be taken here because the

government is impersuadable and has already
come to certain decisions somewhere else.

Mr. Laughren: Bill Kelly said it.

Mr. Dukszta: The decisions made by the

parliament and the legislative demands to

which parliament is attentive come dispropor-

tionately, in fact almost exclusively, from a

very small and narrow segment of society.
The policy decisions that cabinet makes, dis-

proportionately I think, reflect the interests of

the narrow business elite. The proponents of

these policies from outside the parliament, the

corporate and bureaucratic elite, and those

who ratify and legitimize the proposals here

and in the cabinet and the caucus frequently
are de facto the same people, even though
their formal roles may be analytically differ-

ent.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He sounds like the

member for York South 15 years ago. He
should read his speeches.

Mr. Stokes: It's still true.

Mr. Bounsall: Fifteen years and the gov-
ernment hasn't learned a thing.

Mr. Laughren: That's a commentary on the

government more than on him.

Mr. Dukszta: The reality of Ontario is

different. I wonder if the minister is aware
that at least two-fifths of Ontario's popula-
tion live below the subsistence level. Does

he accept this or does he even know this or

does he care at all?

Mr. Ferrier: He doesn't care.

Mr. Deans; He neither knows nor cares.

Mr. Dukszta: No one here in this House
is poor. We know that.

I think, at least on this side of the House,
we do express some feeling that we want to

change the structure to produce more equality

in this society.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Dukszta: I don't want to be fobbed

off with pious statements in some kind of

sociologese about the culture of poverty, for

the very phrase callously assumes that some

people deserve to be poor and it is their own
fault if they are. I despair of human feelings
in people who say that if only people on wel-

fare tried harder they would no longer be on

welfare, while it is really our oppressive

society and our oppressive class differentia-

tion of society that does not help the poor,
does not allow them to help themselves, and

makes every effort, as in the present budget,
to keep them where they are, to keep them

poor.
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Similarly, the term "alienation" is often

used to suggest that, if an individual is alien-

ated, it is somehow his fault, when what it

means is that the social conditions for some
people are such that it is intolerable for

them, so that they, in fact, are like rats in a

cage and cannot escape, and become alienated

families. So it is again due to the violence

that the capitalist society exerts against the

poor. Consequently, the use of the word
"alienation" again, as I have heard it so often,
is only used in defence of society.

I think it is extremely difficult for the Con-
servative mind to understand what it means
to be poor.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: How poor is the

member?

Mr. Dukszta: Does the minister want me
to tell him in detail?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The member doesn't

know what it is like to be poor. There are

more people on this side who work than
there are in the NDP. Most of the NDP
had good jobs since the day they were old

enough to work.

Mr. Ferrier: Why isn't the government
doing something about the poor? It's all the

more shameful die government is not doing

something about it then.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The working men
are on this side of the House.

Mr. Dukszta: I think for the Conservatives

being poor means to have less of things,
which is not the same at all.

Mr. Deans: Most of the Conservative back-
benchers make more from commissions than

my constituents make from working.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The member doesn't

know what it is to work.

Mr. Ferrier: Ministers are going around in

chauffeur-driven cars and they talk about

poverty.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Members over there

never had callouses on their hands. They are

white-collar workers.

Mr. Laughren: What a bunch of charac-
ters!

Mr. Stokes: Most of us over here have

ploughed more ground than the minister has
ever harrowed.

An Hon. member: Intellectual poverty.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That fable died years
ago.

An hon. member: What union is he in?

An hon. member: The workers' imion.

Mr. Dukszta: Would the minister like to

get up and I can sit down for a minute.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Tell me. The member
knows I am listening,

Mr. Germa: He is not absorbing it.

Mr. Dukszta: The reality of being poor is

more concrete.

An hon. member: Another ripoff.

Mr. Dukszta: What are the reahties of be-

ing poor? One, what you need you pay for

in cash immediately and you can't use your
American Express or Chargex or otherwise

and live on credit. That's one of the hardest

parts to understand. Every second, every day
is an encounter with economic reality and

every day is a fight in itself.

I had an interesting example which I

should mention. I received a petition re-

cently from a group of housewives in Park-

dale. It started as an advertisement in the

Parkdale Citizen by a Mrs. Trotscha protest-

ing the sales tax on items of personal hygiene.

They put at the bottom of that advertisement

my name and address and said, "Send the

protest to your MPP." They asked me if I

had franking privileges—not the franking

privileges here for myself—and I said,
"

I

don't but all you do is put an eight cent

stamp on the envelope and send it over." To

my shock, and I mean this, I found the

people said, "I can't do that because I don't

think I can afford to put an eight cent stamp
on an envelope to send the protest.*'

Mr. Ferrier: That's why they don't protest.

Mr. Dukszta: I found this a horrifying
fact. Yet it must be a reality for many indi-

viduals in our society, that they actually think

twice about putting an eight cent stamp on
an envelope to protest something about which

they feel very strongly. I received many of

those coupons, clipped out from the paper,

together in one envelope; people collected

them and each used a one cent stamp.

Another example I can think of is of people
on welfare. An example was given to me by
a member of the Single Parents Association,

who is the mother of two children. She told

me that she doesn't work but she spends up
to two days shopping. I said, "How can you
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spend two days shopping? It seems so exces-

sive to me."

"Well," she said, *if you really have only
that much money to spend, you go aroimd
to the cheapest places available, where the

bargains are, so that you can save a couple
of cents on every item you can get."

They spend up to two days just merely
searching out the food.

An hon. member: What about shoes?

Mr. Dukszta: I think it is a living fact of

poverty for so many people, that someone
would actually spend two days merely shop-
ping so that she can save a few pennies.

Mr. Ferrier: Now they are taking all the

pennies away from them in the retail sales

tax.

Mr. Dukszta: At a meeting a couple of

days ago of the senior citizens services at 21

Blackthorn, a lady said, "I laiow what it

means to buy stale bread because I can't
afford fresh bread. I know what it means to

go to^
a secondhand clothes shop to get a

dress." This is the reality of being poor.

Maybe the Treasurer can say at least she
is not hungry and at least she is warm, and
others can get more by using the surplus to
benefit others. That's more of the patent non-
sense that the Conservative Party stresses be-
cause people don't use it for otiiers. The
people who have a surplus use it for them-
selves.

One of the major difi^erences between the
classes is that the people in the middle class
can afford to invest for the future while
those who are poor can't think in terms of
the future. They can t think in terms of more
than a couple of days ahead. In this way they
cannot control their fate and they maintain
the same position they always have.

The sales tax reduces even further the

poor's ability to manoeuvre in terms of their

budgets. It is a fact that poor people can
only make a budget for a day. Like, "Do I

have enough money to buy a tin of Camp-
bell's soup? And if I don't have it, I just
don't buy it."

People who are poor are practically never
able to plan for the future. No planning
is physically possible for them. If one has a

budget of $100 every two weeks, suddenly,
because of the minister and the governmental
decision, instead of having $5 dollars for

emergencies, one has only about $3. And if

an item that you need costs $3.20, well then

you just simply can't get it.

For the poor the only reality is now, and I

think that is what is so difficult to imderstand.

"What is it going to cost me now, not when
the rebate comes in?" If you are middle class

you can plan for the rebate to come in later.

But you cannot plan to use the rebate when

you haven't got enough right now. You can

postpone buying a pair of skis, but you can't

postpone buying certain necessities.

The budget and the whole approach to in-

creasing sales tax is arrogant, middle classed

and pedantic. It is their own middle class

approach. "It is only
two per cent, you can

get some of it back in the rebate," is the

refrain.

If the poor had an institutionahzed voice,

like the hospitals and schools had, to insist

that the energy tax should be withdrawn,
as it was, we probably would have had more
of an outcry about the sales tax than we
have had about the energy tax.

Mr. Laughren: Right on.

Mr. Dukszta: The cry that we heard about

the energy tax was from the bourgeoisie, the

institutions, hospitals and boards of educa-

tion. The poor, who will be even more hard
hit by the sales tax, are largely soundless and
voiceless. It is obvious that the increase

in the sales tax will hit the poor more than

the energy tax, but the bourgeoisie was more
vocal about the energy tax.

Only a major socialist effort at redistribu-

tion of wealth in this society can cure the

problem of inequality. But in our society it

is not quite here yet. We can try at least

to deal with poverty on an immediate basis.

Surely it is not only political but merely
human for our rich society to help the poor?

Mr. Laughren: Starting in the north.

Mr. Dukszta: To try to find some solutions,

we should analyse the components of that

whole group of poor people. It is very diffi-

cult to talk of the poor as one group. I think

one should try to segment them, because

maybe then the solutions are easier to arrive

at.'

I think the poor as a group can be divided

into five major groupings, and it is not

incidental that it is against these groupings
that the sales tax is prejudice. The five groups
are:

1. The unemployed.
2. The people who are on fixed incomes,

people like the pensioners.
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3. The underemployed, the marginal farm-

ers, and so on.

4. The unemployable-

Mr. Laughren: He just described the mem-
ber for Timiskaming.

Mr. Dukszta: —who are the rejects of our

society as it is now. This is the group that

the sociologists tend to call "culture of pov-

erty" group, the "lumper proletariat." And,

finally, No. 5—the working poor.

I think the solutions can be devised on an

immediate basis, I do not necessarily mean a

major change in our society which will re-

distribute the wealth according to socialist

principles. That is long in coming, and we
should only talk in practical terms of what

we can do now.

I think we can do something for the five

groups if we concentrate and make an effort

to produce particular programmes for those

five groups of the poor. And to each group I

think the difi^erent solution applies. I think

the government has not made an effort to do

anything about it and I suspect it will not.

It is obvious that for the first group, the

people who are unemployed, one needs a

full productive employment. For the people
who are on a fixed income, the pensioners,

we need a constant guaranteed cost of living

escalation clause in all their pensions. For

the groups, like the marginal farmers, and

those who are underemployed, we need a

guaranteed income. For the group which is

the most difl5cult to deal with, that is the

people who are unemployable — considered

unemployable — there are a number of ways
of approaching this problem which I think

can be successful and have been tried in a

number of countries.

I think one of the things that they did

in the States, when the Equal Opportunity
Act was introduced about 10 years ago, was
to create social services—somewhat along the

lines that the LIP project afterwards fol-

lowed—which did employ a number of in-

dividuals in the society who were not em-

ployable before, nor could be really easily

fitted into our present production structure.

Now there is a value in many of the LIP

projects, and one can list them—like helping
the senior citizens, the drop-in centres and
all the various other projects they do. The

difficulty with the LIP project is that the

soft-money runs out every few months and

you then have to go cup-in-hand and beg
to get more. Where the provincial govern-

ment should come in is to accept that the

way to produce overfull employment, which

surely every civilized society should aim at,

is to pour more money into services which
the LIP projects now provide, on this very

temporary basis, accept our responsibility

and employ more people to provide those

types of services. And they don't have to be

professionals, they can be people straight

from the community, and maybe this would
be one way—an immediate way—of breaking

immediately this so-called culture of pov-

erty.

Sometimes I find it sickening, almost dis-

tracting, to participate in a debate like this

because it is a charade to me; it's sort of

like a polite game we play here. We cajole,

we use invective wit, argument and verbal

fireworks in an attempt to persuade the gov-
ernment and, yet, I don't think we succeed.

So all that is left, is seems, is that, we
have to beg. And maybe I've spoken so long
that I have even ruined my chances of beg-

ging something from the Treasurer to which
I think maybe he could make an exception.
But if I have to beg, I will!

Mr. Ferrier: He's asleep.

Mr. Dukszta: As demeaned as I feel, as

long as I have to beg for the crumbs of

compassion for some of those really poor,
I would like to beg for one thing, if the

Treasurer would consider it, which is that

some items should be exempted right now,
because I think they affect the poor more
than others.

The items I am talking about are items

of personal hygiene. It had never been

brought so much to my attention until I

received a petition from Mrs. Trotscha, who
lives on Lansdowne Ave., and who collected

76 signatures—which seems little but she just

started it—to protest against the sales tax on
items of personal hygiene. Now, she will

petition, she is just organizing it. She wrote

a letter to me, and now she will be petition-

ing the Premier, because she hopes to per-
suade the government to abandon this tax

on items such as soaps, toothpaste, toilet

paper, facial tissues and paper towels.

The women she represents, that is 76 sig-

natories, feel that they should not pay tax

on items hke feminine napkins, and so on,

because it is direct, and not only is it some-

thing they cannot afford because of their

socio-economic position, but it directly dis-

criminates against women.

And the group believes that the govern-
ment—it's the group's suggestion—could save
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money by discontinuing the tax on phos-

phate-free detergents, while raising the tax

proportionately on those containing phos-

phates. In this way, says the group, the gov-
ernment would save on anti-pollution meas-

ures while encouraging the use of phosphate-
free detergents. This is going to be a much
bigger campaign. Maybe this is the only way
one can attempt to tiy to change the policy.

Though I shall, like the rest of the party,

vote wholeheartedly against this disgusting

sales tax, nevertheless I beg the Treasurer,
if he is still there, to allow some exemptions,

especially on the items I have mentioned.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River.

Mr. Reid: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I too

rise to register my protest to BiU 98 and the

increase in the sales tax from five to seven

per cent.

I oppose this bill, Mr. Speaker, basically
for four reasons. The first one is that there is

no necessity for this tax. The second, for the

incidence of taxation for the people that have
to bear the brunt of the tax. The third, the

eflFect it will have on the northern ridings in

this province; the extra cost to the people
who live in northern Ontario. And the fourth,

because of the inflationary aspects of this

particular tax.

Mr. Speaker, when we speak about the

necessity for the tax we have to ask ourselves,

first of all, why is the tax needed? The
Treasurer answers it is because we need in-

creased revenues to meet the increased costs

of doing business in the Province of Ontario.

Mr. Gilbertson: Good answer.

Mr. Reid: The critic of the department of

Treasury for this party has pointed out that

the Treasurer, or the Treasury department
in this province, has consistently underesti-

mated the revenues accruing to the Province

of Ontario over the past five years. The aver-

age being in the neighbourhood of some five

per cent of total revenue. So we may ask

ourselves, Mr. Speaker, whether, in fact, the

tax is therefore needed at all.

The second question we may ask is, even
if we grant the Treasurer's premise that we
in fact do need more revenue, the question
then remains, is this the way to raise the

revenues? Would it not have been better to

raise the income tax or some other tax to

enrich the coffers of the Province of Ontario?

Mr. Speaker, someone told me a story on
the weekend in regard to the Treasurer that

I think I'd like to repeat for the benefit of

the House. It's a story concerning good news
and bad news.

It occurs apparently that a man was
checked in at the hospital and he was re-

quired to have his left leg amputated. He
had the operation and when he woke the

next morning the doctor was beside the bed.

Mr. Havrot: That is a stale one.

Mr. Reid: And the doctor said to the

patient, "My good friend"—in this case John
Q. PubHc—"I have some good news and some
bad news for you." He says: "First the bad
news. We made a mistake when we operated
and we cut off your right leg instead of the

left leg." He says: "Now for the good news.

Your left leg's getting better."

An hon. member: Explain it.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): The
member had better explain it. That is right.

Mr. Reid: It will take the Treasurer a little

while to get it. Obviously the operation
was not necessary in the first place.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of

Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs):

Oh, I see. Thank you.

Mr. Reid: Yes, I thought I would draw
that analogy.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: Touche.

Mr. Reid: I thought I would draw that out

on the blackboard for the Treasurer. He
sometimes has trouble in understanding any-
one's sense of humour except his own.

The point is that the tax is not necessary in

the Province of Ontario at this time whatso-

ever.

The second reason why I wish to oppose
this tax, Mr. Speaker, is because of the

people the tax falls on. We've heard the pre-
vious speaker and other speakers from both

parties rise and emunerate just where the

burden of this tax is going to fall. It's going
to fall on those poor people. It's going to fall

on the elderly people. It's going to fall on
those on fixed incomes. And I don't think

it's necessary to relate any more, Mr. Speaker,
the burden this will be on these particular

people. Obviously, they are going to carry
the brunt of the tax. They are going to suffer

in a very real way. Their quality of life, a

term the Treasurer is fond of, is going to

suffer greatly.
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The third reason, Mr. Speaker, for oppos-

ing this tax is the eflFect it's going to have on
those areas in northern Ontario. The Treas-

urer, I'm sure, may recall my speech in the

Throne debate, in which I outlined at some

length the extra cost that accrues to people

living in northern Ontario. We already pay
more for our groceries. We already pay more
for our clothing. We already pay more for our

fuel and electricity and the heating in our

homes. That, Mr. Speaker, for your benefit,

increases the cost of living in northern On-
tario anywhere between five and 20 per cent.

Now, the Treasurer comes along and adds

another two per cent to that already higher
increase in the cost of living as between
northern and southern Ontario. If we could

be happy and satisfied that it was only two

per cent we might find some small measure of

comfort in that. But as we all know, Mr.

Speaker, when any tax, particularly a sales

tax, goes up, it doesn't go up by the an-

nounced increase that the Treasurer would
like to have us believe, but goes up to five

and 10 per cent higher than the announced
increase. So we, in northern Ontario, are

looking at not a seven per cent increase in the

retail sales tax, we're probably looking at

closer to a 10 per cent retail sales tax, an

effective 10 per cent, in northern Ontario.

Mr. Speaker, while he's in the House to-

night, I would reiterate and ask the Treasurer

to have the economics section of the Treasury
do a comparative study of the cost of living
in northern and in southern Ontario, particu-

larly as it relates to the cost of groceries—
which even the Treasurer, I'm sure, will ad-

mit are a basic necessity—and the cost of

fuel and gasoline. I ask the Treasurer that

again, Mr. Speaker, and I wish he would give
me either a nod one way or another so that

we'd know where we stand on that.

May I ask the Treasurer, are there any
studies going on in his department in regard
to the cost of living in northern Ontario,

particularly in the cost of gasoline and fuel

which we discussed approximately a year ago
when the minister was the Minister of Reve-

nue? Can the minister give me any indication

of that here tonight?

Mr. Ferrier: Premier Barrett solved that

question in BC.

Mr. Reid: Is the minister not even going
to lift an eye? He lifted both eyelids. I'll

take that as a yes that he is doing something,

hopefully.

The fourth reason, Mr. Speaker, of course.

is partly the same as the third. The whole
tax is going to be inflationary, not just in

northern Ontario but across the province as

a whole. The burden may not be so great
in southern and western Ontario but it's going
to add fuel to an already inflationary philos-

ophy and a very real inflationary trend in the

Province of Ontario.

Surely the Treasurer is aware of the ugly
inflationary trend across the nation as a

whole, and in the Province of Ontario? Why
would he choose the one instrument to

add fuel to that already inflationary fire?

One really wonders how we arrived at this

two per cent tax increase at all. One can only
surmise that perhaps one of those academic

geniuses in the Ministry of Treasury and
Economics leaned over to the hon. Treasurer

one night and said: "Well, to get more money
out of the people of Ontario we academics, or

sophisticates, would raise the sales tax two

per cent." I'm sure if the former Treasurer,
the member for Haldimand-Norfolk (Mr.

Allan), required the funds he would have said:

"We'll get that money by adding one per
cent to the personal income tax. If nothing
else, it would be more politically palatable."

I would add one more thought Mr.

Speaker, that the papers are full of letters to

the editors saying that the proposed seven

per cent tax on energy was actually just a
smokescreen to blunt criticism of the two

per cent increase in the sales tax. I think that

these people who harbour those kinds of

notions actually give the Treasurer more than

his due. They seem to indicate that the seven

per cent proposed tax on energy was really a

Machiavellian scheme to slip in this two per
cent increase in sales tax.

I don't think, Mr. Speaker, that the Treas-

urer is really that Machiavellian. We have
never yet accused the Treasurer of being
subtle in any of his dealings in the Legisla-
ture and I don't think we should start now on
the eve of his career.

Mr. Speaker, for those reasons: For the

fact that the burden of the tax is going to

fall on those who can least afford it; for the

fact that the tax is going to be inflationary;

for the fact that those people in northern

Ontario and in my riding are going to suffer

the most from this two per cent increase;

and for the fact that the tax in the first place
is not necessary, I wish to register in the

strongest possible terms my opposition to Bill

98 and the increase in the sales tax another

two per cent to seven per cent.
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Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nickel
Belt.

Mr. Laughren: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I rise in opposition to the two per cent in-

crease in the sales tax for a number of rea-

sons. First of all, because it is such an ob-

viously regressive tax in that all income

groups pay the same. There is just no in-

tegrity at all to the Treasurer's argument that

the wealthy buy more so consequently they
pay more sales tax. On every single purchase
of a taxable item, the poor pay the same and
it is completely at the discretion of the well-

to-do as to whether or not they purchase
more than the poor. Presumably there are

low- and middle-income groups that purchase
necessities, while those with a large dis-

posable income go beyond the necessities

into the purchase of frills and luxuries. Since
such is the case, and few dispute this, the

well-to-do are really being assessed a dis-

cretionary tax while those with low and mid-
dle incomes are being assessed a tax on
necessities. Surely a tax that is discretionary
for the rich only is regressive.

The specious argument of the Treasurer
that the sales tax credit offsets the regres-

sivity of the sales tax is in keeping with a

government that would raise tuition fees and
then provide loans for those who cannot af-

ford the tuition. It is like saying that his

daughter and his niece were allowed to ride

in a government plane because there were
two empty seats. I know there are many
empty seats in classrooms across this prov-
ince, in our colleges and universities. Would
he suggest for one minute that those seats

should be occupied by those who cannot af-

ford to pay? I don't think so. I think what
he is really saying is that only the select

few in this province should be allowed to

freeload. It makes no sense to tax those to

whom you intend to refund that tax. Why
tax them in the first place?
The $280 million to be derived this year

from the increased two per cent tax on sales

could be raised by taxing the mining com-

panies on their proven reserves and on the
value of their output. However I know there
is a problem with the federal government
and the constitution and that could be con-
ceived as an indirect tax. But surely to good-
ness that could be arranged.

As a matter of fact, the taxes presently
levied on mining corporations should be in-

creased progressively until reserves are too

expensive to be held by the private sector.

An obvious solution is to increase the reve-
nue from the mining sector every year to

oflFset a one per cent decline in the sales tax

every year. It would not take long to re-

patriate those reserves while at the same
time reducing and eventually ehminating the
most regressive tax in the province.

I would suggest, however, that if the
Treasurer does take my advice—and event-

ually it's going to happen in this province-

Mr. J. A. Taylor (Prince Edward-Lennox):
I hope not!

Mr. Laughren: —that the government re-

places the present Minister of Natural Re-
sources (Mr. Bemier). With our resources in

the public sector and the minister the guar-
dian of those resources, I would fear for the
entire mining industry. The Conservative

Party and the mining industry is all one big
happy family, but it is the Minister of Nat-
ural Resources who is sleeping with the

mining companies and Bill Kelly is the mid-
wife who is delivering the goods. It is time
to end that unholy alliance, Mr. Speaker,
and make our tax structure in the province
at least somewhat more progressive and,
most important, it is time to begin the in-

evitable process of returning our resources

to the people of the province.

When the Treasurer announced the sales

tax on energy there was a most unusual
backlash from the Conservative backbenchers
who recognized a completely intolerable tax

when they saw one, or so they would have
us and the public in this province believe.

Opposition to the energy tax was based on
the fact that it was regressive, that it would

penalize northern Ontario residents and did

not make sense when the province had been
so recently critical of Alberta's proposed in-

crease in the price of natural gas.

Two of those three reasons apply to the

two per cent increase in the sales tax and,

indeed, the inflationary efi^ect of that two

per cent increase is significant enough in

itself to make it as least as repugnant as the

energy tax that was proposed. Since most

people spend more on the purchase of tax-

able goods and services than they spend on

energy, the two per cent is more regressive
than the energy tax. And since goods and
services cost most in northern Ontario, this

tax is also discriminatory against the north,
as was the energy tax, but where were the

Conservative backbenchers on that one?

An hon. member: Sleeping as usual.

Mr. Laughren: The obvious rhetorical ques-
tion is: How will those government back-
benchers vote on this bill?
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An hon. member: Right.

Mr. Laughren: It's a rhetorical question,
Mr. Speaker, since the stand taken by those

government backbenchers who opposed the

energy tax was not a principled stand, it was

crass opportunism and an attempt to pacify
the restless natives baCk home.

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): And
it exhausted them.

Mr. Laughren: It was not a principled
stand because this two per cent increase

in the sales tax is at least as offensive as the

energy tax. But the manoeuvres have not

been all that successful since this govern-
ment has raised the level of scepticism in the

province to such a level that people are now

saying they withdrew the energy tax to make
use forget about the sales tax and at the

same time to make themselves appear re-

sponsive to public demand.

Mr. Gilbertson: The opposition has to say

something.

Mr. Laughren: Well, we will get to the

member in a minute. It will take a bit more

than the opportunistic antics of the trained

seals masquerading as Tory backbenchers to

give this government-

Mr. Gilbertson: They are pretty well off.

Mr. Laughren: —any credibihty at all after

this-

Mr. Taylor: He is not even toilet trained.

Mr. Laughren: -1973 budget and. In

general, after this particular tax bill.

The Treasurer is attempting to justify the

two per cent increase by trading it off against
the increased grants to municipalities. Does

he really believe that trading one inequitable
tax—the property tax—for another inequitable
tax—the sales tax—is relieving the population
from a regressive tax system?

And does he really think the population in

this province will accept that quantum leap
in logic? Just keep it up. He is going to make
our job a lot easier. He is nailing the lid on

the government's political cofiBn and the en-

ergy tax and this sales tax are just two more

nails.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Why does the mem-
ber warn us?

Mr. Lewis: Because we are astonished at

the government's behaviour. We have to warn
it.

Mr. Laughren: Withdrawing the energy
tax did not enhance its position because its

intentions were clear then and they are clear

now. And those intentions revealed, without

a doubt, that it is unable to comprehend the

problems of the north and this province.

It is truly incredible that the Treasurer has

attempted to provide increased grants to

northern Ontario—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: How come the social-

ist provinces have an energy tax?

Mr. Laughren: Why, does that mean that

Ontario needs one?

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): They don't

have an OHIP fee.

Mr. Lewis: They inherited it from reaction-

ary governments.

An hon. member: Like the one in this

province.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Laughren: Just as we will inherit the

regressive taxes that this Treasurer is impos-

ing upon the province right now.

Mr. Lewis: That's right. We don't impose

regressive taxes in socialist provinces.

Mr. Laughren: At the same time that they

imposed the two per cent tax they wiped out

the mining revenue payments which would

have provided $13 million for northern On-

tario municipalities; the increased grants
—

equalization grants—provide $8.6 million.

The obvious alternative to the sales tax,

if the Treasurer was really serious about im-

proving revenues for northern municipalities,

was an increased resource tax. What has hap-

pened is that northern municipalities, in

relation to the increased grants in the south,

are going to be worse off than they were

before. The mining revenue payments would

have been about $13 million this year above

what they would have got had they been

southern municipalities. Now with the Treas-

urer's perverted appHcation of equity the

northern municipalities will receive only $8.6

million and that's a loss of $4.4 million.

The most ridiculous aspect of the resource

equalization grants— financed by the two per
cent sales tax, I might add—is the application
of the formula. It sounds sophisticated and

rational but like so many economic models it

cannot stand up in the real world. I'd like to

quote to you the actual formula:
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Actual per capita equalized assessment is

deducted from the standard $10,000. This

deficiency is expressed as a percentage of

$10,000. One half of this percentage is ap-

plied to the municipality's 1972 net dollar

levy to yield the amount of the grant. The
maximum equalization grant is equal to 20

per cent of the municipality's 1972 net

general levy.

That is truly a sophisticated sounding for-

mula, but it just doesn't stand up. Let me
give you some examples of how that formula

fits when they attem'pt to apply it to the real

world.

I am going to quote the figures when one
woi'ks out the grants on a per capita basis,

and this is using the figures in the budget
highlights. They show the increased grants
that the municipalities have received this

year above what they would have received

without the increased resource equalization

grant—and I imderline the word equalization.

Sudbury is to receive $450,000—$5 per capita.

Mr. Cassidy: That's pretty generous.

Mr. Laughren: The regional municipality
of Sudbury is to receive $7 per capita-

Mr. Cassidy: Even more so.

Mr. Laughren: —above what they would
otherwise have received. Sault Ste. Marie will

receive $42 per capita, and that's with a

non-depleting industry in the Soo area, the

steel mills, whereas Sudbury has an unas-

sessed industry, the mining industry.

Mr. Sargent: They've got a Tory member
there, though.

Mr. Laughren: Thunder Bay, $42 per capi-
ta; Windsor, with its auto plant installations,

$14 per capita; Metro Toronto, surely the

wealthiest city in the jprovince, $10.50 per

capita; London, with its tremendous service

industry, $23 per capita; Sturgeon Falls, $40

per capita; Belleville, $30 per capita; Oak-

ville, one of the highest per capita income
areas in the entire country, $7.50 per capita;

Oshawa, with its GM plant, $17 per capita;
North Bay, $25 per capita; Samia, with its

industrial complexes, $10 per capita; and

Kingston, $28 per capita.

Those, Mr. Speaker, are just some examples
of how irrational the entire formula is when
it is applied to the real world. And I suspect
that the-

Mr. Stokes: The Treasurer doesn't live in

the real world.

Mr. Laughren: —I believe that when the

equalization grant formula was conceived,
it must have started from the premise that

there had to be a catching up process in this

province in order to bring the municipalities

up to a more common level. If that's true,

how in the world does the Treasurer ration-

alize the $5 million grant to London, while

Sudbury gets $450,000? Does he really be-

lieve that London has more catching up to

do than Sudbury? It's not believable at all.

It must be disconcerting to the Treasurer

to have even his friends turn against him.

First it was the public, then there were his

own backbenchers, then there were some of

his cabinet colleagues, then the Premier, and
now one more that I would like to add to

the list. He may not know that this fellow

has turned against him yet but it may be on
his desk by now.

The chairman of the regional municipality
of Sudbury, Mr. Don Collins-

Mr. Lewis: Did the Treasurer read that

letter?

Mr. Laughren: —who is a former deputy
minister and a government appointee to the

Sudbury area. In an obvious attempt to pour
oil on troubled political waters in the Sud-

bury basin, he wrote to the Treasurer on

April 24 about the new resource equalization

payments. I would hke to read that letter,

just in case the Treasurer hasn't read it yet.

Dear Mr. White:

You asked me to set out our basic ob-

jections to the pro'posals in the budget as

they adversely affect Sudbury, the region
and the municipalities.

The most serious effect would be caused

by the elimination of the mining revenue

payments. Since the objective of the bud-

get is to "initiate a major new plan to re-

duce property taxes and shift tiie burden

of municipal financing to the more pro-

gressive provincial tax structure", this

worthy objective is largely wiped out if

payments to mining municipalities, which
are in lieu of taxes, are wiped out.

These mining revenue payments were
made to municipalities in lieu of assessing

and taxing mining installations. As stated in

the budget statement, these payments were
made "for the unusual financial position in

which many of them (mining municipal-

ities) found themselves by virtue of the

presence of mining enterprises which could

not be easily assessed".
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With the repeal of the mining revenue

payments, a significant amount of pay-
ments in heu of taxes have also been
abolished. Either they should be continued
or mining municipalities must be given the

right to assess and tax mining installations

which are located within their boundaries.

Presently, refineries and smelters pay
on a greatly reduced assessment, since

most facilities relating to ore handling and
so on are exempt. The right to assess and
tax mining installations would put the

formerly designated mining municipalities
on the same footing as other Ontario mu-

nicipalities.

You mentioned that if this matter can-

not be resolved now, consideration will

be given to a special grant to the Sud-

bury region to alleviate the impact of

startup costs in this area. There was no

county system to build on and therefore

costs which were formerly borne by the

province have now been assumed by our

municipalities. Our startup costs are bud-

geted at $2,078 million. This is out of a

budget of approximately $18.6 million.

The elimination of mining revenue pay-
ments, together with higher provincial

taxes, will result in substantial unretumed
tax payments by Sudbury residents. At the

same time municipal taxes will increase—

And if I could just stray from the body of

the letter for a moment, where does that

leave all your pious statements about the

reduction in the mill rates across the entire

province? It is a lot of poppycock.

Mr. Lewis: In the south, yes; in the north,
no.

Mr. Havrot: Oh, come on.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Laughren: Back to the letter.

An hon. member: He is deaf in one ear

and can't hear in the other.

An hon. member: How about that?

An hon. member: Nothing to say.

Mr. Laughren: The letter continues:

However, if the province were to allow
direct taxation on mining installations and
allow special startup grants to regional

Sudbury, mill rates would not increase.

In fact, they should be reduced in com-

parison with the much smaller territories

administered locally in 1972.

Preliminary 1973 regional budgets
should be ready within the next two
weeks. A copy of the budget will be for-

warded to your study at that time.

There is one last paragraph I'll read:

Our regional system is on trial and it

will be done irreparable harm if taxes

increase because of a misunderstanding
about the principles behind mining pay-
ments. They were never considered grants.
There may be a depletion allowance fac-

tor but it is not easily isolated.

It is hoped that reconsideration will be

given to the energy tax which falls hardest

on northern homes.

That was dated April 24—and I really do
wonder if the Treasurer is going to persist
in the ridiculous formula that he is attempt-

ing to apply across the province. I would
like to know the rationalization—and I am
sure the municipalities across the province
would dearly love to know—of just why he

thinks that some of those municipalities have
more catching up to do than others. It is

not just the regional municipality of Sud-

bury, although it is probably the most blatant

example of one that has a great deal of

catching up to do, and here you are penaliz-

ing it in relation to the more wealthy com-

munities, not just in southern Ontario but

all across northern Ontario as well. It just

doesn't make sense.

There is a note of incredulity in the tone

of this letter, Mr. Speaker—incredulity at the

consistent inability of this government to

come to grips with two very fundamental

problems: One is equity and the other is

northern Ontario.

The Conservative members of this Legis-
lature from northern Ontario have been
sucked into the southern Ontario club. Their

minds have been twisted by a Toronto-

centred government that gets its direction

from Toronto bureaucrats and academic whiz
kids. That's who are leading the Treasurer

astray, the academic whiz kids in his min-

istry, and he doesn't know enough to—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Laughren: What? We are referring to

the Treasury. And those members from
northern Ontario should be ashamed of them-
selves for supporting a tax that's so obviously

discriminatory against their northern con-

stituents. They should be ashamed of them-

selves.

I can hardly wait for 1975 now. The van-

guard is in the north. They must be aware
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of that now. Even the member for Timis-

kaming knows this. He predicted it. When
he predicted that all of northern Ontario

would go New Democrat next time, did he

have advance knowledge that this tax was

going to be imposed on the people in this

province? I think he must have had. How
did he keep it secret so long?

How can the Treasurer justify a two per
cent sales tax increase that, among other

things, is supposed to equalize the financial

resources available to municipalities when in

reality it discriminates against municipalities?

Sudbury is the mining capital of the prov-

ince, if not of the entire country-

Mr. Gilbertson: Yet the member doesn't

appreciate it.

Mr. Laughren: Yet it remains one of the

most underserviced areas in the entire prov-
ince.

Mr. Havrot: Per capita income is the high-
est in Canada.

Mr. Laughren: There have been no rewards

to the people in the Sudbury area, no rewards

for their exposure to a polluted environment

and to risky employment. It will be known
that the northern members of the opposition,
stood alone to fight this kind of discriminatory
tax legislation in the Province of Ontario.

Mr. Cassidy: The member certainly didn't

get any help from government members.

Mr. Laughren: What I am really saying,
Mr. Speaker, to the Treasurer is that I am
afraid that I am going to have to oppose this

bill. Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Perth.

Mr. H. EdighoflFer (Perth): Mr. Speaker, I

am happy to rise and join with my colleagues
in opposing this Bill 98, an Act to amend the

Retail Sales Tax. I really expected, after last

week when the Premier and the Treasurer

marched into the Legislature and had realized

the errors of their ways and withdrew the tax

on energy, that there might be a replay at

the begiiming of this week. I really expected
the Treasurer to get up this afternoon and

say he was going to withdraw the added two

percent on the sales tax.

Mr. D. A. Evans (Simcoe Centre): Oh,
the member's farmers are a lot poorer? They
pay half the taxes u|p there.

Mr. BuIIbrook: If I were associated with

Hydro at this time I wouldn't open my
mouth.

Mr. Evans: The member's leader has

opened his mouth once too often.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Edigho£Fer: Since this budgetary in-

crease, Mr. Speaker, was announced, the

mail has been very heavy.

Mr. BuIIbrook: I am not going to send him

any more dirty letters.

Mr. EdighoflFer: The government may feel

it was mainly over the tax on energy, but I

can assure them that the increase in the mail

has been also because of the 40 per cent

increase in the sales tax. I thought the Treas-

urer might be interested in hearing one com-
ment which I received in the mail. This

constituent wrote as follows:

We are all very concerned about the cost

of living and iniiflation. Yet the provincial

government increases the sales tax from
five per cent to seven per cent. That in-

crease hits everyone, whether they can
aflFord it or not. It is eflFectively an increase

in the cost of hving for everyone.

Then he goes on to say:

I voted for the Conservative Party in the

last election, because I felt they were cap-
able of improving the so-called quality of

life. I can assure you that I am very

disappointed with my decision.

Mr. Sargent: Along with thousands of

others. He is not alone.

Mr. EdighoflFer: Mr. Speaker, much has

been said in this debate over the last few
hours and many points have been covered

very clearly outlining the reasons for oppos-

ing this bill. I'd just like to take a moment
to draw to the attention of the Treasurer—
I presume he will be back shortly—what was
said in the 1970 budget by the previous
Treasurer. You know 1970 was a year before

an election.

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Sec-

retary for Resources Development): Every

year is.

Mr. EdighoflFer: But it should have been

an outline for the next decade. I think it is

interesting to read, Mr. Speaker, what the

previous Treasurer said regarding comprehen-
sive tax reform. They were referring, of

course, as they usually do, to some tax

reform at the federal level, but it is interest-

ing just to read for the record:

The Ontario government agrees with

some of the federal objectives, particularly
tax relief for low-income families and fairer
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treatment of wage and salary earners. We
believe that the federal approach to tax

reform is deficient on three major grounds:

It increases federal taxes rather than

maintaining or reducing them; it is piece-
meal rather than comprehensive; and it

will generate adverse rather than positive
economic effects.

The federal white paper proposals have

been designed to produce a significant in-

crease in federal revenue-raising capacity,
a move which we regard as totally retro-

le.

Mr. Speaker, this bill before us allows this

government to do just what it finished telling

another government not to do. To use tibe

words of a former Treasurer, this is truly
a retrograde step to produce a significant

increase in revenue-raising capacity.

Now with your permission, Mr. Speaker,
I would like to just continue, because I think

this is a most important paragraph which
the Treasurer had in his budget in 1970:

Let me outline briefly the tax reform

strategy that we believe is appropriate in

Canada to meet the problems and exploit
the potential of the 1970s. We start with

the fact that there is only one taxpayer
for all levels of government. We believe

his total tax bill is too high. Moreover, the

present federal-provincial-municipal tax

systems bearing upon him are haphazard
and unco-ordinated.

The two essential conditions for reform,

therefore, are to arrest the growth in total

public expenditures and to rationalize the

overall tax structure. Without these con-

ditions, tax reform will be wiped out by
the steady encroachment of government
and by competition for the tax dollar.

Furthermore, we believe that tax reform

must preserve a strong economy by foster-

ing opportunity and productivity to achieve

long-run growth and development. Unless

taxes are redesigned to provide for sound

economic grov^^th, the result could be less

real gain for all. Our approach [and this

is supposedly the government approach]
therefore is to seek co-ordinated tax re-

forms that contain total tax burdens, that

improve overall equity, and that preserve
economic incentives—in short, tax reforms

that meet the needs of taxpayers first and

governments second.

Mr. Speaker, looking at this bill it appears
to me that the last sentence in the budget
statement of the hon. Charles MacNaughton
—which said in short that tax reforms must

meet the needs of the taxpayers first and
the government second—was sound thinking,
but to me this bill is just the reverse.

Mr. Speaker, I would just also like to—

Mr. Stokes: Is the Speaker listening?

Mr. Edighoffer: Yes, I think he is listening

very carefully.

Mr. Lewis: He is one of the few Speakers
who does listen.

Mr. Speaker: And very attentively.

Mr. Edighoffer: Mr. Speaker, I would like

to also just inform you, and through you to

the Treasurer, what another constituent said

about the increase in taxes. I received this

letter before he had withdravm the energy
tax so that this, of course, was a statement

made regarding all the taxes proposed by
his budget, which of course included the tax

as stated in this bill:

Why in hell should the marginal earner

or pensioner lend money, interest free, to

the Ontario government and wait a year
for it to be returned vdthout interest? How
asinine can cabinet ministers become? The

big blue machine should be renamed the

big boob machine.

I thought that was an excellent statement

and, Mr. Speaker, I am sure the Treasurer,
after this lengthy debate over the last few

days, vdll reconsider and although he hasn't

decided to withdraw the increase in sales tax

thus far I am sure he will do that before the

night is over.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Sargent: That member is against the

tax too.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sand-

wich-Riverside.

Mr. Havrot: Just a minute.

Mr. Cassidy: We have got another sup-

porter over there.

Mr. Havrot: Sure the member has another

supporter over there. Mr. Speaker, I didn't

plan on getting involved in this fracas here

tonight but—

An hon. member: Very wise.

Mr. Shulman: Very wise.

Mr. Havrot: —but after listening to some
of the nonsense on the other side of the

House—
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Mr. Sargent: It's about time he did.

Mr. Havrot: —I felt it couldn't go un-
noticed.

Mr. Cassidy: He wanted to add his own
kind of nonsense.

Mr. Havrot: It's quite evident to me that

the butts are burning over there in that we
withdrew the seven per cent sales tax before

the de'bate started and we sort of took the

wind out of their sails, and—

Mr. Shulman: Doesn't sound like it.

Mr. Havrot: —this nonsense about we didn't

have the guts—all this malarkey is sheer

nonsense-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Shulman: Take that back—high on

guts, no brains.

Mr. Havrot: —and those guys know it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Havrot: And you know, I get a big
chuckle out of my socialist friends over here

talking about putting on two per cent sales

tax. Why don't they go over to Sweden
where it's 15 jper cent-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Havrot: —or go to Denmark and pay
$4,500 for a car that you buy-

Mr. Laughren: What about the services

they receive for that tax too?

Mr. Havrot: -for $2,000 here because the

tax is $2,500?

An hon. member: What land of party is

in there?

Mr. Havrot: They're going to tell us about
taxes.

Mr. Sargent: They aren't.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Havrot: They're going to tell us about
socialism.

Mr. Cassidy: He didn't—

Mr. Havrot: Go over there and buy a

pound of beef and pay $4.50 a pound.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That's socialism.

Mr. Havrot: That's what you call socialism,
15 per cent sales tax, and they're telling us

about seven per cent, a two per cent increase

—it's a laugh.

Mr. Gilbertson: That's the other side of

the fence.

Interjection by an hon. member.

An hon. member: That's their excuse.

Mr. Havrot: I'm quite shocked by my
countrymen over there, getting up and telling
us about all the poverty in Ontario.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Havrot: I think they've got their wires

crossed. I think they must have been quot-

ing-

Mr. Shulman: Take a look at Cobalt.

Mr. Havrot: —the poverty in Poland.

An hon. member: Look at Cobalt.

Mr. Havrot: The man on relief here on

welfare, lives better than the tradesman in

Poland.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Havrot: Yes, and they're telling us

about the great poverty here in Poland, sir.

Boy, those guys make me laugh. We've had

countrymen come over from—

Mr. Sargent: Start laughing.

Mr. Havrot: —the village where my parents
lived. They went back and returned here last

year and they kissed the ground when they
came back to Ontario because they never had
it so good.

An hon. member: They don't appreciate
it.

Mr. Shulman: In Cobalt?

Mr. Havrot: And I invite those people to

get over to some of those socialist states-

Mr. Deans: Where is Cobalt?

Mr. Havrot: —before they start mouthing
off in here about a two per cent sales tax

increase.

Mr. Cassidy: That says something.

Mr. A. Carruthers (Durham): Why don't

they go over?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): You tell him. Give

it to them!
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Mr. Havrot: Just talking on Kirkland Lake,
we are going to gain $348,000. Does the

member realize that we'd have to buy-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. Gisbom (Hamilton East): Kirkland

Lake never went—

Mr. Havrot: —$17.4 billion worth of goods
to regain $348,000 in Kirkland Lake? No way,
not even in our whole riding.

And in regard to the gentleman from Nickel

Belt, he's talking about per capita. Well, we
didn't do too badly. We got $23 per capita.

Mr. Laughren: Don't get personal, don't

get personal.

Mr. Havrot: And perhaps, a 20 per cent

reduction in our taxes for this year.

Mr. Cassidy: And they paid $50 extra

per capita on the sales tax.

Mr. Havrot: Why doesn't the member keep
quiet for a while and let me talk? He's done

a lot of it aroimd here.

Interjection by an hon. member

Mr. Havrot: My remarks are going to be
brief.

Mr. Cassidy: That's a mercy.

Mr. Havrot: I would suggest to the Treas-
urer that he cut back the sales tax by just

taking back the grants that he's giving to the

municipalities of the members who are op-

posing the tax. Thank you very much, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Shulman: Best speech he ever made.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sand-
wich-Riverside.

Mr. Lewis: Now, you see, we didn't

heckle the member for Timiskaming because
it was his maiden speech, but now we know;
he's a real throw-back; he's a real pleasure.

Mr. Havrot: I thank the member very
much. I'll buy him a beer.

Mr. Lewis: It's amazing! Why not?

Mr. Burr: Mr. Speaker, I have received—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Tell them about the
tax on fluoride.

Mr. Shulman: Now I know what Nortie

Cooper meant when he said, "They're aw-

fully stupid up there."

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: He didn't mean the people,
did he?

Mr. Shulman: No, he meant the member.

Mr. Burr: Mr. Speaker, I have received

just as many complaints about the sales tax

increase as I have about the seven per cent

energy tax of happy memory.

Mr. W. Newman: Has the member really
received as many letters, really?

Mr. Burr: Right. Didn't the member hear

me?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Burr: Didn't he hear me the first

time?

Mr. R. K. McNeil (Elgin): How many has

he received?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Burr: His hearing is accurate.

Mr. Lewis: He is speaking to the most

honest member of this House.

An hon. member: How many did he re-

ceive?

An hon. member. Don't start your prayer
for us.

Mr. Burr: It would be interesting to

know-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Burr: —how the Treasurer's mailbag
is running on this question.

Hon. Mr. White: Oh, I've got some good
ones I will read to the member.

Mr. Lewis: Actually I have a good one
that he sent over and that I thought I'd

read.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: It isn't even long.

Mr. Burr: Perhaps, Mr. Speaker, we are

all wasting our time. When the Treasurer

gets up to close the debate, he may announce
that the final returns have just come in, and
that by majority vote the flexible Tories are

going to yield to public demand and with-

draw this bill.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, again.
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Mr. Burr: Again, yes.

Hon. Mr. White: That really hurt them,
didn't it?

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Burr: I wish to record-

Mr. Lewis: Not as much as it hurt the

Treasurer.

Mr. Burr: —in the meantime, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Lewis: By public demand tomorrow.

Mr. Burr: —I wish to record my opposi-
tion—

Hon. Mr. White: The fence will be—

Mr. Burr: —to the increase of the retail

sales tax from five per cent to seven per
cent.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Burr: Every argument has probably
been presented several times by now, but
I should like to comment for two or three

minutes on one aspect of this debate that

has intrigued me—the matter of statistics.

The government says it is increasing the

sales tax by two per cent; the opposition

says the increase in the sales tax is 40 per
cent. And both statements, of course, are

true; yet they sound quite diiferent. Consider
the following two sets of statistics:

(a) In 1960 Canadian doctors earned 4.1

times as much as industrial workers; in 1970
doctors earned 5.7 times as much as work-
ers. Not much difference, one might say;
in fact, one might even argue that this was
a 1.6 increase. It sounds insignificant.

(b) From 1960 to 1970 the average annual
increase in the earnings of workers was 5.3

per cent, that of doctors was 8.8 per cent.

Again, one might say that the difference was

only to be expected, perhaps it was even

equitable.

Mr. Lewis: There is only one doctor I can
think of who deserved it.

Mr. Burr: One might call it a 3.5 per cent

increase, quite insignificant; but when one
considers the actual 1960 and 1970 figures
and sees that the Canadian workers* average
annual earnings went up from $4,093 to

$6,835, whereas that of the doctors increased

from $16,754 to $38,993, then the picture
takes on quite a different aspect.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Is that right? Is that

what the member for High Park got? Was
that his increase?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: There's your man.

Mr. Burr: The earnings spread between
workers and doctors of less than $13,000 in

1960 becomes, in 1970, a spread of more
than $32,000. One then begins to realize

that the workers have very few dollars left

to invest at the end of each year—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Ten per cent of the

party over there.

Mr. Burr: Whereas the doctors had large
sums available for investment. In other words,

both groups had earnings but the doctors soon

also had investment incomes, which would
increase the financial gap between the two

groups to a degree that soon became mani-

festly inequitable.

Mr. Shulman: My friend is straining my
loyalty.

Mr. Camithers: The member for High Park

ought to be ashamed of himself. He ought
to talk to his colleague.

Mr. Burr: I am just explaining how statis-

tics can be presented in difiFerent ways.

An hon. member: How many hours did the

hon. member work?

Mr. Burr: In the same way, the sales tax

bears more heavily upon the lower- and

middle-income groups because after they have

paid for food and shelter, very little is left

over to be saved or invested. Most of it be-

comes subject to the retail sales tax, and this

tax hurts them.

Mr. Carruthers: Don't forget about the

grants!

Mr. Burr: For those in the higher-income
brackets, the tax increase has no significance
whatsoever. It is not felt at all.

The fairest of all taxes is the income tax.

Ontario has the lowest provincial income tax

rate, 30/2 per cent, along with one other

province, but collects health insurance pre-
mimns of $22 a month per family from all

but the poorest of our citizens. Other prov-
inces have higher income tax rates, but in

many of them they use this money to wipe
out the health care premiums, a progressive

measure, we must concede.

It is high time that Ontario made more
use of the income tax, a progressive tax, in
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order to reduce, if not eliminate, regressive
taxes such as the retail sales tax.

Hon. Mr. White: How high an income tax

is the hon. member recommending, just so we
will know?

Mr. Shulman: Eighty.

Mr. Burr: There is another aspect to this

matter of taking from the poor and giving
back to the poor—after several months, that

is, in the following April. After the federal

government has taken several hundred thou-

sand Ontarians off the income tax rolls, along
comes the Ontario government and introduces

a property tax rebate or credit which re-

quires that they all be put back on the rolls

again, together with thousands of poor pen-
sioners, large numbers of whom had gone all

their lives without filing income tax returns.

If any family in Ontario had previously

escaped inclusion in the income tax rolls, the

Ontario sales tax credit plan will complete
the job next April. The paper work will have

engulfed every family. It would be interesting
to know what added expense has resulted

and will result as a consequence of this

bureaucratic tomfoolery.

I was surprised to hear the member for

Sault Ste. Marie pretend this afternoon, Mr.

Speaker, that members of the opposition, by
opposing the retail sales tax increase, were

thereby opposing increased grants to munici-

palities.

An hon. member: Perverted thinking.

Mr. Burr: As my colleague from Cochrane
South pointed out when he spoke, the hon.

member for York South has been advocating
ever since 1968, on behalf of the New
Democratic Party, a more equitable tax-

sharing programme among the municipahties
of this province.

There is nothing in Bill 98 to indicate that

the two per cent retail sales tax increase—or

the 40 per cent if you wish to call it that—
is earmarked for any specific purpose. The
Treasurer made up a budget of some $7 bil-

lion. He made a list of sources from which
to collect the $7 billion and he made another

list of the services and projects on which he
was going to spend the $7 billion.

It would be just as logical for the member
for Sault Ste. Marie to claim that the opposi-
tion opposes health expenditures, educational

expenditures or the building and repairing of

highways, as it is for him to say that we
oppose the municipal grants. It would be just

as logical to say that we are opposed to pay-

ing the $1 million the Premier is asking for

the running of his cabinet oflBce; or the $1
million the Premier wants to spend on his

own personal office for all those high-priced

people who write non-answers to the carloads

of letters an admiring public writes daily to

the Premier.

Most of us are opposed to these extrava-

gances but our opposition to the retail sales

tax has no connection with our displeasure.

Similarly, the grants to municipalities, which
we favour, have no connection whatever with

the sales tax increase which we oppose.

As proposed by Bill 98, the retail sales tax

now represents 19 per cent of government
revenue, the same as the 19 per cent raised

from personal income tax. It is obvious that

since everyone pays sales taxes and only the

better off citizens pay income taxes, the sales

tax bears most heavily upon the poor.

To sum up, Mr. Speaker, the increase in

the retail sales tax is unnecessary. It is infla-

tionary. It is regressive. It adds to the small

businessman's bookkeeping for which he re-

ceives no compensation. It adds to bureaucra-

tic garbage.

There are alternative sources of govern-
ment income that could be used to raise an

equivalent amount. For example, the corpor-
ate income tax; the personal income tax; a

resource tax; and succession duties on large
estates. Not one of these would have placed

any burden on the poor or the lowest income

groups.

Mr. Speaker, I oppose the increase in the

retail sales tax. I oppose Bill 98.

Mr. Bullbrook: Mr. Speaker, just a few
comments in connection with this. I hadn't

intended, frankly, to join in the debate until

the contribution of the member for Sault Ste.

Marie. That acted as a very personal catalyst
for me when he talked about the opposition

speaking out of both sides of their mouths.

I've heard of his forensic talent. The first

time was, I think, when he was first nomin-

ated the Liberal candidate in the 1968 elec-

tion in Sault Ste. Marie. The next time I

heard about him was when he was elected

as a Progressive Conservative to this Legis-
lature.

Mr. Lewis: He asked us for a membership
but we turned him down.

Mr. Bullbrook: I would suggest most re-

spectfully in the circumstances, that he is

one of the last ones who should talk about

speaking out of both sides of his mouth, hav-
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ing regard to his partisan ambivalence. But,

really, the—
notwithstanding his own personal inchnation,

to defend that government-

Mr. Lewis: The member wiU have to pay! Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Bullbrook: —comment that I want to

make, through you, Mr. Speaker, is to the

Minister of Revenue, really. The Minister of

Revenue, last year-

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion ) : Which one is it?

Mr. Bullbrook: —piloted this type of legis-

lation through the House. I recall that time

and again we were answered in kind on
almost every inquiry of his knowledge by the

trite phrase, "I'm sorry, you will have to ask

the Treasurer about that." Now, I counted

his interjections, he can't even get his own
seat any more-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Bullbrook: I would like to congratu-
late the member for London North (Mr.

Walker). I think he did a most exemplary
job in connection with piloting the Income
Tax Act in this Legislature, but I wonder

really if the Minister of Revenue isn't going
to juxtapose his position. I saw him going out

for dinner the other night and he was saying
to the member for London North, "Are you
coming, Gordie?" Next month it is going to

be, "Are you coming, Al baby?" because he

is going to be the minister and the minister is

going to be the executive assistant.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Bullbrook: In any event, I want to tell

him through you, Mr. Speaker, that the 18

interjections he made tonight were more
efficacious in our understanding than his full

response to the debate last year. Then he
admitted full well that he didn't understand

anything about it—his only job was to col-

lect the bloody taxes.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I didn't admit that

at all.

Mr. Bullbrook: I want to say if I may that

there is one thing about the elevation of die

retail sales tax that caused me some personal
consideration. We have had almost a litany
of response from the member for Timiska-

ming, the member for Sault Ste. Marie, the

man from LaMancha—from Algoma there—
who defends the indefensible. A man simple
—but not simple in mind, simple in spirit—
who recognizes that he has a responsibihty,

Mr. Bullbrook: —while recognizing that it

is indefensible. This type of tax cannot be

defended. When he attempts to defend it by
cataloguing to us the moneys under the

property tax stabilization plan that are going
to be available to his constituents, of course

he begs the entire question.

I suggest most respectfully to the member
for Nickel Belt that property tax is not a

regressive tax. Property tax is essentially a

progressive tax. Property tax in its very foun-

dation of intent taxes people having regard
to the assets that they have and having re-

gard to the assessed value of those assets.

What is really reprehensible in this tax

stabilization plan, of course, is the transfer of

unconditional grants to municipalities with-

out any fetter or restriction. It means in

effect that when the member for Sault Ste.

Marie lauds the fact that his municipal rate-

payers will gain by 12 mills, he is saying
in effect that every person who owns a

$100,000 house will gain that much more
benefit from this type of unconditional grant
than the man who is assessed $10,000.

Basically the two taxes themselves are

essentially regressive. I for one am not pre-

pared to accept that type of explanation be-

cause the explanation bares the lie in itself.

The transference of grants to a municipality
on an unconditional basis does not benefit

those people who require the benefit. We
will not accept that type of response to a 40

per cent increase in retail sales tax.

The fact of the matter is that nobody this

evening, or nobody yesterday, pointed out

the fact that we must get back to some

equality in tax in connection with combining
both of them. The people of Ontario, to some

extent, are saying to themselves right now
that the government does require more money.

I say through you, Mr. Speaker, to the

Treasurer and to the Minister of Revenue
that it doesn't have to be done solely this

way. I, for one, cannot accept the philosophy
of abolition, in essence, of succession duties.

Hon. Mr. White: No, I can't either.

Mr. Bullbrook: Succession duties—in effect,

what the government is doing is—let's put it

more strictly, then, as far as the interjection

of the Treasurer is concerned.

Why, for one moment, did we ever con-

ceive that a widow should be entitled to an
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exemption of $500,000 in connection with

moneys left to her by her husband? Why do
we compoimd that particular felony by saying
that she should pay no tax at all? Is there

something essentially wrong with succession

duties?

I was always under the belief that the

amassing of wealth was a result of two things

—one, the enterprise of the individual; and

two, the economic climate in which that indi-

vidual operated. The economic climate in

which that individual operated is a result of

the enterprise of the government and society
as a whole. As a result, society is entitled, as

a matter of basic equity, to tax the amassing
of that wealth.

The withdrawal of succession duties, as a

matter of philosophy, is wrong in my respect-
ful suggestion. I have thought to myself some-

times, "Bullbrook, there is something wrong
with you besides the obvious" but this morn-

ing-

Mr. Gisbom: Come on over here!

Mr. Bullbrook: There is nothing at all so-

cialistic in what I am saying, nothing at all.

To have the socialists feel that I am climbing
on their bandwagon—nothing can be further

from the truth.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Bullbrook: Let me read something for

a moment, if I may, to the Treasurer from

Wolfe Goodman, one of the outstanding tax

lawyers of the Province of Ontario. He is

not known for partisan inclinations but one

doubts that he has ever been a member of

the New Democratic Party and one doubts

that he would ever really subscribe to the

attitude of the Liberal Party in Ontario.

Mr. Lewis: I'm sure about his feelings for

the Liberals.

Mr. Bullbrook: He closes his letter in this

morning's edition of the Globe and Mail—
which is headed **Don't end death taxes,

lawyer says"—this way:
There is no justification for the Ontario

government's determination to continue its

phased elimination of succession duties

since succession duties can be made com-

patible with the new income tax legislation.

Hon. Mr. White: That is not quite right.

Mr. Lewis: Sure it is right.

Hon. Mr. White: No, it's not.

Mr. Bullbrook: To continue:

During the years in which Leslie Frost

and John Robarts led the government of

this province, it earned an enviable reputa-
tion for sensitivity to public opinion and
for a truly progressive conservatism.

The Treasurer's announcement that On-
tario is increasing its retail sales tax rate

to seven per cent at the same time as it

gradually emasculates the succession duty

system makes one wonder whether he
understands why his party was elected.

That is essentially it.

Mr. Lewis: That's a man on whom one can

rely.

Mr. Bullbrook: That's all that anybody who

gets up to speak about this bill wants to say.

We recognize that the obligations of the

government of Ontario continue to grow.

Let me for a moment point something out,

if I may through you, Mr. Speaker, to the

members of the Conservative government.
When I was elected to this House, the budget
of the Province of Ontario was $1.8 billion.

At that time, the gross provincial product
was $24 billion. The budget that we are now

considering, of which this bill is a part, is

$7.2 billion or an increase of 400 per cent

over a period of six years. The gross provin-
cial product as of last year was $42 billion.

Being very generous with a $6 billion in-

crease, the 1973 anticipated gross provincial

product would be something in the neigh-
bourhood of $48 billion.

On the one hand we have the Treasurer

attacking the federal government, which I

don't defend—it can defend itself-saying that

the federal government is responsible for the

inflationary tendencies that adversely aflFect

the economy of this province. Look at the

figures! Look, if members will, at 1967—our

budget was $1.8 billion. This year $7.2 bil-

lion, an increase of 400 per cent.

Mr. Laughren: Right on.

Mr. Bullbrook: Don't rationalize about

transfer payments either, because transfer

payments aren't the answer to it. Think

about the gross provincial product going up
100 per cent during that time. Think about

that for a moment, if you will. Think about

where the money has gone. Think about the

Hydro building, and OISE. Think about the

stupidity of waste.

Think about the member for Nickel Belt

and the member for Samia trying to under-

take their responsibility last year of looking
at a budget for Colleges and Universities of
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over $700 million, and saying, "Please, let us

know where you are spending it." Then look

at Hansard, and see where it says, "I am
sorry", and where the minister said, "I can't

tell you where it's going. We operate on what
is called a per capita grant and a basic in-

come unit and we have no responsibility and
we have no right to dictate the expenditures
of that $700 milhon."

I say we have a very great right. I say that

the Treasurer, who Avas the Minister of Col-

leges and Universities, could have really done
a job in those days by saying to the com-

munity colleges and by saying to the univer-

sities, "We'll not interfere with your cur-

riculum development. We'll not interfere,

frankly, with the faculty participation that

you have. We leave that to you. But as for

the spending of money, for which we have
to tax the public and for which we have to

increase by 40 per cent the retail sales tax,

we'll take care of that. We'll make sure how

you are spending it. Well make a value

judgement in that respect."

This government isn't prepared to do that,

and that is what essentially is wrong with

the elevation of this tax. The fact of the

matter is, we could have a change, for

mathematics' sake if you want. If the gov-
ernment can, all of a sudden, come forward
with a budget that anticipates a certain defi-

cit and requires a certain cash flow; and if

then the next week it can say in good con-

science that it eradicates $60 million from

that, because of public pressure or because

of participatory democracy—I don't care what
it is—if it can be that wrong in a budget by
$60 million, then why can't it be this wrong?

Why can't it make the sales tax six per
cent? Why can't it, for a moment, combine
the regressivity of that? Why can't the Trea-

surer leave succession duties there? Why
can't he add on one point to income tax

and give the government $43 million? Why
can't he add on one point to corporation
taxes and give the government approximately
$40 million?

Why can't the Treasurer do those things?
At least he would be coming to the people
with some sort of recognition. But this type
of regressive tax adversely and without equity
and without justice affects my constituents

and the constituents of the member for Sault

Ste. Marie. No matter how the Treasurer

rationalizes or no matter what economics he
involves himself in, in trying to say that the

sales tax is a progressive tax, he can never
ever avoid the conclusion that, when a person
who makes $100,000 goes to buy a taxable

item and when the same item is bought by
a person who makes $10,000, they pay the

same tax. There is something essentially

wrong with that. The time has come really,
when we have to recognize this.

Those are the things that I wanted to say
in connection with this tax. We could have

gone part way but, of course, we didn't. I

said to my leader, about tvvo weeks ago or 10

days ago, "I wonder, really, if this energy
tax is a smokescreen." I wondered if really,

as some people have conjectured, as for ex-

ample in the letters to the editor of the Star

today, it was almost a deductive process. We
give them too much credit for that. That's

too much credit. The Treasurer of Ontario is

not that smart. Let me say this, and in sitting

down I put this directly to him to refute,

that the last three Treasurers of Ontario have

been asked by their public servants to im-

pose an energy tax. I ask him to refute that.

He is the only one stupid enough to do it.

Mr. Shulman: Mr. Speaker, I will be very
brief in this debate, but not that brief. I

enter this debate with some diflBdence.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's bad news.

Mr. Shulman: I did want to have a word
with my friend, the Treasurer, and I do con-

sider him my friend. He is one of the very
few members of the cabinet whose intelli-

gence is above the average for the popula-
tion.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That is not what the

member for Samia said.

Mr. Lewis: No, he didn't say that.

Mr. Shulman: The average for the popula-
tion is the way we put it.

Mr. Cassidy: That makes him fairly su-

perior in terms of Cabinet Ministers.

Mr. Shulman: I recognize that what I have

to sav is purely between the Treasurer and

myself and for the record, because there is

no press here.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Shulman: There is no representative

of the Globe and Mail up there at all, so

there is not much point in really making any

great pitch. We are not going to have a great

headline tomorrow.

Mr. Lewis: Just the Star.

Mr. Shulman: Just the Star and we know
about them.
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I say to the minister he has made an

error here. I know that the poHtical realities

are such that he cannot retreat on this at

the moment. Perhaps what I have to say may
affect what he does for the next two years

because he is probably going to be the

Treasurer for the next two years. He and I

are going out of politics together, which I

am sure will bring great joy to my friends

to the right. We are going to retire and
form a little pinochle club and we are going
to play checkers and chess as we grow old

together.

Mr. F. Drea (Scarborough Centre): Say it

isn't so.

Mr. Shulman: And I am going to remind

him in the years to come of this evening.

Mr. Lewis: The member for High Park on
his wealth, the Treasurer on his memories.

Mr. Shulman: I wasn't going to get into

the debate at all, but my colleague who sits

to my right, the member for Sandwich-River-

side—I think he is my colleague, but he was

making nasty comments about the doctors. I

am the only doctor here so I thought I'd

better get up to defend myself. He said we
make too much money. I always thought a

certain doctor didn't make enough money.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Did the hon. member

say he was the only doctor in the House?

Mr. Shulman: The only doctor in the

House this evening. I don't see the other

three. Oh, pardon me. All right, I apologize.

Mr. Speaker, the Treasurer made a mistake

in putting this tax on. Not for any of the

reasons that he has heard this evening. They
are right, but there is another reason which
is far more important and which has been
overlooked in the hurly-burly of all this ex-

citement, the excitement of the energy tax,

the excitement of having our sales tax raised

by the 40 per cent, which it was raised. And
that is the problem of inflation.

This is something that politicians don't like

to talk about because we all get re-elected

by inflation, let's face it. We give more serv-

ices. There is more money jingling in the

pockets of the people who go to vote, and

people like that. They really like that. And

any politician who gets up and says, "We
can't continue this" becomes very unpopular
and probably would not be re-elected.

But something very bad is happening to

our economy. It is largely not the Treasurer's

fault, let me say. It's largely the fault of what

is happening down in Ottawa, but he is con-

tributing tonight and that bothers me, be-

cause I think he is smart enough to know
how wrong that is.

Hon. Mr. White: No. I will prove that

wrong when I give my statement tomorrow.

Mr. Shulman: He'll get his chance.

Hon. Mr. White: That is completely in-

correct.

Mr. Shulman: The fact is that ever since

the war it has been very popular and very

profitable for we politicians to get re-elected

by printing more money, which is in effect

what we have been doing. It is much better

to have the money rolling out, to have every-

body employed, to have everyone getting a

higher income every year. People will be
able to get an annual increment, an annual

raise. And this makes people happy, and we
as politicians profit by this.

The unfortunate thing is that a new group
of economists came along, the Keynesians.

Keynes said, "We have found a new won-
derful way to make things work called con-

trolled inflation." We'll have a little inflation.

Not many people will be hurt. Just those

people on pensions. The people on fixed in-

comes. And there aren't that many of them,
and they can make do. And for the benefit of

the majority we will have perhaps two or

three or four per cent inflation a year.

And that worked. It wofked reasonably
well for the number of years that type of

nonsense always works—which is 15 or 20. It

is just now beginning to get out of control.

Last year our true rate of inflation was
around 6.5 per cent. This year—and the

Treasurer is going to find this hard to be-

lieve—by December of this year he is going
to find the true rate of loss of buying power
of our dollar for the year will be closer to

15 per cent. Fifteen per cent this year—that's

my prediction. At least 22 per cent next year.

At least. And he is contributing two per cent

of that himself tonight.

Hon. Mr. White: No. I v^dll prove it.

Mr. Lewis: How can we take anything he

says seriously any more?

Mr. Shulman: He can prove what he wants,

but the fact remains that starting tomorrow
when I go out to buy anything—a package
of cigarettes, an automobile, anything—the

price is going to be two per cent higher.
That's me; that's everybody. And that means
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that our cost of living will have gone up two

per cent at midnight tonight. There is no

way he can take that away. Everything is

going to be two per cent more. The Treasurer

can say we are going to take that money and

we are going to distribute it here, and we
are going to distribute it there, and the

realty tax isn't going to go up, and people
aren't going to have this horrible 12 per cent

raise.

The fact remains, he knows and I know
the realty tax isn't going to go down. Maybe
he is right. Maybe it won't go up as much
as it would otherwise. But the sales tax is

going to go up, and our cost of living is going
to go up with that sales tax by two per cent.

That is just two of the 15 we are going to

get. Most of it isn't his fault, but that extra

two per cent is that extra little bit of fuel

on the fire. And this frightens me, it really

does.

Hon. Mr. White: I will prove to the mem-
ber tomorrow that this won't have any up-
ward effect at all.

Mr. Lewis: Come onl

Mr. Shulman: If he can prove that to me—

Mr. Lewis: Come on, the Treasurer is

taking-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Shulman: If the Treasurer can prove
that to me, he will have to prove to me that

black is white and white is black; it just isn't

possible. I respect his intelligence too much
for him to even attempt to prove that to me.

Hon. Mr. White: It's offset.

Mr. Lewis: What does he mean by "off-

set"? The Treasurer is going to give $90 mil-

lion in the tax credit and he is taking $340
million.

Mr. Shulman: The problem is they can't

offset it.

Hon. Mr. White: The property tax reduc-

tion and the credits add up to more than our

original revenue.

Mr. Lewis: That is utter rot. What non-

sense!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: I will get to my feet tomorrow
and ni talk about that.

Mr. Shulman: Mr. Speaker, the minister

says we will take these millions of dollars

and give them to the municipalities, and well

offset taxes that way. But this doesn't show

any real knowledge of human nature, because

the municipalities are not going to take those

millions of dollars and reduce the property
taxes; they're going to spend more money.
The Treasurer knows it, and I know it.

They are going to give more services—of

course they are—because every politician,

whether municipal, provincial or federal,

wants to be able to say, "I gave you this!"

The Treasurer is the only politician who
wants to say, "I gave you higher taxes!" The
rest of them want to say, "I gave you a new

highway." "I gave you new artificial turf at

Stanley Park." "I gave you a new bridge." "I

gave you this; well call it 'the Morton Shul-

man turf."

This is what we all want to do, because

we are human and because we fall into this

trap. And it bothers me that the Treasurer

fell into this trap. They're not going to cut

their taxes; they re going to increase their

services-

Hen. Mr. White: They are going to cut

their taxes.

Mr. Shulman: There is no way they are

going to cut their taxes-the Treasurer knows

it and I know it. They are going to raise

their salaries, that's what they are going to

do. They are going to spend that money;

they are going to have Digger parties for

going-away politicians.

Mr. Lewis: What the Treasurer is saying is

that they have a decelerating rate of increase.

That's what's happening.

Mr. Shulman: Exactly. I know I can't per-

suade the Treasurer to rescind this tax; I

hope that I may leave a little germ in b's

mind of the damage he is doing tonight in

the hope that next year his budget will be a

little wiser. I have the greatest respect for

him. I know he is one of the few members

over there who can learn; most of them can't,

because they became ingrained 30 years ago.

He still has a few cells that are synapsing.

I'm not worried about the 1975 budget. I

know then all taxes will be cut; that's elec-

tion year, and everybody's going to have a

great year. What bothers me is 1974; I'm

afraid 1973 is shot. Don't help the federal

government to ruin our economy, because

that's what we are doing with this inflation-

ary tax.

Mr. Speaker, I see that we have run out of
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time. Is this an appropriate time to adjourn
the debate? With the concurrence of the gov-

ernment, I would move that we adjourn the

debate.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The member can go on
if he wants to. It's a great speech.

Mr. Lewis: No, we have a new Treasury
critic and we want to give him more time.

Mr. Shulman moves the adjournment of the

debate.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:30 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Our visitors today in the east

gallery are students from Heydon Pafk Voca-

tional School of Toronto and University
Women's Club of North York. In the west

gallery there are students from Nelson High
School of Burlington and Holy Name of Mary
High School of Mississauga. At 3 o'clock we
will be joined in the east gallery by members
of the Port Colbome Liberal Women's Associ-

ation.

Statements by the ministry.

INTERMEDIATE CAPACITY
TRANSIT SYSTEM

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,
hon. members will recall that last November
at the Ontario Science Centre I announced

a new urban transportation policy for the

government. This was a policy aimed at pro-

viding Ontario cities with transportation facil-

ities which put people first and was directed

toward meeting the economic, social and

recreational needs of urban residents.

It was comprised of six elements, each of

which was designed to assist Ontario munici-

palities in solving their pressing urban trans-

portation problems. These six elements

included the following: Capital subsidies

equal to 75 per cent of a municipality's ex-

penditures on a wide variety of transit

equipment; subsidies for the provision of

computerized trajffic control systems for large

municipalities; assistance to municipalities
and others to encourage the development of

staggered work hour programmes and an

examination of ways to vary the work hours

of provincial government employees; pro-

grammes to improve the utilization of existing

streets and roads; increasing efforts to co-

ordinate transportation planning among our

municipalities; and the development of an

operational intermediate capacity transit pro-

totype for demonstration purposes.

This new policy has been well received by

municipal transportation authorities and al-
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ready there has been significant progress
towards the improvement of transportation
services in many parts of the province. More
than 35 municipalities have applied for

capital assistance to provide new transit facil-

ities. New bus routes and dial-a-bus services

have been introduced. A worker bus experi-
ment is well advanced in Sudbury and a

dial-a-bus facility will be available to serve

the northwestern part of Metropolitan To-

ronto this fall. In addition, the city of Ottawa
is now considering the installation of a com-

puterized traffic control system similar to that

now operating in Toronto. This will, of

course, qualify for provincial assistance.

Mr. Speaker, the decision last November to

underwrite the cost of a prototype demonstra-

tion project for an intermediate capacity
transit system recognized the pressing need

for a public transit system having a capacity
between that of a subway and a conventional

bus system, one that would move people in

urban areas without increasing the already
excessive stresses on roadways or disrupting
the community environment.

The research carried out by the Ministry
of Transportation and Communications had

indicated that the technology was available

to provide this kind of economical inter-

mediate capacity system to meet the needs

of major urban areas, such as Toronto,

Ottawa and Hamilton. The ministry's con-

clusion was supported by the advice of

two of Canada's leading transportation con-

sultants.

As I indicated last November, the Ministry

of Transportation and Communications has

conducted a competition among transporta-

tion firms in order to select a system to be

tested at the Canadian National Exhibition.

Today I am pleased to announce the results

of that competition. A contract was signed
this morning by the government with Krauss-

Maffei AG of Munich, Germany, which will

be the prime contractor for a 2.5-mile inter-

mediate capacity system demonstration pro-

ject to be established at the Canadian

National Exhibition grounds. The contract is

valued at approximately $16 milhon when the

civil construction works to be contracted to

Canadian firms are included.
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The Krauss-MafiFei proposal was chosen be-

cause many of the major subsystems have

already been tested extensively; because of

the significant advantages that are offered by
this new technology; because the cost pro-

jections for the production of operational

systems were most competitive and because
of the ability of the company to deliver

the system as stated in its submission. Of

equal significance was the superior competi-
tive bid which it made on the demonstration

project.

Mr. Speaker, Krauss-Maffei has been in the

business of public transportation for more
than 130 years and has been involved in the

development and the research of advanced

ground transportation systems since the mid-

1960s. It has at its disposal highly specialized
research and development teams skilled in

the necessary fields of technology and has

made a firm commitment to enter into in-

dustrial co-operation with Canadian industry
in this new development. The production of

this new transportation mode will create a

new industrial opportunity in Ontario and in

Canada generally.

Within two weeks, Mr. Speaker, I shall

outline the government's position with regard
to the industrial aspects of this new concept
in mass transportation. Without going into

detail at this time, I can say that our indus-

trial strategy will keep this province in the

forefront in the building and application of

this new mode of travel and will allow us

to continue to develop all forms of transit

equipment and facilities. Our industrial strat-

egy will provide our municipalities, our in-

dustry and our existing design and engineer-

ing capacity with greatly expanded research

and development capability in the transit

field. The industrial, commercial and aca-

demic sectors of this province and of the rest

of Canada will be both vital and necessary

partners in the programme.
The transit demonstration project at the

CNE is the first step in our development pro-

gramme of transit technology, and Krauss-

Maffei's intermediate capacity transit systems
will provide the basis for its success.

Briefly, Mr. Speaker, the Krauss-Mafi^ei sys-
tem involves fully automated, magnetically
supported vehicles on an exclusive right of

way. The vehicles are driven by linear induc-

tion motors which offer the unique advantage
of propulsion without wheels and without
noise. The attractive force between two mag-
netic fields provides both the acceleration and

braking power for the vehicles.

Testing of the system at the CNE will

start in the fall of 1974 and the demonstration

system will be in operation prior to the open-
ing of the Canadian National Exhibition in

1975, when the public will have an oppor-
tunity to ride on the demonstration vehicles.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): We will

have another midway ride.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The demonstration project
at the CNE is an essential step prior to the

introduction of the new transit system in On-
tario municipalities. It will incorporate sharp
turns, steep grades and other features simu-

lating typical urban routes. The initial testing
will provide valuable information on all-

weather performance, reliability, costs and
automatic control techniques and will con-

tinue to serve as a test track for the intro-

duction of design improvements to the transit

systems.

Mr. Speaker, the signing of this contract

will provide the basis for Ontario to assume
a leadership role in transportation develop-
ment. The future benefits are many, includ-

ing industrial research and development and

export promotion opportunities. But, most of

all, the benefits will come in the form of

transportation facilities imequalled anywhere.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

INTERMEDIATE CAPACITY
TRANSIT SYSTEM

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Mr. Speaker, I would like to ask the

Premier if he could assure the House that

the $16 million cost of the 2.5-mile ex-

periment is on the basis of a competition
that stressed cost as well as the other

features that were in the Premier's state-

ment?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes, Mr. Speaker, the
cost aspect obviously was a part of the com-

petition because the costs on the demon-
stration project, while very relevant, also

have to be related to the anticipated cost or

the projected cost when one gets into con-
sideration of lines in Metropolitan Toronto
and Hamilton and Ottawa. So cost was a

very necessary part of the assessment.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Was
the Krauss-Maffei bid the lowest cost tender,

assuming that the specifications would be
met by all of those making proposals?
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Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think as

far as the technical aspects of the evaluation

are concerned, the questions might be more

properly directed to the Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications. As far as

that particular part of it is concerned, the

answer to that, as I understand it, is yes.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, a supple-

mentary: Not being technically inclined,

would the Premier undertake to table at

least those parts of the proposals, that is,

the cost comparisons?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I would
be delighted to talk to the Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications about it. As
far as it relates to the CNE proposal, I

don't think there is any question as to the

Krauss-Maffei one being the lower of the

two. I think there is a very detailed analysis.

Certainly the minister may have some other

information he would like to give to the

hon. Leader of the Opposition, if he were
to direct a question to him.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary, hav-

ing to do, I think, with an area of policy
that would interest the Premier: Can he
make a statement as to how much of the

work on the line would, in fact, be done
under Canadian auspices and what would
be done at the German headquarters of

the plant?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I can't

answer that in detail. I can only say that

I would think the actual construction of the

vehicles, that aspect of it, certainly would
be done here in this province. I think the

estimate some few months ago was that

as we got into the development generally
a very large percentage of the total pro-
duction would be done in Ontario or in

Canada. Perhaps the minister might be able

to give a more accurate estimate as to the

percentage amount.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): The
Premier thought about 80 per cent, as I

recall.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes.

ONTARIO HYDRO HEAD OFFICE

Mr. R. F, Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I have a
further question of the Premier. Does he

agree with the chairman of Hydro that the

proposal bids on the headquarters building
which we have been discussing are, in fact,

confidential information; and that there is

some question whether that information

would be made available to any investigating
committee?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I don't know
what the chairman of Hydro said, but I

would assume that the select committee that

will be given this responsibility this after-

noon will have the opportunity to assess all

of the proposals that were submitted to

Hydro.

DAMAGE TO GOVERNMENT AIRCRAFT

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a further ques-
tion of the Premier. Has the leader of the

Conservative Party considered oflFering to

pay for all or part of the damage to the

government aircraft which occurred on the

Goderich airport—under slippery circum-

stances?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I can only

say as an occupant of that aircraft on that

occasion there is no question the runway
was slippery. I read the story in the Sun,
I guess it was. This is the first I had learned

about any amount of damages and so forth.

As head of the party I certainly haven't made
any offer to look after that amount.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): The figure
is $100,000 not $30,000.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I must confess the party
does pay the same amount it would pay
for a normal charter when I use govern-
ment aircraft for what might be considered

somewhat political events. This has always
been the policy.

Mr. Singer: Why wouldn't the Premier?

Hon. Mr. Davis: There hasn't been an
incident of this kind to date where an acci-

dent has occurred and damages have re-

sulted. Mr. Speaker, I would have to give
this matter some thought. I really hadn't

considered it until it was brought to my
attention about 20 minutes ago.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): A supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker, if I may: Can the

Premier inform us if there was any pilot

error involved in the accident and whether

any breaches of the Air Transportation Ad-
ministration regulations were caused by the

accident?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I couldn't

hear the first part of the question.

Mr. Reid: Can the Premier advise us if

there was any pilot error involved in the
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accident or was it due strictly to the air-

port conditions.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I shall try to

find out. As one who is a non-flyer I can only

say I doubt very much it was pilot error. I

stepped out on the runway afterwards and I

can assure the hon. member it was very icy
and very slippery. As a layman, I would

say that was the sole cause of the accident,

but I shall find out if there were any other

reports that I might make available to him.

Mr. Singer: Maybe somebody was trying to

tell the Premier something.

An hon. member: Who does the hon.

member mean? The weatherman?

Mr. Lewis: This recent solicitude for the

Premier's well-being is touching.

Hon. Mr. Davis: It is.

Mr. R. Gisborn (Hamilton East): Could the

Premier tell the House if he is aware whether
there was insurance, covering either damage
to the aircraft or injury to personnel, carried

by the ministry's aircraft?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I'm not sure.

I think this is a question that should be
directed to the Minister of Natural Resources.

I don't know whether we insure or whether

they're self-insured, but I'm sure the minister

could get that information for the member.

Mr. Sargent: A supplementary: Is the Pre-

mier aware that the same aircraft had a

$100,000 crash a year before up north and
the damage to his aircraft, sir, was $100,000,
too?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I was aware
that there was an accident earlier. This did

not discourage me from flying in that same
aircraft. I must confess I'm not familiar with

any amounts. The report that the Leader of

the Opposition was referring to was, I think,

in the Toronto Sun this morning.

Mr. Sargent: Who is paying for it?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Oppo-
sition.

The hon. member for Scarborough West.

INTERMEDIATE CAPACITY
TRANSIT SYSTEM

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, a question of the

Minister of Transportation and Communica-
tions: Am I to take it, by implication from the

Premier's responses, that the Hawker Siddeley
bid overall, beyond the demonstration project,
was presumably rather less than the Krauss-

Maffei bid overall and that he is for the

moment confining himself purely to the dem-
onstration project in giving us these answers?

Hon. G. R. Carton (Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications): Mr. Speaker, every
conceivable part was looked into, including
the demonstration and the overall aspect. The
evaluation was made on the basis of material

that I tabled in the Legislature last week,

very critical evaluations of both systems, and
the successful candidate is Krauss-Maffei.

When I was being questioned last week,
and I will give this as one instance, I was
asked to give a ball park figure because I had
stated that I could not disclose any figures
because of the fact we were still negotiating
with the two principal companies. At that

time I was rather ridiculed and the hon.

member said, "Well, give us a ball park

figure-$15 million; $20 million; $30 mil-

lion—"

Mr. Lewis: That's what the minister said.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Exactly!

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): We knew
it; the minister didn't.

Hon. Mr. Carton: No, the hon. members
did not know because the ball park figure-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Carton: This is the point I want
to make, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Lewis: One figure was $16 million and
one was $35 million.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's ball park?

Mr. Lewis: By way of a supplementary,
Mr. Speaker: Since the clairvoyance of the

member for Ottawa Centre (Mr. Cassidy) has

been confirmed today, he said between—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: He said between $15 million

and $20 million and the minister has an-

nounced $16 million. That's not bad. That's

not bad for a man not skilled in the technical

details that he has.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: May I ask—

Mr. Speaker: Order, please!
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Mr. Lewis: Easy now. My colleague from

Lakeshore (Mr. Lawlor) was reminding me

yesterday that in 1971 an astrologer said I

would be Premier by 1975. So don't press
me.

Interjections by Hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: May I—

An hon. member: The new leader is closer

than that.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, Mr.

Speaker, may I ask the minister, now that

he has the demonstration project neatly

categorized, what estimate can he now pro-

vide for the House about the cost of the

overall system? Will it, in fact, fall within

the money which is allocated?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Yes, Mr. Speaker. I

might mention that the figure of $15 million

to $20 million was stated by the minister on
several occasions so it really wasn't as clair-

voyant as one might expect. That figure was
stated on other occasions.

The costs of the system, Mr. Speaker, will

range between $10 million and $12 million

per mile for construction. The operating
costs, which I'm sure you are interested in,

Mr. Speaker, will be one cent per passenger
mile. The five cent per passenger mile men-
tioned by the hon. member for Ottawa Centre

relating to Mr. Armstrong included the

amortization of the capital costs.

Mr. Sargent: A supplementary-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Grey-
Bruce.

Mr. Sargent: Now that we have given the

minister enabling legislation to get this pack-

age through, will he guarantee the House
that from now on—

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): The
member voted against it.

Mr. Sargent: Will he guarantee the House
that from now on he will amend the legisla-
tion so that there could be no more deals

like this without going to low tender?

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South): If

the member's company tendered, he would
have been out of business a long time ago.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I think this

deserves an explanation. I cannot give that

commitment simply because, as we pointed
out at the outset, to ask anyone to tender
on a system like this, for example, was an

impossibility because they did not have the

technological knowhow.

Mr. Sargent: On this package?

Hon. Mr. Carton: We asked for companies
from all over the world to make a presenta-
tion. Eight companies, in fact, made presenta-
tions. Everyone knew what was going on.

There could have been other presentations
made during the course of that; they were,
in fact, not made.

Mr. Sargent: The minister has a blank

cheque now.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Carton: I might mention, Mr.

Speaker, for the benefit of the hon. member
—and I share his regard when it comes to

tenders-that of the $16 million, $6 million

relates to the construction of the guideway at

the CNE and that will be done by public
tender.

Mr. Sargent: The minister hasn't even
answered my question.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sud-

bury.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr. Speaker,,
was Krauss-Maffei's competitive position en-

hanced by any special rates for supplying
power by Ontario Hydro, given that Krauss-

Maffei has a high power consumption rate?

Hon. Mr. Carton: I'm sorry, Mr. Speaker,
I missed the first part.

Mr. Germa: Mr. Speaker, I will rephrase
the question. Was Krauss-Maffei's competitive

position enhanced by any deal with Ontario

Hydro to supply it power at a rate lower than

what would normally be supplied to this

system?

Hon. Mr. Carton: There were no deals or

any consultations with Ontario Hydro what-

soever, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-

Forest Hill has a supplementary.

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): When
the demonstration is completed in 1975, what
is to happen to the demonstration project?
Will it remain as a facility of the Exhibition?

Will it be dismantled? Will it be salvaged or

scrapped or what?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, this will be
at the discretion of Metropolitan Toronto. It

can stay as an adjunct to the GO system
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which will come down from the northwest.

It can be dismantled or parts of it dis-

mantled or it can-

Mr. Lewis: Certainly it won't be scrapped.
It will be the only one of its kind.

Hon. Mr. Carton: —remain for whatever

purpose the Metropolitan Toronto corpora-
tion asks.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, is the minister

telling us in the answer he gave us a minute

ago that he expects the system can be built

in Toronto or Ottawa or Hamilton for less

than the estimates given by the Premier a
few months ago? Will the system now cost

less according to his estimates or will it cost
the same or does he now expect it will cost
more?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I stated
a few moments ago that the construction costs
would be between $10 million and $12
million per mile.

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary: Does that
mean the costs of the systems in Toronto,
which were costed before at $13 million a

mile, were simply a portion of the overall
costs?

Hon. Mr. Carton: They were not costed
at $30 million a mile before, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: A supplementary?

Mr. Singer: Yes, Mr. Speaker. Could the
minister give us some detaS as to the amount
of the $16 million that will be spent in

Canada for Canadian workmen and materials
and the proportion that will be spent in

Germany for German workmen and materials?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, all I can
advise the hon. member for Downsview is

that on page 26 of the contract relating to

the demonstration project, it is guaranteed
that there will be at least 70 per cent Cana-
dian content.

Regarding the system to be built after the
demonstration project, a company will be

incorporated in Canada by the successful de-

veloper, and the majority of shares will be
held by Canadians.

Mr. Speaker: There have been a reasonable
number of supplementaries on this topic.

The hon. member for Scarborough West.

DIRECTOR OF ROYAL ONTARIO
MUSEUM

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, a question of the

Minister of Colleges and Universities.

Is he aware that the Royal Ontario Museum
is advertising in British newspapers for a

director for the ROM? Does he know whether
the director has yet been chosen? And has

he, as a minister, made any suggestion about
the desirability of making a Canadian ap-

pointment to that position?

Mr. W. Newman (Ontario South): Looking
for a job?

Hon. J. McNie (Minister of Colleges and

Universities): Mr. Speaker, to answer the

first question, I am aware that the museum
has advertised all over the world. It has

advised its own people within the museum
that it is advertising and that it would be

happy to entertain their applications also.

All things being equal, I am sure the museum
would be just as eager as the universities

to entertain a Canadian-

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): That's what
worries us.

Hon. Mr. McNie —but quite frankly, it is

finding that although there is a great deal of

interest in the position, there aren't as many
people qualified to assume that particular

position as it would have hoped.

Mr. Lewis: Maybe the museum should have

thought about that before it fired the previous
incumbent.

FOOD COSTS

Mr. Lewis: I had a question of the provin-
cial Treasurer, who was here a moment ago;
I will then direct a question to the Premier.

In view of the extraordinary profit in-

creases declared by a whole variety of food

companies, from Canadian Canners to J. M.
Schneider and from Canada Packers to

Grissol Foods and Bums Foods, ranging from
24 per cent to 93 per cent over the last year,
does the Premier not think that now is the

time to appoint a prices review board for the

Province of Ontario, before which these com-

panies would have to justify increases in

food costs?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, this govern-
ment—and I am sure this is true of all

governments—is concerned about the increase

in food costs. I don't think it would be proper
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to lead the hon. member astray by suggesting
we were considering the establishment of

such a review board at this time; and I am
sure this would be the point of view ex-

pressed by the Treasurer.

Mr. Deans: A supplementary question:
What is the Premier considering doing? Since

he is not considering the review board, what
is he considering?

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): He
hasn't talked to Stanfield yet.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, without ap-

pearing to be passing the buck, shall we say,
I think it's quite obvious when it comes to

price review or price control or related

matters, it wouldn't make a great deal of

sense for any province in a country like ours

to take unilateral action. I don't know how
one would enforce such a situation when

companies are doing business on a national

basis and we are really in the same national

economic arena; or even consider a form of

wage or price controls without having it as

part of a national policy.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr.

Speaker, by way of a supplementary ques-
tion: Having regard to the fact that two-

thirds of the food sales in the Province of

Ontario go through chain stores and having

regard to the fact that the Minister of Con-
sumer and Corporate Affairs in Ottawa has

disclaimed the constitutional possibility of the

federal government imposing price controls,

does it not make sense that there be a

review board here with power, if necessary,
to force a rollback in prices on specific
commodities?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, the hon.

member is really asking me whether I agree
with the legal opinion of the federal Minister

of Consumer and Corporate Affairs. I am not

prepared to give a legal opinion but I can't

quite reconcile his legal point of view. I

can't see, when a matter is of national inter-

est, that the federal government would not

have this right if it felt it was wise to

exercise it.

As far as we are concerned here in this

province, as I said to the member's leader,
we are not considering at this time the

establishment of a review board.

Mr. Deans: One supplementary question:
Doesn't the Premier feel that anything done
in a jurisdiction with about one-third of the

total population would have considerable im-

pact on all other parts of the country, and

that a positive action by the Province of

Ontario would be beneficial right across the

country?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I would

agree that anything of significance that is

done in the Province of Ontario could have
some impact on our sister provinces, yes.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Scarborough West have further questions?

DRYDEN CHEMICALS LTD.

Mr. Lewis: One question, Mr. Speaker, of

the Provincial Secretary for Resources De-

velopment:

Has the Provincial Secretary, or any of

the ministries within his purview, undertaken

to se^k from Dryden Chemicals financial

compensation for the Indian bands adversely
affected by the pollution in northwestern

Ontario?

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Development ) : As a policy
field we have not. I can't speak for the

ministry itself.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, does

the minister not think that the company
charged with the primary responsibility for

creating the problem to livelihood and food

should be providing some compensation to

the aggrieved peoples?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: I think, Mr. Speaker,
that is a matter of law. Whether it is in

litigation at the moment or whether it relates

to the other case—Dow Chemical, I guess,
would be a leading case on his—I can't say.

The courts perhaps can.

Mr. Lewis: If Dow Chemical is a leading
case on this, perhaps I could ask the Pro-

vincial Secretary for Justice where we stand

today on the Dow Chemical-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: —on the rigorous Dow Chem-
ical prosecution?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: "Make the polluters

pay!"

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Samia): Mr. Speaker,
on a point of order, if I may, most respect-

fully, how could that question be in order

when a question should be a matter of

public urgency and we know that the min-

ister's attitude toward that case is neither

urgent nor public?
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Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice ) : Mr. Speaker, to deal with the inter-

jection by the hon. member for Samia—

Mr. Lewis: The minister doesn't have to.

I would like him to deal with the question.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: It is considered a case of

public importance and of urgent public im-

portance.

Mr. Lewis: That is something new.

Mr. Bullbrook: Three years ago it was

urgent.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: A writ and a statement of

claim have been issued by the province.

Mr. Singer: Oh, he has come around to

that? He asked somebody. Good.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: There are other pleadings.
It is before the Master at the present time.

Mr. Singer: It has been before the Master
for a year now.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: As we have indicated

previously, Mr. Speaker, the counsel that we
had engaged, Mr. Dubin, had been seized of

the matter and then subsequently appointed
to the bench-

Mr. Singer: Yes, he went to the court of

appeal.

Mr. Lewis: What does he mean, has been
seized of the matter? Does the minister

mean he knows about it?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Yes, he was retained by us
as counsel.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): He is

now unseized. The minister is seizing some-

hody else.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: We have subsequently en-

gaged Mr. Robinette, who is now retained by
the province and I expect that the matter
will move along very expeditiously.

Mr. Lewis: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker,
if I may: Just to refresh my memory, how
long has it been to this point?

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Too long.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: It has been nearly two

years.

Mr. Lewis: Two years?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Nearly two years.

Mr. Lewis: Does the minister think it will

move as expeditiously over the next two years
as in the past?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Yes, I think it will move
much faster.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, I see.

Mr. Singer: By way of supplementary,
could the Provincial Secretary for Justice tell

me when it is anticipated that discoveries

might be held?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Some discoveries have been

held, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Singer: How can the minister have
discoveries when he hasn't determined who
the parties are? That is what is before the

Master.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: The question before the

Master is whether or not the American com-

pany should—

Mr. Singer: That's right. When one hasn't

determined who the parties are one can't

have discoveries. That is basic.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: The question is whether

or not the American company should stay

as a defendant.

Mr. Singer: One can't discover until one

finds out who is litigating.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Or until one has a

statement of defence.

Mr. Speaker: Has the member for Port

Arthur a supplementary?

Mr. Foulds: Yes. Does the present state

of the case with Dow Chemical prevent the

minister or the government from taking

action on behalf of the Indian bands against

Dryden Chemicals?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, all I would

say is that we would have to be asked to

start an action against Dryden Chemicals.

Mr. Lewis: The minister can consider

it a request from our caucus.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: As the hon. member
knows, at the present time there is a private

action against Dryden Chemicals by one

Barney Lamb. This matter, I think, was
commenced over a year ago. I'm not sure

of the state of that particular action but I

think it may be a consideration that we wait
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to see the outcome of that action before

we necessarily take action against the com-

pany. I think also our action against Dow,
which is mainly for the same cause, might
also proceed further before we indicate that

we will institute another action against an-

other company.

Mr. Foulds: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Is the minister not aware that, in fact, the

chief of the Indian band at Grassy Narrows
has requested, at least publicly, government
help in prosecuting against Dryden
Chemicals?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: No. I wasn't aware of

that.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Scarborough West have further questions?
The hon. member for Grey-Bruce is next.

LICENCE APPUCATION FROM
COMMONWEALTH HOLIDAY INNS

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Minister of Consumer and Com-
mercial Relations. With regard to the pend-

ing application of Commonwealth Holiday
Inns under the name of Alex Graydon, a

director of Labatt's, for a licence in the

city of Owen Sound, does the minister plan
to enforce the Act or give him the licence?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): The same as the

member got his.

Mr. F. Drea (Scarborough Centre): I had
a few in there myself.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Yakabuski: Fighting competition, eh?

Hon. J. T. Clement ( Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Are members
ready? Enforce the Act.

Mr. Sargent: Thank you very much.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park.

USE OF GOVERNMENT AIRCRAFT

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): A question
of the Minister of Transportation and Com-
munications, Mr. Speaker: Why did the

minister not use Air Canada on his five

trips to Quebec City?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I'd like

to know what trips he's talking about, first,

but let me explain one of them.

Mr. Lewis: The five.

Hon. Mr. Carton: I recall it very vividly.
I went down in the morning to be at the

ministers' conference. I had taken on a

shirtsleeve session with the Automotive

Transport Association at the Royal York,
which they were insistent that I attend

because it was a shirtsleeve conference.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Did the minister have
his coat on?

Mr. Singer: In shirtsleeves?

Hon. Mr. Carton: So I flew down, and
I flew back for the conference, the shirt-

sleeve session. The hon. member for Downs-
view was in attendance. He knows that I

had to be there.

Mr. Singer: The minister had his coat

on. He wasn't in shirtsleeves.

Mr. Lewis: It is a good thing he didn't

have the energy tax.

Hon. Mr. Carton: If it had just been an

address, Mr. Speaker, I would not have
made the same attempt, I must confess.

Because it was a shirtsleeve session and they
wanted to question me—

Mr. Singer: The minister refused to talk

about Spadina, too.

Hon. Mr. Carton: —I felt it incumbent

upon me to get back. In any event, I flew

back to Quebec City that night because it

was most urgent that I be there for the

communications ministers' conference. Then,

presumably, I must have got back from

Quebec the next day. That explains that

particular flight, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Lewis: A supplementary: Did the min-

ister have anyone with him?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I have

never had any member of the family. I've

never had a friend there, but I do insist upon
a pilot.

Mr. Lewis: What about an airforce?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why couldn't you have

thought of that?

Mr. Sargent: Not just a sky pilot, eh?

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): The min-

ister could use some friends.
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'
' SPADINA EXPRESSWAY

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Minister of Transportation and Com-
munications. In view of the poll published
in the Toronto Daily Star, taken by Peter

Regenstreif, which indicates that 63 per cent

of the people in Metropolitan Toronto are

in favour of Spadina, will the minister now
bring about the reversal of the government's
previous decision and start with the com-

mencement, because so many people want it?

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: It's dead.

Mr. Yakabuski: This question belongs to

the hon. member for York-Forest Hill (Mr.
Givens ) .

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I'm speak-

ing personally on part of that question from
the hon. member for Downsview. First of all,

I do not believe in polls. It's the same kind
of poll that said the hon. leader of the New
Democratic Party—

Hon. Mr. Kerr: He ought to get a supple-

mentary from the hon. member for York-
Forest Hill.

Hon. Mr. Carton: —will be the Premier in

1975. The short, succinct answer is, it is

government policy that the Spadina Express-

way will not be completed.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Lake-
shore.

GENERAL IMPACT EXTRUSIONS
LAYOFFS

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Mr. Speaker,
a question of the Minister of Labour: Will
the minister look into the situation at the
General Impact Extrusions plant in Etobi-

coke, which is closing down and laying ofiF

550 people, with a view to keeping that plant
in operation?

Hon. Mr. Guindon (Minister of Labour):
Mr. Speaker, the answer is yes.

Mr. Lawlor: Secondly, a supplementary,
Mr. Speaker: Has the full law with respect
to plant closings been complied with in this

particular case?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, I will

have to check into this and report back to

my hon. friend.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-
loo North.

LABELLING OF ALCOHOLIC
BEVERAGES

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Mr.

Speaker, a question of the Minister of Con-
sumer and Commercial Relations: Is the min-
ister going to consider implementing one of

the recommendations made by Alcohol and

Drug Concerns Inc., which met him last

week, regarding the proposal to label all

alcoholic beverage bottles with the statement
that alcohol is a drug injurious to health and

dangerous to consume while driving, operat-

ing machinery or carrying out other skills re-

quiring—

An hon. member: Read it again.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, first, I am
grateful for the interest shown in alcohol and

drug matters raised by my hon. friend from
Waterloo North. In response to his inquiry,
I am not contemplating compelling the label-

ling of alcohol sold by the Liquor Control
Board of Ontario with the sign that he men-
tioned in his question, sir.

Mr. Good: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Is the minister considering the implementa-
tion of the proposal that would transfer the

jurisdiction of the Liquor Control Board
from his ministry to the Provincial Secretary
for Social Development so that the board
could bring a broader sensitivity to the social

implications of alcoholic beverages rather

than concentrate on revenue-producing?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, that ques-
tion was raised by Alcohol and Drug Con-
cerns Inc. It was a submission made to me
some two weeks ago when I had an oppor-
tunity of meeting them. At the current time,
I am not considering it with anything like the

amount of time and study that I think the

seriousness of the question or submission

requires.

I intend to make certain recommendations
to the government in connection with both
the Liquor Control Act and the Liquor
Licence Act later on this year with a view
to updating both pieces of legislation. As a

result, I will consider it at that time, along
with those many other areas which are under
consideration pertaining to the creation and

dispensing of alcohoHc beverages in this

province.
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Mr. Good: One final supplementary: I un-

derstand, Mr. Speaker, that the minister

looked very favourably on one of the recom-

mendations. Could he tell us which one it

was? I've guessed wrong on two.

An Hon. member: There are only three.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, as a result

of meeting with the group referred to by the

hon. member for Waterloo North, and con-

ferring with other groups with similar inter-

ests, I am considering and recommending to

the government one of the changes which

they have put forward. Whether that becomes

government policy wall depend on the consent

of my caucus, and the consent of the cabinet.

Mr. MacDonald: In that order?

Mr. R. F, Nixon: Not necessarily in that

order?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well, I'm not so sure.

Of course, I know that I can count on the

members' undivided support in connection

with that recommendation.

Mr. MacDonald: The minister has learned

since the budget, then?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Attorney General

has the answer to a question previously asked.

DELAY IN OMB HEARING

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, yesterday the member for Waterloo

North asked a question of me concerning a

matter in Etobicoke.

The implementing bylaw was sent to the

OMB in January but the ojfficial plan amend-
ment was not referred there until early in

April. The hearing will take place shortly.
The conservation authority objected to the

official plan amendment and the board has

to deal with it through a hearing.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

INCREASE IN WCB BENEFITS

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, a question of the

Minister of Labour: The Minister of Labour,
I'm sure, is aware of the increase in the cost

of living brought about by his own govern-
ment's actions of today. When does he intend

to revise the pension arrangements for re-

cipients of the Workmen's Compensation
Board?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I

think my hon. friend is aware there was an

indication in the Throne Speech that the

benefits would be increased. I propose to

make a statement to that effect within a

week or two.

Mr. Renwick: A supplementary: Has the

Minister of Labour any knowledge of some
intermediate step now being introduced by
the Workmen's Compensation Board adjust-

ing pensions upward on something called a

24-month basis?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: No, Mr. Speaker, I am
not aware of this at this point in time.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa

East.

NCC BEER LICENCE APPLICATION

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. I have a question of the Min-

ister of Consumer and Commercial Relations.

I wonder if the minister might explain to the

House the decision of the Liquor Licence

Board of Ontario, which has turned down an

application by the National Capital Commis-
sion to operate a beer garden on Confedera-

tion Square in the national capital?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I read

with interest the report of that particular

matter in this morning's edition of the Globe

and Mail. I have not conferred with anyone
from the board and do not know the merits

or demerits of the application.

I will be discussing it with the chairman

of the Liquor Licence Board to ascertain

whether the board, in fact, had jurisdiction;

that is, that the law would permit the con-

ducting of that type of undertaking at that

particular point. I don't know—but I am pre-

pared to find out and report back to the hon.

member for Ottawa East.

Mr. Roy: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker: I

wonder if the minister might advise as a

matter of policy—before that type of an appli-

cation is turned down, would he not think

it fair that the applicant should have a

hearing and explain fully his position?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I don't like making too

many presumptions, but I presume that this

was just a free-standing type of area outside

where alcoholic beverages would be dispens-

ed. As the hon. member for Ottawa East

knows, no such licences to date have been
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given unless they are an extension of existing

licensed premises—such as a hotel or some-

thing of that nature.

Insofar as conducting a hearing at this

particular point is concerned; no, I would not

recommend it. But I would agree with this:

when legislation is changed in due course,

implementing the recommendations of the

McRuer studies and reports, such types of

procedures will be available as a right of the

applicant.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, one final supple-

mentary: Would the minister not agree with
a legal opinion that the National Capital

Commission, being an arm of the senior gov-

ernment, could probably operate the beer

gardens without the requirement of a licence

or permit from the minister's department?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I am sorry, I couldn't

hear the question.

Mr. Roy: Would the minister not agree as

a lawyer that there is legal opinion that the

National Capital Commission, being an arm
of the senior government—the government of
Canada—probably could operate this beer

garden vdthout a licence or a permit from
the minister's department?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I hesitate to venture an

opinion as a lawyer. I might be accused of

having a conflict of interest but I'll be glad
to share my views with the member after-

wards on that.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sudbury
East.

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: A supplementary? All right.
The question period has expired, but we will

permit this supplementary.

Mr. Cassidy: In view of the minister's

interest in changing the liquor legislation,
would he be willing to encourage the Liquor
Licence Board to allow this beer garden as
an experiment over this summer, rather than

waiting until legislative enactments are

changed?

Mr. Yakabuski: The member for Ottawa
East made all his marks on that one today.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, if the

present legislation does not permit it, we
could not waive the legislation on a pilot basis

for this forthcoming summer. However, I

think it is one matter that should be con-
sidered when the changes in the legislation
are introduced, hopefully this autumn.

I think this sort of enterprise should be
considered by us and considered seriously. I

will undertake to the hon. member that it

will be considered and a recommendation
made one way or the other after considering
it.

Mr. Speaker: Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Hon. Mr. Bales presented the 67th annual

report of the Ontario Municipal Board for the

year ended Dec. 31, 1972.

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

COMMUNITY AND SOCL\L
SERVICES ACT

Mrs. Scrivener moves first reading of bill

intituled. An Act to amend the Ministry of

Community and Social Services Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mrs. M. Scrivener (St. David): Mr.

Speaker, the purpose of this bill is to pro-
mote the strengthening of the family unit

in our society.

NOTICE OF MOTION No. 2

Clerk of the House: The government
notice of motion No. 2, by Hon. Mr. Winkler.

Resolved: That a select committee of

this House be appointed to examine and
review the matter of the agreement for the

construction of the new head oflBce build-

ing for the Hydro-Electric Power Commis-
sion of Ontario, and to report its findings
and recommendations to this assembly as

soon as it may conveniently do so;

And that the select committee have full

power and authority to employ counsel and
such other personnel as may be deemed
advisable, and to call for persons, papers
and things, and to examine witesses under

oath, and the assembly doth commend and

compel attendance before the said select

committee of such persons and the produc-
tion of such papers and things that the

committee may deem necessary for any of

its proceedings and deliberations, for which

purpose the Honourable the Speaker may
issue his warrant or warrants;
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And that the proceedings of the commit-
tee be reported by the Hansard office, such

reports to be distributed as the committee
deems necessary.

The said committee to consist of 11 mem-
bers:

Mr. MacBeth (Chairman), Mr. W.
Hodgson, Mr. R. G. Hodgson, Mr. Allan,
Mr. Walker, Mr. Handleman, Mr. W. New-
man, Mr. Gaunt, Mr. Bullbrook, Mr. Deans
and Mr. Renwick.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Mr. Speaker, the terms of the motion
and the composition of the committee are

certainly acceptable and satisfactory to me
and our party. However, I simply want to

express the view that the allegations of

political patronage which have been made by
me and others will be difficult to deal with

by means of the select committee.

I have said here and elsewhere that the

select committee is at least a half step in

the right direction. The terms of the contract

certainly are what must concern us all, par-

ticularly the taxpayers of the Province of

Ontario, all of whom have equity in Ontario

Hydro and are concerned that its business

dealings are the most effective and efficient

that they can possibly be.

What I want to express, Mr. Speaker, and
I will do so briefly, is the feeling in the
minds of a good many reasonable people in

this province that the return of old-fashioned

political patronage is a reahstic threat in

this province. I do not intend at this time to

debate that contention other than to say to

you, Mr. Speaker, that this particular situation

has a great deal of resemblance to the so-

called Fidinam afi^air, where there was direct

public evidence that a company doing busi-

ness with the Province of Ontario had made
a substantial contribution to the Conservative

Party and, in fact, it was quid pro quo for the

acceptance of a very lucrative and enormously
large and important contract.

Mr. Speaker, you are aware of the expres-
sions I have put forward in this connection
and that we would like to have had a broader
term of reference in certain specific instances.

I heard one of the spokesmen for the NDP
yesterday indicate that he felt the terms of

reference should be broad enough to include

all the business of Hydro. I would not sup-
port such an amendment because I believe

that that would be irrelevant to the present
situation.

I believe, however, the terms of reference,
if the matter were to be put before a Royal
commission, should certainly include other

business dealings of the president of Canada

Square Corp., through his other business

emanations, with the government and agen-
cies of the government. The terms of refer-

ence here, however, are restricted to one
contract and the circumstances around that

contract and, under these circumstances, they
are acceptable to us.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Mr.

Speaker, it would be natural, sir, were we to

support the basic principle of the motion,
which we do, that the select committee be
struck because we were of the opinion in

advance that a committee of the Legislature
was the best way to deal with this.

I may say, Mr. Speaker, that it is beyond
me how a Royal commission could get any
closer to questions of political patronage than

we may via this committee of the Legislature.
I realize those allegations are serious but I

think the select committee of the Legislature
can lead its way to that as well, based simply
on the experience of the committee that

looked into the Workmen's Compensation
Board. I have a feeling that we have estab-

lished a precedent for proceeding in this

House which will prove to be extremely effec-

tive in this case. I have a sense that this can

be a searching inquiry indeed, and I hope the

government members feel as strongly about

that as the opposition does.

I am always reluctant, and we are always
reluctant, to relinquish to outside bodies

matters which appropriately fall within the

competence of the House. I am weary of

forever giving to judges those inquiries and
commissions which sometimes a Legislature
can usefully explore. I think it means much
to a Legislature to be able to pursue such

matters and Tm very pleased indeed that the

legislative committee has been appointed.

However, Mr. Speaker, I am concerned,
and the New Democratic Party is, about the

restrictive nature of the notice of motion. I

am not sure that it was intended to be as

restrictive as it reads which is just to review

the matter of the agreement for the con-

struction of the new head office building for

the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of On-
tario.

I want to move—and I move the motion to

test the feelings of the government around

this government notice—that the words "and
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the circumstances surrounding" be inserted in

the motion between the words "the matter of"

in the second line and the words "the agree-
ment" in the second hne.

Mr. Speaker, I move, seconded by Mr.

Renwick, that the words "and the circum-

stances surrounding" be included so that it

would then read: "that a select committee of

this House be appointed to examine and re-

view the matter of, and the circumstances

surrounding, the agreement for the construc-

tion of the new head office building."

It seems to us, Mr. Speaker, that this

doesn't widen it so broadly as to include

things which the Leader of the Opposition
indicated he didn't want included; but it does
broaden it in a way which would allow us to

get slightly beyond the contract itself and
deal with matters which may have influenced

the determination of that contract. That is

surely crucial if we are dealing in the world
of possible influence or special privilege or

arrangements which, on the face of it, may
seem unpalatable.

I want to say to the House leader that I

think those are words of innocent definition,
but they will mean a lot to the opportunity
of the committee to handle its affairs effec-

itvely. If it is the intention of government to

allow us that ambit, Tm sure these words
are acceptable. If they are unacceptable, then
from the outset one begins to suspect a little

the nature of the inquiry. That is all we have
to say.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Samia); Speaking to
the amendment, it would be the intention of
our party to support the amendment.

Hansard will disclose that the final words
of my leader, as he sat down, were—

Mr. Lewis: I'm sorry; my friend is right.

Mr. Bullbrook: —that we wish to investi-

gate the question of the agreement and the
circumstances surrounding the agreement. In

perusing the terms of reference in the order

paper, it had been our opinion that the
words "the matter of the agreement" so
modified the word "agreement as to bring
into focus and purpose the circumstances

surrounding the agreement. But we subscribe
to the position taken by the New Democratic

Party leader. We would hope that the House
collectively, and those members who will be

appointed by this particular resolution, will

subscribe to that attitude also.

It certainly is the manifest intention that

we not only deal with the dialogue that took

place between the Leader of the Opposition

and the Premier of Ontario as to how much
is being paid in connection with rental and
those esoteric terms of those complicated

agreements, but all the circumstances sur-

rounding the agreements themselves.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Mr.

Speaker, speaking to the motion, I find that

I am rather in agreement with the proposal
of the Leader of the Opposition that perhaps
this whole situation should be extended to

cover the activities of this one Gerhardt

Moog, and should not just be related to the

particular Hydro site. This struck a respon-
sive note in me.

I think that the member for Samia, Mr.

Speaker, has had some experience with this

same person as well, in that in 1964 this

same Gerhardt Moog, through Argosy Con-

struction, in making a deal with the previous
city manager of the city of Windsor, one

E. Royden Coulter, who was then reputed to

be and presumably still is a friend of the

cabinet and the Premier, got the city to agree
to his promotion of the building of a Holiday
Inn.

Mr. Speaker: I think the remarks of the

hon. member are really not pertinent to the

motion or to the amendment before the

House. I think we must deal only with the

motion and the amendment to include the

terms of reference insofar as the words sub-

mitted by the mover of the amendment are

concerned. I think the hon. member need not

go into the type of detail he is going into

Mr. Bounsall: I would suggest, Mr.

Speaker, that the surrounding circiunstances,

as suggested by the amendment, in point
of fact support the Leader of the Opposi-
tion's suggestion that the committee look

into the dealings with government over the

years of this one William Moog. In the

Windsor area they finally led to litigation

between the city and William Moog, which
was settled out of court rather unsatisfac-

torily; and subsequent to that, I gather
at the moment, to litigation between the

Holiday Inn Company and this same William

Moog and Argosy Construction.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. House leader.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, in

listening to the argument that was put forth,

I must say that if I were to become argu-
mentative I might have something to say
about the introductory remarks of the leader

of the Liberal Party. However, I'm not
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going to become argumentative. Despite the

fact that I would have hoped that the

consideration requested by the leader of

the NDP would have been given in any event,

I'm going to say that we'll accept the terms

of his amendment to the motion.

Mr. Speaker: The motion has been read.

We have an amendment to that motion,
moved by Mr. Lewis, that the words "and

the circumstances surrounding" be inserted

in the motion between the words "the matter

of" in the second line and the words "the

agreement" in the second line.

Those in favour of the amended motion
will please say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay.**

I declare the amended motion carried.,

Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The 15th order, re-

suming the adjourned debate on the motion

for second reading of Bill 98, An Act to

amend the Retail Sales Tax Act.

RETAIL SALES TAX ACT
(continued)

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): Mr. Speaker,
I did have a few words I wanted to add. I

was hoping the minister would come to see

his bill through the House.

An hon. member: If he's not here, adjourn
the debate.

Mr. Shulman: Is he perhaps hiding around
the back there?

Mr. E. Martel (Sudbury East): We could

adjourn until he comes back.

An hon. member: We'll adjourn; the debate
until he returns.

Mr. Martel: Here he comes. r;*

Mr. Shulman: Here he comes.

Mr. Martel: He's so ashamed of that bill,

he won't stay around for it.

An hon. member: I don't blame him for

hiding.

Mr. R. K. McNeil (Elgin): He won't miss

much if he misses the member's whole

speech.

Mr. Shulman: He heard most of it. I've

only got two minutes left. Mr. Speaker, now
the minister is here, perhaps I will continue.

I just had a few more very brief remarks
to make. As you recall, I was condemning
the imposition of this sales tax because of

the inflationary effect it will have on our

economy. It will accelerate the rate of in-

flation which has been speeding up so very

quickly in recent months.

It reminds me, Mr. Speaker, of some four

years ago when there was aiiother gentleman
in our present minister's position and he, too,

was bringing in a bad bill and making
mistakes. We tried then to talk to him. He
was borrowing a great deal of money which
had to be repaid in German marks. Numbers
of people on this side of the House rose and
said: "You are making a terrible mistake.

You are going to hurt the economy of the

province very seriously."

The then member—you may remember

him, Mr. Speaker, although you may have

forgotten him already. I believe his name
was MacNaughton,—Charles MacNaughton,
was it?—wouldn't listen and he insisted on

going ahead, not on one occasion, but on
two occasions and wasting some millions

of dollars of the province's money by in-

sisting on taking out loans which had to

be repaid in foreign currency, which was

obvious to any amateur economist about to

be revalued upwards. We are going to

have to pay for that error for some genera-

tions to come in millions and millions of

dollars, and not in just increased interest,

but also in increased capital repayments. I

say to the minister that he is in the process

of making exactly the same mistake as his

predecessor made before.

I would like to read to the House two

paragraphs from a magazine that is pub-
lished in the United States. It is dated May
1, 1973. It is rather timely. It's not exactly

a socialist magazine. It's called Forbes. The
minister may have heard of it on some
occasion. I quote:

'

. There has never been a time, except
"^^

during the great depression, when we have

hot been cheapening the dollar by creating
more dollars. But sometimes the cheapen-

ing process has moved faster than at other

times. Lately, it has been fast enough to

make people very conscious of it. Let's be

frank about all this. It has been very

pleasant. We do have a way to stop it. To
do so we must stop creating money through
the borrowing process. We must stop going
into debt. That goes for individuals and
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families just as much as for the municipal,
state and federal government. It follows

we must be content to do without lots and

lots of things we want and that business

and earnings wiU decline.

So far as price ceilings are concerned,

they attadk symptoms rather than causes

and they won't work except temporarily.
To quote Marx, they are opium for the

people. If I read the papers right and listen

to politicians, the people now are demand-

ing opium rather dian a cure and, if I can

be brutally frank, I'm sure there is no

demand whatsoever for the unpleasant
cure. Going a step further, if we started to

set up a cure the whole movement would
be abortive. As soon as it began to work,
the public would demand that the whole

process would be reversed, and we would
create money with debt faster than ever.

I end the quotation there. I have some sym-
pathy for the minister and for the governing

party, because this unfortunately is a truism.

We don't as a nation—perhaps as a continent

—really want to take the measures to stop
this inflation, which has been so pleasant for

so many years.

But today. May 1, the minister has pushed
us along at a slightly faster—in fact a much
faster—rate than we have ever had before.

This is the first time the cost of living has

jumped two per cent in one day. It may well

be, Mr. Spe^er, that we will see other days
like this in the future. There have been
countries—Germany in 1930; Brazil last year—
where this became the norm and where jumps
in the cost of living of two per cent in a day
was not something unusual. This is a first for

Ontario.

I don't think the Treasurer particularly
wants to be remembered a generation hence
as the man who produced the first two per
cent jump in the cost of living in one day.
And yet, in fact, that is what he has done,
Mr. Speaker.

In order to reverse the very unpleasant
happenings that are occurring in our nation
and our province, we would need rather

brave Treasurers and rather brave Ministers
of Revenue, people who would be prepared
to stand up and say we have to stop now—
because if we don't stop now it's going to

happen six months hence, or a year hence.
Two years hence at the most, we are going
to have inflation in this province and in this

country that is going to singe all of our
hair—and we are all going to pay the price.

I hate to see our present Treasurer, for

whom I have the greatest of respect, fuelling
that inflation—because that, in effect, is what
he is doing.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer and Minister of

Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs): I

will prove that we are not.

Mr. Shulman: I wish the Treasurer could.

I wish he could.

I am going to stop now, Mr. Speaker.
There are many other members who wish to

participate in the debate. I just want to leave

the minister with this one thought—

Hon. Mr. White: The member for High
Park has got to switch astrologers; that's all

I can say.

Mr. Shulman: The astrologer obviously
wasn't accurate. I'm now speaking as an
amateur economist, if I may. The Treasurer

has made a gruesome, horrible error which
is going to come back to haunt all of us.

Hon. Mr. White: I hope the member
listens to my speech when I disprove that

allegation.

Mr. Shulman: If the Treasurer can dis-

prove that raising the price of everything
two per cent doesn't fuel inflation-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Shulman: —he wiU turn out not only
to be a master astrologer, but also a Houdini.

Mr. Speaker, I leave you with this one

thought. We must stop the inflationary pro-
cess. The present ministry and the present

government are fuelling it. If it continues,

this government is going to be the inheritor

of economic chaos.

Hon. Mr. White: The member for York

South (Mr. MacDonald) says our budget is

too inflationary now.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): He is

still sitting over there, is he?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Grey-
Bruce.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): Mr. Speaker,
I rise along with my colleagues in opposition
to this insidious legislation, the amendment to

Bill 98. It's the laughing stock of the demo-
cratic world—the high-priced help backing
up this minister. I know you agree with me,
Mr. Speaker, that all these top economists
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are ruining the lives and the life-style of

many millions in this province.

Mr. Haggerty: The Treasurer is one of

them.

Mr. Sargent: Right! I guess one might say
he is the only bull who carries around his

own china shop. The economic group backing

up the Treasurer parallels the description,
"economics is an archaic religion practised by
economists; a large body of people who, if

laid end to end, would still point in all

directions."

And it is also said, "Finance is the art of

passing currency from hand to hand until it

finally disappears."

Well, Mr. Speaker when we opened this

session it was expected to be a short one. It

is. We are about $1 billion short.

The Treasurer describes himself as a

Jeffersonian Liberal—that's his approach to

this very important position he would head.

We are hearing so much about Watergate,
Mr. Speaker, so much of government by leak,
as it were. The only trouble here in Ontario
is that many of these leaks are blowouts. This
minister has already set a new record in his

short tenure of ofiice; he's the first Treasurer
to operate in the dark on purpose. I have
watched this man in the years I've been here
and he just delights in having the opportunity
to handle the purse-strings of the public. I

am shocked to see him continuing his extrav-

agant tastes.

I recall, when he was head of the Ministry
of Industry and Tourism, he was flying all

over the world setting up foreign offices.

Mr. Haggerty: We'd like to get the logbook
on that one, right?

Mr. Sargent: Well, that was a big-league.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): The big
league.

Mr. Sargent: The big league, yes.

His entourage was flying first class in jets
all around the world, costing the taxpayers
multimillion dollars per year in agencies
which are duplicated by the federal govern-
ment. Here is a kingmaker, here is a man who
will cost the taxpayers of this province this

year $300 million through the most vicious

form of sales tax.

Hon. Mr. White: Look out, the fellows

with the butterfly nets are coming in for other
discounts.

Mr. Sargent: Ha, ha!

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): They are

not taxable.

Mr. Sargent: The Treasurer just kills me.

This two per cent tax, Mr. Speaker—really
it's a 40 per cent increase—is compounding
the expenses of everyday living in tihds prov-
ince and it's a really bad situation. It's in-

comprehensible to me, Mr. Speaker, that this

minister would ask the taxpayers of the prov-
ince, through this sales tax, to allow the

Premier to spend $1.2 million on his office or

—what did we figure out?—about $4,000 per

day for him and his henchmen to live in great

style. That's what we're paying this increased

tax for, for the Premier to live like this. It

allows him to have a $650-an-hour plane
standing by, a jet, on top of the "Davis air

force," the four executive-type airplanes they
have, and it allows him to make fiascos like

Ontario Place. I don't know what Ontario

Place cost us, $28 million?

That's what he's asking the taxpayers to

dig down in their spending for.

Mr. Deacon: Plus annual losses!

Mr. Sargent: The annual loss is probably
$4 million, I don't know.

I understand we have a new "magic
mountain" project by the same department.

They are going to build a new "magic
mountain" up in Temagami or somewhere.

They take the skiers down to Aspen to train

them; they won't take them to Blue Mountain

up in the good skiing country; they take them
down to Aspen to train there.

This is why he's asking the taxpayers to

back up by this sales tax, this kind of loading
on. The $100 million Pickering deal that

we're asked to buy; the land acquisition pro-

gramme; and then we've had the ongoing
costs of these foreign offices around the world

that this minister had a part in.

Mr. Speaker, with all the brains and advice

that this minister had he couldn't come up
with a budget that didn't take another big
whack at the pocket of the little guy—people
with families, senior citizens, people who are

buying all the time. The last few days we've

been talking about this we've been getting
incensed about the fact that this has to

happen, but things mellow down and people

forget.

Hon. Mr. White: That is completely un-

true. That is an absolute falsehood.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Samia): What does

the member mean, that we've been getting
incensed? Gracious, we are very incensed.
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Mr. Sargent: Let the Treasurer hang on

and we'll show him in a few moments; he's

such a hotshot at figures, we'll show him.

Hon. Mr. White: Yes.

Mr. Sargent: He has proved his smartness,
I'll tell him.

This is a good example, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Haggerty: He's away up in front

row now.

Mr. Sargent: —of the "people-first" pro-
gramme that this government was elected

on. The new slogan out now across Ontario,
which the Liberals and NDPs are backing up
100 per cent, is "Save us from Davis."

A basic premise I've always held to in my
years in government is that the principle of

government is the allocation of resources on
an equitable basis. It follows that taxation

must be levied on an equal basis and on the

ability to pay. Yet this hotshot across here,
with all the big staff he's got to advise him,
comes up with a real lemon. Now, how

wrong can he be?

Mr. Haggerty: He's wrong.

Mr. Sargent: This 40 per cent increase in

sales tax is not levied against those who
can afford to pay it. In the main, Mr.

Speaker, it hurts those who can afford it the

least. I get so incensed about the arrogance
of this minister and the Premier, about their

divine right. I go as far as to say that this

minister needs a good swift kick in the ass

for the job he's done on this.

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): Shame! Shamel

Mr. Sargent: All right. That's the way I

feel about it. The people of Ontario are fed

up with this group.

Mr. J. M. Jessiman (Fort William): Out of

orderl

Mr. Sargent: Sure I'm out of order and so

is he,

Mr. Jessiman: It's nice to know the member
is a gentleman with the ladies present.

Mr. Gilbertson: They won't like this very
much in his riding.

Mr. Sargent: It's time that somebody
started telling the truth. The government is

going to find that out.

Mr. Jessiman: Why doesn't the member
put on his pointed hat and sit down?

Mr. Sargent: Whacking the people of this

province another $300 million in sales tax—
the Treasurer should be ashamed of himself.

Why didn't he go to the large American

corporations who run this country and tax

their profits to gain that money? Ill give him
a plan in a few moments of how he could

have done it on a very equitable basis. Every-
one has been talking about criticizing. I'm

going to give him a positive programme that

his people should have thought of themselves.

Thank God we've got some newspapers and
media in this province. It's the duty of a

newspaper to inform and lead public opinion
and to furnish that check upon government
which no constitution has ever been able

to provide. This check is needed more than

ever, Mr. Speaker, right today. In government
today the press is the sole auditor of expendi-
tures and performance. Look at the mess we
are in in Ontario today through this minister

and the member for Chatham-Kent (Mr.

McKeough)—

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Terrible.

Mr. Sargent: —and Mr. MacNaughton.
Look at the mess we're in.

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): We have

the lowest unemployment rate in Canada.

Mr. Sargent: Because of a period of unpre-
cedented waste and unprecedented irrespon-
sible plundering of the public Treasury in

the past seven to 10 years, the government
has hardly any money available to finance

any new programmes. In choosing to make
a virtue of this fiscal squeeze, of the fiscal

nightmare the ministers talk about, wherein

this year we have to face an operating deficit

of somewhere between $600 million and $1

billion on top of a $6.4 billion debenture

debt, the Premier says we'll have to practice

strong fiscal discipline. Well he might! With
the western provinces, BC and Alberta, debt

free, we, the most dynamic province in this

whole Confederation, are $6.4 billion in debt

up to here.

Hon. Mr. White: He is cooking the books.

Mr. Sargent: I am? The Treasurer is cook-

ing them too. I take his figures—they're his

figures.

Mr. Roy: The Treasurer tried to cook the

books, but it didn't work.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): They're
his figures.
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Mr. Sargent: On top of that, Mr. Speaker,
we are paying between $1 million and $1.5
million per day in interest on our debt. Now
figure that one out!

Mr. Roy: Is that right?

Mr. Sargent: I am not talking about prin-

cipal, I am talking about interest on debt.

Mr. Good: That is right.

Mr. Roy: Let him deny that one.

Mr. Good: He can't deny it. It's true.

Mr. Sargent: I say to you, sir, that no other
administration in the free world, in the 50
states to the south of us or the 10 provinces
in our Confederation here in Canada, is in a

such a sorry financial mess.

Hon. Mr. White: Why is our credit the best
in North America?

Mr. Roy: Why did the Treasurer have to

increase taxes if our credit is so good?

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): Why is

it he's going to Germany and Japan?

Mr. Good: Why does he have to go to

Germany and Japan to get money then?

Hon. Mr. White: At 6.5 per cent.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, it will probably
be painful for the minister to hear this new
approach to financing for the Province of
Ontario.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Sargent: Well, somewhere along the
line in 25 years in this business one picks up
a bit of moxie, and I think maybe the mem-
ber for Timiskaming will catch on too.

Mr. Roy: I doubt it. I doubt it.

Mr. Jessiman: Too bad the member for

Grey-Bruce was so far back in the line.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): The
member gives him credit for too much intel-

ligence.

Mr. Sargent: This is a method of taxing
people on their ability to pay. If anyone
would like to listen for a few moments, I'd

like to pass on my positive approach to give
this minister a hand.

Mr. Havrot: Moses has arrived out of the
bulrushes!

Mr. Sargent: Now, I have mentioned value
added tax in the House before, VAT it is a
form of a sales tax which is pretty universal
in Europe. Nearly everyone has heard of the

proposal to transplant VAT to America as a

way of reducing property taxes and achieving
a degree of equality amongst the taxpayers
who carry the burden of educational financ-

ing; but few, Mr. Speaker, have heard of the
alternative approach called the valorem in-

tangible tax, or VIT, a proposed property tax
on intangibles. This may sound involved but
in one second it will become clear. What is

VIT and what is VAT? And why is VIT
democratic in simple terms? That is a sales

tax and we are opposed to a sales tax.

Hon. Mr. White: That is VAT.

Mr. Sargent: That is VAT, that is right. We
are opposed to that.

Hon. Mr. White: Now VIT-

Mr. Sargent: All right. VAT is assessed at

every stage of production and distribution,
instead of just on the final sales—

Hon. Mr. White: We accomplished the

same purpose exactly.

Mr. Sargent: —but the ultimate e£Fect is

unchanged; it is a sales tax on consumption,
right, do members follow that?

On the other hand, VIT is envisioned as a
national property tax on intangibles. Everyone
would be taxed a stated percentage of the

value of his revenue-producing tangibles; the

tax in practice would fall on corporate stocks,
bonds and savings accounts, with such intan-

gibles as money, checking accounts and ac-

counts receivable being excluded.

The valorem intangible tax, or VIT, has a

number of advantages; it has the potential
here in Ontario to raise the needed revenue.
For instance, using 1968 figures, when Ontario
assets amounted to, say, $50 billion of which
intangibles comprised $25 billion—assuming
that half of these intangible assets generated
income—the application of a one per cent

rate would produce $250 million in revenue
that year. This is progressive because home-
owners with a low income have little or no
dividend and interest incomes; the substitu-

tion of VIT for property taxes would signifi-

cantly lower their taxes.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, I have
listened to this with very great interest. May
I ask if the tax on capital being advocated by
the hon. member is the policy of the Liberal

Party?
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Mr. Sargent: The Treasurer can bet his member for Scarborough Centre imderstand

boots it is. that?

Mr. Roy: The member is giving the Treas-

urer constructive suggestions—we can't do any
worse than the government has done.

Mr. Sargent: Now, if the Treasurer doesn't

have the intelligence to hear this out—his

people should have told him this anyway.

Mr. Roy: They might have told him but he
didn't understand it.

Mr. Havrot: Where was the member?

Mr. S<argent: Here I am, right now.

Mr. Havrot: Yes, but before?

Mr. Sargent: A tax is considered pro-

gressive if the rate increases along with the

increasing ability to pay.

Now, bearing in mind that our motivation

here is to help people who haven't the

ability to pay; I would remind members
that tangible assets as a percentage of total

assets generally decline with the wealth of

an individual, so that the effect of a switch
from property taxes to a tax on intangibles
would become greater with greater wealth.

For example, under VIT a person who owns
a $35,000 house and a savings account and
stocks worth, say, $3,000, would pay much
less in taxes than someone who owned a

$35,000 house and $1 million in intangibles.

Mr. F. Drea (Scarborough Centre): Yes,
but the member wouldn't tax a bank account.

Mr. Sargent: The member can bet his

boots we would. That is an intangible; that

is wealth.

Hon. Mr. White: And tax assets, too.

Mr. Sargent: I will go aside for a
moment. Supposing one's father and mother
worked hard all their lives and they had
their money tied up in their home, right?
All the time they were living and putting
one through school, they are trying to pay
off the mortgage.

Mr. Drea: They never paid it off.

Mr. Sargent: But one day the family gets
the mortgage paid off and the parents own
a home worth $25,000 or $35,000. All the
time one has been going through school

they've been paying taxes through the nose
on that house. Right! But when they have
the $35,000, if it were cash in the bank,
they would pay no taxes on it. Does the

Mr. Drea: Yes.

Mr. Sargent: All right. This is inequity
I'm trying to talk about it.

Hon. Mr. White: What about farm assets?

Mr. Sargent: I will get to that.

Mr. Drea: Yes, but the member is talk-

ing about taxing thrift.

Mr. Sargent: How does one talk to a

man like that? Hush up for a minute. The
member is usually a smart guy; but will he
slow down a minute, please?

Mr. Drea: Oh, I have; I have got the

member for Grey-Bruce to admit he will

tax bank accounts.

Mr. Sargent: TangiblesI

An hon. member: We want to get that

money before they can use it.

Mr. Roy: We'll take the member for

Scarborough Centre behind the bam.

Mr. Sargent: Real property, especially
such as homes, comprises the class of prop-

erty that represents most of the wealth of

the middle class. It is not accidental that it

is this class of property and this class of

society that currently bears an increasingly

large share of the total tax burden.

An hon. member: One can't deny that.

Mr. Sargent: This VIT would change
the emphasis to those who hold wealth in an

intangible form.

Mr. Haggerty: That is the crunch. The
member for Scarborough Centre should

understand that.

Mr. Drea: I understand all right; and I

agree with it.

Mr. Haggerty: All right, the member

agrees with it.

Mr. S«irgent: Now, we'll have another

look at it. I'm getting the wheels down here

pretty soon.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): That means farm assets,

doesn't it?

Mr. Sargent: It could be administered

painlessly by integrating it with the declara-

tion of estimated income withholding systems
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of the federal revenue bureau, bypassing the

owner's one-shot payment methods on

property tax. Mr. Speaker, it would reduce
tax inequities caused by the lack of uni-

formity in property assessments. With divi-

dend and interest rates known, a VIT would
have an explicit and uniform rate.

It should reduce the mobility of assets

problem. Tangible personal property fre-

quently migrates to low tax areas, but since

the location of tangibles generally goes
with the owner, the institution of a national

VIT would mean that there would be no-

where to evade the tax within Canada. It

would have a growing base, since the

nation's wealth is increasingly held in in-

tangible rather than tangible forms.

Hon. Mr. White: The member will have
to speak to his friends in Ottawa on that

one.

Mr. Sargent: Well, I'm talking of the

adaptation to Ontario. I've been talking
national and local.

It would have a growing base, as I said;

it grows with the wealth of the country.
VIT might even be more expansive than VAT
or the sales tax which, as I said, is chained

to consumption.

It would not upset any existing or signific-
ant tax base. A sales tax or VAT would evade
the traditional provincial and local means of

collecting revenue. There are, of course, a

number of objections to a tax on intangibles.

Many have argued that it is difficult to ad-

minister VIT because assets can be concealed.

This is no longer true.

An hon. member: Yes, it is.

Mr. Sargent: Since 1962 the federal govern-
ment's revenue service has required reports
on each business paying a dividend for in-

terest of more than $10 per year to any
person—so VIT could be piggybacked into

this system.

I appreciate the attention of the House. I

am closing on this point: others argue that

taxes on intangibles cannot be justified under
the benefit principle—that is, those who bene-
fit should be the ones who pay. The critics of

the VIT contend that owners of intangibles
should not have to pay additional taxes be-

cause they will not benefit proportionately
more.

Well, my answer to this argument is that

people, not property, benefit from public
services. People with intangibles who pay
little or no taxes benefit as much from society

as people with real property, and should pay
for those benefits.

I also believe that taxes should be recog-
nizable as taxes—and VIT would indeed be

recognizable. VIT would be computed and
known by taxpayers and not vary in the price
of the purchase, as would be the case with
VAT.

In closing, I say that while the immediate
hkelihood of this government taking up this

programme is very doubtful, this may well

be, Mr. Speaker, a proved idea whose time
has come, at least as a component of tax

reform. I may well find allies among those of

the Conservative camp who want to preserve
the property tax and those of the Liberal

camp who want to promote progressive taxa-

tion.

Hon. Mr. White: This would be a tax on

pension rights.

Mr. Sargent: That is ridiculous. That shows
the intelligence of that minister there. I have
been speaking for 15 minutes about this and
he didn't even grasp a single thing I am talk-

ing about. He should tax the wealth of the

nation.

Hon. Mr. White: What about taxes on the

corporate farm shares?

Mr. Sargent: I'll go back and tell him

again if he is that dense.

An hon. member: Forget about it.

Mr. Sargent: With a tax as a stated per-

centage of the value of revenue producing

tangibles, the tax in practice would fall on

corporate stocks, bonds and savings accounts—

Hon. Mr. White: On shares in a small busi-

ness.

Mr. Sargent:
—v^dth such intangibles as

money, chequing accounts and accounts re-

ceivable being excluded. A one per cent tax

would do it across the board.

Mr. Havrot: Who wrote that for the mem-
ber?

Mr. Sargent: Tax on the ability to pay.

Hon. Mr. White: Tax on everybody.

Mr. Roy: The Treasurer can't understand

that, eh? It's beyond him.

Mr. Sargent: No wonder we are in trouble,

Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Roy: The Treasurer is really hung up.
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Mr. Sargent: No wonder we're in trouble.

Mr. Roy: The member has probably got
more to show for his ingenuity than the

Treasurer has.

Mr. Sargent: No wonder we're in trouble

in this province.

Hon. Mr. White: A tax on shares would be
a tax on—

Mr. Roy: He is still upset by the energy
tax.

Mr. Sargent: My friend from Algoma talked

yesterday about the increases. He made a

good speech, but he is a bit off base because

he is only using the dope the minister gave
him about giving increases in grants to all

the different ridings.

Mr. Gilbertson: Well, it helps.

Mr. Sargent: Sure, it helps.

Mr. Gilbertson: I am always thankful for

them.

Mr. Sargent: All the money comes from the

people in the first place, and it's got to go
back to them sometime. So much is lost in

the transfusion down here that we only get a

wee bit back.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: So what is the member
talking about?

Mr. Sargent: The member for Algoma
talked about giving grants to difiFerent areas.

They need it; God knows they do.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Only the member is

taking it off the rich, the people who save.

Mr. Sargent: Stick to the farm. That's
where the Minister of Agriculture and Food
belongs. He doesn't know what he is talking
about. Go on, get another barnyard paved.
Go on; I don't worry about it.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I don't see the member's
farmer friends falling for that idea over there.

Mr. Sargent: I don't know. I think farmers
are about the most intelligent bunch of

people in the world. They like to be taxed on
the ability to pay.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: The farmer is going to

get the biggest refund, too, from the budget.

Mr. Sargent: One of my colleagues here
said to me that he felt that for the Tories,
instead of having a personal income tax,
this did the job for them, because it hit the

little guy on welfare who doesn't pay income
tax. Because he buys all the time, he's the

guy that is paying tlids tax.

An hon. member: Those on fixed incomes,
too.

Mr. Sargent: Going back to the member
for Algoma, he made a lot of remarks, but
I want to tell him this, that he must realize

that these unconditional grants go back.

We're going to raise $300 million from the

tax this year. This increase of 40 per cent on

this sales tax is costing each family $175 per

year. In the member's riding, that's right. And
all he's getting back from his buddy here is

$30 a family. That's a pretty expensive oper-
ation.

Mr. Gilbertson: The way the member puts

it, that is a good thing. The people are happy
about it.

Mr. Sargent: Don't put that in Hansard.

Don't put that down. We want him back

here.

Mr. R. Gisbom (Hamilton East): He won't

be able to sell his maple syrup this year.

Mr. Sargent: This money that is going back

to the people, the tax credit, what is it

going to do for the three million people in

apartments in this province? Are they going
to get part of that money? It's not going to

be just their taxes. They aren't going to lower

their rents, are they?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Sargent: That's right. I think that we
could talk for hours about this thing. How in

heaven's name can a government do this,

whose slogan is people first? Every time they
need increased revenue, who do they go
after? The average guy with a family with

kids and the old age pensioners. People are

buying every day to exist. Every time they
make a purchase they are giving 40 per cent

more to the Premier. I am saying the prin-

ciple of government is the allocation of

resources on an equal basis and it follows,

taxation, must be the same way.

Mr. Drea: Did the member for Grey-Bruce

get any Moog money for his campaign?

Mr. Sargent: Pardon me?

Mr. Drea: Did he get any Moog money
from the Liberal Party?

An hon. member: They call him "the pea-
cock."
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Mr. Sargent: Oh, he's a dreamer.

Mr. Drea: No, I'm just reading the paper
here.

Mr. Sargent: Does he want the floor, Mr.

Speaker?

Mr. Bullbrook: That's the only kind of con-

tribution he can make to the debate. He and

the Treasurer are two of a kind. They're
at about the same level of abihty, too.

Mr. Drea: I am very proud to be classed

with him.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I wouldn't talk.

Mr. Good: Let the member for Scar-

borough Centre tell us about the payoff.

Mr. Roy: If he keeps standing up with

them, he'll go down with them too.

Mr. Good: Tell us about the sewing
machine payoff.

Mr. Roy: How much did the member get?

Mr. Drea: Not me!

Mr. Good: What about the sewing machine

payoff?

Mr. Roy: Why doesn't his leader tell us

how much he got?

Mr. Drea: Well, the member's leader won't

tell how much he got.

Mr. Roy: He told an open-

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Mr.

Speaker, I am prepared to tell how much we

got-

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): -and to

divulge the books, which the Premier won't.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Grey-
Bruce.

Mr. Sargent: Thank you very much. I

won't take much more of the time of the

House, but with regard to taxing the people,
I would like to say that the government put
a tax on liquor, it first made a deal with the

liquor companies that it would allow them
to increase their prices. Somewhere along
the line there should be a royal commission

inquiry into this liquor business, because I

know and everyone of the 117 members in

this House knows, that the government party

cleaned up on that deal for its election funds.

We'll never know how much money they
made on that one, but it was very evident

to the public what was going on.

Mr. Speaker, I would suggest that pay-day
is arriving; the solvency of this great province
is in question. A month ago I phoned the

Treasury and I asked to speak to the No. 1

man there; he was busy, so I talked to the

No. 2 man. I said, "Is it true that your deficit

this year will be approaching $1 billion?" He
said, "I don't know. Ill have to check that

one out." He called me back, and he said,

"Well, we don't know at this point, but it

could well be $1 billion."

We talked about this for a while, and the

Treasurer looked around and found some
revenues. He did some stick-handling and

found some revenues. And he has conned
the public again into believing that we're

back in a solvent position. I don't say the

Treasurer cooked the books, but I suggest
that he managed to pare the deficit down-

Mr. Lewis: He parboiled them a little bit.

Mr. Sargent: —and the government is still

in deep trouble. And when its members are in

trouble, being strictly Conservative, they say,

"What we have, we'll hold. We'll not attack

the establishment. We'll go after the small

people and whack them because some other

province has got a seven per cent sales tax."

Well, the Treasurer found out what the

people of Ontario think of his party, and

very fraiJcly I would say that if there were

an election tomorrow a lot of them wouldn't

be here.

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Mr. Bullbrook: There's no doubt about

that.

An hon. member: No question about that.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Not with

the great majority.

Mr. Lewis: In fact, I can't think of one

who would get back in.

Mr. Roy: What about the Treasurer?

Would he like a by-election?

Mr. Sargent: In Owen Sound we're going
to receive $491,000 in tax rebate, but I would

suggest that by paying 40 per cent more—
and I don't know about the mathematics in-

volved—we will be paying perhaps six times

more than that in tax-

Mr. Havrot: Oh, come on.
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Mr. Sargent: —and this will be paid, as I

mentioned before, by people who cannot

aflFord to pay it.

I'd like to thank the House for the oppor-

tunity to say what I think this province
needs, which is a tax on people who have
the ability to pay.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Hamilton Centre.

Mr. N. Davison (Hamilton Centre): Mr.

Speaker, I would like to say a few words on
Bill 98 on second reading. On behalf of the

majority of the people in my riding of

Hamilton Centre, I would like to say that we

oppose the two per cent sales tax increase.

I think it is important that we look at what
it is going to do to a riding Uke Hamilton

Centre.

My riding is made up of senior citizens

and, in a lot of cases, what we would call the

working poor. We certainly have a group of

trade union people in the riding, but a lot of

the people in the riding are people who
don't make very much money.

I think if this government decides that it

needs more taxes and more revenue then it

should look to other places to collect that

money rather than collecting it from people
who can't afford to pay. The senior citizens

and the working poor in my area can't afford

to pay any more money. I think if this

government needs money—and I doubt if it

does need any more revenue—then it should

raise it on the basis of ability to pay.

We must bear in mind that this two per
cent tax is a tax that we don't feel is

needed at this time, and we would hope
that the government will perhaps take a

serious look and at least bring in something
to remedy the problem as far as our senior

citizens and lower-income people are con-

cerned. As it stands now, I am going to have
to take the position of the rest of our caucus
and vote against this bill on second reading.
Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East.

Mr. Roy: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Lewis: Where are the Tories from
eastern Ontario?

Mr. Roy: The Tories from eastern Ontario
all thought this was a great budget. Even
before they pulled their energy tax stunt, the
Tories from eastern Ontario thought it was a

great budget.

In any event, Mr. Speaker, I welcome the

opportunity to join my colleagues in con-

demning this most regressive form of tax. It

is most ironic that this government in this

province should increase the sales tax by
something like 40 per cent. And it is inter-

esting that it should come from this Premier,
because obviously he is the one we must
look to. We are not getting too excited about

the Treasurer, even though he makes com-
ments such as he did to my leader yesterday,
when he said he would live to regret this.

The Treasurer is probably the one who is

going to live to regret this budget, but he is

not running again so that is not going to be

any problem. It is when his government is

voted out of oflBce next time around and he

can't get a job that he is probably going to

live to regret this, because after all the

Premier is just using him as a front, as an

axe man.

The thing that is interesting about the

approach of this government to taxation, is

that back in 1971 — and the hon. member
for Scarborough Centre will remember
that in 1971 the time that kept coming on
radio and television was, **We do things for

people"—does he remember that played over

and over again?

Mr. Drea: Yes, I do remember.

Mr. Roy: Even that member two weeks ago
was on television saying "We do things for

people."

Mr. Drea: Three weeks ago.

Mr. Roy: The people of this province are

starting to realize that they do things to

people, not for people.

Mr. Drea: I don't even make federal nomi-
nations.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, I think it is obvious

after what we have had in this province—and
this is just another measure—the problems the

government has had before. We talk about the

skyrocketing Medicare costs; the closing of

hospitals and schools; the enormous costs in

the health field; the scandals, this Hydro
thing; and now the budget.

Mr. Drea: The member gets a little cam-

paign money from Moog.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, that is what I call

doing things to people.

Interjections by hon members.

Mr. Roy: I think it is clear, Mr. Speaker,
in spite of the protests of the people from the
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other side—and the two by-elections should

have indicated that to them—that the people
don't believe the government any more. They
don't trust its credibility. They don't trust it,

and the protest that it has had on this energy

tax, shows they don't trust it.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: And 50 per cent of the

farmers' tax is paid—that is doing things for

people too.

Mr. Roy: The people get the feeling that

the goverimient is doing it to them.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Don't the members re-

member Len Quilty?

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Sargent: Why doesn't the member for

Fort William get up and speak for the tax?

Get up and make a speech for the tax. They
are all chicken, aren't they?

Mr. Lewis: The member for Fort William

is the only northern member who hasn't

spoken.

Mr. Jessiman: I have spoken.

Mr. Ferrier: Not very muchl

Mr. Jessiman: I spoke in Timmins yesterday.

Mr. Roy: As has been repeated, Mr. Speak-

er, by my colleagues, first of all I think it is

obvious that the tax increase was not really

needed in this province.

Mr. Jessiman: I spoke well of the member.
I said we were going to miss him after the

next election.

Mr. Ferrier: The member for Fort William

won't be here to miss anybody.

Mr. Roy: I think the federal initiatives in

reducing the taxes would have ensured a

buoyant economy in the coming year and I

am confident that the revenues from personal
and corporate tax would far exceed the fore-

cast of this government in its budget. Indeed,
consiuner consumption should increase greatly
in the coming year and revenue from the

sales tax, had it been left at five per cent,

would have been substantial.

This government has a record of failing to

recognize the trends in economic activity. In

last year's budget alone the revenues from

personal and corporate income taxes and
retail sales taxes exceeded its estimate by
$240 million. Now the government predicts a

budgetary deficit of something like—well, $465
njillion now; something like this—but I'm

confident that the Premier's inability to fore-

cast revenues will mean he will find in the

final analysis that this is a balanced budget.
And a balanced budget won't provide any
stimulation to this economy, to reduce the

enormous number of people still without jobs.

I listened to the Treasurer. I can recall with
interest when he went down to the federal-

provincial conference of finance ministers and
asked for some tax room. He was asking for

some tax room from the hon. John Turner,
from the federal people. I think he was ask-

ing for something like nine per cent; he
wanted a reduction in personal income tax of

something like nine per cent.

The provincial Treasurer well knows today
that even an increase of nine per cent in

Ijersonal income taxes would not have satisfied

what he requires. The federal finance minister

gave him some tax room; but what does he
do? He turns around and puts on a retail sales

tax increase, an increase of 40 per cent.

Mr. Speaker, it's important to point out

that the $200 million he intends to raise

through this form of taxation would have
meant a 16 per cent increase in personal in-

come tax. So obviously when he was in

Ottawa talking about wanting tax room, he
was in fact talking out of both sides of his

mouth, because even though he would have
received a full nine per cent he would still,

according to the philosophy of this budget,
have had to increase his retail sales tax.

Now that is what I call doing things to

people.

Mr. Speaker, if I might just refer briefly to

the question of the energy tax, which has

been removed from this budget, the thing
that was most scandalous about this situation

is that the Treasurer lost his credibility with

that tax; and he has had to take it off.

Meanwhile, Lougheed in Alberta is having
a great time. These people were down there—

the Premier, the member for Chatham-Kent

(Mr. McKeough)—in Alberta talking about

the squeeze being put on the people of

Ontario with the increase in natural gas

prices emanating from Alberta and saying

they could not afford it. Yet this government
turns around and increases the retail sales tax

and attempts to impose a retail sales tax on

energy, but it backed off there.

In the meantime it lost its argument with

the Province of Alberta; and Lougheed is

laughing out there, he is pleased. But the

people of this province are the ones who
suffer; they are the ones who are going to

have to pay the increase in taxes, because

this government doesn't have a leg to stand

on when it goes back to talk to Lougheed.
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Now a further matter which must be

pointed out, Mr. Speaker, is the discrepancy,

depending at what level one is, in the

philosophy of their confreres at the federal

level and what the philosophy is here.

The federal Conservatives tell the federal

government it should take oflF the federal sales

tax on building materials; it should be taken

away, it should be reduced. In a way this

seems to make good sense. It would reduce
the cost of housing and make housing more

readily available, more easily accessible to

more people.

Well, what do they do here? While their

confreres are out there saying one thing,
"Take off the federal sales tax," they turn

around and increase sales tax on these
materials—by 40 per cent!

Mr. Good: Forty per centi

Mr. Roy: What kind of logic is that? Who
is their leader? Do Stanfield and the Premier
not discuss sometimes? I thought they cam-

paigned together on this!

I might point out, Mr. Speaker, that we
feel this contradictory approach in the Con-
servative Party and we will give their mem-
bers an opportunity to vote on this later on
with an amendment.

In closing, Mr. Speaker, I think it is quite
clear that the people of this province have
had quite enough. They might go around
and talk on television and keep saying, "We
do things for people." Well, they are not

fooling the people, because they are on to

them. All they are good for is doing things
to people; and we are on to them as welll

Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sud-

bury.

Mr. Germa: Mr. Speaker:

We, the undersigned, hereby wish to

indicate that we in no way approve of or

support the increase in sales tax, and do
not have confidence in a government which
must resort to such reactive legislation.

This petition crossed my desk yesterday.

Mr. W. Newman (Ontario South): Did the
member sign that himself?

Mr. Germa: It came from the outskirts of

the city of Sudbury. It's signed by nine

people. Of the nine there are only two names
I recognize. I don't think it is an activist

group. I think it is a spontaneous reaction

caused by rejection of the increase in sales

tax by the people of Ontario.

I have appended my name to that petition
and I endorse it wholeheartedly. It is re-

active and regressive legislation and the min-
ister should reconsider.

It's not as though this budget has to stand
as it was presented. He's already amended it

to the tune of $65 million. There's no reason

why he can't backtrack and go to his con-

fessor and say: "We have been corrupt and
redundant and we beg your forgiveness and
we wish to make another amendment." I

would recommend that the Treasurer do that.

Mr. Bullbrook: And get absolution.

Mr. Lewis: Most redundant.

Mr. Germa: This is a cmel, insensitive, un-

necessary increase in taxation and the min-
ister appears to lack compassion for those

people whom he is presently victimizing.

If I were to retitle the name of this bill

I would call it An Act to amend the Pick-

pocket Act of Ontario, because the Treasurer

is picking the pockets of the people of On-
tario to the tune of $340 million and he's

only picking the pockets of those people who
cannot defend themselves.

Mr. Speaker, there's another aspect that has

emerged as far as the introduction of this

budget is concerned, and particularly as it

affects the imposition of the increase to the

retail sales tax. I would like to read from

the Toronto Star of April 30, a letter to the

editor which, I think, puts the attitude of

the people of Ontario in capsulized form, and
I quote:

I think someone should give Premier
Davis and provincial Treasurer White con-

gratulations on the success of their mod-

erately clever little political manoeuvre re-

volving around the seven per cent tax on

energy. The demise of that tax was pre-
dictable because it was created to divert

public attention from the two per cent

hike in the sales tax. In addition to the

accomplishment of the seven per cent sales

tax hike, with a minimum of fuss. Premier

Davis was able to make a good deal of

political time by appearing to be sensitive

to the public discontent over the energy
tax.

That is signed by Mr. R. Nickerson of To-
ronto. I think that is predominantly the atti-

tude of the people of Ontario.

I don't ask that the Treasurer, in his re-

sponsibility to finance the projects of the
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Province of Ontario, should necessarily endear

himself to the population. He has an onerous

job to do, but I think that he should not act

in a manner which causes the credibility of

the oflBce to come into question. Right now
the people of Ontario are so suspect of this

minister that I don't think one person in

Ontario would buy a used car from him. And,
in fact, when you compare him to tricky Dick

Nixon, Nixon looks more hke a Boy Scout

than the Treasurer of Ontario looks right
now.

The sales tax has been described, not only

by amateur economists but by the profes-
sionals as well, to be one of the most regres-
sive methods, because those people who have

to spend 100 per cent of their income look-

ing after their basic needs of life are taxed

on all of their income, whereas those people
in the higher income brackets, who do not

use all of their income on commodity goods,
then do not have to pay the tax. This is one
of the reasons that regressivity comes into it.

The minister has indicated that some of

the regressive forces of this tax will be
ameliorated by what he proposes as a retail

sales tax credit—one per cent of taxable in-

come. Even if we accepted that as fact, he
still hasn't taken into consideration the five

per cent already levied; he has taken no steps
to ameliorate the regressivity of that portion
of the tax, and here in his budgetary state-

ment he was looking for tax reform and was

going to take the hardship out of taxation

but he has not done anything to remove the

regressivity of the original five per cent tax.

So the thing has to stand condemned on that

basis.

The retraction of the energy tax was

brought about by various means. The opposi-
tion immediately recognized what was wrong
and at least one government member saw fit

to vote against first reading of this bill.

Mr. Gisbom: I think they tossed up to see

who would do that.

Mr. Germa: I am surprised how this back-

bench revolt has suddenly quieted. You know,
Mr. Speaker, there have been only four

supporters from that side of the House since

this bill came in for second reading.

If they feel that this is a good tax, I think

that these backbenchers should get up and

say so, and let me say to them that they are

agreeing that the Treasurer should be able to

pick the pockets of the people of Ontario to

the tune of another $340 million. I just can't

understand how they became so hyper about
the $65 million which was going to be raised

on the energy tax and here they sit quietly

by, hiding their tails, trying not to be seen

when this bill goes through to pick up $340
milhon.

We know that today the tax is in effect

and I sometimes wonder why we are stand-

ing here talking. The event has already
occurred. The pickpocket is already in action

right down here on Yonge St., just a few
feet from this building.

The day has come when government back-

benchers must stand up and be counted and
vote on principle and not on this patronage
basis which seems to contain all of them. I

know that they may be denied a few of their

lollipops, a few of their trips, a few of their

select committees. Perhaps even the Camp
commission report was one of the motivating
influences.

I would like to know what the government
promised those guys in the backbenches to

cool them down to this $340 million ripoff.

That's what it is. It is a ripoff on the people
of Ontario who can least afford it. What kind

of lollipops have they handed these people?
No one here has been able to stand up and
tell us. In fact, they don't even get up to de-

fend the minister and I am sure the minister

must be feeling lonesome.

The minister has used various other means
to try to justify this sales tax increase. I look

at the budgetary statement and I quote the

minister who said, "I remind members that

all provinces east of Ontario have an equally

high or higher sales tax rate." But then he
leaves us hanging there and this is what is

known as a red herring. The minister has

consistently drawn red herrings across the
trail to confuse the issue and the back-
benchers over there have consistently eaten

it up.

He didn't go on to say that the four Mari-
time provinces which have a seven or eight

per cent sales tax do not charge Medicare

premiums, which is also a regressive tax. If

he were to come up here right today and say
that in exchange for a seven per cent sales

tax, he will withdraw Medicare premiums,
then he would be going in the right direction

because, as it is, he is also picking the pockets
of the people of Ontario to the extent of

$500 million for Medicare premiums.

In the Maritime provinces, there is justifi-

cation for sales tax if, in fact, it is rebated

by supplying people vdth free health services.

This is how far behind this province has got.
We are boasting about the wealth of this

province and the Treasurer and I both know
that the Maritime provinces—
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Hon. Mr. White: Tell us about the Mani-
toba income tax.

Mr. Germa: —certainly haven't got half of

the wealth that we have lying in the Pre-

cambrian Shield. The major part of the Pre-

cambrian Shield is in Ontario, a little bit

of it is in Manitoba and a little bit of it is

in Quebec—

Hon. Mr. White: Tell us about the Mani-
toba income tax—40 per cent.

Mr. Germa: —and the government sat con-

sistently there and refused to capitalize upon
the wealth which is contained in the ground.

Mr. Lewis: Manitoba has removed the re-

gressive taxes. It has more intelligence.

Hon. Mr. White: It is 9.7 per cent higher
than it is in Ontario.

Mr. Lewis: Of course, because the govern-
ment removed the regressive taxes.

An hon. member: BC and Manitoba have

given it away.

Mr. Germa: I think the record should show,
Mr. Speaker, that Ontario today has the

highest and most regressive tax system of any
of the provinces in Canada—the second

highest. Quebec is the highest at eight per
cent and just as regressive. But for a rich

province like Ontario to have the dubious
honour of being the second highest and
most regressive is something that we should

fight against.

Mr. Gisbom: Shameful, shameful.

Mr. Germa: The member for High Park
who is an economist of no mean talent, Mr.
Speaker, has pointed out the inflationary

aspects of this sales tax, and I tend to agree
with him. Does the Treasiu^er know what
is going to happen when the next round of

negotiations comes up with every union
across this province? I am standing here to-

day as a union member and I am telling

my union oflBcers to go out and get that

increase back for those workers because they
shouldn't have had to pay it in the first

place. That is going to be inflationary, but
these people have no place to go because
the government has started the cycle; it is

the government that has lit the fuse. As the
member for High Park said, they will live

to regret it, and I am in complete agreement
with his predictions.

I come from a part of the province which
I and many of us consider to have been

neglected in the past, and that is the northern

part of our province. Consider the duplicity
of the member for Sault Ste. Marie (Mr.

Rhodes), who one year ago stood over here

in the rump and condemned the government
for neglecting his part of the province. As a

government member he had nerve enough
to do that, but yesterday he got up in his

new place, in his new position as a parlia-

mentary assistant, and he completely re-

tracted all of those things he said last year.
Now he supports the government and says
that it is in fact makhig great progress in

relieving some of the problems in his com-

munity.

I would suggest to the minister that the

member for Sault Ste. Marie knows naught
of what he speaks about those communities
which have to live on resource extraction

industries. He has a steel mill industry in his

commimity which has been paying taxes since

its inception—in fact it has been carrying 50

per cent of the tax load—whereas the mining
communities have not had access to taxation.

The government has consistently denied us

that since 1904. These mining companies
have been freeloading on us; the govern-
ment hasn't taxed their wealth.

Mr. Gisbom: Beer companies, liquor com-

panies, gasoline companies too.

Mr. Germa: The member for Sault Ste.

Marie has not lived in this kind of town and

any of his statements would have to be

rejected. But I have to give him credit, at

least he stood there and he did defend the

minister, which is more than a whole bunch
of these jellyfish is doing here now. Why
doesn't one of them get up and defend his

minister? They are ashamed to stand up and

say it, I know they are. Not one of them will

expose himself to try to make a case for

extracting $340 million off the people of On-
tario through the increase in sales tax. They
can't make the case and still survive and
maintain their honour. There is no way they
can do it.

The people of northern Ontario have been
discriminated against, Mr. Speaker, in that

we are captive consumers. We don't have
access to the competitive markets such as

we see in the southern part of the province.
Our prices are consistently higher, and not

only through inequitable freight rates, which
is another weakness that this government
has not seen fit to correct.

It doesn't matter what commodity I have
to buy in the city of Sudbury or Thunder

Bay, it is going to cost me more money than
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in the city of Toronto. That means when I

add seven per cent on to that commodity I

am paying more tax, I am paying more than

my equitable share of the tax, and I who
live in this area, am the one who can least

afford it.

Not only do I have to pay higher prices
for my commodities on account of distance

from the markets, we in the north, because of

climatic conditions, have to consume more.

Because of the terrible state of our roads I

go through more tires, and everyone in the

north does; we go through more automobiles.

Because of our longer cold season we need
more overcoats, we need more footwear and
we buy more sweaters. We buy heavier

clothing, more expensive clothing, so there-

fore our outlay on clothing is probably
double what it would be for a person in

Windsor, and yet the government has not

seen fit to introduce any type of system to

ameliorate the problems of the people of the

north.

Mr. Lewis: Lodk what happened in Sud-

bury. The Treasurer should read Don Collins'

letter.

Hon. Mr. White: We put in an extra 10

per cent in the new property tax rate.

Mr. Germa: Well, all right.

Mr. Ferrier: We are getting less in the

north than if the mining revenue payments
had been kept.

Mr. Germa: Now that the member has

brought up that topic, I am glad he brought
it up, you see, because last year we received

$13 million from mining revenue payments.
Under the new proposal we are going to get

$8.6 million which is a shortfall of $4.5 mil-

lion.

An hon. member: The member knows that

isn't true.

Mr. Germa: That's juggling.

Hon. Mr. White: There is a guaranteed
minimum of 105 per cent so the member can

start right there.

Mr. Germa: The member for Nickel Belt-

Mr. Ferrier: Helping the south out at the

expense of the north.

Mr. Germa: The member for Nickel Belt

read into the record yesterday a letter from

chairman Collins, who is this government's

appointee as the regional chairman of the

city of Sudbury, and he decried the loss of

the revenue payments—it was going to create

a hardship on him and this man is a profes-
sional administrator. He is a former deputy
minister in this government.

Hon. Mr. White: He is dealing with a

particular problem resulting from regionaliza-
tion.

Mr. Gisbom: Which costs money.

Mr. Germa: Mr. Speaker, this man is ap-

pointed by the government, by this govern-
ment, and he sees fit to criticize his own
government. He is not doing it for political

gain. I may be accused of saying these things
for straight political gain, but Don Collins, a

former deputy minister with long-time allegi-

ance to this government, has seen fit to put
into letter form, for the record, that the city
of Sudbury is going to suffer because of the

discontinuance of mining revenue payments.

I am not a professional economist and I

certainly can't see through all the intricacies

that the chairman of the regional municipality
has seen through, but I am sure that this man
—with his vast experience in government and
with his past post, a very important post—
the government just can't throw that letter

out the window and say it has no relevance,

that he is only dealing with one particular

problem.

He looked at the total picture of the tax

structure of the regional municipality and he

came to the conclusion that we were in

trouble. I have no other choice but to accept
his conclusion and I think the minister has

to accept it as well, because I think Don
Collins has a lot of experience and when he

is dealing with taxation and municipalities, I

think he has that pretty well under control.

I don't denounce all taxes. I know there's

a reason for taxes. Taxes are levied basically

for three reasons; one, to raise revenue; one

for control, and another reason would be for

distribution of wealth. Now this seven per
cent is a straight revenue-producing tax. It

doesn't have any ability of control—other than

to control the spending of poor people and I

don't think the minister will get up and say
that that's why he introduced the tax—to cut

down consumption.

There are other avenues that were open
to the minister for raising the necessary
revenues. I think he has condemned the

federal government for not leaving him tax

room in the income tax field, even if I accept

that, there is one spot where the federal gov-
ernment left him some room and that is in

the capital gains tax.
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As far as I am concerned, a buck is a buck
and every buck should be taxable. I think the

50 per cent of capital gains which the

federal government left open to the Treas-

urer, he should have latched on to and should

have charged that at regular income tax

rates. That would have delivered him $115
million to $140 million in the first year—
without hurting the incomes of those people
who most need it, because he and I know
who has capital gains. I invite him to levy a

capital gains tax upon me, and every member
of the New Democratic Party—I invite him
to levy us with a capital gains tax, as long as

he puts himself in the same boat.

There will be the first $115 million vdthout

hurting anyone because people who have

capital gains—people with capital gains—have
the ability to pay.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Right on.

Mr. Germa: Because people don't play
around with capital gains with bread and
butter money.

Mr. Jessiman: Did the member for Sud-

bury check the member for High Park?

Mr. Germa: It is always surplus cash.

Surplus cash which is used to—

Mr. Ferrier: We are thinking about the
member for Fort William (Mr. Jessiman).
What is his opinion?

Mr. Germa: —invest where one derives

capital gains.

Mr. Jessiman: Like the former owner of

Brown's Camp?

Mr. Lewis: Owner-employee.

Mr. Foulds: On the present manager of
the ONR?

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): Partner-
wasn't the member a partner?

Mr. Germa: On another point, the Treas-
urer went backward when he decided to

abolish succession duties. By doing that he
lost himself another $11 milhon. It seems to
me that he came to the conclusion that tax
on wealth is a bad tax, because he has
eliminated all taxes on wealth, those good
things like security transfer tax. Those guys
can't afford to pay it when they are trans-

ferring dovm in the stock market. They can't
afford it at all.

Mr. Speaker, I was intrigued by the state-

ment of the minister on page 31 in his

budgetary speech. This one really grabbed
me. I quote, Mr. Speaker:

In designing our policy we continue to

aim for the objectives set out in the 1971

budget:
1. Maintain the total tax burden on the

mining industry approximately at its present
level.

Now, it has been pointed out in this House
dozens and dozens of times that the resource

industry is not carrying its fair share of the

load of financing this province, or in fact the
Dominion of Canada. Time and time again,
we have tried to get the government to see

that the industry has not been paying its fair

share.

In 1970, out of metal production valued at

$1.5 billion, this province only saw fit to take

a total of $46 million in taxes. This is a

pitiable amount for the amount of money
that we are giving up in extraction of our
natural resources.

Mr. Gisbom: And the government poured
half of that back as initiative rebate.

Mr. Germa: This government doesn't seem
to realize that we only walk this way once.

These are non-renewable resources. Every ton

is one ton closer to the last ton. And it doesn't

seem to realize that if one is going to make it

with non-renewable natural resources, one has

to make it while it is happening. And that is

right now.

Mr. Kierans looked at this—and I had also

come to the conclusion that there was a

phoney attitude adopted by this government
in its protective legislation towards mining
industries. The myth has been created that

mining is a high risk operation and therefore
we should allow mines to recover this money
which they have gambled away in sinking

dry holes and stuff like that.

This was true before the turn of the cen-

tury and back in 1904—to a limited degree it

was true, but it is not true any more. There
is no more risk in the mining industry.

Every ton is knownn and plotted and evalu-

ated before any work is done on the property.

They don't sink shafts, they don't spend mi-
lions of dollars going dovm and finding that

they have made a mistake; and then going
out to drill another hole on speculation. This
stuff is all plotted.

I would like to read what Kierans said

about that, about risks to mining companies.
It is on page 15 of Kierans' report for the

Province of Manitoba. I quote from chapter
3, page 15, of the natural resources policy in

Manitoba:
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The public image of the mining sector

is that of a high-risk industry that demands

large amounts of capital and where the

probabilities of losses greatly outweigh
those of gains The image is, of course,

fostered by the corporations themselves and
also by governments concerned to justify

the concessions and tax privileges that they

grant to the industry.

This is precisely what has happened. The

government is living way back in the romantic

past when we had the individual prospectors

tearing through the woods and risking their

lives and their pokey on finding a lode. That
doesn't go on any more. There is a high risk,

though, and Kierans explains it this way. I

quote:

The risk image stems from the associa-

tion in the public mind of two fringe
activities—mining stock speculation and in-

dividual prospecting—that have only the

barest connection with today's mining in-

dustry. Thus this search for paper gains—

[he goes on]:

involves risks like bingo, racetrack betting
or gambling at Las Vegas. This has little

to do with the realities of the extractive

industries, so that the risk is only a figment
of imagination. These mining companies do
not need these concessions.

And I would urge the minister to take an-

other look at where he can find some revenue.

If he were to adopt the package recom-
mended by Mr. Kierans to the Province of

Manitoba, he could pick up $300 million this

year without hurting the mining industry.
This is a composite package which includes a
15 per cent tax on value of production, a 10
cent per ton levy on reserves and a doubling
of acreage taxes. Kierans even suggested a 20

per cent tax on production was not unreason-
able.

The Treasurer is taxing these guys at 25
cents an acre now. Kierans wants him to

tax them $1 an acre. They've got half of this

province sewn up with their silly mining
leases. They hold them oflF the market. They
stop other people from going in and develop-
ing and the Treasurer is not extracting any-

thing from them for the privilege of holding
that land. The government is a collaborator

with the mining industry in ripping oif nor-

thern Ontario.

Mr. Foulds: Well said.

Mr. Germa: The government is a traitor to
the province.

Mr. Foulds: A saboteur, even.

Mr. Cerma: Mr. Kierans came out with
some very good assumptions here in his study.
The member for Sudbiuy East ('Mr Martel)
made the point that we should set up such a

study in the Province of Ontario. We know
we're getting ripped oflF and no one has laid

down just how much because one has to get

somebody who understands these things to

really delve into it. If the government did

this, if it agreed to set up a study to investi-

gate the mining ripoff in the Province of

Ontario, it would come to the same conclusion

that Kierans has come to in the Province of

Manitoba.

Mr. Foulds: One has to have somebody of

integrity like Kierans.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Good
sound grassroots advice.

Mr. Germa: Here's what Kierans says about

escaped profits. These guys don't have the

three-year tax-free giveaway any more. While

they were talking about that, they went the

wiong way. They made amendments in

Ottawa. The gang in Ottawa, of course, is

not much better. It used to be a three-year
new mine income tax exemption, but in re-

forming the tax structure they removed that.

Of all the benefits granted to mining com-

panies, this was the only one that was of any
benefit to a new mine, so now they don't

want any more new mines.

We're falling into conglomerates all the

time. The conglomerates in the mining in-

dustry have shrunk from over 700 five years

ago to 200 at the present stage. So even that

part of the tax structure which was advan-

tageous to new, small mining ventures has

been removed. But the government has grant-
ed to the bigger companies more privileges
than ever. Just to show members how much
in profits is escaping the federal government
and the province, I want to read a couple of

sentences from Kierans, where he's laid down
some figures. I know figures are hard to cope
with but I think, for the record, they have
to go in. Kierans says:

Profits before taxes for the years 1965
to 1970 as recorded in the books of the

corporations amounted to $3,165,000,000.

[He's talking about Canada now.] Through
preferential tax legislation they were per-
mitted to report $591 million only as

subject to corporate income tax. More
than $2.5 billion, in fact, $2,574,000,000
in profits escaped federal and provincial

corporate income tax.
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That's what these exemptions are doing. We
are losing the benefits of these profits by
granting tiiese exemptions.

It seems strange that out of profits of

$3,165 billion, only $591 million is subject
to taxation. That's one-sixth; the other five-

sixths is wiped out through all these silly

depletion allowances.

Mr. Speaker, it's not my job to make up
the budget for the Treasurer, but I think it

is good to offer him some options, if he
chooses to move, which I doubt very much.

Mr. MacDonald: Good, sound, grassroots
advice.

Mr. Germa: I would like to say something
about the benefits. Why do we deplete
our resources? Are we just doing this to

cause holes in the ground, or are we doing
it to try to better the community? The
way it has happened in the past, we have
derived very little from the depletion of

our natural resources. Here's what Kierans
has to say about that, on page 7, and I

quote:

A province may boast that it is rich in

natural resources and point to the variety
and size of its deposits of extractive

minerals. Physically, the evidence appears
to be there; economically, the boast is

idle. If the costs of bringing the resourcs
to market are less than or simply equal to
the value realized by their sale, there
has ben merely a consumption of wealth
and some activity during the process.

This is precisely what we have been doing.
We have been consuming our wealth but
we have been putting nothing aside to
create secondary industry. The government
has created jobs which in most instances
were not worthwhile creating in the first

place, and it calls this activity. By jump-
ing from one foot to the other on tax
reform and on extraction of wealth, it gives
the impression that it is going somewhere.
But in the end we haven't gone anywhere.

So, Mr. Speaker, I think when it comes
to the vote on this bill to amend the Pick-

pocket Act, I vdll have to vote against.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for
Etobicoke.

Mr. L. A. Braithwaite (Etobicoke): Mr.
Speaker, I want to add a very few words to
those of my colleagues in opposition to this

infamous Bill 98,

An increase of 40 per cent in any tax is

nothing to be sneezed at. But when this

increase, Mr. Speaker, falls on the poor,
the elderly vdth fixed incomes, the working
poor, and those least able to bear the

weight of such a tax, I think it is time
that all members in this House should stand

up to be counted, and should do what they
can to try to impress on this government
and on this minister that this tax and this

bill must be withdrawal.

Mr. Speaker, I have been in this House
for some years now, and I was here when
that awful police bill was brought in. I

recall the night when the member for St.

George at the time, sitting right across

from here, made it known to his leader,
the Premier of the time, Mr. Robarts, that

he would not support that bill. He rallied

around him other members of that caucus-

Mr. Gisbom: To support the NDP amend-
ment.

Mr. Braithwaite: —and that night the

opposition was able to do something that

it hasn't been able to do in a long time:

It was able to force the government to

withdraw a bill.

Mr. O. F. Vflleneuve (Glengarry): If we
had it now we would have more law and

order, perhaps.

Mr. Braithwaite: Mr. Speaker, I join in

this debate today because I have seen this

government in operation for many years. Mr.

Speaker, when the police bill was before us

they had to find a scapegoat, and the scape-

goat they found was the Attorney General

of the time. He was blamed for everything—
and I will talk about this question of blame

later.

But that bill was withdrawn, and I am call-

ing, Mr. Speaker, on the members opposite
to rally around the member for Hamilton

Mountain (Mr. J. R. Smith) to put some pres-

sure on the Premier and on the Treasurer to

take a step beyond that which has already
been taken and withdraw this bill.

Mr. Foulds: The member for Hamilton

Moimtain is in favour of it.

Mr. Braithwaite: He is now, is he?

Mr. Foulds: Oh yes.

Mr. Braithwaite: Well then, I am going to

refer to the attitude of the member for

Hamilton Mountain as it then was. I am go-

ing to say, Mr. Speaker, that if the members
of the House, particularly the members on

the other side, have been reading the mail

they have been getting—and I will refer to
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that later as well—if they have been reading

copies of the letters which have been going
to the Treasurer and to the Premier, they
know that the average person in this great

province of ours is in terrified opposition to

the 40 per cent increase in the sales tax.

I am calling on the minister, Mr. Speaker,
to mend the errors of his ways and to with-

draw this bill the way the energy tax was
withdrawn. It should be done now, Mr.

Speaker. It is not too late.

Many people who have supported the Con-
servative Party for years are up in arms. We
in the opposition, Mr. Speaker, are merely
voicing what the people have to say.

In particular, Mr. Speaker, there is a

section of this bill which says that if some-

thing has been ordered but not delivered be-

fore today, the two per cent is payable. It

seems unfair, Mr. Speaker, that if an indi-

vidual has ordered a car, for instance, and it

hasn't been delivered before today, that he
should have to pay two per cent extra for

that car when the contract was entered into

and completed, the deposit paid, before this

budget was brought down. And for that, if no
other reason, Mr. Speaker, I say that this bill

is unfair.

If the minister cannot see it in his heart to

withdraw the bill, then at least this section

should be revised, and any who have pur-
chased an article prior to the date of the

budget should not have to pay any increase

in sales tax, if the article is not delivered
before May 1.

Mr. Speaker, I have been in the north but
a few times. I have listened to my friends

to the left of us here talk about conditions in

the north and I must say that when I went
there a few times and saw the conditions there

I was shocked. One wouldn't believe that this

great province of ours could treat people, par-

ticularly some of those native people who
were here before all the rest of us, in the

way that it does.

Mr. Speaker, what I find particularly

objectionable is the fact that prices for things
like gasoline and other consumables—things
that sales tax must be paid on—are so high in

the north that they are almost unbelievable.
If this tax goes through it is people like those
who live in the north, it is people like the

working poor, it is people like our senior

citizens who are on fixed incomes, who will

bear the brunt of this tax and that is not

fair, Mr. Speaker.

This party is opposed to that type of tax.

We favour any tax that is borne by those who
can aflFord to pay it; and I suggest, Mr.

Speaker, this government should review the

whole area of taxation. It should take the

tax burden off those who own homes and
those who can least afford to pay. It should
revise the system so that instead of having a

regressive system we end up with a pro-

gressive system.

Mr. Speaker, I don't think that is too much
to ask for this great government of ours, be-

cause after all it has been inpower long

enough to know what the people want. But I

fear, Mr. Speaker, that this government, far

from knowing or attempting to know what
the people want, is going in the other

direction. It is growing further and further

away from the people, and the wants and
needs of the people.

This summer there will be many large
union contracts coming up for renegotiation.
The construction trades will be asking for in-

creases in wages. All of these working people,
Mr. Speaker, will be asking for more money,
because inflation has eaten away the pay

packet they are bringing home at present.

If this tax goes through, Mr. Speaker, it

is only going to add to tihe fires of inflation;

because it is going to raise the cost of living
for those who work, for those who buy any-

thing that is subject to sales tax. If for no
other reason, Mr. Speaker, this government
should withdraw this bill at this time.

Mr. Speaker, this morning when I awoke I

turned on the radio, and my first thought was
that it is nice the government has seen fit

to withdraw the energy tax. Then as I lay
there and thought for a moment I said: "We,
the people of Ontario, we, the working people
of Ontario, have been the object of one great

put-on. We have been ripped off."

Because after all, knowing this government,
no one can convince me this Treasurer and

his advisers made a mistake when they put
on the energy tax. They knew what they were

doing.

And what they were doing was this! It's

been said before and I'm going to say it

again if it does any good, because I don't

tfink we are getting through to those people
across there. But I can tell them this: We
are getting through to the people who are out

there, and we are going to be over there in

the next election.

Mr. Villeneuve: For 25 years, the same

songl

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Braithwaite: Now I want to say this,

Mr. Speaker—
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Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): The hon.

member will be lucky to even be where he

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Braithwaite: I was saying that we are

the subjects of one awful put-on. This is

because it was the hope of this minister and
his advisers that we would be so pleased and
thankful—when I say we, I speak for the

people in my riding and in all of Ontario—we
would be so thankful that he took off this

awful energy tax we would say nothing about
the five per cent tax staying on, or the two

per cent going on really. Adding two to the

five makes seven per cent on everything we
are going to buy after May 1.

But you know, Mr. Speaker, this govern-
ment has been in power for many years, and
there is an old saying that you can fool some
of the people some of the time; as a matter
of fact, you can fool some of the people all

of the time, but I say you cannot fool all of

the people all the time.

What has happened is all the people are

beginning to wake up; and it took this tax, it

took the Hydro mess, it took the airplane

logbook mess—I can go on and on and talk

about the scandals with which this govern-
ment is being charged.

You know, Mr. Speaker, when I woke up
I thought about my good friend; I shouldn't

say good friend, I should say I thought about
President Nixon. I heard what he had to say
last night. Speaking of put-ons, that was a

put-on. Because what he said was that he

accepted the blame for those around him and
the bad advice they had given him.

Now, Mr. Speaker, Td be the first to say
that I know the Treasurer. I've seen enough
of him to know that he is an honourable
man. And I would say that our Premier is

an honourable person, so therefore, we've got
to say that these messes which are coming up
time after time are the result, not of the

people who are in that cabinet, but those who
are advising them. If one makes a comparison
between the Watergate affair and what we
see happening here, time after time, one can
see a similarity.

Mr. Lewis: The member will be in trouble.

Mr. Braithwaite: That is what's going to

happen to bring this government down. Gov-
ernment members can snicker if they like,
it's they who are going to be out in the
next election.

Mr. Villeneuve: Let the member keep his

courage up.

Mr. A. Carruthers ( Durham ) : He shouldn't
hold his breath.

Mr. Braithwaite: And I want to say this,

Mr. Speaker—

An hon. member: The members must hang
on to their seats.

I want to say, Mr.Mr. Braithwaite:

Speaker—

An hon. member: They can't take those

seats with them. They will have to carve
their names in the wood.

Mr. Braithwaite: The time has come for

this government to wake up. But the trouble
is that inertia has set in, hardening of the

arteries has set in. The trouble is, Mr.

Speaker, that there is so much dirt going on
and so much scandal that has not yet been
uncovered that I wouldn't be surprised if

week after week something new comes up.
I want to tell the Tory members that they've
been talking about our party. Some have said

that we need a Messiah, and I'm going to

tell them we don't need a Messiah. They are

going to bring themselves down.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Not even the hon.

member for Brant can lead them.

Mr. Braithwaite: Mr. Speaker, I want to

join the rest of my colleagues in opposing
this bill and in closing I want to—

Hon. Mr. Stewart: It was good to hear
the member today.

Mr. Braithwaite: —carry on—remember, he
who laughs last laughs best.

Mr. Sargent: When is the Minister of Agri-
culture and Food speaking?

Mr. Braithwaite: I want to do this, Mr.

Speaker, I want to read a letter from a Con-
servative-

Mr. Roy: Why doesn't the minister stand

up and be counted?

Mr. Braithwaite: Yes, why doesn't he stand

up and be coimted? Oh, that's great!

An hon. member: He even voted for the

energy tax.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Braithwaite: Mr. Speaker, I want to

close my few remarks by reading from a
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copy of a letter which was sent to the

Treasurer.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Sargent: Wait until they quiet down.

Mr. Braithwaite: I'm in no rush.

An hon. member: Tell the minister to stand

up and be counted.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Braithwaite: Mr. Speaker, I want to

finish my remarks by reading from a letter

which was written by a Conservative in my
riding and written to the. Treasurer.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: He will never vote for

the member in the next election.

Mr. Braithwaite: That's all right, I'll be

here long after the minister.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Braithwaite: Mr. Speaker, I want to

read this because I think this letter, Mr.

Speaker-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Braithwaite: —is indicative of how the

people of this province think. This letter, Mr.

Speaker, says what the people are saying.

Mr. Lewis: I hold in my hand.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Which hand?

Mr. Braithwaite: I'm going to read it in

spite of the chaff which is coming from over

there. Okay? This letter is addressed to the

Treasurer, Mr. Speaker. It's from a well-to-do

constituent in my riding, not from a poor
person. This letter is from a Conservative.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): After 30 years, they are all rich.

Mr. Braithwaite: It says:

Dear Mr. White, In these times when
the central governments in most of the free

world are desperately fighting to control

the ugly and rapid rise of inflation, it is

certainly distressing to see a provincial

government propose a 40 per cent increase

in the sales tax.

Now this is the part that indicates it's from
a Conservative.

An hon. member: Here's where—

Mr. Braithwaite: It says:

As much as I abhor the irresponsible
actions of many unions in their wage
demands, there are very few of them
that seek an increase in the order of 40

per cent.

An hon. member: Right!

Mr. Braithwaite: To continue:

Even they, I am sure, must realize how
inflationary that would be. To think

otherwise would be completely naive. I

think it unfortunate that the same adjec-

tive has to apply to one of our cabinet

ministers. And to think there was a fuss

when the Bell wanted a lousy five cents

more a month.

Mr. Speaker, I am going to come to the

part which I think is the key to the whole

thing. This man goes on to say:

I have voted for the Ontario Con-

servative Party for 20 years [get that,

Mr. Speaker, 20 years] and in that time

I have never written a protesting letter

to anyone in the party or Legislature.

[He sure as heck didn't vote for me.]

Not only is this my first letter but the

next election will see my first vote for

an opposition party.

I am going to court this man, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Lewis: The member is too late. He
signed up with the NDP yesterday.

Mr. Braithwaite: Not the way he speaks
about unions. No way.

Mr. Speaker, I want to close by saying

this, that the problems we see here are

just as they have in the United States. To

my way of thinking, we have a civil service

and we have high govenmient civil ser-

vants who advise cabinet ministers. They
give them all these fancy hocus-pocus plans

and they foist them on to people, for ex-

ample, regional government. Oh, I could

go on and on.

An hon. member: Right on schedule.

Mr. Braithwaite: Really, Mr. Speaker, the

problem is that the cabinet itself—the gov-
ernment itself—is getting further and

further away from the people.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: It is sure a long way
from the member. He never comes to see us.

Mr. Braithwaite: It can only get so far

and then it can't come back. To my way
of thinking, Mr. Speaker, the point of no
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return was passed when Bill 98 was in-

troduced in this Legislature. I want to close

by saying that, because of this bill, this

party is going to be on that side of the

House after the next election.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Wellington-Dufferin .

Mr. Bullbrook: I knew the member had a

lot of courage to speak.

Mr. J. Root (Wellington-Dufferin): I have
a lot of courage when I am on the right
track. Mr. Speaker, I have listened with a

lot of interest to the debate and if there

was ever a lot of phoney debate, it has been
on this bill.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Root: There was some reference to

first reading of the bill. I watched very

carefully and I noticed that neither the

financial critics of either of the opposition

parties nor the deputy leaders of either of

the opposition parties were in their seats

to vote on that occasion, which indicated

that their leadership and the financial people
realized this was a good bill.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Bullbrook: Where was the Premier
at the time?

Mr. Root: He was here at that time.

Mr. Ferrier: About the only time he has
been here then.

Mr. Sargent: He was ashamed in the

same way that the member should be
ashamed.

Mr. Root: Mr. Speaker, members opposite
can heckle all they like. They know they
are breaking the rules of the House. It is

contrary to the rules of the House, and they
know it, to interrupt another member when
he is speaking, unless it is on a point of

order.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Root: It is the opposition parties who
have dragged this House down to almost
a bear pit appearance.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Root: Mr. Speaker, what I want to

say and why I say there has been phoney
opposition to this bill is that I watched very
carefully when the Premier announced, after

consulting with the backbench members

and his advisers, regarding the energy tax.

I was one who was opposed to the energy
tax.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The member voted for

it.

Mr. Cerma: There was only one Tory
member who opposed it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Root: 'Mr. Speaker, I want to say this.

He didn't oppose it. He opposed putting
it in the House. We didn't even know what
we were talking about at that time and
members opposite didn't know because the

bill wasn't printed.

An hon. member: He doesn't know yet

Mr. Root: Members opposite still don't

know. The bill wasn't printed. I didn't know
what was in the bill and neither did the

member who opposed it.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): The Treasurer

told you what was in the bill long ago.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Root: Mr. Speaker, after the budget
was introduced, I went through my riding
and I checked with my people and my key
advisers.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The member didn't ex-

pose himself, did he?

Mr. Root: Alright, if the member wants

that, I exposed myself to the public to get

public opinion, and that's not the first time.

Mr. Lewis: At least that shows some con-

tinuity on the member's part.

Mr. Root: Mr. Speaker, let me say this, I

noticed when the Premier said the govern-
ment was going to withdraw the tax, instead

of applauding—not one member of the oflBcial

opposition applauded the withdrawal of the

energy tax. They sat there like a balloon

with a pin in it.

Interjection by hon. members.

Mr. Root: I watched to see how concerned

they were and not one of the official opposi-
tion—I want to be fair; I think I did see the

leader of the NDP wave his hand up and

down a few times-

Mr. Drea: He was just waving at father.

Mr. Root: —but I wasn't sure whether he

was fanning a red face or applauding. But I
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see in the press that he's thinking of retiring

from the leadership. Perhaps he's going to

come over and join us, because it was he

alone who applauded as the government
withdrew the energy tax. The rest of his party
sat there just like the Liberals, like a balloon

with a pin stuck in it, and didn't know what

to do.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Root: Mr. Speaker, as far as the sales

tax is concerned-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: The member's not real. He's

just not real. It's hard to believe in Ontario

in 1973.

Mr. Root: That's what he thinks.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Root: Maybe if he's not coming with

us he's going to Ottawa. I'm not sure.

However, I did notice that; I watched very

carefully. I wanted to put that in the record

—that the opposition parties did not applaud
when the energy tax was withdraMTi, which

indicates how phoney this whole debate has

been.

An hon. member: That's why they support
it. They're all phoneys.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Root: Mr. Speaker, the people of On-
tario realize that because the government
listened to the backbench members and the

people we are still the people's party and
that in the next election we will form the

government.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Ferrier: It made a major blunder.

Mr. Root: Mr. Speaker, I want to say this;

the people of Ontario are not stupid. They
know that if the government is going to

spend money-

Mr. Roy: The government spends it all

right.

Mr. Root: —it has to collect it, and the

best way to collect it is on a broad basis. If

we are going to hand back $433,000 to the

municipalities in my riding to keep the prop-
erty tax down we have to collect it from
somewhere.

Mr. Sargent: Why doesn't the member turn

back some of his salary?

An hon. member: He's a good minister,

isn't he?

Mr. Root: If we are going to give extra

assistance to the aged and the people who
are on pension, we have to collect it. And
the people know that.

Mr. Lewis: If the member returned his per
diems we wouldn't have to raise taxes.

An hon. member: What about the mem-
ber's ripoffs?

Mr. Root: If they tell me what they're

talking about I'll answer it. I'm a little bit

fed up with those people over there throwdng
out smears right and left which are not

backed by facts. That's their stock in trade.

Mr. Lewis: What smears?

Mr. Drea: They can't back up anything
they've said in here. Not a thing.

Mr. Root: Mr. Speaker, what I wanted to

say is—

Mr. Sargent: The member for Wellington-
Dufferin is not doing bad now. He is pretty

good.

Mr. Root: I bet he doesn't even know what
it is.

Mr. Sargent: No one else does either.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Root: Mr. Speaker, I'm talking about

this sales tax. I say that if we are going to

pay 50 per cent of the farm tax we have to

collect the money and the farm people appre-
ciate that. If we are going to help the people
on pension, we have to collect the money.
So, we broaden our tax base. We have some
on property. We have some on corporations.
We have some on income and we have some
on sales tax. I am for that and so are the

people in my riding, and I'll tell members
how I know.

I've been in this House longer than prac-

tically anybody else. I believe the member
for Ottawa West (Mr. Morrow) is an older

member than I am, but I was in this House
when the first bill for sales tax was intro-

duced. We had the same kind of speeches
from over there. I went out on the hustings
and I'll tell you what happened, Mr. Speaker.
I met the people, and when the election was
over if I'd had another 113 votes I would
have had twice as many votes as the two
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opposition parties combined. The people
wanted it. They wanted to get some of the

tax off property.

Mr. Roy: The people wanted that sales tax?

Mr. Root: I ran again after it went to five

per cent, and again I got more votes than
the total opposition. I have run in three

elections-

Mr. Bullbrook: They couldn't beat him and
thank God for that!

Mr. Root: I have run in three elections

while this government has had sales tax and
I have had more votes than the opposition
candidates combined. And last time there

were three against me. I got more votes than
the three of them.

As the hon. Leader of the Opposition
knows, my riding at one time was not known
as a Conservative riding. But they are intelli-

gent voters in the riding, and the people know
when the government is bringing in a fair

measure. I say that this bill is fair because it

is collecting money on a broader basis, and
the government is giving it back where it is

needed, to the farms, to the people who are

on pensions, and people of that kind. The
most phoney thing that I have heard has
been listening to the opposition in this de-
bate.

Mr. Sargent: Is he for the tax or against it?

Mr. Root: I know they have to say some-

thing. As far as I am concerned, they might
as well be talking about this as something
else.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Drea: It wouldn't be so bad if they
said something.

Mr. Root: When I saw the opposition mem-
bers sit there like a balloon with a pin in it

when the Premier withdrew the energy tax,
and not one of them applauded, except the

leader of the NDP, that indicated to me that

even they know that the people are in favour
of this. I thank you very much, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Thun-
der Bay.

Mr. Stokes: Mr. Speaker, the previous
speaker, the hon. member for Wellington-
Dufferin, accuses everybody over here as be-

ing phoney who has something to say about
the 40 per cent increase in the sales tax. Well,
I have news for the member for Wellington-
Dufferin.

Mr. Root: I didn't say that the tax was a

phoney. I said that the fact that opposition
members are now opposing it when they
wouldn't even applaud when the government
withdrew the seven per cent indicates that

the debate has changed.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Stokes: During the debate that the hon.
member for Wellington-Dufferin alludes to,

the opposition members here were the only
members who stood and voted against the
introduction of the bill dealing with energy
tax. We were the group that provided the
forum for the only member on that side who
had the courage to stand up and voice his

opposition vote.

The member for Wellington-Dufferin says
we sat here on our hands when actually we
v/ere the ones who instigated the opposition
to that seven per cent energy tax.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Stokes: Where were those people?

They sat there, with the exception of the

An hon. member: The member is not sup-

posed to interrupt.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Don't interject; the mem-
ber knows it's against the rules.

Mr. Stokes: They are violating the House
rules again. I have the floor.

Mr. Germa: Not only that, he is not making
sense.

Mr. Stokes: Mr. Speaker—

Hon. Mr. White: How about that? He is

not making sense!

Mr. Stokes: Mr. Speaker, the Treasurer has

interjected upon almost every speaker over

here saying "Look what we have done for the

communities of the north." I will grant that

there has been a reallocation of funds as they
affect northern communities.

Hon. Mr. White: Right.

Mr. Stokes: I will grant that.

Hon. Mr. White: Thank you.

Mr. Stokes: But the Treasurer has done it

with their own money. He has done it with
the people who are least able to pay. What is

he going to do for all the unorganized munic-

ipalities right across the province? How is he
going to whitewash that tax—a 40 per cent
increase in the sales tax, the most regressive
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form of taxation that he could have imposed

anywhere?
The Treasurer has gone out of his way to

explain what he has done for organized
communities right across this province. He
has gone out of his way to explain that

with the 10 per cent overall increase in the

resource tax, the municipalities in the north

are going to be better off vis-a-vis southern

municipalities than they were before. I think

the minister should go back to the drawing-
board. He should go back to the people who
have fed him this gobbledegook and really

analyze what it's going to do for the people in

the north who have complained eloquently
and long about the inequitable tax system.

He has aggravated even further the dis-

parities between the north and the south.

There is nobody who knows any better than

this minister that with any tax which is based
on the retail price of a given article, propor-

tionately the people are going to contribute

another 40 per cent to the sales tax in the

province over and above what people gen-

erally pay in the province.

I'm thinking, Mr. Speaker, particularly of

the autombile which, because of the great
distances and the mobility of the work force

in northern Ontario, is no longer a luxury.
It is a necessity. Because of the stated in-

tention of the Ministry of Intergovernmental
Affairs to not allow any further communities

to spring up, particularly based on non-

renewable resources, we are going to have
an increasingly mobile work force, particu-

larly in the north.

The government is imposing a tax — a 40

per cent increase in sales tax—on an automo-
bile which is a necessary tool for people who
make their employment or earn their liveli-

hood based to a large extent on the resource

industries in the north.

The Treasurer has added further to the

costs of people who have every right to

the kind of appliances that people here in

the south have. He has completely disre-

garded the special circumstances that prevail
in the north, and I refer particularly to the

unorganized communities.

In case the provincial Treasurer and
Minister of Economics and Intergovern-
mental AflFairs doesn't appreciate the sig-
nificance of this 40 per cent increase in

retail sales tax to people who live in

unorganized communities —
although the

minister will continue to charge them this

tax I want to find out from the minister, on
behalf of all the people who live in unor-

ganized municipalities in the riding of

Thunder Bay, what he is going to do for

them? I am sure the same thing can be asked

for unorganized municipalities in practically

every one of the northern ridings and a good
many of the ridings in the eastern part of

the province and, I suppose, to some extent

in the southwestern part of the province. I

want to ask the provincial Treasurer what he

is doing for Heron Bay? What is he doing
for Rossport, Hurkett, Raith, Upsala, Savant

Lake, Pickle Lake, Central Patricia, Cara-

mat, Hillsport, Jellicoe, Armstrong, Collins,

Allan Water, Auden, Ferland, Macdiarmid,

Shebandowan, Kashabowie and Graham?

Mr. MacDonald: Taxing them.

Mr. Gilbertson: How about Schreiber?

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Let the Treas-

urer tell us what he is going to do.

Mr. Stokes: There are 20 unorganized mu-

nicipalities which aren't going to get one

penny as a result of the reallocation of

grants to organized municipalities.

Mr. Gilbertson: Is Schreiber not getting

anything? What about Schreiber?

Mr. Stokes: Those people are going to be

paying the seven per cent sales tax which
is an increase of 40 per cent.

What is the Treasurer going to do about

the redistribution of wealth across the prov-
ince as it affects those people?

Mr. Deans: He doesn't care about those

people.

Mr. Stokes: He is not saying very much.

Mr. Deans: No, he doesn't care.

Mr. Stokes: He is not saying very much.

I am wondering what his colleague, the

Minister of Industry and Tourism (Mr. Ben-

nett), is going to say when he is the guest

speaker at a conference designed to en-

lighten women on world conditions, their

role as Ontario consumers and how they can

contribute to the province's well-being. I

am wondering what the minister's colleague
is going to say when he speaks to them and
how his ministry is helping consumers.

Is he going to give them some advice as

to how they can restrict their spending to

avoid the 40 per cent increase in the sales

tax? What is he going to say to those women,
who are all consumers, from right across the

province? How is he going to rationalize a

40 per cent increase in sales tax that works
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the hardest on people whose ability to pay
is much less than somebody whose wages-

Mr. Gilbertson: The member just hasn't

got anything to say-

Mr. Stokes: —are such that they can aflFord

to pay this extra revenue which the provin-
cial Treasurer says he needs.

Over the weekend I made it my business to

talk to a good many constituents who, I felt,

would be adversely aflFected. I spoke to one

senior citizen in particular who, it is common

knowledge, has been a Conservative supporter
all his adult life. He said: "I just wish that

I was articulate enough and had the way of

expressing my feelings of abhorrence over

this increase in the sales tax."

He is a pensioner, and he assured me as

long as he had something to do with it, that

he would do everything in his power to see

that the Conservatives never formed another

government in the Province of Ontario.

Mr. Deans: He'll have the help of the

Treasurer.

Mr. Stokes: I was interested to hear the
remarks of the hon. member for Algoma (Mr.

Gilbertson). He had at least enough courage
to get up and try to justify the actions of

the provincial Treasurer. The member for

Sault Ste. Marie (Mr. Rhodes) did likewise.

I am wondering when the member for Fort
William (Mr. Jessiman) is going to get up
and explain-for the benefit of not only the

people in the riding of Fort William but the

people in northwestern Ontario who hear his

name occasionally—how he is going to justify
the 40 per cent increase in the sales tax,

particularly as it aflFects people in the north.

Mr. Jessiman: Itll be tough, but he'll take
a crack at it.

Mr. Stokes: I am particularly interested in

finding out what the Minister of Natural Re-
sources (Mr. Bemier), the sitting member for

Kenora, is going to say. Not too long ago in

a speech before the Canadian Lumbermen's
Association, he served fair warning on them
that because of the need for wood fibres and
because of the increased demand for sawmill

products and newsprint, he was going to have
to demand that they pay more money for the
use of those resources.

It is unfortunate that he hadn't discussed
that with the provincial Treasurer, for we
might have come up with another alternative

to raising funds for much-needed programmes
in the Province of Ontario by tapping that

source of wealth rather than those who are

least capable of paying it. Pensioners, people
on fixed incomes and the working poor, par-

ticularly people in the north, are going to be
hit to a much greater extent for many of the

reasons that my colleague from Sudbury men-
tioned a little bit earlier. More and warmer

clothing and all the things we consider to

be a necessity in the north are going to be

taxed in the same way in which luxuries are

in many other parts of the province.

It is simply unconscionable for those three

members to sit over there justifying the re-

moval of a sales tax on pets and flowers, and
for them to thump their desks and stand up
to be coimted for a 40 per cent increase in

the sales tax on things that we consider to

be essential, not only in northern Ontario but

throughout the province.

I will be waiting very anxiously to hear

what the member for Fort William will say

by way of rationalization or justification of

the 40 per cent increase in the sales tax.

I am particularly concerned, too, about the

$13-million withdrawal of mining revenue

payments to mining municipalities. The mem-
ber for Algoma last evening alluded to the

fact that Michipicoten was going to get an

extra $52,000 or $56,000 as a result of the

stabilization tax and the 10 per cent re-

source tax to northern communities.

I want to remind the member for Algoma
that the township of Michipicoten, commonly
referred to as Wawa, because of its inability

to tax the mining industry, which is right on

its doorstep, got $119,000 in 1969 by way of

mining revenue payments. In 1970 it got

$187,000. In 1971 it got $103,000. Now it is

going to be getting $56,000 as a result of the

added benefits that the member and the

Treasurer talks about.

Mr. Gilbertson: Did the member ever stop
to think what Great Lakes Power Co. is pay-

ing to Michipicoten township?

Mr. Stokes: And well it might!

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's where the com-

pany is ripping off the trees.

Mr. Stokes: Why shouldn't it be paying
for the use of our resources?

Mr. MacDonald: Whose side is the mem-
ber on now?

Mr. Stokes: Why shouldn't it be paying
for the use of our resources?

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Is he sug-

gesting it shouldn't?
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Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): He's

suggesting it shouldn't, is he?

Mr. Stokes: I would like to ask, Mr.

Speaker, what Great Lakes Power pays to

the province annually for the use of our

water resources, and how much of the pay-
ment that accrues to the provincial Treasurer

goes back up to the Montreal River and

places like that to provide much needed serv-

ices for the people who live in the area?

Mr. Gilbertson: The water is there; the

company is just using it.

Mr. Stokes: That's right. But it is our re-

source-

Mr. MacDonald: The trees are there and
it is using them. The minerals are there and
the companies are using them. And the gov-
ernment of Ontario is here and it is just

using it. The cycle is complete.

Mr. Stokes: Mr. Speaker, let me ask the

member for Fort William how much comes
back to the city of Thunder Bay as a result

of the use by Ontario Hydro of the waters at

Kakabeka Falls?

Mr. Gilbertson: Hydro can use it while it

is going by.

Mr. Stokes: It's common knowledge, Mr.

Speaker, that Ontario Hydro pays into the

coffers of the Province of Ontario $1.3 million

in water rentals from northern Ontario every

year. That is $1.3 million for the use of the

water for hydro development. And where
does most of it go? It goes down and it pro-
vides for the deficits of the St. Lawrence
Parks Commission.

I'm wondering why some of the Tory mem-
bers don't get up and say, "Why doesn't the

Treasurer direct those tax dollars or those

water rentals back to northern Ontario, from
whence they came, for the use of those re-

sources?

Mr. Jessiman: If the member had a runny
nose and he had water running out, he'd

blame Kakabeka Falls for it.

An Hon. member: They build bridges that

way.

Mr. Stokes: That's because of manipula-
tion by Ontario Hydro and the member
knows it, because he is running cap in hand
to Ontario Hydro saying to them—

Mr. Jessiman: Not many.

Mr. Stokes: —"Please allow enough water
to run over Kakabeka Falls because it's one
of our unique tourist attractions. Please have
some water running over it so that it will

attract more tourists and tourist dollars into

our area."

Mr. Speaker: Meanwhile, back to Bill 98.

An hon. member: The member for Fort

William must have built a reservoir too. Did
he?

Mr. Stokes: These companies are using our
resources-

Mr. Cassidy: The member for Fort Wil-
liam is the one who is off the topic.

Mr. Stokes, —and they should pay well for

the use of those resources.

Mr. Gilbertson: We all benefit from it.

Mr. Stokes: So what?

Mr. Cassidy: The member for Algoma's
corporate friends benefit.

Mr. Stokes: Is the member satisfied that

out of the $1.6 billion of mineral wealth that

we produce, particularly in northern Ontario,
each year we get about $16 million? Is he
not concerned that we spend more money pro-

tecting our wood fibre and our forest indus-

tries in the province than we actually get
from them? I see the parliamentary assistant

to the Minister of Natural Resources—let him
stand up and quote those figures and find out

if we are getting our fair share.

The minister doesn't think we are getting
our fair share and I'm sure the member
doesn't think that we are getting our fair

share, either from the mining industry or

from the forest products industry or as a

result of the use di our water resources in this

province. We are not getting our fair share

from any of those resource sectors.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. We are really

straying somewhat from the principle of the

tax bill.

Mr. Lewis: It has been in order up until

now. Go have a coffee, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Stokes: These are the ways in which
the government could be providing alternative

revenues for the much-needed services that

people in municipalities have come to want
and expect, and have a right to, in this day
and age.
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There are many many ways in which the

government could have raised the money,
assuming that it was justified, rather than

seeking to extract more dollars from those
who are least able to pay. It must be obvious
to the minister that everybody over on this

side of the House is going to oppose this

bill as forcefully and as vehemently as

possible.

Hon. Mr. White: Only those who don't

understand it.

Mr. Lewis: No. We'll deal with some of

the Treasurer's sleight of hand yet.

Mr. Stokes: I think that by the time we
reach a vote, in about five hours' time, every
opposition member will have availed him-
self of the opportunity to speak against it,

every opposition member. It will be recorded
in Hansard—and I'm sure that it won't go un-
noticed by the press—that every opposition
member in this House, to a man—

Hon. Mr. White: Even those who haven't

been here.

Mr. Stokes:—stood up and voiced his

disapproval.

Hon. Mr. White: Even those who haven't
been here all session.

Mr. Sargent: What about the member for

Sault Ste. Marie? Why hasn't he been
speaking?

Mr. Stokes: For the member for Welling-
ton-Duff^erin to stand up here and say, "It's

a phoney issue"—I'm sure the word will

get back to those Tories in the riding of

Wellington-Dufferin and it will be a brand
new ball game the next time around. They
will see the Tories for the kind of scoundrels

they are. I'm sure that this day, the first

day of the imposition of the 40 per cent
increase in retail sales tax, will come back
to haunt the government and the sooner
the better.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker. I have been most interested in the
debate this afternoon, and I must say it's

been anything but a sham. It has been
very high quality indeed. I am sure, sir,

you recognize the fact that the members
wiho have spoken from both opposition
parties have not only put their minds to the

preparation of their remarks but certainly

their hearts and souls in the delivery of those
remarks.

Mr. MacDonald: There was an exception.
The sword-tip was activated by the mem-
ber for Wellington-DuflFerin.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I wanted to say that
even the hon. member for Wellington Duf-
ferin is welcomed into the debate-

Mr. Lewis: Don't push it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —because he never fails

to stimulate the kind of reaction from the

opposition that brings in the press and
brings in the members. One must say that

he has got to be provocative-

Mr. Mcllveen: That's what one calls mass
appeal.

Mr. MacDonald: Talk about collecting
revenue. He knows how to collect revenue.
He is a past master at collecting revenue.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —when he indicates to

the House that he thinks all is perfect in the
decisions taken by the government which
he supports and which supports him so
well.

Mr. Lewis: His own presence is provoca-
tive.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The hon. member is

very sensitive when we criticize publicly the

government's decision to give him indemnity
after emolument after per diem. Even when
someone rather facetiously says that the in-

crease in the tax was designed simply to

provide the member with the money that

he apparently requires, his reactions pro-
voke response. Surely, Mr. Speaker, you
can understand that from our point of view
we value even that addition from the gov-
ernment side when the support for this bill

—this nefarious bill—has been so weak and
ineffectual and more significant than any-
think, so sparse.

While I was listening to the debate, Mr.

Speaker, I was doing some of that arith-

metic of which the Premier is so critical. I

felt that as we approach the close of

business on this May 1, the Treasurer has
had streaming into the coffers of the con-
solidated revenue fund more than $4 million

from this tax alone—and probably more than

$1 million from the increase in the tax which
we are still debating and which is, as yet,
not logged.

I was interested to hear the Treasurer on
radio this morning saying that he couldn't
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warn the taxpayers of the province not to

pay the tax, even though it was not yet law.

He pointed out, as it certainly was reason-

able for him to do, the facts that certain

retroactive tax statutes had been passed

by the government of Canada. He referred

to the income tax specifically.

Mr. MacDonald: Eighteen months retro-

active.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: And, it is also true, by
the government of this province. 1 can re-

member the Treasurer's predecessors, on

occasion, announcing increases in certain

taxes, particularly the gasoline tax and
tobacco tax, which were effective at mid-

night of the day on which the aimounce-
ments were made. Frankly, I can understand
that better than the procedure which the

Treasurer has adopted.

When he set the May 1 deadline, it ap-

peared that he was attempting to do what is

very justifiable indeed. That is, to give the

Legislature at least an opportunity to debate

and vote against or perhaps even approve his

tax measures before the people had to start

digging into their pockets for that $4 million

a day which is associated with the sales tax.

As usual, his plans went awry so that he
couldn't even judge that particular time dis-

tance accurately.

We have found that a good many mer-
chants have struck a bonanza of increased

sales on the basis of beat the increased tax.

I have even responded to this myself, Mr.

Speaker, and bought one of those stripped-
down Chevs that the Treasurer used to talk

about before he was elevated to the cabinet

—that he said he would always drive.

Hon. Mr. White: That's what I do drive.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: With a telephone in the

back?

Hon. Mr. White: No.

Mr. Cassidy: With two telephones!

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I was also interested to

hear from the member for Wellington-
DuflFerin, Mr. Speaker, but perhaps I

shouldn't get away from this point.

It seems to me that if the Treasurer is go-

ing to time the imposition of a tax, and justi-

fiably and commendably so, so that the Legis-
lature can have an opportunity to debate and
vote on it, surely the time interval should be
such that he can achieve what would be a

worthwhile goal. That is, allowing the

people's representatives to decide what the

taxes are to be before his involuntary col-

lectors, the merchants of Ontario, have to

start taking in the extra two per cent on

every sale.

I think that the Treasurer should suffer

from some considerable embarrassment at the

lack of planning that once again he has ex-

hibited.

Hon. Mr. White: It took Mr. Trudeau one

year and five months to get the income tax

changes passed.

Mr. MacDonald: The Treasurer is not quite
as bad as he is, but—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I was also

interested to hear the member for Wellington-
Dufferin talk about winning all the elections

with a mass of votes in his particular area,

in spite of the fact that his party had put
on a sales tax and had increased it. There
must be some special charm that he exhibits

at home, which is not apparent to us, that

makes those very able farmers in the com-
munities there north of Guelph—is that about
the right area?—to support him.

All things come to an end and I think per-

haps the hon. member ought to reconsider

before he puts himself to the test one more
time. In my opinion this particular tax, as it

was described by the hon. member for Etobi-

coke (Mr. Braithwaite) in his very forceful

and able remarks, is the last nail in the cofiin

of the Conservative Party.

It is certainly going to give many people
who, in years gone by—often for 30 years-
have supported the Conservative Party, ample
reason to desert it and come home to the

rational and responsible policies of liberalism.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I was interested in the

remarks originally made by the hon. member
about the imposition of sales tax—because

frankly I feel that I owe my first election to

the imposition of that tax. Some of the hon.

members will recall it—I am sure the Minister

of Agriculture and Food will recall—because

it also has an interesting lesson for the Treas-

urer and the rest of us as well.

It was, I believe, in February, 1961 that

the then Treasurer, Leslie Frost, went up to

Ottawa, tight-lipped and trembling because

the government of Canada was—guess what?

—not giving the province enough money. He
was not prepared to be quite so overtly in-

sulting as this Treasurer and his immediate

predecessors have been, because his counter-
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part at the federal level was John Diefen-

baker.

Mr. H. Worton (Wellington South): He
took a wheelbarrow and brought back a

shovel.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: There were those who
said that before Diefenbaker became Prime
Minister he had gone across Canada and at

least talked to the provincial Conservative

leaders and indicated that things would be
different under his Prime Ministership.

An hon. member: Different is right!

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I believe the figure $200
million was mentioned as the additional

funds which would be made available to

Ontario once the enlightened Conservative

policies became the instrument of govern-
ment at Ottawa. Unfortunately, he imme-

diately fell upon thieves, I suppose, to some

extent, because it was not possible for him
to make the enriched grants to the prov-
inces which had been promised. Leslie

Frost-

Hon. Mr. White: He backed away from
a large number of points.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes.

Perhaps I should just pause here for a

moment because we have read that Mr.
Frost is ill. While I am talking about him
in this connection, we can't help thinking
of the tremendous infllence he had on the

affairs of Ontario and Canada. I know that

we all most sincerely wish him well.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would just say, Mr.

Speaker, that Mr. Frost did not want to go
to that federal-provincial conference and
rattle the sabres and issue the ultimatum
that we had grown used to; the cries of wolf
that had issued from the Treasurer's lips

down, I suppose, through three or four in-

carnations since Mr. Frost, when the warn-

ings, the dire fiscal warnings had been ex-

pressed.

Mr. Frost, we are told, went to Ottawa
and said that unless there was more money
available to the province, he regretted to

inform his fellow Treasurers and the Min-
ister of Finance that Ontario, long a hold-
out against the sales tax, would be imple-
menting a three per cent tax. He was quoted
in the papers as saying to his fellow poli-

ticians, "We who are about to die salute

you," because he was aware of the substan-

tial political problems of imposing such a
tax.

It was estimated, I believe, in those days
that the revenue would be something like

$65 million—a substantial amount indeed—
but as usual there was some underestima-
tion. In the first year of the tax collection

it actually netted us something more than

$100 million.

The imposition of the tax was based on
an argument that is very similar to the one

put to us by this Treasurer—that in the face

of intransigence at the federal level it is

necessary for him, much against his will,

to impose these substantially unpopular
taxes.

I thought this sidelight to history showed
that things have not changed too much over

the progress of years. It doesn't seem to mat-
ter whether there is a Conservative or a

Liberal government in Ottawa — the Treas-

urer of Ontario always has trouble getting

along with them.

Probably the lesson is that we do have to

accept the responsibility for our own fiscal

affairs. While we can consult with every

rationality, every preparation, every com-

parison of figures, when it gets to the

crunch it's the government of Ontario, spe-

cifically the Treasurer, which has to make
the decisions and has to bear the respon-

sibility for them. It's efforts to transfer them
to another jurisdiction were futile in 1961
and they are futile in 1973.

Mr. Speaker, Mr. Frost began the collec-

tion of the sales tax, I believe, in Septem-
ber 1961.

An hon. member. That's right.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: At that time there were,

unfortunately, five vacancies in the Legisla-
ture. He had anounced that he was leaving
the leadership at a great convention which

many people opposite will recall, and prob-
ably everybody on this side recalls. His

place was taken by John Robarts who had
a beautiful gift-wrapped present from his

predecessor—a new three per cent sales tax.

Five by-elections were called for Jan. 15,

and I can well remember the campaign. It

was a cold campaign. I had to fight off the

knives and sabres of the Minister of Agri-
culture, who seemed to take a special inter-

est in Brant riding.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The issue really was the

sales tax issue. With any luck we would
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have won the five by-elections, but I am

sorry to report to you, sir, we had to settle

for only three of the five, with two Con-
servatives returned by the skin of their

teeth. It could have been better, but it was
considered a slap in the face for the sales

tax policy. Of course, the quality of our can-

didates was outstanding, but that is another

matter.

Since that time, when Mr. Frost started

the tax and projected $65 million net from

the new tax, we have come to the point
where this Treasurer, even with the

sloughing off of the $65 million from the

energy tax, expects to net about $1.3 bil-

lion dollars in a full year of collection.

This doesn't even count the $100 million

that he takes with the sales tax on

cigarettes.

Under the policy proposed and accepted

by this Treasurer, the sales tax has become
the queen of the revenue producers. Through
the income tax collection agreement it is ex-

pected we will get almost the same amount
from that, but if one was to put the tobacco

tax in with it the general sales tax is cer-

tainly going to be the largest revenue pro-
ducer. I consider this the earmark of the

policy of the present Treasurer. He is pre-

pared to opt for the recommendation of the

member for Wellington-Ehifferin when he

says "Spread it over everybody rather than

tax those people who have the money to

pay".

We have heard the argument about re-

gressivity and I look forward to hearing the

Treasurer compensate for the criticisms that

have been levelled at the tax because of its

terriby regressive nature. He has said that

because of the tax credit system—by which
about $130 million is going to be ploughed
back into the pockets of those with low
incomes—and because of the municipal re-

duction—which is going to make about $180
million available to those taxpayers who
are troubled by the admittedly regressive
local taxation—there is a substantial balance,
and that, in fact, the regressive nature has
been compensated for. I know that he will

be prepared to add them up; I have done
so and got about $310 million, as opposed-

Mr. MacDonald: It is $290 million.

Mr. Nixon: Well, $290 million. I certainly
bow to the figure given to me by the hon.

member for York South. I would say, as a

non sequitur, that his comments in the letters

to the editor column of the Star today were
well taken, having to do with the factual

basis of the criticism of the budget.

I hesitate to get involved with using
arithmetic to decide whether or not it is

regressive. The minister knows that when
the doors opened at 8 o'clock this morning,
at Eaton's and Simpsons as well as every
other commercial establishment in the prov-

ince, the prices went up by two per cent.

This has got to be seen as a reflection of the

pressures of inflation.

Not being an economist, I would say
it is the kind of cost-push inflation which

simply means that the citizens of this prov-

ince, whatever their income happens to be,
are going to pay a minimum of two per
cent more on their regular cost of living.

(This simply means that the infliaitionary

pressures are going to be extreme.

I felt that the point was well made by the

hon. member for High Park (IMr. Shulman)
when he made a prediction that the inflation

this year would probably be, in real terms,
15 per cent, and next year, he predicted,
22 per cent. It will be interesting a year
from now when he drags out those figures

to see how they do compare with the in-

formation made available by the Ministry
of Economics.

I sense that the inflationary pressures from

this tax increase are going to be consider-

able. They will certainly be a substantial

argument on the part of organized labour,

teachers and anybody else who is contem-

plating a pay increase or an indemnity in-

crease. It will be another good argument
for getting those increases, which will, of

course, add the next step to the inflationary

spiral.

I simply put it to the Treasurer that by
his decision to make the sales tax, as I

have said, the queen of the revenue pro-

ducers, he has set loose a pressure on the

economy of this province and this nation

which is going to have ramifications much
more far reaching than apparently he un-

derstands or presently envisages.

I would like to say something further. It is

my contention and the contention of our party
and others in the NPD, put forward most

notably by the member for York South, that

the tax, in fact, is unnecessary. Perhaps my
reasons for saying this are a bit different from

those put forward by the hon. member for

York South.

It appears to me the federal initiatives in

reducing income tax and reducing corporation

income taxes as well, are going to provide an

expanding economic atmosphere in Canada

which will be more to the advantage of

Ontario than any other province. In that we
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have at least half of Canada's wealth, we
probably have a disproportionate share of the

kind of expansionary feeling, much beyond
that of any other province.

Surely if the Treasurer had followed his

political instincts, if not his personal instincts,

and left things well enough alone; if he could,
in fact, Mr. Speaker, have made some re-

adjustment to show that a new hand was at

the wheel, he would have found himself in

the same jKJsition that certain reeves are now
finding themselves in their own budgetary
situation.

He would have found that revenues from
the present tax base, even though there had
been some judicious adjustment without the

large increases in tax, would have been suflB-

cient to pay for the large share of the cost

of our governmental programmes, and that
his deficit position would have been far less

than that which the figures he gives us at the

present time would indicate—I suppose some-

thing over $600 million if we are to accept
his figures, which I have learned not to do.

Mr. Speaker, I would say there are a
number of reeves and mayors who, before the

budget announcement, were just about at the
end of their rope as to how they were going
to make ends meet to pay for basic services

in their communities. They were getting
desperate. Every one of us, as members of the

Legislature, have talked to those people who
were saying, "We don't know what we are

going to do but I guess all we can do is to

raise taxes".

They were delighted, as were we on this

side, with the programme to infuse an extra

$180 million into the municipal level of

government.

Hon. Mr. White: Thank you.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: There were statements
made by the hon. member for Chatham-Kent
(Mr. McKeough) I guess it was when he was
Minister of Municipal Affairs, that he was
going to undertake a new partnership with
the municapilities. I am sure the Treasurer
was at that great conference at the Science

Centre, which we have described, with the
banners and the caviar and the great
speeches!

The then-Minister of Municipal Affairs and
the then-Premier, Mr. Robarts, got up and, in

impassioned speeches, referred to a new part-

nership. Really, a good many of the municipal
politicians went home walking on air. They'd
been well fed; they'd been well entertained.

They had what amounted to a political

promise that they were going to have the ear,

as well as the generous understanding, of the

Treasurer and the Premier.

Nothing came of it; nothing at all. The
pressures on the municipalities continued and
it really wasn't until this biidget that some of

the reeves and the councillors felt that their

pleas have been listened to and the money
is now available for them.

I would hesitate to bring this to the Treas-

urer's attention—he's such a good politician—

but, in fact, there is going to be a tendency
for many of these mayors and reeves to

undertake many new programmes which have
been postponed for years by their efforts

simply to meet the basic costs of local gov-
ernment. There is no indication that the tax

levels are going to be reduced although I am
sure, Mr. Speaker, that it will be possible to

point to a good many municipalities where
the mill rate is reduced marginally or at least

held at last year's level.

In other words, while these funds are wel-
come and the decision to distribute them in

this way was an important one, I still do not

predict that there is going to be a substantial

decrease in taxes at the local level.

I think perhaps the Treasurer will recall

that his predecessor, when he was persuaded
to undertake the shelter grant payments that

were recommended by the royal commission
on taxation in 1967, didn't think for a mo-
ment of transferring those funds en bloc to

the municipalities. He didn't have the con-

fidence in the municipalities that they would
use the moneys, in fact, to reduce the taxes

of the local citizens. He said, "No, we won't
do it that way. We'll send out cheques direct-

ly to the citizens concerned or at least through
a formula so that the municipalities will not

have a choice but to pass on the money to

the local taxpayers."

To the Treasurer's credit, he has not taken

those safeguards. While I am sure he will be
able to report certain marginal reductions,
I am also sure that he will find in most

municipalities that tax rates will stay about

the same as they were last year. Now this

doesn't mean that it isn't an advantage be-

cause there are many municipalities contem-

plating substantial tax increases. With the

changes in education costs, as a matter of

fact, the actual savings in tax reduction are

going to be minuscule in most communities.

I did want to say something to the Treas-

urer—I hope that the Speaker will permit me
to refer to this—about the formula for the

assistance of municipalities. He has used this

as the justification for the increased emphasis
on sales tax—
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Hon. Mr. White: It is just one of the

several valid reasons.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes. I'd like to quote
to him from page 5 of his extracts from the

budget. The actual formula for the payments
under one of the programmes to the munici-

palities is as follows:

Actual per capita equalized assessment

is deducted from the standard $10,000. This

deficiency is expressed as a percentage of

$10,000. One-half of this percentage is

applied to the municipality's 1972 net dol-

lar levy to yield the amount of the grant.
The maximum equalization grant is equal
to 20 per cent of the municipality's 1972
net general levy.

I'm sure that there are a lot of people who
understand that and could figure it out quite

readily. There are also a number of tax-

payers who pay local taxes and who pay sales

taxes, who turn up the book and find, for

example, a comparison between the city of

Guelph and the city of Brantford, both

roughly in the 60,000 to 70,000 population

range. They find that the city of Guelph is

going to be paid $874,000; the city of Brant-

ford $1.8 million.

I'm sure it is an easy thing indeed for the

advisers of the minister, or maybe the minis-

ter himself, perhaps the clerk-treasurer of the

city of Brantford or the clerk-treasurer of the

city of Guelph, to take that formula and

say, "Yes, that's fair. Brantford got $1 million

more than Guelph; that's fair."

Yet there are going to be a lot of people,

myself included, who sense that there is

something wrong with the way these calcu-

lations are arrived at.

I've simply picked those numbers out of

the book because the hon. member for Wel-

lington South (Mr. Worton) and I were

discussing this. Brantford is not in my con-

stituency but of course I'm interested in it

because it's nearby. It seems to me—

Hon. Mr. White: It's explained in the

budget.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: All right. It may be ex-

plained in the budget but I would say to you,
Mr. Speaker, that justice has got to be done
and it's also got to be seen to be done. To the

taxpayers in those cities seeing that Brant-

ford gets $1 million more than Guelph, it is

very difficult to explain.

The Treasurer will find, as he goes further

into politics, that any decision he makes
which involves an elaborate discussion of

every item and a justification of every item
is political poison. As a matter of fact, the

hon. Treasurer has shown a lack of political
awareness that is absolutely astounding.

Mr. Speaker, of course I have observed the

Treasurer with a great deal of respect—in fact

envy at times. When I see him progressing

through a riding like London South with the

good people, the natives, bowing down and

casting rose petals in his path—there is some-

thing which he has got back home, like the

member for Wellington-Dufferin, that per-

haps we don't see here.

When we see him in action, making recom-
mendations to the Premier immediately on his

righthand side about these various taxes and
the budget in general, and we look from this

side at the two of them, with this fixed smile

on their faces, we wonder sometimes if the

communication is real or whether the Pre-

mier has got the confidence in the Treasurer

which he expressed the other day—I think

three times in less than three minutes.

Mr. Cassidy: He protested a little too

much.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes. We can't help think-

ing when we see the Conservative Party going
from disaster to disaster that it is the author

of its own misfortunes. The grave is being dug
for the party that has been in power for 30

years.

Mr. MacDonald: And the gravedigger is

the Treasurer.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We who have sat on this

side for so long have observed the various

members of the cabinet come and go; even

the people from the rump move slowly into

the seats of the mighty.

It is interesting to sense, Mr. Speaker, that

when we give that objective, cynical, unkind

personal judgement of minister after minister

after minister,—as you know we sometimes do

—there is the feeling that the Conservative

Party has run out of talent. They have run

out of talent in the Treasury at this time.

This is a man who is well motivated; a man
who has certain characteristic that from time

to time are seen to be attractive on a man-
to-man basis; but a man who is, in fact, a

political gravedigger—a smiling gravedigger—
who in this budget and with this particular
tax is sealing the fate of the Conservative

Party.

In my opinion, Mr. Speaker, what he is

doing with the basic philosophy of using the

sales tax as the cornerstone of our revenue-
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producing machine, is showing the kind of

judgement which means that he is, I suppose,
a true Tory. Therefore he is a person whose
usefulness to the government of the day and
the people of Ontario is at an end.

Of course, we are going to vote against
this bill. I recall to you, Mr. Speaker, that we
opposed it on first reading when so many of

the private members of the Conservative

Party got up and voted for it. The argument
that they voted for it on first reading so that

the bill could be introduced is poppycock, I

submit. We were told specifically what was
in the bill by the Treasurer in his budget.

Anybody who goes home and tries to justify

voting for that bill with the energy tax in-

cluded, is simply misleading—or attempting to

mislead—the electors.

I would suggest to you, sir, that that is go-

ing to be an impossible proposition when it

comes to a test in the polls.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It appears to me, Mr.

Speaker, that on this bill alone—as well as

the other problems and defeats and with-

drawals that the government has been sub-

jected to—they should, in fact, go to the court

of the people.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Not just sit here—

An hon. member: Next week.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —not just read the mail;
not just get the assurances from the old

regulars like the member for Wellington-
Dufferin who is always satisfied; who always
goes home and exposes himself to the people
in his area who always tell him that every-

thing is fine.

Mr. Speaker, I submit to you that the prov-
ince has lost its confidence in this administra-

tion. This particular bill is the epitome of

what has characterized the loss of usefulness

of the government over the years.

There is no doubt that the bill should be
an election issue and that we should go to

the people to decide, in fact, whether they
are satisfied with the care—and lack of care
—which has been lavished on their financial

affairs.

Mr. BuIIbrook: Wouldn't the Tories like to

have him on their side? Really?

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, the lack of social

conscience and the lack of continuity of

thought of the Conservatives often amazes

me. In the last two weeks I have seen such
an inability on the part of the Conservative
backbenchers to understand the impact of

taxation that it makes their presence in the

Legislature very near incredible.

We have them, on the one hand, voting
against the energy tax, and quite rightly so—
the energy tax would have raised some $65
million in the Province of Ontario—while on
the other hand they are quite happy to sup-
port the government in the imposition of a

tax which will raise $340 million in this prov-
ince. This is equally regressive as the energy
tax which was about to be imposed by the
selfsame government.

I have difficulty in understanding the
rationale which motivates the average Con-
servative backbencher. I have difficulty in

understanding how in good conscience a man
who stands and pretends that he is opposed
to the imposition of a sales tax on energy,
because it is regressive and unjustified, can
then stand less than a week later and vote in
favour of the imposition of an increase in the
sales tax, which is equally regressive and

equally unjustified.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): It is un-
believable!

Mr. Deans: I want to refer to the oft-

quoted statement by Alan Maslove about
sales taxes in general. He says: "The pro-
vincial general sales taxes, the second largest
revenue source, are regressive over the en-
tire income span."

It seems that this government doesn't
understand the difference between pro-
gressive and regressive taxes. I want to make
it clear that I find nothing amusing, nothing
to joke about in the Legislature with regard
to this particular tax which is being in-

creased at this time.

This tax imposes a burden on income

groups which cannot afford it. There are

other sources of revenue in the Province of

Ontario which could have been used by this

government if indeed the $340 million which
it is going to raise or is in the process of

raising as of today by the increase of this

sales tax was necessary.

How do we raise revenues in this prov-
ince? I think it is of interest perhaps to any-
one who reads the comments made in the

Legislature.

Over the last number of years personal
income tax has been the greatest source of

revenue for the Province of Ontario and
until this year it was followed, though not

terribly closely, by retail sales tax.
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The next greatest source of revenue in the

Province of Ontario, strange though it may
seem, is health premiums which are, in fact,

a tax, and a regressive tax at that.

The next greatest source of revenue in the

Province of Ontario, if one follows the

charts of the government as they appear in

last year's budgetary statement, is gasoline
tax. Again, in fact, this has very little to

commend it by way of being progressive.

Mr. Stokes: Could we have a little order,

please, Mr. Speaker?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please! Order.

Mr. Deans: This is followed, I might say,

by corporations tax. Corporations tax raises

the fifth greatest amount of revenue for the

Province of Ontario.

Unfortunately, there are other sources of

revenue available to this province which as

yet have been virtually untapped. I speak
of that source to which my colleague from

Sudbury East (Mr. Martel) so often refers

in this House.

There is, in fact, an opportunity to raise

revenues from the mining and natural re-

source sectors of the Province of Ontario
which this government for some reason, poli-
tical or otherwise, is reluctant to embark

upon.

This government has failed repeatedly
over the years to collect sufficient amounts
of revenue from the exploitation of the re-

sources which are, in fact, the responsibility
and property of the people in this province.

In the last calendar year, the last year for

which I have figures, from a total worth of

$1,521,415,000, this province got by way of

resource tax only $16 million. If there is a

place to which we could have turned to

raise additional taxes in the Province of On-
tario at a time of need, surely this is one of

the places we could have turned to.

It seems to me that this government has
set a chart, set a course, and its course is

very definitely away from taxing the cor-

porate sector in the Province of Ontario at

the expense of the private individual. There
is absolutely no question that over the

course of the years from 1962 to 1972 this

government has by its actions or inactions-

depending on how you look at it—effectively
changed the entire tax structure of this prov-
ince and removed the dependence, which
once was there, on corporation tax and other

more progressive taxes, to taxes such as sales

tax.

Sales tax has risen from the year 1962
from a position of some 16 per cent of total

revenues—a position which was, in fact, I

might say, about two percentage points
lower than the amount raised by corpora-
tion tax in that year—to a point this year
where the government is going to raise an
amount equivalent to that raised by personal
income tax; an amount perhaps 15 per cent
or 20 per cent higher than that raised in the

corporate sector.

This is a time, I might add, when corpor-
ate profits are on the upswing; when cor-

porate revenues are rising by astronomical

amounts; when, as my leader pointed out

earlier today, there is an increase in profits
in the food sector alone which ranges as high
as 95 per cent over a similar period last

year. Yet this government has repeatedly,
over the years, refused to maintain the kind

of balance between that which is paid for

by the corporate sector and that which must
be borne by the private individual. And I,

for one, condemn that attitude.

I happen to believe that all that we do

should be done to benefit the people of this

province. Out of the meagre earnings they

get and out of the meagre allowances many
many of them have from this government

they should not have to continue to subsidize

the corporate sector to the extent that they
have done.

We have seen this government, in the

face of the fact that there was ample oppor-

tunity for increasing the amounts of revenue

available from the corporate sector, not

only refuse to increase the amounts returned

to the cofi^ers of the province, but we have
seen it give away some $100 million by way
of grants to private corporations for the

very purpose of sustaining the profit mar-

gins. I condemn that attitude in this House.

I am going to say to members that the

Treasurer has indicated quite clearly that this

$340 million that's about to be raised in

this province during this fiscal year—per-
haps it will be more than $340 million; my
colleague from York South says it will be

considerably more than $340 million and I

think he's right—the Treasurer has admitted,
as has the Provincial Secretary for Social

Development (Mr. Welch), I believe his

title is, that this increase was not necessary
to maintain the operating efficiency of the

Province of Ontario at this time.

They have said that it's required in order

that they can transfer, from what the

Treasurer chooses to call a more progressive
or a less regressive tax, the amounts of money
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that are necessary to oflFset that which will

be reduced in the municipal tax field.

One can argue the point. It can be argued
whether or not, in fact, there is a need
to reduce municipal taxes. I am not about

to argue that. I have looked at municipal

expenditures; I have looked at the difiiculties

they have had over the years and I can well

understand the need to put more money into

municipalities. I can also well understand,

therefore, the need by the province to en-

sure that there is an adequate revenue flow

into the province in order that those grants
can be increased. I want to say that I can-

not understand why we would choose one
of the most regressive taxes in existence to

raise the money necessary to off^set yet an-

other regressive tax. What possible difference

can it make to the average individual to

have this government impose an additional

cost in one regressive tax simply to offset

increases in another regressive tax?

The Treasurer claimed that the $290
million or thereabouts, of the money that's

going to be raised by this tax will be going
to reduce municipal taxes and will be going
by direct rebates to the needy in this prov-
ince. There is another side to this whole

picture because the majority of the people
who will benefit, if there is to be any benefit,
from what the Treasurer has done, first of

all, will have to pay the money out of their

pockets in order to reclaim it.

The unfortunate part about this is that

most people on fixed incomes, most people
on government pensions, most people who
have retired don't have the kind of cash

flow that will enable them to pay the higher

premiums that will be brought about by this

tax increase.

It's not only the tax increase that worries

me. In fact, I know and the Treasurer knows,
that this tax increase, by his budget, has en-

abled many of the retailers in the Province

of Ontario to increase the basic cost of the

commodity involved, and not only by the two

per cent increase in the tax. Where is there

any review board to guarantee that those

increase—

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): I'm a retailer and
I'll tell the member that's nonsense.

Mr. Deans: Okay.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I'm telling the mem-
ber.

Mr. Deans: All right. Where is there any
review board that guarantees that retailers,

just like the minister, aren't going to increase
the cost of the product?

Where is there anyone to check it?

Where are the checks and balances that

guarantee there won't be people like him
out there who are going to be raising the
cost of the commodities they sell, in addition
to the two per cent increase?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I'm telhng the mem-
ber that he is wrong.

Mr. Deans: I'm not wrong.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: He is doubting the

credibflity of every retailer in this province,
and he is wrong!

Mr. Cassidy: What a spurt of righteous

indignation.

Mr. Deans: Since the day this increase

was announced there has been a continual

increase in the cost of the majority of com-
modities in this province.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I will remember what
the member is saying. He is wrong.

Mr. Deans: Like my friend.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: If I may, it being 6 o'clock,
I would be pleased to continue with this

member immediately after the supper break.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took
recess.
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The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

Mr. Speaker: Before we proceed with the

debate, we would like to anounce that this

evening we are favoured with guests in both

galleries who are members of the Scarborough
Centre Progressive Conservative Association.

RETAIL SALES TAX ACT
(continued)

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Thank you, Mr.

Speaker. It's nice to have the members of the

Conservative Party from Scarborough Centre
here.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Far
fewer than last year.

Mr. Deans: It's unfortunate that they
weren't here to hear their member (Mr. Drea)
sing the praises of the sales tax but, never-
theless—

As I was saying before the supper hour, it

seems a shame that this government has re-

verted to the increase on one regressive tax

in order to try and compensate for the re-

gressive nature of another. I think it's a
shame that the Conservative backbenchers
are so unable to see into the future and un-
able to comprehend the nature of the two
taxes that they are able only to vote against
the energy tax and not to appreciate the

equally regressive nature of the sales tax in-

crease. It is going to bring in $340 million

and is going to be the resufi of a 40 per cent
increase from five to seven per cent.

In fact, I'm a little surprised, as I think
back over the last couple of weeks, that my
colleague from Hamilton Mountain (Mr. J. R.

Smith), who martyred himself to oppose the

tax, isn't here, standing in his place, speak-
ing on behalf of the people of Hamilton
Mountain in opposition to the further im-

position of a regressive tax of this nature.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): He was
cited for bravery. Where is he now?

Tuesday, May 1, 1973

Mr. Deans: Nevertheless, I suppose we've
got to learn to live with this double standard
that many Conservatives find acceptable.

Anyhow, let me go on from where I was.
The minister has said that it's his intention
to further increase this tax and to raise this

additional revenue in order that we'll be able
to make more money available to municipal-
ities in order that they will not have to con-
tinue with the inordinately high rate that they
charge by way of municipal taxes. I really
wonder whether or not this is what's going to

occur.

If the minister had said that he was going
to change any one of a number of rather pro-

gressive taxes, if he had said that it was

necessary to raise more revenue in the prov-
ince and that he was going to change the

income tax structure, because it's progressive;
or—

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-
nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs): Like
Manitoba—42.5 per cent.

Mr. Deans: —the corporate tax structure,

because it is progressive and based on income
and ability to pay; or if he had said that he
was going to dig into the already full coffers

of the mining corporations in the province
and raise from them additional taxes from the

exceptionally large sums which they make
from the sale of our resources, then we might
have said that that might be acceptable to us.

If the Treasurer had even said that it was

necessary to raise the taxes at all in the

Province of Ontario and had taken any of

those three ways, then I think that we, on
this side, though we might have found fault

with the presentation; though we might have
wondered at the excessive amounts, because
it's quite obvious in this case that the Treas-

urer is raising considerably more money than

he intends to pass out by his rebate and

municipal reduction scheme—if he had said

that he was going to raise those taxes in one
of the progressive forms that's available to

him, then I suspect that he would have re-

ceived the plaudits of all members of the

House.
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But how the Treasurer can claim, Mr.

Speaker, that to increase the sales tax is an

acceptable thing, in this day and age, in this

province, is beyond my understanding. Here
we have a sales tax that, in the year 1967,
for the first time, brought in more revenue
than the corporation tax and one needn't look

very far to see what has happened since that

time.

Progressively over the last 10 years we
have seen rather minimal amounts of money
raised from the use and sale of all resources

in the Province of Ontario. I can't help feel-

ing that if there is a need—in fact I'm pre-

pared to concede there is a need—to ease the

burden on municipal taxation, that had the

Treasurer gone to any one of the three pro-

gressive forms of taxation, and had he raised

the revenue that he needed and no more, and
had he come to this House wdth a bill or a

combination of bills, which would have

changed any or all of those three taxes, which
are based on earning capacity and

ability
to

pay, then I think we probably could have

supported that move.

But the fact of the matter is that this

Treasurer has failed in that respect. He has

gone to a tax which aflFects most adversely
those who are the poorest in the province.
The Treasurer will say that because of the

scheme he has worked out, those people will

get far more back at the end than they put
in at the beginning. But the unfortunate part
about being on a fixed income is that you
don't have it at the beginning to spend.

Hon. Mr. White: They'll have it this month.

Mr. Deans: They don't have it at the be-

ginning to spend.

Hon. Mr. White: They will have extra this

month.

Mr. Deans: And because of that fact, it is

then impossible for them to make what is

already a subsistence level of living meet the
additional burden that this Treasurer has

brought about by the imposition of the addi-
tional two per cent on &e sales tax.

I can just imagine it. I can see the people
in the Province of Ontario, the people on
Workmen's Compensation pensions who have
been awaiting for years to get an increase,
having to go out and pay the additional costs

today, in the province, that this Treasurer has

imposed and wait for some obscure moment
in the future when, one, the Minister of
Labour will increase the levels and, two, they
will get some form of rebate back from the

Treasury of the Province of Ontario.

I liken this handing from one group to

another to someone trying to pass aroimd a

handful of sugar, which is a difficult thing
to do. You start out at one end with a full

handful and by the time you pass it down
through seven or eight different people, you
end up at the other end with two or three

grains. And that is what is happening with
tliis tax. Full handfuls are being taken from
the people and two or three grains are being
handed back at the opposite end.

And this is what is wrong with this form
of taxation, and this is what is wrong with
this method of trying to raise additional taxes.

I can see additional things. That the sales tax

could be considered moderately progressive—
moderately progressive—if the Treasurer were
to have taken into consideration all of the

areas of clothing and shoes and soap and
toilet articles—and even the effect that it will

have on rental—and had he exempted all of

those things which are necessary in order for

people to live a normal life in the Province
of Ontario. Then maybe it would be con-

sidered a luxury tax and a luxury tax obvi-

ously hits people who are, in fact, buying
luxury items. But the sales tax in the Province
of Ontario works more of a hardship on the

poor than it does on the rich.

There is no question that a person who is

paying an additional two per cent out of a

very limited income is going to suffer con-

siderably more during the interim period, and

probably over the long haul, than any person
with an adequate or more than adequate
income.

It is for those reasons that I find it diflficult

to support this change of 40 per cent in the

sales tax in the Province of Ontario. The
Treasurer says he is going to give it back. All

I can say is that if he is going to redistribute

wealth, and that's what he is talking about,
then he must redistribute it on the basis of

ability to pay and sales tax does not in any
way reflect abihty to pay.

I want to take exception to one comment
by the member for Samia (Mr. Bullbrook)
who said that, in fact, the property tax is not

regressive. I want to say to him, in as friendly
a way as I can, that property tax is in fact

regressive; that property tax, in fact, does

pay no heed to ability to pay, and that al-

though a person may, in fact, own a home,
there is no saying that the income that he
had at the time that he bought the home is,

in fact, the income that he presently has.

Many who have retired and many who
have found it impossible or difficult to find

adequate and suitable employment in the

Province of Ontario at income levels sufficient
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to meet their needs, very quickly find that

the amount that they must pay by way of

municipal tax is considerably out of line with
that paid by their neighbour, who may be

earning three or four times as much.

So, for that reason I say tliat in the com-
ments of the member for Samia last night,

though much of what he said was very accur-

ate, that particular aspect of them left much
to be desired.

As far as I am concerned—and I think I

probably speak for most people in the party
and probably most people in the opposition,
and I suspect maybe even for a few Tory
backbenchers who haven't got the guts to get

up and say it—we feel, as members of this

House representing the people of the Province
of Ontario, that it is wrong to add any addi-

tional burden to a regressive tax like the sales

tax, and it is wrong to raise additional taxes

in this province in this year, recognizing that

the provincial revenues will be adequate or
even more than adequate to meet the expect-
ed expenditures of the province.

I say that it is wrong for the Treasurer to

even consider, in any aspect, that sales tax is

a progressive tax. It is wrong, because at the

upper levels a person has a choice as to

whether or not he will spend his money and
in what areas it will be spent; at the lower
levels every single dollar that is earned or

provided is accounted for.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): Right!

Mr. Deans: At this point every single bud-

get has been extended by a sizable amount
of money as a result of this Treasurer's

move, and the end result of this has got to

mean greater hardship, increased costs, and,
in my opinion, it has got to mean-

Mr. R. Gisbom (Hamilton East): The
Treasurer is starting to use both ends of the

candle at the same time.

Mr. Deans: It has got to mean at some

point that this government is going to have
to answer—

Hon. Mr. White: That's the cleverest in-

terjection I have heard in 14 years.

Mr. Deans: —to the people of the Province
of Ontario for the kind of indiscretion that

is brought about by the imposition of yet
another regressive tax when there was suffi-

cient money available—if not already by way
of taxation, certainly on those areas that are

as yet undertaxed—to provide the Treasurer

with the money he required to distribute the

wealth in such a way as to ensure that those

who are impoverished are able to rise above
the standard, and those who are at this point

carrying the major share of the load and

finding it extremely difficult to make ends

meet won't have to be burdened by an addi-

tional cost which was, in fact, unnecessary.

I suggest to the Treasurer at this point
that he show the same kind of foresight that

he showed a week ago, and that he agree
that the sales tax is not the vehicle and that

there are other taxing areas into which he

could move if that were necessary, and that

he-

Mr. Sargent: Did he say that?

Mr. Deans: —move into those other taxing
areas and that he recover from the taxation

areas that are based on ability to pay, the

money that he requires, if there is indeed

any money required, and that he say now
that he will not proceed with what he is

doing.

What is going to occur over the next five

or six years will be that the sales tax, a

most regressive tax, will be the provider of

the major source of revenue for the Province

of Ontario. There is no way that the Treasurer

can convince me, and I doubt convince any-
one on this side of the House, that there

is any justification for having as your main

taxing source a regressive tax.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Speaker,
I would like to make a few comments with

respect to this particular bill. A lot of what
I was going to say has already been said

and I don't want to repeat unduly, but there

are certain areas-

Mr. Sargent: He still doesn't understand

it, anyway. He wouldn't understand it. Tell

him again.

Mr. Gaunt: —that I will be repeating and
I do so, if for nothing else but for emphasis.

It's very difficult for me to understand, as

it is for many other people, I'm sure, why
the Treasurer took the avenue he did in

making the sales tax increase the cornerstone

of his budget. That is precisely what he's

done. He's done it by saying that the prov-
ince has to have extra revenue in order to

distribute it among the municipalities and
to undertake the various programmes which
it has planned to undertake in its budget.

What I would return to the Treasurer,
with that sort of retort, is that as far as I'm

concerned and as far as we on this side of

the House are concerned, there are many
other progressive fields of taxation where the
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Treasurer could have got his extra money
needed to do the things he wants to do in

his budget.

I can't understand why the Treasurer and
the government have taken this particular
line of thinking. The Treasurer said this

afternoon that he would prove that this par-
ticular tax is not inflationary. Maybe he can

come up with some figures, and maybe he
can do some mental gymnastics which may
lead one to believe that it's not inflationary,
but as far as I am concerned I don't see

how one can interpret it otherwise.

If prices go up as they undoubtedly will

and have already started to, then that's infla-

tion. It costs more money to buy the goods
and services that we have to have. And so

that's inflation any way one cuts it.

The Treasurer says this tax isn't regres-
sive. He says it isn't regressive because we're

giving all sorts of tax credits to those people
who need it—the poorer people. The people
who can't really afford to purchase the goods
and services that are offered in this province.
We're giving them tax credits in order to

redress the inequity in that particular sys-
tem.

But the point has been adequately made
that that particular tax credit system won't
be coming until next year. In other words,
there's an entire year time lag between the

purchase of the goods and the receipt of the

tax credit.

I say unequivocally, Mr. Speaker, that this

budget is inflationary. I can't see it any other

way. It's going to cost the people who can
least afford to pay, more money. That is the

point at which many of us part with this

budget. It's inequitable, it's unfair and, in

this day and age, with the progress of areas

of taxation available to the Treasurer, com-

pletely unjustified.

I want to mention that as far as I'm con-

cerned, I find this particular part of the

budget the most distasteful. There are parts
of the budget with which I agree. I say to

my friend the Treasurer that—I'm sure my
friend the Minister of Agriculture and Food
was waiting for this! I could anticipate it. I

knew by the look on his face that he was

just waiting for me to say something about the

farm aspect of the budget.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): I can't wait.

Mr. Gaunt: Now, the farm aspect of the

budget is one with which I concur. I agree
that the Treasurer has been very good to the

farmers in the province and I commend him
for that.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): But, how-
ever!

Mr. Gaunt: But!

Mr. Ruston: On the other hand!

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): And now
for the bad news.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Don't spoil it.

Mr. Ruston: The Treasurer took with the

other hand.

Mr. Renwick: He hasn't been very good
about the sales tax.

Mr. Ruston: Having said that!

Mr. Gaunt: If he had adopted the same
tax throughout as he did with respect to the

farmers and assistance for the farmers through
the budget, then I wouldn't—

Mr. Renwick: Or if he had exempted the

farmers from the sales tax.

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): We would
have to charge sales tax on maple syrup.

Mr. Gaunt: Well, you know, I'm not going
to go that far. My friend from Riverdale is

being somewhat facetious with me, I gather.

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): Has
the member checked the price of hogs?

Mr. Gaunt: I am saying that as far as the

budget is concerned the farmers have no
more right to exemption from this particular
sales tax than do lawyers.

Mr. Deans: Wait a minute, I'm not vot-

ing for lawyers to be included!

Mr. Gaunt: The member is not voting for

lawyers to be included?

Mr. Renwick: Well in this House we'd get
a majority.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Gaunt: The member doesn't want them
to pay sales tax?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Gaunt: Yes, well I do too. I do too.

Because they can afford to pay sales tax.

Mr. Deans: Right.
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Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): He hits

the lawyers too hard.

Mr. Gaunt: They can afford to pay sales

tax.

Mr. Sargent: Who said that?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Gaunt: As a matter of fact the lawyers,

perhaps along with the doctors, can afford it

more than any other segment in our economy.
But aside from that, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Renwick: My poor friend from Huron-

Bruce.

Mr. Givens: He has lost my vote for the

leadership!

Mr. Gaunt: —may I return to the budget?
I want to say that the sales tax is the most

repugnant part of the budget, to me. In

addition to that, I thiiik that in the budget
the Treasurer has certainly destroyed his

credibility as far as Alberta is concerned, by
putting on the energy tax. Sure, I know he

withdrew it later, but I think it makes a real

mockery of the process for the Premier (Mr.

Davis) and the energy man to go out to

Alberta and say, "Look, we can't afford to

pay increased rates for our natural gas be-

cause it will make our industries and our

industries and our manufacturing here in the

province less competitive"—

Mr. Stokes: Lougheed laughed all the way
to the bank.

Mr. Gaunt: —and then come in and put a

tax on energy. I really think that it destroys
the credibility of the entire government.

My leader reviewed this afternoon some of

his experiences when he first came into this

Legislature in 1962 and how the sales tax

implementation at that time affected his elec-

tion. I came in in 1962 also, and I can recall

that the sales tax was an issue in the by-
election in which I was elected.

I think that as far as the people of this

province are concerned, the issue cuts rather

deeply with them. They feel that this is a

regressive tax, that it is an unfair tax, par-

ticularly against the poor people, and ihey
have expressed their view on several occa-

sions with respect to the sales tax where it

has been an issue in some elections.

There is one particular matter that I want
to raise at this point in time. It is something
that is based on my own personal experience
and I raise it at this time because one of the

matters dealt with in Bill 98 revolves some-
what around this particular issue.

It happens to involve a matter with which
I was involved some eight months ago, I be-

lieve, where a restaurant owner sold his

restaurant and equipment to a person who

subsequently carried on business for a period
of time and then went broke. The restaurant

and the equipment returned to the original

vendor, but he had to pay sales tax on that

equipment when it came back into his pos-
session, even though no money actually

changed hands in the transaction. I contacted

the ofiice here—and it was the oflBce in Orillia

which was handling the matter—and the oflBce

here said, "We'll contact the office in Orillia

and get them to take another look at it. We'll

get them to review it." But nothing actually

happened.
The original seller in that case had to pay

sales tax on that equipment when he came
back into possession of that particular res-

taurant. I presume that applies to other things
as well, and I say that that is wrong.

I notice that in section 8 of this particular

bill there is provision for a vendor to avoid

paying the tax if, in fact, the money that he

should receive for the sale of goods in the

natural course of events is not collectible.

But I think the Treasurer and his officials

should take another look at the particular

point which I raised in regard to the default

on the part of a purchaser, because I think

it's most unfair.

Mr. Speaker, I just want to repeat again
what I said about the sales tax. It's a regres-
sive tax. It's unfair. I think this particular

budget and its sales tax increase of 40 per
cent has taken this government to its lowest

public esteem in two years. I certainly feel-

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): Thirty-

two years.

Mr. Gaunt: Well, in 32 years—but I was

thinking it is the lowest point which this

government has reached since the new
Premier took over. I would go even further

than that. It's the lowest point at which this

goverrmient has been in its 30 years in power.

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): We are still

50 seats above the opposition.

Mr. Gaunt: If we were to go to the people

today, I would say that this government
would be turfed out. They would come back

here with a handful of members and this

party would be on that side of the House.

Interjections by hon. members.
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Mr. Speaker: The member for Riverdale.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, I too—

Mr. L. C. Henderson (Lambton): It's going
to be the member's head in his riding.

Mr. Renwick: The member for Lambton is

a little bit worried, is he? Huron is a little

bit closer to Lambton, I guess.

Mr. Sargent: Let the member for Lambton
make a speech.

Mr. Renwick: Too bad they're not going to

vote for the member next time.

Mr. Sargent: Is he for this tax?

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, I too have a

few remarks to contribute, I hope, to this par-
ticular money bill which levies the tax on the

people of the Province of Ontario.

For several days now during the time that

I've been in the House I've listened to the

debate, mainly from this side of the House—
and read the comments which have been
made in the press—to find out what conceiv-

able reason there would have been for the

Treasurer to have selected this particular tax

to increase the burden of taxation which was

already levied upon the people in the prov-
ince.

Mr. Gisbom: I'll bet the Treasurer doesn't

even know himself by now.

Mr. Sargent: That's right.

Mr. Renwick: And we almost got sucked
into the game in the flurry of the energy tax

crisis.

Mr. Gisbom: Machiavelli at work.

Mr. Renwick: There are, in fact, matters

upon which reasonable men can differ. This
isn't one of those items. There is no residuum
of judgement involved in the Treasurer's de-

cision to impose this additional tax.

Mr. Sargent: Very well put!

Mr. Renwick: You know, as I was listening
to the other Nixon last night on television-

Mr. J. A. Taylor (Prince-Edward Lennox):
What other Nixon?

Mr. Renwick: -and I've heard him two or
three times since, because if you turn on
radios in Canada you can hear little else—
and he used that strange transposition of lan-

guage which the Tory government is now
using and which is fallacious because it bears

no resemblance to reality. I refer particularly
to the remark of President Nixon, last night,
about his colleagues, or his trusted confidants,

whose zeal exceeded their judgement.
You know, it really wasn't their zeal, it

was their judgement in the first place. That's

what's wrong with the Tory government at

this point in history.

Mr. Henderson: The member's leader (Mr.

Lewis) is here.

Mr. Renwidc: The fact of the matter is

that it's going to be a couple of years before

there's an election, but I say to the

Treasurer, I say to the House leader, I say
to the members of the party that supports
the government—the transition is perfectly
clear. It goes from questioning judgement, to

questioning integrity, to questioning cor-

ruption.

Mr. Sargent: Right on!

Mr. Renwick: And the funny thing is that

the Tory government has started down that

particular road.

The matters in which in prior years even
we in the opposition would give the Tory
government credit for good judgement have
now reached the point where there is a

very real question about their integrity in

governing. What has happened tonight and
for the past several days is that we have
tried to get through to the government that

they have made a fundamental error in judge-
ment in imposing this additional sales tax.

I said to myself over the period of time,
what could be the reason? First of all, I

said, it's because it's a new boy. I said well,
the new boy's had some experience because
he was the chairman of the select committee
on taxation.

Then I thought of that strange aberration

of his where he recommended the imposition
of the sales tax on food. I began then to

realize that, in one way or another, this

former member of Academe has allowed
himself to be trapped into the fallacy of

believing in something called logical con-

sistency in a tax system. He has been cursed

—throughout the time in which he has been
interested in the revenue items of the govern-
ment, as Minister of Revenue, subsequent
to his chairmanship of the select committee,
and now by fortuitous accident as Treasurer
of the Province of Ontario—he has been be-

mused by his own report.

One of the few charitable reasons that I

can give to the minister is that he had that

minor political virtue called consistency.
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Because that's all that can be said about

this particular tax. But one must go behind

this particular occupant of that office,

transitory as the occupants of this ministry

happen to be, to another factor about the

tax situation of the Province of Ontario.

The province, imposing this tax as it did

back in 1961, had never realized and faced

up to the facts of the taxation system of

Canada—that they have equal access with

the federal government to the field of per-
sonal income tax and to the field of corporate
income tax. They have never been prepared
to admit that they have that right to enter

those fields on their own initiative, over

and above whatever credits may be granted

against federal income and corporate taxes

for taxes paid in the Province of Ontario.

I'm suggesting to the minister that when
he had a choice to make, the only choice

available to him was a choice between an

increase in the personal income tax in the

province—if, as my friend from Wentworth

said, any tax increase was required—or an
increase in the corporations tax.

There was no reason and no excuse—and
if one looks at the budget of the Province
of Ontario in the pages marked B at the

back part of that budget, you will see a

totally facetious and fallacious reasoning—
as to why the Treasurer of Ontario selected

the retail sales tax.

The retail sales tax is a flat rate tax. It is

imposed upon the person who can't pass it

on to anyone else and that makes it a re-

gressive tax. To the extent that the Treasurer

provides exemptions from that tax in the

form of exempting food and now exempting
and continuing to exempt energy, he does

not make that tax progressive or propor-
tionate, merely makes it less regressive. No
matter what any Treasurer attempts to do,
he cannot rationalize a retail sales tax im-

posed at a flat rate as a consumption or use

tax into either a proportionate tax or into a

progressive tax. It is always only more or

less regressive.

Mr. Speaker, when the minister selected

this particular tax to impose this increase,
he was fooled by those who advised him, or

he had lost his assessment of the meaning
of progressivity, proportionateness and re-

gressiveness in the tax system. Progressivity
means that those who are more able to pay
bear a heavier proportion of the tax and
those who are less able to pay bear a lesser

proportion of the tax, or, if the tax is pro-

portionate, then everybody bears an equal
share of that tax.

No matter whatever sophisticated argu-
ments may be brought to bear by any of

those who have studied this tax, they cannot

escape the fact that it is at all times a re-

gressive tax. There is no way, that that tax

can become a proportionate tax or a pro-

gressive tax, because, what happens with the

retail sales tax is that it is a departure from
the three fundamental criteria of an ade-

quate tax system. One, is that it be pro-

gressive; two, that it be neutral; and, three,

that it be equitable.

It cannot by definition be progressive. It

loses its neutrality as soon as the government
intervenes to exempt certain items from the

tax, because that means an exercise of judge-
ment by the government about the nature

of that tax, and its neutrality disappears. So

far as its equity is concerned, its equity is

related entirely to the question of whether

or not a heavier share can be borne by those

who are able to bear it-and a substantially

heavier share.

Mr. Speaker, the great merit of progres-

sivity in the income tax structure is that it

does not deal in the marginal utility of the

value of the dollar. The retail sales tax deals

exactly in that item. The articles which any-
one can pick up and read by those who
stretch their imagination to turn the retail

sales tax into a progressive tax are based

upon the fallacy, and the Treasurer knows

it, that all dollars are of equal value to all

recipients, or, stated another way, that all

dollars have to be spent by those who re-

ceive them.

The fact of the matter is, in the Province
of Ontario up until about an income of

$10,000 for the normal families, there is very
little, if any, element of saving. There is a

small marginal element in those who invest

in income tax or through the Canada Pen-
sion Plan or because of unemployment in-

surance, to the extent that that can be cate-

gorized as savings.

There is very little saving. It is con-

sumed. The great bulk of the consumption,

apart from housing, apart from food, apart
from children's clothing and apart from

prescription drugs, is subject to this tax. The

marginal utility of the value of those dollars

is so great for the recipient that that is why
this tax is inequitable. When you get above

$10,000 a year income for the normal fam-

fly, above $15,000, and above $20,000, then

you are, in the words of those who are using

sophisticated arguments, beginning to say,

"Oh, well, those people spend more of their

money on taxable items; therefore the tax
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ceases to be regressive and becomes propor-
tionate."

Mr. Speaker, in the overall number of dol-

lars which people receive, they do not spend
them. At that level, people start to save and

they are not subject to this particular tax.

The result is, as I said at the beginning, that

you cannot change the retail sales tax into

a progressive tax.

The strange thing is, Mr. Speaker, that the

minister, in aid of his argument for imposing
this increased tax, brought up the fact that

all of the provinces east of the Province of

Ontario impose a higher tax. Well, we could

expect that. Three of the four to the west
have New Democratic Party govenmients and
are resolving the contradictions of the tax

system imposed by former Tory and former
Social Credit and former Liberal regimes in

those provinces, to make their tax structures

equitable, neutral and progressive.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Yes, right
on.

Mr, Renwick: Those steps are being taken

right now. The fact of the matter is 3iat, so

far, the philosophy and the outlook of the
New Democratic Party has not really grabbed
hold in the Province of Quebec or in the

Maritime provinces, but when it does—

^ hon. member: Is Stephen leavin'?

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
Or in Ontario.

Mr. Renwick: Oh, I can see we've finally
found the flaw in the Liberal Party. They
would impose a higher tax because they sup-
port the taxing policy of the Maritime prov-
inces.

Hon. Mr. White: The fight's over here,

boys. The fight's over here.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: There is a real discord.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The enemy is over
here.

Mr. Lewis: No, no, no, we understand that.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The NDP is not acting
as if they do.

Mr. Renwick: We basically think we are

entering into a very good three-way fight in
the next election and we are quite prepared
to take part.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Gisbom: It's always been only a two-

way fight—the Liberals and the NDP.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): You wouldn't think

so, not the way the member votes.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Sargent: He's just getting there.

Mr. Renwick: Now, Mr. Speaker, I want
the Treasurer when he rises tonight to give
us one single reason why he should not with-

draw this tax.

Hon. Mr. White: Don't worry, he will.

Mr. Lewis: Well, we'll wait.

Mr. Renwick: As I said before, Mr. Speaker,
you can't defend the indefensible, and this is

it, and the minister knows it.

Mr. Lewis: It's senseless.

Mr. Renwick: There were choices, and if

one were to read—and I am not going to take
the time of the House because there'll be a

budget debate later on and I know the min-
ister will be in as constant attendance during
the course of that debate as he has been

during the debate on this bill.

Mr. Lewis: He's been first-rate.

Mr. Gisbom: He won't show up for another
three months.

Hon. Mr. White: This is the first week the
member has been here this year.

Mr. Gisbom: Does the minister want to

make a bet on that?

Hon. Mr. White: And we're sorry he's here

tonight.

Mr. Deans: He holds the balance of power.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, the arguments
which are made by the advisers of the Treas-
urer in the pages marked B5, B6 and B7 in

his budget are that the income tax, the cor-

poration tax and the retail sales tax are

responsive to a period of growth. That is the

only argument upon which the selection was
made by the Treasurer. If one reads the bud-

get from beginning to end, that is the sole

argument.

Everybody knows that the retail sales tax

is responsive to growth because it is a flat-

rate tax imposed on the retail price of goods
and on the persons who consume or use the

goods in the last resort. So if there are more

goods and more goods being purchased, you
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are going to have a responsive tax for the

purpose of revenue. That has nothing to do
with regressivity of the taxing system, nothing
whatsoever to do with the fact that that

retail sales tax is a regressive tax.

Then he deals with the personal income
tax and he agrees how responsive that is, but
he seems to think that we have no right to

increase by even one percentage point the

take by the Province of Ontario from the

progressive income tax structure.

The argument that the Treasurer makes is

that that would somehow offend his friends

in Ottawa and that he shouldn't—

Hon. Mr. White: They are not really my
friends.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): And they

agree with that.

Mr. Renwick: Well, all right, all right. He
would offend his friends in Ottawa, or his

enemies in Ottawa, if he dared to intrude

upon the personal income tax structure by
one percentage point.

Mr. Laughren: That's what he said.

Mr. Renwick: And then when he comes
to the corporate tax structure, what do we
find?—that whether they're friends or not,

they're in lockstep with the Liberal govern-
ment in Ottawa on their attitude to corporate
taxation. And they march to the beat of the

same corporate drummer every time.

Now, let's be perfectly clear. I spoke a

little earlier about questions of judgement be-

coming questions of integrity. And when the

Treasurer stood up and said that he was

imposing an increased capital tax on cor-

porations--it was not a tax on corporations,
he was taking some money surreptitiously
from the federal government.

Mr. Sargent: Walking out on us.

Mr. Renwick: Why? Because the paid-up
capital tax, no matter what he increases it to,

is totally deductible from the Ontario cor-

porations tax for the purpose of the imposi-
tion of that tax. And, therefore, around the

corner, so that no one would know, and dis-

guised as imposing an additional tax on the

corporate structure, he was taking a little bit

of money with the agreement, I'm quite cer-

tain, and the consent of his friends in Ottawa,
from the Ottawa government.

Mr. Stokes: That's integrity for you.

Mr. Renwick: Now, we don't need to do

that, Mr. Speaker, in this province. We hap-

pen to have the corporations which are pro-

ducing profits at a rate which has never been
exceeded in the Province of Ontario before.

The increase in corporate profits in 1972,
and the continuing trend in corporate profits
for 1973, means that the government of the

Province of Ontario could certainly have
increased the corporations tax in this province
and returned to the revenues of the Province
of Ontario some minor portion of the use by
those corporations of all of the facilities of the

province.

Mr. Speaker, I don't know how one can go
on at any greater length about a budget
which is incomprehensible. I think one can

say two or three things about some of the

Tory members who had the temerity to speak
out against the government. I thinJc particu-

larly, of course, of the white knight from
Hamilton Mountain, who hasn't been visible

in this chamber, so far as I know, from the

time that the debate on second reading of

this bill took place.

Mr. Gaunt: They locked him out, that's

why.

Mr. Stokes: The day that he got-

Mr. Renwick: But although you can extract

$65 million from the people of the Province

of Ontario and get a protest from the gov-
ernment backbenchers, you can extract $350
million and you don't get a peep out of them.

Mr. Stokes: Not a whimper.

Mr. Renwick: They don't say a thing about

Mr. Deans: Those who spe^, speak in

favour of it.

Mr. Renwick: And I'm thinking of the

courageous member for Renfrew North

(Mr. Hamilton), who was in his seat a few
minutes ago. I'm thinking of the hon. mem-
ber for Sault Ste. Marie (Mr. Rhodes), who
was so concerned about the long heating
season in the north but seems not to be con-

cerned about the serious price differential in

the north on which the people of the north

pay the additional sales tax. I'm thinking of

the hon. member for Algoma, who has just

taken his seat, and stood up the other night
and tried to defend this tax because he

knows that having gone home and listened

to the criticism of the tax, he had to, on the

record of this House, say something, shame-

ful as it was, and indefensible as it was,
that he could use again—
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Hon. Mr. Winkler: Oh, come on now.

Mr. Lewis: It was shameful.

Mr. Renwick: —for the constituents in Al-

goma.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Renwick: Well, the hon. member for

Algoma won't be here next time.

Mr. Lewis: Well, we'll deal with all of

the members before tonight is over. One by
one.

Mr. Gilbertson: That's only one reason

why I won't be here.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, I know that

in your neutral position you don't need to

convince the people in your riding about

your integrity, but the backbenchers of this

Tory party certainly do need to.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): The

rump.

Mr. Renwick: Because you know-

Mr. D. R. Timbrel! (Don Mills): People
have found out.

Mr. Renwick: —there are fashions in pol-
itics and the Treasurer didn't really hit the

Tory backbenchers on a question of prin-
ciple, he hit them because it was fashion-

able, an idea created by the oil companies
and other persons interested in it, that

energy was uppermost in the minds of the

people of the Province of Ontario. And they
just made a horrendous political mistake.

They imposed the tax when energy was

uppermost in everyone's mind, and when
they had been flying out to Alberta to com-

plain about it, and when they had been talk-

ing with Ottawa about it. And they hit a

backlash.

But again, Mr. Speaker, I come back to
the question of integrity. Let's forget the

energy tax. Let's consider that an aberration
of a latter-day Tory government, and let's

just deal with the guts of this budget with-
out the energy tax, without that aberration.
Let me say to the Tory backbenchers, where
were they? Did they, as the member for

Yorkview (Mr. Young) said, pay a price to

the cabinet?

Mr. Lewis: Of course, their souls.

Mr. Renwick: Was the price that they
would shut up about the rest of the budget,
if he would withdraw that energy tax?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Renwick: Or was it put, not in terms

of any bargain at all, but, "Look, we're going
to withdraw that energy tax and you shut

up"?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Renwick: As the member for York-

view said, did they cool their heels for 2y4

hours last Monday morning a week ago wait-

ing for the word to come down? Mr. Speak-
er, I say to the members of the Tory party,
and particularly to my friend from Scarbor-

ough Centre-

Mr. Timbrell: They did the opposition a

favour.

Mr. Renwick: I say to them very clearly,
can they in all conscience support the im-

position of a two per cent increase in the

sales tax which is a regressive tax, a tax

which is unnecessary?

Mr. Speaker, the member for York South

(Mr. MacDonald) made a statement before
this House, but it was not reprinted in the

press because of the fashions of the time.

What the member for York South said was

perfectly true, that there was no need for

that revenue for the government—

An hon. member: No integrity?

Mr. Renwick: —either on the past history
of its budgetary performances or upon the

present history of price trends in the Prov-

ince of Ontario.

Mr. Sargent: Say it to his face, he is back.

Mr. Renwick: It is now perfectly clear,

even from Statistics Canada, that inflationary

pressures in particular are becoming worri-

some. The consumer price index rose by 4.8

per cent in 1972, compared with 2.9 per cent

in 1971. In the first three months of 1973,
consumer prices averaged 5.8 per cent higher
than in the first quarter of 1972. The clincher

is that price pressures have been especially

strong at the wholesale level and, I add in

parentheses, exclusive of the food sector—

and these have not yet been fully reflected in

consumer prices.

When one deals with a tax such as this,

one is reluctant to embark upon the general
conditions of the economy. But the fact of

the matter is that anyone who has read the

business report in the Globe and Mail for the

last nine months knows very well that the

wholesale index of prices and the base price
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of many of the basic ingredients of our econ-

omy has gone up by very substantial amounts,

which will be reflected in every avenue of

the consumer price index.

I don't really understand why the govern-
ment is not in a position to say to the people
of Ontario, "We will withdraw the tax. We
don't think it is necessary, but if we do think

it is necessary, we're going to impose one

per cent on the personal income tax struc-

ture"; or "We are going to impose two per-

centage points on the corporation tax rates."

For as my colleagues from the north have

pointed out, and as we have pointed out in

the debates on the Corporations Tax bill

and on the Mining Tax Act in December,
those are areas where it is quite possible to

increase the revenues of this province in a

way which is adequate compensation to the

people for the use of their resources, and

where we can do away with the giveaways
and the handouts which the Tory party, in

conjunction with the Liberal Party, con-

stantly hand to the corporate part of the tax

structure.

Mr. Spe^er, I simply say to the minister.

He has made a serious mistake. He has been

misled by his advisers. He must accept the

responsibility for it and he cannot place, as

an argument before us, the question that it

is a bold move to provide more funds for

the municipalities. Because we have for a

long time been advocating the municipal tax-

ation plan, which, in the course of his bud-

get debate, the minister acknowledged to this

party as having been the reason for, and the

basis of, that equalization programme.

Hon. Mr. White: No, I did not. I said

the committee had advocated it.

Mr. Renwick: All we are saying to the

minister is that, of course, the property tax

is regressive for the reasons which the mem-
ber for Wentworth gave; for reasons which

are known to all tax accountants and tax

professors in the country. That's not an argu-
ment in favour of increasing the sales tax.

The argument is very simple. A regressive tax,

no matter what is done to it, cannot be made

apportionate, or progressive. The minister has

made the wrong choice. The choice was either

not to increase taxes because of the inflation-

ary pressures in the economy, or to impose
one per cent in the personal income tax

bracket, or two per cent in the corporate tax

rate.

Mr. Sargent: He is repeating himself.

Mr. Renwick: That would have produced
the results which were necessary to provide
the kind of budget needed by the Province of

Ontario in this year.

On behalf of this party we simply ask, of

course, for the withdrawal of that tax.

Mr. Gisbom: The member for Scarborough
Centre supports it right down the Hne.

Mr. Laughren: Shame on the member for

Scarborough Centre.

An Hon. member: He tried to get away
with 10 per cent.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-

Forest Hill.

Hon. Mr. White: I thought the member
for York-Forest Hill had retired. Is he still a

member here?

Mr. Givens: Me?

Hon. Mr. White: Yes. The member has

been so quiet.

Mr. Gisbom: He fronted for the Tory back-
benchers.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He will make up for

it now.

Mr. Givens: Well, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Sargent: I guess the minister got told

over there.

Hon. Mr. White: No, I honestly thought
he had left.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Yor'k-Forest

Hill.

Mr. Givens: Mr. Speaker, it is difficult to

come up with a ringing denunciation of the

sales tax which is being implemented by the

government at the tail end of this discussion,

which has raged over many days. It is hard
to think of anything new to say under the

circumstances, since so many people have
said the same thing over and over again,

many times.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: But he will try.

Mr. Givens: But there are times, Mr.

Speaker—

An hon. member: When it's got to be said.

Mr. Givens: —when a piece of legislation
is so unfair, so unreasonable, so unjust, so

iniquitous and so horrendous that it is in-

cumbent upon every member of the opposi-
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tion — and those who are members of the

government, who would like to do the same

thing but can't afford themselves the luxury
—to stand up in their places and to register
their protest, and their distaste, and their

displeasure for what they consider to be

iniquitous, unjust, unfair and unreasonable,
and this is one of those occasions where all

of us are choosing to register our protest.

Mr. F. Drea (Scarborough Centre): That
is almost as bad as driving the Spadina Ex-

pressway.

Mr. Givens: I would think, Mr. Speaker,
that the proposed imposition of the energy
tax was probably the worst tax, and the most

iniquitous, since the tax that brought about

the Boston Tea Party, and that was probably

why there were those members of the oppo-
sition who were unfair enough to suggest to

the Treasurer that perhaps the whole thing,
the introduction of the energy tax, was one

deliberate and gigantic hoax.

An hon. member: I don't believe it.

Mr. Givens: That the idea was to use the

energy tax as a ploy, as a
decoy,

in order

to draw away the attention of the public—
as they were warding off the right to the

jaw they were going to get the uppercut to

the solar plexus—and this was for the pur-

pose of—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Givens: —bringing about a situation

where you shoot up the decoy, then you
withdraw it, and you settle for the retail

sales tax, which is what the Treasurer in-

tended this House to accept all along.

I will not be so unkind as to suggest that

this was a ploy, or a decoy, or a hoax, be-

cause I think it was done deliberately. And
if you think that the public is going to for-

get this business of this energy tax, which
stirred up so much discussion and so much
controversy you are mistaken, because they
are going to be reminded about it all the
time because of the imposition of this retail

sales tax. And I think that the statement that

was made by the Treasurer—it wasn't made
in this House but it was made on camera—
this business of the people will have to lower
their thermostats and put on their sweaters-
will go down in the lexicon of political

history.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, on a point
of privilege, at no time did I say any such

thing. A reference to my own family, having

nothing to do with taxes, was grossly mis-

construed, taken out of context, and used to

beat me with, and there was no truth in it

ever and there is no truth in it now.

Mr. Lewis: That not having said it will

live with the minister for a lifetime.

Mr. Givens: Mr. Speaker, I agree with the

member for Scarborough West, that this will

go down in the lexicon of political history,
to ring along with the phrase of that great
and noble creature Marie Antoinette, when
she said just before she went to the guillo-
tine: When asked how the peasants were

going to afiFord bread, she told them: "Let
them eat cake." It will live on in infamy and

political history.

Mr. Lewis: Well, maybe not forever, but
for a few weeks.

Mr. Givens: One of the greatest pleasures
I get in this chamber is to sit here and
watch the expressions of the faces of the

members of the cabinet as they perform
every day.

Mr. Haggerty: There's not too many of

them over there.

Mr. Givens: And I can tell them that

many of them would make very poor poker
players.

Mr. Haggerty: Three ministers present!

Mr. Givens: They wince when they are
stabbed. They bellow when they are en-

raged, and they beam when they are pleased
—just like the Minister of Transportation
(Mr. Carton) is doing right now. Although
they don't look quite so pleased as him.
And the backbenchers, particularly, show
their emotions on their faces, because they
can afford to be less guarded than the mem-
bers of the cabinet. Many references have
been made by the previous speakers about
the performance of Nixon Maximus, Presi-

dent Nixon, last night on television,

Mr. Lewis: The member is not suggesting
that President Nixon is maximus and the

Leader of the Opposition (Mr. R. F. Nixon)
is minimus?

Mr. Givens: That is the only other con-

clusion I can draw. In order to diflFerentiate

between the two, not that one is major and
one is minor, because the way the other one
has performed, he is not so major right now.
He's back in the bush leagues. But when the

President of the United States can get on
television last night and say in living colour
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that Mr. Ehrlichman, Mr. Haldeman and Mr.
Kleindienst were overzealous, they were more
zealous than they were judicious, and he in-

dicates by imphcation that he really didn't

know what was going on—there are those of

us who would like to help.

Our hearts go out to the President of the

United States on this particular occasion,
because what has happened down there with

Watergate undermines the whole democratic

structure, not only in the United States, but
here as well. So, it's all right for the Presi-

dent to do so, and say so, and we can give
him the benefit of the doubt, but it is impos-
sible for the Treasurer to say the same thing
under the circumstances or for the Premier to

say so, because I was watching the faces of

these two gentlemen when the Treasurer was
intoning, with his intonations, this great

speech which he started with the opening re-

marks that "The budget that i present today is

idealistic and realistic." When he got to that

section having to do with the energy tax

and the sales tax—the Treasurer couldn't see

this—I could see the Premier sitting there,

beaming and smiling and grinning like a
Cheshire cat with indigestion, as the Treas-

urer was reading this budget speech. He was

very pleased and he was very delighted, ob-

viously, with the idealism and the realism of

this speech.

So I say to the Treasurer, Mr. Speaker, why
did he back down on the energy tax? He
obviously believed it was right. He obviously
believed it was idealistic and, in the absence
of an energy policy, which God knows how
long it is going to take him to bring into this

chamber, he obviously intends to see that

the energy is rationed in this province. He
has said so after the fact, even after with-

drawing the energy tax, that he believes in his

soul of souls and heart of hearts that his was
the proper and idealistic thing to do.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, it took the member
a long time to say something.

Mr. Givens: So why did he do so?

Mr. Drea: Because the people didn't want
it.

Mr. Givens: The people didn't want it.

Mr. Reid: The people don't want this one
either.

Mr. Givens: So he went through this humil-

iating experience of withdrawing the tax be-
cause the people didn't want it. He is in no
different position than that guy was on the

Champs Elysees during the French Revolu-

tion. He said, "There is the cow going down
the street. I am its leader. I had better follow

it."—And that's what the Treasurer did*

I would have had more respect for the

Treasurer if he had stuck to that tax. Leader-

ship means leadership. If be really believes

that it was the right thing to do, he should

have been decisive. He should have led,

whether he led his party over a clifE or not

is quite beside the point. But if he believed

in it, as he said he did before, why didn't he
stick to it?

An hon. member: They would have fol-

lowed him.

Mr. Givens: Just because he had a few
hunches. All those trained seals over there

from murderers' row in the back, were ap-

plauding. They were all banging their seats

and the member for Wellington-Dufferin ( Mr.

Root) is complaining today because the

Treasurer didn't get applause from the mem-
bers of the opposition. I never applaud a bad

performance. That was a very bad act. You
couldn't expect the members of the opposition
to applaud that performance.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Givens: The other day I was at a pub-
lic meeting which was addressed by the

mayor of the city of Toronto. The mayor
invited questions, so I figured I would hand
him one that he could field very easily, and
I said, "What's the tax rate going to be like

this year?" He said, "Well, with some help
we are going to be down a mill and a hafip

for the city of Toronto."

The Minister of Revenue was sitting beside

him, and of course, you know, he's never one
to hide his light under a bushel, so he said

to the mayor: "Tell him why this is going to

be so"—this reduction of a mill and a half.

So the major pointed out that the reason for

this decrease was due to the beneficence that

the city was going to receive from the govern-
ment of the Province of Ontario.

So, the Treasurer is invoking a regressive
tax here for the purpose of assisting another

regressive tax, and this tax is even more re-

gressive than the property tax, and if he

doesn't know why, I will tell him why. Be-

cause when you own two homes side by side

—two comparable, similar homes—and you
have a father and a mother and five children

in one, and two old-age pensioners in the

other, from a realty tax standpoint they are

both taxed the same. So it is not a progressive
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tax. Similarly, there are only two variables in

property tax; you have your mill rate, which
is say, 70 mills, and you have your assess-

ment-

Mr. Gisbom: The member for Samia thinks

it's progressive.

Mr. Givens: —so the man who owns a house
that is worth $5,000 in assessment, that is

five times 70 mills; if he own a house that

has a $25,000 assessment, that is 25 times

70 mills.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That is very good.

Mr. Givens: If it was 50 mills for the guy
with the $5,000 assessment, 60 mills for the

man with a $10,000 assessment, 70 mills for

the man with a $25,000 assessment, it would
be progressive; but this isn't progressive, it's

regressive, and the guy that benefits more
is the one who owns the $150,000 home, or

the $200,000 home. Surely that's obvious to

everybody. Here's another thing: As regres-
sive as the property tax is, there are ways
around it.

Mr. Gisbom: I thought you said the prop-
erty tax was not regressive.

Mr. Givens: In the area where I grew up in

town, in the east end of my constituency,
where people own eight- or nine-room homes,
if they have a fixed tax that they can't beat,
if they have an assessment which is the as-

sessment times the mill rate, they can rent

out a room or two. They can bring in an
income of $50 or $100 a month to defray
the cost of the taxes.

They can't do so with the sales tax, so the

government is taking the money out of one

pocket, losing a lot in the transmission over

to the municipalities because there are many
administrative costs in the collection of these

taxes, and giving it back to the homeowner
in a very regressive way—benefiting more
disproportionately the man who has the bigger
home and the costlier home than the man who
has the cheaper home.

An Hon. member: The Treasurer is smiling
about that one.

Mr. Reid: The members opposite are the

only ones who can afford those kinds of

homes.

Mr. Givens: Why the Treasurer can't for the

life of me see that, I don't understand. There
is no sliding scale on the property tax and
hence it is regressive, so that the sales tax

that the Treasurer is imposing here is much
more regressive than the property tax.

Mr. Speaker, it isn't enough to say that the

other provinces are doing it. The other prov-
inces aren't supposed to be like the Province

of Ontario. They don't have the tax base

and the wealth and the commerce and the

finance and the industry that the Province

of Ontario has. The Treasurer doesn't have to

go seeking in the pockets of the poor to

raise the revenues that he has to raise in the

Province of Ontario as compared to the have-

not provinces.

So it is no excuse to say that this province
is doing it or that province is doing it, that

this province has imposed an energy tax and
that province has imposed it. Ontario doesn't

have to do that. It has sources and pockets
of wealth which can be taxed and which the

government is not reaching by means of this

sales tax.

Mr. Gisbom: Well spokeni

Mr. Givens: The Finance Minister of Can-
ada came out last year and he removed—I

forget what it was—something like 600,000
or 700,000 people from the tax rolls of this

country. By means of the imposition of this

retail sales tax, this government is putting
these people back under the cloud of taxation

all over again.

Mr. Reid: Additional taxation!

Mr. Givens: They were relieved by the

federal government and this government is

imposing the yoke of taxation on them all

over again.

Mr. H. Worton (Wellington South): Tur-

ner giveth. White taketh away.

Mr. Givens: The Lord giveth, the Lord
taketh away.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That's where all the

dough is.

Mr. Reid: They are just better fiscal man-

agers than the members opposite.

Mr. Givens: The Minister of Agriculture
and Food said to my colleague here about

the family farm, that they were going to

help the family farm and they were going to

help the family firm, and the way they are

helping the family farm is entirely different

from the way they are helping the family
firm. It is a far cry from the way they are

helping the family firm as compared to the

way they are helping the family farmer.
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I take nothing away from the family farmer.

The government gives him assistance, that's

fine. It is giving him forgiveness over a period
of 25 years, that's fine. But it is not doing
the same thing for the family firm. It says
he can pay off on death—the deceased can

pay off or his estate can pay off on the basis

of handing over shares to a trusteeship which

will be set up in the government. With shares

goes control.

How can the government compare the

forgiveness that it is giving the owner of

the family farm with the owner of or the

successors to the family firm? There is no

comparison at all and we are waiting with

interest on this side to see, having made
this gesture in its budget, what the govern-
ment is going to do about the pending legis-

lation that it talked about in the Throne

Speech having to do with land use—whether
it is going to be bringing in the same kind

of legislation that the government of British

Columbia is bringing in; where it is going
to control the use of the land and it is going
to see what the reaction of the farmers is

going to be with respect to that.

I am also waiting to see what the rules

and regulations are going to be with respect
to the family firm, whether it is going to

allow the same flexibility, whether it is going
to allow the same kind of forgiveness and
the same kind of fairness with respect to

the continuation of the family firm as it has

done with the family farm.

I suppose one is wasting one's breath to

appeal to the members of the government
to revoke this iniquitous increase of the tax.

I wouldn't expect the government to com-

pletely withdraw the whole retail sales tax,

but certainly it has been manifested by the

kind of opposition that has been put up here

by every single opposition member who has

spoken. Every single member of the opposi-
tion has spoken on this bill and has asked

the government to withdraw this iniquitous
tax.

The Treasurer knew what he was doing
when he did it; he did it deliberately; and
we have indicated to him that he doesn't

have to do it. The people of Ontario are

objecting to what he is doing and the gov-
ernment can only suffer from it. We are

hoping that by the registration of our pro-
test with respect to this iniquitous retail sales

tax, he will reconsider within the time that

is left at his disposal, and that he will do

what is right and what is equitable and what
is fair and what is reasonable.

Mr. Lewis: I presume that the Treasurer

will wander in. He does show manifestations

of humanness from time to time, Mr. Speak-
er, and doubtless has to leave intermittently.
I want to express a warm welcome to all of

those in the galleries from Scarborough Cen-

tre, regardless of their political affiliation. I,

too, am represented by the member for Scar-

borough Centre in this Legislature, so we
share that, if nothing else, in common, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Drea: He is well represented.

Mr. Gisbom: The same encumbrance.

Mr. Lewis: The same encumbrance.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): The
same millstone.

Mr. Lewis: The same millstone. I shall

speak now.

It is a pity that the members of the Scar-

borough Centre Progressive Conservative As-

sociation weren't able to hear their member
in this debate. He was one of the few who

participated. From time to time tapes are

made of his speeches at various functions,

and some of them are available for any of

you should you wish to hear him in action

at other occasions.

May I say, Mr. Speaker, that I am glad
of the opportunity to summarize the position
of the New Democratic Party on this second

reading of the Retail Sales Tax Act. I am
the last speaker for the New Democratic

Party in this debate, every single member
of the caucus having spoken. As a matter

of fact, on the assumption that the member
for Downsview will express himself—the

whip is working hard to restrain him, but

some of us suspect that his essential irre-

pressibility will express itself—

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): I am sit-

ting here very quietly, minding my own busi-

ness.

Mr. Lewis: —if he speaks, I do believe that

for the first time that I can recall in my 10

years in the House, every single member of

the opposition will have voiced disapproval,

strong and impassioned in cases, of a govern-
ment bill.

Mr. Singer: How can I resist that?

Mr. Lewis: Right. I didn't think he could.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Samia): The member
is certainly very convincing.
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Mr. Sargent: We heard only three mem-
bers of the government.

Mr. Lewis: I think four or five of the gov-
ernment actually, to be fair to them. It only
sounded like three because one was incom-

prehensible and another was inaudible, but

there were five.

I may say, Mr. Speaker, that I am not

going to be terribly hurried. I want to deal

with the Treasurer, not at great length, but

at some little length. I want to deal with

some of his interjections which suggest to

us on this side of the House the kind of

bravura performance he will attempt to un-

dertake at the conclusion of this debate. I

want to see whether it isn't possible to put
on the record some statistical material in

advance-

Mr. Stokes: Psych him outi

Mr. Lewis: —so that his considered ob-

fuscations can be dealt with before they are

obfuscated. And I will try to do that.

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Development); Try it

again.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, we are going to

vote against this bill for—as I hear the debate

fiom the opposition—what amounts to seven

primary reasons, and I will deal with them
one by one.

The first, Mr. Speaker, is that there cannot

possibly be requested of us any confidence

whatsoever in this piece of legislation as it

reflects the budget of the provincial Treas-

urer. Any budget which introduces in this

coming year, initially, the $65 million energy
tax, thereafter cannot be trusted. It is as

simple as that.

As a matter of fact, this whole bill, and all

that it contained, goes right to the heart of

fiscal policy and political judgement. Those
are the things we are talking about. If such
a blunder can be made, what trust can we put
in the rest of his economic analysis? It does
throw it into question, doesn't it?

Now let it be said that all of the Tories in

this House, save one, shared the same sense

of blunder. Let not too much virtue attach

to the remarkable 11th hour reversal.

Mr. Sargent: A bunch of patsies.

Mr. Lewis: All of these Tories in the

Legislature got up and on first reading,

knowing full well what was in the bill, voted
for it—energy tax, sales tax, the whole works
—and it is all immortalized right here in

Hansard for Wednesday, April 18, 1973. They
had to vote one by one and be called. And
Mr. Speaker, it will be photostated and sent

to every single citizen in Ontario during the

course of the 1975 campaign just so that

everyone is clear what it was that the Tories

voted for and when.

You may recall the "ayes". Let me read

them into the record, Mr. Speaker, in case

anyone has forgotten. All of those who voted

for it.

Mr. Sargent: Good idea!

Mr. Lewis: They are all here enshrined

forever in the living prose of Hansard:

Allen, Apps, Auld, Bales, Beckett, Be-

langer, Bennett, Birch, Brunelle, Camithers,

Clement, Downer, Drea, Dymond, Eaton,

Evans, Gilbertson, Grossman—that was to be

expected—Guindon, Havrot—how does one like

that?—Henderson, Hodgson (Victoria-Halibur-

ton), Hodgson (York North), Jessiman, John-

ston, Kennedy, Lane, Leluk, MacBeth, Mcll-

veen—well, I will get back to the member for

Oshawa—McKeough, McNeil, McNie, Meen,
Miller, Momingstar, Morrow. I pause to say
that there are a dreadful number of them,
Mr. Speaker. Newman (Ontario South), Nixon

(Dovercourt), Nuttall, Potter, Reilly, Rhodes,

Rollins, Root, Scrivener, Smith (Simcoe East),

Snow, Stewart, Taylor, Turner, Villeneuve,

Walker, Wardle, Welch, Wells, White, Wink-

ler, Wiseman, Yaremko—all 60 of them at the

time. Sixty of them voted for an energy tax

and for the increase in the sales tax to seven

per cent.

HoQ. Mr. Lawrence: No! No! No!

Mr. L. M. Reilly (Eglinton): They did

not. They voted for the introduction of a bill.

Mr. Lewis: They voted for an energy tax,

my hon. friend.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: It bothers them over there.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: As a matter of fact-

Mr. Singer: Come on, what about the

member for Eglinton and the small business-

man?

Mr. Lewis: The hon. member for Eglin-
ton should not so neatly stab his colleague to

his immediate left between his shoulder

blades. He knew what he was voting against
and stood on that bill on first reading.
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Mr. Stokes: And he was admonished by the

member for EgUnton, because I saw him.

Mr. Singer: Come on, what about the mem-
ber foT Eghnton and the small businessman?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Lewis: I may say that roll call I read

out didn't mean the members opposite all had
to come back. I was just accustoming myself
to what will be used later on the hustings.

Mr. Speaker, I remind you that when you
said, "First reading of the bill" the chorus of

"nays" from this side of the House engulfed
the government; it was deafening. I had never

heard it so voluble and intense. And all of

the members over there stood, and they knew
what they were voting for.

Now, admittedly the 60 who voted for it

quickly became known as the "schizophrenic
60," because 72 hours later they had reversed

themselves.

May I point out, Mr. Speaker, that people
I had never heard of—people who were

alleged to be members of the Legislature-
rushed all over Ontario raining calumny on
the heads of the provincial Treasurer. There
was a babble, a caterwauling or something,
a cacophony of something or other poured
forth as those mossbacks, those latter-day
heretics came from their lairs to heap scorn

on the provincial Treasurer of Ontario.

They didn't shirk any words either. I have
some of them here: "Frank Drea, Conserva-
tive member for Scarborough Centre, voted

with the government but later told women
protesting outside the Legislature, 'Why
White . . .'" — that's not very respectful,

"Why White." We say "Mr. White" on this

side of the House, Mr. Speaker.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, on a point of pri-

vilege.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. Deans: He should tell us what he

really said.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, I would just like

to point out that at all times I use the

proper prefix for the minister. The style of

the Toronto Star, in refusing to use "Mr."
or something else, has nothing to do with
the way I describe the Treasurer of this

province.

Mr. Singer: What is the proper prefix?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: What kind of description does
the member have for him?

Mr. Drea: The leader of the NDP knows
better.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, well the descriptions I

have heard I dare not use. Such language
would not flow from these quiescent lips.

Mr. Speaker, I quote from the member
for Scarborough Centre:

"
'Why White chose to put a tax on energy

when Ontario has no shortage, I wouldn't

know,' he said. Maurice Hamilton, Renfrew

North, said—"

Mr. Givens: Who?

Mr. Lewis: You know, the same thought
ran through my mind! There are endless

revelations in this House, Mr. Speaker. One
of them is to meet your colleagues on the

government benches from time to time. Per-

haps that's not fair. Yes, it was the member
for Renfrew North who said: "It's absolutely

regressive and strikes at the poor people

earning the minimum wage."

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): This tax doesn't,
eh?

Mr. Lewis: The member for Renfrew
North has something to be said for him. The

whip from Algoma expressed great reserva-

tions and said: "I would appreciate it very
much on issues such as this, if we'd have a

chance to know all about it in advance."

Mr. Gilbertson: Fair enough.

Mr. Lewis: "There have been other times,"
he said, his voice trailing off in a mournful,

plaintive whisper.

Then there was the member for Prince

Edward-Lennox (Mr. Taylor): "I think the

bill is unfortunate," he said succinctly.

And the member for Timiskaming (Mr.

Havrot): "I'm definitely against it. For the

government it's the most dangerous piece of

legislation in 20 years.

The member for Parry Sound (Mr. Maeck):
"No one said it's a good thing, it's discrimina-

tory against people in my riding."

The member for Glengarry (Mr. Ville-

neuve): "I think there will be some amend-
ments made. A lot of members see other

sources of taxation available."
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The member for Dovercourt (Mr. G.

Nixon): "I think there has to be a change of

thinking. Our caucus is very upset. I haven't

heard anybody who is happy with it."

The Treasurer said: "There may or not be
a revolt among some Tory backbenchers over

the tax." Nothing if not prescient! Yes, noth-

ing if not prescient.

Let it be said that some of the Tory back-

benchers went to greater lengths. Indeed it

is rumoured, Mr. Speaker, that the hon.

member for Oshawa, a man reticent, re-

strained, quiet of conduct and of manner,
quietly at night built himself a little wooden
image of the Treasurer and quietly pricked it

with his scalpels. Mr. Speaker, I point out

that if the member for Oshawa loses his seat

after this bill he'll have to return to living on
a physician's income.

The member for Eglinton burned the

Treasurer in effigy beside his cash register.
In any event, Mr. Speaker, they all rebelled,
and so it was withdrawn, and the Tories as

usual tried to turn it into a victory. Well

you can't turn surrender into heroism, Mr.

Speaker. What the Treasurer really did was
that he snatched defeat from the jaws of de-

feat, that's what he did. Only he is capable
of that.

Hon. Mr. White: I saw the member's long
face when I withdrew that energy tax.

Mr. Lewis: No, that was my lean and

hungry look he saw. That wasn't my long
face, my friend.

Hon. Mr. White: His long face.

Mr. Lewis: I actually enjoyed it. I was

sorry for the Treasurer. I thought that the

personal humiliation to which he was sub-

jected was unfortunate.

Hon. Mr. White: You know, I believe the
hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: I thought that his impulsive
comments about sweaters and thermostats
were equally unfortunate, however they may
have obtained.

Hon. Mr. White: -the factsi

Mr. Lewis: The fact that he tried to turn
this into a victory shows just what a distance
he is from reality. Because, to get back to

the point I wanted to make initially—

Hon. Mr. White: The members opposite
are five-foot fascists—

An hon. member: Fascists?

Mr. Lewis: What?

Hon. Mr. White: They hate the idea that

we're a real people's party.

An hon. member: They are the fascists!

Mr. Singer: We're the people's party and

they're the fascists.

Mr. Lewis: Five-foot fascists! That's a

lovely piece of illiteration that trips off the

tongue, isn't it? It's a very great contribu-

tion to this debate.

Mr. Stokes: He's sick. The Treasurer is

actually sick.

Mr. Lewis: I want to point out to you,
Mr. Speaker, that in the process of the

entire energy sales tax controversy—and I

want to remind the Treasurer about this,

because it speaks to the quality of this bill

in the budget—it emerged that he had made
absolutely no estimate of costs for hospitals
and school boards. It emerged that he had

absolutely no formula available to divide the

costs of energy that are involved in the pro-
ductive process, as distinct from the lighting
that allows that process to take place. It

emerged that he had no way of providing
meters for separate metering for those living
in apartments.

In other words, Mr. Speaker, there was no
calculation made. No estimate was made.
There was no substance to this part of the

budget. Therefore, he carmot possibly ask us

to t^e this bill seriously, because the integrity
of his budget was destroyed. That's point one.

The second point I want to make, Mr.

Speaker, is the one that has been made be-

fore, that the sales tax is totally unnecessary.
It follows logically from the poor prepara-
tion of this budget that he would have inac-

curacy of revenue projections and estimates.

There is no credibility to his fiscal marks-

manship at all. Never has it been worse than

in the case of this Treasurer. And I'm sur-

prised at that, too.

As a matter of fact, compared with the

member for York South (Mr. MacDonald),
he is like the Sheriff of Nottingham facing
Robin Hood in an archery contest. He has

nothing on his side.

From within his own budget—and I'll have

something to say in a few minutes about his

rhapsody with figures—let me point out right
now that in his budget even his traditional
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two per cent sales tax is inaccurately esti-

mated. And that takes some doing.

In the budget paper *B', "Ontario's Reve-

nue Structure," there is a brief section en-

titled, "Growth Capacity," in which the

Treasurer indicates the elasticity of various

revenue sources. Elasticity is a very simple

concept. It describes the way in which reve-

nue grows as the gross provincial product in-

creases. Simply, elasticity is defined as the

percentage change in the revenue divided by
the percentage change in the gross provincial

product. It is therefore very easy to check the

accuracy of the amounts the Treasurer has

predicted each tax will yield in 1973-1974.

The Treasurer stated in his budget that the

gross provincial product would increase by
11.1 per cent this year. The retail sales tax

yield has been underestimated. The five-year

average elasticity of the last five years is 1.2

per cent, which means an increase in revenue

this year of 13.3 per cent. Thus, the revenue

from sales tax should rise from $893 million

last year to $1,012 million this year. But the

Treasurer has predicted a yield of $970 mil-

lion after allowing for the tax changes. The
retail sales tax yield has been underestimated

by $42 million.

When the Treasurer stands to speak, let

him tell me how anyone on this side of the
House can take his bill seriously when he has
underestimated the yield from this tax, based
on his own figures and projections, by $42
million in the next fiscal year. As a matter of

fact, if we take a look at the rising gross

provincial product over the last few years and
the elasticity that that would eflFect, he may
well have underestimated it by as much as

$61 million.

It is really quite something for a Treasurer
to abandon $65 million within one week after

introducing his budget, and then to introduce
a bill that is between $42 million and $61
million short on the estimates on the basis of

his own material.

Let me take it further. All of his estimates
are wrong. If I can remind him of what the
member for York South pointed out, the
Treasurer has had an underestimate of 5.3

per cent across the board for the last 10

years. He was 9.1 per cent out in 1972. It

is absolutely reliable to say that he will col-

lect in 1973-1974 between $364 million and
$535 million more than he has said in his

budget. And it is deliberate.

It is a deliberate, unconscionable miscal-

culation, because he wants to be able to use
it for a political purpose. And instead of

lowering the sales tax by one per cent, which
he might have done as a stimulus to the

economy, he cynically increased it by two

per cent.

And when he asks me how can I compare
his sophisticated battery of mandarins with
the member for York South, the Treasurer's

judgement and his—let me remind him, Mr.

Speaker, that the member for York South

said on the eve of the budget that it would
increase the sales tax from five to seven per
cent and he was right. Let me remind him,
Mr. Speaker, that the member for York

South said that he would have to withdraw
the energy tax and he was right. And in any
choice between judgement of the provincial
Treasurer and the member for York South,

let alone political prediction, I will choose

the member for York SouA, every time.

Every time.

Mr. Speaker, the third point I want to

make—and I want to make this point as ef-

fectively as I can with statistical documenta-
tion which will appeal to the cerebral pro-

pensities of the Treasurer, if no one else,

and I hope that it appeals to a response from

him—is that the sales tax, with or without his

changes, is a hopelessly regressive tax; it is

economically unsound. Let me tell the House

something else: It is morally wrong to intro-

duce a tax of this kind which sets the re-

gressivity even further, let alone introduce

a 40 per cent increase.

Let me say, Mr. Speaker, that the provin-
cial Treasurer stands almost alone for the

sheer sophistry with which he invests his

argument. Every authority agrees on the

regressivity of the sales tax, from Maslove
to Musgrave. The Treasurer said to my
friend, the member for Lakeshore (Mr. Law-

lor), "Show me Musgrave." So I said to my
friend from Lakeshore, "Show me Mus-

grave.'*

My friend from Lakeshore, being a man
of erudition and having a great deal of

knowledge about taxation, rather more than
the provincial Treasurer, said: "Read to my
friend the Treasurer from Musgrave, Fiscal

Systems, page 271."

Unlike the income tax there is little to

be said about such taxes [meaning con-

sumer taxes, meaning sales taxes] under
the ability-to-pay approach. If equity cri-

teria are developed in terms of income

position, product taxes [that is, sales taxes]

are inherently inferior to income taxes.

They are likely to be objectionable in their

regressivity and are deficient in their equal
treatment of people in equal position.
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Now, the Treasurer asked for Musgrave to

be quoted to him as an authority, so there

he is.

Hon. Mr. White: Tell me what he says
about property taxes.

Mr. Lewis: Well, we will get to property
taxes in a moment. No one is arguing on
their account. And let me tell the Treasurer
—let him enlist an authority on his side who
tells him about the progressivity of the sales

tax—

Hon. Mr. White: Don't worry, I have some.

Mr. Lewis: Well, the Treasurer had better

have some, because let me tell him—

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Yes,
his own.

Mr. Lewis: The Treasurer's own authority?

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): And the
member for Glengarry's.

Mr. Deans: And of the members for Peel
South (Mr. Kennedy) and London North (Mr.
Walker).

Mr. Lewis: If you will forgive my observa-

tion, Mr. Speaker, the Treasurer as authori-

tarian perhaps; as authority no.

I want to take Allan Maslove's figures and
I want to spell out for the Treasurer a table

that he might not have taken the time to

document for himself, and I suspect that his

staflF has not done so either. And I ask him
to respond to it, to refute it when it is over.

I shall deal with it as carefully as I can. I

want to talk to the Treasurer about the

change in the incidence of the sales tax, after

the 40 per cent increase, including his tax

credit, because I want to put it on his ground.
I would ask you, Mr. Speaker, to listen to

these figures:

For people in the income category of

$3,000 to $4,000 a year the incidence of the
sales tax applied to the full income average
—the Treasurer will know of what I am speak-
ing—was 3.1 per cent, which worked out to

$131. That's at five per cent. At seven per
cent it's $183. When you subtract the $36

average tax credit, you drop it to $147, and
that works out to a sales tax incidence of

3.4 per cent.

For those between $6,000 and $7,000, the
incidence used to be 2.8 per cent. The
amount paid by the five per cent sales tax

was $226, while the amount paid at seven

per cent is $316. When you subtract the tax

credit you get $280, and that's an incidence

also of 3.4 per cent.

Between $9,000 and $10,000, the incidence

was 2.6 per cent under the old scheme. The
amount paid at the five per cent sales tax

level was $285. The amount paid at seven

per cent in that income category is $399.
After the sales tax credit is deducted it is

$363, for an incidence of 3.3 per cent.

Mr. Deans: That's progressivity.

Mr. Lewis: Between $12,000 and $15,000
it used to be 2.4 per cent on a total sales tax

payout of $375. When it is raised to seven

per cent, it goes to $525. When you subtract

the sales tax credit, you get $489, for an
incidence of 3.1 per cent. I won't give you
the figures for $15,000 plus, but the incidence

is down to 2.4 per cent.

Let the Treasurer ponder on the figures

for just a moment: At an income of $3,000
to $4,000, 3.4 per cent; at an income of

$6,000 to $7,000, 3.4 per cent; at an income
of $9,000 to $10,000, 3.3 per cent; at an in-

come of $12,00 to $15,000, 3.1 per cent; and
over $15,000, 2.4 per cent. And the Treasurer

dares to talk about introducing progressivity.
He doesn't know of what he speaks.

Hon. Mr. White: What about property tax?

The member has heard about property tax.

Mr. Lewis: Anger!

Mr. Cassidy: Feigned anger! It's ridiculous.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Some anger!

Mr. MacDonald: There he is, the friend of

the rich.

Mr. Lewis: It is really interesting to see,

but I want to remind the Treasurer of his

interjections in this debate, that he is intro-

ducing progressivity and that he is making it

less regressive. Well, I have done him the

justice of taking off that tax credit in order

to make these calculations. I have done him

the greater justice that I only whisper to

him now: I am not telling anybody what it

would have been like if people would still

have to be paying the energy tax. I won't

tell anybody about that-

Mr. Laughren: That was his intention.

Mr. Lewis: —because then it was so regres-

sive, that it is impossible for him to mas-

querade it. Here the Treasurer will pretend

that those between $3,000 and $4,000 are
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paying an incidence only slightly more than

those between $12,000 and $15,000. So in his

perverse logic, he views it as progressive.

Let me tell him something else. If he
doesn't like the way this reads, then let me
give him another calculation so that it's cov-

ered off on every conceivable front. And I

want him to answer these arguments, because

he has been making a lot of interjections
which need to be coped with.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: Political claptrap.

Mr. Lewis: There is, of course, another way
of measuring the total fallacy of this. The
essential charlatanism of the position the

Treasurer takes has to be exposed. All of the

claims he makes have to be exposed as fraud-

ulent, because they don't have any substance

at all.

When you deal with them as Maslove deals

vdth them, and, after all, the pattern of taxa-

tion in Canada is irrefutable—no one doubts

the substance of these figures—they come
from the government's statistics branch—all

you need to do is apply the calculation. It's

December, 1972. The Treasurer couldn't pos-

sibly get a better calculation.

Mr. MacDonald: He is still studying my
figures. He has retained them. He is still

studying my volume of Maslove. He has had
them for a week.

Mr. Lewis: Let me move to Family Ex-

penditure in Canada, volume one, from Sta-

tistics Canada. This was originally based on
1969 figures, but using the cost of living

index, we have taken the trouble to bring it

up to 1972. The minister will know what I

am getting at.

Under The Pattern of Family Expenditure
in Canada, there are 13 items enumerated
which set out the kinds of things on which
families spend their incomes. Of those 13

items, eight are essentially non-taxable, five

are essentially taxable. The five that are tax-

able overall are furnishings and equipment,

clothing, personal care, automobile purchases
and recreation. Mr. Speaker, I want to put
these figures on the record very carefully and
ask the minister to deal with them or refute

them in his response.

What we have done is to work out very
carefully the amount of additional money
families at various income levels, based on
the statistics we have, would pay in these

additional taxable categories with the two

per cent additional tax. We have calculated

the actual two per cent in dollar terms so

that we can see how much it costs in a

given year. Now, let me give it to the pro-
vincial Treasurer and to the House.

Mr. Speaker, under $3,000, on the average,
this tax will mean an additional $14.42 a

year. Between $3,000 and $4,000 it will mean
$20.58 a year. Between $4,000 and $5,000 it

will mean $26.42 a year. Between $5,000 and

$6,000 it will mean $29.56 a year. Between
$6,000 and $7,000 it will mean $35.35 a year.

Now, Mr. Speaker, let me remind you that

the average sales tax rebate is at a level of

$36. So, in this province when somebody
reaches a total income of approximately

$7,000, there will be, to use the Treasurer's

lingo, an offset. They will receive as much
by way of a retail sales tax credit rebate as

they are spending on the additional two per
cent at the level of $7,000.

Let me ask the Treasurer: How many
people in Ontario will that help? What pro-

portion of the taxpayers in Ontario are we
talking about—25 to 33 per cent, if I'm

generous? And what I want to point out to

you, Mr. Speaker, is that far from doing a

serious job as these figures indicate of allevi-

ating the burden of increased sales taxes, this

sales tax credit plan will apply only up to a

level of $7,000.

There are two other things I want to say
about this. And I know there is little way I

can reach the Treasurer, but I am obviously

going to have to try. I want to tell the

Treasurer and the Legislature what I think

it's important for everyone to realize. If he
had retained his energy tax, then every single

family earning over $3,000 a year would have
suffered a deficit.

An hon. member: That was his intention.

Mr. Lewis: Those were his original inten-

tions. His sales tax credit rebate would have
allowed for recovery only for those who earn

under $3,000 a year and everybody else

would have had to pay something.

As it now stands, because the minister was
rescued by the opposition and public opinion,
it looks a little better because he can say

everybody earning under $7,000 a year will

receive a good deal of it back, or all of it

back; but those weren't his initial intentions.

As my colleague from York South pointed
out during his budget presentation and his

speech on this second reading, the Treasurer

has done nothing about the five per cent

sales tax which remains. His sales tax credit

affects people under $7,000 a year largely as
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it relates to the two per cent increase. He
has done nothing about the five per cent. And
I remind him of Maslove's words about the

five per cent quoted by everybody, most re-

cently by my colleague from Wentworth,
"it is regressive over the entire income sys-

tem."

Now, I want the Treasurer to refute that

material.

Hon. Mr. White: Don't worry, I will.

Mr. Lewis: I will give him all of the statis-

tical breakdown, but indeed I don't think I

need to because he has reinforced the most

regressive tax in this province—maybe the

second most regressive tax in this province—
under the guise of a tax credit system.

That leads me to the fourth point I want
to make, Mr. Speaker. We are opposed to

this bill because the Treasurer is mutilating
the tax credit concept as all of us once under-

stood it. He is totally mutilating it and that

is unforgiveable. He is destroying the tax

credit as an effective instrument for income

redistribution.

I have already demonstrated that it has

absolutely no meaningful efiFect on regressiv-

ity at all. Further, the tax credit system
under this Treasurer has been distorted out

of all proportion to benefit high-income
earners.

We haven't talked much about that in this

debate yet.

He wants us to approve a bill which pro-
vides for a tax credit whose benefits are felt

by those—let me put it as simply as I can-
in the upper five per cent of the income tax

bracket. Now what in God's name is he doing
to this tax credit system? Why is he emascu-

lating it?

Let me make this very simple calculation

which the Treasurer will quickly observe.

The addition of the sales tax credit in 1973

has the efiFect of making credits available to

families with gross incomes of up to $21,300.
Now that is his intention—to make a tax

credit available to people and families with

incomes of $21,300. Let me show the Treas-

urer how it is calculated—it is very simple.

The family at this gross income level has

a taxable income of $17,600; they have got
the property tax credit of $140, plus a sales

tax credit of $36, for a total of $176 in

credits. When you deduct one per cent of

$17,600—of taxable income that is—you get a

credit of zero. This means that families with

incomes below $21,300 - $21,200, $21,100,

$21,000—receive proportionate amounts of tax

credits.

Now surely that is a complete adulteration

of the tax credit concept? Last year was bad

enough with the Treasurer's property tax

credit. People with gross incomes up to

$17,700 could benefit from it. But this year,
with the addition of his retail sales tax

credit, people with incomes of up to $21,300
will derive a benefit. That is nuts, and it

makes a lot of us on this side of the House

pretty angry. As a matter of fact, maybe
some of tibe people who have entered the

House recently do not recall the words of

Charles MacNaughton and the words of the

member for Chatham-Kent (Mr. McKeough),
and the words of the present Treasurer about

tax credits and the way in which they were

going to be used to help the low-income
earners.

The Treasurer brings in tax credits the

effect of which is to reduce the tax burden
on those with an income up to $21,300. Who
is he kidding? He doesn't have to do that

because the Treasurer knows, Mr. Speaker,
and I know, and every member of the New
Democratic Party knows, that he can devise a

formula which applies the full bulk of the

tax credit money to the low- and lower-middle

income groups. He can do that easily. Why
he chooses to benefit his upper-income asso-

ciates in this fashion is really reprehensible
and, in fact, incomprehensible.

Mr. Laughren: It is despicable.

Mr. Lewis: It is despicable, the member is

quite right. The words are not too strong.

The government just doesn't understand

the tax credit. Does the Treasurer know what
he is doing to the tax credit? He sees it as a

political device. Every time he has a tax in-

crease he announces an offsetting tax credit,

and he plays this sleight-of-hand pretending
that there is no increase in taxes. In the pro-
cess he debases the coinage of the tax credit.

That is not what a tax credit is for. A tax

credit is to redistribute wealth, that is what

it is for. A tax credit is to redistribute income

right across the economy, not to be used as a

political stratagem to appease public outrage
because people don't like the Treasurer's

blessed tax increases. He is dismembering the

tax credit system. He is destroying it. He has

no right to do that. It makes no sense at all.

As a matter of fact, the most objectionable

statement in the budget comes on page 1.

I'll read the second most objectionable state-
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merit in about seven minutes, but the most

objectionable statement says:

I will therefore ask the Legislature to

increase certain provincial taxes substan-

tially, permitting offsetting decreases in

property taxes and permitting significant
increases in tax credits as this mechanism
evolves towards a meaningful guaranteed
annual income plan.

You, sir, are a charlatan! That is nonsense.

That is the most fraudulent statement in that

budget, and the Treasurer knows it.

Hon. Mr. White: I know it is not.

Mr. Lewis: All of his interjections notwith-

standing, what a legacy he has. Oh, what a

legacyl

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Remember the hon. member for

Lakeshore asked, "John, oh, John, will you
never learn?'* Well, the Treasurer never will

because, with respect and with regard for his

capacities, he is simply too obstinate to take

into account the implications of his own bud-

get and to do the analysis that his own budget
merits to show him its fallacies. And we are

now reaping the whirlwind in this province of

a thoughtless, insensitive budget. I'll get to

that a little later. I have not much to go.

The fifth reason of the seven, to summarize

the party's position, that we are opposed to

the budget, and I want to make this point
as strongly as I can as well with the Treas-

urer, is that there is no offset of which he

spe^s. The offset is an illusion.

Time and again through this debate the

Treasurer has interjected. Sometimes it's not

reported, even though it is of immense sig-

nificance, as the hon. member for York South

indicated in his letter to the Star today. But
the most unpleasant, the most illegitimate,
the most devious of the interjections care-

fully levelled in this House is the one which

says there is a total offset.

I'm sorry to be so tough on the Treasurer,

but this bill does not deserve to receive

second reading for one moment, let alone to

go along for clause-by-clause study.

The Treasurer's argument runs roughly
thus: We collect $340 million by way of the

two per cent increase in the sales tax, and
we provide $90 million for the sales tax

credit, an additional $20 million this year for

the pensioner tax credit and $180 million for

the municipalities, purportedly to lower the

property tax. That, in my calculation, works

out to about $290 million. The Treasurer can

play games with the extra $50 million, as

doubtless he wUl, and come to the conclu-

sion that the $340 million he is taking out is

somehow going back.

Well, let's take the biggest item of all, the

$180 million. The Treasurer knows, you know,
Mr. Speaker, and we know, that 43 per cent

of the real estate taxes paid in the last year
were from business and commercial concerns;

and immediately, if it is distributed on that

basis, that amount of the $180 million is not

returned to the individual taxpaying citizens

of this province. And of the other 57 per
cent-that's all we've got left, about $100
million or so—you and I know that almost

half of them, perhaps more, are people in

rental accommodation and they will receive

no return on any decrease in the real prop-

erty taxes.

Is he trying to tell any of us that the land-

lords of this province will automatically pass
it on in lower rents? Has he ever, in the

history of organized society, known that to

be the case? Can he find a jurisdiction be-

tween here and back to 1000 AD that ever

lowered rents because it got some land of

rebate? Can he pretend to us that the renters

will receive any benefit from this $180 mil-

lion? And he knows who the renters are. It

becomes almost impossible to cope with this

—it's such a preposterous budget.

Let me tell him about the incomes of the

people who rent. Home Ownership by In-

come Class: Ontario Urban Centres—a table

from Statistics Canada. Those living in urban-

ized centres of 100,000 or more. If you're

earning between $3,000 and $4,000 a year,

only 32 per cent own their own homes;

$4,000 to $5,000 a year, only 33 per cent

own their own homes; $5,000 to $6,000 a

year, 34 per cent own their own homes;

$6,000 to $7,000 a year, 45 per cent own
their own homes; $7,000 to $8,000 a year,
48 per cent own their own homes; $8,000 to

$9,000 a year, 55 per cent own their own
homes.

Where do the people of the province start

benefiting in a serious way from his $180
million to the municipalities, if any benefit

there be? Of those with incomes between

$9,000 and $10,000, 65 per cent own their

own homes; $10,000 to $11,000, 66 per cent;

$11,000 to $12,000, 68 per cent; $12,000 to

$14,000, 68 per cent; $15,000 and over, 75

per cent.

Does he not see the way he has served,

yet again, upper middle income and high in-

come earners in Ontario? Does he see the

way even his $180 million is primarily de-
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signed to provide benefits for those above

$9,000 a year?

Doesn't he see how distorted his budget
is? Doesn't he see how its essential theme is

as regressive as any budget we have ever

had brought to this House and, therefore, the

bill and the tax which we're discussing is as

regressive as any which has been brought
before this House? There is no guarantee of

anyone who rents in this province receiving
the return, and therefore it's discriminatory

beyond belief. When he talks about an offset

he knows not whereof he speaks. There is

no offset, and it has to be said as clearly as

it can be said, the offset principle is a hoax.

I want to tell the Treasurer something. I

think the Treasurer has been mesmerized by
statistical data, mesmerized by them. My col-

league from Nickel Belt reminded me this

afternoon that economics was the dismal

science, and I'm beginning to imderstand why
it is so termed. I'm reminded of what Harold
Wilson said of Hugh Gaitskell about another

budget when he called him—if I can para-

phrase slightly—"a not so desiccated calcu-

lating machine," because that's what hap-
pened to the Treasurer and those around him.

The Treasurer has a love affair with loga-
rithmic equations and I can't imagine any-

thing quite like it. He finds budgetary dia-

grams more sensuous than any object of

beauty-

Mr. Givens: That is a perversion if I ever
heard one.

Mr. Lewis: —human, architectural or

legendary.

Mr. MacDonald: What about the pets?

Mr. Lewis: Some of his colleagues turn to

Playboy for erotica; he turns to arithmetic

tables. And when he stands up to make his

reply to this debate those arithmetic tables

will be emblazoned yet again on the pages
of Hansard.

Offset, indeed! There is no offset. It's the
last time he can credibly use that phrase.
The substitution of one regressive tax for

another is no offset. It's compounded folly.
The Treasurer knows that. He can't possibly
make the people of Ontario believe otherwise.
He has the most peculiar amalgam in his

budget.

He asks me why the member for High Park

(Mr. Shulman) says it's inflationary and the
member for York South says it's deflationary;
because it is inflationary and deflationary
simultaneously and he is the only Treasurer

who could achieve that. That's right and I'll

tell him why.
It's inflationary because today everybody in

the Province of Ontario is paying two per
cent more for taxed goods. And it's deflation-

ary because he's not done a blessed thing in

this budget to create jobs in the Province of

Ontario.

Mr. MacDonald: Dead on. Dead on.

Hon. Mr. White: I am overtaxing, not un-

dertaxing.

Mr. MacDonald: He is overtaxing some and

undertaxing others.

Mr. Lewis: And let me say that is a partic-
ular achievement. I may say, Mr. Speaker,
that the Treasurer may indulge in self-hypno-
sis, but he will be the only member of the

House who believes it.

That brings me, Mr. Speaker, to the sixth

point I want to make about this budget, the

penultimate point. There are other and better

revenue sources and it's time the government
began taxing them. That's where the back-

benchers misunderstand.

I don't know whether it is possible ever to

establish a rapport with Tory backbenchers.

Probably not. But let me point out that all of

the Tories who have spoken in this debate

have said that they are supporting the sales

tax because municipalities will receive more

money and there may be some marginal or

absolute decrease in the property tax. No one
denies the need to redistribute income to

municipalities, but why do the backbenchers

support the increase in the retail sales tax

as the way of doing it?

An hon. member: They don't know.

Mr. Lewis: The hon. member for Welling-
ton-Dufferin knows better than that. So does

the member for Sault Ste. Marie. So does the

member for Timiskaming—the member for

Algoma I wonder about—so do some of the

other members in this House. They under-

stand that the retail sales tax is no way to

get the additional revenue turned back to the

municipalities.

I don't know of any better person to quote
to this Legislature than the Treasurer. All

his views have changed. Does the Treasurer

remember when he was chairman of the select

committee on taxation? He said in the pre-
amble of that document, at paragraph nine,

I quote:
The major premises on which all recom-

mendations are founded is that the com-
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bined provincial and municipal tax burdens
should be allocated in a manner which

recognizes the ability-to-pay principle. It

is the opinion of your committee that this

requires a progressive distribution of bur-

den. To achieve this, we think that an

increased reliance on corporate and per-
sonal income taxes is necessary, and we
strongly recommend that when additional

revenues are required, these two taxes be
used to yield an appropriate share of the

increment.

Mr. MacDonald: Who said that?

Mr. Cassidy: Oh, the Treasurer has

changed.

Mr. Lewis: Well, what happened to the

Treasurer? Oh, the wisdom of those days-

Mr. MacDonald: By power corrupted.

Mr. Lewis: By power corrupted. I have a

quote from Lord Acton to end off with, so I

won't talk about power corrupting now be-
cause he is incorruptible. He is too obstinate

to be corrupted. A man has to be malleable
to be influenced. He can't be influenced. He's
the most rigid, inflexible person around the

Legislatiue and he has completely jettisoned
what he once believed, because he was, of

course, right. If you want to have new tax

sources in the Province of Ontario, you turn

initially to the personal and corporate income
tax. That's where the reliance is placed. In-

stead the Treasurer chose to place it exactly
where ability-to-pay has no application what-
soever—in the sales tax. I want him to explain
that too when he stands up—how he can

jettison the entire social philosophy of the

select committee on taxation.

Hon. Mr. White: I will deal with that.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, I know, I know.

Well there are taxes which need not be

passed on to the citizens of the Province of

Ontario. The one that's been talked about
here and documented time and time again
no more eloquently than by my colleague,
the member for Sudbury East, is the mining
revenue tax source.

And, Mr. Speaker, in rapid succession,
without some of the interjecting barracking
to which all of us have contributed over the

last three days, let me put on the record the

saga of the last six years.

1967—$1.1 billion mineral productivity; tax

yield provincially, $10.6 million.

1968-total mineral productivity, $1.3 bil-

lion; tax yield provincially, $16 million.

1969—total productivity in the mineral

sector, $1.2 billion; tax yield, $19 million.

1970—total productivity in the mineral sec-

tor, $1.6 billion; tax yield, $23 mfllion.

1971—total productivity in the mineral sec-

tor, $1.3 billion; tax yield, $20 million.

1972—total productivity in the mineral

sector, $1.5 billion; tax yield provincially,

$16 million.

In percentage terms, Mr. Speaker: 1967,
.89 per cent; 1968, 1.2 per cent; 1969, 1.6

per cent; 1970, 1.4 per cent; 1971, 1.5 per
cent; 1972, 1.05 per cent.

Mr. Speaker, that is an obscenity in the

tax system of this province. You leap in your
lust to agree, Mr. Speaker. That's what causes

your convulsion. And I understand that, and
I admire it in you—because you are a man of

some animation when your convictions are

being rallied.

But let me tell you, sir, that the second

most objectionable statement in the provin-
cial budget—and I make it through the Pro-

vincial Secretary for Resources Development
and to the Minister of Revenue—is that state-

ment on page 31 under Future Policy on
Taxation of Resource Industries, I quote:
"Maintain the total tax burden on the mining
industry approximately at its present level."

Its present level: $1.5 billion, with a $16
million return — one per cent of the entire

mineral productivity.

That cabinet over there, that Treasury
Board, Mr. Speaker, has become such a hand-

maiden to the resource sector of this province
that they have no room to move whatsoever.

It is impossible to conceive that a tax source

so obvious for 1973 was so sorely neglected.
I just point out that the mining industry tax

could have netted us $300 million.

But as my colleague from York South

pointed out, succession duties appropriately

applied could net us between $115 million

and $140 million; and capital gains appropri-

ately applied would yield us $75 million to

$275 million over five years.

Not only didn't they need the money, be-

cause there was deliberate miscalculation, but

even if they need the money, giving the great-

est benefit of the doubt, they could have had
it from mineral resource taxation, which is

not passed on to the people because it's an ex-

porting industry, and if there are additional

prices paid, it is paid by the recipient

country.

They could have had it through succession

duties, which is not an additional tax on the

people, or by capital gains, to fill the gap of
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the 50 per cent which is not now taxed by
the federal government.
The last point I want to make, Mr. Speaker,

is the seventh reason for our collective and
heated and unequivocal opposition to this

wretchedly objectionable piece of legislation.
I know I am not going to win; I am not

going to win anything from the Tories on

this, but I am going to say it anyway. It is

because of the essential cruelty of this tax,

and I don't know how else to put it.

The members on the Tory side of this

House, Mr. Speaker, don't like to hear it

when the member for Sudbury East talks

about people on fixed income, talks about

people on mothers' allowance, and talks

about people on social allowances. The mem-
bers of the government opposite don't like to

hear it when the member for Parkdale (Mr.

Dukszta) talks about the essential poverty of

a quarter to a third of Ontario's society and
talks about the inherent class structure that

that means in this society.

The members opposite don't like to hear
the member for Wentworth talk about work-
men's compensation recipients still waiting
for their pension increase. None of the Tories

over there likes to hear—

Mr. Cilbertson: That is a lot of nonsense.

Mr. Lewis: —not a blessed one of them—

Mr. Gilbertson: That is nonsense.

Mr. Lewis: —likes to hear about what the

Treasurer is doing by way of this tax. The
fact of the matter is, my friend from Algoma,
who has suddenly risen to speak—

Mr. Gilbertson: That's baloney. Why didn't

the people vote for his party?

Mr. Lewis: —I will tell him who is speak-
ing. His guilt is speaking, friend. That is

what I hear, his guilt. That is what I am
hearing from him.

Hon. Mr. White: It is the member's

megalomania.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, sure, it is very easy to say
that.

Mr. Singer: He's a five-foot fascist.

Mr. Gilbertson: People don't believe the
member.

Mr. Lewis: I wouldn't move from fascism
to megalomania so quickly.

Hon. Mr. White: Inextricable.

Mr. Lewis: A man with the Treasurer's

egocentricity shouldn't use hyperbole. It is

not desirable in this debate. Let me say, Mr.

Speaker, that the member for Algoma knows
and the Treasurer knows and I know that we

got our cheques today, and that we get them

every month. All of those on fixed incomes
and those in the sectors of the economy be-

low $3,000 and $4,000 a year, about whom
my colleagues talked in this debate, all of

those people do not have that kind of in-

come to pay out from day to day the increased

two per cent. The Treasurer can hv'pnotize
himself all he wants about what they will

receive in April of 1974, but how the hell

are they going to make it to the end of April
of 1974?

I have shown him the regressivity as well,

so that his tax credits don't mean very much.
The fact of the matter is that in—

Hon. Mr. White: The member talks a lot

of numbers.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, and the numbers were

carefully calculated. I may say not so frivo-

lously and without foundation as was true of

those who produced the material for the

Treasurer. He is the only Treasurer I know
of in the last few years who has had such

poor preparatory material in his budget. Ill

not be diverted longer than to say that.

I want to remind the Treasurer that one
of the calculations he put in his budget
neglected to take into account those of low
income and fixed income and pensioned in-

come who have to pay it out day by day,
for whom this budget is a disaster and for

whom the tax credits are an illusory com-

pensation in some never-never world.

Do the members know why the member
for Algoma is excited? Because when he sat

down he said—and I wrote it down—"My
people will live with it."

Mr. Gilbertson: Yes.

Mr. Lewis: Well, his people won't live

with it, my friend. His people will toss him
out of that riding next time round.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): The mem-
ber for Scarborough West's people don't live

with him very well.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Let me say to

Speaker, that all of the wealth-

Interjections by hon. members.

you, Mr.
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Mr. W. Hodgson: What was the member's

majority?

Mr. Lewis: I don't mind a little response
from those over there, because when five

members speak out of 75 potential speakers,
it doesn't say much for the sohdarity of the

government behind the sales tax increase. Let

me say, Mr. Speaker, it is my personal con-

viction that there are a lot of Conservatives

in this Legislature who truly believe that

there are alternative sources of taxation.

Mr. Laughren: Including the member for

Chatham-Kent.

Mr. Lewis: A lot of them believe that.

They should have the strength to register
that belief in the vote which comes, because

they know the Treasurer can give the same
kind of money to municipalities vdthout

taking it from the broad range of income
earners in Ontario and then having a tax

credit which benefits those up to $21,300 a

year.

The Treasurer is wrong. He is wholly
wrong. It is the single greatest blunder of

the Davis era-

Mr. Haggerty: He has blundered.

Mr. Lewis: —this sales tax amendment, this

piece of legislation, which the Treasurer is

piloting through. They are guilty men and
women over there. Yes, I think they are, and
I never know whether their folly exceeds their

guilt.

I have a particularly favourite phrase my-
self, from Lord Acton, which I think I have

only used once before in this Legislature
about 10 years ago. When Lord Acton was
distinguishing between the guilt of a political

party and the folly of a political party, he

said, "There is another world for the expia-
tion of guilt but the wages of folly are pay-
able here below."

Let me say to the Treasurer, through the

Speaker, we are tired of paying for the folly

of the Treasurer and the Tories in Ontario.

We are tired.

Mr. Cassidy: So are the people of Ontario.

Mr. Lewis: We are tired of a tax which
comes from a budget which is not credible

any longer and has no integrity. We are tired

of a tax which clearly was not necessary.
We are tired of paying a tax which is clearly

regressive. We are tired of supporting any
further vestige of the destruction of the tax

credit system. We are tired of his use of

phrases like, "offset in order to match one

against the other." We are tired of his refusal

to tax the obvious sources. We are tired of

the inherent cruelty arid inappropriateness
of this kind of tax.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Repent now.

Mr. Lewis: For all those reasons, we are

positively relishing voting against the Treas-

urer on second reading.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish

to enter the debate? The hon. member for

Huron.

Mr. J. Riddell (Huron): Mr. Speaker, in

order to qualify the statements made by the

NDP leader when he stated that everyone
on the opposition side had spoken to this bill;

I felt it was necessary to get up to say some-

thing about it. Not only that, I am receiving
all kinds of correspondence and telephone
calls from people in my riding strongly objec-

ting to this two per cent increase in the sales

tax.

When it becomes a major source of income
for the government—and I think we can say
that now because we do know that the gov-
ernment is generating as much revenue from
the sales tax as it is from personal income tax

—in effect what we are doing is taxing people
with fixed incomes, people on welfare, and
senior citizens, who are paying the same
amount of tax, actually, as the well-to-do be-

cause these people require the same basic

necessities of life. Really, the low-income

groups are the ones that are being hardest

hit with this type of tax.

The Treasurer says that the tax rebate will

rectify this situation. I fail to understand the

Treasurer's thinking in this regard as the

rebate will return about $30 per family but

the 40 per cent increase in sales tax will cost

the family $175 per year or almost six times

the amount they are getting back through the

tax rebate.

It is rather ironic that the government sup-

ports citizens on welfare on the one hand,
and then turns around and drives these citi-

zens deeper into the depths of depression by
placing a heavier tax burden on their

shoulders.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Good

point!
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Mr. Rid'dell: I fail to understand this. I

can't see that this government has too much

regard for senior citizens. Surely these people
deserve more consideration than we are giv-

ing them for, as strange as it may seem,
these people must also purchase the basic

necessities of life. Surely we must have some

regard for the low-income working class be-

cause unfortunately, not everyone can quali-

fy for the $20,000 or $30,000 a year job.
Yet the ones who are paying through the

nose with this two per cent sales tax increase

are the low-income working class.

During the recent by-election in Huron,
Mr. Speaker, I took a stand against regional

government and I will continue to fight to

save the autonomy of local government. I am
concerned that before this budget was intro-

duced, the municipalities controlled only 15

cents of the taxpayer's dollar. The Treasurer,
Mr. Speaker, indicates that the additional

money turned over to the municipalities will

give them more leeway and enable them to

reduce property taxes. This is not necessarily
so. There is no guarantee as to how the

municipalities will use the money. It rests

entirely with the decision of a municipality
as to how it is going to spend the money. If

it decides to spend it on a community centre,

an arena or something of this nature-

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Or on

rapid transit.

Mr. Riddell: —then it is not lowering the

property tax for the residents in the area. I

can tell you, Mr. Speaker, that the largest
town in Huron riding, which is Goderich, is

actually going to suflFer because what it might
be gaining by the tax rebate it will lose in

the reduced mining grant. Other municipali-
ties might gain a little, but considering the

overall effect of the tax rebate in the munici-

palities in my area I feel that it will have

very little impact.

Mr. W. Hodgson: What about the farmers?

Don't they want to accept it?

Mr. Roy: Is the member for the tax? Stand

up and be counted!

Mr. W. Hodgson: Yes.

Mr. Riddell: I will say, Mr. Speaker, that

this government did take a step in the right
direction as far as farmers are concerned. I

am very pleased to see this, because for as

many years as I can remember, the fanner

has been sacrificed at the altar of his own

efiBciency. It is time that we started to bring
the farmers back to the land—

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Where did the member
hear that phrase?

Mr. Riddell: —but strange as it may seem,
Mr. Speaker, there are 42 farmers leaving
farms in Ontario every day. How long can

we allow this to continue? I'm not too sure

that we can be all that proud about what
we've done for the farmer at this particular

stage of the game. I maintain it should have

been done 10, 15 or 20 years ago.

Mr. W. Hodgson: Has the member heard

any complaints from the farmers in his

riding?

Mr. Roy: They're shaping up 20 years late.

Mr. Riddell: Mr. Speaker, the Treasurer

has been informed that there are other ways
of raising revenue, apart from applying a

sales tax, which affects the low-income groups
more than anyone else. He could have taxed

corporation profits; he could have taxed

American-owned companies that are making
hundreds of millions of dollars in profits; he

could have taxed personal incomes.

Mr. Speaker: Perhaps the hon. member
could find an appropriate place to break his

remarks to move the adjournment of the

debate.

Mr. Riddell: I won't be long, Mr. Speaker.
Since time is of the essence, I will simply
close by stating that I firmly believe this

government applied the additional tax this

year to fatten its coffers so that next year it

can reduce the two per cent sales tax and

put its members in a better position to be re-

elected. Mr. Speaker, I don't think the people
are going to forget quite that easily—

Mr. Haggerty: The former Treasurer is

smiling over there, though.

Mr. Roy: They won't forget him anyway.

They won't forget the member for Chatham-
Kent.

Mr. Riddell: And it is my intention, Mr.

Speaker, to make sure that these people do
not forget.

Mr. Singer moves the adjournment of the

debate.

Motion agreed to.
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Mr. Singer: The member for Scarborough Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
West can't say I didn't join in the debate. of the House.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, on Thurs-
^«^°^ ^^'^^^ *°-

day we will continue with consideration of The House adjourned at 10:30 o'clock.

Bill 98. p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: We are pleased to have

guests with us today. In the east gallery we
have students from the G. L. Roberts Col-

legiate Institute of Oshawa and from Whit-

mer High School, Toledo, Ohio; in the west

gallery, students from Earl Haig Secondary
School of Willowdale and St. Isaac Jogues

Separate School of Don Mills.

At 3 o'clock we'U be joined in the east

gallery by students from Glendale High
School of Hamilton.

Statements by the ministry.

WATER AND SEWAGE PROJECTS

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of the En-

vironment): Mr. Speaker, in the light of

numerous inquiries from my colleagues in the

Legislature concerning the progress of water

and sewage projects in their respective rid-

ings. I would like to make the following
statement.

The ceiling on subsidies for capital con-

struction of water and sewage works was

recently raised, as all hon. members are

aware, from 50 to 75 per cent. This has, of

course, now put the cost of such systems
within the reach of many small municipali-
ties.

On present needs alone, this change in-

volves 50 sewage works and 29 water works

programmes, and the attendant recalculation

of costs and so on has meant a great deal

of extra staflE work. Over the next five years,

the province expects to spend over $95 mil-

lion on subsidies, $27 million more than

would have been spent under the 50 per cent

grant structure.

As a result of increasing public concern

for water quality, municipalities are now

coming forward to initiate projects rather

than doing this at the urging of my ministry.

During the coming fiscal year there will be

more projects under way than ever before,

and at a record expenditure.

Thursday, May 3, 1973

Currently in Ontario there are about 284

publicly-operated sewage systems in 247

municipalities. Before the Ontario Water Re-

sources Commission was formed in 1957 there

were only 70 such projects in the province.

Similarly, there are 438 publicly-operated
water supply systems serving 397 municipal-

ities, which cover 98.5 per cent of their

population.

The construction of new systems and the

expansion of existing facilities are progres-

sing to the satisfaction of my ministry. A few

projects have been delayed due to assess-

ments for the specific areas involved.

There has been some concern expressed
that we have prepared a priority hst and

that projects in some communities could be

delayed. This is not the case. A system has

been initiated to review the progress of all

projects on a weekly basis to ensure that

plans are moving ahead as quickly as pos-
sible within our recent proposed budget.

We are rapidly approaching the day when
all the residents of this province will enjoy

the ultimate in water and sewage treatment

facilities. It will then be a case of improving
these systems to meet the inevitable increase

in population.

PROPERTY ON INDIAN LANDS
EXCLUDED FROM TAX

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
Mr. Speaker, today I will be introducing an

amendment to the Assessment Act which will

have the effect of precluding any municipal-

ity from taxing property on Indian lands. This

whole matter of municipal taxation on Indian

reserves has been under consideration for

some time and, as referred to in the Treasur-

er's (Mr. White) budget statement, we have

met with representatives of the Indian bands.

I am pleased to announce they agree with

the proposed legislation.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): What
are the terms?

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): On a point of order, Mr. Speaker,

surely the Minister of Correctional Services

has a statement to make about the situation

at Guelph reformatory rather than leaving it

entirely for the question period?

Hon. C. J. S. Apps (Minister of Correc-

tional Services): Mr. Speaker, I expected
there would be some questions in connection

with the allegation made by the member for

High Park (Mr. Shulman) this morning; if

so. I would be glad to answer them. If the

member for Brant would like me to read this

statement that I read last night to the press
I would be very pleased to do so.

Mr. T. P. Raid (Rainy River): Go ahead!

SITUATION AT GUELPH
CORRECTIONAL CENTRE

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Speaker, this state-

ment is in relation to the allegations the
inember for High Park made last night in

connection with the Guelph Correctional
Centre.

For many years the Guelph Correctional
Centre has been criticized for what has been
called its repressive atmosphere. It has been
described as a prison rather than a place of

reformation.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That was the member
for High Park.

Hon. Mr. Apps: It has been called no place
for the young offender. From time to time

allegations have been made about assaults

made upon inmates by other inmates; and
about assaults made by inmates upon staff

or vice versa. Sometimes these allegations
were found to be correct and appropriate
action was taken. Often the allegations proved
to be without substance, other than the
word of a disgruntled staff member or an
embittered ex-inmate.

In August, 1972, as the first step toward

developing a totally different climate at

Guelph, Mr. Scott Keane was appointed
superintendent. In consultation with senior
staff of the ministry, he developed certain

proposals to achieve this end, including more
effective staff training, an opening of lines of

communication between the superintendent
and his staff and between the superintendent
and the inmates.

The first of these proposals to be put into

effect was the formation of an inmates' com-
mittee elected from among the inmates them-

selves. Inmates* committees are not new to

this ministry as they are in operation at all

our training centres, but there had not pre-

viously been a formally established committee
at Guelph. Mr. Keane was given every en-

couragement in developing the committee,
which has a constitution and which meets

every two weeks.

Now, what has this committee achieved?

In June, 1972, when Mr. Keane assumed his

position as superintendent, the Guelph Cor-

rectional Centre was in a poor condition both

in terms of its physical facilities and in terms

of its morale—both of staff and of inmates.

For example, there were over 1,000 broken
windows which hadn't been fixed; the insti-

tution fell short of the ministry's standards

of cleanliness; assaults by inmates upon each

other were at a high level. There were ap-

proximately 70 inmates in protective custody.

What is the situation today? There are few
broken windows in the building, this has been

straightened away. The institution is as clean

as one can expect for a building of its age;
assaults on inmates have become far less

frequent. There have been two assaults on
staff in nine months, and while that is two
too many it is a much improved situation

compared with what was once the case. There
are only 15 inmates in protective custody.

It should be pointed out that protective

custody is reserved for those who, for one
reason or another, seek protection from their

fellow inmates.

The morale at the institution is higher than

it has been for many years. The fact that the

views of inmates are elicited, the fact that the

superintendent and other staff are prepared
to sit down

regularly
and talk with inmates,

may not be welcome to some staff. There will

always be those who react this way. to any
kind of change and who claim their power
is being reduced. What we are concerned

with here, however, is not giving power to

one group to exercise over another, but struc-

turing the institution in such a way that the

correctional officer can use his influence for

the good of the inmate.

The inmate committee and its subcom-

mittees are given responsibilities to assume,
choices to make, and decisions to take, be-

cause only in this way will they be able to

become responsible people. There are no

doubt staff who would prefer a return to

more emphasis on locks and keys and bars,

but I have no intention of giving more em-

phasis to strictly custodial measures than is

absolutely necessary in a centre housing

young offenders.
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I would also point out that when approval
was given to the estabhshment of the inmate
committee it was recognized there would be

problems; there always are. The strong-arm
people could be those elected; the committee
could become simply a body which griped
about institutional regulations and restrictions;

the privileges given to the committee could
be abused. All of this was recognized and
the risks were calculated to be worth the

taking. The superintendent attributes the posi-
tive changes—and particularly the advent of

community groups and increased recreational

programming—to the committee, but at the

same time he has had to feel his way. Agree-
ments were reached which, in the light of

expsrience, had to be modified, but it is

always easy with hindsight to say that these

were mistakes. They were part of the expe-
rience of developing a new and worthwhile

programme.
To deal specifically with some of the mem-

ber for High Park's points:

I do not believe that the staff will walk out

if immediate action is not taken. If "imme-
diate" action means that I am expected to

abandon the concepts embodied in the inmate

committee, then I will take no such action.

Homosexuality, beatings and drug taking we
believe have decreased, not increased, and I

would ask the member for High Park to

properly prove his point.

The inmate committee as an elected group
of the inmate body was not established until

Mr. Keane became superintendent, therefore

it is not correct to say as the member for

High Park indicated, that after the new super-
intendent arrived things started to go wrong
within the institution.

In connection with his allegations in items

4 and 5, these were correct allegations at

one time. It was found that both practices
were unworkable or presented too many prob-
lems, and they were abandoned. Presently,
new arrivals are oriented by an inmate and a

staff member. Presently—and this has been
the case for two months—all radio programmes
are taped and monitored by staff before they
are played.

It is incorrect to state that inmates control

the recreational activities. These are controlled

by Mr. Tobias, the director of recreation. In-

mates may well have been able to influence

changes of sleeping quarters, but why should
it be assumed that these changes are bad or

not in accord with the inmates' needs?

I would challenge the member for High
Park to prove that passes have been used for

criminal purposes. We're investigating that as

well.

It is incorrect to say that all interior doors

were left open. Only two cell blocks involving
about 50 irmiates were used as a pilot project.

One of these was used solely for young
offenders, one for older men. The second re-

mains open on Sunday mornings and at other

selected times; the former was closed because
of the suspicion of staff that some inmates

were abusing the privileges involved.

It is incorrect to say that correctional officer

Tom SkeUy complained about changes and
was transferred. Mr. Skelly was transferred

before Mr. Keane became superintendent and
his return to Guelph was to the Guelph jail,

not the Guelph Correctional Centre; and he

voluntarily requested that move, knowing that

it called for a lower classification than the

one he had. I am also advised that Mr. Skelly
is quite happy where he is at the present
time.

Neither I, nor the superintendent know
anything of a charge that an inmate and a

visitor had intercourse. We are checking this

one very carefully as well. Certain changes
were made as a result of Mr. Hughes' visit

and the situation has not deteriorated. Only
once was the term "screws" used and this

cannot recur simply because all these broad-

casts are now monitored. I would ask the

member for High Park to give me evidence

that those with passes buy, sell and deliver

hard drugs and marijuana.

The further charge of beating and removal
to protective custody, I think, has already
been answered.

It is incorrect to state that nothing has been
done as a result of Mr. Hughes' visit in

April. A letter to the superintendent from Mr.

Hughes asking him to investigate thoroughly
certain allegations was acted upon and Mr.
Keane's report was received in the office two

days ago.

If correctional oflBcer Harwood actually
witnessed inmates giving another inmate a

beating, it was his responsibility to lay char-

ges. Why did he not do so? We are looking
into this one as well.

To detail the past history and names of

those accused by the member for High Park
is not very helpful to their rehabilitation, but
it does expose one flaw within our present

system—namely, that if an inmate committee
member commits an offence, he should not be
allowed to remain on that committee. I cer-

tainly agree with that. This will be rectified,

and it is one more example of the fact that

the Guelph administration is prepared to
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modify its programmes if there are mistakes

made.

The member for High Park well knows that

to use words like "disaster" and "walkout"

often precipitates the very situation that one

attempts to avoid in any correctional system.
He does that system a great disservice when
he accepts the word of some staff members
who, for reasons best known to them, may be
either disgruntled or may prefer to stay

working comfortably with a 19th-century
attitude to their job.

The member for High Park says his mate-
rial comes from a group of correctional

oflBcers "who represent the feelings of a vast

majority of staff." I find it hard to accept that

this is the case, since I know there are many
dedicated staff at Guelph who believe, as I

do, that young offenders are not reformed by
repression, control and the exercise of power.

They are reformed by developing relation-

ships with those in whose care they are

placed, and those relationships can never be

developed in an atmosphere of repression.

Mr. Keane has my support and my confi-

dence, and I sincerely hope that the changes
he was wrought in Guelph will not be set

back or negated by the kind of statement

that the member for High Park made yester-

day.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

SITUATION AT GUELPH
CORRECTIONAL CENTRE

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a question arising
from the minister's statement and from the

allegations made by the member for High
Park.

Can the minister assure the House that the

report in the Toronto Star today is incorrect

when it specifically states that a small and

powerful group of inmates is in full control

of the cell block and the dormitories at the

Guelph Correctional Centre?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Speaker, I don't accept
that. I haven't seen the piece in the Toronto

Star, as a matter of fact, but I don't accept
that they are in control of any cell block in

the Guelph Correctional Centre.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: How
does the minister respond to the quotes from
a number of the employees of his ministry,

including the oflBcer in charge, indicating that

their jobs would be in jeopardy if they spoke
frankly?

Hon. Mr. Apps: I don't think this is the

case, Mr. Speaker. If there are certain things
that need rectifying up there, nobody's job
is going to be in jeopardy at all.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Is the

minister prepared to submit this important
matter to the standing committee on human
resources so that we can have that type of

investigation into the charges?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Not necessarily, Mr.

Speaker. We are conducting our own investi-

gation. We have arranged for the press to go

up there tomorrow to sit in on the inmate

committee's deliberations and to tour the

correctional centre. If it is found there are

any things that are wrong, then I could re-

consider that statement. At the present time,

I don't think that is necessary.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): I wonder if

you would allow two supplementaries, Mr.

Speaker. First, is the minister aware that

reporters from the Guelph Daily Mercury

questioned each and every guard coming off

duty last night, and each one questioned said

the situation in the Guelph Correctional

Centre was deplorable and each one was un-

happy about it?

Hon. Mr. Apps: No, I am not aware of

that, Mr. Speaker: I am aware of the fact

that when the superintendent got back, many
correctional ofiBcers and many people working
in the institution indicated to him that he had

their full support.

Mr. Shulman: A second supplementary, if

I may, Mr. Speaker: Is the minister aware

that a group of inmates this morning has

charged that an extortion racket is run within

the reformatory and that of the $1.65 they
receive weekly, 90 cents is taken by strong-

arm inmates from the committee?

Hon. Mr. Apps: No, Mr. Speaker, I am
not aware of that. We'll look into that.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Supplementary

question: Did I understand the minister to

say that he had invited the press to sit in

tomorrow?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Yes.

Mr. Deans: Why would he not have offered

a similar invitation to members of the opposi-
tion in order that they too could sit in on

these hearings?
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Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): The mem-
ber doesn't need an invitation; he is always
there.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Stop worryingi

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Speaker, any member
of the opposition may visit the institution at

any time he wishes. This was as a result, Mr.

Speaker, of a request by some of the members
of the press that they be allowed to visit

Guelph. At the time I said there was no
reason why they shouldn't be, that we were

very anxious to make sure that anyone with

a reasonable reason to go and visit an institu-

tion would be allowed to do so. If they could

come up with any way in which we could

improve the situation there, I would be very

happy for them to do so and let us know.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Be careful, the NDP
will start ripping chesterfields up.

Mr. W. Hodgson: Take the member for

High Park along.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): A new
source of revenue for the government.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Martel: They wouldn't even have to

fly in.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please!

Mr. Shulman; Would the minister be

willing to allow a poll of all of tie correc-

tional officers in Guelph to determine the

percentage that is fed up with the present
administration?

Mr. W. Hodgson: Fed up with the member,
too.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Apps: No, Mr. Speaker, we are

going to conduct our own investigation. I

think the member for High Park knows me
well enough, that I am not here to try
to hide things that are going on at Guelph
or any correctional institution. I am here
to try and improve those things. I feel that

the present superintendent in Guelph, Mr.
Scott Keane, is doing his level best to

improve—

Mr. Shulman; I agree; it's not good enough
though!

Hon. Mr. Apps: —the conditions in the

Guelph Correctional Centre, which I think

everybody will realize could stand some

improvement. All I ask is that members

give him the opportunity of doing that with-

out precipitating a confrontation which

might spoil everything he has been trjdng

to do.

Mr. H. Worton (Wellington South): Mr.

Speaker, a supplementary: Would the minis-

ter comment on a statement by one of the

employees^! raised this maltter about a

year and a half ago; this was before Mr.

Keane's time—about the issue of shift and
rotation work having an eflFect on the staff

and on the inmates. Have any results been

gathered from that study since that was

put into effect?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Speaker, we realized

that when we were putting in shift rotation

—which we believe is a reasonable and logical

thing to do—there were many problems

involved, I think chiefly because some of

the people in Guelph have been there a very

long time and they may have had other in-

terests in their time off that would inter-

fere with their shift rotation. We think this

has been straightened away to a great

extent.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

CONTROL OF ONTARIO TRUST CO.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question of the Minister of Consumer and

Commercial Relations. Can he explain why
his ministry has not enforced the terms of

the Loan and Trust Corporations Act in

permitting the effective control of Ontario

Trust Co. to pass out of Canadian hands

and into the hands of Hambro Ltd. of

London, England?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Speaker,
under the Loan and Trust Corporations Act,

as the hon. Leader of the Opposition knows,
not more than 25 per cent of ownership in

an Ontario trust company can be held by a

foreign owner. There is an onus on the

directors of the Ontario corporation that, in

the event that ownership does exceed that

amoimt, then they can be prosecuted at

the instance of the registrar under the Loan
and Trust Corporations Act, or presumably
at the instance of a shareholder on a private

complaint.
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In the matter of the Ontario Trust Co.,

some 51.5 or 51.2 per cent of the shares of

Ontario Trust are owned or controlled by
Hambro Canada. It's called Hambro Canada

(1972) Ltd.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: But it is controlled in

turn by the British company.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Hambro Canada is

42 per cent owned by Hambro England, if

I may use that way to identify them in

order to distinguish one from the other.

Mr. Shulman: It is 56 per cent actually.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Control is not defined

under the Loan and Trust Corporations Act
but it is under the Business Corporations
Act, which sets out that 51 per cent shall

be control. So there is no question but that

Hambro Canada does control Ontario Trust.

However, Hambro Canada is only 42 per
cent owned by Hambro England.

Mr. Shulman: It is 56 per cent.

Hon. Mr. Clement: As a result the board
of directors of Ontario Trust are of the

opinion that they are not controlled by
Hambro England, because Hambro Canada
is not a non-resident company. They have
supported that position by an opinion from
their counsel here in Toronto. Last Septem-
ber the registrar, under our Act, noticing
the transfer of shares, drew to the attention
of the board of directors of Ontario Trust
the provisions under the Loan and Trust

Corporations Act. The company replied to

that notification, relying on the opinion that

they have.

It should be appreciated that the registrar
imder our Act has no control over the re-

organization of any corporate shareholders,
other than to monitor to ascertain if the
Act is being breached. It is the registrar's

opinion at this particular time, as of yester-

day, that our Act is not being breached. If

it was taken to court, perhaps at the behest
of a shareholder of Ontario Loan, and they
found that Hambro Canada was a non-
resident corporation within the meaning of
our Act, then 10 per cent only of the stock
that they held could be voted, and the other
41 per cent could not be voted. This would
result in the other corporations which are

dealing at an arm's length with Ontario

Trust, in effect, having control with some
48 per cent of the issued shares in Ontario
Trust.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Samia): It is a device
to avoid the Ontario statute; that is all.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Surely
the minister should be attempting to enforce
the spirit of the Canadian ownership pro-
visions of the Loan and Trust Corporations
Act, rather than attempting an explanation

involving the splitting of percentages and
the corporate interchangeability of a number
of these firms. Wouldn't the minister agree
that it is his responsibility to take the legal
initiative to maintain ownership and control

in Canadian hands?

Hon. Mr. Qement: I will admit that is

my responsibility if the law is being breached.

I submit, Mr. Speaker, the whole key is the

question of whether Hambro Canada is, in

fact, a resident or non-resident corporation
under the meaning of our Act.

Mr. Shulman: When the government
brought that legislation in, we told them that

51 per cent was a smokescreen.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Seven out of the 12

directors of Hambro Canada are domiciled,
resident in and citizens of Canada.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): What
does that prove? It doesn't prove a thing.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Just one incident.

Mr. Shulman: But 56 per cent is owned
outside this country.

Hon. Mr. Clement: All of the 18 directors

of Ontario Trust are likewise resident and
domiciled in Canada and three are members
of the Hambro board. The whole issue is

determined on whether Hambro Canada is a

resident or non-resident company. I would
submit that the onus at this particular time

will be on those other shareholders and
directors. They have been warned by our

registrar. We are not convinced by any stretch

of the imagination that the spirit or the law
set forth in the Act is breached.

Mr. Singer: Oh come on!

Hon. Mr. Clement: When we come to that

conclusion, we would initiate prosecution

against the directors of Ontario Trust.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, by way of sup-

plementary-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West was up.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): I have
two supplementaries and I want to get them
both in, if I may.
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The first is that surely the minister is

aware that Tokar Ltd., a pubhc real estate

company, which is 68 per cent controlled by
Hambro Canada, owns 14 per cent of the

stock of Hambro Canada, leading the Finan-

cial Post to point out that Hambro UK is

in a position to direct the voting of 56 per
cent of the stock of Hambro Canada, which
is clear de facto control outside this province.

Therefore, it is surely legitimate to request
the registrar of the Loan and Trust Corpora-
tions Act to lay a charge and settle it in court

as a breach of the Act. That is number one.

Number two supplementary: Will the min-

ister clear up the rather serious innuendos
in the story, calling attention to the fact that

the Premier (Mr. Davis) met with the heads

of this company at the point at which the

merger was complete, prior to the purchase
of control; referring also to the law work
done by the firm in which the Premier was

formerly a partner; referring also to the

Brampton shopping centre episode which was
discussed in the Globe and Mail some months
back and referring also to the role of Robert

Macaulay. Surely this Legislature deserves

some explanation on all of those matters.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I'm grate-
ful to the leader of the NDP for mentioning
the article that gave rise, I presume, to the

questions which have been directed to me
today. This came to my attention yesterday
at about 4 p.m. and I have not had an oppor-

tunity to confer with the Premier to find out

if he had any conversations with any of these

principals or not.

I did confirm that Mr. Macaulay, Mr.

Robert Macaulay is counsel for Hambro Can-
ada (1972) Ltd. I also ascertained that the

reference made to certain legal work being
done by the legal firm of Davis, Webb and
Hollinrake consisted of certain mortgages
which that firm was instructed to complete,
as those of us who practice law have been
invited to do legal work for all trust com-

panies. I'd also like to make reference to my
name in the article.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, I'm sorry. I didn't notice

that.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well I feel a little bit

slighted.

Mr. Lewis: I apologize.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I was called by the

writer of the article, but I did not return

the call; and that by itself would appear to

be correct. But let me tell the hon. Leader
of the NDP the sequence-

Mr. Lewis: I am sure the minister is right.

Hon. Mr. Clement: When I was in the

House last Friday a call came in from Mr.

Mathias. I was unable to contact him on

Friday. He phoned back on Monday. I was
tied up. My executive assistant spoke to him
and I was invited, through my executive

assistant to pass comment which could, I

presume, be reported in this article on the

contents of same. I was not apprised of the

situation; I would pass no comment on an
article I had not read. Mr. Mathias was

apprised of that fact. He then reports it in

the press as though I was ignoring his call,

even though I'm under no obligation to

communicate with him.

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South): More

yellow journalism!

Hon. Mr. Clement: And I take umbrage at

the fact that I am described in that manner
or the presumption is that I am being deaf

to the inquiries of the press; I hope that is

not true. I can only reiterate the comments

deahng with the Davis, Webb and Hollin-

rake law firm.

The other question asked by the hon.

leader I cannot answer, because I won't know
until I confer with the Premier.

I have the list here of the ownership of

the shares in Ontario Trust as of April 2. It

indicates Hambro Canada (1972) Ltd. has

51.6 per cent; consisting of 777,574 shares as

of that date.

Mr. Lewis: But the minister didn't answer
the first supplementary.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, by way of supple-

mentary.

Mr. Lewis: If I may, what about Tokar

Holdings and the effective 14 per cent con-

trol; and giving 56 per cent to Hambro U.K.?

Surely it would be wise under those circum-

stances to direct the registrar to prosecute a

violation of the Act?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We thought this was one

minister who would stay out of trouble.

Mr. Shulman: There aren't any.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I cannot

answer the member's enquiry as to Tokar. I

am not aware of the degree of its involve-

ment. I cannot answer it at this time; but I

will reply to the member when I have the

information.
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Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): How much
do we hold?

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, by way of supple-

mentary, would the minister not agree that

it was the announced intention of govern-

ment—certainly in the Business Corporations
Act and the Business Information Act when

they laid down certain specifications as to

directors* residential qualifications; and then

they made them more emphatic in the Trust

and Loan Companies Act—that actually when

you get to a trust company you must have

Canadian control, direct or indirect. And not-

withstanding the technical legal defence

which the minister gives, doesn't he agree he
sounds more like the solicitor for the com-

pany than the Mim'ster of Consumer and
Commercial Relations attempting to espouse

government policy?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes, he does; that is who
he sounds like.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I don't

know how the solicitor for the company
sounds-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Like the ministerl

Hon. Mr. Clement: —so I can pass no

opinion on that.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): The minister

does a good job.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I'm not attempting to

defend it in any way, shape or form.

Mr. Shulman: Very wise!

Hon. Mr. Clement: The whole question, as

I enunciated before, is whether Hambro
Canada is in fact a resident or non-resident

corporation within the meaning of the Act.

Until a finding or an assessment is made that

it is non-resident, then the Act would not
have been breached, in my opinion.

Mr. Singer: Well, Mr. Speaker, by way of

further supplementary, since the object of the

statutory provisions was to have trust com-

panies under Canadian control, if by com-

petent legal advice some might have been
able to escape, will the minister pledge to

the House that the legislation will be re-

drafted so that situation can no longer per-
tain?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I can't

give that undertaking to this House, and I

will tell the hon. member why. He knows
as well as I do that ownership of shares in

any corporation is, at first blush, the name of

the person in whose name the shares are

registered. To place an onus on this govern-
ment to trace out the pledging of shares, the

hypothecating of shares and the other ways
that one can encumber shares for the borrow-

ing of money, would be too much of an

imposition financially and on the basis of

practicality.

Mr. Lewis: Not if the Premier had met in

advance with the head of the company.

Mr. Singer: We use the words "direct or

indirect" in the Loan and Trust Corporations
Act, but not in the Business Corporations
Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park.

Mr. Shulman: Does the minister recall

when the legislation was introduced last

year, the member for Yoik Centre (Mr.
Deacon) and I pointed out that if we used
that figure of 51 per cent the legislation
would be meaningless? The government in-

sisted this wouldn't occur, and here it is

occurring in the very first instance.

Mr. Lewis: The minister knows 42 per
cent is control anyway. That's efiFective con-

trol.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. minister have

any comments?

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): In the

light of the problem which has been raised

in this particular trust company, and with

the knowledge that tame Canadians or tame
Canadian companies can be used, will the

minister move to have control shifted to a 40

per cent figure as far as outside ownership
is concerned in order to avoid the problems
which this legislation apparently

is not going
to be able to help avoid.

Mr. Lewis: Why 40 per cent? No percent-

age, just determine it.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, the mem-
bers have mentioned the degree of control.

I am sure some corporations that hold 10

per cent of the shares in other corporations

may well have efiFective control-

Mr. Lewis: That is right. Then do it on
the basis of the facts.

Mr. Shulman: It is just a big smokescreen,
and we said so at the time.

Hon. Mr. Clement: There are other in-

stances when only 51 per cent would indi-
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cate control. Thus, it could be a variety of

figures between 5 per cent and 51 per cent.

While I had no part in the drafting of die

Act initially, I suspect the definition of

control was left out in anticipation of this

type of proiblem. The Business Corporations
Act, as the hon. member knows, does say 51

per cent; and if we fall back into that lay-
man's understanding of control, then as of

today 51 per cent would be the figure.

I venture this should be looked into to

ascertain if there has been any breach of die

Act. As we see it, there has been no legal
breach of the Act.

Mr. Singer: It's not a technical breach;
it's an actual breach in principle.

Mr. Lewis: It is an actual breach.

Mr. Shulman: Another "Davis" breach.

The Premier is becoming an embarrassment
to his colleagues.

Mr. Speaker: Order. Does the hon. Leader
of the Opposition have further questions?

INCREASE IN RETAIL SALES TAX

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a question of the

Treasurer, Mr. Speaker.

Does he agree with the legal opinion ex-

pressed in the last two days that the $2
million that has come in to the consolidated

revenue fund as a result of the two per cent

increase in sales tax has been collected ille-

gallv, and that the residents of Ontario have

no legal requirements to pay this additional

two per cent?

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Inter-

govammental AflFairs): Mr. Speaker, I do not

agree with that. The intention of the govern-
ment was made clear on April 12. The legis-

lation has been before the House since April
19 or thereabouts.

Mr. Shuhnan: They had other intentions

but they didn't collect them.

Hon. Mr. White: The bill was not printed
as quickly as I would have hoped, and there-

fore was not available before the Easter

recess, which led to postpone the beginning
of the debate until last Tuesday. The opposi-
tion has deliberately filibustered during the

debate-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's the Treasurer's

problem.

An hon. member: And he knows iti

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): His
own party filibustered for a while.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He's got that smile on his

face again.

Mr. Lewis: Why must the Treasurer's re-

tirement be accompanied by the retirement of

his party?

Mr. MacDonald: They applauded his bud-

get, then pulled the rug out from under him.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, if the mem-
bers opposite are this hysterical now, wait

until I speak later today.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: The legislation will be

passed. It will be effective May 1. The obliga-
tion rests on the vendors and purchasers.

I contrast this delay of a few days to the

one year and five months it took the federal

government to pass modifications to the in-

come tax changes that were effective Jan. 1,

1972.

Mr. Deans: A supplementary question, Mr.

Speaker: What statutory authority does the

Treasurer have for collecting taxes for which
there are no laws?

Mr. Singer: None.

Mr. Deans: A supplementary question: Is

the Treasurer not aware that a similar circum-

stance occurred in England in 1913 which

required the English Parliament to pass a law
that permitted Parliament to collect taxes over

a four-month period? Doesn't the Treasurer

believe that he has collected taxes illegally

and should refund them?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The Treasurer says the

Legislature be damned.

Hon. Mr. White: All of these collections

will be legalized, sir.

Mr. Deans: He can't legalize after the facti

It's illegal.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kitch-

ener.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, a further sup-

plementary question to the Treasurer: Does
the Treasurer intend to prosecute those citi-

zens of the province who have refused to

collect the difference in tax or to pay the

difference in tax?
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Hon. Mr. White: As an ex-Minister of

Revenue, I will tell the members these taxes

will be collected.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: Instead of all his threats-

Mr. Deans: He has no right to do this.

Mr. Singer: All the taxpayers are shaking
with fright.

Mr. Deans: What's the purpose of this

Legislature?

Mr. Bullbrook: He's like the sheriflF of Not-

tingham.

Mr. Lewis: I called him that the other day.
He is just a Treasurer.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: Any other course would
lead to anarchy!

Mr. Deans: Nonsense 1

Mr. Lewis: Better anarchy than totalitarian-

ism, I will tell the Treasurer.

May I ask the Treasurer, Mr. Speaker, why
does he persist in sending out notices to

vendors saying that they take the names and
addresses of any purchasers who will not pay
the tax, the implication being clear they will

somehow be prosecuted or the money will be
recovered. How can he lay down those hardly
veiled threats when he has no statutory or

regulatory authority any^where in the law to

collect the money?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The member is wrong.

Mr Lewis: No, we are not. We have check-

ed this out. He has no authority to collect one

penny of this tax, not even a resolution passed
in advance in the Legislature, which I think

the federal Parliament did?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, I'm informed
that is the wording of the legislation.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, I challenge the

Treasurer to give to the House his legal

authority which authorizes him to collect this

tax.

Mr. Yakabuski: Question!

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park.

Mr. R. K. McNeil (Elgin): Sit down!

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member issued a

challenge, not a question. The hon. member
for High Park.

Mr. Shulman: Does the Treasurer believe

he has a divine right to collect taxes which

have not been passed or authorized by any

law?

Mr. Lewis: Does he beUeve he is divine?

Hon. Mr. White: No, sir, I do not; and I

don't believe I have the right to attempt to

muzzle this Legislature. Therefore, I am not

going to curtail this debate on second reading
or in committee of the whole House, not by
five minutes. If it takes a month or two

months, then it takes a month or two months;
but the bill is clear and the effective date is

May 1.

Mr. Singer: He's all heartl

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, I wonder if I could

ask a supplementary of the Treasurer?

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Roy: Would the Treasurer be prepar-
ed to refer this matter to the Supreme Court

of Ontario for a decision on this?

Hon. Mr. White: No, sir, but that's the

right of a citizen.

Mr. Lewis: By way of a point of order, Mr.

Speaker, I would like to ask the Speaker for

a ruling, in the light of a clear precedent in

the British system, in the Westminster sys-

tem, in an exactly parallel situation, as to

whether or not the government has the right

to enact a tax change and extract moneys to

serve it in advance of legislation being passed

through this House, without any statutory or

regulatory authority at all?

I would be interested in having a ruling
from the Speaker on that.

Mr. Breithaupt: The House may not pass
the bill.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Deans: He is not the Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: I will be glad to take it under

consideration.

Interjections by hon. members.
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Mr. Deans: Is he taking over every role?

Mr. Bullbrook: He is just the Treasurer.

Mr. Lewis: Just shift to the right, slightly.

Mr. Speaker: On the point of order, I shall

be very glad to take it under consideration.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. Leader of the

Opposition have further questions? The hon.

member for Scarborough West.

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Minister of

Health just before he goes. Come back!

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health):
I almost made it.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): The min-

ister has been having an easy time.

Hon. Mr. White: The member should try
to control his manners just for the last of

the question period.

Mr. Singer: Look who talks about man-
ners!

Mr. MacDonald: Look at what happened
to the minister after his budget speech.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Lewis: Can we relax for a moment
now and we will continue the question
period.

DENTAL TECHNICIANS

Mr. Lewis: May I ask the Minister of

Health, Mr. Speaker, to explain why so many
sections of the Denture Therapist Act are as

yet unproclaimed, given his heated commit-
ment to protect the public's oral health when
the bill was debated.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Yes, Mr. Speaker, the Act
hasn't been proclaimed because we haven't
finished the programme that was instituted.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruee): It doesn't

matter; the Treasurer does it!

Hon. Mr. Potter: It sure does!

Mr. Sargent: Any teeth in the Act?

An hon. member: Yes; does it have a bite?

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Hon. Mr. Potter: I don't have the schedule
with me—I thought I did have—but we have
a schedule under which we're working.

We had a deadline set as April 30 for ap-

plications for those who were going to sit

the examinations. Something like 45 applica-
tions were received. I think of the 45 there

were only two that were considered not quali-
fied to sit the examinations; 43 or over will

be writing the exams which will be held, I

think it's May 18.

Following that examination, there is a

week in which the exams will be marked and
the results submitted to the registrar. And
then June 11 to 15 is the week that the oral

examinations will be held. I think it is June
20 that we hope all these results will be in.

I would like to make sure that we have all

this finalized before we start enforcing the

Act. I checked yesterday with the college of

dentistry and there are all kinds of oppor-
tunities for these people. There is no ques-
tion in my mind the programme is going to

be successful.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, if I

may, Mr. Speaker: Since in at least one area

of the province, the Peel-Halton area, a num-
ber of dentists listed by the Ontario Dental

Association as participating in the low-cost

denture scheme never applied to participate,

have subsequently withdrawn, or are in direct

violation of the Act by not charging the

$180 fee as required in the Act, is the min-

ister intending to enforce the Act? How long
does he intend to wait while this sort of

public shambles continues?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, I would be

delighted to have that list. It was just yes-

terday I queried this and I was told that the

figure of 600 dentists participating had now in-

creased to 800. I would be delighted if the

hon. member would give me the names of

these people so I can check it out; because I

would like to have the information.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Can the minister clarify his original

answer? Is it true then that the proclamation
of the Act is not set for some date later

this month—and so it is at some unknown

date in the future?

Hon. Mr. Potter: That is true.

Mr. Stokes: As a supplementary, is the

minister not aware that it is accurate to say
that literally dozens of dentists across the

province had their names put on the list of

participating dentists, when in fact all they
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had done was write to the authority asking
for information about the plan?

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, Mr. Speaker, I can't

say it is true. As I said, it was just yesterday
I checked on this and these are the figures

given by the college of dentistry—instead of

600, it was up to 800. So I would be de-

lighted to check this out. If the member has

any information to the contrary, I would like

to have it.

Mr. Cassidy: How did they get on the list?

Mr. MacDonald: How did they get on?

Mr. Cassidy: So the minister doesn't know
how they got on?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Martel: On a supplementary question,
Mr. Spe^er.

Mr. Speaker: All right, the hon. member
for Sudbury East.

Mr. Martel: Is it a fact that the dentists

are charging $100 for taking the impression

prior to the charging of the $180 for the

dentures?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I don't think it is a fact,

but if it is it will certainly stop.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): It is $130
for a lower.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion for the Treasurer, but I am afraid to

ask it; so I will ask the Minister of Revenue
whether he has yet—

Hon. Mr. White: The member is very wise
to stay clear of me today.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He'll send the member
to Guelph.

Mr. Deans: Even his best friends don't
talk to him.

Hon. Mr. White: I hope the member
won't chicken out later.

MALVERN HOUSING DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Lewis: I'll be here, I would assure
the minister, as long as his apoplexy can be
contained.

Has the Minister of Revenue decided on

any new method of publicizing or making
available the lots in the phase 2 development
of Malvern, as he indicated he might do after

some study?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Not as yet, Mr.

Speaker. I think it has been discussed at a

number of meetings; we're having another

meeting early next week. We have it under

very serious consideration. It hasn't been

quite as simple as the hon. member appar-
ently thinks, and as I thought. We are hoping
to come up with something which will be
more acceptable. At least we will not only do
the right thing, which I think is being done
now, but it wUl also have the appearance of

being the right thing.

Mr. MacDonald: Bring it under pubhc
control instead of the control of the develop-
ers. It is as simple as that.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It is not quite as

simple as the hon. member suggests. There
are very many facets to it which need con-
sideration. But the simple answer to the

question is, it is under consideration; and of
course before the second phase is pubHcized,
the policy, whether it is changed or remains
the same, will be announced in this House.

Mr. Lewis: Supplementary: Does that

mean that before the minister puts out the

requests for designs, before he begins the
tender process, he will make a statement in

the House?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That is exactly what
I said.

Mr. BuIIbrook: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary? The hon.
member for Scarborough West still has the
floor if he has further questions. Has he any
further questions?

Mr. Lewis: No.

Mr. Speaker: All right. The hon. member
for Samia.

NURSING HOME FEES

Mr. BuIIbrook: Mr. Speaker, through you
to the Minister of Health: Could the Minister
of Health advise why he gave only two days'
notice to the some 20,000 occupants of

nursing homes, most of whom are on ex-

tremely fixed incomes, of a per diem increase

of 50 cents per day? Secondly, why didn't
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he inform the Legislature of this? Thirdly,
does he realize that this $15 a month com-

pletely wipes out their increase under the

old age security plan of $11.80 a month.

Hon. Mr. Potter: First, Mr. Speaker, there

wasn't any intention to give them two days.
This negotiation has been going on now,
with the nursing home operators, for some

time; we've been getting into the costs of

nursing homes, the additional costs of staflBng

and food and so on.

Mr. Sargent: Would the minister talk into

the mike, we can't hear him.

Hon. Mr. Potter: When we get down to

the $15 that is wiped out, as the member
is talking about it, actually we approached
it from the other end.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): The wrong
endl

Hon. Mr. Potter: We are providing a

health facility for the individuals and at the

same time we wanted to make sure they had

enough money available to them to provide
for any incidentals they wanted.

Under the new programme, the pension
is $100 a month. Any individual who doesn't

have any additional income is entitled to

the full supplement, which brings him up
to $170. If he pays $120, or $4 a day for the

nursing home accommodation, he has $50
a month left, which I think is suflBcient

amount of money for people to provide inci-

dentals. In fact, a very large percentage of

our population in Ontario has much less than

that to provide incidentals.

Mr. Lewis: That's true, that's certainly

true; especially after the sales tax increase.

Hon. Mr. Potter: This is the reason why
that has been brought in.

We haven't made a statement yet, Mr.

Speaker, because we are trying to correlate

this with Community and Social Services,

and I would hope to be able to make a joint
statement relating the two areas of interest.

Mr. BuUbrook: Could the minister postu-
late for us, perhaps, how many of the 20,000

occupants are going to get the full doUar-

per-diem subsistence through the government;
and could he please answer my question as

to why these people were given only two

days' notice of this?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, in the first

place, I can't tell the member the number
of individuals who will qualify for full sup-

plement. Anyone who has no other source

of income obviously will qualify for full sup-

plement, but I don't have those figures be-

cause we don't have a needs test for entrance

to our nursing homes.

As to the other question, as I told the

member earlier, meetings were held with

the nursing home operators and associations

late last month, and we left them to notifv

the patients concerned because we weren t

prepared to make a statement until I corre-

lated this with Community and Social Ser-

vices.

Mr. BuUbrook: Do I understand the min-

ister correctly? Through the Speaker, do I

understand that the minister is saying that

he felt his obligation was final and finished

by notifying those people who weren't re-

sponsible for the payment?

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. BuUbrook: That is what the minister

said.

Hon. Mr. Potter: 1 said the people directly

involved knew about it, because we have

been discussing it with them for many
months.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Potter: They would pass the

information on to their patients. As far as

the public is concerned, we will make the

statement when we have it available.

Mr. BuUbrook: That is not correct.

Mr. Cassidy: The patients did not know
about it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: Did the minister feel no ob-

ligation whatsoever to the 20,000 patients

in the nursing homes but only to the

operators?

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): The
member is a big hero!

An hon. member: That's right; that's

exactly what he's doing.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, the 20,000

patients in the nursing homes are being
treated by the individuals in the nursing
homes on a daily basis, and they were being
advised by them of the new programme.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Hamilton East has a supplementary.
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Mr. R. Gisbom (Hamilton East): Supple-

mentary of the Minister of Health: In the

opinion of the minister, did the two per
cent increase in the sales tax have anything
to do with the need for more money by
the nursing home operators, and did it, there-

fore, affect the residents?

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, Mr. Speaker, our

negotiations have been going on for many
months, long before we heard about the

two per cent increase in sales tax.

Mr. Gisbom: Does the minister then think

that there will be another request by the

operators for a further increase, which will

again affect the residents?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. the Attorney
General has the answer to a question

previously asked.

ARREST OF ANGUS MACLEOD
Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): The

hon. Leader of the Opposition raised a

question two days ago in reference to an
Angus MacLeod. That person appeared in
court on April 13 and the six charges were
withdrawn at that time. There is some
additional information relating to the matter,
particularly to that individual. If the hon.
member would like to have it, I would be
pleased to provide him with it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Does
the Attorney General consider any reprimand
to be in order by virtue of the fact that he
was removed from the school situation in
Elliot Lake under the circumstances of
which the minister is aware?

Hon. Mr. Bales: It was regrettable that
two police officers were there and brought
Angus MacLeod back to Orillia. Had the

police oflBcers contacted the Crown attorney,
I am sure that the Crown would not have
authorized that he be brought back. The
charges were originally laid on the basis of
evidence provided by a retarded accom-
plice of the accused.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Cochrane South has a supplementary?

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): No, a
new question.

Mr. Speaker: There was a supplementary
over here.

Mr. Lewis: No.

Mr. Speaker: All right, a new question
then.

REPAIRS TO DAMAGED CARS

Mr. Ferrier: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
for the Minister of Consumer and Com-
mercial Relations. Is it general and accept-
able practice in Ontario for insurance ad-

justers to order garages to use used parts
in the repair of damaged automobiles covered

by insurance?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I am sorry, was the

member's question that they tell them to

use used parts?

Mr. Ferrier: Yes. Can insurance adjusters
order a garage to use used parts in repairing

damages covered by insurance?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I am
still not sure whether I heard the question

properly. I am not begging the issue, but
I really couldn't hear the member.

Mr. Ferrier: Is it in order for insurance

adjusters, in the repair of a damaged car

covered by insurance, to order the garage to

replace the damaged parts with used parts?

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, Mr. Speaker, I

don't think it is proper at all. I know in

certain instances this has to be done, for

the very simple reason that where the part
is missing there will be some delay in ob-

taining it. In the interest of expediency a

used part is often installed. I have had this

experience myself.

But it is not, as a matter of fact, in my
opinion, proper by any stretch of the

imagination.

Mr. Ferrier: As a supplementary, will the

minister inform himself of the letter sent

to the Superintendent of Insurance on April
24 from a garage operator in my riding

complaining of this being done, that if a

garage will not use a used part the car is

taken to another garage? Will he make an

investigation of the adjusters that are doing
this and try to put a stop to it?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes, Mr. Speaker. Per-

haps the hon. member might give me the

name, at the end of the question period, of

the writer of that letter, and I will under-

take to look into it and get back to him.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-
loo North.
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EXPROPRIATION OF PROPERTY IN
PICKERING TOWNSHIP FOR

LANDFILL SITES

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Attorney
General.

Will the Attorney General take action re-

garding the expropriation of property in the

north part of Pickering township by Metro-

politan Toronto to be used for landfill sites

in view of the fact that the Ministry of the

Environment has not issued a permit, nor

have zone change hearings been completed
before the Ontario Municipal Board, and yet

people are being asked to move from their

single-family homes by the end of June, when
it has been admitted these sites probably
will not be used until 1985.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, Metropolitan
Toronto has the right to expropriate land but

it must be carried out under the provisions of

the Expropriations Act. I'm not sure whether

anyone has applied for a hearing of neces-

sity or an inquiry of that nature, but Metro-

politan Toronto has the right to expropriate.

Mr. Good: A supplementary, Mr. Spedcer:
Would the minister look into the hearings of

necessity which allowed Metro to expropriate
these single-family units in the light of the

information which I've just given him, and
which is acknowledged by them? Metro?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Normally the inquiry
officer does that, Mr. Speaker, but I'll be

glad to obtain a report as to the present
status.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Fort

William.

RELOCATION OF MINISTRY OF
NATURAL RESOURCES

Mr. J. H. Jessiman (Fort William): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Minister

of Natural Resources.

Would the minister consider transferring
his whole ministry to northwestern Ontario,
where it belongs?

Mr. Sargent: Hah! That would be an up-
grading.

Hon. L. Bemier (Minister of Natural Re-
sources ) : Mr. Speaker, in answer to the hon.

member for Fort William, while I certainly

appreciate his desire to have a ministry like

Natural Resources located in northern On-
tario-

Mr. Stokes: And not necessarily in Kenora!

Hon. Mr. Bemier: —I would say to him
that we are making some major changes in

that particular city. There is the construction

of old Fort William; and of course my col-

league from Government Services is looking
after the construction of a major office build-

ing there.

Mr. Stokes: Will it be a mini-Queen's Park?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: But I have had at the

back of my mind for some considerable time
that in the reorganization of the Ministry of

Natural Resources, and in our desire to de-

centralize, there possibly would come a time

that the senior staff of my ministry could be
located at a northern point in the Province of

Ontario, at least for a certain period of the

year.

Mr. Foulds: That's a set-up question!

Hon. Mr. Bemier: I'll certainly look into

that, and as the developments proceed 111

give it further consideration.

Mr. Reid: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Jessiman: A supplementary-

Mr. Speaker: The time for questions has

expired.

An hon. member: A good job tool

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The time for questions has

expired.

I have been informed that we have special

guests with us. Sen. Amold Francis of

Bermuda and Mrs. Francis are in the east

gallery, under the Speaker's gallery.

Petitions.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Mr.

Speaker, I have two petitions to present, one

requesting the government to explain the

illegality of collecting taxes in advance of the

tax bill being approved.

Mr. Lewis: It is called, "No Taxation with-

out Legislation."

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: Never as arrogant as this one.

Mrs. Campbell: And another requesting
the government to reconsider the matter oi

the additional sales tax.
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An hon. member: The hon. member will

get the Treasurer blushing again.

Mr. Speaker: Presenting reports.

Hon. Mr. Carton presented the annual re-

ports for 1971 and 1972 of the Ontario

Highway Transport Board and the annual re-

port for the fiscal year ended March 31,

1972, of the Ministry of Transportation and
Communications.

Mr. Taylor from the standing private bills

committee, presented the committee's report
which was read as follows and adopted:

Your committee begs to report the follow-

ing bill without amendment:—

Bill Prl3, An Act respecting the County of

Hastings.

Your committee begs to report the follow-

ing bills with certain amendments:—

Bill PrSl, An Act respecting the Township
of Samia.

Bill Pr34, An Act respecting Timrand In-

vestments Ltd.

Bill Pr37, An Act respecting the Borough
of York.

Your committee recommends that Bill Pr36,
An Act to incorporate the Association of

Natural Resources Technicians of Ontario be
not reported and that the fees, less the actual

cost of printing and penalties, if any, be
remitted on this bill.

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moved that Mr. Belanger
be substituted for Mr. Allan on the select

committee on company law and that Mr.
Henderson be substituted for Mr. Handleman
on the select committee for the new Ontario

Hydro building.

Mr. Speaker: Does any member wish to

speak to the motion first?

Mr. Singer: Yes, Mr. Speaker. I find it a
litde diflBcult to follow the purpose of the
motion substituting the member for Prescott
and Russell (Mr. Belanger) for the member
for Haldimand-Norfolk (Mr. Allan) on the
select committee on company law, particularly
at this point in time.

This committee has been sitting for some
considerable period of time. We presently
have under review a draft report prepared by
counsel to the committee. The member for

Haldimand-Norfolk has been a very important
and valuable member of the committee, who
has sat in on the discussions and has heard
the argmnents and has heard the witnesses.

He was present the other evening when the

draft report was submitted to us by counsel

to the committee. I think it would be a dis-

service to the committee if at this point in

time the member for Haldimand-Norfolk was
removed from the committee, because we rely

very heavily on his experience and his knowl-

edge; to take him out right in the middle

I think would would be a mistake.

Mr. Lewis: And, Mr. Speaker, I object as

well to the substitution of the member for

Lambton (Mr. Henderson) for the member
for Carleton (Mr. Handleman) because I don't

know the member for Carleton but I do know
the member for Lambton.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Bullbrook: May I have a point of

order? I take his position in connection with

the comments of my colleague about the

member for Haldimand-Norfolk. I take the

position he will add a great deal of weight
to that committee.

Some hon. members: Hear, hear.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, despite
the remarks I can only say that it is due to

circumstances beyond my control—the work
load and other responsibilities—that I ask the

motion be moved.

Mr. Singer: Surely the member for Haldi-

mand-Norfolk can attend one more meeting?

Mr. Speaker: Shall the motion carry?

Mr. Singer: No.

Mr. Speaker: Those in favour of the motion
shall please say "aye."

Those opposed, please say "nay."

In my opinion, the "ayes" have it.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Speaker: Introduction of bills.

ASSESSMENT ACT

Hon. Mr. Grossman moves first reading of

bill intituled, An Act to amend the Assess-

ment Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, some of

the amendments are housekeeping amend-

ments, by and large. Certain amendments are

being made in respect of such matters as the

adjustment of the time for taking the annual

census, and in respect of mining revenue
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payments. I should say that the latter item

will implement in part the provisions of the

budget related to mining revenue payments.
But these changes will not come into effect

until other legislation that will be introduced

by the Treasurer has been enacted.

And of course, the other amendment has

to do with precluding the municipalities from

taxing properties on Indian lands, announce-
ment of which I made earlier.

With your permission, sir, I should point
out that representatives of the Union of On-
tario Indians, with whom we met in respect
of this latter matter, are here today as your

guests in the Speaker's gallery. And, with

your permission, sir, I am pleased to intro-

duce them to the House. They are Chief

James Mason of the Saugeen band, Mr. Lyle

Riley, acting president of the Union of On-
tario Indians, and Mr. Delbert L. Riley,

treaty researcher for the Union of Ontario

Indians. I am sure the hon. members will

want to welcome them.

Mr. Breithaupt: With respect to the com-
ments made by the minister on first reading,
does the minister intend to make any com-
ments in depth concerning the matter of the

exemptions for Indian lands, or will he save

those remarks until second reading?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, if it is

in order, I'd be glad to make them now, but
I'll leave that to you, sir.

Mr. Breithaupt: I didn't know whether the

minister, Mr. Speaker, wished to make intro-

ductory remarks at that length, or whether
he would wait.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It's relatively simple
—if I may, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: I think probably the hon.

minister has made the introductory remarks

he wishes to make. If he wishes to include

anything further, I can see no real objection
to it at this time.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It's relatively simple,
I would say, Mr. Speaker.

The municipalities are going to be pre-
cluded from taxing properties on Indian

lands. The municipalities which have been

doing it heretofore will be provided with

some financial assistance by the government
by way of compensation for that amount of

taxation which they have lost, being phased
out over a period of five years. I don't know
there is anything else I could add.

Mr. Sargent: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.
Does the minister believe—

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary to what?

Mr. Sargent: The statement there. I want
to find out something.

Will that be retroactive-

Mr. Speaker: The speaker is out of order.

Mr. Sargent: Will that be retroactive?

Mr. Speaker: This is not the question

period. Does the hon. minister wish to re-

spond on that?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I'll respond on second

reading.

Mr. Sargent: Well he doesn't know, eh?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Don't know what?

An hon. member: He's going to have to

read it to find out.

Mr. Sargent: Is it retroactive? That's all I

want to know.

HOMES FOR THE AGED AND
REST HOMES ACT

Hon. Mr. Brunelle moves first reading of

bill intituled, An Act to amend the Homes
for the Aged and Rest Homes Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): The general purpose of

this bill is to authorize the provision of resi-

dential services in other than homes or joint

homes under this Act, and to change the

method of appointing members of committees

and boards of management of such homes
and joint homes.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The 15th order, re-

suming the adjourned debate on second read-

ing of Bill 98, An Act to amend the Retail

Sales Tax Act.

RETAIL SALES TAX ACT
(concluded)

Mr. H. Worton (Wellington South): Mr.

Speaker, I welcome this opportunity to make
a few remarks in regard to this bill. An Act

to amend the Retail Sales Tax Act. I might

say that in my opinion it is the first time in

the 18 years that I have been a member of
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this House that there has been a united front

by the members of the Opposition against
such a bill. This indicates to me the concern
that the citizens of Ontario are expressing
in regard to the two per cent increase and

formerly with the proposed new tax in rela-

tion to energy.

I might add that I must admit that I was

quite surprised when the Treasurer (Mr.

White) introduced such an amendmait to in-

crease the tax. My experience with the min-
ister in previous departments had made me
feel that he always had very great concern

for citizens and was always interested in the

average citizen and in the good that he could

do. But I think in this case he has gone over-

board and is certainly taxing the citizens of

Ontario beyond their means to pay.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Restric-

tion!

Mr. Worton: I might add that he has

expressed great concern that this is going
to benefit the homeowners, and, of course,
most municipalities have, of recent date,
been setting their taxes for the year, and
the community and the area that I repre-
sent is no exception. The city of Guelph
recently set a mill rate of 28.75 mills. This
new money of $750,000 that they will re-

ceive will decrease that tax by $14.25 per
home on an average $15,000 assessment.

Now one can say we should be thankful
for small mercies, but being in the food

business for many years I might say that

man cannot live on bread alone. We realize

that the extent of the taxes which are coming
from other items will certainly outweigh
those which have been saved by the small

amount on the homeowner's taxes.

I might add that in 1961—it was on
March 9, I believe—when the then Treasurer
of Ontario (Mr. Allan) introduced the retail

sales tax in Ontario to come into effect in

September, 1961, he indicated that for the

balance of that fiscal year it would mean
approximately $60 million of new revenue
for the province. Of course, the reason for

introducing such a tax was the additional

expense caused to the Treasury by the new
hospital programme that had been initiated

in 1959.

In the following year the sales tax, at the
rate then of three per cent, would have been
$150 million. Now, 12 years later we are

contemplating the results from the seven

per cent sales tax, which will be an income
of $1,200 million. This will be the largest
part of any of the revenues received in this

province and, quite frankly, it is coming
from the wrong direction. It is coming from
the people who need it most.

I can only go back to the remarks I made
at that time in 1961; I expressed concern
about two issues. One was the fact that

clothing was going to be taxed. I feel that

this is something all citizens need, although
there is a tendency today for the best

dressed to be the least dressed! But I am
still of the opinion that we should remove
the sales tax from clothing.

In fact, yesterday I happened to be in a

local shoe store and I questioned the young
man there who was busily making signs
to inform the public of this increase. He
indicated to me that in many cases a

youngster of eight years of age would be

paying sales tax on his shoes—at least, cus-

tomers are at the present time, paying sales

tax on shoes for children who are only

eight years of age.

I also think, Mr. Speaker, through you
to the minister, that the sales tax on build-

ing materials should be removed. I think

that the proposal the Treasurer's friends in

Ottawa made and advertised during the

last election—that they were going to remove
the sales tax—was a worthy one. I think

that he should consider doing likewise,

because as I drove past some of the new
homes which the HOME programme is

building or undertaking in Guelph, there is

a fair sized home which is being put on the

market for $15,000. Of course, that doesn't

include the lot; one rents the lot. When
one looks at that and takes into account

the federal sales tax and the provincial

sales tax on the items which go into that

home, one is getting to about $2,500 on a

$15,000 home. I think the Treasurer is

defeating his purpose.

Mr. Speaker, with those few brief remarks

I would like to suggest to the minister that

he takes a look at two of the messages that

I've brought him. I don't expect him to take

the tax off on the words of wisdom that I

give him, but I think those are two items

that are of concern to the average person
and we in this party intend to bring in an
amendment to defer taxes on those two items

I've mentioned. Thank you, very much.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-
view.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr.

Speaker, I want to express my great thanks

to the Treasurer for allowing me to speak.
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I

and not cutting off the debate. I thought that

was really—

An hon. member: Great!

Mr. Singer: —most considerate and gracious
of him, to make this great concession in face

of all of the burdens and problems that he

has to face, and allowing the Legislature to

debate an issue such as a tax bill. He really

is the heart of sympathy and graciousness,
and his concern about—

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Democratic.

Mr. Singer: —hearing everyone certainly
must be recognized throughout the province.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): There is a

new Treasurer coming in.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Overdue.

Mr. Singer: I was fascinated, Mr. Speaker,
to listen to some of his various interjections

in this debate, and I can hardly restrain my
anxiety to hear what words of wisdom are

going to flow from him shortly in justifying
this iniquitous bill. When he referred earlier

this afternoon to the thought that the opposi-
tion was carrying on a filibuster—

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): Heaven forbid!

Mr. Singer: —I wondered whether the hon.

member for London South (Mr. White)
has any real idea of the concern of the people
of Ontario with his ridiculous, unprincipled
and stupid budgetary approaches. 1 wondered
whether he cotddn't have recognized the fact

—it is certainly unique in my experience—that

every member of the opposition parties—all

41 now—has undertaken to join in this debate
and to universally express their condemnation
to the Treasurer, not only on their own
behalf, but on behalf of the people they
represent, and to express, one after the other,
the fact that the people of Ontario and the

members of the opposition in this Legislature
do not want this bill, do not want his increase

in sales tax and are not prepared to accept
it lightly.

For the Treasurer to suggest that he has

been faced with a filibuster, I think is most

unreasonable, most illogical and really, un-

fortunately, most typical of the Treasurer.

He is the one who tells us on frequent occa-

sions that it is important to be polite in

this House and to observe the rules of

decorum, but he rarely resists the opportunity

to hurl his insults from his seat of power
across to this side of the House.

When the hon. member for Scarborough
West (Mr. Lewis) was talking the other day
the Treasurer suggested that he was a Fascist.

I guess the Treasurer should know who
Fascists are, because he certainly thinks like

one. I would suggest that the Treasurer's

true political position is probably to the right
of Barry Goldwater, though maybe a little to

the left of Ghengis Khan. So he should really

recognize a Fascist when he sees one.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It's to the right of

Catherine the Great.

Mr. Singer: I wonder, Mr. Speaker, why
the Treasurer brings in this kind of a budget
when, in relation to what has gone on in die

past, there can be no justification for it at all.

First of all, there was an issue that came

up this afternoon, the issue of taxation with-

out legislation, the basis on which the Trea-

surer has instructed people to collect a tax

that has not yet been levied and his dire

warnings, sounded in his most gruesome
words, that that tax will be paid. I presimie
that carries with it all the implications from

King John that if those people who do not

collect the taxes that have not yet been
levied by statute, which is the only way we
can act, who have the temerity to challenge

King John's authority, then we're going to

haul them off to the Bastille, probably string
them up by the heels, if not apply the lash

and the rack and so on.

Mr. Haggerty: June is just around the

comer, too.

Mr. Singer: I just wonder, Mr. Speaker, in

face of a government that says that it listens,

at the amount of arrogance that we have to

suffer from a Treasurer whose only justifica-

tion for irresponsible measures is abuse

directed to the other members of the Legisla-
ture and to the people of the Province of

Ontario.

Mr. Speaker, I looked at one of these bud-

get documents and the page, "Objectives of

the 1973 Budget," strikes my eye. The Treas-

urer says this budget is to ensure appropriate

provincial fiscal policy as the economy moves
toward full employment. I would think any

budgeting should have that in mind; I would
think the federal Treasurer, Mr. Turner, has

exactly the same point of view. I fail to see,

really, how the provincial Treasurer is moving
in this direction when he levies at this point
in time an increase on sales tax of two points
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—an increase in sales tax of, in fact, 40 per
cent.

There came across my desk today a letter

from D. S. Wood, who is the president of the

Automotive Parts Manufacturers' Association

(Canada), attaching a copy of a letter that

was sent to the Premier (Mr. Davis). Mr.

Wood asks if I would acknowledge receipt
of it and asks for my comments in relation

to the arguments his association has pre-
sented.

Let me comment to Mr. Wood on the floor

of this Legislature and say that I agree with
Mr. Wood and the sentiments he expresses
on the part of the Automotive Parts Manu-
facturers* Association. To emphasize my
agreement and the agreement of my col-

leagues with the point that he makes, let me
read this letter. The letter is dated April 30
and is addressed to the Premier.

Dear Mr. Davis:

Re: Seven per cent Province of Ontario

Sales Tax.

Until March 31, 1973, the provincial
sales tax of five per cent on qualifying

machinery and equipment was subject to

relief by an incentive credit in income tax.

We question the effectiveness of that credit

as an incentive [as we did in the opposition
when that incentive was introduced by the

Treasurer's predecessor!]

However, be that as it may, as of April
1, 1973, this incentive tax was discontinued,
the 1973 budget raised the sales tax by
40 per cent, and the full seven per cent
sales tax is ordered to apply on machinery
and equipment as of May 1, 1973, without
relief.

It is diflScult to understand why the gov-
ernment of Ontario is so persistent in ap-

plying an admittedly retrogressive tax to

the tools of production.

I really haven't heard that explained at all,

Mr. Speaker, as to why the Treasurer persists
in attempting to levy retrogressive taxes

instead of progressive taxes, why he took the

avenue of sales tax, why he took the avenue
of an energy tax until that was howled down
even by his own backbenchers and by several

of his colleagues, and why he persists in

levying retrogressive taxes.

Mr. Wood goes on to say:

Ever since sales taxes were applied to

production equipment, first by the federal

government and later by the provincial

government, and after the federal govern-
ment had vacated the field, the automotive
and automotive parts manufacturing in-

dustries have provided facts to prove that

the tax lessens our job-creating activities.

At least one group in our economic society

disagrees that this budget is designed to

ensure an appropriate provincial fiscal policy
as the economy moves toward full employ-
ment.

The key point raised by this association

was that the auto pact has made our indus-

try truly an export one. We must export
to live and we must also face duty-free

import competition in our domestic market.

I wonder if the Treasurer really is concerned,
or if he is far happier with these vacuous
statements that he puts in his budget speech
and that are included on a special page called

"Objectives of the 1973 Budget."

Mr. Wood goes on to say:

Apparently this is a condition that does

not seem to be understood by provincial

government oflBcials. [And the one with the

least understanding, Mr. Speaker, is of

course the provincial Treasurer.] In 1970,
the then provincial Treasurer informed our

industry that the province was doing no
more than applying a revenue-raising tax

such as was applied by most other prov-
inces. He chose to disregard that our com-

petition in the North American market

came not from other provinces in Canada,
but chiefly from the neighbouring states

of Michigan and Ohio, and from third

countries, many of whom subsidized their

exports. The fact that other provinces tax

the tools of production is completely irrele-

vant to the case. The point is that our

competition does not tax these tools.

Mr. Haggerty: That's the point.

Mr. Singer: I continue:

One fact that should be placed in full

perspective is the job-creating possibilities

in our industry. In 1965, 1966 and 1967

we added about $450 million to production

capacity in Ontario and created an addi-

tional 15,000 new jobs in the process. Our

industry is due for a second wave of

modernization and expansion as there is a

pronounced shortage of capacity in the

parts manufacturing industry in both the

United States and in Canada.

However, our industry, heavily based as

it is in Ontario, is also largely controlled by
United States corporations. This is a fact of

life.

If I may interpolate at this point Mr. Speaker;
the exchange this afternoon between my
leader and the Minister of Consumer and
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Commercial Relations (Mr. Clement), seems

to indicate that this is going to be a continu-

ing fact of life.

Even though the Financial Post points out

most clearly in its article published yesterday,

that yet another Ontario company—a trust

company of all companies—is coming under

foreign control, the Minister of Consumer

and Commercial Relations chose to seek ref-

uge in a technical legal defence which, in

fact, was quite meaningless. And Mr. Wood
says that "this is a fact of life." Unfortunately,

not only is it a fact of life—but it's a fact of

life that is encouraged by the Treasurer's

colleagues as late and as recently as this after-

noon. So, to continue:

The decisions to modernize and expand

plant capacity in Canada, and in so doing
to create more jobs in Ontario, will be

made largely by corporations and will be

based on the best return for their dollar.

[Well, that's a fact of life that even should

be understandable and appealing to the

Conservatives in Ontario.] A prime con-

sideration in such job-creating investments

will be (a) pressure applied by the US
government to create the jobs in the United

States (such as through the DISC pro-

gramme) and (b) the incentives or, indeed,

disincentives applied by Ontario.

It is difficult enough to combat DISC,
but when the provincial government applies

a tax on the cost of production it simplifies

the corporate decision. On a $1 milUon

equipment addition to be placed by a cor-

poration, either in its Michigan plant or in

its Ontario plant, the cost penalty [Mr.

Speaker, the cost penalty]—

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
This is it.

Mr. Singer: —and this is what the Treasurer
is doing; he is penalizing our Ontario com-

panies which will hopefully provide more

employment.

The cost penalty for placing it in On-
tario would be $70,000.

Mr. B. Newman: Two miles only, in my
instance.

Mr. Singer: That's what the Treasurer is

doing.

Add the DISC incentive and the corporate
decision is not difficult to predict.

Mr. B. Newman: Only two miles away.

Mr. Singer: He says further:

In additional comment it should be noted
that two highly qualified government com-

missions, one federal, (the Carter Commis-

sion) both outspokenly condemn the appli-
cation of sales tax to production machinery
and equipment. That their advice should be
so consistently [and may I say persistently
and blatantly and arrogantly] ignored is

difficult to reconcile with intelligent and

imaginative taxing principles.

Finally, and this has been said before,
if through intelligent direction of tax the

costs of production can be reduced, it is

obvious that there are greater possibilities
for increased returns on profits. Conversely,
if the costs of production are increased by
unproductive elements such as taxes on the

tools of production, there can only result

a reduction of profits with an automatic

reduction in tax returns.

This economic concept is not profound.

In fact, it is simple enough, Mr. Speaker, in

my opinion, to be grasped even reasonably
and quickly by the Treasurer of the Province
of Ontario who, unfortunately, seems to have
missed the point. It is simple, basic and
axiomatic. The question is invited, why does
the government fly directly in the face of

economic facts, particularly at a time when
the Treasurer himself says, Mr. Speaker:

Objectives of the 1973 budget are to

ensure an appropriate provincial fiscal

policy as the economy moves towards full

employment.

If our industry is wrong in its economic

concepts, we would welcome enlightment
from the government. In any case, our

plans for modernization and expansion in

Ontario must be tailored to the govern-
ment's recognition, or otherwise, of the in-

ternational nature of our industry, and our

ability to remain competitive in an industry
that is truly global in its approach. To the

extent that we are rendered less competi-
tive by our own or any other government,
our job-creating and, indeed, our job-saving

possibilities, are reduced.

It is in the interest of sheer logic we sug-

gest that this tax on equipment be reviewed
in the light of our industry's reliance on

exports for survival.

Your comments would be welcome:

As I said, this is signed by Mr. D. S. Wood,
the president of the Automotive Parts Manu-
facturers' Association. The letter I read is

the copy he sent me, the original of which
was addressed to the Premier.
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Mr. Wood is a very well spoken man. He
writes a good letter; he writes a logical letter.

He writes a letter that needs to be written

and needs to be presented to the government
and to the people of Ontario in light of the

foolish, improper and illogical claims made

by the Treasurer when he presented his

budget.

The same is true of so many other indus-

tries, Mr, Speaker. In the housing industry,
it's been pointed out several times. The
federal Tories have suggested that, as a spur
to the housing industry, the federal govern-
ment should remove the sales tax from build-

ing materials. The leader of the federal Con-
servative Party has promised that if he is

called upon to form a government, this is one
of the first things which any government he
would lead would do.

I think that makes good sense. There are

many things in our federal fiscal policy, even

though it is enacted by people whom I know
and whom I like and whom I think are a

good government, which are wrong. I am not

going to defend them, right or wrong. I think

they are wrong in that one. I think they
should listen to Mr, Stanfield and his finan-

cial advisers when they make that suggestion.
I have heard that same kind of sentiment

come from the Treasury benches on numer-
ous occasions.

What do we get this time, Mr. Speaker?
In the day when housing shortages are great,
in the day when the supply of housing facili-

ties at all levels—subsidized housing, middle

class housing, any housing at all—is short, the

pressures are so great, the prices are rising
and complaints are being made about specula-
tion and profiteering and so on.

Mr. Speaker, during the St. George by-elec-
tion, I happened to be at an apartment meet-

ing organized on behalf of the present mem-
ber for St. George (Mrs. Campbell). A group
of people came in, complete strangers who
were asked to come and meet the candidate.

One of the complaints was from someone I

had never seen before and who had no con-

nection with the party, who came as a mat-
ter of interest.

"I am a young man earning a reasonable

living", he said. I think he said he was earn-

ing $15,000. "Hopefully, I am moving up a
little on the scale. I am married and just

starting to raise a family but within the fore-

seeable future, I know of no way in which
I can afford a house at the prices the market
at present is going to make me pay. There
is no way. Is there anything government is

going to be able to do to allow me to buy
one?'

He said, "I am one of the fortunate ones. I

have a good job. I like my company, my com-

pany likes me, and it looks as though I am
going to be making a reasonable hving for

the rest of my life. But I know of no way
that I can buy a house."

We talk about this. We talk about it in

Ottawa-the Tories, the Liberals, the NDP
talk about it in Ottawa. We talk about it

here. We get great speeches from all sides

of the House—including particularly the gov-
ernment—about more housing and expansion
and land banks and all sorts of things.

What happens? With the first crack out

of the gim on April 12, 1973, the Treasurer

comes in but instead of taking tax off build-

ing materials, instead of doing anything

through his taxing policy to help the housing

shortage, to help the housing industry—and
that's another story about how much employ-
ment the housing industry supplies, in prep-
aration of raw materials; and builders and

labourers; machine suppliers; washing ma-

chines, television sets; and on and on—what

greater thing could help our economy than

more new housing?

The first thing our government does is to

increase the tax—not decrease it but increase

the provincial tax on housing. Up by 40 per
cent goes the Ontario share. Does the Treas-

urer really believe that the people of Ontario

can accept the concept that this budget is

designed to ensure an appropriate provincial
fiscal policy as the economy moves toward

full employment?
Mr. Speaker, I was fascinated to watch

the reaction of the Conservatives, as re-

flected in the House by the hon. member
for Hamilton Mountain (Mr. J. R. Smith)
and as reflected in the news media by many
hon. members, expressing their abhorrence

of the energy tax. The effect of the Con-
servative members* abhorrence and the

public's reaction were suflBcient at least to

force the withdrawal of that tax. But what
has puzzled me is the small number of

Conservative members who have risen in

their places in this House to take part in

this debate and to be as vociferous publicly
as they attempted to be in the media about
the incidence of this increase of 40 per
cent in the sales tax.

Where have they been? Where's the mem-
ber for Hamilton Mountain, that brave new
hero who got an award from WASP, Women
Against Soaring Prices, for the wonderful

job he did? Why hasn't he been up in this
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House saying that he equally abhors the

two per cent increase in the sales tax?

Where have the rest of them been? The
hon. member for Sault Ste. Marie (Mr.

Rhodes) was strident in his opinions to the

press. He said, "People in the Soo will not

stand for a tax on energy. Unless somebody
does something about it, they are going to

hear from me," and on and on and on.

There hasn't been one of those Con-

servative members, Mr. Speaker, who has

had the constitutional courage to stand in

his place in this House and say to that

Treasurer, "You are wrong, and I will not

support you in your request for additional

money taken in a retrogressive tax." I

think that this is the reason that the Con-

servative Party after 30 years has begun to

lose the confidence of the people of Ontario.

It was reflected first on March 15 in the

two by-elections and it increases day by
day. They go from error to error and make
more mistakes every day.

If the member for London South is going
to persist in his desire to levy this additional

two per cent tax, this retrogressive tax, then

he is going to drag his party down into

ruin and not only that—that's fine; we would
be very happy to see that—but he's going to

hurt the people of Ontario, which is not

fine. That's why we're here, that's why we're

speaking and that's why all 41 members of

the opposition have got up to express their

views—not to filibuster. If we wanted to

filibuster each one of us could have spoken
for hours and hours and hours. There's no
time limit on these speeches and that could

have been done.

This debate has gone on for a few days,
Mr. Speaker. I think it is significant that

as this debate has gone on, all the mem-
bers of the opposition have risen—but not
one Tory—to express their feelings and the

feelings of the more than 50 per cent of

the people of Ontario they represent about
what they think of this tax.

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): The
56 per cent.

Mr. Singer: The 56 per cent, Mr. Speaker.

What I would have liked to have seen was
some cutting back by this government on its

expenditures. But did we see that? No, we
didn't even see political intelligence in this

budget.

Once you've been around here for a few

years, as I have, you get tuned in, to some
extent at least, to the old boys' network.
I have talked in recent days to former

Treasurers of the Province of Ontario. I

won't tell you who I've talked to, but the

number of people I might have is reason-

ably limited because there haven't been
that many, even in the 15 years I've been
here. I'm told that several of them had

suggested to them by their civil servants

the fact that an energy tax might be a good
additional source of revenue, but that those

several were far too shrewd, far too alert

to public opinion, and far too aware of

what goes on out on the back forty, what

goes on in Huron and what goes on in

St. George to have succumbed to that kind
of a suggestion.

It doesn't take any great genius, or it

shouldn't take any great genius, to discover

the fact that the public can react more

quickly to a two-cent raise in the price of

a quart of milk or a three-cent raise in the

price of a loaf of bread or a 40 per cent

increase in sales tax, that they are going to

see everytime they go into the store. It

shouldn't have taken any time at all for

anyone, even of the intellectual capacity of

the member for London South, to recognize

that, as bad as the energy tax was, the

two per cent increase, from five to seven on
sales tax—or in essence, 40 per cent-

Mr. Paterson: Forty per cent.

Mr. Singer: —was equally wrong and
should never, never have been brought about.

Mr. Speaker, I asked for some statistics,

and I have them, about the increases in

spending that this government is effecting,

just in the last one-year period. My col-

leagues have gone into in some detail the

increases in recent times in the present
Premier's period, in the Robarts period, in

the Frost period and so on.

Look what the figures are for just one year.
In 1972-1973, the fiscal year, $6,509 milfion

was spent by the Province of Ontario. The
Treasurer presently asks for $7,269 million in

total expenditure or an increase of 12 per
cent. The government feels that it has to

increase its expenditures this year by 12 per
cent. Expenditures in the Ministry of the

Environment increase from $29 million to

$49 million, an increase of 70 per cent; in

the Ministry of Industry and Tourism from

$23 million to $28 million, an increase of 21

per cent; in the Ministry of Labour from

$10.2 million to $12.8 million, an increase

of 25 per cent; in the Ministries of the

Treasury, Economics and Intergovernmental
Affairs from $165 million to $251 million, an

increase of 53 per cent.
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An ho». member: Terrible!

Mr. Singer: In the Ministry of Revenue
from $74 million to $98 million, an increase

of 32 per cent. In cabinet oflSces—if there

ever was a place to slash, surely that might
have been the easiest one—from $0.66 million

to $1.09 million or an increase of 66 per cent

just to service the cabinet!

Mr. Haggerty: Shame!

Mr. Singer: The Management Board of

Cabinet from $1,355 milHon to $1,939 mil-

lion, an increase of 43 per cent.

Mr. Speaker, there are the figures and let

the Treasurer show us where there has been
an effort by this government to decrease its

expenditures. What do we talk about? We
talk about awarding a kiddy car contract to

Krauss-Maffei to build a merry-go-round ride

down at the Exhibition for $16 million. We
have that monstrosity down on the lakeshore,
Ontario Place, built at exorbitant expense; it

loses money every year, another part of the

surplus.

Mr. Haggerty: It's part of the circus.

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill):

They saved money by throwing up the struc-

ture. How much did they save on that?

Mr. Singer: We have all of these fancy
buildings that they build. What possible idea
of economy is there exhibited by the govern-
ment or by the Treasurer when he brings in

this budget asking for an overall increase of

12 per cent?

But they're tough those fellows, Mr.

Speaker; they are real tough. They come to

the boards of education and say, "You fellows

in North York are spending far too much
money. We will allow you to increase your
expenditures by two per cent on the lower
level and by three per cent on the secondary
level, and that's it." The Minister of Educa-
tion (Mr. Wells) is a tough one, too; he's

not going to increase it at all. He says "You
are wasting money. The quality of education
doesn't matter. Things are tough and we've

got to hold down your expenditures."

Then the Treasurer comes up with a very
fascinating theory that, with all he is doing,
he's going to increase the savings for the

people of Ontario. How's he going to do it?

He's going to do it by the magic of increas-

ing grants to municipalities and they, in

turn, are going to lower the taxes.

What happens, Mr. Speaker? One of the

faults, really, in having the member for

London South as the Treasm-er is that he
doesn't understand as you do, Mr. Speaker,
the approach of a municipal councillor. There
are many people in this House who have
served on municipal councils. You know, Mr.

Speaker, and I know that if you give more

money to a municipahty in the hope that it

is going to lower the tax rate, it very, very
seldom happens.
Now a great sum of money is going to

come back to Metropolitan Toronto and this

is supposedly going to produce a great tax

relief against retrogressive municipal taxes.

They're retrogressive because, as we have
said so many times—and I am not going to go
into that argument—it's not fair that all the

people who own houses should pay sub-

stantially all of the costs of education. How-
ever, all the money that's going to come back
into Metropolitan Toronto is perhaps going
to result in a tax saving this year—and, mark

my words, it'll be gone by next year—of
about $28 to the homeowner with a house
assessed at $5,000; I think that was the

latest figure that I saw in the paper.

This is how, by legerdemain and magic,
the Treasurer tries to delude us into believ-

ing that this is going to reduce the end
cost to the taxpayers of the Province of

Ontario. In fact, this kind of saving he's

talking about amounts to perhaps $28 a

year, but the increase in retail sales tax

means an additional tax burden to people
who can least afford it, and on the average,
of $75 to $100 per family. How could

anyone argue, even the hon. member for

London South, that this kind of taxation

is not regressive and that the average tax-

payer is not going to pay more in money?
Mr. Speaker, I could go on at great

length to talk about the ills of this budget.
The most obvious thing is that this two
per cent tax increase on sales tax is not
needed. The 40 per cent additional levy
in this unfair burden defeats what the

Treasurer says are the objects of his budget.
He's not nurturing small Canadian businesses,
which was another one of the highlights of

his budget statement.

As for the decrease of public debt, he
had to retreat from that; that was a big
thing. When he's budgeting for a deficit of

about $400 million and he's going to chop
$50 million off that, how can he logically

try to delude anyone by saying he's de-

creasing public debt when he's shoving it

up by $400 million. It certainly escapes any
understanding of the English language that

I have. None of these objectives is being
achieved by this budget.
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Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Can't the

hon. member accept the Treasurer's figures?

Mr. Singer: No, I can't.

I wonder, Mr. Speaker, if the hon. mem-
ber for London South really is one of the

unique people who believes that he can
snatch defeat from the jaws of defeat and
call it a victory.

An hon. member: That's the man.

Mr. Singer: I wonder how he can re-

place experience with arrogance and say this

is a budgetary policy. I also wonder how
he can replace practice with theory, because
this budget has all sorts of wonderful
economic theories nurtured at the University
of Western Ontario when the hon. member
was lecturing on economics. Perhaps he
should go back there and try to convince
his students, because he hasn't convinced
the people of Ontario.

And I wonder how he can replace fact

with magic and try to sell us the idea that

this is a reasonable budget. It isn't reasonable.

We are glad we have opposed it, because it is

for the people of Ontario that we take this

position. We hope that our position will be
maintained when the vote is called on this

bill later today.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish
to speak before the minister?

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): No Tories?

An hon. member: Better bring them in.

Mr. Roy: There are four of them in the
House.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Those
were the gestures of Lenin on the Steppes.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer and Minister of

Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr. Speaker, in

my budget of April 12, I proposed a tax

on energy. I was wrong. I realized it

immediately—

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: I admitted it promptly
and I rectified it without delay.

Mr. Lewis: Could we have a little back-
bench applause for that one?

Hon. Mr. White: And I've had a number
of letters—

An Hon. member: Was that after the

filibuster or before the filibuster?

Hon. Mr. White: —one of which I think

deserves to be read into the record, in that

it comes from Mr. Gordon Hill, who is

the president of the Ontario Federation of

Agriculture, anjd who perhaps represents
as many as 50,000 farm people across this

province. It's not untypical of the letters I

have gotten since that decision was an-

nounced a week ago Tuesday.

Mr. J. E. BuUbrook (Sarnia): I am not

going to listen-

Mr. Lewis: This is the method of the

Minister of Revenue (Mr, Grossman), not
the Treasurer's method.

Hon. Mr. White: He wrote:

Dear Mr. White:

I'm writing to convey to you the

thanks of the Ontario Federation of Agri-

culture, speaking on behalf of the farmers
of Ontario, for the courageous, intelligent
and concerned action taken by you and
the government of Ontario-

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Will the
Treasurer just read the letter?

Hon. Mr. White: To continue:

—in announcing the rescinding of the

proposed energy tax on fuels used in farm-

ing, specifically hydro, propane, furnace oil,

natural gas, gasoline and diesel oil.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): As our
leader says, the Treasurer is snatching defeat

from the jaws of defeat.

Mr. Singer: No, I said that.

Hon. Mr. White: The letter goes on:

This positive reaction to the demands
of both rural and urban citizens of On-
tario regarding this tax is visible evidence
to us that the government of Ontario is

sensitive to the needs and demands of its

constituents and strengthens our faith in

the democratic process.

Thanking you again for your thoughtful
action in this matter, I am

Yours truly,

Gordon Hill,

President,
Ontario Federation of Agriculture.

Oh, I will never forget, Mr. Speaker, when
that announcement was made showing the

democratic nature of this jurisdiction, showing
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the responsiveness of this government, prov-
ing once again, as we have time and time

again over the years, that this is the people's

party. I will never forget the long faces

opposite-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: I will never forget that

only the member for Huron-Bruce (Mr.
Gaunt) applauded; the only one.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: I am going to have quite
a lot to say here today and I will not be
throttled by the raucous behaviour of the

opposition. I will take just as long as it takes

to confront the most astonishing-

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): The
Treasurer soimds like Richard Nixon at this

point.

Hon. Mr. White: —series of misstatements
that I have heard in the 14 years I have
had the honour of representing London South
in this Legislature.

I would like to say a few words to sum
up the debate on the retail sales tax bill.

A consistent opposition criticism of my
budget is that provincial tax increases are

unnecessary. Some members have suggested
that they are unnecessary because our reve-

nue forecast is too low. Others have suggested
that we should hold taxes and resort to

greater deficit financing. Yet only two months

ago these same people were trumpeting about

runaway provincial deficits—including the

Leader of the Opposition, for narrow partisan

purposes—and that Ontario had a fiscal night-
mare; and similar ghost stories.

It seems, Mr. Speaker, that consistency and

responsibility in criticism of government pol-
icies have been discarded in favour of poli-
tical expediency.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: Let me assure the oppo-
sition that this government will not wilt

under such flim-flam, but continue to initiate

and implement progressive policies for the

people of Ontario.

Turning now to the real business before
the Legislature.

Mr. Lewis: The Treasurer is better than

this; this doesn't do him credit.

Hon. Mr. White: Just a minute—I am com-

ing to grips with the member's misassertions;
do not worry. Let me rebut the substantive

comments raised by the opposition against my
budget plan. The sales tax increase has been
criticized on the grounds that it is imneces-

sary, that it reflects poor revenue forecasting,
that it is inflationary and that it is regressive.

Some hon. members: Rightl

Hon. Mr. White: I shall deal with each
in turn and demonstrate that though much
has been said by the opposition, little has
been heard and nothing has been learned
about public finance.

Mr. MacDonald: That is what the Trea-
surer calls the battle plan?

Mr. Gassidy: The Treasurer has the mem-
ber for York West (Mr. MacBeth) on his

side.

Hon. Mr. White: Now, one of the principal
reasons for increasing this broadly-based,

relatively progressive provincial tax is to

finance property tax relief.

An hon. member: He says "relatively".

Hon. Mr. White: In the first paragraph
of my budget statement I acknowledged that

Ontario could have financed its 1973 pro-

grammes without increasing taxes. But this

would have left the task of raising additional

revenues on local governments and the

burden on property taxpayers. The principal
reason I am recommending the sales tax in-

crease is to ensure that local governments can
finance their essential services without raising
mill rates.

And now, sir, I turn to certain figures to

indicate the incidence of taxation, comparing
the retail sales tax progressivity and the re-

gressivity of the property tax.

Mr. Lewis: That is a red herring. Who
cares about that? That is not an issue. Every-
one knows they are both regressive. Gompare
it with the income tax—

Hon. Mr. White: The incidence of retail

sales tax as a percentage of gross family in-

come is: 0.57 per cent for a family with less

than $3,000 income; it is 1.10 per cent for

families with an income of $3,000 to $4,000;
1.4 per cent for families with $4,000 to

$4,999; 1.56 per cent from $5,000 to $6,000;
1.58 per cent from $6,000 to $7,000; and

hovering between 1.34 and 1.59 per cent for

families in higher income groups.

Mr. Gassidy: That's regressive. We don't

know where these figures came from.
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Hon. Mr. White: Now I contrast that, Mr.

Speaker, with the incidence of property
taxes.

Mr. Lewis: Whose figures are those?

Hon. Mr. White: In a study provided in

the Ontario tax studies, analysis of income
and property taxes in Guelph, in 1972, in the

income class less than $2,500 average prop-

erty tax as a percentage of gross income was
19 per cent. This table advances in incre-

ments of $500, so I won't have to read all

of the left-hand column. Reading down, the

average property tax, as a percentage of gross
income in 1972, for income classes less than

$2,500 is 19 per cent; from $2,500 to $2,999
it is 11; and then it moves from nine to eight
to seven to six per cent at $5,000.

Mr. Lewis: Well, of course. Who disputes
it?

Hon. Mr. White: It goes to four per cent

at $10,000; to three per cent at $15,000; to

two per cent at $25,000; and to one per cent

at $50,000.

Mr. Lewis: Everyone knows that.

Mr. Cassidy: What about the tenants who
won't get a penny out of the property tax

reduction?

Hon. Mr. White: Now, sir, what I did was
to increase the more progressive and more

broadly based provincial retail sales tax to

provide for decreases in the most regressive
tax which is of significance in this province,
that is, the property tax at the municipal
level.

Interjection by an hon member.

Mr. Cassidy: The Treasurer is saying that

everybody over $8,000 will pay less on the

sales tax than people under $8,000.

Hon. Mr. White: This had the eflFect I had

hoped for, Mr. Speaker, as indicated by a

small selection of newspaper articles which
I have here and which I draw to the atten-

tion of the House. I wiU simply read the

headlines: "Wallaceburg Grant to Trim
Town's Taxes."

An hon. member: Hear, hear, great stuff.

Hon. Mr. White: And from the Barrie

Examiner: "Tax Move Might Help Preserve

the Family Farm." And others: "Big Tax

Drop for Cobourg"; "Good News for Simcoe

Ratepayers"; "North York Budgets for Biggest
Tax Cut in History; "Big City Tax Cut Ex-

pected" (from Sault Ste. Marie), and "Metro
Homeowners Can Expect Reduction in Taxes
This Year".

Here is an editorial from the St. Catharines

Examiner of April 30, the heading of which

says "Their Criticism Is Baseless".

An hon. member: Did the members op-

posite hear that?

Hon. Mr. White: This is the St. Catharines

Examiner, Monday, April 80.

Mr. Lewis: The St. Catharines what?

Hon. Mr. White: The St. Catharines

Standard.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Is that Mr. Burgoyne's

paper? Did Burgoyne write that himself?

Mr. Lewis: The St. Catharines paper is

not very non-partisani

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: The editorial says:

The Ontario government's quick move to

drop its unpopular energy tax proposal has

left the opposition in the Legislature in a

sorry state of affairs.

Both the Liberals and the NDP had

hoped to score against the Conservatives

by harping on the energy tax as an example
of Tory arrogance and cruelty, but the

government has now pulled the rug out

from under the opposition, leaving the

Liberals-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Reid: The Treasurer reads that one.

Read them all.

An hon. member: They don't like this, eh?

Hon. Mr. White: There is more to come.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: Save your anger. There's

more to come. To continue the editorial:

—and NDPers with little in the way of

ammunition to hurl at the Conservatives.

After all, with the amended budget the

taxpayer is now well ahead of the game;
he won't have to pay the tax on energy

consumption but he will lose none of me
tax benefits contained in the original bud-

get.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why, the member for St.

Catharines (Mr. Johnston) hasn't been here
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for a whole week. When was the last time we
saw him?

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Who is the

member for St. Catharines?

Hon. Mr. White: I have some more here. If

members opposite want a real load, I am
going to give it to them.

Mr. MacDonald: If the Treasurer has to get

support from the St. Catharines Standard, it

shows how weak his case is.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Singer: We won't try to limit the de-

bate. We will let the Treasurer talk.

Hon. Mr. White: Reading on:

But these facts have not discouraged the

opposition: they keep on berating the gov-
ernment even though the opposition's best

argument—the energy tax—has gone down
the drain.

An hon. member: We have no option. The
government did it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: To continue:

James Breithaupt—while the Liberal MPP
is considered a possible contestant for the
Liberal leadership in Ontario, it's hard to

see anybody else who could beat him al-

though it's hard to find anybody he could
beat [which is a conundrum]—led his party's
criticism of the budget by arguing that the

hike of the provincial sales tax to seven

per cent from five per cent, quote "Is

simply not necessary." And former NDP
leader, Donald MacDonald, submitted the

same for his party.

The facts and figures of Mr. White's bud-

get suggest otherwise. Before he agreed to

drop the energy tax proposal the provincial
Treasurer predicted a fiscal year deficit of

$402 million.

Mr. Roy: Who wrote that?

Hon. Mr. White: He went on:

The loss of revenue from the aborted

energy tax amounts to $65 million.

May I add that the external reduction in

public debt, which I had hoped to be between
$100 million and $200 million, is now reduced
to a range of from $35 million to $135 million.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: Now getting back to the

editorial:

The additional revenue from the in-

creased sales tax is estimated at $280 mil-

lion and to argue that this additional

revenue is simply not necessary, as Mr.

Breithaupt did, is to argue that the deficit

should be allowed to rise to the $747
million mark.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Has the Treasurer got any
views of his own to express?

Hon. Mr. White: Listen, this is going to

take a long time. Just relax.

The last time the government allowed
the deficit to come close to that level it

was a case of fiscal irresponsibility by the

very same people who are now urging the

government to go deeper into debt. But
the opposition's criticism of the sales tax

hike also ignores the budget's most salient

features-

Mr. Lewis: This is the first time in 30 years
that anyone has read from the St. Catharines

Standard with a straight face.

Hon. Mr. White: It goes on:

—the fact that the additional revenue

helps the government ease the tax burden
on property owners and low and middle
income families.

The rest is available. If my hon. friend's

hypersensitivity makes it difficult for him,
I will turn to the next set of facts for the

members of this Legislature.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Let the Treasurer go to point 2,

right now that he has demonstrated point 1.

That was one red herring.

Hon. Mr. White: My budget plan transfers

an additional $182 million to local govern-
ments in 1973. This is some $40 million more
than they would have needed to hold tax

increases to zero.

Mr. Sargent: Where did the Treasurer get
it?

Hon. Mr. White: It should be compared to

the total gross-

Mr. Sargent: Where did he get the money?

Hon. Mr. White: —transfer from the prov-
ince to the municipalities of $400 million-

Mr. Sargent: Where did he get the money
to pay it?

Hon. Mr. White: —which makes our total

transfers—
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Mr. Sargent: Where did he get the money
to pay it?

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. White: —this year approximately
$2,400 million.

Mr. Sargent: Where did he get the money?

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): One would
think that he printed the money to get it.

Mr. Lewis: We don't quarrel with that.

Hon. Mr. White: Now, what has happened
across the province?

An hon. member: Get a look at that jackass
over there.

Hon. Mr. White: What's happened across

the province? Let me give members a few
examples. In Burlington, the increase in pro-
vincial aid was $1.13 million; the reduction

in residential mill rates in 1972 was five.

Mr. Cassidy: What was the reduction in

the commercial mill rate?

Hon. Mr. White: The value of relief to a

typical household by this reduction—not the

gross amount, which would have been the

reduction plus what the increase would other-

wise have been—the absolute decrease from
1972 is $33 per typical household.

Mr. Sargent; That is about as clear as mud.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: What about typical apartment
dwellers?

Hon. Mr. White: In Hamilton-well, that's

in households.

Mr. Lewis: What about the 50 per cent
of the people who live in apartments?

Hon. Mr. White: In Hamilton, 1973 in-

crease in provincial aid, $5.55 million; re-

duction in residential mill rate, 2.8; value of

relief to typical household, $13.

Mr. Lewis: Wow! There's a government.

Hon. Mr. White: Dundas, $190,000; mill

rate reduction, 6.4; value to a typical house-

hold, $25 plus whatever the increase would
otherwise have been.

Mr. Cassidy: But they are paying $200 per
family in sales tax.

Hon. Mr. White: Scarborough $3.1 million,
three mills or $15 per household; Ottawa,

$3.5 million, 3.5 mills or $20 per household;
and I will mention my own home town of

London—$6 million, the reduction in the mill

rate from last year is seven mills or $42 per
household.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): That
one was well paid. Tell us about Sudbury.

Hon. Mr. White: And I remind you once

again, Mr. Speaker, that in the absence of

this very large transfer, London's mill rate

and all the others would have gone up.

Mr. Martel: Tell us about Sudbury. The
Treasurer picked out the good ones.

Mr. Lewis: That's quite a selection.

Mr. Cassidy: A one-mill cut in Metro—
that's not very much.

Mr. Martel: It went up in Sudbury.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): And the member
knows why.

Mr. Martel: They won't let us tax the min-

ing companies.

Hon. Mr. White: Members of the opposi-
tion have been good enough to quote a

letter written to me by the chairman of the

regional municipality of Sudbury, but they
were cunning enough, shall I say, to omit a

couple of paragraphs which I think are per-
tinent.

Mr. MacDonald: Regarding the omissions

that the Treasurer has just made?

Hon. Mr. White: The opening paragraph,
for instance, reads:

Dear Mr. White:

You asked me to set out our basic ob-

jections to the proposals in the budget as

they adversely affect Sudbury, the region
and the municipalities. [Then a litde fur-

ther down.] You mentioned that if this

matter cannot be resolved now, consider-

ation will be given to a special grant for

the Sudbury region to alleviate the impact
of starting up costs in this area.

The fact of the matter is that the regional

municipality of Sudbury hasn't got a bud-

get. And until the regional municipality of

Sudbury has a budget, we don't know how
well off they are or how badly off they are.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): With that

plant, we know how well off they are.
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Hon. Mr. White: In the absence of these

budgetary figures, there is absolutely no way
that my ministry or I can make any kind of

a judgement whatsoever.

Mr. Martel: What did London get?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: Now I would like to turn

to Ontario's revenue forecasting record, which

has been grossly misrepresented.

It has been stated that my 1973 revenue

forecast is low, based on the performance of

previous years. I reject this allegation on two

grounds. First, the opposition claims that we
have a record of under forecasting are vastly

exaggerated. Here are the figures for the past
four years:

In 1969-1970 our net general revenue was
estimated to be $2,998 million and the actual

revenue yield was $3,301 million for a dif-

ference of $303 million. And before the

members opposite start prancing out of their

chairs, let me say there were very good rea-

sons beyond our horizons for this.

In 1970-1971 the net general revenue was

originally forecast at $3,739 million and the

actual revenue yield was $3,752 million; the

difference was $13 million.

In 1971-1972 the original budget estimate

was $3,847 million and the actual revenue

yield was $3,929 million for a difference of

$82 million.

In 1972-1973 our original budget estimate

was $4,454 million and our actual revenue

yield was $4,791 million, for a difference of

$337 milHon.

Let me explain the reasons for a large

part of the under-forecasting in 1969-1970
and in 1972-1973. In 1969-1970 the introduc-

tion of Medicare on Oct. 1, 1969, yielded im-

anticipated premium income of $167 million;
and in that year we received from Ottawa

against personal income tax payments, an un-

anticipated $50 million, for a total of $216
million. In 1972-1973 there was an in-year
increase in federal PIT payments, unan-
nounced and unexpected, of $30 million. This
is how they come close to their forecasts

and push us away from ours.

Mr. Roy: Terrible, eh?

Mr. Sargent: Isn't that wonderful?

Hon. Mr. White: Just before the end of

March, my executive assistant took home
some work which he hadn't been to able to

conclude on a Friday; and to his complete
and absolute astonishment, in a letter ad-

dressed to me personally from the Canadian
Minister of Finance, which he opened, out

fluttered a cheque for $23 million. This was

just one of a number of cheques which the

federal government sent to us, to our com-

plete and absolute astonishment and which

certainly did make their forecasts better and

our forecasts worse.

Mr. Lewis: Does the Treasurer mean his

budget estimates were wrong because they
sent $23 million in a brown paper envelope?

Hon. Mr. White: No, because they ad-

vanced payments.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, I'm not finished.

I'm not finished.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: In 1972-1973 we had

additional, unexpected shared cost recoveries

from Ottawa of $52 million and a speedup
in federal payments re income tax on public
utilities of $25 million.

Mr. Lewis: Is the letter marked confiden-

tial?

Hon. Mr. White: Removing these extra

flows emanating from Ottawa and from the

introduction of Medicare the forecasting de-

ficits over the past four years is as follows.

I have the absolute amounts here. I will just

read off the percentage of original forecasts.

Mr. Cassidy: The Treasurer is just fore-

casting actual taxes—he is not looking at the

other revenues. He is only giving us half

the story.

Interjections by an hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: The error in forecasting
in 1969-1970 was 2.9 per cent. In 1970-1971

it was 0.3 per cent. In 1971-1972 it was
2.1 per cent. In 1972-1973 it was 5.2 per
cent.

Mr. Cassidy; It's a coverup and he knows
it.

Hon. Mr. White: And the average during
the period was less than three per cent.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right.

Hon. Mr. White: Ontario's forecasting
record therefore is much better than claimed

by the opposition.
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I am confident of my 1973 budget forecasts

for the following reasons: We assumed that

Ontario's gross provincial product would grow
at 11.1 per cent as compared to 10.8 per cent

in 1972. We project a personal income tax

revenue growth at 19 per cent, exclusive of

the $160 million in property tax credits. We
projected corporate income tax revenue

growth at 13 per cent—which is historically

high, given the maturity stage of the business

cycle.

Mr. Lewis: Thirty-six per cent of the corpo-
rate profits in the first quarter of 1973—it is

an underestimate.

Hon. Mr. White: We have projected retail

sales tax revenue growth at 11 per cent.

Thus the basic forecast was for $990 million

before tax increases as compared to $893
million in 1972. This reflects our anticipation
that housing starts and automobile sales are

unlikely to match the exceptional growth
recorded in 1972.

Finally, let me note that opposition mathe-

maticians, who simply add on 40 per cent

to derive 1973 retail sales tax revenues, are

naive. Obviously, since some $125 million

of our retail sales tax revenues come from
the 10 per cent rate on luxuries—and this

10 per cent rate will remain unchanged-

Mr. MacDonald: Who wrote this for the

Treasurer? It isn't his.

Mr. Sargent: He doesn't even know what
he's reading.

Hon. Mr. White: —the total revenue gained
from the retail sales tax increase is consider-

ably below the opposition's estimates.

Mr. Laughren: Tell us what it is.

Mr. MacDonald: Wait and see.

Hon. Mr. White: Now, sir, let me deal

with the allegation that retail sales tax in-

crease is inflationary. The two per cent in-

crease in retail sales tax has been criticized

on the grounds that it's inflationary.

Mr. MacDonald: This is weaker than I

dared to believe.

Hon. Mr. White: This is statistical non-
sense. The consumer price index automatic-

ally picks up and reflects increases in taxes

on sales, property, liquor, cigarettes, and so

forth, but does not reflect increases on taxes

on income and profits. Hence an increase in

retail sales tax will show up in the consumer

price index-

Mr. Cassidy: It means a one per cent in-

crease, you know.

Hon. Mr. White: —while a commensurate
increase in PIT would not, but the real effect

on prices in the economy is much the same
whatever the form of the tax.

And now I draw to your attention that the

reduction in home costs, as reflectinej de-

creased municipal property taxes, will de-

crease the consumer price index by that

amount.

Mr. Sargent: By how much? By how much
—tell us that.

Hon. Mr. White: By the amount that we
have granted to the municipalities.

Mr. Cassidy: That's not true.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: By the additional $400

million, less whatever their increased expendi-
tures are. While the retail sales tax increase

will reflect in the consumer price index, so

also will the property tax reduction made

possible by our revenue-sharing with munici-

palities.

Now I will touch brieflv, I think—it is not

necessary to go into great detail^on the

continuing complaints from the left-wing
socialists that we should levy enormous taxes

on our resource industries.

The budget statement made very clear that

we would be revising our taxes and the legis-

lation bv Dec. 31, 1973, and I have given
the further assurance that whatever increases

of taxes is necessary at the provincial level

will leave the combined weight of taxation,

federal and provincial, no less than it has

been in the past.

Mr. Cassidy: And no more.

Hon. Mr. White: In presenting its case,

once again the opposition has unscrupulously
distorted the facts by citing—

An hon. member: Everyone. The Treasurer

too.

Hon. Mr. White: According to the NDP
our mining industry contributes only $10 mil-

lion to $30.3 million per year, or slightly

more than one per cent of the annual value

of mineral production.

Mr. Cassidy: That is right.

Hon. Mr. White: The figures are $10 mil-

lion or $23 million (depending on their mood.
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Which one do they want to use today?
In fact, our mining industry pays more

than $80 milUon per year in taxes or 5.4 per
cent of gross annual sales-

Mr. Laughren: It is not a resource tax.

Hon. Mr. White: Here is a breakdown of

taxes estimated to be borne by our mining
industry. The estimated Ontario taxes—these

are Ontario taxes only, they do not include

any federal taxes—paid by mining companies
in 1970—they are much larger now, no doubt.

Corporation income tax, $24 million-

Mr. Lewis: Oh, the Treasurer is talking
about the corporation tax.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, all right, settie

down, I am telling the member.

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: All the member has

done is yap since he started. Why doesn't

the member listen?

Hon. Mr. White: I listened to the member
without making rude interjections. I listened

to him except on several occasions where his

provocation was unendurable, intolerable.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: The estimated Ontario

taxes paid by mining companies in 1970—
much larger now, got your pencils ready?

Corporation income tax, $24 million, that's

to Ontario
only. Mining tax, $26 million. Sales

tax, $18 million. Capital tax, $2 million.

Property tax, $10 million. Diesel fuel tax,

$1 million. For a total of $81 million.

Notwithstanding this, Mr. Speaker, I have
undertaken to reconsider resource taxes and
amend the legislation before the end of 1973.

Mr. MacDonald: That is pretty feeble.

Hon. Mr. White: Now, sir, I turn to the

next point-

Mr. Stokes: Tell us about the resource tax.

Hon. Mr. White: Now, let me tell the

members the next point-

Mr. Lewis: He is quite impossible.

Hon. Mr. White: I am not surprised that

they are interrupting this presentation in their

undying attempts to confuse the members
of this Legislature and the people they repre-
sent.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: Now, sir, the sales tax

credit improves the progressivity of the sales

tax system. The combined eflFect of a two

per cent increase in the retail sales tax and
the retail sales tax credit is to make the sales

tax system substantially more progressive.

In my budget I spoke of the factors which
made a substantial component of the sales

tax highly progressive:

—in that high-income taxpayers tend to

consume a relatively large share of those

items taxed at the 10 per cent rate. In addi-

tions, the exemptions for food, children's

clothing and prescription drugs protect low-

income families from the main burden of

the tax.

In assessing the incidence of the retail sales

tax in Ontario, I have closely examined the

most recentiy published material, the first

was Orland E. Nelson's, "Progressivity Of
The Ontario Retail Sales Tax," Canadian Tax

Journal, September/October, 1970. The next

was Allan Maslove's, The Pattern of Taxa-

tion in Canada, the Economic Council of Can-

ada, December, 1972. Thirdly, Family Ex-

penditure in Canada, 1969, volume 2, which
contains family expenditure in Ontario.

I examined this material critically; the

conclusions vary widely. My assessments

based on
analysis

are as follows—based on

analysis, I might say, and not on the attrac-

tiveness of the items which the opposition
members have very selectively chosen.

Nelson's study was based on 1964 family

expenditure data. It is therefore the oldest

in these several studies and while it yields
the most attractive results, it is one I have

not depended upon very much.

However, let me say that he summarizes

by saying in conclusion:

We can state that the Ontario retail

sales tax, as of July 1, 1968, was at least

slightly progressive, no matter which in-

come concept it is judged on, and that

no income group was receiving seriously
unfair treatment and that counter to popu-
lar belief the inclusion of services would
not increase the progressivity of the present
tax base.

Mr. Cassidy: Oh come on, it showed it

was proportional—and that means it is re-

gressive.

Hon. Mr. White: Let me mention the sur-

vey of family expenditure, 1969. For gross

family incomes, up to $8,000 the burden of

the tax, after the two per cent increase and

the sales tax credit, is lower than it was
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under the five per cent retail sales tax. Inci-

dence of the retail sales tax is derived from

the survey of family expenditures for 1969.

This is broadly similar to the results derived

by the leader of the NDP from the survey
of family expenditure. The leader of the

NDP puts these figures on a 1972 base. This

is not reasonable-

Mr. Lewis: Why?

Hon. Mr. White: He doesn't allow for the

effect of inflation on the spending habits of

a family with $10,000 in 1969 and $10,000
in 1972.

Mr. Lewis: Of course we did—very care-

fully.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, just a minute; I've

got more to say. The hon. member might
as well listen to it and see how good his

research is.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: I hope the Treasurer has

got more to say than he has said so far.

An hon. member: If the hon. member can't

listen, let him go out.

Hon. Mr. White: If a family buys the same

quantity of taxable items in 1972 as in 1969,

it will have been forced by inflation to

consume smaller quantities of non-taxable

essentials—food, children's clothing, drugs
and so on.

Surely, however, people on fixed incomes

would cope with inflation by continuing to

consume essentials and cutting back on tax-

able non-essential items.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, ho!

Hon. Mr. White: Thus the difference in

impact between the five per cent and seven

per cent retail sales tax is reduced rather

than increased from what it would have been
in 1969.

Mr. Lewis: That is very nice.

Mr. Gassidy: Does the Treasurer really
think that is a good thing?

Hon. Mr. White: The increased burden of

a two per cent retail sales tax increase on a

family with gross income of $3,000 to $4,000
—the cost of the two per cent increase, my
ministry estimates, was $17.49 for 1969; the

leader of the NDP estimated $20.58 for 1972.

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Hon. Mr. White: The per point yield, we
estimate to have been $8.75 in 1969; the

leader of the NDP extrapolates this in 1972
to $10.29-

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Hon. White: At a five per cent yield the

ministry estimates the yield to have been

$50.87 in 1969-and the leader of the NDP
estimates $51.45 in 1972.

Mr. Lewis: Pretty close all the way along.

Mr. Martel: The government should quit
while it's ahead.

Hon. Mr. White: For a seven per cent

yield, the ministry calculates the 1969 figure
would have been $68.36, while the leader of

the NDP in 1972 estimates $72.03. And he

quotes Allan Maslove's "The Pattern of Taxa-

tion in Canada."

Mr. MacDonald: Yes, where's the volume
of Maslove the Treasurer borrowed from me?

Hon. Mr. White: Now, in quoting Maslove,
we find the following-

Mr. Cassidy: You know, the Treasurer

makes it sound so piddling.

Mr. A. Carruthers (Durham): We'd like

to hear this. .. , r r3i>:

Hon. Mr. White: For fainily income of

$3,000 to $4,000, at five per cent retail sales

tax, the ministry estimates $50.87. The leader

of the NDP, in his first estimation, used a

figure of $51.45; and in his second estimate,

based on Maslove, he came up with $131.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. White: Using a seven per cent

rate, we estimate $68.36. The leader of the

NDP, in estimation No. 1, uses $72.03; in

estimation No. two, based on Maslove, he

uses $183.

Mr. Lewis: That's right. That's a different

way of measuring it.

Hon. Mr. White: Taking a family income
of $6,000 to $7,000 at a five per cent retail

sales tax rate-

Mr. Lewis: That is the incidence of what?

Hon. Mr. White: I'm coming to that, I'm

coming to that. Quiet; settle down. Don't get
so worried. There's more to come.

Mr. Sargent: Is that the Treasurer's atti-

tude to taxes?
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Mr. Lewis: I am quite still. I'm settled

down.

Hon. Mr. White: On family income of

$6,000 to $7,000 at a five per cent rate, my
ministry estimates $103.53; the leader of the

NDP estimates $88.40 the first time around
and $226 the second time around.

At the seven per cent rate, we estimate

$139.11, compared with the leader of the

NDP's first estimation of $123.76 and his

second estimation of $316.

Mr. MacDonald: It's a feeble report.

Mr. Sargent: Look at it!

Interjections by hon. members.

^ Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Maslove and the

leader of the NDP suggested that the family
with an income between $3,000 and $4,000
would have paid $131 in retail sales taxes in

1972 at the five per cent rate. A moment's

thought would have shown this to be patently
ridiculous. This suggests expenditure of

$2,620 on taxable income. Out of an average

income, $3,468, this leaves $848 for items

bearing no retail sales tax, namely food, shel-

ter, children's clothing, a variety of services

and utilities.

Mr. MacDonald: Well, on a point of order,
when is the Treasurer going to return my
volume of Maslove, since I have been trying
to get it for a long time, and had his assur-

ance three days ago that he was going to

return it?

Mr. Stokes: He is still looking at the pic-
tures.

Mr. Lewis: The Treasurer doesn't imder-

stand Maslove, he hasn't read him—

Hon. Mr. White: Much was done in 1972
to relieve the regressive burden of property
tax in Ontario.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: By April 27 of this year,
$58.4 million in property tax credits had
been fully processed by the federal Depart-
ment of National Revenue as either tax re-

ductions or tax refunds to low-income indi-

viduals and families. This represents tax

credits for about 780,000 households in On-
tario. Thus, those receiving refunds will now
have cash in hand—and more cash for low-

income households than could have ever con-

ceivably
have been provided under the old

basic shelter rebate.

Mr. Cassidy: Shelter is taxed,

taxed!

Shelter is
Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. White: This goes against simple
common sense-

Mr. Cassidy: The government taxes build-

ing materials and maintenance materials.

Hon. Mr. White: —and renders Maslove's

incidence results completely implausible.

Hon. Mr. White: Now, sir, I'd like to deal

with the Ontario property tax credit, which

improves the progressivity of the residential

property tax-

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker, I didn't think in reading the tables

two days ago that I should deal with each of

the income brackets in the fashion the Treas-

urer has. But when quoting from Maslove I

took the time to explain, first with the $3,000
to $4,000 bracket, the difference between full

income and broad income, and the total that

the incidence fell upon. The Treasurer is

carefully avoiding that and therefore trying
to discredit Maslove's study, which, in fact,

is entirely plausible, I made that distinction

to him.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, I have more.

Hon. Mr. White: Our monitoring of the

tax credit programme has demonstrated once

again the very large group of pensioners
with little income apart from OAS and CIS.

For this group the value of the credit has

ranged from about $100 to about $125. In

addition, those pensioners receiving the GIS
will have received the Ontario supplement
of $50 or $100. There was a one-year lag in

introducing this property tax credit, just as

there will be a one-year lag in introducing
the sales tax credit.

Mr. Martel: I hope they don't starve in

the meantime.

Hon. Mr. White: This is a natural conse-

quence of incorporating these measures in

the income tax system. And I am curious to

know if the opposition is recommending that

we ourselves embark upon crediting the tax-

payers directly to avoid that lag. I am as-

tounded that somebody out of the 41 speak-
ers might not have touched upon that.

Mr. Sargent: This speech is as phoney as

Mr. Roy: He makes a bad speech—terrible.
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Hon. Mr. White: Given the pattern of

property tax credit refunds in early 1973,
I anticipate that the majority of our pension-
ers will receive their $100 pensioner tax

credit within the 1973-1974 fiscal year.

Mr. BuIIbrook: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker, there is a gentleman sitting under
the gallery who is mouthing words and who
is turning the sheets concurrently with the

Treasurer, and I want to know if he has

stolen the Treasurer's notes.

Mr. Reid: Okay, Charlie McCarthy.

Interjections by hon. members.

he envisage something like Manitoba's 42.5

per cent? He didn't have the candour to tell

us that. He complained about our debt in-

creasing and then in the same breath argued
that we were overtaxing our people.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: The Conservatives in Manitoba
voted for it.

Hon. Mr. White: He mentioned the regres-

sivity, which I attempted to explain; he men-
tioned the inflationary allegation, which I

have attempted to explain; he dealt with the

credits, which I have dealt with.

Mr. Cassidy: A great act of ventriloquism. j^r. MacDonald: Sure he has!

Hon. Mr. White: Well that's pretty feeble.

Now, Mr. Speaker, other provinces have fol-

lowed Ontario's lead in introducing tax credit

systems to improve tax incidence.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Hon. Mr. White: When we announced our

Tax Credit Plan Manitoba phoned us to ask

how it's done. We assisted them in setting

up their tax credit system. Unlike Ontario's

property tax credit, which provides no bene-

fits to well-to-do families, Manitoba's pro-
vides $50 to all families—increased to $100
in 1973—rich and poor alike.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: Alberta has paralleled
Ontario's basic credit formula and New
Brunswick is moving in the same direction.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order! Order!

Hon. Mr. White: Rave on, rave on.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: No, I am going to go
through my notes and see if I can pick up
anything with a modicum of intelligence
from the speeches given opposite.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: He's lost the thread and
can't continue.

Mr. Speaker: Orderl

Hon. Mr. White: The lead-oflF speaker for

the Liberals dealt with the fact that it wasn't

needed — I think I have rebutted that. He
suggested an increase in income taxes. Would

Mr. Lewis: Not the regressivity.

Mr. Sargent: He sure has!

Hon. Mr. White: The hon. member for

York South claimed that the tax was regres-
sive and I have met that argument, using
the best statistical and economic data avail-

able to us.

He suggested alternatives-

Mr. Cassidy: Does the Treasurer admit

that?

Hon. Mr. White: Including, in particular,

the resources taxes which I have dealt with.

He has mentioned the capital gains tax

where we are married to Ottawa's structure

and rate.

Mr. Martel: What did the government give
us in resource taxes?

Mr. MacDonald: Why can't this govern-
ment pick up the other half?

Hon. Mr. White: He claims, once again,
that we are under-budgeted, which is to say
that we are over-taxing. And I have attempt-
ed to deal with that.

Mr. Cassidy: Not satisfactorily.

Hon. Mr. White: He has said that we are

under-stimulating the economy, which is to

say that we are providing a deflationary bud-

get. And then he turns around in the next

breath, with some help from his colleagues,
to claim it's inflationary.

Mr. MacDonald: Increasing the sales tax

is both. We have explained that.

Mr. Cassidy: That is the Treasurer's par-
ticular twisted gift.
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Hon. Mr. White: He dealt with the unem-

ployment rate-

Mr. Sargent: The Treasurer knows he—

Hon. Mr. White: —which, I remind the

hon. members of this House, is once again
the lowest in Canada, now running at 3.9

per cent.

Mr. Martel: The Treasurer finally has his

colleagues cheering on something! It's been
a long time—an hour!

Mr. Laughren: How come the Tories have
to have a majority government and a lame
duck Treasurer?

Hon. Mr. White: The hon. member for

Thunder Bay reeled off half a dozen locali-

ties in his part of Ontario, including the

township of Michipicoten and Wawa and
made certain allegations which were com-

pletely incorrect. The facts are that in 1972
the township had a formula mining revenue

payment of $116,137. The highlights of the

current budget show our figure, under the

property tax stabilization plan, which is a

net gain over and above the $116,137 in

1972, amounting to $54,000-

Mr. Stokes: But vis-a-vis the rest of the

province—

Hon. Mr. White: This is over and above
the $116,137 already noted. The actual pay-
ment in 1973 under the stabilization plan
will depend on the 1972 base but prelimi-

nary indications are that Michipicoten will

receive an appreciable amount over what it

might have expected in mining revenue

payments.

Mr. Martel: How much is that?

Hon. Mr. White: I remind the House
once again that we've guaranteed all of

those municipalities which were in receipt
of mining revenue payments that their pay-
ments under the new property tax stabiliza-

tion plan will be at least 105 per cent of

what it was a year ago.

Mr. Martel: Oh, hurrah!

Mr. Stokes: What about the unorganized
communities?

Mr. Sargent: They pay in six times that

amount.

Mr. Stokes: They pay seven per cent sales

tax too.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Can I ask a question of the

Treasurer?

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, the member can in

committee of the whole House.

Mr. Lewis: All right. Can I point out to

the Treasurer that the annual statistical report
of the mineral production of Ontario from his

own ministry makes the figures that he gave
this afternoon totally false? Does he realize

that he included things which his own minis-

try doesn't include?

Hon. Mr. White: We can do that in com-
mittee of the whole House.

Mr. Lewis: Are all his figures of that kind?

Hon. Mr. White. Oh, come on.

Mr. Cassidy: Yes.

Mr. Lewis: Are all his figures of that kind?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, can I have

order here for my summation?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Laughren: Some response!

Hon. Mr. White: Well, now, sir-

Mr. MacDonald: We've reduced his argu-
ment to silent chaos.

Hon. Mr. White: —let me sum up by

saying-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Martel: I am voting for the member
for Chatham-Kent (Mr. McKeough) for Treas-

urer.

Hon. Mr. Winlder: Throw them all out.

Hon. Mr. White: In the earliest part of my
budget statement, I said quite candidly the

easiest way for me to deal with this budget
would have been to change nothing. The
most popular approach to taxes in the short

run would be to leave everything as it is.

Mr. MacDonald: The Treasurer is not even

doing a good job of quoting himself!

Hon. Mr. White: Quite frankly, we should

do this because our provincial resources have

expanded as fast as our curtailed expendi-
tures. But to do nothing about decreasing

property taxes would be irresponsible, and

to do nothing about making the retail sales
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tax fairer would be cowardly. To do nothing
to lower our public debt would be imprudent.

Mr. Sargent: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. L. Maeck (Parry Sound): Sit down!

An hon. member: That will be a dandy,
that will be a beaut!

Mr. Sargent: I think it's disgraceful that

the Treasurer of Ontario can bring in a re-

port like that on a very important subject.

Mr. Speaker: Order! Order!

Mr. Sargent: That's a disgrace to the

people.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

An hon. member: The member is a dis-

grace.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. the provincial Treas-

urer is—

Mr. Sargent: Disgraceful!

An hon. member: He is.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Sargent: He doesn't know what he's

talking about.

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie): Sit

down.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

ask for the return of the member for

Chatham-Kent and I never thought I would
be doing that. I never thought it.

Hon. Mr. White: The member has spoken.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: I think in fairness to the

members that I should make mention of the

matter-

Mr. Rhodes: He is really getting to the

opposition members, eh?

Hon. Mr. White: —brought to the floor in

the question period today about the timing
of this tax. As I mentioned at that time the

government's intentions were announced on

April 12. A communication was sent by the

Ministry of Revenue a few days thereafter.

Mr. Roy: That doesn't make it legal.

Hon. Mr. White: The bill itself was late

in getting into debate because of a printing

delay and because of—

Mr. Lewis: The Treasurer's withdrawal.

Hon. Mr. White: —the long Easter week-
end. And the opposition marshalled its forces

to filibuster, as I said.

Mr. MacDonald: Was that a really long
weekend!

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: The tax, as the statute

very clearly indicates, is to be—

Mr. MacDonald: The Treasurer has taken

48 hours to marshal his reply and it is

feeble.

Hon. Mr. White: —effective on May 1, and

I remind the hon. members that Ottawa has

taken one year and five months-

Mr. Lewis: With a resolution, I believe.

Hon. Mr. White: —to make effective cer-

tain statutory changes in the income tax

changes which became effective Jan. 1, 1972.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: Where is the Treasurer's legis-

lative authority?

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. White: Now here in Ontario, we
have changed the gasoline tax. Bill 40 of

1972.

Mr. Deans: He was wrong in doing it.

Hon. Mr. White: The tax was increased

from 18 cents to 19 cents on March 29,

1972-

Mr. Deans: That doesn't make it legal.

Hon. Mr. White: -with the bill passing
some time afterwards. Bill 37 in 1968, March

13, tax increased from 16 to 18 cents. The
motor vehicle fuel tax. Bill 41—

Mr. Lewis: He was wrong in all cases.

Hon. Mr. White: -March 28, 1972, in-

creased the tax from 24 to 25 cents.

Mr. Lewis: He did push a resolution

through in that case, I remind him.

Hon. Mr. White: The Tobacco Tax Act,

by Bill 39 of March 12, 1968, provided in-

creases effective midnight that night, and of
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course this is true in many other taxes not

only here but in many other jurisdictions.

Mr. Lewis: No, that is not so.

Mr. Roy: What made this tax legal? Give
us some authority.

Hon. Mr. White: Now then, sir, I can't

recall in my 14 years in this House, I can't

recall such humbug, such hokum, such Peck-
sniffian cant, such flim-flam or such claptrap
as we have heard here in the last week or

10 days.

Mr. MacDonald: Don't blame us!

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: I have said before, and
I am going to keep saying, we haven't in-

creased the tax burden on our people by a

dollar bill, Mr. Speaker. No sir, not by a

dime. Not by a dime. Not by a five cent

piece. What we have done is assumed the

responsibility for generating tax revenues-

Mr. Lewis: That is like the sweater and
the thermostat quote!

Hon. Mr. White: —to decrease the most

regressive of our taxes, which is to say the

property tax, across this province.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. White: Now those who want to

vote against this bill should remind them-
selves they are voting against the $16 mil-

lion transfer of resources to the farmers
across this country.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: I think the member for

Huron-Bruce (Mr. Gaunt) better reconsider

his vote.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: I also say the people
who vote against this bill here today are

voting against the poor of this province and,
more particularly, the aged poor, who will

get tens of millions of dollars of tax relief.

Yes, and those who vote against this bill

today will be voting against the small Cana-
dian businessman in this province. And those
who vote against this bill today will be vot-

ing against the people of northern Ontario-

Mr. Martel: They all got the cue now.

Hon. Mr. White: —because northern On-
tario receives $15 million more this year
than they ever got before.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: Is this what he calls a

peroration?

Hon. Mr. White: Now our unemployment,
as I say, is 3.9 per cent. Our standard of

living here in Ontario is said by the London
Economist to be highest in the world. We
have the best credit in North America.

I suggest to you, Mr. Speaker, that we
must be doing something right, and I sug-

gest to you, Mr. Speaker, that for progress
in Ontario every member of this Legislature
should support this legislation on behalf of

the people of this great province.

Mr. Sargent: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Reid: That has to be the worst speech
a Treasurer has ever given in this province.

Mr. Lewis: Disgraceful!

Mr. Deans: Terrible!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, we have been
warned—

Mr. Speaker: Order please. Order.

Mr. Lewis: That is his last budget!

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Sargent: He is a hypocrite.

Mr. Lewis: The Treasurer has persuaded
me this afternoon that he should resign, and
I intend to see that he does.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Interjections by hon members.

Mr. Lewis: That was an unresearched

speech, a badly researched speech, badly pre-

pared-

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Stokes: Badly presented.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Grey-
Bruce has risen on a point of order.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, it has been my
understanding that in this House-

Mr. Speaker: What is the point of order?

Mr. Sargent: I'd like to tell you, if you
would let me.

Mr. Speaker: I'll listen if you will tell me.
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Mr. Sargent: It has been my understanding,
Mr. Speaker, that in this House that if a

man tells untruths we cannot call him a liar,

but he has been telling untruths in the last

five minutes here.

Mr. Speaker: Order! There is no point of

order.

Mr. Sargent: He accuses us of—

Mr. Speaker: There is no point of order.

Mr. Sargent: My point of order is this.

You will find in a lot of his remarks he is

saying that we are voting for untrue things.
He should no longer do it.

Mr. Speaker: There is no point of order.

Mr. Sargent: He has told five minutes of

untruths, Mr. Speaker and he should resign.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): He
should be fired.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order. The motion is for

second reading of Bill 98.

The House divided on the motion for

second reading of Bill 98, which was ap-
proved on the following vote:

Ayes Nays
Allan Bounsall

Apps Braithwaite
Auld Breithaupt
Bales BuUbrook
Beckett Burr
Bernier Campbell
Birch Cassidy
Brunelle Davison
Carruthers Deacon
Carton Deans
Downer Dukszta
Drea EdighoflFer

Dymond Ferrier

Evans Foulds
Ewen Gaunt
Grossman Germa
Hamilton Gisbom
Havrot Givens
Henderson Good

Hodgson Haggerty
( Victoria-Haliburton ) Laughren

Hodgson Lawlor

(York North) Lewis
Irvine MacDonald
Jessiman Martel

Nays

Newman
( Windsor-
Walkerville )

Nixon

(Brant)
Paterson

Reid
Renwick
Riddell

Roy
Ruston

Sargent

Singer
Smith

(Nipissing)

Spence
Stokes

Worton

Young—40

Ayes

Kennedy
Kerr

Lane
Lawrence
Leluk
MacBeth
Maeck
Mcllveen

McKeough
McNeil
McNie
Meen

Morningstar
Morrow
Newman
(Ontario South)

Nixon

( Dovercourt )

Potter

Reilly
Rhodes
Rollins

Root
Rowe
Scrivener

Smith

(Simcoe East)
Smith

(Hamilton Mountain)
Snow
Stewart

Timbrell

Turner

Walker
Wardle
Wells

White
Winkler

Wiseman
Yakabuski

Yaremko-60

Clerk of the House: Mr. Speaker, the

"ayes" are 60, the "nays" 40.

The Speaker: I declare the motion carried.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Hon. members: Committee of the whole
House.

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole
House.

Agreed.
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SHORELINE PROPERTY ASSISTANCE
ACT

Hon. Mr. Snow moves second reading of

Bill 100, intituled An Act to Provide Assist-

ance for the Rehabilitation of Property on or

Adjacent to Shorelines.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the motion carry?

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, a bill of

this nature should obviously have been

brought forward at the last session of this

House—or maybe even sooner.

I do believe that its provisions, if they
had been enacted at least a year ago, would
have been of some substantial assistance to

those property owners and others who have
found themselves subjected to the relentless

action of the high waters and winds that

have destroyed so much property during the

last few months. All of us, as members of

the Legislature, have been made aware of

this by those people who have shoreline

property and properties near the shore.

The original statements by the government
in connection with this were substantially

disappointing. The hon. Provincial Secretary
for Resources Development (Mr. Lawrence)
went to great lengths to point out there was
an inadequate provision between the govern-
ment of Canada and the government of the

provinces in order that assistance could be

forthcoming without undue delay.

Mr. Speaker, I think the blame lies at

both levels of government that the negotia-
tions, which have evidently clarified this

matter to some extent, were not entered into

many months before the high waters and the

damage actually occurred.

Mr. Speaker, it is also apparent that the

original statements made by the government
were seriously insuflBcient, in that they pro-
vided funds only for mimicipalities rather
than for individuals who had suffered the

damage from high water.

There was also the substantial objection
made by a good many citizens that if those

people—who had opted to live on the lake-

shore, and often extended their line fences

right down to the water's edge itself, thus

precluding the use of the beaches by other

people who might have access to that recrea-
tion area through road allowances and other
areas—if in good times they were going to

insist on exclusive access to the beach front,
then in bad times they should have exclusive

responsibility for maintaining their property

and paying the cost of damage caused

through an act of God, such as this is.

I believe that members on all sides of the

House, however, feel in the circumstances,
there has to be a programme. This govern-
ment has gone at least part way toward such
a programme in this bill by providing loaned

money for the assistance of those property
owners who, through no fault of their own,
have suffered damage to their property.

It might well be that the value of some
of these properties would be quite dramatic-

ally changed on the open market because
of the effects of the Idgh lake levels and
the expectation that these high levels will

continue for an imknown period of time.

I don't think the governments have any

responsibility to assist in that, but certainly
it is something these people have to face,

that their properties are much less desirable

to those who might perhaps covet lakeshore

property and have looked for it in the past.

I believe that the bill itself is an improve-
ment over the previous policy statements of

the ministry, in that it does have a direct

effect on individuals. We have felt for a

good long time that there should be some
well recognized legal procedure, involving
the government of Canada, if possible—and
this might not be possible—where some kind

of a specific designation is made by a respon-
sible minister, or the Premier, that a natural

disaster has occurred which would auto-

matically bring into play certain assistance,

financial and mrough the allocation of mili-

tary forces, conservation forces, police forces,

if necessary, on the part of a minister of

the province.

Some jurisdictions, of course, have a Minis-

try of the Interior. We don't have anything
that even roughly corresponds to that other

than as it might be applied to the Solicitor

General (Mr. Yaremko). So there is a diffu-

sion of these responsibilities that is not in the

best interest of the people who are affected by
natural disasters.

But I would hope, Mr. Speaker, Aat based

on some of the concepts in this bill, and

moving it forward as we see that this kind

of disaster can occur without much warning,

although there was warning in this case, some

warning, that we would set up a much better

organized procedure for the designation of a

situation which requires the total mobilization

of public forces, military and otherwise, a

clear understanding of what the cost respon-
sibilities are, and a procedure, and perhaps
even a fund set aside that the government of
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Ontario can move into such an area and use

its judgment and its political responsibility
to respond to the undoubted needs of the

people who suffer, through no fault of their

own, by an act of God.

It seems to me we have gone well past
the time when we can rely on that old for-

mula, that the Minister of Agriculture and
Food (Mr. Stewart) trots out from time to

time, which usually indicates that the gov-
ernment is prepared to meet, dollar for dollar,

any funds that are raised by municipalities or

other groups in the affected area from other,

and usually private, sources. While people
affected by these disasters receive a good deal

of sympathy, my experience is that the

amounts of the funds, unless it is associated

with one individual family suffering a disaster,

that is where people know about the family
and the need for clothing, and shelter, and

food, and continuing education and so on;

but when it affects a whole area there tends

to be a feeling that if the citizens are to

respond they should respond as taxpayers

through the responsible decision of the gov-
ernment of the day, and I would indicate

that I mean the provincial government of the

day.

This bill is late, there is no doubt about

that. It could be far more encompassing in its

reaction to the problems that are being faced

by property owners at the present time, with

every indication that they will continue to face

the onslaught of the waters, both this spring
and perhaps this fall.

I would indicate that we are prepared to

support the bill. We wish that it had come
in earlier. We are sorry that the leadership
of the government has been so ineffectual in

preparing for the problems that this bill seeks

to ameliorate.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

Mr. Deans: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

We will support the bill. We frankly feel

the time that has been taken by the govern-
ment to introduce this legislation is quite de-

plorable. The many years they have had to

try to come to grips with the problems of the

lakefront in the province of Ontario and the

lack of action, the inaction, of this govern-
ment during that period, is something which

we, quite frankly, don't understand.

We do think, however, that this bill intro-

duced earlier—well perhaps last year—would
have done a great deal toward avoiding the

damage that has been caused, along the

lakeshore properties of the Province of

Ontario.

There was something that crossed my mind
as I read it, when it was first introduced,
and that was that it could have been done by
way of a combination of the programme,
which they had at first introduced, of grants
to municipalities and loans to individual citi-

zens. Because there is no question that al-

though the individual citizen may well take

advantage of the loans that are made avail-

able through this bill, unless the Province
of Ontario and the municipalities involved

are prepared to take the action necessary to

preserve the public lands, then all of the

work that will be done by the private citi-

zen, trying to preserve his land, will be lost,

because the currents and wave action will

simply eat away at the public lands and will

make the private lands that much more vul-

nerable, so that in fact this should have been
a combination bill.

It should have contained the provision for

loans to individuals, provided—and I want
to make this clear—the individual is prepared
to assure public access to the beach prop-
erties that are going to be protected.

There also ought to have been contained

in this legislation, which there is not at this

point, some guarantee that there would be
a reassessment of the shoreline properties of

those people who have lost property over

the last while, because many people who
were being assessed on depths of 300 or 400
ft no longer have 300 or 400 ft. In fact,

many of them have now been decreased to

the point of perhaps 250 ft of property in-

stead of the 400 ft they previously owned.
In order to compensate them properly for

the loss, there should be a decrease in the

assessed value of that property. This will

enable them to pay less in the way of taxes,

which is quite right and quite justified.

I want to suggest to the minister that we
would have been interested in knowing—
and I couldn't find any reference to it—

what interest rates are likely to be charged
on the money that's being made available

through this Act. I think many of the people
in the province are interested to know what
the interest rates are likely to be that they
are going to have to pay.

In addition to that, it would be interesting
to understand from the minister the rationale

behind not making the money directly avail-

able to the individuals who might want to

make use of it. I don't see the need to set

up yet another committee in each munici-

pality, and perhaps to hire additional per-
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sons siixiply to administer the $50 million

that the province is making available.

I think that a process could have been in-

augurated right here at the provincial build-

ings whereby the individual citizen could

have made application on the basis of an
assessment that had been done by the Min-

istry of Natural Resources. He could then

have borrowed the money directly here

rather than have the municipality go through
all of the ramifications of applying for, ad-

vertising and holding hearings on the matter
of debentures.

Other than those comments, Mr. Speaker,
I think it is fair to say we think this legis-
lation is going to be useful to many of the

people in the province and that short of

direct government action to preserve the

shoreline, this is probably the best we can

expect.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Essex
South.

Mr. Paterson: Mr. Speaker, I rise in sup-
port of this particular bill. As you are aware,
a great amount of funding provided by this

$50 million will no doubt be spent in my
particular area, as we have been most se-

riously ravaged.

I might state also, that many other hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars of government
funds are being spent in that area under
other programmes. It has been most frus-

trating for the individual property owners in

the area, lying outside the jurisdiction of

these particular drainage commissions, to see

exactly what was happening in some other

areas while they couldn't derive any benefit

up until the time of the announcement of

this particular programme.
Mr. Speaker, you are probably aware that

back in 1970 the Department of Lands and
Forests at that time conducted some experi-
mental work in my particular riding on
various types of structures for erosion con-
trol. This occurred, I believe, in the fall of

1970 and through the winter.

Since that time, the department apparently
had exhausted its funds. There was supposed
to be a long study of the wave action and
the ice action on these particular structures,
so that policies could be derived for the
benefit of other areas in the province, to

assist individuals and municipalities and the

province itself in remedial works.

Last July, Mr. Speaker, the Ministry of
Natural Resources did come up with a pol-

icy on the type of erosion control work that

the province would enter into. Basically it

was providing engineering services, and that

was about the extent of it.

So Bill 100, which sets up this funding
to allow people to borrow funds, I am sure
is welcomed by many citizens in my area.

For the past seven or eight years, many of
these individual property owners have an-

nually, or almost annually, been pouring
hundreds and thousands of dollars into Lake

Erie, trying to protect the propert>' they
cherish so much. It was quite a financial

burden on many of them. I am sure other

members in the Legislature have had similar

experiences.

There are a couple of areas in this bill I

should comment on. One in particular that

disturbs me is that during the past number
of years I have been involved in working
with citizens in erosion control matters, we
have been trying to approach this on the

basis of a petition from residents with ad-

jacent properties along the lakeshore. We
didn't want to have any gaps in the struc-

tures that were goin^ to be created. As you
are aware, Mr. Speaker, and I am sure the

Minister of Government Services (Mr. Snow)
is aware, if structures are placed in the lake

with gaps in them the wave action and the

current action erode in behind these and

destroy the property on either edge; in fact

it eats right into the property that isn't pro-
tected.

I know this matter has been drawn to my
attention since the introduction of this par-
ticular policy, that somewhere along the line,

if this funding is going to be handled by the

municipalities, possibly the municipalities
themselves should be given some authority to

do work in front of these properties where
the people aren't willing to do so in order to

make a continuous run of erosion control and

not defeat the real intent of this bill, the real

intent of expenditures of public moneys.
And I draw this—

Mr. Bullbrook: That's not an expenditure,

they are borrowing it.

Mr. Paterson: It's borrowing, yes; but it

defeats the intent of this bill if this doesn't

occur.

I would hope that the minister, before

second reading of this bill, might take this

back to his legal counsel, just to see if there

could be an inclusion in the bill whereby
council in areas where this action is going to

be taking place can be given some authority
to undertake works for the protection of the

whole shoreline in the particular area.
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I'm sure my colleague from Essex-Kent

(Mr. Ruston) is going to speak on another

matter that is of current concern to the munic-

ipal people, in relation to this borrowing

capacity that is being placed upon them.

I can certainly concur with the ministry
that the easiest way to handle this funding is

certainly through the municipalities and not

on an individual property basis, because I

have had experience with one subdivision, of

some 85 properties, in the past. We have had

to put them into an association with a treas-

urer and so forth, with their legal counsel

and things worked out. But as long as we
went at it indivdually, it was utterly impos-
sible to handle all the legal ramifications —
let alone the co-operation of the council, the

road superintendents, the various engineering

firms, as well as levels of government. So it

can be done this way and I support this

particular bill.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sand-

wich-Riverside.

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Mr.

Speaker, the people in the area which I

represent have been asking for months for

advice. That's the one thing they wanted.

They didn't want loans, particularly, although
these will be welcomed. They certainly didn't

want charity. What they wanted was advice.

It's a matter of some concern that some of

these people who will make use of the loans

that are offered under this Bill 100, may
build protective devices that turn out to

harm their neighbours. This will result, of

course, from the lack of long-range planning
based on careful research, which should have

been done, still needs to be done and must

be done soon in the future.

As the member for Essex South mentioned,
the one guiding rule for building these pro-
tective devices I think is consistency. There
mustn't be gaps left in them. Where you have

an indented shoreline you are in trouble.

I should like to take this opportunity to

mention the work of the civil servants in the

Natural Resources ministry. They have done

all that they were allowed to do, or were
instructed to do. In fact I know in one case,

at least, much more has been done.

After much urging by a citizens' group in

Tecumseh, one of the engineers from the

Ministry of Natural Resources came down on

Friday and spent about 25 hours—on Friday

night, Saturday, Sunday holding a meeting
first, and then going house to house, on invi-

tation, advising each homeowner on the best

means, as he saw it, to protect the property,

especially the buildings.

I feel this bill is a stop-gap measure. It

is the ambulance at the bottom of the cliff

instead of the fence built at the top, but it

is better than the 80-20 offer made to munici-

palities some time ago.

One concern we have is that this will prob-

ably end the government's feeling of respon-

sibility, and that they may just feel they have

now accomplished, or achieved, some great

feat, and will relax and pay little more atten-

tion to the endangered properties. In short,

Mr. Speaker, I think the attitude of this

caucus is that this is better late than not at

all, but we shall support it without too great
enthusiasm.

Mr. R. D. Kennedy (Peel South): I too

would like to rise in support of this bill and
to commend the minister for bringing it forth.

He is aware, and perhaps the House is aware,

certainly the people in our riding are aware,
of the serious shoreline harm that has be-

fallen private residences in Mississauga and in

Port Credit.

Some of these private homeowners have

already committed substantial funds. They
had no option. I know they will look for-

ward with interest to the speedy passage
of this bill. I am glad to observe that the

opposition are in support of it.

I have been in consultation with the

mayor of Mississauga, Mayor Murray, who
has received representations from those who
have suffered damage to their shorelines. He
assures me his council is very interested in

helping the people in the area and in doing
what they can to take advantage of this Act

and through. the vehicle of the municipality,

pass the necessary resolution, obtain a deben-

ture issue and so transfer this on to those in

need.

I would say, Mr. Speaker, this support is

necessary to those who have suffered shore-

line damage, and their interest, is substantial.

I would say too, Mr. Speaker, it is another

example of this government responding to

the needs of people. I urge speedy passage
of this bill and I commend, again, the min-

ister for bringing it forward.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Mr. Speak-
er, I wish to rise to speak briefly on this bill.

I think it, basically, has some good points
about it. I think these people living along
the shoreline were not able before to finance

themselves to build shoreline erosion control

devices, and this bill, of course, will allow

that.
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The major concern I have is the overall

debt that it can put on a municipality. Of
course, we are not sure how many people
are going to use it—as the member for Essex

South has mentioned. The ones who do not

use it could cause a major problem to the

ones that do. I have seen owners in that

area who did not care to protect their prop-

erty, the next door neighbour then had not

only to put his frontings across his own

frontage and build it up across the front, but
he also had to go along the side.

I know of two particular cases where they
have 50 ft lots and they had to go back 25 ft

on each side. In effect they were putting in

100 ft of shoreline protection in order to

protect 50 ft. This may be a problem if the

municipality does not have some power may-
be to try to force the people who don't pro-
tect their property to do so.

I have 80 acres of farmland that is being
flooded out right now because of two prop-
erties the owners won't protect. There are

no houses on the properties, if I remember

correctly, and I think they are owned by
non-residents of Canada. With high waves
the water comes right over the property,

goes back over the road and into the farm

land. We have 80 acres of good farm land

that it is almost impossible to farm because

of this.

These things are of major concern to me
under this bill. Now if a great deal of use

was made of this bill, I could see that in

the township where I live which has five

miles of shoreline—and if in even two miles

of it the people were to make use of this,

it could run up into $500,000, if you were

figuring $50 or $60 a foot.

That would put a debt of $500,000 on
this municipality with its population of

3,700. This would be almost prohibitive for

any future work as far as the Ontario Mu-

nicipal Board is concerned. I am not saying
that many people would use it, but I think

there is a possibility that a great deal could.

These are the things I am concerned

about, and I am not sure if the minister, in

going over this bill, has any thoughts on
whether it could be a debt on the province
and not just on the township. I realize it

must be a debt on the property owner, but
I am concerned about the total debt to the

municipality, especially those municipalities
now putting in sewage and waterworks and
so forth, which have a major debt on their

hands with the installation of these new
services. It could make it very diflBcult for

them to continue getting more Ontario Mu-
nicipal Board approval.

I think, Mr. Speaker, that pretty well
covers the areas of concern I have. I think

basically the principle of the bill is good-
people who wish to make use of it, will.

Government property, of course, will have
to be protected. In a case in our own area,
the shoreline has gone in provincial property
and all the land is flooded. We thank the

department for its quick action—we are now
protecting the farm land by a dike on the
side of the property, not on the front of it,

to stop the water from running over on the
farm land. I want to thank the oflScials of

the ministry for taking quick acticni to save
the farmland for this year.

I think there are about three ft of water
on all of the park property there. With this

temporarv dike on the one side we are pro-

tecting that and the rest of the farm prop-
erty.

I think that is all I have to say now, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Windsor
West.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): I

rise to speak in favour of this bill, Mr.

Speaker, An Act to Provide Assistance for the

the Rehabilitation and Protection of Property
on or Adjacent to Shorelines, particularly as

far as it goes. I am disappointed that it doesn't

go a bit further in some areas. I will indi-

cate that in just a moment.

My first concern is that it has taken so long
to have this bill before us, and that there are

now further delays. People will understand
their loans, hopefully, will become available,
but municipalities still have to pass the by-
laws and so on. Some municipalities aren't

nearly as organized as others in the very
areas where these loans are going to be
useful. So we have these further delays, as

the municipalities find out that it is avail-

able to them and then go about doing some-

thing about it. I'm very disappointed that this

did not get started some months ago.

The one other concern, which various other

people have expressed, is what about those

people in a municipality which refuses to so

do? Simply by not taking action it ends up
that they refuse to do anything.

I can well understand how it is that the

municipalities are the best basis on which to

put these loans through and so on, but what
wiU the minister do with that type of situa-

tion? I would hope that perhaps the best way
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to go about it would be to allow these people,
if the adjacent municipality or the nearest one
that decided to go along with the bylaws
would allow that bylaw to e:d:end to a munici-

pality that doesn't. This would be bearing in

mind that the provincial government, in this

bill, provides for the purchase of those deben-

tures from the municipality, a better way than

dealing directly with the people involved.

But one way or another, means must be
found in those municipalities that do not take

action. Perhaps the bill should contain a pro-
vision for the government to actually ascertain

whether action is going to be taken by munic-

ipalities under a certain time limit. In this

case the other type of appropriate action

or some other type of appropriate action

could take place.

It's been mentioned that what many of the

people need is advice and information on the

best methods of protection. I think that's very
true. I still think there are many people who
are wondering what is the best way. That

certainly needs to be attended to.

But I also think the government—and this

bill would be an appropriate place to do it-

has another obligation. That is to ensure

government bulk buying of appropriate mate-

rials, so that any and all materials that are

appropriate can be obtained in bulk at the

most reasonable price and made available to

the people choosing that particular material.

This would be an appropriate bill to put that

in.

I'm glad to see in part 2, Mr. Speaker,
that there's going to be building repair loans.

There is no real flood damage in my riding.
It's the one time where it's good to be left

high and dry. But there are many people in

my riding who own cottages and recreational

land outside of my riding in the near vicinity,
and they have been concerned about how
they would repair their cottages, particularly
the pensioners. I'm glad to see there are loans

made available in this Act for the repair, I

assume of cottages as well as permanent
buildings. If not, it should be made available

to cottages and recreational land.

My final point, Mr. Speaker, is that as the

government has not seen fit under the Beds
of Navigable Waters Act to make the beaches
of Ontario open to the public, I think this

bill would be the appropriate place to ensure

that. It should apply to any person owning
beach property, or cottage property on a

beach, who takes advantage of the loans that

are being set up through the municipalities

passing bylaws and getting debentures, with

the province buying the debentures from

municipalities. The bill should, in fact, con-

tain a clause which says that beach property
so involved will now be open to the public
of the people of Ontario.

Mr. Speaker: I presume there are other

members wishing to speak to the bill? We'll

call the hon. member for Welland South after

the supper hour.

Mr. Haggerty: Fine, thank you.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

f^

i,l^j;.f- t.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8 o'clock p.m.

Mr. Speaker: This evening we are pleased
to have some guests with us. In the east

gallery we have students from Iroquois Falls

Secondary School of Iroquois Falls; and we
are supposed to have in both galleries mem-
bers of the Dovercourt Progressive Conserva-
tive Association.

SHOREUNE PROPERTY ASSISTANCE
ACT

(concluded)

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wel-
land South I beheve is next.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): I rise

to speak on Bill 100, an Act to Provide
Assistance for the Rehabilitation and Protec-

tion of Property on or adjacent to the Shore-

hne.

My remarks, Mr. Speaker, perhaps may not

be on the same principle as the other speakers
before me—that the bill in itself is a stop-

gap measure, that is that in the long run it

will provide little protection to the shoreline

of the Great Lake system. If the government
truly wants to protect the shorelines, then

they must complete construction of a break-

wall perhaps from Lake Superior down to

the Great Lakes system through the St. Law-
rence River system—some 2,500 miles of

breakwall.

I think if anybody is familiar with the

shoreline at all, or the conditions that exist

on the Great Lakes at the present time due
to the high level of the water, he'll know that

storm action perhaps can crop up in a mo-
ment, particularly on Lake Erie. Within about
half an hour or 20 minutes you can have a

good storm blow in, and it certainly can do

damage along the shores.

I have noticed, if one comes into the City
of Toronto, looking off to Exhibition Park
there is a breakwall constructed out there, and
if you notice there is very little shore erosion

or shore damage there. The simple reason is

that the breakwall is there to protect the

shoreline. It breaks the wave action that

causes the problem along the shoreline.

Thursday, May 3, 1973

If one was to drive along the Queen
Elizabeth to Jordan Harbour and to that area,

you will see there is no breakwall at all, and
this is where the problem exists. This is where

you have erosion along the shoreline.

The same thing applies to the city of Port

Colbome where they do have a breakwall

there to protect the entrance of the Welland
Canal. This does provide protection to the

shoreline there, and beyond that breakwall

you will find the problem again; you find it

at the sandhills which are being damaged
and are slipping down into the l^e.

There has always been the problem, per-

haps in my particular area, Mr. Speaker, that

we have the question of ownership and access

to our sandy beaches. I can recall here, a year
or so ago—let's take 1969—there was a press
release that came out, from the Ministry of

the Environment I believe it was. It sug-

gested the people were complaining about

the low water levels on Lake Ontario, and
wanted the government to do something. Well
the same thing applies to Lake Erie.

The minute that water recedes, you will find

property owners adjoining the lake, extend

ing their fences out and out and out—getting
as much land as they can get by it—and

denying the public access to that shoreline.

This is what I am concerned about, Mr.

Speaker. If we go on with the principle of

the bill here, where we allow the government,
in a sense, to take part in the construction of

—a section of it here says, "work means retain-

ing walls, dikes, breakwaters, groynes, cribs

and other structures." If we allow this to

continue along the lakeshore, in many in-

stances, the adjoining property owners will be

building these directly out into the water-

perhaps even interfering with the Navigable
Waters Act, a federal matter where you are

not allowed to hamper any boat or vessel on

our Great Lakes system or rivers. This will

allow them the opportunity to construct such

a structure out into the lake that would deny
boat owners and vessels the use of the water

up to the high water mark.

This alone, Mr. Speaker, will allow them
to string fences out along the retaining walls
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or structures, again denying the public ac-

cess.

I recall, Mr. Speaker, that the matter of

the ownership of the lakeshore, along Lake
Erie particularly, is before the Supreme
Court of Canada and I understand tihat a

decision is supposed to be brought down
this fall. If I can recall Chief Justice Stark's

decision when it was referred to him here

at the Supreme Court in Ontario, the reason

he said the adjoining land along the shore

belonged to the property owners—I suppose
he was talking perhaps about riparian rights
—was that the province did nothing to main-

tain the beaches or the shore. They did

nothing.

I remember—the former Minister of Lands
and Forests is not in his chair at the mo-
ment — a delegation from that area, named
the Appeal Association, met the Attorney
General, at that time Mr. Wishart The case

that we put before the minister at that time

was: "Now look, what you are saying here

is if the government doesn't maintain any-

thing out on that lakeshore, it becomes pri-
vate and it goes to the adjoining property
owners or the riparian owners."

I remember putting the argimient to the

minister at that time and I said; "What you
are telling me — I own property down in

Sherkston and if I go out and I want to put
in culverts out in front of my place, I have
to pay for them. This is what I have done.

I have maintained it. I have mowed the

grass and so forth up to that limit of the

paved road but I don't become owner of

that portion of the road. That still remains

as part of Crown property."

Mr. Speaker: It seems to me the hon.
member is straying somewhat from the prin-

ciple of this bill, which is an Act to provide
assistance to do certain works along the

shores. The matters the hon. member is

bringing up seem to me to be very far from
the principle of the bill.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): He is

showing you how this principle isn't going
to work.

Mr. Speaker: It does seem to me he should

get back to the principle as enunciated in

this particular bill to provide assistance.

Mr. Haggerty: Thank you, Mr. Speaker,
but I think I am on the principle of the
bill.

What I am trying to say to the members
of the Legislature, Arough you, Mr. Speaker,

is that if we follow this Act, allowing the

government in a sense to participate in fi-

nancing of this scheme over a period of 20

years, or whatever it may be, we are giving
those people along that lakeshore complete
control of that lakeshore, and this should
never be.

What I am saying is, in many instances

the land is Crown land and should remain
as Crown land and I want to make sure

that the public now, and in the next genera-
tion, will not be denied right of access to

our beaches and rivers in Ontario. Now
that's the point I want to make.

An hon. member: Because of this bill!

Mr. Haggerty: Because of this bill! This

is quite true.

The other matter, Mr. Speaker, is when
we deal with the section on the financing of

it — I was wondering if there may not be
some cause for concern here about the debt,

relating to the assessment ratio in many mu-

nicipalities along Lake Erie. This will have
some effect on that function of the munici-

pality in borrowing money.

The Minister of the Environment (Mr.

Auld) came in here this afternoon and said

we are going to have sewage disposal
schemes established on a priority basis in

Ontario. I could see perhaps a big lobby by
a group of lakefront owners going to the

local councils and saying to them: ''We want
this done first". In my particular area, I

think, there is a need for getting on with

the construction of sewers without getting
out into the lakefront and constructing these

walls.

If we are going to provide this type of

protection, I think it should be done by
breakwalls. This is where the federal gov-
ernment could come into a scheme to con-

struct breakwalls where there is the most
need for them. I can tell you this, Mr.

Speaker, in my area particularly we are

going to have to provide assistance to prop-

erty owners. In many instances, I think, per-

haps they should have some assistance, but

I say again it is questionable.

I have seen instances in my area where
owners have gone along the lakeshore and
levelled the sand hills and used them to

backfill behind their properties, which are

usually in a swampy area—and the sand hills

are in a sense the breakwaters that protect
the properties behind the lakeshore — and
built homes on the crest of the remaining
sand hill. Then they come crying to the

government, saying they want some help.
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Mr. Speaker, I think we are perhaps going
to get ourselves into a box in this matter

when it comes to municipal expenditures.

Just where is the money going to be spent,
and on what priority basis will it be spent?

I've seen pictures on television showing that

some property owners have built right out

into the water on what we might call cribs.

I sympathize with those people for the dam-

age that has been done to their properties
and homes; but again we can go back to the

report of 1953, and I think the responsibility
then lies with this government. Through its

lack of foresight and planning, it has allowed

people to continue to build along the shore-

lines of Lake Erie and on the flats around

Lake St. Clair; now we are asked to go out

to bail them out, in a sense. I doubt if many
will accept or go along with this programme.

My main concern is that if we are going
to spend any money, I want the minister to

guarantee to me that the land will remain

Crown land. If he can't show me evidence

that he is going to make an efi^ort to provide
that assurance to me, then I will not support
the bill.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for—

Mr. L. Maeck (Parry Sound): Parry Sound!

Mr. Speaker: Parry Sound! Sorry.

Mr. Maeck: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sufbury East): Ima-

gine, he didn't recognize the member!

Mr. Maeck: Well, I don't very often make
a speech. However—

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Isn't

this the member's first speech?

Mr. Maeck: No, not quite.

Mr. Cassidy: That means we can heckle

him.

Mr. Maeck: I would like to commend the

minister on this bill, but I have one com-

plaint to make; it is that it doesn't go far

enough. It doesn't cover all the people in the

Province of Ontario.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): I can't hear.

Mr. Maeck: Turn on the mike up there.

Mr. Sargent: Speak up.

Mr. Cassidy: Turn up the volume.

Mr. Cassidy: It sounds better to us than

the Treasurer's (Mr. White's) speech. Go
ahead.

An hon. member: It sounds better than

most of the interjections that are coming

through here.

Mr. Maeck: In case the minister didn't

catch the beginning of my speech, I will start

again.

I find that this bill is sadly lacking be-

cause it only covers some of the people of

the Province of Ontario. There are many
people in this province who Hve in unor-

ganized townships, and this bill does not

cover or give any assistance or loans of any
kind to these people. It's very similar to our

recent budget, which also doesn't give any
assistance to the people living in unorganized

townships, and to our winter works pro-

gramme, which doesn't give any reHef to un-

organized townships, other than through the

Ministry of Natural Resources.

I think it's time this government started to

realize there are people living in unorganized

townships, and some consideration should be

given to them. I would very much like to see

the minister give some consideration to allow-

ing loans to be administered through the

Ministry of Natural Resources, which collects

the taxes on behalf of this government from

people in unorganized areas.

My particular riding has 25 unorganized

townships; I have at least 20 letters on file

from people along the Georgian Bay who are

having serious problems because of high
water, and these people are not going to get

any relief unless an amendment is made to

this Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-

loo North.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Mr.

Speaker, yesterday I addressed a few re-

marks-

Mr. Sargent: Is the minister listening?

Mr. Good: —to one principle of this bill,

and I hoped the minister would reply. Speak-

ing of damage done on certain parts of

Georgian Bay, particularly Colpoys Bay in the

Wiarton area, with which I am familiar, I

find it difficult to see how anyone, through the

principle of this bill, can get relief when it

is required he show ownership of the property
involved. All along both sides of the bay in

my particular area, where there has been con-

siderable damage, there is a 66-ft marine al-
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lowance, which I presume is Crown land

to which one holds tide. The stakes of

both summer and winter residents all along
the bay are 66 ft back from the high-water
mark. Consequently, in my view, no one really
owns the land down to die water, for which
a requirement is put into the Act.

I would like to relate that over a period
of years through habit, and I think perfectly
within reason, boathouses, storage houses,

boathouses with rooms over the top or small

cottages over boathouses have been built

right at the high-water mark. These have

been considerably damaged this past winter

by the high water.

I understand the water will continue to

come up until about May or June at least

of this year. I have lived in this area in the

summer months through the low-water pe-
riods when we had other problems. Now that

the water is high we find the problems are

much more serious than they have ever been
before.

Perhaps the minister could explain wheth-

er or not a person whose property has a

buffer of marine allowance between the ac-

tual deed description of the lot and the

water would be able to qualify for a loan

under this particular Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kent.

Mr. J. P. Spence (Kent): Mr. Speaker, I

wish to add my support to this bill. It sets

aside $50 million for those cottage owners
or homeowners to get money to improve
their cottages or homes due to the damage
that was created by the high water level

and the ice. I might say, through you Mr.

Speaker to the minister, I am quite con-

cerned, too, in regard to building retaining
walls and dikes to protect the homes and

cottages. I am quite concerned that if there's

another high water level, a retaining wall

wouldn't be any good if there wasn't some
definite plan to build these retaining walls

or dikes to protect these cottagers and home-
owners along the north shores of Lake Erie

in my area.

I might say, too, Mr. Speaker, that in my
riding there is a lot of damage to cottages
and homes. This $50 million, I know, will

help a good many of them. I would like to

ask of the minister, when he replies to all

those who have made some remarks, in my
riding there is an operator of a motel who
has a marina, if marinas would be covered
under this bill? Can money be borrowed
to reconstruct or to repair the damage
already caused by the high water levels?

I think it's a step in the right direction,
but I feel there has to be some plan if we're

going to build dikes or retaining walls to

protect the cottages. If there isn't some plan
the water will go around and come in at the

back, and the retaining wall won't be worth
too much for protection of the cottages.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member-

Mr. Sargent: Okay?

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Go ahead!

Mr. Sargent: I'll flip with the memberl

Mr. Singer: I'll wait.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, briefly, this

again, I think, is typical government legis-
lation.

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government

Services): Typically goodi

Mr. Sargent: It moves with the tide, as it

were. In other words, it lets the public lead

it and then it takes patchwork quilt reme-

dies for the problem. In the American scene

we see that when a disaster area is named

by the government, or by the president or

by the governor of a state-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Sargent: Pardon?

Mr. Singer: What's his problem? Has he

got a problem there?

Mr. Sargent: That is a typical stupid state-

ment from a would-be cabinet minister. He
was on the Hydro Commission. He knows
better than that!

In the United States when there is a dis-

aster the authorities move into the area.

They allot millions of dollars and the actual

cash changes hands. But here we have a

disaster, acts of God as it were; this is one

thing the government didn't do. It has done

everything else, but this thing it didn't do

itself.

Mr. Haggerty: The Hydro might have had

a hand in it.

Mr. Sargent: The Hydro probably had a

hand in it. That thing we can't measure.

But in the lower area of the Gerat Lakes

we have a real disaster and millions of dol-

lars are involved.

In my area we have not that magnitude of

damage, but I can tell the minister it is a
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very large sum of money that is involved.

People are out of pocket many, many thou-

sands of dollars individually.

I submit to the minister, Mr. Speaker, that

this is only window dressing. The minister

has set aside $50 million in total to be doled

out in allotments of $100. That is in the

legislation. But the uselessness of the whole

caper, I suggest to the minister, is that there

are no outright grants to the people. The

government is loaning them the money and

they have to pay it back.

Mr. Good: With interest.

Mr. Sargent: With interest over 20 years.

But what has bothered me as a taxpayer for

a long time in this province, is that we
watched the government for the last 10 years
here—

Hon. Mr. Snow: Thirty yearsi

Mr. Sargent: Well, I have been on the

scene for 10 years and it makes me sick

enough to see it for 10 years. Thirty years
would be—well I don t know.

Look at the member back there. He is fed

up; he doesn't even say a word. He is just

here to draw his pension and all the extras

—and that is all.

Mr. Speaker: Back to the bill please; back

to the bill.

Mr. Sargent: Listen, Mr. Speaker, don't get
so stuflFy.

Mr. Speaker: Back to the bill!

Mr. Sargent: There are lots of things going
on here today, Mr. Speaker, that you should

be ashamed of.

Mr. Speaker: Back to the bill.

Mr. Sargent: Where was I?

Mr. Speaker: The member wasn't on the

bill; let's get back to the bill.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Sargent: I need some help here.

The thing is that we have been watching
this hocus-pocus operation of that front bench
over there, the treasury board; and no one
knows what the hell is going on.

Mr. Speaker: Back to the billl

Mr. Sargent: I am right on target. I'll tell

you why: The government has been loaning
millions and millions of dollars to American

firms with excess profits, who need money
like the member for WeUington-Dufferin ( Mr.

Root) needs it.

Mr. Speaker: Back to the bill, please!

Mr. Sargent: And we have been loaning
them this money as forgivable loans; they
don't have to pay it back. But when a Cana-
dian citizen gets into trouble, has a large

capital loss, a disaster thing like this—what
do we do? We loan him money he has got to

pay back.

It would seem to me that the minister's

colleague from Parry Sound made good sense

when he mentioned the fact that we need

positive assistance for the people in the

Georgian Bay area. We have had fantastic

losses in capital by the people and it is time

that the government proved that it can do

something positive. Amend this bill to make
them gifts instead of loans—partially anyway.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Hamil-

ton East is next.

Mr. R. Gisbom (Hamilton East): Mr.

Speaker, I rise to support the bill. I don't

think anyone who has an interest in the prob-
lem we faced over the last few weeks could

oppose it. However, there needs to be some

explanation and some determination by the

minister who is in charge of this bill and its

eventual implementation, as to the priorities

that will be used in doling out the total

amount of $50 million.

In some of the areas that were damaged
there are homes worth something over $20,000
and up. People with that kind of an equity
to protect may be quick to seize upon the

opportunity to borrow the money to protect
their property in the manner spelled out.

I hope the minister will explain to the

House the results of the trip that was taken

by government oflBcials to look over the dam-

age that has been done; and whether they
have come to any temporary determination of

where the most damage might lie.

Now those people I spoke of, that have

a high equity in a property, may take ad-

vantage, or want to take advantage of this

programme. Of course, it's amortized over

the 20-year period. It's going to be col-

lected, as I understand by a brief look at

the bill, on their tax rate, after all of the

certifications have been allowed, and that

seems to be a fair way to collect it.

But there will be several, who may be

left out of the priorities, whose equity is in

the $3,000-$4,000-$5,000 range, who can't
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afford to pay an extra assessment on their

tax rate and who will stand to lose the whole
works. I think they should be given some
attention and if we can't protect them in

the manner that was raised by the member
for Owen Somid, that we give them an out-

right grant, then a survey should be taken
as to their wish to sell-out to the govern-
ment. That's the only way they can get their

equity out of their property if they're hang-
ing on the shore, on a part of the lake that

is threatened by erosion.

Those are my two worries about the

people that really need the help, those with
the small equity, though it might be an im-

portant one to them, who are paying the

full shot of their disposable income at the

present time to look after themselves. They,
under the circumstances of this bill, might
not be able to see themselves fit to take ad-

vantage of the loan and pay an extra amount
on their tax rate. Again I ^ay, the priorities
will have to be studied carefully by the

ministry administering this programme, so
that the bulk of the money doesn't go quick-
ly, in one fixed area, and go to those areas

where the equity is high and those people
have the money to amortize it over 20 years.

There should be an option made, and a

programme adopted, and it should be made
public to those who are affected on the lake-

shores, who would be willing to sell out to

the government to get what small equity
they have left in their properties—the gov-
ernment take it over, then, when they spend
public money to protect the shoreline it will

be accepted in a stronger and a more rea-

sonable fashion by the public.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Mr. Speaker, I rise in the support of Bill

100, an Act to Provide Assistance for the
Rehabilitation and Protection of Property on
or adjacent to Shorelines.

I would like to make mention to the min-
ister how impressed I was when I had the

opportunity to visit the Detroit, Roseville
and Mount Clements area to see how our
American friends got themselves involved as

soon as the high-water levels became ap-
parent. And when the heavy winds and rain
affected the shorelines on the north side of
Lake St. Clair. They didn't hesitate at all,

Mr. Minister, to call out the National Guard
and to build substantial barricades, which
could be removed quite easily when the
time comes that they are no longer needed.

They did have high barricades, approxi-

mately six to seven feet high in some areas

where they were needed. In fact, they were
double barricades, with stone in front and
sandwiched between two barricades of

boards. Now in spite of the strong winds,
in spite of the high-water levels, a lot of

the areas were salvaged, or were saved, from
the ravages of high water.

Here we sort of hesitated to protect our

shorelines. Whether it was a matter of com-
munication between the provincial govern-
ment, EMO, local authorities and the fed-

eral government, I'm not able to say, ac-

tually. However, the approach that our

friends to the north of us in the Essex

county area used, impressed me very much.

They were able at least to minimize some
of the damage — or some of the potential

damage—as a result of the storm.

Now I speak on this bill, yet not one area

of my riding is affected by high waters, but

I do have constituents who have cottages
and who also have recreational land in the

Essex coimty area, that were adversely af-

fected. It is for them that I do put in this

appeal.

Mr. Speaker, a lot of the properties along
the Lake St. Clair and Lake Erie area in

Essex and Kent counties are owned by Amer-
icans. I am just wondering whether the funds

and loans will be available to them also on

the same basis as the government is making
them available to Canadian property owners.

Mr. Sargent: Sure they will.

Mr. B. Newman: I really see nothing

wrong if we can come along and protect the

land.

Mr. Sargent: They get the tax rebate.

Mr. B. Newman: Yes, there is that. If we
can protect other persons' properties by mak-

ing these loans available to the Americans,
that is quite all right.

The thing that does disturb me is that

some of the Americans, as absentee landlords,

may not be too interested in protecting their

properties. To protect other properties the

municipalities then may be obligated to step
in and provide some type of diking, barricad-

ing or assistance to prevent a recurrence of

the unfortunate incidents of November, of

March and even of April of this year. Unless

we have protection all along the shorelines,
it is not going to be of the maximum assist-

ance to those who own properties.

Another point that I would like to bring

up, Mr. Speaker, is that there are many
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senior citizens living along the shore of hake
St. Clair who have cottages on rented land.

They only lease the land. They have suffered

substantially. These cottages, by the way,
have been winterized. They find that they
can at least live in them, and take care of

themselves on the meagre old age assistance

or other pension benefits they receive.

I am just wondering if there is going to

be some type of assistance to them, not for

the property or physical land damage, but

for the damage they have sustained as a re-

sult of the high waters. Furniture has been

completely destroyed in some instances as a

result of the water going well beyond the

floor levels in the cottages. I hope there is

some way in this Act that those who request

assistance in a case like that can obtain it

from the minister.

Normally we look upon the damage as

being only along the shoreline. The St. Clair

beach area in the Windsor area is practically
all low-lying land. Back some 30 or 40 years

ago, most of the area had been swamp land.

As a result of drainage, the land now is

practically covered, or covered to a large

extent, with some fairly fine and substantial

homes. Some of these homes are almost a

mile from the shoreline. These people also

have received damage to properties and

effects as a result of the high waters.

Theirs was not an erosion problem; theirs

was simply a problem of the heavy winds

blowing water as much as practically one
mile in-shore and seriously affecting septic

tanks, seriously affecting floor furnaces and

seriously affecting all types of mechanical

equipment that would have been on floor

level or slightly above ground level. I am
wondering if there is any assistance available

by way of loans for repair of appliances and

equipment such as I have mentioned. There
is also the Pike Creek area in Essex county
where there is a mobile park. The high waters

of Lake St. Clair and the high waters of Pike

Creek have practically completely flooded

over an island on which a substantial mobile

park had been developed. It is not a new
park; it's a park that has been in operation, I

would say, 15 or 20 years. I had noticed

during the flood period that many of these

mobile homes were—oh, I would say to the

floor level of the home, completely under
water. Damage has likewise resulted to the
facilities.

Now they are on leased land also, as I

have made mention in the case of senior citi-

zens with their homes—cottages converted to

homes—along the shoreline. I am wondering

if the ministry would consider financial assist-

ance by way of loans or grants to the people
of whom I have made mention there.

Now I also hope that the ministry, in pro-

tecting the area, does not forget that it is the

Ministry of Natural Resources that owns
Peche Island in the middle of the Detroit

River, and that it also will have suffered some

type of damage as a result of the high waters.

We hope the ministry will undertake to take

care of the damage involved, and restore the

park so that when the city does get to assist

the Ministry of Natural Resources in using
the area as a day park, that everything will be

in first-class shape.

Mr. Speaker, these are the few comments
I wanted to make on Bill 100; and I support
the legislation.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-
view.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, along the line of

the questions I was asking the minister at the

time he introduced this bill, I am still not

satisfied, as I have read the bill, and as I

have listened to the discussion, that my con-

cerns have been alleviated by the provisions
of the bill. The minister suggested, in answer
to many of my questions, mat I should wait

until I saw the bill—

Hon. Mr. Snow: Good ideal

Mr. Singer: —and that perhaps I would be
satisfied at that point. Well I now see the

bill, and I have now read it, and I have read
it very carefully; and I am not satisfied.

What concerns me, Mr. Speaker, is the fact

that the government of Ontario is now pre-

pared to commit itself to advancing up to

some $50 million of Ontario money to pro-
vide for loans under certain terms and con-

ditions. I questioned the minister, during the

question period, about the rates of interest,

and I note that subsection four of section 5,

notwithstanding what the minister said in

answer to my questions, provides that the

interest rates should be those determined,
from time to time, by the Lieutenant Gover-

nor in Council.

Hon. Mr. Snow: That's what I told the

member.

Mr. Singer: No, the minister didn't really.

He left me with the impression that, prob-
ably, the money was going to be advanced
almost interest free, or at a low enough rate

to amount to being interest free. Now, it

would seem to me that he has left the door
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wide open, and even though the government
is going to be the prime banker, he has left

it open, and perhaps deliberately, so that the

rate of interest that is going to be advanced

might well be the prime borrowing rate of

the Province of Ontario, plus, say, one per
cent, or whatever it may be determined

would be a suflBcient administrative and

carrying charge.

So really all he is doing is providing an at-

cost low, unless he is prepared at this point
to specify the extent to which the borrowers

are going to get the benefit of an advan-

tageous interest rate. Now, obviously, he is

not, in the way that the Act is presently
worded. He leaves it dangling. The rate is to

be determined by the Lieutenant Governor in

Council.

I think it is incumbent at this point, Mr.

Speaker, to have the minister tell us what
kind of considerations are going to be placed
before the Lieutenant Governor in Council

at the time he comes to determine what that

interest rate is going to be. Is it going to be
what the borrowing rate of the province is

at that time, plus a reasonable charge on top
of that for administrative costs?

If so, then he is not quite as generous as

some of the members who spoke seem to

think he is going to be. If he is going to

absorb a substantial portion of the interest

costs, then I think it is incinnbent upon the

minister to say so, and not leave the wording
in subsection (4) of section 5 as loose and
as general as it may be.

That is the first point I wanted to make,
Mr. Speaker. The second point I wanted to

make relates to the ground rules. The two
kinds of loans that are referred to, insofar
as ground rules can be found in the statute,
relate to the provisions of section 6 and sec-
tion 12 of the statute.

Section 6 provides that the Treasurer may
purchase, acquire or hold debentures, pre-
sumably as he sees fit. There are no ground
rules laid down for the Treasurer. The
municipality concerned may go out and do
all the things requisite, as set out in the

statute, and may come then to the Treasurer,
who then has a further discretion to deter-
mine whether or not he is going to buy those

debentures, presuming the interest rate is

reasonable and presuming that all the other
terms are satisfactory. There are no criteria

set out in section 6, Mr. Speaker, as to what
is going to govern the discretion of the

Treasurer.

Is the Treasurer going to do it because he
hasn't as yet exhausted his $50 million fund?

Is he going to do it because the application
comes from a municipality in a riding which
he thinks needs help? Perhaps—and I wouldn't

want to attribute this to any Treasurer of the

Province of Ontario—but perhaps the Treas-

urer of Ontario may be more sympathetic to

an application that comes from a riding rep-
resented by a Conservative member than he

might be to an application that comes from a

riding represented by a Liberal member.

But there is no provision, Mr. Speaker, in

the statute that says that the same rules are

going to apply to Essex county as might apply
to Kent county or to York coimty presumably,
if they could become eligible for this kind

of a grant.
It would seem to me that it is incumbent

upon the minister at this time to set out some

ground rules on what tests the Treasurer of

Ontario is going to use to determine whether
or not he is going to advance a loan to a

particular applicant, and an applicant is a

municipality.

I urged upon the minister during the ques-
tion period—and I subsequently urged this

privately upon one of his colleagues, the Pro-

vincial
Secretary

for Resources Development
(Mr. Lawrence), who presumably has an

overall view of these things—that when this

bill came before the House something should

be written into it that would make reason-

ably sure that if the Province of Ontario on

its own credit is going to make this kind of

an advance, there should be a similar type of

testing applied as was applied when the

province and the federal government and the

municipalities put up moneys following Hur-

ricane Hazel.

We broke brand new ground at that point.
Hurricane Hazel was a terrible tragedy that

descended on certain parts of this province in

the early Fifties. As a result of that, and to

the government's everlasting credit, we estab-

lished on a good legislative base the role of

conservation authorities and the use of gov-
ernment money insofar as providing flood

protection in future years and preventing

building on flood-level lands of new struc-

tures to replace those that were damaged
during that hurricane.

There are no such exclusions or tests or

limitations in this statute. I have talked to

some of my colleagues here who represent
areas that were affected by the high water

levels and some of them have said to me,
"Yes, it's absolutely true, some of the proper-
ties that were most damaged stand on flood-

level lands that are being flooded this year
and were flooded 10 years ago, and if we get
another cycle of high water they are going to
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be flooded 10 years hence," or whenever the

next high-water-level cycle arrives again.

There is no test written into this statute

that directs a municipal council or even the

Treasurer to limit the advancing of these

moneys only to those properties on which it

is reasonably logical and safe to build again.
There is no provision for a genuine inquiry
that will stop the granting of loans or stop

rebuilding on lands that could be flooded

again if we get another high-water cycle.

I think, Mr. Speaker, this is a very serious

shortcoming in this statute. I think since the

government has come to the determination

that it wants to help—and it should; it should

be commended for this—and is prepared to

throw into the kitty some $50 million, it

should protect that kind of investment; not

only from a dollar point of view, but it

should make sure that the same kind of

criteria that were applied after Hurricane

Hazel be applied when these moneys are

used.

There should be no more building on lands

which are likely to be flooded in the fore-

seeable future. The engineers, Mr. Speaker,
can come up with levels and can tell who-
ever is responsible for making the final deci-

sion how many feet above sea level would
be requisite before a new building permit
should be issued; how many feet above sea

level it would be necessary to go to make
sure that a septic tank is going to function;

or make sure that a tile bed which leads

from a septic tank is not going to be flooded

and be unable to function.

Mr. Haggerty: How far it should be set

back.

Mr. Singer: And how far it should be set

back from the high flood level, as my col-

league from Welland South says.

In other words, Mr. Speaker, what Tm
saying is I agree with my colleagues who
have spoken in this.

The fact that the government wants to

get in and wants to help is a good thing. In

principle, the idea is a good one but I think

there are very serious shortcomings in this

statute. Before the Provincial Secretary for

Resources Development came into his seat, I

mentioned that privately I had discussed

this with him and urged upon him this same

thought that I'm expressing now, with the

suggestion to the provincial secretary that

he discuss wdth his colleagues, particularly
with the minister who brings this bill to us.

writing into this Act the kind of criteria I've

been talking about. If we are going to use

public money we must make siure, to the

best of our ability, not only that we're going
to help people but we're going to help them
in a way that is going to be of some con-

tinuing value.

This is again reflected in section 12 of the

Act, which talks about building repair loans.

The same kind of principle I'm talking about

has equal applicability.

I say that, in principle, the government
deserves support for the idea it has brought
forward in this bill. I hope I'm not too late

in again urging upon the minister responsible
for this Act, the Minister of Government

Services, that before this bill goes much fur-

ther—he is asking for approval in principle

and my colleagues and I are prepared to vote

for him tonight—but before it goes to com-

mittee—and I'm going to suggest that it does

go to committee of the whole House—that he

bring in sufficient amendments to provide the

safeguards I am talking about.

We have a common purpose in reviewing
this kind of legislation. We want to help the

people who have suffered but we want to

help them on reasonable grounds. I think

there is ample room to build safeguards into

this legislation vdth reasonable amendments

so that the money we spend will not be

wasted and will be of use to those people
who are being helped.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish

to participate in this debate? If not, the hon.

minister.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

In replying to the hon. members who have

made comments regarding the bill, I'd like

to reply as the speakers presented their

comments.

Mr. Sargent: Will the minister take his

hands out of his pockets?

Hon. Mr. Snow: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition made some comments regarding
the use of property—that owners of property
on the lakeshore, generally, if they had ex-

clusive use of the property perhaps should

have the exclusive responsibility for the pro-
tection of it. I think I agree with the hon.

member for Brant on that and that is exactly

what we do in this bill but we do give the

property owner a way or a means in which

to carry out the protection work that is re-

quired for his property.
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Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Development): The prob-
lem has been with us for years.

Hon. Mr. Snow: My colleague suggests this

problem has been here for many years and I

can only agree with him. Certainly it's been

here, I guess, since the white man came to

North America and maybe long before that.

I suggest to the Leader of the Opposition,
a great many different governments have had

opportunities to come forward wdth the type
of legislation I am presenting to the members
here today, and have not seen fit to do so.

But this government sees the need for this

we have acted and the legislation is here.

Mr. Sargent: They won't loan out 10 per
cent of that money. Not 10 per cent.

Mr. Speaker: Orderl

Hon. Mr. Snow: The hon. member for

Wentworth mentioned protection of public
lands. I agree this bill does not make avail-

able any money for the protection of public
lands and was not intended to do so. The
member for Wentworth was also concerned

regarding certain cases, I think he mentioned
a man had a 400-foot-deep lot and because
of the storm a couple of weeks ago, it was
now 250 feet deep. I think that is a gross
exaggeration, but there is no doubt some
people have lost a few feet of land. He was
concerned regarding the reduction in value.

I can only say that I think this can be
taken care of under the Municipal Act. There
is a clause under which the assessment of

property-perhaps it's under the Assessment
Act—can be reduced, or taxes can be reduced,
if property is lost through erosion. Of course
this is not covered under this Act.

Several members mentioned interest rates.
The member for Downsview—

Mr. Sargent: That's a new one I haven't
heard that before.

Hon. Mr. White: The member for Downs-
view referred to interest rates as well as the
member for Wentworth. The regulations for
this bill are now prepared and ready to go
before the regulations committee, and subject
to approval of the regulations committee and
eventual approval of my colleagues in cabinet,
the interest rate being proposed in the regula-
tions is eight per cent. This is the prime bor-

rowing rate, as I am told by the Treasurer
for the province at this time.

Mr. Singer: Plus? Plus anything?

Hon. Mr. Snow: No. The rate we're pro-

posing is eight per cent, and I believe this

is the rate of the most recent borrowings of

Ontario Hydro on a 25-year basis.

Mr. Singer: So all you are doing is being
a bank.

Hon. Mr. Snow: We are making the money
available to the people of Ontario at the

prime rate at which we can purchase it.

Mr. Singer: Don't pat yourself so firmly on

the back.

Mr. Sargent: Would the minister answer a

question?

Mr. Speaker: Orderl No, the minister may
not answer questions now.

Mr. Sargent: I'm not asking you. I'd like to

ask the minister a question.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Not at this moment. If

the hon. member for Grey-Bruce—

Mr. Sargent: The Speaker has some pretty

girls in the gallery—

Hon. Mr. Snow: If the hon. member for

Grey-Bruce will wait till I finish my remarks,
I am quite positive that 111 have answered
his question without his asking it.

Mr. Gisbom: Ask him in committee and
hell answ^ the question.

Mr. Laughren: I doubt that.

Hon. Mr. Snow: But, Mr. Speaker, the

member for Wentworth was also concerned
about the procedures for administration and

why we were asking the municipalities to do
that. He was the only member who men-
tioned this. I think most of the hon. members

agreed that the municipality was the proper
place to deal with this. I certainly think so;

Ithink-

Mr. Haggerty: Has the minister consulted

with them first to see if they want to do it?

Hon. Mr. Snow: The municipalities are

very much closer to the situation. They are

all familiar with this type of legislation and
with this type of financial arrangement. At
least most municipalities are, because it is the

same general procedure that is used, for

instance, in my colleague's legislation, the

Tile Drainage Act or the Municipal Drainage
Act. I think the municipalities are closer to

the scene and can deal with these situations

very adequately.
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There is only one bylaw required, as I

understand the legalities of this. A munici-

pality will pass a bylaw making this legisla-

tion available to the property owners in that

municipality, and then at any time until that

bylaw is rescinded applications can be made
to the municipality for this type of loan and

be processed in the normal way, as they are

under the Tile Drainage Act.

The hon. member for Essex South was

concerned about gaps in the protection. For

instance, if two, or a group of property own-

ers, build a seawall, or build or place armour-

stone along the lakeshore, or piling, or some

type of protection, and one property owner

does not go along with this, then the erosion

through that gap can be serious.

I am also concerned about this. I did

seriously consider having a third section in

the Act that would be along the lines of the

Drainage Act, or the Local Improvement Act,

where a percentage of the property owners—

perhaps 60 per cent or 70 per cent-if they

wanted to go together as a group, and sign

up for the building of this protection, then

the municipality could go ahead with the

whole section and make it a charge on the

taxes, as they do the local improvement, or

as they do the Drainage Act and the dis-

senter would have to go along the same as

anyone else.

Mr. Good: Does the government pay one-

third?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I was concerned, in this

matter, about the hardships that it might
cause. This doesn't stop a group of property

owners—10 property owners in a row, or

whatever number there might be—they can

still go together jointly, have a contractor

come in, and maybe work off a barge and

do this protection work, but they can't force

it on their neighbours. I felt in the end that

we should not proceed with that at this par-
ticular time. If we see problems arising, say
within the next year or sometime, I'm cer-

tainly quite prepared to consider adding this

further section if we feel it's advisable.

The member for Sandwich-Riverside was
concerned about advice for the people that

are carrying out this work so that they do
the work properly. I'm assured by my col-

league, the Minister of Natural Resources

and the Provincial Secretary for Resources

Development, that this assistance and advice

will be available to them.

It's being given at this time, as I think

was mentioned by the hon. member for

Sandwich-Riverside, and this will still be

made available to them—this advising the

people on the best type of protection. This

will also, I'm sure, be available, for instance

through the municipal engineer for the mu-

nicipality, who will be having something to

do with the approval of the projects.

The member for Sandwich-Riverside sug-

gested that this was stop-gap legislation—
and I'd like to say that I really don't feel

that one bit. This is permanent legislation.
It's not being implemented as a disaster

measure by any means. It is being imple-
mented now, when people are aware of the

problems, so that they can proceed to install

protective measures. So that when the next

high-water or the next storm comes along

they will have protection—or at least if they
haven't got it, it will have been available to

them through this plan.

The member for Peel South mentioned he

had spoken to the mayor of his municipality,
or one of his municipalities, who was very
anxious to co-operate with the implementa-
tion of this plan. I'd just like to say I've had

many comments such as that, and I think

most municipalities have the same feeling.

As soon as this legislation is finalized,

Mr. Speaker, the staff of my colleague, the

Treasurer and Minister of Intergovernmental
Affairs, will be forwarding full information to

the municipalities, who, as I say, are already

quite familiar with this type of procedure.

The member for Essex-Kent was concerned

regarding the municipal debt. I realize, be-

cause this is a borrowing by the municipality,
the Act calls for municipal board approval of

the bylaw^the borrowing bylaw. I have been

assured by the Ontario Municipal Board that

they will deal expeditiously with applications
for this type of bylaw. In fact, in similar cir-

cumstances they have approved a bylaw by
telegram in order that it be implemented
where there was that type of need.

Mr. Haggerty: How is it they can expe-
dite approval that quickly when they can't

do it in the other programmes?

Hon. Mr. Snow: This is really a debt to

the municipalities, because it is loaned by
the provincial Treasurer, but of course the

debt is in turn offset by the debt of the

property owner to the municipality. I'm sure

this will be taken into consideration by the

Ontario Municipal Board. Although I can't

say it wiU have no effect whatsoever on the

credit rating of a municipality, I think, taking
into consideration the programme, it would

have a very limited effect, if any.
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Mr. Singer: The minister has taken the

OMB out of the picture.

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, we have not taken

the OMB out of the picture. The bylaw is

subject to the Ontario Municipal Board.

Mr. Singer: Oh, I am sorry.

Hon. Mr. Snow: The member for Windsor
West was concerned about municipalities re-

fusing to act. He even suggested that if one

municipality refused to act we should amend
the legislation so that another municipality
could administer it. I don't think I can follow

that thinking. I wouldn't want to see one

municipality administering this Act in another

municipality. I can't foresee any munici-

pality refusing to act on this if there is a

genuine need to that municipal council's rate-

payers.

I was quite interested in the member for

Welland South's contribution. He said it was
a stopgap measure, with which I disagree. He
brought up the matter of the ownership of

the beaches and whether public access could
be guaranteed to lakeshore land if there were

money spent on this land through this Act.

Of course, I can't guarantee that. As he
well knows, the ownership of lakeshore land,
whether it is the high-water mark or the

low-water mark or the high-water mark at

what time of the year, is before the courts,
as he explained and of which I am aware.
Until the Supreme Court of Canada makes a
decision on this and it is finally settled, there

is no way I can make this guarantee.

Even after it is settled, there may be no

way I could guarantee that people would
have access to lakefront land if it is not

publicly-owned land. He suggested that the

federal government should build breakwalls,

2,500 miles long. I would suggest he send
that recommendation to the federal govern-
ment. I'm afraid I can't give him any com-
mitment on that.

The member for Parry Sound brought up a

very important point and one that has been

bothering me since I started on this legisla-
tion, that is how to deal with the unorganized
territories. I realize a great deal of the shore-
line in the unorganized territories is of the

rocky type which is not going to be eroded.
Not all of it, of course, is rocky. We have

buildings and marinas and different struc-

tures that can be damaged by high water or

ice, regardless of whether it is a rocky shore-
line or not. Until now, I have not been able
to find a way within this bill, which is handled

through the municipalities, to deal with this

particular problem.

We have several things imder considera-
tion. My colleague, the Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food (Mr. Stewart) advises me that
he has the same problem in the unorganized
territories with his Tile Drainage Act, with
no one to administer it. He has considered,
I think, having local agricultural committees
administer this, but this has not settled the

problem. There is a possibility. I am not that

familiar with the operation of the local roads
boards of unorganized territories.

There are two areas we are looking at. One
is the possibihty of making this money avail-

able in direct loans in unorganized territories

and having the payments collected by the

Minister of Revenue, who collects the taxes

in unorganized land. The other possibilit)-
that is being explored is the maldng loans

available on similar terms and conditions in

the unorganized territories through the On-
tario Development Corp. or the Northern
Ontario Development Corp. I think it is.

Mr. Sargent: That's a real winner, that one.

Hon. Mr. Snow: It can't be done under this

Act but we are exploring other ways of giv-

ing the same assistance to the unorganized
territories as is available to the organized
municipalities.

On the Colpoys Bay example, cited by the

hon. member for Waterloo North, I am
afraid I just do not have an answer. If the

shoreline land is publicly-owned land, of

course the Act does not apply to it. If the

land is owned by the property owner but
there is a right of way over it, I don't see

why the Act would not apply. If it is not

owned, if the property owner's title stops 66
ft from the shoreline and he is not paying
taxes on that front 66 ft, then it doesn't apply
because it is not his land.

Mr. Good: There are hundred of thousands
of dollars worth of damages.

Hon. Mr. Snow: If there is damage to that

land, it is not to that private property owner's
land.

Mr. Good: It's to his buildings, though.

Hon. Mr. Snow: The hon. member says it's

to his buildings; well, if he has buildings
built off his own land, there is a problem.

Mr. Good: They are on the marine allow-

ance.
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Hon. Mr. Snow: Many people have clocks

and things built out into the water which are

not on their own land.

Mr. Sargent: Is the minister going to sup-

ply docks?

Hon. Mr. Snow: That is a problem, I can

see, but I don't see how this Act could apply
if it is not privately-owned land.

Mr. Sargent: Sure, it is all marine allowance

along there. That's a real patsy, that is.

Hon. Mr. Snow: The member for Kent had
a question regarding whether this would

apply to a hotel or a marina. I would say yes,
that this is covered under section 2. First, any
property, regardless of what it is used for,

would be able to apply for a loan under the

Act. As far as section 2 is concerned that

refers to buildings and structures and is not

limited to residences and cottages. It would

apply to such things as a motel, a business

premises, a marina building, a boatyard or

whatever it might be.

I'm trying to see what the member for

Grey-Bruce said here. He talked about dis-

aster legislation.

Mr. Sargent: Why doesn't the minister sit

down? He hasn't said a damn thing.

Hon. Mr. Snow: The member didn't say
much either! The hon. member for Grey-
Bruce talked about disaster legislation. Tms
is not intended to be disaster legislation as I

mentioned before. It is a permanent pro-
gramme and is not at all being doled out in

allotments of $100 as he suggested.

Mr. Sargent: It says that in the Act. The
minister ought to read it.

Hon. Mr. Snow: The Act says that it shall

be in amounts divisible by $100 to the closest

$100 amount.

Mr. Sargent: What is the diflFerence?

Hon. Mr. Snow: He wants the government
to make gifts to all the people who own this

very valuable land along the lakeshore. I am
afraid, Mr. Speaker, I can't agree with the
hon. member on that principle.

Mr. Sargent: Can the minister answer a

question? The member for Hamilton East
made a very good point about what happens
to a cottage owner who has great damage to

his property and he hasn't got the money. He
can't afford to fix it up or take the loan to

fix it up.

Mr. B. Newman: The senior citizens!

Mr. Sargent: Will the minister not consider,
as the member suggested, that the government
could bail him out, buy up the property and
save it; and resell it or hold it for the public?

Mr. Haggerty: That is what they should be

doing with the $50 million.

Mr. Sargent: Why can't the government
take a realistic approach to this thing? The
minister is just kidding the troops, that's all

he is doing.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Well, Mr. Speaker, this

bill is supplying loans to the people. The
member says the landowner can't aflFord to

fix it up. This is why these loans are being
made available—so that the property owner
will have the funds to pay 90 per cent of his

protection. Of course, as the hon. member
knows, if the owner wants to sell his land
he is quite free to sell it at any time. The

government certainly is buying a great
amount of shorefront land as it becomes
available.

The member for Hamilton East, and I

believe the member for Downsview, were
concerned regarding the allocation of tihe $50

million, and whether it was going to be on
a first-come first-served basis. I presume that

is how it would be allotted.

The Treasurer requested that a maximum
amount be put in this bill. I would point out

that in the Tile Drainage Act I can recall the

limit that is in that Act being increased sev-

eral times—pretty nearly each year in the leg-

islation—until I believe last year it was re-

moved completely.

The same goes for this really. If the pro-

gramme is that successful—if we get this

amount of shoreline protection going and
additional funds are needed—then it will be

up to the government to consider increasing
or removing that maximum.

The member for Windsor-Walkerville men-
tioned again the matter of whether these

loans would be available to American own-
ers. As I said during the question period the

other day, in bringing forward this bill, I am
concerned regarding the protection of Cana-
dian property located in Ontario. I'm more
concerned regarding getting a programme
that will protect this property than I am as

to who might happen to own the land. It is

not grants in any way. It is loans that will be

paid back with interest at cost.

There was another question from the hon.

member for Windsor-Walkerville which I was

very concerned about. We designed the legis-
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lation so that it does not apply only to land

abutting the shore. It applies also, especially

part two of the bill, to property that may be
back from the shoreline a considerable dis-

tance. There is no distance figure. It depends
only on whether the damage is caused by ice

or by flooding coming from the shoreline.

I think we can recall a few months ago
down in the riding east of Toronto—I think it

was Port Hope area—where there was a creek

or a small river or maybe it was a large river,

I am not sure. It blocked up with ice very

suddenly one Sunday and caused a great deal

of flooding. Large cakes of ice went right
into a business premises there, a car dealer-

ship. I remember seeing it on television-

bulldozers pushing cakes of ice out of this

building.

That buflding was certainly not on the

shoreline but it was seriously damaged by
flooding and by ice and would qualify under
this Act for a loan, if necessary, to repair
that damage. So it does cover property
affected by flooding when it comes from a
shoreline or broken dikes or something like

that.

Mr. Good: Not the contents?

Hon. Mr. Snow: No. It does not cover the

contents.

Mr. Good: Not even for a senior citizen

who has no other assets?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Tm afraid, Mr. Speaker,
we have not designed this bill to get involved
with contents.

As I mentioned to the hon. member for

Kent the other day when he inquired in the

question period whether this would cover the

repair of septic tanks or the pumping out of a

septic tank, I am sure it will if it is caused

by flooding. But on the other hand, I don't
think any property owner would avafl them-
selves of this Act and pay off an account so

small as that over 20 years. It's just not
feasible.

The Act will certainly cover leased land,
but it would only cover the owner of the

leased land. In some of these cases a cottage
is located on leased land. It would certainly
have to be the ovmer of the land that applied,
not the tenant, to get the money to protect
the shoreline. Now if the tenant owned the

building on that land, he would certainly have
to have the approval of the ovmer of the

land, or apply through the owoier of the

land to get a loan.

Mr. B. Newman: That would be helpful.

Hon. Mr. Snow: But I am sure if the owner
of the land applied for the loan under an

agreement with the tenant, then there would
bo no problem.

Peche Island was also mentioned by the

member. Of course, it is publicly-owned land

and this Act has no connection with, it what-
soever.

Now I think I have answered about half

of the questions of the hon. member for

Downsview regarding the interest rate. As
far as I know allocation of the $50 million

will be made by the Treasurer on a first-

come-first-served basis. If it is found insuf-

ficient, then the government will have to

consider whether to make additional money
available.

The member for Downsview is concerned,
as I am, about building or rebuilding on

flood-plain lands. This is not covered in this

Act because I think adequate precautions
have been taken since the Hurricane Hazel
disaster-

Mr. Haggerty: The minister know that's not

true.

Hon. Mr. Snow: —through the municipali-
ties and through the conservation authorities,
to stop building on flood-plain lands.

Now, granted in many cases they have not

forced people to remove buildings from flood-

plain lands. I suppose if someone had $1,000

damage to a buflding on flood-plain lands and

applied for a loan under this Act, providing
the municipality and the conservation author-

ity would give a building permit to repair
the building, money would be avaflable. Of
course, if the building were heavily damaged
or totally wiped out, then the conservation

authority and the municipality have the

power to refuse to issue a building permit,
because of the—

Mr. Singer: But there is no discretion in

issuing a buflding permit unless there is

enabling legislation.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Well, there is, in all due

respect-

Mr. Singer: The government can't just re-

fuse because it doesn't like it. They've got a

right to get it and—

Hon. Mr. Snow: In all due respect, Mr.

Speaker, to the interjection by the member
for Downsviews, the conservation authorities

—certainly in my riding—have full control

over any lands that are-

Mr. Singer: If they pass the bylaw.
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Hon. Mr. Snow: —that are under the flood-

plain control programme. If one were going
to build a building-

Mr. Singer: So don't ask anybody to pass

bylaws.

An hon. member: The minister has got a

plain law.

Hon. Mr. Snow: If someone is going to

build a building on flood-plain lands, he has
to get a permit from the conservation author-

ity. The local municipality will not issue

him a building permit until he has a permit
from the conservation authority.

Mr. Singer: Only if the land has been de-

clared and the bylaw has been passed.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Singer: But the minister doesn't make
that a requirement!

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Hon. Mr. Snow: I do not, Mr. Speaker; I

feel that is the responsibility of the municipal
government and the conservation authority.

Now, someone asked how this legislation
affected other programmes that have been
announced by my colleague, the Provincial

Secretary for Resources Development. I think

I can say, Mr, Speaker, that this is a com-

pletely separate programme from any of those;
it does not affect them at all. There is the

80-20 programme available to municipalities
for the repair of dikes and roads. Of course,
it is still available to the municipalities. The

disaster-type funds, the dollar-for-doUar deal

that was mentioned, is avaflable. The work
forces that will be supplied by the Ministry
of Transportation and Communications in the

case of emergencies—for sandbagging of prop-

erty, or other emergency conditions—is of

course available.

Mr. Haggerty: Who is doing the sandbag-
ging? The minister!

Hon. Mr. Snow: The conservation authori-

ties are taking certain protective action and
the armed forces can still be brought in, if

necessary. My colleague advises me that dis-

cussions are still going on between himself

and Mr. Jack Davis, the federal Minister of

the Environment, as to the preparation of a

joint federal-provincial programme, which I

certainly hope will come forward and provide
assistance for the protection of public lands.

Now, Mr. Speaker, in summing up, I would

just like to say that I feel this bill goes a

very long way. It is permanent legislation. It

will give property owners the ways and means
to finance protection for their property.

After all, this is privately-owned property
we are dealing with. It is very valuable prop-

erty. Many of these people paid a fortune

for it and are quite prepared to spend some

money to protect it; and this bill provides
for that procedure.

Mr. Speaker, I hope to get co-operation
from all members in the House for the pass-

ing of this legislation so that the information

can get out to the municipalities and the

assistance will become available as soon as

possible. The regulations are prepared, as I

mentioned, they are ready to go to the regu-
lations committee and to cabinet.

Mr. Singer: In the reverse order. You made
that mistake before. First they go to cabinet,

and then to the regulations committee.

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, they do not.

Mr. Singer: Well, the regulations commit-
tee is just a stamping group.

Mr. Speaker: Order. This sort of debate is

out of order.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, I would ask

for the co-operation of the members in

passing this if we are able to get the bill

passed tonight, Mr. Speaker, I would hope
that my colleague, the House leader, will ask

His Honour-

Mr. Sargent: That wasn't the minister's

best speech.

Hon. Mr. Snow: —to attend and give Royal
assent as soon as possible.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 100.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Some hon. members: No, no!

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole?

Mr. Singer: Committee of the whole.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. minister agree
to committee of the whole?

Agreed.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, on a point of

order, before we go into committee of the

whole House, I presume the House leader is
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going to refer now to the taxing bill, or is he

going to call 100?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): I have already
called Bill 100.

Mr. Singer: Bill 100, all rightl

Subsequent to that, so that we can get
some idea of where we are going tonight, if

we get through Bill 100 before the hour of

10:30, I presume the minister will then direct

us to the taxing bill. Could I ascertain as

well whether the minister intends to ask the

House to ask for permission to sit beyond
10:30?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: If the member is asking
where we are going at 10:30, at 10:30 we
are going home, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Singer: Well, that's fine; because I

wanted to advise the minister that we were
not going to consent to such a motion.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer and Minister of

Intergovernmental AflFairs): That makes it

unanimous.

Mr. Speaker: Perhaps before we go into

committee, I might deal with the matter
raised earlier today by the hon. member for

Scarborough West, who brought up what he
deemed to be a point of order, in which he

questioned the right of the government to

enact a tax change and extract money to
serve it in advance of legislation being
passed. I wanted to read the transcript of the
remarks of the hon. member before I actually
made a ruling on it.

As I thought, the question, really, was a
matter of law, probably constitutional law,
and it is beyond my authority to rule on
matters of law, I can only deal with the pro-
cedures in this House. Thereby, I can make
no ruling on the matter raised by the hon.
member.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Then
we will take it to the courts, if necessary.

Mr. Singer: Tonight, before 10:30 p.m.

Mr. Lewis: Before 10:30 if possible.

Clerk of the House: The 17th order. House
in committee of the whole; Mr. R. D. Rowe
in the chair.

House in committee on Bill 100, An Act to

provide assistance for the Rehabilitation and
Protection of Property on or Adjacent to

Shorelines.

REHABILITATION AND PROTECTION
OF PROPERTY ACT

Mr. Chairman: Bill 100, An Act to provide
assistance for the Rehabilitation and Protec-

tion of Property on or Adjacent to Shorelines.

Are there any questions, comments or amend-
ments to section 1?

On section 1:

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Mr.

Chairman, I have an amendment here, a

clause I would like to add to the first section.

Mr. Haggerty moves that the design of

the works project, retaining walls, break-

waters, cribs or other structures shall be con-

structed parallel to the banks of the shoreline

where erosion occurs.

Mr. Chairman: Where should that go?

Mr. Haggerty: Following-

Mr. Chairman: Oh, that's a new section (d)?

Mr. Haggerty: New section (d) in section 1.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Haggerty moves a new
section (d). Does the minister have a copy of

this?

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government

Services): No, I haven't.

Mr. Chairman: Any comments?

Mr. Haggerty: Mr. Chairman, the reason I

move this section—and I hope that the mem-
bers will accept it—is that I think we should

have some guidelines in here that protect
other persons whose property perhaps fronts

the lakefront and those who want access to

the lake, so that we are not going to have

any type of a wall or structure built out into

the lake that would interfere with small

vessels or small boats and pleasure craft and
so forth. I can see perhaps, if we don't have

something in here to provide a guideline for

this, a wall could be constructed to go some
150 ft out into the Lake Erie. I think we
should provide some protection in this matter
so that we are not going to have every prop-

erty owner having some type of structure

butting out into the water.

Mr. Chairman: Does the minister have any
comment?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, I don't

think I can agree to that amendment because,
first of all, this legislation does apply to

marinas and to docks that may be part of a

marina, and certainly they may not want to
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build them completely parallel to the shore-

line. Also, I know in many cases engineers

designing protection parallel to the shoreline

also use groynes or cribs that may protrude
at 90 deg. to the shoreline, and I would not

be prepared to put a limiting clause such as

this in the bill that would perhaps prevent
the carrying out of very much worthwhile

work.

Mr. Haggerty: Mr. Chairman, perhaps in

rebuttal to the comments of the minister, is

there not some intrusion on federal authority
here when we are dealing with the Navigable
Waters Act? I think one has to have permis-
sion from the federal Ministry of Transport,

particularly that ministry, before one can

construct anything out into that water. The
minister must provide some protection to the

ship owners. I am talking about the small

vessel owners, and small craft and pleasure
boat owners who will use this. If he is going
to allow this to project out into the water

every hundred feet or so he is going to

create problems there. They are going to

create an unsafe boating hazard.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, if a prop-

erty owner went to build something that was
in contravention to the federal Navigable
Waters Act, then that is the Act that would
cover it, not necessarily this Act.

Mr. Haggerty: Mr. Chairman, again to

come back to the amendment, then that sec-

tion should be in this Act. He should have it

added to that section in there that nothing
would interfere with the federal regulations.

Hon. Mr. Snow: In all due respect, Mr.

Chairman, I am not going to put sections of

the federal Act into this Act.

Mr. Chairman: Ready for the question?
The member for Hamilton East.

Mr. R. Gisbom (Hamilton East): Mr.

Chairman, surely the question that is raised

is one that the minister, on behalf of the

government, should answer in the affirmative,
that it will involve the federal government in

bringing about construction of this type. What
are we doing? Doesn't his department know
that when it is initiated and the assessor gets
a certificate, it will have to be okayed by the
federal government? We can't blindly agree
with a bill of this type if that very important
factor is not determined by the government
that is bringing the bill forward. It's nonsense.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, it is not
nonsense at all. The hon. member is talking

nonsense. As I said, this is for the protection
of shorelines, and obviously any work carried
out with assistance under this bill would fall

under the same circumstances as if the prop-
erty owner was building the protection with
his own money and he would have to abide

by any other legislation covering this particu-
lar type of work.

Mr. Chairman: Ready for the question?
The member for York Centre.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Mr.
Chairman, couldn't the legislation provide that

any grants and assistance be made only for
the work that does have the approval of the

necessary authorities such as the federal gov-
ernment? Surely that could be spelled out
as a condition of the assistance. Sure, the
minister says you could take it for granted,
but I don't think you can take it for granted.
People will read this bill, and I think it

should comply with prevailing legislation and
it should be amended accordingly.

Mr. Haggerty: It must protect the rights of

other persons.

Mr. Chairman: Are we ready for the ques-
tion?

Mr. Deacon: Would the minister add those

words?

Mr. Chairman: Ready for the question?

Mr. Gisbom: I think the minister is going
to have to give some assurance. You see, there

is a terrific cost involved. We are going to

get to another section on page 4 where the
cost of an assessor to certify the feasibility
of the construction has to be taken into

account by the person having the work done.
We have no idea what that's going to run
into. If an assessor goes to look at a job, he

may have to make soil tests and that cost

might be beyond any reason after the job is

ordered. Somebody has got to tell the owner,
who is in anticipation of getting some pro-
tection for his property, what's going to be
involved to start with. He would have to

have some idea of what the cost is going to

be outside of the actual construction costs.

If the federal authorities come into the

picture, it might be beyond anybody's means.

They may have to have a couple of inspectors
and assessors there to make sure that their

interest and the interest of persons which is

provided for under the Navigable Waters Act
is protected. We shouldn't be going into some-

thing like this unless you can give us some
answers.
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Have you discussed this with the federal

authorities? If not, you should have. I think
it is a wrong move by the minister to bring
this in in a hurry and expect it to get passed
tonight. We don't know the opinion of the

federal authorities in regard to construction

taking place on their waters.

Mr. Chairman: Ready for the question?
Those in favour of Mr. Haggerty's motion

will please say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."
In my opinion, the "nays" have it.

I declare the motion lost and the section

carried.

Section 1 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any other comments, ques-
tions or amendments to a later section of the

bill, and if so, which section? The member
for Grey-Bruce on which section?

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): Section 3; it

will be an amendment to section 3.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before 3?

Mr. Sargent: Well, do you want to hear
clause 2 first?

Mr. Chairman: The member for Waterloo
North? What section?

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): It is an
amendment to subsection (2) of section 3.

On section 3:

Mr. Good moves that subsection (2) of

section 3 be amended by adding after the

word "application" in the third and fourth

line, the words, "or is the owner of adjoining
lands if the lands on which works are to be
constructed are Crown lands."

Mr. Good: The purpose of this amendment,
Mr. Chairman, is to take care of situations

where property stakes or properties as de-

scribed in the deed do not go right to the

shoreline—where there is a marine right-of-

way, marine land or high-water land to the

water, and a person does not own right to the

waters.

In such cases, people have to do all kinds

of repair work to their shoreline and, actual-

ly, in fact they cannot produce the deed that

they own the land where the work is going
to be done. As I mentioned previously, there

are thousands and thousands of buildings
which have been built on the marine allow-

ances around the Georgian Bay area, and

possibly in other parts of the province, and
this has been an accepted custom, over the

years, to build boathouses, storage sheds, and

things of this nature, places where both
boats and docks are maintained by owners
of adjacent lands.

Sure, they are built on Crown land, but

the owners of the property adjacent to that

Crown land realize that there is public access

to those lands and the people who have

adjacent lots really don't own it. I think that

some provision should be made where a

person would not be denied a loan simply
because his property doesn't go quite to the

waterline where he wants to do the repair
work.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Chairman, I'm in favour

of the amendment. I think it's incomprehen-
sible what this government would expect of

maybe 50 per cent of the people in the

Georgian Bay area, who have their docks

and a large part of their whole recreational

development built on land which the minister

calls marine allowance, or on Crown land.

The whole principle of their recreation or

their cottage is defeated if they can't have

those complements to their cottage. If they
can't have these things rebuilt, then their

whole cottage is for nothing.

It's unbelievable that this government
would expect these people to pay 100 per
cent cash out of their pockets, at this point,
with no government help in this regard.
That's exactly what he is doing, in fact. He
will be doing nothing for a large percentage
of people in the Georgian Bay area. I think

that if the minister is sincere in doing a job,
in this very important thing at this time and

place, that he will consider the amendment,
as submitted by my colleague from Waterloo

North. He has got a valid, sound position,
and he is a constituent of mine up there in

the great Georgian Bay area, and I've got
to back him up.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Does he go for it?

Mr. Sargent: 111 tell this House that there

are thousands of people who are affected by
this, and I repeat, if the minister is going to

do a real job for the people who cover the

marketplace, then he will consider amending
the Act to permit this amendment.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, I can see

certain advantages to this amendment, as it

pertains to the particular problem that the

hon. member has brought forward—subject to

legislative counsel's checking of the wording
of this intent, I'm prepared to accept the

amendment.
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Mr. Chairman: Shall this motion carry?

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Is there a later subsection

in section 3? The member for Grey-Bruce.
On which one, may I ask?

Mr. Sargent: Mine is section 3.

Mr. Chairman: Oh, that's next.

Mr. Sargent: As pointed out before, Mr.

Chairman, in one case I know of on Georgian
Bay, the damage is about $15,000 or $20,000.

Suppose this owner didn't have the money to

come up with the extra 10 per cent—all you
loan him is 90 per cent. In many cases these

people who have these cottages are senior

citizens. If they haven't the equity of the 10

per cent, or because of some other reason

such as age or other things peculiar to their

situation, they can't go ahead with the deal,
I think it would be wise to consider a motion

along this line.

Hon. Mr. Snow: What section are you talk-

ing about?

Mr. Sargent: I'm going to add this clause

to section 3, clause (8).

Mr. Chairman: Just a moment. It's under
section 3 and you're adding a new clause?

Mr. Sargent: Yes, sir, that's right.

Mr. Chairman: I don't think we are quite
that far yet.

Mr. Sargent: I'll read the motion.

Mr. Chairman: May I ask the member for

Hamilton East which section he would wish
to discuss?

Mr. Gisbom: Aren't you on subsection (8)

in section 3?

Mr. Sargent: Right.

Mr. Gisbom: I am on section 4.

Mr. Chairman: On section 4. All right.

Mr. Sargent moves that a new subclause (8)

be added in section 3 of the bill to read: In

the event that a property owner, because of

age or other financial position, cannot pro-
ceed because of excessive flood damage and
excessive financial commitment, the govern-
ment will take steps to acquire the property
at a price to be settled by arbitration.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comment?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, I well

understand the thoughts of the hon. member

on this amendment, but I certainly cannot

accept that. It would commit other ministries

of the government, or the government in

general, to having to purchase or expropriate

any property anyone just wanted to sell along
the lakeshore.

Mr. Chairman: Ready for the question?
Those in favour of Mr. Sargent's motion

will please say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion, the "nays" have it.

I declare the motion lost.

Mr. Gisborn: On this section for application
of loans, the minister mentioned, in answer
to a question, that it would apply where septic
tanks were damaged by the flood waters.

Would he consider the proposition that exists

on the Hamilton beach strip. If the munici-

pality were to take advantage of this section,

where at the present time—

Hon. Mr. Snow: Which section are we talk-

ing about?

Mr. Gisbom: Section 3.

Mr. Chairman: Section 3, subsection (4) is

it?

Mr. Gisbom: Well it's the whole section.

It's the principle in the whole section, the

application for a loan.

Say the municipality decided to rectify the

situation that now exists on the Hamflton
Beach strip, in regard to about 700 homes
where the septic tanks are malfunctioning
because of the high waters. There has been
much publicity on it in the last few days.

They have now got their heads together to

see how to rectify the situation.

Would that kind of a situation be consid-

ered if the municipality, together vwth the

homeowners, decided that as a local improve-
ment development they would sewer the

beach, maybe at a cost of something like

$7 mfllion, $8 mfllion-$10 million dollars?

Might there be consideration under this $50
million allotment, if that might happen?
Would he entertain it?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Well Mr. Chairman, of

course the city can proceed with the sewering
of an area under the Local Improvement Act

and would debenture it in the normal man-
ner. The municipality has the power to do
this and charge the benefiting property ovm-
ers with their frontage charges. This legisla-

tion is not meant to compete with the Local

Improvement Act. It is meant to give loans
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directly to property owners to do work on

private property. You are talking about build-

ing sewers on public property.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comments,

questions or amendments in the later section

of this bill then?

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Yes, on
section 5.

Mr. Cisbom: I want section 4.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Hamilton
East on section 4.

Mr. Gisbom: I just want to clear it up.
Section 4 provides that the municipality em-

ploy a competent inspector to assess the

need for the construction of the work and
so on; and finally he would provide a certifi-

cation of completion.

Would that not be better as a responsibility
of the provincial government, which is supply-
ing the money. The province should make
sure the job is compatible with adjacent
owners, and make sure that it is feasible and
that it is completed properly; not the munici-

pality in this case?

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, I don't believe so,

Mr. Chairman. I think the municipality is

much closer to the project and knows the
needs.

These applications are going to come in,

perhaps one at a time from any difFerent

location, and the local municipal engineer or

county engineer would be quite able to

handle this in his normal line of duties.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 4 stand as

part of the bill?

Section 4 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Downsview on section 5.

Mr. Singer: Yes, Mr. Chairman.

The point I made in the question period
and again on second reading, I'm going to

try to deal with again, but I'm afraid quite
inexpertly, by suggesting an amendment to

section 5 subsection 1.

Mr. Singer moves an amendment to section
5 subsection 1 to add the words; But in no
case shall any money be loaned by the munic-

ipality unless it has been established that the
lands for which the money is to be used are
above flood level.

Mr. Singer: I recognize that in putting
those words in at the end of section 5(1),
I'm doing no more than conveying an idea,
because the kind of scheme that I'm suggest-
ing is not as simple as it might appear, even
from adding those words.

What concerns me, Mr. Chairman—and let

me try just once more—is that we are pretty
well giving a blank cheque to the municipali-
ties, which can exercise some discretion, and
I'm not sure of the basis on which they are

going to exercise it. It may be they'll do it

on a first-come first-served basis. It may be
that they are going to do it on the basis that

they like A and they don't like B. They
may apply any criterion they want, but I

think that since we are dealing with public

money the province has got to set its criteria.

Certainly, a major one has to be that the

lands in relation to which money is going to

be expended, whether it be by way of loan

or by grant, be examined to the satisfaction

of at least some responsible oflBcial. Let us

first put the responsibility on the munici-

pality, and secondly on the province. I'm

going to move a similar type of amendment
when we come to section 6, or whichever is

the provincial section, to make sure that

when we spend these moneys somebody has

the responsibility of going in and ascertaining
that the lands are not going to be flooded

again at a future time of high water.

I don't know how soon it's going to come.
Let's hope it never comes, but we seem to

go in cycles. We get low water levels on the

Great Lakes and we get high water levels.

The cycles seem to go every five years or 10

years or 15 years or 20 years. I've been in

this House before when we've talked about

high level damage caused by the Great Lakes

waters, and when we've talked about low
level damage caused by this. I think we've

got to have some kind of criteria.

We have the sample, the good sample, and
the good work that was done after Hurricane

Hazel. Much of the public expenditure—and
it was federal and provincial and municipal
at that time—was done here in the county of

York, in the municipality of Metropolitan
Toronto, and tremendous good work was
done as a result of that.

The conservation authorities moved in.

There were low-lying lot bylaws passed. The

grants were tied in with this kind of thing.
There were expropriations if necessary. Lands
were taken out of private use and put into

public use so we could make sure that never

again would there be building and this kind

of damage take place.
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We're fortunate this time, we've only had

property damage. We haven't had any loss of

life or human injury, but it could happen.

Mr. Cisborn: Dam right!

Mr. Singer: This is why I urge this upon
the minister. I'm not wedded to this language
at all, I'm putting this amendment here so

that he can look at it. He can use his own

wording, but put in some kind of pre-
qualification for the use of this money.
With this in mind, Mr. Chairman, I move

this amendment to section 5, subsection 1.

Mr. Chairman: Any comment on Mr.

Singer's amendment?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Well Mr. Chairman, that

amendment reminds me a little bit about the
farmer who locked the door after the horse
was stolen, because it is altogether likely that
a great deal of the work carried out imder
these loans will be on land below flood level.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
This whole bill falls into that category.

Hon. Mr. Snow: It's very likely the property
owner may have a lakeshore property with
a low shoreline, but perhaps back where his

building sits is 10 ft above-or 20 or 50 ft-
above flood level. But the works that are

going to be carried out—the seawall, the

groynes, the cribs, the armourstone, the ga-
bions—they could very well be on land, or

on a portion of his land, that is below flood

level.

On that type of protection work, I don't
think personally just because a piece of land
was below the flood level of Hurricane Hazel
and may never be flooded again for 100

years, is any reason to say we will not put
in protection to protect our land, we will just
let it keep washing away.
Now when the hon. member was talking

before, I thought he was referring to build-

ings. I agree that buildings shomd not be
rebuilt if totally damaged, or new buildings
should not be built below a certain elevation

above flooding, whatever the case may be.

But as I say, in relation to buildings, your
local bylaws and your conservation authority
controls are the safeguards that I am satisfied

with.

Mr. Singer: But Mr. Chairman, that's the

whole point; and I admit it. As I looked that

up and as I introduced the matter, trying to

quickly bring the kind of properly-worded
amendment to this section, or whatever other

appropriate section of the Act it should apply

to, is almost impossible at this stage unless

this Act, the theme of the Act, is rearranged.

The minister is quite right when he says
there is power for municipalities, for conser-

vation authorities and others to do these

things. But he doesn't require anywhere in

the statute that these things be done.

Now without some kind of requirement
that the conservation authorities certify that

buildings are not going to be built again
below flood level, or that the works, if con-

structed below flood level, are designed to

protect buildings that woijd be built above

flood level, then I suggest the minister is just

endorsing a blank cheque. All he is doing is

just throwing in money—granted by way of a

loan and hopefully the people of Ontario will

get it back again—but he is throwing in money
without really taking any remedial action,

or making sure that remedial action will be
taken.

It lies within the minister's power, at this

point in time, to say, as he did, or as the

federal-provincial-municipal partnership said

after Hurricane Hazel, we are going to do

our best never again to let this happen.

That partnership was able to do wonderful

things. They rerouted rivers, they expro-

priated lands on which there was no other

way of avoiding new buildings or replace-

ment buildings unless the lands were expro-

priated. They built protective works, cement-

guided rivers, the—

Hon. Mr. Snow: Those protected were
below flood level. Those protective works
were below flood level.

Mr. Singer: All rightl What I am urging

upon the minister—and as I say as inexpertly
as this is worded, and 111 grant the House
that if you pass this wording, this is not the

answer and I don't think it's within my
immediate capability to draft just one amend-
ment to one subsection that is going to pro-
vide all of these answers—but I don't think

the minister answers me when he says that

that's an inexpertly worded amendment.

I agree with him. What I'm trying to get
across is an idea. I'm trying to get across the

idea to the minister, Mr. Chairman, that be-

fore we say okay, here we're putting aside

$50 million that can be used, let us attach

some safeguards.

And let those safeguards relate to build-

ing remedial works, where they are neces-

sary, that are certified by somebody. Make
the certification in the minister's own depart-

ment, or have it done by the conservation

authority; so that if the remedial work is
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below flood level at least someone with

authority can say: "No money miless this is

going to help in the future." And if it's not

remedial work, if it's reconstruction of the

building: "No money if the building is below

a flood level." You haven't got that anywhere
in your Act.

I'm the first one to admit the wording I

put forward is not by any means the answer

to the principle I'm trying to get at. I'm sug-

gesting that it lies within the minister's

power, through the advice of his advisers, to

come in with a series of safeguards. My col-

leagues have told you that in their ridings

they want this kind of help.

My urging to the minister is give this kind

of help, but give it with safeguards so that

the money is not going to be wasted and so

that the next time of high lake levels we're

not going to be back—we won't be back, but

the successor Legislature will not be back

wrestling with the same thing.

This $50 million is a lot of money, and if

it's going to be wasted because you don't

take safeguards then I think we're making a

mistake.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, I don't

think this money is going to be wasted at all

and I feel the bill has adequate safeguards

through the municipalities. I'm not prepared
to limit the assistance in that way. The assist-

ance under section 2 of the Act, to buildings
and structures, may very well be used for

cottages and marinas. And certainly I don't

know of any marina that you might say was
above flood level. By the nature of the beast
the marina has to be adjacent to the water.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Right!

Hon. Mr. Snow: It has to be reasonably
close to the water, otherwise you have to

have a large ladder to get from the dock
down to the boat. So I think it is most likely
that many of these works would fall into that

area.

I know in my particular area the Halton

Region Conservation Authority and the Credit

Valley Conservation Authority, and they
cover a most important part of Ontario, they
certainly have the regulations that are re-

quired. I'd be very surprised if all authorities

don't.

Mr. Sargent: In the long view, though, in

this whole piece, the minister brings in legis-
lation that is not drafted by elected officials.

It is drafted by civil servants. On every
occasion you ministers bring in legislation

drafted by senior civil servants, and you try

to make it stand up in the Legislature.

For heaven's sake, why don't you realize

that you're talking to people who represent

people? It really bugs you to give in and let

an amendment go through. I suggest to you
that for once you realize that the people
should run things here, not civil servants.

You don't know what's in that legislation.

You didn't draft the legislation. Some senior

civil servant gave you the bill and said: "Here

it is, Jimmy, go down and sell it to the Legis-
lature." TTiat's what happens every time.

When intelhgent approaches come from fel-

lows like Reg up there, who knows what he's

talking about; or like Ed Good; you say:

"No, the civil servants know more than you
do. It will go my way." That is always what

happens.

Mr. Chairman: Are you ready for the

question?

Those in favour of Mr. Singer's motion will

please say "aye".

Those opposed will please say "nay".

In my opinion the "nays" have it.

I declare the motion lost

Are there any comments, questions or

amendments on a later section or the bill?

Mr. Singer: They're wrong, but well let

it go.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Hamilton

East.

Mr. Gisbom: On section 6, not the next

one.

Mr. Chairman: On section 6? All right.

The member for Hamilton East on section 6.

Mr. Gisbom: Yes, this section spells out

where the money comes from.

Mr. Sargent: It's just a big snow job.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Great legislation!

Mr. Gisbom: We could have all the tmst

in the municipalities that one might have,

but it seems to me the government is trying
to supply this money—they're going to loan it

and get the going interest rate for it—and

they've just taken Qie attitude that they don't

care whether the job being done is a worthy

job or not. We'll supply the money and

they'll have to pay for it. Theyll sign the

agreement, it will have to be amortized and
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that's it. There just seems to be no protection
of the government money in this bill what-
soever.

Mr. Singer: That's exactly the point.

Mr. Gisbom: And that $50 million might
be used for better purposes in the next year!
Will the minister tell me what kind of in-

terest his department is going to have in the

allocation and the completion of these loans?

Will he tell me what he means by the con-

solidated revenue fund, to the extent of what
estimate is going to show the $50 million as

being allocated? Which ministry—or will it be
a supplementary estimate that we will be
faced with later on in the session?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, the money
mentioned in subsection 2 of clause 6 is not

included in any ministry's estimates but the

debentures will be purchased by the Treas-

urer out of the consolidated revenue fund.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Mr. Chair-

man, do I imderstand from the minister that

it is taken for granted that if a loan was taken

on a property for, say $2,500 or $3,000 what-
ever the case might be, and if floods con-

tinued and this property was no longer of

any use and the person abandoned the prop-

erty, it is the responsibility of the township
to pay that back to the province?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I suppose, Mr. Chairman,
that if the owner abandons the property and
refuses to pay the taxes—the repayment of

this loan is a part of the taxes—the munici-

pality would, of course, acquire the property

by tax sale or by seizing it for back taxes.

Mr. Ruston: Providing there is property left.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I suppose you can develop
a case or an instance in which a property
could supposedly disappear. It is something
like death and taxes, I don't think we can

protect against either one completely.

Mr. Gisbom: Is the minister going to give
me any example of what policing will be
done by the government of Ontario in regard
to giving out these loans to the municipali-
ties to dispense to property owners?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, I don't see

the section here, but the legislation calls for

a competent inspector to be appointed by
the municipality to review the applications
for the works, to approve the loans and to

certify that the works are carried out before

the money is advanced.

Mr. Sargent: What inspector?

Hon. Mr. Snow: We do not want to limit

this to bringing in professional engineers and

taking soil tests and getting engineers' reports
which cost a great deal of money.

Mr. Sargent: What inspector does this?

Hon. Mr. Snow: There are many different

kinds of work that can be done for shore

protection, whether it be gabions or some-

thing else. This is not only for the shores of

Lake Ontario where you have got 20-ft waves,
this covers the shorelines of any body or

water or a river.

Now you may have frontage along a river

where all you need is one or two rows of

gabions, which anyone can install. The prop-

erty owner can buy the crushed stone and

the gabion baskets and build this protection
himself. It would be perfectly suitable for

protecting those shores against erosion.

I am not going to put in this bill that there

has to be engineers' reports and engineers'

certificates because the engineers* fees would

cost the poor property owner more than the

protection he is buying.

Mr. Gisbom: Can the minister tell me who
a mimicipality is going to employ to certify

the possibility of any reaction in construc-

tion of retaining walls, dikes, breakwaters,

groynes, cribs and other stmctures designed

for the rehabilitation and protection of the

shoreline, and he is not going to be a quali-

fied engineer, he is not going to take soil

tests and he is not going to discuss these

things with hydraulic engineers? It is just

unbelievable that you are going to go into

this kind of a programme and the govern-

ment is not going to certify that job before

it starts.

The bill is weak. I don't think it will work.

We haven't got the permission, first, of the

federal government to carry it out, and we

haven't got any designation of responsibility

for feasibility and the allocation of that $50

million. It is just thrown open to the munici-

palities to handle it any way they see fit.

And that is what is going to happen unless

we have some policing on it. It is not going

to be the kind of programme you think it is

going to be. You get out on the shores of

Lake Ontario where you step off the shore

and in many instances you go down eight

feet immediately. Do you mean to tell me

they are going to put that kind of protection

up without the best engineers in the prov-

ince? Nonsense!

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Chairman, clause 4 is

amazing to me.
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Mr. Chairman: No, we are on clause 6.

Mr. Sargent: Well, I have been talking of

the policing of the whole operation.

Mr. Chairman: We are on section 6 of the

bill, section 4 was carried some time ago.

Mr. Sargent: You passed by it, did you?

Mr. Chairman: We discussed it and are

now on section 6. Shall section 6 stand as

part of the bill?

Section 6 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any comments, questions

or amendments on later sections of the bill?

Mr. Sargent: Section 8.

Mr. Chairman: Section 8, yes.

Mr. Sargent: Section 8 says: "The council

shall impose by bylaw," and it goes on to

define the method of operation, the modus

operandi. How does it get that far, how do
we get it to the point that is in bylaw stage?
I mean who employs the engineer, you or

the municipahty?

Mr. Chairman: Well, that was covered

under section 4.

Mr. Sargent: It doesn't matter, Mr. Chair-

man. I have got to find how we get to sec-

tion 8.

Mr. Chairman: Order, pleasel We are on
section 8 which has to do wdth the collection

of special rates.

Mr. Sargent: All right, will the minister

tell me how we get to that point in section

8 then? How do we get to that point where
the bylaw is prepared?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Well, Mr. Chairman, the

bylaw, the copy of the bylaw, is in the regu-
lations. This recommended bylaw will be in

the public regulations.

The municipalities may pass the bylaw
even if there is never a job carried out in

that municipality. If a municipality wants to

be ready for a property owner who wants
to make use of this Act, the municipality

passes one bylaw. They dont pass a bylaw
for every dock, or every loan. Like in the

Tile Drainage Act, the municipality passes a

bylaw and then any farmer can apply for

assistance under the Tile Drainage Act; it is

the same thing here.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 8 stand as

part of the bill. Carriedl

Any comments, questions or amendments
on a later section of the bill? If not, shall the

bill, as amended be reported?

Bill 100, as amended, reported.

Mr. Winkler moves that the committee rise

and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee

of the whole House begs to report one bill

with certain amendments and asks for leave

to sit again.

Report agreed to.

THIRD READING

The following bill was given third reading

upon motion:

Bill 100, An Act to provide assistance for

the Rehabilitation and Protection of Property

on, or Adjacent to. Shorelines.

RETAIL SALES TAX ACT

Clerk of the House: The second order,

House in the committee of the whole; Mr.

W. Hodgson in chair.

Mr. Chairman: Bill 98, An Act to amend
the Retail Sales Tax Act. We have a pro-

posed amendment from the minister, on sec-

tion 1, subsection (5).

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Mr.

Chairman, on a point of order before we
enter into this debate, I want to refer you to

section 54 of the British North America Act,

which says:

It shall not be lawful for the House of

Commons to adopt or pass any vote, reso-

lution, address or bill for the appropriation
of any part of the pubhc revenue or of any
tax or impost to any purpose that has not

first been recommended to the House by a

message of the Governor General in the

session in which such vote, resolution, ad-

dress or bill is proposed.

Mr. Chairman, you will know that there is

a cross-reference within the British North

America Act which extends those powers to

the Lieutenant Governor in the provinces,

particularly in the Province of Ontario, as it

is here applied.

On April 19, 1973-and I have it in front

of me—me Honourable the Lieutenant Gov-
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emor of Ontario recommended the following,
and it is signed by his own hand:

That every purchaser shall pay to Her

Majesty, in right of Ontario, the taxes im-

posed by the Retail Sales Tax Act as

amended by the provisions of Bill 98, An
Act to amend the Retail Sales Tax Act.

Mr. Chairman, I put it to you that the mes-

sage from the Lieutenant Governor says abso-

lutely nothing about the obligation of vend-

ors to collect the additional retail sales tax,

and it places no obligation whatsoever upon
a purchaser to pay the tax prior to the bill

being passed.

The government has therefore created the

false impression that what is clearly voluntary

by way of the citizens of this province, they

regard as an obligation of a tax to be paid.
That seems to me to strike to the integrity
of the government, suggesting again that they
are abusing their power.

Mr. Chairman, I want to say to you that I

don't know quite how to proceed until we
reach the appropriate section of the Act, but
it becomes clear from His Honour's message
that there should have been no material go
out to any vendor in the province; that there

should have been no public utterances made

by the Treasurer (Mr. White) that there was

any obligation whatsoever either on the part
of the purchaser to pay or on the part of the

vendor to collect until this Act goes through
the Legislature; and that the Act should have

said that the tax is imposed when the bill

receives royal assent.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): Right!

Mr. Lewis: This is truly taxation without

legislation of the worst kind, and it speaks

again to the folly of the government.

There have been a number of purchases
by people in the province today, which I

gather, may well be challenged in the courts

to test the legality of this Act, but I draw
this to your attention prior to the entry into

clause-by-clause debate, because what we are

doing now is debating a bill the provisions of

which are already in force illegitimately.

The impression created by the government,
with all the means at its command, is an

illegitimate impression. A government with
a little more sense about the tax system and
a little more integrity about its dealings with
the public would not have allowed this tax to

be imposed until it had received royal assent,
since it is obviously so undesirable and an

unpopular tax in any event.

Mr. Chairman: In answer to the hon. mem-
ber, I believe such a procedure is not with-
out precedent; and I declare that in my opin-
ion our business is in order. I've called section

1 of the bill; there is an amendment proposed
by the minister for subsection (5)—

Mr. Lewis: On the point of order, Mr.
Chairman. I am not denying that we will

obviously proceed into clause-by-clause exam-

ination; I wanted to raise this with you in

advance of clause-by-clause debate, because
it will pertain directly to one or two key sec-

tions in the bill.

We are in the unheard of situation tonight,

v/holly invidious in this instance—when we
had the committee on ways and means, a reso-

lution used to come through prior to this,

covering all of these eventualities—of dealing
with a bill, the clauses of which are already
in force and the substance of which has been

illegitimately conveyed to the public. That

seems to me to violate the basic procedures of

this House and we wanted it to draw it to the

attention of the chairman.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Chairman, further to the

NDP remarks, I feel we are repeatedly told

to adhere to the rules and to all the protocol
of the House, and you wonder why we go

against the system. But here in this Legisla-
ture we are breaking the law at top level and

in such magnitude that this House will enter-

tain allowing this minister to carry on this

charade. I think we are doing an illegal act

here and the people of Ontario should be

advised.

Mr. Chairman: Any comment, question or

amendment on section 1 before subsection

(5)?

Mr. L Deans (Wentworth): Mr. Chairman,
further to the point of order—

Hon. J. White (Treasurer and Minister of

Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr. Chairman,
let me offer one brief comment on this

problem. I quite understand what the hon.

members are saying. The Minister of Revenue

(Mr. Grossman) may want to provide some
additional detail. The fact of the matter is

that in every jurisdiction certain taxes are

announced which become effective immedi-

ately; at midnight that night very often.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): No, that

is what is wrong with your whole theory.

Hon. Mr. White: Indeed, in my particular

budget there were tax changes made which
became effective immediately; for instance,

the changes in succession duties—
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Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please!

Hon. Mr. White: —became eflFective at

midnight on April 12. In years gone by, here

in this chamber, we have time and time

again altered taxes upwards and downwards—

Mr. Lewis: We are challenging that now.

Hon. Mr. White: —at a time immediately
after or shortly after the introduction of the

budget, with the legislation flowing in behind.

I draw attention to the peculiar conjunc-
tion of rights and responsibilities in this par-
ticular Legislature whereby, unlike certain

other Parliaments, the government has the

right and the responsibility to call the order

of business—a practice which, incidentally,
started during the days of Premier Hepburn
—and the opposition has, de facto, complete

power over the length oiF time t^en to pass
a measure, there being no effective closure

method. In this instance, if one were, in

forming the government of the province, not

able to pass certain legislation retroactively,
the opposition, could in fact, become the

government.

Mr. Lewis: No, nol

Hon. Mr. White: This would be intolerable,

of course.

Mr. Lewis: We assert no such right.

Hon. Mr. White: Therefore, I suggest to

you that constitutionally and insofar as legis-
lation is concerned it is a well-established

practice in this Parliament and elsewhere to

pass this kind of measure. I would ask on
that basis that we proceed with clause-by-
clause consideration of the bill.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Chairman, before—

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Mr. Chairman, on the point of order-

Mr. Chairman: The member for Wentworth
was on his feet first, with aU due respect.

Mr. Deans: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

We are not quarrelling with the minister's

statement that he has the right to tax retro-

actively. Of course he has the right to tax

retroactively, but the point we are making is

that he does not have the right to collect the

tax nor to impose collection of the tax prior
to the finalization of the legislation.

The minister would have the right, quite

obviously, to tax retroactively, but the retro-

active taxing must be done by the govern-
ment. He doesn't have the right to impose
upon vendors, by innuendo, threat or any
other means, an obligation to collect a tax

for which there is no legislation passed

through this chamber.

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of the Envi-

ronment): What about the fuel tax for the

last 40 years?

Mr. Deans: I am not arguing on what you
have done for 30 years; you are not doing it

now.

Mr. Renwick: You have not done it for 30

years.

Mr. Deans: The fact of the matter is—I

want to quote from one source here, from
the Canadian Tax Foundation, the Tax Jour-
nal of March and April, 1968, in which they
said: "It has long been a settled constitu-

tional principle in Canada that the Legisla-
ture alone has the power to levy taxes.'

That means that prior to the time that the

Legislature passes the bill or the Act and it

receives royal assent, no person—not this min-
ister and not this government-has the right
to require any person to pay or anv person
to collect any tax in the Province or Ontario

for which there has not yet been legislation

passed.

Mr. Lewis: Right!

Mr. Deans: There is a case which I want
to quote—the case of Bowles vs. the Bank of

England in 1913 in Britain—where in fact

there was an attempt to collect a tax for

which a law had not yet been passed. The
Court of Appeal in Britain upheld the claim-

ant, and it required a law to be brought in

by the British Parliament, the Provisional

Collection of Taxes Act, 1913, in order that

they could proceed to collect taxes during
that period when legislation was before the

House of Commons but not yet passed into

law.

The Provisional Collection of Taxes Act

stated there would be a four-month period,

subject to certain conditions, during which

taxes could be collected and during which
the legislation must go through the House of

Commons. Failing that, a resolution would
have to be passed to continue the collection

of the taxes beyond that period or the taxes

must be remitted.

Mr. Lewis: Right!

Mr. Deans: It's quite clear to us, and I

think probably clear to the minister, that no
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such law exists in the Province of Ontario—

in fact no such law exists in the Dominion
of Canada. At this point this government,

through the Minister of Revenue, has re-

quired the vendors of the Province of Ontario

to collect a sales tax by this sales tax bulletin

which went out on April 13. It says the new
tax rate of seven per cent would be eflFective

May 1. The new tax rate of five per cent is

changed to seven per cent. The bulletin goes
on to explain how the tax will be collected,

and requires that the vendor collect the tax

illegally.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
It doesn't require that at all.

Mr. Deans: It does; because further to that

the ministry then went ahead and instructed

the vendors in the Province of Ontario that

if any purchaser refused to pay the tax, that

purchaser's name and address was to be
taken—

Mr. Lewis: Just nonsensel

Mr. Deans: —and it was then to be sent to

the ministry, within 20 days if I recall, and
the ministry would determine the course of

action to be taken for the collection of the

tax. That is blackmail!

Mr. Renwick: There is no authority.

Mr. Deans: And that is wrong.

Mr. Lewis: There is no authority for you
anywhere!

Mr. Deans: There is no authority for insist-

ing that any persons in the Province of On-
tario give their name and address if they
are prepared to pay what is at this point the

legal tax in the province, and that's five per
cent.

An hon. member: Big Brother is watching

you.

Mr. Deans: There is no reason at all for

this government to have set a May 1 dead-

line. There is no reason why this legislation
could not have been passed and the date of

enactment should be the date on which the

Lieutenant Governor gives royal assent. Then

you would not have run into the dijBBculty

you presently have before you.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That's ridiculous!

Mr. Deans: It is not ridiculous; and you
well know it.

You may, with your 76—

Mr. Chairman: Order, please!

Mr. Deans: You may with your 76 force

this on the public.

Mr. Chairman: Order please, order please!

Mr. Deans: I'm sorry.

Mr. Chairman: This discussion is out of

order. I have ruled the matter before us is

in order. This is the same point that was

ruled on a few moments ago by Mr. Speaker
in formal session of the House-

Mr. Lewis: No, no!

Mr. Chairman: I would say you were dis-

cussing a point of law, not a point of order.

The business before us I declare to be in

order and I call section 1 of the bill.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, on the point of

order!

I want to point out to you, sir, that by
tomorrow at this time the government of the

Province of Ontario wdll have collected close

to $6 million illegitimately.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Illegallyl

Mr. Lewis: Illegitimately! In fact vdthout—

Mr. Chairman: Order, please! I said we
were in order to proceed with section 1.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis moves that the committee rise

and report.

The committee divided on Mr. Lewis's mo-

tion that the committee rise and report,

which was negatived on the following vote:

Clerk of the House: Mr. Chairman, the

"ayes" are 28, the "nays" are 43.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the motion lost.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee

rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee

reports progress and begs for leave to sit

again.

Report agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:50 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 10 o'clock, a.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: We will be having some

guests a little later on in the morning; we will

announce them when they arrive.

Statements by the ministry.

SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of the En-

vironment): Mr. Speaker, I wish to make a

statement concerning my ministry's steps to

initiate a programme in conjunction with

Metropolitan Toronto which may help to solve

what may be described as its garbage crisis.

The results of the programme will be bene-

ficial to all municipalities in Ontario.

First, I'd like to clarify the ministry's

position in relation to sanitary landfill sites.

I said in my recent speech to the Grocery
Products Manufacturers of Canada on March
26 that it would be futile to consider that

landfill site operations are a thing of the past.

I did not say that I favoured this type of

garbage disposal operation over others. I said

that it was a part of the only current practical

solution to handle the volume of garbage

generated by a community the size of Metro-

politan Toronto.

I further indicated that there would not be

any licensing of sanitary landfill sites unless

all the procedures laid down in the Environ-

mental Protection Act were followed, includ-

ing public hearings before the Environmental

Hearing Board.

I also stated quite categorically that under
no circumstances would any site be approved
where valid objections had been raised which
could not be overcome by changes in design
or operation of the site, or if the requirements
of the Act and regulations could not be met.

In the same speech, I indicated that it was

government policy to initiate projects to study
the feasibility of utilizing garbage to produce
energy, and to initiate a pilot reclamation

plant.

Today I would like to announce that, in

co-operation with Ontario Hydro, a study has

Frtoay, May 4, 1973

been initiated that will assess the feasibility

of burning garbage along with coal at Hydro's
Lakeview Generating Station.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): It's

about time they sharpened up over there.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Tony O'Donohue, who
is associated with my ministry, is heading the

team, which includes representation from

Ontario Hydro, the Metropolitan Toronto

works department and the air management
branch of my ministry. This week I accom-

panied the team on a trip to St. Louis to

inspect a similar system at the Union Electric

Power Corp. Merrimac Power Plant.

Preliminary results of the study will be
available at the end of June of this year.

When we examine the depletion of our

fossil fuel resources, utilization of a significant

percentaqje of refuse as a fuel is probably
one of the best things that might be done in

this day and age.

Prior to incineration, the ferrous and non-

ferrous metals can be reclaimed—this is prac-
tical at the present time—and these can be

recycled.

It is hoped that the study that we are

undertaking will make this a reality.

In conclusion, Mr. Speaker, it is our inten-

tion to continue to grapple with the many
facets surrounding the solid waste problem in

Ontario, and I will keep the House informed

in this regard as programmes are finalized.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Got any
landfill sites in Quebec and Manitoba?

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

SITUATION AT GUELPH
CORRECTIONAL CENTRE

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
Mr. Speaker, a question of the Minister of

Correctional Services: Has he received a com-
munication from the guards in the Guelph
Correctional Centre, asking for an investiga-

tion into the problem that they are presently

facing, and is he prepared to set up a body
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for such an investigation or refer it to the

standing committee?

Hon. C. J. S. Apps (Minister of Correctional

Services): No, Mr. Speaker, I have received

no communication from the guards at the

Guelph Correctional Centre to set up an in-

vestigation. I don't think that is necessary.

We have already taken steps to have a full

investigation of the allegations that have been

made in connection with the correctional

centre.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: What
are the terms of the full investigation? Is the

minister's staff simply going to have a look at

the situation?

Hon. Mr. Apps: No, Mr. Speaker. Our chief

inspector has been instructed to conduct a

full investigation of the allegations made by
the member for High Park (Mr. Shulman) as

soon as the press visit to the centre today is

completed. At the same time, he will investi-

gate the security precautions concerning con-

traband materials going into the institution

and make recommendations as to what could

be improved in that respect, not only at

Guelph but in other institutions operated by
the ministry.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): A sup-

plementary, Mr. Speaker: I'd like the minister

to try to explain if he would, how he and
his civil service leadership can be so far oflF

base as he was in his statement yesterday,
when 50 guards last night unanimously asked

for an inquiry into the conduct of the institu-

tion and the same 50 guards unanimously
endorsed in general principle the position
that has been put forward by the member for

High Park.

How is it that the minister is so out of

touch with a major institution under his

purview?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Speaker, I have no
official communication that that is the case.

Mr. Lewis: Well—

Hon. Mr. Apps: And even if there are 50
correctional officers who are concerned in this

respect, that is 50 out of approximately 200
correctional officers-

Mr. Lewis: Out of 140.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Of approximately 200 cor-

rectional officers, I understand—

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): That's sizable.

Mr. Lewis: That's pretty big.

Hon. Mr. Apps: All right. Just let me finish.

That's only 50 out of 200. There are approxi-

mately 400 people working at the correctional

centre, and we feel that the majority of the

people are behind the superintendent

Mr. Deans: But that is a sigruficant minor-

ity that should be listened to.

Hon. Mr. Apps: We feel the great majority
of the people are behind the superintendent.

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South): The
member for Wentworth is probably behind

any unrest that may exist.

Hon. Mr. Apps: All right. Obviously there

is some discontent in this respect, and it

doesn't necessarily deal with some of the

allegations that I believe the member for High
Park has made. But, as the member for Wel-

lington South (Mr. Worton) indicated yester-

day, there has been some discontent among
the correctional officers in connection with

shift rotation; this hasn't been accepted

particularly well by some of the correctional

officers.

I still maintain, Mr. Speaker, that the great

majority of the people are behind the super-
intendent. Our investigations will either bear

that out or not. But, as I indicated to the

Leader of the Opposition, we are going to

conduct this investigation. If there are things
that need to be corrected, we will certainly

correct them.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): A supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker: Is the minister not

aware that every off-duty correctional officer

was invited to the meeting last night, and not

one of the officers who attended spoke up on

the side of the superintendent or the minister;

every speaker condemned the policies of the

minister and the superintendent.

Mr. Lewis: Surely that was brought to the

minister's attention.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Speaker, this was not

brought to my attention. I understand that

there was a meeting; I also understand that

many people have contacted the superintend-
ent himselJF to say that they are strictly behind

what he is trying to do. Until it is proved
otherwise, I for one am certainly behind what

the superintendent is trying to do.

Mr. W. Newman (Ontario South): Who
organized the meeting?

Interjections by hon. members.
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Mr. Shulman: The guards* association—the local planning authorities can assess the

Civil Service Association. impact?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

LAND ASSEMBLY IN NORFOLK
COUNTY

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, a question
of the Treasurer: As chief planner of Ontario,
has he any specific knowledge of any govern-
mental involvement in the decision to

assemble about 5,000 acres of land in Norfolk

county, which is tentatively planned as a city
of 150,000 to 170,000? If he has no knowl-

edge, will he, as chief planner, consider

putting a freeze on development until local

planning authorities have had an opportunity
to assess the implications of the optioning of

$30 million worth of lands?

Hon. J. White (Treasurer and Minister of

Intergovernmental Affairs ) : Is my hon. friend

referring to a private assembly?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Doesn't the Treasurer

know anything about it at all? I want to

know if it's private or public.

Hon. Mr. White: Is the hon. member re-

ferring to a private assembly in that part of

the province which one has heard about?

Mr. R. Gisbom (Hamilton East): He is

talking about speculative land assembly.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I want to know if the

government has any role in the assembly of

the land, which would of course make it at

least partially public. Nobody knows whose

money it is that is being used for the options;
there is no information available.

Mr. Speaker, is the minister not aware that

this is not just an assembly of a few build-

ing lots or some land for a small- or medium-
sized subdivision that it is the assembly of
land for a new city in Ontario?

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I am
aware of a very large assembly of land in

that part of Ontario.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Can
the Treasurer tell the House whether he is

aware of any approaches to the planning
authorities at the provincial level in associ-

ation with this land? If they have not been
made, would he give some consideration to

establishing a freeze on the land until the

Hon. Mr. White: We are very much alive

to this development, Mr. Speaker-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. White: We are going to be

coming to grips with it, and I vwll keep the
House informed about developments.

Mr. Haggerty: Three to four years behind!
Too late!

LEGALITY OF INCREASE IN
RETAIL SALES TAX

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a further ques-
tion of the Treasurer. Since the House rose

yesterday, has he had any further legal
advice as to the status of the citizens of the

province who would agree vdth the strongly
held contention that the increase in the
sales tax is so far not their responsibility to

pay and may not be their responsibility to

pay? What is their legal status if they con-
tinue to refuse to pay that tax?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, I gave the

broad general policy of the government
during the deliberations in committee of the

whole House last night. The Minister of

Revenue will be making a statement on this

subject when we get into the committee
of the whole House to consider Bill 98.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I'd like

to direct a question to the Minister of

Revenue. Can he clarify the status of those

citizens who are refusing to pay a tax so

far not approved by the Legislatinre nor
assented to by the Lieutenant Governor?
And what liabilities might they face, in the

view of the minister who has responsibility

for the collection of these moneys?

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
Mr. Speaker, as my colleague has pointed

out, I will have a statement ready when
we go into discussion of the bill in com-
mittee of the whole.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Why can't

the minister tell us now?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why not tell us now?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Very simply because
I haven't got the statement ready; it's being

prepared.
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Mr. Reid: Who's running the show over

there?

An. hon. member: So somebody's writing
it for the minister?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, TU tell you—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Deans: The minister doesn't know
what it's all about.

An hon. member: Neither does the hon.

member!

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Reid: The minister has the responsi-

bility to know—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr, Speaker: Order.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): Some day
he's going to get caught up.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Obviously a matter

of such importance requires consideration

before a statement is prepared. The hon.

member-

Mr. Reid: Well, why didn't the minister

think of it before he brought down the

budget?

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We didn't think a

statement was necessary because we know
that what we are doing is quite proper and
in order.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Reid: Why didn't the Attorney
General (Mr. Bales) stand up and tell us,

then?

Mr. Speaker: Order. Order.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —and merely because
the opposition has taken it to mind that they
are going to do everything they can to

sabotage the revenue of this province-

Some hon. members: Oh, ohi

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): That's right and
the members know it.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): It

was the minister's own members who
sabotaged the budget.

Mr. Reid: The government doesn't need

any help from the opposition to sabotage

the province's revenues.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): The mem-
bers opposite are testy this morning.

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: They are just testy.

They're going to have a bad weekend.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Sargent: This government is all

washed up.

Mr. Renwick: The legal rights of the

people of Ontario are being sabotaged.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Why doesn't

the minister sit down?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: If we had anticipated

such irresponsibility from the opposition, we
would have had that statement in advance.

An hon. member: That's right.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Renwick: The minister can't come

to grips with the situation.

Mr. MacDonald: The minister is like Mr.

Nixon in the White House: he's acted illegally

for so long that he doesn't know when he's

wrong.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa

East was up on a supplementary question.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, may I ask the

Minister of Revenue whether he sought the

advice of the Attorney General on the

legality of this procedure?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We have conferred

with all of those who need to be conferred

with; the Ministry of the Attorney General

has also been involved in the discussion. I

should tell the hon. member that if the oppo-
sition members feel that what we are doing
is illegal, they have been concurring, in some

cases unanimously, for years with such

illegality, if in fact, that is what it is.

Mr. Renwick: It is not agreed.
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Mr. Lewis: We objected to the premium
increase on the same basis.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Orderl The hon. member for

High Park.

Mr. Shulman: As a supplementary, does the

minister recall the complaints from this side

at the time of the budget three years ago
when the tax on cigarettees was raised? Does
the minister recall that at that time the gov-
ernment promised that in future it would not

bring in taxes before the legislation had pass-
ed through this assembly?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, if the

hon. member is asking me if I recall the time

when he had raised the question-

Mr. Shulman: And the government agreed.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —I recall him raising
the question. I don't recall him getting any
support from his colleagues.

Mr. Renwick: Of course we supported him.

Mr. MacDonald: The minister is so smart.

Mr. Reid: May I ask the minister, by way
of supplementary, Mr. Speaker, if he does not

realize that this question is being asked not

only by the members of the opposition but by
the person who has to go into a store and buy
something and pay the seven per cent sales

tax? The response of the retailer is, "I don't

know whether or not it is legal." It is not just

us who are asking; it is the people on the

street.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, the num-
ber of people who are making this an issue

is a very tiny proportion of the public.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): How
does the minister know?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That proportion of the

public has been encouraged by the irrespon-
sible statements of the opposition.

Mr. Deans: A supplementary question—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The member on the

opposite side—the member for Wentworth—

Mr. Deans: What is the minister doing

standing up? I have the floor.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —went on television

and told the public not to pay the tax.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order! The hon. member for

Wentworth.

Mr. Deans: This arrogance is almost un-

believable.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

Mr. Deans: Let me ask the arrogant minis-

ter whether he might be prepared to tell me
and to tell the House on what authority any
vendor might require a consumer to pay the

tax?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I have just said I will

read a statement to the House shortly.

Mr. Deans: I don't want the minister to

read a statement.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I can tell the hon.

member that the vendors know perfectly well,

as they have from time immemorial in re-

spect of our taxes, in respect of taxes of the

other provinces-

Mr. Deans: Where is the minister's author-

ity?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The hon. member
asked me a question and if he will let me
answer it before he runs out on television and

again advises the public not to pay taxes—

if he will just wait, I will tell him.

Mr. MacDonald: There is no authority.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We have never told

the vendors that they have to collect the taxes

today. What we have done—and I read the

bulletin out here a couple of weeks ago—is

we have told them of the tax legislation which
this Legislature is considering and that if, as

and when the bill comes into eflFect, the tax

will be payable as of May 1. That is all we
have told the vendors.

Mr. Renwick: That's right. Nobody is ob-

jecting to that. They cannot collect it today.

Mr. Deans: One supplementary question:

May I ask the minister where he expects the

vendor to get the money from if he isn't to

collect the tax from May 1?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, it seems

to me that, having said I will read a statement

later, I will withhold answering these ques-

tions until I have read the statement in full.

Mr. Deans: I guess the minister had better.

Mr. MacDonald: The minister doesn't know
the answer until he reads the statement.
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Hon. Mr. Grossman: I am not as brilliant

as the hon. member. He knows all the an-

swers.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

LIMITED TIME LEGISLATION
FOR TAX COLLECTION

Mr. Lewis: I would like to ask the pro-
vincial Treasurer whether he would not now
consider the introduction of general legislation

which would allow the government to collect

taxes for a limited period of time during the

course of which the legislative justification on

any given tax is under debate?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, I think the

statement of the Minister of Revenue will

indicate this is not necessary.

Mr. Roy: Don't tell usi

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

INTEREST PAYMENTS
ON GERMAN LOANS

Mr. Lewis: May I ask the provincial

Treasurer, has he now amassed the informa-
tion about the amount of additional money
we are paying for interest on the German
loans, as a result of—what's the word I'm

looking for?—

Mr. Renwick: Revaluation.

Mr. Lewis: —revaluation?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, I haven't

got that information. I think those loans
went at 6.5 per cent, compared to something
over eight per cent in the Canadian market.
The amount of money saved on interest

payments was very considerable. If my
memory is correct it was $15 million to date.

The change in the relative value of the
deutsche mark and the Canadian dollar has
resulted in a capital loss. I'm not sure what
that amount is, but I'll be glad to find it out.

Our accounting system puts the interest

savings into current years and plunges
capital losses into one fiscal period. So the
full savings of the lower interest rates are not
reflected over the time involved. I will ascer-
tain what our interest savings have been and
what our capital losses might be and I will

get the information to the leader of the
NDP.

INSURANCE RATES

Mr. Lewis: Thank you. May I ask the

Minister of Consumer and Commercial Re-

lations, in view of the widely announced

suggestion that the automobile insurance

premiums will rise by between eight and
15 per cent, is he prepared to use the

power given to him in the Insurance Act to

set up a rates review board?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Con-
sumer and Commercial Relations): Mr.

Speaker, the green book containing the

statistics dealing with rates across most of

the provinces in Canada was received by
the superintendent's office this week. I am
advised the requests and submissions of the

various companies have been introduced to

the deputy minister's office also this week.

They are currently being reviewed by the

superintendent. As the hon. leader of the

NDP probably knows, the practice over the

years, which has been agreed to by the in-

dustry, is that any increase in rates must be
submitted to the superintendent's office and

approved by him. They must be demon-
strated that they are, in fact, justified—

Mr. MacDonald: Rubber-stamped.

Hon. Mr. Clement: —before he will

approve them and before they will be

applicable. They are currently under re-

view. I understand from the article, which
I read with interest, that the increase is

caused because of the increase in claims

payments made. Dollars paid per claim have

gone up $40 or $50 per claim. The rates

are being reviewed. I understand from the

superintendent's office that approximately one
month from now there will be a statement

ready to be made by me here in the budget
debate.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr. Speak-
er, by way of supplementary, could the min-
ister advise whether in examining the green
book an actuary, acting only on behalf of

government, is going to be asked for an

opinion? Secondly, could the minister advise

whether the government is now prepared to

proclaim the two unproclaimed sections of

the Insurance Act, which have remained un-

proclaimed for some 35 or 40 years and
which give the government the power to

control insurance rates, not just to give ad-

vice about insurance rates?

Mr. Lewis: Sure, a rates review board.

Hon. Mr. Clement: With reference to the

hon. member's first question, yes, the matter
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will be studied by an actuary who is not

associated with the insurance companies. Mr.
Wood of our staff is a qualified actuary. I

believe he has only been with the ministry
a matter of some eight or 10 months. He
will be making a very, very careful assess-

ment of it.

With reference to the two sections which
haven't been proclaimed, I have no comment
to make at this time. I've been reviewing
the legislation—I'm back only 30 years.

Mr. Singer: Read some of my old speeches.
That will take you back five years prior to

that.

Mr. Renwick: IMr. Speaker, by way of a

supplementary as I asked a couple of weeks

ago, would the minister consider holding
public hearings, on the question of the pro-

posed rate increases and to have those

hearings chaired by the Superintendent of

Insurance?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I don't

think that I'd be prepared to say that I

would hold public hearings, because I

believe that the holding of such hearings
would result in little or no direction to

anyone. I believe that they would become
emotional. We're talking here about an
item that has a cost built into it, and
whether we would get into the true situation

or not I don't know.

Mr. Lewis: God forbid that emotions
should enter the payment of premiimis.

Hon. Mr. Clement: However, I am stress-

ing once again that the superintendent's
office is examining these rate increases very,

very carefully and we will have some state-

ment to make on them when he has com-

pleted his study. Rut at this point in time
I could not undertake to this House that

a series of public hearings would be held,
because I could see little or no value in

determining the cost because of numbers of

people who object to an increase in rates.

I, too, deplore an increase in rates, but un-

fortunately it's part of our current time.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, by way of a

further supplementary question, as the

minister requires public hearings in such an
esoteric field as the increase in commission
rates by the dealers on the Toronto Stock

Exchange, surely on a matter where the

public is directly involved there is an

obligation on the government, in this day
and age, to have public hearings?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, this

suggestion made by the hon. member for

Riverdale may well have some value, but
I am not prepared this morning to give an

undertaking to this House and then find later

on that I could not carry it out. Therefore,
I will not give such an undertaking at this

time.

Mr. Lewis: One last supplementary: With-
out an adverse reflection on the department,

surely the minister is aware that the super-
intendent's supposed review is simply a

rubber stamp of the industry's decision and
that he is therefore inviting an increase of

eight to 15 per cent across the board unless

there is an open rate review board? He
knows that from past practice, does he not?

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, I don't concede
that for a moment.

Mr. Lewis: Give me one example where a

rate was rolled back by the superintendent
over the last 10 years. Give me an example.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I don't have that in-

formation here but—

Mr. Lewis: I will be glad to have brought
to the House, through the registrar, an

example of where he has rolled back an

insurance rate increase.

Mr. J. M. Turner (Peterborough): He is

testy this morning.

Mr. H. C. Parrott (Oxford): He's testy

every morning.

Mr. Speaker: Order. There are two

supplementaries, I believe. The hon. member
for Grey-Rmce.

Mr. Sargent: May I ask the minister if

he is aware that in the United States there

have been rebates by the companies of many
millions of dollars to holders of car insurance

policies, because of overpayments? The same
branch companies having a large business

in Canada, why wouldn't we have like

treatment for our policyholders in Canada

by the same companies? Would he in-

vestigate that?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I pre-
sume the hon. member is referring to the

class actions which were brought against in-

surance companies in certain jurisdictions
in the United States. Is that the matter to

which he refers?

Mr. Sargent: No, Mr. Minister, not that.

In the State of Michigan $30 million in
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overpayments were rebated to car insurance

owners. I called the company here and there

was no like treatment for our policyholders
here.

Mr. Haggerty: Instead there's an increase

for policyholders here.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I was not aware of

that situation in the State of Michigan. I

personally was not aware of it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-

view.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): A supplementary,
Mr. Speaker: The minister mentioned that

one of the reasons for this rate increase is the

increased cost of repairs. I wonder if the

minister has given any consideration to the

setting of bumper standards within Ontario,
or has he been in touch with the federal

Minister of Transport in connection with

the setting of bumper standards? The
American standards which we get here have

nothing to do with the standard heights of

bumpers with sharp comers, pointed bumpers
which are causing the bulk of the small

claims and therefore increasing insurance

rates tremendously.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I have not been in

touch with the federal Minister of Transport
with reference to bumper design. I know
from reading, just as a layman, that bumper
designs have been changed by various manu-
facturers over the past year or two. But I

have not been in touch with my federal

counterpart or any other federal minister

with reference to bumper design.

Mr. Young: Does the minister plan to look

into this phase of the insurance industry
and to take some steps to see that better

standards are set to minimize damage to

motor cars?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, as the
hon. member knows, this government has
no jurisdiction over the design of auto-

mobiles; the design and the safety of auto-

mobiles, with other related products—trucks,
tractors and this sort of thing—is a matter
of federal jurisdiction, but I am extremely
interested in it.

Mr. Young: There is such a thing as a

telephone, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Scarborough West.

WELFARE MINISTERS' CONFERENCE

Mr. Lewis: May I ask the Minister of

Community and Social Services whether I

missed a statement from him on the federal-

provincial conference on social security? Has
the minister made a statement to the House?

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Conununity
and Social Services): No, but I would be

very pleased, Mr. Speaker, to give that

statement. I haven't got it with me this

morning, but I will send a copy of the

results of the conference to all the hon.

members.

Mr. Renwick: Well, why doesn't the

minister make it in the House?

Mr. Lewis: Well, by way of supple-

mentary—

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: And I can also make
the statement in the House.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, well, that would be

refreshing.

Mr. Renwick: That would be very nice.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: On Monday?

Mr. Lewis: Well, why not.

Mr. Renwick: Why not this afternoon?

We could have a special session.

Mr. Lewis: Maybe when a bill comes
before the House the minister could rise and
make a statement.

Mr. Renwidc: How many people will

starve over the weekend because of the

minister's failure to increase the allowance?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary:
Since the minister said that his increases

in social welfare allowances were tem-

porary, contingent on the conference; since

he viewed the conference as the single most

significant event in the area of social security

of the last several years; and since he has

not yet seen fit to make a statement to the

House on the consequences of it; and since

one of the outcomes of that conference was
that it would take at least three years to

reach an integrated social security plan;
when is the minister going to announce per-
manent increases in social allowance benefits,

both under the family benefits plan and
under general welfare assistance?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, I have in

the last two or three months announced in-

creases which will amount to somewhere
between $20 million to $25 million during
the current fiscal year. And I would think

this is a substantial amount.
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Mr. Lewis: And I take it then that that's

it? That's it?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: I didn't say that was
it. I said that I announced increases that

will cost between $20 million to $25 miUion.

And I also mentioned at that time that the

subject of income security was under con-

tinual review. We had the conference in

Ottawa, I will be making a statement on

Monday, and we are meeting again this fall.

So there are continuous adjustments to the

social security system.

Mr. Gisbom: How about the tax increase

since that time?

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: No further questions.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Grey-
Bruce.

Mr. Sargent: Now my minister has gone
again, and the Premier is not here. There
are 15 ministers absent. What are we sup-
posed to do, Mr. Speaker? We can't properly
do our part of the business. We've got
$600,000 worth of cabinet ministers missing
from here. So what do we do?

An hon. member: Wear a tie.

Mr. Sargent: Where is the Minister of

Industry and Tourism (Mr. Bennett)?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Sargent: Now, I have a two-pronged
question for the Minister of Industry and
Tourism.

Mr. Yafcabuski: Is the member for Grey-
Bruce going to be here next week; or will

he be oflE in that white Lincoln?

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Sargent: This must be payday be-
cause the member for Renfrew South is

back here.

Mr. Speaker: Orderl

Mr. Yakafouski: Is the member going to be
away in that white Lincoln?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please!

Hon. Mr. Winkler: How are sales?

ESTABLISHMENT OF TOURIST
ATTRACTIONS

Mr. Sargent: Would the Minister of In-

dustry and Tourism advise the House of

the parallel deal he plans this year for an
Ontario Place in the north? Will he tell me
where it is to be? Is it the magic mountain
he is building up there in Timagami some-

place? And how much money is he spending
on it?

An hon. member: Disneyland.

Hon. C. Bennett (Minister of Industry
and Tourism): Mr. Speaker, first of all the

government of Ontario made it very clear

in the past that they would have a review of

possible major attractions in this province.

They have been looking at the Maple Moun-
tain site, as the members know, and it has

been reported on in this House on various

occasions.

At the moment we have reports being
made by consultants on the practical estab-

lishment of the operation and whether it is

economically feasible.

I emphasize that we are not committed
to any capital expenditure at this time other

than for reviews, and they are now in the

process. We are in the second stage of them,
and when we have them finalized we shall

report the results to this House.

Mr. Roy: Before 1975, eh?

Mr. Sargent: Supplementary: Then why did
the minister send skiers down to Colorado to

train when they could have trained in the

Blue Mountain area?

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): Blue Mountain isn't high enough.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I am not

aware of this ministry having sent skiers to

Colorado or to any spot, for that matter.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: We have, Mr. Speaker,
sent people to various parts of the country—
the United States, and other parts of the

world—to investigate the possibility of estab-

lishing major attractions in this country, where
we can receive advice and suggestions of

those who have put projects into being; and
where we can gain by someone else's experi-
ence. We have no hesitation in making our-

selves available to get that knowledge.

Mr. Sargent: How much money has the

minister spent so far on this hanky-panky he
is doing now?
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Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I don't

know of the government spending any money
on any hanky-panky.

Mr. Roy: Oh, come now!

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park.

Mr. Shulman: I have a question of the

Minister of Consumer and Commercial Rela-

tions, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River has a supplementary which I will per-
mit.

Mr. Reid: Thank you, Mr. Speaker: Does
the Minister of Industry and Tourism not

think and feel that he should get Ontario

Place running eflBciendy and at a profit first,

before he embarks on any other scheme such
as the one he is outlining?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, that would
be the horse-and-buggy way of doing things
to say that we should have only one project

going in this province. It is rather a big pro-
vince and we think there is a necessity for

special attractions in various areas of the

province, which include northern and eastern

Ontario.

Let me say that we are having some diflB-

culties with Ontario Place. We recognize that

and we are in the process of trying to correct

it. I know the geniuses who sit on the other

side if the House could likely show us how to

make a profit but we are intending to keep
Ontario Place moving forward. We expect
that over a period of 30 years it will become
a venture and an operation much to be ad-

mired by this province.

Mr. Roy: Is this the minister's leadership
bid again?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: If the member for Otta-

wa East would listen instead of continuing to

talk, I will say again we will continue to build

special projects in this province.

Mr. Roy: I haven't said a word.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: These will attract mil-

hons of tourists here and leave money for the

benefit of the economy and the health and
welfare of the Province of Ontario.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): The mem-
ber for Grey-Bruce gets no marks on that

question.

An hon. member: Doesn't he wish he had
never asked that one?

Mr. Roy: The minister will be in the tank

over that.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: The member for Ottawa
East is the one who is in the tank.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

ONTARIO PLACE

Mr. Shulman: I have a question of the same

ministCT, Mr. Speaker. Is it correct that the

Ontario Place deficit for the last year was $1.8

million and was covered again by order in

council, a practice that was criticized for the

previous year by the auditor?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I will take

that question as a notice.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville was up before.

USE OF BOXING HEADGEAR

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Minister of

Community and Sodal Services. As protective

headgear is now worn in many sports activi-

ties, such as hockey, football, rugger, and even

by the batter in Little League baseball; and

as amateur boxing is an activity that lends

itself to potential head injury; and as the

Canadian Amateur Boxing Association requires

protective headgear to be used in all of its

boxing matches, is the minister considering

changing the Athletics Control Act to require

the use of protective headgear in all amateur

boxing bouts in Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Bninelle: Mr. Speaker, I know
the hon. member is very knowledgeable and

very interested in amateur sports. I am told

that in the last few years boxing gloves have

been improved and have more padding. What
the hon. member is recommending is that

headgear be worn.

These boxing gloves with the added pad-

ding and also the added padding in the can-

vas offer considerable protection. I have also

heard that international bouts, the Olympics,
and so forth, do not require headgear. At the

same time it doesn't necessarily mean to say
that we have to follow aU the regulations of

Olympics and international contests.

I would be pleased to look into this. We
are very concerned about the safety of our
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athletes. We will look at it to see if it is

felt that there is considerable safety merit in

making it compulsory. I understand right
now that it's optional. Those who wish to wear
them can, but it's optional. Is that correct?

Does the member say they must not wear
them?

Mr. B. Newman: The Minister's own ath-

letics control oflBcer does not agree with the

use of headgear for boxers under his juris-

diction. Yet the authority in control of box-

ing in Canada is the Canadian Amateur Box-

ing Association and it insists on the use.

Ontario boxers cannot now box under Ca-

nadian amateur boxing rules without headgear.
The athletics control authority under your

jurisdiction handicaps our Ontario boxers by
not letting them—or by not insisting that they
wear headgear. All professional boxers train

with the use of headgear; surely this would
indicate that the use of headgear is a pro-
tective device and should be compulsory in

all our amateur boxing?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, I'd be

pleased to look further into it. It is a very

good point.

Mr. Reid: Mr. Speaker
— I am sorry

— I

think it is the NDP's turn.

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Provincial

Secretary for Resources Development; I'm

not sure whether he is still here.

Mr. Roy: The Provincial Secretary for

Resources? No, there are no secretaries here.

Mr. Burr: Or the Treasurer?

Mr. Reid: No, none of them is here, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. B. Newman: The Provincial Secretary
for Justice is here.

Mr. Sargent: Why don't we call oflF the

sittings on Friday morning? There is nobody
here.

Mr. Reid: Mr. Speaker, I have a question of

the Minister of Natural-

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. I believe that

someone in the New Democratic Party had a

supplementary question; then it should go
back here for the question.

Mr. Shulman: No, we have the next ques-
tion.

Mr. Speaker: All right. ^,„ „ .,.

POLAR BEAR PARK
FOR MOOSONEE

Mr. Young: I have a question of the

Minister of Natural Resources, Mr. Speaker.
Much has been talked about a polar bear

park in the general area of Moosonee; I

wonder if the minister can tell us whether

any progress has been made in plans for a

particular attraction of that nature in Moo-

Hon. L. Bemier (Minister of Natural Re-

sources): Mr. Speaker, in my discussions of

our planning I know of no plans to develop
a primitive park, to which I believe the mem-
ber is referring in the immediate Moosonee
area.

We have one, of course, north of Moosonee,
which is marked out and being planned. I

might say, in this same vein, that we are

working very closely with the Indian people
in those particular areas. We've resolved a

number of our differences and I think there

are three or four major ones to overcome.

Then we will have Polar Bear Park in opera-
tion.

Mr. Young: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
The minister must be aware that there is a

great deal of discussion among the organiza-
tions within the town of Moosonee about a

particular park in the area which would be of

interest to the tourists coming there and be
a tourist attraction. This is what I was refer-

ring to; not a wilderness park as such.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, this is

something I would be glad to take under
advisement and consider in detail.

Mr. Reid: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Minister of Natural Resources but be-

fore I ask that question I'd like to draw to

your attention that there are eight ministers

in the House; 10 if one counts the two pro-
vincial secretaries. There is not one on the

front benches-

Mr. Speaker: This is out of order. The
hon. member may direct the question to the

ministry.

Mr. Reid: On a point of privilege, I'd like

to draw to your attention that I believe it's

my privilege, as a member of this House, to

ask a question of the Treasury benches. I'd

like to draw your attention to this fact, sir,

that most of the members of the press gallery
are out of their seats and have gone outside

to question ministers before the question

period is—
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Mr. Lewis: On a point of order, the press

gallery has gone for a legitimate reason.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member may direct

a question to any minister in the House.

Mr. Reid: I'm glad that the leader of the

NDP is so well informed about the workings
of the press gallery.

MERCURY TASK FORCE

Mr. Reid: A question of the Minister of

Natural Resources: How does the minister

explain that he has completely ignored the

major recommendations of his own task force

on mercury pollution? How does he explain
he has ignored the pleas and demands of

the people in his own riding to clean up this

situation? How does he explain that he is

going to continue to allow the Indians and
the tourists coming to that area of his riding
to eat mercury-polluted fish when his own

report on page 4 says:

These levels of mercury pose a threat to

the health of all consumers of such fish,

even over relatively short periods of time

such as a few weeks, and are of special
concern in women who are or may become

pregnant.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, let me first

say that I do not agree with the member
for Rainy River that we completely ignored
the report of the task force because this is

not correct and he damn well knows it.

Mr. Reid: Well, then, explain!

Hon. Mr. Bemier: We accepted the major
recommendations of that task force.

Mr. Reid: No, the minister did not.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: We even went through
the briefs of the various Indian bands and
we complied with them. We're meeting with
the Indians. We are setting up a federal-

provincial committee, which they have asked
for.

Mr. Reid: Another committee! It's been
three years and the minister has done noth-

ing.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: They have asked for it.

They wanted to have an input into this.

Mr. Reid: They have already.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: We've done exactly
what they wanted to and well continue to

do it.

Mr. Sargent: The government is \ust talk-

ing about it.

Mr. Reid: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker.
Would the minister not agree that the major
recommendation of this report is that he

provide an alternative food source to the

Indians and that he stop them from eating
the mercury-contaminated fish and that by
not doing so he leaves them no choice but

to eat those poisoned fish?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, I must

point out that there are a number of task

force recommendations and that this is a

civil servant's report. There's nothing to say
that we have to accept even one of their rec-

ommendations. We've accepted a major num-
ber of them; the bulk of them have been

accepted.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Setting up another com-

mittee.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: We've come up with a

plan, a very effective plan that will provide
them with an altemate source of food.

Mr. Singer: In the meantime they starve.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: We're meeting with

them and they're working very, very closely

with us.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sand-

wich-Riverside.

CONSERVATION OF ENERGY

Mr. Burr: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Provincial Secretary for Resources

Development. In view of the need to cwi-

serve energy, has the minister yet made any
decision regarding the frivolous use of elec-

tric power in empty oflBce buildings through-
out the night, including this building?

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Development): Mr. Speak-

er, I know this particular issue has been dis-

cussed and assessed almost annually over the

years. The debate is an engineering debate

to a great extent, because of the question as

to what buildings are more economically run

with the power on and what buildings are

run more economically with the power off^.

There will be a report coming forward to

the House dealing with the whole field of

electrical and energy conservation. Whether
it will be given by the Premier or by the

member for Chatham-Kent (Mr. McKeough)
I don't know, but this whole question of
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conservation of energy will be before us

shortly.

Mr. Singer: He could wear a sweater. The
Treasurer said to wear a sweater.

REDUCTION OF AUTOMOBILE
HORSEPOWER

Mr. Roy: May I ask the minister a ques-
tion on the conservation of energy.

In the light of the fact that in his policy
field he has on one hand the question of in-

dustry and commercial activity and, on the

other hand, the question of environment,
has he ever considered telling the motor

companies to reduce the horsepower in their

motor vehicles? I think that the minister will

agree that most cars have an excess of

horsepower that bums more fuel and that a

reduction of horsepower would not only be
safer for the highways, it would conserve

energy. Did he ever consider suggesting that

to the motor car manufacturers?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Mr. Speaker, this

question has been discussed. Personally, I

haven't discussed it with the motor com-

panies but I have, indeed, had meetings with

the gasoline companies.
The question here is one of practicability

and it really relates to how far we can go
in a single jiurisdiction and be efiFective.

That's the only response I can make this

morning.

Mr. Roy: May I have one supplementary?
Does the minister agree with the premise
that there is an excess of horsepower in

motor vehicles and that this again consumes
an excess of energy? Does he agree with
that statement?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Personally, I would

agree with that statement, yes, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Burr: A supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sand-

wich-Riverside, a supplementary.

Mr. Burr: Does the Provincial Secretary

seriously believe that it's possible that by
having the lights in all these ofiBce buildings

belonging to the government burning all

night we can be saving energy?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: I'm so advised, Mr.

Speaker, that it depends greatly on the design
of the particular building itself. I cannot tell

him whether leaving the lighting on in one

particular block is wasting energy or not. But

I am advised that this varies from building
to building and relates to the way in which

it's been designed, because there is in the

equation the question obviously of the heat

that comes from the lighting itself.

Mr. Speaker: There is time for one more

supplementary.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): A supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker: Has the minister had

any recent communication with Ontario

Hydro oflBcials with respect to the ads which

are on radio and TV, the purpose of which

is to encourage people to use more hydro?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: I'm advised, Mr.

Speaker, that that particular approach to

their advertising has been changed recently.

Mr. Speaker: I'm sorry, the time has

expired.

DEATH OF LESLIE FROST

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I wonder if

I might interrupt the proceedings of the

House to inform the hon. members that I've

learned of the death today of the hon. Leslie

Frost, a personal friend and mentor for many
years and a man who will raiJc as one of the

giants in Canadian political history.

The death of the Honourable Leslie Miscampbell Frost, P.C, C.C, Q.C., LL.D.,

D.C.L., CD., former Premier of Ontario, was announced to the House by the

Honourable William Davis, Premier. Mr. Davis expressed the sorrow of the House
and the people of Ontario and paid tribute to Mr. Frost's service and contribution

to the development of the Province, in which tribute he was joined by Mr. Robert

Nixon, Leader of Her Majesty's Loyal Opposition, and by Mr. Stephen Lewis,
Leader of the New Democratic Party.

In respect to Mr. Frost's memory the House then adjourned at 11.15 a.m.,

until Tuesday, May 8th.
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As is frequendy the case with a great man,
one's private memory of Leslie Frost is that

of a person of deep perceptions and simple
tastes. I can think of no other man who so

perfectly understood the aspirations of the

people of Ontario and who so successfully
mastered the political processes involved in

translating those aspirations into action.

Affectionately known as "Old Man Ontario,"
Mr. Frost throughout his lifetime never failed

to go out of his way to recognize, with a

hearty handshake and a warm greeting,
friends in every walk of life. No street or

concession line in Ontario was without his

friends.

Many of these friendships had their begin-

ning during his years spent in the trenches of

the First World War. He was wounded in

France and retired with the rank of major.
His concern for the welfare and the well-

being of veterans was well known in every
branch of the Canadian Legion, and their

interests were always close to his heart.

A devoted student of history, Mr. Frost

gained eminence as an author and a military
historian. His knowledge of the early history
of Ontario was unequalled and his store of

little known but fascinating anecdotes was
vast. He was also a serious student of the

American Civil War and of the South African

War.

But it was as Premier of Ontario that Mr.
Frost will forever be remembered, as he led

this province into and through a challenging
period of tremendous postwar expansion. It

was during the Frost administration that

Ontario consolidated its position as Canada's
wealthiest and most vibrant jurisdiction.

A distinguished member of the bar, Mr.
Frost was first elected to this Legislature in

1937. From 1943 to 1949 he was Treasurer
of Ontario and Minister of Mines. From 1949
to 1961 he was Premier of Ontario and from
1949 to 1955 he carried an additional port-
folio as provincial Treasurer.

Mr. Frost was appointed to this Privy
Council in 1961 and retired from active

politics, as we remember, in 1963. As leader

of the government, and of the Ontario Pro-

gressive Conservative Party, Mr. Frost dis-

played an iron will in the face of diflBcult

decisions, at the same time maintaining his

enormous personal charm in wiiming the

admiration and respect of even his political
foes.

Confronted by large issues, he practised

statesmanship though he never thought of

himself as being a statesman. He was content

to be known as a politician and he was

proud, Mr. Speaker, of his profession.

Ever completely at home wherever he

happened to be, his home in Lindsay was
nevertheless always a special place.

Leslie Frost was truly a great Canadian
and his record of achievement does honour
and credit to his memory and to the profes-
sion of politics he so dearly loved. We, the

people and the government of Ontario, mourn
the passing of this great and noble Canadian,
our beloved "Old Man Ontario."

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, we are all

very sorry indeed to hear of the death of Mr.

Frost. I remember I sat in the galleries right

up there after 1937, and while Mr. Frost

never had the fulfilling experience of leading
the opposition he sat right beside the leader

in those days. I remember admiring his active

participation in the debates in the Hepburn
era.

The Premier has said he is known as "Old

Man Ontario" and that is true. In his active

political years he was also known as "the

Silver Fox," because as Premier he could

manage the afiFairs of this House and the

affairs of Ontario with what seemed to be an

effortless smoothness and something which

really did command respect on all sides.

As the Premier has said, he never con-

sidered himself a statesman, although he had
that tremendous power to inspire confidence

among all those people who knew him and

even among those who only knew about him.

But certainly in deahng for the people of

Ontario at the federal level, but probably
more importantly on the concessions of this

province, he inspired the kind of confidence

which was the dismay of his political

opponents, but still the aim for which we
all strive.

Mr. Speaker, we are sorry to hear of his

death and extend our deepest sympathy to

the family.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, it is a very sorry
time indeed. I did not sit in the House with

Mr. Leslie Frost. I thought the Premier read

a moving and appropriate statement, which
attests to the nobility of Mr. Frost and the

greatness of his contribution to this province
and to this country.

Mr. G. E. Smith (Simcoe East): Mr.

Speaker, I too would like to join with the

Premier and the leaders of the opposition

parties in paying tribute to Mr. Frost and
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in expressing to his family my personal

sympathy and that of my riding.

Since Mr. Frost was born and educated in

Orillia, Simcoe county and more particularly,

I suppose, the city of Orillia, has always
deemed him as a native son. We in Simcoe

East are going to miss the continuing interest

and the affection that he had for that area

and his continuing visits to the place of his

birth.

One of his favourite sayings in this Legisla-

ture, when questioned, was his answer, "In

the fullness of time." And I suppose it will

only be in the fullness of time that we in this

province will be fully aware of the great
contribution that Mr. Frost has made to this

country and to this province.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I have just

had a very brief opportunity to discuss

matters with the House leader. 1 believe

there are two or three items of some urgency,

including royal assent for a particular bill, that

it is important we complete this morning; and
the Minister of Revenue has a brief statement

to make related to another matter. Perhaps
out of respect to Mr. Frost, when these rather

urgent matters are completed this morning, it

would be appropriate, sir, to adjourn this

House.

I haven't been able to find out what the

plans are for the funeral of Mr. Frost, but I

think there is a possibility that it will be on

Monday, in which case, Mr. Speaker, I would

say that out of respect to the former Premier

of this province, the House should not sit. If

by some chance the funeral is on Tuesday—
and I'm sure the hon. members will know
within the next few hours just what decision

is made by the family in that regard—we
would sit on Monday and adjourn Tuesday
for the funeral.

I would hope, Mr. Speaker, that these

arrangements would be satisfactory to all

members of the House.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, I'd like

to comment on the issues raised by some of

the hon. members.

Mr. Deans: What is the basis for this com-
ment?

Mr. Speaker: I think the hon. members will

recall that the hon. Premier indicated that

there was one statement which the hon. Min-
ister of Revenue had undertaken to provide
to the House, and to which a certain amount
of importance was attached; I believe this is

the statement that the hon. minister proposes

to make at the present time—with the

unanimous consent of the House.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Agreed.

Mr. Speaker: Agreed.

LEGALITY OF INCREASE IN
RETAIL SALES TAX

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, I'd like

to comment on the issues raised by some hon.

members about the collection of the retail

sales tax at the seven per cent rate prior to

the enactment of the enabling legislation.

First, let me make it clear I do not intend

to argue or even suggest that the provisions
of the existing Retail Sales Tax Act have been
altered by the budget statement or by any tax

bulletin or other information given to the

public. If we are interpreting the Retail Sales

Tax Act today, it is quite accurate-

Mr. Sargent: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker, what is the basis for this?

Mr. Speaker: I have just finished explain-

ing to the House what is taking place. I

explained to them. The hon. members under-

stand what is taking place—apparently all but

one hon. member. It's quite in order for the

hon. minister to—

Mr. Sargent: By unanimous consent?

Mr. Speaker: Yes.

Mr. Sargent: I'm sorry. I don't.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member raised a

point and he-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Sargent: No, I am not.

Mr. Speaker: We do not have unanimous
consent? Was the hon. member in the House
at the time?

Mr. Sargent: When?

Mr. Speaker: When we asked for unani-

mous consent.

Mr. Sargent: If I had known, sir, I would
have voted against it.

Mr. Speaker: Well, then, if the hon. mem-
ber was not in the House he has no business

saying anything at this time. He's out of

order. Continue!

Mr. Sargent: I was in the House.
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Hon. Mr. Grossman: The hon. member for

Grey-Bruce must have been here when I

promised to make a statement as a result of

the questions which are being asked. I think

the hon. members expect it.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Don't argue with the

member. Just make the statement.

Mr. Roy: Please speak up.

Mr. Deans: Please carry on. Go ahead.

Mr. Roy: The minister should have made
it then.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, if we
are interpreting the Retail Sales Tax Act

today, it is quite accurate to say that the

present rate of tax is basically five per cent.

The question to be answered then is, what

justification is there for collecting sales tax

at the seven per cent rate?

The answer to this question does not come,
Mr. Speaker, from a literal interpretation of
the present Act, for although it is accurate
to say that the tax payable on goods bought
today as determined under the present Act
is five per cent, it will be equally accurate to

say that as and when Bill 98 becomes law,
the tax payable on goods bought today is

seven per cent. Not only will it then be
accurate to say that the tax payable today is

seven per cent, but we will also be able to

say that the purchaser who buys today will

be liable for tax at seven per cent and the

ministry will be empowered to collect the tax
at the seven per cent rate.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Ifl

Mr. Shulman: From whom?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Since the tax payable
and collectable-

Mr. Shulman: The purchaser or the retailer?

An hon. member: What's the di£Ference?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —on all taxable sales

made on or after May 1 will be at the seven

per cent rate, the question posed is whether
it is right or reasonable to collect at the seven

per cent rate at this time.

If this question is considered, having re-

gard only for the existing Retail Sales Tax
Act, the answer of course has to be no. How-
ever, Mr. Speaker, we cannot ignore the long-
standing precedent of this Legislature—which,
incidentally, has been referred to you—which
has recognized the retrospective nature of

many of our taxing statutes.

Mr. Shulman: The government promised it

wouldn't do it again.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: This precedent not

only recognizes—

Mr. Shulman: Three years ago, the minis-

ter himself promised.

Mr. Lewis: It is really amazing because
the government has conceded the illegality—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The members haven't
waited until I have finished the statement.

Mr. Lewis: Well, the precedents don't

mean anything.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Now, why don't the

members just give me an opportunity?

Mr. Shulman: Just because the government
got away with something crooked before, it

doesn't mean it can do it again.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: This precedent not

only recognizes the practice of collecting taxes

prior to the enactment of the enabling legis-
lation—and in this regard the Treasurer has

already referred to two of the most recent

examples-

Mr. Shulman: And the government prom-
ised it wouldn't do it again.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —approved of by all

members of this House: the Gasoline Tax
Amendment Act, 1972, which increased gaso-
line tax eff^ective March 29, 1972, although
the enabling legislation was not enacted until

April 21, 1972; and the Motor Vehicle Fuel

Tax Amendment Act, 1972, which increased

fuel tax, effective March 29, 1972, although
the enabling legislation was not enacted until

April 21, 1972, but the precedent also recog-
nized the practice of foregoing taxes when
there has been a reduction in taxes; and
unless I am mistaken, Mr. Speaker, a number
of members of this House, including members
of the opposition parties, enjoyed meals that

cost more than $2.50 and had the benefit of

the new $4 exemption limit for meals, as of

May 1. Similarly, many thousands of dollars

of flowers and other newly exempted goods
have been purchased without the payment of

sales tax.

These are but a few examples of a prac-
tice that has been followed for years without

challenge since it followed a well-established

precedent of this House.

Mr. Lewis: It has been challenged.
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Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, it has

been without challenge except from the mem-
ber for High Park, who challenges everything.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order, Mr,

Speaker, when the OHIP premiums were

raised in the budget of three or four years

ago, the same challenge was made at that

time about the legislation not being passed
and the premiums taking effect. It is not

without precedent that we have challenged it.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I don't accept the

validity of that as a good example.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, as I

say, these are but a few examples of a prac-
tice that has been followed for years without

challenge. I would remind the members,

through you, Mr. Speaker, that many of the

operations of this House—indeed, some of our

basic constitutional practices—are based on

just such precedents. I would suggest that

the collection of the retail sales tax at seven

per cent at this time is in keeping with such

precedent.

If, as I have done, we can conclude that

there is sufficient right to collect the tax now
at the seven per cent rate, one might still

ask whether it is fair and reasonable to do

so. To answer this question, Mr. Speaker, it

would be just as well that we consider the

respective roles of the vendors, the purchasers
and the ministry in the retail sales tax col-

lection procedure.

Mr. Roy: The minister vdll never justify

this action.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The vendor keeps
records of his sales, and reports his sales and

submits the tax collected to the ministry on a

regular basis. Any situation that involves him
in keeping records of sales at five per cent

and seven per cent during the same period
will greatly increase his work and will create

other difficulties, where large numbers of

staff must be trained or instructed on any

changes in tax collection procedure.

For some vendors, the billing for taxable

goods and services is highly automated, and

considerable lead time is required to change
over from one computer programme to an-

other. Where the billing is made in advance,
the problems of adjusting to a last-minute

date can be even more difficult.

Mr. Deans: This is not justification; it is

excuses.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: So far as the pur-
chaser is concerned, as and when the bill

becomes law, he will be liable for the tax

at seven per cent on taxable purchases made
on or after May 1. The question therefore

is not one of liability, but rather one of

when the purchaser will pay. In a great

many cases we believe that the purchasers
will much prefer to pay the tax at the full

seven per cent rate, rather than be bothered

by the bookwork or nuisance involved in

paying five per cent now and the additional

two per cent when Bill 98 becomes law.

Mr. Deans: That is sad.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It is doubtful, Mr.

Speaker, that the two per cent difference

over a period of a few days will constitute

any real incentive to purchasers to withhold

the additional tax.

The ministry charged with the responsibil-

ity for collecting the tax vdshes to minimize

the difficulties for both the vendors and the

purchasers; in addition, of course, the min-

istry is interested in avoiding unnecessary
costs in the collection of the tax.

Mr. Deans: The minister is helpful, to say

the least.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We believe, Mr.

Speaker, assuming that Bill 98 will soon be-

come law-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why assume that?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: -and that the seven

per cent retail sales tax rate will apply back

to May 1, the best interests of the vendors,

the purchasers and the government are

served by initiating the collection of the

seven per cent tax on May 1.

Mr. Deans: What hogwash!

Mr. Roy: It's illegal!

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Acting in knowledge
of the precedent that has long been accepted
in this House, vendors were advised of the

effective date of the tax change proposed in

the bill and that the tax would be chargeable
on all taxable sales made on or after May 1

at the rate of seven per cent. With some

few exceptions, purchasers are paying and

vendors are collecting the sales tax at the

seven per cent rate.

I would suggest, Mr. Speaker, that by

raising these issues at this time, the members

opposite are doing a disservice to the people
of Ontario in that they—
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Mr. Singer: Is expecting the government
to observe the law a disservice?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: It is the law.

Mr. Singer: It is not the law.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —may be creating
doubts in the minds of some pm^chasers
about their ultimate responsibility to pay the

additional two per cent tax.

Mr. Reid: There were doubts in the min-
ister's mind.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): The gov-
ernment is dragging the money out of people

illegally.

Mr. Speaker: Order! Order!

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, do we have to put

up with that hogwash?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Yes. We have put up
with the opposition's hogwash.

Mr. Roy: That is hogwash. That is what
is called legal prostitution.

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): The
member ought to know.

Mr. Roy: Is that the statement the minis-

ter prepared for—

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I would suggest, Mr.

Speaker, that by raising these issues at this

time the members opposite are doing a dis-

service to the people of Ontario in that they

may be creating doubts in the minds of some

purchasers about their ultimate responsibility
to pay the additional two per cent tax, and
are undoubtedly giving encouragement to

purchasers to withhold the tax. Indeed, the

member for Wentworth so advised them.

Mr. Deans: I did not.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I saw the hon. mem-
ber on television.

Mr. Deans: On a point of privilege, Mr.

Speaker. I did not advise anyone to withhold
the tax. I simply said that at this point there

was no legislation in Ontario which had been

passed which raised the tax from five to

seven per cent. I went on to say that no
doubt at some point this government would

attempt to collect the additional two per
cent.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, I will

attempt to get the transcript of that broad-

cast and I will, of course, apologize to the

House if I am wrong. I would hope the hon.

member would, too.

Mr. Deans: The minister can go right
ahead because I was asked that very ques-
tion.

Mr. Roy: It is not the first time he would
be wrong.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: To the extent they
succeed in dissuading persons from paying
the tax, they are creating an inequitable
situation in respect of those persons who,
with a sense of responsibility and co-opera-
tion, are paying the tax.

Mr. Sargent: Why doesn't the minister sit

down?

An hon. member: The member doesn't

understand.

Mr. Singer: If the government can't order

its affairs-

Mr. Deans: I don't understand? I under-

stand that the government doesn't know what
is going on around here. It has no right to

do this! It doesn't have the right.

Mr. Speaker: Order! Orderl

Hon. Mr. Winklen Because arrangements
had been made with His Honour to be here

just prior to 1 o'clock, and it is impossible
for me at the moment to locate His Honour,
I would ask that the members of the House

agree that we will adjourn the House until

12 o'clock, at which time we will ring the

bells and return for royal assent.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, if I may, what

would be the purpose of adjourning the House

for 47 minutes? Why would we not just go
into committee and proceed with the bill

since we're here and we have to do the

business?

Mr. W. Hodgson: Does the member have

no respect for any of the elders or people
who served the province?

Mrs. Campbell: I don't think this is proper
for today. This was a controversial item-

Mr. Speaker: Of course, the hon. Premier

made an announcement to the House and

suggested what should be done before we

adjourned. I believe the hon. members agreed
to that.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, on the point
of order, surely, if the Premier has indicated
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that the House, out of respect, is going to

rise then we should rise. If His Honour is not

available, we will have to get royal assent

when he can give it. I would think that would
be Monday or Tuesday.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: As I understand it, Mr.

Speaker, urgency has been brought to our

attention — not today; before today. Some

municipalities are anxious bo get the wheels

of business in motion to take advantage of

the legislation and it's a courtesy-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why not use the sales

tax theory? Spend the money now.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Sargent: The laws are just a joke any-

way. Give them the money.

Mr. Singer: The government can make a

statement, it doesn't need laws.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: If I hadn't made this

statement I would have been accused of

avoiding it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: May I ask the House leader a

question? Is it necessary for His Honour to

come to this Legislature in order to give

royal assent?

Hon. Mr. WinUer: Yes, it is.

Mr. Deans: No, it is not, if I may on that

point. I can recall-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Going down to the

hospital?

Mr. Deans: —going down to the hospital
—or certain members of the cabinet going
to the hospital when the Lieutenant Gover-

nor was indisposed and getting royal assent

there.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I will have to retract

that. I am informed that royal assent can be

given in his ofBce.

Mr. Lewis: We concede that it should be

given in his ofiBce* '»i ni ^moTym io viif>p.:^%.\.

Mr. Singer: Have the Minister oiF Revenue

prepare a statement on how it became law
without getting passed. It could apply to

any bill.

Mr. Roy: They kick you out of court for

things like that.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Speaker: This House stands adjourned
until 2 o'clock, p.m., on Monday next or on

Tuesday next, depending on circumstances.

The House adjourned at 11:15 o'clock a.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. We are always

pleased to have visitors with us. Today in the

east gallery we are favoured with the presence
of students from the Perth-Huron Regional
School of Nursing of Stratford; in the west

gallery, students from St. Andrew's Senior

Public School of Gait-Cambridge, in that

great riding of Waterloo South; also students

from Bennington Heights Public School of

Toronto, and members of the Second Trafal-

gar Boy Scout Patrol of Oakville.

A little later we will be joined in the west

gallery by students from Denis Morris School

of St. Catharines.

I am informed that we will be joined very

shortly by members of the Peel South Pro-

gressive Conservative Women's Association

who will be present with us in the Speaker's

gallery.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): It's the best

news the government has had for weeks.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): They've
come here to see their member.

ROYAL ASSENT

Mr. Speaker: I beg to inform the House
that on Friday last, May 4, the Honourable
the Lieutenant Governor was pleased to give
assent in Her Majesty's name to Bill 100, An
Act to provide Assistance for the Rehabilita-

tion and Protection of Property on or adja-
cent to Shorelines.

Statements by the ministry.

FINANCE MINISTERS' CONFERENCE

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, I want
to table a copy of the statement made earlier

today in Ottawa to the finance ministers' con-

ference by the Treasurer of Ontario (Mr.

White). I have a copy for the leaders of the

other parties.

Tuesday, May 8, 1973

WELFARE MINISTERS' CONFERENCE

Hon. R. Bninelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): Mr. Speaker, as men-
tioned last week in reply to a question from
the member for Scarborough West (Mr.

Lewis), I would like to share with the mem-
bers the outcome of the federal-provincial
conference of ministers of welfare and re-

habilitation which met from April 25 to April
27 in Ottawa. Since there was no formal

communique summarizing the conference, I

am tabling the concluding remarks of the con-

ference chairman, the hon. Marc Lalonde,
Minister of National Health and Welfare,
which outline the issues discussed.

I would like to add my personal observa-

tions on some of the highlights of this confer-

ence. First is the immediate agreement of all

that family allowances be raised and that the

federal government proceed immediately,
based on its proposals outlined before the

conference. Ontario is specifically interested in

the implications of the proposed integration
with the tax system.

As to the question of amending the Canada
Pension Plan, before leaving for the confer-

ence I tabled in the House specific recom-

mendations on behalf of the government.
Other governments, including Manitoba, also

presented specific recommendations. It was
decided to establish an immediate working
committee of the deputy ministers of the

provinces and the federal government to de-

velop the precise form the changes should

take and their priority. The first meeting of

this working group will be later this month.
In my opinion, the most important highlight
is the total mood of co-operation in planning
a new income security system.

In order to assist this national working
committee, I feel that we have much work to

do at home to determine what the people of

this province need. To this end, I have con-

tinued the work of our special task force on
income security, formed to meet our needs

for the April conference. This task force will

serve as a resource and will also be a vehicle

for involving the community agencies and the

municipalities in the overall plan. This joint

planning is very important in Ontario in the

deUvery of income security programmes.
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Through the task force we will continue

to work toward a comprehensive plan that

will include, not only obvious measures of

income security, such as family allowances,
old age security and programmes under the

Canada Assistance Plan, but integration with
elements of taxation; employment-related serv-

ices, such as placement, retraining and job
creation; and supplementary services, such as

housing subsidies, rehabilitation services and
others.

I was pleased to see by the discussions of

issues, such as the Local Initiatives Pro-

gramme and Manpower policies, that the fed-

eral government is considering the broader

issues, although housing subsidies and integra-
tion with the taxation system are still two

very important areas that must be included in

any total look at income security. There is

also an overall challenge in redesigning our

system that we must overcome the reluctance

to phase out programmes or totally revamp.
The tendency is to add on where there is a

need. This is an issue that the provinces and
the federal government will have to come to

grips with, if we are to have a truly integrated

approach and not just another layer on top
of a patchwork quilt.

I am convinced that, although such a

method of consultation can be a time-con-

suming one, in the long run it is the most

promising way to achieve for the first time
in Canada a comprehensive, provincially ac-

ceptable income security system which ad-

dresses itself to the principles I spoke of

prior to the conference, and on which I

tabled a statement in the House at that time.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

FINANCE MINISTERS' CONFERENCE

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
Mr. Speaker, I have a question of the

Premier. In view of the statement just tabled

a few moments ago by the Treasurer, reinforc-

ing the government's position on opting out
of shared-cost programmes with the govern-
ment of Canada, can the Premier indicate

what sort of a response the government would
make to the offer of the government of Can-
ada for a transference of six percentage points
of the personal income tax, plus the federal

tax on tobacco, liquor and beer, in an ex-

change that would give Ontario complete
control of the medical services and complete
responsibility for their funding?

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,
I can't respond to this without consultation

with both the Treasurer and the Minister of
Health (Mr. Potter). I have just had word as

to the offer by the federal government. Also
included in the offer apparently—and I'm

going only by the CP story—is an offer by
Ottawa to make up the difference in cash to

the provinces, if the new incomes did not

fully cover the health and medical programme
costs.

What I think well have to get is some
definition as to what this means; what the

differential is between the present federal

contribution and the six percentage points
and also Ottawa's share of tax on tobacco,

liquor and beer; whether there is then a short-

fall, and whether this is a continuing guaran-
tee and at what levels.

So, Mr. Speaker, while the offer of the

federal government would appear to be con-
sistent with the point that we have been

making, I think, until we find out in a more
definitive way exactly what dollars are in-

volved, it would be premature to make any
statement.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary. On a

matter of principle, however, assuming the

offer, together with the additional funds that

might be required to make it up to the level

of payments as they presently are, would On-
tario accept the proposal to opt out of the

federal financial involvement in meeting the

cost of our medical services?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, as a matter
of principle, we have been requesting this

now for a period of time, so that I don't think

there will be any debate on
principle;

it will

be the practical realities or tlie amounts that

I think have to be discussed.

As I say, I really can't help the Leader of

the Opposition with any figures because we
don't laiow what the last part of the offer

means at this point; and whether it's a con-

tinuing offer. So that any shortfall related

to the three or four items the federal govern-
ment mentions, is our cost by way of utiliza-

tion. As our numbers continue to increase

over a period of years, it is a question of

whether the federal government would con-

tinue to make sufficient moneys available to

us in some form of block funding. But in

principle, Mr. Speaker, I don't think there

is any debate.

Mr, S. Lewis (Scarborough West): A sup-

plementary, if I could, Mr. Speaker: Does
the Premier intend to press the Ontario-

Quebec alliance on opting out to the point
where there could be serious repercussions in

terms of national standards for the "have-not"
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provinces in Canada, which seems to be an

implication of the present federal formula?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I don't want
to be construed as being contradictory; first,

I don't really know that we would necessarily
call Quebec and Ontario's common position
on some things an alliance.

Mr, Lewis: Well, in this it is; in this it is.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It used to be called an

axis.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, an alliance, I think,

is a better term.

Mr. Lewis: So do I.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would suggest that

whatever is done—and I say this most objec-
tively and sincerely—we recognize the federal

government's involvement and need to have,
shall we say, minimum standards as it re-

lates to many fields. We in no way want to

prejudice the position of our sister provinces.
We think this can be done in that.

I think Ottawa can maintain, shall we say,

support for a minimum level, whether it's in

health or other fields of present joint activity.
I think it is fair to state that Ontario is

above whatever minimums would be set. But
in no way do we want to do anything—I
can't speak for the Premier of Quebec, but
I would think this would be his point of

view—that would prejudice the situation in

our sister provinces.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South):
Further supplementary, if I may, Mr.

Speaker. What is the reason for the govern-
ment's preoccupation with being able to

negotiate covering any shortfall in the future,
when a transfer of points is likely to give the

government a growth tax within Ontario that

will compensate more for Ontario on any
shortfall than any other province?

Mr. Lewis: That's true.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, Mr. Speaker, I

think it depends really on the mathematics
of it. I can't comment on the mathematics of

it at this point; nor on whether the six per-
centage points are in any way restricted.

Of course, there is the consideration, too,
that the federal government can always alter

the amount payable under the income tax; it

can alter exemptions which could aflFect our

receipt of revenues under the income tax.

I think we would want to be assured of a
situation that is viable over a period of years.

So all I'm saying, Mr. Speaker, is that I just

don't want in any premature sense to say,

"Yes, this is great," because we don't know
that it is until we have analysed it.

Mr. MacDonald: The Premier's federal

leader might come in with another tax reform

accepted by the Liberals and cut down
Ontario's share.

Hon. Mr. Davis: That could be.

Mr. MacDonald: Could be, eh?

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): Mr. Speaker,
I am surprised that the Premier doesn't know
the approximate amount of money Ontario is

going to receive; but may I ask the Premier

whether, if these moneys are large enough,
he would consider dropping the sales tax and

using these moneys to balance off?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, while I

know the hon. member feels the federal gov-
ernment acts with extreme generosity on all

occasions, I don't think this offer is suflBciently

generous that it would permit us to drop the
two per cent sales tax and still accommodate
what we think are the legitimate needs of the

municipalities in this province. I don't see

anything contained in the offer that would
alter our position on that issue.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Does
the Premier agree with the request of big city

mayors made at their conference in Toronto

City Hall yesterday to pass on unconditional

tax room from the province if the provinces
succeed in getting more unconditional tax

room from the federal government?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, obviously
we are committed to a policy as a gov-
ernment of providing unconditional funding
through the municipalities. We have had no
indication from Ottawa that they are pre-
pared to free further money on an uncon-
ditional basis that would permit us in the

next fiscal year to become more generous
with our municipal partners.

Certainly we are anxious to continue the

programme and, hopefully, over a period of

years add to it to maintain or, in some cases,

to reduce the mill rates. We've had no indica-

tion from Ottawa at this point that the

federal government is prepared to vacate

further room to enable us to do this.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.
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ASSEMBLY OF LAND IN
NORFOLK COUNTY

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I'd like to ask the

Premier another question, Mr. Speaker.

Is he aware of the assembly of a large

acreage of land in Norfolk county by an un-

named and unknown corporation which evi-

dently has the advantage of the legal advice

of J. A. Kennedy, QC, and Robert Macaulay,

QC? Is he aware of the situation in which
the government finds itself, with an elaborate

report on the possibility of regional govern-
ment in the Haldimand and Norfolk area—

which has been in the hands of the Treasurer

for a year but not made public—which, it is

said, contains recommendations for such a

new city?

How would he respond to the feeling
which has been expressed that, with the

assignments he has given his Treasurer, the

Treasurer simply can t come to grips with the

matters pertaining to land-use planning and

municipal aflFairs in general; and that, in fact,

land-use planning in this particular instance

is apparently being done by the investors'

dollar rather than the planning authorities in

the area or even in the province?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am quite

prepared to acknowledge the very onerous

responsibilities of the Treasurer and Minister

of Intergovernmental AflFairs, as I have said

on other occasions.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: They are unreasonably
onerous. He can't handle them.

Hon. Mr. Davis: This was a matter, as

I pointed out when the member for Lon-

don South was appointed to that ministry,

to which, after the budget problems were

resolved, he would be giving some study
to see whether or not it made sense to

continue the onerous responsibilities which
I acknowledge within that ministry. I ex-

pect that over the next few weeks this will

be the subject of some assessment.

As I said at the time of the introduction

of the report, if memory serves me correctly,
there were two or three areas but this was
one in particular about which I had reserva-

tions as to whether or not over a period of

time it would, in fact, be possible for one
minister to handle this degree of responsi-

bility. There are two parliamentary assistants

working with the Treasurer—working with
him extremely well-

Mr. Sargent: If the Premier couldn't handle

it, how could the Treasurer?

Hon. Mr. Davis: —but even with that

amount of assistance, I am not persuaded
that this reassessment, which will be under

way, is not valid.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Since

the Treasurer, in answer to my question on

April 6, said that the Haldimand and Nor-
folk report would be available within two

weeks, he hoped, and we have heard nothing
further about it, will the Premier undertake

to make a statement about the assembly of

this land, particularly imder such high-

powered auspices in connection with the

general planning responsibilities that the

Treasurer holds and that should be held by
the local municipalities?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I think

there is no question that the Haldimand
Norfolk area—of course, this is where I find

or sense some certain contradictions with the

position put by the Leader of the Opposi-
tion who has been advising us to go slowly
with respect to regional government. With
the potential development there of a very-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's a non sequitur
if there ever was one!

Hon. Mr. Davis: —significant development
by way of Stelco, if it does move ahead,
this is an area where some provincial direc-

tion, in my view, probably will be necessary.

While I won't undertake to make a state-

ment myself, I believe the Treasurer in-

dicated that there would be a statement

some time very soon and I will make sure

there is.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That was April 6, I

believe it was.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): A
supplementary, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Ottawa Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, does the

Premier consider that the development of a

new community such as is proposed in

Norfolk-Haldimand is better carried out in

private hands? Or does the Premier feel

that this is best carried out by public

ownership of the land so that the profits

and the benefits come to the public?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I can

argue it both ways.
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Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Yes, he

can, very well.

Hon. Mr. Davis: We have determined, for

instance, with respect to Cedarwood that

there is merit in the province doing it there.

I am not persuaded—and I say this with no

great degree of expertise—that the province
can do some of these things in some areas

more cheaply than can the private sector.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Like Pickering, for

instance.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would say that the

private sector has, in many instances, been
able to develop areas and make lots avail-

able at prices which, 1 think, would be

reasonably competitive to those which the

province could offer.

I would say to the hon. member that I

don't think there is any single pattern.

Obviously the government cannot or cer-

tainly, in my view, should not do all of these

things. The private sector very definitely has

a role.

To comment as to just what areas the

province should be involved in and what
areas the private sector would be involved

in, I can't do this for the hon. member. But
1 do say that the province, in my view,

should not be involved in the whole land

development or assembly, that there is a

role for the private sector and I think there

are illustrations where they have done it

really quite economically.

Mr. Lewis: The Premier speaks as though
the private sector has not been involved.

Mr. Cassidy: In other words, the land

profits stay in private hands.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-

loo North.

Mr. Good: A supplementary question of

the Premier: In view of the fact that many
years of work have gone into Mr. Richard-

son's study of the Norfolk-Haldimand region,
would the Premier assure the House that this

development would be constrained or dis-

couraged, or perhaps a freeze put on, until

such time as the report of the Norfolk-

Haldimand municipal restructuring has been
received and studied and the government's

proposal for the area released?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think if

the hon. member consulted with some of his

colleagues in the legal profession he would

fully appreciate that while the land assembly

may have taken place, in order to get agree-

ments with municipalities one is talking many
months, perhaps years, before anything is

brought to finality, and I would say-

Mr. Sargent: Not in northern Ontario it

isn't.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would say, Mr. Speaker,
that anything done there will be done within

general policy guidelines or planning guide-
lines established by the province. We are

most interested that whatever happens is

done well and done on a proper planning
basis. I think I can assure the hon. member,
as it relates to Haldimand-Norfolk, if things
do develop there they will be consistent with

provincial policy.

Mr. Lewis: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Given the—putting it kindly—legal shambles
which the Century City development finds it-

self in now in the northeast, has the Premier
undertaken to speak directly to the principals
of this unnamed private development or to

its legal counsel, asking them to hold off any
further approaches to any government body
until the land-use legislation is announced in

this House, presumably later this month?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I hardly
think it's necessary for me to do so, because

I think it's quite obvious that any communica-
tion as between the proposed development
or the land assembly obviously will require
involvement in approvals by provincial minis-

tries. So I think it's quite obvious that be-

fore any consideration is given the provincial

policy as it relates to that area will have to

be knovm. I think it's just a straight matter

of practical application.

Mr. Sargent: Very obvious.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

MINISTRY OF HEALTH REPORTS

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a question of the

Premier in the absence of the Minister of

Health. Can the Premier indicate to the Leg-
islature why we have not had a report of the

Ministry of Health since 1970, nor a financial

report from OHIP in that period of time,

particularly in light of the so-called Picker-

ing report that is brought forward on behalf

of the doctors, indicating the need for a com-

mittee on the basis of government and

doctors' participation on the payment to

doctors? Would the Premier not agree that
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this is one ministry where the reports must
be up to date in order that the debates asso-

ciated with the ministry and its programmes
can be as meaningful and useful as possible?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think there

should be all the information possible. I'll

take this up with the Minister of Health. I

am not personally familiar with whether there

should or should not be a financial report
from the insurance part of the ministry's
area of responsibility, but I shall certainly
find out for the hon. member.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

LEGALITY OF INCREASE IN
RETAIL SALES TAX

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, a question of the
Premier: Now that the Minister of Revenue
(Mr. Grossman) has indicated publicly the
essential illegality of the increase in the sales

tax as it has been collected since May 1 while
the legislation is still being debated, does
the Premier not think it is time to bring in

general legislation which would give govern-
ment the right to collect taxes while legisla-
tive authority is sought?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, there are
occasions when the leader of the New Demo-
cratic Party has some constructive suggestions
and I would say that this is one that I think
is worthy of consideration.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: I almost want to withdraw the

suggestion!

Hon. Mr. Davis: I thought he might call

it the Stephen Lewis amendment.

Mr. Speaker: Order, order. The hon. mem-
ber for Wentworth.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): A supplemen-
tary question, Mr. Speaker: Would the Pre-
mier care to inform the House whether he

agrees with the actions of the Minister of
Revenue in threatening vendors with the

possible loss of their licences if they did not
collect the two per cent, which in fact they
were unable to collect legally?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I never sense
that my colleague, the Minister of Revenue,
threatens anyone at any time.

Mr. Deans: He did.

Hon. Mr. Davis: He may make statements
as to his interpretation of the law and his

responsibilities, but certainly from what I

have read, at least, I don't sense that any-
thing he has said would constitute a threat.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

George.

SALES TAX ON RESTAURANT MEALS

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Mr.

Speaker, I wonder if the Premier could advise
us as to what his government is doing with
reference of notifying the public of their

rights, if such they be, with reference to

restaurant meals? Is he aware that there are

restaurants which are collecting a five per
cent tax on meals of $2.50 to this day? Why
weren't the people notified of their rights in

this area, if in fact the government thinks

they had any rights?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I would be

delighted to take this up with the Minister

of Revenue. If the member for St. George is

referring to the more generous allowances

given by the government with respect to tax

on meals-

Mr. Singer: That's not what she asked.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, that is how I inter-

preted it-

Mr. Singer: Oh, I am sure.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He has a rose-coloured

hearing aid?

Hon. Mr. Davis: If this has not been com-
municated and if people are in fact paying
more than they should I shall certainly take

this up with the Minister of Revenue and
see that this is communicated to the general
public.

Mr. Deans: He'll threaten them again.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Speaker, may I say
that I did express my opinion about the $4
meal.

What is the government going to do about
the funds which have been collected by these

restaurateurs under this particular tax if it

is going to be consistent with its position
in the enforcement of the additional two

per cent sales tax?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I have no
answer for the hon. member for St. George.
I just look at it in a practical way and, of

course, in that I am sure the restaurants didn't
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keep a list of those who may have paid some
additional tax-

Mrs. Campbell: No, they weren't told to.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —it would be very diiBcult

to refund this to any of their customers if

they have no such list. I shall take this up,

though, with the Minister of Revenue and

see what his policy may be.

Mr. Deans: One more supplementary ques-
tion: Is it the government's intention to force

the vendors to pay the additional two per
cent, even though they were unable to collect

it?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, we are rela-

tively reasonable people, but at the same
time the vendors have a responsibility. I am
sure the minister will be dealing with this,

and I would anticipate that the hon. member

may wish to query the minister further on this

on Thursday.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

FUNDING OF MUNICIPAL
GOVERNMENTS

Mr. Lewis: Yes, a further question of the

Premier, Mr. Speaker: Since the Premier

made his views known fairly strongly about

the opposition to some points on the income
tax as a basis for the funding of municipal

governments, and since that was contradicted

rather strongly and unanimously by all the

mayors at tJhe meeting yesterday, what has

happened to the discussion between the pro-
vincial Treasurer and the municipal liaison

committee associated with this government
upon precisely that point?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I attended

the meeting the other day with the municipal
liaison committee, along with the Treasurer

and some of my colleagues, I think it was
covered rather well.

There were some members of the muni-

cipal liaison committee who would like—and
I will attempt to paraphrase what they sug-

gested to us—to see a specific amount of

either sales tax or income tax made available

to them, I would assume, through the provin-
cial government by way of unconditional

grants. It was not confined to income tax

necessarily, although I think this was their

priority.

We pointed out, both myself and the Treas-

urer, that while we were not prepared at

this time to support a set amount to be trans-

ferred unconditionally to the municipal juris-

dictions, at the same time we are obviously
in sympathy with the general principle of

unconditional funding for them to discharge
their responsibilities.

I think it is fair to state that the meeting
discussed this matter at some length and
that there was some very genuine appreciation
on the part of the municipalities as to what
the province had done in the past two or

three weeks.

I think it is also fair to state that the muni-

cipalities quite obviously would like to see

more, as we would like to see more, from

the federal jurisdiction. I think that, Mr.

Speaker, was the extent of the discussion with

the municipal liaison committee about 10

days ago.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

EQUAL PAY

Mr. Lewis: Could I direct a question to

the Minister of Labour? Could the Minister

of Labour clear something up for me, which
I find, frankly, incredible? Could he authenti-

cate the following paragraph in a letter to me
from the director of the employment stand-

ards branch, quote:

In the matter of equal pay for female

employees, the legislation only applies
when work is being performed at the same
time. If women are replacing men, and not

working with them, there would not be a

violation.

Is it possible that that is true-

Mr. Deans: Let him explain that, if he

can.

Mr. Lewis: —that that loophole exists in

the legislation?

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour):
Mr. Speaker, I may have to review this para-

graph of my letter. As a rule-

Mr. Lewis: It is not the minister's letter.

I'm sorry.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: It is not my letter?

Well, I would like to see the letter first.

I have always construed that the Employ-
ment Standards Act refers to equal pay for

equal work. I know, for instance, we have

cases before the courts, where we are suing

employers who did not abide by the Act. .
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This interpretation here is new to me, as

well, and I would like to get a copy of the

letter.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, the

minister is not familiar with the fact then

that if a job classification is occupied by
male employees, who are then replaced by
female employees, it is legitimate within our

law, without prosecution, for the female em-

ployees to receive considerably less by way
of wages? The minister didn't realize that

that was part of the Employment Standards

Act?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: I know, for instance,

that we have had a case, where the RNAs
were compared with the orderlies, where the

salaries were different. But we think it should
be the same because we feel it is equal work
and they should get equal pay.

Mr. Lewis: But the minister will investi-

gate?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I will investigate.

Mr. Lewis: And he will plug the loophole
if he finds it?

Mr. Sargent: Supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: A supplementary.

Mr. Sargent: In view of the fact, Mr.

Speaker, that teenagers across Ontario are

being taken advantage of in the work force

in the resort areas—I am talking about equal

pay—fm wondering if the minister is aware
of the fact that in the United States they
are bringing in a law requiring 80 per cent

of the minimum wage for teenagers in sum-
mer resort areas?

Mr. Speaker: I hardly think that is sup-

plementary to the original question.

Mr. Sargent: It's equal pay I'm talking

about, sir.

Mr. Speaker: That does not seem like a

supplementary.

Mr. Sargent: Is the minister aware of this?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, I think

the hon. member is referring to the age limit

of 18 for students. Yes, 18 and over we con-
sider them adults and they have to be paid
the minimum wage.

Mr. Sargent: Below that.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: But if they are below
18, I think they get $1.45 an hour.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, I think I have finished.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Minister of Labour
has the reply to a question asked previously.

GENERAL IMPACT
EXTRUSIONS LAYOFF

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, Mr. Speaker. On
May 1, I believe, the hon. member for Lake-
shore asked me a question concerning the

closure of General Impact Extrusions Co.

Ltd., of 191 Evans Ave., Toronto.

The reason for the closure is that this

business has experienced a large financial

loss each year since 1970. Although the

company has made a very serious attempt to

correct this situation, it finally came to the

point where it could no longer continue.

All of the employees have received 16
weeks' notice as required under the Employ-
ment Standards Act. The layoff periods will

be in stages, the final one being July 31. The
total number of employees affected is 564.

An adjustment committee set up between the

union, UAW local 1408, and the company
has been in operation for approximately one

month, and the results to date have been

very gratifying.

Mr. Jackson, the general manager of the

company, advises that at no time did the

company approach the provincial or federal

governments for assistance in a financial way.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Mr.

Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kent
is first.

Mr. Lawlor: Supplementary.

Mr. J. R. Spence (Kent): Mr. Speaker, I

have a question-

Mr. Speaker: I'm sorry. Supplementary.

Mr. Lawlor: The first part of my question,
Mr. Speaker, has to do with an intervention

proceeding on the minister's initiative and
from his side, with respect to maintaining
that corporation in existence and to giving
them some financial help. Has he considered

that?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: The information I have
is that there has been no financial assistance,

either from the provincial or federal govern-
ments.
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Mr. Lawlor: A supplementary: Is the minis-

ter prepared to take a look into that aspect
of the matter with a view to keeping that

industry alive in Etobicoke?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I would be prepared
to look into it further, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kent.

FERTILIZER PRICES

Mr. Spence: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Minister of Agriculture and Food. In

view of the fact that the federal government
has seized the books of the fertilizer com-

panies in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and

Alberta, has his department or the minister

been monitoring the increased price of fertil-

izers in the Province of Ontario in comparison
with the prices that farmers paid in 1969?

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): Mr. Speaker, I am aware
that there is an increase in the price of fertil-

izer, the same as there is an increase in the

price of most other inputs in the agricultural

community, none of which really compares
with the returns but which I think should

accrue to the farmer after the use of those

inputs. Insofar as monitoring the price in-

crease from the standpoint of the reason why
the books were seized in Manitoba, which

really pertains to a charge laid under the

Combines Investigations Act, no, we haven't

been involved in that particular regard be-

cause they are two entirely different things.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park.

REED SHAW OSLER TAKEOVER

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): I have a

question of the Premier, Mr. Speaker. In

view of the policy of his government on

foreign ownership, can he explain how this

policy is being breached in the case of Reed
Shaw Osier Ltd., the insurance brokerage
firm, 51 per cent of whose shares are being
taken over by a foreign, non-resident corpor-
ation? And, the second part of the question:
Does the fact that a certain John Robarts is

on the board of directors have any connection

with this particular case?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am not at

all familiar with the case. The answer to the

latter part of the question is obviously no. I

shall endeavour to get some answers to the

first part of the question for the hon. mem-
ber.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Grey-
Bruce.

FIDINAM (ONTARIO) LTD.

Mr. Sargent: I have a question of the

Premier, Mr. Speaker. Does the Premier recall

if he was a guest of Mr. Moog in Florida in

1971 or at any other time? Secondly—this is

a three-point question, Mr. Speaker—did any
of Mr. Moog's companies—

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): Urgent public importance!

Mr. Sargent: —ever build or repair his

cottage? Three, in his daily association with

Mr. Kelly in 1971 prior to the election, did

the Premier ever discuss the $50,000-cheque
made out to Mr. Kelly by Fidiman?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I will take

the last part of the question first, because I

have already answered that. The answer to

that is no. With respect to the other two parts
of the question, Mr. Speaker, what I do with

my private life, what I do with my cottage,
and whom I associate with in my free time is

my business and my business only.

Mr. Sargent: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. J. H. Jessiman ( Fort WiUiam ) : Let the

member for Grey-Bruce put on his pointed
hat.

Mr. Sargent: He's got the pointed hat on.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, does the Premier

not agree that when hundreds of millions of

dollars of contracts are involved, his associa-

tion does matter to the people of Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would only say this, if

the hon. member for Grey-Bruce is one of

those whose personal friendships interfere

with his political judgement, so be it. As far

as I am concerned, whatever personal associa-

tions or friendships I have had in the 13 to

14 years I have been a member and a minis-

ter of the Crown have never interfered with

any judgement I have had to make.

Interjections by hon. members.

RETAIL SALES TAX COLLECTION

Mr. Deans: I have a question of the Minis-

ter of Revenue, Mr. Speaker. What right does

the Minister of Revenue have to threaten
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vendors in the Province of Ontario with the

possible loss of their licences if they don't

illegally collect the two per cent increase in

the retail sales tax?

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
I have no right to threaten them at all, Mr.

Speaker. I challenge the hon. member to

point out where I have threatened them. I

never threaten the people of this province,
the vendors or anyone else. Indeed, I would
think the hon. member would be concerned
about what right he had to tell people not
to pay the tax.

Mr. Deans: As to the latter part, I ask
the minister to prove that.

Secondly, a supplementary to the Minister
of Revenue: Does he deny the quote
attributed to him in the Toronto Star on

Friday last and on Saturday last, too, I

believe, in which it was indicated by the
Minister of Revenue that one of the con-

sequences may well be the loss of the
vendor's licence?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I said, Mr. Speaker,
that it could be, because we were talking
about—

Mr. Deans: Doesn't he think that is a
threat?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: No, because we were
talking about the very tenuous legal position.
We were discussing the legal position of
this matter.

Mr. Lewis: The minister doesn't even know
what a threat is any more, he bullies people
so. That is the simple matter.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It was not—

Mr. L. Maeck (Parry Sound): That is all

in the member's mind.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The fine legal point
involved here was such that I would be doing
a disservice to the vendors if I didn't
advise them that if, as and when the bill

imder discussion became law there was
that possibility, merely because of what the
law says. There was no threat at all.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): What
does the law say?

Mr. Deans: A supplementary question: Is

it the intention of the Minister of Revenue
to proceed with the lifting of the licences
of those vendors who were unable to collect
the tax because it was illegal to do so?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Only if the law per-
mits it.

Mr. Deans: Is it the minister's opinion
that the law does permit it?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I read a very
lengthy statement here on Friday, I guess
it was.

Mr. Lewis: It wasn't lengthy and it wasn't

illuminating.

Mr. Deans: It wasn't pertinent, either. In

fact, it was impertinent.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It speaks for itself.

It gives the position of the government in

this respect. We are doing our best to

protect the interests of the people in this

province, by the protection of the tax base
—the revenues—and particularly the rights
of those people who are carrying on as

good law-abiding citizens by paying the tax

as they have been accustomed to.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Samia): The minister

made such a mess of it, why doesn't he sit

down?

Mr. Lewis: The minister made a mistake.

Why doesn't he admit it?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: There was no mis-
take at all. We are doing exactly what
precedent has established in this Legislature.
We are doing—why doesn't the hon. member
who was asking this stop talking to him-
self?

Mr. Lewis: The minister should have the

grace to admit his error.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He has not heard a
word because he talks to himself.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: As a matter of fact,,

as I pointed out the other day, we are carry-

ing on in the same fashion as has been set

by precedent not only in this province but
in other provinces—by NDP, Liberal, and
Conservative governments—and by the

federal government.

Mr. Deans: They were wrong.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: If they were wrongs
they were wrong only in that they expected
—and have so far been able to establish—
the opposition, knowing there was really no
other way in which one could do this, to

co-operate with the governments in those

instances. Because the opposition in this
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respect wants to filibuster, to do its very
best to affect the revenues of this province,
it will have to take the responsibility for the

consequences.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order! The hon. member
for Kitchener.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, a supplementary-

Mr. Lewis: The minister can no longer

distinguish between debate and filibustering.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Kitchener.

Mr. Breithaupt: A supplementary ques-
tion of the Minister of Revenue: In the

light of the answer that the Treasurer gave
to a question which I asked of him—that
the tax will be collected—does the minister

not believe that, in fact, threats have been
made to the vendors of this province?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The answer to that

is no.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
South.

Mr. MacDonald: To the Premier again,
with reference to the Toronto Star's story
entitled "Tax Withdrawal not a Retreat,

Davis," the second paragraph said that he

said, "When the Treasurer found other

means to find the money the government
needed." Is it true that the provincial
Treasurer has now found other means to

raise the money other than just adding it

to the deficit?

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, Mr. Speaker, not to

my knowledge. I am not sure from what
story the member from York South is quot-
ing. I think, if I can recall exactly what was
said, I said that when I was satisfied that

the Treasurer could continue the existing

policies as contained in the budget—that is,

the tax credit system being increased for

pensioners, etc., the transfers to the munic-

ipalities—and these could be continued, it

was my thought that the tax should be
withdrawn. I don't recall suggesting that

the Treasurer had found other means.

Mr. MacDonald: They had direct quotes
around those words. The Star is authoritative;
the Premier knows that.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Certainly, as of Friday
when I last spoke to the provincial Treasurer,

to my knowledge he hadn't found any other

means-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Well-

ington South.

MORTGAGES ON PROPERTY OF
MENTAL HOSPITAL PATIENTS

Mr. H. Worton (Wellington South): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Premier.

Could he inform me or inform the House
whether he has reached a decision in regard
to an issue I raised in the House with the

Ministry of Health last spring and followed

with a letter to the Premier in regard to

recoverables, that is in regard to people who
are in mental hospitals, by way of taking

mortgages against their properties; has he

reached a decision in that regard yet?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I don't be-

lieve so. I'll have this matter reviewed though,
and inform the hon. member from Guelph
as soon as possible.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Thun-

der Bay.

ASSISTANCE TO UNORGANIZED
MUNICIPALITIES

Mr. Stokes: Thank you, Mr. Speaker; I have

a question of the Premier.

In view of the commitment by the Premier

that he will attempt to co-ordinate some pro-

gramme of assistance for the provision of

services to people in unorganized municipal-

ities, and more latterly during this session

that he would try to co-ordinate such a

programme with the various policy fields, has

he made any headway, or can the people in

unorganized municipalities expect some relief

or some assistance for the provision of neces-

sary services, along the lines of the assistance

that's been provided for organized municipal-
ities in the recent budget?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, the hon.

member has raised this on one or two occa-

sions, and I think very constructively so. I'm

not in a position to report to him or to mem-
bers of the House as of this moment, but

hopefully it will not be too many days before

I may have some observations to make to

him.

Mr. Speaker: The hon member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville.
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TOURIST RECEPTION CENTRES

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Minister

of Industry and Tourism. In light of the fact

that tourist reception centres are located at

all gateway points into Ontario from the US,
is the minister considering an additional role

for the tourist reception centres in an attempt
to further sell Ontario industry?

Hon. C. Bennett (Minister of Industry and

Tourism): Mr. Speaker, I didn't hear the last

part of the question.

Mrs. Campbell: He didn't hear it.

Mr. B. Newman: Is the minister considering
additional responsibilities for the tourist re-

ception centres at gateway points to the

Province of Ontario in an attempt to sell

Ontario industry and agriculture?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, at the

moment we're reviewing the programme, not

so much within the ministry itself but the

municipalities that adjoin these reception
centres. In the case of Windsor we have been

reviewing the programme with them to see

whether we might combine the municipal

operation and the provincial operation, for

greater emphasis on selling those coming
through the reception centres on the values

of the communities they are now entering.
The programme, as far as provincial em-

ployees are concerned, has not been ex-

panded.

Mr. B. Newman: Will there be additional

financial aid to the municipalities so they can

have a greater input into the toiu-ist reception
centres?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, that par-
ticular subject is under review.

I say again that I've discussed it with the

mayor of Windsor and several others. We
have not come to a decision because of

some question as to their position; that is,

exactly what do they wish to contribute as a

municipality? When we've had a chance to

review all details from both sides, then we
will be in a better position to say whether
we are going to go along with extra subsidies

toward their operations.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Hamil-
ton East.

GRANTS TO LIBRARIES

Mr. R. Gisbom (Hamilton East): A ques-
tion of the Premier, Mr. Speaker:

Is the Premier aware of the statement last

week of the Minister of Colleges and Univer-

sities (Mr. McNie) outUning the grants to

the libraries—an increase of 58 per cent—in

which it states that Hamilton public library
would receive $195,000. In view of the fact

of a misunderstanding, or a mix-up with the

board of control financial oflBcers, they will

not turn this money over to the hbrary
boards. Is the Premier aware this money was

sent, or will be going to the municipahties,
or will this be a grant direct to the libraries?

The question is that there is confusion

as to whether the library boards are entitled

to this money in the Hamilton situation. We
are told by the financial officers they will not

get any of this special grant as set out by
Qie Minister of Colleges and Universities.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I'm not

familiar with the particulars. I was in Hamil-

ton very briefly this morning. This matter

wasn't raised with me; because we were

doing a number of other things, I guess. I

will discuss this matter with the minister

responsible and endeavour to get some in-

formation for the hon. member. But I must
confess I'm not personally famihar with it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

George.

WEST ST. JAMES TOWN
Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Speaker, my question

is addressed to the Minister of Revenue.

In view of the outrage of people in the

riding of St. George and the concern of the

municipal government, can we be assured

that there will be no agreement made be-

tween the proposed developers of West St.

James Town and this government before pro-

ceeding with the development mutually on
that property, either now or in the future?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It is a tall order, Mr.

Speaker, to suggest that the Ontario Housing
Corp. shouldnt make any agreement with

anybody in any area for the development of

housing. I don't know how I could do that.

Is the hon. member talking about St. James
Town in particular?

Mrs. Campbell: West St. James Town

specifically.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, I am not

familiar at this moment with all the details

involved in that. I thought that the hon.

member for St. George was one of those who
was in the forefront of pushing for larger
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developments in St. James Town. I am rather

surprised that she should take that view.

Well, perhaps I am mistaken; the hon. mem-
ber shakes her head.

I am not familiar with the particular de-

tails which the hon. member asks about. I'll

look into it and find out what sort of com-
mitment I could give this House, if any.

Mr. Lawlor: Supplementary.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Would
the minister not agree that it is unwise for his

department or his—

Mr. Speaker: Well, did the hon. member
for Lakeshore have a supplementary?

Mr. Lawlor: No. But I thought the

Speaker might divide this time up with some

equanimity and some equality.

Mr. Speaker: Well, the hon. member for

York Centre does have a supplementary.

Mr. Deacon: Would the minister not agree
that in view of the fact that the municipal

government considers the development not to

its liking-

Mr. Lawlor: Two Liberals in a row.

Mr. Speaker: I must point out to the hon.

member for Lakeshore that it is not two
Liberals in a row. This is a supplementary

question, which is quite in order.

Mr. Lewis: Two Liberals implies con-

tinuity of thought—a state which one does

not want to impose.

Mr. Deacon: Would the minister not agree
that it would be poor policy on the part of

his government to support financially by long-
term lease arrangements, or other means, a

project which has been opposed by the local

government in the city?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, I think I

have given the answer; it is the same as I

gave to the hon. member for St. George.

Mr. Deacon: I am asking the minister as a

general policy of government, if he would
recommend—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I would think it would
be advisable wherever possible to get the

agreement of all concerned before proceed-
ing with any housing development. But I am
also not unmindful of the fact that if we
wait until we get everyone's agreement for

social housing, there will be thousands of

people out in the street without a roof over

their heads.

Mr. Cassidy: They are out in the street

right now!

Mr, Speaker: The oral question period has

expired. However, in order that the hon.

member for Lakeshore may not feel slighted
he may ask his question.

SITUATION AT GUELPH
CORRECTIONAL CENTRE

Mr. Lawlor: A question of the Minister of

Correctional Services: Is the hon. minister

aware of the recommendations made in the

last day or two by the hon. member for High
Park and myself in respect to the Guelph
reformatory? What is his position now as to

doing some reforming of the reformatory?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The member is changing
his ground on those charges, isn't he?

Hon. C. J. S. Apps (Minister of Correctional

Services): Mr. Speaker, perhaps I should ask

the members for Lakeshore and High Park

what their positions are now in connection

with the Guelph correctional centre.

Mr. Lawlor: If I may answer the question,
Mr. Speaker, our position is crystalline clear.

An hon. member: The member for Lake-

shore means there is room for him there at

the centre!

WHITEROCK INDUSTRIES LTD.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, on a point of

personal privilege. I received a letter from

one Jack J. Walls, vice-president of White-

rock Industries Ltd., in relation to certain re-

marks I made to the supply committee, which

are reported on page S-64 of Hansard, on

Tuesday, May 1. The letter says this:

In yesterday's press it was reported that

you said in the Legislature the clients of

Whiterock Industries Ltd. may be "running
some very serious risks" if they believe a

bulletin distributed by us claiming that our

purchasers have acquired clear title to their

lands. We instituted and are pursuing an

action in the Supreme Court of Ontario

against the Toronto Star for slander of title

arising out of remarks they made as to

titles acquired by our purchasers. Please be

advised that if you make any further re-

marks as to the quality of these titles out-

side of the shelter of the Legislature, we
will also sue you for slander of title.

Mr. MacDonald: Sounds like the Minister

of Revenue.
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Mr. Singer: May I say, sir, that as a mem-
ber of this Legislature I object to the threat

in that letter. I shall continue to make what
comments I believe are in the public interest,

both inside and outside the Legislature. In

fact, I intend now to proceed outside this

chamber, and in case anyone is interested, to

repeat these remarks that I made as are

recorded in Hansard.

I think the whole House should resent this

kind of threat made to a member who enters

into a reasonable discussion of a problem that

is facing many people in the Province of On-
tario.

Mr. BuIIbrook: And I am going to take his

case!

Mr. Speaker: I might say that the point
raised by the hon. member certainly—

Mr. Lewis: That's courage! Bravery on the

hoof!

Mr. Speaker: —offends some of his priv-

ileges. I fail, however, to see what action this

Legislature should or may take in connection

with the matter. It appears to be purely a

personal thing at the moment.

Mr. Lewis: Right—out there. I challenge the

member for Downsview! I think we should

suspend the House while the meeting takes

place.

Mr. Speaker: Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Mr. MacDonald: Call it the Wintermeyer
role.

Hon. Mr. Clement presented the annual

report of the theatres branch of the Ministry
of Consumer and Commercial Relations for

the year ended March 31, 1973.

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Speaker, it

has not been the practice to file a report in

the House. However, the comments of Mr.

Silverthome, the chairman, and the diflBculties

he is experiencing, should be brought to the
various members' attention.

Mr. Lawlor: I think they should.

Mr. Lewis: Have they approved "Last

Tango" uncut?

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

HIGHWAY TRAFFIC ACT

Mr. Riddell moves first reading of bill in-

tituled. An Act to amend the Highway Traffic

Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. J. Riddell (Huron): The purpose of this

bill, Mr. Speaker, is fourfold.

First, it outlines the necessary qualifications
for a school bus operator. Second, it provides
for the retesting of school bus operators when
their chauffeur's licence is due for renewal.

Third, it requires operators of school buses to

report to the ministry where they have refused

to operate a school bus because they con-

sidered the vehicle to be unsafe, mechanically
unfit, or overloaded. Fourth the amendment
provides for school bus safety standards and
a school bus patrol programme.

PROVINCIAL TRAILS ACT

Mr. Deacon moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act respecting Provincial Trails.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Speaker, the bill estab-

lishes provincial trails for the public's use,
education and enjoyment.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The second order,
House in committee of the whole; Mr. R. D.
Rowe in the chair.

RETAIL SALES TAX ACT

House in committee on Bill 98, An Act to

amend the Retail Sales Tax Act.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): On a

point of order, Mr. Chairman. I'm truly sorry
to do this, but I really think it is inappro-

priate, as able a fellow as he is, for the

parliamentary assistant to be taking this bill

through committee.

Our entire exchange thus far has been with
the provincial Treasurer (Mr. White). The bill

is in his name; it is the centrepiece of the

budget. In effect, we are continuing the de-

bate we had with the Treasurer on second

reading, in which all of us were involved. I

think it is an offence to the House for it to

be abandoned suddenly and for the provincial
Treasurer not to guide this bill through,
clause by clause.

I want to say to the parliamentary assistant

that this is not a reflection on his capacities,
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it is a reflection on the whole consistency and

integrity of this debate.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr. Chair-

man, I would like to speak to this point as

well. I believe that in many ways the parlia-

mentary assistant might be able to bring this

bill through with much less friction and upset
than we will likely see before it is passed.
But it would appear to me, as the critic for

the official opposition with respect to treasury

and revenue matters, that there have been

substantial comments made by the Treasurer

with respect to my contribution to the debate

and with respect to the contribution of the

member for York South (Mr. MacDonald).

As the give and take develops as we look

into the detailed operations of this bill, I

believe that the member for York South,
who I am sure can speak for himself, shares

my feeling that we should be able to continue

the dialogue directly with the minister.

I certainly reiterate that I'm sure the parlia-

mentary assistant would do an able and fine

job in assisting the House, in giving reasons

to back the government's point of view on

this bill, but in this case I do agree with the

leader of the Democratic Party that this

matter is of such depth and so central to the

entire budget that perhaps the method of

handling it should be reconsidered.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Speaking to the

point of order, Mr. Chairman, I hope we are

not being presumptuous in assuming that the

dash by the parliamentary assistant to get to

his seat was in order to carry the bill through
the House.

I want to point out to you, sir, that aside

from all other arguments that have been

made, the parliamentary assistant, who I

assume is going to attempt to take the bill

through the House, is not even the parlia-

mentary assistant to the Treasurer. In fact, he
is the parliamentary assistant to the Minister

of Revenue. (Mr. Grossman)—

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): That's

right!

Mr. Deans: —which makes it even more

wrong than it was initially. It has been recent

practice here that parliamentary assistants

have carried legislation through the House on
behalf of their ministers. We didn't think that

was proper at the time, but it is totally im-

proper for the parliamentary assistant to the

Minister of Revenue to be arguing on behalf

of the Treasurer in terms of the carriage of

this legislation, and we feel very strongly

opposed to this.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. House leader.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Chairman, I do
not want to become argumentative on the

point, but I felt that this was understood

at the time the motion was put to the House.

It is certainly not uncommon. It is practice,

as a matter of fact, that tax bills are dealt

with by the Revenue Ministry; and I think

the parliamentary assistant, being in that par-
ticular position, should then have this privi-

lege.

I can inform the House, as the hon. mem-
bers already know, that the Treasurer is on

other provincial business of a very serious

nature. He will be back sometime this day.

The argument about dialogue, I would

suggest, is not all that valid because there

has been rather a lot of dialogue, I would

say.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Perhaps
the parliamentary assistant will say: "All we
do is collect the tax."

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I recognize the system

permits one to carry on further dialogue, I

know that.

Mr. Chairman: Order please!

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I know that, excepting—

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Permits?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Well, it's practice; now
let's not be splitting hairs.

Mr. Cassidy: That's what the system is

there for.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: And I thought that

when—

Mr. Cassidy: Permits indeed!

Hon. Mr. Winkler: —we gave the parlia-

mentary assistant the—

Mr. Cassidy: What a condescending atti-

tude that is!

Hon. Mr. Winkler: —privilege of carrying
this bill, I certainly envisaged that he would
be doing committee of the whole House. I

would ask—

Mr. Lewis: Oh no! When we went into

committee of the whole House the Treasurer

was here.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: —that we proceed on

this basis, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Lewis:

Thursday.

The Treasurer was here on

Hon. Mr. Winkler: And he will be back
in the course of the afternoon.

Mr. Lewis: He can't ask us to do that.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Waterloo
North.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Mr.

Chairman, I think it is most apparent to

everyone that when we are dealing with a

tax bill and the Minister of Revenue is the

minister who is answering to it, time after

time he simply states: "All I do is collect

the tax; if you want to discuss or argue the

validity of principles involved in the bill,

another minister has that responsibility"—

meaning, of course, the provincial Treasurer.

This bill, Mr. Chairman, Bill 98, is in the

name of the provincial Treasurer. Now who is

better suited than he, or whom should we

expect to take it through the House other

than he? It has to be him.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
We have already argued the principle of

this bill.

Mr. Good: All right! We have many amend-
ments, Mr. Chairman, that must have a

thorough airing; many of which I'm sure, in

all reasonable procedure, will be accepted
by the government.

An hon. member: Sure they will!

An hon. member: Certainly!

Mr. Good: How can we deal with them

effectively unless we have the provincial
Treasurer here to take the bill through the

House? It's utterly ridiculous that we should
have another minister sitting in for the pro-
vincial Treasurer and then a parliamentary
assistant sitting in for the other minister. Its

ridiculous.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Ham-
ilton East.

Mr. R. Gisbom (Hamilton East): My con-
tribution to the point, Mr. Chairman, is that
the parliamentary assistants are not permitted,
or not required in fact, to answer questions
on behalf of their ministry in the question
period. As we know, they have taken the

practice of piloting other bills, but this is a

particular bill. When they are not required
or permitted to answer questions on behalf
of their ministry in the question period, why

are they allowed to pilot such an important
bill through the House?

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Mr. Chairman, on the point, it seems
to me that the government has often made
the point that it doesn't really matter, as

far as it is concerned, when the legisla-
tion becomes law. There are other orders

of business that could be proceeded with
here until the Treasurer returns. That would
be acceptable as far as we are concerned.

If the House leader wanted to pursue some
other order of business, then we could

proceed with the debate on this important bill

when the Treasurer is here to accommodate

arguments and amendments that we intend

to put forward.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: To the point, for just a

moment, Mr. Chairman. When the hon.

parliamentary assistant piloted through the

income tax amendment, if memory serves

me, he carried it on second reading and
carried it in conmiittee, and it was in the

minds of all of us that we were dealing
with an assailant whose grasp of the legis-

lation was clear throughout.

In this instance, and in good faith—how-
ever fractious it may have seemed at times

on the government benches—we dealt with

the provincial Treasurer on second reading
around issues which we thought were

absolutely fundamental. Many of us—I must
admit it's a personal thing as well—but

many of us on this side of the House
want to raise again, in some of the clause-

by-clause debate, some of the things which
the Treasurer and he alone can respond to,

because he made the points in his windup
on second reading. I think it is a mistake,
on a bill like this, to suddenly have an-

other person intrude on what has come to

be a fairly major debate.

Obviously we can go ahead, except that it

will be necessarily incoherent; there won't

be any continuity; we won't have any
sense of engaging the man whose legislation

it is primarily. If he is going to return to-

day surely nothing is lost to turn to other

orders?

I can obviously make political points; I

don't want to do that because I don't want
to aggravate the House leader. I think it's

a mistake in the context of this piece of

legislation to shift in midstream this way.
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Hon. Mr. Winkler: I don't want to

aggravate it either, but I am satisfied with

the competence of the member for London
North (Mr. Walker).

Mr. Lewis: So are we all.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: He has apprised him-

self totally of the bill, he has stayed in the

House and listened to all of the debate,

and it may be that with his objective

approach maybe it would be wiser to proceed
with him in that chair.

Mr. P. G. Givens: (York-Forest Hill): Oh,
the House leader means the other guy isn't

objective?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: There is no implica-

tion in my words, I might say to you, but

I would appreciate very much if the House
would proceed. Certainly we can change to

other business, there is nothing stopping
us from doing that.

Mr. Lewis: Why don't we?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Why don't we pro-
ceed? Maybe that question-

Mr. Lewis: Because we have expressed
reservations and the amiable House leader

will accommodate us.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Don't get sucked
in now. Don't get sucked in with their

blabber.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: How can you continue

to take your indemnity?

Mr. Lewis: We don't have to take it as

a sign of weakness.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Oh, you don't have
to talk to me about that. All I want to say
to you is I would appreciate very much if

the House would consider proceeding with
this bill. That's the way I called it, that's

the way I would like it to proceed.

Mr. Chairman: I think all members recog-
nize that this is an unusual procedure; it

is probably the first time this particular re-

quest has been made. One minister may
refer questions and business to another

minister. A parliamentary assistant may speak,
as I understand it, on behalf of his own
minister.

It seems to me the member for London
North-

Mr. Stokes: He is parliamentary assistant

to another minister.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. One person

speaking at a time is adequate, I think.

The parliamentary assistant who was going
to take this through is a parliamentary assist-

ant to another minister. I feel we would re-

quire the unanimous consent of the House
for this suggested procedure to take place. Do
I have this unanimous consent?

Some hon. members: No.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Chairman, on a point
of order, separately. Would it be practical for

this particular procedure to be referred to

Mr. Speaker, especially when the point arises

concerning a minister referring legislation to

another parliamentary assistant—not his own
or her own?

It would appear this matter could well be

clarified so possibly the problem would not

arise again. I think that it might be of use

to the House to have this matter resolved,

and possibly Mr. Speaker could comment on

this.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Chairman, if I may say to

the point of order, I am quite happy with

your ruling. I don't want it referred to any-

one. I am satisfied that you are right. I want

you to go ahead with what you have agreed
to.

Mr. Breithaupt: I quite agree with that.

Mr. Deans: I don't think we need refer-

Mr. Chairman: Order please! Points of

order in committee are dealt with in com-

mittee and we have dealt with it.

Mr. Lewis: We sold you short, Mr. Chair-

man. We underestimated your valour.

Mr. Chairman: We may have some discus-

sion privately on it to see if we can avoid

such an occurrence in the future. Could the

House leader order another order of busi-

ness?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: No, I would like to pro-

ceed.

Mr. Chairman: No, I asked for unanimous

consent of the House.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order, Mr. Chair-

man. The Chairman has ruled that this very
unusual change in procedure in the House,

for which there is no precedent—the referral

of legislation to a parliamentary assistant

associated with another ministry—the Chair-
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man has ruled that unanimous consent is re-

quired. Unanimous consent has not been

given to this request, regretfully. He has

therefore asked the House leader to move to

another order of business. Now the House
leader knows that that's wise.

Mr. Chairman: I might say to the House
leader I did ask for unanimous consent and
did not get it.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Chairman, I think

we have reached the point where we should

consult vdth Mr. Speaker and have a ruling
on this particular question.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Chairman, if the House
leader doesn't agree with your ruling, let him

challenge it.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I am challenging it.

Mr. Lewis: Why don't you just take the

mace and beat the Chairman over the head
with it?

Mr. Chairman: Order pleasel Point of priv-

ilege?

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Would
the Chairman consider calling up the Minis-

ter of Government Services (Mr. Snow) and
have him stop the noise from that fackhammer
dovm below? We can't hear a thing in this

House.

An hon. member: Turn up the volume in

here!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order pleasel

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Chairman, the only
compromise I am willing to make is that I

would ask the Minister of Revenue to take

the ministerial chair and take the bill in com-
mittee of the whole House.

Mr. J. E. BuIIbrook (Samia): That requires
unanimous consent.

Ml*. Chairman: No; one minister may act

for another minister, this is not unusual.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Any minister can take

over for another minister.

Mr. Chairman: Would the hon. Minister of

Revenue take the ministerial chair, then?

Mr. BuIIbrook: This really is a tragedy.
Let's record this—that we thought that the

member for London South was able to do it;

we know this minister can't do it! He is the

one that last year kept saying to us—

Mr. Chairman: Order, please!

Mr. BuIIbrook: —as the member for

Thunder Bay says, "You will have to refer to

the Treasurer. All I do is collect the tax."

An hon. member: That's all he does.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: On a point of order,
Mr. Chairman—

An hon. member: You don't know the

policies!

An hon. member: There are no policies!

Mr. BuIIbrook: Well, you know you don't

have the capacity to respond!

Mr. Chairman: Order, pleasel He will either

be acting for the Treasurer or he will not be

acting; and I understand the hon. Min-
ister of Revenue is willing to act for the

Treasurer this afternoon.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Pardon me,
Mr. Chairman. On a point of privilege again!

I didn't hear one word you said. I think

we should adjourn the House until the speak-

ing system is fixed up or something is done.

I didn't hear a word that you said. I watched

your lips going, but I don't know what is

going on.

Interjections by an hon. member.

Mr. Chairman: Well, I recognize the prob-
lem; I hear the interference coming from the

south!

An hon. member: Well, let's have it dis-

continued for now.

Mr. Chairman: But we have no power over

that.

Mr. Lewis: You mean we have the power
to raise $340 million in taxes, but can't do a

thing about a bloody jackhammer?

Mr. Chairman: Will the hon. Minister of

Revenue take the chair, then, and we'll pro-
ceed?

An hon. member: Turn the power up.

Mr. Givens: I have to make a phone call;

will you send somebody dovm to talk to

the fellow with the hammer!

Mr. Chairman: Well, we'll call section 1,

then.
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Mr. Lewis: Well, Mr. Chairman, on a point
of order: I understand what we're doing, but
I want to say to you, sir, that this is im-

proper. What the government is trying to

do, rather than wait a couple of hours until

the Treasurer comes back, so embarrassed
are you by the public consternation over the

increase in the sales tax and in the illegality
of its imposition, is that the government is

attempting to defuse it by dividing respon-
sibilities, by shifting the onus, by defusing
the basic confrontation.

I object to that, because all of us in the

House have invested a great deal in a serious

debate with the Treasurer!

Again, the Minister of Revenue may well

take it through, but that's an inappropriate

thing to do on this piece of legislation. It is

a mistake, and I think it should iDe registered.

Mr. Chairman: We'll call section number 1,

then.

Mr. Givens: What did you say?

Mr. Chairman: In section 1 there is a min-
isterial amendment for subsection 5. Is there

anything before subsection 5?

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Sub-

section 1.

Mr. Chairman: Subsection 1; the hon.

member for York Centre.

Mr. Deacon: I wanted to ask the Treasurer,

through you, Mr. Chairman, if admission in-

cludes cover charges or does it include mini-

mum charges made by, for example, any
taverns for admission into a place where
there's entertainment? It is a minimum charge,
not an admission charge?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Anything which is

included in the admission is the charge, ob-

viously; otherwise there would be too many
ways of avoiding the tax.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, I still haven't

had an answer.

Is the minimum charge, when one gets
into a place, what is charged for a glass of

water? If they charge $2 for a glass of water,
is that considered to be an admission charge,
or is that just considered to be the price
for the service of bringing the water?

There are such places where there's a mini-

mum charge when you go in, and I want to

be sure that there is no tax for such service.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It is all considered

part of the admission charge. If they are

charging $2 for a glass of water, I imagine
the hon. member and any other member of

the public wouldn't be so stupid as to pay
$2 for a glass of water.

Mr. Bullbrook: Is that the type of response
we are going to get?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: And if they do charge
$2 for a glass of water, it would be taxable,
as admission.

Mr. Breithaupt: Well, Mr. Chairman, that,
I think, is not quite the point. The point as

raised by my colleague from York Centre
deals with what would commonly be called

a cover charge.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I am sorry, if the hon.

members were having trouble hearing-

Mr. Stokes: You are having trouble answer-

ing, too!

An hon. member: Ring the bells!

An hon. member: Let's adjourn the House.

Mr. Lewis: Do you want to adjourn?

Mr. Chairman: Order please. I understand
the extra noise, the outside noise, will be

stopped very shortly.

Mr. Deacon: Well, we still can't hear the

debate. Can we stop momentarily?

Mr. Breithaupt: Well, Mr. Chairman, the

point I was raising deals further with the

comments made by my colleague from York
Centre.

It would appear that his discussion deals

with what is commonly called a cover charge
for a place of amusement or entertainment.

This charge, of course, is added upon one's

bill, or forms a basic part of a bill before

any goods or services may in fact be received.

Now it is true that a glass of water, or

whatever, might well appear on the table,

but are we to infer from this bill that any

charge made as a cover charge would not

attract this tax so long as one of these formal

items, let's say a glass of water, is provided?
If in fact the charge is for the glass of water,

then it would appear as though you are losing
a certain amount of revenue because of an in-

complete definition of just what it is that you
wish to tax.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: What we are doing
here, as a matter of fact, is to close if

possible the loop-hole to which the hon.

member has referred. The present wordage
indicates that, where exemption is given to
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admissions, it also applies to any sales made
thereat, which is erroneous and does not fol-

low our present treatment. To date our treat-

ment has not been questioned. Nevertheless,

this amendment has been made in an eflFort to

close this loop-hole and avoid possible rev-

enue loss if not implemented. And, of course,

that will come into force the day after it

receives royal assent.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, why would
the minister think of taxing a restaurant for

a minimum charge that it is making if that

charge is covering, for example, a meal that

costs less than $4? It is not normally subject
to tax and there is no other charge being
made. In the provision that there is a mini-

mum charge, why would that be treated as

an admission charge, when a person can get
full value up to $4 without having any
sales tax applied? Why would you try to

catch them twice here, because you are also

catching hotels for food tax when it goes
over $4, room tax, and liquor taxes?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The hon. member is

dealing with another section altogether. This

particular section, Mr. Chairman, is only a

definition of what shall be included in ad-

mission, and it seems to me to be eminently
clear as to what is included in admission.

That is the whole purpose of this particular
section. I think the hon. member is referring
to another section.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): There may
be a conflict of interest on my part here in

this debate. The thing is that the minister

well knows that the catering industry across

Ontario, I think, generates some $800 million

a year in sales revenue. I am not sure what
comes back to the government. I think some-

thing in the neighbourhood of $80 million a

year comes back to the government in the

form of taxes. I am sorry I haven't got my
notes on this here; they are down in my
oflBce. Is the minister listening to me?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I am listening.

Mr. Sargent: All right! I wonder what is

the rationale of your iJhinking in that, first of

all, we have a room tax in the catering in-

dustry and hotel-motel restaurant field.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. We are deal-

ing with the definition of the word "admis-

Mr. Sargent: I know. I am getting to that.

Do you want to wear my hat and let me sit

down for a minute?

Mr. Chairman: I do want your remarks to

be somewhat related to the section with

which we are dealing.

Mr. Sargent: I am talking about the num-
ber of taxes the government is putting onto

our industry.

Mr. Chairman: No, this is not what this

subsection is about. This subsection has to

do with the definition of the one word
"admission".

Mr. Sargent: I know.

Mr. Bullbrook: May I just say something?

Mr. Sargent: Just a moment.

Mr. Bullbro<^: I am sorry.

Mr. Sargent: We'll start then with the

number of taxes you have levied at this point
on a person who has a place where there is

entertainment. You have to pay a food tax,

you have to pay a liquor tax, you have to pay
a sales tax, you have to pay a room tax and

you have to pay a real estate tax. And now
you want to add on an admission tax. How
many taxes can this industry stand?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: There is already an

admission tax. The hon. member must know
that. This only defines it and makes certain

there is no charge added on to admission

which quite properly does not belong to

admission.

Mr. Sargent: Do you interpret admission

tax as being an increase in the price of drinks

in an establishment?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: No, it is just what it

costs to get into the place.

Mr. Sargent: All right. Some people don't

charge to get into the place. They put it on

top of the drinks.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Then there is no ad-

mission fee charged. There is no tax on
admission. Obviously, Mr. Chairman, if there

is no admission fee there is nothing to charge
in respect of an admission.

Mr. Chairman: This just has to do with the

definition of the word "admission". Shall sub-

section 1 stand as part of the bill? The mem-
ber for Port Arthur.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): I'd like

clarification from the minister. If you have a

dinner, for example, for which you are charg-
ed a fee to the dinner, is that considered an
admission fee under this definition or is that

a meal charge?
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Hon. Mr. Grossman: Would the hon. mem-
ber repeat that again?

Mr. Foulds: A club holds a dinner and, say
the tickets for the dinner cost $3. Does that

$3 for the dinner qualify as an admission

charge under this definition?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I presume, Mr. Chair-

man, in a case like that we would have to

make a decision whether it was an admission

or whether in fact it was a charge for the

dinner. Just because you call it something
else doesn't necessarily mean it would be

accepted by the ministry as being precisely
that. The hon. member is really stretching to

find a point of argument there. All kinds of

these things will be attempted by some

people, and in that case we would have to

make a decision as to whether in fact it is a

legitimate charge for admission or whether it

is a charge for a dinner.

Mr. Foulds: I am not stretching the point
at all, Mr. Chairman; it is very real to me. I

attended a function last Saturday night at

which there was a $10-a-plate dinner. Free
drinks were included with that dinner; and
there was a guest speaker—a very excellent,

renowned guest speaker, I may say—the fed-

eral leader of the New Democratic Party.

Mr. Breithaupt: All for $10?

Mr. Foulds: AU for $10.

Mr. Breithaupt: That would be cheap at

half the price.

Mr. Foulds: There were people who came
into the meeting after the dinner was served,
for whom there was no charge. I think it's a

legitimate question to ask whether, under this

legislation, that would be considered admis-

sion.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I don't know if it

would make too much difference, because
either way it would be 10 per cent in most
of these instances. If it is over 92 cents to

begin with, it wouldn't make any difference,
because the charge is 10 per cent as admission
and the charge is 10 per cent even as a meal.

Either way I don't know that the hon. mem-
ber would find anyone in a situation where
there would be an injustice done.

Mr. Foulds: The reason I raised the ques-
tion is because eventually we get into some
discussion about the current regulations and
instructions of the Liquor Control Board of

Ontario and the levies they are presently

raising, which are bulk levies of $1 on a 26-

oz. bottle of liquor, $1.50 on a 40-oz. bottle

of liquor, and $1 on a case of beer—and these

are not refundable even if the extra liquor is

returned. That's why it is important at this

stage, Mr. Chairman, to define exactly what
"admission" means. It does have ramifications

for other legislation, other ministries and the

administration of certain levies, and I see no
other place in this bill in which to raise it.

If the Chairman would guide me to raise it at

some other point so that I may discuss the

matter fully, I would be happy to do so.

I am sorry that I appear obtuse to the

minister, but I think we cannot let it go
through until we have had a clarification at

this point; and that certainly raises the prob-
lem, Mr. Chairman, which you very rightly
ruled on earlier, before we even started this

debate.

Mr. Chairman: I think if the hon. member
would check the explanatory note on the

left-hand side of the bill, he would see that

it explains the subject matter to be discussed

in this particular part of the bill: "Subsection

(1) . . . [makes] it clear that only the entry
fee to a place of amusement is included in

the price of admission . . ." This is what the

subject of subsection ( 1 ) is.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Chairman, I can im-

derstand the point raised by the member from
Port Arthur. I would have thought that more

people would have left after the dinner than

would have come in before the speech, but

of course that could be another particular

problem or my own bias.

In this case, though, if the admission is

set at $3, let us say, and if there is some
food being offered, let's say a doughnut and
a Coke, because it is under the $4 charge,
which otherwise attracts tax under further

sections in this Act, might it not appear that

the offering of some token of food is an

avoidance on behalf of the operator, who
therefore does not charge an admission and
is able to obtain the benefit of not having
tax paid on admission even though he is

carrying on in that light? It would seem to

me that this kind of a procedure could be

an avoidance of a position where some tax

should logically and properly be paid.

Hon. Mr. Grosssman: I must admit that

some hon. members are really scratching the

bottom of the barrel to get some unusual

situations.

Mr. Foulds: Don't downgrade yourself that

way!

Mr. Chairman: Order pleasel
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Hon. Mr. Grossman: We treat the $10

charge as a dinner charge, unless the charges
are shown separately for the admission part
and for the dinner. In other words, if they
are not shown separately they are charged as

the dinner. Obviously it is the only way that

you can get around it.

An hon. member: Why didn't you say that

half an hour ago?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, if the hon. mem-
ber thinks there is any possible way for any
one human being to understand all of the

angles and all of the different situations which

are involved in each piece of tax legislation,
then he's looking for a Solomon and I am
not a Solomon.

There are only certain things and certain

general principles with which the minister

can acquaint himself. Aside from that if you
are going to go into these kind of details

I have to wait for staff to send up the par-

ticular details, and this is what I have done

in this case.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Chairman, I don't

think there is any question but what the

minister can refer to his staff, but I do think

it is unfair, when a point is raised, not a

frivolous point, that an explanation, and per-

haps some assistance in improving, or think-

ing of something that hadn't been thought
of earlier could perhaps be welcomed by the

minister and not just tossed aside.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: All right! I'll take

that, Mr. Chairman.

On the other hand, the hon. members can

appreciate, then, that if they were dealing

with the Treasurer, who isn't familiar with

all of the details in this, it would be even

more difficult. In fact, it is a little more
diflBcult dealing with me than with my parlia-

mentary assistant, who has made himself a

specialist on this because it was designed
and it was planned that he should pilot this

portion of the bill through the committee of

the whole since he is familiar with all these

details. However, if the hon. members want
it this way, we can go along with it.

Indeed, what the hon. members are really

doing this way, and I say this in all sincerity,

the hon. member for Cochrane South has

arranged for a deputation from Iroquois Falls

to be in my office at 3:30 p.m. and they are

waiting there now. And I would suggest it

is very important to them, and in view of the

fact that you are going into the details-

Mr. Lewis: Well, then, move to another

order.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: If the hon. member
would just listen.

Mr. Lewis: Why should we listen?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: If you are going into

the details of the taxes themselves I would

respectfully suggest, Mr. Chairman, the

parliamentary assistant could handle that very

well, and if they want to get into the general

debate, which apparently the members

opposite want to in respect of debating it

with the Treasurer, they could withhold that

part of their debates until the Treasurer gets
back.

However, we are prepared to go along
with the will of the House. I would suggest

though, very strongly, that the opposition and

the House might consider a change of mind
in respect of carrying these details forward.

Mr. Lewis: You are far more intractable

than we are. You could have called another

order.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Did the hon. member

say attractive?

Mr. Lewis: Intractable, that is the word I

used.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Oh, I'm sorry I

Mr. Chairman: Order, please! We had it

established on the point of order earlier that

there was nothing to prevent the parlia-

mentary assistant taking part in the debate

the same as any other member of the House.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, I want to ask,

through you, whether I clearly understand

now that a cover charge is not considered to

be an admission charge and therefore not sub-

ject to tax?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, if it is not sep-
arated in respect of the admission and dinner

it would be treated as the dinner charge.
But I still say it wouldn't make a great deal

of difference if it is 10 per cent in either

case; if it is $4, and I presume the bill in

this case would he $4.

Mr. Chairman: Shall item 1 stand as part
of the bill then, subsection (1).

Mr. Deacon: In case of a cover charge
which imder $4 there is no tax, so there is

no rate of tax, and I want to be absolutely
sure the minister is saying without equivoca-
tion, that the cover charge is not considered

to be an admission charge.
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Hon. Mr. Grossman: If the ministry con-

sidered that it was in fact an admission charge
it would have to be treated as that. We con-

sider it as part of the dinner charge if it is

not separated.

It is very simple; if the cost of the dinner

and the cost of admission are not separated,
it will all be treated as dinner, whether it is

called cover charge or anything else.

Mr. Chairman: Subsection (1) carried?

Mr. Deans: No, I'm sorry. I was just getting

up and my leader stepped between me and

you.

Mr. Lewis: My apologies to everyone.

Mr. Deans: Yes. I wanted to ask the minis-

ter what the legal authority is for the col-

lection of this tax, since this is one of the

sections that comes into force—I am sorry, this

is the one that comes into force on the day
it receives royal assent. I beg your pardon, I

want to get to the order.

Mr. Chairman: Shall subsection (1) stand as

part of the bill?

Agreed.
On subsection (2).

The hon. member for Hamilton East.

Mr. Gisbom: Yes; I wonder if the minister

piloting this bill would explain the reasons

for the changes in regard to restaurant meals?

Why was—

An hon. member: That's section 41

Mr. Gisbom: Aren't we on section 2 now?

Mr. Chairman: Subsection (2) or section (1).

Mr. Gisbom: I'm sorry.

Mr. Chairman: Shall subsection (2) stand

as part of the bill? Shall subsections (3) and

(4) stand as part of the bill?

Subsections (2), (3) and (4) agreed to.

The minister has an amendment for sub-

section (5) of section (1).

Hon. Mr. Grossman moves that subsection

(5) of section (1) of the bill be deleted.

Mr. Chairman: Shall the motion carry?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I don't suppose there

will be a great debate on that.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Chairman, there is

one matter I want to bring to your attention.

In reading the subsection the minister has

moved to be deleted, it's been brought to our
attention that in fact the natural gas and
manufactured gas are already in the retail

sales tax as a taxable item—and it is only on
another provision of the original statute that

it is declared to be non-taxable.

It's interesting that in the wording of the

original statute that manufactured gas and
natural gas are still maintained as a taxable

item and withdrawn from taxation only by
the decision of the executive council, with

authority granted by the Legislature.

It seems to be a rather awkward way of

maintaining the legislation, Mr. Chairman,
and I just wanted to bring that to your
attention.

Certainly we approve of the withdrawal of

the section—and a good deal has been said on
that matter, not only by members of the

Legislature, but by citizens and taxpayers of

Ontario.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any comments,

questions or amendments on section 2 of the

bill?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Section 2, is it?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: On section 2, I don't

know whether you want to deal with the

three subsections separately—but subsection

(1) of section 2 is the iniquitous aspect of

the bill before us, by which government
policy would increase the sales tax from five

per cent to seven per cent.

The arguments against this have been well

and strongly put by every member of the

opposition. And the defence, I would say to

you, Mr. Chairman, has been completely in-

adequate by the Treasurer—who is not here

today to discuss this matter under these more
informal circumstances.

We, in this party, and all opposition mem-
bers—and I would say to you, Mr. Chairman,

many backbench members of the Conserv-

ative Party as well—believe this to be an

iniquitous tax, one that is not necessary in

the present budgetary and fiscal stance of

the province. It is a change in the tax of

the province which is a serious fiscal error

and, I would predict to you, Mr. Chairman,
also is a political error.
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It is not my intention to discuss the

principle of the tax, of course—and such

would not be in order—other than to tell you,

sir, that we intend to vote against either the

section or the subsection, whichever way you
want to put it, and that we also intend to

divide the House in this cormection.

Mr. Chairman: Well, the subsections are

separate items, so I think they should be
treated separately. Subsection (1)—is there

further discussion on that? The member for

Wentworth.

Mr. Deans: We frankly feel this change
from five to seven is totally unnecessary in

the province. We've looked at the ways that

are available to this government for the

raising of the money. The way that it has

chosen we believe to be the most—as the

Leader of the Opposition says—iniquitous

way possible.

If there is a need to raise additional funds

in this province, and that has yet to be

proven, then the opportunities are there for

this government to pursue other more favour-

able, other more progressive ways of raising
the necessary funds. We think, in fact, that

the government has drawn a "red herring"
across the minds of the people of the prov-
ince when it introduced both the amendment
which involved the imposition of tax on

energy and this increase from five to seven

per cent.

I don't think anyone in the public is now
unaware of what the government has done.

The $50 million or $60 million that it in-

tended to raise by way of the energy tax was

obviously a drop in the bucket compared to

the $350 million or $400 miUion it intended

to raise by the 40 per cent increase in the

sales tax.

We are unalterably opposed to further im-

posing any additionaJ burden in the sales tax

field. Frankly, we feel that of all of the tax-

ing sources which are available to this gov-
ernment, next to the municipal tax field, this

is perhaps the most regressive it could have
chosen. It should, in fact, withdraw this

section of the bill. In fact, it should have
withdrawn this section of the bill some time

ago.

What bothers us, in addition to the imposi-
tion of the increase of two per cent, is the
fact that this government has proceeded over

the course of the last five or six days to raise

this tax quite illegally through the vendors in

the Province of Ontario. This is the main
thrust of what I want to say to the minister.

I want to know from this minister how he

intends to enforce this legislation retro-

actively.

I want to know upon what authority he

calls when he says that he is able, simply by
word of mouth, to require a vendor in the

Province of Ontario to tax at a rate higher
than the lawful tax in the Province of On-
tario. What is it that he expects to be able

to do to those vendors who have been

unable or are unwilling—quite correctly un-

willing to collect this additional tax in regard
to it being unlawful?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please! That par-
ticular line of discussion would be more

appropriate under section 9 of the bill, in

the-

Mr. Deans: I thought about that, Mr.

Chairman, but—

Mr. Chairman: I might also, while I'm

speaking, remind all members that raising the

rate from five to seven per cent was carried

as a principle of the bill on second reading,
so there can be very limited discussion. If

you want to vote against it again, why, you
can vote against it by opposing the appro-

priate section.

Mr. Deans: I'm sure you realize, Mr.

Chairman, that we intend to vote against it.

Mr. Chairman: The principle was carried.

Mr. Deans: The principle, as far as we're

concerned—it's very diflBcult to discuss—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: On a point of order,

Mr. Chairman. Am I right in presuming
there will probably be a long debate on

this particular clause?

Mr. Lewis: On this section?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Yes.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, there will be.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I wonder if I could,

again, appeal to the hon. member so that I

could see this deputation while you're

carrying on?

Mr. Lewis: Nol

Mrs. Campbell: Nol

Mr. Lewis: I want you to go and see the

deputation. If we get a guarantee that you
will approve that whole project, then you
can go. We will consider it

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Now, that's a threati
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Mr. Lewis: That's right, but I don't re-

treat from it. It is not a ilireat; it is black-

mail.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Would the hon.

members mind if I asked the Chairman
if he would appeal to the House now so

that I may see this deputation?

Mr. Lewis: We can move to another
order of business.

Mr. Deans: We're prepared to let the

bill stand down for a half hour while you
see them.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Then what you're

saying is, really, you just want to spend
the time on the bill, period.

Mr. Lewis: We want—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: All right, go ahead!

Mrs. Campbell: We want to have-

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Kitchener.

Mr. Breithaupt: This, of course, is the

diflBculty we are running into as we attempt
to continue the debate on subsection (1) of

section 2.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: With great respect,
the debate has already taken place.

Mr. Lewis: For you it has taken place.

Mr. Breithaupt: You see the point is this;

the minister's comment, wheni w« were

looking at subsection (1) of the first section,
was that when the Treasurer returned we
could, of course, discuss matters of in-

timate detail further with him. Now we
know that that is not the case, at least, with

respect to taxation. It is not the case because

the section has already passed. We cannot
return to that.

Similarly, if you were to leave us sudden-

ly because of other business, which I agree
is vital, we are then not able to continue

any dialogue by which we might hopefully
change your mind with respect to this item.

I agree that the House has, of course,

approved this matter in principle, but even
a deathbed repentance is something which
is possible.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It is always possible.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: You will probably
convince my assistant more than you would

Mr. Breithaupt: I daresay we might.

Mr. Lewis: It is quite true.

Mr. Breithaupt: Of course, it's pleasant
to have you with us. The point is, I think,
that in addition to the comments made with

respect to the inequity of the tax, the matter
of procedure is one that is worthy of some
further comment.

In this matter we are proposing a certain

tax change. I think those changes which
have been proposed, or which would not have
been imposed by the opposition, are worthy
of some additional comment. It is true the

House will no doubt divide on the first and
third subsections of this section. It may be,
for example, that subsection (2) will receive
the approval of the House. But I don't
think it is correct for the minister to only
say that we are not following proper pro-
cedures or wasting the time of the House
by continuing at least some discussion on
the most important section of this bill. And
if we are not able in the committee stage
to bring forward further comment, then it

would appear to me to be hardly worthwhile
to have committee discussion at all.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Chairman, I was discussing
this before the minister's interjection; it's

common for us to talk about the contents of
a bill. I do want to refer you to this section

that's being amended. It is the section in

the Act which reads: "A purchaser shall pay
the tax imposed by this Act at the time of

sale."

I want to get it clear and I want to get
it on the record what the people of the

Province of Ontario are supposed to be pay-
ing by law at this time, because I think that

that has become one of the main problems
in the province. The government seems to

have come to the conclusion for whatever

reason, perhaps because of the size of the

majority—that it has divine right to govern
and that no one dare ask why or how or

where it gets its authority.

The fact of the matter is that the existing

legislation, sir, and I draw your attention to

subsection (5) of section 2 of the bill, which
is at present being amended, reads as I just
said.

Now, that means that until such time as

that bill is changed, until that Act is amended

by this Legislature, this government or no
one else has any right to claim other than
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five per cent in the way of retail sales tax for

any purchase of any commodity which falls

within the general terms, the broad terms of

being taxable under the Retail Sales Tax Act.

I want to know from the minister how he

can take it upon himself, or how this govern-
ment can take it upon itself, to require any

person in the Province of Ontario to charge
more than the legal tax during the time this

bill is being discussed. The minister said in

answering me some time ago—I don't recall

whether it was inside the House or outside

of the House; we've answered each other in

both places a number of times—but the min-

ister said that just simply by this statement

of intent that the vendor then had the ob-

ligation to collect the tax; he knew what the

government intended to do.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I did not say that.

Mr. Deans: Well, I'm paraphrasing. The
words may not be the minister's words.

I'm awfully sorry, I can't hear the minister.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It's one thing for the

member to say he is paraphrasing; but it's

another thing to say he is paraphrasing when
he is giving a wrong impression. That was
not the import of my words.

Mr. Deans: Okay, the minister can answer
me in a moment.

I took what the minister said to mean—and
also what the Treasurer said—that simply be-

cause the government stated in its budget
that it was going to change the tax from
five to seven per cent, that that automatically
meant the people of the Province of Ontario

should therefore pay the new rate of taxation.

Now, I want to challenge that presumption,
or that assumption. It's presumptuous to

assume it, because in fact there is no legal

authority for so doing in this province, or

in the Dominion of Canada.

I want to point out that the minister has

gone beyond that now. He's made it perfectly
clear that he intends to charge the vendors

of the Province of Ontario the rate of seven

per cent back to May 1, 1973, whether or

not that vendor was able to collect the tax.

I think the minister is stretching the good-
will of the people of the Province of Ontario

to a rather severe extreme. I think he is tak-

ing advantage of a 76-member caucus to force

on the people of this province legislation
which hasn't had the benefit of proper debate,
or which hasn't had the benefit of the ap-

proval of the Lieutenant Governor. What the

government has done by indicating it's inten-

tion to collect that tax, is that it has taken

upon itself the right to govern without the

benefit of this Legislature.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. The gist of

those latter remarks really falls more appro-

priately, in my opinion, under section 9, the

effective date of the enforcement of the Act.

As I say, we have passed in principle and
on second reading the change from five to

seven per cent. So what else can be said?

Mr. Deans: I think you should understand,
Mr. Chairman, that I may well be convinced

by the minister's argument that I should vote

for this change. If he could convince me
that this change that he-

Mr. Chairman: Order please. May I just

point out that the matter of collecting and
of when it is effective comes really more

appropriately under section 9.

Mr. Deans: No.

Mr. Chairman: I am sure these will want
to be discussed then.

Mr. Deans: I am sure they probably will.

Let me just say to you, as I think about it,

if the minister can convince me that he is

not going to collect that tax, that he really

is a swell guy and that he's not going to

impose this on the people of the Province of

Ontario, then, just maybe, I could be con-

vinced to support it. I have my doubts, but

I might be able to.

Therefore, I thought I wanted to put those

questions to the minister now, so that he

could respond to them, just in case, hidden

up his sleeve some place, he has an ace card,

so that he can say: "Well, there it is. This

gives me the authority to do what I have

done."

At this point, what we are really talking

about is an amendment to an existing Act. At

the moment, the existing Act is being abridg-

ed by the instruction of this minister. That is

the argument, whether or not it is proper in

the Province of Ontario at this point to be

collecting this tax at the seven per cent rate.

I want to get it clear on the record once and

for all that this government doesn't have the

right to collect over the five per cent level as

set out in the Retail Sales Tax Act in effect

at this particular time in the Province of

Ontario, and that it does not have any legis-

lative authority—regardless of the passage of

section 9, which comes later I agree with the

Chairman,—to demand that any vendor should

pay to the government a tax in excess of the

tax which is currently set out in subsections
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(1) and (3) of section 2 of the Retail Sales Tax
Act of the 1970 statutes.

That is the argument I am trying to make
with the minister, that there is no way,
legally, that he can by legislation make retro-

active the imposition to collect a tax which
was uncollectable as a result of an Act which
existed at the time the tax was being intro-

duced in the Legislature. That is what I am
trying to find out. I don't see where the

minister can in any sense, simply by saying it

is retroactive, make it retroactive. 1 don't un-

derstand how the minister can claim that any
person in the Province of Ontario who was
unable to collect more than what is the legal
sales tax-

Mr. Chairman: Order please!

I repeat that this has nothing to do with
this particular part of the bill. This bill has

to do with the raising of the tax and nothing
to do with the collection of it. That is a

matter outside our jurisdiction here this after-

noon.

Mrs. Campbell: No, this is the whole point.

Mr. Deans: No.

Mr. Chairman: Order please!

The matter of when it is collected and so

on has really nothing to do with this particu-
lar section of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The chairman is right.

Mr. Chairman: That is a matter of law to

be taken to court by somebody if he wishes to

do so.

Mr. Deans: Oh no! I don't agree with that.

Mr. Chairman: Order! This bill has just to

do with the raising of the tax and nothing to

do with the collecting of it.

Mr. Deans: No, I am sorry, but this bill

has to do with the collecting. This bill is an

amending bill, and this bill amends the exist-

ing legislation, which says that a purchaser
shall pay the tax imposed by this Act at the

time of sale.

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Mr. Deans: And this Act, the Act that we
are talking about—

Mr. Chairman: Order please!

That has nothing to do with this section,
which just changes the figure from five to

seven per cent.

Mr. Deans: But it is to do with this section.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order; one of the

Chairman's problems, with respect, is that all

he has in front of him is amending legislation.
He has no reference to the statute which is

being amended—none at all. That is a serious

problem for the Chairman, because he does

not understand that what this subsection is

amending is the right to collect at the time
of sale. Therefore that is a legitimate subject
for discussion.

Mr. Chairman: No, this particular Act has

nothing to do with the collecting of it.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, it does.

Mrs. Campbell: No-

Mr. Chairman: It is changing the rate from
five to seven.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order please! That is my
ruling.

Mr. Deans: Then I appeal your ruling.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It has been discussed.

Mr. Chairman: All right.

Those in favour of the Chairman's ruling

will please say "aye."

In my opinion, the "ayes" have it.

Mr. Deans: Nonsense!

Mr. Chairman: Any further discussion on

changing from five to seven on subsection (1)?

The member for Port Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: On this subsection?

Mr. Foulds: On this subsection! This sub-

section puts in a nutshell all the objections, I

think, raised by opposition members. This

subsection is the guts of the bill, if you like.

This subsection is the most reprehensible tax

move this government could have made at

the provincial level-

Mr. Chairman: Order, please! Those re-

marks were made on the second reading
of the bill.

Mr. Foulds: Pardon me?

Mr. Deans: Oh, you are provoking-

Mr. Foulds: The raising and the changing
of-

Mr. Chairman: Order! These remarks were
made on the second reading of the bill, and

that has been passed.
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Mr. Foulds: Mr. Chairman, I am speaking

quite specifically about the changing of the

number to "seven" from "five". Mathemati-

cally, that is an increase of two percentage

points; that means the tax has been in-

creased 40 per cent in total.

I want to point out that this particular

change in number is outrageously dis-

criminatory against the poor people of this

province and against northern Ontario. I

would like to use an example to try to

persuade this minister, powerless though
he is, to change this legislation and this

number at the last moment.

It is generally accepted in the city of

Thunder Bay, for instance, that an auto-

mobile such as a standard Chevrolet costs

$200 more than a similar model in Toronto.

Because of the change in this subsection,
because of this sales tax change, a resident

of Thunder Bay will be paying $14 more
in tax on that one item because the base

price is higher than in Toronto. We in

northern Ontario object most strongly and
most strenuously to that kind of discrimina-

tion.

Already, because of the number "five,"

we pay more, because the base price is

already more. This increase exacerbates and
accentuates that difference. How many
times does this government have to be told

that equality of opportunity does not exist

in this province? Equality of opportunity
has as its basis equality of taxation; and this

tax unfairly and unequally taxes people in

northern Ontario. I want to register in the

strongest possible terms, Mr. Chairman, my
objection to this particular subsection of

this iniquitous bill.

Mr. Chairman: I will call subsection (1)

of section 2, then.

Mrs. Campbell: I have-

Mr. Foulds: There are a number of

speakers!

Mr. Chairman: The member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, I have a

specific question to ask of the Minister of

Revenue, who has vanished with an agility
which is unprecedented-

Mr. Deans: He's probably hiding under
the table.

Mr. Chairman: As I indicated before, the

parliamentary assistant may participate in

the debate. He may be able to answer the
hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: I am not going to be seduced

by that kind of contrivance—and you know
that, Mr. Chairman.

I want to ask something about the re-

gressivity and the figures from Maslove that

were used by the Treasurer. I want to ask

about the elasticity factor of the sales tax

and how it was calculated. I want to ask

about things that are entirely pertinent to

section 2, subsection (1). I really feel they
should be asked of the Treasurer, but I will

ask them of the Minister of Revenue. When
the assistant is appointed to the cabinet—I

speed him well; I hope that is soon, be-

cause they need him—then I will be glad
to ask them of him. However, I think the

Minister of Revenue laboriously returns.

On subsection (1), one of the reasons

given by the provincial Treasurer to legiti-

mize the raising of the sales tax from five

per cent to seven per cent was the question
of the improvement in progressivity of the

sales tax. On second reading, the Treasurer

used a number of figures at various income
levels to make what seemed to me a fairly

central point. I'd like to know where those

figures came from, how they were arrived

at and how it all ties together?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: They came from

figures which were compiled by the Ministry
of Treasury, Economics and Intergovern-
mental Affairs. That's the question the hon.

member asked and that's where they came
from.

Mr. Lewis: I'm trying to understand. Did
he take the Maslove figures as compiled in

his survey of taxation in Canada and apply
the incidence to the various income groups?
Or did he use his own figures, independent
of that? He made some fairly pertinent

comparisons to justify this subsection, and
I'd like to know how and where the figures

came from.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I can only give the

hon. member the information I have. I

presume that the hon. member is asking that

particular question to prove that's why he
should have the Treasurer here?

Mr. Lewis: No, I—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I don't think it is

really of any great importance. The hon.

Treasurer has told this House that the source

of his figures was his economists and his

ministry and that he arrived at the conclu-

sions for the reasons which he gave at that

time. I can't add anything for him.
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I think he cited Maslove in some respects
to show what he considers the progressivity of

the tax, and I suppose in this respect one

could have a debate which could go on for

a week just on the basis of whether these

taxes are progressive or regressive and I think

it has been proven.

I don't intend—I'm not that qualified—to

get into a debate on the philosophy of pro-

gressivity or regressivity in respect of taxes.

There are a great many differences of opinion
in this respect. After having read some of

this, when I first became Minister of Revenue,
I'm not too sure that I agree with people
who are much greater experts than I am and
that would mean that one would say: "Well,
I could be wrong, because they are supposed
to be experts and they are recognized ex-

perts." But over the years experts have been

proved to be wrong as well.

I'm not too sure I agree with many things
which have been said by many people in this

field as to regressivity and progressivity. The

argument, for example, that people who have
more money pay less of it in taxes and so on,
in respect of retail sales tax, I think one could

argue either way and make a pretty good
case. In fact, it has been argued both ways
and a fairly good case made in respect to

that. However, I'm going on to an extent

which the hon. member hasn't asked for.

Mr. Lewis: The difference is that we are

taking this whole thing seriously and the

minister doesn't really care. He simply doesn't

care. He has a piece of legislation and he is

going to ram it through.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: How does the member
come to that conclusion?

Mr. Lewis: I come to the conclusion be-

cause of the capricious way in which the

minister tosses off the rather offensive retort

that "maybe we could debate regressivity and

progressivity forever," and that I'm "asking
him the question only to show that the Treas-

urer should be here."

I'm asking you the question, dammit, be-

cause I want to know the answer. That's why
I'm asking you the question. I want to know
the answer.

I am tired of being treated around here as

though nothing that the opposition presents
in this debate is worthy of serious discussion

lest it inhibit passage of the bill. Well, I'm

going to take some time, as a lot of us are,

about finding out how the minister is justify-

ing this and why he is doing it. I'm prepared
to spend a very considerable amount of time

because a lot of work and effort was invested

in our understanding the Act, and I'm asking
him the questions because I truly want to

know the answers. If you can't give them,
I'm prepared to wait for the Treasurer; if

you can give them, that's fine.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Chairman, the

hon. member used the word offensive. I don't

know what he's referring to, except perhaps
his own comments of a few moments ago.

Mr. Deans: We are referring to the minis-

ter.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He confirmed what I

had said at the outset, that what he was

attempting to do was not to debate the ad-

ministration of this bill, the details in respect
of administration which are really a proper
subject for debate in the committee of the

Whole, he was trying to prove that the

Treasurer should be here, so he could—

Mr. Lewis: Yes, I believe the Treasurer
should be here.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Let me finish—so he
could engage in a philosophical debate on

regressivity and progressivity of these partic-
ular taxes-

Mr. Lewis: I am not engaging in a philo-

sophical debate with this minister.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I say to the hon.

member that this was debated at some length

during second reading-

Mr. Cassidy: It was debated on our side,

but not on the government side.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I would also suggest
that once debate has taken place, once the

opposition has not had its way and once it

is decided that the House wants the tax to

proceed, aside from any objections the op-

position may have to the details of the bill,

it is their responsibility to get this tax on the

books as quickly as possible.

Mr. Lewis: Just to continue on that point,
Mr. Chairman, the minister has a very pecu-
liar view of the parliamentary system. His

view is that there shouldn't be any serious

exchange between government and opposi-
tion—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I didn t say that at

alll

Mr. Lewis: —that there should be no

exchange that requires answers or a

thoroughly thoughtful analysis of what is
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being introduced, or a genuine search for

replies.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It has already been

done.

Mr. Lewis: The minister's idea of a debate

consists of set pieces on second reading and
then spending some time discussing the ad-

ministration of the taxes because the govern-
ment has 76 members and will drive it

through.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That is the member's
view!

Mr. Lewis: Well, that may be how he per-
ceives this chamber. It is also why this gov-
ernment is in so much trouble. That's one of

the basic reasons.

To come back to the point I was making-

Mr. Ghairman: Order, please!

May I make a comment on some of the

previous statements? The matter of progres-

sivity or regressivity has nothing to do with

section 2 of the bill. It relates to the prin-

ciple of the bill, which I thought was very

thoroughly and very completely debated—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Exactly the point I

make.

Mr. Ghairman: This simply relates to the

matter of raising the rate from five to seven

per cent. The other matters have been

already discussed and are not part of this

particular subsection.

Mr. Lewis: All right. I have another ques-
tion. How did the ministry calculate the

additional amount of money which will be
received from section 2, subsection (1), of

this bill? How was the calculation made on
the basis of the increase from five per cent to

seven per cent?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Chairman, as is

usually done, the economists forecast on the

basis of purchases that have been made in

the past and on the potential for the coming
year. The hon. member knows that perfectly
well. I would suggest that if he wants to

prolong this debate, perhaps he ought to pro-

long it on another basis.

I still say, Mr. Chairman, that what we
are dealing with here is clause-by-clause
examination of the bill to determine whether
this is the proper way to carry out the policy
which was decided upon on second reading.
I deny very strongly any suggestion the hon.

member has made that we take this very

lightly. Nobody likes to increase taxes; we
don't take this Ughtly at all.

The hon. member suggests that I have a

pecuhar idea of what is a proper debate in

the House-

Mr. Deans: The minister is a peculiar
fellow.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I suggest the hon.

member has a peculiar view-

Mr. Lewis: Not at all.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: There are certain

precedents and procedures; one is that we

argue the principle of a bill in second read-

ing-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: And this was done at

great length; every member of the opposi-
tion, as well as many members on this side,

spoke and debated on the principle of this

bill. Since time immemorial—and the hon.

member knows this very well—the precedent
has been estabhshed that there is no possible

way of carrying out this tax bill by waiting
until the moment it receives royal assent.

Mr. Deans: Don't dare to talk about that.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: There is no practical

way at all. The hon. member knows that

perfectly well-

Mr. Gisbom: The minister is out of order.

Mr. Chairman: Order please!

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Parliamentary prac-
tice has established the precedent that many
taxes have to be put in effect retroactively,
some on the date of the budget-

Mr. Deans: Don't dare to talk about that.

Mr, Chairman: Order please! These remarks

are out of order too.

Mr. Lewis: The minister may be feeling
defensive about the way in which he has

answered. That is not what I was asking.

Mr. Gisbom: On a point of order, Mr.

Chairman-

Mr. Chairman: The member for Hamilton

East.

Mr. Gisbom: On a point of order, I pro-
test the interpretation put upon committee

debate of a bill. In 18 years I have never

heard such a restriction put upon the House
in dealing with a bill in committee—and the
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muted words of the minister are heard pretty

clearly across here.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Who is restrictive?

What is all the talk about being restrictive?

The members are not restricted.

Mr. Gisbom: The minister is trying to re-

strict the debate. As you said, Mr. Chairman,
the bill has been dealt with in principle, and

every member of the opposition spoke against
the principle. But we dealt with about seven

different aspects of the principle—we dealt

with the method of raising the tax, why the

tax was raised, where it should come from,
the iniquitous part of the tax. Certainly when
we oppose it and vote against it, in this read-

ing we have the same right to extend our

opposition as we have on the other readings.
I oppose and protest the restrictions that you
are trying to place upon it, not only the

Minister of Revenue but you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Well, I—

Mr. Gisbom: We should have a free hand
to oppose this section by section and get the

explanations that are necessary.

Mr. Chairman: There is no question of

that, but when you range broadly on the

principle of the bill it's my duty, in order to

effect-

Mr. Lewis: We are not ranging particu-

larly.

Mr. Chairman: —the business of the House,
I think, to restrict it to the clause-by-clause
discussion and not the general principle.

Mr. Cassidy: Could I speak to the point of

order, Mr. Chairman?

I was very concerned at the suggested

ruling you made a minute ago to the leader

of the New Democratic Party. As you have

stated, the principle of the bill has been
taken through the House by the government
majority. That's fine.

A number of the questions which were

being launched by the leader of the NDP
were on matters of detail. We were trying to

find out just what kind of tax is now being
imposed. It was unfortunate that, due to the

superficial reply of the Treasurer on the

second reading debate, many of the questions
which were raised in very substantial form
from this side of the House—by both the

opposition and the New Democratic Party-
were simply not dealt with adequately by the

Treasurer.

The questions which were being directed

to the Minister of Revenue related to the

amount of revenue involved and related to

the progressivity or regressivity and other

questions such as this. They are asked simply
in order that this House may be informed
what kind of tax this is.

Mr. Chairman: Orderl Order, please!

Mr. Cassidy: The principle of the bill is

not in question.

Mr. Chairman: I made the ruling in that

regard a few moments ago. The matter of

regressivity and progressivity has to do with
the principle of the bill and has been well

and thoroughly debated earlier. It has noth-

ing to do with this. I've made that ruling.
Was the hon. member for Scarborough West-

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I believe that

questions are in order to elucidate matters

which were not, in fact, dealt vdth, in matters

of detail.

Mr. Chairman: Yes, in detail.

Mr. Cassidy: That's correct.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please! But not on
the general question of the principle.

Mr. Cassidy: Of course not. These are

matters of detail.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, for example, I

have just received a slate of figures from the

provincial Treasurer's oflBce dealing with the

effect of the increase to seven per cent. I'm

feeling horribly frustrated about this whole
business.

We have a clause which says that we move
it from five per cent to seven per cent. It

seems to me that on that clause it is not

illegitimate to ask how much revenue will

thereby be received and how was it cal-

culated? We think there was a very serious

miscalculation.

I do not think it is wrong to ask how will

the incidence affect famihes of differing in-

come groups? Surely that's a valid basis on
which to decide whether or not to support
that clause?

One of the reasons we're asking these ques-
tions is that the Treasurer dealt with some
of them by way of rebuttal in the debate on
second reading, but the only possible way in

which we can deal with the figures is in the

clause-by-clause procedure. This is not an
abuse of the clause-by-clause procedure. It's

a traditional process in this House.

I'm not making all the arguments again on

second reading, that in principle we are op-

posed to an increase. I am accepting that we
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approved in principle an increase from five to

seven per cent. Now I'm asking details about

it. Surely that's legitimate on clause-by-clause
discussion?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

If I might answer that, the questions you've
been posing in the last few moments, I think,

are pretty close to it, but to range broadly
over the wide field of principle is really out

of order at this particular point.

Mr. Deans: He asked those questions-

Mr. Chairman: If you had asked those

questions, or wish to, that's quite in order.

Mr. Lewis: I am quite happy to. I want
to understand; the amount of money, as I

understand it, which we're going to raise

from this retail sales tax—I'm working from

memory now—you say your economists have

prepared something?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It is $280 million.

Mr. Lewis: You have, in appendix B of the

budget, something called an elasticity factor.

For the retails sales tax over the last several

years there would be an elasticity factor of

1.2. That elasticity factor is applied to the

growth in the gross provincial product. It is

our contention that the increased revenue in

the retail sales tax was underestimated by $42
million based on the experience of the last

five years. In fact, based on the experiences
of the last two years in the present state of

economic expansion, it was underestimated

by $61 million. In fact, you have your retail

sales tax bringing you less money in per-

centage terms than the growth of the eco-

nomy. And that has never happened in the

history of the retail sales tax.

I want to ask why we should support a

clause moving the retail sales tax from five

to seven per cent, when the revenue esti-

mates are underestimated by between $42
million and $61 million, and what it is that

allows you to bring in that kind of clause

with that kind of underestimate. That is why
I ask how your economists arrived at the

figure, and I am using the material which is

available to you in your own budget papers.
Can you explain that to me?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I'll ask the economists
how they arrived at their figures.

Mr. Deans: But your answer is for the
birds.

Mr. Lewis: Well, all right—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It seemed to me all

the explanation was given during the budget
speech.

Mr. Lewis: No, in fact is wasn't dealt—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: If the member wants
more information from the economists from

TEIGA, I'll get that information for him, in

more and greater detail.

Mr. Lewis: As a matter of fact, Mr. Chair-

man, the question of the amount of money
which we would receive from the provincial
sales tax was not dealt \vith at all in the

budget reply by the Treasurer.

That is one of the things I very much
wanted to find out. There is a most extra-

ordinary underestimate. It may be deliberate.

It may not be deliberate. But why should

we be supporting an increase, attached to

which there is an error in figures of $60
million?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Really, what the hon.

member is saying is he is pitting his judge-
ment against the judgement of the specialists

in the field.

Mr. Deans: No.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He suggests that some

figures were underestimated in his view—and
he says either deliberately or otherwise.

Mr. Lewis: According to your figures they
are underestimated.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: These are the figures
which the economists have presented. My
colleague, the Treasurer, referred to this last

Thursday. He said, and I am quoting from his

statement the other day, from Hansard:

It has been stated that my 1973 revenue forecast

is low, based on the performance of previous years.
I reject this allegation on two grounds. First, the

opposition claims that we have a record of under-

forecasting are vastly exaggerated. Here are the

figures for the past four years:

In 1969-1970 our net general revenue was esti-

mated to be $2,998 million and the actual revenue

yield was $3,301 million for a difference of $303
million. And before the members opposite start

prancing out of their chairs—

I am quoting. I don't want to provoke the

hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: No. I know you wouldn't do
that.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The Treasurer went

—let me say there are very good reasons beyond our
horizons for this.
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In 1970-1971, the net general revenue was origin-

ally forecast at $3,739 million and the actual revenue

yield was $3,752 million; the diflference was $13
million.

In 1971-1972 the original budget estimate was
$3,847 million and the actual revenue yield was
$3,929 million for a difference of $82 million.

In 1972-1973 our original budget estimate was
$4,454 million and our actual revenue yield was
$4,791 million, for a difference of $337 million.

Let me explain the reasons for a large part of the

under-forecasting in 1969—

Mr. Cassidy: On a point of order, Mr.

Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: What is your point of

order?

Mr. Cassidy: Is the minister not straying

outside of the subject of the bill right now?
Our question was about the forecasting of

the revenues on the sales tax, which is what
is at issue in subsection (1) of section 2.

The minister is bringing in figures that re-

late to the principle of the budget as a

whole which surely is not in order. Possibly
the minister should confine himself to the

questions which have been raised relative

to this bill.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: On that point of

order, Mr. Chairman, I think the hon. mem-
ber is right, except that his leader asked

a question which I think is out of order.

Apparently it has been considered okay for

him to ask this question, so I am answering
it. If the hon. member agrees to convince

his leader to withdraw his question I won't
bother continuing.

Mr. Lewis: Well, you are not—with respect,

you are not answering the question.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I am.

Mr. Lewis: No. What you are doing is

reverting back to the points made by the

members for Kitchener and the member
for York South about what we consider to

be the deliberate underestimate of revenue
which is contained in each year's budget.
That's not what I discussed with you. What
I said to you—and the minister will have
to forgive me, but this is one of the reasons

why it is so difiicult with the provincial
Treasurer absent—what I said to you was
that there is a budget paper B in the budget
which talks about the elasticity factor of

the retail sales tax. The elasticity factor of

the retail sales tax is 1.2 over the last five

years. Now, the growth of the economy
predicted by the Treasurer in his budget,
was 11.1 per cent. In order to get the

increase for the retail sales tax, you multiply
1.2 times 11.1, and you get 13.3. If you
apply an increase of 13.3 to the figures
which the Treasurer's department has pro-

vided, you learn that we should receive

$1,012,000,000 in the sales tax. Instead, the

Treasurer has estimiated—for a reason I

don't understand—a receipt of $970 million,
which means a $42 million underestimate
based on his interpretation of the elasticity

factor.

Now we are putting it at its kindest. It

could be that the elasticity factor wdll be
even larger. What I am saying to you is that

you are therefore coming before us wdth a

subsection to increase the retail sales tax

by two points, and you have made a serious

miscalculation of somewhere between $42
and $61 million, based on your own figures.

I am therefore asking, how is that pos-
sible? How can you ask us to support a

clause when your economists can make that

kind of miscalculation? What faith can we
have in the retail sales tax mechanism
as an appropriate inducement to further

revenues? One of the reasons we object
to this clause as strongly as we do is that

it hasn't even been arithmetically legitimized,
let alone philosophically.

Mr. Stokes: That's what the Premier
meant when he said he had found another
source.

Mr. Lewis: And I don't think that that's

inappropriate to bring to your attention at

this point in time. I think that's a detail

about this clause which it is right to put
on the record. And I have a couple of others

which I would like to deal with similarly.

Mr. Bullbrook: Would the leader of the

New Democratic Party consider a question
from me?

Mr. Lewis: Yes.

Mr. Bullbrook; Is he taking—and I hate

to do this—

Mr. Chairman: I don't think it is in order.

Mr. Bullbrook: All right, would the Minis-

ter of Revenue, then, and I don't know
whether I am being-

Mr. Chairman: Have you got a point of

order? If you haven't got a point of order,
the member for Scarborough West has the

floor.

Mr. Lewis: As I understood it—
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Mr. Chairman: Well, if you are finished,

the member for Samia takes over. Are you
finished with your point?

Mr. Lewis: I have finished for the moment.

Mr. Bullbrook: I am trying to follow the

reasoning of the hon. leader of the New
Democratic Party, and I wanted to ask the

Treasurer, but I will ask the Minister of

Revenue, is the leader of the New Demo-
cratic Party correct in assuming that the

elasticity factor in connection with the re-

tail sales tax is appropriate in connection
with the total increase of the gross provincial

product? I don't think it is, because so

much of the increase of the gross pro-
vincial product is not subject to that tax.

Maybe I am missing something here, but
I'm not sure that you can multiply 11

times 1.2 and come to the proper figure.

Mr. Lewis: Well, answering for the

Minister of Revenue-

Mr. Bullbrook: I was asking the question
because I want to say this, and I say it as

respectfully as I can, the Minister of Revenue
wouldn't think of asking you that question.

Mr. Lewis: Well, the question is certainly—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I would if I had the

conceit of the member for Samia—

Mr. Lewis: The question is certainly—

Mr. Bullbrook: You have taught me how to

act that way in six years. But the one thing

you haven't taught me is answers to questions.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: You have a great

opinion of yourself.

Mr. Lewis: The question of the member
for Samia is certainly pertinent.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I'm even here, and
he's talking to another member.

Mr. Lewis: All I can answer to him, how-
ever circuitously, is that the average increase

in the sales tax over the last five years has
shown the 1.2 factor. Over the last two years
it is 1.4 because of the extraordinary growth
in the economy, which growth is continued,
by way of prediction by the Treasurer, for

this year. So I think that we probably erred

in a conservative way on the elasticity figure
as it applies to the growth rate.

Mr. Breithaupt: Because the growth rate is

higher.

Mr. Lewis: Because the growth rate is

higher. But let me put it even another way;
this department, for reasons I will never

understand, predicts that the increase in the

sales tax will be even less, proportionately,
than the increase in the gross provincial

product, which has never happened. It just

hasn't happened. And I really feel that the

minister is so wanting in his estimates of

revenue income—never mind the debate which
the Opposition has had with the minister

about the whole budget, about all of his

sources of revenue, but just on this source

of revenue which we are now specifically

debating—he is so off-base on his estimate of

income that we should not be asked to sup-

port this particular subclause. Because he

can't come in here with a $60 million error,

which is what he is doing.

Mr. Stokes: That's what's going to take the

place of the seven per cent tax on energy.

Mr. Lewis: In fact, that is why the gov-
ernment doesn't care about abandoning the

energy tax.

Mr. Stokes: That's right; that's rightl

Mr. Lewis: I'm sorry, I've monopolized a

a lot of time, Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Stokes: It's almost identical.

Mr. Lewis: —and there are other members
who want questions, but I have other ques-
tions about this clause which I want to come
back to about the incidence when other

members are participating.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, the hon. mem-
ber really is again raising the question of

how the economists arrived at their formula.

Now, if he wants to debate on his economic

abilities as against those of the economists in

the Treasury, it is his privilege to do so. We
have economists who have done a tremendous

job in giving service to this province over

the years; they have proven their ability. If

the member wants to argue their method of

arriving at the elasticity factor, that's a matter

of opinion.

Mr. Foulds: Proving their ability to under-

estimate—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: All I can do is tell

him what I'm sure the Treasurer would if he

were here; that is to say, this is what my
economists feel is the case.

Mr. Lewis: No, if the Treasurer were here

we would have a serious discussion about how
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to work this out. He would do that because

he's interested in it.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, if the hon.

member is suggesting I am not interested,

that's totally unfair of him.

Mr. Lewis: No, no, the minister is in-

terested; but he doesn't know anything.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It is totally unfair of

him. Well, I'll agree that I'm not as knowl-

edgeable in respect of the philosophy behind

the taxes as my colleague is because he's been

dealing with it every day in the year and has

been discussing it with his economists.

If he were in the debate on second reading
on the principle of the bill, I think the hon.

member would quite rightly be in a position
to object to the fact that the Treasurer isn't

here because we would be discussing the

philosophy that underlies the whole business

and the methods by which the government
arrived, or the Treasurer arrived, at these

figures. But right now what we are discuss-

ing is the detail of the bill itself.

Again, all I can tell the hon. member is

that this whole matter has been debated.

In any case, I would say that if there has
been a miscalculation—whether it's $5 million,

$60 million, or $90 million—the very worst
that would happen if the economists have
underestimated revenue would be that the

deficit would go down by that amount of

money. And there is nothing wo-ong with that

either, because deficits cost the taxpayers

money; you've got to pay interest on this

money; and so that is the worst that could

happen. And I'm not too sure that wouldn't
be the best. Because if we can reduce the
deficit-

Mr. Good: Worst thing that could happen.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —of this province, it

would be a good thing for the taxpayer.

Mr. Breithaupt: Well, Mr. Chairman—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: In addition to which,
of course, the hon. member realizes we have
lost a tremendous amount of money forecast

in the energy tax, which has been withdrawn.

Mr. Breithaupt: Well, Mr. Chairman, the

logic of that argument should show that we
are increasing our tax rate perhaps to eight

per cent. It would seem to me the Minister
of Revenue surely should be able to debate
with those of us with some economic respon-
sibilities in our respective parties the par-
ticular functions of the Ministry of Revenue,

which is the calculation and development
and collection of these various funds. I think

we should expect that some of the principles

upon which the economists base their theories

from which revenues flow should be brought
before us.

Now, I appreciate that the Minister of

Revenue, in his comments wdth respect to

the Treasurer's involvement on second read-

ing, acknowledged that the Treasurer has

probably a more detailed or a greater knowl-

edge in depth of the principles upon which
this tax is based; but surely the Minister of

Revenue should be able to tell us the prin-

ciples upon which the revenues of the prov-
ince are being calculated and collected, and
not just lay it off on the economists.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Chairman, surely
the hon. member appreciates that it's a

relatively simple matter when the economists

of Treasury ask the staff of the Ministry
of Revenue for answers such as: "If we
increase the sales tax two per cent, what
would be the forecast in respect to the way
the sales are going and what you're getting
from each particular item of sales which
are taxable?" And our people would pro-
vide what is happening now in respect of

these revenues, and the economists in TEIGA,
on the basis of what they forecast as being
the upsurge or otherwdse in the economy
for the upcoming year, would say, "We ex-

pect in this particular field or this particular

branch, there would be an increase in

revenue of two per cent or 10 per cent."

On that basis they arrive at a conclusion.

I'm sure the hon. member wouldn't think

they are going to be entirely accurate. At
best it's an educated guess. I think that's

what our economists are for.

Again, I say that unless it was an out-

rageous amount of error or supposed error

or expected error—in other words, if we
were talking about a potential $200 million

of over-taxation and saying on that basis,

if it was an amount of that magnitude it

would help reduce the debt anyway—it isn't

really that important because it would re-

duce the deficit and thereby reduce the

amount of taxation that the taxpayers are

going to have to pay in the follovdng year.
The more we reduce the deficit the better it

is for the taxpayer.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Ottawa Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, the minister

began by saying that like any other mem-
ber of this House he finds it difficult to
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raise taxes. I'm not sure whether or not he
meant that but at any rate that's what he
stated. I think what one draws from that

is obviously that no government raises taxes

unless it feels it has to.

The questions which are being raised

from this side of the House about the revenue
from the sales tax relate to the question of

whether, in fact, the government has to.

It may be that if the estimates of increased
revenue from this tax are so grossly under-

estimated, in fact, the government could

get what it needed by raising the sales tax
from five per cent to six per cent, for ex-

ample. That is why this particular point
about how much will be raised from the
tax and about the elasticity and the amount
of revenue for each percentage increase in

the growth of the province, is very relevant.

I reject the minister's contention that
this is a matter for experts, for economists,
and not a fit subject for debate in the
House. The minister may be telling us that
he does not feel fit to debate it. I would
say, though, that the leader of the New
Democratic Party has certainly displayed
his competence in dealing witfi economic
questions. He is not an economist, however;
neither am I.

However, we are raising questions which
are obvious to the layman, at least to the
laymen on this side of the House, and
which pose some pretty fundamental ques-
tions about the revenue estimating within
the Ministry of Treasury, Economics and
Intergovernmental AfFairs. I think the minis-
ter has been around this government long
enough to know that he cannot always trust
his experts; that experts do make mistakes.

We have been around this House often

enough to see that from time to time the

figures throvm up by experts are, in fact,
doctored to some extent for political pur-
poses. We do not know what has happened
in this particular case. We do find it in-

conceivable that a tax which increased at

a rate 40 per cent faster than the growth
in the economy last year would increase at

a rate less than the growth of the economy in

the coming year. Yet that is what the gov-
ernment is asking us to believe.

All of the signs in the economy right now
are that we are in for another boom year.
In fact, it is an inflationary year in which
retail sales have continued to grow ex-

traordinarily strongly. In those conditions,
the retail sales tax is liable to be very buoyant
and very elastic. That means that again
this year the sales tax revenues are likely to

grow about 40 per cent faster than the

economy as a whole but the ministry is

saying they will grow less than the rate

of growth in the economy as a whole.

The point raised by the member for

Downsview (Mr. Singer) is not relevant be-

cause the sales tax is already a proportion
of total goods and services bought. That

proportion stays fairly constant so that if

the economy goes up by 10 per cent, the

consumption of goods and services, which
are taxable, rises by 10 per cent or more.

The point in this case is that it does rise

by more and, therefore, the sales tax

revenues tend to increase by more.

Surely the minister could consult the

economists who are sitting underneath the

gallery and get some detailed explanation
which might satisfy us? Or, on the other

hand, he could say that the estimates which
were provided in the budget were wrong
and produce a new set of estimates.

Mr. Chainnan: On subsection (1), the

hon. member for Sandwich-Riverside.

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Mr.

Chairman, one of the most unsatisfactory
features of the Treasurer's management of

financial aflFairs is in the field of auto parts

manufacturing. This industry in Ontario has

to compete with companies in Michigan and
other parts of the United States where new
machinery is continually being introduced

and is not subject to any sales tax.

Because the previous Treasurer realized

that employment in the auto parts industry in

Ontario must be maintained, the Ontario

plants had been relieved of the five per cent

sales tax for the last two years up until about
five weeks ago when the exemption was
lifted. As of May 1, the picture ch^ged with
the auto parts plants paying a seven per cent

sales tax on machinery and equipment. On-
tario firms cannot remain competitive with
obsolete machinery. They must continually
modernize in order to survive. The Treasurer

is quite inconsistent. He has favoured the re-

duction of corporation taxes for all corpora-
tions, regardless of the degree of foreign

competition to which they are subjected. Yet

in the case of the auto parts industry, which
is most vulnerable to American competition,
the Treasurer is quite unconcerned.

Perhaps there are very few auto parts
manufacturers in London South, and perhaps
there aren't any in London. There used to

be one called Eaton Wilcox Automotive, I

believe. Why does the Treasurer agree to cut

the corporation taxes? To make Ontario com-
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panics more competitive presumably. Why
does he put a seven per cent tax on all the

machinery and equipment bought by the

small manufacturers of auto parts? Doesn't

he want them to remain competitive? I think

the Treasurer is a juggler. He takes the

money from the ordinary payers of sales tax

and gives some of it back months later as

a credit rebate—that's in the following April.

Mr. Stokes: The Minister of Revenue is a

juggler, too.

Mr. Burr: I think that the Treasurer is a

compulsive juggler. In the case of the auto

parts manufacturers, he gives them a corpo-
rate tax reduction in one bill and takes much
of it back with this Bill 98.

Two weeks ago, on April 26, Mr. D. S.

Wood, the newly elected president of the

Automotive Parts Manufacturers Association,

was reported in the Windsor Star as follows:

"Mr. Woods said that they [meaning recon-

ciled statistics worked out by Canada and the

United States] do indicate that Canada has

returned to a trade deficit position on the

automotive account."

Mr. Chairman, this means that the auto

parts manufacturers are not gainmg business

l3ut are losing it. The five per cent increase

last month, when the rebate was ended, and

another two per cent increase on May 1

mean a seven per cent increase, which makes

the competitive position of Ontario auto parts

manufacturers most diflBcult. How does the

Minister of Revenue justify this from the

point of view of incentives, and how does he

justify it from the point of view of increasing

jobs in Ontario?

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for York

Centre.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I think he is out of

order.

Mr. Deacon: He isn't out of order at all.

Mr. Lewis: Everything we ask is out of

order.

Mr. Deans: It would be nice to have some-

thing in order.

Mr. Stokes: Let it be recorded that the

minister said the member was out of order.

Mr. Chairman: Order. The member for

York Centre has the floor.

the auto parts industry. We have a business

in my community that is locally owned. It

has been developed as a result of a great
deal of initiative on the part of some local

people. It has now become the major manu-
facturer of a very small part. It manufactures
about 90 per cent of all the windshield washer

jets that go into autos built in North America.

This shows how important the costing is as

well as the engineering of one small item.

It can be a very important factor in the

economy of a community. This particular firm

points out that the increase in tax—just the

increase in tax; I am not talking about the

fact that the tax exemption has now dis-

appeared—will mean a very substantial in-

crease in the investment required by this

firm to compete in the North American mar-

ket. I think that it shows the importance of

the Treasurer finding another means rather

than this increase in rate of tax from five

per cent to seven per cent.

I point out through you, Mr. Chairman, to

the Minister of Revenue, that a study made

by the select committee on taxation in 1968

indicated this type of increase in revenue

could be gathered in by expanding the exist-

ing five per cent rate of tax on to services.

I would appreciate any information the min-

ister, or his colleague on his left, could give
us on what evidence they now have as to

how much sales tax would be garnered by

covering all types of services—such as labour,

when people are servicing equipment—what

type of increased revenue that would gather
in today, because the only figures I have are

based on 1968.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Chairman, I'll ask

my staff to get me this information-if it's

available on short notice.

In respect of the discussion, which you

apparently feel is in order, on the matter of

tax on auto parts, and so forth, I'll answer

the last one first—excuse me while I break

into my own train of thoughts. I was told

that the tax on services would read $45

million.

Mr. Deans: It is like a Charlie McCarthy
situation. Which one is the dummy and which

one is real.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, now, does the

hon. member object to my asking my assist-

ant to get this information as quickly as

possible?

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Speaker, I wish to add to Mr. Deans: When he whispers in the min-

those remarks that have just been made about ister's ear, we can't hear.
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Hon. Mr. Grossman: He's not ashamed of

getting the information. What's wrong with

that? Why did the hon. member call the

parliamentary assistant a Charlie McCarthy?
I mean, what's wrong with that?

Mr. Deans: I didn't. I said I wasn't sure

which one was the Charlie McCarthy.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The hon. member
wants the information, he requested the in-

formation, and we make every effort-

Mr. Stokes: He's Edgar Bergen.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —to give him the

courtesy of getting it for him, and he objects.

Do I take it from the hon. members in

their discussion about the taxes on auto parts,
and so forth, that they feel that it would be
advisable to reduce the taxes on auto parts?

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): No, let's

have a little debate first. That's the point of

this.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Is that what the hon.

member is suggesting—the hon. member for

Sandwich-Riverside?

An hon. member: No.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, I don't know

why he would suggest that, because the sales

of automobiles are away up. Certainly, if

you're going to get any revenue you should
be getting it from some area where there is

no particular decrease in sales because of

taxes. I am told that the increase in the sales

of motor cars has been around 20 per cent so

far this year. Now, obviously, the element of

sales tax involved in this hasn't been a de-

terrent to the sale of cars. Why would he
feel that? Obviously, if we took the tax off,

or reduced the tax on auto parts and so forth,
we would have to raise it in some other area.

And, of course, there would be some

objection to that.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, if I may
speak to this. I think before we start bandy-
ing rhetorical questions around—we're not
here to answer. The minister is to answer the

questions. The first thing I'd like to know is

has the minister seen the copy of the letter

that was written to the Premier (Mr. Davis)

by Mr. D. S. Woods—to which my colleague,
the member for Sandwich-Riverside, referred?
That is the letter dated April 30. It is from
D. S. Woods of the Automotive Parts Manu-
facturers Association (Canada), to the Premier

—expressing pretty cogently his thinking
about it. We all know that it's a particularly

pressured group which has a particular in-

terest, but there are some very valid points
made in the letter. Now, has the minister

seen that letter?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: No, I haven't seen it,

Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Lewis: The Treasurer has, by the way.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Obviously, it is no

surprise that anyone involved in a particular

industry afi^ected by the tax is going to be

against the tax.

Mr. Renwick: Why shouldn't they?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I have had some
letters in respect of almost every aspect of

sales tax. Everyone puts up a pretty cogent

argiunent, and I think I could put up a

pretty cogent argument, too, on their behalf

if I were asked to do so. All you are really

saying is the tax affects an industry, affects

the people, affects everybody. Of course! The
information I have been given is that the—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —sales of motor cars

are up about 20 per cent. Then obviously
the sales tax factor hasn't been a deterrent

to the sale of cars. I think that speaks for

itself.

Mr. Burr: Mr. Chairman, I think the min-

ister is assuming the same amount of auto

parts goes into all the cars. Could the min-

ister tell us what portion of the car sold in

Ontario is made in Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I will get the infor-

mation for the hon. member.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Windsor West.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Mr.

Chairman, the point with respect to the auto

parts is that this is a very competitive in-

dustry regulated by the auto pact agreement,
or whatever replaces the auto pact agree-
ment.

The concern of the auto parts manufac-
turers is that the manufacture of these parts
v/ill go to a jurisdiction in which there is

not a seven per cent sales tax on them. They
are concerned about the jobs and the wel-

fare of their companies. The parts will be
manufactured in and distributed from a

jurisdiction—probably south of the border-
in which there is no sales tax on them. That
was the concern of the letter.
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There is another concern that I have on
this sales tax about which I should be able

to receive a pretty definitive answer from

you, or if you can't give a definitive answer
on the spot, consider it for a further answer
to us. I got a telegram recently from Americo
Dean Jr., the president of the Heavy Con-
struction Association in Windsor, and Harvey
Meritsky, the president of the Windsor Con-
struction Association. The main import of

this telegram from them was to request that

all materials involved in construction jobs
tendered before April 12, the day the budget
was introduced—on which they did not cal-

culate the seven per cent, and in many cases

received the contract based on their tendered

price—be exempt from the increase in the

sales tax-

Mr. S. B. Handleman (Carleton): They are

exempt.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: They are.

Mr. Bounsall: —because this adds a two

per cent increase.

You can assure them that that two per
cent increase will not apply to all jobs ten-

dered prior to the budget?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The hon. member
should be aware of it — I am sure it must
have been mentioned during the debate. It

involves what is known as fixed-price con-

tracts. Anyone who is locked into a contract,

who is the middleman, and is not in a posi-
tion to pass on the tax to an ultimate con-

sumer, is exempt from the tax.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Thunder Bay.

Mr. Stokes: I would like to ask the min-
ister a question. In view of the statements

made by the Treasurer and by the Premier
that they are striving for equality of oppor-
tunity for all residents throughout the prov-
ince regardless of where they may live—and
I am talking about, particularly, the ex-

pressed aim of the Minister of Education

(Mr. Wells) when he talks about equality
of educational opportunity. I am wondering
if the minister, or the provincial Treasurer,
or indeed the cabinet, has contemplated the

effect of the seven per cent sales tax, which
is an increase of 40 per cent from the five

per cent that is in effect at the present time.

And, since we are talking about automo-

biles, to a good many of the people who
live in northern Ontario, where populations
are much more sparse, and where the com-
munities are farther apart, where people

usually commute great distances to and from
their work, an automobile has become a nec-

essity, rather than a luxury.

Mr. Foulds: No public transportation up
there.

Mr. Stokes: Yes. You can't dial a bus, or

dial a plane or anything up there. You have
to pretty well paddle your own canoe, so

to speak. So what I'm—

Mrs. Campbell: There is even tax on that.

Mr. Stokes: What I am saying is—

Mr. Foulds: They're even taxing the pad-
dle.

Mr. Stokes: What I am saying is that the

cost of an automobile—and it doesn't matter

what kind of make—goes up proportionately
with the value of the automobile, but there

is a difference of between $200 to $500 in

the cost of an automobile. Of course when
you apply a seven per cent sales tax on the

retail price of any given article, you are

extracting a proportionately higher amount
of taxes from those who have to pay the

additional sale price on a given article.

In northern Ontario, you are extracting

between $14 and $35 from everybody over

and above what you collect from somebody
purchasing the same article here in southern

Ontario. I am wondering why you didn't take

that into consideration and have a sliding

scale whereby people would pay essentially

the same amount in sales tax on the pur-
chase of a given article. A stove costs rough-

ly $100 more in northern Ontario, and sub-

stantially more than that in remote areas,

say Pickle Lake, for instance, which is 347
road miles north of the city of Thunder Bay.
Now you are extracting seven per cent sales

tax on the retail price of that particular
article.

For every $100, you are extracting another

$7 over and above what you would collect

from someone purchasing the same article

here in southern Ontario, which is much
closer to the source of manufacture.

I am thinking too, Mr. Chairman, particu-

larly of building materials such as lumber
and plywood. It is common knowledge that

even though we manufacture certain grades
of plywood and lumber in northern Ontario

it is cheaper to buy that lumber down here

on the Toronto market through Cashways or

any of the outlets, than it is right where it is

manufactured. On a home the material com-

ponent could be say $10,000, but those items
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of materials might be purchased for say
$8,000 in Metropolitan Toronto where much
larger quantities are bought, thereby giving
a better price.

It has become quite obvious to people liv-

ing in the city of Thunder Bay that it is

cheaper to buy plywood on the open market
down here in Toronto than it is to purchase
that plywood in the city of Thunder Bay
which is roughly 850 miles closer to the

source, usually the interior of British

Columbia.

All I am saying, through you, Mr. Chair-

man, to the minister, is that in any tax with
the percentage constant throughout the prov-
ince, somebody living in the north where the

retail price of a given article is much higher,
will pay a significantly larger amount than

people down here.

Now conversely, the minister is not pro-

viding equal services or equal opportunity—
whether it be in education or in any other

sphere such as the delivery of social pro-

grammes.

I am wondering why the minister didn't

take that into consideration when he —
according to subsection (1) of clause 2 — is

striking out "5" and substituting "7". He is

only adding insult to injury because we in the

north do pay a substantially higher retail

price for almost any given article.

The minister is discriminating against the
north inasmuch as he does not have a sliding
scale whereby he can extract the same
amount of dollars, but he is not doing this by
the imposition right across the board of an
increase of 40 per cent. He is extracting a

substantially higher volume of dollars by the

imposition of this tax right across the board
because it's based on the retail price of a

given article. I think the government is dis-

criminating against people in the north, and
I wonder why it chooses to do that.

Mr. Foulds: And our average wage is lower

per family unit.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Of course, the hon.
member is arguing it will more greatly aflFect

those areas where the cost of living is higher.
He suggested something about a sliding scale;

may I ask him to elaborate on that? What
does he mean by a sliding scale? Does he
mean a sliding scale of sales tax?

Mr. Stokes: Yes, why didn't the govern-
ment retain the five per cent sales tax north
of the French River, say, or in areas where
it could be demonstrated that the cost of a

given article is higher. By leaving the rate at

five per cent north of the French River, for

instance, the government would have ex-

tracted the same dollar values from us as it

is by imposing the additional 40 per cent or

two percentage points in the south. The

government wouldn't have been getting the

same number of dollars, but at least it would
have demonstrated to the people in the north

that it recognized that the cost of living is

higher, and it could have compensated for

this by this sliding scale.

Mr. Cassidy: They don't give a dam about
the north.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Chairman, of

course the hon. member will appreciate that

the property tax stabilization plan was de-

signed to pour a larger percentage of money
—I think it's 10 per cent—into the north for

that purpose-

Mr. Cassidy: You use it to relative advan-

tage for the north.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —but surely the hon.

member is an intelligent man and he knows
that it would be an administrative night-

mare-

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come onl

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —to try to administer

a sales tax that wasn't the same across the

whole province.

An hon. member: No, not at all.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We'd have to set up
border points-

Mr. Cassidy: I don't believe that.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We would have to

set up checkpoints at certain places.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Let the minister finish.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We'd have to check
to see what was purchased on that side of

the border against this side. The hon. mem-
ber must know that would be administra-

tively impossible.

Mr. Stokes: No, I don't—I don't accept
that for one minute. From time immemorial
until about two years ago, this government
imposed a differential in the price of beer

in the north.
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Mr. Lewis: That's right!

Mr. Stokes: We used to manufacture it in

the north and send it down here, and it

could be bought 50 cents cheaper than at

the point of manufacture. So it's not an
administrative nightmare at all.

Mr. G. W. Walker (London North): It's

gone now.

Mr. Foulds: It's gone, but it can be ad-

ministered. Does the hon. member know
how the government got rid of it?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Surely the hon. mem-
ber appreciates that there is a difference in

setting a different price for something in

various parts of the province, which even
then becomes difficult, although distribution

of beer is fairly well controlled. But that

was a question of administering the cost of

an article.

Mr. Breithaupt: That was ridiculous.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: When we are talking
about articles, particularly when they can be
moved from place to place—for example, if

a car could be bought two per cent cheaper
north of the French River, a person would

just move across the street or five miles

farther up, buy himself a car and go back-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Foulds: Isn't the minister concerned
about increased trade and development in

the north.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —I mean, it would be

impossible to administer a sales tax that way.

Mr. Foulds: It can be administered very
easily.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The Treasurer has

attempted to right that imbalance, which
the government appreciates does exist,

through the property tax stabilization plan
and many other plans. Millions of dollars

from this increased sales tax are being
poured into northern municipalities ex-

pressly for that purpose.

Mr. Foulds: Less than one-third.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Sud-

bury.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr. Chair-

man, I'd like to object to the imposition
of this tax because the government hasn't

taken into consideration those people who
have to buy specialized equipment in order

to do their jobs. There are about five pages
of exemptions for baler twine, pig fencing
and different things like that to assist people
who have to make their living, but I am
talking specifically about equipment that is

bought strictly for a person's job.

The bill refers to the construction industry,
the mining industry and the smelting in-

dustry. I know from long experience that

money is spent on safety items, such as

hardhats, safety boots, extra clothing for

working outside, safety belts and other

specialized equipment that is not part of the

normal expenses of the average citizen. These

people are in specialized occupations and
have to buy specialized equipment—and it's

very expensive.

This group has tried without success to get
the federal government to recognize this as

a legitimate exemption for income tax pur-

poses, but so far to no avail. If all sorts of

other things are considered exempt because

these people have extra and special expendi-

tures, then I think a thing such as a hardhat

which is worn on a construction site or under

ground or in a smelter, and safety boots,

which are mandatory in any of these jobs,

and safety glasses, should be, too. These are

not things which the average citizen buys.

Some particular tradesmen have a very

heavy investment in tools. A machinist, for

instance, might have $2,500 worth of tools,

which he has paid a tax upon. I just wonder

why the minister doesn't see fit to alleviate

the pressure on some of these people who

are, for the most part, on the lower end of

the economic scale?

Mr. Chairman: Do you want to answer

that question, Mr. Minister?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: While these argu-
ments are very cogent, I vdll not debate them.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville): Mr.

Chairman, during the discussion of the bill

on second reading, I mentioned to the min-

ister the sales tax being levied on certain

prosthesis. At that time the minister agreed
with me that there was a sales tax, but also

made mention that on prescription from a

doctor the sales tax would not be levied

against the purchaser of the prosthesis.

I'm wondering if the minister does not

realize that when an individual buys the

prosthesis for the first time, even though it

may not necessarily be for cosmetic reasons,

or even if it were for cosmetic reasons, the
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wearing of the prosthesis could have a real

psychological effect on the individual. I am
wondering if the minister would not consider

that once the individual gets the doctor's

prescription for the purchase of the prosthesis,
from that time on the prosthesis not be tax-

able. Requiring the individual to go back-

Mr. Chairman: Could I just interrupt you
for a minute?

Mr. B. Newman: Yes.

Mr. Chairman: Exemptions are dealt with
in section 4 of the bill. We're not really

dealing with exemptions at this time. I know
I let the last speaker go, though he was out

of order. But exemptions are definitely dealt

with in section 4. We're back to section 2

subsection (1) of the bill. We don't deal with

the exemptions at this time.

Mr. B. Newman: Well, Mr. Chairman, am
I not in order?

Mr. Chairman: No, you're not in order

dealing with exemptions.

Mrs. Campbell: Others have been.

Mr. Chairman: Yes, I regret that very
much. But they've been out of order and
two wrongs don't make one right.

Mr. B. Newman: Well, Mr. Chairman, I

will be through in less than 30 seconds.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I will say to the hon.

member, if he is concerned about prostheses,
we have an amendment to present at the

appropriate time, exempting prostheses.

Mr. B. Newman: I would like to simply
point out where the government would ac-

tually be saving money in this instance, Mr.
Chairman. That is, rather than having the

individual going back to a doctor each time
to get a prescription and having that doctor

levy a charge against OHIP, by an amend-
ment to the legislation we could save that

money and in that way accommodate the in-

dividual also.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for St.

George.

Mrs. Campbell: Yes, I have one or two
comments I should like to make. We seem to

have been ruled out of order in so many
cases, but I trust that when the people speak
they can be heard, even in this chamber. I

have before me—

Mr. Chairman: Excuse me. If you have
been ruled out of order by this chairman, it's

only because you are not dealing with that

particular section.

Mrs. Campbell: I am dealing with this

particular section.

Mr. Chairman: You wdll have a chance to

deal with all these particular sections later

on in the bill.

Mrs. Campbell: I'm dealing with this par-
ticular section.

An hon. member: Don't be so thin-skinned,

Mr. Chairman.

An hon. member: Or so thick-headed!

Mrs. Campbell: I have before me a docu-

ment which has been submitted to me un-

solicited. Unfortunately the people of this

province do not appear to have been ade-

quately instructed as to how to make their

plea, and so it could not be presented, Mr.

Chairman, as a petition. I have, however,
this document which takes exception first to

the imposition of this sales tax before final

reading, but also takes exception to the tax

itself.

I should like to say that these people come
from the city of Toronto, from Mississauga,

from Scarborough, from York, from Etobi-

coke and from Willowdale. These are people
who wish to be heard and, of course, it can-

not be said that I represent all of them.

Secondly, I have here a copy of a telegram
addressed to the Premier from the spokes-
man of the Ontario Anti-Poverty Coalition.

Apparently, the minister has seen this tele-

gram because I note that he has some facial

expressions on the introduction of this.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: No. I am just natur-

ally ugly. I can't help that.

Mrs. Campbell: This is what it says:

THE ONTARIO ANTI-POVERTY COALITION
CHALLENGES TREASURER JOHN WHITE'S RE-
PORTED STATEMENT THAT THE 40 PER CENT
INCREASE IN THE RETAIL SALES TAX WILL
NOT CAUSE TAXPAYERS A SINGLE BILL OR A
FIVE-CENT PIECE. WE FURTHER DEPLORE
HIS REPORTED COMMENT THAT CRITICISM
OF THE TAX INCREASE IS HOKUM, HUMBUG
AND CLAPTRAP.
THE ONTARIO ANTI-POVERTY COALITION

REPRESENTS A WIDE CROSS-SECTION OF ON-
TARIO CITIZENS WHOSE ORGANIZATIONS
TOTAL OVER A MILLION MEMBERS. WE HAVE
CONDEMNED THE INCREASE AND WILL CON-
TINUE TO DO SO, AS IT REPRESENTS A
HEAVY FINANCIAL BURDEN ON THE CLASS
OF SOCIETY LEAST ABLE TO BEAR SUCH AN
IMMEDIATE FINANCIAL STRAIN.

WE RESPECTFULLY INVITE MR. WHITE, OR
ANY OTHER MEMBER OF YOUR CABINET-
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I'm sure, Mr. Chairman, they would not

like to be guilty of discrimination against the

hon. Minister of Revenue.

-TO SPEND AT LEAST A WEEK LIVING
UNDER THE SAME CONDITIONS AS THE
WORKING POOR AND UNEMPLOYED. WE
SHOULD BE HAPPY TO MAKE ALL SUCH
ARRANGEMENTS.

IN THE MEANTIME, WE URGE THAT YOUR
GOVERNMENT RECONSIDER THE INCREASE
AND TAKE THE SAME ACTION UNDERTAKEN
WITH RESPECT TO THE PROPOSED ENERGY
TAX.

It is over the name of Murray Tait, com-

mittee chairman, Ontario Anti-Poverty Coal-

ition.

iVe introduced these because I think it is

important that we come to a point of under-

standing of the way in which the people of

this province view this increase as proposed
in this section. Also, they are not very fooled

by all of the protestation for the benefit of

the members from the north country, for the

benefit of the members in municipalities—
and all of this is going to be so helpful to

municipalities.

I would like to know if the minister is

able to tell us why this government, in deal-

ing with this matter, should not give con-

sideration to the position of municipalities in

the north and municipalities across the prov-
ince.

The minister has stated that he believes

that it might be well if we could retire the

deficit. I would like him to explain to this

chamber why he feels that it should be a

different philosophy when we deal vdth

municipalities; why he thinks that they should

be capitalizing this debt in their programme
in order to raise revenue for the province,
and how he thinks that afi^ects the property

taxpayers across this province; and why the

children of generations to come should still

be paying for this iniquitous tax. It does seem
to me that the philosophies ought to be some-
what consistent if they come out of the mouth
of the same minister.

Insofar as this particular increase is con-

cerned many points have been made which
should have carried; which should have indi-

cated the concern of people, and which
should have been of some concern to a gov-
ernment which expresses itself as having
concern for people.

I am interested in the philosophy that if a

man can't pass the tax on to the consumer—
or couldn't pass it on—therefore he would
not pay the tax. I am also interested in the

fact that this tax was announced well in

advance for those who had the capital and/or
the credit to go out on the market and buy,

whereas those without either capital or credit

are stuck wdth this iniquitous extension of an

already iniquitous tax. I'd like the explana-
tion of that.

I am not at all sure, however, that on one

point I may not have to agree with the gov-
ernment rather than with the leader of the

NDP because the resistance I have met from

people as they write to me is that they do not
intend to buy anything more than they abso-

lutely have to as long as this increase is in

effect, if indeed, it goes into effect. That is

so expressed in this document I have before

me today.

I take it, Mr. Chairman, that as far as this

particular section is concerned we deal, as

you have put it, on the basis of the general-
ities of it and that the debate on the exemp-
tions will follow later so I shall confine my-
self to those remarks at this point.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman—I'm sorry; is the

minister going to answer the member?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I think the hon. mem-
ber for St. George has failed to understand

what the exemption implies in relation to

fixed contracts.

Mrs. Campbell: No; I was just dealing with

your answer to a question. Perhaps you mis-

stated your position?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I thought the hon.

member was making the point that some

people had the advantage of being able to

get in a little bit earlier.

Mrs. Campbell: I did think of it.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Also, I thought the

hon. member was placing this within the

context of those people who had a fixed con-

tract. I misunderstood?

Mrs. Campbell: They were two separate

points.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Perhaps the hon.

member could repeat that part. I am sorry;

I was trying to look it up at the same time

as she was speaking.

Mrs. Campbell: What I said was that in

answer to a question from a member of the

NDP he advised that member that he had

misconstrued the position of those contract-

ing prior to May 1 for delivery at a later

date. His comment, as I had it, was that

anyone who could not pass on the tax to

the consumer would not be fixed with the

tax. I think it is a strange statement. I

thought it at the time and if the minister
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has an explanation of it I'm happy to hear

it.

I further made the point—and I think it

is valid—that those who had the capital or

who had the credit could go out and buy
their motor vehicles and buy all these things

before the tax took eflFect; whereas those who
live from day to day, as so many of our

people do, could not do that. They are stuck

with this tax even for necessities.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Chairman, with

gieat respect I don't really get the point of

the hon. member's last statement that some-
one is in a position to take advantage of

the lower tax because he has the money to

go out and buy in advance. What the hon.

member is really doing is arguing for the

theory that a tax of this nature, when the

bill is finally approved, must be retroactive

so that nobody can take advantage of it.

Mrs. Campbell: No, I'm not.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Of course, that is

the whole point.

Mrs. Campbell: No, it isn't.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: No one can take ad-

vantage of it because we have given every-
one the same date. If there is delivery on
that date, they are in the same position.

In respect of the matter of not being able

to pass it on to an ultimate consumer, I did

get the hon. member right in the first place—>

she is dealing with the answer I gave with

respect to fixed price contracts. It means that

no one should be caught in the middle be-

cause the government has raised a tax and
he cannot pass that tax on to a consumer,
because it is a consumer-

Mr. Deans: That is what you have done
to the vendors. That is what you have done
to the retailers in the province.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It is a consumer tax.

In fact we have been doing it for years
with the highway contracts, with anyone
who makes an arrangement with the Ministry
of Transportation and Communications, and
by the government's own action, thereby
could be put out of business by the govern-
ment's adding a tax after he signed the con-
tract. Anyone who has a contract to put
up a building or for delivery at a fixed price
that he has tendered for a job and there is

no way of getting out of it and therefore he
is stuck with a price, say of $4 million or

$4,000 per unit to be delivered on a certain

date and it can be established that that was

done before the tax was put into eflFect and
he cannot pass it on to anyone, then he, in

fact, therefore, becomes practically the ulti-

mate consumer—and there will be an exemp-
tion for that purpose. I am sure everyone
will agree that is the fairest thing to do.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I would like

to pursue this. Under what authority does
the minister make that kind of remission,
since it would be his department that makes
that administration, where there is a fixed

price contract and a supplier is caught as a

middleman, as the minister's word was, and
cannot pass on the increase. Under what sec-

tion of the Act is that made?

Mr. Deans: It is not.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I will get that for

the hon. member. I will get the portion of

the Act itself that provides for that.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, it just sur-

prises me. The minister has made out a

weighty case, a compassionate case, for busi-

nessmen who are caught by the increase in

the tax. He doesn't even know what author-

ity he does this under. Perhaps he can tell

us how much is involved and how much loss

of sales tax may be involved. And, perhaps,
he can tell us why is it that businessmen,
who are caught by this tax, are in a position
to get exemption from the government,
whereas individual consumers who are caught

by the tax are not and are all going to be
hit by it?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, obviously, Mr.

Chairman, it has nothing to do with the size

of the business. Many small businesses are

protected under this ruling. For example, a

small trucker may have a contract for haul-

ing, and he has tendered for it, and he says,

"I will haul this earth at so much per load".

Or he may have arranged for the provision
of certain material through maybe a subcon-

tract, and he has tendered to the contractor,

the ultimate contractor, who requires some

protection as well. The special exemptions
are under the following. Under section 7(1)

of the Retail Sales Tax Act under the head-

ing "Special Exemptions":

If, owing to special circumstances, it is

deemed inequitable that the whole amount
of tax imposed by this Act be paid, the

minister may, with the approval of the

Lieutenant Governor in Council, exempt
a purchaser from payment of the whole,
or any part, of such tax. Where special
circumstances exist—
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Well, that has to do with religious charities

and things of that nature, but that is the

Act, and we have made the ruling, and I

tliink that provides an answer to the House.

I*- is done by order in council—

Where a construction contractor or sub-

contractor has entered into a fixed price,

or a lump-sum construction contract, that

is made in writing either before April 13,

or by the acceptance, after that date, of

an irrevocable offer tendered before that

date, a rebate will be made upon applica-
tion of the actual tax paid itself in the

amount estimated above.

Mr. Cassidy: What is the time limit on
that? Would it be applicable if someone
had made, let's say, a trucking contract that

was of five years duration from the first

of April of this year? Or would this ex-

emption apply only for a period of one

year?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It is discretionary
with the ministry, I am told. Recalling a

discussion we had about this with our staflF,

some time ago, it's left as discretionary in

order to avoid somebody, possibly deliberate-

ly, entering into a very long-term contract.

Or it could possibly be done in such a

fashion that —
well, if it is an irrevocable

one it would not make any diflFerence. But
there is a limit on it, having regard to the

circumstances of the case.

Mr. Cassidy: Would the minister under-
take to table in this House the details of
all such exemptions and the amounts that

are involved? Will he also undertake to

give to the House details of how people who
are affected are being informed of their

rights under this exemption, that it does not

go only to a few well-placed contractors

and others who happen to have better in-

formation than others about the activity
of the government?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It would be pointed
out in sales tax bulletins from time to time.

The hon. member can rest assured that

anyone who is in the business of fixed price

contracting finds that he is entided to it,

because that is the first objection he would
make and quite properly so. If he is locked
in he would say: "Look what you've done to

me—I think it's unfair." I would soon point
out to him that he has recourse.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, Mr. Chairman, for

example, every small contractor who has
a school bus contract in the province of

Ontario could well be affected by this tax.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I should point out to

the hon. member the last bulletin that went
out, a bulletin to which his colleagues made
some objection. It pointed out that if, as

and when this bill is passed, "relief will be

granted to a contractor who accepts delivery
on or after May 1, 1973, to fulfil a fixed-

price contract signed before April 12, 1973.

Such relief will be extended by a rebate."

So they are all informed.

Mr. Cassidy: But the maintenance require-

ments, for example, for school bus operators,

—that is, where they have to buy parts as

well as gasoline and oil. How far ahead will

they be remitted their sales tax increase on
those parts and supplies they need to buy
in view of the fact that they may well have
two or three year contracts with school

boards? And how will they be informed,
since they would normally not be in receipt

of the sales tax bulletins which would go
out to vendors and not to purchasers?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We will do every-

thing possible to inform the public. I would
doubt very much whether the hon. member
could find anyone who is entitled to this who
hasn't taken advantage of it. As I said the

first thing that would occur to a person in

that position would be to complain about

it, and of course if he did that he would soon

be advised of our policy.

Mr. Cassidy: No, Mr. Chairman, it seems

to me that in fact there are many people
who will not be aware of it. I took an ex-

ample out of the blue—a school bus operator

who budgets $400 or $500 a year for re-

pairs, for parts and so on for each school

bus, and who happens to lose an automatic

transmission on May 1 or 2. He would

then have to do a $400 repair on that

school bus immediately after the sales tax

increase has come into force, and has to

pay that additional cost.

That is just as much a cost to the service

that he is delivering under a fixed-price

contract as is the cost of materials that go
into a construction contract. The contractor

will obviously be aware of it, but many
people will not. The sums involved are not

large but the principle is certainly im-

portant. If you are going to give it to big

operators who will be informed, then how
will you inform little operators—small

businessmen—who are also entitled to it be-

cause they are bound by a fixed-price

contract?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: They vdll be advised

by the sales tax bulletin.
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Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

Mr. Deans: Yes, I fust wanted to ask some-

thing. I understand there is a legal definition

connected with a fixed-price contract, but
what about the person who has ordered a

nsw automobile, who has signed the contract,
who has arranged all of the financing? Is that

not a legally binding document that requires
that person to fulfil his obligation to take

delivery? The only thing that hasn't hap-
pened is that he hasn't yet taken delivery by
May 1.

I am told that there is a distinction to be
drawn. In fact, I am even told that the

inspectors from your ministry informed the

automobile retailers that if a person doesn't

pay the additional sales tax, they are just to

nullify the contract and tell them it's because
of the chainge in the government's policy and

keep the deposit. I am told on pretty good
authority that this was said.

I obviously can't quote it, but I am asking

you whether or not there has been some con-

sideration given to that kind of arrangement,
where a person, say on March 20, could have

gone into a dealer and ordered an automo-
bile which, under normal conditions, would
have been delivered to him before the first of

May—that's six weeks; I am allowing a six-

week delivery period. He then goes through
all of the details-

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): He has
to remit that tax-

Mr. Deans: Pardon?

Mr. Paterson: He has to remit that tax by
the 23rd of the next month.

Mr. Deans: Yes. He has already completed
all the details; the only matter diat has yet
to be finalized is the delivery of the automo-
bile. Why is that person, then, required to

pay the additional tax? Or for that matter,

why is the dealer, in order to keep the deal
and keep good faith with his customer, going
to have to pick up the difference in order to

satisfy the Act?

the bill will be approved by this Legislature
—we are going back to the original discus-

sion—because this has been the way it's been
dons for 100 years.

Mr. Deans: Go back to March 20.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: All right. He knows
that if the car is not delivered before May 1,

he will have to collect the tax. He only takes

a deposit at that time. When the car is

delivered he will collect the extra two per
cent, which is seven per cent. If he doesn't

collect it at that time, then of course he will

be responsible for it.

The other suggestion the hon. member
makes, as to some hanky panky which may
be carried on; that would be illegal and
could be a matter for a criminal charge.

Mr. Deans: Let me try it with you for a

moment. This person orders an automobile
on March 20. He signs all of the contracts.

The car is delivered on May 7. On May 7
the legal tax in the Province of Ontario is

five per cent. He has paid for the car. How
do you collect? He bought it on March 20,
ordered it on March 20, signed all of the

contracts on March 20 as to purchase price
and obligations, arranged a financing which
included the tax costs, took delivery on May
7, what do you do now?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It is up to the vendor
to collect.

Mr. Deans: It is up to the vendor to col-

lect, but the tax isn't in effect because the

tax doesn't come into effect-

Mr. Cassidy: When you don't add it for

business, why do you do it on the individual?

Mr. Deans: No but the tax doesn't come
into effect, so how does he collect it?

Mr. Cassidy: Every time you screw the

taxpayer.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, in the first

place, the dealer isn't allowed by law to pick
up the difference. He is supposed to charge
it.

Mr. Deans: Except that you said that the
dealers could let the additional tax slide—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, that is why he
is collecting the tax, because he

' "

Mr. Deans: The point I am making is that

the vendor can't collect. What do you do? I

mean the vendor obviously can't collect. He
must remit the tax which he is legally en-

titled to collect up until the day this law

changes. The vendor remits the five per cent

tax based on the purchase price of an auto-

mobile—in effect, though delivered later, pur-
chased on March 20. It is delivered on May
7. May 7 is obviously after May 1, it always
has been. So you end up with this retailer

..„^ — having remitted to the Province of Ontario

presumes that five per cent on the purchase price because
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that's what the law says he must do. What
are you going to do about it? What do you
do then?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The hon. member can

make it as comphcated as he likes.

Mr. Deans: It is not complicated, it is

simple.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It is so simple that it

has been operating very well since long be-

fore he and I were bom in this province and
in every other-

Mr. Deans: It wasn't around before you
were bom!

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, all right, I'm

sorry. I don't want to mislead the House—not
before I was bom; before the hon. member
was bom. It's been working very well.

Everyone knows that again we are back to

the same discussion, Mr. Chairman. If you
want to rule that in order I am prepared to

debate that again—

Mr. Deans: No, but you are debating—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —but that was the de-

bate on principle. The vendor knows, as the

hon. member opposite knows, that there is

no other way of putting into effect any kind

of tax system which is practical and work-

able. As a matter of fact, as he knows, many
taxes are put into effect at midnight the

night of a budget, federally and in all the

provinces as well, because it is the only way
you can practically do it.

I tell you that the fixed price contract

exemption is a very good one. There are

many instances where there are borderline

cases, and if a person has in fact tendered in

a contract before a certain date, and he is

stuck in the middle, he gets an exemption.

Mr. Deans: No, but what is the difference

between, on the one hand, the individual—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The difference is this:

I go in and attempt to buy a car, and I say
to the dealer, "I want a car, what is the cost

going to be?" He says, "It's going to cost you
$6,000 plus the provincial sales tax." Now,
if I want it I can buy it. If I don't want it

I can get out of there—I am not in a fixed

price contract.

Mr. Deans: Not after the minister signs the

contract.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Of course. I am a

•consumer and the consumer has got to pay

the tax. If the hon. member wants to draw
that to its logical conclusion, the whole
method of tax collection would be thrown
into confusion. He knows that perfectly well.

There has got to be a date; the tax must

go into effect as of a certain date. Some

people fortunately get delivery before that

date and they are lucky—sometimes it is just
sheer luck—and others go beyond that date.

I remember when my colleague, the hon.
member for Haldimand-Norfolk (Mr. Allan),
first brought in the sales tax and the debates
we had about it in cabinet and in caucus. We
discussed it at great length. I will never for-

get the statement he made at that time. He
said: "In all the experience and all the places
we visited, the first thing they said was, 'You

might as well make up your mind; if you
give any kind of an exemption, you are go-

ing to be in trouble as long as there are sales

taxes'."

Mr. Cassidy: But the minister has given
one.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: But the logical way—
perhaps it is not as practical as we would
like it to be—would be to charge everybody
a tax with no exemptions and where a per-
son can prove that he should perhaps have
been given special consideration, give him a

grant or some special consideration later. But
once you start the exemptions, you are in

trouble.

All the hon. member is pointing out is if

you set aside a certain date somebody will

have gotten in just before and somebody just
after. Mr. Chairman, I suggest to the hon.

member it would be infinitely worse if we
took their advice and did not collect tax for

four, five or six months—or as long as the

opposition wants to keep the bill from being

approved—because thousands of people will

avoid taxes. In the meantime the tax base

would not only be destroyed but it would be
unfair to those who buy items after the bill

is approved.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please, we are back
on section 9 again.

Mr. Deans: We are not. We are talking
about fixed price contracts.

Mr. Chairman: Yes, we are, as to the date

of the collection of the tax.

Mr. Deans: We are talking about fixed

price contracts—the minister raised it.
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Mr. Chairman: We are straying into section

9, as to when it is legal. Subsection (1) we
are dealing with, raising from five to seven-

Mr. Deans: That is what we are talking
about—

Mr. Chairman: Oh, no-

Mr. Deans: You have got to stop him.
There has to be some continuity in the chair.

You can't—

Mr. Chairman: Order, pleasel

We have to get on with the business of

the House. Subsection (1) raises a change in

the word from five to seven.

Mr. Stokes: This is the business of the
House.

Mr. Chairman: Section (9) is what we have
been dealing with. The member for Essex
South.

Mr. Paterson: On this particular point, the
increase in the tax, it is my understanding
as a vendor, which I have been for the past
25 years—I have been collecting tax for a
certain number of years—that at the time I

make a sale I am acting on behalf of the

province to collect the tax, whether it be five

or seven per cent. If I enter into a contractual

arrangement such as a charge account, a lay-

away plan or some other arrangement for

future delivery, the onus is on me as the
vendor on behalf of the province to detail

that tax collectable, whether or not any
money changes hands at that point in time,
and that as a vendor this has to be recorded
and remitted to the provincial Treasm-er by
the 23rd of the following month.

So I don't see how we are getting into

this particular argument in relation to the
five and seven per cent, because my inter-

pretation of the Act, Mr. Chairman, is that

any contractual arrangement that was entered
into prior to midnight May 1, the vendor is

required, whether or not the purchaser has
taken delivery, to remit the tax that was

chargeable at that time. And this applies to

charge accounts, to lay-away plans, and so
forth. I don't know what this argument is

all about.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Neither do I.

Mr. Deans: The minister doesn't know be-
cause he doesn't understand being a pur-
chaser.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Actually, in the defi-

nition of a fixed-price contract, what we have

done is not deal with a consumer at all. It is

a consumers' tax, and so the tax can be

passed on. I suggest to the hon. member if

he takes a contract from a potential purchaser,
it is subject to the provincial sales tax. And
therefore he is not locked in because that

man, if he signed a legal contract with the
ultimate consumer, with signatures for the

delivery of an item for, say, $100 subject to

provincial sales tax, that ultimate consumer
is going to have to pay him $107. So there-

fore the hon. member, as a vendor, would
not be locked in because he is in a position
to pass it on to the consumer.

Mr. Paterson: Oh, no; no!

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Of course he is! That
is his contract.

Mr. Paterson: But if the vendor took the

contract prior to May 1, at five per cent, and
whether any money transferred or not, that

vendor is required to remit the five per cent
tax of the Province of Ontario. It can become
a bad debt at five per cent. It is a lay-away
plan. Surely to goodness the people, who have
entered into that lay-away plan and maybe
put $1 deposit on a $100 article, and the

vendor has remitted five per cent into the

province, do not have to come back to be

charged an extra two per cent when that

parcel is picked up.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: What the hon. mem-
ber is really saying is that because of a small

deposit, or no deposit, he didn't have a bind-

ing contract. He knows perfectly well, I'm

sure, that if he were going to take a contract

like that it wouldn't read "subject to five per
cent sales tax," it would read "subject to

provincial sales tax or provincial and federal

taxes."

Mr. Deans: Calculated at five per cent.

Mr. Paterson: But the tax rule states that at

the moment the point the contract is reached
that that tax must be paid by the vendor
to the province.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I think that was the

point the hon. member was making. I was

making the point that he was in fact putting
the position of fixed-price contracts, which
I don't think he is.

Mr. Breithaupt: Is the minister then say-

ing, Mr. Chairman, that the matter of

ultimate delivery of the item is not im-

portant? In other words, as I see it, my
colleague has said that when the contract is

signed the tax is payable and must be sent
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in before the 23rd day of the next month—
that is whether or not delivery of items

has taken place.

How can that be squared away with the

approach the minister is taking for motor

vehicles, where the contract could be com-

pleted, but delivery may fall after May 1?

How is it that tax can be applied on the

diflFerence for that particular item when

apparently by the minister's rules the tax

in the example quoted by my colleague
would have to be remitted at five per cent?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I don't see any con-

flict there at all. The hon. member apparent-

ly sees something I don't.

The fact is that if title has passed the

hon. member before May 1 then he is

subject to the old tax. I thought the dis-

cussion with my hon. friend was on the

question of whether he as a vendor would
be put in the same position as if a fixed-

price contract was in effect. And the de-

termination has to be made in respect of the

matter—the way in which we have interpreted

it; otherwise there would be chaos.

What we are saying is that if you cannot

pass it on to an ultimate consumer then you
are locked in. And I say to the hon. mem-
ber for Essex South that he in fact was
in a position to pass on any tax which he
was required to collect.

It is a matter of interpretation. If the

hon. member wants to argue he is in a

position of having a fixed-price contract and
so might be locked in and take a loss, then
that is his interpretation of it. It isn't ours.

Mr. Chairman: Subsection (1)?

Mr. Bullbrook: The reason that members
continue to bring up this question is because
so many of our constituents have come to us

with their question. We have unfortunately,
I think, attempted to take an unduly reason-

able position.

The dilemma facing the member for

Kitchener because of his legal background
is that the minister keeps on talking about

fixed-price contracts and the exemption that

might be necessitated because of the undue
burden on a portion of the public in connec-
tion with those fixed-price contracts. I un-

derline the word "contract." The position
taken by my colleagues is, that there were
contracts in being, in connection with the

sale of motor vehicles, which were fully
consumated contracts, and that delivery was
of no consequence to the contractual ob-

ligations between the parties—and this is the

answer that the minister didn't give us.

Because, on the one hand he speaks about

contracts, and I think his economists, his

lawyers, and all his advisers will agree-
that whether there's a deposit paid, or

whether, as in so many circumstances,

people pay in full for the automobile. They
do, in many circumstances they do, but in

the majority of circumstances they pay a

deposit and arrange their financing. The con-

tract itself is completed long before May
1, and I can't, for one, now rationalize the

response that he gives. I can't rationalize

it to my constituents. I don't understand it.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It is very simple. If

that item has not been delivered before

May 1, that item is subject to the tax

in effect.

Mr. Deans: And that's five per cent.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The tax in effect

after the bill is passed, and for the moment-

Mr. Foulds: They are just awkward, not

complicated.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Chairman, I'm

trying hard to satisfy the hon. members—
to have a reasonable and meaningful debate

on the subject—and let's not start to confuse

the question of the new date of the tax

with the question of the fixed-price contract.

It's complicated enough, and certainly all

tax matters are complicated enough, and
the public-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —can be confused

enough without adding to the confusion.

The fact remains that the other is in effect

— what we term fixed-price contracts. I

suppose you could really call them third

party contracts.

Mr. Bullbrook: Is delivery mentioned

anywhere in the statute? My understanding
is that it isn't.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It's in the sale defini-

tion.

Mr. Bullbrook: The point is that the tax

is on the transaction.

Mr. Paterson: That's right, not on de-

livery.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: "Sale means any
transfer of title or possession—"

Mr. Bullbrook: Or possession?
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Hon. Mr. Grossman: "—exchange, barter,

lease or rental, conditional or otherwise, in-

cluding a sale on credit where the price is

payable by"—well, I don't think we need to

go on with it—"any transfer of title or pos-
session." In other words, if you have a car

which has been ordered, and it can be desig-
nated as yours—you have taken title to it,

even if it's in transit, you have the serial

number and—the question, I suppose, would
come down to this. If that motor car was
in an accident on the way to being delivered,

is it at your risk, or was it at the vendor's

risk? If it is at the purchaser's risk, it is his.

If it's at the vendor's risk, it is not the pur-
chaser's. I think that's the legal way of mak-

ing a decision, which you have to make, to

describe what is possession, what is title.

Mr. Ghairman: The member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Mr. Ghairman.

Mr. Ghairman: Order, please, the member
for Ottawa Gentre has been trying to get the

floor for some time.

Mr. Gassidy: Well, I'll yield it to the

member for Yorkview.

Mr. Ghairman: All right. That's fine.

Mr. Young: Just to give the minister a

specific example—a constituent came to me
yesterday about a problem. He had ordered
his car for dehvery at the end of April. He
gave the cheque, dated April 30. And he
asked that an undercoating job be done to

the tune of something like 100 and some odd
dollars over and above that. He went to get
his car. The car was not finished. The under-

coating had not been completed. He finally

took delivery last week. The dealer charged
him the seven per cent on the undercoating
job. He came to me and wanted to know if

that was legal. I ask the minister to answer
that question for him.

Mr. Breithaupt: When were the licence

plates put on the car?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Okay, Solomon.

Mr. Young: The licence plates were trans-

ferred, I think, about Wednesday of last

week.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That has no bearing
on this. It's a question of the seven per cent

on the new mufiler or whatever it was.

An hon. member: Undercoating.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: On the undercoating.
That's the question. I'll get the answer to the

hon. member later.

Mr. Haggerty: Sounds like you have got

something under cover there.

Mr. Gassidy: Mr. Chairman, the debate

bothers me because we've felt unsatisfied.

We've felt very unhappy that the minister

would be replying on behalf of the Treas-

urer. And we had severe questions about
his ability to do that. Now, we find that we
have equally severe questions about his abil-

ity to respond on behalf of his own depart-
ment on the tax collection.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Gassidy: Well I — yes. The question
that is being raised, though, is this. What
the minister seems to be saying is that in

the case of consumers—they won't fight back.

And, therefore, the department will insist

that the extra two per cent be collected on

them, even where a fixed price contract has

been entered into with the consumer, prior
to April 12. But in the case of business, he
will not insist that the extra two per cent

be collected where a fixed price contract was
entered into before April 12. Is that correct,

Mr. Minister?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I am not interested

in trying to explain the distortions of the

hon. member—which he is always so accus-

tomed to make. It is a complete distortion,

of course. I am not saying anything of the

kind, that the consumers have no protection
and the big guys—I don't know how the big

guys get involved in this—

Mr. Gassidy: I find this difficult-

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —it is a consumer tax,

and surely even he, with all his bias and his

demagoguery, can see that if anyone has sign-
ed a contract which could put him out of

business and the government, by its own ac-

tion, increases the tax, and he cannot pass
the tax on to a consumer, that he should be

exempted from it. It is as simple as that.

It is simple for the hon. member, too. He is

trying to make it look as if we are trying to

discriminate against the little man, whom he
so proudly brags about representing and
whom we don't represent, in his opinion.
A lot of nonsense.

Mr. Ghairman: Order, please. The matter

of the collection of tax has nothing to do

really with subsection (1) of Section 2.
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Mr. Cassidy: Yes, it does. The minister

raised it, Mr. Chairman, and it is specifically

a question-

Mr, Chairman: I don't care who raised it.

Mr. Cassidy: —of whether the seven per
cent is collected from every—

Mr. Chairman: Order, please! The matter

of collection has really nothing to do with

subsection (1) which we are supposed to be

discussing.

Mr. Cassidy: On a point of order, Mr.

Chairman, the amendment to the Act says
that the Act is amended by striking out "5"

and inserting in lieu thereof "7." Now it

would appear that that had general applica-
tion, apart from the exceptions in section 5
of the Act. However, the minister now in-

forms the House that under section 7 there

are other exceptions of which the House was
not aware. He then goes on—

Mr. Chairman: Order, please!

I am ruling that subsection (1) has nothing
to do with the technical details of the col-

lection of the tax, which we have been dis-

cussing for the last few moments. Is there

any further discussion on subsection (1)?

Mr. Cassidy: Well, yes, Mr. Chairman, I

will leave that point—I must say I do not

understand it, and I do not understand how a

fixed price contract with a consumer is

different than a fixed contract between busi-

Mr. Chairman: You have something on
subsection (1)? If not the member for Water-
loo North.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I'd like the

minister, though, to reply to some other ques-
tions, which were raised by the Treasurer

during the course of the debate, and which
bear directly on this question of the raising
of the sales tax rate from five to seven per
cent, and the revenue that accrues con-

sequently from that increase in sales tax. The
minister will recall that the Treasurer esti-

mated an increase in revenues of about $340
million in a full year, and the Treasurer

stated that:

We haven't increased the tax burden on
our people by a dollar bill. No sir, not by
a dime, not by a five-cent piece.

Mr. Chairman, looking through that state-

ment, examining that statement, and examin-

ing some of the questions raised on this com-
mittee stage of the bill, I find that statement

very difficult to uphold. And I would like the

minister to explain how it is that he and his

government can claim that the tax burden on

people, on individuals, has not been raised by
a five-cent piece. Because it seems to me that

it has been raised quite substantially. If I

can run through the figures that have been
raised by the Treasurer—he expects to get
$340 million in a full year. He will give $90
million in credits. And he will, assuredly,

give approximately $50 million—will get back
to homeowners through decreases, or the lack

of increases, in their mill rate—for a total of

$140 million, leaving a $200 million increase

in taxes which is borne by individuals. Pos-

sibly some money may go back to tenants, if

their landlords choose to pass it on. Possibly
some money may go back to consumers, if

the business people, who pay 40 per cent,

or so, of property tax, choose to pass any
benefits on there. But we simply cannot see

how individuals will fail to pay increased

taxes. And I wonder if the minister can tell

us how the minister arrived at that figure to

state not a nickel will fall on the individual

as a result of this sales tax increase?

I might say that one of the things which

has puzzled me about this tax increase is, in

fact, the grotesque amount that it represents

—$340 million amounts to about $50 per

capita for every man, woman and child in the

province; or about $75 for every man and

woman over the age of 15 who could pos-

sibly be in the work force. Perhaps the min-

ister could also state how it is that during
his colleague's comments on the effects of

this two per cent increase in the sales tax

rate, he could somehow say it would only
cost $15 or $20 per family. In fact, simple
arithmetic indicates an effect of $50 per

family.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please!

It is the matter of raising the sales tax

from five to seven per cent that we are either

agreeing with or not agreeing with.
^j.

Mr. Cassidy: I am talking about the con-

sequences of doing that, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please! ,-

This is what we are discussing here, not

all the ramifications and somebody's state-

ment outside.

Mr. Cassidy: It was not outside this House,
Mr. Chairman. It was in this House and it is

very germane. This is the first opportunity
we have had to raise those comments made

by the Treasurer. It is unfortunate the Treas-

urer is not with us today but we are asking
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the Minister of Revenue to answer on those

points.

Mr. Chairman: We are dealing with sub-
section (1).

Mr. Cassidy: I would hke a response from

minister, if I could.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Would a response be
in order, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. Chairman: We have gone this far, we
might as well.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Chairman, of

course, if you take my colleague's statement
out of context it could be made to look ridic-

ulous; as I say if you take it out of context.

I wasn't here on that occasion, I don't

think, but I am sure what my hon. colleague
was referring to was the fact that having
regard for what this money was being used
for—that is, financial aid to local governments;
sales tax credits; pensioner tax credits; farm
tax rebate increases; property tax stabiliza-

tion fund; and all that sort of thing—by and

large the expenditures which went back to

the taxpayer balanced off pretty well against
the increased revenue. I suppose the term
"not a five-cent piece" could be considered
in the terminology of the leader of the NDP
which he used to use; he would say a bit of

hyperbole. Taken in context, I think there is

a great deal of validity to the point my col-

league was attempting to make—that we are

giving back to the taxpayers almost the same
as we are getting from them, give or take

some money, whether it is five cent pieces or

otherwise.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I have a

couple of comments. The minister indicates

that, in fact, he is backtracking from the posi-
tion taken by the Treasurer; he says the
Treasurer indulged in hyperbole. He says that

the amount going back is almost the same.

Perhaps he could deal vidth a third point
that relates to this question. The minister, in

his hyperbolic elaborations before this House,
talked about the tax burden on the people of

Ontario, and I presume he means the individ-

ual taxpayers in the province. Could the
minister say how much of the money going
back through municipalities and other ways
is going back to landlords and corporations?
What steps are being taken to ensure that
the benefit of those contributions to land-
lords-

Mr. Chairman: Order please!

Mr. Cassidy: —or corporations will, in fact,

be passed on to the individual taxpayers
rather than being held in corporate hands?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please! I declare

that question out of order. The member for

Waterloo North.

Mr. Cassidy: That is a very relevant ques-
tion.

Mr. Chairman: It has nothing to do with
the raising of tax. Where the money goes has

nothing to do with the matter of raising the

sales tax.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, the minister
himself raised this and I think it's proper
that the government should answer on this

point.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please! I ruled that

out of order. The member for Waterloo
North.

Mr. Good: Mr. Chairman, I have one ques-
tion to which I would ask the minister to

give some consideration. What bothers me
about this section is the whole heart of the

issue of raising the tax from five to seven per
cent. On what basis was this decision reached
in view of the fact—and I am sure but I

would like the minister to comment on it

first—that because of this particular section

raising it from five to seven per cent, we are

now raising more of the revenue of the prov-
ince from sales tax than we are from personal
income tax?

Personally, I think this is a very, very bad
situation. I cannot understand the philosophy
of the government that would do this, to raise

a tax, as is done in this section to generate
more revenue from sales tax than from in-

come tax. I think it is generally accepted by
all the people that income tax is by far the

fairest form of taxation.

I ask the minister, does he not have deep
within him a feeling of—well. 111 say— guilt,
in extracting from the people more by sales

tax than by income tax? If he doesn't have a

feeling that this thing is getting out of whack,
and that things are getting out of line in the

province by doing this, would he explain to

me why he doesn't have a feeling of guilt
about this? It's ridiculous.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I'll tell you, Mr.

Chairman, what 111 do for the hon. member
is I'll give it some thought over the dinner

hour and, first, find out whether that feeUng
in the pit of my stomach is a guilt feeling.
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If it is, then I'll be able to advise the hon.

member whether it is guilt and, if not, why
not.

Mr. Chairman: Subsection (1).

Mr. Cassidy: I would just like to ask the

minister a question briefly.

Mr. Good: Mr. Chairman, does the minis-

ter not know what the philosophy is in this

particular section of raising money by retail

sales tax than income tax?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. The com-

parison has nothing to do with subsection (1).

Mr. Good: Subsection (1) here raises the

retail sales tax from five to seven per cent.

The result of that section means that the

province now raises more money by sales tax

than income tax. What could be more rele-

vant?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The latter part of that

statement gives the view that we should have

raised the income tax rather than the sales

tax.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: You don't need to raise

taxes at all.

Mr. Good: I didn't say that.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That's very nice. I'm

sure there isn't a member in this government
or a member of this party who wouldn't like

to get along without raising taxes. How could

we give the grants to the municipalities and

how could we arrange for the stabilization

plans, if we didn't raise taxes?

Interjections by bin. members.

Mr. Chairman: Subsection (1), the member
for Port Arthur.

Mr. Good: Let me make it easier for the

minister. Why did you pick on this particular
section of sdes tax to generate this amount
of revenue? Never mind about any other

comparable or alternative tax. Why did you
decide on sales tax?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Because, Mr. Speaker,

my colleague, the Treasurer, with the advice

of his economists, felt that this was the ad-

visable thing to do at the start.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Get another set of econo-

mists.

Mr. Good: I am asking you as the man who
now has to open the drawer and put the

money in, as it comes in around the prov-
ince, and take care of the cash register.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Is it $4 million a day?

Mr. Good: Do you agree with me?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I think that man
would probablv say, as

any
human being

would: "I would rather not nave an increase

in taxes."

Mr. Good: Of course, we have an increase.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I haven't met anyone
yet who loves taxes.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The member for London
North (Mr. Walker) must have told him that.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Even the tax collector.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Port

Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Chairman, I would like to

bring a refreshing directness to the debate

and talk about the number "7." What sur-

prises me about including the munber "7" in

this item is that the minister didn't use 7%.

If he had done so, he would have had a

ready-made jingle available to try to promote

acceptability of it among the people of On-
tario from that great Broadway musical,

"Pajama Game."

The opening words of one of the songs in

that musical are, "Seven and a half cents don't

mean a hell of a lot, but give it to me
every-

day,
seven days a week, and I'll be living lixe

a King." The whole kingly attitude of those

Conservatives in imposing this tax should

have obviously led to put the number at 7%,
instead of at seven.

Mr. Breithaupt: They have been caught
without their pyjamas.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took
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The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Beaches-

Woodbine has a point of special privilege
he would like to make.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): A point of

personal privilege?

Mr. T. A. Wardle (Beaches-Woodbine):
Mr. Chairman, before we start proceedings
this evening, I wonder if I may take this

opportunity of introducing 160 members of

the Monarchist League of Canada, Toronto

branch, who are in both galleries here to-

night. They are here for a tour of the build-

ing and to attend about three-quarters of an
hour of our session this evening.

RETAIL SALES TAX ACT
( continued )

Mr. Chairman: At adjournment we were

discussing subsection (1), section 2. The
member for Port Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
When the debate ceased at 6 o'clock, I was

speaking about the essence of the number
"7," under instructions from the previous
chairman who had asked us to confine our
remarks strictly to the substitution of the

number "7" for the number "5."

An hon. member: Right.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Read the lyrics of that song one more
time.

Mr. Foulds: The Treasurer (Mr. White)
can read those remarks. I have oiled my voice

over the supper hour, but it's still not in

shape actually to sing the ditty I suggested
to the Treasurer that he adopt to try to ram
through this unpalatable tax and propagan-
dize it throughout the province.

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie): The
member for Port Arthur looks a little oiled

all right.

Mr. Foulds: It really does puzzle me what
is so attractive to the Treasurer about the

Tuesday, May 8, 1973

number "7." Is it the horizontal or the ver-

tical stroke of the niunber? Is it that he
thinks that seven may be lucky?

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): I

don't think he thinks that now.

Mr. Foulds: In the usual sense, has he con-

sulted his astrologers? Is seven supposed to

rescue the Conservatives from their crashing
down the cataract of confusion to defeat?

Mr. R. Gisbom (Hamilton East): Don't ask

that question so early.

Mr. Chairman: Would the member mind

confining his remarks to the clause?

Mr. Foulds: To the clause? I am doing

precisely that, Mr. Chairman. We are talk-

ing about substitution of the number "7" for

the number "5."

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): He is talking
about the number "7." He couldn't be any
closer.

Mr. Foulds: The previous chairman in-

sisted that we confine our remarks to that,

and I am doing so. Does the Treasurer see

it as a European number, where there is a

horizontal stroke through the middle of the

downward slanting vertical stroke? Does that

sort of semi-form appeal to him in dollar

signs? I would have thought, frankly, that

the number "8" was more of an expression
of the Treasurer's character. It is circular,

and round above and round below as well.

It reflects the personality and the physical

shape of the minister.

Mr. Gisbom: It is made to order.

Mr. Foulds: It would be something that

we would object to, of course, because both
of those circles are self-contained and feed

inward on themselves. And that leads me
to talk about the number "5" which, un-

palatable though it has been in the past, is

in fact quite attractive in retrospect. After

all, the number "5" has a lot of variance

about it. There is a straight, horizontal stroke

across the top, a sort of flat top like most
of the Conservatives in this House. There is

a downward, straight, vertical stroke.
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Then there is a lovely, open-ended curve.

That open-ended curve can reflect the per-

sonality of the minister to some extent, but
it leaves things somewhat open, somewhat

negotiable, which this minister and this gov-
ernment do not seem to have about the

number "7" that they have imposed in terms

of the sales tax on the people of this prov-
ince. The number "5," I think, in retrospect,

most of us would accept joyfully in com-

parison to the way that "7" is being imposed.

Seven really isn't a very acceptable figure
to us on this side of the House. Seven is

going to go down in history, unfortunately,
as the nail in the coffin of this provincial
Treasurer and in the budgetary integrity of

this government. I submit, Mr. Chairman,
that in fact this clause should be struck from
the bill.

Mr. Chairman: Does section 2, subsection

(1) carry?

Mr. S. Lewis: (Scarborough West): No.

Just before you go through subsection (1),

I too have had a most palatable adjournment
period and want to make some comments
about this clause. We debated it a good deal

prior to the adjourimient hour; there remains

little perhaps to be said.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): We de-

bated it, but there was very little dialogue.

Mr. Lewis: I may say, Mr. Chairman, that

despite the Treasurer's capacity to fulminate

without provocation, it's nice to have him
back because we may receive some intelli-

gible replies; I won't characterize them in

any other way, but they will be intelligible,

as they always are from this minister.

I may say that I learned over the dinner

hour that a number of people in the Tory
caucus are really quite unhappy about this

increase to a degree that I didn't recognize.
I also learned that certain former provincial
Treasurers are, to say the least, in a state of

some irritation about having chosen the sales

tax as the instrument for the raising of reve-

nue. Thus I feel even more strongly that

with the unsolicited support of some of the

eminences grises themselves, it's worth pur-
suing this a little further.

Mr. Chairman, I wanted to raise one par-
ticular matter with the Treasurer. One of the

reasons for the increase from five per cent to

seven per cent was, in a perverse kind of

way, to alter the pattern of regressivity in

the sales tax. During the course of his re-

sponse on record reading, the Treasurer read

part of a table into the record but, alas,

didn't complete the table. I thought I'd do
that for him, since he was gratuitous enough
to do it for some of us on other occasions.

The table is called—and it comes from his

own office, extraordinarily enough, just to-

day; it's hot off the press—"The Incidence of

Retail Sales Tax as a Per Cent of Gross

Family Income." Perhaps I should put it on

the record, Mr. Chairman: Under $3,000 in-

come, the incidence is 0.57 per cent; $3,000
to $4,000-1.1 per cent; $4,000 to $5,000-1.4

per cent; $5,000 to $6,000-1.56 per cent;

$6,000 to $7,000-1.58 per cent; $7,000 to

$8,000-1.34 per cent; $8,000 to $9,000-1.49

per cent; $9,000 to $10,000-1.34 per cent;

$10,000 to $11,000-1.46 per cent; $11,000 to

$12,000—a trifle inexplicably, 1.59 per cent;

$12,000 to $15,000-1.54 per cent; $15,000
and over—1.41 per cent; all families—1.46 per
cent.

Hon. J. While (Treasurer and Minister of

Intergovernmental Affairs): Now read the

property tax.

Mr. Lewis: With great respect, Mr. Chair-

man, I think that these figures from the

Treasurer's office make the case that we have

been trying valiantly to make ever since this

pernicious tax was introduced. There was a

great deal of juggling of figures on second

reading; as a matter of fact, I learned to my
amazement, in reading Hansard rather care-

fully, that the Treasurer—not with intention

I'm sure—had compared a two per cent figure

based on one fiscal year with a five per cent

figure based on another fiscal year in order

to make his case. But these, his own figures,

make the case without elaboration.

The great majority of people in this prov-

ince, those who earn between $5,000 and

$7,000 a year, are suffering most grievously
the incidence of the sales tax. What would
we call that group? The working poor, is

that fair? Or the very low end of the low-

income group? The people in this province
who earn between $5,000 and $7,000 a year
are most heavily penalized by the increase

to the seven per cent retail sales tax, even

after we deduct the tax credit.

It is also worth knowing, Mr. Chairman,
that the people who earn $15,000 and more
are below the average incidence for all fam-

ilies in the province, and that what the

Treasurer has done, in a way which only he

and his associates could have contrived, is

to impose a retail sales tax, the burden of

which falls most oppressively on the people
with the lowest working incomes in Ontario.
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There is absolutely no quarrelling with these

figures. The case is now made from the Treas-

urer's own estimates.

I also want to point out to you, Mr.

Chairman, that there is very little solace to

be derived when one looks at the relief felt

from the property tax, because these are the

same two income categories where the per-

centage of homeowners is much lower than

the percentage of those who rent, so that

the discrimination which this tax applies, on
the basis of the minister's own figures, is

total.

I don't know why the Treasurer chose to

extract people between $5,000 and $7,000 a

year, to levy on them so unfair a penalty. I

don't know why he is making life so easy for

those at $15,0i00 a year and over. I don't

know what perversity infuses this particular
clause of the bill, but for that reason as well

as for all the other reasons, there is not the

slightest possibility of our being able to sup-

port this increase.

Mr. Chairman, I got a very interesting copy
of a letter. The leader of the official opposi-
tion got it as well. I thought I would put it

briefly on the record since I think it conveys
the feelings of a very considerable number of

citizens of the province. It was addressed to

"R. K. McNeil, MPP, Parliament Buildings,

Toronto, Ont.," as recently as May 2.

Dear Ron:

Appreciate receiving your letter on the

sales tax issue, but it doesn't do anything
to alleviate my personal as well as many
people's concern over the exorbitant taxa-

tion of the necessities of life. There is no

doubt that the basic principle that you
outlined as the reason for raising taxes has

a great deal of merit. [I presume Mr.

McNeil talked of the need to return money
to the municipalities.] However, as pointed
out before, it doesn't take too much figur-

ing to realize that the direct tax on every-

thing we purchase will cost more than the

benefits received. [This is certainly true if

you earn between $5,000 and $7,000 a

year.]

I would like to suggest that the tax be
called back to five per cent or less and that

the difference required be raised by addi-

tional tax on alcohol and tobacco. In this

way the people who can best afi^ord it, or

wish to purchase these items, could do so

or not, according to their choice. As it

now stands, the way the sales tax is levied

and collected, along with the penalties for

not complying, is reminiscent of the tactics

used by the despots of the dark ages.

The hon. John White made the state-

ment that his government is a government
of the people. He relinquished this author-

ity or privilege with this ivory tower idea

of the sales tax. He is just deceiving him-
self with that statement.

I cannot apologize for the tenor of this

letter because, as stated before, this new
tax is the straw that finally broke the

camel's back.

Yours very truly.

There is a Tory voter looking elsewhere, not

simply as a result of the energy tax, but pri-

marily as a result of the increase from five to

seven per cent of the sales tax, an increase

which reaffirms the regressivity in the incomes
least able to bear it, an increase which was

illegally imposed prior to this legislation being
passed and therefore illegally collected, an
increase which many people on the opposition
side have pointed out time and time again
was not justified, and you should withdraw
this clause, Mr. Minister, because it will hang
your government.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for York

South.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Chairman, I am not

going to speak at great length, because the

substance of this has been dealt with for a

considerable time prior to the adjournment
hour and now for 15 minutes since.

I want to speak just of the political-

Mr. Gisbom: That guy wasn't here to pilot
the bill through the government.

Mr. MacDonald: —the political context of

the bill. I am persuaded, from my study of

the pattern of budgets in advance of this one

coming down, and of this budget since, and
of all of the public furore and discussion that

has gone on since, that this is a political

aberration for which one man more than any
other is responsible and the rest of you have

been dragged in on his train. The one man is

the provincial Treasurer.

He has a neat little concept. He has been

preoccupied with it for some years—the idea

that you can raise money at the provincial

level, even by regressive taxes, and you can

hand it out to the municipalities to relieve the

burden of a regressive tax there.

I am persuaded now that even most of his

staff and the department aren't in their heart

of hearts in support of this. But we all know
the provincial Treasurer is a very stubborn

guy. When he gets an idea, the demon and

all his hosts are not going to drive it out
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of his head. And he is the minister and

they are servants of the minister.

I'm convinced, after what we have learned
in this House since this budget came down,
that most of the cabinet were not fully ap-

prised of what was going to be in the budget.
How else could you explain the conduct of

the hon. Minister of Health (Mr. Potter) and
the hon. Minister of Education (Mr. Wells).

They certainly didn't know about the energy
tax. They certainly didn't know of its impact,
and they were scrambling like mad to find

out what the impact was going to be of this

restraining budget that they were imposing
across the whole province.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Ask the Minister of Agri-
culture and Food (Mr. Stewart).

Mr. MacDonald: Well, the Minister of

Agriculture was in a favoured position. The

Tory party is in a desperate effort to recoup
its losses out in rural Ontario, because it's

sort of the last base of the Tory bastion. If

they don't do something about it out there,

they are really on the skids more than even

they believe at this point.

But don't let me interrupt my own train

of thought. The minister came up with the

idea. He imposed it upon his civil service.

His cabinet certainly weren't fully aware of

it. And as to the caucus—look, you boys were
conned into it. You were traded oflF—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: —through the incredible

furore that was created with the energy tax,

and in return you had to restore solidarity in

support of this. Indeed it lends credence to a
rumour which I find almost impossible to be-

lieve, but it has been going around Queen's
Park for a long time—namely, the government
fully expected that the greatest storm was go-

ing to be centred on the increase in the sales

tax—and rightly so, it's $340 million—and not
the energy tax. In fact the energy tax was
a decoy, a red herring. What a red herring.

That's gone. Within the framework of the

Conservative caucus, solidarity was restored
in support of this tax. Four or five of you
have meekly got up and mouthed some of

the arguments that have been proposed from
the government side in support of it. That's

about all. The rest of you have been silent.

The rest of you aren't even here.

Mr. Deans: There wasn't a hockey game
on.

Mr. MacDonald: Well, I don't know what

they are doing.

So all the shame is for you Conservatives,
for you in the government, indeed, for most
of the department. It will be a service to us

and all of you, if we were to oppose and if

you were to join and do what in your heart

of hearts you know should be done-

Mr. Stokes: Especially the member for

Cochrane North (Mr. Brunelle).

Mr. MacDonald: —namely, to defeat this.

In fact, I am rather fascinated by such fleet-

ing heroes as the hon. member for Hamilton
Mountain (Mr. J. R. Smith). He was quite a

champion on this $65,000 energy tax, and he

accepted a plaque from Women Against

Soaring Prices, and so on. But where has he
been on this tax?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: This is four or five times

greater. Five or six times greater. It's just
as iniquitous.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Straining at

gnats and swallowing camels.

Mr. MacDonald: Right. Straining at gnats
and swallowing camels.

Mr. Stokes: Well, he has got his badge of

courage.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Chairman, for you
and for everybody else, we will be serving

your interest and your real concerns and your
real desires by opposing this here. I just hope
that some of you, as you did on the earlier

energy tax, will have the courage to stand up
and oppose it too, including the hon. mem-
ber for Algoma (Mr. Gilbertson).

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Chairman, I ex-

pressed my views previously when this sec-

tion came before us, but the fact that the

member for York South has so eloquently

rephrased his objection has prompted me to

get up on at least one point. When he indi-

cated that he knew the iimermost feelings of

the advisers to the minister, it struck me
once again that he was the one who had the

preknowledge of the budget-

Mr. MacDonald: I didn't have preknowl-
edge.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —and specifically pre-
dicted-

Mr. MacDonald: I have been reading—
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: —with a great deal of

confidence that the sales tax was going to be

increased from five to seven per cent. Since

that is, specifically, the matter that we are

concerned with in this subsection, I suppose
it would be suitable for me to put a specific

question to the Treasurer—if he is aware of

any leakage, among his principal advisers in

this matter, or whether he is prepared to

accept the interesting explanation made by
the member for York South that it was just

simply—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cisbom: You were in bed when that

happened.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —the careful examina-

tion of the writings and previously expressed
views of the Treasurer. It made me think of

all those books that have been written since

1946, where people said that if they'd only
read Mein Kampf, they would have known
what was coming. I suppose if we only had

really read seriously, the report of the White

commission, the committee, we would have

expected this was coming.

But I sensed, actually, from the way the

hon. member for York South put forward

his predictions about the budget, that, in

fact, there was just a teensy leak from the

advisers to the Treasurer, which probably
should concern him much more, certainly,
than it concerns me. I was wondering, since

it was specifically on this matter of the in-

crease in the sales tax from five to seven

per cent, if it does concern the minister.

There is another matter that I would like

to mention, and that has to do, Mr. Chair-

man, if I might just refer to it briefly, with
the timing of the imposition of this tax in-

crease. Much has been said, and will be said,

on another section, I am sure, as to whether
or not the tax is legally imposed at the pres-
ent time and has been since May 1. The
Minister of Revenue (Mr. Grossman) has

been receiving $1 million a day from just

the additional tax—the five to seven per cent

increase—which we believe has been imposed
illegally.

But if the Treasurer, in backing the state-

ments made by the Minister of Revenue, is

sincere in his belief that he has the power,
because of precedent, to impose retroactive

taxation, then why in God's name did he not

impose the tax as of midnight of the night
on which his budget was brought down,
rather than leaving the Ontario citizens and

taxpayers in such a desperate situation of

uncertainty, and as a matter of fact, giving

entrepreneurs certain advantages, I suppose,
in greatly increasing their sales?

Most of the members of the Legislature,
as far as I can tell, have bought new cars

during that period. While I wouldn't for a

moment deny the car dealers the right to

this bonanza, they, of course, are aware of

the fact that they may not sell another new
car until next October.

But it seems to me that even the minis-

ter's approach to that situation has been ir-

rational, when he was not prepared to hon-

our a contract entered into with the ex-

change of money on the purchase of certain

items, which were contracts which were en-

tered into before his budget ever saw the

light of day in this Legislature—and when,
in fact, those people who received the de-

livery of the automobiles and other goods
based on those contracts were forced to pay
the additional tax.

Before the Treasurer came into the House
and while he was absent this afternoon on

important business, a number of cases were

brought to the attention of the Minister of

Revenue, along these lines, which were not

satisfactorily explained, and we can only
come to the conclusion that the minister's

direction to his administrative staflF was com-

pletely irrational in this connection.

I don't intend to speak again on this sec-

tion. I've already indicated to you, Mr.

Chairman, that we intend to vote against it

and we intend to divide the House on it,

since, once again, it is a point at which all

of us can express, I suppose, in principle as

well as in practice, our basic opposition to

this iniquitous tax, which is ill-founded in

principle and which certainly is ill-founded in

political practice.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Yorkview.

Mr. Young: Mr. Chairman, during the

week following the announcement of the tax,

all of us—I think, you included—had a great
deal of reaction from the public in our own
ridings and elsewhere. Letters, phone calls,

people we met on the street, all were talking

to us. But I think the significant thing that

struck me, Mr. Chairman, and must have
struck all of us, is that that reaction wasn't

just to the energy tax; it was to the whole
bill—energy tax, the two per cent added to

the sales tax. That's where it actually was.

Mr. Gisbom: Right.

Mr. Young: As far as I could distinguish,

there was no diflFerence in the public reac-
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tion between those two. That, of course, is

what gave the provincial Treasurer some
cause to re-examine the situation. He wanted
to salvage what he could. When the boys
came back from the hustings that weekend
and when the caucus was held the decision

was made that something had to be done—
so they threw the $65 million to the wind
and kept the $350 million tax.

Mr. Gisbom: Let the member for Hamil-

ton Mountain out.

Mr. Young: This is the thing I think is

significant—that the general public objected
to the whole package, not just to the energy
tax.

I mentioned to the minister during our

recent debate on second reading some of the

alternative sources of revenue. All of us did

that. I specifically gave him certain profit

pictures of mining corporations in Ontario

and just a few days later, on May 3 to be

exact, the Globe and Mail-

Mr. Gisbom: Wait imtil he comes back.

Mr. Young: He may be making up his

mind what he is going to do about—

Mr. Chairman: Go ahead, you have the

floor. You just keep on speaking unless I

call you to order.

*

Mr. Young: All right. I think he is listen-

ing with one ear over there.

In any case, these figures tell us a story—
the story of how right we were when we
indicated that one of the alternative sources

of income would be a bigger impost on the

natural resource industries of this province.
For the Globe and Mail article which I men-
tioned—

Mr. Gisbom: Wait for the Provincial Sec-

retary-

Mr. Young: —says this that corporate profits

gained more than 35 per cent over the 1972

quarter. In other words, the profits in the

first quarter of 1973 were 35 per cent higher
than in 1972—and we know that corporate

profits in 1972 were about 24 per cent higher
than they were in 1971. But this is the signifi-

cant thing which I would like the Treasurer
to take into account, as it lists the increased

profits, the percentage increase for the first

quarter. Paper and forest industries gained
165.8 per cent in profits—

.
Mr. R. F. Nixon: Since when?

Mr. Young: The first quarter of 1973 over

the first quarter of 1972.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We had a couple of bad

years there.

Mr. Young: Base metals, an increase of

101.7 per cent-

Mr. Gisbom: The Treasurer never heard

of Mother Hubbard.

Mr. Young: Real estate was the prize

package—an increase of 1,275 per cent over

the year before. Perhaps there is something in

the capital gain on land that the minister

ought to be looking into.

Mr. Foulds: How do you like that figuring?

Mr. Young: I was in a store the other day,
Mr. Chairman, in the constituency of the hon.

Minister of Transportation and Communica-
tion ( Mr. Carton ) . I heard a rather irate cus-

tomer going through the checkout counter.

He was buying more than food in that par-
ticular store and he was arguing with the

girl about the tax. She said: "No, it is seven

per cent as of May 1 on these articles." But
he said: "It's five per cent." "It's seven per
cent. The government has sent us a note

saying so," she said. He looked at her, then

he tumed to the people gathered around

there, coming through the checkout counters,

and he said: "Don't you forget this. We will

remember Bill Davis when the next election

comes around."

Mr. Foulds: Save us from Davis.

Mr. Young: This is the kind of statement

that is coming from the constituents of the

hon. member for Northumberland (Mr.

Rowe), and for Sault Ste. Marie and for

Algoma and from all the areas round about

Ontario-

Mr. MacDonald: And Renfrew South (Mr.
Yakabuski ) .

Mr. Young: People were concerned not

only about the energy tax, but they were

concerned about the whole bundle of taxa-

tion that this government is imposing on the

people of this province.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Young: And so everywhere—in Ren-

frew, it's coming from Renfrew—the people
are looking at this increase and they are mum-

bling and grumbling about it. They are say-

ing: "Wait until the next election and then

we'U get Bill Davis for this impost." They
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don't say "John White", because John White
is going anyway.

Mr. Young: They know that, but when they

say "Bill Davis", tiiey mean the member for

every single Tory riding in this province.

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: They'll need a new coat-

tail-

An hon. member: Everything the Tories

do is coat-tail-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Young: And, when the next election

Mr. Lewis: All you need is a new coat-

tail-

Mr. Chairman: Order. Now the member
is getting off subsection ( 1 ) .

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Young: When the next election comes
the payoff for this day-

Mr. Chairman: Section 2, subsection (1).

Mr. Young: —is going to come and it is

going to come in the elimination of a majority
of the seats on that side of the House.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): How many years
have you been saying that?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, Mr. Speaker, the

first point made by the opposition had to do
with the progressivity of this tax, and you'll
recall I did put into the record the very
much greater regressivity of property taxes-

Mr. Lewis: Oh, yes, that's a red herring.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: —and pointed out that in

this imperfect world, having been blocked
from the income tax, as indeed I was, by
Mr. Turner, I turned to the second most

progressive tax we had, namely, the Retail

Sales Tax.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: You were not blocked
from it.

Hon. Mr. White: Not only did I use the

bulk of the proceeds from retail sales tax

to-

Mr. Lewis: No, you walked into that; you
made a premature commitment and every-
one knows it.

Hon. Mr. White: —lift the burden of prop-

erty taxes, but I also made the Retail Sales

Tax more progressive in a way that very,

very few citizens understand even today, by
increasing the credits for elderly citizens-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It is not like Edgar
Benson.

Hon. Mr. White: —and the credits for

most of our citizens so that next year an
older man will receive not $120 at this time

of the year, but—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Now you know what it's

like.

Hon. Mr. White: —$240, and in some in-

stances, more.

Mr. Chairman: Order please, the minister

has the floor.

Hon. Mr. White: The question was asked,

was there a leak? No, there wasn't a leak.

The member for York South put himself in

my shoes and decided that this was the only

way that we could go, as indeed it was.

Mr. MacDonald: You have forgotten the

rationale for coming to that conclusion.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: As a matter of fact I'm

sure he was misquoted. Well, I did hear on
CFRB on April 11 or April 12, that he him-
self preferred a two per cent increase-

Mr. Gisbom: Point of order, Mr. Chair-

man—

Hon. Mr. White: -on the Retail Sales Tax.

Mr. Gisbom: A point of order, Mr. Chair-

man.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Hamilton East.

Mr. Gisbom: The chairman who presided

previous to yourself, sir, criticized the mem-
bers on this side for being repetitive and

using arguments they used on the principle
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of the bill, and I submit that the provincial
Treasurer is doing the same thing.

Mr. Rhodes: You don't want the truth, eh?

Mr. Cisbom: He's got to give us something
new if he wants to continue the argument.

Mr. Chairman: I don't think you have got
any point of order. I might have criticized

you, but I didn't stop you.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, I apologize and I

will try not to be repetitious.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cisbom: Well, give—

Hon. Mr. White: I'll simply say that the
matter of legalities has been very well dealt

with by the Minister of Revenue. I've had
an opportunity, funnily enough, to discuss

this matter, with the ministers of finance

from all parts of Canada, and I have learned
the universal practice is to bring in a budget,
to have a protracted budget debate, limited,
in the Province of Quebec, to 25 hours, to

bring in the legislation which sometimes
takes weeks or months, as this is doing, and
to have an eflFective date which meets the
needs of the budget. In the Province of

Quebec, for instance, that date is very often
the same night that the budget is delivered,
as indeed has been our practice here in

changing gasoline tax, tobacco tax and so
forth.

Mr. Deans: We wouldn't allow that if we
were in Que^bec.

Hon. Mr. White: So while it is, no doubt,
a way—

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Well, dont worry
about it, you'll never be there.

Hon. Mr. White: —to whip the govern-
ment-

Interjection by hon. member.

Hon. Mr. White: -the fact of the matter
is the practice is well established, not only
here in Ontario, but all over this country.

Mr. Deans: Well, on the minister's reply
to a question not asked, let me ask him, how
do you intend to force vendors to pay a tax
to the government that they were unable
legally to collect?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, the Minister of
Revenue has answered that fully.

Mr. Deans: He has not.

Hon. Mr. White: In that it is his respon-
sibility-

Mr. Deans: He has not.

Hon. Mr. White: —I think I will not guess
at what he may, or may not, have said.

Mr. Deans: No, no, I am sorry, but the

Minister of Revenue-

Mr. Chairman: I think this could be more

suitably discussed in section 6.

Mr. Deans: Well, that's how I got messed

up the last time.

Mr. Chairman: Well, you're—

Mr. Deans: I wanted to ask if I—

Mr. Chairman: Order please. Order. You'll

have the opportunity to discuss it in section

6.

Mr. Deans: C^ay, Mr. Chairman, the point
I want to make with you, not with the

Treasurer, is this—I tried to ask the Minister

of Revenue that very question this afternoon.

The Minister of Revenue was supposed to

answer it when we got to section 9. The
Minister of Revenue isn't here any more, so

I can't ask it now of the Minister of Revenue.
There is no point in telling me I can ask it

of this minister under section 6 if he is going
to leave the chamber by the time we get to

6. Will the Treasurer answer when we get
to 6?

Hon. Mr. White: We will certainly pro-
vide an answer. Perhaps the best thing I can
do is reread the statement that the Minister

of Revenue gave last week.

Mr. Deans: Please don't do that. I read

that statement. That was as much nonsense

as what you just said.

Mr. Lewis: We are not stacking this one.

The committee divided on section 2, sub-

section (1), which was approved on the fol-

lowing vote:

Clerk of the House: Mr. Chairman, the

"ayes" are 51, the "nays" are 33.

Mr. Chairman: Section 2, subsection (1)
carried. On subsection ( 2 ) .

Mr. Cisbom: I wonder if the provincial
Treasurer would explain—

Interjections by hon. members.
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Mr. Ohaiiman: Order. The member for

Hamilton East.

Mr. Cisbom: Mr. Chairman, I would ask

the provincial Treasurer to explain the rea-

son for the change in the application of the

exemption for meals in restaurants, increasing
it from $2.50 to $4. What revenue does his

department expect to derive from this change?

Hon. Mr. White: There was an obvious ne-

cessity. The revenue loss was $2 million. The
reason is that when we instituted an exemp-
tion on relatively low-priced meals, they were

thought to be essential to many men and
women who work and who are not able to

get home, who have to—

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. There is

quite a bit of unnecessary noise in the cham-
ber and we cannot hear the speaker.

Hon. Mr. White: Since the earliest days of

the retail sales tax, we have had an exemp-
tion on the lower-priced meals. This was on
the basis that these meals were essential for

men and women working in a plant and hav-

ing to have their meals in a plant cafeteria,

and to men and women working in oflBces

who had to eat in medium-priced restau-

rants.

The $2.50 that was established some years

ago was a generous enough exemption to in-

clude nearly all of those essential meals. But
the cost of dining out has increased rapidly
and so we felt obliged to retain the original
standard and move the exemption from $2.50
to $4.

There is another category of meals which
I think can't be overlooked and that's the

rather modest meals enjoyed by a family on
a Sunday outing or some such thing. The
new limit of $4 should exempt virtually all

of those essential meals and nearly sJl, I

venture to say, of the meals enjoyed by a

man and his wife and youngsters on a Sun-

day outing.

Mr. Chairman: Subsection (2)?

Mr. Cisbom: Has the minister, Mr. Chair-

man, made any calculation of what revenues

will be lost because of this change?

Hon. Mr. White: Two miUion dollars.

Mr. Cisbom: Therefore, I would like to

put forward the proposition that it is—did

the minister say $4 million?

Hon. Mr. White: Two million dollars.

Mr. Cisbom: Two million dollars. I would
like to put forward the proposition that this

was a mistake because this charge then is

put on those people under the two per cent

increase in the sales tax who can least afford

to pay.

I don't know whether my thesis is right
but I have Ustened to the conjectures about

changes in the sales tax apphcation in this

particular field. Because the high price of

beef has been prevalent in the last few months
those luxury restaurants have lost some of

their business to the smaller restaurants who
have enjoyed a greater service from the

public. Therefore, you are catering to those

who can afford to pay a higher price for their

meals rather than to those who can't afford

to go out and enjoy a meal in a restaurant.

I can't see the purpose in the minister's

decision to apply a higher exemption before

tax is paid on meals in restaurants, tlow does

the minister explain that kind of an approach
to the situation?

Many of the smaller restaurants have told

me in the last few weeks, since the high
price of beef, they have enjoyed more
clientele in their restaurants. They feel it is

because of the increase of beef costs. Where
the steak houses were charging $4.50 to $5
for a dinner, they have now increased the

price to $7.25 and $7.50. Those people con-

ducive to going out and buying that kind of

a meal are now not patronizing our luxurious

restaurants, but are catering to the lower-

priced restaurants, which might in the long
run be a good thing.

How can the minister explain that this is

a good tax change when it does not cater

to the small businessman?

Mr. Chairman: The member for St.

George.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Mr. Chair-

man, with reference to this section, I would
like to ask the Treasinrer just what his posi-

tion is. Since no one in government seems
to have an answer, I am sure he does. What
does he think ought to happen to the tax

which has been collected by restaurateurs

on the $2.50 meal during this period of

what could be called—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Hiatus.

Mrs. Campbell: —I think "confused hiatus"

is the expression?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That is one of the worst

kinds.
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Interjections by hon. members.

Mrs. Campbell: Would the Treasurer not

feel, if the concern is for people, that the

people might have been advised perhaps to

turn in the names of those restaurateurs who
were collecting during this period, if one
were going to be consistent in government?
Will the government be taking any steps in

this matter?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, any taxes

collected must be remitted. That is the law
as it stands now and that is the law as it

will stand. I would be absolutely astonished,

quite frankly, if there were very many res-

taurateurs charging the tax under $4, the

reason being that they were informed that

the bill is before the Legislature and when
passed would have an eflFective date of May
1.

Mrs. Campbell: To follow that, let me add,
Mr. Chairman, then what would the govern-
ment do with the funds that are produced
as a result of this tax being collected, if in

fact they are produced? Does the Treasurer

not realize there is quite a hiatus in infor-

mation here?

Mr. Deans: Here is Edgar Bergen back

again. He has a new dummy this time.

Hon. Mr. White: The practical fact of the

m^'tter is there will not be any money col-

lected.

Mr. Gisbom: The minister hasn't given me
an answer as to why he wanted to increase

the exemption before the tax had to be paid
on meals in restaurants, to the extent of los-

ing $2 million.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, I don't

mind giving answers three times to all of

these questions.

Mr. Gisbom: I cannot hear you.

Hon. Mr. White: I don't mind repeating
myself ad infinitum if that is really your
wish.

Mr. Foulds: Ad nauseam.

Hon. Mr. White: We have always had an

exemption on lower priced meals for two
reasons: first, to accommodate those working
men and women in cafeterias and downtown
restaurants who simply had to have that meal
out; it thereupon became a necessity like

food in one's home. Second, we did so to

enable a family of modest means to go out
on a Sunday and have some fried chicken or

whatever. These exemptions have been moved

a couple of times. Three or four years ago
they were moved up to $2.50 to accommo-
date increased restaurant prices. Now, three

or four years afterward, they are being in-

creased again to accommodate the increase

in restaurant prices.

Mr. Gisbom: Mr. Chairman, the minister

will have to give me some detail on canteen

prices before I can swallow that malarkey.
And he'll have to give me some specifics on
the progressive increase of this kind of an

exemption, because the first one we ever had
was $2.50 That's the first one we had. I

don't know any reason why you have to put
a greater exemption on before they pay the

tax. When it's $2 million, it can be applied
to those people who shouldn't be paying the

tax on other commodities that are a neces-

sity to them.

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): If

they swallow it, they'll have to pay a tax

on it.

Mr. Chairman: Shall subsection (2) stand

as part of the bill?

Mr. Gisbom: Wait a minute. I want an

answer from the minister. I can't see any
reason for this higher exemption.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. White: Ever since the tax was ini-

tiated we've had exemptions for lower-priced
meals to enable working men and women to

acquire meals of necessity in plant cafeterias

and downtown restauamts; also to enable a

man of modest means to take his family out

for a chicken dinner on Sunday. As restau-

rant prices have increased, from time to time

over the years, we've increased the exemp-
tion. Three or four years ago we increased the

exemption to $2.50. Since that time, restau-

rant meals have increased in price substan-

tially, and to continue to exempt these two

classes of meals, we are raising the exemption
to $4.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr. Chair-

man, maybe I could put it in terms that the

minister will understand. Apparently he's out

of touch with reality. Let him tell me how
one working man can go out with his wife

and two kids on a Sunday afternoon and

spend $16 on a meal? It's just not done.

Maybe in the Treasurer's world it's done-
he's up on cloud nine someplace—but this

is not how the real world lives. Who goes out

and spends that kind of money?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, if the hon. member
doesn't like it, vote against it.
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Mr. Germa: I know people who have not

been in a restaurant in their whole bloody
lives! They just don't qualify for this exemp-
tion.

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Development): Does the

hon. member want it lowered?

Mr. Cerma: And let the Treasurer tell me
about a meal in a company restaurant that's

rated at $4.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Does the member
want it lowered?

An hon. member: He wants it lowered to

$1.50.

Mr. Germa: Where else could we find

that? Where do we find that kind of exemp-
tion?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Does the member
want it lowered?

Mr. Germa: We can get a meal for $1.50
in any cafeteria across the province.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Let the member tell

his people at home if he wants it lowered.

Mr. Germa: I don't accept the gimmick
that the Treasurer is giving this exemption
to accommodate workers in cafeterias, be-
cause there's nothing on the menu for $4
in any cafeteria that I have ever been in,

or in any tavern or any other place where

working men congregate.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. These argu-
ments are getting very repetitive.

The hon. member for Ottawa Centre.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): I would
like to ask the minister-

Mr. Gisbom: Mr. Chairman, my feeling is

that if the minister does not change his ex-

emption-

Mr. Chairman: Order please.

The hon. member for Hamilton East.

Mr. Gisbom: My feeling is that if the
minister had not changed tMs exemption, the

$2 million could have been applied to those
who really need it and not to those who can
afford to go out and have their dinners out-
side of their own homes.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Ottawa Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I want to ask

the minister something which didn't come up
earlier in the debate. Perhaps he could give
me the figure, because I can't find it in the

budget itself. I'd like to ask what the total

revenue will be from sales tax in the estimates

for fiscal 1973-1974. I will relate this to the

item in a second, Mr. Chairman.

Hon. Mr. White: The figure given to me
by my resident expert is $990 million.

Mr. Cassidy: I'm sorry. Did the minister

say he expects to get $990 million from the

retail sales tax?

Mr. Lewis: That's not what the budget
says. It says $1,012 million. In fact, the bud-

get says $970 million—

Hon. Mr. White: Plus $280 million from
the increment.

Mr. Cassidy: So the Treasurer expects to

get $990 million plus $280 million from the

increment, for a total of $1,270 million.

Okay. I have just been doing some figures

here, Mr. Chairman, in order to really carry

through on some questions that were raised

before. You mentioned it in your own re-

sponse to the budget speech; we had asked

some questions about why the revenue esti-

mates from the sales tax were not as high
as it would seem to us they ought to be,
and the one substantive reason which you
gave on page 1585 was that the sales tax

increase would not add 40 per cent to your
revenues, it would add less because of the

exemption for pets, I suppose, and exemption
for living things, non-human. You also stated

it was because about $125 million of our

retail sales tax revenue comes from the 10

per cent rate on luxiuries.

Now, I would like to ask — presumably
most of that is the tax on meals—how much
revenue do you lose because of the—

Mr. Chairman: Order please, this question
was asked and answered just a moment ago.

Mr. Cassidy: Pardon?

Mr. Chairman: This question was asked

and answered one moment ago.

Hon. Mr. White: Two million dollars.

Mr. Cassidy: Two million? That is all you
lose?

Hon. Mr. White; By increasing the—

Mr. Cassidy: What is the sales tax based

on for the tax on meals?
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Hon. Mr. White: Well, really, the big pro-
ducer in the 10 per cent bracket is liquor.
We have a 10 per cent rate coming over the

counter and we have a 10 per cent rate on

liquor served in restaurants, so that is a very

large item in the retail sales tax spectrum.

Mr. Cassidy: Okay. In other words there

is only about $100 million worth of food sold

in meals which are taxable, is that what you
are saying? I question the figures, although
I don't have any figures to ofi^er against them.

Hon. Mr. White: The specialists in this

area say we are going to lose $2 million by
increasing the exemption from $2.50 to $4.

Mr. Cassidy: I see. We don't suggest that

the 10 per cent tax on higher-priced meals
be increased, but how much in addition do

you lose because you are not increasing the

sales tax on the higher-priced meals?

Mr. Chairman: In my opinion, that would
be a hypothetical question.

Mr. Cassidy: Not at all, Mr. Chairman, it

is a very good question. I just asked it.

Mr. Chairman: It is a hypothetical ques-
tion because there is no percentage point
suggested.

Shall subsection (2) stand as—

Mr. Cassidy: I am waiting for an answer,
Mr. Chairman, and I'll explain why. We are

trying to put together a case for the minis-

ter, because he has done such an inadequate
job himself, and we remain convinced that

this sales tax-

Mr. Chairman: Well, if you ask a question
on this, fine.

Mr. Cassidy: Yes. The question I asked
was on that specific question.

Mr. Chairman: No, it was a hypothetical
question.

Hon. Mr. White: I am going to have to

get the information for the hon. member.
Maybe well have it tonight.

Mr. Cassidy: We are quite happy to wait,
Mr. Chairman.

Hon. Mr. White: We will get an estimate
for you.

Mr. Cassidy: We will be quite happy to
wait.

Mr. Chairman: In my opinion, it is not a
proper question.

Hon. Mr. White: The experts will have
to work it out.

Mr. Chairman: Shall subsection (2) stand
as part of the bill?

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, with great
respect-

Mr. Chairman: I have ruled that the ques-
tion is hypothetical and out of order.

Mr. Cassidy: With great respect, Mr.

Chairman, this House has got to decide—

Mr. Chairman: Order! You may challenge
my ruling, but that—

Mr. Lewis: Oh, no, on a point of order,
Mr. Chairman, kindly don't put us in the

position of having to challenge your ruling
or we are going to have to force a division

of the House and we don't want to do that.

Mr. Chairman: I listened very carefully-

Mr. Lewis: The member has asked a ques-
tion on which the minister felt sufficiently

strongly to ask his advisers to get the figures.
There is no reason to rule it out of order.

It is a perfectly legitimate question in the

context of this clause by clause. It is not

particularly argumentative, it is rather interest-

ing.

Mr. Chairman: May I ask the leader of the

NDP how you can say how much money
you would lose by not raising the tax? It's

an imknown quantity. There is no answer to

that. In my opinion it is a hypothetical ques-
tion.

Mr. Lewis: Well, there is a clear estimate

that can be made, Mr. Chairman, and I think,

sir, that you are demonstrating an undue
irritation. It is only a quarter to 10, the

night is young, all of us are passive. Be
restrained, Mr. Chairman.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: You mean you will sit

past 10:30?

Mr. Lewis: No.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Well, now what did

he say?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: No.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. I rule that

the question is out of order and there is no
answer required.

'Mr. Cassidy: On a point of order, Mr.
Chairman.
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Mr. Chairman: And your point of order is?

Mr. Cassidy: My point of order is that I

may have been a bit rash in suggesting that

we on this side of the House would not like

to-

Mr. Chairman: That is not a point of order.

Mr. Cassidy: —see an increase in the sales

tax on the higher-priced meals. However,
since that is an exception to the general two

per cent increase in the sales tax rate, that

question is very germane before the House.

Mr. Chairman: That is not a point of order.

Order, please. I have ruled that there is no

point of order.

Mr. Cassidy: The choices that are before

this House might involve an exemption later

in other bills for other necessities and—

Mr. Chairman: Order! Will the member
resume his seat?

Mr. Foulds: On a point of order, Mr. Chair-

Mr. Chairman: What is your point of order?

Mr. Foulds: I think there is a difference—

and you are mist^en, with great respect-
between a hypothetical question and a ques-
tion on a tax bill which asks for a projected
revenue.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Cover your stomach.

Mr. MacDonald: Cover your head, if you
want to get personal.

Mr. Foulds: Does that turn you guys on
somehow?

Mr. Lewis: Is that a sort of little erotic

chill that runs down your spine at the vision

of my colleague?

Mr. Foulds: I will wear a sack-cloth next

day.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister made a mistake

in coming in tonight.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Lewis: Boy, oh, boy I Do you want us

all to take off our jackets? Is that what you
are after?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. Will you re-

sume your seat, please? I have ruled that the

question as asked was out of order and I

gave the reason for it. I still declare it out
of order.

Mr* Lewis: This place is a madhouse.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman?

Mr. Chairman: Yes.

Mr. Cassidy: On the point of order then,
can you please give your ruling as far as—

Mr. Chairman: I made the ruling. It is

evident you didn't heed it.

Mr. Cassidy: Can you give a precedent or

a source for your ruBng that this is a hypo-
thetical question? I really can't accept that.

Mr. Chairman: I explained why it was

hypothetical and I'll do it once more.

Mr. Cassidy: All right, I would appreciate
it.

Mr. Chairman: When you ask how much
money would be lost by not increasing the

sales tax, there has been no question or sug-

gestion by how much that the sales tax be

raised or by what percentage point.

Mr. Cassidy: All right. I—

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. This is a

hypothetical question.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I—

Mr. Chairman: I am talking.

Mr. Gisbom: Mr. Chairman, on a point of

order-

Mr. Chairman: It is a hypothetical ques-
tion in that it raises a hypothetical point.

Mr. Gisbom: —is it not wrong for the

Chairman to rule that the question is out of

order when the minister has said that he

could get the information?

Mr. Chairman: I can rule the minister out

of order, too, I assure you.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, and you did earlier today,

admirably too. You were admirable earlier.

Mr. Chairman: Right. Shall subsection (2)

stand as part of the bill?

Mr. Cassidy: May I try to rephrase the

question in a form which you will accept?

Mr. Chairman: If you will try.

Mr. Cassidy: Thank you. That question
would be to the minister. What is the reve-

nue lost by not increasing the sales tax on

higher-priced meals from 10 per cent to 12

per cent to correspond with the two-point
increase on the general sales tax?
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Hon. Mr. Winlder: You want to give

everybody a break. That is obvious.

Hon. Mr. White: I would be very glad to

get that estimation for you. It is not avail-

able at the moment.

Mr. Cassidy: Thank you very much.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Now that the Treasurer is here

and this general subject matter has emerged,
perhaps he can clarify something for me
which I raised earlier this afternoon. Your

projected estimates for revenue from the

sales tax come to $1,315 million. When you
subtract from that the $65 million that was
included for the energy tax and the $280
million that is envisaged for this fiscal year,

you are left with $970 million.

Now, in fact, the elasticity factor in bud-

get paper B of your budget, as it would

apply to the sales tax to the gross provincial

product, will give you an income of $1,012
million; so you are $42 million short in your
estimate. In fact, if the rate of increase of

the gross provincial product over the last two
years continues this year at 11.1 per cent, as

I think you yourself are estimating, then you
may receive as much as $61 million in addi-

tional money.
It is a most extraordinary underestimate of

revenue, based on your own method of es-

timation. I wonder if you can explain that.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, I don't

think this is in order. We did debate this

and I did provide the figures. I don't mind
doing it again, but it certainly doesn't relate

to this particular section. It's all in Hansard.
I don't see the necessity for it. We put in a

figure which was very considerably higher
than last year's increase, and which, in our

view, was in no way pessimistic with respect
to the proceeds for this tax. If there is some
extraordinary spurt in the economy because
of world conditions or whatever, ijF inflation

continues at a very high level, then these

may run over. But, ceteris paribus, they will

be right on target

Mr. Lewis: Generous what?

Mr. Chairman: Shall subsection (2) stand?

Mr. Lewis: What was that? Sorry.

Hon. Mr. White: Ceteris paribus; other

things being equal.

Mr. Lewis: Ceteris paribus.

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. minister

have a question?

Mr. Lewis: I had never heard it said, et

ceteris paribus before.

Mr. Chairman: We are awaiting the an-

swer, apparently for subsection (2). Will it

be forthcoming?

Hon. Mr. White: We cannot get it before
tomorrow.

Mr. Lewis: Well, Thursday.

Mr. Civens: The bill will be passed then.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, we will be

wilhng to have the answer as long as it came
by the time we came to the exemptions in

section 5 of the original Act. That would
be the point where I think that it's particu-

larly germane to know how much revenue
is being lost. It might then be possible to

go back to the section, if we felt it neces-

sary.

The point that needs to be raised, Mr.

Chairman, is this: that we will be proposing
some additional exemptions for necessities

from this very high rate of sales tax. It may
be that the revenue to pay for those exemp-
tions might be taken by increasing the sales

tax on nigh-priced restaurant meals which
are a luxury and not a necessity-

Mr. Chairman: That would have nothing to

do with this particidar section.

Mr. Cassidy: The two are related. I am
sure the minister-

Mr. Chairman: No, no, the increase in rate

and increasing the price of meals that are

exempted are two separate items. This is

just simply increasing the exemption on meals

of $4 rather than $2.50.

Mr. Cassidy: Yes.

Mr. Chairman: Nothing to do with the in-

creased rate on the higher-priced meals. It

would be a diflFerent topic completely.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, however, the section

of the Act involved also sets a rate of 10

per cent on those meals.

Mr. Chairman: It can be discussed later

on section—whatever the section was—you
said section 5 and I am not sure whether
that's right or not. Shall subsection (2) stand

as part of the bill then?

Motion agreed to.
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Mr. Chairman: Subsection (3) carried?

Some hon. members: No.

Mr. Chairman: All those in favour of sub-

section (3) standing as part of the bill will

please say "aye." Those opposed will please

say "nay/*

In my opinion the ayes" have it.

Mr. Chairman: I declare subsection (3)

carried.

Section 2, then, shall stand as part of the

bill.

Section 2 agreed to.

On section 3:

Mr. Chairman: Any comments, questions or

amendments on section 3? Shall section 3

stand as part of the bill?

Section 3 agreed to.

On section 4:

Mr. Chairman: Now, on section 4, the

minister has an amendment.

Hon. Mr. White moves that subsections

(2) and (4) of section 4 of the bill be deleted,

that subsections (3) and (5) be renumbered
as subsections (2) and (3) respectively, and a

new subsection (4) of section 4 be added in

the following words:

4(4) Paragraph 30 of subsection (1) of

the said section 5 is amended by adding
at the end thereof, "and any prosthetic

appliance or equipment as defined by the

minister," and that subsections (6), (7) and

(8), be renumbered as (5), (6) and (7)

respectively.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Chairman, the sec-

tion 4 of the amending bill that's before us

is a complex section where there are certain

exemptions to the original statute, and cer-

tainly I am glad that the minister has seen

fit to exempt prosthetic appliances, as was a

part at least of the amendment that you have
read to us. I don't want to needlessly—

Hon. Mr. White: May I interrupt you just

to say that this suggestion came from the

member for Windsor-Walkerville?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I appreciate your inter-

ruption, because I know that the member
has spoke on this matter and—

Mr. Gisbom: Can this be considered a

rapprochement to collusion?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —and we appreciate the
minister's rapprochement. As I said, Mr.

Chairman, I don't want to make this need-

lessly complex, but as you know, by the time
the amending legislation is put forward, in

the form that this particular bill is, it is

complicated to start with. I do have an
amendment that I would like to put forward
for your consideration, and the consideration

of the House. I am not sure how you would
want-

Mr. Chairman: Shall we look after this

particular amendment first?

Shall the amendment as proposed by the
hon. minister carry?

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Now, the hon. Leader of

the Opposition.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Thank you, Mr. Chair-

man. We have examined the original legisla-

tion, in this connection, and this seems to be
the most convenient place for us to put for-

ward two or three positions which we think

should be considered by the Treasurer and

by the whole House. Perhaps for the sake of

convenience, I would read this amendment-

Mr. Chairman: Is this a new subsection to

section 4 or just-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It is an addition to sec-

tion 4, Mr. Chairman, and I would move that

subsection (8) be added to section 4 as fol-

lows—and it would be numbered (8) at the

end. Since they have been renumbered, the

last one is now 7 according to the minister's

amendment. I would move that subsection

(8) be added to section 4 as follows:

(8) Paragraph 3 of subsection (1) of the

said section 5 be amended by adding the

words "and for buildings and other struc-

tures."

Mr. Chairman, unfortunately I don't have a

copy for the other members at this moment,
but the intention is simple; it would simply
add an exemption to the list of exemptions
that is being treated by this amendment so

that the provincial sales tax would not be

collected on building materials.

There is a great deal that has been said

about this particular contention, both in this

jurisdiction and in the federal jurisdiction.

You know that building materials are taxed

at both levels, and that there is a general

consensus, evidently only among opposition

parties, that building materials should not be
taxed at all; or certainly not as heavily taxed
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by both levels of government as they are at

the present time.

A great deal has been said in the Province

of Ontario about the need to put forward

considerably more government initiative to-

ward programmes to improve the stock of

housing and to lessen the impact of the infla-

tionary factors associated with housing.

Mr. Chairman, I know you are familiar

with these arguments. Many people in your
own party, sir, have put them succinctly and

cogently, but not successfully at the federal

level.

We believe that the tax on building mate-
rials is an oppressive tax, particularly when
it should be a matter of government initiative

to improve the general financial and fiscal

situation for builders and for individuals who
want to construct their own buildings and
their own homes.

I think the importance of this amendment
is easily recognized, Mr. Chairman, and I

would ask you, sir, to put it to the House so
that there is an opportunity for all members
to discuss the matter—and hopefully that we
could at least get some consideration from
the Treasurer for its acceptance.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Chairman, if I may speak
to the amendment.

Mr. Chainnan: Perhaps I should read the

amendment, or is it clearly understood?

Mr. Deans: No, it is quite easily under-
stood. It is a simple amendment, one that we
had intended to move in fact; and we agree
with the amendment. We think that a stimu-
lus for the construction of homes is necessary.
At this point it may well add to the stock of
homes available for low income groups. It

may, vidth a little bit of effort by the govern-
ment, provide more income rental accommo-
dations if we could take advantage of the
elimination of the sales tax on building ma-
terials. I frankly think that this would gain
the total support of most of the members of
the Legislature, if I had their attention.

In any event, we in this party think that
that particular amendment is one worthy of

support and we intend to support it. We
have two others, by the way, that we would
like to move immediately aiter dealing with

Mr. Cisbom: Mr. Chairman, can I get your
assurance that that doesn t restrict any com-
ment on previous sections of that?

Mr. Chairman: Well, we have carried sec-
tion 1.

Mr. Cisbom: The amendment is near the

end; and I want to talk on subsection (6)

of 4—paragraph 6 of 4.

Mr. Chairman: I think that has not been
covered yet and therefore has not been car-

ried. It is confusing when the numbers have

been—

Mr. Cisbom: That's paragraph 4, not sec-

tion 4.

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. minister have
a comment on the amendment?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, I think it is an

idea that has very great appeal to me. Un-

fortunately we can't afford it at the present
time. The proceeds from this tax amoimt to

$120 million. We can't forego it right now.

Mr. Chairman: Those in favour of Mr.

Nixon's motion then will please say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion, the "nays" have it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We are prepared to stack.

Mr. Chairman: We will stack this one, all

right.

Hon. Mr. White: Perhaps at this interval I

could provide an answer to the member for

Ottawa Centre.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, go ahead. We will take it.

Hon. Mr. White: We estimate of the $125
million from restaurants, about $45 million is

food, and therefore, if the rate were increased

or decreased by one per cent, that would be

$4.5 million.

Mr. Deans: So we are talking about $9 mil-

lion?

Hon. Mr. White: At $4.5 million a point,

if you double it, that would be $45 million.

Mr. Chairman: We are still on section 4.

Mr. Deans: I think we can move two
amendments at the same time and deal with

them both.

An hon. member: One at a time.

Mrs. Campbell: Is this section 4?

Mr. Deans: It is section 4, yes. Just let me
look at where I am—

Mr. Chairman: Is that the old paragraph 5?

Mr. Deans: I can't tell what paragraph it

is. What is section 5 at the moment? Subsec-

tions (3) and (5) were to be renumbered—
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Mr. Chairman: The amendment was that

subsections (2) and (4) of this bill would be

deleted and subsections (3) and (5) be re-

numbered as subsections (2) and (3).

Mr. Deans: What is subsection (5) now?
Tell me what subsection (5) is now.

Mr. Gisbom: Subsection (5) is now subsec-

tion (4).

Mr. Chairman: Subsection (5) is subsection

(3), I guess.

Mr. G. W. Walker (London North): Mr.

Chairman, if I might give you the nmnbers,
it might make this clause more identifiable.

Reading from page 2 in the bill, section 4 of

the bill, paragraph 1, remains the same; para-

graph 2 is deleted by the amendment of the

Treasurer.

Going over to page 3, about two or three

inches down, paragraph 3 should read para-

graph 2. The next paragraph. No. 4, is de-

leted by the Treasurer's amendment. The
next paragraph in the bill is No. 5; it now
becomes No. 3. The next paragraph in the

bill is No. 6, it now becomes No. 4. The next

paragraph is No. 7, it now becomes No. 5.

Turning to page 4, paragraph No. 8 be-
comes paragraph No. 6.

Mr. Chairman: Well, I believe a new sub-

section (4) has been added on the left-hand

side, so the old subsection (6) becomes sub-

section (5) and the old subsection (5) be-

comes subsection (3). The old subsection (6)

becomes subsection (5)—I think.

Mr. Gisbom: That's not what he said.

Mr. Chairman: I know, but I think he

neglected the fact that there was a new sub-
section (4) added.

Mr. Walker: That's right. I ignored that.

Mr. Chairman: So the old subsection (6)

is now subsection (5).

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): I would
like to speak to the old subsection (5) which
is now subsection (3).

Mr. Chairman: All right. The member for

Waterloo North.

Mr. Good: Mr. Chairman, the minister has
seen fit to exempt all growing things, includ-

ing plants, seeds and bulbs; but there is one

commodity which I think should be added to

the list, and that is sod. The minister has
seen fit to exempt topsoil and lawn seed, but
some people building new houses have to

seed their lawns; for others, because of the

nature of the terrain or because heavy banks
are part of the landscaping of private houses,
there is no alternative but to put in sod. I

would move, Mr. Chairman, that subsection

(3) of-

Hon. Mr. White: That is already covered.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, if I may be of

assistance-

Mr. Deans: What has happened?

Mr. Walker: In the Ministry of Revenue,
sod is already interpreted under paragraph 3
as being a growth and, secondly, under soil,

which has been added, and accordingly it is

exempted.

Mr. Good: I will accept the minister's in-

terpretation that soil is sod, but personally
I can't understand why the bill doesn't refer

to sod instead of soil. Such ambiguity I just

can't understand.

Hon. Mr. White: We thought people could

put two and two together.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: On which section is the

hon. member for Wentworth—

Mr. Deans: The one amendment, Mr.

Chairman, is an amendment to paragraph 42
of the Act.

Mr. Chairman: What subsection of the bill

does it come under?

Mr. Deans: Well, it is very difiBcult for me
to tell. This is what I am not absolutely—let

me tell you what they are and you tell me,

okay? It will save us a lot of aggravation.

Now, I would move that clause 4 of Bill 98

be amended by adding—I am adding a new
section—by adding thereto the following sub-

clause (9).

An hon. member: Seven.

Mr. Chairman: To the new subsection (7).

Mr. Deans: It is (7)—sorry, (8). That para-

graph 42—

Mr. Foulds: That is what the Treasurer

said when he increased the tax.

Mr. Deans: —of subsection (1) of section 5

be amended by deleting all the words after

the word "footwear" and substituting there-

for the words, "for all children to and in-

cluding age 18."
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Mr. Chainnan: Well, we are adding a new
section. We can't—

Mr. Deans: Well, it is actually an amend-
ment to an existing section of the bill, though
it isn't in the Act.

Mr. Chainnan: Well, Mr. Deans moves
that clause 4 of Bill 98 be amended by add-

ing thereto the following subclause (7)—

Mr. Deans: Or (8), or whatever is appro-

priate.

Mr. Chairman: —no, it is (7).—Paragraph 42
of subsection (1) of the said section 5 of the

Act be amended by deleting all words after

the word "footwear," and substituting there-

for the words "for all children to and in-

cluding age 18."

Mr. Deans: Now, Mr. Chairman, I want to

read to you what the section would then
read.

It is section 42 on page 55 of the revised

statutes and it says that "children's clothing
and children's footwear as the Lieutenant
Governor in Council may determine by regu-
lation"—this is, under exemptions.

Now, I think everyone in this House has
had the complaint brought to his—I am sorry,
the member for St. George indicates that she
was intending to do something similar. Every-
one has had the complaint brought to them
that simply because one bears a child who
grows to be a little larger than average, the
cost is that you are not permitted the kinds
of exemptions from the purchase of clothing
that is obviously and otherwise made avail-

able to other children.

Now, I think it's time to come to grips
with that problem. It has been raised in this

Legislature any number of times. It has been
received favourably by a number of different

ministers that something had to be done to

try to take into account the fact that all chil-

dren are not of the same size, and that there

ought not to be any discrimination, one child

against the other, in the purchase of clothing
and footwear for that child to use.

What this amendment does is, make avail-
able to all children up until age 18 the

exemptions which are made available to
children as the Lieutenant Governor has
designated to date. At the present moment
the Lieutenant Governor designates up to a
certain size of footwear, or up to a certain
size of clothing, and quite obviously that
isn't adequate.

Now, I know of many families-and it is

not an income problem-where children grow

to imusual sizes no matter what the income
of their parents happens to be. There's no

way to determine whether the parents can

or can't afford it.

I think that the minister could do well, or

could be serving his government well, if he
were to accept such an amendment which
would extend the exemptions on children's

clothing to a point where the are no longer
children—and make it just that simple. Then
a parent going into any merchant to pur-
chase clothing, whether it be wearing apparel
or shoes, would simply have to produce the

birth certificate of the child—if it was in

fact a child under the age of 18—and that

clothing would qualify for a tax exemption.
We woiddn't then have this discriminatory
feature in the legislation.

Mr. Chairman: May I also explain, or at

least apologize to the member for St. George;
it really is a new subsection (8). I didn't see

(7) over the page. I stand corrected.

Mrs. Campbell: I thought it would. May
I say something?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, nothing
would please me more than to accept this

amendment, but unfortunately it is not pos-
sible. During the several years I was Min-
ister of Revenue, we tried time and time

again to find a better method than the

method presently being used, which is a
combination of size and style.

What we did do at the time was to increase

the size range of tax exempt shoes and that

did allay most of the diflBcidty. We still have
an occasional complaint and for all I know

maybe children's feet are even bigger than

they were in 1969 or 1970, whenever we
made the last change. It is something I would
like very much to do and I propose to explore
methods being used elsewhere once again,
as indeed I did when I was Minister of

Revenue.

The idea of inflicting millions of pieces of

paper, all of which would have to be attested

to by merchants and their customers, seems

to be even more cumbersome. However, I

would like to take a look at it in the weeks

to follow. I think we had a committee of

housewives at that time who went to several

other jurisdictions, if I am not mistaken-

Michigan and Quebec, no? That is what I

thought-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: There goes that story.

Hon. Mr. White: That is what I thought
we were going to do and it proved not suc-

cessful.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: You should have done it

when you were Minister of Trade—

Hon. Mr. White: At any rate the situation

is that I am in sympathy with the idea. So

far we have not been alDle to find a better

way than the way we are using now.

Mr. Chairman: Are we ready for the ques-
tion then?

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I couldn't

believe it: Here I had indicated that I was
to introduce an amendment which included

footwear and I am not quite clear about the

effect of the amendment put forward. Mine
was to include footwear for all children. In

my case I made it under the age of 16; at

least that is what I was proposing. I felt that

possibly this could succeed, in that we would
have an apparent age when the child is

taken into a store.

One man called me saying his daughter is

10 years old and is wearing an adult-size

shoe. Another man called me and stated that

he had a 13-year-old daughter who for a year
and a half has been beyond even misses' sizes.

There has to be something better, surely, than

the way we are doing it now because these

are children. I would be prepared to com-

promise if one would accept the age 16.

There is more of an apparent age difference

at 16 than at 18, and this is why I was pro-

posing that.

But there is no relief in this matter, par-

ticularly footwear. Footwear today doesn't

last the way I think it used to. And children

cannot, of course, go around without it. So

this is really a very important item to the

people that I represent, and to people right

across the province. If the minister would

even suggest to us that he might consider

age 16, I would certainly urge that this be

done, because there is a grave inequity in it.

Hon. Mr. White: I do propose to look into

the matter. I hope we can find a better way
to do so. We have tried on several previous
occasions. We have studied the methods used

in other jurisdictions across Canada and the

States. So far we haven't found a better way.
But I will certainly give the hon. member

my assurance that we will try again on it.

Mr. Chairman: Those in favour of Mr.

Deans' motion will please say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion the "nays" have it.

Mr. Deans: I think we would stack that

one with the others, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: I don't see five members.
This motion is also stacked. That is the new
section.

Mr. Deans: I have another amendment—
that subclause (2), clause 4—be amended by
adding thereto the following subsection:—I

guess I'd better try (8) or (9). I am not sure,
I'll leave it to your discretion.

Mr. Chairman: Is this the old section 2 or

the new section 2?

Mr. Deans: What I am doing, sir, is add-

ing another subsection to section 4. So it will

be subsection (8), I would think.

Mr. Chairman: The old subsection (4)?

Mr. Deans: The one in the bill.

Mr. Chairman: That will be subsection (8).

Mr. Deans: All right, (8) will be fine.

Mr. Gisbom: Mr. Chairman, would it not

be proper if we deal with the sections prior
to that section first? I want to deal with the

new section 5.

Mr. Chairman: The new section 5—where
is that? All right, new section 5.

Mr. Gisbom: Yes, Mr. Chairman, the ex-

planatory note on the new section 5, which

is section 6 under the old bill. The explana-

tory note tells us that it repeals the exemp-
tion for draft beer purchased for resale since

purchases are already exempt under other

provisions of the Act. It enacts an exemption
for liquor, beer, or wine sold under a special-
occasion permit. Then if we look at the appli-
cation of it in the bill, it says that paragraph
6, which is now paragraph 5 (48) of sub-

section (1) of said section 5, is repealed and
the following substituted therefor: "Liquor,
beer or wine sold under the authority of a

special-occasion permit, issued under Liquor
Licence Act and regulations made there-

under."

This may be something that might be con-

sidered in the sense of tax application—as

something that is permitted in the sense of

getting it from the sources that are more
available. But first I would ask the minister

to explain where the exemption is already

applied. Does he agree with me that the

exemption for draft beer sold by the keg to

the owners of licensed premises for resale by
the glass, or on such premises, is now covered

under 49? That says draft beer sold on

"licensed premises," period, covers that sec-

tion. Is that the explanation for that?
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Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, if I might
answer this in a more administrative way.
The exemption presently under section 5 (48)

of the present Act is that there is an exemp-
tion for draft beer sold by the keg to the

owners of licensed premises for resale by the

glass on such premises. The present section

is considered to be redundant as it is already
covered by the Act in another section—under
section 119 which defines use which in itself

exempts a vendor on tangible personal prop-

erty purchased for resale. So it is already
covered, it's redundant.

Irrespective of that particular section rela-

tive to draft beer then is the new section 48
of paragraph 5 (1) and that is the special-

occasion-permit matter. That relates to the

budget proposals, and in this particular case

it enacts an exemption for liquor, beer or

wine sold under a special-occasion permit.
It's exempted under this particular Act but
it will not be exempted, of course, under
amendments which will be brought in by the
Minister of Consimier and Commercial Rela-
tions (Mr. Clement) when he amends the

Liquor Licence Act.

Mr. Cisbom: I would like the minister to

explain that he might say that it's out of his

jurisdiction to deal with the bootleg corkage
that is explained under the budget statement.
I say it is bootleg corkage.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cisbom: Yes, a levy or an impost.
How is he going to impose that $1 on the
bottle?

Mr. Walker: I am advised that the $1 rate

according to the budget statement will be
charged on spirits: in bottles up to 30 oz,
a levy of $1 per bottle—this is in addition to

the $15 charge for the special-occasion per-
mit—there will be a $1 per bottle levy; on
bottles over 30 oz of spirits the charge will

be $1.50; on wine, bottles up to 30 oz, the

levy will be 50 cents; on bottles up to 75 oz,
it will be $1; and on bottles over 75 oz, it

will be $1.50. On beer, the twelve 12 oz
bottles of beer will bear a 50-cent levy; the

twenty-four 12 oz bottles of beer will bear
a levy of $1; and a keg of beer, which is

12.5 gal, will bear a $7 levy.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Shame.

Mr. Cisbom: Mr. Chairman, I've read that

myself three times during the debate on the

budget. My question was, how does that levy,
that bootleg corkage, become eflFective? And
that's what it is, a bootleg corkage, when $1

per bottle is charged on everything that's

purchased for a special-occasion permit.

What I want to know is how that is im-

posed upon the people, by an amendment to

the Liquor Licence Act or the Liquor Control

Act? And how can it go into efiFect on May 1,

as stipulated in the budget? The Act says we
must bring about an amendment to the

Liquor Licence Act to exempt liquor, beer

and wine sold under the authority of a

special-occasion permit. And it comes into

eflFect, under section 9, on May 1. The bud-

get says that in lieu of that will be this boot-

legger corkage, which will be levied upon
anybody who purchases that kind of thing
for a special occasion. By what right and
under what legality does the govemment
bring in that levy?

Mr. Walker: Well, the amendments will

be to the Liquor Licence Act, I believe, and
it's anticipated they will be brought in by
the Minister of Consumer and Conmierdal
Relations within the next few weeks. As for

rights which may or may not exist, the posi-

tions that have been put are precisely the

same arguments relating to the May 1

deadline for the retail sales tax.

Mr. Walker: Mutatis mutandis.

Mr. Deans: Not quite.

Mr. Cisbom: Well, I would assume there

might have been 20, 30, 100 or 200 special-
occasion permits issued since May 1, when
none of this had been implemented. Now
we're getting this gufiE again about somebody
else going to impose a tax. It is a tax; it's

an imposed levy on people in this province
for a purchase of some conmiodity that's

going to be brought in later and made retro-

active to May 1. How is this going to work?

Mr. Walker: Well, the member is abso-

lutely correct, it will be made retroactive to

May 1. It is precisely the same as the ques-
tion relating to the retail sales tax, which is

now being collected. The law will be brought
into conformity in due course.

Mr. Cisbom: Right. And as one who has

listened to this debate and the fallacious

arguments from the govemment for almost

five days now, will the parliamentary assist-

ant tell me how much more revenue this

boodeg corkage is going to bring into the

govemment this year, this 25 per cent in-

crease per 25-oz bottle of whiskey?

Mr. Walker: The increase in revenue will

be $3 million per annum.
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Mr. Cisbom: It's another skim-oflF from

those people who can ill afford to pay the

two per cent on their commodity needs. Isn't

that a fact? We had $2 million on the last

thing we debated, the increase in the exemp-
tion for meals; and now $3 million on this.

That's $5 million.

Mr. Bounsall: Mr. Chairman, on this—

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Windsor West.

Mr. Bounsall: Yes, on this same point—

Hon. Mr. White: Maybe I could say a

word on this. There appears to be some mis-

understanding.

We have had trouble over the years trying
to apply the retail sales tax evenly on the

sale of beverages acquired under a resale

permit—not to be confused with weddings,
bar mitzvahs or whatever, where beverages
are not for resale and are not taxed. In the

past we've had a number of good honest

operators who have purchased a bottle of

rye, let us say, for $5. They have sold the

25 shots at, let's say $1 apiece to make it

easy, so they have sold it for $25, and they
have applied the 10 per cent retail sales tax

as the law required, thereupon collecting and

remitting $2.50. We have had another group
of organizations which made no attempt to

collect the tax, who in effect flouted the law,
whose operations were so small and so scat-

tered that law enforcement was impossible,
and they remitted zero. This change is going
to apply $1 instead of $2.50.

Mr. Gisbom: Twenty per cent a bottle.

Hon. Mr. White: So the good organization

—maybe a legion to which you belong, or

maybe a union organization—is going to apply
$1 to the bottle instead of $2.50 and it is

going to apply $1 to those people who evaded
the tax previously and who remitted zero. So
the tax on the people who were playing the

game properly will be substantially decreased.

Mr. Bounsall: Mr. Chairman, on this same

point, I can fully appreciate what the minis-

ter has said about the situation that pertained
in the past. I think some of the small organi-
zations didn't even know they were flouting
the law when they didn't collect the tax on
the resale of it—

Som hon. members: Oh. Oh.

Mr. Gisbom: They were all Tory organiza-
tions that flouted the law.

Mr. Bounsall: That can be debatable, but
I know some pretty small organizations that

do it twice a year—and might not even have
known. Mr. Chairman, I can understand now

why the tax appears as a 20 per cent tax, be-

cause when you break your 25-ouncers down
to twenty-five 1-oz. shots and collect the five

per cent on those shots it does come out to

more than $1 per 25-oz. bottle that is being

charged.

What I can't understand, though, is, hav-

ing paid for these special-occasion permits to

get that bottle, when they return their extras,

be it beer or 25-oz bottles, why that cannot

be refunded to them.

Hon. Mr. White: I would like to be able

to do that. The problem at the moment is

trying to control this particular type of mer-
chandise. The fear expressed to me is that—

Mr. Gisbom: The cocktail lounges don't

want them to exist, that is the answer.

Hon. Mr. White: —a bottle acquired under
a resale permit, upon which a tax has been

paid, and taken to the premises for consump-
tion and indeed consumed, could very easily
be replaced by a bottle from the basement
of one of the organizers the next day and the

tax thereupon rebated and the actual tax

evaded. We are exploring the possibility of

marking these bottles in some fashion, per-

haps with fluorescent ink or some such thing-

Interjection by an hon. member. ._

Hon. Mr. White: —to block that particular
evasion and if we succeed in finding a way
then we will indeed have rebates available.

Mr. Deans: Is it worth all the effort?

Mr. Chairman: Shall subsection (5) stand as

part of the bill?

Mr. Boimsall: No, Mr. Chairman. On the

same point, I would think that the minister's

reasoning on why you would not refund it is

surely more devious than the more obvious

thing that will occur. You will simply have
X many bottles bought at that extra dollar

rate because you can t return them, and you
will have bottles brought to the party out of

the back seat of your car probably as the

means of making sure you are not left with

any bottles that cost you the extra dollar.

An hon. member: Oh, come off it.

Mr. Bounsall: That is more the danger,

surely, than someone taking it out of the

basement to take it back and make a buck

on it?
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An hon. member: He has been around.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Fostering drunkenness.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. In view of the

hour, can subsection (5) stand as part of the

bill?

Mr. Bounsall: No, Mr. Chairman.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I wonder if there is

any disposition on the part of people across

the way that we might sit a few more min-

utes? It seems—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: No, 10:30.

Mr. Chairman: We are five minutes away
from 10:30.

Mr. MacDonald: No. No.

Mr. Stokes: What are you trying to do?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Pardon me?

Mr. Stokes: What are you trying to do?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: That is not the word

you spoke, but I will move that the com-
mittee rise and report.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the com-
mittee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee

of the whole House begs to report progress
and asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, I

move the adjournment of the House.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Mr. Spe^er,
before the motion for adjournment is put, it

has been brought to my attention that the

chairman of the estimates committee has

indicated her desire to sit tomorrow to con-

tinue to study estimates of the Attorney Gen-
eral's department. I want to bring to your
attention that that would mean that certain

members of that committee would have to

be in two committees at the same time.

Mr. V. M. Singer ( Downsview ) : Or three.

Mr. Deans: Or three perhaps. The exam-

ples I want to give, sir, are these.

Tomorrow morning the private bills com-
mittee is sitting and the private bills com-

mittee and the estimates committee have
members on each wliich are overlapping. In

addition to that, there are two select com-
mittees sitting, as I understand it, and there

is again an overlap of membership from those

committees to the estimates committee.

I would like to know from the House leader

whether he has perhaps brought to the at-

tention of Madam Chairman of the estimates

committee that it would not be desirable for

it to sit concurrently with other committees

of the House tomorrow.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I think the hon. mem-
ber has heard me say on a number of

occasions that I will not interfere with the

functions of the committee. The committee

can, in fact, determine its own course of

action and I don't intend to interfere with it

because of the powers of substitution.

I therefore move the adjournment of the

House.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, there are certain

committees where there can be no duplica-
tion of members. I can't recall the exact order

of the committees, but my recollections were

that certain committees were separate from

others. The estimates committee was the only
one where you could have substitution.

But the unfortunate part about it is this—

that because of the importance of at least

one of the bills coming up tomorrow, the city
of Toronto bill, and the fact that it required
some considerable preparation, the members
of this caucus at least spent some considerable

time studying the bill, those who were on
the private bms committee.

Now, it would be unfortunate if those mem-
bers couldn't be in the private bills com-
mittee because they have to be in the esti-

mates committee and, again, unfortunately
the people who are in the estimates committee

happen to be the same people with expertise
in the field of law. I recognize the unfortu-

nate aspects of it, but it is not necessary for

that committee to sit tomorrow. It seems to

me rather unusual that the House leader

would indicate that he doesn't intend at least

to make it known to the chairman of the

committee that this problem exists.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, could I add a

word to that? I find myself in reasonable

agreement with the hon. member for Went-
worth. I have been shutthng backwards and

forwards between the House and that com-
mittee today. The committee has some extra

work to do and the chairman of the committee

announced at 8 o'clock that if we didn't finish.

J|
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we would continue at 10 tomorrow, not to

the great delight of the minister whose esti-

mates are there—although he is too much of a

gentleman to have said anything out loud;

but his view of that suggestion was quite
obvious.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer and Minister of

Intergovernmental Affairs): Which gentleman
is that?

Mr. Singer: The Attorney General (Mr.

Bales). I think the affairs of this House have

to be run in a reasonable manner where
members who have a dual or triple responsi-

bility should be given some reasonable co-

operation.

I am acting as the justice critic for our

party and I want to be at the private bills

committee; there is a bill there that I want
to discuss. Both of those meetings might be

scheduled for the same time. Certain people
are on a select committee which I believe

starts meeting tomorrow morning at 10

o'clock as well; and if the estimates com-
mittee is not through with the Attorney Gen-

eral, I don't think any great tragedy or any
great point of principle is satisfied.

I think there are two sub-votes left, the

Land Compensation Board and the Ontario

Municipal Board, about which there will be
discussion—not any great points of principle
to be decided. There will be discussion; how
much longer it will go on I couldn't guess.
I think, Mr. Speaker, out of reason and out
of justice and fairness to the members of the

opposition who have this kind of load to

carry, the House leader should indicate to

the chairman of that estimates committee
that it is not reasonable that that committee

carry on at 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.

Mr. Deans: That's right. Therefore, it is

not on the floor and, therefore, I'm moving
that the House-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member is out of

order. I regret very much to inform him that

I can't accept such a motion.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:40 o'clock,

p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: We are always pleased to have

visitors with us. Today in the east gallery
we have students from West Toronto

Secondary School of Toronto, and in the west

gallery students from St. Leonard's Separate
School of Willowdale. A little later we will

be joined in the west gallery by students

from Glen Forest Secondary School of Mis-

sissauga.

Today, in the Speaker's gallery we have a

very distinguished group of people; in fact,

I'm certain we have never had a more dis-

tinguished group. We have with us members
of the Ladies Association of the Progressive
Conservative Association of Waterloo South.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
The most long-suffering group that has ever

been here.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

TRI-LEVEL CONFERENCE

Hon. J. White (Treasurer and Minister of

Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr. Speaker, I

wish to make a brief announcement about a

forthcoming tri-level meeting in Ontario. Hon.
members will recall that at the national tri-

level conference last November, my pre-

decessor, the hon. Charles MacNaughton, ex-

pressed the Ontario government's view that

provincial or regional tri-level meetings were

potentially the most productive forms for

tri-level consultation in Canada, given the

pronounced regional differences and problems
and priorities across the country.

Consequently, at the conference the prov-
ince invited representatives of its municipal-
ities and the federal government to join with
Ontario in a provincial tri-level meeting this

year. The purpose of this meeting is to permit
discussion with other levels of government
on a number of matters related to urban de-

velopment which are of mutual concern and
which have a major bearing on the plans of

this province and its municipalities.

I am glad, therefore, to inform the House

Thursday, May 10, 1973

today that an Ontario tri-level conference

will be held on May 28 and May 29 at

Trent University in Peterborough. The con-

ference will consider such matters as housing,

transportation and environmental management
in relation to Ontario's urban and regional

development strategy, and it will also discuss

the financial implications of these matters for

each level of government.

The meeting will be hosted by Ontario, and
the co-chairmen will be myself, the federal

Minister of State for Urban Affairs, and the

chairman of the Municipal Liaison Commit-

tee, Mayor D. B. Newman of Whitby. Other

ministers from the provincial and federal gov-
ernments will also attend. The municipal

delegation to the conference will be selected

by the Municipal Liaison Committee.

Mr. Speaker, I would like to inform the

House also that the Leader of the Opposition
and the hon. member for Scarborough West

(Mr. Lewis) will each be invited to attend

the conference as observers. The meeting will

also be open to the communications media.

The government of Ontario is hopeful that

this conference will provide an opportunity
for an open discussion which will assist all

levels of government in working together and

which will demonstrate in this critical area of

public affairs the necessity of having the

federal government play a supportive role in

the plans and programmes of the province
and its municipal partners.

Now, sir, with your permission, seated to

your left are members of the Municipal
Liaison Committee headed by His Worship

Mayor Newman; and if it's in order I'd like

to ask them to stand to be recognized by the

Legislature.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

SITUATION AT GUELPH
CORRECTIONAL CENTRE

Hon. C. J. S. Apps (Minister of Correctional

Services): Mr. Speaker, on Friday, May 7, at

approximately 12 noon, I received a telegram
from the branch of the Civil Service Associa-

tion at the Guelph Correctional Centre re-
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questing an investigation of working condi-

tions at that institution.

I am certainly willing and anxious to pro-
vide every opportunity for staff at Guelph
to express their views concerning the condi-

tions under which they work. I am therefore

pleased to announce today the appointment
of Mr. W. J. Eastaugh, BA, BSW, BEd, to

enquire into the working conditions of staff

at Guelph Correctional Centre.

Mr. Eastaugh only recently has been ap-

pointed chairman of the Minister's Advisory
Council on the Treatment of the Offender.

This council, which is composed of members
from the legal, educational, rehabilitative,

and ministerial professions, advises me, as

minister, on the application of current cor-

rectional philosophy to specific aspects of the

ministry's programme. This will be Mr.

Eastaugh's first assignment since assuming the

post of chairman of the council.

Mr. Eastaugh obtained a BA degree from

Victoria College, a Bachelor of Social Work
from the School of Social Work, University
of Toronto, and a Master's degree in Educa-

tion from the Ontario College of Education.

He also holds certificates as public school in-

spector and secondary school principal.

During World War II, Mr. Eastaugh earned

a commission as a pilot in the Coastal Com-
mand and flew in India and Burma. Immedi-

ately following the war he worked as superin-
tendent of Pine Ridge and Grandview train-

ing schools and later as superintendent of the

Brampton Adult Training Centre, which
trains young first offenders from Guelph Cor-

rectional Centre.

Mr. Eastaugh has had 28 years' experience
as a teacher and/or principal of various public
and secondary schools in Metropolitan To-

ronto and is currently principal of Westway

High School in Etobicoke.

A native of Brampton, Mr. Eastaugh has

been active in many community organiza-

tions including the YMCA and summer camp
operations. He is part-president of the Ro-

tary Club of Bowmanville, the Neighbour-
hood Workers Association of Etobicoke, and
both the Etobicoke Public School Men's

Teachers' Federation and Etobicoke Second-

ary School Principals' Association. He has

also served as a member of the board of the

Ontario Association of Corrections and

Criminology.

I am very pleased that so able a man was
available and willing to undertake this

enquiry and I wish to thank the Etobicoke

Board of Education for releasing Mr. East-

augh for this purpose.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

AMENDMENTS TO WORKMEN'S
COMPENSATION ACT

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour):
Mr. Speaker, today I wish to comment on

certain amendments to the Workmen's Com-
pensation Act, which I hope to introduce

into the House early next week.

The first of these amendments provides
for adjustments in the current level of bene-

fits and I am having distributed to each of

the members a schedule outlining in detail

the proposed increases in each of the pen-
sion categories to be effective July 1, 1973.

I would, however, draw to the members'
attention two of the provisions:

1. The existing ceiling on earnings will be
increased from $9,000 to $10,000;

2. The minimum compensation for per-
manent total disability will be raised from

$175 per month to $250 per month.

The additional cost to employers to fund

these increased benefits will be approxi-

mately 7.8 per cent over present assessments

for the next 10 years, or an additional

$12,428,000 per year for the next 10 years.

The totally disabled, widows and children

will receive the major benefits from the in-

creases, as well as those workmen who are

temporarily deprived of their usual income
from employment.

One amendment which I will introduce

will provide for the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Board to be excluded from the pro-
visions of the Statutory Powers Procedure Act.

The reason for this is that each year the

Workmen's Compensation Board assesses over

400,000 claims. If the board's procedures
were subject to the Statutory Powers Pro-

cedure Act, the speedy setdement of claims

could be impaired.

I should point out, Mr. Speaker, that the

exemption in no way restricts the right of a

workman to appeal a ruling on his case.

It is in effect designed to exempt injured
workmen from unnecessary delays in receiv-

ing their benefits which could result from
strict adherence to the Statutory Powers
Procedure Act.

Since the introduction of the Workmen's

Compensation Act in 1917, the courts have

always been excluded from hearing the

cases of injured workmen. One of the prin-
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cipal reasons for the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Act was to avoid the adversary system as

a means of determining benefits.

Mr. Speaker, I am confident that when I

introduce the amendments next week the

Legislature will give them speedy approval
so that these increased benefits can be made
available to the injured workmen of this

province by July 1, 1973.

TRANSPORTATION COSTS IN
NORTHERN ONTARIO

Hon. G. R. Carton (Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications): Mr. Speaker, as

many members of the Legislature are aware,
a number of studies have been conducted into

the transportation costs in northern Ontario;

and while in many cases the control over

railways and railway freight rates are a fed-

eral government responsibility, the Ontario

government is most concerned about the level

of transportation costs to our northern com-
munities.

Some time ago we commissioned a study
to look into a number of means of providing

freight rate relief in northeastern Ontario, in-

cluding the possibility of extending the On-
tario Northland Railway to a lake port. Our
studies have indicated that it is not econom-

ically feasible to extend the railway at this

time to any of the number of lake ports

investigated, such as Parry Sound, Michipi-

coten, Little Current, Britt or Sault Ste. Marie.

However, a further study revealed that the

users of transportation services in northern

Ontario have been bearing a large burden of

costs that is more rightfully applied to the

treasury of the Province of Ontario.

I would like to inform the House that the

Premier of this province (Mr. Davis) is today

reporting the results of that study to the

people of northern Ontario; and he is an-

nouncing that the government of Ontario will

be providing freight rate reductions for the

shipment of selected consumer products, se-

lected goods manufactured in northern On-

tario, and selected raw materials for further

manufacturing in northern Ontario.

Mr. Speaker, this step coincides with our

policy of providing more eflBcient, economical

transportation service throughout Ontario,
and I am certain that this action will help
to reduce the high cost of living in many
of our northern communities and assist in

stimulating renewed economic growth in the

region.

The programme announced by the Premier

today will require recommendations from the

Ontario Northland Transportation Commis-
sion for specific freight rate reductions within

30 days. These will be reviewed, and I antici-

pate being able to announce them during
the month of June. These reductions will

apply to designated inbound consumer goods
and manufacturing components, as well as

selected outbound manufactured products. I

anticipated that they will average approxi-

mately 18 per cent on the specified com-
modities.

These reductions apply to rail freight rates

in the area from North Bay to Moosonee. In

addition, the reductions will also apply to

the ONR's trucking arm. Star Transfer. The

geographic area to receive these benefits will

be expanded to include the Highway 11 cor-

ridor between North Bay and Hearst; the

Timmins-Sault Ste. Marie corridor and the

Timmins-Sudbury corridor.

Apart from the centres I have just men-
tioned the area of benefit also takes in Kapus-
kasing, Chapleau, Smooth Rock Falls, Iro-

quois Falls, Kirkland Lake and the tritown

area of New Liskeard, Haileybury and Cobalt.

The ONR marketing staff and the economic
branch of the Ministry of Transportation and
Communications have been instructed to

recommend to the government within 30 days
a list of commodities for selected freight rate

reductions. This 30-day period vidll provide
sufficient time for consultation with the na-

tional railroads in respect to areas where
mutual action would have to be taken.

Mr. Speaker, at the present time, we will

not be providing freight rate reductions to

resource materials. Our aim is to increase

manufacturing and processing in northern

Ontario and to provide relief to consumers

from the high cost of freight in the area.

This is the beginning of a continuous pro-

gramme of development that will be under-

taken in northern Ontario. Clearly these

studies and recommendations-

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Why
doesn't the minister say northeastern Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Carton: —are being adopted as

another step in my ministry's continued pro-

gramme for improvement of transportation
services in northern Ontario.

Mr. Stokes: Why doesn't the minister say
northeastern Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Carton: In northeastern Ontario,

Mr. Speaker, answering the hon. member.

The ONR does not extend to northwestern

Ontario. We are doing what we can in the

areas where we can.
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Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

FEDERAL PROPOSALS ON
SHARED-COST PROGRAMMES

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
Mr. Speaker, I would like to ask the Treas-

urer before he leaves the House, if possible,
if he could make some further explanation
—that is, further to what we were able to

read in the newspapers—pertaining to the

objections that he has raised and that his

colleagues, the other provincial Treasurers,

have raised with the position put forward in

response to Ontario's policy to opt out of

established shared-cost programmes.

Essentially, what is wrong with the federal

proposal that would turn over a specific num-
ber of taxation points from personal income
tax and from other tax sources as well with

an accompanying guarantee to make up from
a special fund any shortfall in the actual

funds required? Is this not a basis, at least,

for negotiation rather than rejection?

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, Mr. Speaker, indeed

it is. It was thought that since the principle
is very important indeed this could best be

attempted by the meeting of first ministers

which is to take place in two weeks' time.

In essence, the federal government put two

proposals before the meeting of Ministers of

Finance, who were joined at different times

by the Ministers of Health from across the

country and the ministers of post-secondary
education.

The more acceptable of the two proposi-
tions had to do with post-secondary education

and would have continued a form of funding
not unlike the past arrangements except that

it would be based on per capita population
in each province between the ages of 18 and
24 inclusive.

The 10 provinces were unanimous in re-

jecting that approach for a number of

reasons. One of the most obvious was that as

we move toward diflFerent attitudes in educa-

tion, one observes that studying is not a
continuous process from the age of five to the

age of 20 or whatever, but rather an intermit-

ent experience with students dropping out of
school—to use the present jargon—and coming
back in at every age. To base these grants
on that particular age group was thought to

be faulty.

There were other reasons why the new
formula was thought not to be an improve-

ment on the old. I think the second position
of nearly all, or perhaps all, of the provinces
was that we would rather continue with

what we have than branch into a completely
new formula.

The first choice, in fact, was to adopt the

Quebec proposal which was 28 personal in-

come tax points plus an equalizing factor,

equalizing the per capita income tax on the

richest province, namely, Ontario. I think per-

haps the meeting was unique in getting the

unanimous position of 10 provinces.

Insofar as the health grant formulation was

concerned, it was thought to be some im-

provement over earlier proposals. But, once

again, the provinces—in this case not all of

them, but nearly all of them—preferred to

see the federal government vacate a certain

number of points. I must say that the 28 is

not a fixed amount. It happens that was the

Quebec proposal on Jan. 19. But it was made
clear by me and others that that was not

beyond discussion or negotiation.

So, in essence, the principle having been

acknowledged by Mr. Turner, as he offered

six personal income tax points, plus revenues

from excise and customs duty on alcoholic

beverages and tobacco and the principle hav-

ing been acepted in this fashion, we are

hopeful that the meeting of first ministers

may be able to decide that the Quebec pro-

posal would be the appropriate, long-run
solution.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Is it the

Treasurer's view that we would prefer to

negotiate the federal vacating of specific

points in the personal income tax, with the

idea that the growth of the revenues from
those points would more than compensate in

the growth in the programmes to be covered?

Or is he particularly concerned with simply

getting the right number of dollars to cover

the specific cost of the programme?

Hon. Mr. White: Our motives are, no

doubt, mixed; but certainly the most im-

portant principle involved is identifying these

expenditures and revenues at that level of

government specified in the constitution, so

that the citizens can hold the appropriate
level of government responsible, unlike the

existing system which permits one level of

government to coUect money to pay for the

bills of another level of government and
which does not, I think, maximize the effec-

tive use of these scarce resources.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: The
minister is in no way allowing his views that
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the federal government should be abating, if

I can use the old-fashioned phrase, a larger
share of funds from the sales tax source with

no strings attached, with the proposition that,

in fact, he is asked to calculate just what is

necessary to cover the federal share of the

specific programmes under discussion?

Secondly, if you'U permit me, Mr. Speaker
—and this will be the last—does he really

feel that that basic rule of democracy is

served, that the government which spends
the money and gets the credit should also

raise the taxes and, therefore, carry the onus?

Does he feel that applies, when even if the

tax points are abated or vacated in fact, the

federal government is the jurisdiction to

which the cheque is written by the taxpayer,
and then the money does come back to the

appropriate province?

Hon. Mr. White: On the first point, the

federal government offered and the provinces

accepted four points of PIT and one point of

corporations tax, which is about the same as

five points of PIT some years ago, plus an

adjustment to bring it up to 50 per cent of

accepted costs of post-secondary education.

They have now oflFered six points on the

health side, plus full proceeds from excise

taxes and customs taxes on alcoholic bever-

ages and tobacco. This, it is said by the

federal government, totals 20.6 points of PIT.

The Ministers of Finance from across Canada
took the position that, if the federal govern-
ment was vacating 20.6 points, we should go
to a completely unconditional system, without

all of the expense of administrative costs and

all the quarrels about what is in and what
is out, which we in Ontario estimate reqmres
5,000 bureaucrats across the country to audit

these books. And that's why the provinces

requested the federal government to put
these matters before the meeting of first min-

isters, which I think starts on May 23.

Now, I am sorry, the second question has

slipped my mind. What was the second part?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: "Well, you made much
of it being the responsibility of the gov-
ernment that spends the money to raise the

tax. If there is an abatement of what you
call PIT, it is still the federal government
that responds to the levy established by
the provinces and the citizens who pay the

tax, pay their tax to the federal government.

Hon. Mr. White: No, that's not entirely

correct. At the present time, the federal gov-
ernment collects 100 points—I hope I am
right on that. We collect 30.5 points. If they

were to vacate 25 points, to make the

arithmetic easy, we would thereupon become

responsible for collecting 55.5 points while

the federal government was responsible for

collecting 75 points. And so the citizens

would be reminded at least once a year what

the two levels of government were collecting.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, it's an imperfect

world, but it would be much better than

the present system.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. Leader of the

Opposition have further questions? The hon.

member for Scarborough West.

AMENDMENTS TO WORKMEN'S
COMPENSATION ACT

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Mr.

Speaker, first a question of the Minister of

Labour: I'll try to phrase this properly—
will his revision to the payments under the

Workmen's Compensation Act allow those

workmen injured in the 1950s and 1960s

to have their entitlement estimated on what

they would be receiving were they to be

working in those fields, in that job classi-

fication, in 1973?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, in reply

to my hon. friend, all those who are under

the minimum, $175 per month, will be

brought up to $250. That is for total dis-

ability. For those who are temporarily totally

disabled or impaired, we will be increasing

the benefits as well.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary: If

I understand the minister's answer, whidi is

really a repeat of his statement, the really

terrible discrimination that we have visited

on all the people who were unfortunate

enough to have been totally disabled prior

to the 1970s, will be continued with this

legislation, except for a difference of $75

a month, largely indicating an increase in

the cost of living rather than indicating what

their earning capacity would have been

now had they not been injured?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I

think the hon. member is quite right, but

he must realize also that we cannot expect

future employers to pay for what has taken

place years ago. That is the rationale be-

hind it. But in the sum total, I think once

the hon. member sees all of the amend-

ments that we are making next week to

the Act, he will find that this is the best
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piece of legislation of any jurisdiction in

Canada.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): Supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park.

Mr. Shulman: Is the minister saying that

those persons who are now on compensation
for permanent total disability and who are

already receiving $250 a month or more, are

to receive no raise whatsoever?

Mr. Lewis: That's right. That's what he
is saying.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: That's right, Mr.

Speaker. I mean you will find here an in-

crease, maybe in the amount of 35 per cent.

We could, of course, have applied an across

the board increase, which would have given
each and every one a slight increase in

benefits. But we thought that it was better

to look after those who are currently at the

lowest level of benefits.

Mr. Shulman: What about the other 65

per cent?

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): This gov-
ernment looks after little people.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sud-

bury East was up first.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Subury East): Would
the minister consider the inclusion of an
escalator clause tied to the cost of living,
as was recommended by his counterpart at

the meeting on the CPP plan several weeks
ago in Ottawa, so that we don't have to

have these periodic adjustments, but that

the amount of increase corresponds annually
to the increase in the cost of living?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Mr. Speaker, the
escalator clause referred to by my hon. friend
is not perhaps as equitable as some people
would think, because those at the higher
level of benefits would, of course, get more
than those who are at the lowest level of
benefits. I have been trying to correct that.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Why has the
minister not taken into account the increase
in the cost of living which has affected every
person on total disability pension over the
last two years?

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Development): We have.

Mr. Lewis: You haven't.

Mr. Deans: The minister hasn't. He ob-

viously doesn't understand his own legisla-

tion. There has been no upward adjustment
in this legislation.

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South): Solo-

mon speaks again. Solomon of the Seventies!

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: That's not bad.

Mr. Deans: That's extremely clever.

Mr. Lewis: Better that being the yahoo of

the Fifties

Mr. Deans: There is obviously no adjust-
ment in the pensions payable to those people
receiving more than $250 by way of total

disability. There has obviously been an in-

crease in the cost of living over the last

two years since the last adjustment. Why is

that not included in this legislation?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Mr. Speaker, as I said

in my statement, the total overall increase to

the employers of this province is some $125
million. And, as one of them, I feel employers
have shown a great deal of responsibility to

their employees. The increase is 7.8 per cent

since the last increase in benefits. Admittedly,
it's not perhaps being given all across the

board, but we thought with the money we
had, we should first give it to those who
need it most.

Mr. Deans: Let me ask one final
supple-

mentary: How are those people expected to

meet the increased cost of living over the

last two years? What method can they use
to compensate them for the reduction in the

purchasing power of the dollars which they
were getting two years ago and are going
to continue to get over the next two years?

Hon. Mr. Cuidon: I don't think that's a

question for the Minister of Labour to answer.

Mr. Deans: Well, somebody has to answer
it.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: We have done the best
we could with the money we have had in

our hands.

Mr. Lewis: No, the government hasn't.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Of course, we will

never satisfy my hon. friend.
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Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: I have already told the

House this is the best package of any prov-
ince.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: By way of a new question,
if the minister has done the best he has,

based on the information he has available,
can he tell the House what percentage of

those on a permanent disability pension will

be aflFected by the increase from $175 to

$250?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: The number of per-
sons?

Mr. Lewis: The percentage of those who
are on permanent disability?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: No, Mr. Speaker. I

would have to take this under advisement.

Mr. Shulman: Less than 35 per cent.

Mr. Lewis: But the minister would agree
that more people are at the $250 level or

thereabouts? Well, I will leave it at that for

the moment.

RESOURCES FOR COMMUNITY CROUPS

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, can I ask the

Minister of Community and Social Services

a question? In the book which the community
development branch put out on resources for

community groups with a table of contents

listing corporations, how did he choose the

following corporations: Bell Canada, Canadian
Ceneral Electric, Canada Trust, Ford Motor

Co., Culf Oil, Household Finance, Interna-

tional Nickel, John Labatt, House of Seagram
and Harvey Woods? What is their special

expertise in the field of community relations?

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): Well, they are certainly

part of the community, a very important part
of our Canadian society.

Hon. A. Crossman (Minister of Revenue):

They have got sociability.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: I would think that they
would be involved in any input into the com-

munity development programmes.

Mr. Lewis: Does the minister know any-

thing about the pattern of political contribu-

tions of any of those corporations?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Hardly.

Mr. Lewis: Okay, I am just asking.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): What about the

unions?

Mr. Lewis: It is an interesting choice. I

don't see any small businesses here. I don't

even see any trade unions here.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

TORONTO AQUATIC PARK

Mr. Lewis: I have a question, Mr. Speaker,
of the Provincial Secretary for Resources De-

velopment. To what extent has the planning

proceeded for the Toronto Harbour Commis-
sion 188-acre aquatic park at the foot of the

City of Toronto; to what extent will the

government be contributing to it; and to what
extent has there been citizen planning for it?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Mr. Speaker, the

question came before us in the policy field

and through the ministry—six or nine months

ago, I think it would be, when the federal

government with its proposal to dredge the

eastern channel said it was making a $10
million gift of a new aquatic park. The gift

turned out to be a dump at lake level for

their dredged material; this was essentially

no gift at all, because they had nowhere
else to put it.

We thought that was a rather chintzy

approach and, as a result, we suggested that

if they were going to make us a gift it

might be one related to the normal balance

of responsibilities and support given to con-

servation authorities, for example, with local,

provincial and federal input. It stayed at

that point.

As far as we're concerned this inhibition

has not stopped us from being concerned
with the planning, Mr. Speaker. We have
decided to participate directly in the plan-

ning and not allow the question of their

generosity to blind us in any way to our
interest.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, I

gather that in a letter which the minister

wrote to the ward nine citizens' association,
he used the phrase, "preliminary planning
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for this park is well advanced." I gather

also that we are about to see the physical

construction of the park commence. I gather

that there has been no citizen contribution

to this at all. How much money is it going
to cost? How do we enter into this extra-

ordinary venture without public and ad-

vance consultation? What more can the

minister tell us about it? It is a major

undertaking.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: iMr. Speaker, there is

certainly no desire on the province's part to

inhibit either the citizens, the conservation

authority or any municipality, in this case

Toronto, from being involved. Indeed, we
are only asserting our own initiative in

saying that as far as the basic land contours

are concerned, we are pleased to enter into

design discussions.

We have had no approach for or against

the participation of anyone else in those

design discussions. But at this moment they
can only relate to the basic contouring,

grade levels and the general shape until we
find out what is going to be a reasonable

balance of costs and responsibilities.

Mr. Lewis: One final supplementary: Does
the minister mean we have a 188-acre park,
the preparation for which is about to begin;
that the province, as I understand it, owns
much of the water lots—that is conceded

by the Harbour Commission—and we know
nothing of its costs, nothing other than

vagaries about design and contour? This is

without parallel.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Mr. Speaker, we feel

that the responsibility, and the financial

responsibilities in particular, should follow

the kind of pattern that has woriced happily
before; that the federal government and
the provincial government, either alone or

through the conservation authority formulae,
would participate. We did not feel the

suggestion for dumping the fill there was a
federal conmiitment to participation.

REGIONAL GOVERNMENT

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, a question of the

provincial Treasurer. Can he elucidate on the

Premier's statements last Thursday or Friday
in Hawkesbury to the effect: "Eastern Ontario
does need help. We recognize that fact," the

Premier said. "But regional government is not

being planned. Decentralization of govern-
ment is under study," he added, "but overall

regional government, no"? What's happening

to regional government in eastern Ontario?

What s happening to Port Hope and Cobourg?
Do the members of the cabinet talk to each

other any more?

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, we talk to one an-

other.

Mr. Lewis: Not amicably.

Hon. Mr. White: Oh yes we do. Yes we do.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That gives us more in-

telligent conversation than talking to the op-

position.

Mr. Lewis: No, only when the minister is

talking to himself.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, I will be

making a statement to the House early next

week on the subject of regional government
east and west of Metro, setting forth the

government's decisions in those areas where

very rapid urban development is placing very

heavy strains on the existing structure of

government. In other parts of the province,
such as Oxford county, there are very real

efforts being made at the local level of gov-
ernment to reform and modernize the muni-

cipal level.

Oxford county is meeting me about a week
from today to invite our participation in a

local initiative to reform government in that

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): That is

the worst mistake the minister ever made.

Hon. Mr. White: To talk to Oxford county?
I shouldn't think so. Samia and Lambton are

having conversations, as are Windsor and

Essex. I think on May 14, for the first time

ever perhaps—for the first time in a IcMig time

—the city of London and Middlesex are sitting

down to discuss reform of government.

Mr. Haggerty: It is about time.

Hon. Mr. White: We anticipate a heteroge-
neous approach as, indeed, has been the case

in the past, with large amalgamations, such

as Thimder Bay, taking place to solve a par-
ticular problem in one part of the province,
in contrast to the 27 municipalities which

came together to form the region of Ottawa.

Each of these regional governments has been

somewhat different.

When we pass the legislation in this session

dealing with these very fast-growing areas

outside Metropolitan Toronto, we will have

concluded the regionalization programme as

such.
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' • Mr. Haggerty: What areas?

Hon. Mr. White: We will attempt to work
with municipalities in other parts of the prov-
ince to construct reformed government in

keeping with their wishes and, I should hope,
at their initiative.

Mr. Lewis: It is a wholesale retreat. That

is what the minister is saying.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, this is ex-

actly what the member for Chatham-Kent

(Mr. McKeough) said on June 11, 1972.

Mr. Lewis: No, it wasn't.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position was up on a supplementary.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Can the Treasurer make

any response to the statement made by an

official of the ministry that there were cer-

tain municipalities in regional government at

the present time which should not have been
included? According to the official this was
well known?

An hon. member: Like Haldimand and Nor-

folk.

Hon. Mr. White: I am sorry?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It was at the recreation

conference in Windsor.

Hon. Mr. White: I am sorry; I am not

getting the question.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A comment was made

by an official of the ministry at the recrea-

tion conference last week which indicated

that in the view of the officials of the minis-

try, there were some municipalities presently

regionalized which the ministry felt was a

mistake, and that they should not have been
included in the regions.

Hon. Mr. White: I don't believe that re-

port is correct, Mr. Speaker. I have never

heard any such comment offered by my min-

istry.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: One last question of the Minis-

ter of Transportation-

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): I have a

supplementary.

Mr. Lewis: I am sorry.

Mr. Speaker: A supplementary?

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary of the Trea-

surer: In view of what the Treasurer has

just said about wishing to respect municipal-
ities' wishes in these affairs, is he willing to

withdraw the deadline for proposals for

amalgamation of the outlying municipalities
within Ottawa-Carleton, which was strongly
resented when it was put to them by his

parliamentary assistant last week?

Hon. Mr. White: I will take that question
as notice, Mr. Speaker. I don't fully under-

stand the ramifications of it.

Mr. Martel: The Treasurer is getting
cautious.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

TRANSPORTATION COSTS IN
NORTHERN ONTARIO

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Minister of

Transportation and Communications: With
the announcement of the freight rate reduc-

tion for all areas encompassed by the ONTC,
what are the implications for northwestern

Ontario? What happens to that part of the

province?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, as I

pointed out, first of all, within my ministry
we have more than just freight rates. We
have other matters that pertain and relate to

northwestern Ontario, such as the air services

and roads, etc. I think that this ministry is

looking after those two aspects, having in

mind the problems of the north.

As I pointed out on the question from the

member for Thunder Bay, we only have

within our jurisdiction the ability to look after

freight rates in northeastern Ontario. We
are doing that. This is a first step and we
will be looking at other matters with rela-

tionship to northwestern Ontario.

Mr. Stokes: A supplementary to the same

minister, Mr. Speaker: Since the Premier has

said in his statement in North Bay that this

is just one of the many freight rate dis-

advantages uncovered in the course of the

investigation, and if I may paraphrase the

national Transport Act, it results in an un-

reasonable discouragement to primary and

secondary industry; a discouragement which
the same national Transport Act says is

illegal.
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Because of the interest of the ministry in

freight rates and abandonments of rail lines,

and because of all the interventions the

ministry has made in the past, why doesn't

the minister get his legal people to intervene

before that authority at the federal level and
see that this illegal freight rate manipulation
is stopped at once, and that there is a

readjustment to reflect the geographic prob-
lems in northern Ontario?

Mr. Yakabusld: The member should talk to

Arnold Peters about that.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, the hon.

member makes a good point. My ministry
oflficials are presently studying the whole

freight rate situation in northern Ontario. I

was very careful in my statement to point out

that there are studies going on relative to

northern Ontario, which are the studies that

would give us the information that would
allow us to intervene. I was very careful to

point out in the second paragraph, so there

would be no misunderstanding, that the

freight rates relative to todays statement

pertained only to northeastern Ontario.

Mr. Stokes: Good, okay.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Cochrane South, supplementary.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Sup-
plementary, Mr. Speaker: Now that the min-
ister is making these changes in the freight
rate structure, will he table or make available

to the members of the Legislature that report
that was commissioned by Mr. Foley and sub-

mitted to the minister some time ago?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I will

table that within the next week or two.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, good.

Mr. Martel: Supplementary: Could I ask

the minister whatever happened in that de-

partment to the "white knight's" proposal to

take over the line from, I believe, Timmins to

Nakina so that the minister could extend his

jurisdiction much farther?

Mr. Stokes: The Pagwa hne.

Mr. Martel: The old Pagwa. His jurisdic-
tion would then be much farther toward
northwestern Ontario.

Mr. Lewis: Does the member remember
the "white knight"?

Hon. Mr. Carton: I take it, Mr. Speaker,
that the "white knight'* referred to is a

member of the white knight party; is this

correct?

Mr. Martel: No. Just the "white knight",
Lawrence of Ontario.

Mr. Stokes: That was just another title.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, many con-

siderations were undertaken by the group
that is looking at the freight rate and other

situations in northern Ontario. One of the

matters, of course, was the possible purchase
of lines, the possible purchase of running
rights, and the possible extensions of the

ONR. These ran into quite considerable sums,

running from $35 million to $60 million. All I

am stating to the Legislature at this time is

what is presently being done which will help
the northern communities.

Mr. Martel: When he was running for

leadership he was promising the world.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Scarborough West have further questions?

Supplementary? If not, the hon. Minister of

Labour has the answer to a question pre-

viously asked.

EQUAL PAY

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Thank you, Mr. Speak-
er. On Tuesday the hon. member for Scar-

borough West asked a question concerning

equal pay for equal work under the Employ-
ment Standards Act. The member expressed
concern about a particular paragraph in a

letter from the director of my ministry's em-

ployment standards branch, which pointed out

that our Act does not apply if women replace
men but are not in fact working with them.

The equal pay for equal work clause in

our existing legislation is designed to prevent
discrimination between male and female
workers performing the same work in the

same establishment that requires equal skill,

effort and responsibility. Therefore, if both
sexes are not performing the same job in the

same establishment the Act at present has no

application.

Mr. Speaker, I must inform my hon. friend

that this situation is now the subject of an
intense review by my ministry.

Mr. Lewis: I should hope so.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: The equal pay provi-
sions are fairly new and we are continually

revising our thinking to keep up with the

general policy of this government that this
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type of discrimination will not be permitted.
It is anticipated that this problem will be

covered by statutory amendments to the

Employment Standards Act. I expect this and

other amendments will be part of a general
o\'erhaul of employment standards legislation

which I hope to have ready for the House in

our fall sittings.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron.

POLLUTION OF LAKE HURON

Mr. J. Riddell (Huron): Thank you, Mr.

Speaker. A question of the Minister of the

Environment: Why does the minister not con-

sider prevention of pollution of Lake Huron
to be a priority programme of his ministry?
In this connection, why will he not comply
with the request of the medical oflBcer of

health in Huron for assistance in the investi-

gation of the sewage disposal problem that

exists on the cottage and year-round residen-

tial sites around Lake Huron, considering that

35 per cent of all the sewage and waste dis-

posal systems have been either washed out

or filled in and the people who own these

residences are not aware of this particular
fact?

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of the Envi-

ronment): Mr. Speaker, as far as — what I

would understand to be—the first part of the

hon. member's question is concerned, we
realize that there is a problem in the cottage
area and that it does require to be surveyed.
However, in the judgement of my own offi-

cials there are other places where there are

more severe problems. There is a problem
there, but there are more severe problems
elsewhere. We simply do not have the funds

for doing everything at one time. We are

doing about 15,000 cottages a year and we
are attempting to do the areas where prelimi-

nary indications indicate the greatest problem.

Secondly, as I understand the hon. member,
he is talking about a slightly different thing,

and that's the effect of the high water on
some of the private waste systems. Is that

right?

Mr. Riddell: That's right.

Hon. Mr. Auld: We can deal with that in

those specific cases.

Mr. RiddeU: Thank you very kindly.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I will check, but I would
think that we have indicated to the MOH
there that we are—again, vvdthin the limit of

the resources that we have—prepared to work

with the health unit in these special circum-

stances. I think we indicated in a statement a

week or so ago that something in the order

of 35 to 40 per cent of the private waste

systems along the shores of Lake Ontario,
Lake Erie and Lake Huron have been
affected. In some areas it's a high percentage
and in some it's a low. We've indicated that

we are quite prepared to give what technical

assistance we can to the health units to deal

with these, and to suggest to the municipali-
ties methods of handHng the problem on the

short term until the waters recede.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough Centre is next.

EXPANSION OF GM'S
SCARBOROUGH PLANT

Mr. F. Drea (Scarborough Centre): I have
a question of the Minister of Industry and
Tourism. Since it is his policy to stimulate

new industrial development to the east of

Toronto, would the minister comment on the

decision of General Motors to produce com-

plete motor vehicles for the first time in

Scarborough rather than to expand any of

their three existing, much larger production
units in western Ontario and the Niagara
Peninsula?

Hon. C. Bennett (Minister of Industry and

Tourism): Mr. Speaker, may I say that the

Ministry of Industry and Tourism is delighted
with GM's announcement and the fact that

this will increase employment at the plant at

the end of the next 12 or 13 months from the

present situation of about 770 employees to

about 1,400 to 1,500.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Did the minister perhaps
have advance notice of this question?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: No, I took very good
notice of the Globe and Mail this morning,
so I was in a position where I could answer
the question.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor West.

SPECIAL OCCASION PERMIT LEVY

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): A ques-
tion of the Minister of Consumer and Com-
mercial Relations, Mr. Speaker: When does

he intend to introduce legislation covering the

corkage fees in connection with the special

occasion permits as aimounced in the budget?
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Oi does he intend to introduce that via

regulation?

An hen. member: Good question.

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Speaker,
the matter referred to by the hon. member—
that is, the $1 Ontario retail sales tax for a

26oz bottle of liquor—is contained in the

budget. As far as I'm aware that is being

charged forthwith. We are looking into a

problem which might be of some interest

to you, sir, of returns of bottles that are

unused, on which the tax has been paid,

and I hope to have some resolution of that

particular matter within a very few days
which I shall communicate to the House.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kent.

Mr. R. Gisbom (Hamilton East): A supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. J. P. Spence (Kent): I have a question
of the Minister of Agriculture-

Mr. Speaker: I'm sorry, was this a supple-

mentary?

Mr. Spence: No.

Mr. Gisbom: I have a supplementary of

the minister. As it has been established

in the past that to impose a levy of that

nature is a tax, under what legality is it

being imposed as of May 1?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, it will

be reflected in regulations which I an-

ticipate will be approved next week.

Mr. Lewis: What? Nol

Mr. Deans: A supplementary-

Mr. Spence: I have a question of the

Minister of Agriculture-

Mr. Deans: A supplementary: Do I un-

derstand the minister to say that it will be
in the form of regulation retroactive to

May 1?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I'm talking about the

returns—the tax on the returns.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kent.

PFIZER PRICE FIXING CHARGE

Mr. Spence: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Minister of Agriculture. Sub-

sequent to my question a few days ago in

regard to monitoring the increased price of

fertilizer in the Province of Ontario, is the

minister aware that Pfizer of Samia is

being taken into court on May 15 for retail

price fixing of a product it produces as

Vorlex, which is used by the farmers in the

production of flue-cured tobacco?

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): No, I wasn't aware of that,

Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

MUNICIPAL GRANTS

Mr. Deans: Thank you. Mr. Speaker, I

have a question of the provincial Treasurer.

What action does the Treasurer intend to

take to guarantee that the municipal sub-

sidies which have been paid to reduce taxes

will in fact be passed on to tenants, who
are the bulk of the people who will be

paying the largest share of the sales tax?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, sir, I am very

gratified indeed to see so many reports

coming in that taxes are dropping all over.

Here is the Brantford Expositor: "City Taxes

Down by over Eight Mills." Here is another:

"Toronto Tax Cut Biggest Since 1943."

Mr. Deans: Answer the question!

Hon. Mac. White: "Tax Saving About

$23," is another heading. "Grants Reduce
Picton Tax Rates"—these are just today's.

"Napanee Taxes Reduced in 1973"-

"Average Taxpayer to Save $100 in Picker-

ing." And so these taxes are certainly com-

ing down. Taxes are one of a number of

costs in an apartment, others being heat-

as was pointed out to me a few weeks ago
—and light-

Mr. Lewis: Nice to use them now, isn't

it, and list them as part of the minister's

needs?

Hon. Mr. White: I have no doubt that

these tax savings will find their way into

the total cost equation and will result in

decreases from the point at which the rents

would otherwise be; or as we economists

say—severus parabus.

Mr. Deans: By way of a supplementary

question: Not being an economist, I have

some doubt and I want to know what the

government intends to do to guarantee that

in fact what it intends to happen by way
of the tax reduction does in fact occur in

the Province of Ontario.
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Mr. W. D. McKeough (Chatham-Kent):

Why doesn't the member just ask for rent

control? That's what he wants.

Mr. Deans: Okay. Let me put it another

way. At the prompting of the member for

Chatham-Kent, why doesn't the government
introduce some form of rent review in order

to guarantee that those people in apartments
will have some knowledge of the reasons

why increases are taking place?

Mr. Lewis: The volcano isn't extinct over

there yet.

Mr. McKeough: It has just started up.

Mr. Lewis: I can see that.

Hon. Mr. White: We have very stringent

legislation at the present time—I believe it is

called the Landlord and Tenant Advisory

Act, and—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: That's even worse than the

minister's answer to the last one.

Hon. Mr. White: A review board was con-

templated, but in fact it would fly in the face

of the McRuer reports, giving arbitrary and

potentially capricious power to a non-judiciary

body. The idea of rent control is certainly

very attractive, except in those communities

where it has been attempted—it hasn't

worked.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: In those cities where rent

controls are imposed, what happens is the

economic rent is capitalized—

Mr. Lewis: What a rent herring that is.

Hon. Mr. White: —against the stream of

income. The units are sold to the tenants

and the payments flow on unimpeded.

Mr. Deans: One final supplementary ques-
tion: Recognizing the problems that may well

be inherent in the introduction of overall rent

control, will the minister consider a rental

review board in order that the increases must
be justified before a board so that the tenants

will understand whether or not they are

getting a saving from the increased rebates?

Mr. Lewis: As we royalists say: "Apres
toi, le deluge."

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Is it true the member
for Scarborough West is leaving?

Mr. Lewis: Not until I have spent more
time with the Treasurer.

Hon. Mr. White: That's the best news I've

heard in the last four weeks, I think I could

say.

I'm not willing to give any such under-

taking at the moment, Mr. Speaker; no.

Mr. Speaker: The time for questions has

expired. I think the hon. member for St.

George has been trying to raise a question,
so she may ask it now.

RYERSON RADIO STATION

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. My question is of the Minister

of Colleges and Universities. Some time ago,
he spoke in the House of making an offer to

Ryerson in order to enable the station to con-

tinue for a period of time. I would like to

know the present status of that matter; and

whether, if Ryerson has accepted the offer to

preserve the radio station, it means they are

proceeding to accept the position of the "open

college" programme.

Hon. J. McNie (Minister of Colleges and

Universities): Mr. Speaker, with regard to the

two questions: On the first question, the board

of governors has accepted the offer; on the

second, we have taken the position both

publicly, and privately with them, that the

"open college" is a matter for them to fund

as they see it.

Mr. Speaker: The question period has now

expired.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Mr. Taylor from the standing private bills

committee presented the committee's report
which was read as follows and adopted:

Your committee begs to report the follow-

ing bills without amendment:

Bill Pr27, An Act respecting Service Hard-

ware Ltd.

Bill Pr40, An Act respecting the Town of

Brampton.
Your committee begs to report the follow-

ing bill with certain amendments:

Bill Pr39, An Act respecting the City of

Sault Ste. Marie.

Your committee recommends that it be per-
mitted to extend its time sufficiently to finish

the consideration of Bill Pr35, An Act respect-

ing the City of Toronto, and to receive the
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report of the commissioners of estates bills

on Bill Pr23, An Act respecting the Board
of Education for the city of London.

Mr. MacBeth from the select committee on
the new Ontario Hydro building presented
a committee report which was read as follows

and adopted:

Your committee requests permission to sit

concurrently with the House for the conduct

of its business.

Mr. Nuttall, in the absence of Mrs.

Scrivener from the standing estimates com-

mittee, reported the following resolution:

Resolved: That supply in the follow-

ing amounts to defray the expenses of the

Ministry of the Attorney General be

granted to Her Majesty for the fiscal year

ending March 31, 1974:

Ministry of the Attorney General

Law oflBcer of the Crown

programme $ 1,620,000
Administrative services

programme 13,518,000
Guardian and trustees

services programme 2,850,000
Crown legal services

programme 6,770,000

Legislative counsel services

programme 353,000
Courts administration

programme 35,978,500
Administrative tribunals

programme 4,131,000

Mr. Speaker: May I inquire if there was a
motion for that report?

Right.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The second order,
House in committee of the whole; Mr. R. D.
Rowe in the chair.

RETAIL SALES TAX ACT
( continued )

House in committee on Bill 98, An Act to

amend the Retail Sales Tax Act.

On section 4:

Mr. Chairman: When we rose last day we
were on section 4; we had stacked a couple
of amendments and were continuing discus-

Mr. I. Deans (Wenworth): Mr. Chairman,
I have another amendment to section 4. I

would move that subsection (2) of section 4

of Bill 98 be amended by adding thereto the

following subsection 7—it may require renum-

bering at some point, sir; I'm not sure:

7. Soap, toilet articles, detergents, cleaning
materials and fluids for household use.

Mr. Chairman: We have already carried

section 4, subsection (4).

Mr. Deans: Well then, sir, allow me simply
to make an amendment to section 4. I will

simply withdraw any reference to subsection

(4) and make it a new section. What it is,

in fact, is an extension of the exemptions. Let

me explain it to you, Mr. Chairman, and per-

haps you can guide me.

What we're doing is we are attempting to

add further exemptions to the exemptions

already set out in section 5 of the Retail Sales

Tax Act, RSO 1970. It's entirely possible that

that section, were it to be accepted, could

be section 66, if need be. It refers to matters

not already referred to in the Retail Sales

Tax Act as being exempt from sales tax.

If you will permit me, I will simply then

vdthdraw the reference to subsection (2) and

make that a new paragraph of section 5 of

the Act, which is being amended.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer and Minister of

Intergovernmental Affairs): Where did we
leave off the other night?

Mr. Chairman: We were discussing sub-

section (5) when we rose. I made a note

of it here. Subsection (5) was imder discus-

sion.

Hon. Mr. White: Is this section 5 of the

bill?

Mr. Chairman: No, section 4 of the bill,

new subsection (5).

Mr. Deans: No, section 5—

Mr. Chairman; No, section 4, new subsec-

tion (5), was under discussion; that is, the

old subsection (6).

Hon. Mr. White: Well, it is our under-

standing that we were down to existing sub-

section (7) on page 3 of the Act.

Mr. Chairman: No, we hadn't carried sub-

section (5) yet. Is there any further discussion

on subsection (5)? If not, shall subsection (5)

stand as part of the bill? That is, the new
subsection (5).
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Mr. Deans: Could you read that to us,

please?

Mr. Chairman: Well, subsection (5) reads:

Paragraph 48 of subsection 1 of the said

section 5 is repealed and the following
substituted therefor:

48. liquor, beer or wine-

That is the new subsection (5), which is what
we were discussing the last night. Everything

up to that point had been carried.

Mr. R. Gisbom (Hamilton East): Well, we
were on—

Mr. Chairman: This is where we were.

Mr. Gisbom: The new subsection (5) is

where we left ofiF.

Mr. Chairman: We were discussing sub-

section (5). The new subsection (5), that

is; the one I just referred to.

Mr, Gisbom: I wonder if the minister

could give us any explanation about the ap-

plication of the change here, whereby the tax

that was imposed upon the selling of drinks

under a special-occasion permit is now lifted

and a special levy of $1 corkage is put on
when the liquor is purchased for use and the

exemption goes into effect as of May 1.

Therefore, if you say in lieu of that exemp-
tion you are going to collect $1 per bottle,

how do you propose it is going to be col-

lected on that date in lieu of the exemption
of this tax?

I might say that on page 55 of the

present Act, paragraph 48, is the paragraph

being exempted.

Mr. G. W. Walker (London North): Mr.

Chairman, 1 haven't quite appreciated the

import of the member's words.

Hon. Mr. White: I think I answered that

question three times Tuesday night.

Mr. Chairman: Is this further information?

1 am sorry, 1 didn't get the gist of the ques-
tions either.

Mr. Gisbom: Well, under the new sub-

section (5) of section 4 of this amendment,
we are enacting an exemption for liquor,
beer or wine sold under a special-occasion

permit. In the budget statements referring to

this change, the minister states that in lieu

of that tax there will be a special levy on the

liquor purchased that will be used under

special-occasion permits. The exemption, as

we are told in this amendment, goes into

e£Fect May 1, which is past. How are you
going to collect that levy in lieu of the tax

you have exempted without any legislation
for it?

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): That
is only one of your thousand problems.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please!

That question was asked, answered and

thoroughly discussed the last time we sat.

Mr. Gisbom: Mr. Chairman, if the min-

ister is bright enough to explain it, maybe he
can quickly tell me again?

Mr. Chairman: That is repetitious. The

question, I very clearly remember, was dis-

cussed thoroughly; the same question asked

and the answer given.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Mr.

Chairman, on the same point, I asked the

minister how it came to be $1 and he

explained that. I questioned him at the close

of the last session as to whether or not he

would consider the return of that dollar. He
explained what he was afraid of.

But the question that I think the hon.

member for Hamilton East is asking, and it is

one that I would like to know the answer to,

is the validity for the collection on May 1.

The parliamentary assistant to the Minister

of Revenue, several days ago on this same

point, said that the Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations (Mr. Clemeot)
would need to introduce legislation into this

House for that collection, because it was a

special and distinct tax. I asked the minister

in question period today when that was going
to be brought in, and he talked about a

regulation concerned with the return or non-

return of the dollar, but did not talk about

legislation being introduced into the House to

cover this corkage fee, or whether in fact

he was going to do the entirety by regula-

tion, or whether he had already done so.

It seems to me if he hasn't already done

so, we are in the same situation on this

corkage fee as we are with the two per cent

increase in the sales tax—that until something
is proclaimed in regulation or brought by
legislation into this House, it is illegal until

it is so brought in.

Now where, legally, are we with respect to

this corkage tax? That is the question.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, the fee is

presently being collected by the appropriate

liquor stores.
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Mr. Deans: What is this?

Mr. Bounsall: How can it?

Mr. Deans: On a point of order, why is the

member for London North popping up and

down and answering questions? Is the Treas-

urer inadequate or incapable, or perhaps he

has a sore throat or a bum leg or something?
What is the problem? Or doesn't he know
the answer?

Hon. Mr. White: If you would like an

explanation of the situation, it is this. In 1968
when I became Minister of Revenue, the

function never having been separate from that

of the Treasurer in this jurisdiction before,
it was decided that the Minister of Revenue
should carry the legislation flowing from the

budget. That was acceptable to me because
I was underworked, and acceptable to Mr.

MacNaughton because he was overworked.
That has been the practice until this year.

This year, because of the scope and com-

plexity of the budgetary changes, which in

fact originated in my fertile brain and not

in that of the Minister of Revenue (Mr. Gross-

man), generally speaking-

Mr. Bounsall: What colour is his brain?

Hon. Mr. White: —it was thought wise for

me to pilot the legislation through, except
for those areas where the Ministry of Revenue
had initiated the measure. It was decided
that the parliamentary assistant to the Minis-

ter of Revenue would deal with those matters
which emanated from his ministry.

Some of these matters are somewhat
borderline, and that's why I look around to

see which one is going to do it. In this in-

stance, our legal advisers tell us that the fee,

which replaces the sales tax which is elimin-

ated, can be and must be done by regula-
tion. That's the way it is.

Mr. Bounsall: Mr. Chairman, my argument
is, has the regulation been proclaimed yet?
Because if it hasn't we're still in the same

position. This is an illegal collection for as

long as it goes on, until the regulation is

proclaimed.

Hon. Mr. White: No, that is not true.

When the Minister of Consumer and Com-
mercial Relations comes in we'll check that.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
He's doing his estimates.

Mr. Chairman: Subsection (5) has to do
with the repealing of this section anyway.
Shall subsection (5) stand as part of the bill?

On subsection (6). The hon. member for—

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr. Chair-

man-

Mr. Chairman: The new subsection (6) is

just below that. It was the old subsection

(7). It starts off, "Paragraph 60 of subsection

1."

Mr. Germa: In the new subsection (6), Mr.

Chairman, I would like to move an amend-

ment, seconded by Mr. Gisbom, that sub-

clause 2 of clause 4 of Bill 98 be amended
by adding thereto the further substitutions:

"hardhats, safety boots, safety goggles and
other articles of personal clothing required
for employment because of safety regula-
tions."

The clause-

Mr. Chairman: We're at subsection (6).

Mr. Germa: Top of page 4, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Walker: We are not there yet. That is

next.

Mr. Deans: We are on (6).

Mr. Walker: We're on the matter relating
to paragraph 60, which is the old subsection

(7).

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The matter relating to

paragraph 60 is what you are dealing with

now.

Mr. Deans: Tangible personal property!

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It's not only to stop-

Mr. Chairman: It's called subsection (2)

here. You mean subsection (6), I guess? All

right. It's (2) down here, that's what con-

fused me.

Mr. Germa: The new clause would then

read, "Animals including birds, fish and rep-

tiles, sold for use as household pets—"

Mr. Chairman: No-

Mr. Walker: It's the wrong section.

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): The
one before that.

Mr. Chairman: I think it would be sub-

section (6) at the bottom of page 3. That's

where we are, anyway.

Mr. Walker: You are one too soon.

Mr. Germa: Well, if you recommend that

it goes into 60—
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Mr. Chairman: That wouldn't make sense.

Subsection (6) has to do with—

Mr. Germa: I was trying to give that

next paragraph some sense, because what
with the goldfish and the turtles-

Mr. Chairman: Suppose you wait till we
come to that? Shall subsection (6), as we
have it, stand as part of the bill?

We will renumber your proposed amend-
ment.

Shall the new subsection (6) stand as part

of the bill?

Now we are on the new subsection (7)

which is at the top of page 4. This is where

you wish this amendment to be entered?

All right. It will be entered. Is it understood,
to save me repeating it?

Mr. Germa: Presently it reads: "Animals,

including birds, fish and reptiles, sold for

use as household pets." It would add hard-

hats, safety boots, safety goggles and other

articles of personal clothing required for

employment because of safety regulations.

I think the addition of this would make
some sense to the paragraph because, as it

presently stands, the exemptions provided
in this section just don't seem to fit in any

place. There are some worthy exemptions
within the whole part of the bill, and there

are good and cogent reasons for a whole
lot of them, but the minister has yet to

explain why these exemptions were provided.

The point I am trying to make is that if

there is revenue to be given up on such

things as household pets, then there is

revenue to be given up on those articles of

clothing which working men have to use, par-

ticularly in the construction, mining and

smelting industries, where as a condition

of employment these people have to buy
expensive and necessary equipment to pro-
tect their lives and also to protect the em-

ployer from loss because of compensation
costs and because of injury and maiming.
It is also a burden on the public treasury
when workmen become injured because they
don't have to wear this safety equipment.
This safety equipment is not used in any
other endeavour that this man may under-

take. He uses it only while at work and

only while he is producing wealth for this

country. I think it is a worthy consideration

that tile minister should give to include

such items in that section.

Hon. Mr. White: I would like very much
to look into this suggestion, Mr. Chairman.
It won't be possible to accept the amend-

ment at this point. I would have to know
a great deal more about the revenue loss

and about the administration of such an

exemption, but the proposition has some

appeal and I will look into the matter in

the weeks to come.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Chairman, just by way of

a word or two about it, we are pleased,
of course, that the minister intends to look

into it, as he has promised to look into a

few other things. In view of the total

revenue of the province, it is hard to imagine
it being a very large sum, considering the

overall budget of the Province of Ontario.

It strikes us that there is not likely to

be an amendment to this Act again for a con-

siderable period of time, perhaps another

year. Because of that, it would seem that

maybe, between now and the third reading
of the bill, the minister might consider

whether or not he could accept this par-
ticular amendment. It ought not to be too

difficult to determine the revenue loss and
the administrative problem, and perhaps
for him to come forward in the House be-

fore we pass the bill out of committee,
which is likely to be some time from now,
to say whether or not he can accept an
amendment such as this, rather than to de-

lay it unnecessarily over the course of the

next year.

The other problem that we find is that we
have difficulty understanding how the minis-

ter could possibly have come up with a

suggestion to repeal the tax on animals,
household pets, fish and reptiles without

having thought about important matters

such as the matter raised by my colleague
from Sudbury. It leaves you with a little

bewilderment to try to understand the

rationale of the minister when he makes the

decision to exclude from tax items which are,

in fact, luxury items more or less, while

never having given any consideration to a

number of items that have been raised in this

House over the course of the debate in

the committee.

We recently had the discussion over

children's clothing, and the minister said

he would consider that. We now have the

discussion on safety clothing, and the minister

says he will consider that. It strikes me that

the government is remiss in not having con-

sidered those matters prior to bringing in

the suggested amendments that the minister

has brought forward.

We would like to know from the minister

whether he might be able to tell us before

third reading. We would even be prepared
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to consider a further amendment from the

minister, if he would be prepared to give us

a commitment that this matter will be con-

sidered before we proceed through to the

final stages of the bill.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Chairman, I just

want to add a point without being argu-

mentative, if I can borrow the phraseology
of the government House leader: I assimie

that the provincial Treasurer has examined

with some care the problems involved in ad-

ministration and loss in revenue with refer-

ence to exempting prostheses, which he

accepted as a suggestion from the hon. mem-
ber, I think, for Windsor-Walkerville (Mr.
B. Newman).

It seems to me that the problems involved

in this area are essentially the same and there-

fore manageable, and I would suggest just as

commendable as—in fact, infinitely more com-

mendable than—the original exemptions with

which the provincial Treasurer was so in-

fatuated, namely, pets and birds and things
of that nature.

While I don't want to be argumentative,
since he has indicated a willingnes to give
some thought to this, I just share with my
colleague from Wentworth the feeling that

there is no need for any extensive delay.

Indeed, I don't think there is any reason why
the minister shouldn't be able to give us a

commitment on this before the bill is through
the House.

Hon. Mr. White: I will look into it, but I

can't go beyond that.

Mr. Chairman: We will place the motion

then.

Do you want to stack this one?

Mr. Deans: I think in fact we won't.

Mr. Chairman: Did you say stack?

Mr. Deans: We will bring some members
in for a little bit of debate.

Mr. Chairman: We have two others

stacked at the present time.

Mr. Deans: We will vote on this one and

try to get some people in so they can support

you rather than you having to support them.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): Call in

the members!

Mr. Chairman: May we not stack it?

Mr. Deans: No, I think not.

Mr. Chairman: Call in the members.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please! We are deal-

ing first of all with an amendment by Mr.

Germa, and then there are two stacked

amendments which we propose to dispose of

at this time, too.

First of all, Mr. Germa moves that sub-

section (7) of section 4 of Bill 98 be

amended by adding thereto the further

words:

Hardhats, safety boots, safety goggles
and articles of personal clothing required
for employment because of safety regula-
tions.

The committee divided on Mr. Germa's

motion which was negatived on the following
vote.

Clerk of the House: Mr. Chairman, the

"ayes" are 31, the "nays" are 55.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the motion lost

and the subsection carried.

Mr, R. F. Nixon had moved that the new
subsection (8) be added to section 4 as

follows:

Paragraph 38 of subsection ( 1 ) of sec-

tion 5 be amended by adding the words:

"and for buildings and other structures".

The committee divided on Mr. R. F. Nixon's

motion which was negatived on the same
vote.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the motion lost

and the subsection carried.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please!

Mr. Deans had moved that a new sub-

section (8) be added to section 4 of Bill 98

as follows:

Paragraph 42 of subsection (1) of the

said section be amended by deleting all

words after the word "footwear" and sub-

stituting therefore the words "for all

children to and including age 18."

The committee divided on Mr. Deans' motion

which was negatived on the same vote.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the motion lost.

An hon. member: I think they should have

a chance to stand up and answer that.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Deans moves that a

new subsection (8) of section 4 be added as

follows:
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Soap, toilet articles, detergents, cleaning
materials and fluids for household use.

Any discussion on this one?

Mr. Deans: Yes, of course there is a

discussion on this.

Mr. Chairman, I think it is obvious to

everyone that when you take a look at the

kinds of exemptions that this government
makes allowance for, and weigh them up
against the things that are not exempt in

the Province of Ontario, you recognize the

rather narrow view the government holds of

what are in fact necessities and what are

luxuries.

There is no question that matters of clean-

liness—toilet articles, soap articles, detergent
articles—certainly should be exempt from sales

tax. I think that it is a view that is widely
held by many people in the Province of

Ontario. In fact, it's not only a view that is

widely held in the Province of Ontario; it's

a view that is held in almost every jurisdic-

tion, that we should not in fact tax the neces-

sities.

I want to put before you, Mr. Chairman,
and the government members, that household

cleaning articles and articles of toilet use are

absolute necessities in the province and that

they should be exempt from tax.

When you weigh this over and against the

exemption brought in by the minister for

things like flowers, or the exemption brought
in by the minister for household pets and

reptiles and fish, and when you consider the

misplaced priorities of the government as ex-

emplified in the way in which this budget
was introduced—not only in terms of the

places where they had hoped to derive the

money through the sales tax field, but also

in the kinds of things that are set out as

exemptions by this government's spokesman,
the Treasurer—we frankly reject the contin-

uation in the Province of Ontario of the

raising of tax from the sale of articles which
are a vital necessity to all individuals in this

province.

I was saying to my leader (Mr. Lewis) that

we could probably say that cleanliness is next

to godliness—

An hen. member: That's right.

Mr. Deans: —that therefore this government
might even recognize that it is immoral to

tax articles necessary for personal cleanliness,
and that the Treasurer, I'm sure, is prepared
to stand up and say he will consider this.

Here is an idea that is worth considering,

but I know, and everyone in this House
knows, that this Treasurer and Treasurers

before him have received any number of

communications from people in the Province
of Ontario asking that these things be ex-

empted from sales tax.

It isn't the first time it's been raised; it's

probably not the last time it will be raised.

But there have been any number of oppor-
tunities over the years for the government to

revise the exemptions as set out in the Retail

Sales Tax Act, and this government has re-

peatedly failed to understand what it is that

should be taxable under retail sales tax.

There is no doubt in my mind that one of

the areas where there could be a complete
revision of the exemptions would be those

articles which I have suggested to the gov-
ernment today by way of this amendment.
I really wonder whether, given a free vote,

the members of the Tory backbench wouldn't

be prepared to support an amendment which
makes household cleaning articles and sub-

stances exempt from tax.

Mr. Germa: No!

Mr. Deans: I wonder if, given a free vote,
the Tory backbenchers wouldn't be prepared
to agree that articles necessary for toilet use

ought to be exempt from retail sales tax. I

further wonder whether the members of the

Tory backbench, given the opportunity,
wouldn't agree that matters of personal hy-

giene ought to be exempt from the retail

sales tax.

What we recognize and what the govern-
ment fails to recognize—or seems to fail to

recognize—is that sales tax hits everyone. Re-

gardless of your income, you are still required
to wash and to be clean. This is the kind of

regressive thing which could be resolved if

the government would, in fact, accept this

amendment.

I am going to ask the Treasurer before he

leaves, as he obviously is about to, whether
he would be prepared to simply accede to

the amendment and save us the aggravation
of further argument.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, I think this has
some merit, Mr. Chairman. I would be glad
to consider it, prior to our next budget.

An hon. member: Come on!

Interjections by hon. members.
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Mr. Chairman: I'll place the question.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): What is

the Treasurer's objection? Does he have a

calculation of the loss in tax revenue that

this would mean? Surely there is so much

justice to this request that it's hard to engage
in debate on it.

An hon. member: The Treasurer should

open his books.

Hon. Mr. White: I think the principal difiB-

culty is administering some of these things. I

think it would be unwise for me to give a

snap answer without thoroughly investigating
the matter with the Minister of Revenue,
with the merchants who will be called upon
to enforce the regulations and such like. I

simply cannot agree to it now, but I will be

glad to look into it.

Mr. Deans: May I ask a question? Is the

minister saying this matter has never been
considered by his administration? That this

is the first time that it has been brought to

his attention?

Hon. Mr. White: I expect it has been con-

sidered. I guess it has been considered on
several occasions. I don't have the detailed

information and I am not prepared to make
a decision until I look into the matter

thoroughly.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Chairman, if I may, we
would be quite prepared to stand the bill

down until the minister has had an oppor-

tunity to consider it in order that we could

include it in this legislation. We are very,

very flexible in that regard. We would be

delighted to give the minister an hour or

two, or perhaps until 8 o'clock, to consider

this amendment and to bring it forward as

a government amendment. I would even be

prepared to withdraw it and allow the gov-
ernment to bring in a suitable amendment

satisfactory to them.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): That's

reasonable enough.

Mr. Deans: I couldn't be any more reason-

able than that.

Mr. Chairman: Ready for the question?

Mr. Deans: Well-

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Mr.

Chairman, I would just like to ask the minis-

ter if, from the tone of his remarks, his main
concern is the administrative problems that

might be created by the exemption that has

been proposed by the member for Went-
worth? In other words, is it correct that the

minister accepts the idea in principle as long
as it can be administered? Therefore, all we
need address ourselves to at this point in the

debate is the administrative problems that

might arise. Is that correct?

Hon. Mr. White: I think there is some
merit in this suggestion and certain other

suggestions which have been made, and I

have given an undertaking to look into it. I

will certainly not accept this amendment nor

will I move an amendment myself in this

session.

If any changes are to be made, such

changes would be made in the next budget
when we thoroughly understand the revenue

implications and when we thoroughly under-

stand complications, if any, for the merchants

who are called upon to collect this tax on

behalf of the province. I will not be acting
on it now, I can tell you.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman—

An hon. member: Mr. Chairman—

Hon. Mr. White: You can rave all you
wish; we are not going to change it now.

Mr. Cassidy: Let me answer the adminis-

trative problems first.

Mr. Lewis: Well, you'll rant, well rave.

Mr. Deans: Who's raving?

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, the adminis-

trative problems, it seems to me, are really

pretty simple. When I go into a grocery store

or a hardware store to buy items that are

taxable and items that are not taxable, the

cashiers are very used to the fact that they
have to make a distinction. Their cash regis-

ters work in such a way that they mark the

number of items which are taxable and calcu-

late tax on that amount when they have

finished totalling up the items. This has been

going on in grocery stores ever since the

sales tax was imposed 12 years ago. It doesn't

seem to create a problem at the present time.

If certain items are no longer taxed but

are made exempt in grocery stores,—which is

where the bulk of household cleaning items

are purchased—it should surely be no monu-
mental problem for merchants to carry this

out. I do not see why it should be a monu-
mental problem for the province, either. If

the minister is concerned about definitions,

then I presume he has some powers of
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definition and regulations and, if not, can

easily provide for an amendment in the Act

in order to do it.

However, it is very hard for us on this

side of the House to accept, at the time when
the sales tax is being increased generally for

only the second time in its history, that these

matters would not have been gone into

thoroughly, particularly given the onerous

and burdensome level of sales tax which is

now being levied by the province.

Now is certainly the time to make these

changes. Now is the time to look at safety

equipment, to look at household cleaning

supplies, to look at children's clothing and

children's footwear, and to look at all these

other matters. They should not be put for-

ward to another budget.

Next year the minister will say to us:

"Well, we had a look at it but there were
other priorities." And it would be deferred for

another year or another year or another year.

These deferrals take place, Mr. Chairman,
at a time when inflation is going along at a

terrible rate, when food prices are going up
by 2.5 per cent a month and when other

prices are going up by a half per cent or

more in a month. The costs of necessities

which are also going up are bearing more
and more heavily on the average family.

The minister has introduced a regressive
tax and now is the time to try at least to

cushion some of the efi^ects of the tax by
exempting essentials. I just ask the minister

to comment on why can he not do this now.

Whv didn't he do it before he brought for-

ward the sales tax? Why is he telling us that

he has to wait for another year, when it did

not take him a year or so to decide on the

increase in sales tax? In fact he plunged in,

evidently without even consulting v^dth many
of his colleagues?

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Be
careful! He will be taxing water next.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Yorkview.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Mr. Chairman,
the minister is a genial person, but he

hasn't given us very many answers here.

There is no question that this whole subject
must have been discussed between him and
the brains trust under the gallery over here.

That must have happened.

Also, it was discussed in the caucus, and
certain of the caucus members pushed for

this specific kind of an amendment. The min-
ister knows that. The minister must have

looked into it. There is only one conclusion

that we can come to, that is that the minister

is reserving certain of these goodies to be

spread out to the people of Ontario just

prior to the next election. That is the thing
that is happening here this afternoon.

Mr. Deans: Did the Treasurer do that?

Mr. Young: It is not just to the people. He
is going to keep the people squeezed for

another two years so that at the proper time

he can eliminate these friction points in time

for the 1975 appeal to the people of Ontario.

We can come to no other conclusion. The
minister has given us no other answer except
this one.

Certainly, unless he can come up with

better reasons than he has given, we are not

going to believe what he has to say, because

it has been discussed in his caucus and it has

been discussed between him and his officials.

At this point he has turned downi the whole

idea, and the members will be called in here

to vote it down. All right, he is saving
certain goodies; that is the only conclusion

we can come to this afternoon.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Chairman, I presume
the provincial Treasurer is going to respond
to this. I trust that when he resDonds he will

face squarely up to the fact that if it was
discussed in his own caucus, he cannot put
us off with the contention that he wants to

look into it. I can't believe, after the storm

this political budget has produced, if some-

thing was raised in his own caucus he and his

ministry would not have thoroughly explored
it. So he is deceiving us in contending he

wants to take the time to look into it.

Quite apart from that, I just can't accept

the proposition that he needs time to take

a look at it in the context of how this whole

budget has been formulated and presented to

the Province of Ontario. In fact, he didn't

bother looking into the whole impact of the

energy tax and the sales tax, the impact on

schools and hospitals across this province. He
had the ministers who were responsible

scrambling in a most ungracious and em-

barrassing way after he brought down the

budget. Now he suddenly comes to us and

says that he has to take a whole year to

look at a few exemptions on what he and

everybody else would have to concede to be

very important necessities of life.

As my colleague from Ottawa Centre has

pointed out, there is no administrative prob-
lem in it. Every retailer in this province, sir,

has contended with precisely that kind of
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administrative problem for 12 years. When
he racks up the bill he isolates those items

for which there is a sales tax from those

items in which there is no sales tax. So the

administrative procedure is not new; it is one

that they are thoroughly familiar with, and
have been for the last 10 years.

So on every premise that the minister has

advanced to us he simply has no ground to

stand on. Is it just going to be a sort of

mindless, bull-headed, stubborn: "I won't do

it"?

Are you going to defy not only us, but

your own caucus and your own backbenchers?

Mr. Young: The caucus doesn't count in

that party.

Mr. Deans: They not only don't count, they
don't even stand up to be counted.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Lakeshore.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Mr. Chair-

man, in the range of the tax and in the

exemptions that you have made, and perusing
the notable list of exemptions under 65 para-

graphs in the Retail Sales Tax Act, I would
think that this minister would not have given
the range, type and character of exemption
that he did had he known that certain other

features in this tax bill were not going to

stand and would have to be wiped away.

Having the $100 million extra kicking around
made it possible to be gratuitous with respect
to certain areas of frivolry. But if he had
known in advance that this would be the

case, I am certain that a whole host of the

exemptions would not have been given at this

time, and all kinds of giveaway programmes
throughout the bulk of the budget itself

would have been handled in another way.

In other words, with the loss of that central

core, the whole reorientation should have
taken place and should be taking place. You
should reconsider these item, the priorities to

those items, how close they get to the skin.

This couldn't get much closer to the skin

than the one we have before you at the

moment. Get rid of the frivolities on one side

of the fence and place the weight where it

ought to be, as we are recommending in this

particular amendment before you.

You are all awry now. It seems to me there

is a total disorientation within the tax struc-

ture, an imbalance, all created through mis-

chievous planning and through lack of fore-

sight in the calculation of the temper of the

people of the province. In this particular way
I would ask the minister thence, as this has

infinitely greater impact and priority than the
numerous items you so open-handedly gave
away, to give good consideration to this

amendment and to adopt it.

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. minister wish
to make any cornment?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, I very
much like this idea, but I am simply not go-

ing to embark upon changes of this nature,
it being self-evident that there is an endless

list for which an argument could be made
without knowing exactly and precisely what
we are doing.

Mr. Deans: We will stop at this one if you
will accept it.

Hon. Mr. White: I will expect to consider

the suggestions made here in this chamber

during this debate, and also certain ideas of

my own, sometime after this session. But it is

absolutely impossible for me to quantify the

precise costs of these various ideas, of which
there are many not all mentioned here, I am
quick to say, and to thoroughly explore the

administrative ramifications. And so, much as

I would like to accommodate the members of

the House, I am not able to accept this

amendment now.

Mr. Chairman: Ready for the question?
Those in favour of Mr. Deans' motion-

Mr. Cassidy: No, Mr. Chairman, I'd like

to ask the minister—because he seems to still

wonder about the problems of definition and

so on—does the minister see any diflBculties in

defining toothpaste to the point where mer-

chants would cease to collect sales tax on it?

Hon. Mr. White: I don't know.

Mr. Cassidy: You don't know? The minister

doesn't know whether or not toothpaste can

be defined suflBciently.

Hon. Mr. White: Would the hon. member
exempt a 10 cent bar of soap and—

Mr. Haggerty: Where can you buy soap for

that price?

Hon. Mr. White: -a $5 bar of soap? Would
the hon. member exempt a deodorant costing
29 cents and a French perfume costing $50
an ounce? I, having been Minister of Revenue
for three years, know something about the

pitfalls involved.

Mr. Deans: There is a difference. One is a

deodorant and one is an odorant.
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Hon. Mr. White: I am telling you I am not

going to move on this matter without giving
the matter thorough, thorough thought.

Mr. Cisbom: How do they collect it?

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): What have

you done over three years?

Mr. Cassidy: That's right!

The first place is, the minister is truly
aware that the items he mentioned, like $50
French perfume, are already defined to the

point where they're subject to luxury tax,

whereas the essential articles are not.

Second place, on a number of these items

there are no luxury products which cause

our problem. There is no luxury floor wax
available in this province which would con-

fuse the application of the Act. There is no

luxury bleach; there is no luxury detergent;
there are no luxury soap flakes; there are no

luxury liquid detergent or toilet cleaners or

household bleach or shampoos. These things
are all essentials.

If the minister wished, he could very
quickly put a price limit of $2, or something
like that, per item in order to avoid the use

of luxuries, and come back in a year or two
and define it more precisely at that time.

He might find that one or two items that

were possibly considered essential were taxed

under that kind of requirement. But we don't

see why it is not possible; that they use

different words than those suggested by the

hon. member for Wentworth, possibly even

spell them out. Perhaps the amendment
should say toothpaste, deodorant, hand soap,

detergent, soap flakes, liquid detergents,
household bleach, shampoo, floor wax, house-

hold cleanser and shaving cream, and leave

it at that.

Mr. Haggerty: Dog shampoo.

Mr. Cassidy: That would be a very good
list to start with and it would ensure that

most of the essentials used by families of

modest income in this province would be

exempt from tax.

Now if the minister is not willing to accept
the hon. member for Wentworth's wording,
would he not accept a specific wording which
concentrated on those products that are of

most utility and need to ordinary Ontario

families?

Mr. Stokes: Which wouldn't include Chanel
No. 5!

Mr. Chairman: Ready for the question?
Those in favour of Mr. Deans* motion.

Mr. Lewis: No, Mr. Chairman, no; just one
second. I know the Chairman is anxious.

It may seem odd to the minister from
time to time that he is subject to this much
detail, but the truth is, of course, Mr. Chair-

man, that the reason we deal with these

clauses in this fashion is not so much an effort

to present an inexhaustible list of exemptions
about which there could be debate, but to

face the minister with the sense of priorities
which he himself has established.

I don't know what it is about the intel-

lectual capacity of your ministry and those

who serve you, but if it's easier for them to

arrive at an exemption for birds, fish and

reptiles than it is to sort out the need to

provide exemptions for indispensable articles

of household use, such as the kind that are

defined in the amendment, then your whole

ministry is incompetent. Because surely that's

not too much to ask!

You sit around for three or four years with
all of the expertise that you have at your
command and you're able to make a whole-
sale exemption for household pets, but you're
not able to make the kind of sophisticated

exemptions which have application for the

vast majority of families in this province,

particularly those on low and middle incomes.

And in that you show the essential weakness
of everything associated with the budget
and of everything associated with this bill.

You've not done your homework! You've

not done the detailed analysis of what is in-

volved! You've been subject to the ignominy
of withdrawing whole sections of this bill

because the homework wasn't done and be-

cause your judgement was faulty. And my
words have no less heart to them because

of your intermittent absence and return.

You've obviously done even less homework
about the effect of the sales tax and its

increase from five to seven per cent, as we
will show a little later on in this bill. You
are now frantically distributing to the press

gallery and the media a series of tables in

order to try to reinstitute some credibility
for your ministry. Let me tell you something
about those tables; by 6 o'clock they, too,

will mean nothing. There is no substance left

to your ministry.

I don't know what it is about you people.
You haven't done your homework on the

budget or on the bill, so you get a little

irritated and you retreat into your shell and

you say to us, with that imperial flavour of

yours, that you will take it under considera-

tion; that you've been Minister of Revenue
for three years and you know how diflScult it
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is to distinguish between a 29 cent deodorant
and a $50 bottle of perfume. Let me tell you;
if it took you three years to learn that, I'm

surprised you ever made it to the Treasury!
Perhaps that's why you made it to the Treas-

ury, may be that's why.

Mr. Stokes: He's been too preoccupied
with his piranhas and peonies.

Mr. Lewis: It's not so much the rhododen-
drons that are on the minister's mind, it's his

preoccupation with deodorants which ob-

viously immobilizes him.

Let me tell you, Mr. Chairman, that these

clauses are really germane to the basic posi-
tion of how inadequate is the preparation
of government in this whole sales tax appli-
cation, when you get a bill like this—

Hon. Mr. White: We have the widest

exemptions in North America.

Mr. Lewis: -when you get a bill like

this, which is so capricious. In one section
it exempts reptiles and in the next section
it can't accommodate safety wear, or toilet

articles, then obviously the bill isn't of any
consequence in any section. That's why we
will continue to oppose these clauses as they
emerge, because it is an insult to the Legis-
lature and to the public to ask us to support
this kind of legislation. It's bad enough
for the minister to bring in the increase
when he can't justify it or demarcate it

adequately, but when he asks us to support
it, then it becomes nonsensical.

Mr.^
Chairman: Those in favour of Mr.

Deans' motion will please say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion the "nays" have it.

Mr. Lewis: Well, you're wrong.

Mr. Chairman: Shall we stack this one?

Mr. Lewis: No, no. Not this one.

Mr. Cassidy: We don't want it stacked.

Mr. Lewis: Not this one. Stack some
others.

Mr. Chairman: Call in the members.

Order, pleasel

We are dealing with the amendment by
Mr. Deans. Mr. Deans moves that clause 4
of Bill 98 be amended by adding thereto,
the further subsection 8: "Soap, toilet

articles, detergents, cleaning materials and
fluids for household use."

The committee divided on Mr. Deans*

motion, which was negatived on the follow-

ing vote:

Clerk of the House: Mr. Chairman, the

"ayes" are 30, the "nays" are 57.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the amendment
lost.

Section 4 agreed to.

On section 5:

Mr. Deans: Mr. Chairman, I want to find

out from the minister about section 5, please.

The portion that has been added to sec-

tion 5, as I understand it, is that section

8a(l), (2), (3) and (4); but that subclause

8 of section 5 is, in fact, exactly the same
as subclause 1 of section 8 of the Act.

I want to find out from the minister how
it is that vendors in the Province of Ontario

have been expected to collect taxes since

May 1 to date, an amount of something in

the neighbourhood of $13 million or $14
million without the benefit of any form of

legislative authority.

I would like to know how the minister

could possibly interpret section 8, subclause

1 — which says: "Every vendor is an agent
of the minister, and as such, shall levy and

collect the taxes imposed by this Act upon
the purchaser or consumer"—to mean that

every vendor in the Province of Ontario

should take it as having been passed that

there has been a change in the sales tax in

this province as of the moment that this

minister makes some pronouncement to that

efi^ect.

In the unlikely event that at some time

between May 1 and today the minister had

decided he had made an error and didn't

require to collect seven per cent but rather

the collection of some other amount was more

appropriate; I want to know how the minis-

ter would have dealt with the refunding
of the money that was collected in that event.

Further, I would like to know how the

minister-

Mr. Walker: What section is the member
speaking on?

Mr. Deans: I am talking about section 5,

which is section 8 of the Act.

Mr. Walker: Section 8 has nothing to do
with what the hon. member is talking about.

Mr. Deans: What is he talking about?

Who is this fellow who keeps getting to

his feet and yakking?
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Mr. Lewis: That's Edgar Benson.

Mr. Deans: What is he talking about?

Mr. Walker: On a point of order-

Mr. Deans: If I am yielding, I am yield-

ing to a point of order.

Mr. Walker: On a point of order, Mr.

Chairman, section 8 has nothing to do with
what the hon. member for Wentworth has

raised. It relates only to a situation where
the minister may designate certain individuals

to be vendors and relates to such people as

registrars of deeds and the issuers of motor
vehicle permits.

Mr. Deans: Well, wait a minute. Let me
read from section 8 of the Act. Section 8 of

the Act, subsection (1), says: "Every vendor is

an agent of the minister and as such shall

levy and collect taxes imposed by this Act

upon the purchaser or consumer."

Mr. Walker: There is no change in that.

Mr. Deans: Just wait a minute—relax for a

moment. We are going to be here for a while.

Don't get all upset. I realize this is the

member's first chance, but we will give him
a long time.

Subsection (2) says: "No person acting
under subsection (1) . . . shall ... be made

ineligible as a member of the assembly."
Now I want to read to you, Mr. Chair-

man, what section 5 of the bill says. Section

5 says, "Section 8 of the said Act is repealed
and the following is substituted therefor—"

Mr. Lewis: Does the member not under-
stand that? It is his Act. Where is his ex-

pertise?

Mr. Deans: I therefore assume it is appro-
priate for us to discuss the things that are

being substituted for the section that has

been repealed.

Mr. Walker: The only thing being changed,
Mr. Chairman, is the number.

Mr. Deans: And I want to point out-

Mr. Chairman: Order, please!

I would suggest that any discussion on

8a(l) would be appropriate, but there is no

change or amendment whatsoever in the

other.

Mr. Deans: I am very sorry, sir, but I must
ask you to consider for a moment how we
view what the government has introduced.

The government says that section 8—

Mr. Chairman: I think what the hon. mem-
ber really wishes to discuss is section 6.

Mr. Deans: No. I want to talk about
section 8. The government says section 8 of
the Act is repealed, and it substitutes what

appears on page 4 of Bill 98 under section 5.

I don't care what the original Act says; I

am now talking about what appears in the

amendment. The amendment says: "The

following is substituted therefor: 8. Every
vendor is an agent of the minister and as

such shall levy and collect the taxes imposed
by this Act upon the purchaser or consumer.'^

If that is word for word for what was in

the Act, then I am sorry; but it is in this bill,

and I want to talk about it.

Mr. Walker: The only thing changed is

the number.

Mr. Lewis: Surely, Mr. Chairman, it is be-

cause the government is incompetent in the

drafting of the section that this is before us.

Mr. Walker: The only thing changed is the

number.

Mr. Deans: It doesn't even change the

number; it didn't even have to change that.

Mr. Lewis: The government didn't even
have to include it.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, instead of

reading 8(1) it reads 8; that is the difference^

Now, argue 8(1) or 8.

Mr. Deans: Okay. Well, we are going to

talk about it anyway. Okay? I want to know-

Mr. Chairman: Well, would the hon. mem-
ber keep his remarks to the actual wording?"

Mr. Deans: Oh, I am, sir. I want to tell

you that never for a moment would I stray
from the actual wording-

Mr. Lewis: Oh, God forbid, no!

Mr. Deans: I want to be sure, you see, be-

cause we have had a little problem in the

province, as you may have noticed by some
of the newspaper articles. In fact, you might
have noticed that some of the—

Mr. Chairman: I suggest we get on with

the discussion.

Mr. Deans: I am trying—but I am being;

interrupted by the member for London North.

All right, let's go back again.

You vdll have noted, Mr. Chairman, that

there have been some problems in the prov-
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ince over the last few days because the gov-
ernment has decided to collect taxes and to

require vendors to collect taxes for which
there is no legislative authority, as far as I

can see. I really do want to know, what it is

in the workings of government that permits
them to impose upon vendors in the Province
of Ontario, by this section, this section as it

is set out in the Act, the requirement that

they collect a tax for which there is no law.

Or for that matter, how they intend, or what

legislative authority they intend to refer to,

to impose upon any vendor the requirement
to pay to the government anything paid in

excess of the five per cent—which is the legal
tax in the Province of Ontario at this point—
anything in excess of the five per cent which

may well have been paid to the vendor, by
the purchaser or consumer, during that period
when the legal tax in the Province of On-
tario was five per cent. I want to know what
mechanisms have been set up by the gov-
ernment to ensure that—

Mr. Chairman: Order please, order please!

As I read this, every vendor is an agent
of the minister and as such shall levy and
collect the taxes imposed by this Act upon
the purchaser, or consumer. Whether it's legal
or not has nothing to do with this particular
section. So I rule that the trend of that dis-

cussion is out of order at this time.

Mr. J. E. BuIIbrook (Samia): Have you
made your ruling?

Mr. Chairman: Yes, yes!

Mr. BuIIbrook: Then you don't want any
further debate in connection with it?

Mr. Chairman: No, the trend of the dis-

cussion is out of order. This just says every
vendor is an agent and shall levy and collect

taxes imposed by this Act. Whether it is legal
or not is outside my jurisdiction or the juris-
diction of this House.

Mr. BuIIbrook: Mr. Chairman, you are say-

ing, in effect—on a point of order, and not in

any way attempting to debate your ruling—
what you are saying, in effect, is that this

House has no right to discuss the legality of

the application of the statute. I find that
hard to accept.

Mr. Chairman: No, no.

Mr. Lewis: The Chair has no right to say
that.

Mr. Deans: I really don't understand.

Mr. Chairman: Really, the words are:

"Every vendor is an agent of the minister,
and as such, shall levy and collect the taxes

imposed by this Act, upon the purchaser, or

consumer.

Mr. Deans: Well, let me ask, sir, because
it is really quite important—now let me ask

you, I am not asking the minister for the

moment: The government has seen fit to

reintroduce the section which they are in the

process of repealing. Right? They have, by
their first paragraph of this section, section 5,

repealed the existing section of the Act,
which had, in effect, exactly the same mean-

ing as the section 8 which they have re-

introduced by section 5, section 8 of this

Act. And what I want to know, and I think

it is perfectly reasonable to ask, what I want
to know is how, in the future, this govern-
ment intends to interpret this section? Be-
cause I want it to be clear, so that the

people of the Province of Ontario will under-

stand, whether or not the government has the

authority, by virtue of this section, to require
a vendor in the Province of Ontario to collect

other than the amount of tax set out in sec-

tions—let me just refer to them—section 2,

subsection (1), (2) and (3) of this Act.

I want to be sure, and I am asking you,
Mr. Chairman, for I think it is very im-

portant, I want to be sure that the govern-
ment has, in fact, legislative authority for

doing what they have done over the last

number of days by virtue of the wording
which currently appears in this Act and
which is in fact a duplicate of the wording
which appeared in the previous Act.

Mr. Chairman: Actually, you are asking
the chairman to rule on something the gov-
ernment has—

Mr. Deans: No, I am asking whether it is

right for me to ask the question.

Mr. Chairman: That is a point of law, and
not within my jurisdiction. Now, the explana-

tory notes say this section permits the min-
ister to allow people who are not vendors
under the Act to collect tax, and is intended

to permit the collection of tax by people such
as the registrar of deeds, and so on. That is

the purpose of this section and this is where
the debate should be centred.

Mr. Deans: Well, that's exactly what I am
talking about. I am pleased you defined it so

clearly for me, because what I want to ask

the minister then is this: When we come to

April 30 of next year and you have intro-
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duced another budget, sometime around that

point, and you then decide that you are

going to, as of the first of March or whatever
the date—is it March 30, yes; I'm sorry,
March 30, the end of the fiscal year, March
31. As of March 31 next year you will be

introducing another budget. Where in this

Act, either the Retail Sales Tax Act or in this

section of the Act which compels vendors to

collect your taxes for you—I am not happy
about that either, by the way, but neverdie-

less—compels vendors to collect your taxes

for you, where is there any requirement on
vendors to collect the tax without the legisla-
tive authority of this body here?

That's really what I am getting at. It's a

circuitous route, but nevertheless I want to

know.

Mr. Chairman: I don't see that that is

covered in this particular section.

Mr. Deans: Well, I don't either, and that's

why I'm asking it, because I can't—

Mr. Chairman: I don't know where it

would be discussed. I think section 9 is—

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
Section 9.

Mr. Deans: No; surely that is covered?

Mr. Chairman: I believe section 9.

Hon. Mr. White: No, we are on section 5,

but in fact it should be under section 9.

Mr. Deans: No it shouldn't be under sec-

tion 9. Section 9 is simply—

Mr. Chairman: Order, please!

I rule that the line of the discussion has

nothing to do with section 5. I think section

9 would be quite appropriate.

Mr. Deans: Well, I can't agree. If I may
ask you for clarification on your ruling-

Mr. Chairman: I've made that ruling.

Mr. Deans: Well, just for clarification,

section 9, as I understand it, simply states

the date that the Act will come into force;

that's all.

Mr. BuUbrook: That is all it says.

Mr. Deans: That's all, and we'll talk about
that later. Within section 8 of the Act, which

compels vendors to raise taxes on behalf of

the government, I'm asking for the govern-
ment s legislative authority, to be placed be-

fore us, diat allows them to compel vendors

to raise taxes from people in the Province
of Ontario without there being a law passed
and sanctioned by the Lieutenant Governor.
That's contained in section 8 of the Act. Now
don't tell me about the retroactivity—I'm not

talking about the retroactivity at the moment.
I'm talking about the right of the government
to compel vendors to raise taxes without any
change in the law. That's an entirely different

matter.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): He's talking
about authority.

Mr. Chairman: Well, I have made a ruling
and I see no reason to—

Mr. Bullbrook: May I speak on a point of

order? May I suggest to you, most respect-

fully, that the distinction drawn by the hon.
member for Wentworth is a quite valid dis-

tinction and that he would be completely
restricted in bringing up this matter, it would
have absolutely no relation to the final sec-

tions of this Act, and that the only place he
is going to have the opportunity of asking
these questions is under this section.

Mr. Deans: I have to appeal to you—

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Chairman: Actually I think this matter
was dealt with quite thoroughly on second

reading.

Mr. Bullbrook: That is no answer.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order! I want to

ask you a question.

Why are you aggravating us so? What is it?

I want to ask you this very seriously. Why
are you suddenly abandoning the normal
role of the Chair to, as it were, ally yourself
with the government in an effort to have this

debate frustrated?

The debate will proceed far more amicably
and intelligently to a close if we are entitled

to ask the questions which clearly we can

only ask on clause-by-clause.

They are not argumentative questions.

They are legitimate questions about the au-

thority which underlines the right to raise

taxes. They are applicable to this clause. If

we want to discuss retroactivity, we'll do it

on clause 9. If we want to discuss certain

aspects about the basic nomenclature of the

Act and its appropriateness, we will do it

on clause 10.

On clause 5 it makes sense to raise the

questions of authority, and I beg of you, Mr.

Chairman, don't drive us to the position of
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having to appeal your ruling and end up
fighting the Chair and fighting the govern-
ment in order to have access to some simple
and elemental information about this bill.

I really think that we are going to be frus-

trated unnecessarily if you are so restrictive.

Mr. Chairman: I ruled that the line of dis-

cussion really had nothing to do with this

particular section. If the minister wishes to

try to satisfy the hon. member with an

answer, he may do so.

Mr. Bullbrook: Well, may I say this? I—

Hon. Mr. White: Well, what?

Mr. Bullbrook: Speaking as one member of

the House, I suggest that this type of patron-

izing response is totally unacceptable to me.

Sir, I find it completely offensive to say that

you are ruling that the member is out of

order but that if the minister wishes to deign
to reply he can so reply. I suggest to you,
most respectfully, that it is an absolute ob-

ligation on the part of the opposition to ask

these questions and that the minister would
not be fulfilling his duty if he did not reply.

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. minister wish
to reply?

Mr. Deans: On that point of order, I want
to be clear about this.

I want the minister's reply, but I want, sir,

to have it clear that in this House we are

entitled to debate the intent and application
of the section. We intend to debate it if we
possibly can and we don't simply want the

minister's reply, we want the opportunity to

talk about it. That's what this Legislature
is all about—and if I only need replies, I will

send them letters.

Mr. Lewis: Right! He writes good letters.

He writes better letters than he makes state-

ments in the House.

Mr. Chairman: The purpose of section 5 is

very clearly outlined on the right-hand page
of the bill. The hon. minister.

Mr. Deans: No!

Hon. Mr. White: I would like very much to

offer some comments on this matter; and then
the technical aspect of this change, which
emanated from the Ministry of Revenue, will

be dealt with by my colleague, the member
for London North.

I guess since time immemorial in this and
other Parliaments, budgets have been created
in secrecy, announced with drama and, in

more instances than not, tax changes have
been effected immediately. This has been a

practice in this Legislature, and I cited ex-

amples a week or so ago. I found out while I

was in Ottawa that this is the practice in

other Parliaments of Canada.

Mr. Deans: That is right. I told the Treas-

urer that a week ago.

Hon. Mr. White: The editorial in the

Ottawa Journal is thoughtful and springs from
a newspaper that has had close acquaintance-

sliip with parliamentary procedure in the

nation's capital-

Mr. Lewis: The Treasurer might read the

Globe and Star editorials—

Hon. Mr. White: I have read them too.

Mr. Lewis: We will read those to the min-
ister.

Hon. Mr. White: I quite imderstood them.

Mr. Lewis: It is a very selective choice.

Hon. Mr. White: Now the Ottawa Journal
of May 7 says:

Collect that tax!

The Liberals and New Democrats are

making good political mileage over the two
per cent increase in the sales tax. It is

mainly because the Davis government has
been overly jittery and defensive of late.

Mr. Stokes: Did the minister read that first?

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, I did.

An hon. member: I missed it.

Hon. Mr. White: I am completely frank.

Mr. Lewis: Read it again.

Hon. Mr. White: All right:

The Liberals and New Democrats are

making good political mileage over the two
per cent increase in the sales tax. It is

mainly because the Davis government has
been overly jittery and defensive of late.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, that is quite true.

Hon. Mr. White: I am sorry I read that,
because it really doesn't relate to the point
at issue.

Mr. Ruston: He just thought he'd throw it

m.

Hon. Mr. White: It was probably out of

order.
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Mr. Deans: In fact, it doesn't relate to my
question.

Mr. MacDonald: It's like the budget—the

Treasurer realizes the consequences of it after

he has read it.

Mr. Lewis: But it's the only pertinent part
of the editorials.

Hon. Mr. White: The hon. member sat

still for the first paragraph—would he please

give me his attention for the rest?

Perhaps in the strictest legal interpreta-

tion it is indeed illegal to collect the extra

two per cent sales tax until a bill enacting
it has become law. But governments and, in

particular, national economies are not run

on legaHsm alone. There are times when
it pays all round to be practical.

There are ample precedents to prove that

the Ontario government is not doing any-

thing untoward by asking merchants to

collect the full seven per cent sales tax.

Revenue Minister Grossman only touched

on these potential defences in his statement

in the Legislature Friday, explaining the

government's present action.

The alternatives are to wait until every
tax law is given royal assent before it can

be made effective or to attempt to collect

the likes of this additional sales tax retro-

actively.

May I inject a proposition of my own, namely
that in this Legislature, where the opposition
has full control over the length of debate, the

effect of combining that particular right or

privilege with the proposition that legislation

couldn't be made effective retroactively would
make the opposition the government.

Mr. Lewis: No, not if we had interim legis-

lation governing while the debate was taking

place.

Hon. Mr. White: What assurance would one
have that a similar filibuster wouldn't accom-

pany interim legislation?

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come on now! It's a fihbus-

ter of one week on the biggest tax increase in

this budget.

Hon. Mr. White. Now to get back to the

editorial:

The alternatives are to wait until every
tax law is given royal assent before it can
be made effective or attempt to collect the

likes of this additional sales tax retroac-

tively.

Mr. Deans: That shows how stupid they
are.

Hon. Mr. White: To continue:

To wait for royal assent on every tax

change would make reasonable budget esti-

mating impossible. A finance minister trying
to estimate the effect of a new tax which

may, like the extra Ontario sales tax, bring
in as much as $1 million a day, is playing

enough of a guessing game. To ask him to

set a budget without knowing whether that

tax would begin May 1 or June 26 would
be outright silly. To attempt to collect such
a tax retroactively would be a sheer night-

Mr. Deans: That is editorial writing at

its very worst!

Hon. Mr. White: Going on:

Every merchant in the province would
have to keep a record of every consumer's

purchase. After the bill is passed the extra

two per cent would have to be levied on
all those who made purchases after May
1. It would be an intolerable inconvenience
for customers.

Collecting the tax now makes good
sense. The Ontario government should

know that in the long run this is too

important to be thrown off because of a

little political pressure.

There was an editorial in the St. Catharines

paper. I won't read all of it, but the first

paragraph says:

There is nothing novel about implement-

ing changes in taxation before the changes
are actually enshrined in law. In fact,

it is a fairly common procedure aimed
at preventing tax evasion by means of

hoarding or other speculative moves.

I was gratified, and 1 commend the mem-
ber for Sarnia, who was reported in the

May 7 Sarnia Observer as advising—oh,
the heading is "Samians Advised To Pay
Sales Tax Regardless," and I think that was

good advice.

Mr. Lawlor: When did newspapers start

making laws?

Mr. BuUbrook: That's right. Why don't

you read what I said?

Mr. J. P. Spence (Kent): We want to

hear it.

Hon. Mr. White: The heading is "Samians
Advised To Pay Sales Tax."
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Mr. Bullbrook: On a point of order, then.

Let me tell you what I told my con-

stituents.

Hon. Mr. White: I have the floor.

Mr. Bullbrook: All right, you read what
I said.

Hon. Mr. White: It says: "James E. Bull-

brook, MPP, Samia, said today he advises

his constituents to pay the seven per cent

sales tax levied by the provincial govern-
ment because—"

Mr. Bullbrook: Read it all the way
through.

Hon. Mr. White: "-of the merchants*

responsibility to account for it.

Mr. Bullbrook: Right!

Hon. Mr. White: "Since the Act hasn't

been passed by the government, the public
doesn't have direct legal obligation to pay
it," he explains, "but the merchant is a statu-

tory agent of the Crown regarding the collec-

tion of the tax—"

Mr. Bullbrook: Exactlyl

Hon. Mr. White: —"and has been told by
the government—"

Mr. Bullbrook: That's right. I told them

you had no legal right, but the merchants
had to pay.

Hon. Mr. White: —"that on May 1 he
has to collect the seven per cent and the

law will be retroactive to that date. There-

fore, were I a merchant, I would insist on

collecting the seven per cent because he is

going to have to accoimt to the Treasurer
for it," he says.

Mr. Deans: That's what Tm trying to get
at now.

Mr. Bullbrook: And that is responsible

representation.

Hon. Mr. White: I know it is.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order, Mr.
Chairman.

I feel that there has been a most extra-

ordinary piece of selective discrimination

here which oflFends much of eastern Ontario.

Therefore I think it only fair to put on the
record the editorial in the Ottawa Citizen

entitled, "We Are Being Robbed: That Sales

Tax Boost is Illegal."

Now, here is a paper of prescience. I

mean here is a newspaper whose editorial

writers are clearly knowledgeable, informed,
astute and relevant. In fact, they even had
an editorial saying, "Stephen Should Stay

On," so obviously they have some insight.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: I would like to read it to the

Treasurer, because it has much more

appropriate application to this debate than

the Journal, the Journal being off-base so

often that it's almost painful:

Ah, what divine authority has the gov-
ernment that it shall say to the merchants

and the dealers and the restaurant keepers
of Ontario, "As of May I thou shalt break

the law." And from Kenora to Hawkesbury
break the law they dol

Ah, what trusting servants are these that

in loyal obedience they will add on two

percentage points of sales tax here, subtract

10 percentage points of tax there under

promise that at such future time their ac-

tions will be made legal.

Ontario Treasurer John White wavers;
not in commanding such obedience. Let it

be said that the man seldom wavers; he

sometimes collapses, but seldom wavers.

"Look at Ottawa," he insists, "for there

is a common occurrence that budget pro-
visions are enforced before they are en-

acted," and, feeling secure, he sleeps the

sleep of babes.

The mighty finance ministers of Ottawa
must know what they are doing, he reasons.

Maybe, but does he know that federal

finance ministers haven't a legal lee to

stand on when they bring in an immediate

tax or tariff change in connection with

their budget announcements, to take effect

without parliamentary approval? It is an

old tradition that such budget changes are

tacitly accepted, but the precedent becomes
a httle shaky when a provincial Treasurer

tries it.

Well, you know you have no justification

whatsoever, and the two pathetic little edi-

torials that you summon to your defence,

totally unrepresentative of the mass of editor-

ial opinion across this province, as reflected

by the Ottawa Citizen rather more accurately,
is that to which you should have adverted.

And you still haven't answered the pertinent

question from my colleague, the member for

Wentworth, which is: On what basis do you
exact from the vendor an obligation, under

any statutory authority, to collect that tax?

You haven't told us that yet.
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Mr. Deans: That's what we're after. Where
is it?

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Chairman, hopefully
we'll get a reply to that pertinent question
from the provincial Treasurer.

I don't know why the government is being
so obtuse. You are acting illegally. The fact

that you may have in the past acted illegally
is no justification.

Mr. Gisbom: Two wrongs don't make a

right.

Mr. MacDonald: Two wrongs don't make
a right. The leader of this party asked the

Premier (Mr. Davis) the other day whether
the government would give consideration to

bringing in a provisional tax collection bill

which would legalize this illegal procedure,
and the Premier said he thought it was a

good idea.

Instead of being so incredibly obtuse, why
don't you get up and say, "We have been

acting in accordance with sloppy procedures"?

Why don't you do that?

An hon. member: They can't.

Mr. H. Worton (Wellington South): Bring
it up to June 1, and forget iti

Mr. MacDonald: Why haven't you brought
in a bill which will cover such a situation, at

least for the future, and thereby show some

good faith? Why misrepresent the situation?

Even in Ottawa—and God help me that I

should try to defend those jokers in Ottawa-
it took them 17 months to pass tax bills. But
it took them 17 months to do it after they
had passed a resolution which gave overall

authority for implementation of the taxes.

Then they went on to deal with the nitty

gritty, and it took them 17 months—that was
the unforgivable point. But at least they
had the passage of the resolution which gave
them the authority.

Either you do that, or else you bring in a

provisional tax collection bill, which in

Britain—incidentally they wakened up to this

little problem in 1913, which shows what
slow learners we've got around here. Nine-

teen-thirteen; that's what? Fifty-nine years

ago!

An hon. member: You could almost make
it 60.

Mr. MacDonald: The point is it was

brought in and it is available for a four-

month period to cover any intention on the

part of the government to raise taxes, so that

you are operating legally rather than illegally.
But I come back to the basic point which

prompted me to rise now.

Mr. Walker: At the end of the year their

tax expires.

Mr. MacDonald: Pardon?

Mr. Walker: At the end of the year their

tax expires.

Mr. MacDonald: The member can have the

floor when I'm finished.

My plea was that this minister on occasion

has indicated a touch of imagination and flex-

ibility in terms of coping with new situations.

I'm just absolutely staggered at the ob-

tuseness of digging in and trying to defend

the indefensible—because you are acting il-

legally. There is just no doubt about it, you
are acting illegally, so tidy it up.

Precedents don't establish illegality as legal,

even though we may have been doing it

down through the years. I am a little bit

curious why the law ofiBcers of the Crown,
and all the brains trusters and everybody in

your own department, hadn't cleaned it up
a long time ago.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The minister would like to

reply?

Hon. Mr. White: It may be that the prac-
tice can be improved upon. I think the mem-
ber for York South has acknowledged that

this practice has been in effect here for years

and probably decades. I assure the hon. mem-

ber, after having talked to the Minister of

Finance from Quebec and others, the practice

is identical in those other jurisdictions.

Mr. Deans: That doesn't make it right.

Mr. MacDonald: It doesn't make it right,

it is still illegal.

Hon. Mr. White: The bfll having passed
will make this tax effective on May 1, so the

actions of those merchants who are collecting

it, as the hon. member for Samia stated, will

thereupon be hallowed by the statute, and

the moneys collected will become an obliga-

tion of the vendor. If there is a better way
to do it in some future session, I am cer-

tainly very willing to consider it.

Mr. Haggerty: There is a better way.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: Let me just deal for a moment
with the minister's repeated claims about
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precedent. This has been the argument used

by both the Minister of Revenue and by the

Treasurer—in fact by all of the government
members who have spoken on the matter. I

want to refer you to the Bowes case, because
the member for York—for London South-

Mr. MacDonald: North!

Mr. Deans: No, Tm talking about this lad

in the back row.

Mr. MacDonald: North!

Mr. Deans: Are you from London North?

An hen. member: Yes.

Mr. Deans: No kidding? London North! I

never can remember. Okay!
But let me read it to you. In the judge-

ment it says as follows—I would like to know
what W M stands for; usually though it is

the Bill of Rights:

It was finally settled there could be no
taxation in this country except under au-

thority of an Act of Parliament. The Bill

of Rights still remains unrepealed and no
practice or custom, however prolonged or

however acquiesced in on the part of the

subject, can be relied on by the Crown as

justifying any infringement of its provisions.

And this is the key to it. Regardless of
whether or not you have have been able,
because of inadvertence on the part of the

public, to levy taxes without authority, this

cannot be relied on as giving you the right
to continue to do so.

That's what is being said by that judge-
ment, and that judgement clearly sets out
that no government has the right to raise

taxes without having an Act of Parliament

passed by that Parliament. The arguments
put forward by the minister are a sham. They
don't represent any true regulation or legisla-
tion which grants authority.

And there is no point in arguing with
us that just because you got away with it you
are going to keep doing it. That argument
could be used by the man who drives over
35 miles an hour, who has been doing it for

years and has never got caught and there-
fore thinks he has the right to continue.
The fact of the matter is you don't have
the right to continue and you don't have
the right to impose a tax without legisla-
tion.

You don't have the right-and this is the
crucial point—to require a vendor in this

province to collect on your behalf any in-
crease in tax until that increase is passed

by this Legislature, approved by the

Lieutenant Governor and becomes an Act
in force in the Province of Ontario.

And those are the only rights that we
challenge. What we are saying to you is

that you have asked vendors in the Province

of Ontario to act illegally. Not only have

you asked them, but your friendly Minister

of Revenue has in fact threatened them
that if they don't raise the tax they run
the risk of losing their vendor's licence. He
has further said that the tax will be collected

regardless.

And I ask you, if you had less than a

majority in this House, would you be able

to bring in that kind of legislation? And if

you can't bring in legislation in a position
where you were in a minority and unable to

get it passed without the support of all

members of the House, then what right

do you have to use the fact that you have
an overwhelming majority in the Province of

Ontario to force upon the people that which
is illegal?

That is the problem that we have right

here. That is the question that is being
asked of you: Why have you continued-

right from May 1, having full knowledge
of the illegality of the acts which you are

imposing upon the vendors in the Province

of Ontario—to impose upon them the re-

quirement that they raise the tax?

Not only that, but why have you said

to them in writing that the tax which they
must remit to the Province of Ontario must
be computed on the basis of seven per cent

of the retail value of those articles, which
are in fact covered by the Retail Sales Tax
Act of the Province of Ontario by June 26?

I can't recall the exact date, but you set a

date-June 20-June 23.

What right do you have to say to the

vendor that he has to pay on the basis of

the full value of the retail sales of his

establishment by June 23? And what do

you do then? Taking the thing to its

ridiculous extreme, assuming that you are

not going to collect, how are you going to

tell who paid and who didn't? And how
are you then going to assess who should

pay what and when?

And what right have you to discriminate

—because that is what it boils down to?

You then take upon yourself more and more
and more power. You start out with a

position which has no justification in the

laws of the province and you proceed to

make it worse and worse and worse as you

go along.
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You start out in the position of assuming
that you have absolute authority because

of your majority and that you don't require

the concurrence of this Legislature or the

approval of the Lieutenant Governor and

that you are going to impose upon the

people of the Province of Ontario a tax,

whether or not there is any authority in

legislation, and you are going to require

the vendor to raise it. And then you go on

to tell him how he is going to raise it and

how he is going to pay it.

It makes me wonder—you are continuously

talking about those areas where there are

dictatorial powers. I wonder just how much
more dictatorial any government could be
than this government has been over the last

few days.

I frankly tell you I didn't tell anyone not

to pay the tax, but what I did say was this:

I said that in my opinion there was no legal

justification for compelling them to pay the

tax. That was what I said and I say it yet
and I say to you that you are absolutely

wrong in what you have done.

iMr. Cbaiiman: The hon. member for

Samia.

Mr. BuUbrook: I want to join the debate
for a few minutes if I might. I never thought
I would see the day when the Treasurer

of Ontario would rise in his place and use
a quote of mine to justify his position. I

am certainly pleased, Mr. Chairman, that I

didn't permit him to just read the headline

in connection with that quote. Because, you
see, the difficult thing with this is that you
put every member of this Legislature in

that most difficult position of undertaking
their responsibility to reply and respond
to their constituents in a situation like this.

What I told my constituents was this: I

said: "In my opinion you should pay the
tax." I pointed out to them that in my
opinion the tax was absolutely illegal. I

pointed out to them however, that the

vendors, as the statutory agents of the Crown,
had been advised that they would be re-

sponsible to account to the Crown for their

retail sales taxable in the amount of seven

per cent. It would have been inappropriate
for me, as a member of the Legislature,
to put a burden on those people who had
that statutory authority under explicit direc-

tion from the Treasurer's colleague, the

Minister of Revenue, to wink at that type of

direction.

The one thing I caimot abide in connection
with this debate, relative to the retroactivity

of the tax itself, is the constant relation of

this particular tax and its retroactivity to the

normal and usual circumstance that prevails
in connection with the announcement of taxes

that become immediately efiFective, but not

legally supportable. When those things hap-

pen, it is normally in the context of the

economic situation. Normally it is for the

protection of the market place, and that is

how the tradition has grown up and that is

why the tradition is honoured. But those

taxes are effective immediately and you can-

not rationalize that this particular tax in any
way is enforceable or applicable in the same
situation or context.

You introduced your budget on April 12.

You notified the vendors on April 17. You

gave the market place three weeks in which
to effect their purchases at the old rate and
that puts the lie to the support that the

retroactivity was needed. That argument is

absolutely without foundation and I, for one,

refuse to accept it.

But the total thrust of the question of the

member for Wentworth is not, in my respect-
ful opinion, whether the tax as of the enact-

ment of this statute will be legally five per
cent or seven per cent, but where you get
the statutory authority, having regard to the

wording of this section, to direct your statu-

tory agents to collect seven per cent. I would
like to hear the member for London North

give a direct response to that question—not to

the question of whether you have the right
to retroactively impose a tax of seven per
cent. Not to the question of whether the

collection of that tax by your statutory agents
was illegal or not, but whether you had the

authority to tell them that they had to

collect that tax.

That is the essence of his question. Show
us just one line in one statute that gives

your minister, Mr. Parliamentary Assistant,

the right to tell his statutory agents that from

May 1 onward he will compel them, under

sanction, to collect that tax.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Lake-
shore.

Mr. Lawlor: I have several questions to

ask arising out of this particular section, but

before coming to the specific questions in-

volved I would like to advert to something
that has incensed me of late, which the min-
ister has thrown in our teeth—this term "fili-

buster."

My only response to your utilization of that

term is, just what kind of diminutive people
do you think we are? You haven't seen a
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filibuster. If we really went to work and
wanted to prolong this debate unduly, and

really put our shoulders where our tongues
are, this would go on for quite a while.

I mean one could work over Adam Smith
and arrive about 38 hours later at Ricardo,
and we could bring in John Due—and let's

not forget Musgrave again.

Mr. Lewis: We could spend a year on

Keynes alone.

Mr. Lawlor: As to this very issue of col-

lection, for instance. There is just this nub

point before us today on collection. Why,
there is a platter of material, a mountain, a

virtual mountain of garbage to be disposed
of here. So don't accuse us of prolonging it

unnecessarily. We, in our wisdom, and in our
measured judgement of events, as to what is

required in a context, refrain from doing all

of these things.

But, let the minister continue to stick his

pin-pricks in my very tender flesh, and hell

find what the powers of filibuster can be. We
shall pile it high with telephone books and
read all the names.

Now that the minister has, I'm sure,

changed his mind about our Lilliputian pro-

portions, I am particularly anxious to ask him,
first of all, with respect to 8(a)—what is the

function or role, now, of a registrar of deeds?

Particularly a registrar of deeds at the

moment, in this particular arena.

It seems to me that in the course of real

estate transactions, there are chattels of all

kinds—personal property—being sold. I sup-
pose that vendors are supposed to report that

proportion of a consideration or total aggre-

gate price in a transaction which would

represent chattels and somebody is supposed
to hold back the tax. My feeling is the legal

profession have not been major emissaries or

cohorts in this regard, nor would they wish
to be. They would certainly resent and resist

strenuously being the repositories of this

goodwill on your part.

Is it the intention then to make the

registrar of deeds the responsible agent in

that area of personal property?

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, if I may reply
firstly to the remarks raised by the hon.
member for Lakeshore.

The registrar of deeds, imder paragraph
8 (a) would be designated by the minister as

a vendor for the purposes of the Act. Ob-

viously they are not a vendor; they are not

selling anything really. So there is an artificial

arrangement to appoint them a vendor.

The afiBdavit of land transfer tax—which is

found, as the member obviously knows, on
the rear page of the actual deed—an afiBdavit

which requires one of the parties, or the
solicitor for the parties, to complete and
attest to the fact of how much of that sale-
let's say it's a home sold for $40,000—repre-
sents a chattel.

It's for those chattels that, of course, the

tax will be paid to the retail sales tax branch.
It is sworn on there; the collector becomes,
of course, the registrar of deed. He merely
makes a collection of the appropriate amount
at the appropriate rate and puts that into the

retail sales tax branch during the normal

reporting dates. Does that answer the mem-
ber's question?

Mr. Lawlor: That answers the question,
yes.

Mr. Walker: Next question.

Mr. Chairman: I think the member for

London North wants to answer the member
for Wentworth alone with the member for

Samia before proceeding.

Mr. Ruston: Answer to the hon. member
for Samia.

Mr. Bullbrook: It is the same question.

Mr. Walker: It is the same question, so I

am prepared to answer either of them, Mr.

Chairman. It depends on where they may be

who takes credit for them.

But in any case, Mr. Chairman, to the

question by the member for Samia. At this

time the vendor has no right to demand seven

per cent. The collection is, in fact, being
made in contemplation of the change of rate

from five per cent to seven per cent, and the

fact that it is retroactive to May 1. Now as

to what the member indicated: what right do

we have to tell the vendor, to oblige the

vendor, to collect? We have no right to oblige
the vendor to collect. And you seem to make
indication that we had advised the various

vendors in this province that they must collect

the money, or else.

In fact, if I may just read you the pre-
amble to the retail sales tax bulletin, issued

in April, 1973—1 believe the date you said

was April 17, shortly following the introduc-

tion of the budget—this information went out

to 175,000 vendors, I believe, in the province,
and it indicated in the preamble as follows:

The following information is provided as

a guideline only and covers the more sig-

nificant changes to the provisions of the
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Retail Sales Tax Act presented to the Legis-
lature by the Treasurer of Ontario, April

12, 1973.

Now please get this:

Enabling legislation is being presented
for consideration by the Legislature.

It then goes on to indicate to those people-

quite rightly so—the purport of the minister's

budget speech.

Mr. Deans: No. On a point of order, Mr.

Chairman, on a point of order.

Allow me just to complete one of the sec-

tions not yet completed by the hon. member
for London South. It says: "On and after"—

this is the same retail-

Mr. Chairman: North, North!

Mr. Deans: North theni I don't care where
he's from.

This is the same retail sales tax bulletin

sent out by the Ministry of Revenue, and it

says:

On and after May 1, 1973, the new tax

rate of seven per cent must be charged on
sales of tangible personal property and

taxable services.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, boy!

Mr. Bullbrook: And you were going to put
that down. You weren't going to read that.

Mr. Deans: It doesn't say: "It may." It

doesn't say: "If you feel like it." It says:

"Must."

And my understanding, I might say, look-

ing at my legal friends, is that "must" has a

very important meaning. It doesn't mean if

you feel like it. It doesn't mean if it happens
to take your fancy.

Mr. Stokes: If you are so inclined.

Mr. Deans: It means you must! And that's

what the tax bulletin says.

Mr. Bullbrook: That's tantamount to de-

ception!

On a point of order, I want the record of

this House to show that after reading from
that bulletin you were going to put it on

your desk and it was the obvious intention

not to read further.

Now I suggest to you most respectfully,
and I've never said anything of this nature to

any other member, that would have been

complete deception.

Mr. Chairman: I think the statement made

by the hon. member-

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, if I may
clarify—

Mr. Chairman: Just a minute, please!

On the statement that he was going to put
it on the desk without reading it, the hon.

member for Wentworth rose on a point of

order and you sat down. He wasn't sitting
down at that time.

Mr. Bullbrook: Mr. Chairman, may I say
to you that I purposely looked at him and,

momentarily, before the hon. member for

Wentworth rose, he put it on his desk. May
I suggest to you most respectfully, it was the

very catalyst that made the hon. member for

Wentworth rise in his place.

Mr. Deans: I was waiting to hear him.

Mr. Bullbrook: He was waiting to hear him
read it.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, there is no

question that I was going to put it on my
desk, because I had read the most effective

part, which is the preamble.

Mr. Lewis: Stop it; what rubbish!

Mr. Deans: Don't get yourself into the

same mess that these other people do.

Mr. Foulds: Not many people know what

enabling legislation means, but a hell of a

lot know what "must" means.

Mr. Walker: Now if the hon. members de-

sire to bring in other parts about it, then

surely to goodness they are merely causing
trouble.

Mr. Chairman, if we might go to the ques-
tion of the illegality of the Situation, I can

only indicate that as far as the question of

illegality goes-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please!

Mr. Walker: As to the question of illegality,

Mr. Chairman, the province has not taken a

position that is illegal. That must be very

clearly made. There is no illegality at all. The

province has not said, Mr. Chairman, that the

vendor must do this and the vendor must do
that.

Mr. Lewis: You have told them to collect

names and addresses. You are a bunch of

fabricating scoimdrels over there.

Mr. Foulds: As well as babbling baboons.

Mr. Walker: I think, Mr. Chairman, it is

very clearly indicated that following the May
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1 date, the legislation would be retroactive.

Now, the hon. member for Scarborough West,
I believe it was, or the hon. member for

Wentworth, brought up the matter of what

right do we have—Don't take that water for a

moment, page. Thank you!

Mr. Lewis: Youll need more than water

before you're through. You could use some-

thing stronger than that in your present state.

Mr. Foulds: Try hemlock!

Mr. Walker: Where do these rights come
from!

Mr. Lewis: In spite of the stupidity you
don't have to take this route. You just won't

get to the cabinet this way.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please! Order!

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, the indication

here really is that once the bill is passed,

presuming it is passed, no question can be
raised as to any illegality.

Mr. Deans: We are going to talk about

that later.

Mr. Walker: First of all, there is no illegal-

ity. But if someone raises the question of

illegality, it is totally destroyed by the fact

that the Act may well be in effect relatively

shortly
— and perhaps even by the end of

August if we're going at the rate we are.

But in any case, section 9 (1) will make it all

retroactive and solve the problem.

Hon. Mr. White: By the end of the month!

Mr. Lewis: Yes; sure!
«

Mr. Cassidy: The problem is now.

Mr. Walker: There will be no question of

legality; from the province's point of view

this bill has not been illegal.

Mr. Lewis: The old Damocles sword de-

scends.

Mr. Walker: The province itself has done
no illegality. So when the members get up
and suggest that the province is acting in an

illegal manner, they are being deceptive.

Mr. Bullbrook: May I say this to you? I

attempted to choose my words vdth some

degree of care. I never once suggested that

what the province was doing was illegal. This

is the way I put the question to you, and
this is the way I'd like it responded to: Show
me the statutory authority that permits the

Minister of Revenue to tell his statutory

agents on and after May 1, 1973, you must
collect seven per cent.

I am not talking about the retroactivity of

the seven per cent. All the member for Went-
worth, all every other member is asking you
is not your evaluation as a parliamentary

secretary as to whether it is legal or illegal;

just show us one place where you had the

statutory authority to tell your statutory

agents that they must collect seven per cent.

Mr. Haggerty: That is simple?

Mr. Walker: I am not going to answer for

the Minister of Revenue because he may
have made statements that I am not aware
of, but I am aware of the statement he made
to the Legislature Friday last, just prior to

the adjournment. At that time he inchoated—
in the fourth paragraph—leading into it, he
said:

For though it is accurate to say the tax payable on
goods bought today is determined under the present
Act as five per cent, it will be equally accurate to

say, when Bill 98 becomes law, that the tax payable
on goods bought today will be at seven per cent.

That is last Friday, and he is referring to—

Mr. Bullbrook: Well, of course—

Hon. Mr. White: Sit down.

Mr. Walker: That, I think, is quite a valid

statement.

Mr. Bullbrook: The Treasurer asked me to

sit down. I don't think I will sit down right
now. I am enjoying it, and I think I will join
this debate for a long time.

I want to tell you, that type of logic won't
work with us. All we are asking—and we ask
of you one direct answer if we may get that,

and if you are not responsible in this House
at the present time for the Minister of

Revenue-

Mr. Deans: What are you doing?

Mr. Bullbrook: I'd like to know who is,

since you are his parliamentary secretary. I

am not asking you what he said-

Mr. Deans: Since you keep bobbing up and
down like a yo-yo.

Mr. Bullbrook: I am asking you once more,
and then I will leave it to the member for

Wentworth, I am asking you once more what

statutory authority the Ministry of Revenue
had—the Ministry of Revenue of which you
are parliamentary secretary, and that connotes

a set responsibility to this particular Parlia-

ment, I want to ask you what statutory
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authority you had to tell your agents that

they must collect seven per cent.

Forget about the question of five or seven

per cent. Just say what the authority is.

I want to say something else to you. You
should do exactly as I do in connection with

my responsibility to my constituents, that is

face up to the fact that you might well re-

spond by saying to this House: "I had no

statutory authority, nor did the minister or

his ministry have such statutory authority."

In point of fact if you are going to read

fully that particular document and other

documents that have been sent, I want you
to also respond. You recall I used the word
"sanctions" before; I used that word with

great purpose because you said to some of

the agents: "If you have any difficulty, take

down the names and addresses of the people."
Now if that isn't a peripheral sanction, I

don't know what is. So just answer!

Mr. Lewis: It is compulsory, it is an out-

right blackmail.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, I am prepared
to say that the minister or any of the repre-
sentatives within the ministry have no statu-

tory power to state that you, the vendor,
must collect that money. That is very clearly
the position-

Mr. Lewis: All right!

Mr. Walker: However, to that must be
added—and please give me the opportunity to

finish that part—that the precedent has been
established. We have gone into the precedent
significantly, and I don't need to repeat it.

This has been the precedent—that these have
been introduced in this particular way with

retroactivity applying. Such is the precedent,
albeit it may not necessarily be 100 per cent
correct. It may be that the whole system may
necessarily be changed in the next year. That

may well be—

Mr. MacDonald: I am wilhng to bet after

this it will be.

Mr. Walker: However, please keep in mind
that that miatter is retroactive. It is true to

say that if any particular individual said:

"You must collect this money"; that person
would be acting without statutory authority.
But if, as I suspect, the minister is merely
making statements such as: "For though it is

accurate to say that tax payable on goods
bought today is determined under the present
Act as five per cent, it will be equally accu-
rate to say, when Bill 98 becomes law, that

the tax payable on goods bought today is

seven per cent."

I suspect that is what the minister is say-
ing. I suspect that is what any individual
within the Ministry of Revenue is saying. I

know that is what is being said in the pre-
amble of the retail sales tax bulletin, put out
as quickly after the budget as possible, when
it indicated that:

The following information is provided as

a guideline only and covers the more sig-
nificant changes to the provisions of the
Retail Sales Tax Act, presented to the

Legislature by the Treasurer of Ontario,

April 12, 1973. Enabling legislation is

being presented for consideration by the

Legislature.

Mr. Deans: I just want to pursue that one

point. Let me ask, as you got that tax bulletin

out saying that the new rate is seven per
cent and must be charged—it's under the

heading of the hon. Allan Grossman—where
is the appropriate piece of information sheet
similar to this that went out saying: "Sorry
we didn't get it passed in time. Therefore,

you must not charge seven per cent because
that would be illegal"? Where is that?

How is it that you somehow or other can
twist things around to satisfy yourself. Where
is the special tax bulletin that ought to have

gone out to the vendors saying to them:

"Look, we have been delayed somewhat by
our own inefficiency and our inability to

understand the taxing needs of the Province
of Ontario and by the need to withdraw the

energy tax—"

Mr. Lewis: That's what would—

Mr. Deans: —"and therefore we are inform-

ing you that you must not charge seven per
cent and that you must charge five per cent

until such time as the legislation has passed
giving us the authority to require you to col-

lect other than what is contained in the re-

vised statutes of Ontario, 1970 edition. Retail

Sales Tax Act"?

Mr. Walker: It would be more appropriate
for us to send out a retail sales tax bulletin

tomorrow or the next day indicating that the

legislation is in the process of being enter-

tained by the Legislature and if the legisla-
tion goes through as printed, then it is safe

to assume that there will be a retroactivity
about the seven per cent.

Mr. Lewis: The hell; you wouldn't collect

a penny!

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

RETAIL SALES TAX ACT
(continued)

On section 6:

Mr. Chairman: When we rose at 6 o'clock

I believe we were discussing section 6. The
member for Lakeshore.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Sec-

tion 5.

Mr. Chairman: I am sorry, section 5.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): At the

closing down of the caravanserai I was ask-

ing some questions that had to do with col-

lections and the role of your vendor in the

event of bankruptcy. In the Smith committee

report it says that—

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Who was the

chairman of that committee?

Mr. Lawlor: —that the most serious prob-
lem raised by this section, however, is the

lien security created for the province where,
in the case of a bankruptcy, the lien appar-
ently is in conflict with the priorities set out

in the Federal Bankruptcy Act. Where the

tax has actually been collected and therefore

is held in trust, the lien provision is quite

proper.

Have you resolved that diflSculty, and how
do you handle it presently under your ven-

dors' collection clause?

Mr. G. W. Walker (London North): I am
not sure I have the answer to that question.
I will have to find out and I will advise you
in a moment.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Sit

down. The Treasurer (Mr. White) has got the

answer for us.

Mr. Lawlor: The question has to do with
the priorities under federal bankruptcy legis-
lation of your lien for—

Mr. Walker: I can tell you the position
that we take—that is not necessarily the posi-
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tion that the court is prepared to entertain—

and that is that our liens have priority. And
we try and achieve as much priority over

every possible other lien as possible. My sus-

picion is that we are not always successful

in it.

Mr. Lawlor: Have you any idea what your
loss ratio is?

Mr. Walker: I will get you that informa-
tion in a moment.

Mr. Lawlor: Do you have any great degree
of difficulty? As the hon. minister indicated,
in the revenue section here, the regulations
are full of intricacies—all kinds of, I suppose,
necessary, but nevertheless perverse discrimi-

nations. You are trying to, for instance, col-

lect from caterers. To some extent they are,
in a sense, vendors—vendors for some pur-

poses, not vendors for others. It depends
upon whether the food is served, or not

served, for instance. That is just one instance,
and I would like to get an insight into how
you handle that kind of a situation.

Another one has to do with the business

of take-out meals, where you within your
regulations say that it is packaging that gov-
erns the determination. How discriminatory
are you? Do your inspectors inspect this kind

of packaging? Are there kinds of packaging
that are acceptable and others which are

unacceptable? In other words, in this range
of vendors' responsibilities, how harsh or how
easy are you?

Hon. J. White (Treasurer and Minister of

Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr. Chairman, this

was one of the noteworthy successes of my
time as the Minister of Revenue. I struck a

blow for freedom when I put take-out food
on the free list—free of tax that is.

I remember very well John Robarts at the

time was in the hospital, over on Wellesley
St. with a broken leg, and so was able to

listen to the newscasters and read the news-

papers. He thought it was, without doubt,
one of the noteworthy accomplishments of

the decade to remove the tax from take-out

food. The argument was posed that—

Mr. Lawlor: You vdll not live in history
for that particular accomplishment.
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Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): He has

got the Chinese vote.

Mr. Lawlor: But there are other things-

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): You will

not be forgotten, however.

Hon. Mr. White: The fact is, rather per-
suasive arguments were oflFered to me by
people in this industry, namely, that it was
an approximation of the food that was sold

over the coimter at Loblaw's, and so on. In

fact, these foods constitute a continuum, with
the result that applying the tax to certain

items of take-out food, like Chinese dishes

or southern fried chicken, while not applying
it to cold cuts, and so on, which could be
eaten in the same fashion somewhere out-

side of the premises, was not fair.

The other argument that appealed to me
was the fact that large numbers of people
in the low- and middle-income ranges utilized

take-out food services and that the tax,

when applied to that particular class of meals,
was in quite a diflferent category from a

handsome meal in the favourite restaurant of

the member for Lakeshore.

The third aspect was diflBcult to enforce

fat that time. It had to do with the combin-

ing of foods, so that if you ordered three

orders of chicken at $1,50 each it was

exempt, whereas if you ordered Chinese food
for four that constituted a package and it

became taxable. But, in several ways, since

I've removed the tax on take-out food, that

necessitated a new definition. That new defi-

nition very simply was, food that was put
in a package and taken away from the prem-
ises to be consumed.

Now I think there is no difficulty in en-

forcing that new definition. I think there is

no answer to the hon. member's question,
when he asks do we enforce it stringently or

unstringently. The fact of the matter is we
enforce it. If food goes into a box, and is

taken off the premises to be consumed as

take-out food, then it is not taxable.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, the minister

has a commendable liberality where food is

concerned. He knows where the asparagus
tickles and oysters in the half-shell delight.

Mr. Young: He takes out a lot of food.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, he is a gourmand, is the

minister.

Mr. Lawlor: He is a gourmand; that is

perfectly right. It is in the area of other

things, mostly reptiles, that problems arise.

Mr. Young: He sends the reptiles in to get
the packaged food.

Mr. Lawlon His policy on food is alto-

gether commendable, let's put it that way.
It's in the area of perfmnes that the prob-
lem arises.

I want to say a word about what we had
under discussion prior to the dinner hour as

to the legality or illegality of this tax. I think

it is true to say that, if you take the perspec-
tive of history into account and reach back

over the centuries, the single sore point, the

running sore in British constitutional parlance
and jurisprudence, has been taxation poHcy.
When the kings—or let's put it the other way
around. When the tyrants who were known as

kings got their final come-uppance, it was

precisely on this basis. As you reach back

into the statutes of praemunire and nisi prius,

you find that from Edward on the great
bulk of statutes had to do with taxation and
the great bulk of unrest in the kingdom had
to do with people who resented its various

forms of high-handed and arbitrary domina-
tion.

It led to something called the parliamentary

system, after a very long time, after many
martyrs, after mute inglorious Miltons, after

Hampdens on the heath, after people had
been crucified at Hyde Park Comer. I thought
it had something to do with the tenure of

Parliament, and the reason why we are here

and why we are so much more rational and

why we do things so much more suavely than

previous generations have been known to do

them, but that has been reversed on the occa-

sion of this House.

I could well appreciate the predicament in

which you find yourself. Through some kind

of blunder, having to do with the presenta-
tion of a resolution to this House, to follow

a pattern, you have left yourself in an ex-

tremely stringy and tenuous and perilous and

hanging-over-the-brink and precarious posi-

tion. You are dangling, as Kirkegaarde used

to say, over 10,000 fathoms, looking down,
and it must be quite an embarrassment.

I am sure that the montony of the debate

is terribly irritant because the points have to

be made insufferably often—one of the faults

of Parliament, by the way, which I find a bit

trying. We seem to be under some kind of

affliction, or mania, of having to make repeti-
tive thrusts at the same point in the solar

plexus, where the food is, and it could go on
like this almost indefinitely. But there is a

good point being made, the minister must

recognize it. I do not think you can achieve
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the legitimacy that you are trying, by way of

a retroactive feature, even having given warn-

ing in advance.

It seems that in order to repair the breach

in the jurisprudence it would be necessary
for you to introduce some kind of legislation

giving effect to, and aflBrming, that interim

period in which this Act was not in eflPect.

Hon. Mr. White: My hon. friend thinks so,

Mr. Chairman, but the fact of the matter is,

given our present procedures here in this

chamber, it would not be an advantage, I

think, to introduce a resolution immediately

following the budget. Because in the circum-

stances the opposition, who have expressed
their displeasure at these tax changes, would

simply debate the resolution past any dead-

line that was set.

If we are to change the practice here, I

think a resolution would have to have a

finite time; whether that be five hours, or

10 hours, or something else, I don't know.

Otherwise, we are right back in the box we
find ourselves in now. And it must be per-

fectly obvious to everybody that's been ob-

serving this debate that the opposition, who
in fact, set the length of time of the debate,
were determined to push us beyond any dead-
line that was established.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lawlor: We couldn't project that the

provocation would be so great as it was, and
in any event, if you had proceeded in the

proper manner with the resolution, albeit

there might have been prolonged debate and

very justifiably so too, mind you, but you
would have had our ground undercut. What
you do is to supply cannonballs to the oppo-
sition. Well, that's a rather fatuous policy too.

If you don't want to proceed according to

legitimate standards and modes, then you are

asking for it. And when you get it, there's no

point in squirming and there's no point in

becoming particularly brusque over the mat-
ter. You have blundered and in a spirit of

humility mixed with high dudgeon you should
bow your head and bring in the necessary
legislation.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Essex
South.

Mr. Paterson: Mr. Chairman, if I might
address a few remarks to this particular sec-

tion 5. I think the member for Sarnia (Mr.

Bullbrook) and the member for Wentworth
(Mr. Deans) certainly spelled out before
the dinner hour, a very good case con-

cerning the confusion that evolves from
this particular piece of legislation. And I

might just, through you, Mr. Chairman, to

the minister, indicate that I am a business-
man who is in this embarrassing and invidi-

ous position of having to collect tax at this

time, with its uncertainties. I know in the
limited number of hours that I have been able
to put to my own particular establishment,
the remarks from the clerks and calls to me
as a legislator indicate that the public is

deeply concerned with this and deeply con-
fused. Possibly it is because of the articles

in the various newspapers and speculation on
their part through reporting on the activities

in this House, but it has caused a very mas-
sive state of confusion in the retail trade

with the public in general.

I think it may even go deeper than most
of us realize, because I have had the average

person on the street approach me —
people

who, offhandedly, I didn't think were that

concerned with details of taxation, with gov-
ernmental procedures—but they have really

expressed their concern, that the province is

imposing taxation without proper legislative

approval.

As I recall, the ministerial assistant indi-

cated that there were 127,000 vendors in

this position today, in the Province of On-
tario.

It is my imderstanding, from previous

delving into the sales tax problem, that there

are approximately half a dozen major vendors

in this province, vendors under this particu-
lar Act, collecting major amounts into the

Treasury.

Possibly I should redeclare my self-interest

in this particular matter as I did on second

reading of the bill, in that I am a merchant
and I would forego any remuneration that

might accrue back to these vendors for their

efforts.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to move an
amendment to section 8, which would be a

new section 8a.

Mr. Paterson moves that section 5 of the

Act shall be amended by adding a new sec-

tion 8a which is as follows:

The minister may enter into such ar-

rangement with each vendor as he con-

siders expedient for the payment of such

remuneration for his services in collecting
and remitting the tax as the minister con-

siders proper, and the vendor may deduct

such remuneration from the amount other-

wise to be remitted to the Treasurer.

And that section 8a now be renumbered 8b.
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Mr. Paterson: Mr. Chairman, in putting
this particular amendment I have actually
reintroduced a section of the original Retail

Sales Tax Act that was put into force, I

believe, in September 1970, at which time

the then Minister of Revenue gave a three-

month notice for the imposition of the sales

tax, not the limited two-week period that

we are now facing.

And I note that the hon. minister is blam-

ing the opposition for obstructing this par-
ticular matter. I don't agree with him. The

Legislature itself was called in quite late this

year, almost a month late. The date of the

budget was set; I believe it had been an-

nounced even before the Legislature was

called. And possibly the minister, if he had

had better advice, might have waited another

month before making the date effective. I

know that another member of my party is

going to introduce an amendment to set the

effective date of the collection of this tax

back one month hence.

I do put this particular section before the

House at this time because it might help
soothe the irritation being caused to these

127,000 vendors, let alone the several mil-

lions of spenders in our province faced with

mass confusion because of the introduction

and the particular method of application of

the tax.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order, Mr. Chair-

man. I take it that we're just dealing with

the amendment now. We're still open for

debate on the clause after the amendment
is disposed of?

Mr. Chairman: This is inserting a new
amendment.

Mr. Lewis: I see, you're just putting the

motion.

Mr. Chairman: We would still have the

existing 8a (1), (2), (3), (4).

Mr. Chairman: Does the minister have a

comment on that?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, I can't

accept this amendment. The practice in this

jurisdiction for some number of years was to

pay a commission to retailers. This was a

tremendously cosdy benefit which accrued

very largely to a small number of enormous
firms. It was $12 million a year and every
small merchant was getting a very small

amount from the commission. I forget now;
it was $15 million, I think, one friend of mine
told me. That in itself proves nothing. The
fact remains that a small number of firms is

responsible for a very large proportion of total

retail sales, firms like Eaton's and the Bell

Telephone Co. and so on.

The Smith committee recommended, I feel

quite sure, that these commissions be dis-

pensed with. I feel quite sure that the select

committee concurred in that recommendation

so we did eliminate them. I think we were

right. No one is paid by the federal govern-
ment to collect unemployment insurance; no

one is paid by the federal government to

collect the income tax; no one is paid to col-

lect the Workmen's Compensation Board pay-

ments; or health payments or anything else.

To single out this particular tax for com-

pensation, in my view, is not appropriate and

therefore I cannot support the amendment
that my hon. friend has ofiFered.

Mr. Chairman: Those in favour of Mr.

Paterson's amendment?

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Mr.

Chairman, just a word about this. I think

the member does have an interesting pro-

posal and the problem is, though, as the

minister points out, the main beneficiaries

would be Eaton's, Simpsons, K Mart, Miracle

Mart and companies like that. He says not

necessarily, because of the discretion which is

left in the amendment for the minister to

decide what to do. It seems to me that an

amendment like this ought to be spelled out

more precisely, and the Legislature should

tell the minister what to do rather than leav-

ing this kind of discretion.

For example, what would happen if the

minister in his wisdom, and given the nature

of his party's corporate friends, decided to

give all of the benefits to Eaton's and Simp-
sons and none to the small merchants?

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, you never know.

Mr. Haggerty: Good ideal

Mr. Cassidy: I think the minister's com-
ments about the collection fee which was

paid prior to four or five years ago are well

taken as well but, in fact, a small remission

for the bother and the trouble that is taken

on behalf of the people of Ontario in col-

lecting sales tax may have some sense. It

should be limited to a maximum amount in

such a way that it really only benefits small

business and ofi^ers no significant benefit to

large business.

If this had an upper limit, let's say, of

$250 or $500, it could be of positive help to
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small businessmen who are under a lot of

pressure in this society in this province and
who are facing a tremendous amount of com-

petitive pressure from the large monopolistic
chains. It would help them. I submit that it

would be a useful thing to do in this prov-
ince and the minister should consider that,

possibly not this year but in some future bud-

get. We would look at it with some interest.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Kent.

Mr. J. P. Spence (Kent): Mr. Chairman,
I would like to say a few words in favour of

this amendment made by the member for

Essex South. I am surprised that the Treas-

urer isn't aware of the condition of the small

businessman in this province.

I might say the large businessman can

aflFord to give his time and his work for

nothing, but I will tell you that at the present
time in the Province of Ontario the small

businessman is facing a very desperate situa-

tion. I would be surprised if this minister,

the provincial Treasurer, wouldn't consider

this segment of our society which is having
such a struggle to stay in business, with the

large businessman forcing him out of business.

I would hope the minister would consider

this.

I had the pleasure of meeting the minister

when he first came into this Legislature. He
was a very kind man. He was a man we
could talk to and I am surprised that he
wouldn't give some consideration to the

small businessman who is having such a tre-

mendous struggle to continue in existence

against the big businessman. I would hope
the minister could reconsider this and give
some consideration, some remuneration, to

the small businessman, for whom the member
for Essex South has moved an amendment to

section 5 of this bill so that the—

Mr. Cassidy: The minister's—

Mr. Spence: —small businessman can still

stay in business. I'm afraid that he is today
on the verge of going out of business across

the Province of Ontario.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister's compassion is

reserved for boa constrictors.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, I value

the somewhat friendly comments of the hon.

member, whose friendship with me goes back
to 1959. I do recall, as the hon. member has

suggested, the trips we took together with
Arthur Reaume, who was a great parlia-
mentarian-

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Great fel-

low.

Hon. Mr. White: —a great contributor to

the debates in this Legislature. I say, very

unhappily, how grieved I was when the hon.

member for Kent voted against the farmers

there just a few days ago—

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Absolutely shame-
ful.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: I thought he would stand

by his people; the same goes for the member
for Huron-Bruce (Mr. Gaunt).

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: Now it's coming out.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: And the member for

Grey-Bruce (Mr. Sargent). We reminded you
about that.

Hon. Mr. White: Now, I have made a

number of changes in this budget which will

be of assistance to small Canadian business-

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron Bruce): I was voting

against the tax.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: We'll remind you
about that.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: —although I am quick to

confess we haven't reached the end of that

road by any means, I would very much like

to have constructive suggestions from any
member of the Legislature as to how small

Canadian businesses might be further nur-

tured by this level of government. This how-

ever, I am quick to say, is not the solution

to that troublesome problem.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Mr. Chair-

man, I would like to speak to the amend-
ment. Strangely, I find myself in this entire

debate sympathizing with the Treasurer—the

only point on which I probably will.

Mr. Paterson: You'd better have your—

Mr. Foulds: I sympathize also with the de-

sire of the amendment, but I don't think the

amendment hits the particular point that the
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member who made it, spoke to—the tax re-

bate. The only fair way to rebate taxes would
be on a percentage basis, one would assume,
and this would naturally favour the large
vendors-

Mr. Paterson: Sliding scale.

Mr. Ruston: No, it is not a sliding scale.

Mr. Foulds: —and unless there was a very,

very low top limit we, in this party, would
find it very diflBcult to support such an

amendment. That is one of the reasons why
I think we will have to oppose it. It does

pinpoint one of the other questions discussed

earlier this evening before the 6 o'clock

break, and that was the whole business that

the parliamentary assistant to the Minister

of Revenue (Mr. Grossman) got into about

the precedents for collecting tax and the dif-

ficulty and the confusion that has arisen be-

cause the bill has not been passed.

I could be corrected on this, but I don't

think any of those precedents applied to sales

tax. When you apply it to sales tax you are

putting the vendor-

Mr. Haggerty: Get on to the amendment.

Mr. Foulds: —who is collecting the tax

into a very awkward position. That gets to

the point of this member's amendment be-

cause the vendor, particularly if he is a small

businessman, depends a good deal upon the

goodwill built up with his clientele. At the

present moment, because of the memoran-
dum that went out and because of the word
"must," he is collecting the seven per cent

tax, and is causing some friction between
himself and his customer. And he is in dan-

ger of losing-

Mr. Haggerty: Speak to the amendment.

Mr. Foulds: —some business. So I sympa-
thize with the desire and with the intent
of the amendment, but the amendment, I

am afraid, does not meet the two criteria

of helping the small businessman save his

business, and helping him to promote it in

terms of goodwill, which has been ruptured
by the friction caused by this government
forcing him to collect that tax illegally.

Mr. Chairman: Are there further com-
ments?

Mr. Paterson: I wonder, Mr. Chairman, if

I might address myself again to this particu-
lar amendment. I think a couple of points
have been brought up that I missed in my
opening remarks.

I did indicate that I knew five or six

major chains had benefited most in the past
from the collection of this particular tax. The
other day, when I was speaking on second

reading, Mr. Chairman, I detailed a report of

a study from the State of Georgia on the

cost to varying sizes of businesses of collect-

ing sales tax, as a percentage of the tax col-

lected. I believe it ran from approximately
three per cent of the tax collected to a high
of 28 per cent in the small variety stores,

which have a limited number of people. One
can thus visualize that it is an extreme

This particular tax is collected sale by sale

by sale, all through the day and all through
the week. It is entirely different to the other

taxes mentioned by the provincial Treasurer,
which simply involve monthly calculations.

This one occurs in every transaction. Many
small vendors in the past 10 years have had
to move into more sophisticated types of cash

registers and similar equipment—and I be-

lieve the price of a cash register that will

take off tax and so forth is at least $1,500.

Naturally, the cost of these is being written

off over a period of time, but the time it

takes to sort out the merchandise, to ring
the tax, to total the tax and to make the

remittance every day, I think, is worthy of

some consideration in terms of a rebate to

the small merchants.

And I wholeheartedly agree with this.

It was my intent in this amendment to

possibly eliminate those large merchants who
have benefited substantially, because they
have sophisticated bookkeeping systems and
accountants on their payroll. But it is the

small stores with sales under $100,000, say,
that could possibly benefit from a tax of up
to three per cent, as it was before, or on a

sliding scale, diminishing in that area.

It is for this reason that I put forth this

amendment, and I hope that the provincial
Treasurer might consider it, even in the face

of the Smith committee report, which mem-
bers of all parties in this House signed and

which took this away from the independent
merchant. Of the 174,000 vendors in this

province, I would think probably 100,000
are retail merchants, and by and far the

great bulk of those would welcome some

token of appreciation for doing this detailed

work, hour by hour, in their retail establish-

ments.

Mr. Chairman: Ready for the question?
Those in favour of Mr. Paterson's motion

will please say "aye."
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Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion the "nays" have it.

Shall we stack this?

On the present subsection 8, the member
for Scarborough West.

Mr. Lewis: I want to discuss subsection 8,

Mr. Chairman. I just want to reflect for a

very few minutes on the debate that took

place before 6 o'clock, and make some ob-

servations, partly prompted by the views of

the Treasurer, which I feel were a little

overbearing, needlessly so. I assure you, sir,

that I shall not be long. I shall deal very di-

rectly with the clause at issue, because

frankly we want to vote against the clause,

unusual though that may seem—and I want
to make our reasons for voting against it

clear.

The Treasurer has implied a filibuster, and
he has implied opposition obstructionism. I

want to tell the Treasurer and other mem-
bers of the House, that as of 10:30 tonight
we will have spent the total equivalent of

five days of this Legislature debating a tax

proposal involving almost $350 million in

revenue. I don't know what contempt he has

for the parliamentary system, but I have yet
to know an argument that can be made that

would dispute the right of a Legislature to

spend the equivalent of one week debating
a bill of this kind.

Hon. Mr. White: On a point of order-

Mr. Chairman: Point of order?

Hon. Mr. White: On a point of order, I

at no time suggested that the right didn't

exist here. In fact, I have said explicitly that I

wouldn't do a single thing overtly or covertly

to shorten this debate by five minutes. While
it may be so that we have spent five days in

total to date over a period of several weeks,

we are not finished yet and it may take a

much longer period of time. When I hear

everything said 50 times or more, I think it's

fair to me to say that there's a great degree
of obstructionism.

Mr. Lewis: I'll tell you—just to put it in

perspective—that we have taken a total of 26
hours of debate. That's the total amount of

time for all of second reading and all of

clause-by-clause.

Hon. Mr. White: I'm not complaining.

Mr. Lewis: You are complaining.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: You are complaining because

you are irritated that your precious little tax

is emasculated in the process of its passage—
that's what really bothers you.

You don't understand why the lambs
weren't led to the slaughter quietly. How dare

the opposition have the effrontery to engage

you in debate. In fact, you were beside your-
self when your own colleagues turned on you.
I mean enough of that, but that the opposi-
tion should dare turn on you, that was beyond
endurance. And so you have your snappish
little moments about the prolongation of the

debate and the obstructionism.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: Come now, sir, come now. It's

preposterous. We are spending approximately
an hour on every $15 million. That's not too

much from the point of view of the electors

of Ontario.

I have seldom seen a debate where the

opposition and government members have

participated as thoughtfully as in this one.

On second reading, virtually every single con-

tribution from everyone who spoke was a

thoughtful contribution about which people
felt strongly, on the government side as well

as on the opposition side. Although on the

clause-by-clause we obviously felt pretty

heated, under provocation, in extending our

views, that has been a pretty disciplined
debate too. We're nearing the end of the

discussion.

If the Treasurer had his opportunity he

would slide a litde note over to the Chairman
and say "Couldn't we find a way of imposing
closure?" But he's not C. D. Howe, he's John
White, and so he doesn't resort to that kind

of behaviour.

I want to point out to the Treasurer that

we are in the box of this pecuHar clause 8.

It is really the knub, beyond the increase it-

self, because of the unprecedented situation

we find ourselves in. The Minister of Revenue
and his parliamentary assistant—the one on
the Friday last, I guess; the other today-
have admitted for the first time—I can never

recall—in this House that there is clear ille-

gality and impropriety in what the govern-
ment is doing. They mask it by references-

Mr. Walker: On a point of order, Mr.

Chairman, I don't believe that the Minister

of Revenue nor the parliamentary assistant

at any time said that what the government
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did was illegal. Rather what they said was
that-

Mr. Foulds: You said you had no statutory

authority.

Mr. Walker: —the statement taken by the—

Mr. Foulds: I thought only the Crown was
allowed to collect taxes? You are forcing

people to coUect taxes without statutory

authority.

Mr. Chairman: Order please!

Mr. Walker: The action merely suggested
the retroactivity. There was never an illegality

suggested on anyone's part.

Mr. Lewis: Well, I read the Toronto Star

last Friday and the four-star edition said,

in its black type, "Grossman Says Sales Tax

Illegal."

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Walker: Do you believe everything you
read in the newspaper?

Mr. Lewis: That's exactly what he said. He
then did as you did—the member for London
North. He then went on in an endless pro-
cession of self-justification to explain about

precedent and history and all of the things
that underlay the reason for the tax. But you
have admitted, sir, and the Minister of Reve-
nue has admitted, that this is is essentially an

illegal tax.

The background to the shambles that we
now find ourselves in, Mr. Chairman, is very
simply this. The budget was introduced weU
in advance. The minister obviously assumed
on April 12 that the sales tax increase would
be passed by May 1. That's why it was made
effective as of May 1. The reason for the

discomfort of government was the debacle
over the energy tax. It was so disconcerted by
that, it threw its plans so badly out of kilter,

that everything was delayed and, as a result,

the debate goes on beyond May 1.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Lewis: You weren't here before 6

o'clock, Mr. Chairman, with respect.

Mr. Chairman: I was present.

Mr. Lewis: I am dealing with matters

which were raised then.

5.

Mr. Chairman: No, let's deal with section

Mr. Lewis: I'm dealing with section 5.

What section 5 reveals—what the whole dis-

cussion of the efforts on the part of the

government to force vendors to collect the

tax reveals —
is, again, the basically poor

preparation and your assumption of your

right to govern without interference. There

isn't an ounce of moderation or humility
over there about what you've done. You sent

out this notice—if this doesn't deal wdth the

clause I don't know what does—and you tried

to pretend that, by virtue of the preamble,
there was some kind of permissive feature

to it.

An hon. member: Sit down!

Mr. Lewis: And everybody knows. I mean,

you send out a notice like this! This would

intimidate any merchant in the province.

Mr. Paterson: Right.

Mr. Lewis: "Retail sales tax," it says across

the top. "New tax rate of seven per cent—"

Mr. Walker: Read the preamble.

Mr. Lewis: "—effective May 1, 1973. On
and after May 1, 1973-"

Mr. Walker: Read the preamble.

Mr. Lewis: "—the new tax rate of seven

per cent must be charged."

Mr. Walker: Read the preamble.

Mr. Lewis: Read the preamble?

Mr. Walker: About enabling legislation.

Mr. Lewis: Enabling legislation? Did you
go door to door to the merchants of Ontario,

explaining to them what the devil "enabling

legislation" meant?

Mr. Walker: It says, "The following infor-

mation is provided as a guideline only."

Mr. Foulds: Does the comer storeowner

know what "enabling legislation" means?

Mr. Cassidy: Do you think the storeowners

in my riding know that?

Mr. Lewis: They understood—and on the

back of this notice you have the new seven

per cent calculation available for every ven-

dor in the province. It doesn't suit the min-

isters well to argue this way.
What the notice did was to serve notice

on everyone that the tax was in effect on

May 1 and they damn well better collect it!

For that, you had no legislative authority at
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all! Let me tell you something. We've talked

a lot about this clause-

Mr. Walker: We were following precedent.

Mr. Lewis: You had four things you could

have done, and I want to suggest them.

Mr. Walker: All we had was precedent.
Time-honoured precedent.

Mr. Foulds: On the sales tax? Did you
act? What is time-honoured? It is time dis-

honoured.

Mr. Lewis: You weren't relying on prece-
dent.

Mr. Walker: Time-honoured precedent.
What about Manitoba?

Mr. Lewis: With respect, Mr. Chairman,
the minister wasn't relying on precedent.
The budget was brought in on April 12 and
he thought it would be passed by May 1.

Mr. Walker: There is nothing wrong with

that.

Mr. Lewis: When you saw that it wasn't

going to be passed you had four alternatives

available to you. One, you could have intro-

duced a resolution, which all of us in this

House could have understood was prelimi-

nary to the debate on the bill.

Mr. Walker: And we would still be de-

bating.

Mr. Lewis: I will tell you something. As
a matter of fact, you know, that's why you
don't understand the parliamentary system.
You just don't understand it.

Hon. Mr. White: 'Fess up!

Mr. Lewis: You make divine assumptions,
based on 30 years of infallibility, or so you
construe it. If you had put-

Mr. Walker: Every other province has

done the same. Every other province and

governments in Canada and in England.

Mr. Lewis: Let me remind you. You know,
for a man who was choking on a fish bone
in his throat at a quarter to eight, you're

making a hell of a lot of noise!

Mr. Walker: I got rid of the fish.

Mr. Lewis: I shouldn't have let you take

that piece of bread from my table. It shows
with what compassion I view parliamentary
assistants on their way to the top.

Mr. Walker: You oflFered me bread.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, the minister

could have introduced a resolution. It would
have passed this House in relatively short

order as we got to the debate on the tax itself.

Alternatively, before May 1, the minister

could have brought in general enabling legis-

lation, which, as a matter of fact, the oppo-
sition in this Legislature would have treated

almost affectionately as a way of getting over

the hump in an area of this kind.

Or, before May 1, knowing that the debate

necessarily would go beyond the date of im-

plementation of the tax—through your in-

ternal chaos, not ours; through your prob-
lems around the energy tax; nothing to do

with the opposition—you could have sent a

notice to every single vendor in the province

saying, "Don't start collecting the tax on

May 1." If you had any sense of political

judgement left, a remnant of political judge-
ment over in those tattered front benches, that

is what you would have done.

Or, fourth, you could have said to the pub-
lic of Ontario, this increase in the sales tax

will take effect when the legislation receives

royal assent.

On all those counts, every one of them

logical, persuasive and adequate, the Treas-

urer would have had the support of the oppo-
sition and he would have been straight with

the public. Instead he chose to take a dis-

graceful tax and try to ram it through dis-

gracefully. The Treasurer, good fellow though
he is, has a few vestiges of Louis Xiy left in

him. He wanders around muttering to himself.

He talks and walks and everything that comes

through this Legislature is subject to his im-

primatur. It doesn't work any more. It's now
a Legislature of morals. We've all been

levelled to the same status as a result of the

ineptitude of government.

Now, Mr. Chairman, we are going to

oppose section 5, subsection 8. We are

going to divide the House, because it is our

only way of expressing our opposition to the

way in which this tax has been introduced

and collected, and the basic illegality of what
the Treasurer has done. It is the only way we
can point out to him how symbolic this clause

is of this whole debate; how it demonstrates

the inadequate preparation of the government;
how it demonstrates the precipitate introduc-

tion of the legislation; how it demonstrates

the essential unfairness of the tax; and how
it demonstrates the sense of injustice com-

pounded.
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If you called an election tomorrow and we
went to the people of Ontario on the war cry,
"no taxation without legislation," there

wouldn't be a single one of you left. As a

matter of fact, there isn't even one over here

Mr. Ruston: The rump is gone.

Mr. Lewis: You are almost all annihilated

on the rump anyway.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): They
won't show their heads until after the hockey

Mr. Lewis: There are seven, eight, nine,

10, 11, 12 of you, the most distinguished of

whom, of course, is the member for On-
tario (Mr. Dymond). But, apart from that,

Mr. Chairman, there is not a person over on
those benches able to defend this extraor-

dinary bill. You aren't even able to make a

realistic retreat any more. Having capitulated
on the energy tax, you feel you have to dig

your heels in so stubbornly that you are win-

ning the ridicule and enmity of the entire

province. Some of us are trying to rescue

you from self-immolation and you won't have

any of it. And I don't understand that.

Mr. Walker: With friends like that we
don't need enemies.

Mr. Ruston: Give him anoAer job.

Mr. Lewis: I don't understand that.

Mr. Rounsall: Give him another fish.

Mr. Lewis: We have had the Treasurer,
the Minister of Revenue and the parliamen-

tary assistant, three of you handling the same
bill and all of you simultaneously flounder-

ing.

I can't remember a performance like it in

my 10 years in the House. I don't know what
it is about this little triumvirate. It's got to

be incestuous, because you just have no capa-

city and have no effect on the legislation
at all.

Mr. Paterson: Just like a pawn shop.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, it is in no light-
hearted fashion that this section is opposed,
because this section conveys everything
about the cabinet and the legislation and the

budget and this bill which is wrong, wrong-
headed, and a piece of folly. You are bully-

ing the public and you are bullying the

Legislature. The tax is ill-founded, and if

you had any sense left you would withdraw
the tax now. If you won't withdraw the tax,

you should at least say to this Legislature,
"We will collect it when the bill receives

royal assent."

If you are worried about what to do with

the money you have collected already, then

add it to your noble sales tax credit and re-

distribute it back to the people on ability to

pay. But don't come to us and tell us to sup-

port legislation which forces vendors to col-

lect and businesses to pay without any au-

thority whatsoever, in the case of a bad tax

to begin with. That's nuts.

Mr. Chairman: I will place the question
then. This vote will be on section 5, subsec-

tion 8 in here, not the rest of the subsection.

The question is, of course, shall this sub-

section stand as part of the bill? Shall we
stack this with the other two?

Mr. Lewis: No. Not this section.

Mr. Chairman: Order please!

We have two matters to deal with.

First of all the vote will be on whether

subsection 8 of section 5 shall stand as part
of the bill.

The committee divided on whether sub-

section 8 of section 5 should stand as part
of the bill which was approved on the follow-

ing vote.

Clerk of the House: Mr. Chairman, the

"ayes" are 51, the "nays" are 29.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the section car-

ried.

The next question is a motion by Mr.

Paterson, adding a new section 8a which

was discussed earlier.

The committee divided on Mr. Paterson's

motion, which was negatived on the follow-

ing vote:

Clerk of the House: Mr. Chairman, the

"ayes" are 14 and the "nays" are 66.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the motion lost.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, on a point of

personal privilege.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: While the bells were ringing,
Mr. Chairman, I received parental dispensa-
tion.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 5 stand as

part of the bill?

Section 5 agreed to.
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On section 6:

Mr. I, Deans (Wentworth): Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Went-
worth.

Mr. Deans: Yes, thank you. I want to find

out from the minister clearly what he intends

to do with those vendors who are unable to

collect the seven per cent as was set out by
his Act. How does he intend to levy the

penalty? Or does he intend to levy the pen-

alty against those vendors who were unable

to collect the tax because certain people
wouldn't pay it?

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Development): We have
heard this before. It's a hypothetical ques-
tion.

Mr. Deans: I'm sorry, pardon?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Hypothetical ques-
tion.

Mr. Deans: I see. Oh yes, I'm glad you
are here.

Now, it's the government's intention, ob-

viously, to collect at the rate of seven per
cent back to May 1, and that means seven

per cent of the sales of the taxable items of

all of the vendors in the Province of Onta-

rio.

I want to know whether it's this govern-
ment's intention to levy a penalty against
vendors who are unable to remit the total

amount owing, by their calculation, on the

amount of sales at either of the two levels

set out in page 67 of the Revised Statutes

of Ontario on section 27 in which it says
at that point that:

The vendor shall pay an amount equal
to five per cent of the tax that was col-

lectable and of the tax that was payable
by him for the period covered by the return

if the amount of such tax was $10,000 or

more.

I want to ask for a definition of the word

"collectable", because that's the key. And I

want to know whether the Treasurer, or the

spokesman for the Minister of Revenue, is

prepared to tell me whether he believes that

the seven per cent tax was, in fact, collect-

able during the period May 1 until whatever

day it happens to be that the royal assent is

finally received. That is the key to whether
or not any penalty will be levied by the gov-
ernment under this section.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, if we assume
that the bill goes through in its present form,
then the provisions of section 9 of the Act will

deem to have brought the Act into being on

May 1. Therefore, it means that there is every
right for coUectability.

Now, as to the question of coUectability,
section 17 of the Act indicates what the ven-
dor should do in the circumstances where
an unwilhng purchaser ofiEers certain reluc-

tance to pay the tax. Section 17 of the Act

says-

Mr. Foulds: Justifiably too.

Mr. Walker: It says:

The purchaser is liable for the tax im-

posed by this Act until it is collected and,
where the purchaser refuses to pay the tax

at the time it is collectable under section

9, the vendor shall, within 20 days there-

after, notify the minister thereof.

That having been done, the Act will be im-

posed as required.

Each situation will be determined on its

merits and it cannot be prejudged in any way
at this point. I think it would be unfair to

prejudge even the hypothetical situations

until such time as the information is before

the retail sales tax branch. That won't be
available until at least June 23 when the

first returns are returnable.

The powers to collect tax, or the so-called

benefits of the Act, are available under sec-

tion 32(1) of the Act. If necessary, if it's

deemed appropriate under the circumstances,
the powers under section 32(1) will be

imposed.

Mr. Deans: Well, if I may—I understand
the situation set out by the legislative secre-

tary. Legislative assistant? What is it, legis-
lative assistant?

An hon. member: PA.

Mr. Deans: PA? Good LordI Okay. I

understand what you're telling me but I'm
curious to know whether, in fact, the inter-

pretation of the word collectable refers to

what was legally collectable at the time.

That's really quite important in the matter

of the payment of taxes.

Under section 9, if a person paid the taxes

imposed by the Act in force—which is five

per cent—there is then no obligation on the

part of the vendor, under section 17, to notify
the department of any deviation because, in

fact, the purchaser has paid the tax collect-
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able under the Act in force. Right? Right so-

far.

Therefore when this Act is passed—re-

gardless of whether or not you claim the

retroactivity of it; whether or not you agree
with it—it then becomes a matter of whether

or not the government is going to view the

seven per cent tax as being a tax which was,

at the time of sale, a collectable tax, within

the legal definition of collectable which is

a rather different matter.

It's not nearly enough to say at this point
that when the bill becomes law it becomes

retroactive. During that period between May 1

and the time the bill becomes law and then

becomes retroactive, assuming that it does,

the vendor (a) simply is permitted to collect

the tax imposed by the Retail Sales Tax
Act in force at the time; and (b) is not

entitled to notify the department of any
person — name, address or otherwise —
or even to require the person to give such

information since that person is technically

complying with the payment of the retail

sales tax. Do I make sense to you?

Mr. Walker: I agree essentially with what
the hon. member is saying. The question of

collectability, if I can use that word, really
has to be a question of law and will be inter-

preted at the time under the particular facts

of the situation. There's no other way one can
define it further. Our legal people will look

at the situation and say, "Is this collectable

or is it not collectable?"

Mr. Deans: No.

Mr. Walker: They'll say, "If it is collect-

able, we will collect it." If it is not col-

lectable—it may be that there may be some
court action. I'm not prepared to say there

will not be, but we will be determining
whether or not a matter is collectable.

Mr. Deans: No, we are talking about dif-

ferent things. You are talking about whether
or not it is deemed collectable at the time.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: It is hypothetical.

Mr. Deans: It is not hypothetical. You are

a lawyer, good heavens. You of all people
should understand this.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: It is simple.
f

Mr. Deans: It is simple, is it?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: When it becomes law
it will be law.

Mr. Deans: All right. Then I'll ask you
since you know so much about it. Tell me,
the legislative secretary or whatever he is

called—

Mr. Lewis: Parliamentary assistant.

Mr. Deans: The parliamentary assistant is

talking about whether or not it is collectable

after the law has been passed. What I'm

talking about is whether or not it was col-

lectable during the period of discussion, be-

tween May 1 and royal assent. That's the

key—whether the vendor complied with Act
as it was in force.

Any vendor who collected five per cent

during that period has complied with the
law. Any purchaser who paid five per cent
has complied with the law. Therefore for

the vendor to require the purchaser to give
his name and address so that at some future

time sonveone can then go back and question
him or perhaps attempt to collect, is not re-

quired to do so by law.

From that then flows—whether or not the

government is prepared to claim because of

the retroactive feature of this bill that the

vendor—do you understand where I am at

now?—where the government is prepared to

claim that the vendor owes at seven per cent

although he was legally unable to collect at

seven per cent, and therefore he is going to

have imposed upon him a penalty under
either (a) or (b) of section 27. That's what I

am trying to get at.

Mr. Walker: I think, Mr. Chairman, that

there is a fine distinction in law here. First

of all, there is nothing illegal with what the

province is doing per se. The question is,

is the vendor illegally collecting the tax?

Mr. Deans: Or legally not collecting it.

That is really more important.

Mr. Walker: All right. I prefer to look

upon it as to whether the vendor is illegally

collecting the additional two per cent. The
vendor has every right to sell the items at

the price he may wish to sell them at. Let's

take a $2 something-or-other gift on which
there could be 10 cents tax, or it could be
14 cents tax, depending on the disposition
of the vendor, or perhaps the purchaser. In

that case if the vendor says this item is $2
and I am collecting 14 cents on top of that

for the provincial government on account of

the sales tax, or whatever reason he may
give, he is not illegally doing it.

Mr. Deans: Or, he is.
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Mr. Walker: He can collect 14 cents-

Mr. Deans: Not on the pretext of collect-

ing tax.

Mr. Walker: Just a moment — for every
amount that he does collect which is attribu-

table to provincial sales tax, be it considered

five per cent or seven per cent, or whatever

amount, he is obliged then by the Act to

provide the moneys to the province. He is

required to collect the tax and if he over-

collects, he is required to put that money
into the province. He can in no way hold

on to that. Of course, by subsection 8 which
we just passed— 8 (2) or (3)—he is deemed
the trustee of the minister, he is a trustee of

that money for the province. So there is

nothing illegal about a person charging seven

per cent—nothing whatsoever illegal about it.

Mr. Deans: Nothing illegal about collect-

ing seven per cent?

Mr. Walker: That is correct, at the present
time. As long as the money that is collected

is turned over to the province.

Mr. Deans: I don't understand that. You
are going to have to explain it to me. Aside
from the legality of collecting seven per cent,
I am not going to argue that for a moment—
perhaps we will come back to it. The fact

of the matter is that in the Province of On-
tario there is a five per cent rate, okay? I

think we are all agreed on that now.

Going through the various steps that you
went through with me before, going back

through to section 17, I think it was and
then back beyond that into section 9, we find

that there is an imposition in section 9 to

enforce the tax as set out in this Act, an im-

position in section 17 to either collect the

tax, the purchaser to pay the tax or the

vendor to notify the department of the pur-
chase and the fact that the tax wasn't paid.

All I am trying to get at is that if the

vendor complied with the law and collected

five per cent, he can then remit to the gov-
ernment on the basis of the five per cent that

he collected and do so legally, regardless of

the retroactive feature of the bill. He cannot
be expected to have collected a tax at the

time when the bill didn't exist, regardless of

the dictate of the government. That vendor
then is required only to pass on to the gov-
ernment at the level of five per cent. What
I am saying is that if you strictly interpret

your retroactive feature to say that he must

pay to the government on June 23 an amount

equal to seven per cent of all sales after

May 1, and if he has been unable to collect

because he could not legally collect-

Mr. Walker: That is varying the facts.

Mr. Deans: Pardon?

Mr. Walker: At this point in time you are

varying the facts of the situation.

Mr. Deans: I am not. All right, then. If

he has been unable to collect because the

purchaser would pay only the five per cent

which was the stated legal sales tax in the

Province of Ontario, by law—if he was able

to collect only that—is it the intention of the

government to pursue him under either (a)

or (b) of section 27 in order to impose upon
him either the five per cent up to $10,000
or the $500 in excess of $10,000, for the

moneys that he couldn't collect? I can't—

Mr. Walker: First of all I recommend you
read the sections that I have indicated.

Mr. Deans: I have read them.

Mr. Walker: There are powers there and
I would indicate from the outset that the

Act will be upheld.

Mr. Deans: But that's not enough!

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Deans: It's not enough to tell me the

Act will be upheld, damn it.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
Sure it is.

Mr. Deans: You can't just sit here because

you happen to have a majority and tell me
that the Act will be forced on the people
whether or not it's right.

An hon. member: They are.

Mr. Deans: You can't tell me that!

Mr. Walker: That's correct. I won't tell

you that but I will tell you that the Act will

be upheld. If there is a law to be enforced,
the law will be enforced as required, as the

facts of the situation dictate.

I am not predisposed to attempt to take

the facts of your situation or any situation

and tell you what the consequences of that

will be. Undoubtedly that matter has to be
reviewed by the legal officers of the min-

istry.

Mr. Deans: Well, fine. I would like to

suggest, Mr. Chairman, that the facts of the

situation should have been reviewed by the
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legal officers of the ministry before you
brought in the bill. That's what's wrong with

the ministry.

Mr. Walker: That's an unwarranted as-

sumption.

Mr. Deans: It is not an unwarranted as-

sumption. I am prepared to assume that the

government has an obligation to make sure

that it does not place any person in the

Province of Ontario in a position where they
are forced to pay to the government more
than they are able by law to collect.

Mr. Walker: That is precisely why the re-

tail sales tax bulletin was sent out, to let

people know in advance of the purpose of

the tax.

Mr. Deans: Do you want to go back-

Mr. Walker: That way, any retroactivity
is destroyed.

Mr. Deans: Do you want to go back to

the retail sales tax bulletin again and talk

about that?

Mr. Walker: If you wish to.

Mr. Deans: You'd like to do that?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The hon. member is

attempting to get his QC before I do.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Couldn't you discuss

it somewhere else?

Mr. Deans: No, I can't because this is the

time you're passing the bill. I am sorry if it

bores you but I can't help you. The fact is

there are a lot of vendors in the Province of

Ontario who are asking what does the

government—

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: If you pass the bill

they would know tonight instead of waiting
for—

Mr. Deans: I'm not passing it till we know.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Hold the lot until the

bill goes through.

Mr. Deans: I want to know what the in-

tention of the government is. I can appre-
ciate the minister is upset. I understand how
aggravated he is going to get about this.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: I am not aggravated
but you are hurting the people who are

involved.

Mr. Deans: I am hurting the people who
are involved?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Every minute that

you—

Mr. Deans: Let me tell you I didn't bring
in the legislation. I didn't make such a mess

of it in the first place! It was you who did

that.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: But you are doing

your best now!

Mr. Deans: You were sitting there in the

cabinet. The minister was sitting in the

cabinet talking to the Treasurer-

Mr. Chairman: I think we should discuss

section 6.

Mr. Deans: We are actually. What I was

going to say to you was that the minister

and the Treasurer were sitting in the cabinet

talking about this and they obviously didn't

understand it.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Deans: Neither of them understood

it. They couldn't even begin to realize

that what was happening was they were put-

ting an undue burden on the vendors of the

Province of Ontario and requiring them, by
the edict of the tax bulletin, to collect when

they couldn't collect. Now they're saying

they'll punish them for not being able to

collect what they couldn't collect.

An hon. member: That's right.

Mr. Lewis: I mean, I—

Mr. Paterson: Mr. Chairman-

Mr. R. Gisbom (Hamilton East): Mr. Chair-

man-

Mr. Chairman: The member for Hamilton
East.

Mr. Gisbom: Mr. Chairman, I want to

pursue this in a layman's way, with no legal-
istic acumen whatsoever, and ask a hypo-
thetical question to see if I can get an

answer. I think a hypothetical question in

relation to this section is quite in order to try

to get from the minister an answer to the

question that I think is involved.

If aU the vendors in the province—or half

of them; or a quarter of them; or a few
thousand of them—continue to collect only
the five per cent sales tax that exists under

the present legislation because this legislation
has not now been passed, is the minister then

going to calculate on the basis of the col-

lections at five per cent that they are in

default of two per cent from the period since
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May 1—that they are in violation—and take

action as outlined by penalty in this section?

Mr. Walker: The member does bring up a

truly hypothetical situation. While it may
seem as if we are to some degree hiding
behind the veils in this type of situation, you
are talking about a complicated legal matter.

In a complicated legal matter, we're not going
to go around answering all the possible hypo-
thetical situations relating to that legal mat-
ter. I think it's impossible to do.

But I would say one thing to you. You

bring up the fact that all the vendors may
charge five per cent. You have to keep in

mind that there are a very small proportion
in this province of vendors who are charging
five per cent. The vast majority, perhaps 99

per cent, perhaps close to 100 per cent are

law-abiding people. It's to these people that

a great debt of gratitude is owed, because,
in spite of all the abuse that they are taking,

they are the ones to whom a great vote of

thanks must be given. They are really good,
solid citizens.

Mr. Cisbom: You can still answer the

question. If five vendors refuse to collect it,

and they collect the five per cent, from which

you can easily make a calculation on what

they owe you from May 1, are you going to

take action against them under this section

—under the penalty section? Well, what are

you going to do?

Mr. Walker: As I indicated to the member,
I am not going to take an involved hypo-
thetical situation and attempt to evolve an
answer. It is a complicated legal matter and
will involve the entire legal department in

reviewing it before an answer can be given.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Each case will be
dealt with on its own merit.

Mr. Paterson: Mr. Chairman, I might
speak to this point. As I recall, last week
the Minister of Revenue indicated that if a

person, say, shopping in my particular estab-

lishment, refused to pay the seven per cent

tax, that I, or my staff, should take their

names and addresses and have them avail-

able and submit them I believe with remu-
neration the 23rd or the 24th of the month.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Is the hon. member
collecting the seven per cent?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Paterson: Yes, I have instructed my
staff to collect the seven per cent tax. And

should anyone object to this, I have instruct-

ed my staff to take their name and address

and indicate when we will have this avail-

able.

Mr. Walker: You are an honest, law-abid-

ing citizen; you deserve a medal.

Mr. Paterson: But I am now worried when
I read this section 6 because I—

Mr. Lewis: You are merely a Tory.

Mr. Paterson: Yes, I can be prosecuted
under the terms of this particular Act. As I

interpret the Act more fully, as the vendor
I must remit to you the seven per cent.

So where are the officials of the enforce-

ment branch going to attack this problem?
Are they going to come upon me, as the

vendor, for the straight seven per cent and
leave it up to myself to approach my valued

customers to try and get this two per cent

back, or waive it, which I in my case would
do? Or are you going to pursue those per-
sons who have signed the slips that we in

turn will remit on the 23rd of the month
with our collections? I'd like to have this

clarified.

Mr. Gisbom: They're not going to do any-

thing.

Mr. Walker: First of all, section 17 is your
saving section in this matter. Secondly, sec-

tion 2 (1) requires the purchaser to pay the

tax and other parts of 2 relate to that. Third-

ly, the new section 6 of the bill before us

takes the situation which was clearly restric-

tive and allows a degree of relief, should the

regulations apply, for the controller's discre-

tion.

The controller of revenue would have this

discretion in certain areas to accommodate
the honest error—and that's primarily what
this section is amended for. It was not put
in as a way of foreseeing the situation that

we are involved in today.

Normally an individual would be penalized
for every failure to pay a collective tax, and
this would allow a degree of discretion to

be given to the controller of revenue to ac-

commodate the honest error.

Mr. Paterson: Mr. Chairman, the parlia-

mentary assistant is speaking of an error.

But when this is a predetermined matter by
a person making a purchase who is willing
to sign the document to the effect that they
will not pay the additional two per cent tax,

this is not an error.
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Mr. Walker: There is no need for the mem-
ber to worry about any prosecutions in a

situation where he, as a vendor, supplied the

name of an individual who refused to pay
the additional two per cent tax.

Mr. Deans: It's a retrograde tax, that's

what it is.

Mr. Paterson: But who is going to pay the

tax in that situation? That's the point. Is it

up to the vendor to submit the full seven

per cent or is the ministry going to allow a

bit of grace in this particular instance and

pursue the two per cent from the persons
whose names you have been supplied?

Mr. Walker: Well, again we have to rely
on the tax situation and the legal interpreta-
tion given at the time.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): The member should be able to answer
that one!

Mr. Deans: Yes, he should. But what right
is there to ask for the name and address in

the first place?

Mr. Walker: The Act so permits.

Mr. Deans: Yes, only if they don't pay the

legal tax—and the legal tax is five per cent.

Can't I get my point through to the mem-
ber, that we can't expect persons to give their

names and addresses if they have paid the
five per cent? Let me go on for a moment,
because the next section then goes on to say
—I'm coming back to this section but I'll

refer to this one for a moment—that the ven-
dor shall not pay the tax or any part thereof.

Mr. Walker: Which section of the bill?

Mr. Deans: The next section of the bill,

section 7.

Mr. Chairman: Do I take it you want to

carry section 6 and go to the next section?

Mr. Deans: No, but I have to try to-

Mr. Chairman: Then I think we'd better
stick to section 6.

Mr. Deans: Oh dammit, I can't. I have to

refer—

Mr. Walker: Sections 6 and 7 are not con-
nected.

Mr. Deans: They aren't connected that

way? Well, if the vendor is prepared to

accept the five per cent because he considers
it to be the legal tax, and doesn't take the

name and address, he is either going to be

fined by the department or pay the tax. And
he can't pay the tax, because this section

says he can't pay the tax.

Mr. Good: Not if we keep this bill going
to May 23.

Mr. Walker: That's not what it says.

Mr. Deans: The member doesn't think

that's what it says? Let me read it. It says,
"Tax not to be absorbed by vendors." That is

the explanatory note beside.

Mr. Lewis: Maybe that's too clear for you.
"Tax not to be absorbed by vendors." Maybe
it is not suflBciently convoluted to fit the

member's mood or frame of mind.

Mr. Deans: What they have got themselves

into is a real mess!

Mr. Lewis: For lawyers, they are abject. In

fact, they should turn it all over to the Min-

ister of Agriculture and Food (Mr. Stewart);

he's probably the only person who can under-

stand this Act, because the lawyers are de-

stroying it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food certainly adjusted the budget
in a hurry.

Mr. Deans: The question that obviously is

related directly to the matter previously
raised by the member for Essex South is that

if he says he is taking a person's name and

address and someone says, "I'm sorry. I'm not

giving you my name and address," he then

either accepts that at face value and says,

"Well, since you are paying the five per cent,

that is okay.'

Mr. R. F. Nixon: And he wants to make a

sale.

Mr. Deans: Or he says, "Well, go some-

where else and buy the product— I'll go out

of business in the meantime." Come on now.

Mr. Paterson: Maybe I should get the

names and addresses of the people who did

pay.

Mr. Deans: The government is putting

everybody in the province in a very difficult

position. How can it impose upon vendors

the obhgation to get names and addresses of

the people who won't pay the seven per cent,

when they didn't have to pay the seven per
cent in the first place? Secondly, there is no

obligation on anyone in any Act, including
this one, to give their name and address.
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Mr. Paterson: Let's go over that one more
time.

Mr. Deans: The member is making an

awful mess of things. Since he has taken over

as the parhamentary assistant things have

gone downhill. It's terrible. He ought to

accept the full responsibility.

Mr. Lewis: Does the member know about

the Dodo in "Alice in Wonderland"? Has he
read that little section on the caucus race,

where everyone runs in circles and arrives

back at the same place?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That's what the mem-
ber has been doing.

Mr. Lewis: I want to say that the members
over there are in such a state of shambles it

is quite unprecedented in this Legislature.
These sections simply have no application. It

would be far better, and with a rather greater

degree of nobility than has been demonstrat-

ed thus far, for the government to waive the

whole business. Let the member stand up now
and say, "We recognize the legislation is

going to be passed in the foreseeable future.

We are going to do away with penalties and
waive all of the nonsensical provisions by
which we tried to intimidate the vendors and

by which we have disconcerted purchasers
all over the province."

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: Well anyway, a tax-free month

—certainly a sales tax free period for a period
of time.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Where will we get
the money?

Mr. Ghairman: Section 6.

Mr. Lewis: These sections have no per-
tinence. They are impertinent. They really
have no application at all. And aU your
legalese—you remind me of when I was in my
three-month abortive period at the law school.

Everybody talked to me about a fact situation.

You don't allow for any obvious legitimate

questions. You sit there as a parhamentary
assistant and people ask you what will hap-
pen if—all of which is currently happening—
and you have no answers because you have

given no thought to the essential legality of

the Act.

The Provincial Secretary for Resources De-

velopment is agitated that we are taking so

much time because he would like to get in

and lead this bill through. The Treasurer has

led it through, the parliamentary assistant has
led it through and the Minister of Revenue
has led it through.

Look at the Minister of Community and
Social Services (Mr. BruneUe). He is leaning
over his desk, breathing hotly down your
back, hoping that he can pilot section 7. Well,
it has got to end.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: He didn't fail. He quit.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Failed Osgoode?

Mr. Lewis: What was that? No, no, no. I

dropped out. I didn't fail, I dropped out.

An hon. member: Your frustration is ap-

parent.

Mr. Lewis: The competition was too much
for me.

May I suggest to you that you waive these

provisions? You indicate that now that you
will do that, because otherwise you are invit-

ing chaos. Would the Treasurer consider that?

Hon. Mr. White: No.

Mr. Lewis: No.

Mr. Ghairman: The member for Welland
South.

Mr. Haggerty: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would just like to add a few comments to

the point that the member for Essex South
has placed before the parliamentary assistant,

who I think has confused the issue perhaps
more. He referred on May 4, 1973, to the

statement that the Hon. Mr. Grossman had
made in the House. I quote:

It is doubtful, Mr. Speaker, that the two per cent
diflFerence over a period of a few days will constitute
a real incentive to purchasers to withhold the addi-
tional tax. The ministry charged with the responsi-
bility for collecting the tax wishes to minimize the
difficulties for both the vendors and the purchasers.
In addition, of course, the ministry is interested in

avoiding unnecessary cost in the collection of the tax.

Perhaps if I can interpret that section, the

minister says, "We are not going to bother

with those who have refused to pay the two

per cent additional tax." The minister nods
his head no. You shook your head. Do you
agree with what I have said then? You are

not going to bother collecting?

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Haggerty: Well then, will you give us

a clearcut interpretation of it, then? Your

parliamentary assistant has confused that
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statement. Now let's get a clearcut picture of

what you are going to go after.

Are you going to go after those persons
who refused to pay the two per cent tax and
is it worthwhile for the government to go
after it? What is the cost involved?

Mr. Walker: In no way could I indicate to

you the cost involved. There are 4 million

transactions a day, I believe, and some are of

relatively small amounts, some are of rela-

tively large amounts. I assume that as always
the cost-benefit theory would be applied by
the government.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 6 stand as part
of the bill?

Section 6 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 7 stand as part
of the bill?

Mr. Deans: I want to find out something
about section 7. What does it mean? If it

doesn't mean what I said before, that the

vendor—it says: "Tax not to be absorbed by
vendors." Now I think that seems to make
some sense to me, but obviously it isn't what
I expected it to be. It says that:

No vendor shall hold out or state to the

public or to any purchaser directly or in-

directly that the tax or any part thereof

imposed by this Act will be assumed or

absorbed by such vendor, or that it will

not be considered as an element in the

price to the purchaser, or if added, that

in any part thereof will be refunded.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That is to abide by
the constitutional requirements.

Mr. Deans: That is to abide by the consti-

tutional requirements. I see. You are of no

help to him at all. I can tell you that right
now. He is enough trouble without your help.

What I want to ask is this: If the vendor

agrees simply to accept the five per cent, as

many have, from a purchaser who has re-

fused to pay the seven per cent, he is then

obviously indirectly informing the purchaser
that he will pay whatever the province levies,

by way of tax. If the province chooses to

demand that the vendor pay seven per cent,
that vendor is now in violation-

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. We are deal-

ing with section 7.

Mr. Deans: Are you back again?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. We are deal-

ing with section 7 and that is not the mean-

ing of the section as I interpret it.

Mr. Deans: I beg your pardon?

Mr. Lewis: You can't hear a vote. You
can't differentiate between ayes and nays.

Mr. Deans: Would you please turn to page
5 and read slowly with me starting with—

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member knows I

am paying attention. I have read it, and he is

not discussing the content of section 7 of the

Act. It is very clearly out of order.

Mr. Deans: We were getting along so well

until you came back.

Mr. Chairman: I declare that the member's
line of questioning and discussion has been
out of order.

Mr. Deans: Let me ask you what it means

then, since you are interpreting the bill.

Mr. Chairman: No, I am not interpreting
the bill.

Mr. Deans: You are interpreting the bill

whether you realize it or not.

Mr. Chairman: I have interpreted it to find

out whether we are in order or not.

Mr. Deans: I am asking you—

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. The member
has not been in order. Now if you care to put

your discussion in order, that is fine.

Mr. Deans: All right, let me try it again. I

will put it in another language if I can. I

don't know how I can, but I will try.

Mr. Lewis: I will put it in another lan-

guage if you like.

Mr. Deans: Which language would you
like to try? What does it mean? It says that—

let's go through that little bit I went through
before.

Mr. Chairman: No, let's not repeat, I re-

member very well.

Mr. Deans: But I want to refresh your

memory, it has been a while. "No vendor

shall hold out or state to the pubhc or any

purchaser directly or indirectly that the tax

or any part thereof imposed by this Act will

be assumed or absorbed by such vendor."

Now let's just stop there for a moment. I

come into your store, what is it you sell? I

forget. It doesn't matter. I go into your store

and I say that I will pay five per cent, be-

cause that is the legal tax in the Province of

Ontario. If you agree to accept that five per
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cent you are indirectly agreeing to absorb

the additional-

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. That is not

the interpretation that I place on this.

Mr. Deans: But who asked you to inter-

pret it?

Mr. Chairman: We have to keep in order.

We are discussing section 7, which has noth-

ing to do with whether the person collects

the five, seven, or whatever percentage it is.

Mr. Paterson: Mr. Chairman, might I speak
to this point; and ask a question of the par-

liamentary assistant on this? As I recall, I

have had incidents relating to the dispensing
of alcoholic beverages in certain clubs and
so forth. I know I had one club in question
that posted, I guess it was beer, at 50 cents.

Prior to that they had an arrangement with

the district taxation officer for a certain

method of collecting the tax. And they were
fined because they were in infraction because

they didn't show that the cost of the beverage
in question was 48 cents plus two cents tax,

or whatever the amount was.

I just wonder, how serious a problem is

this, Mr. Chairman? I know when a certain

room was opened up in the basement of this

particular building I spotted that the menus
that were printed were also in complete viola-

tion of the tax Act at the time, when they

just showed the retail price of the beverages
that were available in those quarters. I drew
the Liquor Control Act to the attention of the

retail sales tax department and I noticed the

menus were changed in three or four days.

This is a serious problem—and I am speak-

ing specifically in the area of beverages in

the case of restaurants and taverns and such
as this. Personally I don't feel it is that much
of a problem in the retail establishments, be-

cause when you have a compound sale of

several articles it is physically impossible to

include a tax, when you are speaking verbally
with a customer. You tally and take the tax

at the end. But I think this might be one of

the areas that is confusing, in certain areas

of the province, and I just wonder how serious

it is.

Mr. Walker: I think it is fair to say, Mr.

Chairman, that it is not overly serious. The
amendment here is basically to clean up the

wording of the Act. The present section 35
was thought to be a bit loose and possibly

open to some loopholes. As you know we are

required constitutionally to only collect by
way of direct taxation, indirect taxation being

not at all within the purview of the pro-
vincial government, and only within the pur-
view exclusively of the federal government.
Therefore everything must be very clearly

stated that, in fact, the tax is added on to

whatever the fee may be.

Now you will see, recently a number of

the problems have been corrected at movie

theatres. The taxes are very clearly displayed
on the window at the ticket booth. This is

applying quite a bit throughout the province.
I don't really think there is a significant

problem.
It is particularly important where there are

no receipts for sales, such as in sales of beer.

If someone doesn't get a receipt, in that par-
ticular case we feel that the customers, the

consumers of the beer, should have a very
clear indication of how much that glass of

draught may cost and what the tax is on top
of that.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section-

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Chairman: Yes?

Mr. Foulds: What are the penalties under

this section of the Act? What are the penal-
ties to the vendor who violates this section of

the Act?

Mr. Walker: I presume, Mr. Chairman,
that one penalty which would be available

would be the revocation of the vendor's

permit.

Mr. Foulds: Do you plan to revoke the

licences of any vendors who have not been

collecting seven per cent in the interim?

Mr. Walker: We would have to review

that on the facts of the situation at the time,

it would be reviewed by our legal officers.

Mr. Lewis: The facts of the situation are

crucial.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: We won't cancel mine!

I am collecting it.

Mr. Deans: I am still at a loss and I want
it to be absolutely clear. What you are saying
is that the purchase price must be listed

separate and apart from the tax, right?

Mr. Walker: Right.

Mr. Deans: The vendor, if it were a $1

item, for simplicity's sake, must list it at $1

and then list separately the seven per cent.
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Mr. H. Wortan (Wellington South); Seven
cents.

Mr. Desms: Seven cents, right. What hap-

pens if he only got five cents?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. That is not

the subject of this amendment.

Mr. Deans: The two cents goes into his $1
and he has to pay it out of his own price.

Mr. Chairman: That is not the subject of

this particular amendment.

Mr. Deans: It certainly seems to be.

Mr. Chairman: The amount of five, seven,
or any other percentage is not related to this

amendment.

Mr. Deans: Let me ask you who is going
to absorb any difference between what is

paid by the purchaser to the vendor and what
is claimed by the government by way of tax,

assuming there is a difference? Who will

absorb that?

Mr. Walker: We will have to look at the

facts of the situation and apply the Act.

Mr. Deans: All right; would you care to

apply the Act to the dollar situation? Who is

responsible-

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. I have ruled

on that and it has nothing to do with this

particular section.

Mr. Deans: It has everything to do with it.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 7 stand as part
of the bill?

Mr. Lewis: Can the parliamentary assistant

take one minute to tell us what the section

means in his opinion?

Mr. Walker: The section is an amendment
to clarify the intent and the present practice
that the vendor must always state the tax

payable by the vendor on invoice. It is not to

be included. It is clearly an alteration to

section 92—

An hon. member: Right.

Mr. Walker: —fulfilling our constitutional

obligations and making sure that we do not

hide the actual tax.

Hon. Mr. White: It is complying with

federal law.

Mr. Walker: It complies with the federal

law. The present section 35 of the Retail

Sales Tax Act basically covers the same
situation; this merely cleans up the wording.

Mr. Deans: What does "assumed and ab-

sorbed" mean in that section? What does it

mean?

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Deans: Starting from "no vendor shall"

down to "such vendor" in the third to last

line what, in fact, does that mean in English
or some other language that I might under-
stand?

Mr. Walker: It means that the $2 present
cannot be sold for an advertised price of

$2.14.

Hon. Mr. White: It's the constitution of

the price.

Mr. Walker: Nor can the receipt say merely
$2.14. It must clearly show that there is 14

cents tax.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 7 stand as part
of the bill?

Section 7 agreed to.

On section 8:

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 8 stand as part
of the bill?

Section 8 agreed to.

On section 9:

Mr. Deans: On section 9, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: We have an amendment to

section 9 by the minister.

Hon. Mr. White: I have an amendment to

this section necessitated by the withdrawal

of the energy tax, and perhaps the amend-
ment that was added.

Hon. Mr. White moves that section 9 of

the bill be deleted and the following substi-

tuted therefor:

Section 9(1): This Act, except section 2

and subsections 1, 2, 5 and 7 of section 4,

comes into force on the day it receives

royal assent.

Section 2 and subsections 1, 2, 5 and 7

of section 4 shall be deemed to have come
into force on the first day of May, 1973.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order, Mr. Chair-

man, this is likely to be a contentious sec-

tion and we are nearly at the adjournment
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hour. Is this an appropriate place to have the

committee rise?

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of the En-

vironment): Why not go a httle longer and
sort it out?

Mr. Lewis: No, because we are going to

divide on this section, obviously; and it is

crucial to the bill. It is one of the last re-

maining sections.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I think the suggestion
is a reasonable one. I think that we could

solve the situation if we really wanted to. It

wouldn't make any difference whether we
solve it this evening or tomorrow.

Mr. Lewis: It is simply that it is 10:30.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes, well I am not

opposed to the suggestion. We know that we
are going to divide.

Mr. Lewis: After the amendment, I

presume.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The amendment has

been moved. You want another amendment?

Mr. Lewis: There are other people in the

House.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Oh, you're kiddingi

Mr. Lewis: A token few.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: And we have made a

commitment to you that we don t intend ex-

tending the hour, so I will move that the

committee rise and r^)ort.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the commit-
tee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of the whole House begs to report progress
and asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:30 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 10 o'clock, a.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Today in the east gallery

we have visitors from Nelson High School

of Burlington; we will be joined in the

west gallery by students from E. J. James
Public School of Oakville. At 11 o'clock

this morning in the east gallery we will have

students from Jones Ave. adult day school

of Toronto and Central YMCA adult day
school of Toronto, as well. In the west

gallery we will have students from Okemos
Community Church of Okemos, New York,
USA.

Statements by the ministry.

INTERMEDIATE CAPACITY TRANSIT
SYSTEM

Hon. G. R. Carton (Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications): Mr. Speaker,
I should like to advise the House that as

the third step in the development of the

province's urban transportation policy an-

nounced by the Premier (Mr. Davis) last

November, the government will introduce

legislation during the present session to set

up a special Act company to hold and exer-

cise the licence rights acquired by the gov-
ernment from Krauss-Maffei during our
recent contract negotiations.

This special Act company will be a key
component in the industrial strategy associ-

ated with our urban transportation policy.

During negotiations with Krauss--Maffei,
the government's position was that the con-

tract must provide for the transfer of the

technology to Canadian industry and that

further development and improvement of

the system on the test track at the CNE
must be carried out by Canadian design and

engineering expertise. In addition, future

implementation of these systems in Canadian
cities must be provided by Canadian com-
mercial enterprises, and that Canadian in-

dustry must have an export capability with
market rights in prime international markets.

In order to accomplish this, we took the

following steps:

Friday, May 11, 1973

1. The government of Ontario acquired
exclusive licence rights to all of the present
and future intermediate capacity transit

technology, including all patents and indus-

trial property associated with the Krauss-

Maffei system for any application in Canada.
These licence rights include a training and
knowhow transfer provision to ensure our

capability of applying the technology to

Canadian operating situations.

2. In order to ensure an export market
for Canadian industry, the government ac-

quired non-exclusive licence rights for the

same technology in Central and South
America and a "most favoured nation" pro-
vision for sales to the balance of the world,
with the exception of the European Com-
mon Market. Special provisions also apply
to the United States market where we re-

ceive 10 per cent of all income from that

market.

3. In order to ensure that exploitation

of these licence rights would be carried out

by the private sector, we have obtained the

right to sublicence companies in Canada
for the manufacture and sale of complete
transit systems, subsystems and components.

4. To ensure Canadian competence in

this field and to obtain a high degree of

competition in the production and develop-
ment of the technology, we have obtained a

contractual commitment that prior to May 1,

1974, Krauss-Maffei will establish a Cana-

dian-controlled company in Canada to hold

one such sublicence. This company, like

other sublicensees, will pay royalties to the

government of Ontario.

5. In order to ensure a continuing flow

of technology, we have obtained a contrac-

tual commitment for the provision of future

technological development by Krauss-iMaffei.

Today the Premier is making known the

details of this particular strategy to Canadian

industry and commerce at the Roads and

Transportation Association convention.

I am sure, Mr. Speaker, that all members
of the Legislature will recognize the im-

portant industrial and employment benefits

which will accrue from this initiative.
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RELOCATION OF SPITFIRE

Hon. C. Bennett (Minister of Industry and

Tourism): Mr. Speaker, I wish to make a

statement on the matter of the Spitfire and
the Ontario Place Corp. As members are

aware, the Spitfire is located at Ontario Place

on a site just oflF Lakeshore Blvd. The war-

plane was donated to the people of Ontario

by the Canadian Fighter Pilots' Association

on the understanding that if it was no longer
desired at its present site, the association

would have the first right of refusal of the

aircraft.

There have been discussions, Mr. Speaker,
with respect to a letter to the president of

the Canadian Fighter Pilots' Association from

the director general of the Ontario Place

Corp. I wish to assure my colleagues and all

those concerned, Mr. Speaker, that the direc-

tor general's letter was not a demand that

the aircraft be removed but rather a sug-

gestion that, since the theme of Ontario Place

was not similar to that of a museum, the air-

craft might better be moved to a more suit-

able location.

I am advised that an agreement has been

reached between Mr. Robert Hayward, the

president of the Canadian Fighter Pilots'

Association, Mr. Dave Garrick, general man-

ager, Canadian National Exhibition Associa-

tion, and the director general of Ontario

Place Corp. to have the aircraft moved to

the CNE where it will go on display during
this summer's exhibition.

I am advised by the general manager, Mr.

Garrick, that it will be there with a second

or third plane which they intend to put on

display at the exhibition tms year.

The Canadian Fighter Pilots' Association

is in full agreement with this proposal.

Mr. Speaker, I have requested the board
of directors of Ontario Place Corp. to keep
this matter under continuous review. I have

requested that the Spitfire remain at its

present location until the CNE opens and
then have it go on display in accordance

with the agreement that has been entered

into with the CNE, Ontario Place, and the

Canadian Fighter Pilots' Association. I have

further requested that the aircraft be returned

to its original Ontario Place location and to

remain on display there as long as the Cana-

dian Fighter Pilots' Association considers that

location to be appropriate. It is my xmder-

standing that the Canadian Fighter Pilots'

Association is meeting in Ottawa this October,
and they will discuss this matter as to what

they feel the proper location would be.

I should also point out, Mr. Speaker, that

another organization of war veterans has

asked to secure the Spitfire. Canadian Heri-

tage Warplanes Inc. would like to recondition

the aircraft so that it may again fly for exhi-

bition purposes.

May I also mention, Mr. Speaker, that the

exhibit associated with the Spitfire—the war-

ship Haida—will not be removed from its

present location near the Spitfire. May I say
that I am somewhat confused as to exactly
where the story started with regard to moving
the Haida, but I do assure the people of

this province that it will continue to be there

and give the opportunity to yoimg people in

the province to see its history.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): I am
glad they will sit side by side together.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Just like the NDP and
the Liberals.

REDUCTION IN PARK FEES FOR
YOUTH GROUPS

Hon. L. Bemier (Minister of Natural Re-

sources): Mr. Speaker, effective this park sea-

son there will be a 50 per cent reduction for

sponsored Canadian organized youth groups

using interior campgrounds in Quetico and

Algonquin provincial parks, except during July
and August when these parks are operating
at peak vacation capacity.

I am hopeful that this new policy will

make the use of these provincial parks more
available to educational and other youth

groups, many of whom are faced with limited

finances.

The 50 per cent fee reduction for camping
on interior canoe routes within Quetico and

Algonquin Provincial Park is applicable,

except during July and August, to persons
who are residents of Canada and who are

members of an organized youth group spon-
sored by non-profit religious, charitable and

philanthropic agencies, or educational groups

participating in approved outdoor education

programmes up to grade 13 level.

The fee for such groups will be $1 per

night per canoe or $10 for a 16-day period.

Group leaders applying for the fee reductions

will be required to present a letter of author-

ity from the school or sponsoring agency.

This fee reduction applies only to persons
under the age of 18 years except where grade
13 students are involved. This fee reduction

will not be available during the peak vaca-

tion months of July and August because in-
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terior campsites at both these parks operate
well up to, and occasionally beyond, carrying

capacities during these months.

In addition, of course, a large proportion
of youth groups normally take their canoeing

trips during the school year.

This new fee reduction is in addition to the

elimination of fees for Canadian senior citi-

zens annoimced by my colleague, the Treas-

urer (Mr. White).

ST. LAWRENCE PARKS COMMISSION
APPOINTMENT

Hon. Mr. Bemier: A further statement, Mr.

Speaker. On April 27, I informed the House
of the appointment of Mr. D. M. Peacock,

formerly general manager of the St. Lawrence
Parks Commission, to the position of full-

time executive director of a parks and recrea-

tion study under the chairmanship of my
parliamentary assistant, the member for Sault

Ste. Marie (Mr. Rhodes).

I am happy today to join with my friend,

the member for Hastings (Mr. Rollins), who
is also the chairman of the St. Lawrence
Parks Commission, in announcing the appoint-
ment of Mr. John Sloan as the new general

manager for the commission.

Mr. Sloan is a native of Cornwall and is

well known to many members of this House
as the former director of the historical sites

branch of my ministry. Previously he had
been director of Huronia historical parks
branch of the former Department of Tourism
and Information.

Following this, Mr. Sloan was prominent
for his work at Sainte Marie among the

Hurons at Midland, the museum for the

Upper Lakes at Wasaga Beach, and the naval

and military establishments at Penetan-

guishene.

I have every confidence, Mr. Speaker, that

Mr. Sloan will further distinguish himself in

the service of the people of Ontario in his

new position at the St. Lawrence Parks Com-
mission.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

HALDIMAND-NORFOLK REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT STUDY

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
Mr. Speaker, I would like to ask the Treasurer
if he has given any further thought to re-

leasing the Haldimand-Norfolk regional de-

velopment and government study?
In that connection, has he informed him-

self as to the principals—that is the chief in-

vestors, to make it clear what my meaning
happens to be in this connection—who the

chief investors are in the assembly of land in

Norfolk county; and if he would be good
enough to make public who is the planning
consultant and, let us say, the initiator of the

land consolidation?

Hon. J. White (Treasurer and Minister of

Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr. Speaker,

arrangements are being made now to release

the Haldimand-Norfolk report and the gov-
ernment's position with respect to certain of

the recommendations, and I would hope that

this would be available sometime this month.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister is aware
that on April 6 he said he would have it in

two weeks?

Hon. Mr. White: I did indeed.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I just don't want the

minister to forget that.

Hon. Mr. White: But for a number of

reasons that wasn't possible.

The land assembly mentioned has been
carried out by a Toronto real estate broker

whose name is—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Andrew Cherkis.

Hon. Mr. White: —Cherkis. We have no

way of knowing who the principals are in the

consortium. One can only guess. Any infor-

mation that comes to our attention I will cer-

tainly share with the House.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Can the

Treasurer in his capacity as chief planner
make it clear to the House and those in the

community and elsewhere who might be in-

tensely interested, what planning restrictions

would presently affect the $30 million of

property concerned that might have to be

varied in order to allow the principals in-

vesting their money in this particular pro-

gramme to carry out their plan as is presently

envisaged?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, it was made very
clear in this House two or three years ago by
the member for Chatham-Kent (Mr. Mc-

Keough). The developers and speculators in-

volved have been put on very clear notice

that any such development must coincide with

our orderly plans for development for that

part of the province.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have another question
for the Treasurer.

Mr. Lewis: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.
How do the government's orderly plans for

that part of the province jibe with the an-

nouncement in Vancouver by a vice-president
of Stelco, that the Nanticoke project would
now move ahead within the next 12 to 18
months? Where is the planning involved with
the province on that, that Stelco can make
that kind of specific announcement?

Hon. Mr. White: The whole development
there is being stimulated to some extent by
the new Hydro plant at Nanticoke, by the

Stelco acquisition and by the Texaco plant.
Unlike certain earlier industrial developments
—e.g.. Ford at Talbotville—we have had a

flow of information from Stelco about their

plans or their desires or intentions. I think it's

fair to say this has enabled us to formulate
certain development plans which will be

necessary to accommodate workers and others

who will be drawn to that part of Ontario by
this enormous industrial expansion.

I had arranged a meeting with the vice-

president of Stelco on Monday which I'm

sorry to say was cancelled, the reason being
Mr. Frost's funeral, and I am seeing this man
next Monday afternoon. I don't see anything
reprehensible in an oflBcial of Stelco announc-

ing what their corporate plans are. Once
again, it must be said that they have to con-

form to our provincial plans.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: They've delayed too long
now.

Hon. Mr. White: They will, no doubt, bring
themselves within the criteria we establish.

As I mentioned to the Leader of the Opposi-
tion, some time later this month I will be
releasing a report and making certain state-

ments to the House, including details that I

can't reveal at the moment.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, who
is doing the planning? Is Stelco doing the

planning to which the government then re-

sponds after the event, after it is a fait

accompli? Is the Treasurer seeing the vice-

president for the first time? Who has the

power in this province?

Hon. Mr. White: We have the power and
we are doing the planning with a group in

Haldimand-Norfolk, a group of municipal
officials who have been working on this for

two or three years. They have shared much
of the burden-

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): They
came into the picture basically after the
decision had been made.

Hon. Mr. White: —and they have come to

amicable conclusions.

Mr. Lewis: Well, the corporations have
made the decision.

Mr. J. A. Renwick ( Riverdale ) : Nothing is

planned.

Hon. Mr. White: You may have no fear but
that the public interest will be predominant
in all of these plans-

Mr. Renwick: How does anybody know
that?

Hon. Mr. White: —and that we with our

municipal partners will have all the power
to control the development.

KINGSTON TOWNSHIP INVESTIGATION

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A further question of the

Treasurer, Mr. Speaker: Is he going to enter

into some uivestigation in the matter in King-
ston township, involving the reeve who has

been charged by a local, Mr. Bennett, of

having made unconscionable profits by reason
of his position, amounting to $1.1 million in

the sale of property which he, the reeve, per-

sonally owned and which had evidently been

augmented in value by certain services?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, I have de-

cided to carry out such an investigation. The
name of the commissioner with the details of

his investigation will be made known to the

House by means of ministerial statement one

day next week.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Would
this be a public investigation and will one of

the terms of reference be the reeves's de-

fence, that, in fact, he is being put upon by
those people who want to punish him for

having run against the Conservatives as an

independent?

An hon. member: Oh, shame!

An hon. member: Get off it!

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What does the member
mean by shame, Mr. Speaker?

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): The reeve

said it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: This is what the reeve

said.

Interjections by hon. members.
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Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
He has already been punished. He was
defeated.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: There could be some-

thing in what he says.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He has already been

punished, he was defeated.

Mr. MacDonald: That is not worthy of

repeating.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, certainly

my statement will set forth the terms of

reference and the nature and scope of the

investigation. I suppose if this gentleman
had been something other than a Conserva-

tive we would be accused of persecuting
him—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He was an independent,
as the Treasurer knows.

Hon. Mr. White: —for being a Liberal or a

socialist; so you can't win on that.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Will it be

a public investigation?

Hon. Mr. White: I don't know what that

word "public" implies in this context, but

my statement will make the nature and the

scope of the investigation clear.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Open to the press.

Mr. Lewis: The Treasurer wouldn't keep
out the media.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): Has the

minister yet had his much-heralded meeting
with the unhappy ratepayers in that area?

Hon. Mr. White: I think it was a week
ago today, Mr. Speaker, during one of my
several absences from the Legislature.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The Treasurer has been

busy.

Hon. Mr. White: You may recall, Mr.

Speaker, every time 1 left somebody moved
a motion to adjourn.

Mr. Singer: Because we missed the

minister.

Hon. Mr. White: But between those harass-

ments—

Mr. MacDonald: Hie Treasurer's beginning
to act as harassed as the Minister of Revenue.

Mx. Lewis: He has never looked so

relaxed.

Hon. Mr. White: —I did meet four citizens

who made what I thought was a very per-
suasive case, that the citizens affected did

not have the resources to pursue this matter

through the courts as is possible for them
under one section of the Act. I was further

persuaded that the reeve's economic and

political prominence made it diflficult for

some people in the area to take effective

action. For these reasons I recommended to

the government the day before yesterday
and received the government's concurrence

to initiate the investigation from my own
department.

Mr. Shulman: Good. Very good.

MERCURY TASK FORCE

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, a question
of the Minister of Natural Resources.

Can he respond to criticisms levelled at

his ministry and at him personally by the

Kenora Chamber of Commerce, having to

do with the task force on mercury pollution?

They have indicated publicly that they con-

sider it unfair that the task force was directed

not to consult with any but the Indians

affected, when the minister should have

known very well that certain of the local

developers who also have some substantial

interest in the situation, have had their

livelihood reduced and, as a matter of fact,

ruined by the pollution.

Mr. Speaker, is the minister aware of a

further complaint that his own appointee
to the task force evidently would not meet

with the Kenora Chamber of Commerce,
even though they were prepared on one

hour's notice to sit down and discuss the

whole matter with the task force?

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): That

would be to his credit.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, if I can

review briefly, the report of the task force

has been presented in this Legislature and

the various items were broadly outlined in

there. But I would point out to the leader

of the Liberal Party that the task force was

set up to review all the briefs and sub-

missions that the government had at the

time, including one or two submitted by the

Kenora Chamber of Commerce and other

tourist groups. The task force did review

those briefs.

Following the resources development

policy field's meeting in Dryden, two Indian

bands, the Grassy Narrows band and the
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Whitedog Indian band, requested that they
be given more information and asked if

they could meet with the task force. The
chairman agreed—if they were going up
there, they would sit down and meet with

the two Indian bands and the Indian Affairs

Department.

That was the only request received. They
were not instructed to not meet with any-
one else at all. And there were no instruc-

tions given to the fellow from my ministry
that he should not accompany them. But I

understand that they did meet with the

Kenora Chamber of Commerce and again
reviewed their earlier submission. In all,

there was input from the various tourist

operators, the Chamber of Commerce, and
the Indians.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: What
action does the minister intend to take in

support of the outfitters who have had their

livelihood simply wiped out by the fact that
the pollution now prohibits the eating of
the fish from the area?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Well, Mr. Speaker, as
has already been announced here, there
is a loan programme under the Northern
Ontario Development Corp.—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That old loan? The old
one?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Loans to a maximum of

$75,000 are available to assist tourist oper-
ators to relocate, to winterize or to broaden
their tourist operations on a 12-month basis.

Many of them have taken advantage of this

already.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That is all the assistance
available?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Yes, but I understand
from my colleague next to me that this pro-
gramme vdll be extended.

Mr. Lewis: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
In view of the fact that Anglo-Canadian Pulp
and Paper Mills Ltd., which wholly owns
Dryden Paper and Dryden Chemicals, had a

profit increase of 227 per cent in the first

quarter of 1973, is the minister not con-
vinced that now is the time to exact from
that company some financial payment by
way of reimbursement for the costs that we
are undertaking in terms of the Indian popu-
lation and, indeed, in terms of the effect on
outfitters and others, since that is the com-

pany responsible for the pollution?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, I think it

has been clearly explained in the Legislature
and to the opposition parties that the test

case for the government is the Dow Chemical
—and that is proceeding.

Mr. Renwick: The government could exact

a levyl

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, does
the minister mean he is going to allow a case

involving Dow Chemical, which has lasted

over two years now and may never reach
an end-

Mr. Singer: It hasn't even started.

Mr. Lewis: It hasn't started, and it will

be three to four years before it is in sight,

realistically. Is the minister going to allow

that case to prevent him, legislatively, re-

questing some land of compensation from
the company responsible, given that com-

pany's level of profit?

Mr. Renwick: The minister is denying their

responsibility.

Mr. Shulman: How much does pulp and

paper give the government?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, this is a

case for the Attorney General (Mr. Bales) to

get involved in. It is certainly not something
the Ministry of Natural Resources is con-

nected with.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, in the

minister's comments a few moments ago,
when I asked him if the programme that

he described was all that was available, he
said: "Yes"; and then he said: "My colleague
to my right says it will be extended." Does
that mean in time, or in amount, or in

quality?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: He informed me it will

be extended in amount.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What amount?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: I don't know yet. The
Leader of the Opposition wall have to ask

him that question.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, Mr. Speaker, I

might ask the minister who is sitting right
next to the minister who has just spoken,
what will be the amount extended?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I have
indicated to the House, on one or two occa-

sions previous to this, that there will be
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a new policy relating to the tourist oper-
ators' loan programme with NODC and ODC.
I would hope that within a period of about

10 days we will be in a position to bring
forth all of the policies relating to it, as well

as an indication of the extended sums of

money that will be granted to the tourist

operators for relocating in the north.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Supple-
mentary, Mr. Speaker: Has the minister's de-

partment taken any extra steps to promote
or give added help to those tourist operators
who are not on bodies of water that are

presently polluted but who are suffering a

grave decline in their trade because they are

in the same general area as the waters that

are polluted?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, let us cor-

rect the facts first before we try to answer
the question of the member.

First of all, sir, the records indicate very

clearly to us that there has not been a

decline in the year 1972. We do admit that

in the years 1969 and 1970 there were some
declines from the previous years, but they
have since regained and surpassed the level

of tourist activity in those resorts prior to

the announcement of the mercury pollution.
So we have not considered those inland resort

operators, because it is not our knowledge
that they have suffered in any way, shape or

form.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: I would
like to ask the minister if he has satisfied

himself there is no technology, however ex-

pensive or difficult, that could clean up the

mercury pollution in that area? Are we to

continue to assume that it is a permanent,
irreversible pollution?

I put that to either minister; all right, the

Minister of Natural Resources.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, if I can just

briefly comment. The Minister of the En-
vironment (Mr. Auld) has been dealing vdth

this particular matter. I believe there have
been some studies or reports directed to him
on the various possibilities which the Leader
of the Opposition suggests. As to the exact

total, I do not have the information at the

present time.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Point of order, Mr.

Speaker!

Are we to assume, then, that the Minister

of the Environment is dealing with cleaning

up the mercury; the Minister of Natural Re-
sources is dealing with the programme to

assist the Indians; the Minister of Health (Mr.

Potter) is dealing with the warnings to the

Indians and other residents of the area about
the possible poisonous fish problem; and the

Minister of Tourism and Industry is dealing
with a programme to pay compensation? That,
so far, there are only four ministers involved
in the mercury pollution in the English River

system?

Mr. Singer: And the Attorney General in-

volved in law.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: And the Attorney General
is dealing with the legal aspects.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, may I just
correct the remark. We are not, Mr. Speaker,
dealing with compensation. We are dealing
with a loan programme to resort operators
in this province.

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): Supple-
mentary, Mr. Speaker: Might I ask the minis-

ter, is this loan programme to the tourist

operators being extended to cover those oper-
ators in the Great Lakes area who may not
be able to operate efficiently this year be-
cause of the serious flooding in those areas?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, very
simply, the loan programme will be extended
to resort operators in the Province of Ontario
either under Ontario Development Corp. or

Northern Ontario Development Corp., and
their applications will be judged according to

the facts and figures put before those two
boards.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. Leader of the

Opposition have further questions?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: No, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

DISCREPANCY IN BUDGET FIGURES

Mr. Lewis: Yes, Mr. Speaker; first a ques-
tion of the provincial Treasurer: When his

budget was announced on April 12, he re-

leased an accompanying budget paper which
indicated that the mill rate decrease in

southern Ontario would be six per cent and
in northern Ontario it would be 12 per cent,

on the average. Now yesterday the Treasurer

released—not to the Legislature, let it be

pointed out, but only to the media; and I

will speak to that later, Mr. Speaker—a
number of statistical tables relating to the

budget in which table 4 says that: "The re-

duction in property taxes would appear to
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be averaging four per cent across the prov-

ince." In other words, on April 12 it was six

and 12 per cent; today it's four per cent. Can

the minister explain the continuing discrep-

ancy in the figures that are emerging from

his department as this debate proceeds?

Hon. Mr. White: I make this remark with-

out any implication, but you know the old

expression, "Figures don't lie but liars figure."

The fact of the matter is that everybody, to

prove his case, singles out a particular set of

figures from the thousands of variables in-

volved. Let me run through the facts of the

matter.

Given the maximum borrowing capability
of the municipalities of this province and their

unavoidable expenditure increases, unless we
were to have provided $140 million this bur-

den would have resulted in an overall in-

crease in mill rates across this province of

eight per cent. Instead of providing $140
million we provided $182 million, which
works out to something like 12 per cent. The
net reduction across the province has been
four per cent. The gross reduction from what
it otherwise would have been is approxi-

mately 12 per cent. And, in fact, I don't know

why we would agree with such a conservative

figure, because the fact of the matter is it

should have been 12 per cent.

Mr. Lewis: That is interesting. Maybe the

Treasurer can speak to his statisticians.

Figures don't lie.

Hon. Mr. White: They are very conserva-

tive ladies and gentlemen.

Mr. Lewis: What I am trying to under-

stand from the Treasurer is how he is willing
to engage in this endless hocus-pocus to de-

fend the budget when it has fallen short on
so many counts? Does he deny that his pre-
diction has diminished dramatically in less

than a four-week period?

Hon. Mr. White: No, not at all. I know
that certain newspapers which want to flog
this government are taking a column of figures
instead of looking at the entire-

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker. Which newspapers are those exactly?
I'd like to have them on the record. I would
like to know.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, order.

Mr. Lewis: Where is the Treasurer's para-
noia directed?

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. White: I got a couple of notes

this morning from a couple of private mem-

bers, and I'll just read one that's typical.

"Sault Ste. Marie council reduced the mill

rate nine mills yesterday."

Mr. Lewis: That was aimounced last week.

Hon. Mr. White: No it wasn't, this was

yesterday. "This means a $90 reduction on

the average home. The mayor, a Liberal,

publicly commended you and gave you full

credit."

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please!

Hon. Mr. White: The facts are revealing

themselves.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. Does the hon.

member have a supplementary? Order pleasel

Mr. Lewis: Is it true that the mayor of the

Soo intends to run federally for the Tories in

the next election?

Mr. Speaker: Order please, we have a sup-

plementary over here. The hon. member for

St. George.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Mr. Speak-

er, I wonder if the Treasurer could explain

to us to what extent he is relying on these

statements, in view of the fact that the assess-

ments have not been completed and the

municipal people are not yet truly aware of

what grants they will receive, when they will

receive them, or what the effect of the audit

will be at the end of the year? Could he

explain that to me?

Hon. Mr. White: The hon. member will

have received a copy of the highlights of the

budget-

Mr. Martel: What about the low points?

Hon. Mr. White: —which sets forth the

exact amount of additional grants being made
available to each municipality. I think

that the first half of that additional money
will be going out within a month or so, and

the balance towards the end of the year.

Any municipality which is in doubt about

the exact and precise amount of money flow-

ing from the $182 million provincial grants

can determine that information from the high-

lights of the budget, from the MPP in the

area, or from me in my department. Any
municipality having any doubt about the

additional $400 million that we are providing
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to the municipalities is free to communicate
with me and I will certainly get them the

exact amount of money.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Speaker, supplemen-
tary: Is the Treasurer aware that in the city

of Toronto they are striking a mill rate with

three wards not reporting for assessment pur-

poses? Is he also aware that when he speaks
of the figures contained in the budget high-

lights, that those figures pertaining to the

city of Toronto incorporate figures from the

municipality of Metropolitan Toronto, as they
do in each case, and that therefore the figures

were somewhat misleading?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, Mr. Speaker, I am
aware that Aid. Eggleton made a statement

the night before last in which he was gracious

enough and generous enough to refer to these

enormous new provincial grants, and I know
that in the Globe and Mail the headline was
"Toronto Tax Cut the Biggest Since 1945"-

although service is up; that I am aware of.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: Some of this we will be able to

get to in the continuing debate on the bill,

Mr. Speaker; some of it could be asked now.

May I ask the minister further: Since he indi-

cates in one of his extraordinary tables on the

retail sales tax that the absolute dollar impact
for all families in Ontario by way of increase

will be $5.27 more in this year—how many
families are there? A couple of million in

Ontario?

Hon. Mr. White: There are 2.4 million.

Mr. Lewis: There are 2.4 million! Well,
let's say two million as a round figure, even if

it's a little higher than that. That works out to

an additional $10 million in revenue. Where
is the minister getting the other $330 million

from, even taking into account the sales tax

credit which the minister has counted in,

which would give the government another

$72 million on the Treasurer's figures; sub-

tracted from that, where is the difference?

Hon. Mr. White: The increase in retail

sales tax this year will turn up another

$280 million.

Mr. Lewis: Yes.

Hon. Mr. White: Our new grants to

municipalities is $182 million.

Mr. Lewis: Yes.

Hon. Mr. White: Doubling the pensioners'
credit from $20 million to $40 million, is

an extra $20 million.

Mr. Lewis: Yes.

Hon. Mr. White: The new retail sales tax

credit is $90 million. The relief for farms
is $16 million. The relief on succession duties

is $4 million or $5 million. We have shifted

resources into the rural areas, into the less

prosperous classes.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. White: We have shifted the
burden off of property tax, which was the
most onerous, unfair and regressive tax,
on to the admittedly imperfect retail sales

tax.

Mr. Lewis: Yes.

Hon. Mr. White: Because, as a very good
article in the Globe and Mail this morning
might have indicated, v^^e are virtually pre-
cluded—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It is a bad paper—it was
a good paper.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: —from independent
action with respect to personal income tax.

The recommendation in this article is that

we start our own income tax. I quite frankly
am not willing to do that.

Mr. MacDonald: When did the Globe
and Mail cease to be the loyal opposition

against the government?

Hon. Mr. White: I am not vdlling to saddle
our people with millions of additional forms.

What we have attempted to do is utilize the

retail sales tax field by making it more

progressive, through the broadest exemptions
in North America, and by initiating the most

generous system of credits, I suppose, any-
where in the world, through the mechanisms
of which we have initiated the first meaning-
ful negative income tax approach to a

minimum annual income.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, nonsense!

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, we have so.

Mr. Lewis: The relative regressivity of

both taxes remains the same even after the

government's budget. The Treasurer knows
that. But let me ask the minister: Where is

this money coming from, if each family in
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Ontario ends up paying $5.27 more; how
does the Treasurer get $340 million?

Hon. Mr. White: I am sorry; I haven't

got that figure in front of me. I suppose that

is a net figure, the gross amount of money
flowing in from the two per cent increase is

$280 million. We are increasing grants in

excess of that amount of money. The total

tax burden, therefore, is not increased at

all; not by a dollar, not by a dime, not by
a five-cent piece. And that's a fact. If the

member cant understand that, it's because
he won't understand that.

OWEN SOUND SUBDIVISION

Mr. Lewis: A question, Mr. Speaker, of

the Minister of Natural Resources. Could
I ask him whether he has received a petition
from students at West Hill Secondary School
in Owen Sound attempting to prevent the

construction of a subdivision on the face of

the escarpment—or on the edge of the

escarpment, 250 ft from the edge—right
across from the school?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, I have
not seen that petition.

Mr. Lewis: Would the minister look into

it since it seems to violate the protection
of the Niagara Escarpment Protection Act?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, if that

petition is directed to me, I look at all

petitions with the same enthusiasm and
interest and concern.

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South): How
come the member for Scarborough West
has it already?

Mr. Lewis: I have no further questions.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wel-
land South.

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY'S
PLANS FOR WELLAND CANAL

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Thank
you, Mr. Speaker. I have a question of

the Minister of Natural Resources, concern-

ing the high water levels on Lake Erie,
Lake Ontario and Lake St. Clair.

Is the minister aware that the newly
completed Welland Canal section between
Lake Erie and Port Robinson will handle
vessels of deeper draught and that the St.

l.awrence Seaway Authority proposes to

reconstruct the north section of the Welland
Canal with new locks to handle vessels of

1,000 ft or longer which will, in the near

future, require a deeper draught of water,

approximately five to seven feet, through-
out our Great Lakes system?

It is my concern that the present high
water level is created and controlled by the
St. Lawrence Seaway Authority to test the

acceptable tolerance of high lake levels. Will
the minister investigate and report back
to the Legislature concerning the St.

Lawrence Seaway's plan for development?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Yes, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Cochrane South.

CLOSING OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS
OFFICE IN MOOSONEE

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): I have a

question of the Minister of Natural Resources.

In view of the intention of the northern

affairs oflBces to bridge the gaps between
communities in northern Ontario and various

government agencies, what conceivable reason

can he have for proposing to close down the

northern affairs ofiice in Moosonee?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, I am very

pleased that the member has seen fit to ask

this question because it is a matter that has

attracted my attention.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The minister put him

up to it!

Hon. Mr. Bemier: I'm sure I didn't. I

would point out to him that in the reorgan-
ization of the Ministry of Natural Resources
we will be increasing our staff to about 14
in the Moosonee area. It was felt that there

was suflScient personnel there to do the same
work as the northern affairs oJBBcers were do-

ing. We didn't want to, of course, increase

the cost.

Mr. Martel: Somebody has wiped them all

out!

Hon. Mr. Bemier: We wanted to economize
as much as possible.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Anyway, all the Tories up
there have government jobs.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: We thought it was in the

best interests of the public to move this par-
ticular oflBce and let our own regular staff

do the work of the northern affairs oflBcers.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: At least one.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-
view.

Mr. Ferrier: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: A supplementary? Order,

please.

Mr. Ferrier: I wonder if the minister would
care to comment on whether the previous
northern affairs officer was unacceptable to

the member for that riding? Secondly, as a

supplementary, since the minister is closing
the oflBce in Moosonee and there vdll be an

extra office open in that part of the province,
will he now put an office in Iroquois Falls?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, as I said

earlier, we are trying to economize and to

run as efficient an operation as possible. We
have re-examined the need of Iroquois Falls

on a number of occasions, and until funds

become available this, of course, will be im-

possible.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The member is sure hard
to get along with, too.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-
view.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, I will take

the question as notice.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sudbury
East.

ASSISTANCE FOR LAURENTIAN
UNIVERSITY

Mr. Martel: I have a question of the Minis-

ter of Colleges and Universities when he takes

his place, Mr. Speaker.

As a result of his meeting last week vdth

representatives from Laurentian University,
is his ministry now in a position to indicate

what type of assistance wall be forthcoming
(a) for the bilingual section; and (b) for the

university as a whole?

Hon. J. McNie (Minister of Colleges and

Universities): Mr. Speaker, we advised the

president of the university yesterday that we
had reviewed the bilingual grants and the

formula which had been proposed to us by
the Committee on University Affairs and had
increased the bilingual grant to bring it up
to the same level as last year.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-

Forest HiU.

REPEAL OF SECTION OF
THE MUNICIPAL ACT

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Treasurer, if I could catch his

attention.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): He's got too

many paper clippings there.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He's got all those

editorials to read to us.

Mr. Singer: I have a question of the Treas-

urer. Is the Treasurer aware of the concern

of the council of the borough of North York

about the effect of the proclamation of the

repeal of section 354, subsection (1), sub-

section (133) of the Municipal Act which is

the section that would take away the

borough's power—all municipalities' powers—
to limit the number of gasoline stations by
bylaw? Is he aware of the extent to which it

would play havoc wdth the planning in North

York, and in other municipalities, if that re-

peal is proclaimed? If he is aware what, if

anything, is the minister going to do in rela-

tion to the representations that I understand
he has received?

INTERMEDIATE CAPACITY
TRANSIT SYSTEM

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): A
question of the Minister of Transportation
and Communications.

In view of the fact that he has so much
confidence in the Krauss-Maffei system that

he has been busily gobbling up global rights

everywhere except Uganda and Bangladesh,

why do we have to go through with the very

expensive and time-consuming demonstration

project at the Canadian National Exhibition?

If he has that much confidence in it, why
doesn't he just install the system in Ottawa,

Hamilton and Toronto?

Mr. Paterson: Do it nowl

Mr. R. F. Nixon: They would be ready for

1975-think of that.

Mr. Singer: And save $16 millionl

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, this has

been explained on many other occasions; I

will try to explain it again. Firstly, it is a

demonstration project-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: But it is guaranteed to

work!
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Hon. Mr. Carton: The demonstration proj-
ect is taking place not simply because we
want the opportunity of having this system
in existence and tested on its own from the

fall of 1974 until exhibition time in 1975,
but because at that time the people them-

selves will be able to ride and test this

particular vehicle—and we wdll get their re-

actions. There will be four stations of four

different designs so that we can get the best

designs for stations.

More important, Mr. Speaker, is the fact

that if there are flaws—and there are bound
to be—we wdll recognize these at the outset.

In any new system that is brought into being
there will be times when alterations will

have to be made, but we could not do this

if people were utilizing it to get to work.

In other words, when we get this into

existence and operating, and something comes

up that needs new technology or a new look,

we can take it out of service for an hour,
a day or two days and make that particular
modification. We couldn't do that if it were
a line being utilized by people to get to

work or whatever their destination might be.

That is the reason for having the demon-
stration project.

Also, the safety factor, the curve factor,

the grade factor—all these things must be
tested—

Mr. Singer: Also, most people don't think

it is going to work anyway.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food ) : The member hopes it doesn't.

Mr. Singer: I don't hope it doesn't. I don't

think it will.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Sure, his whole crowd

hopes it doesn't.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, we—

Mr. Singer: Why don't they put it down
in Middlesex? That's where it belongs.

Mr. Speaker: Order. Order.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Transportation is

needed here—we don't have any transporta-
tion problems.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: They've got one problem.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I would

point out that no matter what one brings
into being for the first time—and we said

this—there will have to be modifications made

from time to time. Even with the automobile

industry and all that expertise that it has—

Mr. Singer: That's on the way out.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Look at the Firenza

problem today. One has to have technological
advances checked and modified from time

to time.

Mr. Givens: A supplementary: Has the min-
ister had requests from any other country in

the world which would lead him into this

ambitious matter of getting world rights for

this system? What requests has he had from

any other country in the world for this,

when Germany itself hasn't brought in this

system?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, firstly, con-
struction is starting on a commercial route

in Heidelberg, Germany, this fall. It's not a
demonstration project; it is, in fact, a com-
mercial line. Secondly, they have—and I could
be wrong about these figures—from 10 to 13

inquiries of a very serious nature that are

at the negotiating status today with Krauss-

Maffei that Ontario was at a year and a half

ago.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Minister of Industry
and Tourism has the answer a question

previously asked.

ONTARIO PLACE

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, the mem-
ber for High Park asked last week; "Is it

correct that the Ontario Place deficit for the

last year was $1.8 million and was covered

again by order in council, a practice that

was criticized for the previous year by the

auditor?"

Mr. Speaker, I am advised by the Ontario

Place board of directors and management
that the total operating expenditure for On-
tario Place in the fiscal year 1972-1973 was

$4,046,098.35. The total revenue for Ontario

Place for the fiscal year 1972-1973 was

$2,360,638.69. Expenditures for operating
over revenue had a shortfall of $1,685,459.66.

Mr. Speaker, may I say that there was no
order in council; there was a provision made
for $4 million under vote 1603, item 1. The
revenue, along with the vote, were more
than ample to take care of the deficit factor.

Mr. Shulman: How much of that deficit

was provided for by the entertainment; and
does the minister think it is wise to hire a

man in charge of entertainment who wears

another hat where he supplies entertainers?
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Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, the first

point, what portion of it relates to entertain-

ment, I would have to take under advise-

ment and review it. Certainly, I don't have
the breakdown on those figures here this

morning. In answer to the second question,
it is not correct. Mr. Casey, who is in charge
of promoting and looking after the enter-

tainment at Ontario Place, did not and has

not employed talent through an agency
which he formerly owned, or at least I be-

lieve he formerly owned. Talent was hired

on a strictly impartial basis and not through
any of his prior companies.

Mr. Shulman: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Is it not a fact that Mr. Casey is presently,
and until 1977 will be, president of Galaxy
Television Production Ltd. as well as presi-

dent of Len Casey Associates? I ask the minis-

ter should the head of entertainment at On-
tario Place not be a full-time person not

wearing another hat which could be in com-

petition with his job there?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, as for

Mr. Casey's other responsibility of which
the member has spoken, 1 will have to review
it. I did inquire as to whether any of the

talent that had been used at Ontario Place

during the past season was employed through
any of the agencies referred to by the mem-
ber. I was informed they were not. As to

his participation in the Galaxy Productions,
or whatever the name of the company
happens to be, I will have to take that

under advisement and review it.

As far as his work at Ontario Place is

concerned, there is no doubt in my mind
that he should be a full-time employee of

Ontario Place. It needs a person to direct

it full time.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor West.

GOVERNMENT CLASSIFIED TRADES

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): My
question is of the Minister of Government
Services. Is the minister concerned about
the unrest and dissatisfaction amongst the

certified skilled tradesmen in the employ
of the government; and is he concerned
about the numbers who have already re-

signed and the numbers who are thinking of

so doing because of the low wages they
receive?

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Govern-
ment Services): Mr. Speaker, relating to the

hon. member's question, I would say, yes,

I am concerned at some dissatisfaction

among the classified trades within the govern-
ment. There have been, I believe, some

resignations. I cannot give the figure. Of
course, I have no way of knowing and I'm

sure the hon. member has no way of know-

ing just how many are thinking of resigning.

I would point out to the House, Mr.

Speaker, that the classified trades are a por-
tion of the bargaining unit within the

public service of Ontario and that the normal

bargaining procedures were carried out over

the past months with the Civil Service

Commission. It was at that level that the

rates were settled. I, or my ministry, have
no control regarding these rates.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
Centre.

Mr. Bounsall: Supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: All right. A supplementary.

Mr. Bounsall: Is the minister not sufficiently

concerned about the fact that those who
have left and those who might leave to have

put some input into the management side

of that bargaining table with respect to the

rates of these skilled tradesmen?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, I have

already said that I have some concern re-

garding those rates, but this falls within the

power of the Civil Service Commission. I

have made my views known, but I had no
control over the decision of the bargaining
unit.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York

Centre.

HIGHWAY CULVERT XN MARKHAM

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): I have
a three-part question of the Minister of

Transportation and Communications.

With respect to the collapse of the new
culvert on Highway 7 in Markham, who
was responsible for the design and approval
of the work? Is that person still in a position
to perpetrate further costly errors?

Secondly, why has no work been done
on the culvert for weeks when the closing of

the road is causing severe hardship in the

loss of business to local merchants, in-

tolerable delays to motorists and is dis-

turbing and destroying the residential streets?

Thirdly, would the minister undertake

to have the rebuilding of the culvert com-
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pleted forthwith, so it can be reopened

long before the announced date of July 1?

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Get down
there and get the shovel going.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, 111 take

that question as notice.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park.

SELECTION OF SUPERINTENDENT
FOR BRAMPTON CORRECTIONAL

INSTITUTE

Mr. Shulman: A question of the Minister

of Correctional Services, Mr. Speaker. Why
was the position of superintendent of the

new clinic in Brampton not advertised in

order to obtain three eligible candidates,
in keeping with the recommendation made
by the committee on government produc-
tivity?

And part two: Why was that position

given to a man brought from England? Why
weren't the minister's own people here given
the opportunity to compete for that position?

Hon. C. J. S. Apps (Minister of Correc-
tional Services): Mr. Speaker, the position
as the superintendent of the new Ontario
Correctional Institute of Brampton was gone
into very thoroughly and every person in the

ministry who could have been eligible for

such an appointment was also very thorough-
ly investigated. It was the opinion of those

who were responsible for the final selection

of the superintendent that the man who was
appointed was the best possible person we
could find to look after this institution.

Mr. Shulman: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Is the minister saying there was no
one in the whole Correctional Services

Ministry who was competent to take that

position and they had to go to England to

get someone. Is that what the minister is

saying?

Hon. Mr. Apps: No, Mr. Speaker, we
didn't go to England to get the man to head
that particular institution.

Mr. Shulman: Did they not get Mr.
Duggan; Mr. John Duggan?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Duggan came from

England. He was not brought over to take

over that particular institution. He was

brought over to be worked into the Ministry
of Correctional Services. We feel he is an

exceptionally fine person, and as I indicated

earlier we investigated everyone we felt

might be capable of looking after that par-
ticular job. We felt that Mr. Duggan was
the best man available.

Mr. Martel: What the minister is saying
is that no one was capable.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Sure, there may have been
others who might have been, but we

trj'
to

get the man we think can do it best.

Now I might indicate to you, Mr. Speaker,
that Mr. Duggan is superintendent of the

institution; he is responsible for the security

aspect of the institution. Dr. Meen is respon-
sible for the professional services at the in-

stitution. So there is a dual responsibility
there.

It was my information, and I certainly con-

curred with it, that Mr. Duggan would be

the man who could best look after that par-
ticular position.

Mr. Shulman: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Sorry, the question period has

now been exceeded.

Petitions.

Mrs. M. Scrivener (St. David): Mr. Speaker,
I beg leave to introduce a petition to the

Lieutenant Governor and members of the

Legislature on behalf of Mr. Robert Collier,

137 Madison Ave., Toronto, and Mr. Jacob

Hamoy, 18 Fairholme Ave., Toronto, and

3,358 other signatories. This petition concerns

Ryerson Institute Radio Station CJRT-FM;
and further, Mr. Speaker, I ask that this

petition be read.

Clerk of the House: The following petition
has been received:

Of Robert Collier and J. Hamoy of the city

of Toronto, and 1358 odier signatories, that

radio station CJRT-FM be kept on the air,

since in our opinion this station plays an im-

portant part in the cultural and educational

life of Toronto.

Mr. Speaker: Presenting reports.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

BUDGET STATISTICAL MATERIAL

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, on a point of

privilege, I want to take strong objection to

the Treasurer, or those associated in his minis-

try, having issued, not through the Legisla-
ture but outside it, a number of pages of
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statistical material relating to the budget, and

particularly to the retail sales tax. These were
released after we had passed that clause in

the bill to which most of these figures would
have been applicable.

I really think that that was an inappropri-
ate thing to do; it was a pretty serious cir-

cumvention of the Legislature. According to

the rules, we will, Mr. Speaker, perhaps still

find an opportunity to debate what the Treas-

urer has issued, I think. But I am appealing
to you, sir, to have some latitude in advance
of the event in order to allow this, because

a more manipulative and distorted series of

tables I have never seen issued from the

Treasurer. It is an aflFront to the Legislature
that in his own defensiveness he went outside

this House in order to do it.

So, Mr. Speaker, I put to you for your
contemplation, sir, that either on the last

clause of the bill, as precedent has occasion-

ally allowed, or on third reading, the intro-

duction of this new material be allowed to

come to debate in this House.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: On the point, Mr.

Speaker, since the Treasurer is here surely he
can account to the House for his actions in

this connection? It sounds as if he was com-

pletely irresponsible in not making it avail-

able to all members.

Mr. MacDonald: Trying to recoup a lost

position.

Hon. Mr. White: I have an obligation

obviously to try to inform the public of the

actual import and purport of the budget.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: That budget takes a lot

of explanation.

Hon. Mr. White: It happens that the care-

ful selection of some small number of figures,
all of which are on the cost side, has given a

gross distortion in the minds of the public
to the net consequences of the changes. I

have attempted here in this House to set forth

the facts as I understand them. I have never
known any injunction to be placed upon any
member of this Legislature in providing in-

formation through press releases to supple-
ment information given here in the Legisla-
ture.

Mr. Lewis: It is not a press release.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The statement wasn't
made in the House.

Hon. Mr. White: I think, Mr. Speaker, the
claim that is now being made, that I am able

to make my case only in this chamber and
nowhere else, is grossly unfair. In fact, I will

be speaking tonight to 500 roadbuilders and
I am going to tell them what the budget
means, and I would trust, Mr. Speaker, that

you wouldn't attempt to muzzle me in any
respect on that or any other occasion.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker, speaking to

this point that the provincial Treasurer has

introduced, nobody is questioning his right
to put out material any time he wants, where
he wants.

Mr. Lewis: Right!

Mr. MacDonald: What we are questioning
is the timing of it. Namely, it was put out

after we had passed those sections of the

Act when it would have been appropriate for

it to be debated. Our point is simply this,

that there should be an occasion to discuss

this new material, either on the last section,
which along with the first section is some-
times regarded as an omnibus section on
which relevant overall issues in the bill can
be discussed, or alternatively on third read-

ing.

Hon. Mr. White: I certainly have no ob-

jection to it in the slightest. I have watched
the rules being bent here, bent and broken
in committee, time and time again.

Mr. Deans: Only by the member for

London South.

Hon. Mr. White: I don't think there's any
way that the chairman can control a deter-

mined anarchistic minority.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: Sometimes it takes an
anarchistic minority to deal with big dictators.

Hon. Mr. White: And I hark back, Mr.

Speaker, to the clear warning that was given
by the member for Yoi^k South when he
started this debate, that they would fight

every comma and every hyphen, so I fully

expected this obstructionist tactic to be used.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: If I have heard the point of

privilege as raised by the hon. member for

Scarborough West properly, it seems to me
that the objection is based upon the fact

that certain information was released to the

public, which information was relevant to

sections prior to section 9 of Bill 98 which
had been passed in committee of the whole
House. If the information was of a nature
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that might have influenced the debate during
consideration of sections 1 to 8, or, in fact,

in any way changed the nature of those

sections so that debate might have been

extended, then it seems to me that perhaps
the opposition members might have a right
to consider those propositions.

The submission has been made to the hon.

provincial Treasurer that it be included in

the further consideration of the remaining
clause or clauses in committee of the whole

House. I do not in any way undertake to

direct the chairman of the committee of the

whole House in what he should or should

not do.

However, in view of the fact that the hon.

provincial Treasurer has suggested to the

House that he has no objection to it and if,

in fact, the hon. members of the opposition
feel there is something further to be added
—not by way of repetition—as far as I would
be concerned it would seem to me that the

chairman of the committee of the whole
House could, in fact, undertake to allow

limited debate on the matters raised.

LEGISLATIVE PAGES

Before we go into committee of the

whole, I should hke to inform the members
of the House that the present group
of pages is serving its very last day of its

term with us today. The pages have served

us well and I am sure we have all grown to

know them and to appreciate the services

they have rendered over these past several

weeks.

In order that the fact that they have served
us so well goes on the record, I am going to

read the names and the home address of each
of the boys and girls who have served us. I

might mention to the hon. members that this

has the effect of providing a copy of Hansard
with their names printed therein; my oflBce

undertakes to send each page a copy of that

edition of Hansard.

Sandra Beardsall of Brampton; Monica

Biringer of Toronto; Vernal Byggdin of Hilton

Beach; Kelly-Lynn Constant of Gait; Gregory
George of Fort Erie; Ann Marie Gresko of

Grimsby; Peter Kolisnyk of Cobourg; Stuart

McCarthy of Thomhill; John McGaughey of

Weston; Elizabeth McQuarrie of Gore Bay;
Virginia Meyer of Hamilton; Susan Morris of

Gait; John Morrison of Thunder Bay; Duncan
Mustard of Dundas; Russell Pullan of

Toronto; Paul Purves of Scarborough; Russill

Raftis of Burlington; Mary Russell of

Toronto; Robert Stirhng of Oshawa; and
Thomas Viegandt of Thunder Bay.

Clerk of the House: The second order.

House in committee of the whole; Mr. R. D.
Rowe in the chair.

RETAIL SALES TAX ACT
(continued)

House in committee on Bill 98, An Act to

amend the Retail Sales Tax Act.

Mr. Chairman: Bill 98, An Act to amend
the Retail Sales Tax Act. We were dealing
with an amendment to section 9 of the bill.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Mr. Chairman,
if I may, is it proper to move an additional

amendment and deal with them all? I want
to amend section 9 further.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Mr. Chairman, so do I. Obviously you
can only have one amendment at a time, and
when you clear that away I suppose the hon.

member and I will compete for the floor.

Mr. Chairman: We have an amendment

now; we will have to keep our discussion to

that.

Shall the Treasurer's (Mr. White) amend-
ment carry?

Motion agreed to.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Chairman, the sec-

tion as amended is, I think, the section that

the hon. member for Wentworth and I—and
I would suggest all the other members—are
concerned with.

We have discussed the retroactivity of this

particular imposition on a number of occa-

sions and a number of members in the

opposition, particularly the member for Went-

worth, have tried to make the Treasurer and
the parliamentary assistant (Mr. Walker) to

the Minister of Revenue (Mr. Grossman)
understand that during the days since May 1

the tax at seven per cent has, in fact, not

been legal.

Mr. Deans: What am I trying to do?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The consolidated revenue

fund has been enriched by approximately
$1 million a day on the basis of a tax which

may in the future be legal but is at present
not legally imposed.

The parliamentary assistant makes a nice

point that no illegality has been perpetrated.
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Whether or not he is correct, it is the

strongly-held contention that the precedents
which have been cited to the House by the

two ministers and the parliamentary secretary,
have no validity. Even when the Treasurer

goes back and cites a precedent from the

Hepburn administration, still those of us in

the Liberal Party don't find the precedent

convincing, because what was illegal then
and has been illegal since that time has been

illegal in other provinces and has been

illegal in the—

Mr. G. W. Walker (London North): It

is not illegal!

Mr. R. F. Nixon: All right. It has been

improper and has been a tax imposed without

legal effect by jurisdictions in Canada. There
has been a very proper precedent pointed out

by the NDP, by the hon. member for York
South (Mr. MacDonald), the hon. member
for Scarborough West (Mr. Lewis) and the

hon. member for Wentworth, that at least the

mother of Parhaments, as long ago as 1913,
has been aware of this gap in the jurisdiction
of the governments of a hiatus in the power
of the tax collection agencies to impose and

require the citizens to cough up these par-
ticular revenues on the basis of a bill which
is not yet a law.

Mr. Chairman, we are aware of the reasons

given for utihzing this approach in the past,

particularly when the Treasurer's predecessors
have decided that for revenue purposes it

was necessary to make specific changes in

the tax base of the province, such as increas-

ing gasoline tax, tobacco tax and, on more
than one occasion, sales tax.

We are aware that these changes have

normally been imposed at 12:01 o'clock the

day following the budget statement. There
has been the feeling that certain statements

in the budget would have an effect on the

financial community, and for that reason

there should not be a period of time following
the announcement when the stock market and
the business community would be actively

trading in commodities which would be
affected by the changing tax situation. This

is a rational justification. In this case, there

was a period of almost three weeks following
the announcement, before the tax, in the

view of the Treasurer and the parliamentary
assistant, was to be imposed.

There is also a very rational fear that when
a tax goes up, if there is a period of time
before it is imposed, those people who have
the money to take advantage of speeding up
their purchases will be able to avoid the tax.

In other words, if the tax had been imposed
at midnight of the day the budget was an-

nounced, then it would have been fair for all

and all would have had to pay the tax; but
as a result there were many people who had
the liquid resources to go out and say: "Well,
I can beat that tax;" by buying an automobile
or an expensive suit of clothes or any number
of things. Where the tax is a substantial

amount, they were able to save on that basis.

In other words, the Treasurer might have put
forward the argument for a retroactive ap-
proach to the imposition of the tax, that he
wanted to avoid hoarding or giving an un-
fair advantage to certain citizens who could

go and spend money for making purchases
and thus save the cost of the extra tax; but
that argument was lost as well.

It seems strange that neither the Treasurer
nor any of his colleagues has tried to make
the argument that, in fact, they had thought
that May 1 was the date when the legislation

might be law, and that they were hoping to

set the date in the bill that would be as

close to the date when the Legislature would
have given its approval and the Lieutenant
Governor his assent. But that argument has

not been made. They have simply rested their

case on the precedents in this House and in

other jurisdictions, which I believe have been

pointed out very effectively and on a number
of occasions, simply do not apply in this

specific case.

We have felt, and it has also been the feel-

ing among the editorial writers whom the

minister does not quote, perhaps in those

newspapers which he feels have been unfairly

slamming him and the other members of his

ministry, that the budget and the implementa-
tion of the changes have been amateur in the

extreme and asinine in their conception.

The minister in his original statements on
the sales tax, in trying to engender some kind

of favour in the community, has shown that

he has a strange feeling for certain exceptions
to this tax. In fact, he has made his ministry
the laughing stock of people who are pretty
hard-headed under normal circumstances in

their approval of the Conservative manage-
ment of fiscal affairs in the past. That ap-

proval has been lost; and certainly this minis-

ter, the Treasurer who has the conduct of

this legislation, is responsible for the disrepute
of his administration and the falling off of

confidence in the community of Ontario in

those associated with the management of our

fiscal affairs.

Now we have considered very carefully
what sort of an amendment might be placed
in section 9 which would give point to our
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feeling that the tax has been improperly im-

posed now for 11 days.

We know that the revenues coming from

the extra tax, which we feel has been im-

properly imposed, amount to $1 million a

day; and in fact the consolidated revenue

fund is richer by $10 million already.

That money, however, is still in the hands
of the vendors and they will not have to re-

bate it to the Minister of Revenue until

June 23. And we also are aware that the

Ministry of Revenue has sent out a directive

saying that if a citizen refuses to pay the

additional tax and the vendor does not want
to lose the sale, then he can sell it at the

old tax rate of five per cent and take the

name and address—even though that, in fact,

is illegal in our opinion.

The vendor can take the name and address
of the purchaser with the idea that the gov-
ernment, after this bill does become law, if

it does, can then descend upon the unfortu-

nate, innocent purchaser for the additional

two per cent—which could be a substantial

amount if the purchase is an automobile; and
which could obviously be ignored if the pur-
chase is a new shirt or a tie, or something
like that.

So the minister, and particularly the un-
fortunate Ministry of Revenue—which has to

carry the ash cans for the thoughtless im-

positions of the tax by the Treasurer—already
has a can of worms to sort out. The top is

off of it. Probably within the next two or

three days, the ministry is going to have to

reach in and start setting some order to that

container of wriggling invertebrates.

We have seen, Mr. Chairman, that from
day to day the ministerial statements seem
inconsistent. The Minister of Revenue has

admitted, in fact asserted—I don't think he
ever admits anything; he seems to assert

everything—that the law is not based on
action of this Legislature and therefore there
is no legal commitment nor legal require-
ment on the behalf of the purchaser to pay
the tax.

However, he goes on with his dire warn-
ings and threats to vendors and to pur-
chasers. He asserts that the vendors, if

they don't collect the tax, are going to have
to remit it anyway; and to the purchasers,
that if they don't pay it, then the full weight
of the government will descend upon them
to collect the amount that the Ministry of

Revenue will deem to be owing.

So, in fact, we are talking about an amount
of approximately $10 million that is in

abeyance.

We remember the diflSculties that tlie

Ontario Hospital Services Commission ex-

perienced when they wanted to integrate

hospitalization with our Medicare pro-

gramme. The one was charged on a two-

month basis and the other on a three-month
basis. They might have benefited, I suppose,
from the advice of the present Treasurer,
who could have, no doubt, worked out

some sort of a scheme so that the premiimis
in total could have been collected.

But the Ontario Hospital Services Com-
mission, admittedly without authority, but

with its best judgement at the time, decided

that the thing to do was to give at least

a short, small—let's say a short, large—tax

holiday of $50 million, because they felt

that the bureaucracy, the business of govern-
ment could not cope with the problems that

the policies of the Ministry of Health had

imposed upon them.

Something similar is before us at the

present time. Whatever the disposition of

the effective date of the tax, there is going
to be a great deal of administrative difficulty,

legal diflBculty, for the Ministry of Revenue
to cope with.

Last evening some very specific questions,

not hypothetical at all, were put to the par-

liamentary assistant having to do with the

position of vendors and their relationship with

the purchaser in the event the tax does

become law. The parliamentary assistant

would not venture any land of a ministerial

opinion, but said that all of these decisions,

one by one, would have to be referred to

the law officers of the Crown for this to be

appropriate action.

This means, of course, that the parlia-

mentary assistant, who may very properly
lack a certain amount of confidence in mak-

ing statements to which the ministry would
be bound in the next few weeks, is showing
some very wise discretion. It seems to me,
having listened to those questions last night,

that someone in the ministry should have
been able to come forward with a forth-

right answer and not fall back on the old

defence that that's all hypothetical and the

problem, in fact, will not arise.

The problem will arise, and the Minister

of Revenue and the parliamentary assistant

and the admirable people who have been

sitting under the gallery for so many days
and paying careful attention to the careful

argimients that have been put forward are

going to have a busy time indeed. They are

going to have many letters from irate citizens

and protective members of the Legislature,
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because your policies and the administration

of them are going to make a very difficult

situation for the political people involved,

particularly on the government side.

What are we to do? There are those who
would say that if we were to change the

effective date of this tax from May 1 we
would simply be compounding the adminis-

trative confusion. I would say to you, Mr.

Chairman, that we must reject that argu-
ment.

A very sage political philosopher has said

that the opposition must not put forward

amendments which it does not expect to have
carried and, therefore, we must take that

into consideration as well. We must expect
the force of our argument to be such that

even the intransigent Conservatives will be
convinced of it, and will support a different

approach, a fair approach, a democratic

approach to the imposition of taxation.

With all of these things in mind, Mr.

Chairman, we have decided to ofiFer an

amendment which in fact will make the tax

legal and have it imposed only on the day
when it receives the royal assent of His

Honour.

This means, Mr. Chairman, if the House
were to accept this contention, there would
be approximately $10 million in the hands of

the vendors, which by law they should not

have extracted from the purchasers in the first

place. What is to become of that money?
I think the point that is of significance is

that the money has not been rebated to the

consolidated revenue fund as yet. It is in the

tills and the bank accounts of the various

vendors across the province. Many of them
have already got a sheaf of material in their

possession with names and addresses of indi-

viduals who have refused to pay the tax. The
vendors have not been prepared to lose the

sale on the basis of simply knuckling under
to those directives from the ministry, which
had no force of law.

The situation, surely, would be as follows:

If the Minister of Revenue and the Treasurer

were to accept the logical arguments put to

them over the last few days and agree they
had made a substantial error—an error which
cannot be obviated by reference to the pre-
cedents over the years—if they are prepared
to admit that, in fact, this situation is not

similar to the precedents of the past in that

they did not choose to impose the tax at mid-

night of the day the budget was presented,

surely the largest part of the $10 million can
be fairly and without too much difficulty

redistributed to the purchasers from whom it

was improperly extracted in the first place.

There might be a good many purchasers
who would not bother to collect the 10 to 15

cents associated with a minor purchase, but

certainly those people who have bought major
items and who have sales slips to verify the

purchase would have no trouble in getting a

rebate. Even if the sales slips were not avail-

able, something known as goodwill—some-

thing that is valued very highly by a vendor-
would come into play so that a large pro-

portion of the money already collected would
find its way back into the proper pockets of

the persons from whom it had been improp-
erly extracted in the first place.

My point is this, Mr. Chairman, that we
are not prepared to accept a counter-argu-
ment that our amendment simply adds to an

already confusing situation. The situation is

already confused and we must surely be con-

cerned with what is fair, equitable and
democratic.

For those reasons, Mr. Chairman, I move
the following amendment.

Mr. R. F. Nixon moves that all the words
in section 9 after the word "Act" in the first

line be struck out and the following sub-

stituted; "Comes into force on the day it

receives royal assent."

Mr. R. F. Nixon: So the section will read;

"This Act comes into force on the day it

receives royal assent."

Mr. Chairman: The member for Went-
worth.

Mr. Deans: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I

want right off the bat to make it clear that

we would, of course, support the amendment

put forward by the Leader of the Opposition.
That was, in fact, the amendment I was re-

ferring to when I rose earlier to ask how,

procedurely, to go about it.

I want to deal with this in a number of

different aspects, because there have been a

lot of red herrings drawn into this debate by
the minister and by the spokesmen for the

government in trying to deal with the actions

which they have taken. I want to make clear

that was the form that actually was followed

by the government.

To begin with, on April 12, the minister

stated in his budget address that he was going
to change a number of taxing measures, in-

cluding the retail sales tax and that he intend-

ed to implement these things on May 1. It

wasn't until April 24 that the minister de-

cided, after considerable pressure from the

opposition and from the public, to withdraw
the portions of the retail sales tax changes
which were applicable to energy. That left, at
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that point, some six days until the end of the

month of April.

It wasn't until April 26 that the minister

introduced the bill for second reading. That

left only three days for the debate on second

reading, for the debate in committee, for the

debate on third reading, for the Lieutenant

Governor to give his assent and for the bill

to become effective as of May 1. The minister

knew that. He failed to recognize that the

time between the introduction of the bill for

second reading and the time for the imple-
mentation of the bill was much too short.

It was at that point that the minister should

have altered the effective date. But because

of stubbornness, I suspect, and because of

reliance on power, obviously gained from the

large majority that the Conservative Party has

in the Province of Ontario, the minister chose

to approach the matter in a way which
leaves questions as to the legality of the

positions the vendors were forced into in the

Province of Ontario.

I don't think there is anyone in this House
who thought that that bill could possibly pass
the House in three days. It was at that point
that the minister ought to have made the

decision to alter the effective date of the

bill. Unfortunately, he didn't.

I want to refer to a number of incidents

and a number of acts that have come out in

the course of the debate, because I think they
are important. I want, first of all, to refer to

The Canadian Tax Journal of March and

April, 1968, and that portion called, "Fact

and Opinion," in which it says:

It has long been a settled constitutional

principle in Canada that the Legislature
alone has the power to levy taxes. The en-

actment of tax laws is a long and complex
procedure, based on British parliamentary
practice, that is designed to prevent

arbitrary action by affording opportunity
for full debate.

I pause at that point to make the point with

the minister that that was the reason why he
should have altered the effective date of the

bill from May 1 to another date later in the

month of May or perhaps the beginning of

the month of June. The Tax Journal goes on
to say:

The first step in the procedure is the

budget speech, which the Minister of

Finance introduces by moving that the

House of Commons go into committee of

ways and means. In support of this motion,
he delivers his budget speech which in-

cludes among other tilings the statement of

proposed amendments to the tax laws set

out in the form of resolutions.

That isn't done in this House. By not so do-

ing, there is no opportunity to approve in

principle, prior to the introduction of legisla-

tion, any of the taxing measures to be set out

in particular at a later date in the statutes

that are introduced by the minister.

The Tax Journal continues:

The motion is then open to debate, in

the course of which the members have an

opportunity to discuss almost any issue of

national importance. Following the passage
of the minister's motion-

It's at that point that we deviate from prac-
tice, or what should be practice, or what is

constitutionally correct in Canada and which
should be followed by all of the Parliaments

and Legislatures of the provinces of Canada.

The difficulty we have with this bill is not

whether or not the government has the right
to impose taxes retroactively, because I think,

as most members do, that the government-
Parliament or the Legislature—has absolute

power to impose whatever it is that it wishes

to impose. They take their chances with the

electorate whenever the electorate is given
the opportunity to vote. The fact is, though,
that retroactivity can only be imposed in any
tax where it can be applied practically, where
in fact the retroactive features of any taxing

legislation can be applied fairly and without

forcing any individual to do anything which
could be construed as being illegal or im-

proper.

In this particular instance, that test can't

be applied with success, because it is im-

possible to apply a sales tax fairly and equi-

tably and retroactively.

It is absolutely impossible to say today that

everything purchased in the Province of On-
tario over the course of the last 10 days or

two weeks is going to be taxed at a level

higher than the tax which was in existence by
law during the period of the 10 days or two
weeks that we're talking about. Therefore, it

is impossible to tax, by way of sales tax,

retroactively. That doesn't make it illegal; it

just makes it impractical and impossible.

It is also wrong for the government to

use its majority and to assume, because of

that majority, it has the right to impose

upon the Legislature or the people of the

Province of Ontario a tax on a day prior

to the day when it has received royal assent.

It is wrong because we all know—we all

assume; maybe we don't know—at some

point in the history of the Province of
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Ontario there will be a time when we don't

have a majority government and when the

government will not be able to call upon
its vast majority to force through the Legis-
lature any taxing legislation or any legisla-

tion.

You can't, as a government, apply prin-

ciples in a time when you have a majority
which cannot stand the test of a minority

government. That's a principle I put to you,
that you don't have the right to impose
on the people of Ontario anything which:

One, doesn't stand up constitutionally; two,

requires them to do something which could
be construed as either illegal or improper;
and three, cannot be applied retroactively,

fairly and equitably. You are not entitled

to do that on the basis of your majority.

What we are saying to you is this: That
the mistakes that were made by this govern-
ment and the advisers of the government are

setting a precedent which we will not abide,
and of which the people of the Province
of Ontario have a right to be very critical.

There is no way to accept the government's
claim that, because at some point in the

past they were able to impose a tax retro-

actively without the benefit of legislative

passage, they are somehow entitled to con-

tinue to do so.

I want to point out to you that in the same
tax journal that is made perfectly clear.

It's made clear by virtue of a reference

to the judgement in the case that we have
discussed a number of times during the last

week, of Bowles vs. The Bank of England,

I understand the parliamentary assistant

may well say that the case is not identical

to this circumstance, it isn't identical to this

circumstance; and I admit it. The fact of

the matter is that the circumstances which

they were dealing with were much more
likely to lend themselves to the imposition
of retroactivity than the case with which
we are now dealing. The opportunity to

apply a tax retroactively in the matter of

income tax is obviously much more easily
done than it is in the case of a retail sales

tax, because the retail sales tax requires the

collection of the tax in most instances at

the time of the sale. It requires that in

order to make it work.

Mr. Walker: It is a bad case.

Mr. Deans: It isn't a bad case, and I

want to say that to you.

Mr. Walker: Their tax expired.

Mr. Deans: The fact that the tax expired
has nothing at all to do with it. The mem-
ber for London South has continuously
pointed out that the difference in this in-

stance, as over and against the instance
in 1913 in England, is that their tax expired.
The fact that their tax expired had nothing
to do with it, because they weren't dealing
with the expiration of the tax; they were

dealing with the collection of the tax prior
to the passage of the legislation. It had
nothing to do with the expiration of it.

What they said in that instance was, and I

quote: "It was finally settled that there
could be no taxation in this country [re-

ferring, of course, to Britain] except under

authority of an Act of Parliament."

There is no Act of Parliament in this

instance, and I would point out that we in

this province and in the Dominion of Canada
have adopted, almost without exception, the
rules of Westminster as being the rules un-
der which we operate. Having accepted
them, we then have to accept there is no
constitutional right to collect a tax nor to

require a tax to be collected for which there
is no legislation.

Mr. Walker: It doesn't prove the member's
point.

Mr. Deans: How they handled the British

situation was they introduced legislation,
the Provisional Collection of Taxes Act.

When this was brought to the government's
attention some number of days ago, I sus-

pect the government could have attempted
to bring such an Act into this Legislature—
but they failed to do so. That again is some-

thing for which perhaps the government's
advisers must accept the responsibility, be-

cause they should have recognized the

supposed illegality of the position they were

putting the vendors in.

I want to say this: First of all, it is going
to be extremely difficult for the government
to extricate itself from the position it has

gotten itself into. It is not correct to say
that the vendor was able to either collect or

not collect, according to the desires of the

purchaser, because the retail sales tax

bulletin sent out in April said—and I quote
for the member's interest: "On and after

May 1, 1973, the new tax rate of seven per
cent must be collected." There was no sub-

sequent bulletin to inform those vendors

that was an error, and that it was not

obligatory on the part of the vendor to

collect the tax. Therefore, in fact, the ven-

dors of the province were correct in assuming
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that the government had directed them to

collect the tax.

The government had no right to direct them
to collect the tax. In forcing the tax to be

paid, the vendors, as the government's agents,
were carrying on an act that could be con-

sidered at least improper and perhaps illegal.

This government therefore has to accept the

full responsibility for the actions of all of

the vendors until such time as this bill is

passed.

If the government is going to make a

change in the tax in the future, obviously it

is going to have to have some kind of en-

compassing legislation permitting the govern-
ment to tax during the time the bill is being
considered for passage through the House.
But in this instance, the only way to legalize
the position that the government has placed
the vendors in, is first to change the eflFective

date of the legislation.

On the next point I differ slightly with the

Leader of the Opposition. Rather than go
through the very difficult mechanism of try-

ing to refund to each individual taxpayer
the amounts that have been collected, I think
it perhaps would be better if the moneys
collected since May 1 were paid into the
Province of Ontario; and the amount of

money, which would range between $14
million and $20 million, should be applied
to the retail sales tax credit. The tax credit
could then be increased by the amount of
the moneys collected improperly and dis-

tributed to the population at large by way
of tax credits. I recognize that some people
would get it without having paid it. But by
the other method suggested, perhaps a lot

more people would claim it than paid it, and
the vendor would then be in the invidious

position of having to make the distinction
between the two people.

So I'm suggesting to you that you change
the date, and you can change it perhaps to
the 15th of the month or you can change it,

as the Leader of the Opposition said, to the
date on which it receives royal assent and
then you collect the tax that has been paid;
you forget about all of the nonsense of

pursuing vendors, pursuing people who didn't

pay the tax, because in fact they weren't

required to pay the tax. You take that money,
you apply the $14 milHon to $20 million to

the amount that will be available by way of
sales tax credit, and you pay that out to the

people of the Province of Ontario as part of
the total tax credit programme.

I think that meets the objectives that we're
all trying to accomphsh. I think, in fact, that

it puts the government in a much more favour-

able light in terms of the way in which it

handles taxing legislation. I think that, in

addition to that, it will provide the govern-
ment with at least some face saving in try-

ing to show they do understand the inherent

impropriety of what they've done and that

they are prepared to make some kind of

restitution, both to the vendor and to the

public at large, for the stupidity of the pos-
ition they put them in. This is what Tm really
worried about.

If you do that, then I think that from there

on in, with the appropriate legislation intro-

duced in the House, it will be entirely pos-
sible in the future to proceed in a normal

way, the way that we have in the past, and
to apply any taxing legislation on whatever
date you desire. That's assuming they pass new

legislation for the provision of the collection

of taxes.

I think that you can do that. I don't know
that I approve of it, but it can be done.

There's no doubt about the legality of it. I

think that if you don't do that, what you've
then done in the Province of Ontario is even
more wrong. If you persist in the position
that you have taken, and if you persist in the

position that you have not forced vendors to

do something that is illegal or improper, then
I suggest to you that you've failed to under-

stand the ramifications of the application of

the retail sales tax.

I want to say something to you about the

whole legislation and how you applied it.

Whether you understand what I'm trying to

get at or not is really not of much importance

any more, because obviously we haven't been
able to move you, but the fact of the matter

is that if you don't take some appropriate
measures to correct the general feeling in the

Province of Ontario that this government has

lost its grip, and lost control of itself, then it

can only be a downhill path. You can argue,
but the tables which you presented to the

House by way of justification for the positions
that you've taken in regard to the application
of an increase in retail sales tax don't stand

up.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer and Minister of

Intergovernmental Afi^airs): Don't impinge on

your leader's speech. You are getting yourself
all worked up.

Mr. Deans: I'm not going to. They don't

stand up.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): No, I'm

waiting for the—
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Mr. Deans: I'm telling you that you're go-

ing to find yourself in a further embarrassing

position, which may well delay the bill even

further and require the vendors to go on

beyond this point and require them to collect

additional sales taxes improperly.

All of the sections that have been cited by
the parliamentary assistant as being appli-
cable in this collection matter, section 17 and

sections 8 and 9, can't be applied in this in-

stance because they refer only to the tax in

existence at the time the purchase was made,
and the tax in existence at the time that the

purchase was made was five per cent. There

can be no way that this government can force

any consumer or any vendor to pay or collect

anything in excess of the legal tax that is set

out in the statutes of the Province of Ontario.

I don't care how you claim your right to

impose tax retroactively. You can't impose
tax retroactively if it's uncollectable. You
can't expect vendors to pay the additional

tax that was uncollectable out of their own
pockets, and you can't require people to give
names and addresses when they won't pay
in excess of the legal tax, because there is

no statute in the Province of Ontario which

requires it. Therefore you can't go after the

vendors for not having collected the names
and addresses, and you can't go after the

people who didn't pay the seven per cent

because they were only required by law to

pay the five per cent.

Therefore, I ask the minister how he can

legally make his tax retroactive? And that's

really the key. How can he make his tax

retroactive and applicable to everyone in the

Province of Ontario in order to guarantee
that it will be non-discriminatory?

Is the government only going to go after

the ones that it can find? Is it only on the

sales for which there is a record kept that

it is going to apply a retroactive tax? Be-

cause that is discrimination, and the govern-
ment is not entitled to do that.

Therefore, if the government cannot apply
the tax retroactively, then it has no right to

threaten the vendors of the Province of On-
tario or to threaten the taxpayers of the

Province of Ontario.

Mr. Chairman: Order please! We are get-

ting repetitive. Can we keep to the amend-
ment?

Mr. Deans: I'm sorry?

An hon. member: The member is getting

repetitive.

Mr. Deans: Oh, I am getting repetitive.

I am sorry. Anyway, I don't intend to speak

any longer. What I want to say is this—

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): The mem-
ber never gets repetitive.

Mr. Deans: No, I get repetitive. I get

repetitive.

I want to say that it would make sense

for the Treasurer to do what we suggested,
to apply the $20 million to the retail sales

tax credit, to accept the amendment of the

Leader of the Opposition. The government
doesn't lose face in having done that, in fact

it can then deal more equitably with the

people of the province.

Mr. Chairman: The member for St.

George.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Mr. Chair-

man, I am rising to support the amendment

placed by my leader. I feel it is incumbent

upon me to speak on this matter because

in all of my political life I have tried to take

a responsible position.

And this particular clause, coming as it

does pretty well the end of the debate on

this bill, does cause, of course, some concern

to those who wish to take a responsible po-
sition. It can be argued, as has been stated,

that the bill having been pretty well pro-

cessed, to debate this point is in fact to sup-

port a chaotic position.

However, in the time since this bill pro-
vided for payment as of May 1, I personally
have been inundated with case after case

which indicates the chaos exists, that it has

existed and that it has existed by reason of

the lack of planning, the lack of understand-

ing of the implications of this proposed legis-

lation.

I have given one example, and the fact

is there are restaurateurs who have been

charging on the old rate. I had a case just

the other day where a woman called me and
she said she had purchased a motor vehicle

and that the dealer was imposing the tax.

She wanted to know what her position was.

She had purchased her motor vehicle in

March and she had paid a downpayment
awaiting delivery. The car had not yet been

delivered, but the dealer was imposing the

seven per cent.

I advised her that on the best authority
of this particular case, that of the Treasurer

himself, she was not liable to pay the seven

per cent tax. This indicates that the instruc-

tions given have been completely ambigu-
ous; no one really understands them.
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Surely, while it may be said the bill itself

is clear and unequivocal, the principle of

law, which says that a taxing statute must

have that degree of clarity, would certainly

carry over to any of those matters which are

ancillary to the bill itself. Surely, in law the

citizen is entitled to know his rights? I sug-

gest that the citizen does not know his rights
in the province today, nor has he known since

May 1.

The member for Wentworth has discussed

the matter of the discriminatory aspects of

this bill as applied from May 1 until today.
While I sympathize with him, I understood,

as he was doing so, the fact that this govern-
ment is not concerned about discrimination

in any way, shape or form so far as it per-
tains to this bill.

The member for Wentworth, in speaking
about any proposed legislation that the gov-
ernment might bring in, said that it could

name any date it liked. I am not in agreement
with that position. It seems to me the one

real excuse for imposing a tax in advance of

the legislation is that the date be such that

no one can take advantage of the proposed

legislation. Surely that is the whole reason

for the secrecy which surrounds the budget
function and the budget address and the rest

of it.

An Hon. member: It is the main point.

Mrs. Campbell: Yet here those people, the

wealthy in our community—either in cash or

in credit—had weeks in which to take advan-

tage of the situation while those who live on
a day-to-day basis, those who can least afford

to pay it, are forced to pay. It is this aspect
of this particular approach that I decry and
that I will not support; nor will I support any
bill which does not make it applicable as of

the date of the introduction of it. I will not

support one which gives people opportunities
to evade it or to circumvent it.

It is for these reasons, Mr. Chairman, that

I am supporting the amendment. I felt that

I owed it to myself, my own integrity, to

make my position abundantly clear. Thank

you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, I only have one

point to make, which is putting the point of

my colleague from Wentworth in a slightly
diflFerent way. I put it to the Treasurer and
the parHamentary assistant fairly seriously.

I think this section is illegal. I don't think

this section is legal and I don't think the

Legislature is entided to pass it. I want to

tell you why. I want you to look at section

9 of the Retail Sales Tax Act. It says, "The

taxes imposed by this Act shall be collected

at the time of sale."

Section 17 of the Act says that the pur-
chaser is liable for the tax. Section 2 of the

Act says, "The tax is five per cent."

The government now proposes to make the

tax seven per cent retroactive to May 1;

but this is a direct contradiction of section 9

of the Act as it now stands. Sales cannot be

made retroactive. You can't make a sale retro-

active; and the tax payable, the obligation to

pay, exists at the time of the sale, according
to section 9.

Frankly, this section that we are now being
asked to pass is therefore illegal. You cannot

impose the sale retroactively. The obligation
to pay exists at the time of the sale; it is

absolutely unequivocal in section 9. I want

to make it clear, Mr. Chairman, that I am

talking about section 9 of the original bill;

therefore this section 9 of the amendment is

simply illegal. There is no authority for us

to pass it. If you consult with your law offi-

cers of the Crown, I think you will find that

you are asking us to support the government
in breaking the law.

It's a very unusual situation for the Legis-
lature to find itself in, but if the parliamen-

tary assistant will think it through for a

moment, I think he will see that the logic of

it is pretty compelling. I will very quickly
run through it for him.

Section 9, the payment of the tax must be

at the time of the sale; section 17, the pur-
chaser must pay the tax; section 2, the tax is

five per cent.

You can't make sales retroactive, and be-

cause you are obhgated under section 9 of

the original bill to pay the tax at the time of

the sale, this section is illegal.

I would ask you at least to waive the sec-

tion or hold it, stand it down, until you get
a legal opinion. It's silly to ask us to sup-

port the government in a clear illegality. It

will cause you irreparable nuisance afterwards

if you persist.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, speaking
to the amendment, I don't know how altering
our procedure would have avoided this dif-

ficulty when one harks back to the opening
remarks of the member for York South. He
concluded by saying:
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We are opposed to it [meaning the bill]. We wiU
fight it on second reading. We will fight it in every
clause where it can be done meaningfully. We will

oppose it then and we will oppose it on third reading
because we don't need it.

What would have been the practical change
if this bill had been called a resolution?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Can I ask a question at

this stage?

Mr. Chairman: Would the minister permit
a question from the hon. Leader of the Op-
position?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I know the minister's

point but what would have happened if you
had announced the tax payable at midnight
that night and introduced the bill for first

reading that afternoon? At least you would
have shown good faith in that.

Hon. Mr. White: I observed that, and I

was going to touch on it. Let me conclude
this one thought, though.

In most other Parliaments, there are much
more stringent rules on the length of time
that can be taken on an order of business.

Here we have no such constraints. I think

perhaps we should have for the sake of all

of the members.

Mr. Deans: That would never change this.

Hon. Mr. White: But this has not been our

practice and I would not embark upon such
a change at the present time.

Mr. Deans: Do you agree that that

wouldn't have altered this situation?

Hon. Mr. White: Introducing a resolution

—that is to say a measure called a resolution

instead of a measure called a bill—I think

would not have changed the pace of this

debate at all.

Of course taxes are unpopular and of

course they are complicated. Of course the

increases on the more progressive level are

fully understood, while the decreases on the

very regressive level are not yet fully under-
stood. Of course the opposition wants to

seize upon this moment to make a case

against the government.
All of that is understood. But how chang-

ing the measure from a bill so-called, to a

resolution so-called, is going to change that,
I really don't know.

Dealing with the point made by the
Leader of the Opposition, we do in certain

circumstances in our budget statement an-

nounce tax changes effective at midnight
that day. We did that in at least one and

maybe more than one instance in this bud-

get. For instance, the changes to succession

duties were made effective from midnight
on April 12. When gasoline and tobacco
taxes are changed, they are done immediately
and auditors stand ready to move in and take

inventories and so on.

In those instances, the possibility and dan-

ger of hoarding are very great because the

value of tobacco is almost equivalent to cur-

rency; in fact in some parts of the world it

is the equivalent of currency. Gasoline,
which of necessity is stored in enormous

quantities, in I suppose one could say hun-
dreds of thousands of tanks across the prov-
ince, is another—excuse the expression—very
liquid asset capable of indefinite storage.

Mr. Deans: That is not applicable in this

case.

Hon. Mr. White: I listened to you quietly
and I am not going to be deterred by this.

On the other hand, I contrast a multitude
of sales, most of them relatively small and
most of them involving products which are

not portable, particularly if one considers the

tax-exempt items. If there were a tax, for

instance, on food, one can imagine people

rushing out and buying case-lots of canned

goods, and so on; but the exemptions elimi-

nate the danger of hoarding.

It has been the practice here, I think, on
the introduction of the tax itself, when the

tax went from three to five per cent and now
more recently when it has gone from five to

seven per cent, to give some forewarning to

the merchants involved—174,000, did I hear

it said? 127,000—and to the millions of con-

sumers who are affected. In this way most
transactions entered into—perhaps nine out

of 10 of the cars that were bought before

April 12—can be delivered, and the imposi-
tion of the tax increment does not apply.

The leader of the NDP has drawn atten-

tion to a new matter, that is the legal nicety
of the wording of these several sections.

These practices have been in effect, as I say,

over the years here in Ontario. The parlia-

mentary assistant has detailed the precedents
which we followed and the legal opinion
which is available to us.

I heard and understood the point being
made by the Leader of the Opposition; but
I must say that, given contrary advice by
the hon. gentleman who dropped out of Os-

goode after three months and the most ex-

perienced law ofiicers in this province, I

simply must conclude that we are acting

upon better advice than he himself can offer.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's a funny way to

make that point.

Hon. Mr. White: So, for these several rea-

sons, Mr. Chairman, I cannot accept the

amendment.

Oh, incidentally, I had wondered at some

stage of the game, given the delay which

the withdrawal of the energy tax involved,

if there might be some merit or some equity

in changing that date of May 1 to something
other than May 1, perhaps May 15. It seemed

to me that this would be unwise, because

the notifications had gone out, granted in a

tentative fashion, and because the opposition
had made it abundantly clear they were

going to fight this thing every step of the

way. So I thought their tactics would cer-

tainly include pulling this debate beyond
whatever date was established in the legisla-

tion. If May 15 had been used instead of

May 1 we would be here to the end of next

week debating these matters.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): You
started it on April 26.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Your paranoia is show-

ing. It has been a rational debate.

Mr. Lewis: You are terribly touchy.

Hon. Mr. White: For these several rea-

sons, Mr. Chairman, this amendment is not

acceptable. I invite members of the House
to vote against it.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, may I just

address my remarks to what the hon. mem-
ber for Scarborough West brought up with

respect to an alleged illegality of section 9

itself?

I think it is fair to say that section 9 itself

can be passed by the Legislature. There is

no question in that. However, it may be, if

it is ever tested, that a court may come to

a conclusion other than what this particular
side is suggesting, and perhaps suggesting
that the collection of that tax would be ille-

gal. That may well be. That is up to a court

to make a decision, if it is tested.

However, the Legislature definitely has

the right to pass this particular section. My
suspicion is and my guess is that if the two
per cent were tested in a court of law, it

would be found to be quite in order, because
the courts themselves could not disregard
the question of precedent.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, I just want to

make a small point in defence of Osgoode
Hall law school. I didn't just drop out of

Osgoode Hall. I also dropped out of U of T
law school. I am beginning to think that two

short periods of practice in those law schools

qualify me, inadequate and abysmal though

my legal knowledge may be, to operate on

a par with your finest legal advisers. Did

you hear what you yourself just said, that

it may be that the Legislature has the au-

thority to pass this clause?

Mr. Walker: No, I didn't say that.

Mr. Lewis: No, the parliamentary assist-

ant said the Legislature has the authority to

pass. Well the Legislature has the authority

to pass a law that says that Friday afternoon

is the middle of the night.

I mean, obviously, the Legislature has the

authority to do anything. The Legislature has

the authority to pass this clause, but, the

member said if it is tested in the court it is

entirely possible that they may rule that it

is an illegal imposition.

Mr. Walker: No, I said that it may be

that the court may make a decision.

Mr. Lewis: Ah yes, but it is absolutely in-

comprehensible what the members are doing
over there. I mean, does the government
realize that to which it is admitting? It is

incredible. What it is admitting, in efiFect,

is that so poorly prepared is this bill, that

the section on retroactivity, if challenged in

the courts, could well be seen to be inopera-

tive because of section 9 of the original Act,

which says that the tax must be paid at the

time of the sale.

Now how is it possible for the government
to so bungle the preparation of the central

piece of legislation flowing from its budget,
that its not even certain whether the courts

would uphold it? I mean, that is without

precedent. That's really without precedent.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, we have pre-

pared proper legislation. It may be inter-

preted otherwise.

Mr. Lewis: How does one deal with this?

This is rendering me speechless. That hasn't

happened in 10 years.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a feeling it really

isn't happening now.

Mr. Lewis: Nor will it happen now. I'll

try to recover. I'll do my best.

Mr. MacDonald: The government is oper-

ating on the principle that might is right.

It's got the might of 78 seats to push this

through.
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Mr. Lewis: The government is really op-

erating on the principle of divine authority
to govern.

Mrs. Campbell: Seventy-six seatsi

Mr. Foulds: Seventy-six trombones over

there!

Mr. Lewis: I have never known, never

known in any taxing statute that we have
had before this House, that any feature of

it which is integral to the payment of taxes

could be described as debatable—that any
feature of retroactivity could be described

as debatable.

Mr. Walker: Every section!

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come on! Come on!

Mr. Walker: Every section, in every single
statute of legislation is subject to the juris-

diction of the court.

Mr. Lewis: The provincial Treasurer talks

about legal niceties-

Mr. Chairman: Order, order!

Mr. Lewis: —and dismisses them in that

sneering way he has.

Hon. Mr. White: Every section of every
statute is tested in the courts. The member's

extravagant language really is inappropriate.

Mr. Lewis: The provincial Treasurer has
become so touchy, so thin-skinned.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He should go back to

Brazil.

Mr. Lewis: So sensitive! I have never seen
such a transformation in a man.

I mean, even Pierre Trudeau has not been
so altered in his psyche and demeanour as

has the provincial Treasurer.

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): And
always right?

Mr. Lewis: It's astounding. From the man
who could handle everything with equani-
mity, all of a sudden he has now become so

touchy.

Mr. Chairman: Would the hon. member
for Scarborough West get back to—

Hon. Mr. White: On a point of privilege.
I am feeling extremely equanin—

Mr. Foulds: Can't even pronounce the
word!

Hon. Mr. White: If not anonymous.

Mr. Lewis: It doesn't show.

Mr. MacDonald: Just shows how shattered
the Treasurer is!

Hon. Mr. White: And the personal asser-

tions of the Leader of the NDP to the con-

trary-

Mr. Lewis: All right, I'm glad to hear that.

Hon. Mr. White: —I think reflects his own
heavy conscience-

Mr. Lewis: My conscience?

Hon. Mr. White: —in the way that he has
distorted the facts and misled the people of

this province.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, distortion of

facts we haven't yet come to. Wait till we
come to section 10 and we deal with the
most distorted set of tables that has ever
issued from a Treasury bench.

Hon. Mr. White: No, the member-

Mr. Lewis: And we'll deal with that when
we get to it; and it will leave this bill in

tatters.

But, Mr. Chairman, I really think that we
have found ourselves in a situation without

equal this morning. It certainly makes one
feel better about voting against this clause.

It certainly makes one feel a lot better, be-

cause, in fact, if it was tested in a court-

Mr. Walker: I don't think the member had
any feelings of the kind.

Mr. Lewis: Perhaps we can find someone
to test it in a court; section 9 of the original
Act would obtain, because it's absolutely

clear; absolutely unequivocal. There is no
room for argument.

You are asking us therefore to support a
clause in which you are imposing retroactivity
on the people of the Province of Ontario and

you are doing it illegally. You yourself are

are equivocal about it. I think the arguments
have been well made on the opposition side.

You could redistribute the additional income
from the tax you have collected by way of

your retail sales credit.

You are so proud of that credit. You use it

to cover up every tax increase under the sun.

Why don't you increase the benefits by the

additional $10 to $15 million which we would
have collected and redistribute it to the people
of Ontario on the ability-to-pay principle, if

all other things are too complicated to deal

with?
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You don't have to shove this through retro-

actively. You are putting yourself in an im-

possible situation; legally, financially and

morally. I always knew about your finances

and I always laiew about your morals, but

I am surprised at the illegality. And there-

fore we will oppose it.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Port

Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Chairman, there are just a

couple of points I want to make. I am a rela-

tively new member of this Legislature but

one of the things that has really startled me,

really startled me Mr. Chairman, is the sham-

bles with which the government, with all its

battery of experts, brings in legislation. It is

really startling that, in clause 9 of this bill,

the parliamentary assistant has admitted bring-

ing in a clause that may be contradictory. He

openly admits its contradiction to clause 9

of the original bill.

Mr. Walker: That isn't what I said. I have

a point of order.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Point of order!

Mr. Chairman: The parliamentary assis-

tant has a point of order.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, the member is

suggesting I am making remarks that would

suggest that this particular section is illegal.

That is not what was indicated.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, yes you did.

Mr. Foulds: I said contradictory.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, this appHes to

any particular section, any piece of legisla-

tion that is brought in is subject to the inter-

pretation of any court, in any jurisdiction, any
section.

Mr. Lewis: Come on, come on!

Mr. MacDonald: Most legislators don't

concede in advance that their bills are slightly

illegal or likely to be thrown out by the

courts.

Mr. Walker: I didn't say that.

Mr. MacDonald: You are now dealing in

legal niceties.

Mr. Chairman: Order please! The member
for Port Arthur has the floor.

Mr. Lewis: I think the fact situation is on

our side.

Hon. Mr. White: I think the NDP has been

disgraceful in this situation.

Mr. Foulds: If that is the most incisive

comment you have to make, it shows the

paucity of your thinking, the weakness of your

argument and the disgracefulness of this

shaunbles that you have visited upon the

Legislature.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Chairman: Would the minister with-

hold his remarks until the member for Port

Arthur finishes speaking?

Mr. Foulds: It really is startling that, with

this battery of ministers and this battery of

experts, the parliamentary assistant admits

they are so ill-prepared they have brought
in a bill that they themselves concede can

be tested in the courts and very likely found

wanting.

Hon. Mr. White: No, no!

Mr. Foulds: That's what he said. What an

admission! It's almost an invitation to every-

one in the province to test this. And you just

wait, you just wait; the people in this prov-
ince are so upset about this bill—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Henry Higgins!

Mr. Foulds: —that they are very Hkely to

do that. You are likely to find all your battery

of legal experts involved in legal cases on your

behalF, testing this bill. Thank you very much,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, just a question

of the parliamentary assistant: You keep on

referring to precedents. Can you give us a

precedent in the Retail Sales Tax Act legisla-

tion where there has been a retroactive appU-
cation?

Mr. Walker: I'll give you a precedent in

Manitoba. It was announced before—

Mr. Lewis: No, no, no! I want to know

about the Ontario Retail Sales Tax.

Mr. Walker: -Jan. 1, 1972, that the Suc-

cession Duty and Gift Tax Act would come

into force on that day though royal assent was

not received until June 23, 1972.

Mrs. Campbell: That is diflFerent altogether.

Mr. Walker: The same type of crowd over

there, in the same way.

Mr. Lewis: I am asking whether you have

a precedent at hand in the field of the retail

sales tax where retroactivity has—
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Hon. Mr. White: We can cite examples
from a variety of cases.

Mr. Lewis: —where retroactivity has been

applied?

Mr. Deans: Not the retail sales tax.

Mr. Lewis: Do you know of one? Because

my colleague from Wentworth was just say-

ing, sotto voce, that he did not know of one,
that he was thinking back to all your stuff

about precedents, and he couldn't think of a

single precedent on which you could rely,

within the jurisdiction of Ontario, where the

retail sales tax is involved. And I think he
is right.

Do you know of one? Well there isn't one,

you know. There isn't one.

Mr. Deans: You're a bunch of phonies.

Mr. Lewis: Therefore, if we really wanted
to harass the government, we would take

them to court—and we would be upheld on
section 9.

Mr. Walker: What about the gas tax?

Mr. Lewis: I am not going to get into

the sham game of forever debating the legal
niceties.

It is really a commentary on how little is

left to this government's political judgement
and legislative sinew. The member doesn't

know what he is talking about any more,
and his bill is very poorly prepared. This
section is illegal, and any court of law would
show it. The government hasn't got a single

precedent to turn to. What an impossible
bunch!

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I wonder if

I could ask a question of the parliamentary
assistant. I want to be certain that 1 heard

correctly the reference to the Manitoba situa-

tion.

Hon. Mr. White: It was chosen because
of the socialists' precedents.

Mr. MacDonald: Because it is irrelevant;
that's why it was chosen.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, let me repeat
my reference for the member, perhaps with-
out some of the noise from the House that

prevailed at the time.

Manitoba announced before Jan. 1, 1972,
that a Succession Duty and Gift Tax Act
would come into force on that date. Royal
assent was not received until June 23, 1972.
The Act contained a clause, which read:
"This Act comes into force on the day it

receives royal assent, but is retroactive and
shall be deemed to have been in force on,
from and after Jan. 1, 1972."

In fact, Manitoba consulted with the fed-

eral Ministry of Justice on this matter and
received an opinion of its validity at the

time. That was in 1972 and it was an NDP
government-

Mr. Deans: On a point of order-

Mr. Chairman: No, the member for St.

George has the floor.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Deans: On a point of order, I want
to refer the member to a statement I made
earlier, that it is entirely possible that some
taxes are collectable because they are in

fact-

Mr. Chairman: That's not a point of order.

You're arguing—

Mr. Deans: This is a different Act.

Mr. Chairman: The member from St.

George has the floor. You can have it next.

Mr. Lewis: Well, he can't compare suc-

cession duties with a retail sales tax. That's

the mistake he is making.

Mr. Walker: What about the gift tax?

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I would
like to pursue this matter a little further.

Is it not a different situation when it is stated

to be effective as of the date of royal assent

but is announced as effective on a certain

date? Isn't it a fact that in that particular
case no one really could take advantage of

the legislation? This is the point I am con-

cerned about in this.

Mr. Lewis: That's a good point.

Mrs. Campbell: In the Manitoba case

there was no period during which a person
could take advantage, whereas in this case

is it not a fact that there were at least three

weeks during which those who could afford

it could take advantage of it and circumvent
it? Is there not a difference, in the member's

opinion?

Mr. Walker: Not at all! In fact, in Mani-
toba the Succession Duty and Gift Tax Act
was announced prior to Jan. 1. Obviously

they were not sitting Jan. 1; that's New Year's

day, and they don't sit that day in that Legis-
lature. It was announced well before Jan. 1

and ultimately was passed in June and made
retroactive to Jan. 1. There was a period, if
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the person chose to die during the period

immediately prior to Jan. 1, or if he chose

to give a gift, because there was going to be

a gift tax.

Mr. Foulds: The member's sense of hu-

mour is so macabre, it is disgraceful.

Mr. Walker: So it is identically parallel.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, do you feel

that we should be put in the position of

voting this retroactive clause when it now
emerges that it is illegal and without prece-
dent? I mean, do you think we should be—

Mr. Chairman: As I understand the Chair-

man's job, it is to keep order—

An hon. member: He is there to keep
order.

Mr. Lewis: I am not sure that this clause

should be put without a legal opinion. Now
the member says the government has legal

advice.

Mr. Walker: I gave it.

Mr. Lewis: I would like to have that

opinion. I would like it read to the Legis-
lature.

Mr. Walker: I have given it.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, I am asking the

parliamentary assistant, would he kindly

give us the legal opinion which allows the

government to do this, not so much in terms

of general retroactivity but in terms of sec-

tion 9 of the original Act?

Mr. Chairman: We are not—

Hon. Mr. White: I think it is very interest-

ing to have the leader of the NDP, with his

three months of Osgoode training, come to

grips with the most comphcated legal mat-
ters imaginable. We are acting on the advice

of lawyers in the Treasury and in the Min-

istry of Revenue whose specialty is taxation

and who are deeply schooled in these com-

plicated matters, and legislative counsel.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come on! They've bungled
the whole bill. This is the worst bill which
has come before the whole House.

Hon. Mr. White: For the hon. gentleman
now to suggest this should not be voted upon
after this extensive debate is obstructionism

in the extreme.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, let me refer

you to standing order No. 44, proceedings
on public bills, "No bill may be introduced

either in a blank or in an imperfect form."

If ever there was a section of the standing
orders of this House which accurately applies
to a bill, it is that section of imperfect form.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
That is a specious argument!

Mr. Lewis: Nuts! You are asking us to

vote on a feature of retroactivity which is

directly in contradiction of section 9 of the

original bill. The parliamentary assistant has

admitted that a court of law may well find

our passage illegal, could find our passage

illegal, and when asked for any precedents
he admits there are no precedents whatsoever
in the field of the retail sales tax on which
to draw. He refers only to something relating
to succession duties and gift tax in the Prov-

ince of Manitoba and hasn't told us whether
or not there was an introductory resolution.

Mr. Walker: And gas tax in this province.

Mr. Lewis: I point out to you again that

is yet another additional reason for voting

against this clause. It may well be a reason

for this clause being suspended until you
bring in a full legal opinion. It is almost in-

conceivable that there is such inadequate
preparation for a piece of legislation of this

kind.

Hon. Mr. White: Your saying so doesn't

make it so.

Mr. Levris: The reason the Treasurer is

feeling so much pique, such pout, such sense

of personal aflFront, is that he has careened
from clause to clause with constant damage
on every front, the final catastrophe being
this table of figures. I can't wait to get to it

but we are willing to deal with this first.

Surely the Treasurer must feel some cha-

grin? His figures are wrong. His bill is in-

adequately drafted. He has had to concede

illegality and now he finds that the clause

he is putting before us is totally inconsistent

v/ith the substantial clause of the original

bill.

Hon. Mr. White: On the contrary!

Mr. Lewis: I may only have had three

months training at Osgoode Hall—I am glad
I mentioned that; it's given you such delight
—but let me tell you I won't match with the

expertise under the gallery—
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Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): The Treas-

urer was there only for half an afternoon

once.

Mr. Lewis: As a matter of fact, I don't even
believe you're an economist! You keep on

insisting that you are but I've seen no evi-

dence at all. You may be an anthropologist
but, by God, you've got no qualifications in

economics.

But I wouldn't abuse you for it, you're too

happy and cherubic.

Mr. Lawlor: He is closer to a zoologist.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, I can see that

we are not going to win from you the judge-
ment which we would wish, but I do think

you would have to agree with us, sir, that no
tax bill in the last 10 years has ever come

through the Legislature in such a state of

disarray, all the legal expertise notwith-

standing.

The committee divided on Mr. R. F. Nixon's

amendment, which was negatived on the fol-

lowing vote.

Clerk of the House: Mr. Chairman, the

"ayes" are 19, the "nays" are 53.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the motion lost,

and the section carried.

Shall section 9, as amended, stand as part
of the Bill?

Carried.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: That is called an abuse of your
majority.

Mr. Lewis: You have no sense of fairness

over there.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): On a

matter of principle, numbers don't count.

Mr. Chairman: Order please!

Mr. Lewis: Using your juggernaut to push
it through.

Mr. Chairman: Orderl Shall section 10
stand as part of the bill?

Mr. MacDonald: Section 10?

Mr. Chairman: Yes, 10.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Chairman, in view of
the point that was raised by my leader ear-

lier, I think this is as appropriate as any
place—in fact the only place left—to deal with

the new material which the minister made

public yesterday.

I have had the opportunity of listening to,

and seeing processed through this House very
close to 20 budgets. In fact, if you take the
odd fall session as well as spring session, it

would be in excess of 20 budgets. Mr. Chair-

man, there certainly has been none in that

20-year period which ended up in quite the

shambles of this budget. The energy tax

withdrawal, the questionable and sloppy na-

ture of the drafting of this piece of legis-

lation, which is the centrepiece of the

budget—

Hon. Mr. White: Oh, come off it.

Mr. MacDonald: Oh, come off it?

Hon. Mr. White: There is nothing ques-
tionable in the legislation at all. That's just
a wild figment of your imagination.

Mr. MacDonald: That is no wild imagin-

ing, it is so clear cut there would be no argu-
ment in the courts.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Foulds: It is not your budget. Give
us a precedent.

Mr. Chairman: Order please! Back to the

section.

Mr. E. M. Havrot ( Timiskaming ) : Let's

filibuster.

Mr. Foulds: Go ahead, cite me!

Mr. MacDonald: There is no precedent, in

my recollection at least, for such a sloppy

budget. However, Mr. Chairman, what dis-

turbs me most about it—and I hope I can

capture and hold for one moment the atten-

tion of the provincial Treasurer—is that we
have had differences in the substance of this

budget. Inevitably, there were differences in

basic philosophy, in approach and in priorities.
All of that is an inevitable part of die oppo-
sition, the cut and thrust of politics. What
disturbs me now is evidence that the pro-
vincial Treasurer appears to have been guilty
of a calculated misrepresentation; that the

provincial Treasurer has been deliberately

withholding information which challenged
the validity of the basic contention, that pet

theory of his which is the centre-piece of the

the budget.

Only yesterday, dated May 10, there was
a document circulated to the press gallery.

Inteq'ections by hon. members.
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Mr. Lewis: Order, Mr. Chairman!

Mr. Foulds: Would you call those nean-

derthals in the backrow over there to order.

Mr. Lewis: It is not the school children

chattering; it is the backbench Tories, Mr.

Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Everyone seems to be

quiet.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The Liberals are not

here, so there won't be noise from them.

Mr. Lewis: Who is that on your left, Mr.

Treasurer.

Hon. R. Welch (Provincial Secretary for

Social Development): Our caucus is here

attending to the people's business.

Mr. MacDonald: As a matter of fact, I was

trying to make up my mind whether the Pro-

vincial Secretary had been south, or whether

he was just blushing. And I couldn't blame
him for the latter, if it were the case.

I was saying, Mr. Chairman, that this

document which was released yesterday is

dated May 10. May I remind you that that

is almost one month after the budget, one

month minus a couple of days since the bud-

get came down.

Interestingly enough, it is entitled, "Facts

on the Incidence of Ontario's 1973 Budget
Measures." Then it goes on to deal primarily
of course with the sales tax, with the larger

municipal grants, the tax credits and things
of that nature. Now why did that come down

yesterday?

It is a very interesting question. One
would have thought that the briefing to the

press and all the debates that we have had
on the budget so far would have provided
full opportunity for the provincial Treasurer

to explain his budget even to his own satis-

faction. I'll tell you, Mr. Chairman, why it

came down yesterday.

We made approaches to the department
to get some statistics in fulfilment of an offer

from the provincial Treasurer to supply more
information if there was any clarification we
wanted. We were supplied a couple of days
ago with a table. The substance of that table

was put on the record Tuesday evening in

the latter stages of the debate, between
10:30 and 11:00. What that table does, Mr.

Chairman, is to demolish the validity of the

provincial Treasurer's case up until now.

Mr. L. M. Reilly (Eglinton): Is this prop-
erly before us?

Mr. MacDonald: Right. It is properly be-

fore us, because is this properly before us?

Mr. Reilly: On section 10?

Mr. MacDonald: Right, on section 10.

Mr. Foulds: Bang on section 10.

Mr. MacDonald: If you had been here this

morning instead, doing whatever you should

have been doing-

Mr. Reilly: I was here.

Mr. Foulds: Only bodily!

Mr. Reilly: Where were you?

Mr. Foulds: I was here mentally, spirit-

ually and physically.

Mr. Reilly: That's your opinion.

Mr. Foulds: And I've got more spirit in

my httle finger than you have in your whole

body.

Mr. Chairman: Order please! The member
for York South has the floor.

Mr. MacDonald: The Chairman has indi-

cated I have the floor. I trust that message
N^all be communicated to the hon. member
for Eglinton and he won't be an obstruc-

tionist.

What I was attempting to say when I was
so rudely interrupted was that the reason

this table came out yesterday was that the

hon. member for Scarborough West put on

the record on Tuesday night a table pre-

pared by the Ministry of the Treasury, by
the fiscal policy division, which I presume
has prepared all these tables. It demolishes

the centre-piece of the provincial Treasurer's

whole presentation.

He has this neat little academic formula.

It is part of what he describes as the ideas

which spring from his fertile brain, as he

said yesterday.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): He is

modest.

Mr. MacDonald: It is his infatuation. It's

his pet theory—this idea that one raises

revenue here, one dishes it out there, and in

tlie end there is not a cent, not a dime, not

a single bit more taxes imposed on the

people in the Province of Ontario.

An hon. member: Not a nickel.

Hon. Mr. White: Not a five-cent piece.

Mr. MacDonald: Not a five-cent piece.
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Mr. Singer: Remember, we said it again I

Mr. MacDonald: And the net eflFect of the

whole process, according to the Treasurer,

is that there is greater progressivity in the

tax structure. That's the whole objective of

the exercise—to achieve greater progressivity.

Well, what is this table that is now being
made available. It was released yesterday

along with all of these other irrelevant re-

hashings—really old porridge, if there ever

was old porridge. The reason it was all put
out was as a camouflage for a public release

of the table which couldn't be hidden any
more, because it had been put on the record

by us in this caucus here on Tuesday night.

And what are the facts? Just let me re-

mind you. The facts are very, very simple.
The greatest incidence of the seven per cent

retail tax, even when you have taken the

tax credits into effect, falls on the working
poor in the $5,000 to $7,000 bracket. It is

1.56 per cent of gross income in the $5,000
to $6,000 bracket, and 1.58 per cent in the

$6,000 to $7,000 bracket. The only higher
incidence was in the $11,000 to $12,000
bracket, where it is 1.59. That's 1.59 per
cent of the gross family income.

These are the ministry's calculations. After

all the handouts in tax credits, the heaviest

incidence falls on the working poor—on that

middle income group which, of course, is

getting hit more and more by governments
today.

The provincial Treasurer talks about pro-

gressivity, but it's really fascinating, Mr.
Chairman. If one goes down to the $4,000
to $5,000 bracket what is the incidence of

the sales tax, even with the tax credits taken

into account? It's 1.40. Do you know what
the incidence is for those over $15,000—

everybody over $15,000? It is 1.41.

Mr. Lewis: Fantastic!

Mr. MacDonald: And progressivity is the

result of implementing the principle of capa-

city to pay. But the incidence is just as

heavy for those people in excess of $15,000
as it is for those in the $4,000 to $5,000
bracket.

What I want to say to the provincial
Treasurer is that we've had our differences.

Our difference in substance, our difference

in philosophy, our cut and thrust in politics,

but what disturbs me about this is that the

provincial Treasurer was deliberately with-

holding information available in his ministry
and which demolished his basic presentation.

Hon. Mr. White: I'm sorry, on a point of

privilege!

This kind of accusation must be met. The
fact of the matter is the tables we provided
here show actual mill decreases across this

province which could not have been as ac-

curately forecasted—

Mr. Deans: Who said that to be the case?

Mr. MacDonald: Is the Treasurer going to

speak in the debate later?

Hon. Mr. While: Just a minute—and which
have come about since my budget was intro-

duced.

Mr. Lewis: You knew by second reading
what your figures were.

Hon. Mr. White: So if one looks at table

4, the reduction in property tax is an actual

reduction in property tax and it averages
four per cent across this province.

Mr. Singer: Point of privilege? What point
of privilege? An accusation is a point of

privilege?

Hon. Mr. White: I think it would have

been fairer, and certainly very much to my
advantage, to show the gross reduction; that

is, the reduction from what the property
taxes would otherwise have been, namely
eight per cent higher—12 per cent higher in

total—than they are now.

Mr. MacDonald: That's not what I'm talk-

ing about.

Mr. Lewis: We are coming to that.

Hon. Mr. White: So, the fact that the in-

formation is now—

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Chairman, I rise on a

point of order.

Mr. Chairman: What is your point of

order?

Mr. MacDonald: I had the floor, and yet
the provincial Treasurer is up on a phoney
point of order.

Mr. Chairman: Order please!

Mr. MacDonald: He's up on a phoney
point of order.

Mr. Chairman: Order please! It being just

about 1 o'clock, we'll have to rise.

Mr. MacDonald: I move the adjournment!

Hon. Mr. White: Unless you have more
information we are going to put it out.
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Mr. Lewis: On a point of order, Mr. Chair-

man, the provincial Treasurer had all this

information on the retail sales tax when he

spoke on second reading and he deliberately

withheld it.

Mr. Chairman: Order please!

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, the fig-

ures used in table 4 are the actual experience
of the municipal mill rate decreases-

Mr. Lewis: We are not talking about mu-
nicipal mill rates. We are talking about the

sales tax.

Hon. Mr. White: —which have just been
made known to us recently.

Mr. Chairman: Order please, orderl

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the commit-
tee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the commit-
tee of the whole House begs to report pro-

gress and asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Before

the House leader moves adjourimient, are

there any plans for next week as a whole,

presuming this passes early in the week?

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Oh, this

will be withdrawn.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): I don't think we
have to plan anything for next week. It

would seem there is another week ahead of

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): That's

a bright statement!

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 1 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: We have as visitors with us

today in the east gallery students from St.

Vincent de Paul School of Toronto and Brad-

ford Public School of Bradford; and in the

west gallery students from R. J. Lang Junior

High School of Willowdale. At 3 o'clock we
will be joined in the west gallery by students

from the T. A. Blakelock High School of

Oakville.

We are also pleased to have some very

special visitors with us today in the Speaker's

gallery. We are favoured with the presence
of the hon. Gerard Amerongen, MLA,
Speaker of the Alberta Legislative Assembly,
and Mrs. Amerongen. We are also favoured

with the presence of the hon. James Russell,

MLA, Speaker of the Newfoundland House
of Assembly.

APARTMENT BLOCK SWIMMING
POOLS

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of privilege. It is

a dual privilege which I believe to have been
broken here, sir. The first is the right to have
information of government policy given first

to the Legislature and not to certain indi^'^'-

duals outside it. The second breach of

privilege is the right to have the wishes of
the Legislature followed and not to be re-

versed outside of this House.

The circumstances are as follows: Two
years ago, after a number of deaths and con-
siderable discussion both within the Legisla-
ture and outside, the Act governing swim-

ming pools had its regulations changed to

require a lifeguard for all apartment swim-

ming pools. Since that time the owners of

the apartment houses have been complaining
to the government, about the ej^ense of hir-

ing a guard.

As a result, last month one of the officials

of the Ministry of Health, a Mr. P. J. Block,
instructed the drawing up of new regulations

reversing this ruling. On April 25 these

regulations were submitted to the apartment
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house owners for their comment and ap-

proval. Not a word was said to the Legisla-
ture, but the apartment house owners have
been promised that the regulations will be

changed immediately after May 15, which is

tomorrow.

I have here the new regulations, which are

to be brought to the cabinet on Thursday. I

also have here the letter that was signed by
Mr. Block and sent to the apartment house

owners, asking them not to copy these but

stating that these were the new regulations
and asking for their comments.

I submit to you, sir, that our privileges
have been broken and I ask you to rule on
this matter and to ask the government not

to take any such steps without first bringing
it back to the House and getting the approval
of the House.

Mr. Speaker: If the hon. member will be

good enough to provide me with copies of

the documents to which he has made refer-

ence, I will be pleased to study them and
determine whether in fact any privilege has

been breached in this particular case.

Statements by the ministry.

POLICE WEEK

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): Mr.

Speaker, as Solicitor General it is my privilege
to affirm this week, May 13 to 19, as Police

Week in the Province of Ontario. We join
with all other provinces, during Canadian
Police Week, as the people of Canada recog-
nize the dedicated men and women who
serve with our many police de'partments.

This occasion is of special significance in

Ontario, which has initiated unique steps to

keep abreast of the changing times and to

recognize the needs of law enforcement.

As we determine how well the public
needs are being served by existing approaches
to law enforcement, what changes to these

approaches are possible and desirable, we

pay tribute to the job currently being done

by those of our citizens who have chosen to

serve their fellow men in this way in pursuit
of law and justice.
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We owe them much, tiiey warrant our

support and, if I do not sound too corny, I

have adopted as a motto for myself this

week, "Thank a cop today."

HALDIMAND-NORFOLK
REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Hon. J. White (Treasurer and Minister of

Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr. Speaker, on

Friday I told this House that I will make

public soon the results of the Haldimand-

NorfoBc study.

In the meantime, to protect the public
interest I have today applied ministerial zon-

ing orders on 13 municipalities in Haldimand-

Norfolk, which will continue while the study
is reviewed and plans developed.

Municipal oflBcials are being told now, with

you, Mr. Speaker, that I have taken this step
after a careful analysis of existing oflBcial

plans and bylaws in all the municipalities in

the two counties.

The orders apply to those municipalities
which do not appear to have sufficiently
refined land-use controls and those surround-

ing the Nanticoke site, the lakeshore and the

lands abutting Big Creek and the Grand

River, where we expect the greatest devel-

opment pressure.

The orders establish agricultural zones, and
in most instances recognize existing dwellings
and permit their extensions. A number of

orders also establish hamlet zones to recog-
nize built-up areas.

I am assuring the councils involved that

the orders will be rescinded when proper
land-use controls are developed to conform
with the ultimate plan for the area. In the

meantime, we will expedite revisions to the

orders to permit proper development and
avoid undue hardship.

The study, which the Minister of Municipal
Affairs commissioned in 1969, on land and de-

velopment and local government in the two
counties v^dll be released soon. The land and

development proposals will be considered

against the background of the proposed
regional planning and development legisla-
tion.

This legislation, which was proposed in the

Speech from the Throne, will provide the
most effective framework for public participa-
tion in the planning process in Ontario. There
will be procedures for public discussion and
amendments to any proposals for provincial

plans in circumstances which continually pro-
tect the interests of everyone involved.

In conclusion, Mr. Speaker, I should like

to repeat once again the policy which success-

ive ministers have emphasized: This govern-
ment does not intend to allow any premature
private development to distort or dictate the

land-use and planning framework which we
and the residents of Haldimand-Norfolk de-

termine to be the most beneficial for these

counties. All landowners, both present and

prospective, should be continually aware of

this fact. Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions. Tlie hon.

Leader of the Opposition.

HALDIMAND-NORFOLK REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
Mr. Speaker, further to the Treasurer's state-

ment, can he assure the House and the in-

terested citizens of the area that will be

covered by this statement, that the policy is

not one simply to delay the development
which has been in prospect in the Haldimand
and Norfolk area now for three years; that,

in fact, the government will be prepared
either to lift the freeze or to take govern-
mental action, based on the requirements for

development in the area, before the expiry of

the six-month option period that does apply
to the land already optioned?

Hon. Mr. White: Certainly that's my inten-

tion. The six-month option period, I suppose,
is not my principal objective in the matter,

although I myself wotdd be most reluctant

to see any of the citizens in the affected area

disadvantageously affected. I am hopeful we
can move this along very quickly.

I'm sorry I can't tell the Leader of the

Opposition exactly what date the report will

be released, except to say that it will be very
soon now. The reason for the delay at the

moment is the need to put the report in the

framework of the regional development

planning legislation, which will be coming
before the House when the lawyers get

through with it. It is my determination to

move both of these items ahead quickly.

From a mechanical point of view, we are

seeking additional resources from Manage-
ment Board to add several persons to vet

applications which may be approved by the

minister during this period of ministerial

order control. I certainly hope that the

matters referred to by the Leader of the

Opposition can be fully satisfied in the next

short while.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Can the

Treasurer table the names of the municipal-
ities that will come under the order? He
indicated that those that, in his opinion, had

insufficient zoning restrictions would be

covered. Is he going to table the names of

the municipalities?

Hon. Mr. White: I would be glad to. As

a matter of fact, Mr. Speaker, let me under-

take now to table a copy of the orders for

the scrutiny of the House.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Mr.

Speaker, I have a couple of supplementaries.
First supplementary: What does the minister

do if the 14,000 acres assembled by Cherkas

and Associates turn out to be in the prime
area for the satellite city? Now that he has

placed the zoning after the event and the

land is optioned, what will he do in that

instance?

Hon. Mr. White: I thought hypothetical

questions were out of order, Mr. Speaker. I

certainly wouldn't propose to answer that

one.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, what

right has the Treasurer to withhold a report
for a number of months, during which private

development acquires the options to what will

perhaps be the best development land in the

area, and then tell us it is hypothetical? Is

his report hypothetical or is that real? What
will he do if this group has assembled the

prime land out from under his nose for private

development, while he has sat on the report
for God knows how many months? That's not

hypothetical. He knows where the land is.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Sup-

plementary question: Further, if the provincial
Treasurer is going to be so mute about it, if

a leak is discovered, as obviously there has

been a leak, and the private developer has

learned that this is the area, if this is discov-

ered to be the case, has the provincial
Treasurer any intention or power to step in

and correct the situation?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, I am not go-

ing to conjecture on this matter. News reports

suggest I am being sensitive in the matter.

One can understand my reluctance to engage
in hypothetical answers to hypothetical ques-
tions which might reveal the contents of this

report.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): They are

not hypothetical.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): They weren't

hypothetical or the minister wouldn't issue

the ministerial orders.

Hon. Mr. White: The report should be
made known, I should think, to everyone

explicitly at exactly the same time, and I'm

not going to get myself into that conjecturing

game.

Mr. MacDonald: But somebody has got it

already.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Is it the government's intention to acquire the

new townsite in Norfolk-Haldimand for pub-
lic ownership when the location is determined,
rather than leaving it open to speculation and

profiteering, as seems to be the case now?

Hon. Mr. White: Government policy will

be announced in due course.

Mr. Lewis: Then, all right, I will ask the

Treasurer a supplementary that is not specu-
lative.

Mr. Speaker: There have really been suffi-

cient supplementaries on this one. We've had
five supplementaries.

Mr. Lewis: I will ask a new question.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Oppo-
sition.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a question of the

Minister of Consumer and Commercial Rela-

tions. Has he informed himself as to the

names of the principals in the company that

has optioned the large acreage in Norfolk

county? Can he inform the House if it is the

same group that, in fact, went through the

same procedure for the optioning of land in

an area which was, for a period, called

Century City?

This company has left in its wake a chaos

of unpaid bills and farmers who sold their

land under what had seemed to be good
circumstances, but these same farmers have
not received a nickel in the payment of these

mortgages for three years.

If the minister has not informed himself,

will he do so before the optioning of land is

completed in the Norfolk area, for the pro-
tection of those farmers who might seem very
well to be subject to the same kind of business

practices and government inefficiency that the

farmers in the Century City area suffered

from?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Speaker, no,

I am not acquainted or familiar with the

names of the principals involved in this par-
ticular project that the Leader of the Opposi-
tion has described, but I will make it my
business to find out.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: And will the minister

report to this House when he gets that infor-

mation?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes, I will.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Oppo-
sition.

Mr. Lewis: It couldn't be Century Cityl I

mean, not againi

MEDICAL FEES

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, a question
of the provincial secretary for human re-

sources policy—is that it?—"who is always

available," his ad in the local press said; and

we are glad to have him available here in

the House.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): For a

change.

Hon. R. Welch (Provincial Secretary for

Social Development): Social Development.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Social Development, right.

An hon. member: He*s always available.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I wonder if, Mr. Speaker,
the minister can report to the House whether
the formula sent out to the medical practi-
tioners in the name of the Medical Review
Committee—setting up what they choose to

refer to as a restraint package, but which in

fact makes $51,840 net a year the minimum
income for the general practitioners—is a re-

flection of government policy, and is this the

lid the policy minister indicated some weeks

ago in London he was preparing to put on
the medical practice?

Hon. Mr. Welch: No, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary, for

clarification: It is not government policy and
the Ministry of Health did not associate itself

with the development of this formula?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, I answered
no to the questions as they were framed. The
first part of the question was, is it a reflection

of government policy; and secondly, is it the

lid? I answered no to both those questions.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Does the minister not feel that since

the Medical Review Committee was estab-

lished under the policy of the Ministry of

Health, that the emanations and directives

from the committee would be seen by the

medical practitioners as government policy.

and in this case, a licence to remove money
from the Medicare fund at an even more rapid
rate than they have been?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, however
the news stories of today would be inter-

preted, of course, would depend on the indi-

vidual practitioner reading them. The Leader

of the Opposition quite correctly makes refer-

ence to the Medical Review Committee, which
is established under the Health Insurance Act.

There is no question that that committee has,

in fact, had referred to it by the general

manager of that fund certain material with

respect to billings.

There is no question that the College of

Physicians and Surgeons itself, and I under-

line that, that the college made some an-

nouncement a couple of weeks ago with re-

spect to its intention to introduce some sys-
tem of quality care control.

Although I have not discussed this matter

with the College of Physicians and Surgeons

today, I assume that the report that we are

all reading is some mathematical translation

of the whole concept of quality control to

which reference is made more specifically, I

see, by a bulletin from the Medical Review
Committee dated May 1.

Mr. Cassidy: Surprising, isn't it?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Now I think that perhaps
it's-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's 14 days ago.

Mr. Shulman: His mail is slow.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Well, the point is that

the stories appear today with respect to what

that means.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): There is some-

thing ominous about May 1 these days.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I think it is important
to recognize the fact that what we are read-

ing is coming from the College of Physicians

and Surgeons. It may well be that when the

Minister of Health (Mr. Potter) does, in fact-

as we have undertaken that he will do—an-
nounce the control mechanisms with respect

to the medical insurance claims fimd, this

and a number of other matters will be part
of that package. But I want to emphasize
that what the member is reading is not the

package.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Would
the minister agree that the time has come for

either the minister or his Minister of Health

to make some definitive statement in tliis re-
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gard, rather than rattling the sabres as they
have been doing for the last two months, in

order to do away with some of the confusion

and chaos that has resulted?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, I can under-

stand the concern.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): Why doesn't

the minister drop in the odd time and see

what is going on?

Hon. Mr. Welch: I can understand the con-

cern. I would think that when the minister

does make his statement, the Leader of the

Opposition and the members of the House
will see why the statement would be made
when it was made, taking into account the

work being done by the Medical Review
Committee and taking into account the

recommendations of the Pickering study,
which have just been released.

I think, indeed, in fairness to the public of

the province whom we have to serve and,
indeed, for whom the whole operation is or-

ganized, it will become obvious that the plans
of the ministry with respect to controlling the

fund have taken into account all of these

particular factors. I know that it would be

quite helpful, perhaps, if this had been done

long before now, but these matters do take

time.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: First supplementary: Would the
minister care to comment on the last para-
graph of the Medical Review Committee
document which says that it is responsible for

producing this and subsequent formulae, "ap-
plying them and directing OHIP to make

adjustments which the committee considers

to be appropriate"? Since when is the public

plan, with $600 million of public money, at

the direction of the Medical Review Com-
mittee of the Ontario College of Physicians
and Surgeons? What has happened to legis-
lative control and authority?

Hon. Mr. Welch: To answer that question,
Mr. Speaker, the general manager of the

health plan is not, in fact, to be directed by
the College of Physicians and Surgeons. I

cannot accept responsibility for the vocabu-

lary used in this particular bulletin.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary: If

the College of Physicians and Surgeons is so

presumptuous and unilateral as to put out a
release directing OHIP in its wage scale, who
runs the health plan of this province? That's

the next supplementary.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Nobody.

Mr. Lewis: Does the Legislature run it or

do the doctors run it? A further supple-

mentary: Would the minister not agree that

what the Medical Review Committee has
done today, by way of its announcement, is

to say to every doctor in the province, "You

go ahead and move your income up to

$78,000 gross because that is now considered

an accepted medical income across the

board"? How can the minister tolerate that

kind of presumption?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, if I can
remember the order in which the questions
were asked, this minister is not accoimtable

to the House, surely, for the activities in this

regard by the College of Physicians and

Surgeons.

Mr. Lewis: He is, surely!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Certainly in the estimates

committee he is.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I would think under the—
wait a minute! The College of Physicians-

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): If the min-

ister is not responsible, who is?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, order.

Hon. Mr. Welch: It is my imderstanding
that the College of Physicians and Surgeons
has, in fact, accepted some recommendations

from the Medical Review Committee with

respect to the quality of practice, whatever

that concept means.

Mr. Lewis: Quality of practice? Medical

incomes.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Wait a minute! I am not

defending it; I am not advocating any par-
ticular position.

Mr. Sargent: That's the trouble; the min-

ister doesn't.

Hon. Mr. Welch; I am attempting to un-

derstand and to explain what I understand

this to be. The College of Physicians and

Surgeons has now, in fact, translated this

particular formula as it is outlined in the

bulletin to which the hon. member for Scar-

borough West makes reference. It has, in

fact, indicated what this means in maximum
terms. Indeed, the recommendation would

be, in fact, to advise the Health Insurance

Plan with respect to these standards.
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I said in response to the question of the

hon. Leader of the Opposition that here is

some type of pronouncement with respect
to levels of care given by the medical pro-
fession itself through its college. I would
assume that the Minister of Health would
include this among a number of other matters

presently under consideration in the formula-

tion of the control plan for the fund.

What the total package may be, what the

total or complete control mechanisms may be

the Minister of Health will announce. The

College of Physicians and Surgeons has

shared this information as a result of this

study.

Mr. Lewis: It has shared it?

Hon. Mr. Welch: This Legislature passed
the legislation. The government assumes the

responsibility with respect to its regulations.
There is no question in the minds of the

government as to who is in charge of this

particular fund.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary:
Doesn't the minister realize that this has

almost nothing to do with levels of care and

everything to do with levels of income, and
that what is happening here is a dictate to

government to raise medical incomes yet
further and to make a shambles of its con-

straint package? How can the minister allow

the college to do that to him?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, I don't

accept those conclusions from the hon. mem-
ber for Scarborough West. I want to make
it quite clear that I am not defending the

document. I am not competent, really, from
the standpoint of my own experience even

to comment with respect to the number of

house calls as opposed to other calls or what-
ever is involved.

I remind the hon. member to think in

terms of the sequence of the events. The

college armounced this particular concept
over two weeks ago.

Mr. Shulman: They did not. They put it

out yesterday.

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Hon. Mr. Welch: No, no, the hon. mem-
ber who has interjected has forgotten that

the college did make a general announcement
with respect to the concept. What has hap-
pened now is that the financial implications
of the plan or the concept of quality control

are now made public, and of course the

emphasis is obviously on those financial

aspects. But I think it has flowed from the

approach of the College of Physicians and

Surgeons as to what is in fact considered—
and there are doctors in the House who are

much more capable of defining it—the level

of service.

Mr. Lewis: Is the minister satisfied with
this document?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Our satisfaction with

respect to this document will become obvious

when the Minister of Health announces the

control plan for the medical insurance fund.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: When will that be?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River.

Mr. Reid: Could I ask the minister if the

report is correct in sugegsting that the doctor

shouldn't see any more than 300 people per
week? That breaks down, on a five-day week,
to 60 people per day, and if the doctor

worked 10 hours a day that still comes to

something hke six people an hour. Does the

minister feel that there is a quality of service

being provided to the people of this province,

using those figures? Surely not!

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, I would

suggest the hon. member has every right to

express an opinion with respect to that.

Mr. Reid: I am asking the minister if he
feels that it is adequate?

Hon. Mr. Welch: As far as I'm concerned
I have no comment to make. The College of

Physicians and Surgeons, the peer group of

the profession, has indicated that that would
in fact ensure a proper quality of care. I'm

in no position to dispute that at the moment
unless I have some other evidence, and if the

hon. member has some, I'd be very glad to

make sure the Minister of Health has it.

Mr. Reid: The Provincial Secretary should

use his head; commonsense would indicate

it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition. I think there have been suflScient

supplementaries on that topic.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Another question of the

policy minister who was just answering: Is

he prepared, as a matter of policy, to reject

what appears to be the acceptance by the

college and by the medical review committee
of a guaranteed minimum income of $52,200
a year net for every medical practitioner?
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Mr. Lewis: That's right, that's what it is.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, I think in

fairness I would have to suggest that, rather

than commenting on the figures that are

referred to in this material today, it will

become quite obvious what the government's

plans with respect to the medical claims

fund are when the Minister of Health makes
the announcement to which I have already
made reference.

Mr. Lewis: Supplementary to that: I take

it then that this dictate from the coUege,
from the Medical Review Committee—in
which the government has apparently had no

participation directly—will take effect, as

indicated, as of May 1?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Wait a minute. Mr.

Speaker, I think there is some misunderstand-

ing. I'm sure the hon. member realizes that

the committee is set up under legislation, that

this committee has been provided with cer-

tain information from the plan in order to do
its work. So when he talks about lack of

involvement or disassociation, I hope that the

hon. member is not losing sight of the fact

that certain evidence used by the committee

to come to whatever conclusions it has come
to have been provided with respect to the

plan.

The point that I want to make is that it is

obvious to me that the Minister of Health, in

formulating his complete package with re-

spect to control, would want to take into

account as one of those factors what the

College of Physicians and Surgeons feels

would in fact be a proper quality standard

of care. What the total package ultimately
will be will depend upon not only that factor

but everything else that has to be taken into

account and which is being taken into

account.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-

view.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Supplementary,
Mr. Speaker, to the minister: Is the minister

prepared to question the figure of approxi-

mately $25,000 per doctor as an expense in

these figures?

An hon. member: It is higher than that.

Mr. Young: One-third.

Hon. Mr. Welch: If I have misunderstood
the hon, member perhaps he'll correct me.
Is the hon. member making reference to

the percentage to be taken off the gross

figures for overhead? I think the figure I

read in some edition of the paper was 34

per cent, if that's not incorrect. I could tell

him better with respect to what other

professions charge up for overhead. I don't

know whether 34 or 35 or 20 would be
reasonable. Perhaps the hon, member could
ask the hon. member on his left.

Mr. Sargent: Supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Grey-
Bruce.

Mr. J. Dukszta (Parkdale): Supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Grey-
Bruce has a turn for a supplementary. The
New Democratic Party had a supplementary,
now it's the Liberal Party's turn.

Mr. Sargent: If this goes into effect, does

the minister have any plans to increase the

budget for outpatients departments?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, this be-

comes a hypothetical question. May I say
in answer to the question, when I am asked
if this will go into effect, I think the point
that has to be made is that I've been com-

menting today on some statement from the

Ontario College of Physicians and Surgeons
which, in fact, is for them to explain to

members how they came to their con-

clusions and to explain their concept of

quality of care.

Mr. Shulman: The college has directed

the minister.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Welch: All I am pointing out

to the House is that, on the basis of this

information, the Minister of Health will

include this among a number of other matters

which are very currently before him and his

colleagues in dealing with the whole ques-
tion of the medical insurance claims fund.

In that context, Mr. Speaker, the question
of alternatives is very important, and I can

assure the House that that is not being lost

sight of in the development of the overall

plan.

Mr. Lewis: The government will need lots

of alternatives.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Parkdale.

Mr. Dukszta: Supplementary: Since a

small amount of doctors are abusing the

system—according to the paper, five per
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cent—why doesn't he take them to court

instead of raising the ceiling for all the

doctors by another $10,000?

Hon. Mr. Welch: I think that's an under-

standable question, but once again the

Minister of Health and this government are

not in fact, raising the salaries of all the

doctors to equal the five per cent.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come off it!

Hon. Mr. Welch: We are now commenting
with respect to what this is translated into.

The Minister of Health has already com-
mented in the House from time to time

in response to questions with respect to

abuses of the plan. The fact is that any
evidence that we have in this connection

through this committee is placed in the

hands of the law officers of the Crown.

Mr. Shulman: What about the charges the

minister said he was going to lay?

Mr. Lewis: The minister is going to have
to return with supplementary estimates.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. Leader of

the Opposition have further questions?

HALDIMAND-NORFOLK REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, I see that

I have the names of the Haldimand-Norfolk

municipalities in front of me; I had over-

looked that. May I give them, thereby com-
pleting an answer I gave to the House a
moment ago?

Mr. Speaker: If the hon minister wishes.

Hon. Mr. White: The total coverage of
the ministerial order affects Charlotteville,

Townsend, South Cayuga, Dunn and Sher-
brooke. Partial coverage affects Houghton,
South Walsingham, Woodhouse, Middleton,
Walpole, Rainham, Moulton and Can-
borough.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: Flowing from that more recent

reply, is the Treasurer aware of the

geographic location of the land assembly
by Cherkas and Associates. Is he aware
where it's taking place? Yes?

May I ask him then, not hypothetically
but directly, does the land assembly of

which the Treasurer is aware affect the areas

which he has today brought under land-use

control, of the kind he has announced?

Hon. Mr. White: This ministerial order

affects the area in which this developer has

acquired options, yes.

Mr. Lewis: All right.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Does
the Treasurer happen to know if his restric-

tions affect the lands owned in the area by
Fidinam Corp?

Hon. Mr. White: I don't know that; I will

have to find out.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, since

we have that established, does that mean—

Hon. Mr. White: That is not what I am

prepared to say today.

Mr. Lewis: Thank you. That's what the

Treasurer is not going to say today. All right.

An hon. member: Ask him anyway.

Mr. Lewis: Will the Treasurer guarantee to

the House that the land-use controls which

he has applied will prevent this massive pri-

vate acquisition from undue speculative profit

when he has presented or reported the Haldi-

mand-Norfolk study?

Hon. Mr. White: I don't recall the implica-

tions of that question. The fact is that this

ministerial order makes it impossible for any

development to occur without my explicit

written permission. We are doing this as a

holding mechanism, so that there will not be

premature development which is counter to

the plan of development being worked upon

by the province in co-operation with the

municipalities themselves, which have come

to an understanding of the nature, scope and

suchlike, of what would constitute the best

form of development for the people in that

part of Ontario.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Is the Treasurer aware of any pub-

lished document from the Haldimand-Norfolk

study or from any other emanation associated

with that study or the old Department of

Municipal Affairs, which would indicate the

location of a probable site, or an alternative

site for a new town; or have all of those alter-

natives been confined to the final report which

has yet to be made public?

Hon. Mr. White: I saw in the newspaper
that Mr. Cherkas had seen a published docu-

ment. I am not familiar with that personally.

Certainly the reports which we are soon to
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release have not been made public, and I have
no reason to think that any of the information

contained therein has become known to mem-
bers of the public.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): A sup-

plementary: Can the minister assure the

House that neither Mr. Cherkas nor any of

his associates has had prior information from
a reliable source as to the development of that

area?

Hon. Mr. White: I have no reason to think

so, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

SUNNYBROOK HOSPITAL SITUATION

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Provincial

Secretary for Social Development: Is he pre-

pared to alter the nature of government
funding or to provide additional money to

Sunnybrook Hospital in Metropolitan Toronto
to correct the clear patient neglect that was
revealed on the weekend?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, the question
assumes that the Ministry of Health is satis-

fied that whatever complaints there are in

connection with the operation of the hospital,
are related to the question of funding.

Mr. Lewis: I see.

Hon. Mr. Welch: The ministry is not pre-

pared to accept that assumption this afternoon.

It is my understanding from the hon. member
for Don Mills (Mr. Timbrell) that the adminis-

trator of the hospital vdll be making a state-

ment later on this afternoon with respect to

the operations at Sunnybrook.

I think I am being fair in suggesting that

the reports about which we have read came
as news to the ministry; indeed, the ministry
was on the job this morning attempting to

ascertain the basis for these complaints, par-

ticularly as they related, if memory serves me
correctly, to the chronic care or extended-care

units. Once we are in the position of having
this information, perhaps we can comment
more intelligently on the issue.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Scarborough West have further questions?

Mr. Shulman: Supplementary-

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary—yes.

Mr. Shulman: In view of the many com-

plaints from the many patients who were

interviewed that they are not receiving ele-

mental care, will the minister order an inves-

tigation from his own department exclusive of

what the superintendent of the hospital may
happen to say?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, I think the

Minister of Health himself would be better

able to comment on that once he has the

report of the administrator.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

OWNERSHIP OF PUBLIC AGENCIES

Mr. Levds: A question of the Chairman of

the Management Board: Is he prepared to

undertake to the Legislature that the major
and remarkably few pubhc agencies in Onta-

rio, from Ontario Hydro to the Liquor Control

Board, will not be turned back to the private

sector, as was the implication of the most

recent report of the Committee on Govern-

ment Productivity?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): We will comment on

that. I think I can assure the hon. member on

that.

Mr. Lewis: The minister can give that

assurance? That's excellent. I won't ask any

supplementaries .

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Scarborough West have any further questions?

The hon. member for Grey-Bruce.

AIRBUS SERVICE

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, a question of

the Minister of Consumer and Commercial
Relations: In view of the statement the

minister made to the Canadian Owners and

Pilots Association on Saturday; in view of the

fact that there has been great jubilation in

Owen Sound and on the part of the local

member of Parliament as a result of his state-

ment that we are going to have an airbus

this year for Owen Sound, Goderich and

North Bay; in view of the great talk over the

weekend on television, radio and newspapers-

Mr. Speaker: Is there a question coming?

Mr. Sargent: —in view of all this, will the

minister advise why there was a report this

morning from the Canadian Press or one of

the news agencies that he was misquoted,
that he didn't say that at all? What gives?
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Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, firsdy,

may I express my regret that the hon. mem-
ber was not present at a meeting of an

association of which he is a member; that is,

the Canadian Owners and Pilots Association.

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): He wasn't

invited.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I, as a long-time mem-
ber of that association, had the privilege of

addressing them on Friday last. In the course

of my remarks, I referred to the programme
involving norOntair and mentioned the serv-

ice it was providing and the fact that passen-

ger trajBBc had increased more than twice in

the second six months of operation.

I went on to tell them that the experience
of norOntair had led the Ministry of Trans-

portation and Communications to consider a

network of airbus routes connecting com-
munities like Owen Sound, Goderich and
North Bay, which I mentioned only to demon-
strate a cluster of cities in one identifiable

geographic region. I went on to say that I was
not speaking on behalf of the department
when I made that comment or observation.

I may state, Mr. Speaker, that that obser-

vation was made by a spokesman for the

Ministry of Transportation and Communica-
tions in the Toronto Star some days ago. I

was not making an announcement. I was pass-

ing comment on a comment that had already
been made to demonstrate the success of
norOntair and the hope that it might expand
and provide service to people in clusters of
towns and areas in one geographic unit.

Mr. Sargent: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: A supplementary.

Mr. Sargent: The minister is not going to

do it, then?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I didn t say that we are
not going to do it, sir. I'm sure when the

announcement that affects the people in any
particular area is made, it will be made by
the minister of the service involved. I cer-

tainly would think it presumptuous of me to

make an announcement of that nature on
behalf of the minister when there was no
annoimcement at all.

Mr. Sargent: The three-column story says
the minister is going to do it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Thunder Bay.

EXPECTED SCHOOL CLOSURE

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. I have a question of the Minis-

ter of Education.

Is the Minister of Education aware that

the Nipigon-Red Rock School Board will be
forced to close the Hurkett school at the end
of June because of its inability to come under
the ceilings imposed by the ministry? Is the

minister also aware that 120 parents of stu-

dents attending the Dorion-Hurkett school

are going to have their children boycott
classes tomorrow if action isn't taken by the

ministry to absolve the board of the penalty
that has been imposed and to adjust the

weighting factors to enable it to keep the

school open?

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of EducaUon):
Mr. Speaker, I'm not sure whether or not the

letter has arrived but it's my understanding
that the board has been advised as to its

financial statement. I gather that if it can re-

submit a financial statement it can be absolved
of the

penalty
that was incurred in this par-

ticular regard. That would take care of this

particular situation. Insofar as the school is

concerned, we are working on that and I

understand that it will be handled.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-
loo North.

PRICE OF CHICKENS

Mr. Good: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. A
question of the Minister of Agriculture and
Food concerning the Ontario Chicken Pro-

ducing Marketing Board, a subject dear to his

heart.

Could the minister explain why, when
farmers were going broke at 17 to 19 cents a

pound for chicken broilers, they were selling
at 29 to 39 cents a pound in the super-
markets? Now when the farmers are getting
a reasonable return of 28 to 30 cents a

pound, supermarkets are selling the same

product for from 79 to 89 cents a pound?
Does he think there should be an investiga-
tion of what's happening to that big price

spread in between?

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): I suppose that it has some-

thing to do with the competition of other

meat products. Certainly beef and pork are

not now selling at the prices they were sell-

ing for when chicken was selling at that price
a while ago. Other than that, I have no ex-

planation for it, Mr. Speaker.
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Mr. Good: A supplementary: Would the

minister think that, whereas the former price

spread was 10 to 15 cents a pound between

production and consumer price, it is now 45
to 50 cents a pound, perhaps someone in his

ministry should look into it and see if any-
one is negotiating prices and capitalizing on
a situation which is working out to be dis-

criminatory against the people who are pro-

ducing the chicken broilers?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Speaker, I haven't

heard of any real hardship being worked on

producers, based on the orders being placed
for chickens. As a matter of fact, chicken pro-
ducers have told me they have been able to

increase production. I am certain they believe

there will likely be increased chicken sales

based on red meat and fish prices. I would

point out, respectfully, Mr. Speaker, that

there are no retail price ceilings on any food

products in the Province of Ontario.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): A supple-
mentary.

Mr. Speaker: A supplementary?

Mr. Gaunt: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Would the Food Council investigate this type
of price spread automatically or would it

have to be referred to the council by the

minister?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: No. There is no auto-

matic review made, and even if there were
a review made, the council has no power
whatever to act because there are no price

ceilings in Ontario for retail food products
at consumer levels.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
South.

OPERATIONS OF lOS

Mr. MacDonald: My question is of the

Minister of Consumer and Commercial Rela-

tions.

In view of CBC Weekend's review last

night of the operations of lOS and of the

frank assertion by the heads of lOS that they
are under no direction from the US SEC, in

spite of the fact that agency says they are

robbing innocent investors of hundreds of

millions of dollars, does the minister have

any power, and does he intend to exercise

that power, since lOS is an Ontario incorpo-
rated company and has Ontario people on its

board of directors—indeed, a former cabinet

minister?

Hon. Mr. Clements: Mr. Speaker, I made
a lengthy statement concerning the operations
of lOS to the House some time ago. As you
can appreciate, sir, it is a very involved situa-

tion. I submit, with the greatest respect, that

the Ontario Securities Commission has been

very much aware of the dangers of lOS—

Mr. Shulman: Why didn't the minister do

something about it?

Hon. Mr. Clement: —and has seen fit that

no one will be harmed by the operation of

this former corporation within this province.

I would like, Mr. Speaker, if I may, to

forward a copy of the statement I made at

that time. It's so complex I'm unable to recall

it in accurate detail, but I was responding
to a question raised by your colleague to your
.immediate right from Riverdale (Mr. Ren-

wick) some weeks ago.

I wonder if I might do that and then per-

haps, sir, after the member has seen this he

might have an opportunity to comment on
it.

Mr. MacDonald: A very simple question,

by way of supplementary. I acknowledge the

situation to be infinitely complex. Since no-

body else apparently has any control over

this agency which has spread its operations

internationally from the Bahamas, does the

government here not feel that it has a respon-

sibility on behalf of the people of Ontario,
and indeed the people of the world, to exer-

cise some closer supervision over this com-

pany?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, yes, that

is quite true. Several millions of assets are

here in Toronto right now and cannot be

touched without the consent of the Securities

Commission here in Ontario. My statement

deals with that in some detail.

Yes, we do have an obligation insofar as

we can protect the people of this province
and others outside if possible, but it's a very
involved thing and there are many millions

of dollars right here in the city of Toronto

in connection with this corporation.

Mr. Shulman: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park.

Mr. Shulman: Why did the Ontario Secur-

ities Commission not take any action at the

time of that very strange election that was
held here in Toronto at the Royal York Hotel

by Mr. Vesco some two years ago, when he

voted 3.5 million shares which the court in
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New Brunswick had said he had no right
to vote and concerning which they had issued

an injunction against him?

Why did the Securities Commission let

him go ahead and use those shares to retain

control of the company and steal the money?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I will

look into that, but my understanding of it is

that while he bought a substantial number
of shares he was not allowed to vote those

shares.

Mr. Shulman: He did vote them.

Mr. MacDonald: One final supplementary:
Is there no obligation on this minister or his

colleague, the Attorney General (Mr. Bales),

or the Solicitor General, to take action when
a man defies a Canadian court order in that

fashion?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes, I would think

there is an obligation.

Mr. MacDonald: Why hasn't it been exer-

cised then, if there is an obligation?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, in

response—yes, there is an obligation. If any
of our rules have been breached, then the

man to whom the member refers, Mr.

Vesco, would be charged if he had breached
the Act. I will look into it and find if there

is any allegation of breach by Mr. Vesco.

Tm just not familiar with that aspect, but
I do know that many millions of dollars of

Ontario investors' money is still here in

Ontario.

Mr. Shulman: But $30 million is gone
already.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
Centre.

MOVEMENT OF FARM EQUIPMENT
ACROSS ROADS

Mr. Deacon: A question of the Minister
of Agriculture and Food: What progress has
the minister made in co-operation with the
Minister of Transportation and Communica-
tions (Mr. Carton), in developing sensible

regulations covering movement of farm
equipment, which I brought to his atten-
tion a couple of weeks ago when the Federa-
tion of Agriculture expressed its great con-
cern?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Speaker, I am
aware of the problem and I appreciate the

hon. member s action—I assume it is he who
sent the article over to me.

We have had discussions with the Federa-
tion of Agriculture. There has been a

presentation made to the Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications. He is not

here to speak for it today and I won't

attempt to put words in his mouth, Mr.

Speaker, but I do know that there is some
consideration being given to the Highway
Traffic Act, based not only on the sugges-
tions that were made by the Federation of

Agriculture and contained in that article,

but more specifically enunciated in the letter

and communication they have had with

him, a copy of which I have, and which the

hon. member may also have.

But I can assure him that there is con-

sideration going to be given to some of these

things; how far well go with it or get with

it, I don't know. But I do believe that there

are places where changes could be made,
that will work to the advantage of all con-

cerned.

Mr. Deacon: Supplementary: In view of

the accidents that occurred this weekend

involving farm equipment crossing highways,
will the minister undertake to see that

regulations are brought into efiFect as soon

as possible?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I am not aware of any
accidents, Mr. Speaker, so I can't say yes
or no to that one; but I can tell the hon.

member that these matters are under active

consideration.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port

Arthur.

OISE PROJECTS

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): A question
of the Minister of Education, Mr. Speaker:

Does the minister approve of expenditures
of pubhc moneys on such OISE projects
as the latest one across my desk, which is

called, "Conducting In-Basket Simulation"?

What was the expenditure on that particular
item? To whom was it distributed, and does

the minister know what "in-basket simula-

tion" means?

Mr. MacDonald: Or is?

Mr. Lewis: And how often do you do it?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well, to answer the

questions in reverse—
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Mr. Singer: That should be addressed to

the Minister of Health.

Mr. Stokes: Does it hurt?

Hon. Mr. Wells: To answer the questions
in reverse; no, I don't know what it means
and rU have to look into it and see.

Mr. Lewis: Well, the minister is paying
money for it, and a hell of a lot, for some-

thing he doesn't know about.

Mr. Singer: Is it advisable or not?

Mr. Foulds: Will the minister also look
into the deathless prose on pages 2 and 3,

which says-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Foulds: It says:

Because most real-life experiences of

educational leaders entail interpersonal

activity, we emphasize small-group activity
as a vehicle for conducting simulation

experiences for all of the roles in this

series.

Could the minister sort of explain that to

the House when he answers as well?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: I don't know. Think of what
the minister can pay for out-basket simula-
tion!

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Grey-Bruce.

CROP INSURANCE

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, a question of
the Minister of Agriculture and Food:
Would the minister advise if there is legisla-
tion before the House of Commons in
Ottawa regarding crop insurance that would
be of interest to the people of Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Speaker, I am sure

you would agree, sir, that my hon. friend
from Grey-Bruce would have better knowl-
edge of what's before the House of Com-
mons than I might. But, all I can say-

Mr. Singer: Oh, oh, oh. Actually that was
a devastating remark.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: All I can say is that
there is a crop insurance bill before the House
of Commons, which I explained here in the

House—maybe during one of my hon. friend's

absences from the House—which had to do-

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie): Maybe
one of his regular absences.

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): They would
have a hard time getting him here.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —with the federal gov-
ernment's assuming the 25 per cent of the

premium that the province was previously

paying and adding that to the 25 per cent

premium that they had been paying pre-

viously, so that now the federal government
would assume 50 per cent of the farmers*

premiums and the province would pick up
the entire costs of the administration.

In other words, they would assume the 50

per cent of the administrative cost that the

federal government had been assuming prior
to this new legislation.

This brings the crop insurance programme
across Canada into uniformity in all prov-
inces. Previously, only Ontario, and I think

maybe one other province, were paying 25

per cent of the premium. So if that is the

legislation, yes, it is before the House of

Commons, and I think it was advanced for

second reading—but I'm not sure what stage
it is in now.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, supplementary:
In conversation with Mr. Whelan on the

weekend, he advised me that it was ready to

go into legislation immediately if the federal

Tories would now stop holding it up—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Sargent: —so would the minister make
a phone call and tell them to get off it down
there and get moving, okay?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: And the minister knov^^

them better than we do.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Call them

up and tell them.

An hon. member: Tell them what vnll

happen next time.

Mr. MacDonald: As a matter of fact the

minister has had trouble with federal Tories

before on marketing bills.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Terrible instructions.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: All I can add is a word
and a prayer, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The provincial Treasurer has

the answer to a question previously asked.
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INTEREST PAYMENTS ON
GERMAN LOANS

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, on April 27

the leader of the NDP asked a question con-

cerning the revaluation of the German mark,

and I am now able to provide the follo\ving

answer.

Under the present system of floating cur-

rency devaluation for both the Canadian

dollar and the West German mark, one can-

not forecast other than very broadly the

relationship that may exist between the cur-

rencies over the years ahead. The loans On-

tario obtained in West Germany do not

finally mature until 1987.

Mr. Sargent: We'll be dead then.

Hon. Mr. White: At the time these loans

were made the rates of interest represented
an interest savings over what the funds

borrowed would have cost had the loans been

made in the Canadian market. For example,
the first loan made in 1968 at 6% per cent

interest would have cost about 7% per cent

in Canada at that time. The next two loans

at 6V4 and &k-

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Mr.

Speaker, on a point of order. Could we hear

what is being said? I'm not able to follow it.

Mr. Sargent: The Treasurer should take

the marbles out of his mouthl

Mrs. Campbell: I am listening very atten-

tively, Mr. Speaker, and he is mumbling.

Hon. Mr. White: If the member's neigh-
bours would behave—if the member for Grey-
Bruce and others would lower their whispers
to a mild shout, I'll try again.

Mr. Lewis: Where is the Treasurer going
to pick up from?

Hon. Mr. White: Oh, just from where I

stopped.

At the time these loans were made, the

rates of interest represented an interest saving
over what the funds borrowed would have

cost, had the loans been made in the Cana-

dian market. For example, the first loan made
in 1968 at 6% per cent interest would have

cost about 7% per cent in Canada at that

time.

The next two loans, at 6V4 and 6V2 would
have cost 7% and 7.90 per cent respectively
in our domestic capital market. The loan

completed last September at six per cent

would have been completed at eight per cent

in Canada at that time.

The subsequent world monetary turmoil

has eroded the interest savings. I cannot pro-
vide the members with exact future interest

costs; however, projecting current conditions

Ontario will be required to pay approxi-

mately $3.4 million less interest on German
loans than it would have been required to

pay for comparable domestic loans.

Mr. Levds: Well. Oh! What an answerl

Mr. Speaker: The time for oral questions

is over.

Mr. Shulman: That is not rightl

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. members may ask

supplementaries; they may put the questions

at another time—tomorrow possibly.

Mr. Lewis: Those figures must have come

from the Treasurer's department. They are

like the sales tax figures.

Mr. MacDonald: He is cooking the books

again.

Mr. Lewis: That is based on when the loans

were made, not what has happened since.

Mr. Speaker: Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Motions.

Mr. Lewis: The Treasurer is going to have

to fire them all.

Mr. Speaker: Introduction of bills.

LOAN ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves first reading of bill

intituled. An Act to authorize the raising of

money on the credit of the Consolidated

Revenue Fund.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, the Loan Act

is prepared annually and provides legislative

authority for provincial borrowing, which this

year will be financed primarily by non-public

borrowing, such as the Canada Pension Plan.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Eight hundred million

dollars, or more?

Hon. Mr. White: Nine hundred milHon

dollars.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Nine hundred million dol-

lars?
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TEACHERS' SUPERANNUATION ACT

Hon. Mr. Wells moves first reading of bill

intituled. An Act to amend the Teachers'

Superaimuation Act.

Hon. Mr. Wells: This amending bill con-

tains six sections. One of them is a small

change in computing a pension under the 90

rule, which will be under this bill retroactive

to Dec. 17, 1971, and will be beneficial to

those who wish to qualify or have qualified

under this rule.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, before the

orders of the day, I would like to table

answers-

Mr. Speaker: We haven't reached the

orders of the day.

Further bills?

No bills? Orders of the day.

Mr. Stokes: See what the Speaker means?

Mr. G. E. Smith (Simcoe East): Mr. Speak-

er, before the orders of the day, may I draw
to your attention as well as that of the hon.

members of this House, that a great honour

has been returned to the Province of Ontario.

I am pleased to advise you that the Orillia

Terriers have won the Allan Cup. That is the

top honour in Senior A hockey as you, Mr.

Speaker, are well aware from the great hockey
team you have in your municipality. They
defeated the St. Boniface Mohawks, returning
the Allan Cup to Ontario and the city of

Orillia. I know that you and the hon. members
of the House would like to join with me in

congratulating all those associated with this

great event.

Mr. Stokes: Mr. Speaker, before the orders

of the day, since bouquets are being handed

out, I would like members of the Legislature
to join with me in congratulating the Nipigon-
Red Rock High School which won the pro-
vincial championship in the Reach for the Top
contest for the second year in a row.

Mr. Speaker: If I might say to the hon.

House leader, I anticipated the announcement
that was made previously. That is why I

asked him to delay for a moment.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I didn't mind deferring
to the hon. member for Orillia because I

understand there are certain spoils he is will-

ing to share with us later.

I now wish to table answers to questions 2,

3, 4, 6, 7, 10, 14, 15 and 16 standing on the

order paper. (See appendix, page 1888.)

Mr. Lewis: What are the spoils and with

whom?

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The second order.

House in committee of the whole; Mr. R. D.
Rowe in the chair.

RETAIL SALES TAX ACT
( continued )

House in committee on Bill 98, An Act to

amend the Retail Sales Tax Act.

On section 10:

Mr. Chairman: On Bill 98, An Act to

amend the Retail Sales Tax Act, we were

discussing section 10. The member for York

South.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Mr.

Chairman, when the debate adjourned on

Friday, I had stated a case with regard to

the new material which has been released on

May 10—one month after the budget—from
the fiscal policy division of the Treasury on
the incidence of Ontario's 1973 budgetary
measures, particularly the sales tax. The
Treasurer (Mr. White) had rather heatedly

intervened, denying my contentions.

The essence of my case was that this re-

lease of so-called new information had been

deliberately withheld until the relevant sec-

tions of the Retail Sales Tax Act had been
considered in committee; that the provincial
Treasurer was presenting old arguments
which misrepresented the situation as it had
been clarified during the course of the debate

over the last week or 10 days.

The Treasurer had intervened at the ad-

journment hour to argue that this material

was new and that he had the right to intro-

duce new material when and as he pleased.
That was a calculated eflFort to draw still

another red herring across the trail of this

debate because, of course, nobody questions
the provincial Treasurer's right to introduce

new material. What we were complaining
about was the timing.

I was challenging the timing of his right
to introduce, belatedly, one month after the

budget, new material after the debate had
been held on the relevant sections. Particu-

larly I was challenging that the so-called

new material is something which he must have

had in his own possession, in his own knowl-

edge, from the outset of the debate and

which he was deliberately sitting on. Quite

rightly, the Speaker ruled that this material—
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Hon. J. White (Treasurer and Minister of

Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr, Speaker, on a

point of order, some of these figures involved

the actual mill rate reductions which have

just been flowing in in the last 10 days.

Mr. MacDonald: That is right.

Hon. Mr. White: As a matter of fact, I

have got some headlines from today's papers
but perhaps this isn't the time. Perhaps I will

bring them in later.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for York

South.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): You mean
the ones that didn't flow in?

Mr. MacDonald: The Speaker quite rightly
ruled that this material, belatedly released,

could be debated on the final section of this

bill which is, of course, what we are doing
at the present time.

Now let's examine the material. The pro-
vincial Treasurer's contention is that table 2

is new. I will concede to him that this

is the only new material in the rather sig-
nificant batch that was released on May 10

by the fiscal policy division.

Hon. Mr. White: Thank you. That's very
decent of the hon. member.

Mr. MacDonald: Let's take a look at it

now, since he wants to focus attention on it;

I will focus attention on it for a moment with
him. It lists some 15 different communities
in the Province of Ontario, in which there

had been tax rates struck for the coming
year. In the north there were two—North

Bay vidth a $35 reduction, and Sault Ste.

Marie with a $70 reduction.

Let's bear in mind the contention of the

provincial Treasurer that there was going to

be a $50 reduction in the north and a $25
reduction in the south. As far as the two
northern communities he happens to have in

his new material are concerned, he has a

50-50 batting average. One of them—namely,
Sault Ste. Marie—the other one didn't.

But when we get to southern Ontario,

where, of course, the overwhelming propor-
tion of the people of the Province of Ontario

happen to live, there are 13 communities.
And instead of the $25 saving that was going
to be experienced by the average householder,
we have: Hamilton, $13; St. Catharines, $22;

Peterborough, $10; North York, $15; Windsor,
$8; Scarborough, $15; Toronto, $18; Oshawa,

$12; and Ottawa, $21. In short, nine of the

13 had not achieved what the provincial
Treasurer assured us was going to be the

impact of his budget.

I concede to him that four of the 13—name-

ly, London with a $42 reduction, Dundas
with a $25 reduction—the minister is awfully
disturbed today.

Hon. Mr. White: On a point of order,

these are net reductions, and I think it per-

haps would have been appropriate to show

the gross reductions-

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Not at

all.

Hon. Mr. White: -that is to say, the differ-

ence between the actual tax being charged
and what that tax would have been, had the

enormous additional grants not been made
available.

Mr. MacDonald: Yes.

Hon. Mr. White: But these are very con-

servative expositions, and therefore—

Mr. MacDonald: What the provincial

Treasurer now is trying to do is to refine the

public image of his budget so that it might
come closer to the reality which is emerging
across the province.

The image of his budget, spelled out in the

highlights, and reproduced by the media

across the province, was the assurance that

there was going to be a tax cut of $25 or

six mills in southern Ontario, and $50 or 12

mills in northern Ontario. He's now engaging
in the refinement to get it to coincide with

the reality. Well, I suppose he has no alter-

native. He smiles rather benignly and slyly

at me.

I acknowledge that this was new. But what

is new, Mr. Chairman? And this is what I

want to lay my greater emphasis on. What is

new is that the provincial Treasurer is delib-

erately avoiding facing up to basic points

which have been made in this debate.

The property tax reduction is not going to

benefit one iota the overwhelming number of

people who happen to be tenants. If they are

homeowners, certainly they will benefit—less

than the minister attempted to convey to the

province at the time of his budget. But if

they are tenants, the minister has established

no mechanism, and the minister can have no

conviction at all, because it won't square with

reality, that the landlord is going to pass
that on.
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Let's take a look at the figures which were

put into the record by my leader last Tues-

day night, with reference to the percentage
of people in various income groups who

happen to be homeowners.

Let's deal with the reverse of the implica-
tions mentioned by the hon. member for

Scarborough West. He pointed out that 32

per cent of the people in the $3,000 to $4,000
income bracket were homeowners. What
does that mean? It means that 68 per cent of

the people in the low-income group—$3,000
to $4,000—those the provincial Treasurer is

boasting his budget is going to affect, are

going to get no benefit at all from the re-

duction. In the $4,000 to $5,000 bracket, 33

per cent of the people were homeowners,
which means that 67 per cent will get no help
at all. In the $5,000 to $6,000 bracket, 34

per cent were homeowners, which means that

66 per cent are tenants, and will get no re-

lief at all by this reduction.

In the $6,000 to $7,000 bracket, 45 per
cent are homeowners; that means that the

55 per cent who are tenants are not going to

benefit from this rosy promise of the provin-
cial Treasurer. In the $7,000 to $8,000

bracket, 48 per cent are homeowners, which
means that 52 per cent of the people, even

up at the level of $7,000 to $8,000 income,
over half of the people are not going to

benefit because they are tenants.

Only when you get beyond $8,000—in the

$8,000 to $9,000 bracket-do you find over

half of the people being homeowners; 55 per
cent to be exact. Which means that you have
to get beyond the $8,000 figure before you
will have half of the people sharing at all in

this kind of a benefit.

Let's take an overall figure. The overall

figures across the Province of Ontario are

that approximately 42 per cent of those in

urban areas are tenants. And urban areas are

defined in the statistics as being areas with

populations of over $1,000. Forty-two per
cent are tenants in the city areas.

One can assume—if you take the total

population, including those under 1,000 popu-
lation in non-urban areas—that a very safe

estimate of the people of the Province of On-
tario who are not sharing at all in this

benefit that the burget is supposed to give to

them would be an overall round figure of at

least 40 per cent.

The provincial Treasurer has simply never
faced up to this. He puts out new figures; he
intervenes in the debates. He describes dur-

ing the course of the sales tax debate all of

the benefits that are going to accrue from the

sales tax as that money is passed back in

credits and is passed back in larger grants,
but never yet has the provincial Treasurer

faced up to the fact that a very significant

proportion of the money which he claims is

going to assist the people of the Province of

Ontario is going to be siphoned ofiF from the

tenants and they are not going to benefit from

it, particularly with the housing situation

that we have in the Province of Ontario at

the present time. Sometime, surely, there is

an obligation on the provincial Treasurer to

face up to that, instead of reiterating what
are essentially false claims.

However, let me go one step further with

regard to this so-called new material. On
page 1, the provincial Treasurer states four

points that are, I assume, made by way of

summary of the tabular material presented
later in the package. The first point says the

retail sales tax is a much less regressive tax

than the property tax, therefore the property
tax reductions financed by the sales tax in-

crease improve the overall incidence of taxa-

tion in the Province of Ontario.

Well, I've made one point already, Mr.

Chairman. Namely, that that ignores—and the

provincial Treasurer won't face up to it—the

fact that he is ignoring the 40 per cent of

the people in the Province of Ontario who
are tenants.

But let us deal with the second point,
which has been presented repeatedly to the

provincial Treasurer during this debate—and

again he refuses to face up to it and to

discuss it—that of these larger grants which

are being passed back to the municipalities,
43 per cent will go to provide tax relief to

the commercial and industrial interests. Once

again, there is no mechanism and there is

absolutely no assurance that those commer-

cial and industrial interests are going to pass
that money back by way of lower prices

to the consumers. In short, 43 per cent of it

is going to be siphoned off from the people

by the commercial and the industrial interests,

and it won't be passed on in lower prices.

Of the remaining 57 per cent, we have

now found that 40 per cent are tenants,

which is roughly 23 or 24 per cent of the

total population. So we reduce the total per-

centage of the people of the Province of

Ontario benefitting from these larger grants

to the municipality—we reduce that 57 per
cent to about 33 or 34. In short, Mr. Chair-

man, approximately one-third of the people
of the Province of Ontario—may I repeat;

approximately one-third of the people of

the Province of Ontario, no more-are going
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to benefit from the larger municipal grants
that the provincial Treasurer is channelling
back to the municipalities. Among them, of

course, are not going to be the low income

people who presumably are the major bene-

factors of this whole budget.

One goes on to points 3 and 4 listed on the

front of this May 10 release; I quote: "3.

The sales tax credit alone more than offsets

the impact of the two per cent increase in

retail sales taxes for all families with incomes

below $8,000."

Quite frankly, we have been doing our best

to decipher and analyse the rather contra-

dictory and conflicting tables which were re-

leased originally and more recently on May
10. While we were willing to concede that

the benefits went to the people below the

$8,000 level, I suspect—some of my colleagues

may be analysing it in greater depth later—

that that figure is high. Perhaps the range
of $5,000 to $6,000 is the ceiling below which

people are going to benefit and above which

they are going to get no benefit at all. I

quote again:

4. The combination of property tax re-

ductions and sales tax credits adds up to

tax cuts which far exceed the two per cent

sales tax increase for low income families.

The overall result is to reduce tax burdens
below the $12,000 income level and in-

crease tax burdens above that level. This

shift in tax burdens significantly improves
the progressivity of the total tax system
in Ontario.

Mr. Chairman, again without repeating the

detail of it, as I have pointed out, in terms

of siphoning off by the local commercial and
industrial taxpayers, and by landlords from

tenants, those low-income people are simply
not going to benefit from the kind of munic-

ipal tax reductions that the provincial Treas-

urer, in his global terms, says is going to

take place. Therefore, once again, he is pre-

senting a false picture.

He sets forth the facts—I was very taken

with his phraseology the other day when
he said he was "setting forth the facts as he

understands them." They were the facts he

originally presented in the budget but he
has remained impervious to the facts which
have been presented from this side of the

House, correcting and clarifying the picture
which he presented in this budget.

Hon. Mr. White: No! I am sorry, but your
facts are fiction.

Mr. MacDonald: Sometime, soon, I hope
that he is going to deal with some of these

facts instead of evading them.

However, I want to get to the most im-

portant inclusion in this May 10 release

from the fiscal policy division. It is a little

bit curious that one month after the budget
the provincial Treasurer should deem it neces-

sary to put out still further explanatory

material, trying to persuade the public as

to the incidence of the tax changes that flow

from his budget, but there is no mystery
as to why this package came out.

There are a nimiber of pages and they
are all by way of camouflage to try to

distract public attention from the fact that

the sole reason for the production of this

release—the main reason for the production
of this release—was to hide away in it the

table with regard to the incidence of sales

taxes in this Province of Ontario which had
been put on the record by the leader of

the New Democratic Party last Tuesday
night.

We called up the department to get
further information we had been promised
was going to be readily available. We asked
for this information and it was given to us.

We could hardly believe our eyes when we
examined it because what it did was to

destroy the whole centrepiece of the gov-
ernment's case in terms of its tax.

Hon. Mr. White: Compare it to the

property tax.

Mr. MacDonald: Look, we are not arguing
that the sales tax is more progressive than

the property tax. I am not going to argue
that point.

Hon. Mr. White: Til bet you are not. That's

where the shift took place.

Mr. MacDonald: I wish the provincial

Treasurer, who has the intellectual capacity
to move beyond that, would move beyond
that.

What you are doing is raising the taxes

by the most regressive levy at the pro-
vincial level, and you are channelling that

money back by way of relief to the most

regressive tax at the local level. This is

the neat little model, the pet little theory
that has sprung from the fertile brain of the

provincial Treasurer.

But what disturbs me—and I say this to the

provincial Treasurer in all seriousness, to

the point, I trust, that the smile will be wiped
off his face—is that the provincial Treasurer

must have known of those incidences of the
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sales tax—they were available in his depart-
ment. I am convinced that in the course of

the discussions that led up to the formula-

tion of the budget, they must have been given
to the provincial Treasurer.

Therefore, I come back to my basic con-

tention, that the provincial Treasurer and
his department, until they outwittingly out-

foxed hemselves by the perhaps inadvertent

release of this table, were sitting on in-

formation that denied the validity of the

provincial Treasurer's basic contention in

his budget.

If we examine the table, Mr. Chairman, it

takes a look at the whole sales tax and
doesn't try to ignore the regressivity of the

five per cent which is going to be built

into our tax structure in perpetuity. It takes

a look at the whole seven per cent, instead

of just the new two per cent that had been
added.

As the hon. member for Scarborough West
has pointed out, the heaviest incidence of

the sales tax, in terms of what it represents
as a percentage of gross income, falls on the

lower middle-income group, the $11,000
to $12,000 bracket, where it is 1.59 per
cent. But, significantly, the next largest
burden falls on the working poor—those in

the income levels of $5,000 to $6,000, and

$6,000 to $7,000, where the incidence is

1.56 per cent and 1.58 per cent.

The most shocking revelation in this table

is the fact that as far as the sales tax is con-

cerned—and this, Mr. Chairman, may I remind

you, is after the tax credits are taken into the

calculation—the incidence of tax burden is

1.40 per cent for the $4,000 to $5,000 level,

which is subsistence level and below the pov-
erty level in this country today. And for those

with incomes of $15,000 and over in this

province, the incidence of the sales tax is only
1.41 per cent. In short, it is almost indentical

for the people who are in the over-$15,000
income bracket.

For the provincial Treasurer to persist in

attempting to argue that the implementation
of this neat little model of raising taxes here

and paying them out there results in a redis-

tribution and the introduction of greater pro-

gressivity in the tax structure, quite frankly is

deceitful. It simply does not square with the

facts.

The provincial Treasurer is apparently re-

duced to a point of desperation where he has
no alternative but to ignore facts that have
been brought out in this budget and to con-

tinue to repeat assertions originally made in

the budget which have been proved to be

false in an attempt to maintain some order
and some credibility in the incredible

shambles which his budget has collapsed into

over the last month.

Mr. Chairman, I'll just wind up with this

conclusion. If there were any further evidence
needed for a person making an objective

analysis of this tax and this budget, that

package of so-called new material released on

May 10 unwittingly is further conclusive

proof as to why everybody in this House,
including people on the government side,
should be voting against this bill when it is

reported back out of committee and when it

comes up for third reading.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Scarbor-

ough West.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, I'd like to begin
by asking the Treasurer, in the context of my
colleague's remarks, whether he has anything
to say about what is surely the valid point of

those in this province who rent and their un-

likely receipt of any of the property tax

credit, and what that therefore does to some
of the assumptions, at least, on which the

retail sales tax increase was based and on
which his avowed trumpeting of the drop in

mill rate is also related. Has he any answer to

that? It seems to me to be almost irrefutable.

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, I would be very glad
to attempt an answer to this. The member
for York South has brought up a matter which
has been put into this debate several times.

I find it so curious to contrast the position
taken by the NDP in this cost reduction. I

contrast it with the screams of outrage con-

cerning the additional costs that would have
been imposed on landlords had the energy tax

been proceeded with. It seems in the sim-

plistic world of socialism only increased costs

find their way into prices, but never decreased
costs.

The fact of the matter is there are a thou-

sand variables in a rental property ranging
from the young lad who shovels the snow in

the wintertime to the man who replaces the

faulty faucet, and so there are thousands of

cost elements. Many of these cost elements

have gone up during this inflationary period.
This particular cost is coming down. This

decrease in cost will find its way into the

entire spectrum of cost and will decrease the

upward pressure on rents across this province.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Come onl

Mr. MacDonald: Go on, the minister is

kidding himself.
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Mr. Ca^sidy: He is, you know.

Hon, Mr. White: And to that extent-

Mr. Cassidy: He doesn't understand—

Mr. Chairman: Order, order!

Hon. Mr. White: And to that extent-

Mr. MacDonald: And he has built his whole
case-

Mr. Chairman: Order!

Hon. Mr. White: And to that extent they
will stabilize rentals for tenants in Ontario.

Mr. Lewis: In fact, with the minister's

normal penchant for the bon mot, what he
has said is that the fixing of leaky faucets

and the shovelling of sidewalks is what he
will say to those who live in rental accommo-
dation by way of explaining why they don't

get any property tax credits—or any of the

property tax reduction handed on. He is

really resorting to the "thermostat and
sweater" way of handling a situation about
which people feel resentful.

Hon. Mr. White: This may be amusing to

the leader of the NDP, but the fact of the

matter is that all property owners will benefit

directly from a decrease in mill rate. Tenants
will benefit indirectly as this cost decreases

while other costs increase; and both property
owners and tenants will benefit from the

retail sales tax credit. So we have hedged
our bets to that extent.

Mr. Lewis: Well, then let it just be said

in response that the minister hasn't the

faintest idea—not the faintest idea in the

world—whether a single renter in Ontario will

benefit from a decrease in the property tax.

Hon. Mr. White: All of them will.

Mr. Lewis: Not the slightest idea. The min-
ister has not been able to show this House at

any point during the debate that landlords

ever reduce rents in receipt of a lower tax,

or a tax rebate. The minister has no evidence
of that kind at all.

What we're saying to you is that what is

so ill-advised about this table—what is so

phoney about it; what is so essentially de-

ceitful about it—is the pretense that those in

rental accommodation vdll benefit in a de-

crease in the mill rate. And because in the

low income groups, only between 32 and 45

per cent own their own homes, what you are

saying effectively is that for over half the

population in Ontario in the low income

areas, your tax is not just discriminatory, but

positively inflationary for them.

If I'm right, the landlords will raise their

rents in order to make up for certain other

aspects of your budget—certain inflationary

aspects of your budget—and the tenants will

end up by paying more with no return what-

soever. I think my colleague from York South

showed that unequivocally.

Let me deal with your tables in another

way. I want to share this with my colleague
from Ottawa Centre whose mastery of most

of this material is better than mine, frankly,
but I want to put some propositions on the

table for you. I must say that if you can

answer some of the questions we are going
to ask, we are prepared to concede to the

replies, if they are rational, because the dis-

crepancies in the figures—

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
Who makes the decisions as to whether they
are rational?

Mr. Lewis: —can be explained in any

worldly way, we will accept them. Super-
natural explanations we reject at the outset.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Who makes the de-

cisions?

Mr. Lewis: We make the decision as to

their acceptability. We make that decision-

having looked at these figures, you could at

least grant us that.

Mr. Chairman, the key table—the key area

that has caused such public interest—is table

3—the minister will recall—the comparison
of retail sales tax burden in Ontario. That's

the key table in all of this.

Before I get to it, let me make a couple
of points about this dossier of material which
was handed us. I want to put it in the con-

text of my colleague from York South. I know

why all of this came out. I understand what

happened. Our research department phoned
your ministry and said, in our own typically
deferential way, "We, in the New Democratic

Party, would like to have the table of the

incidence of the sales tax which the Treasurer

used in his reply on second reading." The
answer from your ministry was, "Everybody
is away in Ottawa; no one is here. We don't

have any such tables." We went back to the

ministry and pushed a little; "Since it was
central to the argument being made, could

we please have it?" One of your assistants,

in an act of perfect good faith, sent the table

over to us.

Interjection by an hon. member.
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Mr. Lewis: I applaud him for it and the

table came over. You didn't release the table.

It was released upon request; you didn't

release it voluntarily, I point out.

Hon. Mr. White: In keeping with my
policy.

Mr. Lewis: In keeping with your policy?
Your policy changed very quicldy about 48

hours later, didn't it?

The table was released and suddenly it

emerged, again on the basis of your own

figures, that the people in the province most

adversely affected by the sales tax increase

would be those characterized as the working
poor, earning between $5,000 and $7,000 a

year. That's where the incidence struck

hardest. It also showed the irony that those

earning over $15,000 a year would be paying
less than the family average for the per-

centage incidence.

Now the ministry didn't like that at all.

Canadian Press carried it across the province;
the Toronto Star headlined it the next day;
the Globe picked it up and the ministry was

apoplectic! Like all apoplectic ministries in

the face of refutation by their own figures-
self-annihilation is never a pleasant thing to

experience—the ministry, the whizkids, the

economic brains, the statistical experts, who-
ever they may be, rushed around and pre-

pared a whole dossier of tables in order

somehow to obfuscate, to draw attention

from, the one table which had caused such
adverse public reaction.

We do that, too, in our caucus, you know.
You put out tables. We scramble to find a
refutation. We have a research stafi^ of three.

You probably have a research staff of 300.

Fortunately, one of our researchers is

equivalent to 300 of yours so our tables are

always more accurate and more substantial.

Hon. Mr. White: My tables are better than

your tables.

Mr. Lewis: Now your people—

Hon. Mr. White: Mine are better than

yours.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): My old
man can beat up your old man!

Mr. Lewis: Your people were frantic about
it and they produced these additional tables.

One of the interesting things, Mr. Chairman,
was that they didn't tell the Treasurer about
it. They didn't talk to him about it.

I know they didn't talk to you about it be-
cause your reaction, when we asked questions

about the tables, was like the reaction of the

Minister of Health (Mr. Potter) when we
asked him questions about the energy tax.

Hon. Mr. White: On a point of order, Mr.

Chairman, I did indeed know what the

tables-

Mr. Lewis: Yes, I am sure you knew that

they had been released but you didn't know
their contents—because how could you?

Mr. MacDonald: If you did, you have been

deceiving us; misrepresenting the picture of

the whole budget.

Hon. Mr. White: I also knew that the

presentation, which included the net property
tax saving, did not put the best interpretation
on the actual events because, in fact, the

savings should be shown as a gross amount.

Mr. Lewis: Right. I understand that. I

appreciate that.

Hon. Mr. White: That doesn't show because

it's a conservative way of presenting it, and
I wouldn't want to take more credit than is

my due.

Mr. Lewis: Well, I understand that.

Mr. Cassidy: You're floundering.

Mr. Lewis: Your modesty would belie that

anyway. You needn't attest to it. But even

that being the case, do you see the way you
have a fixation on the property tax and on the

series of 15 municipalities which have re-

ported decreases? That's not what we are

talking about at all. They obviously didn't

share with you the implications of the rest of

your figures.

When we asked you about the $5.27 figure

average increase per family across Ontario in

retail sales tax on the basis of the new table,

you didn't know what we were talking about.

You told us last Friday morning that you
didn't know what those figures were and that

you would try to get them. When the press

came after you about it afterwards, you said

you were not interested in matching one pair

of figures with another. You said you didn't

know what those figures were. Your econ-

omists had prepared them for you and you
would let them stand.

Let me very quickly go through these

tables with you, pausing only to make two

or three central points which I believe and

which we in this caucus believe firmly destroy
the basis for the budget, destroy every
rationale on which this bill was based, de-

stroy the credibility of the Treasurer, destroy
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the accuracy of his figures and, in fact, in a

sense destroy the government in terms of

any further representative taxation policy.

On page 1 of this dossier, you talk about
Facts on the Incidence of Ontario's 1973

Budget Measure. You say:

The retail sales tax is a much less

regressive tax than the property tax.

Therefore, the property tax reductions,
financed by the sales tax increase, improve
the overall incidence of taxation in Ontario.

Well, let me tell you, that's quite a change
in tune from the budget, isn't it? When the

budget debate was on you were telling

my colleague from York South how the
retail sales tax was more progressive than,
or as progressive as, the income tax. When
you saw your figures, you switched your
ground and suddenly it becomes less re-

gressive than the property tax.

Hon. Mr. White: On a point of order, I

said that with the changes in the Retail

Sales Tax Act, namely, the retail sales tax

credit, and with the changes implemented
a couple of months ago by the federal

Minister of Finance-

Mr. Lewis: Right.

Hon. Mr. White: —that the buoyancy of

the retail sales tax was equivalent to the
federal personal income tax and our revenues
derived therefrom, and that the progressivity
of the retail sales tax now approached that
of the personal income tax.

Mr. MacDonald: That is just what we were
saying you said.

Hon. Mr. White: At some other point in
the debate, I was able to draw upon one of
a number of experts who conceded that,
even under the old structure, the retail sales
tax rate was slightly progressive.

Mr. Lewis: Fine, I am not arguing that

point.

Mr. Cassidy: On a point of order, Mr.
Chairman, I wonder if I could quote the
minister's words precisely from Hansard of

April 27, when he denied that he had said
that the sales tax was not as regressive as
the personal income tax. He then went on to

say:

Hon. Mr. White: What I did say was that the
retail sales tax, with the credits, is much more pro-
gressive than it was; while the personal income
tax, thanks to Mr. Turner's changes, is less pro-
gressive than it was—therefore, they now have a
comparable degree of progressivity.

Those are the minister's words in Hansard.

Mr. Lewis: Okay. All we are saying to

you is how quickly you shifted your ground.
When the information on the retail sales tax

came out, and it became demonstrable that

it had remained a regressive tax, however you
cover it or paint it, and that it aflFected the

working poor adversely or disproportionately
to the rest of the population, you then

suddenly shifted gears and your cry became
an analogy, not with the income tax, but
with the real property tax. You began to

say, as you say in this, that that's a much
fairer comparison.

Hon. Mr. White: That is a much fairer

comparison.

Mr. Lewis: It's a comparison which the
Treasurer thought served his purposes. Be-
fore this afternoon is over we'll show him
that even that is wrong; even that in a

peculiar way has not improved the overall

incidence of taxation in Ontario—not in a

way that is worth a tinker's damn.

Let me move to table 1, which compared
the property tax and the five per cent sales

tax, and from which the Treasurer con-

venientiy left out the incidence for families

earning $15,000 a year and more, convenient-

ly therefore omitting that the people in the

highest income bracket were best served.

But that's not a suflBciently important table

to spend any time on.

Let me move to table 2 and point out

primarily what my colleague from York
South pointed out, which is that the property
tax reduction, based on 15 communities out

of more than 900 municipalities, is nothing
on which to base figures. I don't know how
they work out figures based on reports from
15 communities. Surely the minister himself

must recognize the frailty of that, and that

he can't make a case on that basis. But
I'll leave that as well and refer to table 3.

And I'll begin to ask the Treasurer the

specific questions which I'd very much
appreciate answers to.

First of all, Mr. Chairman, let me refer

the minister to something about table 3. His

calculation of the five per cent retail sales

tax is based on 1969 figures. His calculation

of the seven per cent retail sales tax, minus
the Ontario sales tax credit, is based on 1969

figures. When he says that all families will

save an average of $5.27 per family, that

must also be based on 1969 figures. But no-

where is that indicated. And he will surely

agree that there has been considerable infla-

tion since 1969. Has he got the tables in

front of him? Does he have those tables

there?
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Hon. Mr. White: I have, yes.

Mr. Lewis: Well, will he not concede that

table 3 is based on 1969 figures, and yet his

clear public implication is that the savings
which accrue are savings for 1973? Is that

not the case?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, the reason I have

attempted to avoid this kind of detailed

analysis is because there are a number of

assumptions involved-

Mr. Lewis: Right.

Hon. Mr. White: —and there are a number
of obvious defects, one being that we haven't

got more current data; so this is the best that

one can do.

Mr. Cassidy: The best one can do!

Mr. Lewis: Well, then it should say at the

top of the table, "If the retail sales tax had
been seven per cent in 1969, and if it had—

Hon. Mr. White: In fairness, though, let

me point out that the source is given here.

And it says specifically, "These data are for

the calendar year 1969. The credit is calcu-

lated on the basis of one per cent of personal

exemptions, as defined in the 1973 personal
income tax regulations."

Mr. Lewis: Right. But there is no effort on
the Treasurer's part to indicate what families

would save, if anything, based on 1972 or

1973 figures. He is quite happy to extrapolate
from the Guelph study when it makes his

case, but he is not happy to extrapolate from
the family income expenditures study when
it may not serve his case, I think that is one

very small way in which these figures are

something less than scrupulous.

But now let me ask some questions about
these figures. The minister will notice that

the average for all families is $125.60 by way
of the five per cent retail sales tax. Based on

family grouping, that would work out to the

raising, in round figures, of $237 million from
families in 1969. But let me point out that

the retail sales tax in 1969-1970, according
to the Ontario Department of Revenue report,

brought in $637 million. So my first question
is, what happened to the other $400 million?

Hon. Mr. White: First of all, Mr. Speaker,
the sales tax has been broadened in recent

years to include all manufacturing machinery
and so on. This has a very large yield. The
third rate, that is the five and 10 per cent

top rate brings in quite a lot; $120 million

to be precise.

We are not able to tell precisely what

portion of the revenues flow from the business

sector and how much flows from consumers.

However, we do know that retail trade as

such was responsible for 67 per cent of these

taxes in 1969 and 60 per cent in 1972.

We do know that external tourism brings
a very substantial amount of money into the

province in an industry which has a total

volume of $1.8 billion, and so some of this

tax burden is exported to these visitors. We
do know that a very substantial proportion
of the remainder is paid for by company
expense accounts, so the commercial sector

does bear a large proportion of that amount.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): You're grasp-

ing.

Mr. Cassidy: You are, you know.

Mr. Lewis: That's all right, go ahead. You
can't do it. You have made a terrible error in

calculation.

Hon. Mr. White: In 1969, the total retail

sales tax revenue was $599 million—which
was accounted for by $203 million from

businesses, which is 34 per cent; revenue col-

lected from retail trade was $396 million,

which is 66 per cent.

Now of this $396 million from the retail

trade, it is estimated that $276 million came
from families, which is to say $125 per

family. It is estimated that $30 million came
from tourists and that $10 million came from

out-of-province residents making purchases in

this jurisdiction. And then we have undis-

tributed residual of $80 million, which the

statisticians cannot account for.

Mr. Lewis: What was that?

Mr. Deans: Can you repeat that, Mr.

Treasurer?

Mr. Lewis: Would you like to read that

last sentence. It is worth having in Hansard.

Hon. Mr. White: I will read the whole

thing.

Mr. Lewis: No, no, read that last sentence.

Hon. Mr. White: No, I would like to read

the whole thing.

Mr. Lewis: No, read that last—$80 million

that the statisticians couldn't account for.

Mr. MacDonald: Talk about losing on

horses.
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Hon. Mr. White: It is called undistributed

residual.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: Undistributed residual is

the term that is chosen for that.

Now, then, applying these assumptions—
and I revealed when I got to my feet that one

of the dangers in singling out a rather small

number of figures from the infinite variety
available was that the assumptions often

appear to be faulty, and that there are de-

fects not only insofar as the timing of the

data but in the definition and the acquisition
of accurate data. So I am going to fall back
before I am finished on the general principles
and reassert—

Mr. Lewis: That's not what you are falling
on.

Hon. Mr. White: —my belief, with the in-

formation available to me, that this rather

dramatic shift of burden from property tax

to the more broadly-based and much more

progressive retail sales tax, shifts the burden
from the poor to the rich.

I think the reason that we observe such

hysteria from the leader of the NDP, and
from certain of his colleagues, is because they
know that we have improved the system
dramatically. Even though in the short-term
it's politically unpopular, in the long-term
people will realize that decreased property
taxes and the world's first meaningful nega-
tive income tax-

Mr. MacDonald: Cheer up. Tlie people
don't believe you.

Hon. Mr. White: No wonder it plunges
them into dismay, particularly since the leader
of the NDP has troubles enough without
these advantages flowing forth in the months
to come.

Now then, the breakdown of revenue from
the two per cent increase in 1973—

Mr. MacDonald: You drag in more red

herrings than you can cope with. Remember,
the energy tax was the first red herring.

Hon. Mr. White: —the total revenue of

$280 million: Revenue collected from busi-

nesses is estimated to be 40 per cent. The
revenue collected from retail trade is esti-

mated to be 60 per cent; which is to say
$112 million and $168 million respectively.
A breakdown of the $168 million from the

retail trade is as follows: Estimated revenue
revenue from families, $105 million, which

is $45 per family; from tourists it is estimated

to be $15 million; from out-of-province resi-

dents, $4 million; and the imdistributed res-

idual is $44 million.

The total revenue impact of families, there-

fore, becomes: Two per cent increase equals
$105 million; the retail sales tax credit is $90

million; the net impact is $15 million or

between five and six-

Mr. Cassidy: On a point of order-or statis-

tics. Could the minister kindly keep his figures
to a full year, which is the basis on which

everything he has given us until now is

based? The only reason that his figures are so

low right now is that he is estimating the

revenues from sales tax for the fiscal year

1973, when the sales tax will not be applic-
able through the entire year. Could the minis-

ter begin from the $340 million he expects
to raise from the tax in a full year and give
us an honest picture, rather than to continue

this dissembling of figures?

Hon. Mr. White: Not dissembling in the

slightest. No; there will be additional costs

and benefits in the next budget which will be

brought in before the beginning of the next

fiscal year. I am talking about the fiscal year
1973-1974.

Mr. Lewis: Okay. Mr. Chairman, I am not

going to let the minister off the hook quite
so easily despite his $80 million for wnich

the statisticians can't account—an admission

I've not heard in this assembly before but an

interesting one.

Mr. Chairman, what I want to do is read

from a little memo that was prepared by our

research department because it puts it ex-

tremely simply and extremely effectively,

better than I.

Examine table 3. This is the key table

in the group which the Treasurer released

on Thursday. The table claims that the

average family paid $125.60 in retail sales

tax in 1969. The latest annual report of the

Ministry of Revenue claims that $637
milHon was raised in the fiscal year 1969

through the retail sales tax. Of this amount

[and I have the report in front of me, the

Treasurer's figures notwithstanding. It is

very clear in the report] $419 million was
raised via the retail trade sector and the

remainder in the construction, mining, fi-

nance and other sectors.

The total was $637 million and of the addi-

tional, the difference between retail trade and
the total — there are other classifications:

Agriculture; forestry and fisheries; mining;
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construction; manufacturing; transportation;

communications and other public utilities;

wholesale trade; finance; insurance; real estate;

services; government, all of them are there.

In some of them, obviously—for instance, tele-

phone bills, hotel rooms and other things of

the kind—the sales tax is paid by the consu-

mers, by the public as a whole.

I think the $637 million figure is a fair

figure, given the estimate which the minister

has conveniently forgotten about, which he

says will come from the business community.
He says $102 million for 1973 will come
from the business community.

Let's pretend that figure applies to 1969.

That's generous for him. According to his

figures there was $125.60 per family, making
a total of about $237 million. Even if you add
in $100 million from the business community,
you would still have the difi^erence between
$337 million and $637 million. Somewhere,
you have got a $300 million error or very
close to it in the calculation of the cost of

the sales tax to individual families in 1969.

You can't account for it! You can't account

for it merely by reading the same classifica-

tions again and attributing figures to them.

They are all in your own report. Somewhere,
you are saying that families provide only a

third of the retail sales tax income in the

Province of Ontario and that's impossible. It's

not true. As a percentage of $637 million $237
million is somewhere about 30 plus per cent.

Hon. Mr. White: Sorry, I am having trouble

following the hon. member. I am simply
saying that out of the additional revenue

flowing from the two per cent increase in the

present fiscal year, which is what this budget
covers, we will receive $280 million. Of tibis

amount, the revenue collected from businesses

will amount to $112 million, which is 40 per
cent, and the revenue collected from the retail

trade will be $168 million, which is 60 per
cent.

These figures in themselves are imperfect,

though. For instance, when I had a small

business, while we called our wholesalers

because we sold to manufacturers, contractors

and others, for purposes of local property
assessment we called ourselves retailers.

We based our case on a Supreme Court
case undertaken by Vallance, Brown in Ham-
ilton about 1960, in which they argued that

while they call themselves wholesalers, in a

technical sense they were retailers and en-

titled to the lower business tax percentage.
No doubt what is categorized as retail trade

in many instances ends up as lead pencils sold

to the London Life—or quarter-inch drills sold
to General Motors by firms like my own.

I am not going to rely upon this detail. I

know absolutely and positively from the ad-
vice given to me by every person knowledge-
able in the area, that the property tax is the
most regressive important source of revenue
in this province. Lancelot Smith said in his

report that if we could aflFord to get rid of it,

we should get rid of it. But he recognized at

that time, when I think it was turning up $1.3
billion, that it was impossible to shift that
burden over on to more progressive taxes
without putting society through an enormous
strain.

The select committee said something the
same.

We have tried progressively over the years
to minimize the dependence of society on the

property tax. Of course, when we do so, busi-
ness falls heir to some of the benefits. I know
that breaks the heart of a good socialist. But
to offset that, it must be said that any result-

ing increase in corporate profits ends up 50

per cent in the public sector. It must also be
said that in this particular instance, where
I doubled the capital tax to further offset

it, I believe this will turn up $33 million. In
this way, we have made enormous progress
toward a much more equitable system. No
wonder the NDP are so furious.

Mr. Lewis: The Treasurer continues to shift

it back to a defence of what he is doing
related to the property tax, and I will not
for a moment detract from his sense of well-

being at the reduction of any mill rate across

the province. We felt that should have been
true years ago. We just dispute the source
from which the Treasurer is taking the

money. But he still hasn't answered the cen-

tral question. So I'm going to put it at the

other end of the table and ask him to try
to explain the discrepancy another way.
Here is a table headed, "Comparison of

Retail Sales Tax Burden in Ontario—Absolute
Dollar Impact of Retail Sales Tax." Let me
give some figures and then the Treasurer

can explain to me how they work out.

In a full year, we are returning $90 million

to everyone in Ontario by way of the retail

sales tax credit, I believe. The Treasurer has

also said that $20 million—of course, that's

not retail sales tax credit either, is it?

An hon. member: No.

Mr. Lewis: I don't see why I should in-

clude that. I want to stick to the Treasurer's

tables.
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Hon. Mr. White: I think the hon. member
had better throw in the pensioners' credit.

I would if I were he.

Mr. Lewis: Through the retail sales tax

credit, we are returning $90 million. And
table 3 says there will be an average addi-

tional cost of $5.27 for all families. Let's

say there are roughly two million families

in the province—

Hon. Mr. White: Let's say 2.4 millionl

Mr. Lewis: Well, there aren't 2.4 million.

Everything this government does is essen-

tially—no, I can't say dishonest—it is dis-

honourable and it is done by sleight of hand.
There are 2.4 million households!

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It is unparliamentary
to call it dishonourable.

Mr. Lewis: But there are two million fam-
ilies! Well, there is a hell of a lot of differ-

ence when we are talking about all of these

figures.

Hon, Mr. Grossman: He's out of order.

Mr. Lewis: Statistics Canada, as a matter
of fact, shows that for 1971 census—

Hon. Mr. White: As a matter of clarifica-

tion, is the hon. member suggesting that a

one-person household pays no retail sales tax?

Mr. Lewis: No, I am suggesting that a one-

person household does pay retail sales tax.

You are talking about your family money
income class. Your figures are based on fam-
ilies. In order to reduce their impact, don't

suddenly start talking about households. It's

not important—it's only a difference of

500,000—but it is at least paying a little more

scrupulous attention to what you should be

using.

Now, let me ask the minister this very
simple question: Suppose you take roughly
two million families at—

Hon. Mr. White: I want to take 2.4 million
households.

Mr. Lewis: All right, 2.4 million house-
holds. Even though the first part of your
table deals only with families, you want to

deal at the end of your table with house-
holds. You start, in other words, with some-

thing under two million as a multiplier, and
at the end you are using something around
2.4 million as a multiplier. If it makes you
feel good, we'll use it that way.

Mr. MacDonald: That's what you call cook-

ing the books.

Mr. Lewis: At $5.27 times 2.4 million

households—I need some help—it would work
out to what, about—

Mr. Cassidy: To $13 million; $12.5 million.

Mr. Lewis: To $12.5 million in total; $13
million. Let's say $13 million.

Mr. Foulds: Pretty generous-

Mr. Lewis: No, I know no bounds. Let's

say $15 million, all right? That is $15
million, as a ball park figure, which, accord-

ing to your figures, it is costing the families

in Ontario as a result of the increase in the
retail sales tax. It works out to $5.27 per
household, and you are returning $90 million
in tax credits—$15 million and $90 million
is $105 million. But you are raising $340
million. So my question to you is: where is

the other $235 milhon?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, we are

collecting not $340 million this year, but
rather $280 million. Of this amount, perhaps
40 per cent, perhaps a half, comes from
non-households. By this I mean the business

community, visitors to Ontario, and so on.

These estimations cannot be precisely
arrived at. It is 40 per cent plus.

So we are receiving $280 million and we
are delivering to the municipalities $182
milhon in brand new grants. We are de-

livering $90 million to personal income tax

payers, most of which will be enjoyed by
the end of March, if our experience this

year with the property tax credit is any
indication.

We are providing $40 million instead of

$20 million for old age pensioners. And, of

course, there are other benefits which reduce

property taxes, such as the $16 million trans-

fer to the rural sector. Now these figures
add up to more than the $280 milhon.

I go back to the principal theme which
I attempted, without success, to ha\e re-

ported in the media across this province.

Namely, that our own expenditures here in

Ontario have risen by something less than
nine per cent; second best in Canada—second
only to Quebec. How good its figures are

I have no way of knowing. This is in contrast

to—what was it?—something like 16 per cent
on the part of the federal government.

We could have met these increased ex-

penditures without changing taxes at all and,
of course, that would have been the popular
thing to do; 1 acknowledged that in the first
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paragraph of my budget statement. That

would have been popular, and cowardly,

and I wasn't prepared to do it.

Mr. MacDonald: You will be less coward-

ly closer to the next election.

Mr. Foulds: More cowardly.

Mr. MacDonald: Yes, more cowardly.

Hon. Mr. White: So we have increased

certain taxes. We are willing to take the

responsibility for that. And we have de-

creased certain other taxes. What did we
decrease? The most regressive taxes.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, but you see you are not

telling the people honestly what that will

Hon. Mr. White: We are using the best

data we can get.

Mr. Lewis: But you are not using the best

data you can get, because the best data

you can get tells you that it will cost the

average family $5.27 more per year. And
that's preposterous.

Hon. Mr. White: I have run through the
details behind—

Mr. Cassidy: You are running Ontario
like a banana republic.

Hon. Mr. White: —that aggregate figure;
and I had better do so again perhaps. We
anticipate total revenue to increase, as a

result of the two per cent increase in retail

sales tax-

Mr. Lewis: By $340 million.

Hon. Mr. White: -by $280 milhon.

Mr. Lewis: Come on. Use it for a full year.

Hon. Mr. White: We're not debating next

year's budget. We are debating this year's

budget.

Mr. Lewis: Do it on a full year and not
on the basis of this budget.

Hon. Mr. White: It is $280 million this

year. Of that amount, 40 per cent will come
from businesses—$112 million. Revenue
collected from retail trade, 60 per cent,

equals $168 million. As I say, some of that

will end up in the business sector.

Breaking down the revenue collected from
the retail trade, $168 million, the estimated
revenue from families is $105 million, which
is $45 per family. That $105 million is off-

set by $90 million in retail sales tax credit,

leaving a difference of $15 million which

apparently equates to $5.27 per household
or per family.

Fun as it may be for you to confound my
figures with your figures which we can do
ad infinitum, while I won't spend a lot of

time on it, I'll show, just by way of the

possibilities, that our estimations of the

retail sales tax incidence for family money
income classes—well, I just can't go into all

of this detail, but for all families at five

per cent in 1969 it was $125.60; with retail

sales tax at seven per cent it will be $168.47.

The leader of the NDP estimates $115
million to $130 million at five per cent, or

an estimate of $150 million to $170 million

at seven per cent. If one contrasts the de-

tail, for instance, under $3,000, our figures
are $30.63 at five per cent and $40.76 at

seven per cent; whereas the leader of the

NDP, using exactly the same survey of

family expenditures, comes up with $36.05
and $50.57.

The fact of the matter is that this kind of

byplay can go on forever as one selects

different experts, different exemptions, differ-

ent sets of data and so on. What is always
undeniable is the fact that (a) we are collect-

ing an additional $280 million; (b) that we
are decreasing certain other taxes by more
than $280 million; (c) that we are shifting
the burden of taxation off property and on
to the retail sales; (d)—is that what I'm up to?

Mr. Foulds: Shifting or shafting?

Hon. Mr. White: And (d) that in so doing,
we are making the entire system very much
more progressive.

By introducing the retail sales tax credit

we have further added to the progressivity,
not as much as one would wish perhaps, as

indicated by the superlatives of the leader

of the NDP a few moments ago.

I've heard it said that if you took all the

economists in the world and laid them end
to end, they'd never reach a conclusion.

Mr. Lewis: You have used that before.

Hon. Mr. White: I have observed argu-
ments that go on for ever, such as how many
angels could dance on the head of a pin—
that kind of controversy—which my hon.

friend is engaged in now.

Mr. Foulds: Nonsense 1

Hon. Mr. White: What he can't get away
from is the aggregate figures and the obvious

fact that we have shifted taxation from prop-

erty. In the process, we have shifted taxation
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from the poor to the rich to oversimplify a

complicated matter.

Mr. Lewis: Yes?

Mr. Foulds: Oversimplification!

Mr. Lewis: There is no guarantee whatso-

ever that you shifted taxes from property for

all of those people who have no property.

That is a small loophole in your argument,
but fairly substantial.

Hon. Mr. White: May I say something on

that point. You argued here just an hour ago
that those people who didn't own property
would not benefit from the reduction. And
now my hon. friend is suggesting something

quite diflFerent.

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Mr. Deans: That's right.

Hon. Mr. White: He's suggesting that these

taxes don't find their way-

Mr. Deans: He said exactly the same thing.

Hon. Mr. White: Just a minute, pipe down.
Now he is suggesting that the tax savings
will not affect the rents. Well, you can't have

it both ways.

Mr. Lewis: All I explained to you is that

it is difficult for you to beat your chest with

pride about the reduction in property taxes

or the incidence in the property tax rate for

those people who own no property. For them
this budget is a disaster, because they main-

tain the regressive tax base that they always
have had. All we are saying to you is that

for everybody else, property holder or not,

the regressivity is hardly less severe than it

was before. It hasn't been worth all the work

you have done.

Let me make some alphabetic points to

you. No matter how you use your figures, the

very simple truth is that you have an infinite

capacity to mystify everything. I have a lesser

capacity to demystify. That's why my
colleague from Ottawa Centre will step in to

rescue me shortly.

You have an infinite capacity to mystify.
You keep on talking about different assump-
tions, about different indexes and about

different figures, and that's simply not true.

We are using your figures, your figures pro-
duced in these tables and your figures pro-
duced in annual documents. There is nothing

bewildering about it. There are no different

premises. They are hard figures. We are not

playing with them as you are. We are just

telling you what exists.

Hon. Mr. White: Some of those figures are

wrong.

Mr. Lewis: Point A is that in 1969 you
have got $300 million unaccounted for.

Hon. Mr. White: Not all of them can be

right.

Mr. Lewis: I don't care how you cut it. I

think I know where the error was made. I

think I understand what went wrong.

Mr. Cassidy: They cooked the books.

Mr. Lewis: You made a terrible error.

What I am telling you, at the other end of the

table B, is that no matter how you give me

the figures, even on the figures you just read

out to me, it is going to cost families in On-

tario this year—never mind next year—be-

tween $35 and $40 more per family, not $5.27

more. That is even giving you $112 million

for business.

Are you giving me the business on the

business figures? You have now used $112

million-how many times in the debate?—

Mr. Cassidy: That's right.

Mr. Lewis: —I guess four or five times. And

that doesn't jibe with the figure that you put

out with your own budget paper, which was

$102 million.

Mr. Cassidy: Where does he put it?

Mr. Lewis: It is interesting that you tell

me that you are going to receive $112 milHon

from the business community in a partial

year. It says here—from your budget— dis-

tribution of 1973 tax input, full year, busi-

ness, increased retail sales tax to seven per

cent, $102 milhon. So you are going to re-

ceive $10 million more on a partial year than

your budget says you receive on a full year.

You have to admit that is quite something. I

don't know of any other Treasurer who could

have handled that.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, this, of

course, points up the difficulty of seizing out

details.

Mr. Lewis: I should say it points up the

difficulty.

Hon. Mr. White: The $102 million, if I

have understood the hon. member's presenta-

tion properly, will be a net amount. Cer-

tainly it is obvious that the $112 million for

this year is a gross amount.
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Mr. Lewis: What does that mean?

Mr. Deans: Grossly distorted.

Hon. Mr. White: By gross I mean to say
before the corporate tax oflFset.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come on!

Hon. Mr. White: This could go on forever.

Mr. Lewis: No, it can't go on forever. You
aren't going to be allowed to have it go on

forever, because we are going to persist in

making the point which is central. You have

not only said publicly that the property taxes

are being reduced, but you have also said

that the introduction of the sales tax credit

has allowed everybody under $8,000 to re-

ceive a positive effect. You have also said

rather stridently that the effect of this budget
is to improve the progressivity. What we're

saying to you is that it's just all utter non-

sense. You've made—

Hon. Mr. White: Your saying it doesn't

make it so!

Mr. Lewis: I am trying to incorporate all

of your most recent figures, and suddenly you
throw in gross and net, as a desperate bid to

retrieve the irretrievable.

Have you ever—I mean have we used

gross and net figures yet in this debate? In

any of it? You are a charlatani You are

breathtaking!

You have—my inheritance says to me that

I have never seen a man with so much

chutzpah! And it is a word which conveys, in

the language of my forebears, a combination

of impudence, of presumption, of a capacity
to-

Mr. Chairman: Would the hon. member
for Scarborough West like to get back to

order and discuss clause 10?

Mr. Lewis: You mean you would stop me
right when I am referring to my heritage?
It's a good thing I'm not paranoid!

Mr. Chairman: Your heritage isn't men-
tioned in clause 10, so let's get on with the

bill.

Mr. Foulds: Would the hon. Minister of

Revenue consider including that in "Heritage
Ontario"?

Mr. Lewis: Well, that was very interesting.
All right, we won't talk to Dr. Freud about
that.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Foulds: Cast a net around Grossman.

Mr. Lewis: I want to point out to the

minister that he is—let's put it in round

figures—between $100 million and $300 mil-

lion out at the beginning. Now at the end
of your table, I simply want to point out to

you that no matter how you work it out,

whether it's $280 million a year or $340 mil-

lion a year; and because of the business tax

you have given me—what you ejtpect to raise

compared to your original figures—I choose to

take it on the $340 million.

Let me do the calculation for you. There is

$90 million for the tax credit; $15 million—

extremely generous—for households; $112 mil-

lion from the business sector. That's $217 mil-

lion out of $340 million.

It leaves you with $123 million unac-

counted for. Which means, on a full year,
that every family in Ontario wiU pay, on the

average, between $60 and $70 more; not

$5.27 more.

It means, on a partial year, every family in

Ontario will pay between $35 and $40 a

year more; not $5.27 a year more.

And let me teU you something else about

your figures in table 3. Even the calculations

within the table are wrong. Somewhere you
used a machine which didn't work out the

incidence per point properly, and it adds up
incorrectly.

So what I want you to do is join with me
in a recitation of what the real figures are on
the basis of your figures. I want to show you
what happens.

You see this change in tax burden in the

last column? Well, if you haven't made in-

ternal arithmetic errors, then the change in

tax burden would read as follows:

For those under $3,000, instead of a gain
of $20.51, it's a gain of $18.36; from $3,000
to $4,000, instead of a gain of $12.66, it's a

gain of $9.83; between $4,000 and $5,000,

instead of a gain of $10.12, it's a gain of

$5.58.

Now for those between $5,000 and $6,000,

instead of saving $3.45, they pay $1.95 more;
between $6,000 and $7,000, instead of saving

$1.19, they pay $4.67 more; between $7,000
and $8,000, instead of saving $3.83, they pay
$1.49 more; between $8,000 and $9,000,

instead of saving $3.90, they pay $9.74 more
—or rather instead of paying $3.90 more, they

pay $9.74 more. And so it goes right through
the table!
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And what it means is that everybody over

$5,000 a year is paying more—not over $8,000
a year, but over $5,000 a year.

And you see, what we did, which your
economists did not do to you, or do for you—
what they did to you shouldn't be mentioned;
what they did for you is what I am dealing
with. What your economists dealt with, was,
to some extent, in any event, taking a sort of

flat $36 figure across the board and adding
in the increased exemptions at a highly in-

flated rate. But what they forgot, of course,
was that over on table 4 you actually pro-
vided the sales tax credits graduated from

$30.64 to $49.01.

In other words, you abandoned the $36

per family universal figure, and you took the

trouble to graduate those figures. So we took

the trouble to use those graduated figures,
which I presume were based on authentic

research, taking into account all the exemp-
tions, etc., and worked them into your for-

mula on table 3. And what happens is that

everybody in the province over $5,000 a year
is penalized. Which means that the working
poor get shafted yet again by your budget.
And as a matter of fact, it bears out the

incidence tables as noted as the bottom of

page 3.

Now there is no dispute. There are no

questionable variables, there are no unfathom-
able premises which we have to worry about.

It is absolutely clear; they are your figures.
And the point is that your figures are com-

pletely and totally unreliable. You just haven't

done the calculations correctly; they were

prepared in a panic.

So I re-enumerate for you the three points:

Based on the 1969 take from the retail

sales tax, as listed in your Department of

Revenue's annual report, no matter how you
work it, most generously to you, the dis-

crepancy is only $100 million. Although I

have to admit you said you have got $80
million unaccounted for. But working it more

scrupulously, the difference is $300 million.

At the other end of the table involving the

average amount per family, I say to you that

you are out again $35 to $40 a family on a

partial year; $65 to $70 per family on a whole

year. All of which makes much more sense,

by the way, if you think about how much
more the retail sales tax will cost.

And then, when you look at the tables

internally, and you mesh table 4 with table 3,

you find that instead of everybody over

$8,000 paying more, and everybody under

paying less, it turns out to be $5,000 as the

dividing line.

Now that's a shambles. These figures are

very, very poorly prepared. They are not
real. I don't pretend there is malice afore-

thought; they are just not real. We spent a

lot of time checking them, because we were
incredulous. And I have all the tables and
all the calculations. They are based on your
figures. It isn't as though we were introduc-

ing any new evidence. Somewhere there was

just too much frantic panic associated with it.

Too many tables were produced too quickly,
and so you got caught, you got burned.

Some of the tables are just so illegitimate
that they should never have seen the light
of day. Table 4 lists the reduction in property
tax on the basis of income groups, when all

you had reporting to you were 15 municipal-
ities out of over 900. You had the presump-
tion in your department to prepare the re-

duction in property tax on income groups
based on 15 out of 900 municipalities.

Your statisticians are playing such games
with you, and with us, and with the public,
that with greatest respect to them, they de-

serve a primer course on the way in which
to base statistical calculation. You can't do
that kind of extrapolation on the basis of 15

returns. The Treasurer knows that. There isn't

another government in the world that would—
well, there probably is, but there are very
few jurisdictions in Canada; I withdrew—very
few jurisdictions in Canada, I daresay, that

would begin to posit four per cent decreases

in mill rate and distribute it through the

income groups on the basis of such partial
returns—two returns from all of northern

Ontario; 13 from all of southern Ontario. In

order to make your case, you're already divid-

ing it according to income groups. Come on,

you know that's unprincipled; the figures are

unprincipled! They lack authority and they
lack honour and are incorrect.

Your case isn't made. If, in fact, you are

seriously out in all these areas, which I think

is irrefutable, you're seriously out in your

public contention that the retail sales tax is

less regressive or that you have done some-

thing about the incidence of taxation in On-
tario. You haven't! You would have been

better never to let these tables see the light
of day. The public is concerned about the

hoodwinking because everybody is out there

buying articles and paying the tax. If you
can tell anybody in this province that they'll

only pay $5.27 more this year on average
than they paid last and pretend that they'll
believe it, you're a better man than I.

That has nothing to do with property tax,

pension rebate and property tax credit and
all those other things. This is just the retail
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sales tax from your figures; that's all the

table deals with. It's preposterous. It's truly

preposterous.

It isn't that we're chagrined because you
bring in a budget to lower property taxes—
bravo. It's that we're angry that your ministry
will engage in such patent, deliberate political

deception to make a case which you know
cannot be made. In fact, you haven't done
the job you wanted to do. The overall tax

system in Ontario remains as regressive as it

was by way of pattern, and you haven't

really distributed the overall incidence worth
a damn. No one in the lower- or middle-

income groups is going to feel it or experience
it where it counts that is, in the day-to-day,
week - to - week, month - to - month spending
which all of us engage in.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Essex

South.

Hon. Mr. White: May I say a word? The
Leader of the Opposition—the leader of the

NDP has trotted out a number of figures
here—

Mr. Deans: You were right the first time.

Hon. Mr. White: —which purport to cor-

rect alleged inaccuracies in the tables pre-

pared for me—

Mr. Lewis: That is right.

Hon. Mr. White: —proving once again the

impossibility of my attempting to prove or

disprove the new set of figures which has

been dredged out of the NDP computers.

Mr. Foulds: Computers? We use people.

Mr. Deans: They are done with lead

pencil.

Hon. Mr. White: I do know this, that table

4 which has been the subject of particular ire

from my hysterical friends-

Mr. Lewis: Now, look, on a point of order,
I have been so controlled in tlds debate—

Hon. Mr. White: My hon. friends; okay.

Mr. Lewis: All right? I want you to con-
trol your own apoplexy about all of this and
not attribute it by extension to other.

Mr. Foulds: You are lucky. You haven't
seen the minister deal with his caucus; then
he is really hysterical.

Hon. Mr. White: I would like you to

keep yourself under control, too. Table 4 was

the subject of particular criticism from the
leader of the socialists-

Mr. Lewis: That is fine!

Hon. Mr. White: —and, as a matter of fact,
found some criticism from me.

Mr. Lewis: Did it?

Hon. Mr. White: Because the property
tax reductions which are shown are based on
a reduction from last year's actual tax and
not from what the diflFerence would have
been in the absence of this enormous shift of

resources.

Mr. Lewis: That is not cash in the pockets
of property owners.

Hon. Mr. White: And to that extent—well,
it certainly is. Plus or minus becomes our
choice on a certain gross amount.

Mr. Cassidy: It is not cash. You can't buy
a mink coat with it.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Hon. Mr. White: I learned in the early

days of my new responsibilities that if I

didn't find $140 million for the municipalities,

they would have to increase their mill rates

by eight per cent.

Mr. Levids: That's not what the Guelph
study shows. The Guelph study shows—

Hon. Mr. White: I did find—well, it's my
turn! Now it's my turn. You can speak later

if you wish.

Mr. Chairman: Order!

Hon. Mr. White: I did find not $140 mil-

lion in brand new money but $182 million in

brand new money and a total of $400 million.

Mr. Deans: It is not brand new money.

Hon. Mr. White: All of the $282 million

increase—and then some—is going back to

rationalize the system by decreasing property
tax and by making the retail sales tax fair.

Mr. Lewis: You can repeat it over and

over, but that's not true.

Hon. Mr. White: And numbers trotted out-

Mr. Lewis: They are your numbers!

Hon. Mr. White: —which I obviously can-

not deal with in detail sitting here—

Mr. Foulds: If we can deal with it in

detail, why can't you?
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Hon. Mr. White: —cannot detract from the

fact that we have had an enormous shift of

resources into the north—$15 million for some-

thing like 800,000 households-800,000 people;

$16 million into the rural sector; $5 million

or $6 million in succession duties for the

preservation of small farms and small busi-

nesses; and this enormous shift to take the

strain off property tax. Now those things are

undeniable.

Mr. J. F. Stokes (Thunder Bay): You haven't

done a thing for unorganized communities.

Hon. Mr. White: I am not going to be

distracted by a lot of odds and ends here

which are indigestible in this setting.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Essex

South.

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): Mr.

Chairman, I have listened with interest to

the cut and thrust of debate this afternoon,

trying to follow the various figures. I think I

and my colleagues tend to agree with the

leader of the New Democratic Party that it is

going to cost the individual in the province
somewhere between $30 and $40 extra this

year.

The part I would like the minister to clarify

for my edification is that in the assessment-
he is trying to lower the property assessment

which I think is very commendable—it is my
understanding that industrial, commercial and
residential properties are involved. In some
of my municipalities the industrial and com-
mercial assessments are equal to maybe 50

per cent to 60 per cent of the total assessment
in those particular municipalities. I am sure

the industries themselves welcome the reduc-
tion in taxation to them because of the

minister's rebate to the municipalities.

I wonder, in view of the discussion that has
taken place this afternoon, what rationale is

there in this? What led the minister to make
this decision to give a property tax rebate

across the board? Why did he not infuse this

money, say, into the residential property area

instead of the commercial and industrial

properties? I would appreciate an explanation
on this.

Hon. Mr. White: I quite understand the

point. I can only say that, in making this shift

from property tax to retail sales tax, there are

several aspects that do leave a substantial

proportion with the business sector.

We doubled the capital tax from one-tenth
of one per cent to one-fifth of one per cent.

That capital tax will have a very close corre-

lation with property tax and so we did recoup
some of the moneys involved there. While it

may be true that in your communities the

industrial assessment runs 50 per cent of the

total, across the province, apparently, it is

something like 43 per cent. Some figures I

mentioned a moment ago indicate that the

business community will be paying very sub-

stantial amounts of money in the increase of

$112 milhon in the retail sales tax. As we
put the package together, it did seem that

most of the net advantage would go to the

householders although I admit that this is

imperfect.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Ottawa Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I would like

to help the minister a bit because he is

floundering. He missed the very obvious

answer that a member of his party could have

given him to that last question from the

member for Essex-Kent.

An hon. member: The member for Essex

South.

Mr. Cassidy: I am sorry. Since businesses

would be paying the sales tax, therefore, they

should be entitled to some of the reductions

in property tax. I am surprised that the minis-

ter didn't seize on one thing that might have

helped his case. The facts are, though, that in

his lengthy and elaborate—

Hon. Mr. White: I hope you won't think

to defend me. That would be the final blow.

Mr. Cassidy: You know, out of sympathy, I

am sometimes moved to.

Mr. Lewis: The final blow fell when you

got this portfolio.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I would like

to run through some figures with the minister

as well. He keeps on introducing this new
material into the debate and therefore I feel

compelled to begin with the new material he

has just introduced, which is his latest expla-

nation of why families will only pay $5 more

per family in sales tax after the combined
effect of the changes he intends to bring in.

I have some new material to introduce in

this as well.

Hon. Mr. White: He is bucking for the

leadership of his party.

Mr. Cassidy: My leader was meeting the

Treasurer on his own ground so to speak,
and demolishing him effectively—
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Hon. Mr. White: The leader of the NDP is

leaving, isn't he?

Mr. Lewis: I'll let the Treasurer know first.

Hon. Mr. White: Thank you.

Mr. Cassidy: I would like to ask the Treas-

urer exactly who pays the $112 million in a

partial year, or the $136 million in a full

year which it is estimated will be paid by
business in increased retail sales tax? And
who is it that pays the $44 million un-

accounted for in a partial year and the $54
million unaccounted for in a full year, accord-

ing to his statisticians, of the increase in the

retail sales tax? Those two figures amount to

a total of $156 million in a partial year, which
the Treasurer chose to use, and $190 million

in a full year.

I was listening with great interest to the

debate and trying to work out where those

costs would occur.

For example, if a developer puts up an

apartment building and has to pay additional

sales tax on the cost of his construction

materials, are those costs reflected in his

rents, or are they not? If a manufacturer has

to pay sales tax on tools and dies and other

equipment and materials for his oflBce, and

possibly some for his manufacturing pro-
cesses, are those costs paid for by the manu-
facturer out of his own pocket? Are they
absorbed by the shareholders? Or are they

passed on as part of the cost of doing busi-

ness in terms of price increases to the con-

sumers, who ultimately are individuals?

The Treasurer may be able to get up and

argue that $10 million or $20 million of the

tax on business is in fact borne by share-

holders. But I would suggest to him that the

bulk of that sum is paid for by consumers
within this province, let's say 80 per cent of

the amount paid by business and the amount
unaccounted for.

That means there is an additional $120
million this year and in a full year an addi-

tional $140 million which will be levied on
the people of the Province of Ontario through
the increase in the retail sales tax. This tax,

originally paid by business or originally un-
accounted for, will in fact be levied directly
or indirectly on the ultimate consumer, on
individuals.

If we take those figures—$120 million this

year or $140 million next year—and put them

against the two million families in the Prov-
ince of Ontario, they represent tax increases

of between $60 to $70 per family. Or, if the

Treasurer prefers, they represent tax increases

of between $50 and $60 per household in the

Province of Ontario.

Before I go on, I would welcome his ex-

planation of whrther those tax increases will

be passed on to the ultimate consumer, to

individuals in the province?

Hon. Mr. White: Does my hon. friend think

that every dollar in taxes is passed on by
business to the consumer? Is that the proposi-
tion?

Mr. Cassidy: I suggested the bulk of it is.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, why do these

people tell us continuously to increase cor-

poration taxes, capital taxes, resource taxes

and so on?

Mr. Deans: Because we also suggest that

you ought to have a consumer bureau with

price review mechanisms.

Hon. Mr. White: This is getting ludicrous.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Hon. Mr. White: Why does the business

sector fight against—

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
Centre has the floor.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, the point is

very clear that most of the retail sales tax

paid by business is going to be passed on to

consumers. The minister can wriggle and

shake and he can try to prevaricate, but he

cannot avoid that fact.

Hon. Mr. White: The member is wriggling.

Mr. Cassidy: Let's take a new apartment,
for example, which is put up at a cost of

$12,000 if it involves $6,000 in materials, an

extra $120 in tax wfll be paid because of the

minister's tax increase. That will be reflected

in increased costs which are passed on to

tenants as a couple of dollars a month in

rent from now until the mortgage is paid off,

for a period of 20, 25, maybe 40 years. And

you can go right down the line, Mr. Minis-

ter, and you can find case after case after

case where the tax on business will be passed
on and it makes your so-called $5 tax increase

an absolute nonsensical kind of calculation.

You know—

Hon. Mr. White: We haven't increased

taxes on our people by a nickel.

Mr. Cassidy: You haven't increased them

by a nickel?

Mr. Deans: Are you still saying that?
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Mr. Oassidy: Your own figures say that,

using 1969 data, that you increased taxes

on your people by $5.

Hon. Mr. White: No, I am sorry, they do
not say that.

Mr. Cassidy: Sure they do!

Hon. Mr. White: They say that the in-

crease in retail sales tax amounts to X, that

the decrease in property tax amounts to

X-5-something. What they do not take into

consideration is all of the other benefits

flowing from this budget. The $16 million

for the farm sector-

Mr. Cassidy: The litany continues.

Hon. Mr. White: —plus another $5 million

from the succession duty tax-

Mr. O. F. Villeneuve (Glengarry): It is the

truth.

Hon. Mr. White: —$15 million for northern

Ontario, etc. etcetera. The fact is undeniable
that our increase in these grants and benefits

is more than $280 million.

Mr. Stokes: You wiped out $13 million

in the mining revenue payments.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right; and the litany

goes on. One wonders, Mr. Chairman,
whether the Treasurer doesn't have a little

shrine on the top floor of the Treasury
buflding at which he worships every night;
and where there is a tape recorder that—

Mr. Chairman: Order, orderl

Hon. Mr. White: Well, you struck out
on your first point; now you are getting into

trouble on your second point;

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That is where the

money is.

Hon. Mr. White: —what is your third

point?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: His third point is that

only people pay taxes.

Mr. Cassidy: I think I might go on, Mr.
Chairman, to suggest—you know, my leaders
have really gone through these figures in a
fair amount of detail; I hesitate to go
through them except for the fact diat they
are so nonsensical. The Treasurer has tabled
them and we have tried to deal with them.

The Treasurer keeps on coming up and
saying. "Well, look at all the money I am
giving away." In the first place, it is as

though there is not a normal growth in

revenues in this province every year. Second-

ly, it is as though he somehow saved

people when he prevents them from paying
a tax increase that might not otherwise have
occurred. I suggested a minute ago that

it's like buying a mink coat for 10 per cent

off, and therefore saving $200. It's not a

saving that people see in their pockets.

I just took some figures out of the local

press in Ottawa. In Nepean township it is

expected that average taxes will go up by
$28 after the minister's tax rebates to

municipalities. And in Gloucester township
it is expected that the average tax rate will

go up by $52 after the minister's tax

changes. And that means, Mr. Minister, when
you calculate these two extra municipalities

into the list that you have right here, the

average tax reduction for your so-called

average householder comes down by approxi-

mately one-third. Now, I don't suggest that

either of those estimates is particularly

good, but we are suggesting that to build a

case on these kinds of figures is pretty
dam ridiculous.

We have done some very careful figuring,

Mr. Minister, because in all that you have

contended, you have said that you have
been seeking to cure or resolve the re-

gressivity of the property tax. Now, one
assumes that that means that you want to

make a substantial dent in the regressivity

of the property tax.

We have had a very careful look at this

in order to see just what kind of incidence

there is from the property tax and how
that is affected by this budget, using the

figures which have been put forward by the

minister. I must say that we have very
little confidence in the figures that have been

put forward by the minister, for the reason

I just suggested. That is, tiie bulk of the

tax that is levied on business will be passed
on to consumers, and therefore the incidences

of tax which the minister has put in are

nonsensical and are not to be believed.

However, we have chosen in this debate

to take, wherever possible, figures prepared

by the minister's own department. And we
have taken them in order that nobody can

argue that it is simply our research depart-
ment we are using, but rather to argue on
the minister's ground wherever possible.

Now, Mr. Chairman, we have taken some

figures from the minister's estimates in the

1972 budget and also from the tax White

Paper that came out subsequently about the

effect or the impact of the property tax in
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Guelph, the Guelph study—which the minis-

ter cites in these figures here. In addition, we
have taken figures that were in last year's

budget, on the effect of the property tax re-

bate, and we've used them to reckon just how
regressive the property tax was, with the five

per cent tax, and how regressive the prop-

erty tax is with, not only, the sales tax

and sales tax credits, but also with the cuts

in property taxes, that the minister has

claimed will take effect, from the remissions

of money to the municipalities.

Now, Mr. Treasurer, we are being pretty

generous with you there, if you can follow

what I have done. We are taking every

figure that you're using. We are taking
the reductions in property tax out of your
tables; we are taking the incidence of the

seven per cent tax out of your tables; we
are taking the incidence of the five per cent

tax out of your tables; and we are taking
the incidence of the property tax out of the

Guelph study, which was used by yourself
and by your predecessor in the 1972 budget.

I will read some figures into the record

about regressivity in the combined property
and sales tax, Mr. Chairman. But I want to

say in general that under the old system
with a five per cent sales tax, every family

earning less than $7,000, paid more than
five per cent in the combined sales and prop-
erty tax, and every family earning more than

$7,000 paid less than five per cent. Now,
that includes the property tax credit—that
includes the effect of the property tax credit.

With the seven per cent tax and the credit,

every family earning under $7,000 again,
will pay more than five per cent, and every
family earning over $7,000 will pay less

than five per cent with the amounts claimed
as tax reductions, by the minister in his

tables. Assuming that tenants will in fact

benefit—we do not agree with this; we find

it impossible to accept—however, taking
that assumption from the minister the picture,
in fact, has not changed at all. Every family

earning under $7,000 will pay more than
five per cent, except for people between
$6,000 and $7,000, and they will pay 4.99

per cent. And every family earning over

$7,000 will pay less than five per cent in the

combined incidence of the sales tax and of

the property tax, with all of the credits

and all of the other kinds of benefits the

minister keeps on claiming for the budget
which he has delivered.

Mr. Chairman, that is the basic picture.

People who are better off pay less than
five per cent under the old system and
under the new system; people who are poor

and who have very modest incomes pay more
than five per cent.

Has it increased progressivity or decreased

regressivity? It has a bit but the amounts

by which it has done that, Mr. Chairman,
hardly justify the enormous kind of con-

volutions in the tax system, which the

Treasurer has created through his budget.
In fact, for people who were earning under

$3,000, as far as we can see, if they receive

any net benefit from municipal tax cuts—

and it is a very big "if"—the incidence of

tax will go down from about 10.8 per cent

to about 9.1 per cent. If you put it in

dollar terms, that is equal to a reduction

of about $36 in the incidence of the tax.

If that is what the minister wanted to do,

there were much more effective ways of

doing it than to change the entire tax

system and to lumber the public with a two

per cent increase in the retail sales tax. In

fact, they could simply have rejigged the

property tax credit scheme in order to make
it deliver more benefits to people earning
under $7,000, and fewer to the people in

the income brackets of over $7,000, rather

than allowing it to deliver benefits to people

right up to the $20,000 income bracket.

In the $3,000 to $4,000 income range
the old system meant that people paid a tax

of about 6.75 per cent—6.78 to be precise.

That was the five per cent sales tax and the

property tax, minus the tax credit.

Under the new system, and if they receive

any benefit from the municipal tax cut, they
will pay seven-tenths of one per cent less,

6.08 per cent. And the saving there, Mr.

Chairman, is equal to about $22 or $23,

which once again could have much more

effectively been given to them by some other

means than an overall two per cent in-

crease in the sales tax.

In the $4,000 to $5,000 bracket the saving,

or the decrease in incidence of the com-
bined taxes, will be one half of one per cent.

That goes from 6.34 to 5.84—one half of one

per cent. And that, too, hardly justifies the

kind of changes in the tax system that the

minister is bringing in.

When you go up a bit further, at the

$5,000 to $6,000 level, the decrease is 0.27

of one per cent—from 5.40 to 5.13; and from
the $6,000 to $7,000 level it's 0.21-from

5.20 down to 4.99.

Well, Mr. Chairman, the point about all

this is that piddling changes in tax incidence

have been achieved. This is not the major
reform of property tax which the Treasurer

would have had us believe was in his budget.
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This is just a tinkering around with the

system, if one can believe his figures. In

fact, we strongly suspect that the incidence

of the combined tax on people of low as well

as high incomes, has greatly increased as

a result of this budget, rather than de-

creased.

Because so much of the tax will be passed
on through business, poor and rich alike will

have to pay more on the one hand, while on

the other hand the effect of a four per cent

cut in property tax—if that is what is actually
achieved at the municipal level—is evenly

spread through all the income ranges, does

not benefit the poor more than the people
who are rich, and is so small that, really, one
wonders if it's worth the candle.

Now the minister flatters himself, as he
reads those clippings about the tax cuts in

various parts of the province, but he knows
and we know, and I hope his colleagues know
as well, that a four per cent tax cut in one

year-after 25 years of Conservative govern-
ment have seen property tax go up every
year—does not a political summer makel In

fact, Mr. Chairman, the government will be

facing the same need for fundamental re-

forms in the property tax system next year
as it is facing this year.

Just a couple of more figures on the enor-

mous increase in progressivity, according to

the minister's figures on his changes. Under
the old system, and using the Guelph figures,
the incidence of property tax for people in

the $15,000 to $20,000 bracket, including
the sales tax, was 4.32 per cent. Now, under
his new system, it's 4.39 per cent; an increase

of seven one-hundredths of a per cent from
the quivering violets in the $15,000 to $20,000

range, whom the minister's statisticians appar-
ently feel cannot afford to pay more than
that.

In general, Mr. Chairman, previously

people at the lowest level of the income
bracket paid about 2^ times as much in tax

rates through property tax and sales tax as

people up at the top end of the income

bracket; and now people at the lowest end
of the income range pay about 2% or 2y4

per cent as much of a tax rate as people at

the upper end of the income bracket.

We're going to send these figures around
to the press, since the minister chose to send

his around, Mr. Chairman. And the reason

we'll do it is because we believe that this

simply explodes any claim by the minister

that somehow, magically, Ontario has

achieved a progressive tax system; or that

somehow, magically, all of the regressivit)'^

has been taken out of the system.

We reject the property tax as it stands

right now. We can't stand it either, but we
do not see why the most regressive provincial
tax has been used in order to supposedly
alleviate the property tax and in such an in-

effective kind of way.

The minister advised us that he wants to

deal in aggregates. Well, we have tried to

deal in aggregates here and I'd like to deal in

a few more, Mr. Chainnan. The aggregate
which has continuously impressed me

throughout all of the budget, ever since this

came down, is to take the number of families

in the province, to take the amoimt of money
being raised by the retail sales tax, to com-

pare them and then to compare them against
the phoney kind of claims that are being
made by the minister.

With two million families, $348 million

being raised gross, $250 million being raised

net, that is $125 per family per year—and the

minister should not evade or escape that

figure. He can find certain groups, such as

tourists, who pay a small part of the total

sales tax revenue. He possiblv can get his

statisticians to show that shareholders, or the

federal corporate tax, have got to pay a

certain amount of the burden. The bulk of

it, though, will come back to families, and

that means between $100 and $125 per family
comes on as a result of the sales tax increase.

To call it $5, Mr. Minister, to go through
the legerdemain where you eventually satisfy

yourself that it is only $15 million—and we

granted you $15 million—and that was $5

per family, when you forgot that the original

figures were based on 1969 and not on the

present, is really ridiculous.

Mr. Chairman, I'd like to turn to another

table here too. I've had enough of these

tables, but it just shows the way in which

the minister has juggled and fiddled and

played games with all of the figures that he

has right here.

The minister estimated an amount of tax

increase through the retail sales tax increase

in table 4, which I'll come back to. We had

a look at this and at the tax returns for the

province and the amount of incomes and

number of taxpayers there are, and it comes

up to about $98 million in 1969. Ninety-eight

million dollars in increase, which is a far, far

cry from the overall amount which is coming
from families, which the minister himself says

will be $125 million plus an unaccounted por-

tion of the remainder of the tax, a far cry

from that.
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We don't understand that. I also don't

understand the way the minister works in

computing that the average family earning

$15,000 and over either has seven children

of below the age of 16, or else they are pen-
sioners with three or four children, or else

they have four children who are jammed
between the ages of 16 and 20, and yet that

is the kind of figuring that the minister asks

us to believe. What tickles me, if you will, is

the fertility that the minister imputes to the

$15,000 and up group by the kinds of exemp-
tions that he thinks they will be able to

benefit from.

It being 5 of the clock, Mr. Chairman, I

would move that the committee rise.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Cassidy moves that—

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Chairman, I

think it's for the House leader to call, but I

rather think that the time has been arrived

it where maybe we should ask the House if

it is prepared to divide on the question.

Mr. Deans: Well, we—

Mr. Cassidy: You mean closure?

Mr. Deans: If I could, Mr. Chairman, might
I ask the House leader exactly what he in-

tended by the statement that he made? I

didn't quite understand it. I think what the

member for Ottawa Centre meant was that

he wanted to adjourn the debate in order
that the House leader could move that the

committee rise.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: He didn't do that

though.

Mr. Deans: Well, perhaps the wrong word-

ing was used. I know that he intended that

he would adjourn the debate in order that

the House leader could move that the com-
mittee rise in order that the next order of

business could be proceeded with.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I was just suggesting to

the House that in my humble opinion there

har. been a substantial amount of discussion

here. I'm not trying to curtail any discussion

whatsoever. Discussing the tables and the

figures, we knew, would take place, and that

has been allowed. Otherwise I think that the

debate has been somewhat out of order, Mr.
Chairman. It seems to me that—

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): What do you
ftiean?

Afr. Cissidy: On a point of order, the—

Mr. Chairman: Order, let the House leader

finish.

Mr. Deans: On a point order, Mr. Chair-

man.

Mr. Chairman: What's your point of order?

Mr. Deans: It has now reached one minute

past the hour of 5. At 5 o'clock by the stand-

ing orders we go into the private members'
hour. I would like to suggest to the House

leader, if he wants to debate the matter of

whether or not we continue with the debate,
that it be done at 8 o'clock, which would be
the appropriate and proper time to do so.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I am prepared to do
that. I am just asking if the House was pre-

pared—I do not think that it is my preroga-
tive-

Mr. Stokes: It is a legitimate question.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: We can let the House
decide. They can do anything they choose
and you know that.

Mr. Stokes: It was a legitimate question.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee
rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of the whole House reports progress and
asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

PRIVATE MEMBERS' HOUR:

ONTARIO BUREAU OF STATISTICS ACT

Mrs. Scrivener moves second reading of

Bill 61, An Act to establish an Ontario Bu-
reau of Statistics.

Mrs. M. Scrivener (St. David): Mr. Speak-
er, I'm very pleased to introduce this bill for

second reading.

At a time in our history when people de-

mand more participation in the political pro-
cess and desire that the programmes devel-

oped by our level of government be shifted

from purely material gains to the quality of

living, it becomes obvious that new types of

information will be needed on which govern-
ment can base its future policy. If we are to

meet the changing needs of people, then we
are going to require a far greater array of
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information about the hopes and disappoint-
ments that people have. We will need to

know current values placed on such things
as the family, religion, marriage, work habits,

the environment, community relations and
so on.

In recommending the gathering of this

new information, I would want to be as-

sured that in asking people to inform gov-
ernment about their attitudes on a wide

range of personal viewpoints and habits, this

information could never be used to their

detriment. Therefore I suggest that the best

possible way of doing this would be through
what I will refer to as an Ontario social

census, which would be undertaken along
the same line as the 10-year census of the

federal government.

Shortly after I considered the introduction

of this bill, I learned of a similar census or

survey which was recently undertaken in

England by the Social Community Planning
Research group, and I obtained a copy of

the questionnaire used in that census.

In the introduction to the questionnaire,
the interviewer tells each person being inter-

viewed, "I am working on a survey in this

area to find out what people's views are re-

garding things like the district they live in,

their jobs, the time they have available to

do what they want, in fact their satisfaction

or otherwise with life in general".

The questions asked range all the way
from housing to personal choice of news
media. Some of the questions are very in-

teresting indeed. It might be worthwhile to

discuss for a few moments the type of ques-
tions contained in the British survey because

they are very much along the lines of what
I think the Ontario social census should in-

clude.

As an example in the section on the com-

munity, interview subjects were asked, "To
what extent do you feel any special attach-

ment to this district as a place to live?" Now
that is a pretty direct question. The infonna-

tion it seeks to cover is: 1. The way the local

police do their job; 2. Keeping streets clean

and free of litter; 3. The provision of parks
and open spaces and recreation; 4. Public

transportation; 5. Education and schools; and
6. Keeping roads repaired.

The survey also wants to find out how
satisfied the residents are with their local

authorities in connection with the carrying out

of responsibilities such as trafiic in the

streets, the general appearance of the com-

munity, noise, clean air and so on.

One part of the questionnaire is of interest

to all of us in public life. It very bluntly
asks and I quote, "How much do you think

local councillors are able to help solve the

problems people take to them?" Replies to

this question would surely be enlightening
for all of us.

The survey seeks attitudinal information

well beyond the local community, and it is

this land of data that can reflect our society
as it is rather than what we as citizens and
as politicians might want to believe it to be.

For instance, the survey contains this crucial

series of questions:

1. How much freedom of speech is there

in Britain today?

2. How tolerant is the general public
toward people who want to live different-

ly from the way most people do?

3. How easy is it for people like yourself
to understand what is going on in politics

and government these days?

4. How much influence can voters have

on the way the country is governed?

5. How democratic is Britain?

The questionnaire concluded this section by
asking residents, "All things considered, how
satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the level

of democracy in Britain today?"

Other series of questions relate to what

people think about their job and their work-

ing environment and information is sought in

the following areas:

Travel to and from work; the work is in-

teresting; the pay is good; the chances of

promotion are good; it has given me a lot

of chance to make friends; I have the

opportunity to develop my own special

ability; I am given a chance to do the

things I do best; the people I work with

are friendly and helpful; the physical sur-

roundings are pleasant; job security is

good; I am given enough time to get my
work done; I get on well with the person
who supervises my work; I am able to take

a break if I need one; the hours I work

are convenient.

All of these are very important and obviously
will be of great assistance in the evaluation of

what people think about democracy, about

their community and about their job.

Mr. Speaker, there are many other sections

in the British survey that I could refer to at

this time but I think those I have mentioned

should illustrate the type of people-oriented

questions I would support in any Ontario

social census.
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I think it is readily apparent that we in

Ontario have a need for a much broader

statistical service than the one we receive

through the federal government. The social

health of this province has never been ap-

praised in any rigorous manner-

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Whose
fault is that?

Mrs. Scrivener: —yet in the days and years
to come, such an appraisal wiU almost cer-

tainly be as significant as the economic health

of the province.

Mr. Foulds: Who's been in power for 30

years?

Mrs. Scrivener: The main information

gathered in Ottawa's national census deals

primarily with population trends, income and
economic activity. Although this is important
data for government to have, we should re-

alize that it is a long way from being ade-

quate in terms of provincial need and inter-

pretation. It would seem to me that a proper
census should include not only those items in

the national census, which are the basis for

assessment of relative standards of living, but
also those other questions which reflect the

subtle, more personal values held by people

today.

We urgently need this broader data base
and I think it should be produced on a rela-

tively short-term cycle. The period between
federal censuses is much too long for our

purposes. Since the national survey is decen-

nial, commencing in the first year of each

decade, I would recommend that the On-
tario social census be conducted on a five-

year or quinquemiial basis.

This is important if we are to keep the

information current, provide government with

the information it needs and enable those

responsible for implementing legislation to

prepare programmes which meet current re-

quirements. I believe that governments at all

levels would be greatly assisted by the avail-

ability of this kind of grassroots information

since they would be able to create policies
more consistent with the real needs of the

people, the real needs of neighbourhoods.

Earlier in this session, on May 29 of last

year, to be exact, I introduced a bill calling
for the establishment of a Toronto Urban
Foundation.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Why
didn't the member bring it up in caucus?

Mrs. Scrivener: This is to be a foundation

set up to study the psychological effects of

city living upon people. Because of the news

reports arising out of the introduction of that

bill, many persons have called or written to

me expressing their support for such a foun-

dation. In considering the need for factual

data that such an organization would require
in the course of its various undertakings, it

was apparent to me that an Ontario social

census would play an essential role in this

work of the Toronto Urban Foundation.

In many ways, these two proposals—that is,

the Ontario Bureau of Statistics Act, 1973,

with its provision for an Ontario social cen-

sus and the Toronto Urban Foundation—are

companion bills; and if the goverrmient were

to move to adopt both, then we in Ontario,

along with the information from the federal

census, would be able to obtain a very com-

prehensive idea about our province and,

more important, about the attitudes people
hold toward their government, their com-

munity and toward each other.

Even before my election to this Legislature,
I was always surprised that the government
lacked a really adequate central statistical

system. More recently, as a member of this

House, I have been aware of the void to an

even greater degree. Inadequate statistical

information is something upon which I have

stubbed my toe on a number of occasions,

and it is frustrating.

At present, our central statistics services

in the Ministry of Treasury, Economics and

Intergovernmental Affairs accepts and collates

data from the federal census, provincial

assessment rolls and so on. In addition, it

analyses industrial statistics and operates a

type of data bank for governmental use,

forming the focal point of the census data

access project. For many persons like my-
self, it has been disconcerting that the

central statistics services has had such a

limited resource.

Therefore, I found it a very gratifying

experience on Friday to have a copy of the

Committee on Government Productivity re-

port No. 9 come across my desk for the first

time and to learn that COGP has been con-

cerned with the future role of our statistical

branch.

It was gratifying for several reasons, Mr.

Speaker. Although I had no prior knowledge
of the COGP report and study—I introduced

this bill to the House on March 27—it is

an interesting coincidence that the opinions

held by members of the committee and my-
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self about the future role of this vital service

centre are so closely matched.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): It's not

a coincidence.

Mrs. Scrivener: I have viewed central

statistics services from the outside—

Mr. Lewis: You had access to their docu-
ments.

Mrs. Scrivener: —and the committee pre-

sumably from the inside, and yet we have
both proposed that this body should become
a bureau; that it continue to be responsible
to the Ministry of Treasury, Economics and

Intergovernmental Affairs; that its operative
base be vastly broadened; and that it be em-
powered to conduct government censuses.

Frankly, I am very pleased with the con-

cept outlined in the COGP report, since it is

so very like my own. The objectives outlined

in the bill we are debating today have been

thoroughly covered in report No. 9. Both con-

cepts—the Ontario Bureau of Statistics as de-

scribed in Bill 61, and the Ontario Statistical

Bureau as discussed in the COGP report—are

deeply and specifically concerned with the
need for confidentiality attaching to the infor-

mation process by the bureau and the need for

strict penalties for violations of the oaths
of ofiice on secrecy.

According to the COGP report, its recom-
mended Ontario Statistical Bureau, (or OSB,
as it is referred to) would have "sole respon-
sibility for conducting all government cen-
suses and authority to perform and control
the gathering of government statistics."

The report also notes that the OSB should
collect "appropriate data for the economic
policy and planning functions; direct and
co-ordinate statistical activity; control all

survey activities and conduct censuses; con-
tribute statistical and analytical expertise of

high quality; protect the confidentiality of

data; work jointly with Statistics Canada."

That is a relatively short paragraph in

the report, Mr. Speaker, but it implies
volumes in terms of activity. However, as

one checks through the list, one finds that
each activity is already provided for in the
bill we are debating today.

If I were to criticize the report, Mr.
Speaker, it would be merely to deplore the
fact that the importance of taking censuses
and the kinds of censuses required is not
discussed in any detail. Although the com-
mittee obviously recognized the fact that

surveys and censuses were an appropriate
activity of the proposed bureau, it did

not relate the importance and the impact
of the social census for which there is

provision in today's bill to the need for

evaluation of environmental trends and the

development of government policy.

Therefore, Mr. Speaker, it is my earnest

hope that the contents of the bill l^efore

us, coupled with the persuasive quality of

the debate during this private members*

hour, will influence the government and its

Ministry of Treasury, Economics and In-

tergovernmental Affairs to make the widest

possible legislative provisions for the On-
tario Bureau of Statistics, or the Ontario

Statistical Bureau, or whatever it is ulti-

mately called.

In fact, Mr. Speaker, in comparing the

content of the COGP report relative to the

proposed bureau as outhned in Bill 61,

I am impressed with the bill's neat con-

struction, and with its legislative pro\'ision

for every possible requirement-

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bnice): That spoiled
the member's speech right there.

Mrs. Scrivener: —associated with the

activities of such a bureau.

Mr. Sargent: The member has spoiled the

whole speech.

Mrs. Scrivener: Since Mr. Frank Williams,

the legislative counsel who assisted me with

the preparation of this bill, was working
from an oral description plus some simple
notes I had written for him, and who like

myself had no access to the study or contents

of the COGP report, I wish to compliment
him upon this fine piece of legal drafts-

manship.

In the circumstances, Mr. Speaker, I would

suggest that the government of Ontario could

increase its efiBciency and save valuable time

by adopting the contents of this excellent

bill as governmental legislation. Theoretically
the ensuing debate would have been reduced

by one hour.

In conclusion, I would ask all hon. mem-
bers to join me in urging the government of

Ontario to give the establishment of an On-
tario Bureau of Statistics a top priority

allocation, since in my view it is a resource

which is an essential element in the develop-
ment and preparation of good government
policies and programmes.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

George.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Mr.

Speaker, I am most interested in this bill and
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of course congratulate the member who
brought it forward.

I had never wished at any time to take a

position which would be deemed to be deny-
ing information to policy makers. However,
I have some very serious problems with the

bill. If I may say so, some of its objectives
seem to me tending in the very direction

which this government has protested it was
not going.

We have a great many civil servants and
bureaucrats asking questions of our people.
I have yet to see anything useful coming out
of it, because I am convinced the people are

not prepared to discuss candidly these very
questions which have been put with some
one from government. This is particularly true

in a city such as the city of Toronto, where
we have vast numbers of people who are

terrified the minute somebody comes to their

door representing government.

I would like to know what has happened
to the municipal simulator programme, and

why it wouldn't be much better to expand
that both in scope and sophistication so that

this sort of material could be available on an

objective basis, rather than having one more

person calling at doors, asking questions to

which, as I say, the answers are very often
of little or no use.

I don't want to see the thrust of govern-
ment in the area of more civil servant

deficiency, but rather something with some
thrust and some heart and some soul for the

people of this province and this is not the

way to establish their needs. Municipal
leaders, and those of us sitting in this House,

ought to have the opportunity and the means
to get out and arrange our own kinds of dis-

cussions with our people, rather than sub-

stituting more civil servants between us; and
this is exactly what this means.

Certainly the government has to have in-

formation, but it has been relying, Mr.

Speaker, too much on the information given
to it by experts and bureaucrats and people
sitting in ivory towers trying to assess infor-

mation, with too little emphasis on the real

thrust, the real concerns, the real heartaches
of the people of this province.

I would suggest, Mr. Speaker, that it would
be far better, as I say if you want to discuss

computerization and if you want to get in-

formation on that basis, to put money—some
money or more money—into the municipal
simulator programme, because with that at

least you will get a great deal of data. You
may also find out something about the history
of this province, which this government has

not been, really, too concerned about, and
which may have some effect on what is

happening in the province today. It is this

kind of thing which has almost destroyed this

government's image in "regional planning,"
so-called, quote and unquote, and regional

government.
We need to listen to people! But it must,

surely Mr. Speaker, be an extension of the

opportunity and the role of the pohcymakers
to listen to the people, to understand their

needs. We, in the opposition, have been try-

ing desperately to get across to that side of

the House the needs of people whom we
legitimately represent.

We find an absolute and utter silence;

scorn, contempt, and usually empty seats, and
I am sure, in some cases I am convinced—
and I am casting no aspersion on this hon.

member—sometimes empty heads!

Mr. Speaker, so far as I am concerned,

money can be far better used to alleviate

problems which are obvious problems in the

community. I don't think we need to take

statistical people in to see what the Indians

are doing about the mercury poisoning.

I think it is unfortunate that it seems to be

only the opposition that moves about it.

Mr. F. Drea (Scarborough Centre): How
can you solve it until you know where it is?

Mrs. Campbell I am telling the House,
from one end of this province to another,
there are problems that we have to deal with;
and I suggest we deal with those problems
before—

Mr. Drea: And the member knows all of

them?

Mrs. Campbell: No I don't, Mr. Speaker,

pretend to know them all.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): You don't

have to know them all!

Mrs. Campbell: But I do know that when
the people of Elora write to me asking why
it is that decisions are made in this House
about their village, and they are never heard
from but the people from all the rest of the

province are consulted, I know what they
are saying.

I know what they are saying about Lauren-
tian College and other colleges, about the

nursing programme without accreditation,
which ought to be the concern of this prov-
ince and is not.

I know these things. I don't just know what

happens in St. George; I know what hap-
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pens pretty well in Metropolitan Toronto. I

know that on my petitions I had people from

Scarborough very concerned about the tax.

Mr. Drea: Not from any constituents of

mine, I can tell you. They are very well taken

care of, thank you.

Mrs. Campbell: I am happy to know that

the hon. member is doing his job, and I am
sure he is; he is very conscientious, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Stokes: Don't be distracted by him.

Mrs. Campbell: But the problem as I see

it, is to spend the money where the needs

are at the moment.

Mr. Drea: Maybe I should go up there.

Mrs. Campbell: It is to let local munici-

palities have the funds they need.

Mr. R. Gisbom (Hamilton East): The gov-
ernment has to change some of its laws.

Mrs. Campbell: It is to understand and to

help the people who Hve in the city. We have
a great many people who may very well say,

"I like this community, butl
*

What is the

province going to do about it? Tell the munic-

ipality what to do? The municipalities can

piobably work it out if they get decent sums
of money, unconditionally and without audit

at the end of the year to worry them as to

whether or not they are going to get their

actual grantl

At least, give them a sum and let them
do what is needed. Let it not always be cen-

tralized in Queen's Park, and let any informa-

tion that gets fed in here through your
simulator programme be available to all the

members of this House.

I suggest, Mr. Speaker, that these are the

ways to deal with these problems. Then when
we have money that we can throw away on

asking questions that don't really give us the

answers, perhaps that is the time to consider

it. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
South.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Mr.

Speaker, frankly I am a bit puzzled.

Mr. Sargent: There is nothing new about
that.

Mr. H. Worton (Wellington South): That
makes 15 of them.

Mr. MacDonald: I read this bill and I came
in quite prepared to say that it was worthy

of support on the basis of the bill itself, with-

out getting locked into some of the details of

the bill, which I think are somewhat question-
able. I think it is still worthy of support.

I was puzzled, the more I listened to the

hon. member who introduced it, because, with

respect, it was a rather naive great leap for-

ward into the infinitely complex and diflBcult

problem of compiling statistics. She elabor-

ated all her views on the need for what she

described as a social survey. It may well be
that social sinrveys are needed. It may well

be that five or 10 years from now we will be
in a position to undertake social surveys,
because they have infinitely more experience
back of them that has led them to be able to

reach that stage in Great Britain.

The hon. member who has introduced the

bill got something of a reaction from the

hon. member for St. George in terms of the

public's adverse reaction to nosing into its

business. She happens to be a member of

the Progressive Conservative Party, and the

leading crusader against these nosy, butting-
in types is a gentleman by the name of John
Diefenbaker. He led the crusade against the

last census, which was an innocent census

of basic statistics, by comparison with the

infinitely detailed, intimate, personal ques-

tioning that would go on in a social survey.

I respectfully suggest that the idea of an

Ontario Bureau of Statistics has some merit

on its own without getting confused with

the rather dreamy objective, away-down-the-
road, of getting into social surveys. Perhaps
the true significance of my words-

Mr. Sargent: All the socialists want that.

That is a socialist's programme.

Mr. MacDonald: —will be a bit clearer

when I have dealt with the bill as it origi-

nally came in. I think Ontario has reached

the stage where a provincial bureau of

statistics should be an integral part of gov-
ernment structure.

Mind you, Mr. Speaker, in spite of the

somewhat disparaging references of the hon.

member for St. David with regard to the

central statistics services of TEIGA, it is

something more than just a nucleus for a

bureau of statistics. I suspect that its opera-

tions, because it happens to be Ontario with

a big government and big business, are

somewhat more sophisticated than other

provinces in this country which have for-

mally established provincial bureaus of

statistics. I am referring to provinces like

Saskatchewan and Manitoba.
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Originally, the gathering of statistics in

Ontario was wholly decentralized. It was a

process that was carried on within each one
of the departments. Each department did its

own thing to whatever extent it was deemed

necessary to supplement the material that

was available from Ottawa. But there have
been two trends emerge in recent years,

leading inevitably to the development of cen-

tralized gathering of statistics and now con-

ceivably, as envisaged in this bill, the formal

organization of an Ontario Bureau of Statis-

tics.

The first trend is the growing complexity
and sophistication of statistical gathering.
As a result, more and more departments
have tended to enter into agreements with
the central statistics services within TEIGA
to do the job for them. Inevitably some de-

partments have resisted, while others have
acceded to this trend. The establishment of

a bureau of statistics would complete the

process in an orderly way. I suppose, to sum

up, the gathering and the compilation of

statistics has become so sophisticated that we
can't afford to leave it to each ministry op-

erating on a relatively amateurish and there-

fore inadequate kind of basis.

The second trend is that it is becoming
increasingly difficult, if not impossible and

costly, for Statistics Canada to gather the

kind of local and regional detail which is

required today. The ideal operation, as I

see it. Mr. Speaker, for statistical gathering
in this country, would be for Statistics Can-
ada to do the overall gathering of the statis-

tics vdth some measure of provincial and

regional detail. But the provincial bureaus
would have to supplement the national effort

both to complete the picture and, more im-

portant, to meet its own more detailed needs.

What are those special needs? Well, let

me try to illustrate them. The first example
I will take by way of illustration is outside

the Province of Ontario altogether. I under-
stand that in the Province of Saskatchewan
there has been a particular antagonism to-

ward the statistics gathering and analysis
with regard to unemployment that is being
carried on in Ottawa, because farmers are

lumped into the statistical gathering. Even
when farmers are out of work, they've got

something to do, and therefore the statistical

results are distorted. The net result is that

you come up with a much-lower-than-is-true

figure for unemployment and that results in

smaller grants which the provincial govern-
ments can claim from the federal govern-
ment. Thus there is a considerable area of

controversy and dissatisfaction.

There has been a similar area of dissatis-

faction, expressed sometimes at the provincial
level with most vigour, with regard to the

gathering of cost-of-living statistics. I don't

profess to be an expert in this field but I

am told that that has been improved—altered
to a point where there is not as much protest
now as there used to be. But the conclusion

is that the province can correct a distortion

in the gathering of statistics that may apply
to its own particular area. Then for what-

ever reason, whenever it is necessary, it can

move into areas where there is a particular
need within that province to get more de-

tailed information.

There are certain other areas, Mr. Speaker,
where clearly a province—and particularly a

province like Ontario—has need for getting
more detailed statistics. Some of these are

in interprovincial trade, what they call the

"origin statistics" of trade which doesn't go
abroad, where it would easily be tabulated

by federal statistics through Statistics Can-

ada; but interprovincial trade, the very sig-

nificant proportion of production from the

industry of Ontario that goes to other prov-
inces. The same is true of transportation-

origin and destination statistics with regard
to transportation. These statistics are inade-

quate; sometimes they are non-existent.

We have another area in which clearly, if

we mean what we say these days, we have to

get much more detailed information. That is

in the distribution of income and family ex-

penditures. If we are going to move toward

the establishment of a guaranteed annual

income, it is vitally necessary that we get far

more information in this field than is now
available.

In short, Mr. Speaker, the local needs and
the nature of modern statistical gathering re-

quire the kind of expertise which can be

brought together and developed only in a

provincial bureau of statistics. You can't de-

velop it in bits and pieces in all of the

various departments. Once the statistics have

been gathered by a provincial bureau, of

course, then they can be made available to

each one of the departments. Indeed they are

now, by the central statistics services, for the

necessary analysis and interpretation to be

done by each ministry in accordance with

the needs.

Mr. Speaker: The member has one minute

left.

Mr. MacDonald: This expertise, Mr.

Speaker, is mandatory. Without it you can't

meet the standards—and now I get to the
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point that the hon. member who introduced

the bill glossed over, almost oblivious it

seemed to me, of the difficulty. You can't

meet the standards of confidentiality, which
are an absolute "must", if you are going to

enter into agreements with Statistics Canada
and tap into their whole system—to say noth-

ing of getting into the much greater confi-

dentiality that will be required if we get
into social censuses.

But my final point, Mr. Speaker, is diis.

This government today is talking in terms of

PPB—programme, planning and budgeting.

Now, it is simply impossible to engage

seriously in programme planning and bud-

geting, if you haven't got a very much greater

range of statistical information. It is impos-
sible to formulate policy in the first place,
if you haven't got that statistical information.

It is impossible to assess policy as it is being

implemented if you haven't got a flow of

statistical information.

Mr. Stokes: The Treasurer found that out.

Mr. MacDonald: It is certainly impossible,
Mr. Speaker, to assess the effectiveness of

policy, and therefore achieve the objectives
of PPB, if you haven't got statistical infor-

mation. Therefore, I come back to my basic

conclusion—forgetting, as I trust she and many
others will forget, going off on a wild goose
chase about social censuses. We need a pro-
vincial bureau of statistics to develop the

nucleus that the government now has in the

central statistics services, and thereby to be
able to do the traditional job much more in

the way that is necessary in Ontario, in co-

operation with Statistics Canada. Once we've

got that done, then we can begin to dream,
five or 10 years from now, about the pros-

pects of a social survey.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough Centre.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, I am going to keep
my remarks very brief because my colleague,
the member for Hamilton Mountain (Mr. J.

R. Smith), wants to speak on this. He has

some rather pronoiuiced views on this, and
I would hope the members would give him
some consideration as the hour draws to a

close. As I say, I'm going to keep my remarks

relatively brief.

First of all, it seems to me that there is a

desperate need for accurate statistics in this

province—accurate statistics brought down to

a measure of reality when we are talking
about Ontario. After all, it is virtually every

day that the opposition is forced to draw

upon its fertile imagination to come out with

some kind of theories against prevalent legis-
lation or policies or programmes. I, for one,
would certainly not want them to be left in

the dark any longer than necessary. I think

an adequate bank of statistics, with particular

emphasis on Ontario, would be of essential-

Mr. Sargent: The member needs a few
more cabinet ministers.

Mr. Drea: Needs what?

Mr. Sargent: He needs a few more cabinet

ministers.

Mr. Drea: Oh, I don't know, I think we do
a pretty good job when they are not here.

Mr. Sargent: Oh, the member said that,

eh?

Mr. Drea: Yes, I said that.

Mr. Huston: Well, there is none here right
now.

Mr. Drea: As long as there is murderers'

row back here, the member for Grey-Bruce is

going to stay over there.

Mr. H. C. Parrott (Oxford): Don't forget
the rub.

Mr. Stokes: Did the member say mur-

derers' row?

Mr. Drea: The third row.

Mr. Stokes: Oh, I thought he said mur-

derers.

Mr. Drea: Unfortunately, the member for

Thunder Bay's former leader has left, because

I wanted to compliment him on his submis-

sion. The particular thing that interested me
was that he was going into the dearth of

statistics in this province on the origins of

trade, where goods are shipped intraprovin-

cially. I would like to find out where goods
are shipped intraprovincially.

Indeed, I would like to see some statistics,

and I'm sure the member for Thimder Bay
would, because as he knows, while I'm a

resident of southern Ontario I'm concerned

about certain costs of living—items in the

north, and I would like to see them docu-

mented on a very statistical basis. I suggest
to him that until we have something along
the lines of what the member for St. George
has recommended, once again very far in

advance of her time, we are still going to be

relatively groping. There is always somebody
who comes up with an argument.
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But to come back to another point. We
don't even know where the jobs are in this

province, Mr. Speaker. We know there are

so many unemployed, we know there are so

many employed. We don't know, in a par-
ticular area, what the job requirements are

today, what they are for three or four years
from now, what they are for 10 years from

now, and yet we have an education process-

Mr. Sargent: The teachers don't know
either.

Mr. Drea: —that requires people to make
decisions at a very early age. While they can

get out of those decisions, Mr. Speaker, I

suggest to you they may have wasted a couple
of years of their time.

Another area that we don't have any figures

on, is the impact of migration into this prov-
ince. We certainly have lots of figures on

immigration from abroad, but we have no im-

pact of migration. What is the real impact of

the migration from the small towns into

Metropolitan Toronto, from within this prov-
ince? What should we be doing if the federal

government is going to continue its migratory
policies in satisfying, or trying to meet the

problems of the Maritimes by urging people,
in fact, subsidizing them, to move to Toronto,
because somehow Ontario can cope with the

problems with the dislocated far more than
the DREE programmes, and so on, and so

forth.

An hon. member: A good government, Con-
servative government.

Mr. Drea: As a final point, Mr. Speaker,
we don't even-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Drea: —have accurate health statistics

in this province; we have them in municipal-
ities, and that's because various boards of

health have been collecting them for some
time. Unfortunately they are not in a position
to share them on a provincial-wide basis.

What good does it do us to know, for in-

stance, that in certain areas of Toronto there
are rather high death rates? What applica-
tion does this have to the province gener-
ally? Is it because the people there are older?
What is the impact of home ownership?
You know, just the other day we had a

private survey—and this really gets to me—
we had a private survey done by one of

these devotees, one of these slavish devotees
to the welfare state. He gets down every
night on his hands and knees and says, "Oh,

God, bring me to welfare state." And he

says-

Mr. W. J. Nuttall (Frontenac-Addington):
Deliver us.

Mr. Drea: —you cannot buy a home in

Metropolitan Toronto you are condemned to

high rise living unless you make $9,000 a

year. And the silly newspaper puts it in the

headlines. Yet I talked to my friend from

Bellwoods, the Solicitor General (Mr.

Yaremko), and he says he has the highest
incidence of home ownership in the whole of

Metropolitan Toronto, and the median—not
even the median, the average wage in his

area—$7,000, has always been beneath the

provincial average.

Why is it that they can buy homes in Bell-

woods, and yet we have one of these

lavish studies done saying that the world

is going to come to an end because some-

body earning under $9,000 a year is going
to be condemned to highrise living? If you
want to come to highrise living, Mr. Speaker,

indeed, is it detrimental in a highrise to

raise a family? I rather suspect it is—and

people tell me it isn't, but nobody, nobody
has yet—

Mr. Sargent: Is the member for it or

against it?

Mr. Drea: Oh, I am for it.

Mr. Sargent: Sit down then.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, in response to

the hon. member for Grey-Bruce, I will

willingly sit down upon the day that he

comes in here with a muzzle upon him—
which is a barometer of the contributions he

has made to public life in this province.

Mr. Sargent: The member got some sup-

port there, I'll tell him.

Mr. Drea: Well, on the particular things

that the member thinks I might like to

muzzle him on, I take the muzzle ofiF, be-

cause somehow he and I are in agreement
on a lot of them.

But just to come back in closing, Mr.

Speaker, the benefits of this bill are as

enormous as the foresight of the member
who introduced them.

Mr. Sargent: Has the member read the

bill yet?

Mr. Drea: Of course I've read it. I—
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Mr. Sargent: Read it clause by clause,

you dough-head.

Mr. Drea: I have-

Mr. Speaker: I hardly think that's par-

liamentary—dough-head.

Mr. Sargent: He's prohibiting the—

Mr. Drea: To him it is.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Drea: iMr. Speaker, I have not only
read the bill when it's required on second

reading, which is in principle, but I have
gone far beyond that. I have read the bill

clause by clause, even thought I am per-
fectly aware it will not come to third read-

ing.

Mr. Sargent: Are you going to fine him
$100 if he doesn't answer the question?

Mr. Drea: But before the rather rude

interjection by the hillbilly from Grey-Bruce,
I was stating—

Mr. J. Root (Wellington-Dufferin): The
hillbilly from dry gulch, or is it wet gulch
now?

Mr. Drea: Before I was so rudely inter-

rupted, or to come back to what I was say-
ing, 1 was trying to point out that one of—

Mr. Ruston: Turn off the light.

Mr. Drea: -the difiBculties with statistics

in this country, is that there is a great deal
of mythology about Canada. In the old

days the Dominion Bureau of Statistics,—
or now, with its cleansed-up name. Statistics

Canada—has dutifully and honestly tried
to correct it, but unfortunately it is on too

large a scale. We found this out only two
or three years ago, when we really wanted
to find out where the jobs were, or were not,
in this province. They could tell us in round
numbers but they could not tell us where
a steamfitter was required, or where a steam-
fitter was totally redundant.

Unless and until we come to grips in this

province with the information and knowledge
as to where the problems are, then I sug-
gest to you, Mr. Speaker, that we are not

going to be able to cope adequately with
the problems.

As I was saying before, and I would like to

get this out without interruption, if the
member for Grey-Bruce can control himself

—just for 30 seconds-

Mr. Sargent: The member is wandering.

Mr. Drea: —I would like to pay tribute

to the foresight of the member who intro-

duced this bill. Mr. Speaker, a year ago I

stood here and the member for St. David
was the subject of some rather wicked abuse
from across the floor on the subject of a

bill proposing a regional transit authority—

they told her she was 20 years ahead of her
time. Mr. Speaker, it is now government
policy that such a regional transit authority
will come into being with the introduction

of the monorail.

Regarding this bill, and particularly con-

cerning a social census, if we need anything
other than the figures, it is some answers as

to people's attitudes about the potential solu-

tions to social problems. I don't think there

are two people in the House more vitally

concerned than the leader of the NDP and

nu'self, because of the particular area we
represent, with people's attitudes toward the

solution of certain social problems-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member's time has

expired.

Mr. Drea: Can I finish the sentence, Mr.

Speaker? Unless and until we come to grips
with pubhc attitudes and devise programmes
and solutions to problems that will conform
with them, then I suggest it will be impos-
sible to have socially desirable legislation.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Essex

South.

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): Mr.

Speaker, in rising to take part in this debate,
I must say I have listened with interest to the

member for Scarborough Centre defeating, I

think, the intent of the bill. He indicates

to me, Mr. Speaker, that Statistics Canada,
with its wisdom in telling where jobs are and

where they aren't can't get right down to the

roots of the problem to solve it. Similarly,

in the riding of Bellwoods, the statistics have

proved that one needs a $9,000 income to

own a home, but there are people with in-

comes of $7,000 who own them. This indicates

to me the folly in many cases of statistics,

whether they be properly or improperly used.

Personally, Mr. Speaker, I can't see myself
or my colleagues supporting this particular

bill. I feel it is just going to set up another

batch of self-perpetuating civil servants who
are going to be a tremendous cost to the tax-

payers of our province.
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I think there's far too much interference

with the private individual and private busi-

ness in our province. If the thinking ministers

in this government and the other cabinet

ministers below them would simply pay a

little attention to the members in the opposi-

tion, go out into the field and speak to the

elected people in the various municipalities,

words and organizations in our province, that

would be a good enough sounding-board to

come up with what the problems are. If they

got busy and started solving the problems
instead of looking to statistics for new
avenues to pursue, they would be doing more

good.

Section 6 of this particular bill indicates

they are going to look into personal attach-

ment to the local community, whatever that

means. I assume it's something about the

social welfare thinking of individuals in the

municipalities. I don't see how it could be

pinned down in a questionnaire in a way that

v/ould have any meaningful attachment. I

think it depends on what side of bed people
get out of in the morning or what they have
to eat for breakfast as to their attitude on that

day in regard to their community and their

fellow man.

Another point on the same subsection (e):

I am a little concerned about the clause

wherein this proposed new council would
enter into an agreement with the government
of Canada. Surely to goodness all the general
statistics that are available from Statistics

Canada are available now, not only to govern-
ment agencies but to any individual who
requests them. I know from time to time I

have obtained them. I think their greatest
fault is that they are always two to three

years behind schedule and they really aren't

of great value during these rapidly changing
times.

Section 9 of the bill proposes that the

persons to whom questions are asked must
answer them accurately and truthfully. Mr.

Speaker, I am sure that when persons are

bothered, they are going to answer them
possibly in a haphazard manner, although not

untruthfully.

In the case of business questionnaires,

possibly, I know from time to time in my
particular instance, we receive circulars from
DBS and from other credit agencies asking a

lot of pertinent questions which I feel these

private agencies can sell to other business to

learn more about your own business. As such,
there is a real danger.

I appreciate the clauses in this particular
bill which indicate that there would be very
severe restrictions in regard to disclosure

which might affect the market value of a

product or a speculation in products. I know
that this does happen. There is a great deal
of finesse in big business and they look to

where the action is. If they can readily pick
this up through governmental statistics which
aren't of a broad enough nature so that they
are hidden, there is a real danger to the small

entrepreneur who is trying to make his way
forward in the world. He can be put down
by these large corporations and I cannot

support this at all.

I think that possibly I have taken up only
a portion of my time. I understand that the
member for Hamilton Mountain wants to get
in to speak, as does my colleague, so I will

conclude my remarks.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor West.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): I will

tr>' to keep it short, Mr. Speaker, so that the
member for Hamilton Mountain does get in a
sentence or two.

Mr. Lewis: Give him 30 seconds.

Mr. Stokes: The member can take his time.

Mr. Gisborn: He can keep on talking.

Mr. Bounsall: On reading the title of this

bill, Mr. Speaker, I was rather interested in

it because I feel that there is a need for an
Ontario Bureau of Statistics. One of the

thoughts I have always had is that there is

not enough information disseminated around
this province. When one tries to get rather

interesting information in various areas one
is appalled to find that although, for exam-

ple, various ministries do administer certain

Acts, they do not provide statistics accom-

panying questions which come to mind. On
reading the title, one would say this is a

thing which could be of use to the Province
of Ontario. But the need is for a completely
open, above-board public-serving bureau of

statistics to get the detailed information, for

example, which the member for York South

mentioned, on statistics relating to inter-

province trade and so on.

I look at this bill and I find that this is

not going to be really an open, above-board,

public-serving bureau. For example, under
section 12, a person surveyed must give his

consent in writing in order for the informa-
tion that he is giving or the answers that

he is giving to be transferred from one min-

istry to another, let alone given out to the

public. What sort of open and above-board
situation is this? What sort of service is this
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providing not only to members here in the

Legislature but people in the Province of

Ontario?

I find, looking at it in detail and clause

by clause, that I end up being opposed to

tliis bill because of the spectre of invasion

of privacy and, indeed, abrogation of one's

civil rights which arises. Clause 9 in the bill

says the questions must be answered truth-

fully and honestly. How does one enforce

that? The bill goes on in a very discrimina-

tory way, I think, a very heavy-handed

police-state way, and says how the govern-

ment is going to do it—with a $100 fine or

three months in jail.

We have a survey coming around and get-

ting into the hands of, let's say, a retiree,

which wants to inquire into his family life

and marriage. That person can be offended

by that. That person can say, "I do not

choose to answer that." Or it might be a

lengthy survey and where does he stand?

To be hit by a $100 fine if he doesn't reply.

It is this type of police-state provision in

this bill which does, in fact, bother me. I

think the people of Ontario have a right to

say with respect to many of the objects to

be found in this statistics bureau, "It's none

of your business to be inquiring into one's

personal concerns and worries." I really don't

think anyone should be forced to answer

questions of this nature.

Another point of this bill bothers me.

Having obtained the answers to the survey,

let's say, at public expense, we find that in

subsection 2 of section 10, the information

can be carefully guarded by the minister.

It begs the question that the information

thereby gathered will be used for the gov-
ernment's own political purposes

—
perhaps

not this one, maybe a future one; although
I really have my doubts on this one, too.

The bill provides for annual reports to be

given to the Legislature, but there are fines

of up to $300 or six months* imprisonment
to any person who discloses any information.

Therefore, how are any of us to know what
is being surveyed, who is being surveyed,
and for what purpose, because we won't find

that out from the person who's surveying.
Whole sets of social research results, once

collected, can be suppressed, never reported

upon, used for the government's own pur-

poses, because it's worth a substantial fine

or imprisonment for the person conducting
the survey to disclose even what he is sur-

veying.

Mr. Lewis: Ever heard of the Pentagon

Papers? And the rights of people who dis-

close information?

Mr. Bounsall: It's for that reason, Mr.

Speaker, that I cannot find myself in sup-

port of the bill as it is detailed clause by

clause, even though I would find that an

open, above-board bureau of statistics might
be very helpful for the Province of Ontario.

Mr. Lewis: It's an authoritarian bill.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Hamilton Mountain has 2/2 minutes.

Mr. J. R. Smith (Hamilton Mountain): Yes,

Mr. Speaker. The hon. member has selected

a laudable title for the bill, but I cannot

support its intent. I appreciate the previous

speaker allowing me this time in this de-

bate, and I'd like to commend the hon.

member for St. David-

Mr. Cisbom: Glad to see the member
back.

Mr. J. R. Smith: —for once again intro-

ducing another imaginative form of legisla-

tion for debate.

Mr. Lewis: Imaginative? It's a piece of

authoritarianism.

Mr. J. R. Smith: Although the principle

enunciated in the title of the bill I fully

support and endorse, I must publicly say

that having read the bill there is no way I

could support this bill as it presendy stands.

Statistics are the lifeline of any govern-

ment. Practically all important government
decisions are based on certain statistical

figures.

Mr. Sargent: We could use the member.

Mr. J. R. Smith: For instance, decisions

on rapid transit systems must be based on

data of regular movements of the working

population and other movements of people
at present, and based on statistical develop-
ment trends and expectations for the future.

This, of course, includes the hours of work.

Accordingly, the duty and the task of a

provincial department of statistics must be

the collection of important data required, not

normally available from the federal bureau

of statistics, but important for provincial

policy and decisions.

The law proposed in Bill 61 under re-

view, however, does not provide for the

collection of such data at all times at all,

but tries to create a government agency to
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collect data normally prepared by, say, a

Gallup poll. Quite frankly, Mr. Speaker,
I'm fed up to here with the Bay St. pollsters

and all those other people—the bureaucrats,
as mentioned by several members of the

opposition—who thrive on and relish and

glory in compilation of such public opinion

polls.

Mr. Lewis: The member is making a

project of dissent, to hear him. Call in the

press, Mr. Speaker. Round them up. Find
them if they don't come.

Mr. J. R. Smith: Or, in other words, the

bill requires the government to enter the

field of polling people's opinions on a wide

variety of subjects, many of which are not

related at all to provincial government
policy decisions.

I find the bill in direct contrast to legis-

lation introduced by the Minister of Con-
sumer and Commercial Relations (Mr.

Clement), regarding privacy and credit

ratings, and so on. The bill is based on the

erroneous assumption that the democratic

government must try to implement policy
based entirely on prevailing public opinions
on almost any subject.

Mr. Lewis: As a matter of fact, sit in one
of her committees and see what respect the

member for St. David has for civil liberties.

Mr. J. R. Smith: This, of course, is not
correct. Democratic government is based
on studies and briefs prepared by experts in

their fields, policies which must also be
based on facts.

Mr. Lewis: There is no freedom at all.

Mr. J. R. Smith: I appreciate the comments
of the hon. leader of the New Democratic

party, but the time is very short.

Mr. Lewis: I am just heckling mindlessly.

Mr. J. R. Smith: I stress that public
opinion can become meaningful. It's not the

task of the average citizen to be an expert in

all fields and to have his own valid opinions
on everything. But the citizen has a right in

a democracy to have important policy de-

cisions and their reasons clearly explained
so that he can understand the facts and
then form an opinion.

Mr. Speaker, the role of the policy decision

is up to all of us as members of this House
to go to members of our constituencies. All

the members of the House are the people,
as the hon. member for St. George said.

We are the policy makers, we are in touch
with the people. I find repugnant the clauses

in the bill requiring a fine or imprisonment
for not revealing these facts-

Mr. Lewis: Typical, typical of the mem-
ber's party. Absolutely typical.

Mr. J. R. Smith: The only one thing it

doesn't include is, perhaps, to imprison
them in stocks. We could have them all

around the front of the building and out in

the back of Queen's Park mowing the grass
and so on for failing to answer these ques-
tions.

No doubt there will be found many statis-

tical data helpful and important and relevant

to the provincial government actions, and not
available from Ottawa. The collection of

such data could be a useful function of a new

department of provincial statistics.

Mr. Speaker, I ask that the government
look at the suggestions put forward by the

member for York South, which I found very

good, that we should contract in and plug in

to the federal bureau of statistics for certain

statistical information.

Mr. Speaker: This completes the private
members' hour.

Mr. Lewis: I think you should have a vote,

Mr. Speaker.

Clerk of the House: The second order,

House in committee of the whole; Mr. R. D.
Rowe in the chair.

Mr. Lewis: That's a sneaky underhanded

piece of work. They are going to rush the bill

through at 8 o'clock. Boy, are they scoundrels

over there.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess.
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APPENDIX

{see page 1853)

The following answers to questions were

tabled:

2. Mr. Breithaupt—Inquiry of the Ministry
—1. What are the total detailed costs for the

Charrington-Stephenson series of radio and

television commercials made for the Ministry
of Health? 2. How often and on what stations

will these commercials be used? 3. From
which specific ministry vote did the funds for

this project come?

Answer by the Minister of Health:

1. Detailed costs for the series were as

follows: Television time and production for

four commercials, $125,230; radio time and

production for eight commercials, $77,795;

print production and space for advertisements

in Drug Merchandising, Medical Post and
Ontario Medical Review, $6,200. Total,

$209,225.

2. On television, 475 two-minute commer-
cials were aired on 19 Ontario stations over

a five-week period. All stations in the prov-
ince were used, with the exception of four

CBC-owned and operated stations.

In radio, 3,573 30-second commercials
were aired on 112 Ontario stations over a

six-week period. All stations in the province
were used, with the exception of six CBC-
owned and operated stations.

3. Fifty per cent of the funds came from
the Parcost budget of the Drugs and Thera-

peutics Service of the Ministry and 50 per
cent from the budget of the Ontario Health

Insurance Plan—votes 2301 and 2305, respec-

tively.

3. Mr. Ruston—Inquiry of the Ministry—
From whom was the property purchased at

210 Wellington St. W., Chatham, which now
has a Liquor Control Board store on it? What
was the amount paid for the property? What
was the date of purchase? What was the con-

tract price for the construction of the liquor
store? Who were the unsuccessful bidders for

the construction of the store and what were
their bids? Who was the successful bidder?

Answer by the Minister of Consumer and
Commercial Relations:

The property was purchased from Ben
Bruinsma & Sons Ltd., Chatham.

The amount paid for the property—
$73,000.

Date of purchase—June 30, 1966.

Contract price for the construction of the

store-$121,685.

The unsuccessful bidders for the construction

of the store were: Bruno Matassa, Leaming-
ton ($127,419); Mac Construction Co., Wal-

laceburg ($131,693); Crago Bros. Construc-

tion Ltd., Chatham ($135,783).

The successful bidder was Bruinsma &
Sons Ltd., Chatham.

4. Mr. JRM^on—Inquiry of the Ministry—
From whom was property purchased in

Dover township, Kent county, for a campus
for St. Clair College; and what was the

purchase price?

Answer by the Minister of Colleges and

Universities:

The ministry approved, on Dec. 14, 1972,

the purchase order for the subject property,

namely, that land consisting of 50 acres

adjacent to the western limits of the town of

Chatham in the township of Dover, for the

possible future expansion of the Thames

Campus of St. Clair College. However, there

are some legal problems that must first be

settled by St. Clair College before the actual

transaction is completed.

The property is to be purchased from

Brombow Development Ltd. for the sale price
of $250,000. As part of the agreement the

vendor must provide for the cost of servicing
the property and in addition the financing on
the acreage for between one and one and one

half years to the completion of the deal.

6. Mr. Ru5*on—Inquiry of the Ministry-
How many trips were made by the Am-
bulance Services of Ontario in 1972? How
many persons were employed in that service

in 1972? What was the total cost for the

operation of the service in 1972?

Answer by the Minister of Health:

In 1972, 405,000 ambulance trips were

made in the Province of Ontario.

Approximately 3,000 individuals were em-

ployed in the ambulance service and the total

cost of the service, pending receipt of final-

ized figures, for the year is estimated at

$22 million.

7. Mr. Paterson—Inquiry of the Ministry—
1. What was the average time taken in serv-

icing an ambulance call in 1972? 2. What
was the average number of ambulance calls

made per ambulance in service per month
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outside Metro Toronto? 3. How many am-
bulance services were in existence at the

inception of the Ontario plan? How many
are in existence as of Jan. 1, 1973? How
many of these are left from the original
firms? 4. What was the average cost per
week of salaries paid to dispatch personnel

per ambulance service in 1972? 5. What was
the average cost per month of telephone
service including extensions and cut-offs per
ambulance service in 1972? What is budgeted
for 1973? 6. Does the Ministry accept the

policy that only persormel actively engaged
in provision of service for the public will be

eligible for compensation? Does the Minister

no longer consider dispatchers as personnel

actively engaged in provision of service to the

public?

Answer by the Minister of Health:

1. The average time taken in servicing a

highly urgent call in 1972 was 12 minutes.

The average time for servicing a moderately

urgent call in 1972 was 16 minutes.

2. The average number of ambulance calls

made per ambulance outside Metropolitan
Toronto per month in 1972 was 60.

3. In 1967, when licensing was commenced
for ambulance service, there were 319 distinct

operations in the province. As of Jan. 1, 1973,
there were 214 separate and distinct opera-
tions. Of these, 107 operations were from the

original 319 established in 1967.

4. The answer to the average cost per
week of salaries paid to dispatch personnel is

of necessity an approximation as some serv-

ices do not specifically identify dispatching

personnel within their costing. However, the

average dispatching cost per service per week
in 1972 was $167.49.

5. The average cost per month of tele-

phone service including extensions and cut-

offs per ambulance service in 1972 was
$90.30. It is anticipated that this will increase

by approximately 3 per cent in 1973.

6. No, in both cases.

10. Mr. Ru5*on—Inquiry of the Ministry—
From whom did the government purchase
East Sister Island in Lake Erie, and for what

price? How much of this island is above the

present water level of Lake Erie?

Answer by the Minister of Natural Re-
sources:

East Sister Island in Lake Erie was pur-
chased on June 13, 1972 from Mr. David

Gottron, Fremont, Ohio, USA, at a cost of

$36,000.

The island, comprising 36 acres, is a low,

almost flat dolomite (limestone) base island

with a series of storm beaches on its peri-

phery. Due to the high lake level at the

present time, some flooding has occurred, but

just how much of the island has been flooded

has not been determined. The flooding has

not changed the primary purpose for which
the island was acquired which is as a nature

reserve and as a nesting site for great blue

heron, blackcrowned heron and other water-

fowl.

14. Mr. Haggerty—Inquiry of the Ministry
—With respect to the $20 million set aside

for land purchase for additional park lands,

how much was spent in the years 1968, 1969,

1970, 1971 and 1972? In what areas of the

province was land purchased in each year

through 1968 to 1972?

Answer by the Minister of Government
Services:

Since 1968 a total of 36,167 acres of land

has been purchased for park purposes at a

cost of $18,102,892. The breakdown by year
and area is as follows:

Southern Ontario
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15. Mr. Paterson—Inquiry of the Ministry
—How many licences are available in Ontario

for Ontario wine producers to operate their

own retail outlets? How many of these outlet

licences were being used as of March 31,

1973? Is the Ministry plaiming to increase

the number of these direct retail outlet

licences for Ontario wine producers?

Answer by the Minister of Consumer and
Commercial Relations:

Licences available in Ontario for Ontario

wine producers to operate their own retail

outlets—51.

Licences being used as of March 31, 1973
-51.

Planning to increase the number of these

direct retail outlet licences for Ontario wine

producers is a matter under study, along
with a complete review of the policies and

legislation affecting the Liquor Licence and

Liquor Control Boards of Ontario.

16. Mr. Ruston-Anquiry of the Ministry—
Who is the owner of the property now being
leased in the city of London for the use of

the Ministry of the Environment? What is

the annual rental for the property and how
long will the lease run?

Answer by the Minister of Government
Services:

The owner of the property now being
leased in London for use of the Ministry of

the Environment is: Second Consortium In-

vestments Ltd., 75 Newbold Street, London,
Ont.

The annual rental is $128,867.04 including
all services.

The term of lease is 20 years commencing
Feb. 1, 1973.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

RETAIL SALES TAX ACT

( concluded )

Mr. Chairman: When we rose at 6 o'clock

we were discussing section 10.

The member for Ottawa Centre?

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): I would
like to pass over to the Treasurer (Mr. White)
a copy of the figures that I was working from
before the adjournment for supper.

Just coming to the minister are some figures
which are based on your calculations—and,

frankly, we deplore your calculations as we
have made clear during the course of this

debate. In this particular case the calculations

relate to the incidence of property tax, the

incidence of the five per cent sales tax, the

effect of the property tax credit, the incidence

of a seven per cent tax and the total in-

cidence. We have even gone to the charitable

extent of taking your estimated property tax

cuts in 1972 and seeing what happens.

Now frankly, Mr. Chairman, the figures
are rigged in the government's favour. They
were produced by the Treasurer. They were

designed in order to protect the Treasurer;

they were designed in order to advance a

case rather than in the honest attempt for

truth and the honest attempt to find out what
is really going on in the province as a con-

sequence of the shuffling of taxes which the

minister has imposed through his budget.

Specifically, in the figures which we have
had to work from, because we have three

people and a little desk computer, which is

about this big—I am sorry we didn't bring it

down to show the minister, the total comput-
ing resources of the NDP caucus, compared
to the hundreds of people he has working
for his ministry.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. We are re-

peating now what was said before.

Mr. Cassidy: No, I am trying to give a

background to the minister to this particular
table.

Monday, May 14, 1973

Mr. Chairman: It is still repetitive.

Mr. Cassidy: No.

Mr. Chairman: Yes. I heard the very words
before the dinner hour.

Mr. Cassidy: I beg your pardon?

Mr. Chairman: I say I heard the very
words before the dinner hour so I just suggest
that the member-

Mr. Cassidy: The words "desk calculator"

were used before the dinner hour, Mr. Chair-

man, is that correct? I promise you I will not

use the words "desk calculator" again,

Mr. Chairman: The theme of your talk,

too. I listened to it-

Mr. Cassidy: No, Mr. Chairman, I intend

to be brief about this. Before dinner I had a

copy here, but I did not have a copy to give
to the minister. I feel that it is courteous to

let the minister have a look at and possibly

reply to these figures.

We have worked on the basis that he has

given us, Mr. Chairman, and when you look

at it, and when you look at the results, you
find there has been no significant change in

the regressivity of the combined sales and

property taxes after all the credits are taken

into account. There has been no significant

change in the regressivity of that tax system.

If these figures were honest, Mr. Chairman,

they would include an allowance for the sub-

stantial increases in property taxes that have

taken place in the last four years. The minis-

ter's figures claim to take account of that but

do not in fact do so, according to the evidence

of the last budget. They would also take into

account half a billion dollars in sales taxes

which are paid by business and which are

then passed on in the main to consumers
and which also have a regressive effect and

particularly hit people of lower income.

However, we have used the basis the min-

ister has come to and the facts remain, Mr.

Chairman, that people earning over $7,000

pay less than five per cent on these combined

taxes; that people earning under $7,000 pay
more than five per cent of their gross income
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on the property and sales taxes combined;
and that people in the lowest income bracket

pay more than twice as much a rate of tax

than people in the highest income brackets.

Previously it was something like 2^ or 2V2

times the rate from the highest to the lowest

income brackets.

The more your income goes down, the

higher the rate of these two taxes rise. That
is a true and classical regressive tax system,

worthy perhaps of the aristocrats on that side

of the House, not worthy for the people of

this province. If the minister doesn't know,
in a progressive tax system like the personal
income tax, the rate goes up for every in-

crease in income, the rate goes down for

every decrease in income, and that is not
what we have here.

The minister stated in the House on Friday
that it happened that the careful selection

of some small number of figures, all on the
cost side, had given a gross distortion in the

minds of the public to the net consequences
of the change. He said "I have attempted
here in the House to set forth the facts as

I understand them."

There was a classical reply to one of the

questions of the leader of the NDP (Mr.

Lewis) when he asked how it was that $10
million in tax came from families and $330
million from others. The minister said—"I am
sorry, I haven't got the figures in front of

me." He obviously didn't understand that—
and nothing we have heard today, Mr. Chair-

man, suggests that the minister understands
it now.

I suggest to the Chairman that in using
the minister's figures, if anything we have
allowed ourselves to be enticed or entrapped
by the kinds of distortion to which the min-
ister has been subjected. The distortions,
Mr. Chairman, have come from that side.

But even using the distorted figures that the
minister has produced, they show that the

system remains grossly regressive and that

very little has been done to it.

It is not too late to take all of this back.
It is not too late to say that you really do
have some intention of decreasing the re-

gressivity of the system in a very genuine
way. If, to take a simple example, you had
decided instead of creating this sales tax

credit which nobody understands, which

everybody resents because it is accompanied
by the increase in sales tax—had you de-
cided that you would increase the property
tax credit for people on low and moderate

incomes, you could have increased that prop-
erty tax credit by $75, by $100, even by $150

or more. That would have contributed sub-

stantially towards an improvement of the

tax system. That would have taken a lot of

the regressivity out of the tax system and
made it a fairer system, based much more
on ability to pay.

Mr. Chairman, the minister could also

have decided to withdraw the property tax

credit privileges from people earning $16,000,

$17,000, or $20,000 a year and he could have

concentrated those benefits on people in the

income brackets of $10,000 or less. That, too,

would have enabled a greater amount to go
to people on low and moderate incomes. It

would also have had the effect of creating
a fair tax system, one in which the major
sources of revenue for the government were

collected on the basis of ability to pay, rather

than on the basis of an arrogant government

imposing heavier taxes on the lower incomes

that people are unfortimate enough to earn.

There were alternatives that the minister

could have chosen. His talk of trving out-
let's see, now what did he say? Well, I quote
vou from the minister, Mr. Chairman: "We
have shifted the burden off property tax,"

says the minister—which was the most oner-

ous, unfair and regressive tax—"on to the ad-

mittedly imperfect retail sales tax." The re-

tail sales tax remains imperfect. The minister

has admitted it. The minister has not shown—

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. We are get-

ting very repetitive now. The hon. member-

Mr. Cassidy: I am about to conclude. If

you don't recognize a peroration-

Mr. Chairman: My ears tell me I have

heard the same thing many times from the

same member-

Mr. Cassidy: I was quoting the minister's

words. I may be repeating the minister but

I am certain I wasn't repeating myself.

The minister has not shifted anv significant
burden off the property tax. There were
better ways to do it and the minister should

not dissemble and should not try to bam-
boozle the press, the public and this Legisla-
ture by playing around with figures and so

undermining his credibility that nobody will

believe him at any time in the future.

Mr. Chairman: Are members ready for the

question?

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Mr.

Chairman!

Mr. Chairman: The member for Sandwich-
Riverside.
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Hon. J. White (Treasurer and Minister of

Intergovernmental Affairs): May I make a

comment?

Mr. Chairman: I beg your pardon?

Hon. Mr. White: May I make a comment?

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): It's an

interesting table, you have to admit.

Hon. Mr. White: Obviously, with the 100
or more figures on this table I'm not able to

provide an instant analysis, but I do observe

that in column No. 9 an estimated tax cut is

shown which repeats the conservative and,

to some extent, misleading figure used in our

own presentation.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come on!

Hon. Mr. White: That is, namely, a four per
cent decrease from the existing property tax

rate instead of 12 per cent from what the

rate would otherwise have been.

Mr. Lewis: What about the other figures?
Are they misleading?

Hon. Mr. White: Taking the 12 per cent

rate changes the top figure, for instance, in

table No. 9 from $1,163 to $3,489. I guess
I won't rhyme off all these—maybe I will. It

changes the $1,148 on the next line to

$3,444; it changes the next line from $1,203
to $1,609; the next line from $1,160 to $3,480;
the next line from $1,220 to $3,660; and so

on.

If one subtracts the reduction resulting
from these new provincial grants, one finds

that the average property tax in 1972 would
have been $302 in the absence of the property
tax credit which became effective this year;
and the additional reduction, as a result of

these new grants, cut it from $302 to $157.

In other words we have cut that person's
tax in half. As has been revealed here in the

debates, from the Guelph study the—

Mr. Cassidy: I am sorry, could you repeat
that? Where can I find those figures. I found
it difficult to follow.

Hon. Mr. White: In column No. 3 there

is a series of figures which represents a four

per cent decrease in property tax, based on a

small sample as the hon. member pointed out

with such enthusiasm before supper. What it

doesn't do is fully represent the benefits of

these additional provincial grants because in

the absence of tbis move taxes would have

gone up by eight per cent or more.

The saving to the property taxpayer is not

the four per cent net but the 12 per cent

gross. In that 12 is three times as large as

four, one can treble the figures shown in

column No. 9 and subtract that from the

average property tax paid, less the additional

subtraction of the credit. One sees in the

top line, for instance, that the least prosper-
ous citizens, the working poor so-called, have
in the last short while had their property tax

cut from $302 to $157.

This analysis can be completed but not by
me standing on my feet right here now—

Mr. Cassidy: Right.

Hon. Mr. White: In the meantime the

chap's retail sales tax has gone up by a very
much smaller amount of money.

Mr. Cassidy: That is fallacious.

Hon. Mr. White: This table would seem

to confirm me in the oft-stated belief that this

bold move we've made which so enrages the

opposition-

Mr. Cassidy: Do I look enraged?

Hon. Mr. White: —has made a very im-

portant shift; not a radical shift. It doesn't

meet what John F. Kennedy called the in-

justices of the world. It doesn't but it takes

a very good step forward and it sets a pattern
which I hope may be continued in working
our way toward the world's first meaningful
annual income using the negative tax.

Mr. Lewis: The world's first?

Hon. Mr. White: Yes. Prime Minister

Heath in May, 1972, said that they were

going to introduce the world's first negative
income tax-

Mr. Lewis: He was a Tory, too, as I

recall, about to lose his prime ministership,

too.

Hon. Mr. White: —as opposed to a guaran-
teed annual income, but we beat him to it

by a year or two. Not only have we shifted

the burden very substantially, as has been

proved time and time again, but we have

embarked upon a very bold new instrument

for guaranteeing a minimum standard imper-

sonally applied for all of our citizens.

I think the hon. member's table has proved

my point very well indeed.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Sandwich-

Riverside.
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Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I would just

like to take the minister's reasoning a bit

further. There is a story about the woman
who came home and told her husband that

she had just bought a hat for free and her

reasoning is very similar to the minister's. She
said that the hat cost $20 but it was on sale

at half price so she saved $10. That is what
she paid so therefore it cost her nothing at all.

That is exactly the reasoning the minister

has used. He's telling the House that because

people are not paying $22 in tax that they
would otherwise pay, that they can somehow
take that off what they actually do pay. Now,
for that taxpayer who pays $182, the fact that

possibly he doesn't pay an extra $22 doesn't

mean that he pays $22 less. It just means that

he pays what he was paying before.

The minister has not answered the ques-
tions about the incidence of the property tax

and sales tax combined because he can't

answer them because the facts are here and

they're irrefutable. They show that the re-

gressivity of the system has not been sub-

stantially changed. The minister's efforts to

make a very important shift in the balance of

the tax system has failed; through his efforts

to ensure that the burden of the tax increase

falls on the more prosperous taxpayers—ac-

cording to his figures, nobody apparently pays
—the burden in fact will be paid by all tax-

payers, because of the passing on of the sales

tax increase as it is borne by business and
because of the unallocated amounts of tax

which he did not care to talk about just now.

The minister's budget talks about making
the total tax burden more equitable for our

people. That is a piece of chicanery, Mr.

Chairman, pure chicanery, because as the
table reveals there is so little significant shift

if you take the minister's figures and if we
had the resources to create the proper figures
the-

Hon. Mr. White: Your table is wrong, you
see, and it doesn't help your cause.

Mr. Cassidy: I'm using your figures.

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, you're using the net

figure instead of using the gross figure.

Mr. Cassidy: Fine, would the minister ex-

plain that then?

Mr. Lewis: How many inaccuracies will

you permit in the table?

Mr. Cassidy: Let him explain it again.

Hon. Mr. White: Property taxes are falling
all over this province. In many municipalities,

by the largest tax cut in history. In many
instances the councils involved are good
enough to say: "This is because the provin-
cial government made enormous new sums
of money available to us in unconditional

grants for the most part." As a result, on
the limited evidence available — and, inci-

dentally, I'm so amused that we are criti-

cized for bringing in these numbers too late

and then the member for Ottawa Centre

criticizes us for not having a large enough
sample! It's wonderful. It's a part of the

harum-scarum nature of the presentations
from the opposition.

Mr. Lewis: Not at all.

Hon. Mr. White: Claiming it's inflationary
and deflationary.

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Hon. Mr. White: Saying that the numbers
are too late and they are too small.

Mr. Lewis: There are no redeeming fea-

tures to your budget at all.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. White: Now, to try to answer

the hon. member's question. If we hadn't in-

creased these grants as we did, property
taxes would not have gone down four per
cent. They would have gone up eight per
cent.

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): The mem-
ber for Scarborough West hasn't paid for his

house.

Hon. Mr. White: So the savings to the tax-

payer is 12 per cent on the property side.

When I apply that 12 per cent to the num-
bers provided so conveniently on this very

complicated table, I say that in the last

short while we have reduced the property
taxes in the least prosperous class from $302
to $157, which is, more or less, cutting them
in half.

Mr. Cassidy: That is plain garbage.

Hon. Mr. White: Now I turn to the inci-

dence of property tax in Guelph as a per
cent of gross income and find out that in

1972, in the income class of less than $2,500,

19 per cent of gross income was paid in

property tax ranging up to $50,000 and over

where one per cent was paid. So, the poorer
citizens in Guelph are paying 19 per cent

of their gross income in property tax com-
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pared to the richest class in this table, which

pays one per cent. In shifting the burden
of taxation progressively off his property, we
have ended up with a much fairer system

although, no doubt, it is far from perfection
even today. No doubt the NDP, if it was to

form the government, would attempt some-

thing very much more radical. However, that

is not our way.
We announced a tax reform programme

as of March 9, 1969. Each year we are in-

vesting hundreds of millions of dollars in

these reforms and we will slowly work our

way toward what I would have to call Uto-

pia. And no thanks to you in the opposition,
I might say.

Mr. Lewis: What's that?

Mr. Cassidy: May I merely point out to the

minister-

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. I would call

on the member for Sandwich-Riverside.

Mr. Cassidy: I'm sorry.

Mr. Burr: Mr. Chairman, I would like to

ask a question or two about table 2 of the

May 10 publication. On the items Burling-
ton and Sault Ste. Marie, do I understand
that the average or typical household prop-
erty tax was $500 for Burlington and there-

fore a six per cent reduction means $30? Is

that correct?

Hon. Mr. White: I'm sorry, I seem to have
sent that table back home. Give me a
moment.

Mr. Cassidy: That's wishful thinking, you
know.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Your

credibility is vanishing with your table too.

Hon. Mr. White: I want to apologize to

the House, Mr. Chairman. I have so many
favourable newspaper clippings here, about
the way in which property taxes are tumbling
all over the province, it is hard to find any-
thing.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): It's not
what we are getting.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: I am sure you will.

Mr. Burr: I refer you to the Burlington
figure where the saving is $30 and this rep-
resents six per cent. Presumably the average
property tax would be $500 approximately.

Hon. Mr. White: I would think so.

Mr. Burr: And for Sault Ste. Marie, approxi-

mately $500 because a 14 per cent reduction

gives you $70.

Mr. Lewis: Right.

Mr. Burr: Do you explain the variation as

an attempt to help the northerners?

Hon. Mr. White: No, it goes beyond that.

Mr. Burr: Beyond that?

Hon. Mr. White: The formula actually at-

tempts to relate the grants to need, the need

being expressed by the property tax assess-

ment per capita and the deficiency experienced

by many of our municipalities. This is a minor

change from the recommendations of the

select committee on taxation. I can run

through it very briefly, I think, if you will bear
with me for a moment.

The property tax assessment per capita in

Ontario is about $9,700. We used a figure of

$10,000. We computed the tax assessment

per capita in each of the 867 municipalities
or whatever the number is. Let's say that

municipality A has a per capita tax assessment
of $7,000. That leaves it with a tax assessment

deficiency per capita of $3,000 against which,
in one element of our new property tax stabil-

ization plan, we applied the local mill rate—
which imposes discipline on the council un-
like certain other grants—times the $3,000

deficiency in this illustration, times 50 per
cent. Why 50 per cent? Because that's all the

money we have.

This turns up, on that tax deficiency, ex-

actly half of what the average municipality
would enjoy from its own tax base. In the

process, of course, we conferred a special
benefit on those municipalities which had

lower-than-average per capita tax assessment,
and no such benefit on those that had better-

than-average tax assessment per capita.

However, there were two other factors in

the property tax stabilization plan. One was
a four per cent general grant, rising to six

per cent if costs are brought under control,

falling to two per cent if expenditures ran

ahead of the rate of something over 10 per
cent, I guess it was. There was an additional

per capita grant, a police grant so-called,

although it is really an application for an
unconditional grant. So the difi^erential you
observe springs from the fact that one of the

purposes of the property tax stabilization plan
was to bring additional resources into the

communities where they had an insufficient

tax base of their own.
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Mr. Burr: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for

this rather complicated explanation. I wonder
if the minister might apply it once more com-

paring Windsor with London. London gets

$42 per typical household—an average seven

per cent reduction—whereas Windsor gets $8

per typical household, a reduction of two per
cent. Just what factors apply in these two?
Would the minister mind doing that, please?

Hon. Mr. White: London has—

Mr. Burr: I am going to have to explain
this back home, you know.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, I would like to give

you the formulation in detail for these two
communities and others. But dealing with one

aspect, the tax assessment sufficiency per
capita, London has significantly lower per
capita tax assessment than the average for the

province. And that no doubt makes up the

bulk of that difference.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, I point out to

the minister that this is where he is at his

most skilful. This is where all of us sit back
and take pleasure in the clear-

Mr. D. H. Morrow (Ottawa West): Order!

Mr. Lewis: I am not allowed to compliment
the minister? Stop heckling me when I am
finally throwing an accolade—in the clear

mastery of competence. I mean, when you
elucidate as you just have, it is an absolute

pleasure to hear a man in command of his

ministry. That little section of it-that micro-

scopic grasp of an infinitesimal area called

assessment ratios, I concede to you totally.
You have clear mastery of roughly five per
cent of the budget and that is something
which is laudable.

What we want to ask you is, how come you
have no mastery of all the other tables of

figures which have been given to you by your
subordinates in the ministry? How is it that

they haven't provided you with the same
rationale—with the same explanation?

May I ask, Mr. Minister, doesn't it bother

you to have to characterize the tables pro-
vided by your own Treasury as misleading?
Surely diat doesn't fit well in the craw, as it

were, that your own oflBcials put out tables

which are misleading in that they don't bene-
fit your point of view generously enough? But
if there are misleading figures in table 4, as

you said at 19 minutes after 8 tonight, then
what is left to the rest of your tables, and
how is it that they provided in that fashion?

Hon. Mr. White: I think these pubHc ser-

vants who have no pohtics should not put the

most favourable interpretation on the results

of my budget. I don't ask them to do so.

When I saw the table, I wouldn't ask them
to change them.

I suppose I am in the same position as

the member for Ottawa Centre. He brought
in a table here to support his point of view,

only to find it completely misleading by
understating the savings of the property

taxpayer.

As I have shown when one takes the ac-

tual saving as opposed to what the taxes

would have been in the absence of these

brand new grant programmes, one finds that

we have cut the property taxes in half for

the poorer citizens. He can stand up and

try to rationahze it, or he could stand up
and say, "Well, the figures given me were

slightly misleading."

I don't care what he does. The fact of

the matter is this debate does not permit
fine analysis of hundreds and hundreds of

figures. When one seizes upon a particular
column or small set of figures, it has to be

misleading. It throws me back on the aggre-

gate policies embedded in the budget
—

namely, to increase the only major tax field

available to me at this moment in time, for

reasons that I have given more than once,

to shift the burden off property where the

incidence ranges from 19 per cent of income
in the lower class to one per cent of income
in the top class.

Now people can make these figures jump
all over the place and I can't get into that

game, not in this chamber, because I haven't

got all of the computers at my fingertips.

Mr. Lewis: It is your budget and your

figures. You made the game—the game is on

your ground rules.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Cassidy: I just point out to the min-
ister that when you cut taxes by four per
cent—and we haven't okayed a figure; maybe
three per cent and maybe two per cent, but

it is in that range. When you cut taxes by
four per cent, that cut is the same for the

taxpayer who is earning under $2,500 and

paying property tax as it is for the taxpayer
who is earning $50,000 or more.

The relative kind of disparity in property
tax burdens on that very poor ratepayer and
on a very rich one is identical. It isn't

touched at the municipal level by any tax

reductions or by any foregone tax increases
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which they might otherwise have had, and

you have failed to exercise an opportunity
that could have been taken there to ensure

that the municipal tax is better geared to

ability to pay.

Likewise, when the minister gave a $36

sales tax credit to the average (Dntario fam-

ily, you designed it in such a way that the

amount of money paid was identical for the

$2,500 taxpayer, for the $10,000 taxpayer,

and in fact for the $17,500 taxpayer. And
in fact when you designed it to the point
that people earning up to $22,500 would be

able to benefit in part from that sales tax

credit, you didn't take the opportunities that

were open to you to combat, in a really

effective manner, the regressivity of the sys-

tem by directing the assistance to people
who earn low and moderate incomes. A pro-

portionate and very small-

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. These same

points have been made over and over again.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): Twenty-
five times on the same points.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, the minister hasn't an-

swered them.

Mr. Chairman: I can t help it.

Mr. Cassidy: I will change the subject

then, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. W. Hodgson: You have only got until

9 o'clock.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. The com-
ments are very repetitive, and I rule the

member out of order on this line.

Mr. Cassidy: No, I would like the minis-

ter to explain something. He has explained—

Mr. Chairman: A question?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. The same

questions have been asked and the comments
made over and over again by this member
and other members, so I rule the member
out of order.

Mr. Lewis: He would like just another

couple of minutes.

Mr. Cassidy: It is a question about gross
and net-

Mr. Chairman: Order, pleasel I have
ruled the member out of order.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, you haven't

heard what I am about to say.

Mr. Chairman: Does the member for

Sandwich-Riverside have a new question?

Mr. Burr: Yes, Mr. Chairman. I would
like to know whether any of the municipali-
ties on this list have failed to meet the ceil-

ing, should we call it, that you have sug-

gested in this formula?

Hon. Mr. White: I really haven't got

enough data yet to give a good answer to

that, I think. I will be glad to provide it

later. There are variations.

Mr. Burr: There are three cities that have
two per cent. Does that two per cent refer to

the fact that they have not met the ceiling as

you suggested?

Hon. Mr. White: In London the additional

grant amounted to about $6 million and the

council there decided to dedicate $750,000 of

that to high priority capital works and to use

the other $5.25 million to reduce taxes by—
I think it was five per cent of the municipal
rate—12 per cent I think it was; maybe 14

per cent. I am sorry, it is 12 or 14 per cent

—I can't be sure which right now.

In the process they brought themselves

within the average constraint of eight per

cent, thereby qualifying for the full four per
cent,

I am sorry, I can't give you similar informa-

tion about Windsor, although I will be glad
to find it out.

Mr. Cassidy: You really enjoy it, don't you?
You really do.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. White: However, I do have a few

clippings here—

Mr. Cassidy: It is a tricky system in which

the province is going to be imposing on the

municipalities from here on forever.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. White: Since my hon. friend from

Ottawa Centre has jumped back in again, per-

haps, Mr. Chairman, you would permit me to

say-

Mr. Lewis: You are going to read us a

selection of clippings on property tax reduc-

tion.

Mr. Cassidy: Tricky John.
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Hon. Mr. White: -that the property tax

credits and the property tax cuts have reduced

the lowest paid class in his table from $302

to $157, which is nearly 50 per cent, while

cutting the highest class in his table—namely

$15,000 to $19,000-from $555 to $499.26,

which is a decrease of about 10 per cent. So

there is some progressivity involved, isn't

there?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: There is no way it's com-

ing down.

Mr. Chairman: Order, pleasel I think we
have had quite a few comments, or quite a

few examples.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. The question
is: Shall section 10 stand as part of the bill?

Mr. Lewis: Wait a moment now—there are

speakers, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Those in favour of section

10?

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Stokes: Don't I get a chance to enter

into this debate?

Mr. Chairman: Have you something new to

add?

Mr. Std^es: What do you think you are, a

dictator or something?

Mr. Chairman: Thank you. You have the

floor if you have something new to contribute.

Mr. Stokes: I've sat here patiently all after-

noon and all evening to get a clarification on
a couple of things from the minister,

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Relevant to the

section?

Mr. Stokes: If he's reasonable, I'll be rea-

sonable.

Over the weekend, Mr. Chairman, I visited

Manitouwadge where we had a seminar on
local government, as the minister well knows.
We were called upon to answer a lot of

questions. One of them was the rationale

behind the repeal of the mining revenue pay-
ments, which was in total about $13 million.

In goinr over the tables that the minister

provided in the supplementary paper to the

budget, it is seen that the community of

Manitouwadge was the hardest hit. I shouldn't

say the hardest hit—that is, they gained the

least of any municipality that I could think

of. That is an improvement district board, and
the chairman of that board sits down here and

operates out of an office on Bay St.

I wasn't able to tell them why, Mr. Minis-

ter, as a result of all of the factors—the

stabilization fund, the resource fund and the

withdrawal of the mining revenue payments—
they were only going to be $10,000 better off

than anybody else vis-a-vis other northern

mining municipalities and municipalities gen-

erally across the province, as a result of the

minister's effort to lessen the rcgressivity or

to assist people with the property tax.

I would just like to find out from the

minister two things. First of all, I'll have you
answer that—and then I've got one other un-

related matter that I want to bring to his

attention.

Hon. Mr. White: The mining tax, as you
know, flowed into the consolidated revenue

fund. Mining revenue payments were paid out

to a number of northern Ontario munici-

palities, but not to all of them—not to Thun-
der Bay, not to the Soo, not to many others.

We also have resources flowing in from other

resource industries, like lumbering, but there

was never a lumbering revenue payment.

Some years ago, both Smith and the

select committee recommended we get out

of the mining revenue payment system,
which didn't correlate with anything and
which in recent years has become an annual

dicker—a matter of the municipalities sitting

down and arguing with the minister as to

what they should have. It didn't correlate

to the revenues flowing from the area. It

didn't correlate to the need of the munici-

pality or anything else. It was a very poor

system.

When we embarked upon the property
tax stabilization plan we decided to intro-

duce a new factor, which is an additional

10 per cent of the gross levy—that being the

local taxes, certain services, certain local im-

provement taxes at an additional 10 per cent,

which was more money than the mining reve-

nue payments.

The total package provided an additional

$15 million to the north—that is, after off-

setting the decrease caused by the elimina-

tion of the mining revenue payments.

To ensure that no one municipality suf-

fered from this transition, we guaranteed a

minimum of 105 per cent of what they re-

ceived the year before. But now at least it

does relate to the special costs of the north.
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to the extra 10 per cent factor and it re-

lates to the tax assessment per capita defi-

ciency through another element, as 1 ex-

plained a moment ago to—

Mr. Stokes: You see, here is their argu-
ment. With the removal of the mining reve-

nue payments, and with all of the other

factors that are going to distribute another

$15 million to northern municipalities gen-

erally, they argue their position vis-a-vis

other communities in the north is worse off

than it was before.

A town like Geraldton, for instance, where

the mining revenue payment was phased

out-they are getting $98,000, but Manitou-

wadge, which has a $1.4 million debt—they
have a $700,000 education debt, a $700,000

general debt, and the servicing charges on

it-but they are only getting $10,000. I

wasn't able to explain to them why they
were only getting $10,000 when neighbour-

ing municipalities were getting anywhere
from $50,000 to $100,000.

The second thing I would like to ask the

minister through you, Mr. Chairman, is what

effect, if any, is your budget going to have

on unorganized communities? People in

these areas are going to be subject to these

two extra percentage points, which amounts

to about a 40 per cent increase in the sales

tax. The 40 per cent increase in the sales

tax will have a profound effect on the retail

sales price of an article.

So unorganized communities in the north

are getting it in the neck doubly inasmuch
as they aren't able to take advantage of your
resource tax—your stabilization tax—because

they don't qualify for grants. How are you
going to ameliorate for them the undue hard-

ship that is going to be imposed upon them

by the 40 per cent increase in the sales tax?

Most of these communities are in remote

areas where the retail price of an article is

much greater.

I have some tables here that show the

relative cost of a given article. If you estab-

lish, say, the Winnipeg price as the base for

a given consumer article, in many remote

communities it is 160 per cent. They are

paying 60 per cent more for the cost of a

consumer item, which increases the effect of

the sales tax on that article to an even

greater extent. I can point to one particular

community where the cost of consumer goods
is 60 per cent greater than it is in Winnipeg,
where it is almost the same as it is in To-

ronto.

So what are you going to do for these

people who are going to be subject to the

40 per cent increase in the retail sales tax,

but who don't get the benefit of the things
that you have been talking about that are

going to accrue to organized municipalities?

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, the organized mu-

nicipalities do benefit from additional grants
to the educational side. In addition to the

natural growth we have put $42 million addi-

tional into new grants to bring our share of

overall average costs at primary and second-

ary school levels to 58 to 60 per cent. The

people in these areas will receive the sales

tax credit, and the less prosperous citizens

among them will receive more in the credit

than they pay in the additional tax.

Mr. Stokes: It certainly is not in the same

proportion for people in the north.

Hon. Mr. White: This is certainly even
more true of pensioners who will receive, in

total, not $20 million in the pensioner credit

but $40 million. So to the extent that the

districts to which you refer have a dispro-

portionately large number of pensioners and/
or less prosperous citizens there will be an

extra resource flowing into the areas con-

cerned.

We are attempting to meet this problem
on a broad front of which the revenue side

is only part of the picture. The other side

obviously is the expenditure side where we
are investing disproportionately large amounts
of money in all kinds of public services-

roads being an outstanding example. I think

it takes about 40 years for a road to pay for

itself in gas taxes up north and something
like six months to pay for the QEW because

of the enormous volume it carries. The most

recent change which has been greeted, I

think very enthusiastically, by people in

north and south is the 18 per cent decrease

in certain ONR rates.

Mr. Stokes: Which is in only a small por-
tion of northern Ontario really.

Hon. Mr. White: Which benefits north-

eastern Ontario. But it is evidence of the

concern we have for the north, its costs and
its standards of living.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Wind-
sor West.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Yes, on
a new point. The Treasurer has given an extra

$182 million to the municipalities this year.

This has resulted in a drop in property taxes
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which, he has told us many times here, are

four per cent less on the average than last

year and would have been eight per cent

more without it. The way I read this is that

the Province of Ontario, because of an On-
tario property tax credit of 10 per cent of

one's property taxes, is saving $18.2 milhon

tlien in payments in property tax credit, if

the Treasurer hadn't given this $182 million.

In point of fact, you give $182 million, but

you're required to pay $18.2 million less than

what you would have if you didn't get it. So

there is still a saving at that point.

Mr. Cassidy: Good point.

Mr. Bounsall: The other point is is that

it is, in fact, a four per cent decrease rather

than an eight per cent increase, which results

in a saving of one-third in property taxes over

what it was last year. So the province is

saving $6 million over what it paid out last

year in property tax credits. This falls the

hardest on the people who have the lowest

incomes. Those people whose calculation

worked out to zero last year because of their—

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. Is this directly

related to the new set of tables or is this the

principle of the original bill? This discussion

is on the new set of tables that had been

presented in the latter part of last week.

Mr. Cassidy: Very definitely yes.

Mr. Bounsall: This is on new material.

Mr. Chairman: No, no.

Mr. Cassidy: This has not been previously
introduced in this debate at all.

Mr. Chairman: This discussion should be
on the new set of tables.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Bounsall: Mr. Chairman, this is what
we've been debating all afternoon. We've had
arguments all afternoon on this new set of

tables.

Mr. Chairman: I don't recognize your line

of questioning as particularly applying to the

new set of tables.

Mr. Lewis: You never do.

Mr. Bounsall: We have been arguing as to

what group the savings fall. My point is right
on. According to the Treasurer's property tax

calculation, his one per cent of income deduc-
tion has caused people with high incomes to

go to zero on tfiat. They will still be zero

under the new scheme, whereas the group of

people in Ontario who did not get zero on
that credit because their incomes were not

high enough are, in fact, that people who are

absorbing the entire $6 million saving over

last year, which the Province of Ontario is

eflFecting.

Hon. Mr. White: There's just no way of

calculating all of the consequences of my
throwing a pebble into the Adantic Ocean.
And there is just no way of tracing these

economic consequences through space and
time.

Mr. Lewis: If you threw yourself into the

Atlantic!

Mr. Cassidy: Lake Ontario will do.

Hon. Mr. White: The hon. member said

that the property tax credit was 10 per cent.

In fact, for the income class under $3,000 it

amounts to 40 per cent of their taxes, whereas
over $15,000 it is just over two per cent. The
result of having reduced property tax will find

its way into next year's personal income tax,

I have no doubt. It will change things this

way and that way. Leaving money in the

hands of our less prosperous citizens, who
have a greater marginal propensity to con-

sume and a smaller marignal propensity to

save, will increase retail sales in this province
and no doubt give some support to our retail

sales tax revenues. But there comes a point
at which the mind cannot reach beyond.
You're getting in an area here in the third

and fourth dimension which is beyond cal-

culation, quite frankly.

Mr. Bounsall: But you will admit at this

point that the people who were, in fact, get-

ting the greatest percentage saving under
the property tax rebate are the ones who are

hardest hit by a decrease in property tax

credits that go out across this province?

Hon. Mr. White: I am not prepared to

accept that.

Mr. Lewis: Just before this section carries,

Mr. Chairman, may I say to the minister that

you have more than a marginal propensity,

you have an abnormal propensity to decep-
tion. Although it may not be—

Hon. Mr. White: Oh, I think you are

exaggerating.

Mr. Lewis: —calculated on your part, it's

calculated for you. The most extraordinary

statement in this entire budget debate around
the sales tax and around the subsequent

figures was your statement, rung from the
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rafters, of, "Not a dollar more, not a dime,

not—"

Hon. Mr. White: Not a nickel.

Mr. Lewis: "—a five cent piece". No, it

wasn't a nickel; it was, "not a five cent

piece."

Now I am much more charitable than

many on this side, and I will not read to

you the editorials from almost every paper
in the province proclaiming you a laughing
stock for an assertion so brazen and so false.

Because with this tax, Mr. Treasurer, every

single family in this province wiU find them-

selves spending a $20, $50, or $100 bill over

and above what it cost them last year. And
the additional tables which you inadvertently

provided from your Treasury makes that

demonstrable in every case. And I don't

know why this budget was brought down
for those reasons-

Mr. Chairman: Order, please!

Mr. Lewis: Well, Mr. Chairman, you call

me into order when I am coming to my pero-
ration. You always intrude on the perora-

tion, and then you prolong it because we
have to wind ourselves up again.

Mr. Chairman: Please go ahead.

Mr. Lewis: All right. Good, good. Thank

you very much. You see, it worked.

May I say to you, Mr. Treasurer, if it

hadn't occurred to you, that we are voting

against this clause because it is unprece-
dented to vote against the clause which en-

titles the bill. We are voting against this

clause because the additional statistical ma-
terial provided by your ministry demon-
strated to us beyond the shadow of a doubt

that the tax continues to be regressive, that

it falls hardest on the working poor, that it

will cost everybody much more money in

1973-1974 than it cost them last year, and
that your contention is without foundation.

So we will, to your surprise, divide the

House.

Mr. Chairman: Ready for the question—
I am sorry.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, if I may,
I have heard the most extraordinary theories

and superlatives from the leader of the

NDP, capped now by this final outburst-

Mr. Lewis: Yesl Superlatives!

Hon. Mr. White: —which accuses me in a

sense that I am sure is not parliamentary

here or elsewhere. The two per cent increase

will this year turn up $280 million. The
three principal items on the expenditure side

are-

Mr. Cassidy: Is this the litany again?

Hon. Mr. White: —municipal grants, up
$182 million-no, not up $182 million-

Mr. Lewis: Up $440 million.

Hon. Mr. White: -up more than $400
million-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: -but up $182 milHon

in brand new grants; $90 million for the

brand new retail sales tax credit-

Mr. Lewis: We know all about that.

Hon. Mr. White: -and $20 million to

double the pensioners' credit. Now $182 mil-

lion plus $90 million plus $20 million is $292

million, which is quite obviously more than

$280 million. Do you agree with that?

Mr. Lewis: Oh come on!

Hon. Mr. White: Do you agree that 292

is more than 280? And that doesn't take

into consideration-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: You are prolonging this debate,

you know.

Hon. Mr. White: -the $16 million for

farmers or the $5 million for succession

duties, and many other benefits that will

flow from this.

Mr. Chairman: Ready for the question?

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, under what

you recognize as the provocation of the

Treasurer—except that the great bulk of that

$180 million will never find its way back to

the families upon whom you have imposed
an additional sales tax. Because those whose
rent are excluded, and all of the commercial

and businesses pass it on—and you know and

I know that tnose figures are therefore falla-

cious. You can't place that kind of income

and expenditure as though they were some-

how equitable. They will mean nothing to

a majority of families in the province.

Mr. Chairman: Ready for the question.

The motion is, of course, shall section 10

stand as part of the bill?
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The House divided on the motion, which
was approved on the following vote.

Clerk of the House: Mr. Chairman, the

ayes are 53, the nays are 32.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the section car-

ried.

Bill 98, as amended, reported.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the com-
mittee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the commit-
tee of the whole House reports one bill with

amendments and asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

THIRD READING

Clerk of the House: Third reading of Bill

98, An Act to amend the Retail Sales Tax
Act.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, there are still a few things to be
said on the third reading of this bill.

We have seen, I think, within the last

month the approach that has been taken by
this government with respect to the passage
of this form of legislation. As you are aware,
Mr. Speaker, there have been changes to this

Act. We have found that certain amendments
dealing with the taxation of the sources of

energy have been removed by the govern-
ment. We have found on the other hand
that certain things have been persisted with.

In the approach that has been taken by
this party, and in the response that we have
seen from the populace of this province, we
find now, as we have found before, that the

passage of this bill is not in the best in-

terests of the people of this province.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Breithaupt: That is not only the case
of the change in energy tax, it is also par-
ticularly the case of the failure of this gov-
ernment to make sure that the imposition of
this tax was certain and clear as of a cer-
tain date. And more so than anything else,
the feeling abroad within this province is

that this tax has not only been poorly planned
in advance, but the whole tenor of its impo-
sition, the clarity with which any tax should
be imposed, and the assured approach that

people are responsible for the payment of

the tax, one way or the other, is simply not
in this statute. This, indeed, is more the

problem than the simple increase from five

to seven per cent. That is, of course, not to

say that that 40 per cent increase is not bad

enough of itself, but particularly in this case

we have found a government that does not
know what tax it wishes to raise, that does
not know how to raise that tax, and having
come before the House, does not know how
to implement its own legislation. And in

those particular points of concern, we share

the views that many others have taken across

this province.

It would not be worthwhile, at this point,
I think, to quote many of the editorial com-
ments that have been made, nor many of

the petitions and letters that all members on
all sides of the House have received. But in

my view particularly, with my responsibility
as critic for financial matters so far as my
own party is concerned, I do believe that

the imposition of this tax is a most unfortu-

nate one.

It bears most strongly on those people who
cannot afford to pay, it bears more particu-

larly on those who cannot shift the burden
of taxation, as many of the manufacturers
or vendors will be able to do within the

province.

And I suggest, Mr. Speaker, that in re-

viewing the comments of this tax, and in

reviewing the comments that have been made
throughout the first and second readings, and
also within committee, that it behooves all

of the members of this House to make a

very serious decision before they decide to

support or oppose this retroactive legislation.

We, in the Liberal Party, believe that the

imposition of the taxes set out in this statute

is wrong. We believe that there are harms

being done to the people of our province by
this bill. And I suggest, Mr. Speaker, that any
member reviewing the contents of this stat-

ute will agree that these kinds of taxes are

not in the best interests of our people. And
I call upon all of the members of this House
to vote against third reading of this bill.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Mr. Speaker,

just before you call for third reading, I would
like to draw to the attention of the Treasurer

(Mr. White), that there must be something
about the nine digits or the 90s that has some
evil aspect for this government. I would call

to your attention, sir, and remind you that a

former Attorney General, I believe, brought
in a bill-Bill 99?-Bill 99, which was his

downfall, sir. I say to you that I think that
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Bill 98, one less than 99, is as iniquitous as

that bill, and will be the downfall of the

present Treasurer of this province.

Mr. Breithaupt: The only problem is it's

marked down to 98.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Mr.

Speaker, the Treasurer is already a fallen

man. One need not contemplate his downfall.

We will oppose the bill on third reading, as

might have been expected, even from those

trembling hearts in the rump.

Mr. Breithaupt: Noises from the rump!

Mr. Lewis: A metaphor I hadn't intended.

I may say-

Mr. Reid: Somewhat mixed.

Mr. Lewis: Mixed indeed. I might say, Mr.

Speaker, that the debate having raged, the

issues are clear. We continue our opposition
on third reading for reasons which are every-
where evident. The tax is unnecessary; the

tax is regressive; the tax is incompetently
drawn up; the tax is, in fact, illegal. There
is not a single redeeming feature about this

piece of legislation.

Mr. J. H. Jessiman (Fort William): And the

hon. member is—

Mr. Lewis: More than that, Mr. Speaker,
more than that. The tax is immoral, because
it is immoral to place a tax burden on indi-

viduals and families across this province,
when the revenues could have been drawn
from the corporate sector, from the resource

sector, from capital gains tax, from succession

duties, from all the appropriate revenue
sources which this minister, in a kind of un-
heralded obstinacy, refused to call upon. In-

stead he turns his insatiable lust for additional

revenue upon the families and individuals in

Ontario. And for that he stands condemned
as a viable Treasurer. For that, frankly, he is

going to bring his government down.

Unlike other issues, which are sometimes

intangible and fleeting, the government is not
assaulted in this one. But on an issue where

every citizen every day pays an additional

tax, tangible and felt, from fewer and fewer

dollars, there is emerging a province-wide
hostility which bodes ill for this government,
and which is part of its cumulative disrepute.
This tax is the latest in that extraordinary

procession of errors.

When the Premier (Mr. Davis) comes back,
Mr. Speaker, he will say of this minister, as

he has said of other ministers, in the words

of Henry, "Will no one save me from this

man?" And the Treasurer, quiet, alone, con-

fined to his own sense of—

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
That's what you hope.

Mr. Lewis: —imperfection and infallibility,

is going to blunder on. Blunder the Treasurer

does with all the epithets that he hurls

across. This budget is not worthy of him; it

is not worthy of him, it is not worthy of his

government. They're in great diflBculty. As a

matter of fact, the Minister of Revenue—

An hon. member: Now we are talking!

Mr. Lewis: —so unable to handle his de-

partment that he had to call on his assistant

to create the havoc rather than do it him-

self, has little to say in this debate.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He was pretty capable.

An hon. member: More capable of it than

the minister.

Mr. Reid: He was almost as incompetent
as the minister.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): He just

dug the grave deeper; that's all.

Mr. Lewis: Between the parliamentary
assistant and the Minister of Revenue and the

provincial Treasurer, we were treated to a

triad of incompetence that is not often felt

in this Legislature, and we, of course, appre-
ciated it.

Mr. Breithaupt: Three blind mice!

Mr. Lewis: We know how strongly the

Treasurer feels about his budget. We know
how he is infatuated by the press clippings.
We know how he nurtures them and draws

on them for strength; but let us tell you, Mr.

Speaker, this Treasurer has done more to

damage this government than all of his cabi-

net colleagues combined.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The member may not

be factual but he is poetic.

Mr. Lewis: We would have thought that

impossible. So we continue to oppose this

absolutely unjust and immoral tax.

Mr. W. Newman (Ontario South): If the

member feels so strongly about it, why doesn't

he support it?

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewds: I have done that, too, Mr.

Speaker. Even though it causes the hon.
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member for Welland (Mr. Momingstar) un-

believable agony to have to rise yet again,
we are dividing the House.

Mr. Speaker: Before the hon. minister

replies, are there any other members who
wish to participate in this brief debate on
third reading?

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): I appreciate, Mr. Speaker, your being
sure that all other members have an oppor-
tunity to express their views on this, the

third reading of the Retail Sales Tax Amend-
ment Act. This is a circumstance when we
have the opportunity to briefly express our

opposition to a piece of legislation which we
believe in the long run will be seriously

damaging to the Treasurer personally.

I know that he doesn't like repetition, but
we can't let an opportunity like this go by
without assuring the citizens of the Province
of Ontario, who are paying the imposition of

this tax and have been since May 1, that we
are opposed to it and that we feel that a

serious error in judjrement has been made
by the government. I don't think it is fair,

even on the basis of cabinet solidarity, to

include all the members of the government.
I personally don't believe they knew a

thing about it until the Treasurer read his

budget statement. He might have let a
few of his cronies in on it a few hours be-
forehand.

Mr. Breithaupt: Surprise, surprisel

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He had only the approval
of his boss who never seems to attend the

Legislature these days. The Premier obviously
knew.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer and Minister of

Intergovernmental AflFairs): He is over in

England.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes, right. He is in Eng-
land.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Oh, to be
in England now that April's passed.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I understand that the

day after tomorrow he's going to meet Her
Majesty herself to make final arrangements
for her visit to Ontario. But X'm sure, Mr.
Speaker, attending the House as you do,
day after day and hour after hour, you are
as aware as we are that the Premier shirks
his responsibilities in the Legislature.

Hon. Mr. White: He is in England.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Samia): Every Thurs-

day!

Mr. R. F. Nixon: This has been most
noticeable-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —since it has become
publicly apparent that his administration is

falling apart.

Mr. Foulds: How does it feel to be the
second Treasurer in a row who has been
deserted by the Premier?

Mr. Jessiman: The member is really—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Basic incompetence is

evident all along the Treasury benches!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Perhaps even more im-

portant than that—

Mr. Bullbrook: No more one-arm.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: More important than

that, his chief advisers have lost confidence

in their ability to direct the afiFairs of the

province.

Nowhere in any area of government has

this become more important and more appa-
rent than in the responsibility of the Trea-

surer himself. He has been in over his head
with this tax legislation. He has not been
well-served by his colleagues in the cabinet,

and he has called upon them from time to

time to give assistance in the discussion.

Mr. Bullbrook: The Minister of Revenue

disputes the word "discussion."

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The Treasurer, as an

economist himself, seems to have missed some
of the basic lectures on what contributes to

the inflationary pressures which have been

brought to the attention of the House by the

hon. member for Samia in his contributions

to the debate. By the imposition of this tax

there has been a quantum increase not only
in the cost of living itself but in the pressures

applied to the cost of living.

We are opposed to the decision taken by
the Treasurer and the Premier and adhered

to, through loyalty if nothing else, by the
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other members of the cabinet and the back-

benchers who were informed at the time of

the budget. They reahze the mistake has

been a serious one. We in the province are

now in the position of finding ourselves

financed basically by the imposition of a

sales tax which returns more to the Treasury
than any other source of income.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): Let the member ask his friend in

Ottawa; he has so much money he is em-
barrassed up there.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: This is an indication of

the philosophy of the government which is

prepared to rely on that sort of taxation as

its basic source of income.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The eight per cent of

the Liberal provinces.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The leader of the NDP
says in ringing tones—and we all know he is

not a demagogue—that he is prepared to

divide the House. Mr. Speaker, so are we,
and when the roll is counted you may find

our names ahead of his.

An hon. member: No, the member won't

again.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. minister.

Mr. Foulds: Not a bad speech for Abou
Ben Adhem.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, this debate
has certainly been far-ranging and detailed.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Repetitive.

Hon. Mr. White: I suppose everything has
been said several times if not more.

Mr. Bounsall: Withdraw it.

~
Hon. Mr. White: That is a fact the Leader

of the Opposition will not be aware of, he

having just returned here, having missed the
last vote.

Mr. Foulds: Is he ever here?

Hon. Mr. White: I say this in a friendly
fashion because he is retiring next fall.

Mr. Bullbrook: The only thing cheap about
the Treasurer is his comments. His taxes are

very expensive.

Hon. Mr. White: We understand the rea-

son he is retiring and we wish him good
luck.

Mr. Breithaupt: Don't count on it.

Hon. Mr. White: I have read that the

leader of the NDP is retiring and I can

understand the reasons for that also.

Mr. Breithaupt: The Treasurer will be call-

ing the member for Brant Premier.

Mr. Bullbrook: We will remind the Treas-

urer of this in two years' time.

Mr. G. E. Smith (Simcoe East): Where is

the member for York Centre (Mr. Deacon)?

Hon. Mr. White: Not dissimilar, I suspect,
from the reason of the Leader of the Oppo-
sition.

Mr. Foulds: We are always falling and the

government—

Hon. Mr. White: He has relied so heavily

upon the UAW, which apparently is with-

drawing its support-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): Talk about
the taxi

Hon. Mr. White: —to say nothing of the

steel workers who were never enamoured of

him.

Mr. Sargent: Talk about the tax. White!

Hon. Mr. White: Now we find, Mr.

Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: Order, please!

An hon. member: Let's have some order

from the member for Grey-Bruce.

Mr. Speaker: It is certainly improper for

one hon. member to refer to another hon.

member simply by his last or Christian name.

I would ask the hon. member to address him

properly if he wants to interject.

Mr. Sargent: Let him talk about the tax.

An hon. member: You keep trying, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Breithaupt: Withdraw that name.

Interjections by hon. members:

Hon. Mr. White: We have seen a paroxysm
of opposition-

Mr. Breithaupt: That is a good word.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Mis-

representation from the government side of

the House.
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Hon. Mr. White: —tinged with hatred from

the opposition.

Mr. BuUbrook: Hatred?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: I have to ask myself, why
are they so hysterical? I think I've got the

answer-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: —having been in politics

here for 14 years next month.

Mr. Breithaupt: Well, it seems like it!

An hon. member: Right.

Hon. Mr. White: I think I've got the

answer. They realize that all the costs are

now apparent to the people, and that all the

benefits will flow not just for a few weeks
but for years and, I suggest, decades.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: He is a dreamer.

Mr. Cassidy: That was very dutiful and
no more.

Hon. Mr. White: Because, you see, we have

provided $2.4 billion to our municipalities in

contrast to less than $2 billion last year.

Mr. Foulds: Same old, tired arguments.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Yes, but it works.

Hon. Mr. White: And we had to have some
additional revenues to make this enormous

shift, the largest I suppose in the history of

the province-

Mr. Reid: Nobody questions that.

Hon. Mr. White: —off the property tax,

and we had to have the revenues to com-

pletely eliminate tax on productive farm
land. And we had to have revenues-

Mr. Cassidy: His memory is so short.

Hon. Mr. White: —to continue the world's

first guaranteed annual income, and I wish
the member for Lakeshore (Mr. Lawlor) were
here—

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): It won't
wash in the north and the Treasurer knows it.

Hon. Mr. White: —because there was an
article in the London Observer early in 1969

by Arthur Toynbee—

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Remember 1969? We were
in worse shape then.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): We were in

worse shape then.

Hon. Mr. White: —in which he said "the

Conservative government of John Robarts has

proposed to do what no other government in

the whole world, not even the communist

governments, would dare embark upon, and
that is to say, the negative income tax to a

guaranteed annual income." And now, of

course, as I mentioned earlier, we see Britain

following in our wake.

Mr. MacDonald: He is unreal.

Hon. Mr. White: The benefits which flow-

Mr. Lewis: Would the Treasurer pay seven

per cent sales tax?

Hon. Mr. White: —from this budget will

establish it as part of the structure of this

province. The benefits will flow on, and 2%
years hence or whenever it is, these lads, my
colleagues, will be back here in full force,

once again the government of Ontario.

Mr. Breithaupt: He is fighting for a deck

chair on the Titanic.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: No wonder they are so

angry.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for third read-

ing of Bfll 98.

Shall the motion carry?

The House divided on the motion for third

reading of Bill 98, which was approved on
the following vote:

Ayes Nays

Allan
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Nays

Good
Lawlor
Lewis
MacDonald
Newman
(Windsor-

Walkerville)
Nixon

(Brant)
Paterson

Reid
Renwick
RiddeU
Ruston

Sargent

Singer
Smith

(Nipissing)

Spence
Stokes

Worton

Young-32

Ayes

Evans
Grossman
Guindon
Handleman
Havrot

Hodgson
(Victoria-Haliburton)

Hodgson
(York North)

Jessiman

Kennedy
Kerr
Lane
Leluk
MacBeth
Maeck
Mcllveen
Meen

Morningstar
Morrow
Newman
(Ontario South)
Nixon

(Dovercourt)
Nuttall

Parrott

Reilly
Rhodes
Root
Rowe
Scrivener

Smith

(Simcoe East)
Smith

(Hamilton Mountain)
Snow
Stewart

Taylor
Timbrell

Villeneuve

Walker
Wardle
Welch
White
Winkler
Wiseman
Yaremko—55

Clerk of the House: Mr. Speaker, the

"ayes" are 55, the "nays" are 32.

Mr. Speaker: I declare the motion carried.

Motion agreed to: third reading of the bill.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, His
Honour awaits to give royal assent to the
measures before us.

The Honourable the Lieutenant Governor
of Ontario entered the chamber of the legis-
lative assembly and took his seat upon the
throne.

ROYAL ASSENT

Hon. W. Ross Macdonald (Lieutenant

Governor): Pray be seated.

Mr. Speaker: May it please Your Honour,
the legislative assembly of the province has,
at its present sittings tiiereof, passed a bill to

which, in the name and on behalf of the
said legislative assembly, I respectfully re-

quest Your Honour's assent.

The Clerk Assistant: The following is the
title of the bill to which Your Honour's
assent is prayed:

Bill 98, An Act to amend the Retail Sales

Tax Act.

Clerk of the House: In Her Majesty's
name, the Honourable the Lieutenant Gov-
ernor doth assent to this bill.

The Honourable the Lieutenant Governor
was pleased to retire from the chamber.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, before I

move the adjournment of the House, if the

gentlemen opposite would care to write down
these items I will read them according to the

way I anticipate I will call them:

1. Item 19, Bill 107; 2. Item 12, Bill 91;
3. Item 14, Bill 95; 4. Item 20, Bill 108;
5. Item 4, Bill 62.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:50 o'clock,

p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Our guests today in the east

gallery are students from York Humber High
School of Toronto; in the west gallery from

Woodside Public School of Oakville; and in

both galleries, students from Holy Name of

Mary High School of Mississauga.

A litde later we will be joined by students

from Dunbarton High School of Pickering,
and Our Lady of Perpetual Help School of

Toronto.

Statements by the ministry.

MAXIMUM PRICES INCREASED IN
OHC PROGRAMME

Hon. A. Crossman (Minister of Revenue):
Mr. Speaker, a short while ago I indicated

that new maximum price limitations per-
mitted by Ontario Housing Corp. under the

lot lease programme were under considera-

tion. I am now in a position to inform the

Legislature in this respect.

The new maximums constitute the first

major change in price limitations since 1968.

In that year the maximum ceilings were set

at $15,000 for three bedrooms, $16,000 for a

four-bedroom house and $17,000 for five bed-
rooms on a uniform basis across the province.

Rising wages, lumber and other material

costs have made it increasingly difficult for

builders to complete houses under these ceil-

ings which are no longer realistic in today's
market. We are making the adjustments so

that this programme, which has seen more
than 13,050 serviced lots brought to market,
does not falter.

There will be different levels between
northern Ontario and Essex county and those

in eastern and southern Ontario, together
with diff^erent price levels for one and two

storey, detached and semi-detached dwellings.
The experience we have gathered over the

years indicates such different maximums are

more realistic. The list is lengthy so I am
tabling it with the Clerk and supplying copies

Tuesday, May 15, 1973

to the hon. members. (See appendix, page
1957).

Some municipalities have regulations which
set minimum square footages for houses

which are higher than the average HOME
plan house. There are also other municipal

requirements such as garages, normally not

included in the HOME plan house, which are

imposed. In such cases these prices will be

adjusted to allow for such local requirements.

GOVERNMENT SERVICES
CAPITAL WORKS PROGRAMME

Hon. J. W. Snow ( Minister of Government

Services): Mr. Speaker, I don't really have a

statement but as my estimates will be coming
before the House in the not too distant future

I would like to table the capital works pro-

gramme of the Minister of Government Serv-

ices. The pages will be distributing them to

the members in a few minutes.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.
Leader of the Opposition.

The hon.

HALDIMAND-NORFOLK
REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Mr. Speaker, I'd like to ask the

Treasurer—leading from his statement yester-

day, freezing the approval for developments
in certain municipalities in Norfolk and
Haldimand counties—if he is aware that the

standards he has set, on the basis of his

statement, are considerably more lax than

those that had already been established by
the local planning authorities in establishing
their official plans, which had been accepted

by the ministry as long ago as two years?
Was it his intention, in fact, to reduce the

stringency of the planning requirements that

had been established under the process? If so,

what was the meaning of his statement when
he said that his freeze appHed to those

municipalities which, in his view, did not

have adequate planning restrictions?

Hon. J. White (Treasurer and Minister of

Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr. Speaker, I
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can't accept the proposition that the zoning
was adequate in those areas where we have

imposed these extraordinary ministerial con-

trols. The reason we did so is because of

the deficiencies in certain of those plans and
because of the overriding control which it

allowed to be imposed on a temporary basis,

while areas subject to enormous development
pressures were reconsidered by the municipal
authorities in co-operation with my ministry.
In the case of the large assembly of 14,000

acres, we thought the oflBcial plan and zoning

bylaw was sufficient, but because of the

nature and the magnitude of the development
we decided to include it in the ministerial

order just to be on the safe side. In fact, the

ministerial orders give us absolute control

and therefore must be more stringent than an

ordinary oflScial plan.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Does
the minister know for sure that his advisers

examined the official plan, for example in

Townsend township, and were therefore

aware that its minimum requirement for a

building permit to be issued was 1,200 sq ft,

where the minister's minimum requirement is

1,000 sq ft? It's a small matter, but surely
it would make it easier for approval to be

granted for certain permits and sort of ease

the restrictions that had been established

previously? The point is, was the minister

aware of a fully worked out and accepted
oflBcial plan for the area before he imposed
his freeze?

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, indeed. My oflBcials

had been working on this for weeks. Tliat's

the reason I was able to bring these very
complicated orders in so quickly, , b<^<^use
the preparation had been done. .\^ -fooH

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Oh,
that is why he did it.

Mr. J. Renwiek (Riverdale): If it were for

a few more weeks they might have been more

complicated.

Hon. Mr. White: In fact, it's not a matter
of 1,200 or 1,000 sq ft; the minister now has
the power to permit or not to permit any
development whatsoever. These are extra-

ordinary measures, utilized infrequently in

special conditions. As I assured the House
yesterday, I think in response to a question
from the Leader of the Opposition, I would

hope to be able to remove these without un-
due delay. I just don't want to set a date on
that.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: What
is the delay in the publication of the report

of the Haldimand and Norfolk study? Why
has it been held up for so long?

Hon. Mr. White: I don't know that I can

give a very good answer to that.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Is it because the Treasurer
has been too busy to get around to it?

Hon. Mr. White: No, it is not. These re-

ports were delivered a long time before I

came along.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: His predecessor was too

busy.

Hon. Mr. White: The fact of the matter is,

the one report having to do with develop-
ment depends, in part, on the intentions of

several major industries. Those plans are not

fully known at the present time.

The other report has to do with local gov-
ernment reform. Conversations have been

taking place in Norfolk and in Haldimand
and there was some hope, a week ago Mon-

day, that the county council in Haldimand

might enter into a compact, so to speak, with

Norfolk. That move has not as yet taken

place, and so there were reasons why each

report was not released previously. I reassert

what I told the hon. Leader of the Opposition
not long ago—that they will be released

within a couple of weeks.

CONTROL OF MEDICARE
EXPENDITURES

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a question of the

Minister of Health, Mr. Speaker.

Can he clarify for the members and for

the taxpayers in the Province of Ontario

where the control of the expenditure of our

Medicare funds actually lies—with his minis-

try or with the committee established under

an enactment of his ministry but controlled

by the College of Physicians and Surgeons?

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health): Mr.

Speaker, I stated earlier that I would be

introducing to the House—when they are

available and ready—the control mechanisms
that we in the ministry and government in-

tend to implement. When they are ready I

will be bringing them into the Legislature.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Is there

any way that we in the Legislature can vote

more fdnds or make more people available

to the minister so that the delay can be re-

duced? Doesn't the minister understand that

the province and the people who must avail

themselves of the services of the medical
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practitioners—and the doctors themselves—

are seriously confused by the inadequacy of

the policy leadership of the minister and his

policy minister?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, I think I am
probably more aware than the hon. member
himself—

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Give us

evidence of it.

Hon. Mr. Potter: —of the need for this pro-

gramme. I am also aware that it is a very
serious matter we are dealing vdth. It has

been properly investigated and reviewed and
when I bring in the proposed controls I want
to be as certain as I can that they are the

controls that should be instituted, Mr.

Speaker. I have no intention of bringing them
in until I have completed my studies.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: In the

light of the minister's knowledge and concern
and the carefulness vdth which he is pre-

paring the constraint or restraint package
that has been before him, I understand, for

two or three years, how can he justify the
fact that the committee that was established
under his own legislation has set up guide-
lines which, in fact, establish a net income
of $51,000 plus for a general practitioner
in the province? Is this a policy vdth which
he agrees and which will be a part of his

statement, when and if he makes it?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, the hon.
member should know that the College of

Physicians and Surgeons did not suggest that

this was a minimum salary. I am more con-
cerned probably than anyone else about the
costs of health in this province. At the same
time, no one is suggesting that we cut back
on services available to the public. The ser-

vices must be provided, and either they are

going to be provided by 8,000 doctors at an
income of so much a year or they are going
to be provided by, maybe, 12,000 or 15,000
doctors at a lower income.

If we are talking about physicians making
too much money, and the member wants to

lower their incomes that is one thing. If he
is talking about providing services to tlie

public, that is another thing. The College of

Physicians and Surgeons has suggested or

recommended that, because of what has ap-
peared to us to be abnormally high incomes,
a standard of care be maintained. The pro-

gramme they are suggesting is that a doctor

giving over and above 300 units of care per
week would not be considered to be giving

adequate care.

As a physician I have a tendency to agree
with them but, on the other hand, there are

circumstances under which a physician can't

limit the number of patients he is going to

see. A patient comes to a doctor's office or

phones for an appointment and it is not until

after he has seen the patient that he can

determine whether the patient should have
been seen in the first place.

I don't think was should be carried away
with the idea that doctors are seeing patients
far more than they need to. They are doing
it, in many cases, because there isn't any
alternative. We are concerned and we are

working toward this and I am delighted
that the College of Physicians and Surgeons
has seen fit to make some recommendations

to us and offer its help.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Recommendations? It has

gone out to the doctors; it's part of their

practice.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, a final sup-

plementary, if you will permit: Does the

minister not agree that we have every right

to be concerned when we realize that under

his administration the Medicare fund is pay-

ing out close to $2 million every day for

medical service alone—that is every day, Sun-

days, Christmas, the minister's birthday and

so on? We are concerned that since he be-

came minister, he has done nothing but ob-

struct the practical application of constraints.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He cancelled the cabinet

decision.

Mr. Speaker: Orderl

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He cancelled it. He can-

celled a cabinet decision. The shame lies on

the minister.

Mr. Speaker: Orderl Orderl

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It is shameful. My col-

league used the right word. It is irresponsible.

An hon. member: It's completely un-

founded.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, the hon.

member is—
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Mr. Speaker: Order! Order!

Hon. Mr. Potter: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition is finally admitting what we in

government and the profession itself warned

years ago was going to happen. This is ex-

actly what has happened. If we want to go
back 18 years ago—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Go back to 1890.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Potter: —when the late hon.
Leslie Frost was negotiating at that time
with Ottawa on the hospital programme, he

pointed out that by including only active

treatment hospitals and chronic hospitals the

system was going to develop the most expen-
sive hospital care programme anywhere in the

world. There was no way that Ottawa at that

time would consider including alternatives,
such as nursing homes or a home-care pro-

gramme and, indeed, the federal government
still refuses now, Mr. Speaker, to do the same

thing. It is because it refused to include this

in the base of a health-sharing programme
that I turned down the programme in Ottawa
two weeks ago.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Does the minister suggest
we do away with both programmes? Is that

what he is suggesting?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary
of the minister: Is it the ministers intention
to enter into an ojBBcial committee arrange-
ment with the doctors, as suggested by the
Ontario College of Physicians and Surgeons,
for the specific purpose of determining
methods of payment and levels of income?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Yes, Mr. Speaker, this is

something that we have been anxious to do
for a long time. As a matter of fact, I think
all members in the Legislature have gone on
record as suggesting that negotiation of fees

is something which should be done. I wel-
come the recommendation of Mr. Pickering
and the approval of the OMA council that

this be set up. We are prepared to start

tomorrow morning.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, the minister is? After 18
years, to use his language, he is going to

negotiate with the profession.

Can I ask the minister another supple-
mentary? Is he prepared to guarantee to the

Legislature, today that there will be no
increase in medical fees, as the OMA has

indicated will happen in 1974, without prior

approval and negotiation on the part of

this government?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Yes, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South):

Question!

Mr. Roy: The member for Renfrew South
doesn't understand the question, eh? Be
honest.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): The
minister can't grasp the concept. That is his

problem. It is a shock to him as a doctor.

Mr. Lewis: Since the minister is un-

certain, I want to ask him again: Is he giving
us a guarantee that never again in the

Province of Ontario will the Ontario Medical
Association be able to raise fees unilaterally
but only after negotiation with and approval
from the government?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, there is

no way that I can give the guarantee to this

House that never again would this happen.

Mr. Lewis: Why not?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Twenty years from now
anything could happen. Ten years from now
anything could happen. There' is no way
that I can make that guarantee.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: As long as the minister is

Minister of Health, however short or long
that may be, can we have that guarantee
in this House?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Should the member live

so long, I would be glad to do so.

Mr. Speaker: We have another supple-

mentary. The hon. member for High Park.

Mr. M. Shuln*an (High Park): Can the

minister inform us, when he brings in his

controls, would this also include controls

on the auxiliary services, particularly

chiropractic?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Definitely, Mr. Speaker.
Much has been said over the last few
months about the need for controls as far

as physicians are concerned but, as the hon.

member is aware because we have discussed

this on many occasions, some of the other

paramedical services need the controls much
more than the medical profession.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.
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MINISTRY OF HEALTH ANNUAL
REPORT

Mr. R. F. Nixons I have a further question
of the Minister of Health. Is he aware of

the directive from Management Board of

Cabinet, dated Aug. 11, 1972, having to do
with annual reports of ministries, which

says under section 2(8): "All annual reports
are to be released not later than three

months after the close of the reporting

period"? If so, how does he square that

with the fact that we have not had a re-

port from the Ministry of Health since

1970?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I don't know why we
haven't, Mr. Speaker, but I know that I

have the reports ready to be tabled on

Thursday afternoon.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): All at

once?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What year?

Mr. Roy: What year?

Hon. Mr. Potter: For 1971.

WATER AND SEWAGE PROJECTS

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a question of the

Minister of the Environment. In his state-

ment to the House last week about the de-

lays in the approval of certain sewage
contracts with municipalities, he stated on

page 2: "A few projects have been de-

layed due to assessments for the specific
area involved." Can he explain to the

House the meaning of the phrase "assess-

ments" and does this refer to cases such as

the town of Waterford, where there has
been signed approval for construction that

was supposed to begin last fall and then
this April? Can he explain why the ministry
has not been prepared to go forward with
the fulfilment of a contract signed in good
faith on both sides?

Hon. J. A. C. Aula (Minister of the En-
vironment): Mr. Speaker, very briefly, in

reply to the first part of the question, the
assessment has to do with costs and the
new subsidy rate which, as I explained at

some length in that statement, caused a
lot of extra work for our staff. As far as

Waterford is concerned, the hon. member
is perhaps aware that I met with the

regional chairman about a week ago—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Regional chairman?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Sorry. Would it be Mr.
Walker?

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Waterford.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It is not in a region—
perhaps it was the mayor.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I have had a lot of

meetings with a lot of people recently, and
I know I had a meeting about that specific

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It is not a region yet!

Hon. Mr. Auld: The project is divided into

three separate contracts, and at that time we
expected the first and second contracts prob-
ably would be ready for tender calls about
the end of next week. I think we estimated
three weeks—there was some delay in the

engineering. As far as the third contract is

concerned, which is for the plant itself, my
staff estimated we would call for tenders on
that one in about six weeks, which would
be about a month from now.

There has been no slow-up in the tender-

ing process. This project hasn't been affected

by the slowdown that we've had on some
other projects, and as far as I know the

tender calls will be on schedule.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Go ahead.

Mr. Good: Another statement in that re-

lease relating to the same subject mentions

"the minister is satisfied with the progress

up to now." Was that a misquote or is he

really satisfied with the fact that the village
of Wellesley has been waiting six years to

get its sewer project started? After the

promises of last year, it has been delayed

again this year; and the release of May 4

says that the minister is satisfied with the

progress that's been made up to now.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, perhaps I

should simply say that I'm satisfied with the

current progress.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

CONTROL OF MEDICARE
EXPENDITURES

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, a further question
of the Minister of Health.
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Now that finally there is to be established

a committee between government and the

Ontario Medical Association, will the minis-

ter allow for public representation on that

committee, independent of civil servants and

practitioners?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, I haven't

had a chance to consider the membership on

this committee. I can see no reason why they
shouldn't be represented.

Mr. Lewis: Nor can I. All right, we'll come
back to it.

May I also ask the minister when he ex-

pects to make his announcement about the

constraint package? Can he give us a target
date for that?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I can't give a target date,

Mr. Speaker, but obviously it can't be much
later. Certainly it will be very shortly.

Mr. Ray: Before 1975?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A million dollars a day.

Mr. Roy: Before 1975?

MEMBERSHIP OF ADVISORY BOARD TO
MINISTER OF NATURAL RESOURCES

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Minister of

Natural Resources, marginally similar.

If I understand correctly, his advisory com-
mittee is meeting for the first time today,
minus representation from the Indian com-

munity. Am I right and, if so, when will the

advisory committee become fully representa-
tive?

Hon. L. Bemier (Minister of Natural Re-

sources): Yes, Mr. Speaker, the minister's ad-

visory committee is meeting for the first time.

I would say to the hon. member that it is

delving into the organization and becoming
familiarized with the operations of the minis-

try.

I have discussed this with Dr. Rogers of

the Royal Ontario Museum and I have some

suggestions myself with regard to the appoint-
ment of a native person to that committee. I

hope this will be done in the next three or

four weeks—definitely before the next meet-

ing.

Mr. Lewis: Definitely?

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): A supple-

mentary: Will the minister make available to

the House the makeup of that advisory com-
mittee? Also, is it true that environmental or

pollution problems are not included in its

terms of reference?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Yes, I can make those

names available, Mr. Speaker. I have stated

clearly to the members of this House that it

will not be dealing with environmental

matters.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary:
Would it be possible for the minister's ad-

visory committee to deal with environmental

matters if the chairman absented himself from

such discussion?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, there is no
need for my advisory committee to deal with

matters of the environment. We have a Min-

istry of the Environment and a very able

minister to look after that aspect.

Mr. Lewis: A question, Mr. Speaker, of

the—no, one further supplementary: Why was
it possible to assemble the entire committee
to start meeting today, but not possible viathin

the period of time the minister has had to

have a representative from the Indian com-

munity?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, I have just

not been able to decide which of the mem-
bers of the Indian community I would like to

have on that committee.

Mr. Lewis: The minister has not been able

to decide? How has he gone about the

choice? What are the channels of determining
the choice?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: That is my choice and

my choice alone.

Mr. Lewis: I would like to know from

among which representatives, or potential

representatives, the minister hasn't been able

to make his decision. Who has he ap-

proached? What is his dilemma? How is it

that he is able to make the decision in every
other case except this instance?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, when I

make that decision the House will be fully

informed of the appointment.

Mr. Stokes: The minister seems to have a

hang-up about that.

Mr. Levds: Does it not strike the minister

as ironic, by way of supplementary—putting
the best feature on it—that he was able to

decide on every single segment of the com-

munity for his advisory committee in advance,

except that from native peoples? Doesn't that
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strike the minister as being something funda-

mentally wrong with his ministry?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: No!

INSURANCE RATES

Mr. Lewis: All right, Mr. Speaker, a ques-
tion of the Minister of Consumer and Com-
mercial Relations. He was going to recall to

his mind an instance when the Superintend-
ent of Insurance—is that what he is called,

or registrar—had rolled back a premium in-

crease recommended by an automobile

insurance company. Has he yet found such

an instance?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Com-

munity and Social Services): Mr. Speaker, I

don't recollect the question. I am not denying
the existence of it, of course, but I don't

recollect the question having been asked of

me. Could the member assist me in that? I

am sorry.

Mr. Lewis: For a minister who has always
had total recall, I am surprised. There was an

exchange about premium levels and it was

suggested by the opposition that the Super-
intendent of Insurance merely rubber-stamped
the increases in premiums. The minister was

going to try to find an instance when some-

thing else had been done. Does he recall?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes, I do now. I thank

the member. I didn't understand the matter

to which he referred; and I thank him for

his compliment about my recall.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): It is

fading, though.

An hon. member: Recoil or recall?

Hon. Mr. Clement: What was the question

again?

Mr. Speaker, before the committee sitting
on estimates last evening, this question was

put to the Superintendent of Insurance—I

believe by the member for Downsview (Mr.

Singer)—and we received the advice of that

particular individual on that occasion, and
there have been two instances, I believe, he

reported, in the last two years.

I do not have the particulars as to the com-

pany or the amount that was rolled back to

the company but Mr. Silver, of my ministry,

interjected at that time before estimates, that

there were two occasions in the last two

years that he recalled. Of course, they are

now undergoing review right now by my

ministry; that is, the rates which are now

being put forward by the industry.

Mr. Lewis: Could the minister table those

in the House, by the way? Could he table

the two instances in the House?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I would be pleased to.

PROVINCIAL LAND IN
DOWNTOWN TORONTO

Mr. Lewis: Thank you. May I ask the

provincial Treasurer what has happened to

the status of the 55 acres, apparently owned

by the government of Ontario, central to the

Metro Centre development in downtown
Toronto?

Hon. Mr. White: I think the Minister of

Government Services may be the appropriate

person to ask. The last information I had
available was that negotiations were con-

tinuing.

Mr. Lewis: I would be glad to redirect the

question to the Minister of Goverrmient Serv-

ices, prefacing it with the note that for 18

months we haven't been able to get a reply
on what the government intends to do with

those 55 acres. Now what is happening?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, I presume
the 55 acres are still in the same location as

they have been for some time. This matter is

being handled by cabinet as a whole, I be-

lieve, and my ministry has not been taking

any action on this matter.

Mr. Lewis: Is it true, then, by way of

supplementary, that the cabinet is engaged in

surrendering those 55 acres of prime land in

the heart of downtown Toronto to the Metro

Centre development in exchange for $1, or

whatever nominal payment is required ,rather

than an exchange for an equal parcel of land

or specific use of the land by way of low

rental housing or a payment for the land? Are

we in Ontario throwing away 55 acres of

absolutely prime land to a private develop-
ment company? When will the minister have

an answer?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, as I believe

I just said, this is not a matter which is be-

ing handled by my ministry. To my knowl-

edge, no decisions such as the hon. member

suggests have been made.

Mr. Lewis: No further questions.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa

East.
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LCBO HIRING POLICY

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, I have a question of

the Minister of Consumer and Commercial

Relations, who is in charge of the Liquor
Control Board of Ontario.

Would the minister advise whether it is

the policy or the practice of that board to

hand out job applications for openings in

local liquor stores to local Tory organizations
as was done in Leeds county where one,
Richard Abrams, the head of the local Tory
association, was handing out job application
forms for an opening?

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): That
was happening in Lanark 10 years ago.

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, that is not the

policy of the board. Everyone who works for

the board is hired out of Toronto. Applica-
tion forms are kept at each individual store,

so I am advised, for the convenience of those

who make enquiries.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: On the basis of individual

merit.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Some

people have more merit than others, that's

all.

Mr. Roy: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker.
Would the minister investigate this situation

because it has been confirmed by this gentle-
man, Richard Abrams, that he did have these

application forms and was handing them out?
Would the minister not agree that it is not
a fair practice to have local Tory associations

handing out application forms?

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Besides, they
always get the worst people that way.

Mr. Lewis: Surely the minister can give
some to the Liberal association?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I reiterate

that all hiring must be done from Toronto. I

have no control over the application forms,
if they get into the hands of someone or are

handed out. If there is someone whose name
the member would like to give to me so that
1 might send an application to him—

Mr. Cassidy: It is so blatant it isn't true.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
South.

Mr. Roy: One further supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: All right. The hon. member
for Ottawa East has a supplementar)'.

Mr. Roy: If, in fact, the application should

come from the Liquor Control Board would

the minister not agree that it should not have

been in the hands of the local Tory organiza-
tion or association?

Mr. Yakabuski: Even the member can have

one.

Mr. Roy: Would the minister not agree
that it is being far too restrictive if one has

to be a Tory to get a job? He will be running
out of applicants shortlyl

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: The minister should explain
that he has to get out all the jobs in the next

two years.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, if the

Liquor Control Board of this province hired

as liquor inspectors everyone who has ap-

proached me in the last eight months, we
would have about 250 more than we have

got! I get them all the time. The forms are

available for anyone.

Mr. Lewis: I have an application here from

the member for Ottawa East. I will send it

over to the minister.

Mr. Br«itfaaupt: With the member's per-
sonal endorsement.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York

South.

PROVINCIAL ACTION SUGGESTED TO
RELOCATE DANGEROUS INDUSTRIES

Mr. MacDonald: I have a question of the

provincial Treasurer in his capacity as the

minister responsible for municipal affairs.

Since the explosion and fire yesterday—and,

in that instance, four deaths—is the second

time in living memory that this kind of thing

has happened with the same company on the

same site, does the minister and his govern-
ment share the concern and the public hopes
of Mayor Philip White that the provincial

government might co-operate with municipal-
ities in at least relocating such companies—
I would add, in terms of spelling out regula-

tions, conceivably through the fire marshal's

ofiBce which, under these circumstances and

perhaps even more widely, would certainly

compel the relocation of such disaster-

potential industries now in residential areas?
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Hon. Mr. White: I wasn't aware of Mayor
White's suggestion. I have high regard for

Mayor White, however, and I will certainly

give it very serious consideration.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville was up before.

CENTRALIZED EMERGENCY
SERVICE FOR WINDSOR

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Minister

of Health. In view of the comments of a Dr.

J. Whitty, who has been in communication
with the minister, that a centralized emer-

gency service could save the province $500,000
at least in the city of Windsor, is the minister

giving consideration to his suggestion that a

centralized emergency service be set up in

the city of Windsor?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, we're look-

ing at all these recommendations. We've had
them from many parts of the province. At the

present time, we're studying them. This is a

matter which was discussed a week ago at

the ministers' conference in Ottawa—this al-

ternative to our expensive methods of treat-

ment. I can only assure the hon. member
that we're considering this one as well as

others in the province.

Mr. B. Newman: A supplementary: May I

ask the minister when we could expect an
answer from him?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Really, Mr. Speaker, I

can't tell the hon. member today when this

matter is going to be finalized. A lot of study
is being made of the various programmes.
We're anxious to establish as many as we can.

As soon as we are able to work out the

details of our cost-sharing with Ottawa well
know how much more money is going to be
made available to us for this type of experi-
mental procedure and then I'll be in a posi-
tion to advise the member when it will pro-
ceed in Windsor.

Mr. B. Newman: Another supplementary,
Mr. Speaker: Would the minister not then
consider a pilot project in the city?

Hon. Mr. Potter: This is what Tm refer-

ring to, Mr. Speaker, but I have to have the
funds to do it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor West.

GOVERNMENT CLASSIFIED TRADES

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Mr.

Speaker, a question of the Minister of Gov-
ernment Services: Why has the ministerial

increase of 35 cents an hour, granted some
two months ago by the Civil Service Commis-
sion to the certified skilled tradesmen in the

employ of the government not yet been paid?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I'm not sure, Mr. Speaker,

why that would be. I would assume that in

any of these negotiations when a retroactive

pay increase is awarded it always takes some
time for recalculating the back pay. I think

it's normally a couple of months before this

money goes out. I'll certainly look into it.

Mr. Shulman: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: A supplementary, the hon.

member for High Park.

Mr. Shulman: Has the minister yet found

the memorandum about which he knew noth-

ing and about which I asked him about two
weeks ago on the subject of the pay being
so low that all his electricians were quitting?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I didn't hear the first part
of that question, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Shulman: Has the minister yet dis-

covered the confidential memorandum which
he was asked about in this House and which
he said he knew nothing about, which said

the pay was so low that all his electricians

were quitting?

Mr. Speaker: That's hardly a supple-

mentary. It's a new question.

Mr. Foulds: But it's a good question.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, first of all,

I'd like to say there was no such thing as a

confidential memorandum. There was no

memorandimi to me. I did locate a memo-
randum between two members of my staff

relating partially to that subject.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That's really confi-

dential.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-

loo Nordi.

REGIONAL POLICE COMMISSIONS

Mr. Good: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the provincial Treasurer. In view of the

fact tliat the Provincial Secretary for Justice

some months ago made a speech stating that
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in his view judges should no longer be mem-
bers of local police commissions, and in view
of the fact that the regional municipalities
have only two of five members of the local

council represented on the police commis-

sions, would the minister give favourable con-

sideration to legislation mat would put the

regional police commission in the regional

municipality of Waterloo under the control

of the regional council?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, this was the

subject of some discussion with the provin-

cial-municipal liaison committee last Thurs-

day.
We are reconsidering the makeup of

police commissions in municipalities and in

regions. The Solicitor General, the minister

responsible, was present and pointed out that

other jurisdictions in North America have
studied our system and have commented

favourably on it.

The provision of people other than elected

oflBcials does remove the control of the police
one step, so to speak, from the municipal
council. In certain circumstances this may be
desirable. Notwithstanding the relatively suc-

cessful operation of these police commissions

and the reasons offered in defence of that

system, the Solicitor General undertook to re-

consider the arguments advanced by the

municipal liaison committee, and no doubt
it will enter into the next meeting, which will

be held on the second Friday in June.

Mr. Singer: The hon. member for Parkdale.

DEMOLITION OF HOUSES IN TORONTO

Mr. J. Dukszta (Parkdale): My question is

of the provincial Treasurer.

Is the minister aware that families on
Bleeker and Ontario Sts. are being evicted so

that the developer, to whom the houses be-

long, can demolish them, even though he
intends to apply for rezoning of the area, a

process which will take monms, if not years?

Under the circumstances, will the minister

try to amend the Planning Act to enable

municipalities to exercise proper demolition
control and avoid this type of inhumane treat-

ment of families?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, this matter
no doubt will be discussed in the private bills

committee tomorrow as it apphes to Toronto.
In fairness to the committee, I think the
minister's position should be reserved until

diat time.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-
view.

COURT RULING
ON LAND ACQUISITION

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Attorney General.

Is the Attorney General yet able to advise
us as to whether there is any policy statement
in relation to the decision made by the Court
of Appeal in the reference under the Con-
stitutional Questions Act relating to the con-
fusion in certain titles in the Province of

Ontario, particularly as this affects such de-

velopments as Whiterock, Century City and
others where many people seem to continue
to be most unfairly treated?

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, this question arose in my estimates
a week or so ago. I think the hon. member
raised it, among others; we had some dis-

cussions. At that point I advised that once the

decision was received from the Court of

Appeal, I had submitted it to the other
ministries involved and had established an
interministerial committee, which is working
on this matter. It will come forward shortly
vdth proposals for a policy decision, but the
decision has not been taken as yet.

Mr. Singer: By way of supplementary, is

the minister not aware of the very consider-

able difficulty being faced by such people as

those farmers who apparendy sold land or

think they might have sold land in what was
at one time called the Century City develop-
ment and many others throughout the Prov-
ince of Ontario as well?

Hon. Mr. Bales: The Century City matter,
I'm sure as the member knows, is now before
the courts; and it is a different problem from
the type of problem dealt with under the

Constitutional Questions Act. The matter
raised there is a defence in connection with
that action; it's before the courts and will be
dealt with that way. The other matter which
is somewhat related but involves a different

type of situation and particularly relates to

the Planning Act, will be considered in the

light of the interministerial discussion and
recommendations.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

EMPLOYMENT OF HANDICAPPED
PERSONS

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Mr. Speaker, I

have a question of the Provincial Secretary
for Social Development
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Does the Provincial Secretary recognize the

urgent need to establish a mechanism within

his sphere of influence to ensure that persons

in the Province of Ontario who are handi-

capped, whether naturally or by way of in-

dustrial accident, will be given an opportunity
for employment in the government service?

Hon. R. Welch (Provincial Secretary for

Social Development): I find that a very inter-

esting observation. Actually, Mr. Speaker, if

the hon. member would take a look at the

policy paper which was published by the

secretariat, there are some interesting ques-
tions raised there about the whole question
of the approach to the handicapped, although
that particular report refers to mental handi-

caps and particularly retardation. There is

some question raised there for public discus-

sion of the possibility of finding some common
approach to handicaps generally.

I think the observation is a very interesting

one, and I assure the hon. member that it's

one of some interest to me personally and to

my colleagues.

iMr. Deans: By way of supplementary ques-

tion, can I ask if the Provincial Secretary's
interest has gone beyond contemplation to

the point of perhaps implementing a pro-

gramme that will funnel those people who
are unable to find employment because of a

handicap—as I say, sometimes by way of com-

pensation, sometimes otherwise—into oppor-
tunities within the public service, which will

lead the way and show the private sector what
it ought to be doing in the same field?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, obviously
it hasn't reached the stage of implementation,
but I do remind the hon. member once

again that the policy paper, with respect to

retardation, does in fact raise the question
as to whether there may be some common
approach to handicaps generally. I can assure

the member that the point he raised is of

more than just passing interest.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Samia.

AMALGAMATION OF HOSPITAL
SERVICES

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Sarnia): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. A question of the Minister of

Health:

In connection with the decision arrived

at by the minister, the hon. member for

Lambton (Mr. Henderson), and the chair-

men of the two hospital commissions in my
riding, relative to the amalgamation of

obstetrical and pediatric services, could he

give me his opinion as to whether that de-

cision is a ministerial decision or an
autonomous decision of the local boards? If

it's the former, could he advise whether he
is going to respond in any way to the tre-

mendous public impulse in connection with
the amalgamation?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, in Samia,
as in other areas of the province, the boards

have been getting together to study the needs
of a particular area, to study the services

that are already there and to work out the

details of how services may be amalgamated
in one or two of the hospitals concerned.

The chairmen of the two boards from
Samia met with me with a proposal saying
that they had had extensive investigation

over the past two years, they recognized
that there were duplications of services in

the two hospitals and recommended to me
that they make certain changes—that obstet-

rics be in one hospital, for instance, and

pediatrics in another. I think there were

some changes as far as x-ray or some other

facilities were concerned. At that meeting
I assured them that I was prepared to go

along with them on these proposals because

this is the programme we've been develop-

ing across the province—to stop duplication

and unnecessary expenditures.

I later received a communication from

them to say that they had each had a

meeting of their boards of govemors and

it was a unanimous decision of the boards

that they go ahead with these proposals.

Under the circumstances, I am quite pre-

pared to go ahead; after all, the boards do

operate the hospitals. I know that they
have had great diflBculty over the years

trying to get an agreement between the

hospitals. I think a lot of the diflBculty was

due to, let us say, some of those involved

with providing the services in the area, as

well as the public. It's not just one-sided.

Mr. Bullbrook: For the sake of clarification

—and I appreciate very much the breadth

of his response—am I correct in assuming
that I can convey to my constituents that

any disfavour in connection with this de-

cision must be brought to the attention of

the local commission, that the decision is

essentially theirs and not the ministry's?

And may I be picayune in asking the

minister why wasn't I invited to that meet-

ing when the member for Lambton was
there since the hospitals—
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Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):

Oh, wasn't the member for Sarnia invited?

Mr. Bullbrook: —are in my riding and the

minister knows of my intense interest in

the matter?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, I arranged

to meet with the chairmen of the boards

at their request. I anticipated if they wanted

the member present they probably would

have contacted me through him, which they

hadn't done. Secondly, yes, Mr. Speaker-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Potter: —any comments that the

local residents might have on this matter

should be referred to the boards of governors
who are responsible for the administration of

those hospitals.

Mr. Bullbrook: So that the petition from

7,000 people, now signed and growing
steadily, should not come to the ministry

since the ministry didn't eflFect that decision?

That's understood without equivocation,

right?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, it's a funny

thing, we hear every day-

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): He's

going to backtrack now, I think.

Hon. Mr. Potter: —about the need for

decentralizing authority and the need for

allowing the local residents to handle their

own affairs, and this is exactly what we're

trying to do. This goes along fine until there

is a group of people in a community which
doesn't like-

Mr. Ruston: They don't like a sledge-
hammer being held over them.

Hon. Mr. Potter: —the local decisions, and
when they don't like the local decisions

they want to drop it in my lap. There is no
way, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Ruston: A sledge-hammer approach.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The question period has now
expired.

Mr. Lewis: One of the minister's colleagues
gave him a shot at that OMA meeting. I

have never seen him so rambunctious!

Mr. Speaker: Petitions.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Presenting reports.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION ACT

Hon. Mr. Wells moves first reading of bill

intituled. An Act to amend the Ministry of

Education Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, this amend-

ing Act contains several housekeeping amend-
ments and a section to allow us to establish

the school year by regulation.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS ACT

Hon. Mr. Wells moves first reading of bill

intituled. An Act to amend the Public Schools

Act

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, this bill

contains housekeeping amendments again

mainly to conform with the new school year

policy and introduces changes because of the

Municipal Elections Act.

MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY AND
SOCIAL SERVICES ACT

Hon. Mr. Brunelle moves first reading of

bill intituled, An Act to amend the Ministry
of Community and Social Services Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): Mr. Speaker, subsection

2 of section 3 of this Act, authorizing the

ministry to enter into cost-sharing agreements
on behalf of Ontario with the government of

Canada, is amended to include other matters

that are or may become the subject of

federal-provincial agreements.

BUREAU OF REPAIR SERVICES ACT

Mr. B. Newman moves first reading of bill

intituled. An Act to establish the Bureau of

Repair Services.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, the purpose
of this bill is to control the repairing of

household appliances, including television sets
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and radios, through a system of registration
of persons engaged in the business of making
these repairs.

UNIFORM TIME ACT

Mr. Cassidy moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to provide for Uniform
Time in the Province of Ontario.

scope of the authority given, the ministry

may change such regulations.

Nor do I find there is any obligation on
the ministry to advise the House of such

changes, other than by the usual method of

publication, any more than in the case of the

original regulations. The authority having
been given by the House, its exercise does
not ofFend any of the recognized privileges.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.
Orders of the day.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, the purpose of

this bill is to establish daylight saving time

as the uniform time in the Province of On-
tario throughout the entire year, recognizing
the fact that most Ontario residents are now
city dwellers and recognizing, in particular,
the need for recreation and for physical fit-

ness of children who are now denied a vital

hour of daylight during the winter months.

Mr. Breithaupt: How about goldfish?

Mr. Cassidy: This bill would apply

throughout the year, but would provide for

exemptions for municipalities which wish to

apply to the Lieutenant Governor in Council.

HOURS IN RETAIL
ESTABLISHMENTS ACT

Mr. Paterson moves first reading of bill

intituled. An Act to provide for the Control-

ling of Hours in Retail Establishments.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): Mr.

Speaker, I have reintroduced this bill this

year to try to provide for uniform holidays
and business hours in the retail establishments

in our province and possibly stop some of the

Americanization of our way of hfe.

APARTMENT BLOCK
SWIMMING POOLS

Mr. Speaker: Before the orders of the day
I would like to deal with a matter that was
raised yesterday by the hon. member for

High Park. He raised what he considered to

be a matter of privilege in which he alleged
that the government had announced a change
in regulations without advising the House.

I can only point out that once the Legisla-
ture has by statute given authority to the

ministry to enact regulations in designated
areas, then the responsibility is the govern-
ment's. Obviously, while acting within the

Clerk of the House: The 19th order, re-

suming the adjourned debate on the amend-
ment to the motion of second reading of Bill

107, An Act to amend the Assessment Act.

ASSESSMENT ACT
(concluded)

Mr. Walker, on behalf of Mr. Grossman,
moves second reading of Bill 107, An Act to

amend the Assessment Act.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Mr.

Speaker, with the consent of the members of

the Liberal Party, I asked if I could go first

because I have an engagement in a few
minutes.

We basically agree with the main change
of this Act, which is the exemption of assess-

ment, and therefore of municipal taxation,

on Indian lands which are leased to non-

Indians
;
and this, as the Speaker will recall,

was announced in the budget.

It is something which we have supported
for some time and we are glad to see that

the government has finally acceded to the

requests which have come in from all parts
of the province as far as Indians are con-

cerned.

The position that prevailed before was that

Indian bands which wished to take advantage
of the location of their reserved lands for

commercial purposes, industrial purposes, or

for lease for residences or for cottages to non-

Indians, were discriminated against because

municipalities would not provide services

within the reserves, and yet municipalities
collected taxes. The people who occupied
these lands, if they were non-Indians, in

effect had to pay twice; and therefore either

the Indians lost the lease revenue which

they could have had, or else in fact they lost

all potential use of the land. The briefs have
come into the minister thick and fast over

the past two or three years, and now they
have acceded to it.
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In the budget, Mr. Speaker, the govern-
ment promised there would be arrangements
made to allow contracts between an Indian

band and a municipality for the supply of

certain services. I would hope when the

parliamentary assistant replies in the debate

he would indicate how the government in-

tends to carry that out, because it is not

proposed in this particular legislation.

Secondly, I would also hope the parlia-

mentary assistant could clarify the question
of the legal right of Indian bands to assess

and to collect service charges or taxes, as the

case may be, from non-Indians who are

located on Indian reserves on leased lands.

I don't believe that question is clarified

right now, and if it isn't then I think it

should be. It seems inadequate that the only

step proposed by the government may be
that the Indian band may contract with the

local municipality to provide the services.

In the case of the Saugeen Reserve, for

example, there's a very active desire on the

part of the reserve to employ Indians in pro-

viding services to the cottagers who lease

lands on that particular reserve. They do not

particularly wish to purchase services from
the neighbouring township—Amabel town-

ship—they would prefer to do it themselves,
because the rate of unemployment among the

Indians who are on that reserve is quite nigh.
It seems justifiable that wherever possible,
means of development of the Indian com-

munity, on reserves, should be permitted.

As I understand it, I believe that Indians
do have the right if they wish to assess and
collect taxes within the reserves from In-

dians. I should like to know what steps the

government has taken in order to ensure that

where an Indian Band so desires that has
been made legal, because there have been
some questions raised in this province and
in other provinces about the legality if an
Indian band wishes to assess and tax within
its boundary, and by a decision of the Indians
themselves. Clearly, according to federal

legislation, there is not the right for assess-

ment to be levied on Indians on reserves

by neighbouring municipalities.

Mr. Speaker, we do have some questions
about other portions of the Act. I think our
basic dispute with the government is not that

it has provided for this exemption, which was
overdue, but the fact that it has not seized

the opportunity, as it could have, to consider

other aspects of the Act.

Without going into them in great detail,

I don't wish to take too much time from the

House, there are a series of about 15 to 20

exemptions of assessment within the Act,
and the government has not seen fit to con-

sider those exemptions and to see whether

they are still desirable.

Piece by piece, one by one, the government
has in effect been recognizing that there is a

provincial obligation to provide tax revenues

to municipalities for the services and for

having, within their boundaries, institutions

such as hospitals, in the latest budget prisons
and reform institutions, the educational insti-

tutions and so forth.

Now what about charitable institutions?

What about Children's Aid Societies? What
about industrial farms? What about the Boy
Scouts and Girl Guides? What about agricul-
tural societies? What about battle sites, which
are exempt in order to promote the spirit

of patriotism? What about exhibition build-

ings which may be exempted by municipal-
ities?

Why is it the government exempts machin-

ery for producrion purposes, as well as for

farming, and yet levies a sales tax on it with

another hand?

It seems to us that many of these exemp-
tions should be reconsidered right now, just

as the exemption on the Indian lands has

been reconsidered. In that case the govern-
ment moved one way, but in so doing it

promised to provide compensating revenues

to the municipalities which were affected;

and some municipalities will in fact lose a

fair amount of assessment from the removal

from the asssessment roles of non-Indian

occupied lands which were owned by Indian

reserves.

The principle of compensating municipal-
ities which have exempt properties within

their boundaries is an acceptable one, but in

many cases the government does not do this.

In a number of cases, services are being pro-
vided publicly through quasi-governmental
institutions, such as the Children's Aid

Societies.

If the provincial government has property
within the boundaries of a municipality, it

pays grants in lieu of assessment to the muni-

cipality for that property. It does not do so

in the case of the Children's Aid. It does not

do so in the case of charitable institutions,

which also in many cases employ government
funds, and which also in some cases provide
services which would otherwise be provided

by the government, or which are provided in

other localities by government institutions.

We feel that part of the Act should have

been considered fully, rather than simply one

or two sections of the Act in response to the
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specific complaints and representations made

by the Indian bands. I might say that it

may be a bit more difficult for this particular

question to come before the government, be-

cause municipalities find it difficult to lobby

against institutions which undeniably per-
form good works or good services. The ques-
tion of the exemption for churches was raised

in this province three or four years ago.
The question of whether or not churches

should be taxed at a modest rate, if not

at a full rate, was raised. There was a very

strong and negative reaction at that time.

Nevertheless, we believe that these ques-

tions should be constantly under review,

and that the areas of exemption should

either be narrowed or that municipalities

should not be made to suffer because they
have a variety of tax-exempt or assessment-

exempt activities within their particular

boundaries. My colleagues from northern

Ontario might want to speak briefly about

the exemptions for mineral lands and for

mines, which are another inequity within

the Act.

Another section of the Act which wasn't

touched here, apart from the changes that

have been for the telephone and telegraph

companies, is in the area of business assess-

ment for business tax. There, too, there are

some pretty gross inequities which deserve

to be reconsidered.

Again I shall be brief about this, Mr.

Speaker, because it strays a bit from the

principle of the bill. We do not see why
distilleries, on the one hand, should pay a

penalty rate, a punitively high rate of

business assessment, while on the other

hand parking lot operators should pay a

subnormal rate of only 25 per cent of the

assessed value of the property. In fact, given
the other priorities that have been expressed

by the goverimient in its transit plans and in

its cancellation of the Spadina Expressway,
it would be desirable in dealing with the

business assessment rate on parking lots, to

single that one out in particular to be raised

to a very high level, because we do not see

why parking should, in effect, be a sub-

sidized business activity, or a business

activity which is taxed at sub-normal rates.

We find that very difficult to accept.

Mr. Speaker, the other portions of the
bill are relatively routine. I would briefly

question the fact that the government, which
found it was not possible at the time of the

amendment to the Municipal Elections Act
to shorten the procedure or to have an
election in the fall earlier than the first

Monday in December, now finds it possible

to shorten, by a period of a week and a
half or two weeks, the census period for the

drawing up of the municipal election lists.

If the member for London North (Mr.

Walker) recalls the debate last year, the

government argued very strongly that the

things that had to be done between Labour
Day and election day could only be com-
pressed into a three-month period, and
therefore it was not possible to have the

municipal elections at an earlier and more
temperate time of year. Now the government
is saying that not only can it shorten the
census period by about 10 days, from the
second Tuesday in October to the end of

September, but it may also be possible to

shorten it even further, since the Lieutenant
Governor will assume regulatory powers to

fix in future the period during which the
census required by the Act is taken.

If that is the case, then we would sug-
gest very seriously that the government
reconsider that early December polling date
for municipal elections. In many parts of

the province the snow has begun to fly by
then; in other parts of the province the
weather is very bad. Only a government
that is Toronto-centred and looks at the

weather within a stone's throw of Queen's
Park would believe the first Monday in

December is the ideal day to hold a munic-

ipal election.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Or even a

snowball's throw!

Mr. Cassidy: That's right.

It would seem to us that now the census

period has been shortened, and since

obviously one election has been held in

which the other procedures were completed
in the time between the second Tuesday of

October and election day, it would therefore

be possible to bring forward election day
by at least 10 days.

We would suggest that time savings could

be found in order to bring the date, let's

say to the first Monday in November rather

than the first Monday in December. That
would mean much better weather both for

campaigning and for the actual vote; it

would also mean a higher turnout at munic-

ipal elections-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member should

realize that there is nothing about municipal
elections in this bill.

Mr. Cassidy: With great respect, Mr.

Speaker, section 2 of the bill refers to the

period for the census, which, I believe, is
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performed annually and is a portion of the

municipal election procedure; it is to that

I am speaking.

Mr. Speaker: The reference in the bill is

to the census and not to the elections.

Mr. Cassidy: However, I have made the

point which I wished to make. We hope
the goverimient will see fit to alter the

municipal election date to a better time of

the year, and we will support the bill. We
may have one or two questions in committee.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-
loo North.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Thank
you, Mr. Speaker. There are a few comments
I would like to make regarding the major
principle of the bill, which is that Indian

lands no longer will be assessed imder the

Assessment Act.

My understanding is that the Municipal
Act also allows municipalities to place tax on

people who are not members of the Indian

bands who reside on Indian band property.
I presume that to make this complete, and to

completely resolve the problem that has
existed mainly in areas where cottages have
been leased on Indian land, that amendments
will be made to the Assessment Act which
would no longer permit the municipalities to

tax non-members of a band.

Over the years it has been customary for

Indian bands to lease cottage lots to people
who are not members of the bands. No prob-
lem existed when the lease rates where very
low. On the Saugeen Indian Reserve in Ama-
bel township, Bruce county, the leases origi-

nally were for about $50 a year and munic-

ipal taxes were applied to the buildings on
the land. The buildings were built at the

expense of the persons who leased the lands,
and of course they had no ownership over
the land.

At the end of the lease period they could
be told their new lease would be for a higher
rate; or if they didn't like the new rate they
could leave and take their cottages with
them. Of course, this was both impractical
and impossible to achieve.

Consequently, the Indian bands rightfully

began to realize the value of their lakeshore

property, especially on that one Lake Huron
reserve with which I am familiar. They sud-

denly realized that instead of a $500 cottage
lot and $50 a year rental they were really in

possession of a $5,000 cottage lot and the

yearly rental should be substantially higher
than the $50 or $60 they were receiving. This

brought about negotiations between the De-

partment of Indian Affairs, the band, the

cottage owners and the township, and the

lease rates were arbitrarily raised to about

$350 a year.

This would not have been too serious, had
the municipality not gone to market value

assessment at about the same time. As a re-

sult, the property owners found they were

receiving substantially higher tax notices from
the township involved. The higher lease rates

and the larger tax notices meant that it was

costing cottagers anywhere from $500 to $600
to remain on their properties.

What can you do when you are on leased

land? You can't move your cottage away.
Many of them did sell out.

Unfortunately, in many cases the only

people who thought this was still a bargain
rate were Americans, who came up with

large gobs of money and bought up some of

these cottages. As more and more cottages
came up for sale the price was devaluated and

imfortunately the matter could not be re-

solved.

I think that now, through the last two years
of representations made to the province, this

should certainly help to resolve the problem.
The Indians claimed all along that assessors

had no business on their reserves. I think

some were forcefully restrained this past year
or two from going onto the reserve to assess

the cottages built on Indian property.

The legality of the municipality collecting
taxes over the past niunber of years is also

in question. I think some cottage owner asso-

ciations are considering entering civil suits

against the municipalities to try to recover

taxes that in their view have been paid

illegally. This is because of the fact that

Indian lands could not constitutionally have
been subject to either assessment or taxation,

whether the occupant be an Indian or a non-

Indian.

The one concern here, of course, is the

revenue which will be lost by the municipal-

ity from former taxation they received. The

province, I believe, has indicated it will re-

imburse the municipalities to some extent.

Whether the extent is known at the present
time or not I do not know. I would invite a

response from the parliamentary assistant,

whom I presume is going to answer for the

minister.

Now, this whole matter will pretty well set

the Indian band up as the municipal agency
which will provide services to the people
who have leased the land. Previously there

was little or no service given by the muni-
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cipality, other than garbage collection. I think

with the Saugeen band, all the highways were

looked after either by the county or the prov-
ince. Now the result will be that the servicing
of the land will require a service charge from
the cottage owners to the Indian bands. I

think what the Indians are undertaking to do

is to provide first of all garbage service and
later to expand the services as they are re-

quired.
I hope that this new approach by govern-

ment will resolve the problem. I believe the

Indian bands have claimed all along that

legally they did not belong to the township,

they were not actually a part of the township
—and on that grounds it fortified their position
that they should never have been taxed, re-

gardless of who the occupants of their lands

were.

So I hope this will resolve it. I think the

final resolution of the problem will rest on
two issues: First of all the size of the re-

imbursement paid to the municipality for

revenue lost; and secondly, whether or not
the cottage owners are going to be satisfied

not to reclaim taxes that have been paid in

the past, which may or may not have been

illegally collected according to our constitu-

tion.

Regarding the section dealing with the

repeal of the section for exemptions on plant
and machinery of telephone and telegraph
companies, I understand this had been
omitted in previous amendments, when the
Assessment Act was amended to put a flat

five per cent tax on the gross revenue of

telephone companies, which had always been
on the telephone company's gross revenue
basis rather than on plant and machinery.
For some reason or other the exemption on

plant and machinery was not carried through,
if I understand what happened here correctly.

Many problems arose in various municipal-
ities when reassessment took place. Previously
the telephone company paid taxes to the

municipality on its gross receipts, with the

application of the mill rate. Now when
municipalities—I think Guelph was one that

suffered very badly, and Mississauga—reverted
to market value assessment, with a higher
assessment naturally the mill rate went down.
When the mill rate went down substantially
so did the revenue from the telephone com-

pany to the municipality.

The bill at that time, I believe, read that

the tax could not exceed five per cent of the

gross revenue. Now if memory serves me
correctly, the tax is definitely five per cent

of gross revenue, but for some reason or

other it was implied in the amendment that

the tax on machinery and plant could still

have existed. I presume no municipality took

advantage of this mistake in the drafting of

the last bill, and I guess this will be
corrected.

The other point here which maybe should

be given some thought, is the situation which
arose just recently in the payment by Bell

Telephone to either the city of Toronto or

Metro, I believe, of late payments. Evidently
under all other forms of municipal taxation

there are penalties for late payments. I under-

stand there is nothing in the Assessment Act

or the Municipal Act which provides for

penalties for late payment by the telephone

company. Consequently I think there were

many millions of dollars involved in late pay-
ments to Metro Toronto by Bell Telephone.

I presume the principle involved in section

5 is to prevent the freezing of farm assess-

ments where new levels of assessments have

come in. That would apply, I suppose, in the

only county in southern Ontario, Bruce

county, where market value assessment was

brought in and imposed for taxation in 1973;

and it would mean that although a farm

assessment had been frozen for two years
after appeal this would be superseded now,

by this amendment, by this new market value

assessment coming in in 1973. I presume the

same situation will apply when general
market value assessment across the province
comes in in 1974 for 1975 taxation. If that

is correct, then the parliamentary assistant, I

am sure, will respond.

We have no great objections to any section

in the bill and will support it.

Mr. Speaker: Is there any other hon. mem-
ber who wishes to speak to this bill?

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Yes.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Thun-
der Bay.

Mr. Stokes: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre has covered pretty well all the com-
ments I would liked to have made on this.

As a matter of fact I loaned him some of my
files.

I would like to ask the parliamentary assis-

tant, what arrangements do you plan to make
that will assist Indian bands, and what kind

of arrangements are you going to make to

assist them in community development proj-

ects? I realize that the Ministry of Revenue,
which is responsible for assessments, doesn't

have funds for assisting Indian communities

with community development projects, and

municipalities are no longer going to be able
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to assess or to collect taxes for developments
on Indian reserves. The minister announced—
I guess through the Throne Speech—that they
would enter into arrangements with Indian

bands and they would arrive at something
that would be acceptable to the Indian

bands, but there is no formal agreement
going to be entered into whereby municipal-
ities would be responsible for providing ser-

vices on Indian lands, or lands held in trust

for native people.
I think this is to the good, because from

what I know of the problem surrounding
reserve land, this is one of the things that

native people do hold sacred. That is they
feel that their lands, their reserve lands and
their rights to them, are inviolate and en-

shrined in the Indian Act; and nothing, in

either the Indian Act or in any piece of legis-
lation in the province, denies the right of

native people to those lands.

It seems to me that until the federal gov-
ernment arrives at a solution for providing
assurances that their treaty and aboriginal

rights are sacred and that nothing will happen
that will erode or detract from their right
to those lands, it's about the only thing that

the native people have.

In many areas of Canada, as members well

know, it's not too clearly defined. The Indian
Act never spelled it out, and in the inter-

pretation of the various treaties over the past
100 years there has been an erosion or a

taking away of Indian lands, for whatever
reason. Of course this has led to a good deal
of scepticism by native people about the in-

tentions of both federal and provincial auth-

orities. So I think it's fair to say there is no

single aspect of treaty and aboriginal rights
that is more sacred to our native groups than
the right to hold and control land, and be
free from any kind of assessment such as

other lands are exposed to.

I am wondering what kind of an arrange-
ment the government entered into with the
native groups across the province who hold
reserve lands, some of them within the con-
fines of municipalities.

I think of the Rankin Reserve at Sault Ste.

Marie, where they have a very progressive
band council. With the leadership of the

Chief, John Corbiere, they were successful in

getting an industrial park started. Of course,
as soon as the thing became viable the city
of Sault Ste. Marie undertook to impose
taxes on them without any reciprocal agree-
ment to provide services. That, along with

many other incidents across the province,
was the factor that induced the Minister of

Revenue to bring in this kind of legislation.

As my colleague stated, the government is

to be commended for acting in the way it

has in exempting Indian lands from assess-

ment and exempting land that has been
leased to entrepreneurs from this kind of an

assessment. I am wondering if the parlia-

mentary assistant, Mr. Speaker, is in a posi-
tion to say what kind of an agreement was
entered into that made it possible for native

people who hold land so sacred to agree to

this land of legislation.

Mr. Speaker: Yes, the hon. member for

Nipissing.

Mr. R. S. Smith (Nipissing): Mr. Speaker,
I just have a couple of comments to make,
or one comment in particular; and perhaps
a question that may save us going into the

committee of the whole on the bill.

The bill excludes the right of taking assess-

ment on those lands covered by a municipal-

ity that belong to an Indian band, but what
will be the government intention in regard
to unorganized territories where the bands,

or people who lease land or in some other

way have use of the Indian lands, are forced

to pay provincial land tax?

Now we are excluding the municipalities
from the right to collect taxes in the areas

they cover. Is it the intention of the govern-
ment now to move to forego the collection

of the provincial land tax in the unorganized
areas that cover Indian bands, where a large
number of cottage leases are being provided,

particularly in my area of the province.

Mr. Speaker: Are there any other hon.

members who wish to speak to this bill? If

not, the hon. parliamentary assistant.

Mr. G. W. Walker (London North): Mr.

Speaker, of course the primary purpose of

Bill 107 is to attempt to resolve the difficulties

which arose through the taxation of non-

Indian tenants on Indian lands, and in that

regard three or four of the actual sections

relate to it. Meetings were held with the

various Indian people as recently as last Mon-

day, and prior to that, about two weeks

earlier, involving those in the Saugeen Re-

serve and the Grand Treaty No. 3 and No.

9, in general representing a cross-section of

the Indian people. They agreed this was the

direction in which they would like to head.

Dealing more specifically with the ques-
tions that were raised by the member for

Ottawa Centre, one question was what legal

right will the Indians have to collect service

charges, so to speak, from the various non-

Indian tenants. That is covered under the
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federal Indian Act, and really we have no

jurisdiction in that area. However, I can

indicate that section 82 to section 86 of the

federal Indian Act covers this entire area. It

allows them to tax and it allows them to enter

into agreements. In fact, I miderstand that

all—if not all, practically all—of the agree-
ments that the Indian people have entered

into with non-Indian tenants have some pro-
vision within them for this.

The Indian department in Ottawa has gen-

erally made it a point to make sure that most

of these agreements contain some types of

clauses that relate to special arrangements for

service charges and so on. The Indian people
will be allowed to enter into agreements, if

they so wish, with any municipality to pro-
vide services. There will be corresponding
amendments to the Municipal Act which will

permit this. Right now it would appear that a

municipality does not have the right to enter

into a contractual agreement to render serv-

ices to the adjoining Indian reservations.

Accordingly, in due course, amendments will

come in that will permit that.

The grants in lieu of taxes will be made to

the adjoining municipalities in descending
amounts—10 per cent in the first year, dimin-

ishing to zero per cent in the sixth year,

going down by one-fifth, or 20 per cent

numerically, each year. The amount is esti-

mated to be $100,000 in the first year. This,

of course, will be determined from the ap-

propriate assessment rolls. An arrangement
would be entered into as required with each

municipality.

Mr. Good: Across the whole province?

Hon. Mr. Walker: Across the whole prov-
ince.

The member for Nipissing made reference

to unorganized townships. In that case, the

provincial land tax applies. There is, I be-

lieve, something like $10,000 in revenue that

comes in from that entire area from the

taxa,tion point of view. I think it is 935
individual units. Correspondingly, arrange-
ments are to be made to relieve the obliga-
tions there as well.

The member for Waterloo North made
reference to the five per cent on machinery
and the like.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Ottawa Centre!

Hon. Mr. Walker: The member for Ottawa

Centre, was it? He referred to the five per
cent on the machinery of telegraph and tele-

phone companies. This is strictly a technical

tidy-up arrangement which will, in fact, pro-
vide a complementary section to section 304

(a) of the Municipal Act, which already

charges five per cent, as the member indi-

cated, on the gross receipts of these com-

panies in lieu of taxation of their telephone

poles and telegraph wires and the like. This

merely is a complementary section. It cor-

responds identically with it and makes it very
clear that these particular items are exempted.

Mr. Stokes: Could I ask for a little clari-

fication on that? Do I understand the member
correctly when he says that the Indian

band hasn't the right to levy a tax on a

pipeline or a hydro right of way or a

railway right of way, or on any of these

utilities going through Indian lands?

Mr. Walker: By these amendments, the

Indian band will now be in a position to

enter into an arrangement with the utility

company, be it a pipeline or railway or

telegraph company, crossing that reservation

with respect to either taxation as provided
under the federal Indian Act or by some

type of service charge. It will be a contrac-

tual arrangement which the Indian band
will enter into.

The province or its assessment department
will provide the necessary assistance or in-

formation relative to the sizing of the pipe-
lines and so on, and how they are assessed.

Similarly that would be provided for the

non-Indian tenants—not the utility com-

panies but the non-Indian tenants who re-

side in residences on the Indian reserves.

I would indicate that the reference to the

Bell Telephone matter replaces a section

which was inadvertently deleted a year ago
and merely clears up the matter.

The member for Thunder Bay made
reference to certain community development
projects. I am not in a position to offer

comment on that. Really, that must fall

within the Ministry of Community and Social

Services. I have no knowledge.

Mr. Stokes: I just wondered if there had
been any discussions with them prior to the

member's meeting with the native groups.

Mr. Walker: There may be one or two

points that I haven't covered, Mr. Speaker,
that might be more adequately covered in

committee. It will be necessary to go into

committee for an amendment.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.
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Mr. Speaker: I understand this is to be
referred to the committee of the whole
House?

Mr. Walker: Committee of the whole
House. We can go right into committee,
Mr. Speaker.

Clerk of the House: The second order,
House in Committee of the whole; Mr. J.

Root in the chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of the whole House begs to report one bill

with certain amendments and asks for leave

to sit again.

Report agreed to.

THIRD READING

The following bill was given third reading

upon motion:

Bill 107, An Act to amend the Assessment
Act.

ASSESSMENT ACT

House in committee on Bill 107, An Act
to amend the Assessment Act.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any questions,
comments or amendments before section 9?
If not, then shall all the sections up to 9
be carried?

Sections 1 to 8 agreed to.

On section 9:

Mr. Walker, on behalf of Mr. Grossman,
moves that subsection (2) of section 9 of

the bill be amended by striking out "6" in

the first line and by adding to section 9 the

following subsection: "Section 6 shall be
deemed to have come into force on the first

day of May, 1973. And that the present
subsection (3) be renumbered as subsection

(4)."

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): What
effect will that have?

Mr. G. W. Walker (London North): This
relates to the mining revenue matters and
allows an amendment that vidll permit the

payments to have been made, and ultimately
legalize the retroactivity that might well
have been there.

These will be a counter-account arrange-
ment against the resource scheme mentioned
by the Treasurer (Mr. White) in his budget.

Section 9, as amended, agreed to.

Section 10 agreed to.

Bill 107, as amended, reported.

Mr. Winkler moves that the committee
rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the
chair.

PESTICIDES CONTROL ACT

Hon. Mr. Auld moves second reading of

Bill 91, An Act to Control the Use of Pesti-

cides.

Mr. Speaker; The member for Waterloo
North.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Thank

you, Mr. Speaker. On Bill 91, An Act to

Control the Use of Pesticides, I have some

questions and observations which I would like

to make.

First of all, I would ask what the relation-

ship is between this bill and section 6 of the

Environmental Protection Act? I am wonder-

ing why the effect of this bill couldn't have
been accomplished under section 6 of the En-
vironmental Protection Act, and if a new bill

was needed why isn't that section being
deleted from the Environmental Protection

Act, as are other sections in other Acts that

are now covered under this new Act? There
must be some reason why the minister is

bringing in a new bill.

I understand that section 6 of the Environ-

mental Protection Act has never been pro-
claimed. Is that correct?

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of the Envir-

onment): Mr. Speaker, of the two questions
I'll take the easiest one first: On section 6,

there will be an amendment to the Environ-

mental Protection Act, along with some others

that will be coming forward shortly, which
will repeal that section.

Really, the purpose of this bill is to put all

the things having to do with pesticides into

the one form so that the people directly

affected—who are the people who sell them,

apply them and use them—will have a ready
and convenient reference to the statute that

applies to the use of pesticides.

Basically, most of this bill is an adaptation
of-
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Mr. Speaker: I presume the hon. minister

is making an explanatory statement at the

beginning of the second reading.

Hon. Mr. Auld: All right! And where there

is a similar legislative authority or require-

ment, it will be in this Act; and it may well

be in the Environmental Protection Act hav-

ing to do with water or air.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Waterloo

North.

Mr. Good: First of all I would like to say
that I certainly understand the problems that

must exist in trying to draft an Act of this

nature. An Act of this type involves the

people who are using pesticides in their day-

to-day occupations—such as agricultural peo-

ple—and those who are engaged in the busi-

ness of pesticide control and those people who
in their day-to-day work are involved in the

protection of the environment.

To draft a piece of legislation which is

going to be suitable, or with which all groups
can live, I'm sure is very difficult.

At the outset, I must say that from the

information which I could gather, and from

looking at the bill myself, I think it is a very

comprehensive Act. There are some things
about which I'd like to talk; I am not in com-

plete agreement. But by and large I think it

is a thoroughly tough Act as far as controlling

the use of pesticides in the Province of

Ontario. Because of that I think it has the

backing of environmental people to quite a

great degree, but on the other hand it has

stirred up a few concerns among the agri-

cultural people in the province.

The main principle of the bill can be
divided into the duties of the director, as

described in the bill; the duties of the pesti-
cide appeal board; the duties of the pesticide

advisory council; and then those all-important

regulations. As in most bills, the drafting of

the regulations to this bill is going to be per-

haps more important than what is in the bill

itself. And it is in the drafting of the regula-
tions of this Act that I have had the most

correspondence and the most concern ex-

pressed to me.

The director in this bill can set up the

necessary administrative equipment for the

issuing of permits and licensing; he will be

responsible for exemptions from sections of

the Act to certain industries and growers. He
will have control over persons and businesses

and assistants engaged in extermination and
the use of pesticides. He will also have con-

trol over the requirements for a licence; and

he will also have the responsibility for con-

trol orders that will govern the use of pesti-
cides.

I understand that all pesticides will have
to be registered in Ottawa and, as well, come
under control of the regulations of this Act

and the orders as put out by the director. If

there are any orders of the director with

which a person wishes to take issue, he can

do so through the Pesticides Appeal Board as

set up under section 12.

The principle here is the appeal against
orders from the director and, believe me,
there is considerable concern by the pesticide
and pollution committee of the Ontario Fed-

eration of Agriculture that the wide powers

given here to the director and the provincial

officers, where they make individual and per-
sonal evaluations of these control orders,

could have a serious effect upon them.

The appeal procedure then allows the

person so grieved, whether he has had his

licence cancelled, or is refused a permit, or

feels the control orders are too stringent, to

appeal to the appeal board. And with that

particular principle we are certainly very
much in agreement—that there has to be an

appeal board.

The Pesticide Advisory Committee, which
is the third major principle of the bill, is

certainly a good one. This committee has

been working and I understand for the two

years has been feeding recommendations to

the ministry for the drafting of this bill.

But I am very, very much surprised that

the advisory committee was not taken into

the minister's confidence when it came to the

actual drafting of the bill. I am told that the

advisory council didn't see the legislation
until after it had been given first reading and
was in printed form. It seems most unusual

to me that the committee should be set up—
and its powers, as given in the bill, are very

great. If I may refer to them briefly, Mr.

Speaker:

The advisory committee shall review

annually the content and operation of this

Act and the regulations and recommend

changes or amendments therein to the

minister.

Now the minister is going to be asking them

for changes in the legislation which he thinks

would be advisable, but yet for some reason

he didn't see fit to let them see this piece
of legislation before it was given a first

reading.

[The advisory committee will also! con-

sider any matter the committee considers
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advisable concerning [the whole matter of]

pesticides—and report thereon to the min-

ister.

They will also review all the publications that

the ministry puts out regarding pesticides and

pest controls in Ontario. So actually I am
very much in favour of the wide powers
which are given to the advisory committee.

I hope that the composition of the com-
mittee will be such that not only will environ-

mentalists and other people with great con-

cern be represented, but also the agricultural

community. Both the Ontario Federation of

Agriculture and the Ontario Fruit and Vege-
table Growers' Association hope they will

each be given an opportunity to present
nominees to the minister from among whom
he will select members for the Pesticides

Advisory Committee—perhaps one from each

group.

Also, the Ontario Federation of Agricul-
ture and the Ontario Fruit and Vegetable
Growers' Association feel that they should
be given the opportunity to present nominees
for placement by the ministry on the Pesti-

cides Appeal Board. I think that both the

advisory committee and the appeal board
must be made up of representatives who will

understand not only all aspects of the effect

of pesticides on the environment, but also

the problems that the person who is using

pesticides comes in contact with from day to

day. This means that there must be a great
deal of thought and a great deal of con-

sideration given as to who will sit on these

two important bodies.

I am sure the minister has a copy of the

letter that was sent to the department from
the federation and the fruit and vegetable
growers' association suggesting they would
also like to have a hand in drawing up the

regulations. The advisory committee would
also like to have a hand in drawing up the

regulations. I am sure the minister will look

favourably on both of these requests, because
he will want the regulations to be workable,
fair and just for groups which on the surface

might appear to have opposite views on this

Act, but in the long run realize that it must
work in the best interests of all people within

the Province of Ontario.

There is concern regarding the fact that
the director has very great powers—he and
the provincial ofiBcers. The present director is,

I think, very acceptable to all groups. But it

must be borne in mind that interpretation
and the application by the director, not only
of the Act and regulations, but the judge-
ment that he and the provincial ofiBcers must

use in issuing control orders and the granting
or the refusal of licences, will be most im-

portant. The selection of that person will be

very important.

One other matter that I would like to men-
tion before I conclude, Mr. Speaker, is the

requirement in section 8 of the bill that "an

operator shall insure against liability or

furnish a bond as provided for by the regu-
lations." That sounds reasonable and just; no
one should be foohng around with pesticides
without having proper insurance.

But there is concern among those using
pesticides and those insuring the ones using

pesticides, when we look at section 23 and
find that the minister may order the repair
of damage "where he is of the opinion that

it is in the public interest to do so."

I don't think a minister is given that wide

power anywhere else in provincial legislation.
I think that perhaps it is good, there is value

in it—but it is causing some concern. I am
given to understand that the Co-Operators
Insurance Association of Guelph—CIAG—is

the only insuring group at present which vAW
insure those who are using pesticides. Other
insurance groups, I believe, have clauses

written into their policies that will exempt
them from responsibility for damages caused

by the use of pesticides.

My thought here is that if this broad power
given to the minister should be used too

fieely or in a wholesale manner, even the Co-

Operators Insurance Association of Guelph
would get out of pesticide insurance and there

would be no alternative but for the govern-
ment to set up its own insurance scheme,
similar to the crop insurance scheme. Perhaps
the minister has considered or dealt with this

subject; it is something that is of considerable

concerned. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron-
Bruce.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Speaker,
I just want to make a few comments with re-

gard to the bill. I tliink the hon. member for

VVaterloo North has done a very adequate
job reviewing the provisions of the Act-

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Does
the member really think that?

Mr. Gaunt: Yes, I do. I have great con-

fidence in his abilities.

I am pleased to see this Act. Actually it

separates pesticide matters from other en-

vironmental matters; and when I stop to think

about it, it is wise to do that. I was of the

opinion that perhaps it could be done best
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by proclaiming that particular section under

the Environmental Protection Act, but on re-

flection I believe the minister has proceeded

correctly in this regard by bringing in a bill

dealing precisely with matters related to pesti-

cides and their use in the Province of Ontario.

I am glad to see that the Pesticides Appeal
Board actually will be dealing with appeals

involving matters related to licences, permits,

stop orders, control orders and so on, whereas

the old Pesticides Licence Review Board only
heard appeals as they related to licences.

Generally, I am pleased to see the powers
that the minister will have. But certain

things raised my curiosity with respect to the

minister's role. For instance, I saw in section

2, clause (b) of the Act, where the minister

was to undertake research relating to pesti-
cides and the control of pests.

I wondered if, in fact, that was related to

pesticides only or if that research was to go

beyond that and to embrace the biological

controls, which we have all read about and
heard about and which have been employed
rather successfully in isolated cases. I don't

know. Maybe the minister could enlighten us

on that, or is it just confined solely to the

matters of pesticides?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, as I under-

stand it, while we have no specific-

Mr. Speaker: Order please! Can the answer
not be given during the minister's reply?

Mr. Gaunt: Yes, I suppose it can, Mr.

Speaker. The only thing is I have duties

downstairs in the Hydro committee and I

might not be hear. Be that as it may, I can

always read Hansard.

Hon. Mr. Auld: The answer is yes.

Mr. Gaunt: The answer is yes, that it will

go beyond that. I am glad to hear that, be-
cause I think there is a real field for explora-
tion of some of the other alternative methods
of controlling pests. I feel that that is cer-

tainly a step in the right direction.

The Act will bind the Crown. I think that

is a carryover from the Environmental Pro-
tection Act provision. That was in that par-
ticular Act and it will be in this one.

One final comment with respect to the

regulations. It is my feeling that all interested

parties should be involved. The member for

Waterloo mentioned this. I think the Ontario
Federation of Agriculture has a very deep
interest in these matters as they relate and
affect agriculture. I think they should be

consulted on a continuing basis, along with
the Minister of Agriculture and Food.

After all, you have three pages of regu-
lations and powers to set regulations. They
embrace three pages of the bill. Basically,
the powers given under those regulations
will be very wide indeed and could have
some far-reaching implications. I think that

all of the parties involved should be con-

sulted on a pretty well continuing basis

with respect to the formulation of these

regulations, because they could have some
far-reaching effects, particularly in the

agricultural industry.

I am biased, no doubt, but I feel that

agriculture could be very adversely affected

with some of these regulations if, in fact,

the full implications of their provisions were
not sought out. So I urge the minister cer-

tainly to keep that in mind and make sure

that it is done when these regulations are

being formulated.

Mr. J. P. Spence (Kent): Mr. Speaker, I

would like to add a few words to this bill.

I am very glad to see the minister replace
the Pesticides Licence Review Board with
the Pesticides Appeal Board. We have from
time to time in the Province of Ontario
had workmen covered under the Work-
men's Compensation Board working in a
field. We find companies using pesticides,

sprays, in one field and the wind blowing
their way. We have had from time to time
workmen take sick. They apply to the
Workmen's Compensation Board for benefits
and we find so many times that so very
few people are qualified to say how that

spray would affect the individual. A lot of
time and effort have been put forth by a lot

of people in order to get the right informa-
tion about how this pesticide will affect the
human being. It has created a great hard-

ship for some people.

I wonder, Mr. Speaker, if under this Act,
the minister is going to have qualified men
to inform members of the public when they
seem to be affected by these pesticides or

sprays as to how it will ultimately affect

the individual; and somebody who will give
them information that will stand up in the
courts as to whether they are entitled to

insurance or workmen's compensation or not.

I have been told from time to time that in

the Province of Ontario we haven't qualified
men to inform us how these pesticides will

affect the individual. I think when this

Pesticides Act is before this Legislature, I

would like the minister to inform us whether
under this Act there will be a board, or
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whatever, of qualified individuals, which is

needed to inform the people or the workmen
who are aflFected as to whether they are

covered by compensation, or whether the

minister is going to set up insurance under

the Pesticides Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Sandwich-Riverdale.

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Mr.

Speaker, I think we welcome the bill.

There is one aspect in clause 3 that is

of some concern — the reference to the

"proper use of* a pesticide. One wonders

just what is the definition of the "proper
use." Is it from the point of view of the

ecologists? Is it from the point of view of

the chemical manufacturers? Is the proper use

to be indicated on the container in which

the pesticide is sold, and does this indicate

that the regulations are going to require

greater protective labelling than in the past?

This clause 3, although it is labelled a

prohibition, actually seems to allow (a) the

impairment of the environment; (b) damage
to property or to plant or animal life; (c)
harm or material discomfort to any person;

(d) adverse effects on the health of any

person; and (e) impairment to the safety of

any person—provided, of course, these effects

are the result of normal but undefined, or

proper use of the pesticide.

The question occurs: How can the Legis-
lature be asked to pass legislation which

permits such effects? Surely any pesticide

whose abnormal use results in the impair-
ment of the safety and health of individuals

should be banned outright or controlled un-

der the most careful conditions.

Most of the bill concerns the powers and

procedures of the ministry and the Pesti-

cides Appeal Board, but I think clause 3
is important. I should like the minister to

clarify his thinking on clause 3 when he
answers.

Clause 21 entitles the ministry to regulate
the use of pesticides in cases where im-

•pairment to the environment or human
health may occur, but it contains no

guarantees. Far too much seems to be left

to the discretion of the officials, and it would
seem to make more sense to force anyone
who wanted to use a pesticide which threat-

ened to endanger human health or the en-

vironment to justify publicly such use of

that pesticide, and to show that the control

of the pest was essential and that no non-

harmful measure or means of control existed.

As an example, Mr. Speaker, suppose the

highway people want to control weed growth

along rights-of-ways with a pesticide which
affects insect life. There have been instances

of this in the past. The results may cause

problems as the pesticide moves through
the food chain.

Because the pesticide affects the environ-

ment, its use should be justified to the min-

istry; and I suppose by the ministry, too.

Assuming this is done, the director can order

limitations on the use of the pesticide, but he

cannot demand that its use in the first place
be justified. He cannot require the highway
people to demonstrate why the simple cut-

ting of the weed will not be sufficient, or

have them show that the weed problem is of

such concern that they are justified in taking
environmental risks to combat the problem.
The decision to use a pesticide is left up to

the user, and this seems to be rather a risky

procedure.
The other point of some concern is the

appointments that are to be made to the

Pesticides Advisory Committee, which is al-

ready in existence, and the new Pesticides

Appeal Board. I should like the minister to

indicate what kind of people will be ap-

pointed. Are they going to be representatives
of the pesticide manufacturers? What place
is going to be set aside for the environmental

groups and those other citizens groups who
are concerned for the environment and are

very interested in seeing that pesticides do

not impair that environment for us?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Essex

South.

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): Mr.

Speaker, I rise to speak on Bill 91. I, like

the member from Waterloo North, think this

is a fairly tough bill from the viewpoint of

the agricultural segment of our society.

I would think that the people concerned

with the ecology in our province should be

reasonably satisfied with this particular bill.

In my opinion it does appear to be in balance.

There may be sections of this bill that might
alienate some sections of our population, but

we have to expect this in a matter of this

nature.

I am pleased that the member for Waterloo

North was in touch with the OFVGA and
various farm groups, and brought to the

attention of the minister the viewpoint that

possibly there should be appointees to these

committees from this segment of our society—
and I wholeheartedly endorse this particular

proposition.
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I might also comment, Mr. Speaker, that

one thing that is missing from this bill—and I

realize through necessity it can't be in the

bill—is that there is no provision for control

of use of pesticides on farm products that

enter into our province from other jurisdic-

tions.

I know that the Ontario Minister of Agri-
culture and Food (Mr. Stewart), and the

federal minister in Ottawa, are concerned
with this particular matter. I trust that once

this bill does receive passage in this House
that these matters might be relayed through
to the oflBcials in Ottawa for their full co-

operation, because it is of prime interest to

the agricultural industry in our province.

Now, there are several principles enun-
ciated throughout this particular bill, Mr.

Speaker. My colleague from Sandwich-River-

side has commented on section 3, and a

couple of aspects of the intent of this section.

Mr. Speaker, just for clarification, subsec-

tion (a) deals with a prohibition that might
"cause impairment of the quality of the en-

vironment for any use that can be made of

it." I think this is a matter of interpretation

—depending on which side of the fence you
are on. Most people who spray orchards on
a regular basis, under possible guidelines of

the Ministry of Agriculture and Food and the

chemical companies, I think in the past have
been very careful in this particular work, but
it is a judgement matter. Certainly the appli-
cation of these particular pesticides and so

forth will, no doubt, damage the insect life

in that area and have an effect on the food
chain through the bird life and so forth.

This is a value judgement that I think, in

the accepted practice in our province, must
be allowed in the production of food stuffs

for our populace.

I might state further that I can't think of

any serious incidents, in the history of food
stuff in our province, whereby any of our

population have become seriously ill as a

result of the approved methods of spraying
with insecticides and pesticides of our various

food products.

There is one curious addition to this par-
ticular section in the new bill, subsection

(f). It basically states there is a prohibition
if the application of a pesticide renders, or is

likely to render directly or indirectly, any
property, plant or animal life unfit for use

by man. I am just a little concerned on this

particular section, Mr. Speaker, for fear that

this particular clause is maybe too restrictive

and possibly there should be ministerial dis-

pensation should we have an outbreak of

some serious type of environmental problem
—that because of the dire situation it would
necessitate the application of a very strong
toxic to destroy the particular virus or disease

or microorganism and at the same time pos-
sibly make the food stuff in this case unfit

for human consumption. I would think that

the Minister of Agriculture and Food or the

Ministry of the Environment must have con-

trol over this to allow this in case we were
ever faced with this particular dilemma. Pos-

sibly the responsible minister could com-
ment on my interpretation of that particular
section.

I think one good move, although it is go-

ing to irritate some of the work force in my
area, is in section 4 of the bill, subsection (4).

It is a new principle in that no person shall

serve for a period of more than seven days as

an assistant to the holder of a licence. I am
sure that most of us who represent rural areas

are aware that possibly the owner of a spray-

type machine has been able to pass the

licence examination and conducts his activ-

ities very honourably. But then under the

pressure of work that faces the farm popula-
tion from time to time, he may hire a student

or someone in the work force to go out and
run this particular machine for weeks on end.

I don't really know of any serious instances

as a result of the former behaviour in this

regard. But I think this possibly is a good
move to narrow this down and give a little

better control in relation to the operation of

the machines in the application of the pesti-
cides.

Further in the bill, Mr. Speaker, in section

10, subsection (3), the director of this branch

may refuse to issue, or cancel a permit, or

may impose terms and conditions of issuing
a permit. And further on in that section the

director may determine whether or not a par-
ticular pesticide will be effective to carry out

the necessary extermination. Possibly in con-

sultation with industry and people in the

chemical business, these particular matters

can be determined and looked upon favour-

ably.

In the application of certain pesticides in

the food industry, in the canning plants or

food processing plants, they have their par-
ticular problems in maintaining the cleanli-

ness of those premises. I assume that there

are tested and time-tried chemicals used in

the abatement of disease and other problems
in relation to this industry.

I wonder if the director of the new branch

will alter the situation in this regard. I realize

that all these people have to have permits
for spraying and cleaning up in these par-
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ticular industries. In the past they have com-

plied very well and probably well in advance

of this new legislation.

I would appreciate, Mr. Speaker, an ex-

planation from the minister as to why section

19 is in the bill. It seems to be a principle
that requires some clarification. Basically this

indicates that the civil service shall preserve

secrecy in respect to all matters coming to

its knowledge and can't communicate these

to any persons without written consent of

the person, except if there is danger to the

quality of the environment.

I know there have been instances in the

past where, possibly, persons in the ministry
have made communications to the press. I

wonder why there is this particular insertion

in the bill at hand.

I have one or two last points, Mr. Speaker.
There is a new principle embodied in the bill

in section 20 subsection (10) by which the

director, by order, may rescind a stop-order
for the use of a particular pesticide or chem-
ical. I wonder again, does this take away
from the responsible minister the right to

overrule the decision of the civil servant in
this regard?

I recall an incident when the Minister of

Agriculture and Food was very helpful in my
particular riding. As we all know, the general
use of DDT has been banned in our province
for several years, but an emergency arose
with an infestation of cutworms in an onion-

growing area. Through the co-operation of
the ministry and the senior oflBcials we were
able to resolve that problem and get the

expedient use of that chemical to save this

particular crop. I would hope that this free-

dom of action or of quick reaction is still

available through the ministries of this gov-
ernment.

One other question, Mr. Speaker, in rela-
tion to section 22, is the principle whereby
the person who, I assume, makes a mistake
in the normal course of his application of
these chemicals—he makes an error—"shall
forthwith notify the director." I would assume
that all the applicants in a given area would
know the regional o£Bcer of the Ministry of
the Environment directly in charge of the use
of pesticides and no doubt they would com-
municate with him by phone. I wonder if

there should be an inclusion in this particular
bill that notification be in writing, for the

protection of all persons to satisfy anything
that may come along in the future.

I am very pleased, Mr. Speaker, to notice
that section 25 has been included in the bill

as a new principle, and that this Act now

binds the Crown. I know in the past that

many of us have had queries put to us be-

cause of the applications of certain chemicals,

say by the Ministry of Transportation and
Communications. I think it is pleasing to

members of the agriculture community in par-

ticular, and no doubt the ecologist, that a

misuse of the powers of the ministry can be
taken into court of law under the terms of

this Act.

Probably the most contentious area in the

bill, and the last area to which I wish to

address a few remarks, are the principles em-
bodied in the regulations of this bill. There
are a couple of areas that I would like to pass
comment on, and one relates, I believe to

subsection (7), which provides for the ap-

pointment of examiners and applicants for

licences, and permits further on.

It is my understanding that the staff of cer-

tain food processing firms who have received

licences for the application of pesticides and
chemicals adhere to a set of regulations that

is possibly even more stringent than those

proposed by the ministry. In the course of

determining the restricted nature and the high

quality of their work, it is possible these firms

have at the same time narrowed down the

types of machinery or equipment that can be

used, as is indicated in subsection (17).

I just wonder if the ministry, in its wisdom,
has delved into this particular problem to see

if this really is necessary or not, or whether
some of the industries are possibly exerting
an undue influence on both the suppliers of

machinery and equipment and on the type
of chemicals that can be used, and as to

whether there might be any interrelation. I

speak from some knowledge in this area in

relation to the food industry where some of

the larger companies, which have excellent

field services, have, I think, placed themselves

in this particular position.

These, Mr. Speaker, are my comments on
this particular bill, and I will certainly await

the explanation of the ministry of the various

points raised by the hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Thun-
der Bay.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Yes Mr.

Speaker; I don't pretend to be an authority
on this subject at all, but a couple of things
occurred to me as a result of the introduction

of this bill. One was the spraying of the

spruce budworm by the Ministry of Natural

Resources.

I note there was quite an extensive con-

trolled spraying in the Shebandowan and
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Burchell Lake area a few years ago, and I

was quite interested in finding out whether it

had a good effect and has served the pur-

pose for which it was intended. I noticed that

it stated the effects on animal, aquatic and

bird life was minimal and that to a large

extent it was considered to be successful.

In my dealings on the Quetico Park Ad-

visory Committee I noticed there were many
areas of the park where there was an infes-

tation of spruce budworm. We had to wrestle

with the idea of whether you left it in its

natural state or whether you took some cor-

rective measures to try to keep the infestation

under control.

I am wondering to what extent this bill will

affect that kind of activity and what is the

mechanism by which the Ministry of Natural

Resources would undertake such a programme
of spraying? What method would they use of

assuring this ministry that it was in fact going
to do just what it is intended to do, without

having any spillover or peripheral effect on

aquatic and animal life? I would just like the

minister to allude to that in his brief remarks.

Coming from northern Ontario, I am always
concerned about the hoards of mosquitoes and
blackflies that we get in the northern regions,

particularly in swampy areas, and I read with
a good deal of interest the press release that

came out of your ministry a few months ago
saying they had a pilot study up in the Lake
Simcoe area, or some place in the Muskokas,
over the past year or so. They had come to

the conclusion that whatever they were do-

ing, whatever spray they were using, wasn't

serving the purpose.

I was just wondering if there have been

any studies under way of a comprehensive
nature within the ministry to come to grips
with mosquitoes and blackflies. They are an
environmental problem, too, though not of

the same nature that this bill refers to. I am
just wondering if we are going to have to

come to grips with them. Has the minister

or anybody in his ministry any intention of

embarking upon a plan which will try to

keep these pests under control without im-

pairing the environment?

The last thing that I wanted to speak
about was the use of lampricide in many of

the streams that flow into Lake Superior, as

a result of the infestation of Lake Superior
by the sea lamprey. I know that they used
electric shock treatment in a good many of

the streams and rivers that flow into Lake

Superior. But to the extent that they have
been successful in arresting the infestation

of lamprey in Lake Superior, it*s been by

use of a lampricide that they shoot down the

rivers in a controlled way, having some re-

gard to the flow in cubic feet per second.

I am wondering has the minister had any

people on the scene to control this, to moni-

tor it, and to see that it was having the right
effect on the lamprey but no adverse effect

on other forms of aquatic life.

Those are the three things that occurred

to me as I read this bill. Perhaps the minis-

ter might have a few comments to make on

them.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish

to enter the debate? The hon. member from

Scarborough West.

Mr. Lewis: Yes. I will just draw my wits

about me and make comments on second

reading.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): We can't wait

that long.

Mr. Lewis: Those of us who are half-

witted take longer than others.

Mr, Speaker, I just want to make three

comments on this bill, which mirror to some
extent the observations that have been made

by members in both opposition parties and
which reflect some of our concerns. The
minister is aware of a general appreciation
of what he is trying to do and a recognition
of the consolidation of all the various pesti-

cide legislation in this statute, and the

willingness of the opposition parties on bal-

ance to support it.

There are, however, three matters, I think,

which particularly concern us in this party
and which I state again for emphasis. On
number one, Mr. Speaker, I know, sir, you
will concur with us on this, that we are all

weary of bills forever being introduced with-

in which the regulations are absolutely cru-

cial and for which the regulations are not

available. There is nothing in this bill that

is of any consequence independent of the

regulations—nothing.

We have the bill before us; we do not

have the regulations. I would have thought
that in this kind of instance the better part
of good faith and good judgement could have

provided us with the regulations in advance.

We don't have them and it is extremely dif-

ficult to make a judgement of any kind with-

out the regulations. I don't know why it is

on bills that are so crucial in their implica-
tions that we cannot get the regulations in

advance. It isn't as though we don't know
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from the Environmental Protection Act and

related pesticide legislation that we have to

fashion regulations of this kind.

It's not so much that it's an affront to

the Legislature; it is just that it makes the

debate so implausible, in many respects, to

be discussing alleged principles and clauses

in committee of the whole without having
the faintest idea of the extent to which the

reemulations will determine the content of the

bill.

There have been manv bills in this House,
the principle of which has largely been

emasculated by the regulations which are

subsequentlv published. There are few bills

where we have three pages of regulations

given to the Lieutenant Governor in Council

—and not a sinsjle one is available in ad-

vance. That, I think, is a truly serious fail-

ing of the bill.

The minister wants us to take it on good
faith, and I suopose we will, but I think it

is wrong for the Environment Ministry to

brin^ in this kind of legislation without draft

regulations. This ministry has a lot of trou-

ble working on draft regulations. Whether
it is solid waste, noise, returnable bottles or

pesticides, they are paralysed in the field of

draft regulations. They never seem to dis-

gorge them. When the minister brings in a

bill of this kind, he should have those draft

reflations in advance; otherwise the bill is

transparently superficial. That's point No. 1.

Point No. 2 is that section 3 of the bill

is truly a worry. Let me preface my remarks

by saying that it is clearly understood and

recognized that pesticides are required by
the aericultural community. But what section

3 of this bill says, in effect, is that as long
as the pesticides are used properly, then it

is all right to impair the environment, to

damage property, a plant or animal life, to

cause harm or material discomfort to any
person, to adversely affect the health of any
person, to impair the safety of any person,
or to render any property, plant or animal

life unfit for use by man. That's really what
the section says.

The section says: "We will ban all im-

proper uses." All right, we are with them on
that. But it says in effect that a proper use,

which necessarily results in damage to man
by way of health or safety or in damage to

plant or animal life, is all right. That, I think,
raises some serious questions.

As I say, we are the last people in the

world to want to intrucfe on the legitimate
use of pesticides by the agricultural com-

munity, but this is a most extraordinarily
worded section.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
Or even proper use!

Mr. Lewis: That's why I'd like some defini-

tion from the minister. What does "proper
use" mean? Does proper use mean that the

manufacturers must label it as proper use;

and if so, is such labelling mandatory in this

province? It is obviously the decision of the

user under this legislation.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It is defined as legitimate.

Mr. Lewis: It is defined as proper.

Mr. Good: It is the decision of the field

ofiBcer.

Mr. Lewis: Well, it may be the decision

of the field oflBcer, although under the legis-

lation as it now stands, it is a decision of

the user subject to another look by the field

officer—depending, of course, on what the

regulations say.

Perhaps it is the sense of the wording that

is so peculiar. But to say that it is all right

that those adverse effects should necessarily

flow from proper use seems to me a very

strange way to word the section. It seems

to me to suggest that the ministry isn't en-

tirely sure what it is talking about. I would

therefore appreciate some sense of definition

from the minister.

The third point I would like to ask about

is the question of appointments to the Pesti-

sides Appeal Board and the Pesticides Ad-

visory Committee. Whom does the minister

intend to appoint? Can we have a guarantee
from the minister that representatives of en-

vironment groups and farm organizations will

be appointed? In his speech on second read-

ing can the minister give us that kind of

guarantee, that representatives of both the

agricultural community and the environ-

mental groups will be appointed by him to

the committee and the board?

Beyond that I think we cannot go, because

beyond that there is nothing to debate. Be-

yond that there are only regulations as yet

unpublished—and that incurs considerable

frustration in the opposition. The member for

Essex South made a number of points, many
of them contingent on definitions within the

regulations.

I can't imagine why the draft regulations
are not before us. I think the member for

Waterloo North and the member for Sand-

wich-Riverside made the same kind of argu-
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ment. I would therefore appreciate the min-
ister giving us some idea when the draft regu-
lations will be out, how he can explain section

3, and whether he can now guarantee ap-

pointment of agricultural and environmental

representatives to the crucial board and com-
mittee flowing from this bill.

Mr. Speaker: Any other members wish to

participate? If not, the hon minister.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, perhaps I

can try to deal with the points that have
been raised in more or less the order that

they have been raised. In some cases there

is some duplication.

First of all though, let me say that in

looking at this legislation, the House must
look at it in conjunction with the federal

legislation—the PCP legislation—because this

is a joint field. The government of Canada
has jurisdiction in labelling, and labelling

includes, first of all, approval of what pesti-
cides may be used in the country and in what
sections of the country. It sets out the label-

ling requirements, which include the methods
of use and the purposes for which the prod-
uct may be used. Those areas which it does

not cover, we can cover and we propose to

cover within the regulations.

I would agree with the hon. members that

a great deal of this legislation is to be in

regulation form. This is because of the rapid-

ly changing nature of the business, in the

first place. But I would ask the House to

appreciate the fact that in this bill we have

specifically set out the areas in which we
can make regulations. It's not what used

to happen, with the old bit about the last

section which said "the Lieutenant Governor

may make regulations to cover the intent

of this Act." What we have done, as my legal
staff informs me, is really restricted ourselves

to those fields in which we can make regu-
lations.

Technically, it is not possible to put regu-
lations through the mill until there is an

enabling bill to do so. We are working on

regulations and we propose that they will be
dealt with by the advisory committee—and
I'll come to that in a minute—before they go
through the rest of the process.

I'll just give the names of those on the

advisory committee, which exists at present
and produced the report which I think all

members of this House appreciated as being
an excellent one and one that was the re-

sult of about two years' work.

Just to clarify the question of the com-
mittee, there are 14 members plus a sec-

retary. There are presently two people from
the agricultural community, one from the

federation, Mr. Lindley, and one from the

Fruit and Vegetable Growers Association,
Mr. Muir. The chairman is Mr. Laver.

There are a university entomologist. Dr.

McEwen from the University of Guelph;
a herbicide physiologist. Dr. Stephenson
from the University of Guelph; a university

ecologist, Dr. Chant of the University of

Toronto, who is also very active, as the

hon. members know, in Pollution Probe; an

entomologist, Dr. Gray from Oakville; the

two whom I have mentioned from the agri-

cultural industry; one representative of the

pesticides manufacturers, Dr. Cooper of

Cyanamid; one representative from the pro-

cessing industry, Mr. Ingratta, the manager
of the agricultural research department of

Heinz of Canada; a soil biologist. Dr. Harris

from Agriculture Canada at the University
of Western Ontario.

The following are from the Ontario gov-
erimient: Dr. Frank of the Ministry of Agri-
culture and Food, who is at the University
of Guelph; John Neil of my ministry from
the water quality branch; Mr. Turner, super-
visor of the pest control section of Natural

Resources; and Dr. Stopps, chief of the

environmental health eff^ects service of the

Ministry of Health.

We propose to continue that same kind

of membership, and in fact those same mem-
bers as far as the Pesticides Advisory Com-
mittee are concerned. I will be proposing
an amendment when we're in committee to

deal with the enlarging of the appeal board
from five to seven along the lines suggested

by the federation.

I would say that while the entire Pesti-

cides Advisory Committee did not see the

draft legislation prior to its introduction in

the House, the chairman of the committee
was consulted very closely about it. It really

follows along the lines of the report and
the recommendations of that committee. As a

matter of fact, the first thing we did after

the legislation was introduced in the House
was that we called a meeting of the Federa-

tion of Agriculture and the food growers, I

guess it was the following day, to get their

comments. The results of those comments

really were indicated by the hon. member for

Waterloo North, and we are considering

those.

We agree that the selection of the director

of the pesticides control service and his staff

is quite important. We feel, and I think

there is agreement in the agricultural in-
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dustry, and as far as that goes among the

pesticide operators and so on, that Mr.

Moore, who has been appointed, is an

excellent choice. I am confident that the

people he will select will continue in that

vein.

As far as the insurance question is con-

cerned, we have discussed this. I have dis-

cussed it with my colleague, the Minister of

Agriculture and Food. The situation really

isn't clear, but I think it is virtually along
the lines the hon. member suggested. Since

the province became involved in the pesti-

cid control field, some of the insurers have
been loath to continue coverage.

We are looking at two things really. One is

something along the lines of crop insurance,

perhaps similar to what was done by Agricul-
ture and Food in the milk industry, where a

fund was set up to make sure that producers
were compensated if processors couldn't

pay their bills—that sort of thing—or per-

haps some combination.

Also, the commercial operators and ap-

plicators have some concern about how they
may be covered, and are suggesting there

might be some contributory fund to which

they might pay in and which would, in

effect, be a sort of bond for them.

This is a pretty rapidly changing field, as

I said, and one where sometimes the effects

of things are not found out for some little

time.

Mr. Good: Because of the ministerial dis-

cretion to award damages?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Pardon?

Mr. Good: Because of the ministerial dis-

cretion to award damages?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Yes. I am coming to that.

The provision which is in this act is

similar to that which is in the Environmental
Protection Act and has to do with the minis-
ter or the ministry being able to require
somebody who makes a spill to clean it up.
We did this not too long ago in Guelph,
where a trucker was unloading oil and was
careless and it got away into the river. We
required him to clean it up because we knew
who had done it. There is the same intent
in this kind of legislation.

Mr. Good: No compensation involved
there?

Hon. Mr. Auld: It seems to me that if

a person causes a mess that person should
be required to clean it up.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South):

That's what we think about Dow—but when?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I would prefer to stay

on the Pesticides Act this afternoon.

Mr. Stokes: I am sure the minister would.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): It doesn't

give us much confidence on how the minister

runs this one, though.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I would have to say, Mr.

Speaker, that the Attorney General (Mr.

Bales), in whom I have great confidence, is

the one who is in charge of the prosecution
of Dow.

Mr. Cassidy: We haven't got confidence in

him, and we suggest this minister might press
him a bit to get some action.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Of course, Mr. Speaker, I

suppose we wouldn't all be here if there

weren't certain differences of opinion.

The point raised by the hon. member con-

cerning the possible contamination of fruit

and vegetables coming into the province from

other jurisdictions because of the improper
use of pesticides, is one which my colleague,
the Minister of Agriculture and Food, tells

me he has taken up with his federal col-

league. The federal agriculture people are

presently checking or monitoring imported
fruits and vegetables where this might be a

problem.

Perhaps I might go back a little to section

3. I think all hon. members will agree with

me that technically the use of any pesticide
is going to have an effect on the environment

or else it won't do what it is supposed to do
—whether it is killing spruce bud worms or

potato beetles, or whatever it may be. So

inherent in this is the fact that there will

be some effect on the environment.

What uses will be permitted by the director

may vary, and there is no point in speculat-

ing.

The hon. member for Thunder Bay asked

me about Natural Resources' use of the spray
on the spruce budworm and what the effects

were and what the effects of lampricides
were. I can't answer either of those questions

specifically. These questions were dealt with

by my predecessors. But I would say that in

certain cases certain kinds of pesticides have
a very limited effect and can be closely con-

trolled in terms of apphcation and final rest-

ing place in the soil. Others cannot.

In some cases, it is far more difficult to

decide whether or not it is important to de-
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stroy the spruce budworm, for instance, be-

cause of perhaps some possible side effects

on birds. I don't know what spray was used,

but this kind of a decision has to be made.

Each case will have to be looked at on its

merits as to whether the possible side eflFect

damage is more important or more crucial

than dealing with the problem itself. Per-

haps I am not explaining myself very well,

but I think those considerations, those bal-

ances, will always have to be made.

Mr. MacDonald: In business terms, it is a

balance of liabilities and assets.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I think, Mr. Speaker, that

is probably an easier one to deal with if we
are talking about bookkeeping.

Section 19, secrecy; that again is a pro-
vision taken from the Environmental Pro-

tection Act. The purpose of it is to give our

people access to company records and so on,

but to protect trade secrets; that sort of

thing.

The hon. member vdll see it says "for any

prosecution or any
civil action the technical

detail is available' but not perhaps the whole

company's records. This seems to be a way
of having access to all the information that

our people need and the person making it

available to us can still protect competitive
or trade secrets and situations.

I think I mentioned lampricide a moment

ago and I am not aware of any serious side

effects from using this. I haven't seen any-

thing in the material that has come to my
attention since I have been minister to indi-

cate any serious side effects, but I can check
on that again and let the hon. member know.

I think, Mr. Speaker, I have touched on the

various points that were raised. I would say
there may be some other detail that hon.

members might like to deal with when we
are in committee.

Perhaps this is unusual, but I would be
interested in knowing whether the House
would like to see this go to the natural

resources committee for discussion, where our
technical people will be available, or whether

they will be happy to deal with it in the

House?

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall this bill be ordered for

third reading?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Committee of the whole.

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole?

Agreed.

Clerk of the House: The second order.
House in committee of the whole; Mr. R. D.
Rowe in the chair.

PESTICIDES CONTROL ACT

House in committee on Bill 91, An Act to

control the Use of Pesticides.

Mr. Chairman: Bill 91, An Act to control

the Use of Pesticides. Any comments, ques-
tions or amendments to any of the first

sections?

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Section

1, subsections 20 and 21.

Mr. Chairman: Is there anything before

that? If not, please continue.

Mr. Good: I would like to ask the minister,

what is a troublesome organic fxmction?

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Indiges-
tion!

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of the En-

vironment): I am sorry, Mr. Chairman, I was

trying to listen to two people and I didn't

hear either of them.

Mr. Lewis: It is the first time he has ad-

mitted to that frailty.

Hon. Mr. Auld: If the hon. member would

just give me a second I'll—

Mr. Good: Section 1, subsection 20. What
is a troublesome organic function of a plant
or animal?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Well, I suppose I'd better

get a note from somebody about that. At a

guess, I would say poison ivy perhaps.

Mr. Good: While you are waiting for an

answer to that, I would like to go on to

section 21.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I suppose it could also

include a flea from a dog, and it also means
the control of suckering in fruit trees.

Mr. Good: With a pesticide?

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): I am sur-

prised the Minister of Agriculture and Food
didn't know that.

Mr. Good: Thank God we have that great

mystery solved.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): You learn something every

day.
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Mr. Good: In subsection 21 I am concerned
here about the definition which says "pesti-
cide means any organism, substance or thing
that is manufactured, represented, sold or

used as a means of directly or indirectly con-

trolling, preventing" and so on.

To begin with then, pesticide means an

organism. Now perhaps the minister has

seen television pictures or has read about
the production of organic fruit from the

natural health stores. It is produced without

pesticides. In other words, there are no chem-
ical pesticides used to produce wholesome,

ripe and wormfree fruit. The control there is

by means of parasites or organisms which
in fact kill or devour the worm or the thing
that would destroy a perfect fruit.

It would mean here that this pesticide con-

trol director would have control over the use

of parasites or predators or whatever might
be used to control another pest. Is that cor-

rect, or is that carrying this too far?

Hon. Mr. Auld: This is correct. Here, again,
I am not an entomologist.

Mr. Good: Well, the minister can tell I am!

Hon. Mr. Auld: Nor am I a biologist, or

any of the other things. I think the hon.

member would recall some instances in which
animals or birds have been imported to a

country to deal with something or other and
over a period of years they become a bigger
problem than the problem they were imported
to control.

Mr. Good: Is the minister suggesting that

they would come under the control of the

director of this Act?

Hon. Mr. Auld: They could be, yes.

Mr. Good: All right. Carrying it another

step further, suppose I buy a shotgun to kill

groundhogs, which are a pest in my field. Is

the minister going to have control of that?

The gun is a thing which is manufactured. Is

the minister, under this Act, going to have
control of firearms which are used to control

pests?

Hon. Mr. Auld: No.

Mr. Good: Pardon?

Hon. Mr. Auld: No.

Mr. Good: Well, the Act says "A substance
or a thing that is manufactured, sold or used

directly or indirectly to control"—whatever
one wants to control with it.

Hon. Mr. Auld: That is correct. My under-

standing from my legal people is it is to deal

with the things which are now in the pesti-
cide field. This wording is required, but there

is no intention of controlling pocket knives

or stones or any one of a variety of things
which might be used to deal with a pest.

Mr. Good: But the minister feels he has to

have control over any parasites or predators
which would be used in the production of

natural health foods which are raised with-

out—

Hon. Mr. Auld: I must say that we have
not been worried about natural foods. I think

that's rather unlikely but conceivably—again
I am guessing and I hate hypothetical things-

Mr. Good: Well, this isn't hypothetical. It

says right in here that the minister is going
to control organisms, which would include

parasites used in the production of health

toods.

Hon. Mr. Auld: We will have the authority
to control organisms. Thank goodness—I have

a note from my legal counsel! Pests don't

come under the control of the ministry or the

director; the pesticides do.

Mr. Good: Yes, but the definition of a

pesticide in the Act is any organism or sub-

stance that is manufactured.

Hon. Mr. Auld: If the hon. member can

suggest a better definition, I will be de-

lighted to know it.

Mr. Good: I am wondering—there is con-

cern about whether or not those who use

parasites to control other insects in the pro-
duction of health foods will come under the

control of the Pesticides Control Act.

Evidently, according to the minister's defini-

tion, they feel they will, and it is the minis-

ter's intention that they would. Is that

correct?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Not at the present time.

As I say, I know of no problem in that field,

but conceivably, in two or five years from

now, it could come up because there are all

kinds of things going on in the pesticide and
herbicide fields.

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): I might
point out to the minister, Mr. Chairman, with

your permission, that the greenhouse indus-

try has a problem with what is called white-

fly. Mr. Unger at Leamington has an insect

that he is propagating for the purposes of

destroying whitefly instead of having to use

chemical sprays.
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Mr. Good: Conceivably, then, within this

bill a person would have to be licensed, or

come under control of this piece of legisla-
tion to use that?

Hon. Mr. Auld: No, because I imagine—

Mr. Good: This gives you very wide

powers. That one definition could open this

thing into a whole new field of control which

maybe wasn't the intention, but which the

minister might want to move into.

Hon. Mr. Auld: As I mentioned, Mr.

Chairman, some time ago when we tabled

the report of the Pesticides Advisory Com-
mittee, the vast number of pesticides—some

3,000 I think — would be in class D, over

which there is virtually no control; these

are things that anybody can buy in the

stores.

We are now talking really of A and B,
where something less than 100 pesticides are

involved. This is where the stringent con-

trols are, because of the hazardous nature

of these pesticides and the requirement that

the people who use them be properly trained

and equipped to do so.

Mr. Good: One last effort at this, Mr.

Chairman. Would the person who is develop-

ing an insect or a parasite to control some
other insect have to come for a licence or a

permit under the provisions of this bill, it

being that the definition of pesticide includes

an organism?

Hon. Mr. Auld: At the moment if he pro-

posed to offer it for sale he would be re-

quired to submit it to us, and we in turn

would give it to the Pesticides Advisory Com-
mittee. What hazard it might have would be
determined by them and I would be advised,
and then we would deal with it in whatever
classification it apparendy came into.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comments on
section 1?.

Mr. J. P. Spence (Kent): On section 2,

the Pesticides Appeal Board. I did ask the

minister a short time ago in regard to this

appeal board that he is setting up—

Mr. Paterson: That is section 9.

Mr. Spence: Section 9, is it? Or do you
want me to speak here on it?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, I men-
tioned a moment ago I proposed an amend-
ment to increase the members from five to

seven, which will permit us to meet the re-

quest of the federation for two people whom
they would recommend be placed on the

board. I think this meets the comment of

the hon. member a while ago.

Mr. Spence: In regard to qualified men
able to give proof how these pesticides affect

human beings. I have a Workmen's Com-

pensation case at the present time which we
have been trying to deal with, and it seems

to me that there is in the province only one

man qualified, or who the Workmen's Com-

pensation Board relies on, to say how pesti-
cides affect human beings. The lawyers who
have been dealing with this case have to

write to the United States and even to

England to get information on the effects

of these pesticides.

Is it the minister's idea to have a number
of qualified personnel or doctors on this ad-

visory board to say how these pesticides
affect human beings? Because where these

companies are spraying different products-

cabbage and tomatoes and things like this—

we find the farmer in the next field getting
sick and going to hospital. Perhaps he hasn't

been well for a year.

These are some of the things that concern

me, that the Province of Ontario shotdd have

qualified personnel—more than one—to be

able to explain how these pesticides affect

the individual.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, there are

two points here I think that have to be

separated. As I mentioned a moment ago.
Dr. Stopps, who is the chief of the environ-

mental health section of the Ministry of

Health, is on the advisory committee and

can indicate to the committee the effects of

these things.

But there is a difference as far as com-

pensation is concerned, I would think, be-

tween proper use and improper use. This

becomes then a medical matter which is

outside our scope as far as the Workmen's

Compensation Board is concerned—perhaps as

between the workmen and his employer and

spills and misuse, that kind of thing. From
what I have read on the subject, in some

cases the medical people have found it dif-

ficult to determine whether certain results

were from over-exposure or ingestion of a

pesticide, or whether it was from a variety

of causes.

It's a difiBcult field, but I am afraid it's

not one that is within the responsibility or

jurisdiction of this ministry.
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Mr. Chairman: Shall section 1 stand as

part of the bill?

Section 1 agreed to.

Any other comments, questions or amend-
ments on any of the next five sections?

Does the hon. minister have an amendment,
and could he tell me which section so we'll

be sure not to miss it? No?

Anything before section 9? If not, the

hon. member for Waterloo North.

Mr. Good: On section 9, just a few brief

questions.

I'm pleased to see the Pesticides Advisory
Committee is made up of 14 people. I

suppose there is no reason to increase the

quorum number, which is now six.

The thing I wanted to ask was: Do the

civil servants who are presently on the

board serve without additional per diem;
and what per diem is paid to the other

members per meeting? And how often do

they meet? I understand they're meeting
tomorrow.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I think, Mr. Chairman,
they meet once a month. As I recall, the

public servants who sit on the board receive

no remuneration. For the other members, I

believe the chairman receives $110 per

meeting for a full day, and the members $85.
And I assume I am correct, because nobody
is shaking their head at me.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 9 stand as

part of the bill?

Section 9 agreed to.

Any comments, questions or amendments
on any later section of the bill?

Mr. Good: On section 121

Mr. Chairman: On 12? Anything before
12?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, I'm sorry;
I just had an opportunity last night to read
the comments of the Federation of Agricul-
ture, and I'm trying to find the section

about the appeal board-

Mr. Chairman: Might it be section 12
that's being suggested?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Ah, section 12.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before section
12 then?

Would the hon. minister care to place his

amendment?

Hon. Mr. Auld moves that the word "five"

in the second line of section 12, subsection

I, be changed to "seven".

Mr. Good: On that-

Mr. Chairman: A comment on this?

Mr. Good: Yes, and coupled with that, I

presume you would amend subsection 3 and
increase the quorum from three to four,
would you?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Well, as a matter of fact,

Mr. Chairman, I hadn't thought about that;

but I think that's a good suggestion.

Mr. Good: Well, this was also in the

letter which the minister received on April
26, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Auld moves that in section 12, sub-

section 3, the word "three" be changed to

the word "four."

Mr. Chairman: Shall both these amend-
ments carry?

Mr. Good: No, before we carry the amend-

ments, could we have an indication now as

to the composition of this board? You in-

dicated to us the composition of the advisory
committee.

The appeal board appointments will be

by the Lieutenant Governor in Council, but

could you indicate the type of person? They
cannot be public servants, according to the

Act. Whom would you be appointing to this

board?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, I don't

propose at the moment to change the present

members, who have been acting as the

licence appeal board. We want to have a
similar calibre person; but I really can't

say, other than the two people—one from
the federation and one from the fruit

growers. The remainder of the board will

be comparable to the calibre of the people
who are on the present licensing appeal
board.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Section 12, as amended, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any further com-
ments or questions or amendments to any later

section of the bill?

Is there anything before section 22? If not,

the member for Essex South on section 22.

Mr. Paterson: Might I ask the minister-

in my brief remarks I indicated that the
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director should be notified—I wonder if the

minister would accept an amendment here, or

whether it's necessary?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, I am sorry,

I missed that. The hon. member brought it

up in his remarks.

Here, again, this is a provision similar to

that in the Environmental Protection Act. The

purpose, of course, is obvious—if there has

been some sort of spill or overflow we want
to know about it as rapidly as possible so that

something can be done to deal with it. In

many cases, this would mean that written no-

tice, particularly if it had to be delivered by
hand, or even by mail, might take a day or

two days to get to our people.

As far as we are concerned, we think the

way this is presently written is the best way
to have it. It has worked with oil spills, acid

spills, emissions into the air, upsets and so on.

I would hope that the committee would agree
that we use the same technique here at least

until we find there is a better one.

Mr. Paterson: I might ask, Mr. Chairman,
if it would be spelled out in more precise de-

tail in the regulations, that the person who is

responsible for a particular accident must

notify the director immediately. There is no
time limit here; it might be within 30 days.

WiU you undertake to make some specific

regulation governing this?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I think it is fair to say that

implicit in this is that it is the responsibility

of the person to report as soon as he becomes
aware of it. Under certain circumstances it

might conceivably be a month before he be-

came aware of it.

We had that oil on the Kaministikwia River

in Thunder Bay which didn't appear until

somebody tore the works down. That might
have been going on for six months. You
couldn't reasonably expect somebody to notify
us until they found out about it.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 22 stand as

part of the bill?

Section 22 agreed to.

Are there any comments, questions or

amendments to any later section of the bill?

On section 23;

Mr. Good: On section 23, the minister has

indicated that he, too, is concerned about the

fact that insurance companies are now writing
in exemption clauses by which they will not

be responsible for damage due to pesticides
used improperly or spilled or what not.

I think the big concern here is the wide
ministerial discretion given to award damages
against the user or permit or licence holder.

Any damage probably goes way beyond clean-

ing up any oil spill or anything of that nature

because the effects on humans and the envi-

ronment which could be caused by pesticides
are pretty great.

Suppose the pesticides operators find that

their one lone remaining co-operative insur-

ance association deletes their coverage, and
the government hasn't moved to do anything
to set up government coverage. Where is that

going to leave them if this should happen
within the next six months or a year?

What positive steps are you going to take

to set up the fund by the operators, which I

think is an excellent idea. There is something
like it in the pits and quarries legislation,

where they bond the users or you could put in

a charge for each time they use a gallon of

pesticide. This would set up a fund which
could cover this thing, because evidently it is

of great concern. The way it is being left at

the present time is not very satisfactory.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, I can't give
a definitive answer to the hon. member. We
are not positive that the situation is totally

hopeless; that there are no insurers in this

field. My information, and it is relatively re-

cent, is that there may well be some still,

although I am told that with few people in

the field and not too much competition the

rates might become exorbitant.

I want to make it clear that we are not

talking about civil damages. The ministry
does not become a civil judge in this case,

to deal with civil suits as between neighbours,
or something like that. Although there is a

provision now where we have a so-called

kitchen table committee that can sit down
and try and get agreements, primarily about

spills around feed elevators and so on.

All I can tell the House is that we are dis-

cussing with the Ministry of Agriculture and

Food what steps should be taken, depending
on how great the problem is. I think I can

speak for my colleague when I say that he is

quite interested and concerned on behalf of

his ministry and I am reasonably confident

that we will sort out a system that will work
in conjunction with, or in place of, whatever

system now exists.

Mr. Good: A further question on that

section and the way I read it. If a person is

given direction by the minister to do certain

things, repair damages, would that constitute

an order by the director? Would it be subject
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to appeal then, or not? Or is there no appeal

against the ministerial order?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, if the

director makes an order, it is appealable to

the appeal board and then to the ministry.

Mr. Good: The director can't make this—

Hon. Mr. Auld: If the ministry makes an
order then I suppose it's only appealable on
a point of law to the courts.

Mr. Good: Well, is that right?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Well, unfortunately, we
don't have to do it very often. But if the

ministry doesn't have that authority then the

public in general has to pay, because it has
to be cleaned up by somebody.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 23 stand as

part of the bill?

Section 23 agreed to.

Any other comments, questions, or amend-
ments on later sections?

Mr. Good: This is section 24, and it could
be connected to 27 as well, and this is a

matter of exemptions. The exemptions can be

given by the director, and when exemptions
are given to certain persons to do certain

things without a hcence, or vdthout a permit,
or they are given the use of certain pesticides
in areas which they would otherwise not
allowed to be used, or the quantities or the

type of pesticides can be used, they can be

given at the discretion of the director.

Now the result of the use of the pesticide
without a hcence, or in quantities differing
from the regulations, could have a detrimental
effect on many people in the area.

The way I read this section is that the only
information being given out about exemptions
is that if I go to the director and say, "Does
X-Y-Z company have an exemption?" He
can then say "yes" or "no," and tell me what
the exemption is. But there is no way where
permission is given for anyone to say who are
all those in the province who have been given
exemptions to use DDT for example. I am
wondering whether the public good is being
properly protected here when there is such

confidentiality to giving out information about

exemptions from this Act. What is the pur-
pose for all this secrecy about exemptions
from the Act?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Well Mr. Chairman, the
reason for the record is very similar to the

provision in the Enviroimiental Protection

Act, so that any person can come and find

out what orders have been issued, what ex-

emptions may have been given.

Section 24 simply says that when there is

an order made on a person and he sells his

business, the order applies to the person to

whom he sells it, if it hasn't been completed—
that kind of thing.

Section 27 is, again, similar. It deals with
tlie problem in northern Ontario about vendor's

licences and the requests that have been made
by the agricultural community. One farmer,
for cost reasons, might become the vendor
and make purchases on behalf of the people
in his area—say Dryden, Fort Frances, or one
of these smaller agricultural areas remote
from here. So we would in effect exempt
that person from the other requirements of

a vendors licence. Does the hon. member
follow me? That's the purpose of section 27.

Mr. Good: Going back to section 24. I'm

concerned that if a person wants to see the

index and what orders or what exemptions
are against that particular firm, he has to

single out the particular firm to find out any-

thing he wants to know just about that one
firm. There is no general information avail-

able to anyone.

If I were to go in and say: "Who all are

exempt from using DDT in the province at

the present time?"—there is no way I can ask

that question and get the information.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Oh that isn't my under-

standing, Mr. Chairman. The only thing is if

there is a pile this high, which is not the case

I might say as far as DDT or anything else

is concerned, I suppose there might be some
administrative problems in terms of time. But

the purpose of the exercise is to have the in-

formation available for the public, and that's

what we are attempting to achieve here.

Mr. Chairman: Do these sections stand as

part of the bill then?

Agreed.

Now section 30. Anything before 30? All

right, the member for Essex South.

Mr. Paterson: Yes. In this section, the

minister is now given the right to charge for

pamphlets and brochures and more detailed

drawings and so forth, which probably is

acceptable. But I just wonder what sort of

distribution is going to be made of this new
information? Are there going to be some

throwaway type pamphlets available through
the Ministry of Agriculture and Food as well

as your ministry? Will they be available

through the various county health units and
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maybe farm supply agencies for quick inter-

pretation by the average citizen?

Hon. Mr. Auld: What we are thinking
about here are those quite costly and rela-

tively specialized documents that we might
be preparing for the retailers, for instance,

of very difficult things. Or for commercial

operators, where they make the profit because

of the use of certain commodities. They are

costly for us to produce, and my own feeling
is that in a case like that the individual who

gets the benefit should pay for it.

But we will continue to disseminate gen-
eral information about pesticides, probably

through Agriculture and Food, without cost.

Mr. Chairman: Does section 30 stand as

part of the bill?

Section 30 agreed to.

Any further comments, questions, or

amendments on any later section of the bill?

If not shall the bill as amended be reported?

Bill 91, as amended, reported.

Hon. Mr. Stewart moves that the com-
mittee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the commit-
tee of the whole House begs to report one

bill with certain amendments and asks for

leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

THIRD READING

The following bill was given third read-

ing upon motion.

Bill 91, An Act to control the Use of Pes-

ticides.

HOMES FOR THE AGED AND
REST HOMES ACT

Hon. Mr. Brunelle moves second reading
of Bill 108, An Act to amend the Homes for

the Aged and Rest Homes Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

George.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Mr.

Speaker, as far as this bill is concerned, I

have some deep reservations, which really
run through much of the legislation proposed

by this ministry and the Health Ministry.
In each case the matters which come before
this House are so governed by regulations
which we do not see or, as in the case today,
have just been placed on our desks, that

the amendments as proposed become very
difficult to follow; in fact, they are simply
a skeletal suggestion of what the law pur-

ports to be.

When it comes to the specifics of this

legislation, there are some matters which

really do bother me—for example, the pro-
vision of residential services in other than

a home or a joint home. On the surface,

this looks to be an excellent type of situa-

tion; however, I would like to have further

clarification of it. I would like to know what
we are talking about when we speak of

alternative residential services.

I would like to be very much assured that

there are some guidelines before this is done,

because it may mean that it is an improved
service or it may mean that it is a service

which is really not acceptable to the person
most closely involved in the service. Perhaps
the minister would comment on that particu-
lar section.

When it comes to the composition of the

committees of management, I note by cross-

referencing with the regulations that there

is a provision, so far as municipalities are

concerned, for a certain number of people
to be members of council. This does seem

to be an open-ended kind of arrangement,
but it does occur to me that there should

be provision for people from the public

sector to have some input into the manage-
ment. I don't see this suggested either in

the bill itself or in the regulations, which

I have only been able to scan very quickly.

I would ask the minister if he would be

prepared at least to give consideration to

according to my leader and to the leader of

the NDP the opportunity to sit on the com-

mittee dealing with regulations so there

can be some debate and some input from

the opposition into these regulations. Gen-

erally speaking, I find this is where the

actual force and efiFect of the legislation is,

and it is utterly unacceptable to me that

there can be no opportimity for debate on

matters so important to the legislation itself.

I am further concerned about the fact

that apparently a series of persons in the

ministry may be involved in the various

factors, that the director or anyone else

almost down the line may come into the

picture to make decisions on matters which,
to me, would appear to be rather major
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decisions, or could be. I would like some

comment on that.

I would like to point out that insofar as

the Act itself is concerned—the original Act,

to make it clear what I am talking about

in the regulations—there is provision for

the removal of a person on the recom-

mendation of a manager and a physician. I

am perfectly aware of a case where these

two persons jointly considered removing
someone from a home because they thought
that a member of the family ought to be

able to care for them. It involved thousands

of dollars of damages before it was finally

resolved, if one could call it a resolution.

This is the kind of thing that is hidden

in regulations and not spelled out with

any particularity in the Act itself.

I would like some further explanation as

to what is involved in establishing other

residential use, since I haven't had the

opportunity to find it in the regulations,
and as to who determines it.

It states under section 6, subsection (1),

that a municipality "may, on recommenda-
tion of the administrator of the home, pro-
vide residential services approved by the

director." But as I said before, it doesn't

spell out on what conditions, what circum-

stances—whether perhaps it is a case that,

when they simply shift people around, there

might be some consideration given to the

needs and/or wishes and expectations of the

persons involved in this sort of shift.

If it means, of course, that a person may
receive residential services under the same
terms and conditions in a smaller and more
intimate environment than that indicated in

this particular bill, this would be something
which I would be certainly most interested

in supporting. Because I am not one who
believes too heartily in the massive, in-

stitutional approach to these sort of services.

I think at the moment these are my com-
ments on this particular bill. I am not deal-

ing with the matter of the territorial districts

since I am not one who knows very much
about that particular aspect of it. I am
leaving that to be covered by my colleague.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sud-

bury East.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): Mr.

Speaker, like the previous spokesman for

the Liberal Party, I find it increasingly diflB-

cult, whenever dealing with bills from this

particular ministry, to even comprehend just

what in God's name the bill is about. I made

this same complaint last year, Mr. Speaker,
and I made the complaint just the other

night to the Attorney General (Mr. Bales)
before the counsel who draws up the bills

for this Legislature.

I have never seen a set of bills so badly
numbered and so badly mangled that with-

out having the latest up-to-date copies of

the consolidated oflBce copy, you could even
follow them. Fortunately, the minister sup-

plied this to me and I went through it much
more quickly.

I might say that I spent seven hours just

trying to trace the parts through this bill and
the minister's other bill, the Charitable In-

stitutions Act. I don't know if it's a deliberate

ploy, I would suspect not from that minister,
but it may be by legal counsel to confuse

the opposition or to confuse the public who
might be trying to find out what these bills

are about. It is almost impossible.

They are niunbered improperly. There are

sections left in—one could look at this bill

very quickly and see parts left in that were
amended a year ago. Just name changes, but

nonetheless when you are trying to study a

bill to see what its intent are and its purpose,
there shouldn't be organized confusion.

Mr. Speaker, I continue to be upset with
the determination of this government, to use

the words of the former Treasurer, to "re-

privatize," to dump things back into the

private sector. This has been happening again
and again in this ministry over the last year
at least. We've found this to be on the in-

crease. As far as I'm concerned it proves
to me that the government of Ontario cannot

fulfill its role in providing the services, both
in the health and in the social and com-

munity service fields which come under the

jurisdiction of government and should not

be part of the private sector.

But we see again in section 6 of this Act,

subsection (1) and (2), that, and I quote:

The amendment allows an authority

operating a home to provide residential

service outside the home, which services

would be subject to the approval of the

director and subject to the conditions set

out in the regulations.

I would suspect—and possibly we can get
clarification on that—that this would allow

the provision of more services for the aged
in the private sector.

That being the case, if I'm correct, then

it displeases me no end. I'm firmly committed

to the principle that services provided to

citizens should not have attached to them any
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type of profit motive. Possibly I am wrong,
but I'm waiting for the minister to clarify

that for me.

I continue to be frustrated by—and the

leader of the New Democratic Party spoke
about this earlier with respect to the bill that

just went through, previous to the one we
are now debating—everything being done by
regulation. This happens more and more.

The minister sent me this today. But when

regulations are made, and I realize they go
into the book that is sent out regularly, fre-

quently one who is a critic of the depart-
ment misses those regulation changes and
I'm not certain I have time, nor do most

people in this Legislature, to read through

every regulation changie that goes through.

Possibly each of the ministers might just

break down when they are trying to bring
in this type of legislation, dealing primarily
with the meat of the whole substance in the

regulations. That is that when regulation

changes are being implemented: (a) We have
what the hon. member for St. George has

requested, advance notice, with someone from
the party being involved; or (b) an oppor-

tunity to comment through the minister send-

ing out the changes in regulations to the

various critics of the various departments.

It seems to me to be kept informed of

what is going on, we must know when these

regulation changes are coming. Frequently
the changes come and it's many months be-

fore we even know they have been enacted.

I think back to the changes in the alloca-

tions being paid under the Ministry of Com-

munity and Social Services for people on

FBA. One had to follow it for many months
to make sure one didn't miss the changes in

the regulations. Again I question the min-

ister and I question the government as a

whole as to whether it is trying to hide

something they don't want the opposition to

know. If not, then I would urge that some
better method of communication be intro-

duced, Mr. Minister, so we would know the

regulation changes were coming. If we then

choose to comment or write the minister in

response to a regulation change, we are in a

position to do so—but not six or eight or 10

months thereafter.

There is another section of this bill that

bothers me. As I indicated to the minister

earlier, I tried to find a principle that un-

derlined it and can only come to the con-

clusion that these latest bills are just house-

cleaning. They are without principle. They
are just changes here and there, with no un-

derlying change in principle or philosophy

of the government at all. But litde things

crop up in there that cause one to wonder
if they are not just trying to put—no, the

minister shakes his head and says no, he

wouldn't do it. I trust him, he being a man
of honour.

But when I look at section 3 of this bill-

it is very difficult, Mr. Speaker, to comment
on this bill, because there is no principle

involved, without going into it section by
section. I hope youll excuse me for having
this difficulty, because I can't find a prin-

ciple in the bill to follow through in a logical
discussion.

When one looks at section 3, subsection

(1) and (2), where it defines in the pre-
amble the composition and method of ap-

pointing boards of management for district

homes, it says these are to be provided by
the regulations and permits appointments to

such boards to be made directly by the mu-

nicipalities.

I searched that out in the bill itself and
I really can't see where it says that. Again,
I might have missed it, but I just can't see

where it says the municipalities will make
some of the appointments. I might have

missed it.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): It will

be done by regulation!

Mr. Martel: Oh, but it says so in the

preamble I have just quoted.

Again it leads to the type of confusion

that I indicated earlier seems to pervade
these bills. Maybe the people on the minis-

ter's staff who are talking his own jargon all

the time find these things relatively easy to

understand.

It's those who do not deal in it all the

time who find it somewhat difficult. It's much
like teachers talking the jargon they talk all

the time to someone who is not a teacher—

in most instances that person is lost. There

is that tendency for this sort of thing to hap-

pen, and I would suggest possibly that is

part of the problem in drafting these bills

and the explanatory notes. In fact there are

people who don't deal in the jargon daily

who find it extremely difficult.

The other section that bothers me, I guess
more than any, deals primarily with inspec-
tions. I've never been very enthusiastic about

any of the inspections conducted by the

various branches of this government per se,

not just the Ministry of Community and So-

cial Services. This government, in the type
of inspection it has across the province.
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leaves a good deal to be desired—and in no

ministry more than the Ministry of Natural

Resources.

Nonetheless, from my contacts with people
who are working in homes for the aged and
so on, we find that the nurses who are on

duty can tell you two or three days in ad-

vance when there is going to be an inspec-
tion. The same applies in hospitals. Nurses

tell me that they, too, in a hospital can tell

you. Certainly in mining it's a foregone con-

clusion that management always knows.

What bothers me about it is that we might
as well get rid of the departments because

why have an inspection where people are

notified in advance that an inspection is going
to occur? For the other 364 days of the year,
unsafe or unsatisfactory conditions could

prevail. Also, in this Act, you further water

down the effectiveness of an inspection by al-

lowing even a greater range of people to

make inspection.

The Ministry of Labour at the present
time is thinking about taking construction

safety investigations away from municipal
oflicials. And here we have the Ministry of

Community and Social Services expanding to

allow people other than his own department
to get involved in inspecting.

To me that can only lead to chaos. Because
we want to guarantee that the types of regu-
lations needed to ensiure the well-being of

the people in those homes are not watered

down; and the more people you have in-

volved, the less chance there is of consistency
in the application of the regulations.

This is bound to happen yet in this section

the government is going to allow, and I quote:
"Or by a person appointed by the council of

the municipality or board of management pro-

viding the services." Well what in God's
name is that doing in there?

I would urge the minister to delete that.

If we are going to ensure that the regulations
are applied uniformly across the province, this

can only come in conjunction with the minis-

try responsible for those regulations, from em-

ployees of that particular ministry, and not

a whole range of people across the province.

Those are the comments I want to make in

the initial stages. I am going to raise some
other issues, clause by clause; imless of course
the answers the minister provides give us a

further indication of what this bill intends to

do.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nipis-

sing.

Mr. R. S. Smith (Nipissing): Mr. Speaker,
I just have a few comments to make, par-

ticularly in regard to the change allowing

mimicipalities in northern Ontario to appoint

people to the board. I congratulate the minis-

ter on bringing in that change. For about 10

years the municipalities in the north have
been pressing the ministry to give them repre-
sentation on the boards—because basically

they provide a good portion of the money
that is spent and they have been ignored com-

pletely as far as representation on the boards
is concerned.

In my area there has been some diflBculty

because of the appointment made to both
boards. The minister is well aware of the

one a few months ago when a person was
removed for imknown reasons. But apparently
the recommendations that the minister received

were not in the best interests of the people,
nor of the party concerned, so they had to

make the board larger in order to put this

young gentleman back on.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Tell us the storyl

Mr. R. S. Smith: The same thing happened
to the North Bay board three years ago when
the now Minister of Education (Mr. Wells)
was Minister of Community and Social Serv-

ices. They did the same thing and they had
to enlarge the board to put the person back
on. It is more an intra-party fight than a difiB-

culty with the appointments.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: They can't all get the top
choice.

Mr. R. S. Smith: They seem to make real

errors when it comes to advising the ministry
on who should be appointed to what. Ob-

viously though, the minister has now decided

that he can't depend on those people any
longer and he has got to change the Act in

order to give the municipalities direct repre-
sentation.

Hon. R. Bnmelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): The member is in favour

of that, isn't he?

Mr. R. S. Smith: Yes, certainly, that's right.

It will be much better than some of the

people on there now. That goes without say-

ing and I think the minister will even agree
with that

Mr. Mattel: The minister nods in agree-
ment.

Mr. R. S. Smith: The problem with the bill

is, as has been pointed out by the two pre-
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vious speakers, that it puts into regulations
the size of the board and those who will be

appointed, but it doesn't specify how many on
the board will be municipal representatives,

how many will remain representatives and
how many will remain as direct appointments
of the ministry.

It doesn't specify the length of term or that

type of thing. If it is going to be set down
in statute so that we can understand what the

minister is specifically going to do, then per-

haps we would have an easier time in dealing
with the bill. Generally speaking, though, as

far as thp.t part of the bill giving municipal

representation on the boards in the territorial

districts is concerned, I congratulate the

minister on finally moving. However, I feel

that his reasons for doing so are perhaps
suspect, in that it should have been done a

good number of years ago. The people who
spend money and pay should have some input
into the management; and it should have been
done on this basis instead of because of the

fact that the advice which has been given to

the minister by a certain organization, which
holds meetings and decides who are going to

have these appointments, has been so bad.

Mr. Speaker: Any other member wish to

participate? The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Mr.

Speaker, I read through the bill, although it

is not one in which I was directly concerned.
It struck sort of a spark of recognition of

the kinds of problems that do exist with a

number of institutions similar to those found
in homes for the aged. I have had more

problems raised about nursing homes than
about homes for the aged, possibly because

nursing homes are run under private owner-

ship in many cases, whereas most homes for

the aged are run under municipal or county
direction.

Nevertheless, the kinds of powers that are

being arrogated by the minister in the regu-
lations do worry me. It seems to me that the

problem, once these bills pass the Legislature

—they are not particularly contentious, they
are debated briefly, and then they are put
through—the problems following that though,
are not aired in any kind of a constructive

way.

There is no place in this Legislature where

they can be discussed. There seems to be no

place at the municipal level where they can
be discussed either—where the problems
raised by the intrusion of ministerial em-

ployees and inspectors in the operation of

institutions at the local level can be dis-

cussed.

Today I was passing through the hall and

happened to pick up some comments which

may have been made by the Minister of

Health (Mr. Potter) to nursing home in-

spectors, who apparently were gathered here

in the Legislature today or yesterday. I do
not know the source of those comments but

they were on a ministerial typewriter with

large capitals. In any event, the nursing home

inspectors were being advised to go easy on
their inspection of the smaller, older nursing
homes which are having great difficulty in

meeting the requirements and regulations
that have been put out in the last year or

so.

Those regulations have been significantly

tightened. Some of the nursing homes and
some of the small operators are threatened

with being put out of business because of

stringent application of the guidelines. We
have the same experience under this minister

with the enforcement of the regulations under
the Day Nurseries Act. Private groups, self-

help groups, co-operative groups that are

seeking to set up day-care centres under the

Act, have had enormous difficulty in getting
licensed and in going through the procedural

hoops and meeting all of the requirements
that have been put down in regulations by
the minister.

The problem, Mr. Speaker, is that there is

no effective way that kind of group can come
to the Legislature or can come to the minis-

ter in order to get changes, in order to get
an easing, where easing of regulations is de-

sirable and can be justified. Yet in this case

the minister has done it yet again.

There is no way, I would suggest, under
the format devised by the minister, in which
smaller municipalities with particular prob-
lems with their home for the aged, can come
and get some kind of flexibility in applica-
tion. There is no provision for consultation,

as far as drawing up of the regulations, with

those people who are involved, who know
much more about it than probably most of

us in the Legislature. There is no provision
for consultation on the means by which the

minister and his officials decide how the

boards of management will be composed.

All of this can be done unilaterally, once

the skeleton legislation is passed by the Legis-

lature, and that is not good enough. I hope
that the minister, after the supper break,

might tell us what kind of reforms he might
be willing to bring in, not just for the Homes
for the Aged Act but for the other Acts
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affecting various classes of institutions and
social services within the Province. In this

way the people who provide the services will

have the right to be consulted, rather than

having to appeal constantly to the minister

for help, on a sort of a semi-political basis.

What kind of consultation-

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member have

considerable further remarks?

Mr. Cassidy: No, I will be finished in half

a minute.

Mr. Speaker: All right!

Mr. Cassidy: I was about to call it 6

o'clock.

What other means will he seek so that the

framework of regulations, the application of

enforcement, even the appointment of inspec-

tors and the kind of job that they do, can

be considered with the people who provide
the service, the people who use the service

and interested parties at the local level,

whether they are charitable groups, boards

of various social agencies, or other people
who are interested, independent parties, can

be consulted and can advise the minister,

rather than having these things imposed upon
them by ministerial fiat.

I would call it 6 o'clock, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: That is not necessar)'; I just
wanted the hon. member to find a place to

break his remarks. He has completed them

now, I presume?

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, I have.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess.
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APPENDIX

(See page 1915)

CONSTRUCTION PRICE AMENDMENTS

NORTHERN ONTARIO AND ESSEX COUNTY

One-storey dwellings:
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

Tuesday, May 15, 1973

The House resumed at 8.00 o'clock p.m.

HOMES FOR THE AGED
AND REST HOMES ACT

( concluded )

Mr. Speaker: When we rose for the

supper recess we were dealing with the

motion for second reading of Bill 111. Are
there are other hon. members who wish to

speak to this bill?

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Wasn't
it Bill 108?

Mr. Speaker: It is Bill 108, I beg your
pardon. The hon. member for Thunder Bay.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Thank
you, Mr. Speaker.

I want to discuss for a few minutes the

implications of Bill 108. I want to commend
the minister for having conceded there is

a good deal of validity in having munic-

ipalities which are going to participate in

the operation of homes for the aged having
some say in who those people should be
who direct this activity, and having the

municipality make the appointments rather

than the ministry. In many cases the ministry

really doesn't know who its appointees are

or what their competence is to do the job

they are appointed to do.

This will be a welcome announcement,
I'm sure, to all of the communities in north-

western Ontario. They will now have the

opportunity to appoint members of boards
of directors to the homes for the aged, and

thereby will have somebody on these bodies

responsible not only to the ministry but also

to the various municipalities.

The minister (Mr. Brunelle) will know what
I mean when I allude to this. The last time
he brought in a bill was for the express
purpose of giving the ministry authority to

acquire properties that are suited to this

kind of accommodation for senior citizens.

I'm speaking specifically about the acquisi-
tion of the Terrace Bay Motor Hotel from

Kimberly-Clark Corp. to be used as a

facility for senior citizens in northwestern
Ontario.

The minister and his director of the homes
for the aged branch, Mr. Crawford, well know
the dissatisfaction and misunderstanding
that ensued as a result of that acquisition.

We have had a good deal of correspondence
and dialogue that would have been unneces-

sary had there been adequate communication
between the board of directors and the par-

ticipating municipalities. With that they
would have known what the ministry was

doing, why they were doing it and their

rationale for this whole thing.

A good many people have written to me
and sent copies to the minister; a good
many people have written to the minister

with copies to me, expressing their dis-

pleasure over the way the thing was
handled. I'm sure that with much more
effective communication a lot of the un-

pleasantness could have been avoided.

I have asked the director of the homes
for the aged under just what conditions the

acquisition took place. I am told that it

means that the ministry will take over that

home and will spend a considerable number
of dollars to renovate and make it suitable

for senior citizen accommodation. I have

asked for the figures to find out how much
it was and as yet those figures haven't been

forthcoming. I'm not in a position to say
whether it's good, bad or indifferent, but

I can say on behalf of all of the participating

municipalities that since the acquisition was
made—certainly without their knowledge in

most instances, and without their consent

or without any prior consultation with them
in all instances—they feel the ministry should

underwrite the capital cost of renovation.

When they have done so, they should turn

it over to the directors of the home for the

aged and then allocate the operating costs

on the basis of equalized assessment in that

particular area.

I am hoping that the minister will be able

to tell, certainly the participating munic-

ipalities, just what the conditions of the

business transaction were, and I want to

impress upon the minister that I think, and

certainly all of the participating munic-

ipalities feel, that any capital costs for

renovation should be, in total, the responsi-
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bility of the ministry, rather than being
allocated to the various municipalities.

Even Solomon hasn't the capacity to iron

out all of the diflSculties that are involved

when you've got 18 or 19 municipalities

trying to reach some amicable solution as

to where a home for the aged should be

located, and to find a way to satisfy all of

their needs. I am sure the minister is

aware the town of Nipigon has provided
his ministry with statistics which, in their

minds, would justify a small home for

the aged in that community; while the people
of Geraldton have done likewise. In the

more affluent communities, many felt there

shouldn't have been a second home in the

district at all, that there should have been
an extension to the present Pinewood Court
in the city of Thunder Bay.

I think that the minister is humane
enough and sincere enough to realize that

it isn't always necessary to shift elderly

people from the communities where they
have dwelt for many years to an institu-

tionalized environment in a major city where
a good many of them feel uncomfortable. I

think we are going to have to try to give
them the best of both worlds by allowing
an option to those who wish an urban setting,
while to the greatest extent possible allowing
those who wish to remain in the community
to do so, to the extent that we are able
to provide the facility and the capital in

order to undertake such a project.

In that regard, Mr. Speaker, I would like

to quote a few words from the township of

Nipigon. It is a letter addressed to the min-
ister which says:

This is an exact quote from a publica-
tion in your welfare office in Thunder

Bay. "Today's Homes for the Aged Act
ensures that every county and city is able
to offer to those men and women over 60
who require it the physical comforts of

a family-like home".

That was the quote from the bulletin they
referred to. Quoting further from the letter

itself:

If your government wants to retain its

credibility in the minds of ordinary people,
these high-sounding phrases will have to

begin to make some difference in their

lives. The old folks here were promised
a home for the aged in Nipigon. Everyone
knew that it would come, even the land
was bought for it. Now after many years
of patient waiting, we are informed that

it is to be placed 65 miles away in Ter-
race Bay.

Don't get us wrong; we are very pleased
that the people in the eastern end can
be well served. But 60 beds will not be
used by the people in Schreiber, Terrace

Bay, Marathon and Manitouwadge. The
old people can and will be moved as far

as 120 miles away from home to find a

place to Hve. A 60-bed home for the aged
is not a small home in our terms, although
we are aware that it is when viewing it

from the point of view of a city like To-

ronto, with its 500-bed homes for the

aged. Those should be renamed institu-

tions for the aged.

We are afraid that we do not have the

expertise in small towns that you and your
department have, but we do know the

people. Nevertheless, we are aware of the

following pertinent facts:

1. The people west of Thunder Bay dis-

trict are quite pleased with Pinewood
Court in the city of Thunder Bay.

2. Marathon, a one-company town; Ter-

race Bay, Manitouwadge and Schreiber

will be served well with a small home in

their area, although most of these com-
munities do not have a large number of

senior citizens remaining after they retire

from active work.

3. The people in Red Rock, Dorion and

Nipigon voted in a telephone survey for

a home in Nipigon. Within one week we
collected the names of 19 people in Nipi-

gon alone who would go to a home for

the aged in Nipigon right now. Some of

them are now in various places in Thun-
der Bay and if they are moved out it

will make room for the senior citizens in

such need in the western end of the dis-

trict. While talking with a lady from

Dorion, who after a long wait, managed
to get her old dad into Pinewood Court

a councillor in Nipigon was informed

when she heard the news about the new
home in Terrace Bay if he would be
moved there she'd have to take him home

again, as they would seldom be able to

visit him there. Dad was 90 and the coun-

cillor didn't like to ask the lady her age.

You see, Mr. Brunelle, we know the

government has costs, but apart from the

human consideration of keeping families

together have you considered the big cost

of the northern residents? We draw your
attention to the following:

1) The cost of travelling to visit the

old mom and dad. We suppose you are

aware that gas costs more here, too.
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2) Part of the capital cost of building

any home is the cost of land. This is com-

paratively cheap in these small northern

communities, and in any case this had

already been purchased in Nipigon. The
value of this particular piece of property
in Nipigon has gone up in recent months.

It was far away from water and sewer serv-

ices. These have now been brought right
to the lot line.

3) When we have the chance we talk

to the experts who find their way to

Nipigon. A statistician from the McMaster

University told us that, amortized over 40

years, the capital cost of an institution is

a mere two per cent of the entire cost.

4) The Ministry of Correctional Services,

to quote the Globe and Mail, has dis-

covered that the estimated per diem costs

for small homes for delinquent children is

considerably lower—$13 compared to ap-

proximately $18 to $35. Could old age
homes be built more cheaply if they were

for smaller numbers?

To satisfy the intent of the first quota-
tion at the beginning of this letter and

some of the other questions we have raised,

we would suggest that a 25-bed home for

the aged, built in Nipigon and Geraldton,
as originally planned by the board of

governors, and a smaller one in one of the

eastern towns, would come closer to realiz-

ing the needs of the elderly people in the

small towns of northern Ontario.

I think, Mr. Speaker, through you to the

minister, that reflects in a large measure the

feeling of people living in small northern

communities. They would like to keep their

elderly citizens around them so they can visit

them on a daily basis and so these senior

citizens feel that they're still wanted and

they're not hived off into a foreign environ-

ment where they have no friends at all.

To the extent that it's possible I hope the

minister can satisfy those needs in those

northern communities, and I hope that he
will have something to say about this. These

people are very, very sincere. They do realize

the tremendous contribution that senior citi-

zens have made in northern communities
where they've tended to stay around; where

they are well known, they're well respected.

Most municipalities, particularly councils,
feel very strongly about this. I don't think

that it would mean the expenditure of huge
sums of money in order to satisfy this need.
I think their requests are very modest and I

hope the minister will take this into con-

sideration when he is implementing this legis-
lation.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish
to participate in the debate? If not, the hon.

minister.

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): Mr. Speaker, I wish to

thank the various hon. members for their

very constructive comments on this important
bill. I hope that I will be able to allay some
of the fears that were expressed and to ex-

plain the reasons this amendment to the

Homes for the Aged and Rest Homes Act is

being brought in. If I omit any matters that

have been brought to my attention I know,
Mr. Speaker, that it will be brought to my
attention.

The main purpose of this bill is to give
more latitude and more flexibility in the pro-
vision of residential care to our elderly per-
sons. At the present time, under this Act, we
just give support to residential care in estab-

lished homes, county homes, district homes,

municipal homes, charitable homes, and also

in homes called private home care. Sometimes
this is referred to as foster home care. Metro

Toronto, the Niagara region, Kapuskasing,
certain areas are making provisions for this,

but it's not being too widely used. This bill

provides that, when a home is filled an

elderly person awaiting admittance can be

placed in a private home.

This system has been brought to our atten-

tion, and it will apply all over the province,
but I think it has special application in

northern Ontario, in places like those the

hon. members for Thunder Bay and Sudbury
East (Mr. Martel) refer to, whereby say a

hostel or a motel would become a group home
where a municipality or a board of manage-
ment could purchase the services. We feel

that, as the members have expressed today,

many of these elderly persons are most re-

luctant to travel 200, 300 and sometimes
more miles to go to a home for the aged that

far away.

This is what we are trying to do, to give
this kind of flexibility in this Act to provide
for these group homes, which could be, as I

said, hostels, motels and so forth.

Another important provision in this Act,
and this is one that I think is of considerable

concern, is this question of the method of

appointment of the members on the com-
mittee of the board of management. At the

present time, Mr. Speaker, the members are

limited in number to a maximum of seven

and they are appointed by the ministry. There
have been many letters and resolutions by
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many municipalities, especially in the north,
and by the members themselves, saying we
should give consideration to giving the munic-

ipalities discretion to appoint members.

The reason we are doing this by regulation
is that we have modelled our legislation on
the county health councils, where they have
had this for a period of years and where it

is very flexible. The number of members
varies according to each county of health.

Last year we amended the district welfare

administration board whereby the number
of members varies according to the districts.

If you have a small district, say of six

municipalities, the number required should be

considerably less than a district with 20

municipalities. The reason we do this by
regulation, Mr. Speaker, is to give us that

flexibility.

Last year we wrote to every municipality
and we are doing the same now. My director

of homes for the aged has written to every

municipality, and he sent them a copy of

this bill on first reading asking for their

views; and before we make regulations we
wfll have the benefit of their views on how
this should be done.

I think this was raised by various members.

The member for Nipissing (Mr. R. S. Smith)
asked about the number and about their

term of ofiBce. Under the homes for the aged
as it is now, I believe it is a three-year

appointment. It's flexible, it could be one

year, two years, three years; and it would be
somewhere along the same line. I think some-

times, as some municipal councils are doing,
there is merit in sort of having a rotating

system where there is always continuity.

So we are flexible. We are open to suej-

gestions on this. But as I said, and ae;ain I'd

like to repeat, we are going to do this with
the advice of the municipalities.

Mr. Speaker, the hon. member for Nipis-

sing wishes to speak. Is this permissible?

Mr. R. S. Smith (Nipissing): Just one ques-
tion on the membership, as to what the pro-

portion will be between those appointed by
the municipalities and those appointed by an
order in council. Will the majority of those

appointed be appointed by the municipalities?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Oh yes, yes definitely!
It will be similar to the district welfare ad-
ministration board, and this has worked quite
well. The municipalities are very happy, so

this is our intention. The hon. member for St.

George raised the point—and I think it was
also raised by other members—that the regu-

lations are very important and therefore there

should be members of the opposition parties
on the committee of regulations.

I would say this is government policy. I'd

be pleased to bring it to the attention of the

Premier (Mr. Davis) and my colleagues. I, for

one, don't think we on this side have a

monopoly on all the good ideas, and personal-

ly I would favour it. However it would be

government policy.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Those
Gallic gestures speak more than words.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Pardon?

Mr. Foulds: Those Gallic gestures speak
more than words.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: The hon. member for St.

George raised a point about the removal of a

person from a home on the recommendation,
I believe, of the director and a physician. Mr.

Speaker, I believe this is what she was re-

ferring to in the Act and it's a good point.

It's not part of the bill, but it is one to which
we would be pleased to give consideration.

The hon. member for Sudbury East has

raised the question about the inspection of

premises, and he seemed to be quite con-

cerned. I would say, Mr. Speaker, that

imder section 7 what we are doing here is we
are not bringing in any new principle, we are

carrying out the existing principle and we are

merely extending it to those homes.

I think the hon. member would agree when
I say home or hostel or motel or group home,
that there should be inspections as far as the

cleanliness is concerned; and the health pro-

visions, the safety provisions—ensuring they
meet fire marshal's requirements—and so forth.

This is what we are doing.

It is not our intention really to be a sort of

Gestapo. It's really to make sure that the

health and the safety of these elderly people
are properly cared for.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): But is

the minister going to get consistency? If some
of it is taken out of his hands, those people

appointed by the municipalities, in fact, might
not be carrying out the inspections or looking
for the things that his own staff will be look-

ing for with the same type of approach. In

other words, it could become watered down.

I agree with all of these points, and all I

am interested in is that there be consistency
in the regulations right across the province,
otherwise we run into a real hodge-podge. I

think the minister's colleague, the Minister of

Labour (Mr. Guindon), is now moving to take
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construction safety, as one example, under his

wing right across the province, because there

is no consistency in apphcation of the regula-
tions.

That is the only concern I have, because

the minister is not going to have jurisdiction

over some of those people who are going to

be appointed by the municipalities.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, this is

section 7, subsection (2), and it reads:

Every premises that is not a home or

joint home where residential services are

provided or where residential services are

to be provided in accordance with section

19 shall be open at all reasonable times

for inspection by the director, a provincial

supervisor or by a person appointed by the

council of the municipality or board of

management providing the services.

Mr. Martel: The last two groups named,
as I understand it, are going to be new addi-

tions under the Act. Consequently, getting
them to apply the regulations in the same

way as the minister's own staflF could lead to

a lack of consistency in the apphcation of the

regulations.

Mr. B. Cilbertson (Algoma): That is cross-

ing bridges before we get to them.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): There is

only one bridge the member is competent
to talk about!

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, the regu-
lations will provide for inspections to be made
to give uniformity. I don't think the hon.
member need be concerned. I think they are

doing it now in existing homes and we are

just extending it.

Mr. Martel: It wasn't in the Act before.

Mr. Speaker: Has the hon. minister com-
pleted his response?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, let me
see; with reference to the hon. member for

Thunder Bay—he specifically asked what the
cost of the renovations will be. We haven't
received the estimates yet; they are still-

Mr. Stokes: What is the cost of the tax

credit?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Pardon?

Mr. Stokes: What is the cost of the tax

credit?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Of the tax?

Mr. Stokes: Credit!

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Credit? The member
means that they receive? As I say, I don't

know. It would be the Ministry of Revenue
which deals with the taxation; it would know
what the tax credit would be.

An hon. member: Federal?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Federal? I guess there

is the federal and the provincial; I guess there

is both.

Mr. Speaker: I think perhaps these com-
ments could be better placed before the

minister when the bill goes before the com-
mittee. We have completed deliberation on
the principle of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: The last item, Mr.

Speaker, is about the grants. As the hon.

member knows the grants are very generous
in northern Ontario—100 per cent is paid in

unorganized areas and the regular 50 per cent
in organized areas; it works out to an aver-

age of about 70 per cent. In the capital con-
struction and renovations, about 70 per cent

of the renovations would be paid. I agree
v/ith them that we should try and provide
facilities as much as possible for the elderly

persons in the communities, or near the com-
munities in which they live.

Mrs. Campbell: I have one general matter
which—

Mr. Speaker: Order please! I'd like to

point out to the hon. member, and the rest

of the hon. members of the House, that we
do occasionally permit a question or a point
of clarification. But there have been a large
number of questions in the discussion debate,
since each member is given an opportunity
to debate the bill before I ask the minister

to respond. Now I'm going to permit the

hon. member for St. George to direct her

question, but I want to point out to the

House that this is not proper debate.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Speaker, the minister

did ask us to point out anything that wasn't

covered. It's a general matter, Mr. Speaker.
I did raise the question that it would appear
to me that in the amendment there is con-

siderable additional authority and/or discre-

tion given to the director, and I expressed

my—

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: What section is that?

Mrs. Campbell: Under section 6, where he
is approving residential services other than
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those in the home. And that is covered again
in section 10, subsection (2)n.

The concern I expressed at the time was
that if one refers to the Act which is being
amended by this bill, there is the provision
of a wide designation of this kind of author-

ity, almost on the line in the ministry. I

asked if the minister could comment gen-

erally, rather than clause by clause, on that

point.

I wonder where the discretion in this min-

istry would end in these very important areas.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, it's a

good question, but I think this is fairly gen-
eral in most legislation, that the directors

are given considerable authority. I think

there has to be this sort of latitude given to

their discretion. I may sound a little boast-

ful, Mr. Speaker, but I would say that in

this province we have some of the best homes
for the aged and that our homes for the

aged office is very highly regarded. I think

that to put restrictions on the director would
restrict and inhibit him considerably.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Speaker, the hon.

minister has not caught my point. I will raise

it in clause by clause and try to clarify it.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 108. Shall the motion carry?

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Committee of the whole House?

Committee of the whole.

CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS ACT

Hon. Mr. Brunelle moves second reading
of Bill 62, An Act to amend the Charitable

Institutions Act.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall this bill be ordered for

third reading?

Mrs. Campbell: No! I'm sorry Mr. Speak-
er. I was casting my mind on to third read-

ing of this particular bill. I happen to have
the-

Mr. Speaker: Might I ask the hon. mem-
ber the point on which she has risen?

I called second reading and there were no-

Mrs. Campbell: I am sorry, sir. Mr. Speak-
er, I was—

Mr. Speaker: Will the hon. member please
be seated?

We had called for second reading.

Mr. Lewis: Well, two members were up.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Two
members were up!

Mr. Speaker: I saw no members rise until

after I had called whether or not the bill

passed. There were no members who said

that it didn't pass; and then when I called

third reading, two members did rise.

Now strictly speaking the bill has passed
for second reading. I'm not difficult to get

along with; I'll permit the debate — but I

would ask the hon. members to observe what
is being said. I distinctly called the bill for

second reading. There was no objection to it.

The hon. member for St. George.

Mr. Martel: Mr. Speaker, if the minister

wants he can let it go to clause by clause. I

have no objection to him immediately send-

ing it to the committee of the whole.

Mr. Lewis: Is that the intention of the

House leader?

Mr. Speaker: I think the hon. member
has indicated his feelings. However, I've in-

dicated I will permit the hon. member for

St. George to debate the bill for second

reading.

Mrs. Campbell: Thank you, Mr. Speaker,
and I apologize to the House that I was

busily engaged with the other bill.

I have taken literally hours going through
this bill. I have tried to consult all of the

legislation it purports to amend, and I must

say, Mr. Speaker, I am completely unable

to follow the proposed amendments as they
relate to those matters which are a matter

of statutory authority at this point.

Mr. Stokes: What does the hon. member

expect? It was drafted by a lawyer.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Speaker, I am glad,
that as a lawyer I am having difficulty with

it, and that my views are shared by a mem-
ber of the NDP who is a critic here—

Mr. Lewis: Not at all; not at all!

Mrs. Campbell: Oh, doesn't he?

Mr. Lewis: He was just dissembling. His

grasp is total. He will show that momentarily.
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Mrs. Campbell: I'm aware that he is not

a lawyer, but I am pointing out that I think

both of us have had diflBculty with it.

Mr. Lewis: Shame. Shame!

Mr. Speaker: I'm not even sure the re-

mark was parliamentary.

Mrs. Campbell: Pardon?

Mr. Speaker: I'm not even sure the re-

mark was parliamentary.

Mrs. Campbell: I'm not sure it was either,

but I'm not going to have any objection to

it if I'm allowed equal time with some of

the other groups which may come before

this House.

I tend to approve, if I understand it, what

again appears to be an attempt at some

greater flexibility in this statute. But what
does bother me is that once more we have

legislation by regulation, and in this in-

stance we have deleted what was customary
and traditional in our legislation; that is,

discretion in the Lieutenant Governor in

Council is being removed and we are insert-

ing in lieu thereof a discretion in the min-

ister. It is a discretion which, as I read the

amendment, may be exercised without really

defining the reasons for what is being done.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: If the hon. member
will be here on Monday, she will find out.

Mrs. Campbell: Well, I don't feel it's my
function to gain some experience by sitting

quietly by and not raising points that trouble

me, Mr. Speaker. I'm sure that when I've

been here as long as some of the members

opposite I shall be full of all wisdom, but
I'm not so sure that I would sense it. At
this point, I can ascribe that to them.

It does concern me that in cases of this

kind there are no really objective tests

spelled out for the exercise of this discretion,

and I am of the opinion that when this kind

of legislation comes before us it is surely a

matter of grave public concern that there

be some tests against which one may con-

clude there are precedents which can be
followed.

Again, I suppose, I'm going to find the

great clarification of all of this in the regu-
lations, but again I am of the opinion that

unless and until we either embody all of this

material in the statute, which I recognize to

be clumsy; or in the alternative afford an

opportunity for debate of regulations, I am
not prepared to sit idly by and permit this

sort of thing to go through without very
serious objection on my part. I don't think

the people of a great democracy expect to

have legislation enacted of which they have
no real knowledge and of which the House
has no knowledge until such time as it is

effective and before us for information and
not for debate.

Certainly if this is to be a more flexible

approach, who can possibly object to it? But
I would say there could be a great deal of

room here for abuse when there are no real

objective tests, and I think this is the kind

of thing the people of this province are ob-

jecting to from one end of it to the other.

Certainly I am prepared to do my best to

debate or to go through this clause by clause,

as an exercise, I suppose, somewhat in fu-

tility; but I have to carry this point across

and serve notice that unless something is

done about it I personally will not agree to

approve or report a bill without having

ample opportunity to protect the interests of

the people who put me in the House in the

first place.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sud-

bury East.

Mr. Martel: Mr. Speaker, like the hon.

member for St. George—

An hon. member: Are those two going to-

gether? Are they going steady?

Mr. Martel: If some of those voices in the

wilderness ever read a bill it would be some-

thing new.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Martel: They can t recall, Mr. Speaker,
the last time they attempted to read a bill.

An hon. member: He is carried away right

off the bat.

Mr. Martel: It would be a first for most of

them on that side of the House.

Mr. Lewis: And it would be only an

attempt.

Interjection by hon. member.

Mr. Speaker: I don't see that in this bill.

Mr. Martel: It's one of the hidden principles

in this bill, Mr. Speaker. In fact, as one looks

for the—

Interjection by an hon. member.
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Mr. Martel: If that member wants the floor,

ril yield, I'll take my place.

An hon. member: Yield!

Mr. Speaker: I recognized the hon. member
for Sudbury East.

Mr. Lewis: So you should.

Mr. Foulds: A very distinctive looking
fellow.

Mr. Martel: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. When
one looks at this bill and tries to find a prin-

ciple, it is extremely difficult. In fact, again
I make the same complaint that I made this

afternoon with respect to the other bill—only
this one is in worse condition—that it just

doesn't jive with any of the Revised Statutes

of Ontario, whether they be 1970, 1971 or

1971-1972. It's just not there.

Again, I challenge the ministers bureau-

crats to sit down with me to go through it.

Tm sure they don't do it deliberately, but it

indicates that it's thrown together in great
haste.

Mr. Speaker, if one goes and looks at the

initial section of this bill, it almost gets to a

point where they are willing to accept it at

face value as being an improvement. In this

first section it says: "The definition of chari-

table institutions is amended to include part
of a building." But when one goes down a

little further in the bill you find out that

government is hell-bent on its policy in this

ministry of opting out of fulfilling its obliga-
tion of looking after the needs of people. In

fact, they are reprivatizing this area as well.

Mr. Cilbertson: Far from it.

Mr. Martel: Each of the past six bills that

tliis minister has brought into the House has
had as an intent the reprivatization which was
announced by the member for Chatham-Kent
(Mr. McKeough) some 12 or 14 months ago.
Bui I see it as the government's abdication
of responsibihty and its inability to cope with
the problem of supplying the needs in the

province, whether they be charitable institu-

tions or homes for the aged. I see this as a

government responsibility, and I suggest the

ministry should be purchasing the buildings,
either imder this Act or the Homes for Ae
Aged Act, and looking after these needs

through boards appointed by the communities.

I'm not sure if it is a shortage of capital—
possibly that's it—that has caused the minister
to move in these directions on these last num-
ber of bills. Perhaps the government doesn't

feel it's in a financial position to run these

various institutions under this jurisdiction, or

maybe it is simply a case of the government
trying to turn it over to the private sector.

I understand that where they have some of

these homes in the United States, large corp-
orations have got hold of them and they've
had some diflBculty in putting a stranglehold
on these firms and getting 5ie homes back
into the public sector where they belong. It

seems to me that we're rushing headlong
into that same kind of problem.

I spent considerable time, as I said earlier,

trying to find a principle on which to discuss

this bill on second reading so I wouldn't have
to put the Speaker in a position where he
would have to rule me out of order because
I was talking about isolated sections of the

bill.

Mr. R. S. Smith: He never would do that.

Mr. Martel: Well, he has attempted to;

and I've had to dissemble to get around
him.

There is a section in this bill that looks

very innocent. If one looks at section 10—

Mr. Lewis: Ask about that; that's the key
section. Section 10 is the key section.

Mr. Martel: The explanatory note says:

The amendment eliminates the specifica-
tion of corporations and institutions that

are approved under the Act in schedules

under the regulations, and enables specific

corporations and institutions to be ex-

empted from the provisions of the specified
sections of the regulations.

That section bothers me because if I inter-

pret it correctly, the minister wants the right
to make any exemption from the terms of

the regulations—and that's a great power for

a minister to have.

What I suggest might happen, not with

this minister, though, is that other ministers

following him might be less reluctant to pro-
vide a great variety of exemptions, which
would literally destroy the regulations or any
coherent planning that might go on. I see

that as perhaps the mischief piece in this bill.

The minister suggests to me that I

shouldn't look for that sort of thing in a

bill, but when I read that section and I

know, as the member for St. George has al-

ready said, that everything is by regulation
more and more—the guts are torn out of a

bill and only the skeleton is left, with every-

thing in the regulations, which we never

have an opportunity to comment on—I feel

we could be in a great deal of trouble.
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I see the Speaker is ready to rule me out

of order again. He, being an affable fellow,
I don't think he would do it tonight.

Mr. MacDonald. Don't put too much faith

in his affability.

Mr. Martel: But that section is a bit mis-

chievous, when one is taking all the powers
on himself by regulation rather than statute.

I would like some explanation as to what
that really implies. I might be reading things
into it that don't exist, but that bothers me.
I'll wait for clause-by-clause debate before

dealing with the rest, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other hon. member
wish to enter this debate?

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, my colleague
from Sudbury East, with his unerring intui-

tion, has of course riveted attention on the

one vulnerable section of the bill, thereby
revealing the principle in all its barefaced

objectionability—whatever that means.

It seems clear to us that section 10 is giv-

ing to the minister the opportunity to de-

stroy the differentiation among the institu-

tions that is set out in the schedule under
the regulations in a way that can obviously
discriminate against certain institutions, and

perhaps make it possible for them to receive

less by way of capital funding and operating
revenue, and allow some to be exempted in

a way which is really invidious. I agree the

basic principle is here.

What the devil is the government doing
with the agencies under the Ministry of So-

cial and Community Services? We fought
long and hard in this ministry to establish

some kind of regulatory controls over chari-

table institutions, boarding homes, children's

institutions, those that now fall within the

division of children's mental health and Min-

istry of Health. All of these areas have been
the subject of intense debate in this Legis-
lature over the last several years. Now sud-

denly at the point where we appear to have
exercised some appropriate controls and

regulations, the government is abandoning
them. I don't quite understand that.

What I want the minister to do is explain
to me—I've got the schedule in front of me
here—I want him to explain to me what is

identical, or what is held in common, by
Humewood House in Toronto, a home for

unmarried mothers, and the Grand Lodge of

Ontario, Independent Order of Oddfellows.
I don't see the similarity. I may have missed
it.

I would like to know why the minister is

removing from the regulations the clear and

legitimate differentiation which has existed

for the purposes of grants and funding and

supervision and control, and giving to his

ministry certain rights to exempt certain in-

stitutions from the provisions of specified
sections of the regulations.

I think that is really the crux of the bill.

What is happening here? What is the in-

tent?

If some of us find it sinister the minister

will have to forgive us, because there was
no explanation on first reading was there?

I don't think there was any explanation on
first reading of this central section of the

bill. So perhaps the minister could deal with
it in his reply on second reading.

Mr. Speaker: Any other member wish to

participate in the debate? If not, the hon.

minister.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker. First, if

the hon. members wish to have this — we
have copies—we would be pleased to send

them the Charitable Institution Act and the

regulations. At the back here, on schedule 1,

are listed the approved corporations — aged
women's home board, the Anglican house;
there's quite a number, maybe 70 to 100.

The reason I mention it is because some
of those institutions are looking after unwed
mothers, some are looking after elderly per-
sons, some are looking after alcoholics, half-

way houses and so forth. There's quite a

wide variety and this is a big problem.
There is tremendous diversity in various

areas. So therefore we have obtained the

views of those persons. These are recommen-
dations that they have made to us, problems

they have encountered, and they have sub-

mitted these to us. This legislation, Mr.

Speaker, is to deal with these problems.

To answer the hon. member for St. George
in two words, the main principles are flexi-

bility and speed.

When I mention flexibility, the provisions
in this bill are similar to tibe provisions in

the previous bill: to allow these charitable

institutions which are looking after elderly

persons, when their charitable homes are

filled they can place them in a private home
or in a hostel or in some other nearby home
and they would be under the supervision of

this charitable institution home. It's the same

provision as in the previous Act, the Homes
for the Aged Act, which we will be dealing
with clause by clause in a few minutes.
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With reference to the speed, we are just

asking in this bill what has been granted in

previous bills, in last year's bill. Instead of

going by an order in council, which takes

considerable time, we're asking that the min-
ister be given the authority to approve of

these institutions and corporations; it will

just shorten the procedures.

They still have to be approved by Man-

agement Board. They still have to meet all

the regulations and all the requirements of

the Act. It's just to speed up procedures.

As a member—she hasn't been a member
too long—she will find she will have many
representations made to her for various in-

stitutions that are in her riding and in ad-

joining ridings asking: "Please try and ex-

pedite the institute being approved to expe-
dite our payment."

Mrs. Campbell: Mine are being closed, so

I don't think—

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: They are being closed?

So this is all that we are asking. This pro-
vision is in a similar Act, so we are just ask-

ing that authority be given to the minister

in certain matters to expedite the approvals.

I would like to say to the hon. member
for Sudbury East that certainly we are con-
cerned about the budget constraints, but at

the same time that is not our main considera-

tion. We have found that by providing com-

munity outreach programmes sometimes we
can provide the same services, sometimes
more economically, and better still socially
more acceptable to people within their own
communities by the provision of the centres

under the Elderly Persons Centres Acts,
meals-on-wheels programme and so forth.

This is the flexibility we are asking here.

I'm sure the hon. member for Thunder

Bay will agree, coming from a northern rid-

ing, that if it's possible to provide both serv-

ices within his community, or as close to his

community as possible, it's more acceptable
to do so. This is our thrust.

He and the hon. member for Scarborough
West raised this question about section 10.

Section 10, Mr. Speaker, would allow us to

exempt an institution that might not be a

technical requirement of the legislation.

Let me use a specific example. Take a

riding like mine, for instance, even if I'm a

little parochial, Cochrane North, where most
of it is quite remote. I am sure the hon.

members will agree that where we have to

provide a half-way house for alcoholics in a

place like Moosonee or some other place, we

should not be as rigid in our requirements
as in another urbanized centre. We have this

authority—when I say we, rather the Minister

of Health has this authority I believe, under
the Nursing Homes Act, and that authority
is given.

So all we are asking is that in those cer-

tain cases where, under local conditions and
local requirements, it is important to have
a half-way house, for either alcoholics or

drug offenders, the building is there, the

building will be improved and brought up
to certain standards, but in the meantime
let us approve that building and project and

let us provide the services without waiting.
This is all we are asking, just to give us

that discretion.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 62. Shall the motion carry?

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Mr. Lewis: No, committee, Mr. Speaker,

pleasel

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole?

Agreedl

Clerk of the House: The second order.
House in committee of the whole; Mr. Rowe
in the chair.

HOMES FOR THE AGED AND
REST HOMES ACT

House in committee on Bill 108, An Act
to amend the Homes for the Aged and Rest

Homes Act.

Mr. Chairman: Bill 108, An Act to amend
the Homes for the Aged and Rest Homes
Act. Are there any comments, questions, or

amendments on any of the first five sections

of the bill? There are 12 sections altogether.
The member for Sudbury East on which sec-

tion?

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): Section

3. A small amendment.

Mr. Chairman: Section 6 do I understand?

Mr. Martel: Section 3, some clarification.

Maybe I have misread this, but it says:
"The size, composition and method of ap-

pointing", this is in the explanatory notes,

"boards of management for district homes
is to be provided by the regulations and per-
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mits the appointments to such boards to be
made directly by municipalities." But when
I look at section 3 of the Act, I am not quite
sure it says that, Mr. Minister. I don't get
that intent from section 3 itself; and possibly

you could enlighten me as to where that is

read into that portion of the Act.

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): Mr. Chairman, section

3; the member's referring to subsection (2):

"The composition of each board of manage-
ment and the qualifications and term of office

of the member shall be as prescribed by
regulations"—is this what the hon. member
is referring to?

Mr. Martel: Yes, section 3. The explana-

tory notes say these appointments will be

made directly by the municipalities. But I

don't see it in section 3, unless it is going
to be fully within the terms of the regula-
tions that the municipalities are going to re-

ceive the power to make the appointments
to the boards of management.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Well I have indicated,

Mr. Chairman, this will be done in the same
manner that the appointments are being done

under the District Welfare Administration

Boards Act. We have sent a copy to the

municipalities asking them for their views.

For instance, take a home for aged in a

district where there are 10 municipalities,
and they will be grouped, as they are now,
into population and assessment. Those are

the main criteria; and we obtain the views of

municipalities, so this will be worked in

consultation with them.

Mr. Martel: What I am saying though, Mr.

Minister, is that in your Act, in the explana-

tory note it tells what you intend to do, and
I am trying to find in the Act where in fact

it indicates that the appointment to the board

will be made by the municipalities.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): There

are references to the territorial districts.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: The Act now, Mr.

Chairman, amends section 9 of the original

Act, and section 9 of the original Act says:
"The Lieutenant Governor in Council may
appoint a board of management, which shall

be a corporation, for a home established and
maintained by a band under section 5 or in

a territorial district under section 6."

Subsection 2 says: "A board of manage-
ment shall consist of not more than seven

persons residing in the territorial district or on
the reserve or reserves as the case may be."

So this Act, as it stands now, may appoint
and it would all be provincial appointees and
the number is limited to nine. That is why
many members and many municipalities have
made representations and sent resolutions

asking that they have an input into these.

And this is what we are doing.

Mr. Martel: I understand that full well, Mr.
Minister. All I am saying is that I can't find

in the Act where it says what you are saying
in the explanatory notes. The Act itself, Mr.

Minister, does not say what the explanatory
notes say it says.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: You are referring to

this Act?

Mrs. Campbell: To the bill.

Mr. Martel: No. To the bill. The new
amendments to the bill—and maybe I am
misreading it rather badly—but the Act itself

does not say what the explanatory notes

indicate it does say.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Well, Mr. Chairman,
I certainly am very poor in legal knowledge,
but if I read this correctly, this is the bill

here, Bill 108, An Act to amend the Homes
for the Aged and Rest Homes Act: "Subsec-

tion (2) of the said section 9 is repealed and

the following substituted therefor: The com-

position of each board of management and

the qualifications and term of office of the

members shall be as described by the regula-
tions." In order to prescribe the regulations

we will consult and get the views of the

municipalities.

Mr. Martel: I accept that. What I am say-

ing though is that your explanatory notes

say that the municipalities will make the

appointment, but the Act does not say that.

You are saying it is by regulation, but your

explanatory notes say something else. All I

am saying is, should it not include in that

section—

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Take my word for it.

Mr. Martel: Should it not be included

though, Mr. Chairman, the statement within

the body of the bill which says that you are

going to do it by regulation? In fact should

that not be part of the bill?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: It says in subsections

(1) and (2). "The size, composition and meth-

od of appointing boards of management for

district homes is to be provided by the regu-
lations and permits the appointment to such

boards to be made directly by municipalities."
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Mr. Martel: But it doesn't say it within the

Act. It only says that within the terms of the

explanatory note. There is no indication with-

in the Act that the municipalities—what you
say here is that it will be done by regulation,
but you don't spell it out. You might want
to say that in the Act.

I would like to see that fact embodied in

the bill—that the municipalities will have the

right to make the appointments. The number
and the terms of oflBce and that; all well and

good, it is in the regulations, I have no ob-

jection to that. I simply would like to see

embodied somewhere in the bill that the

municipalities are going to have that right-
not in the explanatory note, but in the bill

itself.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Well, my legal advisor

informs me that the wording "composition of

boards and qualifications of members gives

authority by regulation to permit municipali-
ties to"—

Mr. Martel: It doesn't say that in the Act.

Mr. Chairman: Do you want me to give

you—do you want my legal opinion?

Mr. Martel: Well, maybe someone over
there can tell us where it embodies it in the

Act. It doesn't.

You might imply that, you might want it

to mean that, but it doesn't say in the Act
that the municipalities will have the power to

make the appointments.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Oh, if

the minister thinks he is in trouble now, just
wait until the House finishes with himi

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): He is not
a very meticulous grammarian either.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
The minister is right.

Mr. Martel: The minister's QC says that,
does he?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: I would ask the hon.
member how he would word this?

Mr. Martel: I don't know. I haven't thought
about it. I am not usually asked. But I am
sure, if you want, I can move an amendment
which would simply stipulate in section 3
that the appointments to the board will be
made by the municipalities—or part will be
made by municipalities and part by the
minister.

That still leaves you all the regulations

there, but what it does is embody right in

the Act that the municipalities—not by
explanation but by legislation—will be making
some of the appointments.

Like you, I have a problem—I didn't even

get three months as the leader of the New
Democratic Party did in Osgoode Hall; I

didn't even get one day. But I can't see

where it imphes that at all. I am sure the

minister agrees with me, because I think he
is somewhat mystified by it now himself. It

doesn't say anywhere that the municipalities
will make the appointments.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: But, Mr. Chairman, in

the explanatory note it says here again that:

"The size, composition and method of ap-

pointing boards and management for district

homes is to be provided by the regulations
and permits appointments to such boards to

be made directly by municipalities." I re-

peat: "Directly by municipalities."

Mr. Martel: That's in the explanatory note;

but I'd like to see that portion put in the

Act. The minister can avoid implementing
that if he wants. There is nothing in the

statute that says the municipalities will have

the right to make the appointments. That is

merely left up to the minister's discretion,

isn't it?

Mr. Lewis: Stand down the clause and
have it redone.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I wonder if

I could help here. I think it would be better

if subsection (2) stated, "The composition of

each board of management and the qualifica-

tions and term of office of the members to be

appointed directly by municipalities shall be

as prescribed by the regulations." I think that

is what my friend is getting at. This is what

happens when everything is left to explana-

tory notes and to regulations. It is the thing
to which I took exception.

Surely if what is meant is that there shall

be direct appointment by municipalities, then
this would be the proper place to put it.

This still leaves—treacherously, in my view,
but I'll bow to that much of it—the composi-
tion of the board, the qualifications and term
of office to be prescribed by the regulations.
But it amends the subsection to read: "Of the

members to be appointed directly by munici-

palities shall be as prescribed by the regula-
tions." If the minister is interested in that

amendment, I'll be glad to reduce it to

writing—unless he would prefer to bring it

forward as his own.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Well, Mr. Chairman, I

would just like to mention that we certainly
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agree, as we have indicated, that the munici-

palities should make their own appointments.
At the same time, I'd like to mention that

there should also be other appointments, not

necessarily made by the municipalities. We
have this in the district welfare boards, where
the great majority of appointments are made

by the municipalities, but at the same time,

there is one and sometimes two provincial

appointments. This has worked out exceed-

ingly well with the same provision.

I'm not too good at wording, but if there

was some way that this could be—

Mrs. Campbell: Well, Mr. Chairman—

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Yes?

Mrs. Campbell: If the minister would yield,
I would suggest that this could be referred

to the legal adviser, who is very able, as I

know from long experience. This would allow
us to get on with the clause-by-clause ex-

amination and to defer this item until he can
make some suggestion that would meet the
minister's position and ours. That might be

helpful.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: This is agreeable to me,
Mr. Chairman, if we could defer it.

Mr. Chairman: We'll just leave section 3
for a moment.

Any comments, questions or amendments
on a later section of the bill? If so, which
section?

Mrs. Campbell: Section 6.

Mr. Chainnan: Anything before section 6?
The hon. member for St. George.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, perhaps
here is where I can make my point. I was
not suggesting there was something wrong
with the director having discretion. I think
the minister misunderstood the thrust of my
remarks.

What I said was that this particular sec-

tion does give wide discretion to the director.

But this is an amending piece of legislation

which, as I see it, has to be read in conjunc-
tion with the statutory authority which now
exists and presumably with the regulations
as they exist. What I am concerned about
is that if one follows through the scheme of

the present legislation and the amendment,
all of the powers which are given to the

director may be designated down the line

through the ministry.

I worry about not knowing from time to

time who is going to approve residential serv-

ices which are not those which are properly
institutional services. It is this I am con-

cerned about, because it doesn't seem to stop

anywhere down the line in the ministry. I

do think there should be some place below
which you can't go in exercising this discre-

tion. That is the point that I was concerned
about—not that the director should have dis-

cretion.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Well, Mr. Chairman, if

I understand the hon. member, the reason

we have this provision is that the director

has the discretion to ensure that certain

standards are maintained.

Mrs. Campbell: Quite so.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: We are looking after

people and we have to have the required
standards. I don't know; are you suggesting
that the director should not have that author-

ity? If not the director, who should have the

authority?

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I'll try

again. I'm sorry, I'm not putting my point

clearly.

I think the director ought to have that

kind of authority. Let's start vdth that. But

I don't think that there should be a provi-
sion that that authority can be delegated down
the line through the ministry in the way in

which other delegation and designation is

provided in the original statute.

I think there should be uniformity. If you
look at the definition in clause 1 of subsec-

tion (4) you get the provincial supervisor and

then you get other people—administrators,
field workers, and any other employee of the

ministry who is designated as such for pur-

poses of this Act. Perhaps there you can see

what I am talking about.

When it comes to residential services,

apart from those which are institutionalized

—and I am not one who likes institutionaliz-

ing old people unless it's absolutely necessary
—but if you are going to do that and give
discretion to a director, I think there ought
to be a point below which you do not go in

delegating that kind of discretion. Do I make

myself clear now?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: May I ask the hon.

member to tell me how you would deal with

this question of delegation of authority? If

you don't give it to the director, please ex-

plain how you would do it?

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I don't

know how I can make myself clear. I guess
I'm just not able to speak clearly.
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If I said here in section 6 (1): "Approved

by the director or provincial supervisor."
Now I don't know whether that's the proper

person, but it seems to me that you should

spell out in the Act the either/or alternative

as to who can make this decision. It's the

same thing if you said: "Minister, director or

provincial supervisor." But I don't think it

should go on down the line to any other

employee of the ministry haying discretion in

the provision of residential lervices approval.

Do you understand?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Chairman, again,
if I may use an example in northern Ontario.

Supposing that in Winisk, which is a native

settlement, there is a home that is operated
under the Charitable Instituti(ms Act That's

a very remote area, therefore there should be

flexibility on the kind of person authorized to

inspect that particular institution in that re-

mote locality. This is the way I understand
this section 7—to give a certain amount of

flexibility for various persons.

I'm not aware, Mr. Chairman, of any areas

where there has been any abuse of this. I

don't know how, when referring to section 6,

in which we give the authority to the direc-

tor, how this should be otherwise. I think the

hon. member's concern is about the delega-
tion of the authority to officials working for

the director.

Frankly, Mr. Chairman, I'm open for sug-

gestions. I really don't know how-

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I don't like

to labour the point. I don't think that I agree
with the doctrine of universality in the sense
of wanting the same services in one part of

the province as in the other, but you cer-

tainly want the same standard of care.

If it means that people in remote areas will

have the services of someone on the clerical

staff of the ministry, because it's too remote
to have the attention of the director, or even
one or two other designated people, then I

feel very badly about that. I think the people
there are just as important and their care is

just as important as the people in this area,
or in any other area of the province.

I don't object at all to having more than
one person doing this sort of thing, because it

could be an administrative impossibility for

a director to do it all. But I would like to

feel that in the upper echelons of this min-

istry you had a classification of people doing
this as a regular thing, and that it wouldn't
be delegated below a certain level in the

ministry. We could then be assured that

everyone was getting the same quality of

care, although perhaps there might be varia-

tions in the way in which the services were

purveyed.

I don't seem to be making too much sense,

but, I have a great concern when you say

any other employee of the ministry. I don't

see how you are going to assure me—maybe
everyone else is assured, but I'm not—that
the same standard of quality is going to be
available across the province.

However, if I stand alone in this, I'm not

intending to prolong it. But I am concerned
about it, Mr. Chairman.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Chairman, I agree
with the hon. member that we should pro-

vide, as far as possible, the same quality and
the same standard of care throughout the

whole province. But as I read section 6, it

says "provide residential services approved
by the director." The director himself asserted

it had to be approved by him, but he has to

delegate authority. And I'm sorry, I just don't

know how—and, as I said earlier, I'm willing
to have any suggestions—but I don't know
how one should deal with it otherwise.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, all I can

say in answer to that, is that it is a fine thing
to put in "approved by the director", but you
do have provisions for what happens if the

director is away, if the director is ill, if the

director is something else. That is the clause

which delegates right down the line to any
employee in the ministry. If you want to

take this and say that for the purposes of

this Act, director means just what it says and
there shall be no delegation then certainly I

think that would be a very great weakness
in drafting. Then that would give me some
security. Otherwise, I should like to see

spelled out for these areas, where a policy is

involved and where a quality of delivery and
service is involved, that we know—within a

group classification if you like—who is going
to be concerned with the delivery of services

to old people in residential settings.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Chairman, employ-
ees, provincial supervisors, aU come under the

director. If we were to amend this Act we
would have to amend all our Acts, and I

think we would have to amend practically

every other ministry's Acts. If the hon. mem-
ber will look in other Acts she will find that

this is standard procedure, "under the direc-

tion of the director." The director has subor-

dinates, supervisors and so forth, and they all

come under the ministry. I think there is

ample safeguard in existing legislation, Mr.

Chairman.
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Mr. Chainnan: Shall section 6 stand?

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, the fact

that it is universal doesn't make it sound.

Mr. Chairman: Does section 6 stand as

part of the bill?

Section 6 agreed to.

The hon. member for Sudbury East.

On section 7:

Mr. Martel: On section 7, Mr. Chairman,
I would like to come back to this, because I

wasn't satisfied with the minister's response
on second reading.

I would like to get some clarification from

the minister on how he can ensure that the

method by which the inspections will be

carried out will be the same when done by
officials of his staff as those carried out by
appointed officials of councils, of municipali-
ties or boards of management?

We have many smaller communities—five

or six—which will be making some of these

appointments and which will not be able to

hire people vidth the expertise that would be
found in your staff. My concern is that be-

cause they might not be able to hire qualified

personnel with the proper expertise many of

the regulations will, in fact, be unknowingly
violated. These will never be brought to any-
one's attention. It could lead to a reduction

in the delivery of services to the elderly

people.

As I said earlier, against the background
of your colleague the Minister of Labour, he

and other ministers are moving to make sure

that any type of inspection is uniform across

the province. Otherwise, you don't get the

type of continuity, the type of province-wide

expertise in the inspections that should go on

—unless, of course, you intend to run courses

of any nature, bringing in the people ap-

pointed to carry out these inspections by
municipalities and so on.

I don't know what is going to guarantee
the type of inspection you are going to

demand when in fact you have no say over

the officials who will be appointed. Many of

them, as the minister has said tonight, will

be in smaller communities in northern On-

tario, which as I say might not have the

financial wherewithal. You could have a com-

munity making the appointment of a guy who
is at one time the dog catcher but on another

occasion, he is inspecting homes for the aged
—because they simply don't have the capital

in those smaller areas to hire sufficient and

qualified staff.

I don't know how you are going to ensure

uniformity by allowing that last section. It is

fine for Toronto and it is fine for Sudbury;
it is fine for Hamilton because they have

large qualified staff. But I have grave reser-

vations about what could go on in the many
smaller communities. Possibly you could give
some indication which would alleviate my
fears.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Chairman, I can

appreciate the hon. member's concern, but

I still believe that the way this Act reads

the inspection of the premises will be carried

out according to our regulations. We have

to have a certain amount of latitude in ap-

pointing inspectors.

Mr. Martel: But, some of them aren't going
to be appointed by you. That is the problem.
Some of them are going to be appointed **by

a person appointed by the council of the

municipality or board of management pro-

viding the services".

Let us, for example, use northern Ontario

as our starting point, where in fact you have

maybe four or five small communities that

come together and form a board. They are

making the appointment of the inspectors.

As you know, when we talk about general
welfare we have real problems in that area.

The minister is aware of it. They cannot hire

the best qualified people, as they don't have

the expertise and they don't have the cash.

I would like to know what you intend to

do in those areas where they don't have the

money. You could have the problem arising
where the person, who on one day is maybe
the bylaw enforcement officer in one area,

the next day going out on behalf of the

same municipality as the inspector of senior

citizens' homes, simply because they don't

have the cash to work with. How can we
ensure then, that in the regulations which

your own staff follow, the people you hire

and send out to the field, the two types of

inspection will be equally competent?

That isn't running down the individual who
might be appointed. He just might not know
the Act and he might not have the expertise.

I would suspect in some of the smaller munic-

ipalities they cannot hire a large enough staff

so that they are going to have that kind of

individual.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: I would like to remind

the hon. member that at the present time

the inspections are done by provincial in-
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spectors in a very great majority of cases.

They are doing this in established homes for

the aged, county homes, municipal homes and

charitable homes. All we are doing in this

Act is enlarging it to have other homes come
under the various organizations. We are

just asking in certain remote areas where it

is not possible to have, say, a provincial

inspector, to have a local person. I am refer-

ring again, if I may, to remote areas where
the only access in some places is by air, so

that if there is a competent person in that

municipality or in that community that person
should be considered.

Mr. M<artel: Does the minister not see any
danger at all, or is he at least going to have
some input or some power to approve of

those people who have been appointed by
the municipality for inspection purposes?

You must have some fear or some concern
that municipalities that don't have the funds

will not be able to hire qualified people to

do the job. Are you then going to have any
safeguards to ensure that the people who
have been appointed at least meet some
criteria that you might establish, under the

regulations maybe, as to what the qualifica-
tions would be for them to do that type of

job?

All I am trying to do is head oflF some
unpleasantness, which I am aware the large

municipalities can overcome because they
will have staff, and so on, but some of the

smaller and more remote areas might not
be able to deal with. You could have some
pretty horrendous things occurring, though
I am hopeful they wouldn't. What input into

that choice of people who are going to do
that job are you going to have? I would

hope the minister has some concern about
that.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Chairman, there

won't be that great a demand or an upsurge
in these types of services. As I said, our

present system has worked exceedingly well.

Mr. Martel: But you are moving away, as

a result of this addition, from your present
services.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Again, Mr. Chairman,
what I have indicated earlier in my remarks
is that we still will be providing residential

services in the regular homes for the aged.
At the same time we want more flexibility

in remote areas or small communities where
it is desirable. If I could use the example of

Hornepayne, the closest home for the aged is

Thunder Bay, 400 miles away. What we are

doing there is we are providing a small group
home of about maybe 10 or 12 rooms and
so—

Hon. J. White (Treasurer and Minister of

Intergovernmental Affairs): He thinks you are

from southern Ontario.

Mr. Stokes: He is confused tonight, isn't

he?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Chairman, I can
assure the hon. member that I am very con-

cerned about safety and having proper stand-

ards of care; and I can assure him these will

be maintained.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 7 stand as part
of the biU?

Section 7 agreed to.

Mr. Chainnan: Any comments, questions or

amendments to any of the later sections of

the biU?

Mr. Stokes: When are we going to get
these homes in the north he is talking about?

Mr. Chairman: Well then does the hon.

minister have the wording for an amendment
to section 3?

Mrs. Campbell: Maybe Mr. Rutherford
would like to read it.

Mr. Martel: Mr. Chairman, if the minister

is not ready, you might consider the other

bill and then come back to this one.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: I think we are ready.

Mr. Lewis: You can read it.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: No, it is not printed
yet.

Mr. Stokes: Don't confuse the issue.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: This, Mr. Chairman,
would be with reference to subsection (2) of

section 3 and the amendment should read
as follows: "The composition of each board
of management and the qualifications and
term of office of the members—"

Mr. Stokes: A doctor; and you can't under-

stand his writing!

Mrs. Campbell: Lawyers aren't much bet-

ter!

Mr. Martel: A lawyer could never write.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: —"including appoint-
ments to those boards"—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: A slight mistake; that's

supposed to read "excluding." That's all.
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Hon. Mr. Bninelle: —"including appoint-
ments to those boards by councils of munici-

palities, shall be as prescribed in the regula-
tions.'*

Mr. Lewis: Shall be what?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: "Shall be as prescribed
in the regulations."

Mr. Chairman: Shall the minister's amend-
ment carry?

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Shall the bill as amended
be reported?

Motion agreed to.

Bill 108, as amended, reported.

CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS ACT

House in committee on Bill 62, An Act to

amend the Charitable Institutions Act.

Mr. Chairman: Bill 62, An Act to amend
the Charitable Institutions Act. Are there any
comments, questions or amendments on any
of the first five sections of this bill?

Any comments, questions or amendments
on the later sections of the bill?

The member for Sudbury East.

Mr. Martel: Mr. Chairman, I want to get
back to section 10.

Mr. Chairman: Section 10.

Mr. Martel: Subsection (1). I tried to listen

to the minister. I accept some of what he

might have been trying to put across to us.

But I still have grave reservations, however,
about the power he has to waive any of the

existing regulations, should he so desire.

The minister has indicated to us that he
would only do this in far out and remote

areas, but when he has the power to ignore
any regulation which exists under this Act
in this clause, then in fact it throws the
whole ball game into a different ball park.

He might be a well-meaning fellow now—

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): He even

puts it in the cricket pitch.

Mr. Martel: The man who might follow him
could make use of that section to in fact—

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Which section?

Mr. Martel: Section 10.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Section 10?

Mr. Martel: Another minister might make
use of that section to destroy everything in

the bill, to make exemptions for any request
that would come to him, because by that sec-

tion he has given himself the power to waive
the regulations.

I realize the minister wants flexibility and
the right to manoeuvre, and I don't think

anyone here objects to that, but we do object
to the minister having the right to weave the

regulations at will. I simply don't know how
we get around it, outside of voting against
that section of the bill to show that we cer-

tainly are not ready to accept the great

power which would then fall to any given
minister from this day hence, to go against

everything, as the leader of this party (Mr.

Lewis) has said, which has been fought over

in this House over a good many years to en-

sure the quality of the existing facilities. I

can appreciate the minister indicating that

the standards in Winisk might be somewhat
lower than the standards in Toronto, but

over a given period of time-

Mr. Stokes: Between us, they're non-

existent.

Mr. Martel: Right! But over a given period
of time they might come up to some sort of

standard. Be that as it may, that could be 10

years hence and we could have people in

establishments which would not meet any

regulations for years on end, because the

minister has the discretionary power to allow

that situation to prevail rather than end it.

I just think the minister is asking for a lot

more power than I'm willing to give any
minister, and that is the power to waive any
regulations indefinitely.

We'll oppose this section of the bill, Mr.

Chairman.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Chairman, I would
like to say to the hon. members that this

provision would only be used when financial

hardship would be caused. As I said earlier,

in some certain parts of the country where it

is very diflBcult to meet certain technical re-

quirements, we would waive that. This would

only be done in very isolated circumstances.

Mr. Martel: Is there anything under the

regulations which would indicate this? Could
we get the minister's assurance that he would

put it in the regulation, or spell it out more

clearly than he can in the legislation, to

ensure that this is what he wants it for? It

needs something to indicate that, so that
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subsequent ministers occupying that position

would realize exactly what the minister's in-

tent was.

Put it in the regulation to not allow the

floodgates to be opened up. Once you give a

concession the first time, the second, third

and fourth come much more readily, unless

there's some check somewhere along the line.

If the minister is willing to indicate this, and
when he has the regulation drafted, send

copies to us to show what he intends to do,

then it would make us feel a lot more com-
fortable over here.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Chairman, I think

we would try to draft the regulations to have

the provision that the hon. member speaks
of. At the same time, there has to be a cer-

tain discretion left to the minister. As I said

earlier to the hon. member for St. George, I

think that at this stage it's just not policy to

submit regulations for general discussion.

Mr. Martel: I was not suggesting I would

approve of the regulations, Mr. Chairman. I

would just like to be aware of some regula-
tion. I know he couldn't encompass it all. He
couldn't put down every type of incident that

is going to arise, because we can't tell at this

stage in the game. But I would like some
assurance that the floodgate hasn't opened.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: If this is agreeable to

the hon. member and he has real concern, I

would be pleased to meet with him to dis-

cuss this matter.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section-

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, the explanatory
note says that the amendment eliminates—if

the minister would help me with this—the

specification of corporations and institutions

approved under the Act in schedules under
the regulations. Why is it necessary to do
that?

And incidentally, that's not what the clause

does. The subsection exempts designated, ap-

proved corporations or charitable institutions

from specified provisions of the Act or the

regulations, but it doesn't eliminate the speci-
fication of corporations and institutions ap-

proved under the Act in schedules under
the regulations. All that the clause does is

provide for an exemption, it doesn't eliminate

the schedules. Am I right in that?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: I don't understand the

hon. member's question. This would mean
we would designate the specific institutions

that would be exempted. It would be a

specific institution, say a halfway house in

Minaki.

Mr. Lewis: But you wouldn't remove, I

take it, aU of the schedules. You wouldn't

lump all of the institutions and corporations
that are presently divided by the series of

schedules attached to the Charitable Institu-

tions Act.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: My understanding is

that, if a specific institution, such as a re-

covery house in KiUaloe, is not at that time

able to meet the technical requirements, then

that specific institution would be exempted
from the regulations.

Mr. Lewis: May I just make the point

again, with respect, that the explanatory note

is entirely misleading? The explanatory note

is quite definitive. The amendment eliminates

the specification of corporations and institu-

tions approved under the Act in schedules

under die regulations.

What that says, even to a lavman with

three months of Osgoode and three months
at the University of Toronto—I want you to

note that my legal expertise expands with

each debate—to aJmost anyone that indicates

you have wiped out the schedules. You are

not doing that at all. All you are asking for

is the exemption.

I must say that in these unintelligible, in-

decipherable bills of yours, the least you can

do is to make the explanatory note coincide

somehow with the content; and I understand

that legislative counsel has problems in this

regard.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): I have the

same trouble.

Mr. Lewis: When legislative counsel moves
from legal gobbledegook into the world of

normal, human verbiage, there are problems

obviously; but I really wish it was there.

Now, let me come back to my colleague
from Sudbury East. He makes a ver)^ good

point.

Look at section C, subsection C of your

regulations imder the existing Act. It gives

rules; it allows the Lieutenant Governor in

Council to prescribe rules governing the

establishment, maintenance and operation of

charitable institutions and the conduct of

the persons cared for therein and staffs there-

of. Now, why do you need an exemption if

you already have that power, if all you want

to do is change Lieutenant Governor in
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Council to the minister? Who is the Lieuten-

ant Governor of Ontario?

Mr. Stokes: Mr. MacDonald.

Mr. Lewis: Oh yes, from Mr. MacDonald
to Mr. Brunelle. If that's all you want to do
in the Act, that's fine; but you already have
the right by regulation to prescribe rules

governing the establishment, maintenance and

operation of charitable institutions and the

conduct of the persons' care. What else do

you want?

That obviously gives you the right to grant
an exemption.

It's already there in the regulations. Why
do you want a holus-bolus clause? No wonder
my colleague from Sudbury East finds it

suspect. You are granting yourself power
which is largely redundant except that it

does suggest ominous overtones.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Chairman, I don't

know whether this will add to the confusion

or help to explain this matter. The explana-

tory note refers to clause 9, which is being
repealed, and the new clause deals with the

exemptions.

Mr. Lewis: Well, I'm not going to fight to

have it explained. There is just one point. The
world will not end tomorrow morning if this

doesn't get-

Mr. Martel: You might suggest he hire new
lawyers.

Mr. Lewis: No, I don't want to suggest that

he hire new lawyers. These chaps may be

very good indeed. It is just that they are

having trouble with the language, with lay-
man's language. Their legal language is im-

peccable.

But, that is not what—section 10 is quite

clear, I am not going to drive it home.

Section 10, in the explanatory note does
far more than the clause does. That's all

right except for suckers like me who can't

understand the clause and read the explana-
tory notes hoping to be enlightened; and then
are misled.

Mr. C. E. McIIveen (Oshawa): Even after

three months at Osgoode.

Mr. Stokes: Is that what they call oratorical

circumlocution?

Mr. Lewis: Rhetorical circumlocution? All

right.

Now let me take you back to the point my
colleague from Sudbury East was making.

Since you already have the right to do every-

thing that you would want to do, why do

you need a specific clause granting you
special exemption rights?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: No. Mr. Chairman;
that is why we are asking for this right. I

would like to repeat: we are just asking for

the authority to deal with certain specific

institutions that aren't able to meet the re-

quirements.

As I mentioned to the hon. member for

Sudbury East, I would be glad to discuss

this widi him and get the benefit of his views

in the formulation of the regulations.

Mr. Lewis: Well, Mr. Minister, we want to

get on with other things. You would cer-

tainly benefit from his views, I have no

doubt. But let me point out to you, sir, that

in the regulations attached to the existing Act

there is a clause C which reads:

Lieutenant Governor in Council has the

right to prescribe rules governing the estab-

lishment, maintenance and operation of

charitable institutions and the conduct of

the persons* care therein.

That is all the authority you need. If you
want to exempt an institution from a particu-
lar aspect of this bill to provide you with

flexibility, that is surely encompassed by your

right to establish rules governing the mainte-

nance, operation, etc., of the charitable insti-

tution. You don't need an exemption clause.

You don't need it at all. It is quite redundant.

You already have that authority, and there-

fore it worries the member from Sudbury
East that you should give yourself this

blanket power when you already have an

equivalent power. Something is very funny in

the operation of the Act.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 10 then stand

as part of the bill?

Section 10 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any comment, question or

amendments on a later section of the bill? If

not, shall the bill be reported?

Bill 62 reported.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the com-
mittee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of the whole House begs to report one bill
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with amendments and one bill without amend-
ments and asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

THIRD READINGS

The following bills were given third read-

ing upon motion:

Bill 62, An Act to amend the Charitable

Institutions Act.

Bill 108, An Act to amend the Homes for

the Aged and Rest Homes Act.

SECURITY TRANSFER TAX ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves second reading of

Bill 95, An Act to repeal the Security Trans-
fer Tax Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
Centre.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Mr.

Speaker, I rise to regretfully support this

bill-

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): That is

enlightened self-interest, isn't it?

Mr. Deacon: I say regretfully because I

think anyone who has studied this industry
would realize that this is a logical industry
to be subject to a transfer tax.

In the select committee on taxation we felt

that a simpler way of dealing with this tax

should be discovered, but the diflSculty at

that time and the diflBculty now—

Mr. Stokes: He has reassessed his position.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Within
24 hours of declaring his leadership!

Mr. Deacon: I didn't quite understand that.

Mr. Lewis: He didn't understand that? He
is selling out to the Toronto Stock Exchange
within 24 hours of declaring his leadership.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Boy, are we feeling good to-

nightl

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): At least he
knows where he is going. The member for

Scarborough West doesn't.

Mr. Lewis: Well, I vdll make up my mind.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Sargent: Just watch out for a knife in

the back!

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Speaker, despite all the

chattering on my left, the point at issue here
is whether there can be different rules on

trading, whether it be chicken or eggs or

securities, between one province and another,
sufficient to cause a shift in business.

Unfortunately, the Province of Quebec and
the Province of British Columbia have de-

cided that one way to get some of the busi-

ness now carried on in the financial industry
in Ontario into their provinces is to eliminate

the security transfer tax. This is a most re-

gressive approach. To my mind-

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): But the

member endorses Ontario doing it.

Mr. Deacon: It is an approach that is a

serious mistake. I feel the only possible way
we can support this Act to repeal the Security
Transfer Tax Act is if the minister (Mr.

White) immediately takes steps, once the bill

has been passed, to deal with these two

provinces-

Mr. Lewis: Shame. Shame.

Mr. Deacon: —and point out to them that

what they are doing is depriving their prov-
ince and our province of revenue they should

have. It is also relieving an industry, which
has no need to be relieved, of this tax.

If they would work together with us, a

security transfer tax of one form or another

could be put in place which would provide
revenue and ensure that this industry is bear-

ing its fair share of the burden of taxation in

this province.

I feel it's a shame that until now there has

been little sign of effort on the part of this

minister to deal with Quebec. Certainly if it

has been done, it has been done very quietly;
we haven't heard anything about it.

I don't know why he has to do a thing like

that quietly.

Why couldn't this have been done in such

a way that we could have indicated openly
that Quebec's move to artificially shift busi-

ness into the Montreal market by eliminating
this burden of taxation was something that

wouldn't be tolerated; that we would take

our own protective measures; and that the

Province of Quebec should work with us to

bring in a form of security transfer tax that

would not reduce the revenue from it, but in

fact would increase it?

It's a very small amount of money that we
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are now raising from this tax compared to

the volume of financial business which goes

through these markets in Ontario. I feel it's

a shame that the minister has resorted to

repealing the Act at this point. He should

rather have taken other action with the other

provinces. He should have got moving in the

same way as we would Hke to, to impose a

fair level of taxation on this industry.

It is with great reluctance that I rise to

support the repeal.

Mr. Lewis: Shame, shame!

Mr. Deacon: I feel that is the only way-

Mr. Lewis: To get the support of the

province.

Mr. Deacon: —for the minister at this

point-

Mr. Lewis: To get the support of the

stockbrokers.

Mr. Deacon: —to make it clear to the in-

dustry in Montreal and Vancouver that this

is not the way it is going to get a larger
share of the business. They will have to do it

on bases other than artificial barriers to trade

that their relief of taxation involves.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, what a launch!

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish

to participate? The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I hesitate

to remind the member for York Centre about

his former occupation. I think he might have

claimed conflict of interest as he got up. He
used to work for the securities industry and
has done very well at it, Tm sure was very

competent at it. All the same, for him to say
that it was regrettable that it had to be sup-

ported—we find that very hard to accept.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer and Minister of

Intergovernmental Affairs): Why doesn't the

member challenge that?

Mr. Oassidy: This is a class action being
taken by the minister. It's an action being
taken by the minister to benefit the people
who support the Conservative Party.

It is an unnecessary step. It is $8 million

in revenue which is being lost to the govern-
ment at the same time as the government is

collecting $340 million in revenue from ordi-

nary taxpayers throughout the province.

Frankly, we don't see the need for it.

I'd like to go back to the minister's state-

ment and perhaps take issue with what the

hon. member for York Centre had to say. The
member for York Centre should realize that

this minister is not to be taken at his word,
particularly after the debate we have had
over the last two or three weeks. The min-
ister is not to be taken at his word because
he will twist facts in order to make them
support any case he wants to bring forward.

Hon. Mr. White: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker, that is unparliamentary and unac-

ceptable. I think you should ask the hon.

member to withdraw that derogatory remark.

Mr. Speaker: I regret to say that my atten-

tion was diverted momentarily. I'm not cer-

tain of the remarks, although I believe that in

the remarks to which the hon. minister has

reference, was the allegation that the hon.

minister is not to be taken at his word. Is

that right?

Something did click in my mind in the

process of listening that it wasn't quite

proper. I think it's only fair to ask the hon.

member to retract that statement.

Mr. Cassidy: I would retract that state-

ment, Mr. Speaker, and say that the min-

ister's words are frequently misleading. They
should not be taken as they seem at face

value, and I would like to look at some of

the words here.

The minister states a significant loss of

trading is evident as a consequence of the

reduction or the elimination of the Quebec
securities transfer tax. That is his statement.

The facts, Mr. Speaker, are as follows: In

1972, in which period Quebec did not have
a tax for nine months and Ontario had a tax

for the entire period, the trading by value

at the Montreal Stock Exchange was up by
28 per cent; the trading by value at the

Toronto Stock Exchange was up by 32 per
cent.

Putting it another way, trading at the

Montreal Stock Exchange went up by less

than $0.5 billion; trading at the Toronto

Stock Exchange went up by $1.5 billion.

That hardly shows that the tremulous To-

ronto Stock Exchange needed the kind of

protection that the minister is seeking to

bring to it.

By volume—the last figures were by value-
in 1972 trading was up by eight per cent in

Montreal, where they had withdrawn the

securities tax, and it was up by 17 per cent

in Toronto. If you want to put that in num-
ber of shares, they traded 25 million more
shares in Montreal; they traded 91 million

more shares in Toronto. That, too, hardly
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indicates that the Toronto Stock Exchange
needed the minister on his white charger to

come to their defence.

We can see some reasons why there may
be slight shifts in the amount or the share

of trading which is carried on by the Toronto
Stock Exchange. For one reason there is the

new confidence of business in British Colum-

bia, which is leading to more trading on the

Vancouver Stock Exchange as a result of the

change in government out there. Another

thing that is happening is the fact that the

Quebec Securities Commission has grown
rather too tolerant of penny mining shares,

and there has been an increase in that kind

of trading over the last two or three years
there while the Ontario Securities Commis-
sion has retained higher standards. There

may have been some result from the fact

that there is a certain increase in investment

in Quebec after a couple of very bad years
there.

But these things come and go, Mr. Speaker,
and there is certainly no evidence of an
overall pattern which would indicate that

the securities business is leaving Ontario
because of this very small rate of tax. The
minister's figures, which relate to two months

only, are quite misleading and should not

have been offered in evidence.

In fact, of course, what he was simply

doing was he was simply trying to prove a

case. We suspect that the real reason that

he has brought this measure in is that people
in the Conservative Party who are active in

the Toronto Stock Exchange have been

lobbying the minister for the last three or

four years to get rid of this tax, and because

they can get to the minister and to the

government much more effectively than ordi-

nary citizens in this province—

Hon. Mr. White: I have not been lobbied

by the industry. I received a brief submission
from Mr. Kimber, who is the president of

the Toronto Stock Exchange, and in fact I

myself spend infinitely more time with less

prosperous citizens in my riding than I have
ever spent with bond dealers. So this allega-
tion is not only incorrect but grossly unfair.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, a submission
from the president of the Toronto Stock Ex-

change is a lobby.

Now, the minister is saying he didn't need
to be lobbied intensively because he knew
what to do; and he has gone ahead and he
has done it and has given $8 million, basic-

ally to people who are very well off and who
did not need that kind of tax relief.

Perhaps I could just read some comments
of the Smith committee on this security trans-

fer tax. They stated for one thing that be-

cause the tax is so small they doubt that it

will have any significant effect on the price
of securities. It runs at around one-tenth of

one per cent of the price of securities. They
stated that the tax is imposed on people who
have shares and other securities to trade-

such people tend to be rich.

They concluded that the tax is borne by
people with fairly high incomes; and in pro-

portion to the amount of trading of securities

that they do directly, or that is done by com-

panies whose shares they own. The Smith
committee also pointed out that about half

of the tax is collected by members of the

Toronto Stock Exchange, the remainder of

the tax is collected by broker-dealers, by
banks and trust companies, presumably

throughout the province.

Well, Mr. Speaker, $8 million is at stake.

The minister may get up and say that is a

small amount. It is not a small amount when
it has to be raised by other means and when
it has to be raised by the many regressive
taxes the minister seems to like so much.

This happens to be basically a progressive

tax, although it tends to bear a bit more

heavily on smaller investors than on the very

big investors. But it bears on investors, and

investors tend to be in the middle, upper
middle and very wealthy categories in our

society, not a group one would jump to reheve

from tax imless there were overwhelming
reasons so to do.

Now, it seems to us there is a pattern,
which the minister exemplifies in relieving

just those very people from the tax. And
that is that this government over the past
several years and in common with other gov-
ernments as well, has been very anxious in a

number of ways to reheve people who are

well off of taxes, or to avoid going into tax

fields which would hurt them.

For example, the federal government has

abandoned succession duties. For example,
this government is also reducing the rates on
succession duty. We are not clear from the

minister whether he wants to abandon suc-

cession duty completely or apply it to only a

few hundred estates of the very rich per year.

This government gave a very large conces-

sion two years ago on corporation tax within

the Province of Ontario, ostensibly to in-

crease investment. It has yet to prove how
that corporation tax relief increased invest-

ment or created jobs in the province, but it
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has certainly increased the return to share-

holders and to corporations. The federal gov-
ernment is promising the same kind of thing.

The provinces seem to be egging one
another on to help the capitalist class, to

help the rich and the very rich, and to help
the corporate sector. We get this example
with the securities transfer tax as well.

The minister says because Quebec has

withdrawn the tax, therefore, Ontario has to

do it as well, because otherwise our securities

business will disappear to other parts of the

country. I don't know if the minister has

examined the Act which he is asking us to

repeal. I was impressed in looking at it at

the efficacy of this Act and the way in which
it left very few loopholes by which Ontario

residents could avoid the tax.

In section 2 the tax is paid whether the

change of ownership is made on the Toronto
Stock Exchange, or whether it's made through
an order to a broker or a dealer registered
under the Securities Act in Ontario who places
or executes the order in Quebec, in Vancouver
or in New York. It's made when there is an

exchange of securities with no cash actually

changing hands. The tax is levied if there is

a delivery in Ontario, for the account of a
non-resident of Canada, of a security held
in Ontario; and it's made if there is a pay-
ment in Ontario for a security which has been
sold or transferred outside of the province.

What the minister is telling us is that

people will be so anxious to avoid a tax that

is around one-tenth of one per cent of the

value of securities; but that they will put up
with having to deal by long distance tele-

phone with brokers and with dealers with
whom they cannot enjoy face-to-face contact

at any easy occasion. I would suspect-

Mr. Deacon: Ontario Hydro was doing
that last year. They were putting transfers

through Montreal.

Mr. Cassidy: It may be possible then in fact

to find a means of taxing that as well. It may
be that a certain amount of business has been
lost. I will give the member for York Centre
a figure, which suggests that the worries that

even the large transactions will evade the
Toronto market because of the minister's tax

are ill-founded.

I have some figures here—just a minute
now—from the most recent edition of the

Toronto Stock Exchange revievi'. The March
edition states that there was a record volume
of transactions of $100,000 or more in Tor-
onto in January, and a near record in Febru-

ary. Those very large transactions, such as

the member for York Centre referred to, had
risen from 17 per cent of the value of all

transactions on the Toronto Stock Exchange
in early 1972, to 22.7 per cent in February
1973.

Mr. Deacon: What was the performance in

Montreal?

Mr. Cassidy: What?

Mr. Deacon: What was the relative per-
formance in Montreal?

Mr. Cassidy: I don't know what the per-
formance was in Montreal.

Mr. Deacon: Well, it all depends—

Mr. Cassidy: But I know that transactions

in Toronto were going up between January
and February of this year and of last year.

Secondly, the large transactions, where
there is the most incentive for people if

there is any incentive for people to go to

another province to carry out the transac-

tion, had—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. White: The fight's over there,

boys.

Mr. Lewis: We are handling both of you

tonight.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right, yes. This man
has aspirations for the leadership with the

support of the securities industry, so we had
better deal with him.

The proportion of these large transactions

had gone up, Mr. Speaker, at a time when
these poor benighted Ontario brokers were

competing with Quebec brokers who did not

benefit, or rather who have the benefit of an
absence of the security transfer tax.

Why is it that Ontario cannot give a lead

to other provinces in a matter like this and
ensure that these tax loopholes do not con-

tinue to be exploited by large and powerful
groups, such as corporations and the invest-

ment industry? Why is it that those parties
who whipsaw the various provincial govern-
ments into abandoning, first, the succession

duty, and then the security transfer tax, get
tax concessions for industrial locations; and
are allowed to do this, that and the other

thing?

Constantly, it is ordinary taxpayers, out of

their salaries and wages, who have got to

make up the lost revenue which this gov-
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eminent is allowing to take place because it

will not take a lead.

If, as the Treasurer's budget itself states,

Toronto has around 70 per cent of the securi-

ties transactions of the country, then surely
the securities industry in Ontario is not in a

weak state. Ontario can, in fact, say to the

other provinces we are not going to abandon
this particular tax, but we think that the tax

that we levy is going to be changed be-
cause our advisers, the Smith committee and
the select committee, have found a better way
of levying it. We will levy a retail sales tax,

or the equivalent of a retail sales tax, on the

commissions which are paid to brokers, deal-

ers, banks, trust companies and the other

bodies which deal in securities under the

Securities Act.

That is a reform which we would certainly
recommend to the minister. So, Ontario
should say we will continue to collect it, and
we will urge BC and Quebec to also do it.

Has the minister had any discussions with
the British Columbia government to see

whether it would be willing to go along in

tandem with Ontario to collect the security
transfer tax? That would be a pretty good
idea. I would have thought he would find a

good deal of sympathy from the New Demo-
cratic Party government of British Columbia
in levying this kind of tax, or in levying a

sales tax on brokers commissions out there
for the first time. The fact that they did not
have it under a Social Credit government is

no reason why there should not be one under
a New Democratic government.

What about the discussions that were tak-

ing place with Quebec about a year ago? I

just have a quotation from Hansard here.

The minister was asked by the member for

High Park (Mr. Shulman) what was going on.

This was at the time that Quebec had first

abandoned its security transfer tax. The
member for High Park, I might say, was a

bit paranoiac about the amount of volume of

trade which was going up to Quebec. I would
hope that he was not instrumental in per-

suading the minister, because the evidence
now in is that only a trickle, if that, of busi-

ness has in fact been transferred to Quebec.

Anyway, at that time, the then Minister of
Consumer and Commercial Relations (Mr.

Winkler) said that discussions were going on
with Quebec and that the intention of those
studies was to harmonize the two taxes. Now
what happened from those discussions? If

they didn't work out, why is it that Ontario,
with 70 per cent of the business, has knuckled

imder to Quebec with only 20 or 25 per cent
of the business?

We believe this tax should have been

changed into a retail sales tax and that that
would have brought in for the minister an

equivalent amount of revenue. The trading
on the Toronto Stock Exchange last year was
about $6.5 billion worth of securities. There
was also trading in an amount of debentures,
bonds and other obligations. I don't happen
to have the figures for those. At one-tenth of

one per cent, which would be the efi^ect of a
sales tax or the efi^ect of the existing sales

tax, it would yield about the same amount of

revenue. It would save the minister having to

find his revenue in other places.

The minister says it is impossible to impose
this without losing business. Does the minis-

ter really believe that the investors in north-

em Ontario and in western Ontario and in

other parts of the province outside of Toronto
who deal through banks, trust companies and

through broker-dealers, are going to some-
how transfer their business from the person
with whom they are familiar to a distant

agent in Montreal? The answer is clearly no.

Does the minister believe that this would

happen even in Toronto? I would suggest as

well that the answer is no, because it is

almost impossible for somebody in the Prov-

ince of Ontario to deal in securities without

dealing with somebody who is licensed under
the Ontario Securities Act.

The existing law makes it clear. In section

7 it says this:

Any transfer made, ordered or carried

into efi^ect through a person engaged in the

business of a broker within the meaning of

the Securities Act shall be deemed to be

ordered, made or carried into eflFect in

Ontario.

The people of Ontario are not going to leave

this province en masse because of the min-
ister's tax. I am sure he wouldn't try to

maintain that. The people of Ontario, in fact,

hardly notice his tax.

It is, if you will, a fairly efficient tax be-

cause it taxes a very small amount out of a

very large volume of transactions. In terms
of overall tax policy, it is useful to have this

kind of tax to supplement in order to have
as broad a base of tax sources as you can
have.

When a tax is accepted by most of the

people who are engaged in paying it, when
there is general acceptance, as there has been
with this tax—Mr. Kimber to the contrary

notwithstanding—as there is, let's say, with
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the gambling tax, the tobacco tax, and even,
God forbid, the liquor tax; then there is no
reason for the minister to stop collecting the

tax for the specious kinds of reasons which
he advances in the budget.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): The mem-
ber for Wellington-Dufferin (Mr. Root) doesn't

accept the liquor tax.

Mr. Cassidy: All right! The member for

Wellington-Dufferin should tell his minister

that the liquor tax could possibly be reduced,
if that were the priority of the government,
if this particular security transfer tax were

kept in force.

Mr. Speaker, the minister stated in his

budget that to the extent that the shift in

trading is likely to continue, the security
transfer tax is self-defeating as a revenue-

raising instrument. Well, between 1971 and

1972, the budget itself shows that this self-

defeating revenue-raising instrument—which
was being charged for nine months of last

year in Ontario when it was not being charged
in Quebec—raised $1.3 million in revenue.

Far from being self-defeating, it was some-
what productive. The yield from the tax

went up by about 20 percent. The minister

seems to suggest that no transactions would
take place in Ontario, because if this revenue

instrument is really self-defeating, what he

means is that no revenue will come from it

at all; and that is clearly absurd.

There may be a few marginal shifts of

deals up into Quebec. The minister will find

that when this takes place usually other

reasons are involved as well. What is im-

portant to dealers and what is important to

investors is not a tax which amounts to one-

tenth of a per cent of the total value of their

deal. It is important, I would submit, Mr.

Speaker, that there is an efficient and fair

and well run and honest securities market,
and if Ontario can provide that, then that

is of far more use than going to another

jurisdiction in order to save one-tenth of one

per cent in tax. It is important that there is

a large market with a high volume of trans-

actions in order that the market works as

classically and as efficiently as possible; and
since the Toronto market is currently at least

four times the size of the Montreal market
it provides a better place to work than the

Montreal market and people will deal in this

province and not go away.
The one-tenth of one percent or less that

is charged in tax is a mere pin-prick. It is

also, though, a tax which is easy to collect.

Mr. Speaker, is the minister really going

to get up and say that the people of this

social and economic class who pay this tax

cannot afford to pay it through a sales tax

on the services provided by their brokers,
which is what we would suggest as a cleaned-

up alternative to the present tax?

You know, Mr. Speaker, through you to

the minister, we agree that the present tax is

a nuisance tax and is difficult to collect, but

the minister himself mentions in the budget
that there is a better way, and that that better

way has been endorsed by both the Smith
committee and by the legislative committee,
the select committee that reported on the

Smith commission. The legislative committee

did say that Ontario shouldn't move if Que-
bec and BC didn't.

Hon. Mr. White: Now the hon. member is

getting it.

Mr. Cassidy: Now, surely the minister is not

as faint-hearted as his backbenchers and as

the people who wrote that select committee

report.

Hon. J. W. Snow ( Minister of Government
Services ) : He wrote it.

Mr. Cassidy: He doesn't have to take every
word of advice.

Hon. Mr. Snow: He wrote it.

Mr. Cassidy: He wrote it. He doesn't have

to take every word of advice that is in that

particular report.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Why not?

Mr. Cassidy: He can provide some leader-

ship. He can help Quebec and BC to get
some revenue that they do not now get if

he simply hangs onto this tax.
^^^

.

^^.

Hon. Mr. Snow: The member for Thunder

Bay was on that.

Mr. Cassidy: And we would suggest that

while he is about it, he come and take up
the other half of the capital gains field, which
has been left vacant by the federal govern-
ment, and then go and talk with Quebec and
BC and Alberta, and other provinces, and

get them to take it up as well. And that he

move in the succession duty field vacated by
Ottawa; and that he take up revenues there

which are available and provide a lead for

other provinces. And that he take up the

vacant tax room in the field of corporations
tax, rather than abandoning it and leaving it

to people of such wealth that they do not

need the minister's concessions.
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Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet ) ; If the hon. member
would pay attention to his own words he
would find out why he can never form a

government.

Mr. Cassidy: Now really, on the one hand

you tax the poor with a 40 per cent increase

in sales tax. On the other hand you benefit

the rich with a 100 per cent decrease in a

tax which they accept; which, as the member
for York Centre says, they feel in fact obli-

gated to pay, which they have lobbied, weak-

ly, the minister now says, to have removed;
for which, apparently, the minister says, there

is not even a substantial feeling within the

securities industry.

The securities industry, he now says, has

not been at his ear to get the thing removed,
and he comes along and as a favour to his

friends in and outside the Conservative Party
he decides to remove it as a gratuitous ges-

ture, comparable to removing the tax on

jaguars, azaleas and other such exotic living

things which are apart from the ordinary

people of this province.

The minister is wrong again. This is

another aspect of a budget which is totally

unsuited to the needs of the province. This

is a small amount of money. We suggest that

he should continue to collect it, but we sug-

gest that the error he has made in deciding
to repeal this particular tax is really pretty

gross. We don't see why he should do it. We
suggest he withdraw the bill, and we will

vote against it if he insists on proceeding
with it.

Mr. Speaker: Any other member wish to

participate in the debate?

Mr. Lewis: Well, Mr. Speaker, I will take

a moment or two.

How one wishes that the sjalleries at

Queen's Park were occasionally fiUed to wit-

ness the alliance of the corporate defenders

in this debate on this particular bill.

I must say I'm very, very fond of the mem-
ber for York Centre, he knows that. But
what an inauspicious beginning to a race for

the golden fleece.

I mean really, the first speech since the

announcement of his intentions. Is it on a

matter of poverty? Is it on a traditional heart

of Liberalism called civil liberties as they
deem it? Is it on a matter of housing? Is it

on a matter of urban planning?
The first speech in the Legislature is to

defend the fat cats on Bay Street. Well

really, Mr. Speaker!

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, on a point
of order. How is one to be sure that the

present leader (Mr. R. F. Nixon) did not as-

sign this task to the hon. member with next
October in mind?

Mr. Lewis: Indeed that may account for

the absence of the present leader, Mr.

Speaker, while the member for York Centre
immolated himself. Good grief that he should

get it!

Mr. Foulds: That is as devious as putting
on the energy tax as a red herring.

Mr. Lewis: He said, with such feeling, how
the Liberals would reluctantly support his

bill. Well, let me tell you, Mr. Speaker, with-

out a jot of reluctance, we oppose everything
that this bill stands for.

We have indicated that there was a better

way of collecting this tax, albeit perhaps
rather more a flat rate by the retail sales tax

than the element of progressivity, which at

least exists in the security transfer tax.

There was an alternative mechanism. But
that we should surrender the equivalent of

$8 million a year from the major investors in

this province, when on the other hand we
collect $340 million a year from individuals

and families in this province through the in-

crease in the sales tax, that is really insuff^er-

able! Therefore we will have nothing to da
with this bill on second reading.

Now I'm just getting going. I have a list

of figures about the performance of the To-

ronto Stock Exchange, the Montreal Ex-

change, the Vancouver Exchange, all of the

figures in addition to those submitted by my
colleague from Ottawa Centre, to demon-
strate just how illegitimate are the statements

in the minister's budget preparation.

Again they are without foundation, and
believe me three or four or five other mem-
bers of the New Democratic Party are wait-

ing to leap into the fray on this debate,
which of course is a classic of its kind, Mr.

Speaker. It so beautifully diff^erentiates in this

House the various views towards society
which the political parties hold; the minister

moving so expeditiously to defend those who
need no defence, leaving to others to take a

look at society as a whole.

Now I would say to the House leader that

I would be happy at this time to move the

adjournment of the debate, since it comes as

such a fitting—

Hon. Mr. Winkler: It is not 10:30:

Mr. Lewis: I'm doing a—
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Hon. Mr. Winkler: We want to hear the

member!

Mr. Lewis: All right. I will then. Is he

really serious, I mean—

Hon. Mr. Winkler: It is not 10:30.

Mr. Lewis: I appreciate that, but I am

going to move the adjournment of the debate.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): We
can give the minister three minutes to find

Maslove. The minister has been looking for

a month and he hasn't found Maslove yet.

Mr. Lewis: Before I do, I would really like

to ask the Treasurer to get together with his

ministry officials again and take a good look

at the statistical data he is oflFering—

Hon. Mr. Winkler: How about the capital

tax; had the member thought about that?

Mr. Lewis: Because it is wrong; it's wrong
againi

Mr. Lewis moves the adjournment of the

debate.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, before I

move the adjournment of the House, I would
like to say that on Thursday we will deal

with the estimates of the Ministry of Govern-

ment Services; and when we complete those

estimates, if the members opposite would
care to take these numbers down, we will

deal with legislative items 8, Bill 79; 9, Bill

80; 10, Bill 81; 21, Bill 111; No. 5, Bill 68;

No. 6, Bill 69; No. 7, Bill 70; and then we
can move to the committee of the whole
House on the bill standing in the name of

the Attorney General (Mr. Bales) and com-

plete the business that we left incomplete

tonight.

Mr. Lewis: Just before the motion is put;
the hon. minister is saying that the debate

on the security transfer tax is suspended until

all of these other matters have been dealt

with? And may I also ask does that mean
that the Solicitor General's (Mr. Yaremko's)

estimates are also suspended until these other

matters are dealt with.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: In accordance with our

agreement it is difficult for me to bring in

the Solicitor General's estimates because the

Minister of Consumer and Commercial Rela-

tions (Mr. Clement) is in the standing com-

mittee downstairs. On Friday I expect that

unless there is some urgency to change, we
will move into the budget debate.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:30 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Our guests today are from
the Associated Hebrew Schools of Toronto,
the Adult Day School of Toronto, and Our

Lady's High School of Pembroke, Clover

Mills Public School of Thorndale, and An-
nette St. Public School of Toronto.

Statements by the ministry.

Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

FUNDS FOR HEALTH SCIENCE
CENTRES

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
Mr. Speaker, a question of the Provincial

Secretary for Social Development.
Is he prepared to make a statement to the

House, clarifying the statement from the

Ministry of Health regarding the removal of

a freeze on moneys for the renovation of

health science centres? Can he tell us specifi-

cally whether the $300 million, at least re-

ferred to it not established, is going to be

spent equally over a 10-year period?

Secondly, on the same matter, what indica-

tion can he give that the people in the health

science centres, who have been disillusioned

in the past by policy statements that have
never been fulfilled, can have confidence that

the moneys are in fact going to be found for

the renovation of some of these facilities,

which are apparently becoming obsolete?

Hon. R. Welch (Provincial Secretary for

Social Development): Well, Mr. Speaker, I

know it is the intention of the Minister of

Health (Mr. Potter) to be here, so perhaps
that question can stand down until he arrives.

Both the Minister of Health and the Min-
ister of Colleges and Universities (Mr. McNie)
met with the health science people yesterday
to clarify government policy related to the

new planning standard, with respect to active

treatment hospital beds and the whole ques-
tion of medical education. I think it would
be wise if we could wait for the arrival of
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the Minister of Health, who could perhaps
fill in the details.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Now we
know the Provincial Secretary does nothing!

Hon. J. White (Treasurer and Minister of

Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr. Speaker, ap-

parently I missed your calling ministerial

statements. May I make a statement?

Mr. Speaker: Do I have the consent of

the House to revert to ministerial statements?

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Oh, of

course. For this minister, anything.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Let him
take his time.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): It had better

be good.

KINGSTON TOWNSHIP INVESTIGATION

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, this will not

fill the hon. members with alarm.

I wish to advise the House that His

Honour Judge Edward Shortt of the county
court of Lanark has been appointed a com-
missioner to examine complaints that there

were violations of provincial legislation by
members of Kingston township council in the

provision of municipal services.

As I told the Legislature on Friday, the

government has received a number of com-

plaints from residents of Kingston township
on this matter. There have been questions
in this House and there has been widespread

public discussion about it in the area affected.

The evidence provided to me indicates

that the public interest would be best served

by an inquiry of this type, and I have asked

Judge Shortt to move as expeditiously as

possible to investigate the matter.

The public inquiry will be carried out

under section 323 of the Municipal Act. His

Honour is directed to inquire into and report

upon any violations or breaches of the pro-
visions of the Municipal Act or the Municipal
Conflict of Interest Act by any member of

the present or immediately preceding council
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of the township of Kingston in respect to

any matter aflFecting the township and, spe-

cifically, the matter concerning the imple-
mentation of the proposal to expand the

existing water and sewage facilities in the

township.

This provides the commissioner with the

widest possible scope. He will be assisted by
a special counsel and other staff. I hope that

everyone interested in this matter will co-

operate fully with Judge Shortt in its resolu-

tion. Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, now that

the Minister of Health has arrived perhaps
the Leader of the Opposition would like to

direct his question to him.

KINGSTON TOWNSHIP INVESTIGATION

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I might just put a ques-
tion for a moment on the Treasurer's state-

ment. Are we to assume that the terms of

reference to the commissioner will require

open hearings in all of these matters or has

he the right to have hearings in camera?

Hon. Mr. White: The proceedings will take

place under the provisions of the Public In-

quiries Act, which calls for public hearings

except in extraordinary circumstances. So the

commissioner has the right to have a hearing
in private, although I think one would not

anticipate that in this particular inquiry.

FUNDS FOR HEALTH SCIENCE
CENTRES

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A question, Mr. Speaker,
of the Minister of Health: Can he clarify to

the members and to the public interested, the

statement made in conjunction with the

Ministry of Colleges and Universities that

there are once again going to be funds made
available to renovate some of the obsolescent

health science centres? Can he indicate how
much money will be made available, whether
the $300-million figure that we read in the

press is an accurate one; and if it is going to

be spent over a period of 10 years on an

average of $30 million a year? Finally, how
can those representatives of the universities

and the health science centres, who have

expressed some concern in the past that

statements and plans of the government have
never been carried forward, have confidence
in this particular announcement?

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health): Mr.

Speaker, this $300 million that has been tossed

about is a ceiling we have established. I met
with the various health science centre repre-

sentatives yesterday. I have been meeting
with them periodically over the last few

weeks, and we are establishing a programme
whereby they can plan five years ahead how
their resources will be used.

As I pointed out yesterday in my state-

ment, Hamilton and London have already
taken advantage of the monev that was made
available before to expand their facilities. In

the eastern part of the province, particularly
in Ottawa and Kingston, the facilities are

very bad; so we have given them highest

priority. We are arranging to meet with

them within the next two weeks, at which
time we will go over their plans to set their

priorities, and at that time be in a position

to work out with them the amount of money
they will be able to count on each year for

tli^ next five years. Then we plan on a yearly
basis to add another year to the end as

we go along, so that they can continue to

plan on a five-year basis,

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary for

clarification: What does the member mean

by saying that $300 million is being "tossed

around"? Is that, in fact, a limit in the 10-

year programme that has been established or

is this figure significant at all?

Hon. Mr. Potter: It is a maximum, Mr.

Speaker. We didn't make any reference to the

$300 million actually, but somebody men-
tioned it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What would be a reason-

able figure then?

Hon. Mr. Potter: What I am saying is that

$300 million is the maximum figure. What
I said yesterday to the health science repre-

sentatives, as I have been saying to them all

along, is: "Let's take another look at your

plans. You have had all your planning done.

We are changing our philosophy as far as

the types of accommodation that have been

made available. We are asking you now to

reduce your active treatment beds to a level

of four per thousand, strictly as a guideline.
At the same time, we are asking you to

explore alternatives to expensive in-hospital

type of accommodation. On this basis we will

then make the funds available to proceed."
So I can't say right now. Until we sit down
with them and go over the plans with them

individually, find out what their plan is and
how they intend to incorporate the various

types of care and innovative procedures in
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the new planning, I can't tell them how much
will be available on a yearly basis. This will

be done within the next few weeks, with each

one independently.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York

South, a supplementary.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): A
couple of supplementaries: Would it be accu-

rate to interpret this decision as the govern-
mt.nt's implementation of the Mustard report,

the upgrading existing science centres in-

stead of building another medical school?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Yes, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. MacDonald: A supplementary flows

from that. Would it be accurate to assume

that all of the money is to be directed into

the modernization of health science centres,

or is it conceivable that some of the money
that might have gone into a new medical

school will be available for the development
of health satellites working in relationship to

existing medical schools in various com-
munities?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Yes, Mr. Speaker, what
the member is saying is exactly what we are

considering. It won't all be into new types
of buildings with the health science centres;

we are talking about other types of facilities.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

SELF-CARE CENTRE

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Another question of the

Minister of Health: Since his statement two
or three days ago indicated that the self-care

centre established in Belleville is working at

only 50 per cent of its optimum capacity and
in fact is a losing proposition based on the

care that it was envisaged to provide, why
is the minister expecting to continue the con-

cept and, in fact, spread it into other parts
of the province?

Hon. Mr. Potter: As usual, Mr. Speaker,
I was misquoted.

Mr. Roy: He is the most misquoted in-

dividual.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Those
fellows over there are always in trouble.

Hon. Mr. Potter: It's not trouble.

Mr. Roy: He is not misquoted, he is

misguided.

Hon. Mr. Potter: This has proved to be
a most successful programme. When it was

established, we had no idea how many
beds should be provided, how many could

be used, what ratio should be provided or

anything else. It was set up to replace
active treatment beds. It has been very
well received in the community; it has

served a very useful purpose.

There were two problems involved

actually. One was the reluctance of a large
section of the physicians to change their

methods of practice. This is something that

we are fighting all the time, trying to get

people to get away from the old way that

they used for so many years. Gradually this

has improved, and as a result, where we
had 78 beds available—we were running
around 40- to 45-bed capacity—now it is

up to around 55 or 56 or 57.

I have been trying to encourage the

doctors in the area, and others as well, to

come up with some other suggestions and
ideas on how these beds might be used. As
a result, they are now using them for pre-

operative investigations for out-of-town

patients, instead of taking up expensive beds.

They are also using them to control diabetics,

who used to be admitted to hospitals for

control purposes and sometimes it was neces-

sary to keep them in for several days or a

week or so. This can now be done in the

self-care units.

The concept, as far as I am concerned,

has been very successful. I would like to

see more started around the province. In

fact, we were talking about this yesterday

when I met with the health science people,
because in the new construction that they
are contemplating I expect that this will be

incorporated. There will be various types

of accommodation of a less expensive nature

that will work out much more efficiently.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker: Would the problem
in utilization of that particular new type

of health care be the reason Ottawa has

been loath to extend its assistance beyond
the normal medical support and hospital

support?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Oh, no, Mr. Speaker. As

I said the other day, when Ottawa started

out in the hospital programme it insisted

that the only thing it was going to cost-share

in the hospital programme was active and

chronic treatment facilities. Over the years

it has been very reluctant to participate in

any other type of programme that we have

been developing.
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I found it very difficult to get along in

Ottawa the other day because their attitude

was, "Well, you know, you should feel very

happy because we are accepting what you
have done in Ontario as what should be

developed in the country. In fact we are

encouraging the other provinces to develop
home care programmes; to institute nursing
home programmes; to develop self-care units

and other types of facilities which are more
economical than the active treatment beds.

But since you have already done this in

Ontario, you don't get any help; but the

other provinces can have the help to de-

velop it."

My argument with Ottawa was, "Fine. Let's

sit down and decide what is going to be the

basis of our total health-care programme
and form this as the base. Then let us talk

cost-sharing or what you will afterwards."

I think the important thing is there is no

way we in Ontario can be expected to

finance this part of the programme our-

selves.

Last year the total programmes we paid
for ourselves amounted to around $250 to

$275 million; it was not cost-shared with
Ottawa.

PROTECTION FOR PREMIER
AND MINISTERS

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, in the

absence of the Solicitor General (Mr.

Yaremko), a question of the Provincial Sec-

retary for Justice. Can he explain to the
House what steps are being taken to pro-
tect the person of the Premier (Mr. Davis)
in view of the fact that one of his colleagues
in the ministry has announced that there

have been a number of threats on his life?

Mr. Singer: Nine.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: As well as at least one
threat on the life of the Minister of Natural
Resources (Mr. Bernier)?

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): He doesnt
believe it either, does he?

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): Mr. Speaker, I understand the Pro-
vincial Secretary for Social Development,
who is Deputy Premier, will handle any
questions of that kind.

Mr. Lewis: What was that? What was
that?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: The Deputy Premier.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Well, that is the fastest ascen-

sion in the House. What happened to the

Treasurer?

Mr. Singer: Which one is that?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: "Acting" would have been
a better word.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would like to put the

question to him. It's very easy to get pro-
moted around here.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Does the

member know who he is?

Mr. Speaker: Otherwise redirect it to the

ministry.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: If there is a deputy pre-
mier, he has something to do with the min-

istry.

Mr. Singer: Let him stand up.

Mr. MacDonald: It is a consolation prize.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Let's identify him as the

hon. member for Lincoln and then well know
for sure who we mean because I'm not even

sure of his ministerial designation.

Can he answer the question that I put to

the Provincial Secretary for Justice? What
steps are taken to protect the person of the

Premier? What is the significance of those

threats and particularly the threats that have
been lodged against the Minister for Natural

Resources? Have here been any other min-
isters put under this particular type of dan-

ger?

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Small tar-

get.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, there are

really two points to be made in reply to the

question raised by the hon. Leader of the

Opposition. I think most responsible authori-

ties would indicate that any discussion about

the question of security itself encourages

problems. I don't think that perhaps this is a

proper question for a detailed answer in the

House.

Mr. Roy: Why did the minister mention it

then?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Sufficient to say this: As
far as the security of the Premier is con-

cerned—or indeed the security of members
of the goverrmient or the security of any
person that's concerned—we are quite satis-

fied that those who have that responsibility
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have it under control. I would only urge that

further questions on this be deferred because
of the encouragement it does give to a cer-

tain element in society with respect to this

type of activity.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary, which
I don't think will jeopardize the Premier: Can
the hon. minister comment on the statement
that was made by one of his colleagues that

neither Air Canada nor Canadian Pacific were

willing to fly the Premier because of this

matter? Can he confirm, in fact, that both
of these commercial companies are unwilling
to fly the Premier and therefore other facili-

ties have to be available?

Mr. Lewis: Unlike Pierre Trudeau or Peter

Lougheed or any of the others.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, I have no
comment on that question.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): I don't

blame the minister.

Mr. Singer: By way of supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Could the minister advise us why
he feels it's his responsibility to answer-
er probably better, not answer—these ques-
tions rather than one of the Justice galaxy
who would seem to me should be charged
with this kind of responsibility?

Mr. Reid: He gives better non-answers!

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, if I may
say by way of explanation, the Premier of

Ontario is out of the country. I was desig-
nated by him to act in his capacity in his

absence for matters that would require that

type of supervision. I have been in touch
with the Premier and he indicated that mat-
ters relating to his own personal security and
matters of security in general would be an-
swered in this House by the minister acting
in his place while he is away.

Mr. Sargent: A supplementary, would the

minister advise if he will check with Air
Canada or CP Air or the minister to see who
is telling the truth?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, I would
assume that the hon. member is now raising
a matter of the credibility of evidence or

statements or responses or replies that were
made in another place.

Mr. Sargent: You bet!

Hon. Mr. Welch: I would assume that he
is governed by the rules of this House with

respect to a question such as that. If, in fact,
he has a question of a minister-

Mr. Sargent: I didn't make it. He made the
statement.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Why doesn't the member
ask the minister?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: On a point of order,
Mr. Speaker, if you will permit, surely the

rules are not being transgressed? When pub-
lic statements which are directly in conflict,
are made by a member of the ministry and
competent officials of both Air Canada and
Canadian Pacific, the reason we don't ask
the minister is that we were referred to the
Piovincial Secretary in his capacity as Dep-
uty Premier.

Mr. Singer: Yes, he has taken over as

security chief.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, I think if

the hon. Leader of the Opposition will recall

very carefully, the reason that he was referred

to this minister was he was asking questions

concerning the Premier's security.

Mr. Roy: The minister's security was a part
of it.

Hon. Mr. Welch: There is nothing to pre-
vent the hon. Leader of the Opposition or

the member for Grey-Bruce from asking the

Minister of Natural Resources questions con-

cerning his own security and the evidence

concerning himself which he gave before the

public accounts committee.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, with your

permission, now that the Deputy Premier has

set us all straight in this matter, I would like

to direct a question to the hon. Minister of

Natural Resources. Would he kindly clarify

whether he is right or whether the repre-
sentatives of the airline are?

Mr. Speaker: Order please. I believe there

were supplementaries to at least part of the

question directed by the hon. Leader of the

Opposition. Perhaps we could deal with those

supplementaries first. I believe this is what

the hon. member for Scarborough West has

in mind.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, I have two brief supple-
mentaries to the Deputy Premier. The desig-
nation sits well.

Mr. Singer: With or without an order in

council or a convention!

Mr. Lewis: Those of us who have tried to

find a title for him for so long are pleased
on his behalf. May I, Mr. Speaker, ask the

minister if he can explain briefly to the
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House how a Premier's jflight patterns of a

year well past affect the Premier's security
in the year ahead? How will the revelation

of what is in the log books affect his security?

Mr. H. Worton (Wellington South): They
will hold their convention after.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, I simply re-

peat that I have no intention of answering

questions dealing with the Premier's security.

I didn't make that particular comment.

Mr. Reid: Of any naturel

Mr. Singer: Now we know why he was
chosen! He is the best non-answerer they've

got.

Hon. Mr. Welch: The member is now ask-

ing me what is involved insofar as these

matters are concerned.

Mr. Singer: He ought to get an award for

non-answering.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I repeat that on the basis

of information I have from very responsible

sources, even conversations and exchanges
such as this on the subject of security itself—

Mr. Sargent: We just want the facts.

Hon. Mr. Welch: —is not deemed to be in

the best interests of those who are to be pro-
tected or in the public interest.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East has a supplementary.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, in light of the

Deputy Premier's statement about the validity
of not discussing these subjects because of

the security problems, would he not agree
that the statement made by the Minister of

Natural Resources in itself lends to this type
of question? And that he should curtail his

statements about security?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, I would
assume that the hon. member would appre-
ciate that the minister was standing before
the public accounts committee.

Mr. Roy: Right.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He volunteered the in-

formation.

Mr. Roy: He volunteered the information.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I assume he answered
those questions which were directed to him,
and spoke in terms of matters which were

personal to him.

Mr. Singer: He volunteered the informa-

tion.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I suspect I know
the answer but I really want to ask it. Doesn't

the minister really believe that the Minister

of Natural Resources was indulging himself

and his government in a clear distraction and
a clear effort to—

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Development): No way.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: No, I want to say it! It may be
the government's ultimate rationale to get
off the hook. Doesn't the minister think that

that was what, in effect, he was engaged in in

that 11th hour revelation at the session, in

order to take away from what might have

proved to be an embarrassment?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, I don't

believe that at all. I would certainly urge
all members of this House to use some
restraint on a matter of such importance.

Mr. Ruston: It's like the energy taxi

Mr. MacDonald: The minister will never

convince the public he is competent.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Oppo-
sition.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A new question directed

to the minister who raised the matter in the

first place, the hon. Minister of Natural Re-
sources. I can assure him that if he says
threats were made on his life and the life

of the Premier, we must take it seriously.
But can he give any further indication as

to why, in his statement before the public
accounts committee, he indicated that it was
not possible on a continuing basis for the

Premier to make use of public transportation
because of the dangerous aspects surrounding
his travelling; and has he been able to find

anybody in either of the public airlines that

would verify his statement?

Hon. L. Bemier (Minister of Natural Re-

sources): Mr. Speaker, I have listened to the

hon. member's inquiry. I can only say to

him that a member of my staff made this

known to me, and I pointed out to the public
accounts committee that it was definitely not

an oflBcial request. It was indicated to them
and that information was passed on to me,
and I passed it on to the public accounts

committee. I have not checked it further.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Does the

minister know from whom the unofficial re-

quest came from in Air Canada or Canadian
Pacific indicating that they would not carry
the Premier?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: No. I have not checked
it any further, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Is the

minister now satisfied that everything is being
done to protect his personal safety and that

of his family?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I had
the occasion to spend an hour or two yester-

day afternoon with the Ontario Provincial

Police, and I am satisfied that everything is

being done that can be done.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker: In view of the fact

that the last flight was 15 months ago at

least, can the minister explain why it was
that the Premier's flights were not listed

in the material he tabled before the com-
mittee today?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, I think this

has been very clearly stated in the House.

Because of security reasons, and because

travel patterns would be clearly identified,

as I am sure the members of the public
accounts committee are aware now that I

have given them information on the various

travel patterns of the ministers it would not

be in the Premier's best interests to do this.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.
Does the minister believe that a travel pat-
tern say to and from Honey Harbour is some-

thing that is unknown to the public, in view
of the fact that the Premier has a cottage
there, and that this is really a danger to

security?

Mr. Speaker: I think this might better be

pursued in the public accounts committee.

The hon. member for Scarborough West.

INCREASE IN METRO TORONTO RENTS

Mr. Lewis: A question, Mr. Speaker, of
the Treasurer. In light of the Urban Develop-
ment Institute's announcement today that

70,000 renters in Metropolitan Toronto will

face rent increases of $12 a month, is this

the first benefit conferred on the renters by
the minister's reduction in property taxes?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, I haven't seen the

statement, Mr. Speaker, and am unable there-

fore to offer a reasoned reply to this facetious

or sarcastic question. But I repeat what I said

earlier in the debate, namely since certain

costs are going up—heating, lighting, side-

walk shovelling, and so on—

Mr. MacDonald: There is more shovelling
in the minister's department.

Hon. Mr. White: —whatever property tax

reductions are experienced by landlords will

certainly offset what otherwise would have
been a rent increase, yes.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary:
Would the minister then like to explain to

us how $144 a year in additional rent is offset

for any renter in this province by the Treas-

virer's property rebate? No, sorry—by his al-

leged drop in property taxes?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, we are pro-

viding an extra $440 million to the municipal-
ities this year-

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Out of their

pockets.

Hon. Mr. White: —and if we had not done

so property taxes would have gone out of

sight.

Mrs. Campbell: That is not true.

Hon. Mr. White: Now the hon. member for

York South-

Mrs. Campbell: That is not true in To-

ronto.

Hon. Mr. White: It is true—and it includes

$182 million in brand new grants. Now the

member for York South stressed the con-

sequences of a tax on energy, by which I

mean he pointed out that if these costs went

up for landlords, rents would go up accord-

ingly. For the NDP now to argue that a re-

duction in property tax is in some way con-

tributing to an increase in rents is diametric-

ally opposed to the first proposition and it is

absolutely asinine.

Mr. Sargent: That's a lot of nonsense.

Mr. Roy: The minister's statement is not

worth a plugged nickel.

Mr. MacDonald: Since the government saw
foot to—saw fit—it is the government that puts
its foot in its mouth; I just make an odd mis-

take in words.

Since the government saw fit to put within

its property tax stabilization policy an incen-
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tive not to increase taxes beyond eight per
cent, would the government see fit to estab-

hsh a rent review board which might check

unwarranted increases in rents instead of fold-

ing its hands and sitting back idly while the

increases take place?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, this is not

the government's policy.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Kitchener. A supplementary?

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, a supplementary question of the

Treasurer: Since the Treasurer has com-
mented that the increase in energy costs by
taxation would have caused an increase likely
to be passed on in the rents to apartment
dwellers, how can he explain, or can he, the

increase in these apartment rents when, in

fact, this tax was not imposed?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, I think I

made it clear that our reductions in property
taxes here will relieve the upward pressure
on rents, which is being caused by cost-push,
that is to say, the increased costs of heating,

lighting, maintaining and such like, and, no
doubt to some extent, by demand-pull in that

the economy is very, very buoyant, and un-

employment is very, very low.

I was driving along St. George St. in the

city yesterday and I saw all kinds of furnished
rooms available for rent. Almost every other
house had this modest kind of accommodation
available. In these very prosperous economic
times people are shifting their standards up-
wards.

Mr. Foulds: Is that the push-pull theory
or the pull-push theory?

Hon. Mr. White: Demand-pull no doubt
does have a bearing on the rental rates-

Mr. Stokes: Nonsense, it means all the
students are finished at the university.

Hon. Mr. White: —which, no doubt, are

increasing here and there.

Mr. Lewis: Not at $150 a year.

Hon. Mr. White: My point is that the

enormous transfer of resources to municipal-
ities, which has led to reductions all over
this province relieve that upward pressure.

Mr. Lewis: Except for rentals.

Hon. Mr. White: Had we not moved this

boldly, however unpopular such a tax may
seem at first glance, these rents would have

been ever so much higher than they are go-

ing to be.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, supplementary
question: Is the minister so insulated from

reality that he doesn't recognize that certain

landlords in the Province of Ontario are, in

fact, not passing on the property tax decreases

which the minister claims result from his addi-

tional grants? Doesn't he feel that it's the

responsibility of government to ensure that

this doesn't simply line the pockets of those

who own the apartments to a greater extent

than they are currently lined?

Hon. Mr. White: I'm not isolated at all. I

don't suppose there is a member in this Leg-
islature who is more open to the public than

I am.

Mr. Foulds: He is sufi^ering the slings and
arrows of outrageous fortune.

Hon. Mr. White: I could cite many, many
illustrations. SuflSce it to say that I have the

oldest and largest clinic in Ontario which—

Mr. Lewis: Between Friday and Monday
the minister is accessible.

Hon. Mr. White: —I started 12 years ago,
and which set a pattern in this whole prov-
ince and where I spend every Saturday and
where I've talked to, I think, 10,000 citizens

with problems over that 12-year period. I'm

at dozens and dozens of functions.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: Has the minister ever con-

sidered listening instead of talking?

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. White: To answer the second

part of the question, Mr. Speaker, I know
the left-wing extremists in the socialist ranks

are dying to have an extra-legal wayside

judicial arrangement to enable them to black-

mail some small number of people who have

invested their savings in real estate at one
time or another.

Mr. Lewis: Which of us is he talking
about?

Mr. Deans: Would the minister care to

identify to whom he is talking?

Mr. Lewis: That compliment hasn't been

paid us for a long time.
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Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Balder-

dash! White balderdash, not the usual grey.

Mr. MacDonald: He is outdoing the hon.

member for York Centre (Mr. Deacon).

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. White: This is a substitute for a

true rental control device. So far the govern-
ment has thought the dangers of this ad hoc

kangaroo court arrangement would offset the

advantages.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary:
Doesn't the minister feel any sense of re-

sponsibility to the people who are renting in

the Province of Ontario? Doesn't he feel it

necessary to ensure they get the benefit of

any decrease?

Hon. Mr. White: Yes.

Mr. Singer: He is in favour of ad hoc
methods.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, is the Deputy
Premier also, in his cosmic way, in charge of

housing when the Minister of Revenue (Mr.
Grossman) is not here? Housing is not con-

sidered part of Social Development then?

Hon. Mr. Welch: In the restructuring of

the government the Ministry of Revenue was
not part of the Social Development policy
field, if that is what the member is asking.

Mr. Lewis: With your permission, Mr.

Speaker, where would housing then fall?

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Certainly
not in Natural Resources.

Hon. Mr. Welch: It all depends on the

information the hon. member wants. As he

knows, there is a task force now discussing
the whole issue.

Mr. MacDonald: Does the minister mean
that housing does not fit anywhere into the

government structure?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Wait a minute! The
social aspects or the social input with re-

spect to that study has gone through our
committee from the Ministry of Community
and Social Services. There is the matter of

^nancing and intergovernmental relations

which would fall vvdthin trade and eco-

nomics-

Mr. Deans: The government has no policy
on housing!

Hon. Mr. Welch: And once that task force

has reported, perhaps we will be in a posi-
tion to know where it is in the various cluster

of ministries here.

Mr. Renwick: I think it has been lost in

the various clusters!

Hon. Mr. Welch: In the meantime, the

overall responsibility still rests with the Min-
ister of Revenue.

Mr. Lewis: I didn't mean the task force

on social aspects, social inputs and clusters.

Therefore I can perhaps put it to the Treas-

urer.

Mr. Deans: Put it to the Treasurer. Go
ahead.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It is not his cluster.

INCOME REQUIREMENTS FOR
PURCHASERS OF H.O.M.E. HOUSES

Mr. Lewis: Since the prices of homes under

the HOME plan have now risen dramati-

cally, as approved by the Minister of Reve-

nue on Tuesday, what will that then do to

the levels of income required in order to

purchase a home under this plan in the Prov-

ince of Ontario?

Hon. Mr. White: That question must be
directed to the Minister of Revenue, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Lewis: By way of a related question,

which I think should come to the Treasurer,

since at the opening of the session he pro-
vided the builders of Ontario with an five

per cent second mortgage so that they
wouldn't have to place any equity in their

building, and since he has now provided for

the builders yet a further increase in their

prices, has the Treasurer any plans in the

future to provide some equivalent relief for

the purchasers in Ontario?

Hon. Mr. White: That question also should

go to the Minister of Revenue.

Mr. Deans: The Treasurer doesn't know

very much about very much, does he?

OWNERSHIP OF LAKE SIMCOE
SHORELINE

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, a question of the

Minister of Natural Resources.
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In the context of the Lake Simcoe report

advocating that 15 per cent of the lake's

beach and shorehne access should be pub-
hcly owned, and since only five per cent is

now in public hands, when will the minister

increase it to the 15 per cent and by what
mechanism?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, following
the tabling of this report, I asked my staff

to provide me with all the details; that has

not been done as yet. As soon as I have the

information and am able to discuss it with

my staff in further detail, I will be able

to make a decision and possibly announce
it to the House.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, does

the ministry approve of the recommendation
of 15 per cent public ownership of the

shoreline?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, I have not

seen the full text of the report and I am
not prepared to comment at this time.

DRYDEN PAPER CO. LTD., DRYDEN
CHEMICALS LTD.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, a question of the

Justice policy minister.

What is his response to the Environmental
Law Association's request that the Justice
minister prosecute Dryden Paper and Dryden
Chemicals for a violation of the Criminal
Code under the nuisance section?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, we haven't

had any direct request to launch a prosecu-
tion of that kind. I indicated to the House a

few days ago that because we had our action

under way against Dow, it would seem to

make sense to await the outcome of that

particular action because of the similarity
between the alleged pollution caused by Dow
and that caused by Dryden Paper Co.

Mr. Lawlor: By that time you will be ruled

out by some statute of limitations!

Hon. Mr. Kerr: I also indicated to the

House that a private action had been
launched against Dryden over a year ago.
I understand that action is proceeding, and it

would also seem wise to await the outcome
of that particular action.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Scarborough West have further questions?

Mr. Foulds: A supplementary-

Mr. Speaker: A supplementary? All right.

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Speaker, are the minister's

resources so scarce, so minimal that he can-

not launch two actions at the same time?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: No, Mr. Speaker—and in

respect to the question of the hon. leader

of the NDP, who indicated the action should

be taken under the Criminal Code rather

than a civil action, which has already been

taken against the company, I would think

this is something that could be considered

by the government if there are grounds for

such an action.

Mr. Lewis: That's all I ask.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications has the

answers to previous questions.

HIGHWAY CULVERT IN MARKHAM

Hon. G. R. Carton (Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications): Mr. Speaker, last

Friday the member for York Centre asked

three questions relating to a particular matter.

Question No. 1: "With respect to the

collapse of the new culvert on Highway 7 in

Markham, who was responsible for the design
and approval of the work, and is that person
still in a position to perpetuate ""further costly

errors?"

Mr. Speaker, in answer to that, the design
was prepared by our structural office. This

was not a new design. It is a design that

has been constructed and has proved satis-

factory on many other occasions. The ques-
tion implies that failure was due to a faulty

design, which is not so. The probable cause

of the failure was a combination of several

factors.

Question No. 2: "Why has no work been

done on the culvert for weeks?" The answer,

Mr. Speaker, is that there was a period of

time required to investigate the probable
cause of failure and the design had to be

prepared and negotiations had to be entered

into with the contractor.

Question No. 3: "Would the minister un-

dertake to have the work completed forth-

with so it can be reopened long before the

announced date of July 1?" The answer is,

work on the culvert is expected to start

today and with acceptable weather conditions

it would be completed by July 15.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

George.
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RYERSON FINANCIAL PROBLEMS

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Speaker, my ques-
tion is addressed to the Minister of Colleges
and Universities.

When he advised me that Ryerson could,

in fact, with the budget they had, incorporate
the open college programme, was he aware

of the fact that Ryerson had been advised

by the former minister (Mr. Kerr) that in

evolving the weighting factor for Ryerson,
he specifically excepted both the open college

programme and the ratio programme and
stated that both of them would be the subject
of further negotiations? Did he know that?

Hon. J. McNie (Minister of Colleges and

Universities): Mr. Speaker, with regard to the

method of funding both the open college and

the radio station, this subject has been dis-

cussed by Ryerson with our advisory com-

mittee, the Committee on University AflFairs,

and the recommendation that came to us

from that committee was that the funding be

handled on a regular basis. In other words,
the students are funded on the same basis

as other students. The actual expense in-

volved in the open college last year repre-

sented less than one per cent of their total

funding. Quite frankly, Mr. Speaker, we feel

that if they place as high a priority on the

open college as is indicated through the

press, it is hardly reflected in the way they
are approaching the financing of this particu-
lar project.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Speaker, a supplemen-
tary: In view of the fact that these matters

hove not been clarified to me, as it was sug-

gested they had, and that I have certainly

been misled by the information I have had,
would the minister now permit the member
for St. George, in whose riding this exists, to

have the opportunity to sit with him and the

board so that I may have an answer to people
who are getting two different answers on this

question, one from the government and one
from Ryerson?

Hon. Mr. McNie: Mr. Speaker, Td like to

be awfully clear as to what the hon. member
for St. George is implying. Is she implying
that I have given her the wrong information?

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Speaker, I am saying
that when the Ryerson people were advised

by me as a result of the information which I

received from the hon. minister, they advised
me that they were still awaiting the nego-
tiations to which reference was made by the
former minister, and did not consider that

the matter could be included by them in their

budget in those circumstances, and I think the

public has a right, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. W. Newman (Ontario South): Ques-
tion? Question?

Mr. A. Camithers (Durham): Unprintable!

Mrs. Campbell: —to know what the answers
are,

An hon. member: Right.

Hon. Mr. McNie: Mr. Speaker, I have indi-

cated already to the hon. member for St.

George that I would be very happy to have
her sit down with our ofiBcials and, if she

thinks it appropriate, with their officials at

the same time, to discuss these matters.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Don
Mills.

ABSENCE OF METRO TORONTO
SCHOOL TEACHERS

Mr. D. R. Timbrell (Don Mills): Mr. Speak-
er, I have a question of the Minister of Edu-
cation. In light of events yesterday in the

borough of Scarborough and activities pres-

ently in progress in the borough of North

York, I am wondering whether he has any
comments to make on the extraordinary

plague that hit certain Scarborough schools

yesterday and the problems of class sizes

diminishing today?

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
Mr. Speaker, of course, this particular matter

is the responsibility of the local boards—in
this case the Scarborough Board of Education
and the North York Board of Education—to
take whatever action they see fit in handling
the matter with their teachers.

Mr. Singer: North York? The teachers

didn't walk out in North York, did they?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I understand some of

them are away sick today in North York.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Breithaupt: They are sick of the gov-
ernment. But this government is so sick, it

won't have any effect.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I might say to my hon.

friend, Mr. Speaker, that if he asks me my
personal opinion it is that any person who
walks off his job and isn't legitimately sick

should be docked a day's pay.
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Mr. Breithaupt: Would that include the

cabinet at the end of the question period?

Mr. Singer: I wonder if the Minister of

Education could tell us if he was correctly

quoted over the radio last evening? He is

reported to have said the teachers could yell

and scream but it isn't going to change a

thing. Is that correct?

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South): Who
said that?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I can't re-

member the direct quote and I didn't hear

the radio programme.

Mr. Singer: Did the minister say it?

Hon. Mr. Wells: If the hon. member meant
that the teachers can march up here with

placards and talk and, perhaps in some cases,

yell and scream and stay home sick, but it is

not going to change the 1973 ceilings which
have already been set. We are always willing
to sit down and discuss ceilings with them
but the boards in Metropolitan Toronto have

already decided what they are going to do.

What is happening is being over-exag-

gerated. I think when members look at some
of the things which are happening, it is not

a case of worrying about what the quality of

education is, it is self-preservation and self-

interest that are coming to the fore.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Don
Mills.

Mr. Timbrel!: As a supplementary, does
the minister know if the Scarborough board
is considering any disciplinary action or

investigation into the death of one of the

students of Wobum Collegiate, who was
left unattended due to the walkout of the

teachers?

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): What
a red herring!

Mr. Timbrell: My question is does the

minister know whether the Scarborough
Board of Education is considering any in-

vestigation or disciplinary action in connec-
tion with the death of one of the students
of Woburn Collegiate yesterday, who was
left without supervision?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I am afraid, Mr. Speaker,
I can't tell the hon. member whether there
is any investigation. I think it is a very
sad case—one young student who lived in

my riding died in a motorcycle accident

yesterday morning. I don't know what in-

vestigation is going on.

Mr. Speaker: Petitions.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

present a petition that the undersigned

petitioners request the Deputy Premier of

the province to apologize for the London
Chamber of Commerce for the pathetic

performance of the Minister of Industry and
Tourism (Mr. Bermett) this week. We ask

that he advise the Chamber of Commerce
that we in Ontario have more to offer in

policy, services and products than his

platitudes and hollow phrases. The petition
is signed by the member for Grey-Bruce and

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order! I must inform the

hon. member that the petition as read by
him in those words does not agree with the

rules for presenting petitions. It is not in

order. Will it please be returned to the

hon. member.

Mr. Roy: On that ruling, I tried to follow

the standing orders and I can't see—if I

might get an enlightenment from you, Mr.

Speaker, where I—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: It is not a petition to the

House.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, on a point of order,

under standing orders-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: My ruling may be challenged
but it may not be debated.

Mr. Lewis: When the Minister of Industry
and Tourism spoke there was—

Mr. Speaker: Petitions.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Mr.

Speaker, on behalf of the Timmins High
and Vocational School students I would
like to present a petition to the Minister

of Education.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Cochrane South rose on a point of petitions.

The petition then should be to the House;
it should be presented to the Clerk at the

table, not to a ministry.

Presenting reports.
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Hon. Mr. Potter presented the annual

report of the Ministry of Health for the

period ending Dec. 31, 1971; the Alcoholism

and Drug Addiction Research Foundation

annual report 1971-1972; the Ontario Health

Services Insurance Plan annual report to

the period ending March 31, 1972; the On-
tario Hospital Services Commission annual

report for 1971; and the Ontario Cancer
Treatment and Research Foundation annual

report for 1971.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, on a point
of order, I would like to have a ruling from

you, sir, if you are aware of a rule govern-

ing the presentation of annual reports that

indicates they should be made available

within three months of the end of the

fiscal period upon which the report is based;
and if so, when might we expect the

annual report for the Ministry of Health
for 1972?

Mr. Singer: And in the meantime imprison
him in the Tower!

Mr. Speaker: I must say I am not aware
of the section of the standing orders that

contains such a requirement.

Mr. Singer: Oh, it is there!

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It is supposed to be
the order of the Management Board!

Mr. Speaker: Well, there is nothing in the

standing orders of this Legislature requiring
such a programme.

Hon. Mr. Bales presented the annual re-

port of the Inspector of Legal Ofiices for the

year ending Dec. 31, 1972.

Mr. Singer: That is after the minister's

estimates?

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): The
members got all the information.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: As a matter of fact it's

just a copy of Hansard!

Mr. Taylor from the standing private bills

committee, presented the committee's final

report, which was read as follows and

adopted:

Your committee begs to report the follow-

ing bills with certain amendments:

Bill Pr23, An Act respecting the Board of

Education for the City of London.

Bill Pr35, An Act respecting the City of

Toronto.

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT

Mr. Deacon moves first reading of bill in-

tituled, An Act to amend the Consumer Pro-

tection Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Speaker, the bill provides
for warnings in rental contracts as to whether
or not loss or damage to the goods rented

is included in the rental fee. The warnings
also point out that the person renting the

goods may be responsible for loss of or dam-

age to the rented goods where no insurance

is included.

Mr. H. Edighoffer (Perth): Before the

orders of the day, Mr. Speaker, I would just
like to draw to the attention of the members
the fact that the Stratford Festival brochure

has been placed on their desks. I notice it

was placed under the order paper, I hope

they don't miss it on that account.

I would just like to remind the members
that this is the 21st season of the Stratford

Festival. I know that when I enter the halls

many members will ask if there are free

tickets available. I have to say they are not

really available, but we will certainly be glad
to extend the internationally known hospitality
of Perth.

Mr. Roy: Is the member inviting the

Deputy Premier?

.\m

Mr. EdighoflFer: Oh yes!

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

CITY OF HAMILTON ACT

Mr. J. R. Smith moves second reading of

Bill Pr4, An Act respecting the City of

Hamilton.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

CITY OF ST. THOMAS ACT

Mr. McNeil moves second reading of Bill

Pr5, An Act respecting the City of St.

Thomas.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.
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ETOBICOKE BOARD OF EDUCATION
ACT

Mr. MacBeth moves second reading of Bill

Prl2, An Act respecting the Board of Educa-
tion for the Borough of Etobicoke.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

CITY OF WINDSOR ACT

Mr. B. Newman moves second reading of

Bill Pr26, An Act respecting the City of

Windsor.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bin.

CITY OF PETERBOROUGH ACT

Mr. Handleman, in the absence of Mr.

Turner, moves second reading of Bill Prl7,
An Act respecting the City of Peterborough.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

SERVICE HARDWARE LTD. ACT

Mr. B. Newman moves second reading of

Bill Pr27, An Act respecting Service Hard-
ware Ltd.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

HOBIN HOMES, LTD. ACT

Mr. Handleman moves second reading of

Bill Pr20, An Act respecting Hobin Homes,
Ltd.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the
bill.

CITY OF BARRIE ACT

Mr. Root, in the absence of Mr. Evans,
moves second reading of Bill Pr28, An Act

respecting the City of Barrie.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

biU.

CITY OF LONDON ACT

Mr. Walker moves second reading of Bill

Pr21, An Act respecting the City of London.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the
bill.

CITY OF LONDON ACT

Mr. Walker moves second reading of Bill

Pr30, An Act respecting the City of London.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

biU.

TOWNSHIP OF GLOUCESTER ACT

Mr. Handleman moves second reading of
Bill Pr22, An Act respecting the Township
of Gloucester.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the
bill.

TOWNSHIP OF SARNIA ACT

Mr. Singer, in the absence of Mr. Bull-

brook, moves second reading of Bill Pr31,

An Act respecting the Township of Samia.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

TOWN OF OAKVILLE ACT

Mr. Kennedy moves second reading of Bill

Pr24, An Act respecting the Town of Oak-
ville.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the
biU

COMPANIA SHELL DE VENEZUELA
LTD. ACT

Mr. MacBeth moves second reading of Bill

Pr25, An Act respecting Compaiiia Shell de
Venezuela Ltd.

bill,

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

NEW AUGARITA PORCUPINE MINES
LTD. ACT

Mr. MacBeth moves second reading of Bill

Pr32, An Act respecting New Augarita Por-

cupine Mines Ltd.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

S. B. YOUNG LTD. ACT

Mr. MacBeth moves second reading of

Bill Pr33, An Act respecting S. B. Young
Ltd.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.
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TIMRAND INVESTMENTS LTD. ACT

Mr. Singer moves second reading of Bill

Pr34, an Act respecting Timrand Investments

Ltd.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

BOROUGH OF YORK ACT

Mr. MacDonald moves second reading of

Bill Pr37, An Act respecting the Borough of

York.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

biU.

CITY OF SAULT STE. MARIE ACT

Mr. Gilbertson, in the absence of Mr.

Rhodes, moves second reading of Bill Pr39,
An Act respecting the City of Sault Ste.

Marie.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

TOWN OF BRAMPTON ACT

Mr. Kennedy moves second reading of Bill

Pr40, An Act respecting the Town of Bramp-
ton.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

THIRD READINGS

The following bills were given third read-

ing upon motion:

Bill Pr4, An Act respecting the City of

Hamilton.

Bill Pr5, An Act respecting the City of St.

Thomas.

Bill Prl2, An Act respecting the Board of

Education for the Borough of Etobicoke.

Bill Prl7, An Act respecting the City of

Peterborough.
Bill Pr20, An Act respecting Hobin Homes,

Ltd.

Bill Pr21, An Act respecting the City of

London.

Bill Pr22, An Act respecting the Township
of Gloucester.

Bill Pr24, An Act respecting the Town of

Oakville.

Bill Pr25, An Act respecting Compania
Shell de Venezuela.

Bill Pr26, An Act respecting the City of

Windsor.

Bill Pr27, An Act respecting Service Hard-
ware Ltd.

Bill Pr28, An Act respecting the City of

Barrie.

Bill Pr30, An Act respecting the City of

London.

Bill Pr31, An Act respecting the Township
of Sarnia.

Bill Pr32, An Act respecting New Augarita

Porcupine Mines Ltd.

Bill Pr33, An Act respecting S. B. Young
Ltd.

Bill Pr34, An Act respecting Timrand In-

vestments Ltd.

Bill Pr37, An Act respecting the Borough
of York.

Bill Pr39, An Act respecting the City of

Sault Ste. Marie.

Bill Pr40, An Act respecting the Town of

Brampton.

Clerk of the House: The 23rd order, House
in committee of supply; Mr. R. D. Rowe in

the chair.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF
GOVERNMENT SERVICES

Mr. Chairman: The estimates of the Min-

istry of Government Services. Does the hon.

minister have an opening statement?

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government

Services): Yes, Mr. Chairman, a very short

one.

By way of an introductory statement, I wish

to advise the hon. members of the House
of certain changes in the structure of my
ministry, which are reflected in the estimates

that are now before us for consideration.

This year the estimates no longer include

certain support functions coming directly

under Mr. Speaker. These will be dealt with

separately as Mr. Speaker's estimates. The

specific functions falling within this category
include the Speaker's own staflF, the produc-
tion of Hansard, the costs of maintaining the

Clerk of the assembly and his assistants, and
the chief election oflBcer. Also budgeted under

the office of the Speaker is the cost of ses-

sional and other requirements, and the con-

tribution to the legislative assembly retire-

ment allowance account. These costs were

included under the legislative services pro-

gramme in last year's estimates of my min-
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istry, but are excluded from vote 803 in the

current year's estimates.

Included in vote 803 are two items which
did not appear in this programme last year.
These are the support costs of the citizens*

inquiry branch and the committee on the

Legislature. An additional amount has also

been budgeted under vote 803 for the forth-

coming royal visit.

An important new programme of the min-

istry is the management and information ser-

vices programme under vote 806. This pro-

gramme has been established to implement
the recommendations of the Committee on
Government Productivity that a computer
service agency be established vdthin the

Ministry of Government Services to manage
all computer facilities within the Ontario

government.
The Management Board has approved a

staged plan of implementation, which is

expected to take several years before achiev-

ing all of the objectives implicit in the

COPG recommendations. A start toward
this has now been made by transferring the

management services division from the

Management Board to my ministry, and by
transferring the central computer services

agency from the control of Treasury,
Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs,

to the Ministry of Government Services.

Amounts are provided in the estimates under
vote 806 to support these two functions.

Mr. Chairman, in an endeavour to pro-
vide hon. members with more information

concerning major tender awards in the

accommodation programme, I have included

this information in the annual report for the

fiscal year ending March 31, 1972, copies
of which were distributed to the members'
desks a few weeks ago. I hope to include,
in next year's annual report, similar details

for the supply and services portion of my
ministry's functions.

Mr. Chairman, with these few brief re-

marks I introduce the estimates of the

Ministry of Government Services for the
fiscal year of 1973-1974. If hon. members
have any questions, which I'm sure they
will have, I will do my best to answer them
as we go along.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Perth.

Mr. H. Edighoffer (Perth): Mr. Chairman,
I am again happy to take part in the dis-

cussion on the estimates of the Ministry
of Government Services.

I must say a word of congratulation to

the minister, particularly for the change in

the annual report. There was that one little

change, where I believe the tenders were
all listed for major capital construction

projects. This, of course, is excellent informa-

tion to have. I do note, however, that in

the report the minister did state the reason

why the lowest tender in one case was not

accepted. I believe, or hope, it was an
error that the others were not listed, and
I hope that that will be done in the future.

The list of the minor capital projects and

ordinary expenditures also was most in-

teresting but I see nothing in the report
to say these were all done by tender unless

it was a case of emergency. I hope they
were all done by tender, and hopefully the

minister later on in the estimates will give
us the assurance that they were done in

this manner.

As we look over the estimates, Mr. Chair-

man, we of course, see increased spending,
not just in this ministry but by the govern-
ment as a whole; and I can see that this

ministry is no exception, because this year
we are talking in terms of $177 million.

Now looking at the estimates, this appears
to be an increase of approximately 10 per
cent over the amount shown in the 1972-1973
estimates. But we must remember that it is

a much greater increase from the original

estimates presented in the previous year.

You will recall that supplementary estimates

were brought in, in December, and this,

of course, added $10 million at that time.

So there is certainly a substantial increase

in expenditure by this ministry.

This ministry is responsible for many
services; including the responsibility for

accommodation, and much of it, I must say,

is specialized accommodation; naturally the

bulk of the estimates are included under the

second vote, which is for provision of accom-
modation.

Really, when you break it down, you see

there are $64 million for project manage-
ment, $46 million for realty services and $31
million for property management, that pretty
well ties up a large amount of the money.

Looking at project management, I note

this includes accommodation approved for

construction in the amount of $63 million.

Now I have spent some time looking through
the blue books, which you present to us,

and which are entitled I believe capital
works programmes. After looking over the

booklets for the years 1971-1972, 1972-1973
and 1973-1974, I find it very difiicult to co-

ordinate or follow through year by year on
each job. It seems to me there are some
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additions and there are some deletions, and
most completed contracts seem to total more
than the original contract price.

I'll just give one or two examples. I noticed

in particular on the Elora beef barn, for the

Ministry of Agriculture and Food. In 1971-

1972 the estimated project was going to be

$1,235,000, and your ministry budgeted for

$350,000.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): That's a

lot of bull.

Mr. Edighoffer: The next year, 1972-1973,
the booklet showed the estimated cost was
reduced by $100,000, it was now down to

$1,135,000, and the contract price was
$990,000; and the budget you had set aside

in the ministry for it in that year was

$900,000. Then in this year's book, you have

again reduced the estimate by $35,000, bring-

ing it down to $1,100,000. You still show the

contract price the same, and you budget for

an additional $320,000.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I have $32,000 herel

Mr. EdighoflFer: Pardon me. You are cor-

rect; $32,000.

Hon. Mr. Snow: You are only out by ten

times the amounti

Mr. Edighoffer: Oh, well, that's not bad.

Mr. D. A. Faterson (Essex South): Just see-

ing if the minister is awake.

Mr. Edighoffer: However, I think if you
total the three figures that have been bud-

geted in the last three years, and consider

that the contract price was for $990,000, we
see that supposedly you have spent $1,288,000.

Also it was interesting, and mind you we
could take a lot of these projects and go
through them in this manner; but similarly

you take the project on the building for the

Ministry of Transportation and Communica-
tion in Thunder Bay. It showed in 1971-1972
and 1972-1973 that the estimated cost was
$1,747,000; and it ended up: Work com-

pleted this year, $1,923,000.

What I'd like to suggest to the minister,
Mr. Chairman, is that when he decides to

have this capital works programme booklet

printed, right in the very first section—under
work completed—I think he should add two
more columns. He should add a column on
the project cost and the estimated cost before
the amount for the finished project. In this

way I think we could see much clearly what
the total figures for these completed works
would be.

Mr. Chairman, under realty services, I

know this includes charges for rental or lease

of buildings. It has been interesting to look

at the list of leases; such things as Agriculture
and Food, downtown Toronto, $528,000 a

year until 1983. OISE, of course, is still cost-

ing $2 million a year until the year 2,000—
OHIP, and so on.

Looking at the estimates in the last two

years, it would appear that your ministry

expects to move more and more into this

field of leasing or renting facilities. Last year's
estimates showed project management $65
million; this year $63 million. Last year, realty

services were $33 million; this year $45
million.

Now it's interesting to note the report from
the Committee on Government Productivity
when it went into details about ownership
and leasing; and it stated:

A definite policy should be established

to combine ownership and leasing, but

identify the circumstances where one is

preferred over the other.

In fact, it went on to state that in certain

cases the government can make "significant
dollar savings by avoiding long-term leases;"

and they felt where a government is propos-

ing a facility or service in the same location

for a long time, then ownership is the pre-
ferred course.

I hope, Mr. Minister, that you can clarify

this position for us. As far as leasing is con-

cerned, will it be done by public tender or

invitation to tender? Or will you merely pull

something out of your file which is called

"space available file"?

I hope it will not really be out of the

"space available" file. This system is really

too wide open to abuse. Hopefully, your
policy will be to build in as many safeguards
as possible to ensure against corruption and

inefiBciency. And I think this was shown when
a certain member of the House and yourself

got into debate not too long ago regarding
the Brampton courthouse. I believe you
stated at that time that there was no tender

called on that particular building.

Mr. Chairman, I found the report of the

Committee on Gk)vemment Productivity very

interesting—report No. 8.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Really?

Mr. Edighoffer: That's right.

An hon. member: No. 8; I'll read iti

Mr. Edighoffer: And it stated—that is when
it dealt with government services mainly—it
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stated that the effect of the recommendations

would be to draw a greater distinction be-

tween the "service and control roles;" and I

stress that word, "control." Because this gov-
ernment needs control somewhere, and I think

this would be a good place to start.

Last year during the estimates I asked you
for a complete list of rental properties used

for assessment in the province; and I thank

the minister for this information, which I

received in fairly short order. I noted that

many of the leases would be in effect until

1980, 1984, 1985. This commits the province
to just under $2 million over and above the

cost of assessment in the Ministry of Revenue,
so that the estimates really don't give a true

picture of the cost of a programme.
The question has been raised many times

as to what you propose to do with this prop-

erty—I am referring to the assessment prop-

erty—which you have leased till 1980 or 1985,
if and when the government, as it has inti-

mated, turns this function back to municipal-
ities in the future. Will you try to force the

municipalities to take over the leases or what?
What I am really asking is, what direction do

you get from the ministry to enter into these

agreements until 1980 or 1985?

I hope the government considers a policy

whereby it can complete a property inventory

system, and also considers the need for a

chargeback system to each ministry using the

facilities.

This is borne out both in the last Provincial

Auditor's report and again in the Committee
on Government Productivity. It was interest-

ing, in reviewing the Provincial Auditor's re-

port, when he recomended that consideration

be given to charging all ministries with the
cost of premises which have been leased on
their behalf by the Ministry of Government
Services. He went on to say: 'This allocation

of cost to the ministerial programme and

activity would make the programme ministry
accountable for expenditure for leased space."

The Provincial Auditor, of course, had
reason for this recommendation. It seemed
that he had found that in one case the lease

could be terminated, but it cost, of course,
an extra three months' rent; and in another
case the ministry was advised by another

ministry that it didn't need the space, and
this left the Ministry of Government Services

with a lease for another year and one half,
and the rent had to be paid.

In the recent legislation introduced by the

minister, he stated at that itme that it en-

compassed some of the GOGP recommenda-

tions, but he seemed to leave out the two

features which I have just previously men-
tioned. I realize this may have to be govern-
ment pohcy, but there is no better place to

start than to convince this minister, and hope-
fully this minister would then have the de-

sire to convince his cabinet colleagues.

I'd just like to read from the report what
it says about a government-wide centralized

inventory. The report states:

An inventory is basic to a property in-

formation system. Some information is

available today in a number of places. The
Ministries of Natural Resources and Trans-

portation and Communications keep records

on the specific types of real property they

manage. The former Department of Public

Works has kept data on buildings, vacant

land and structures over which the depart-
ment had control. This data bank, which is

neither complete nor very descriptive, has

been taken over from Public Works by the

Ministry of Government Services.

I would take from that that they don't feel

there is a very complete inventory. Of course,

that brought about recommendation 11(17)

where they recommended a government-wide
centralized inventory of owned and leased

real property assets.

As I see it, Mr. Chairman, this would lead

to more accurate, up-to-date information for

the public about the value of the assets; and

as taxpayers they should have this available

to them, and they should have the right to

know.

Mr. Chairman, the estimates books which

we received this year are impressive, and I

guess concise. The information supplied is

minimal, and I was wondering if the minister

would consider extending the information—

maybe not to all—but hopefully he might see

fit to pass a little information along to at

least the critics of the opposition parties be-

fore the debates take place.

I know last December I received some in-

formation on the supplementary estimates—

of course just after discussions took place
here in the House and the vote was passed.
This was a more detailed explanation of the

expenditures and it was certainly very en-

lightening and most helpful in understanding
what the estimates were all about.

The information detailed the work to be

done and I suggest, because of one particular
item I noted there, that it would be most

helpful in the future if we could be supplied
with this information.

The item I refer to was entitled "Frost

Building North-air conditioning $126,000."

The estimate for the work to air condition
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the Frost Building was, I believe, $600,000;
but then we come to this other added amount
of $126,000, which was in the last supple-

mentary estimates, the explanation was—and
I will read from this material I have received:

When construction started and the re-

quired demolition of interior work was
carried out, it was found that the ori^nal
construction did not conform to drawings
of the existing building and it was neces-

sary to carry out additional, unforeseen

work.

I just ask simply, and I would really like to

know, if this $126,000 was really necessary or

could this go back to the original builder or

contractor? Really, how many times does this

take place, and supposedly cost the taxpayer
a considerable nmnber of extra dollars?

Another item I would just like to refer to

is the proposed development of government
offices east of Bay St. While I think many of

us welcomed the government decision to

cancel, or at least to shelve, plans for the

development of this area, it is another costly

example of this government's ineptness in

planning.

In great secrecy the government decided to

build a massive office complex south of Wel-

lesley and east of Bay to house the ever-

growing bureaucracy. It was to include

daycare centres, senior-citizen apartments and
commercial properties. The concept was

similar, I presume, to that of Ontario Hydro,
which wished to consolidate its head-office

staff in one location.

So, over the last 12 years, the government
purchased about 80 per cent of the required
land at a cost of $5,740,000. Fortunately, the

public became aware of the government's

plans at a most opportune time. The St.

George by-election was in full swing, and we
have all come to realize how sensitive and

responsive this government can be to public
reaction and needs at election time.

It is interesting how quickly the public
asked certain relative questions such as: "Do
we need this complex of buildings? Is it

necessary to consolidate all civil servants in

one area or complex? Why not decentralize?"

They said: "Why pick the most expensive

piece of real estate in North America? What
about traffic congestion, which is already a

problem?"

I say these questions were relevant, but

really they are very basic. Why didn't the

government ask these questions of themselves

before they decided to make the announce-
ment?

And what about the costs? A total of

$5,740,000 was spent on land acquisition.
Who knows the cost of manhours expended

by the civil servants in arranging those pur-
chases? Of com-se, we can expect the govern-
ment will turn a nice profit should it decide

to sell this land to the city of Toronto and

to commercial developers, but I don't really

believe that land speculation, no matter how

profitable, is a proper use of government
funds.

Then of course on top of this, there was
another $150,000 which was spent on archi-

tectural fees for conceptual proposals. We
were told that none of the plans fitted in

with the government's plans, so the decision

was made not to proceed at that time.

First, one must be very sceptical of that

statement. What the government probably
meant to say was that its concept was not

well received by the public. The point to be
made here is that had the government not

been so secretive, it would have known long
before it spent the $150,000 in architecture

fees that the public didn't like the idea.

Surely the government explained in great
detail to these architectural firms what it was

they wanted; and surely six firms of architects

couldn't have all gone that far astray.

Of course the other question that's raised

in my mind, is that in the supplementary esti-

mates $250,000 was budgeted for architect

fees, models and so on. So you paid the

$150,000 to the architects. What's happened
to the other $100,000? Where has it gone;
or has it just gone back into other buildings?

Mr. Chairman, I guess there are lots of

other things that could be mentioned here.

I would just like, in finishing my opening
remarks—I know there will be lots of ques-
tions as we go through vote by vote—I would

just like to make a comment regarding the

Queen's Printer. It seems that there are, many
times, very limited supplies of printed ma-

terial, especially for the public. Many times

the supply is limited.

I was most interested in the article in the

Globe and Mail on March 15 of this year,

which was entitled: "Nursing Homes Act Not

for Just Anybody". This was a fairly lengthy
account of a nursing student in Toronto who
was trying to procure a copy of the Nursing
Homes Act, one for herself and nine for her

classmates. She tried every place she could,

the Queen's Printer and the ministry. Some
of the comments she received were a little

rough, but it is interesting to note that she

finally ended up at the office of the leader

of the official opposition and got her copy.
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I don't think this really should be. The

public should be able to go in and get it-

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): That's one

advantage of having a good opposition leader.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): You
can't even get copies of the Planning Act.

Mr. Sargent: How about those new tele-

phone directories? When are they coming?

Mr. Edighoffer: On the subject of the

telephone directory, I notice right underneath
the minister's picture he said his new policy
would be to have a new telephone directory
on our desks, I believe every six months.

Mr. Good: In alphabetical order, I hope,
this time!

Mr. Edighoffer: And the last one was

printed last September. I think it's six

months or almost seven. Now I hope we will

see one soon, and one suggestion I would
have, if you are going to use the same form
in that directory, for goodness' sake please

put in index tabs on the outside to save time
and make it a little easier to find different

numbers.

Mr. Good: At least in alphabetical order!

Mr. Edighoffer: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Mr. Chairman,
in rising to make a few brief comments on
these estimates, I might say to the minister
that he set a good example to us this after-

noon; and I intend to follow that example,
because I feel that we will have a chance

during the votes to really go to town on these

estimates and to pry from the minister's mind
the information we may want.

I'm not as concerned as the hon. member
who has just spoken about some of the things
that he mentioned. For example, I'm never
disturbed when the public buys land and
achieves some increment in value from that

land, because it's one of of those things that

we sort of leave to private enterprise to make
money from.

If the government sees that its plans are

going to mature in five or 10 years, or what-
ever the time may be, there is no reason
under heaven why the Province of Ontario
should not procure that land ahead of time
and perhaps save itself untold thousands of

dollars in the process. Certainly the interest

on money for that period of time would be
far more than compensated for by the in-

creased value and the savings in the long run.

Therefore it doesn't bother us if the min-
ister sees fit to do that kind of forward

thinking and achieve for the province some
of the increased value placed on the land

by the provincial government and the activ-

ities of the people. After all, land doesn't

increase in value by itself; it increases only
as society builds on adjacent land, brings in

services and designates that land for some

specific purpose in the future.

Mr. Paterson: The rents are going up and
the government is taking no action to reverse

the trend.

Mr. Good: Buy up the rest of the land!

Mr. Young: I agree with the hon. member
when he points out there is no reason under
heaven why we should be buying the expen-
sive land in the city of Toronto. I think we
should be looking at the possibility of the

decentralization of as many of the activities

of this government as possible.

This is a large province, and it's just as

far from the head of the lakes to Toronto
as it is from Toronto to the head of the

lakes. Head oflfice here very often has to

reach out great distances to do business. The
main business of the Ministry of Natural

Resources, for example, is a long distance

from Toronto; and there's no reason why its

head oflBce and its centre of activity should

not be somewhere at the Lakehead.

Now I know that in answer to a question
the other day the hon. minister indicated

some serious thought is being given to that

kind of decentralization. Old Fort William
has been indicated as a possible headquarters
for the Ministry of Natural Resources. That

may be good.

I would hope that kind of thinking is

going forward, because as land increases in

value and building costs rise in the central

cities, there is no reason why we should be

thinking in terms of concentrating all the

power, all the civil service and all the

amenities right here, where transportation is

becoming an increasing problem and the

specialization we want out on the field is

being centralized.

I agree we ought to be giving serious

thought to this kind of decentralization in the

province. In addition to Natural Resources,
we can go down the list of other activities

and find many instances where buildings, staff

and activity can be centralized in the heart-

land where specific activities are carried out.

I would hope the minister and Management
Board of Cabinet are giving thought to this.
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Coming into the area the minister has

been dealing with for some time, there are

one of two things on which I want to make
a few quick remarks.

One is the matter of centrahzed purchas-
ing. Last year the minister indicated that

centralized purchasing had gone some dis-

tance and that his department was, with

certain exceptions—such as motor cars and
food for institutions and other things of this

nature—gradually centralizing the purchasing
in the central area.

Now I am not satisfied that this process
has gone as far as it ought to go. Certainly
there are very great savings to be made
in this field. Some years ago when this idea

was first mooted in this House the promise
was made that within a very short time this

whole field would be rationalized and that

centralized purchasing would be in effect.

I gather that this minister has taken this

matter seriously. I hope he has. And I hope
in the estimates we will find out just how
far it has gone and just how effective his

purchasing department is.

I am not sure, either, that when it comes
to purchasing things like fleets of motor

cars, that the Ministry of Transportation and
Communications is the right place. If we are

going to do a job in this matter of pur-

chasing I think we ought to perhaps do a

complete job—unless the minister can show
us a little better reason than last year why
certain things are designated to other de-

partments. After all, this is a specialized

expertise and also the lines are out to the

various sources of goods that are needed

by the province; and perhaps those lines

ought to be centralized within the one
oflBce.

The matter of employees of the provincial

government is one which perhaps should
have some careful consideration; and cer-

tainly it will have during the estimates.

Recently, of course, there is the memo
which the minister has been asked about in

this House. It has come to our attention

there is a deal of dissatisfaction, particularly

among the maintenance electricians in Metro
Toronto; and the threat that staff is to be

decimated, at least here.

Now I know the minister is looking care-

fully at the idea that he is going to over-

come labour problems within his ministry
by contracting out as much work as possible.
I think the minister has to recognize that by
doing this, all he is accomplishing is using
—perhaps we might use the term—"sweated
labour" to a great degree. Instead of paying

the wage rate to employees of the govern-
ment directly, he is going to pay that wage
rate to companies that are going to do the

work; and those workers in those companies
will have lower wage rates than if they were

working for the department concerned. So
it is sacrificing the standard of living of the

working people in order to achieve certain

results.

Mr. Paterson: You are keeping their wages
low.

Mr. Young: Perhaps to achieve a lack of

worry, or some diminution of worry, on the

part of the government itself.

Mr. Chairman, I don t think I have a great
deal more to say. The speaker from the
Liberal Party who just completed a few
minutes ago has covered a great deal of

territory and done it fairly effectively, I think,
in respect to some of the buildings and the

tendering and other matters which we might
cover—and will cover in more detail in the
future. I don't think there is any purpose,
sir, in duplicating the speech which he has
made here today.

So, with these few remarks I'm willing
to let the case rest at the moment. We will

be talking very carefully to the minister and

eliciting from him the kind of information,
which I hope he will give us freely and
without stint, so that we may thoroughly
understand the progress which has been
made over the past year.

The minister took over this portfolio just

prior to the estimates a year ago. We hope
that he has done the job he promised to do,
that the House expects him to do, and that

a year from now we can come back and

say to him that we are extremely pleased
with much of the progress.

Now, on some of the things I have raised

Tm afraid we are not going to be too

pleased with him. But in any case we are

going to give him some good advice here

today. We hope that he listens to that

advice carefully, that he is willing to accept

good advice when he hears it and carry

through the projects which we outline to

him.

Now, that is a little optimistic perhaps for

members of the opposition parties to voice;

but you know, hope lies eternal in the

breast. With a good-natured minister like

this, and one of whom we expect great

things, we will be looking with anticipation,

not only for the word he has today but for

the accomplishment over the next year's

activities.
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Mr. Chairman: Has the minister any re-

marks prior to vote 801?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Again, Mr. Chairman, I

will be very brief, but there are a few things
mentioned by the two opposition critics on
which I think I should comment

I might say first that I am very happy that

I am going to get so much advice from the

two hon. members over the next few hours

or few days. I always like to get all the

advice I can from every possible source that

I can, but I always find out that in the end

you have to end up making up your own mind
which way you are going to go.

Mr. EdighoflFer: Such as on the east of

Bay St.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I didn't quite hear that

comment.

Mre. M. Campbell (St. George): What do

you say about the east of Bay St.?

Hon. Mr. Snow: East of Bay St.? We will

talk about that at great length; I have a lot

to tell you about that.

But in any case we started off, I believe,
with the Elora beef bam. The hon. member
was concerned because the amount included
in the estimates for three particular years
didn't add up to what the total cost was. Of
course, the amount included in the estimates
each year is an amount that is anticipated
will be spent on the capital project during the

coming year, and if there is a strike or if

there is bad weather or if there is a slowdown
in construction, that money doesn't necessarily

get spent. Of course, the work doesn't get
done, so the work has to be carried over into

the next year and the money has to be re-

budgeted. I am sure the hon. member has
been around here long enough to know that.

He talked to some degree about the leas-

ing of space, the policy of the government,
the recommendations of the COGP report
on leasing and whether it should be long-
term leases or short-term. This is, again, a

judgement that has to be made. If you enter

into short-term leases when there is a good
expectation that you will need the space for

a longer term, then you of course stand the

risk of having to pay considerably more when
the lease comes up for renewal. But, of

course, if you enter into a long-term lease for

space that may not be needed, unless you can
find another user for it within the govern-
ment you are faced with either subletting it

or having a loss.

This, of course, means you will be damned
if you do and damned if you don't; with some

you end up having to renew and pay more

rent, with others you end up sometimes a

little bit the other way. But I think we try

to do a pretty good job on this.

As I am sure the members know, our long-
term space requirements for our consolidated

office buildings in the major cities throughout
the province now are being built on a pro-

posed leaseback basis. We own the land for

the building, we have the building built and

leased to us or sold to us over a 30-year

period. On this basis we do call public

tenders; we open the tenders publicly and

award the contract.

I can't say we will call tenders for every

square foot of space we rent, because it is

really just not totally practical. We get re-

quests at times for space in different loca-

tions. We may get a request that Ontario

Housing wants 1,000 sq ft for an office in

Pembroke or in Sudbury or Cochrane, or

wherever it may be; and in many cases there

may well be only one lot of office space avail-

able. To go through the advertising process

to try to ferret out 500 or 1,000 ft of space
is a very long and costly procedure when we
have probably only the one space available

in the town. If there is more than one, we
can assess among the spaces that are avail-

able. But this is an altogether different thing

from constructing a new leaseback building.

The member mentioned assessment-office

leases. Of course, these offices were rented, I

think most of them, for 10-year leases at the

time that we took over the assessment. What
will happen—

Mr. Good: Is that on instructions from the

assessment department?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Yes, this should be at the

request of the Ministry of Revenue. We don't

go nmning around the country renting space

for people who don't want it, I can assure

the hon. member, but when we get a request

from a client ministry for space we certainly

discuss it with them and basically set the

time as to the length of lease we should enter

into. We may advise them one way or the

other, but the basic request for the space, the

amount of space and the length of the lease

would be discussed and agreed upon by the

client ministry.

I know it's the government's intention—it's

been stated many times—that when the re-

assessment is all completed it's quite likely

the municipaHties or the regions or the coun-

ties, or whoever it may be, will be able to
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take over the assessment function again. Of

course, in many cases when we took over the

assessment from the municipalities we took

over their existing leases. There may be some

of that in reverse, depending upon when the

function is returned, but I won't attempt to

comment on that. I've no date as to when it

will be.

Some mention was made of the chargeback

system. This I support 100 per cent, and we're

moving toward the full chargeback system
for real property just as quickly as we can

possibly implement it.

For these past few months we've had some

part-time help and we are going to have some

students, I believe, this summer, assisting with

the completing of a complete real property

inventory. We have a great deal of this infor-

mation. Some of it we're trying to tie down
closer in measuring some of the older build-

ings and properties, so that we will have, in

the near future, a complete property inventory
and we will be implementing the chargeback
system on all the property as soon as we
possibly can.

The east of Bay St. was mentioned and the

fact that we had $5.7 million in government
money tied up in that worthless real estate

over there.

Mr. Good: Nobody said that!

Mrs. Campbell: Nobody said that!

Hon. Mr. Snow: I just happen to wish it

was my $5.7 million—if I should have that

much—that was tied up in that particular

piece of land.

Mr. Good: You have inflated everything
aiound it.

Hon. Mr. Snow: We have not. That's the

greatest misstatement that's been made here

today and for some time, because we have
not inflated any property in that area. We
have not gone out actively at any time to

buy property; we have only bought property
when it was offered for sale. So we have not

taken any action that would inflate any prop-

erty whatsoever.

Mr. Good: Any government land assembly
inflates the surrounding property.

Hon. Mr. Snow: That is not—

An hon. member: If you don't want to use

it, give it up.

Hon. Mr. Snow: That property has been

bought at an average price of between $21

and $22 per sq ft. Anyone who knows the

price of property in Toronto would have to

say that that was very astute buying.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): It's a lot

cheaper in northern Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Oh, I realize you can buy

property a lot cheaper in other places, but

this happens—

Mr. Stokes: There's no reason why you
have to have everything down here.

Hon. Mr. Snow: It just so happens, I say

to the hon. member for Thunder Bay, that

we have two new projects, one under con-

struction and one out to tender at the present

time; we have one just completed and we
have two others in the design stage; all at the

Lakehead or in the Thunder Bay area.

Mr. Stokes: That many in Queen's Park?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Far more than are going
forward in a great many other areas of the

province. I'm sure you're familiar with this.

You must be.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): How come you
favour that area?

Hon. Mr. Snow: You must be. The member
is smiling. I'm sure he is famihar with the

great amount of work my ministry is doing in

northwestern Ontario. I just wanted to point

out some of that to him.

Mr. Stokes: How did I get into that?

Mrs. Campbell: Make a note of it.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Now in any case, the

other thing that was mentioned was the Frost

Building North. Of course, when the Frost

Building was built it was not with air con-

ditioning in mind. I am not too sure how
old that particular building is.

Mr. Edighoffer: It's about 10 years.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Oh, no; I'll wager a little

bit on that one.

Mr. Deans: You know there is no offtrack

betting in the Province of Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I'll get the figure; HI get
the figure here very quickly. But if the Frost

Building North isn't quite a bit over 10 years

old, I'll buy the member a steak tonight.

But, anyway—

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): I think it's

over 10; but not by very much.
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Hon. Mr. Snow: In any case, the building
was not built with air conditioning in mind.

When the air conditioning contract was let,

certain assumptions were taken. When ceil-

ings and partitions were removed to instal

the duct work and other services, things
were not found to be exactly as had been

anticipated; so that it was left. When you
lose even an inch or two in space in an area

like that, it is very diflScult to get duct

work in.

Mr. Paterson: Did you find any cats in

that building?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Not that I know of.

There was also the member for Yorkview
who discussed the decentralization of govern-
ment offices. I will say that we certainly do
have a programme of decentralization that we
are working on. We are building centralized

or common office buildings in several different

areas of the province. The first one is in

Kingston and is just in the completion stages
now. It will be occupied very shortly, if

it is not already.

Mr. Stokes: Those are leaseback arrange-
ments.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I am talking about the

large ones—the Thunder Bay building is out
for tender at the present time. The tenders
close at the end of this month. A site has
been arranged in Sudbury and we are doing
preliminary planning on that. We have ar-

ranged for a site in the city of Windsor
and we are doing planning on that. Ottawa
is the same; Hamilton the same. They are

all in various degrees.

Timmins is another one—I noticed the hon.

member for Cochrane South hft his head
when I mentioned Timmins—and it is com-

ing along very well.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): I was

going to ask you about that.

Hon. Mr. Snow: So the construction of
these new office buildings is working in con-

junction with the decentralization of the
ministries. Now it is up to the ministries to

decide which staff they can decentralize out
to the areas—but this is happening.

I am sure we will get into discussing
central purchasing in more detail when we
get to that vote, but there are different

philosophies on central purchasing. Certainly,
we are trying to expand this programme, mak-

ing it broader and broader and bringing more
areas into central purchasing—but only those

areas where it is economical in the long run
to do so.

There are many examples that one can con-

sider. If we were to centralize and centrally

purchase all inventory here in Toronto, it

would certainly have a great many draw-

backs for the other parts of the province—
and especially to the programmes that we are

supporting.

I sometimes use the example of the OPP
cruiser sitting with a flat tire in Espanola
because we have to centrally purchase a tire

here and send it up to them when they need

it

So there is reason for having some area

of local purchasing with the ministries and
their regional operators, certainly as far as

the institutions and the hospitals are con-

cerned. Although we may save a dollar on

the purchase of a particular item, it may cost

the ministry a great deal more for other

reasons.

Wage rates have been discussed. As I ex-

plained here in the House a few days ago, I

have no jurisdiction over the wage rates that

are paid. They are part of the collective

agreement entered into between the Civil

Service Association and the Civil Service

Commission. The hon. member for Yorkview

suggested we were using sweated labour, that

rather than having us pay the wages here,

we contract the work and then the contractor

pays less wages.

If that were the case, his argument from

the other end would not be there, because if

the contractor was paying less wages, we
wouldn't be having any problem with our

men. That fact is the contractors are paying
a great deal higher wages than the rate

established between the association and the

commission.

Mr. Young: They are not paying a fair

wage at all.

Mr. Deans: Do you have a fair wage clause

in all your contracts?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Unfortunately, yes.

Mr. Deans: Unfortunately?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Yes, there is in all our

contracts.

Mr. Stokes: You don't believe in fair

wages?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I don't believe in the par-
ticular fair wage clause we use, no.
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Mr. Deans: Do you have a copy of the fair

wage clause?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I don't have one here, no.

Mr. Deans: Well, can you get one?

Mr. Chairman: Would the hon. member for

Renfrew leave the questioning until such time

as the minister can get the information?

Hon. Mr. Snow: It's different for every

Mr. Deans: The hon. member for Renfrew

isn't even here!

Mr. Chairman: Wentworth.

Hon. Mr. Snow: In any case, I think that

answers most of the items that were brought
out in the general remarks of the two mem-
bers. I would be quite happy to continue in

the detailed examination of the vote.

On vote 801.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 801, item 1.

Mr. Edighoffer: Mr. Chairman, I made par-
ticular reference to the bam or research

station at Elora. I just didn't pick this be-

cause the Minister of Agriculture and Food

(Mr. Stewart) is in the House, but I specifi-

cally referred to that one because it really

comes first in the book. That's about the

reason.

Could you explain to me whether you could

in the future in this capital works programme
extend the information under the work com-

pleted section so that a person, or any indi-

vidual in the province, would know what it

cost them as taxpayers to have a building

produced? Would that be possible?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I think it's obvious. The

figure in the work completed section is the

cost of producing that building.

Mr. Edighoffer: The contract price?

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, it's the cost, the cost

of the completed job, which would include

the contract price. I'm sorry if I stand to be

corrected, but—

Mr. Edighoffer: Well, that's fair enough.
That's probably the money expended. But I

think the people should know what the con-

tract price was and whether it's lower or

higher.

Mr. Paterson: What the overall price is!

Mr. Chairman: I would draw the member's
attention to the item under discussion.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I will check that out. It

was my understanding, anyway, that the work

completed should be the cost of the job when
it's completed. It would vary from the con-

tract price and also vary from the estimated

price.

Mr. Chairman: Item 1 of vote 801 is main
office.

Mr. Edighoffer: This is general, Mr. Chair-

man.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Chairman: Would the hon. member for

Wentworth like to comment on item 1?

Mr. Deans: I certainly would. Just to go
back to the interjection I made, I would like

to ask the minister about the fair wage clause.

He indicated he didn't like the particular fair

wage clause that was being used. He then

went on to say that he couldn't provide it be-

cause there were a number of fair wage
clauses.

I wonder if the minister would be pre-

pared, just for a moment, to explain exactly
what is contained in the fair wage clauses

used by the department in terms of the con-

tracts let by the government; and what it is

about them that he particularly finds offen-

sive?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I haven't got a copy
of our contract documents here, but our

fair wage clause states that the contractor

will include in his tendering, wages based

on the fair wage clause established for that

particular project by the Ontario Ministry
of Labour.

Now in the specifications-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I cannot talk to five

people at the same time.

Mr. Deans: Just talk to me, all right?

Hon. Mr. Snow: All right. You I can

talk to, yes.

Mr. Deans: Don't worry about anybody
else.

Hon. Mr. Snow: The Ministry of Labour

prepares for each project a fair wage clause

for the different trades for that project. That
is included in our tender documents. It

goes out to the bidder and the bidder is to

figure on that. I believe the requirements
call for that fair wage schedule to be posted
on the bulletin board on the job, so that
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every man on that job knows what his wages
are to be.

I understand the Ministry of Labour con-

sults with the federal Department of Labour
in the establishment of these fair wage
clauses for different areas throughout the

country.

We include the fair wage clause in oiu:

contracts. We don't prepare it; it is not our

responsibility.

Mr. Deans: If I may, you certainly in-

dicated that you didn't like the fair wage
clause. I am interested in knowing what it

is about it that you don t like.

Hon. Mr. Snow: That's very simple. You
may not agree with me—

Mr. Deans: We will find that out.

Hon. Mr. Snow: —and it wouldn't be the
first time that we have disagreed on a prin-

ciple.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Don't
be defensive.

Mr. Deans: We agree to disagree.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I can point out cases

where the fair wage clause would, say, set

out rates of $6 an hour for an electrician
in Moosonee or some place.

Mr. Ferrier: Don't discriminate against
Moosonee.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I didn't want to say the

specific town that I have in mind because
I don't want to bring out a specific problem.

But in any case, an electrical contractor
from that town got a contract to do the
subcontract on a particular building in that
town. It was a relatively small contract,
but the local contractor got it: The fair wage
clause said he had to pay $6 an hour, say, or
whatever it was, for his electrician to work
on that job, whereas the normal rate for

an electrician was probably $4 an hour
in that town.

So if his electricians worked in the morn-
ing on another contract they got $4 an hour;
if they worked in the afternoon on the gov-
ernment contract they got $6 an hour. This

upsets the whole balance of wages in that

particular community. Either the man is

paying too low a wage at $4 an hour or the

Ministry of Labour is setting the wage far

too high at $6 an hour, taking into con-
sideration the local rates.

This doesn't cause us much diflBculty in,

say, Toronto or Hamilton where practically

all electricians and plmnbers and plasterers
are unionized. But whether they are union-
ized or not, the union rate really establishes

the level, and even if you are a non-union
contractor you may pay only a few cents

an hour less so it doesn't make that much
difference.

But when you get out into the province
it does make a difference, and it has a

serious upsetting effect on the conditions in

the local municipalities. This is why I say
we don't need it.

Mr. Deans: Well, you were right; it's

funny how perceptive you are, because we
don't agree.

Nevertheless I want to ask you, do you
have a fair wage clause in every tender
call for all of the contracts that are sent

out by your ministry?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Yes, I believe even in all

our minor capital contracts and everything,
we use the same I am told by my staff.

Mr. Deans: How do you establish the fair

wage for people employed in the cleaning
of buildings, for example? I am kind of

curious. I can recall having a discussion with
this minister or his predecessor—I think it

was with this minister, though—about the

cleaners and the way in which they have
to work-

Hon. Mr. Snow: I would point out, Mr.

Chairman, that when I say we use it on all

contracts, I am speaking of all construction

contracts.

Mr. Deans: They don't do it on service

contracts?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Not on service contracts.

Mr. Deans: Could I ask why?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I guess I would have
to say it is because it is not included in the

Act.

Mr. Deans: Aside from that?

Hon. Mr. Snow: The Government Con-
tracts Hours and Wages Act refers to con-

struction work; it doesn't include contracts

for services.

Mr. Deans: Doesn't the minister feel there

is a need to ensure that a fair proportion
of the money paid by the government for

services performed is paid to employees to

guarantee them a reasonable standard of

living?
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The purpose of the fair wage clause is

threefold, but two of the most obvious

reasons for having it are:

1. To guarantee that there is not an

undercutting of rates already established in

the trade, thus ensuring that no unfair

advantage is given to one bidder over

against another bidder; and

2. To ensure that the people who are em-

ployed in doing the work are guaranteed
a reasonable income, within whatever mean-

ing we want to establish for that in the

Province of Ontario.

It would seem to me that in government
contracts for all kinds of work, the govern-
ment should guarantee that a reasonable

wage is paid, commensurate with the needs
of the people to live in the society which
the government creates. A fair wage clause

may well be required in order to get the

money passed through the hands of the

individual who is operating the company,
whatever company it may be, into the hands
of the people who are working for the

company.
I have always had the feeling, if the min-

ister doesn't mind me saying it, we were

moving away from the hiring of people in

the civil service to do the cleaning in the

office buildings, and instead moving toward
the tendering of this work in the last two
or three years because the government didn't

want to be bothered with the administration

of it, and because it seemed that we were

getting better rates. But the only way we
can get more advantageous rates in a thing
like cleaning, if we are going to hire a

company to hire someone for us, must be
if the person doing the work is getting less

than he was getting before.

I wonder what provisions were built in,

when the government made the changes to

the hiring of service contractors, to guarantee
that the people who were employed would
be paid a rate equal to that paid previously
for the work that was being done prior to

the service contractor taking over. Was there

any mechanism built in to guarantee that

would take place?

Hon. Mr. Snow: First of all, Mr. Chairman,
I don't believe any were displaced. We have
not replaced service people with contractors.

We have used contractors on newer projects
and to fill in where attrition takes over.

But we do not set the wages that the

contractors must pay. There is the normal

requirement, of course, that they must meet
the minimum wage scales of the province—
but I am sure they are paying above that.

Mr. Deans: Then can I draw the conclusion

that the minister would think it improper for

the government to establish a fair wage
clause for service contracts in order to guar-
antee people in that segment of society,
who are the lowest paid, who have the least

opportunity, who are feeling the pinch the

most and who are having the greatest diffi-

culty in making ends meet, that they will at

least get a reasonable wage level from the

work they are performing, directly, I suppose
for the government of Ontario, through being

employed by a service organization? Does the

minister think it is improper to guarantee
those things to that particular level of

society?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I don't believe, Mr. Chair-

man, that these people are being exploited in

any way at all, and I don't think it is neces-

sary to have that guarantee. I don't want to

provoke another argument, but I just say
that I don't think we need that fair wage
clause in our construction contracts either.

Maybe we did 20 or 30 years ago, or when-
ever that Act was brought into force, but

in today's market it is totally unnecessary.

Mr. Deans: Don't you recognize that the

fair wage clause is, in effect, not only a guar-
antee for the employee—which it is, of course;

it at least assures the employee a reasonable

wage, as long as you set the wage at a

decent level—but it is also a guarantee for

the contractor. It guarantees that the contrac-

tor will at least start out on an equal footing,

that each contract they are getting on the

job will have certain built-in costs which

guarantee decent wages to employees, and

that from that point on the skill and expertise
of the contractor will take over. And what-

ever else it is that influences the govern-
ment in its decision making, the end result

will be that, hopefully, the best or the most

acceptable contractor will get the job, but

that no contractor will be able to enter into

government service work on an unfair basis

by hiring cheap labour.

This is what worries me, that if you don't

have a fair wage clause—as you don't have

in the areas of services—you are going to

find, as you will find in the construction

trades, that many of the contractors will tend

to want to use labour as the lever. It would
be the worker who would suffer, because

there would be no guarantee of a reasonable

wage and cutbacks would be effected in the

area of employee benefits and wages.

Now that doesn't assist the contractor one

iota.
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The way things now stand, the contractor

has to pay a decent wage. He knows what
the wage is, aU of the contracts are calculated

on the basis of that wage being paid, and
therefore they are all treated equally in that

regard. But if you are to have no fair wage
clause, then you will inevitably end up with

each contractor in a cutthroat situation.

The contractor wouldn't suffer, because the

contractor builds into his tendering the profit

margin that he wants. But the person at the

lower end, the person who has to do the

work, the labourers, the carpenters, whatever

you want to call them, the sweepers, would
be the people who would be sufiFering.

I suggest to you, without getting involved

in an argument, that a very cursory look at

the employees in the service industry, and

particularly in the cleaning service industry,
will show they are among the lowest paid

employees in the Province of Ontario. They
certainly fall into the bottom quarter, in terms

of remuneration for work performed, of

employees in the Province of Chitario.

I think the government has an excellent

opportunity at this time to play a leading role

in ensuring that those people get for their

efforts the kind of money that they require in

order to live in the society we all create. It's

a sad commentary on a government when the

very people who are working for it, directly
or indirectly, can't aflFord, or don't earn

sufficient amounts of money, to qualify for an
Ontario Housing house or to buy under the

Home Ownership Made Easy programme. It's

a very sad commentary when the people who
are employed by the government can't qualify
because they don't earn enough.

I am going to say to you, quite frankly,
that the maiority of people who work in the

cleaning end of the service trade don't earn

enough to half-way qualify. In other words,

they don't earn half enough to qualify for

home ownership under the HOME pro-

gramme. I think the government has to try to

gear its programmes so that people who are

working for it, directly or indirectly, receive

an amount of money sufficient to enable them
to take part in the programmes the govern-
ment oflFers to the rest of the population.

I don't think the population expects the

government to permit the kind of low wages
that are paid to many people who are work-

ing for us. I don't think the population re-

quires that of the government. I think they
are quite prepared to pay their employees
decent wages and decent benefits I think that

they would applaud any move by the govern-
ment to help those people who have been, in

my opinion, stepped all over for years; and
who are, generally speaking, the least articu-

late and the least considered. I don't that any
one would object if the government were to

introduce mechanisms into the tendering op-
erations of this department which would

guarantee that those people would receive at

least enough to get them to the poverty
level.

We all know, and I think everybody in the

House recognizes, that the minimum wage
doesn't get you to the poverty level. That just

gets you up a little bit above subsistence, but
not to poverty.

What I'm really saying is, nobody's asking
for $6 an hour or $8 an hour. What we're

really saying is that we think if you were to

institute some—and I can understand that

you don't hke it where it is, so you're not

hkely to do it where it isn't—but nevertheless,

I frankly feel I would be remiss if I didn't

tell you that I believe that the government
should, in fact, be a motivator, and that it

should motivate industry to raise levels and
standards in such a way as to ensure an

adequate return.

If that can be done through this kind of

clause in any contract, then I strongly recom-

mend to the government that it reconsider its

position, and that it consider instituting that

kind of mechanism. It would be well worth-

while and you would be applauded for it. It's

better than spending money on aircraft.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Chairman, following

through on this point—

Hon. Mr. Snow: I'd just like to return a

couple of comments on that. You say it would
be better for the contractors because they'd
all be working on the same wage rate and so

Mr. Deans: There's no undercut.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Yes, but this takes away
the opportunity, in many cases, for the smaller

contractor in the more rural parts of the

province to even bid on the job.

In Toronto here, or in the major centres

it doesn't make much difference because most

contractors, as I've already said, are either

union or so close to it that it really doesn't

ai^ply. But if we're calling for bids on a job
in a rural area—and it may be the only time

that contractor is ever going to bid a govern-
ment job in the foreseeable future—if he sees

the clause in there that he's got to pay $6
an hour for his carpenter when he's only

paying $4, he's not going to bid that job. He's
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just going to say: "I'm not going to upset my
whole labour situation for the sake of bidding
on one job." Consequently, we don't get that

local man bidding on the job and someone is

brought in from out of town.

The other argument that has been brought
to me is that it's a hardship on the employee
in some cases. I agree if you've got a union

situation where, say the bricklayers' rate is

$7.95 and it doesn't matter two hoots whether

you lay 200 bricks a day and you're no good,

or whether you lay 800 bricks a day and

you're the best in the country, you still get

that $7.95 an hour, or whatever it is, but I've

had contractors-

Mr. Deans: Well, that's a little unfair.

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, I don't think it's un-

fair at all. I mean, we accept that in the

union, if you're a union contractor-

Mr. Deans: I think there are standards

established. If a man is incapable of meeting
the level of the standards of the industry, he

is not considered to be a bricklayer.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Right; but there's quite a

variance between those two lines.

Mr. Laughren: How much?

Hon. Mr. Snow: But in any case, I had a

plumber come in to see me not so long ago—
actually, it was when I was on the board of

Ontario Housing, before I became minister of

this ministry—arguing about this fair wage
situation. He said: "I have my sister's boy
working for me on the job," or some such

thing as this. "He'll never make a plumber,
but he's a good handyman. I can pay him $3
an hour and he's got a job and I'm getting
some work out of him. But," he says, "if you
say that I've got to classify him as a plumber
and pay him $6 an hour, and he reads up on
the bulletin board that he's supposed to be

getting $6 an hour, then the only alternative

I have is to fire him. He will go on welfare

and I will go out and hire somebody else."

So there's a disadvantage both ways.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for York
South.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Chairman, I am fasci-

nated at the standards the minister unwit-

tingly enunciates. If I may be forgiven the

personal comment, creeping out is all of the

outlook of a private enterprise contractor try-

ing to be interjected into the government
operations.

It is interesting that he should talk about

bricklayers in that fashion. Sometimes I look

across the House here and I take a look at one

cabinet minister, without naming him, and

I'd say his productive record is about as close

to zero as you could get and still be a cabinet

minister. But I'll bet he is getting the same

salary as another cabinet minister who is

doing a job.

Now let's not drag in red herrings of stand-

ards and apply it to the lowly worker.

An hon. member: Bias is oozing from your

pores.

Hon. Mr. Snow: The same applies all over

Canada.

Mr. MacDonald: As a matter of fact, it

might be an interesting standard to apply to

ministers. I don't know—just oflF the top of

my head—what the result would be on the

hon. minister's salary if we got some real

check on his productive capacity.

Mr. Deans: Some of you would owe the

public money!

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Maybe even

all the members.

Mr. MacDonald: Right, all the members is

another good point too!

The point I wanted to raise though, is that

the reason you've got fair wage contracts in

your building contracts and not elsewhere is,

of course, the building trades have cleared

up the playing of one against another in the

exploitation of the worker. And governments—
to be able to achieve a degree of stability

and peace in the industry—have accepted it

within their contracts.

But you manifest a continued unwilling-

ness to extend it to those areas where you
haven't got strong unions—the very people
who need a strong union because they are

underpaid. You rationalize the whole thing

by saying if you had a fair wage contract

it would cut out the small contractor who

might want to bid because he comes from

back in the hinterland—maybe back in Peel

or Halton or some place like that.

You know what is happening is that that

contractor has a captive work force which

he is willing to exploit and to which he pays
less in wages. And you know, when you

get into the cleaners and that group, the

supreme irony of the situation is that you
are creating the conditions of working poor
that some of your other colleagues in the

cabinet are trying to produce policies to do

something about.

Mr. Deans: Absolutely!
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Mr. MacDonald: This is really nonsense.

This is where the hon. member for Went-
worth is correct. The government should
be taking a lead, not looking for ways to

chisel down on this group of lowly workers

who, because they don't happen to have a

strong union in their particular area, can be

exploited by contractors.

You should be protecting those workers,
and maybe you would reduce the load and

expenditure that is going to have to go out

from the Minister of Community and Social

Services (Mr. Brunelle) in terms of doing
something about the working poor, to say

nothing of those who don't get a job at all.

There is real illogic in one point in the

minister's argument. "When we contract out,"

says he, "the contractor isn't paying less."

On the face of it the argument falls.

You are not contracting it out because it

costs as much. You are contracting it out

because presumably you will be able to get
the work done for less. And if you are

getting the work done for less the odds are

nine out of 10 that the point at which there

is going to be chiselling done is going to

be the workers, because if you get into

the service industries they are precisely the

area where they haven't got an organization

yet developed to the point where they can

protect themselves.

Just in conclusion I want to suggest there

may be another answer to this whole thing.
And I want to say this quietly and as un-

provocatively as possible.

Mr. Young: This is good advice.

Mr. MacDonald: The late Blair Eraser
once wrote an article in Maclean's magazine.
I have referred to it many times down
through the years. In it he said that the
heart and soul and spinal column of all

party funds at the provincial level are those
who get contracts with the government. I

suggest to you what happens is when you
give out a contract and get it for less than
the government, perhaps very little less, the
contractor is exploiting the worker—built
into the contract is his contribution to the
slush fund of the Tory party.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): Nonsense!

Mr. MacDonald: Don't kid us! Dont blah
like that!

Hon. Mr. Stewart: We know where your
contribution is.

Mr. MacDonald: Never mind where my
contribution is! Yes, you do know where

my contribution is—and as a matter of fact

your tactic all the time indicates that the

position in indefensible. You won't explain
where yours come from. You won't show it.

You know where mine come from. I'll

give you the books any time.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Hold it.

Mr. MacDonald: In short, it is built into

the contracts you put out. The whole kick

of this government, in terms of reprivatiza-

tion, is that you're using public moneys as

seed moneys for the slush funds from the

private contractors who are getting contracts

from you. It's as simple as that.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Absolute nonsense!

Mr. MacDonald: Don't suddenly have

such an outburst of indignation as though
I was saying something outrageous. What
I'm saying is so close to the truth that you
will never dispute it in detail.

Mr. Laughren: Shall we talk about Fidinam

again?

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I wonder if

I might just ask a couple of questions which

would flow from the oratory of the two

previous speakers.

I take it that service contracts do go to

tender. If it does pertain to the cleaning

industry, is there any provision in the

specifications as to the percentage or whether

or not one tenders on the basis of male and

female? Is is possible that the lowest ten-

derer may exclusively use females for this

purpose, since it would be known under

our existing legislation that they could be

hired at a lower rate than the male?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, these con-

tracts are, of course, tendered. For our

buildings which we own where we use this

procedure we tender the cleaning contracts.

In the buildings that are leased, where the

landlord supplies the janitor services, we have

no way of knowing whether he tenders them
or uses his own day labour personnel or

negotiates a contract. We do not specify in

our specifications for these contracts whether

they must hire male or female labour. In

fact, I don't think that would be allowed

under the present Employment Standards

Act.

Mrs. Campbell: I take it, Mr. Chairman,
that it is perfectiy possible the lowest figure

on a service contract for cleaning services
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could be someone who exclusively employs
females, which under this present govern-
ment's legislation constitutes a lower wage
than for males doing the same work, if the

females are not working along with men?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, I have no
idea what legislation the member is talking
about. There is no legislation to my knowl-

edge.

Mrs. Campbell: Equal pay for equal work.

Mr. Young: Talk to the women's bureau.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion ) : It's the law.

Hon. Mr. Snow: We don't tell them which

they have to hire.

Mrs. Campbell: No, but the Minister of

Labour has made it clear to this House that,

if women are employed alone and not work-

ing along with men, they do not have to be

paid the same rate.

Mr. MacDonald: It's a loophole as big as

a bam door.

Mrs. Campbell: I want to know whether
there is any provision that plugs that loop-
hole in the cleaning services contracts. If not,
would the ministry give consideration to it,

pending the long overdue amendment to this

legislation, which we may not see for the next

year or so?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, I person-
ally don't think it's necessary, because I've

never seen any of our cleaning contracts

employing men totally or women totally. I

see a lot of the people in the different build-

ings. I'll look into it and if I find that some-
one is using this loophole, I'll certainly look
at it; but I just don't think it's happening.

Mrs. Campbell: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Nickel
Belt.

Mr. Laughren: Is the minister not aware
that the use of job classifications is another

loophole that allows one employee to be
classified, for example, as a cleaning woman,
and another one to be classified as a cleaner,
or janitor perhaps; and that these two people,
although doing the same job, can be paid
diff^erent rates because their jobs are classified

diiferently by title? Is the minister doing any-
thing in his ministry to prevent that from

occurring?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Not that I know of.

Mr. Laughren: Would he?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I might say for our own
part that we don't classify anyone that our

contractors employ.

Mr. Laughren: But you allow it to happen.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Our own employees are

classified by the Civil Service Commission.
We hire them and pay them on those classi-

fications.

Mr. Laughren: How do these classifica-

tions get in there?

Hon. Mr. Snow: We have nothing to do
with the Civil Service Commission decisions

either.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Wellington South.

Mr. H. Worton (Wellington South): Mr.

Chairman, I would like to ask the minister,

have there been any contracts that have not

been fulfilled or lease arrangements that have

not been completed, or negotiated, in the

past year by any contractor that you have

been dealing with?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I am not sure I under-

stand exactly what the hon. member is asking.

Mr. Worton: Mr. Chairman, we had one

gentleman from our area who, in the course

of working in the construction industry, built

quite a number of buildings for the ministry
for different government agencies, and for

some reason or other he picked up and left

the scene last year. I was wondering if the

government, by chance, had got caught with

any of these particular projects or lease

arrangements?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Not to my knowledge. I

know at the odd time we have had a sub-

contractor or someone go bankrupt on a job,
or maybe claims under the Public Works
Creditors Act. I am not familiar with them
but I will check and see if there are any
cases where someone just didn't complete a

building.

Mr. Worton: This leads me to another

point. I believe you now have arrangements
made where small contractors can negotiate
with the ministry without putting up a bond.

In other words, it is only on the larger deals

where you require a performance bond.

I had an experience with this where a local

farmer had made his farm available for
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the removal of waste from the research sta-

tion there, and because the subcontractor

went out of business he was left holding the

bag with no compensation for the use of his

land. The understanding I got was that you
had no obligation because these chaps don't

have to provide a performance bond any

Hon. Mr. Snow: All contracts over $50,000
are bonded; there is a performance bond, and
a material and labour payment bond. Under

$5,000 they are not, and between $5,000 and

$50,000 there is a certain amount of discre-

tion as to whether we feel it is appropriate
to ask for a bond or not.

I know I found in this bonding business,

especially on the smaller contracts, if you
insist on a bond you almost wipe out the

chances of any local bidder being able to

bid on the work, because the ritual they
have to go through to get the performance
bond means they just won't bother with it.

Mr. Worton: Well, I think the purpose—

Hon. Mr. Snow: They would far sooner

put up a certified cheque for 10 per cent

of the job or something and—

Mr. Worton: I spoke to the former deputy
minister about this. I think the intent is

good, but occasionally somebody gets stuck

with it who can't afford to lose such an
amount of money or suffer the inconvenience.
I am wondering if there is some way of

overcoming that by having a fund set up. I

don't think the government should at any
time ask a person to take a loss due to some
contractor going out of business, and I am
wondering if there can be some way this

can be overcome.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Of course, if a contractor
or a subcontractor—or farmer, in your case—
doesn't get paid, he can claim up to a certain

time under the Public Works Creditors Pay-
ment Act or, if it is a private contract, under
the Mechanics' Lien Act. But if he lets it

go beyond that period of time, then he has
no claim of course.

I know there was one case up in the gen-
eral area that you mentioned. I believe it

was the hon. member for Wellington-Dufferin
(Mr. Root) who brought it to my attention.

I don't believe it was the same case, but it

was a case where a farmer had cleaned up
some fence bottoms or something for some-
one on a contract and the guy skipped out
and had no assets, although he had been paid.
There the time limit had gone by and there

was just really nothing we could do legally.

All we could have done would have been
to make a straight gift of money to him.

Mr. Worton: No, no. This man did not
fulfill his contract. In fact, your department
had to come in and get someone else to do
it, or have your own staff do it. There was
a holdback all right, but the man still didn't

get paid, and this is what I think is not right.

Hon. Mr. Snow: If you will get me the

full information I will certainly get you the

full answer.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Yorkview,

please.

Mr. Young: Mr. Chairman, I would like

for a moment to turn to the other side of

the coin we have been examining, one which
the minister mentioned briefly some time

ago. That is the problem raised by the memo
which I mentioned briefly in my introductory
remarks, and that memo is signed by E. G.

Wells, March 27, 1973, to Mr. H. T. B.

Hurson, regarding maintenance electricians,

Metro Toronto. It reads:

I am becoming increasingly concerned
over the large number of resignations of

maintenance electricians in the Metro To-
ronto area. While we attempt to do as

much repair work as possible by contract,
some maintenance electrical staff are a

necessity. It is apparent that the rates of

pay paid to this trade are not suflBciendy

attractive to enable us to retain staff. I rea-

lize that the wage rates are established

through a collective bargaining procedure.
However, I believe this matter should be

brought to the attention of the Civil Ser-

vice Commission, for if the present resi^r-

nation rate continues, we will be forced to

again hire unclassified staff at union rates.

Mr. Chairman, I don't know where the prob-
lem lies here specifically; whether it means
that the association is not suflBciently strong
in its bargaining or the government repre-
sentatives are a little too strong and are able

to browbeat the others into accepting lower

than union rates for certain classifications.

It may be that the union has won an in-

crease in rates in its outside bargaining,

away from the government in the private

sector, and the timing is such that the bar-

gaining in the public sector has not caught

up with the advance in rates which has taken

place in the other sector. I don't know which

one of these pertain, but certainly it looks as

if there is a real problem here.

One wonders about it. Does it mean that as

a matter of poHcy, the government has de-
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cided it is going to undercut union rates for

its staff? Or is it a case of ineffective bargain-

ing on the part of the association? I don't

know.

More than that, I suppose that at a time

when employment is hard to get, electricians

may be quite willing to enter the government
service at a lower rate in order to have a

certain security. Then, at a time when jobs
become more plentiful and rates in the private
sector go up, the electricians start to move
out of government service into the private

sector once more. That may have a bearing
on it.

I wonder if the minister would care to

comment on this total situation and indicate

to us why it is so serious that he has to hire

staff at union rates; and whether or not this

situation is now being overcome, which arose

out of a situation as described in the memo
of March 27 this year?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, this is

pretty much as the member has stated it.

The memo from Mr. Wells was referred to by
his hon. colleague as a confidential document;
there was nothing confidential about it. It

went to half a dozen different people-

copies of it—and I heard it was so oonfident-

tial that it was even posted on the bulletin

board in our Downsview shop! In any case,

we are aware of this situation.

Mr. Young: I didn't use the word confi-

dential.

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, I realize you didn't;

but it has been used several times by some-

one who sits fairly close to you.

The thing is that the rates which are estab-

lished for these tradesmen by the Civil Serv-

ice Commission are researched and compared
with the rates being paid in industry. Our
electricians are compared with and being

paid at the rates of the electricians who work
at Ford or at General Motors or in any other

industry. They are in-house tradesmen who
are on staff 52 weeks of the year. I am told

by the Civil Service Commission that our rates

are comparable.
Of course, the rates are not comparable

with the rates being paid to the other union,
the construction trades council. I say there

should be a difference—certainly there should

be a difference—I am sure the hon. member
would agree. In this case you have the bene-

fits and the security of the civil service. You
have your work 52 weeks a year. If it rains,

you don't get told to go home, and if it's

cold usually there is some work to do some-

where where it's warm instead of up on the

42nd floor of a building somewhere. The
variance between the two rates has broad-

ened greatly over the past years. I've talked

to some of these men personally, they say:

"Well, you know, I got in seven or eight
months of the year; I can make as much

money outside as I can make in the 12 months
inside." And I say: "Well, you know, that's

the choice."

All I can say to the men is that it's a

choice they have to make—whether they want
to work in the general contracting area, out

in the construction industry, or whether they
want to work as a maintenance carpenter or a

maintenance plumber or a roofer, or what-

ever the trade may be.

I've brought this matter to the attention of

the Civil Service Commission. I assure you
that I personally have done this. The nego-
tiations were carried out. The rates were

established—approved by Management Board

—and those are the rates that are paid.

Mr. Young: Mr. Chairman, could I ask the

minister for how long a term the present
contract is in respect to wages for electricians?

Hon. Mr. Snow: It's a two-year contract.

It started the first of January. I haven't got
the exact rates right here, but they are nor-

mal. There is an increase at the end of the

first year; but I believe it is a two-year con-

tract.

Mr. Young: Well then, Mr. Chairman, has

in fact the problem been solved by hiring
unclassified staff at union rates?

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, none have been hired

—to my knowledge.

Mr. Young: Does that mean that you are

short of staff electricians in the civil service

—or are you making do and contracting out

work that needs to be done?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I don't know exactly how
short we are. Obviously we are not over-

loaded with maintenance electricians, or this

memo would not have developed a couple
of months ago. But I haven't heard of any
work suffering because we haven't got the

men.

But, of course, there are two other ways
of doing the work. One is to bring in un-

classified union staff on a temporary basis.

The other is to contract the work to a con-

tractor and let him supply the help. ^

Mr. Young: Just as a matter of interest,

Mr. Chairman: What happens to a union
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electrician when he joins the staflF as an un-

classified worker? Does he at that point have
to give up his union connection or does he

remain as a union member and accept a wage
lower than the union rate?

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, Mr. Chairman, he

stays as a union member and accepts a

ujJon rate, as far as I know. But it's when
he becomes a classified permanent employee
of the civil service that he gives up his union

membership and accepts the lower rate; but
if he is unclassified he gets paid his union

rate.

Mr. Young: Then, Mr. Minister, the only
time we have real trouble in this area is

when there is a shortage of jobs and people
from the private sector want to move into

the public sector. Of course, on the other

hand I suppose trouble occurs as well when
the jobs are plentiful outside and the elec-

tricians inside want to get the higher rate.

So you have trouble both ways.

Hon. Mr. Snow: That's exactly iti When
tlie weather starts getting pretty good in

March and April and there's lots of open-
ings at the hiring hall—or wherever the union
needs men—the fellows start comparing their

$5 an hour with the $8 outside. It looks

pretty attractive for them to leave us and

go to outside work.

Again, when the freezing rain and snow
starts flying in November and December, and
there isn't too much work on the outside,

Ihey start looking at the security of the in-

side for the winter months—so I guess this is

normal.

Mr. Young: But Mr. Chairman, would the

answer to the problem be that in your bar-

gaining you would say frankly that you are

willing to accept the union rates that are

negotiated on a broad basis across the board
in the province?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Well, I couldn't say that

we would accept the union rates for the out-

side unions for inside workers; no. I mean
there is such a difference.

Mr. Young: My point is, would that solve

the problem?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I do feel, and I have said

here that I feel the difference is too great,
there shouldn't be that much difference be-

tween what a tradesman makes. There is too

great a difference. But I am told by the Civil

Service Commission that the rates that we
aie paying our tradesmen are equivalent rates

to what unionized industry is paying their

tradesmen. The fact is that the outside con-

struction trades are very high compared to

any other trade, and I am sure the hon.

member knows that.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Brant.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Chairman, when the

Camp commission on the Legislature was

considering the proposal to provide oflBces

for members in their constituencies, they
made up a list of what office facilities were

already available, constituency by consti-

tuency by constituency, that might perhaps
have space for a member to have a constit-

uency office. One of the problems is that

there are a few constituencies where there

were no government facilities whatsoever. At
least I know of one, and that is Brant, so

I can speak on this matter without any con-

flict of interest whatsoever. And beheve me
I am not too concerned about it.

I feel that those lucky members with On-
tario Hospitals and so on, where they are

asked to make recommendations from time

to time, must have a responsibility and a

problem that fortimately hasn't plagued me—

Mr. Stokes: Can't you share accommoda-
tion with the OPP?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —or my predecessor, the

former member for Brant, going back many
years.

Mr. Fenrier: Don't they have an LCBO
store there?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I think we do have a

transportation garage, and there is a small

research station down on Highway 3 that

they thought they were putting in Jim
Allan's ridingl However, I do want to talk

about the policy approach.

Mr. Ferrier: Haven't they got an LCBO
store over there?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: You don't build the

liquor stores do you?

Hon. Mr. Snow: No.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well I don't have to be

grateful to you then surely—although in Bur-

ford it's the finest building in town.

The minister made an important response
to a question — I believe it was a question
when we were discussing a bill some weeks

ago and some of the comments about the

headquarters for Hydro were in the air —
when he said: "In this ministry the specffi-

cations are put forward, the tenders are pub-
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licly called, they are opened in public at a

specific time and date so that anyone inter-

ested—taxpayers or tenderers can be present,

and this is the way we do business.'*

Certainly the way the minister described

it was commendable. The next question is:

What about other government agencies such

as Hydro, Ontario Housing, the Ontario In-

stitute for Studies in Education, the televi-

sion authority and so on? He said his re-

sponsibility does not extend into those agen-
cies.

If we are to assume that the way the min-

ister described his tendering procedures is

precisely the way it is done in all cases, then

I would certainly say that particular ap-

proach should be extended to every govern-
ment agency. In my opinion it must be a

cornerstone of the spending of public funds

in a democratic government that the speci-

fications are clearly understood, the tenders

are publicly called, they are opened publicly
and the lowest tender is accepted, except in

cases where there is good and sufficient rea-

son, given publicly, for that purpose.

I suppose the minister is sitting and say-

ing: "Oh, if you only knew the problems
that I and my staff experience when we sit

back in our quarters and examine what the

real world of construction and the awarding
of tenders is like."

I must admit that, having no public build-

ings of this type in my constituency, I have
never been called upon to give any advice—
vv'hether or not I would be—and for a few

years our party has not had the responsibility
of government. But maybe the minister and
his advisors, and some of his colleagues in

the ministry, get too caught up in what ap-

pear to be problems of red tape and pre-
vious commitments of a public and a private
nature that they ought to dismiss.

If there were very clear and well under-
stood procedures, that were applied not only
in the ministry but for every governmental
agency, including the Liquor Control Board,
it would not only save us a lot of money,
but it would also restore a lot of the confi-

dence that has been lost in recent months.

I also want to bring to your attention, Mr.

Chairman, two or three of the news releases

that come from the ministry, having to do
with the calling of tenders and the awarding
of contracts. They are fairly standard and I

don't intend to read them extensively. This

one is dated April 6, 1973, and refers to a
tender call for leaseback of an Ontario gov-
ernment consolidated office building. Thun-
der Bay.

As a matter of fact, we have got quite a

sheaf of them for Thunder Bay, but that is

another issue.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I just hope the hon. mem-
ber for Thunder Bay has received all of

them.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, all right, but-

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): They are

not in his riding.

Mr. Stokes: They are leasebacks.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: But the thing I want to

get some further information about is the

wording. In the second line: "The minister

announces today that tenders are being

called," Fine, that's okay. That is an okay
word—that is a good word. People say: "Oh,
tenders. They are doing it the right way."
To continue: "for a 30-year leaseback"; and
those are pretty well standard.

Even the governmental agencies tend to

lease for 30 years. The Ontario Institute on
Education pays $2 million a year for their

building. Ontario Hydro is going to pay ap-

proximately $6 million a year, or at least

that will be the revenue change.

But then we go on to the third paragraph
where it says: "The proposed plan suggests

a three-story building," etc. etc. I feel that

it must be difficult, even though the tenders

are publicly called and not invited the Min-

ister nods — if the tender is based just on

some kind of a letter of intent from the Min-

istry saying: "We have this property; you
can come and look at it, and you are going
to get it for a nominal figure"—which I pre-

sume is a dollar a year—"and we have this

standard leaseback procedure"—which people
are now getting quite familiar with, evi-

dently the construction people seem to like

that. But still, this is just a proposal for the

kind of building you want, and a suggestion
that maybe it should be three stories—that

sort of thing.

I can't see how you can, in fact, have

competitive tendering on that basis. When
you get the tenders back in, do you, in fact,

divide the square footage by the number of

dollars, and let it on that basis alone? The
answer is obviously no. Therefore, you are

going to say: "Well, I like the looks of this

building. He certainly caught what we had

in mind with this design. I like the mirrored

finish on the fourth floor. It looks to me like

the mosaic facing the sun—in this case it is

something we would not have thought of,

and isn't it a great concept."
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That is the sort of thing that seems to me
destroys the validity of what the minister

said in his very strong statement some weeks

ago about clear specifications, public tenders,

not just invited but publicly called, opened
publicly in a public place at a known time

and date. It seems to me, Mr. Chairman,
that the concepts the minister put forward

are excellent; but I don't see how they fit

in with the proposal method, which even in

this ministry they persist in using.

Mr. Chairman, I notice that you are look-

ing at your estimates there, but surely this

is a matter of policy. I don't want to pin it

down to a specific building. When I refer

to the one in Thunder Bay, it is simply as

an example of a sheaf of them that we get,

which all contain the same wording: "The

proposed plan suggests—". How can the min-
ister—

Hon. Mr. Snow: May I interject and ask

where this sheaf is that you are talking
about?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Sheaf? Well, I don't

know—

Hon. Mr. Snow: There have been two, I

believe.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: There is one in Thunder
Bay and one in North Bay — are those the

two?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Two in Thunder Bay.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Oh? Well I understand
that a building in North Bay, the district

oftice building for Transportation and Com-
munications—

Hon. Mr. Snow: That was some years ago.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It was 1972. That is last

year.

Mr. Good: It takes a while to get a sheaf

together.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That is last year.

But the point is that your news releases—

and your PR person has advised you they
are not press releases any more, so I guess
he is worth his salt—go to our critic and to

all of us. He is the one who saves them.
I don't read them that carefully, actually,

although I understand they are very impor-
tant and significant. I know they are not

going to refer to Brant, so why should I be
bothered reading them? I have a colleague
who examines them carefully and we have
been discussing it.

How can you, in fact, stand on that cor-

nerstone of the spending of public funds

based on clear specifications, public tenders

and award to the lowest bid — unless good
and sufificient reason is given—how can you
stand on that completely defensible comer-
stonet when you are going to stick with this

prcposal stuff? You sound like Ontario Hydro
to me.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, I haven't

got one with me but I would be glad, per-

haps after the supper hour, to bring a copy
of the proposal document or the tender spe-
cification document for the Thunder Bay
building which he has referred to, which
will show the hon. member the detail we
give to the bidder who will be bidding on
this project.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: So it can be construed

as a truly specified building?

Hon. Mr. Snow: In answer to the inter-

jection, not to the detail that you would

specify in a construction contract.

We specify the size of the building. We
show the lot. We give the soil test informa-

tion. We give a suggested plot plan showing
the parking lot, the building layout, the

driveways, the sidewalks, the landscaping
and so on. We indicate the different minis-

tries which are going into the building, the

size they require. We do a schematic draw-

ing, a suggested schematic drawing of the

building.

We leave the rest of the detail to the con-

tractor bidding, because this leaves it open
for a contractor to use his particular exper-
tise or the particular expertise of his subcon-

tractors or particular suppliers which may
be in the area.

One contractor might be very expert in

building reinforced concrete buildings and
have the scaffolding, the forms, the crane

and all the things that go together for a re-

inforced concrete building. He may have
that so he might be able to make a better^

more economical bid by using that particu-
lar expertise and the equipment he has at

his disposal.

Another contractor might want to use a

structural steel frame. Maybe he is an old

steel man from away back. Certain others

would tend to use precast concrete where
others may use steel.

Now these particular aspects of the thing
are very easy for my staff to assess for com-

patibihty. When a building is finished, wheth-
er it is built with a reinforced concrete frame,
a precast frame or structural steel frame, I
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defy most of the members of the Legislature
to know the difference after the building is

finished.

This system supplies almost the equiva-
lent end product and leaves some leeway
for the expertise of the particular bidder to

be used.

The tenders are called on these projects

publicly. The Thunder Bay building was

called for about April 1, as I recall. What
were the dates you had on that?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Your announcement was
October 18.

Hon. Mr. Snow: That was the court house,

I guess.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes, it was the court

house. It was on Feb. 1 when you announced

that the company in Burlington had the job.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Right! The tenders for the

consolidated office building were called, I

think, about April 1 and are closing at the

end of May—on May 31 I believe it is. We
gave two months for the bidders to prepare
and submit their bids.

Their tenders will close here and they will

be opened at the tenders secretary's room
over in the Macdonald Block. Anyone who
wishes to be there to see them opened can

do so. There is still some degree of final sub-

jective decision that has to be made. If two

come in at the same price, one is a steel

frame, one is a concrete frame, one is one

kind of brick facing and the other is some
other kind of facing, there are certain things
to take into consideration, but those are rela-

tively minor.

Now there is another way we can do this.

We can, on these leaseback proposals, go
ahead and hire the architect and do the

complete drawings, just as if we were going
to call tenders for it to be built, but we
would hire the architect and so on. Then we
could put those plans out as part of our

package and ask the bidders to bid on build-

ing on those plans and on leasing it to us on
the leaseback.

On some buildings that may be a little

more specialized we may use that procedure,
but it's not really necessary for a typical office

type building. The other way gives the bidder

the chance to work with architects and engi-
neers that he is used to working with, because

he picks his own team, his own architects

and his engineers.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: If you would just allow

one more question, Mr. Chairman: Would the

minister agree vvdth me that this procedure,
which must be kept as tight as it possibly
can in my opinion, should be applied to all

government agencies, and would he inform the

House as to whether or not he is using his

undoubted influence to see this policy is

extended?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Thanks for the sugges-
tion of all the great influence that I may have.

I would say that 1 think this is the right

policy and the right way of doing it. It has

not been the policy of the government in the

past for my ministry to look after the property

acquisitions for some of the government

agencies, but if that was the government's
decision then my ministry would be available

to apply the same procedures to their require-

ments as we do to the requirements that we
are responsible for.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): May I

ask, Mr. Chairman, whether the leaseback

arrangements for the Ministry of Transporta-
tion and Communications office in Thunder

Bay and the Ministry of Transportation and
Communications office in North Bay—which

is, if I recall, "project approved" in the esti-

mates you have—are those leaseback arrange-
ments with the same company?

Hon. Mr. Snow: First of all, may I say
that there are no such arrangements as the

member is talking about. The Transportation
and Communications building in Thunder Bay
was tendered, designed and contracted under

a general contract. The building in North Bay
was advertised and tendered on and built

on a leaseback by two separate firms. They
are two completely diff^erent firms.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, I understand. Who owned
the land in each case?

Hon. Mr. Snow: We owned the land in

both cases.

Mr. Lewis: You owned the land?

Mr. Foulds: In Thunder Bay, the consoli-

dated government services building is also on

a leaseback arrangement, is that not right?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Yes. We have been dis-

cussing it for the past hour, if you had been

here.

Mr. Foulds: I am aware of that, I have

been listening to it on the blower down-
stairs.

Why did you use the leaseback arrange-
ment so extensively in the Thunder Bay
area? Was that because you owned the land
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for the court house and the consolidated

government services building?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I would not say we have

used it extensively. This is twice, two build-

ings.

Mr. Foulds: Three times; three times, Mr.

Ministerl

No; the minister is right! Twice.

He didn't use it for the Transportation and
Communications building that is just com-

pleted? Twice in that complex? Why did the

minister use it in these instances?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I don't know there is any
real reason why, but I must point out it is

only twice. The T and C building is a con-

tiact building, and we are building a build-

ing at the airport for Natural Resources

which is a contract building. We just built

a building out north of the city or south of

the city, whichever way it is, for Correc-

tional Services. That was a contract.

Mr. Foulds: Is that not completed?

Hon. Mr. Snow: One is just completed
now; dormitories or something—I just forget

exactly what it was.

But it just so happens two buildings, the

court house and the consolidated oflBce build-

ing in Thunder Bay, are being built at this

time.

We are proposing to build leaseback of-

fice buildings, probably in Sudbury, prob-
ably in Windsor, probably in Ottawa. We
will probably build a leaseback court house
this year in Kitchener.

There are no specific reasons. We have
certain money in our capital programme and
can do a certain amount of work out of our

capital budget.

There are other areas, for instance in

Thunder Bay, where we have oflBces in 25
or 30 diflFerent buildings around the city. It

is very difficult for the general public to

knew where to go to deal with a govern-
ment office, especially since my colleague the

Minister of Natural Resources (Mr. Bemier),
has offices in about three or four different

buildings in the one city.

Mr. Foulds: Just two—just two.

Hon. Mr. Snow: No; the old mines office,

I know of two anyway. I thought there were
more.

In any case, we are putting these together
into one office, leasing it and the other leases

will be cancelled out or terminated. I am

not saying it won't cost us a little more

money, to have all these offices in proper
accommodation in a new building, than we
are paying on the existing leases; but the

existing leases, of course, will offset the cost

to some degree.

If we leave the people in the existing

leases, many of them are overcrowded. We
are going to have to get more space, or frag-

ment them further by putting some of their

offices in another building some place. It is

much better for us to do this now and bring
them together. Then when the general pub-
lic has reason to deal with the government
of Ontario, with few exceptions all the offices

v/ill be within the one complex.

Mr. Foulds: I don't want to get into the

controversy, as we did last year, about the

location of the site; but why did the minister

not make available the soil tests that he did

on three sites, I believe in Thunder Bay, to

city council?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I really didn't feel — it

would only add fuel to a fire which was al-

ready well ignited. There was really no rea-

son to do it.

Mr. Foulds: If I may prnrsue that for a

minute then. Is the minister admitting in

that phrase that in fact the soil tests at the

Balmoral St. site would not have cost the

minister, what was it, half a million dollars

tliat was bandied about in the press at that

time? Is the minister saying the soil tests in

fact proved as sound as the property that

he owns?

I can understand the final decision that

the minister owned the property and finally

decided to build on it, but I can't under-

stand the curtain of secrecy about the soil

tests. That could have been valuable to other

groups in the city, particularly that Arts

complex group who were projecting a pos-

sible building on that site. If we had gone
to the expense of conducting the tests and

the taxpayers of the province paid for that,

surely we should make that available to the

people of the province.

Hon. Mr. Snow: No; the tests, of course,

showed pretty well what we knew was there

is the first place—straight muskeg, very deep.
But the land is buildable. I think at a cer-

tain depth you do his rock; but certainly

there are a great many more problems on

that site than on the other sites we looked at.

Mr. Foulds: Haven't you just contradicted

yourself? If in fact the tests showed what

you suspected, your case would have been
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made more solidly and you would not have

added fuel to the fire. You would have in

fact dampened the fire.

Hon. Mr. Snow: That may or may not

have been, but it would have got into a

much more technical argument, as well as

a political argument.

Mr. Foulds: Well, perhaps the technical

facts which support your case, Mr. Minister,

with due respect, would have been much
more to the point than the pohtical and emo-

tional argument that took place.

Hon. Mr. Snow: In any case, Mr. Chair-

man, the decision was made not to divulge
the soil tests which we had paid for at this

time. It is really not our policy to buy soil

tests all over the country and give them

away to other people. But on the other hand
I did tell the council of Thunder Bay that

this information will be made available to

them at a later date.

Mr. Foulds: Have you made that infor-

mation available to them yet?

Hon. Mr. Snow: No.

Mr. Foulds: At what time will you do so?

Hon. Mr. Snow: All in the fullness of time.

Mr. Foulds: All in the fullness of time!

Will you make that information available to

them, say before the Thunder Bay Arts Com-
plex Inc., which is a non-profit organization,

proceeds with their plans for a possible

building on that site?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I will be prepared to

consider that, but I have no idea when they
are going to go ahead with their plans.

Mr. Foidds: Wouldn't you find it in ac-

cordance with the stated aims of the Treas-

urer (Mr. White), that if the taxpayer is pay-

ing and you can relieve some expense to the

municipality, it would be valuable for the

municipality to have tests that are conducted

by your government?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why not?

Mr. Foulds: I mean that's not giving some-

thing away. It's not something tight and
secret that you should hold. If we are in

fact going to make government available

and open—which is presumably the aim and

object of the Thunder Bay government serv-

ices complex—surely this would tie in with
that aim? Don't you find your present be-
haviour inconsistent?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I told the hon. member
this will be made available to the city. I am
not going to make it available to private

developers or someone else-

Mr. Foulds: Of course not.

Hon. Mr. Snow: —but I will make it avail-

able to the city. I told him that and I will

do it.

Mr. Foulds: I appreciate that. But the city

council has written you on two occasions

asking that those soil tests be made avail-

able, and you have refused on two occa-

sions. Are you telling me that if they write

again, you will respond positively?

Mr. Stokes: They have to beg, do they?

Mr. MacDonald: The minister doesn't

want to confuse the public discussion with

any facts. Is that his objection?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I told them the last time

I wrote to the city—and I have not had any

request from them for at least the last six

or eight months I would think—but the last

correspondence I had with them was that

at a later date the information would be

made available to them.

Mr. Deans: When?

Mr. Foulds: Let me put one last question

to the minister. If either a non-profit organi-

zation—not a developer, I appreciate and

grant you that point—but a non-profit organi-

zation—such as Thunder Bay Arts Complex
Inc.—or the city itself, for some public de-

velopment wanted those soil tests, would the

minister make them available? And at what

date; upon receipt of the request?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I will make them avail-

able to the city of Thunder Bay at a latei

date.

Mr. Deans: When?

Mr. Laughren: When?

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor-

Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Mr. Chairman, I wanted to ask the minister

the policy of the government in relation to

the handicapped and making provincial pub-
lic buildings more accessible to those who
don't have the facihties to get around as

easily as we do, and quite often must be

using wheel chairs. Are you providing ramps
in all of your new buildings to accommodate
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individuals who have that type of a physical

handicap?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Yes, Mr. Chairman, we
are.

Mr. B. Newman: Has the government a

policy or a projected plan to provide ramps
and other facilities to enable the handicap-
ped to enter other provincial pubhc build-

ings? And how long will it be before the

government engages upon a programme to

make pubhc buildings more accessible to

those with handicaps?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Well, Mr. Chairman, I

know we are doing this wherever possible.
I can't say to the hon. member that we will

have every building that is occupied by a

provincial government oflBce in Ontario
available to someone with a wheel chair by
any specific date, but I know it is our i>olicy
with our new buildings to have areas with-
out steps where people can get in.

Mr. B. Newman: Wheel chairs can't get
into this building.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Well, this building, I

have to point out to you, was built in 1892.

Mr. B. Newman: That still doesn't prevent
you from building ramps so they can use one
of the entrances.

Hon. Mr. Snow: It's not very diflBcuIt to

gel into this building from the Wellesley
Street entrance, and there have been ramps
constructed within this building to get from
the north wing to the main floor.

Mr. Foulds: They are for the mail carts.

Mr. Good: Will a mail cart ramp take a
wheel chair? I don't think it will. Have you
ever used a wheel chair? That ramp doesn't
look adequate for a wheel chair.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, the min-
ister would hesitate to use a wheel chair on
the ramps leading from the main floor going
into the members' oflBces; you'd hesitate to
use that ramp to push up a patient or an
individual on a wheel chair.

Mr. Foulds: I wouldn't use that ramp to

go into the members' offices.

Mr. B. Newman: The grade there is by
far too great to be of much use to the indi-
vidual. It's better than using stairs, but you
certainly don't call that accommodating the

handicapped at all.

At the front entrance, you certainly could

acconmiodate the handicapped. I don't think
it would be that complicated. But I am not
interested in this building so much as other

buildings throughout the province.

We, as a select conmiittee looking into

the utilization of educational facihties, found
that the public, especially those who are

handicapped, are really at a disadvantage
when it comes to making full use of certain

e<lucational facilities.

I know the minister will say it may not
be his responsibility. But there are sufficient

provincial public buildings or other build-

ings imder your ministry that should have
this taken care of, and I don't think that you
should be doing it overnight, by any stretch

of the imagination. I think it should be a

planned programme so that within a number
of years you wfll have been able to reach

your objective. And I hope that in another

year, the minister, when he does come into

the House, can say, well, by 1975 or so, or

1976, we will have most of the more fre-

quently used buildings ready to acconmio-
date the handicapped.

Now I wanted to ask of the minister if

his department has received any request
from the Ministry of Industry and Tourism
for the enlargement of tourist reception cen-

tres at points of entry into Ontario. Rather
than the centres being only centres in which

you could get tour information, they would
sell Ontario — sort of little mini-marts, or

mini-display centres, for Ontario's products
of farm and field, in addition to industry.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Oh, yes, Mr. Chairman,
my colleague, the Minister of Industry and
Tourism (Mr. Bennett) and I have recently
had discussions regarding the possibihty of

developing a distinctive new design for In-

dustry and Tourism buildings at the points
of entry. Now, I know the one in Winior. I

have visited it and seen it a couple of times.

But I can't say from my own personal knowl-

edge that I am familiar with the ones we've
built. We've just finished one this year in

eastern Ontario.

Mr. B. Newman: You have two good ones
in the city.

Hon. Mr. Snow: But in any case, we are

looking now at coming up with a design. We
don't want something that is overly expensive
or elaborate. We want something that is dis-

tinctive, as the minister described it to me.

Something we could use as a standard, so

that the one as Sault Ste. Marie—or at the
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Blue Water Bridge at Samia or the one in

Windsor or Cornwall or wherever it might be

at these points of entry, would have the same

type of building, something that would stand

out distinctively and be recognized. You could

have them on the borders for people coming
in from Manitoba and Quebec and so on.

We are working on this. We have not as

yet selected an architect. We have discussed

it and suggested that we come forward with

some arcfctectural firm which we feel could

design something like this, and have them

prepare some possible sketches for us to con-

sider. This is what we would like to do.

Mr. B. Newman: I'm glad to hear the

minister make those comments. We certainly

are missing a golden opportunity to promote
the province if, when we do have a tourist

reception centre, we don't make full use of it

by maybe some—I shouldn't say minor altera-

tion or minor addition, because I don't think

you could do justice to the Province of On-
tario by something that is very minor.

Another question I wanted to ask of the

minister, and I'm sorry I wasn't in when he

mentioned the proposed provincial public

building in the city of Windsor. Have the

properties on which the tourist reception
centre is now been sold to the city of Wind-
sor in exchange for the properties on which

you propose to erect the new provincial public

building? I refer to the properties immediately
north of the tourist reception centre on the

comer of Windsor Ave. and Park St.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I can't tell the hon. mem-
ber for sure whether or not the actual deeds

are registered. But certainly the deal is

made. I think it possibly must be completed

by now.

We have entered into an agreement with

the city of Windsor—I was down there twice

or three times last summer—wherdby we are

transferring to the city of Windsor all of the

site where the tourist centre is, with the

exception of that one end used by the tourist

centre. The balance of the site where we had

planned our provincial government building,
which the city leased from us for $1 a year
to make into a park, is now going to stay a

park.

The other site, I think it is known as re-

development block 6 in the city of Windsor,
was totally owned by the city, at least in

partnership with the provincial and federal

governments. We are obtaining a title to that

full block with the exception of the little

supermarket on it.

Mr. B. Newman: Is there no intention of

the ministry to take that supermarket?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Not at this time. We have

ample space. It's a larger site than we need,

really. But we did take the two sites and

compare them. The site we are getting is

larger than the site we are giving up, so we
took a price that had been established by the

city's appraisers on a per sq ft basis and paid
that price for the number of sq ft in excess

of the trade-off. I think it came to a differ-

ence of $121,000 or something like that,

which we paid to the city to get the larger

site. We do have a larger site and it will be

less costly to construct on probably.

Mr. B. Newman: Have any plans been

drawn at all for the construction of the

building? What is the state of the pro-

gramme?

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, they have not. We
have some internal sketches of some kind.

We have talked to the city of Windsor. It

did give some indication, when I was down
there last summer, that it was a little short

of space.

We suggested to the city of Windsor—I

know the city hall is built to take additional

stories but the city does not want to put
additional stories on unless it puts four on

at a time—I suggested that if the city was

short of space and wanted to take a floor in

our building we could accommodate the city,

so that when it built its building, we would
have that space for future expansion.

The city has notified us that through some
other arrangements—I forget the details—it

has enough accommodation now and doesn't

need it. We've just been checking some of

these things out. We do hope to be ready
to call for tenders on that building, I think,

in midsummer.

Mr. B. Newman: How big a building will

it be?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Probably; I am just guess-

ing now, because we haven't finalized our

definite requirements, but something in the

neighbourhood of 100,000 to 120,000 square
ft.

Mr. B. Newman: How many floors?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Ten or 12.

Mr. B. Newman: I beg your pardon?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Ten or 12.

Mr. B. Nevraian: Ten or 12! That's a sub-

stantial building.
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I wanted to ask the minister if this is

going to be put up on a proposal tender

basis too? Have sketch plans been already

drawn, and are these sketch plans being
drawn by your own ministry, or are they

being drawn elsewhere?

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, I think I told the

member we have gone through this proposal

arrangement on about four of them now. We
will be drawing sketch plans within the min-

istry.

Mr. B. Newman: You can bypass this if

you want, Mr. Minister.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Just a sketch, single-line

drawings type of thing, which will show the

allotment of space, how much space each

ministry needs, suggested size of the build-

ing, suggested height, suggested plot plan,

suggested elevation; and this will be drawn

by our own staff architects. Then that in-

formation, complete with a whole book of

specifications, is given out to all the bidders

who wish to bid on this at a public tender

call.

Mr. B. Newman: Thank you, Mr. Minister,
for providing that information.

I wanted to ask two other questions, Mr.

Chairman, if I may.
Is the minister fully aware of the concern

of the teachers in the community to have
the piece of property on Mill st. made into

a museum project? I wanted to ask of the

minister where does that lie now? It appar-
ently has been pushed from pillar to post,
from your ministry to the Ministry of Reve-

nue, from the Ministry of Revenue to the

Ministry of Colleges and Universities, and
so forth.

It seems to be in a limbo stage right now.
The teachers are very concerned that in

pushing this project from one ministry to a

second, to a third, they may eventually lose

out and not have that extremely worth-while

project come to reality.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, this par-
ticular piece of property, as the member well

knows, is a former teachers* college. It was
declared surplus by the Ministry of Educa-
tion and turned over to my ministry for dis-

posal a few years ago. It was then made
available to the city of Windsor to use as

a temporary library for a number of years.
It is no longer required for that. It was
then turned back to us, I think about a year
ago. I personally looked at the property,
when I was in Windsor last summer, and
suggested to the mayor and members of the

planning and mimicipal staff that it would
make an ideal location for senior citizens'

housing because of the apartments in the

area.

The mayor and staff at that time seemed

quite in agreement with this. They thought
it would be an ideal site. Although they had
made some suggestions previously that they
would like to get it back for $1 type of deal,

when I suggested we think about it for sen-

ior citizens housing they said; "If you are

going to use it for senior citizens housing,
that is fine with us."

So at that time we contacted the Ontario

Housing Corp. and told them about the

prc'perty. They looked at it and agreed that

it was, I understand, an ideal site for a

senior citizens* building, and the property
has been sold.

Mr. B. Newman: Did you sell the prop-
erty?

Hon. Mr. Snow: We sold the property to

Ontario Housing Corp. as approved by an
order-in-oouncil about two or three months

ago. I haven't checked to see if the deed is

actually registered, but I would assume that

it is. So we sold it to Ontario Housing Corp.
to use as a senior citizen housing site.

Mr. B. Newman: Thank you, Mr. Minister.

Actually, it is out of your hands now and it

is in the hands of the Ministry of Revenue,
if it is in any hands, it is either there or the

Ministry of Colleges and Universities.

The teachers are extremely concerned that

they are going to miss this opportimity. I

think all of Essex county and the students in

Essex county would miss a chance to see just

exactly what a school of their grandparents' day
looked like. I hope that governments don't

shuflBe this aroimd so this worthy project
doesn't eventually come to fruition.

Now the last question I wanted to ask of

the minister is if he has any policy concern-

ing the purchase of lakeshore properties now
that we have had the flooding situation in

the Essex coimty area. Is the ministry con-

sidering purchasing for park purposes or

other purposes, or just to hold for the future,

properties that have had a substantial amount
of flooding and that will no longer, or could

no longer really be used for construction of

any type of accommodation or any type of

buildings.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, we would

only purchase such properties if requested to

do so by the Ministry of Natural Resources

or some other ministry. We don't purchase
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property of that type for our own portfolio
of property, but we do purchase all the

property for park purposes for my colleague
the Minister of Natural Resources. If his

ministry requested certain properties like that,

we would then move in and do the purchas-

ing for them.

Mr. Newman: Thank you Mr. Minister.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 801?

Mr. Ferrier: Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Cochrane South.

Mr. Ferrier: I wonder if the minister could

give me a breakdown on the Timmins project
that was referred to a little earlier. About a

year ago you mentioned you were going to

build. You were going to have your oflBcials

go up and see if you could work out an

arrangement where somebody would build an

office building and would rent it back to the

government for the various departments

throughout the community.
I know there has been some work done on

it, but it is about a year now, and I don't

know where it stands. I keep getting inquiries
from one constituent and another as to what

progress has been made, and I should appre-
ciate it if the minister could give me a

progress report as to where it now stands.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, I would

just like to inform the hon. member we have

been having a problem in attempting to get
a site in the city of Timmins. The hon. mem-
ber for Thunder Bay suggested there was
lots of land in the north, but we have been

having a great problem trying to find a piece
of land in Timmins. I was up there myself
with my deputy minister and several mem-
bers of the staff.

Mr. Stokes: It is the largest community in

North America and you are having difficulty

finding land?

Hon. Mr. Snow: On one occasion, along
with Mayor Del Villano and other people in

the city, we looked at numerous sites. We
had our staff go back and reassess each one
and find out about zoning and about serv-

ices, and whether it was available or not, and
if so what the cost was. Right now I hope
we have the problem settled.

I talked to the chairman of the board of

education a couple of weeks ago—we have
been negotiating with the board to buy a

piece of surplus land they have. They had

a meeting last week and I believe it is next

Tuesday that a representative of my ministry
is to go up to Timmins to see them. I think

we are coming pretty close to some kind of

arrangement.

Mr. MacDonald: You were hunting for new
bear hats, I bet.

Mr. Ferrier: Mr. Chairman, could I ask

the minister, have you changed your original

concept then? Since you have had all the

difficulty in getting a private owner to go
ahead and build the building on a suitable

site, are you now going to build it as a govern-
ment building?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, I sort of

forgot. A year ago, I think, when we dis-

cussed this, we were talking about having
a private individual build a building on his

own land and just lease it to us. When I got
into the situation myself, I got more familiar

with it.

We have changed our policy or approach
and we are now looking to buy our own site

and have a building built on our own site,

probably on a leaseback basis. But at least at

the end of the lease we will own the building
rather than not own it. We buy this land

from the board of education, if we are able

to get it, then we will proceed to have a

building built on that site.

Mr. Ferrier: I would just like to ask one

further question. Have you any target date

as to when you would like to have this built?

And once it is built, are you in a position to

renegotiate most of the leases so that they can

be cancelled and various government bodies

can be moved into the building without a

loss or penalty on the leases?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I believe in most cases

we have just been renewing any leases we
have on a short term basis, with the thought

in mind that we would have this new build-

ing. If we ever get this land and get going,

I would say by the fall of 1974 we should

be able to have the building up.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Thunder

Bay.

Hon. Mr. Snow: So that all depends. A
year has gone by since we started trying.

We have changed our approach. We have

had trouble getting a site, but if we get the

site in the near future, we can call bids this

summer. We should have no trouble having
the building ready by a little over a year
from now.
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Mr. Chairman: The member for York
South.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Chairman, I want to

ask the minister whether the government is

giving any consideration to moving towards
centralized purchasing of advertising through
a government agency rather than through
advertising agencies.

By way of a brief background, I under-
stand this new approach is emerging to a

greater extent in the industry, particularly
in government circles, and a number of gov-
ernments are considering it. The Manitoba

government has established what is known
as the Advertising Audit Office. This, in ef-

fect, draws up mini-budgets with all of the

various government departments, and han-
dle? the advertising in the same way that an

agency does.

It saves the 15 per cent commission,

though the associate deputy minister. Ken
Goldstein, points out that the 15 per cent

is the smaller part of the savings. Govern-
ment advertisers will still have to pay for

creative work done by agencies and perhaps
for media planning, and this vdll take away
some of the 15 per cent commission refund.

The larger part of the saving, he notes, will

come from getting full discounts on every-

thing—volume and quick payments. There is

no way an agency can negotiate on behalf
of a government for this better than an oflB-

cial of the government can do it himself.

So my question to the minister is, is this

government giving any consideration to this

kind of an approach for the savings that will

be involved in it?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Not really, as far as my
ministry is concerned, Mr. Chairman.

I think there was some discussion in the
COGP recommendations. Don't ask me
which one, but I think in one of the areas

there was a suggestion that some considera-

tion be given to setting up a common pur-
chasing area within my ministry for media
purchasing and also possibly travel purchas-
ing. This has not been assigned to us by
Management Board as of this date.

It is an area that could be set up, and
Management Board more appropriately has
been dealing with it to date—investigating
the possibilities in order that they could rec-

ommend on the advisability of establishing
this. As yet we have not received it.

In referring to Manitoba, I would hke to

say to the hon. member tliat we don't al-

ways agree with the government in Mani-
toba, on several different things, and not

necessarily on this.

Mr. MacDonald: The only time you seem
to agree is when they make a mistake. Then
you pick it up and repeat it. When they do

good things you ignore it.

Just as an aside, would a decision on an
issue like this, or a recommendation like

this from the COGP, be made in the first

instance by Management Board and directed

to you to proceed? I am interested that the

minister should have zeroed in immediately
oil that. The relevant paragraph in the

COGP reads as follows:

"A media purchasing inventory function be
established in the Ministry of Government
Services, and advertising space and time pur-

chasing orders be standardized throughout
the government with"—

An hon. member: Is that the right docu-
ment?

Mr. MacDonald: —"with client headings
reading: 'For Province of Ontario', a sub-

heading identifying the ministry, and provi-
sion for indicating discount rates".

The reason I am a bit curious about that

recommendation is that I had the impres-

sion, perhaps erroneously, in listening to

estimates, for years in the House, that we
had moved away from the balkanized de-

partmental approach to handling of adver-

tising, that there had been moves towards

greater centralization. Indeed my recollec-

tion was that at some point it was con-

tended, though it never really became fully

operative, that one ministry was handling
the advertising on behalf of all departments
of the government.

Now to what extent that was achieved is

perhaps the pertinent question. But obvious-

ly in light of what the COGP came up with

arid its specific recommendation, the achieve-

ment was rather inadequate. Therefore, it

seems to me the obligation is on the govern-
ment—this ministry, Management Board, or

whoever in the first instance — to come to

grips with what they claim they were doing
— in the view of the COGFs report they
weren't doing it adequately—and do some-

thing about it. Particularly when you have

other governments that are moving in this

area.

I hope, if I may tie it in with an earlier

comment of mine, that the minister won't

be as hung up on this as he is on contracts;

that he won't regard the continued patronage
of the advertising agency in the same way
as he regards the continued letting of pri-

vate contracts — namely the use of public

money as seed money for developing friendly
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relationships and all that flow from those as

far as the government party is concerned.

Hon. iMr. Snow: Well, I'm very happy the

hon. member didn't disappoint me by for-

getting to bring up his last point, because
I could see it coming for the last several

minutes.

To my knowledge, Mr. Chairman, the only
move we have made regarding that recom-
mendation is through our visual identity

programme in trying to assist all ministries

in their normal advertising on hearings, ad-

vertising for tender calls, notices of all types
—to try to use a similar Province of Ontario

format. As the minister being assigned the

responsibility for the visual identity pro-

gramme, we have been trying to do that.

But we have not yet, by cabinet or by Man-

agement Board, been assigned the respon-

sibiilty for either the media purchase or the

travel purchase. I am told that travel pur-
chase creates quite a problem because—and
this doesn't sound right to me—the airlines

will not give discount to the government. If

we set up our own travel agency people to

look after all bookings within the govern-
ment, we would pay the full rate, say to Air

Canada or to CPA, because we are classified

as the customer, as the user. Whereas, if the

travel agent sets up business and sells you
or me or anyone else a ticket, they get their

10 per cent, or 15 per cent or whatever it is.

Mr. MacDonald: Have you ever tried to

negotiate that point?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I have not personally,
but I have been told that this is it. That
other people have made this approach and
have been told: "Sorry no dice. You are not

going to cut the travel agents out."

Mr. MacDonald: Well, Mr. Goldstein, as

the associate deputy minister, interestingly
commented on something of a comparable
kind of rumour, and he was laying it to rest

in this Globe and Mail story of February 14
of this year. I quote:

Mr. Goldstein expects no trouble with
the mass media with regard to accepting

advertising from the new service and al-

lowing it to take advantage of the 15 per
cent commission accorded advertising

agencies.

It seems to me that if the government wants
to be a bit tough about this, if their will

and determination is really back of any
move in this direction, that you have a

pretty powerful weapon in terms of the
amount of service. In fact, it becomes part

of the whole volume concept. If you are pro-

viding volume you get a discount.

However, let me come back to the com-
ments of the minister. There is obviously
some advantage, though I have a suspicion
it is rather trivial, in having common letter-

heads and subheads. This is all part and

parcel of the modem obsession with logos
and identifications. The Conservative Party
runs every election now on a specific logo.

They are either sliding down a hockey stick

or something else in each election campaign.

Hon. Mr. Snow: It works, it works quite
well.

Mr. Paterson: The sliding part does.

Mr. MacDonald: It works well. It cer-

tainly works well for the advertising. But my
question of the minister is this: Is there any
centralized control of handling and planning,

advertising in the government at this point,

particularly since the COGP in efi^ect makes
a recommendation that suggests that if it

exists, it is pretty minimal and ineffectual.

Hon. Mr. Snow: There is none existing, to

my knowledge, Mr. Chairman.

Now my ministry does very little, if any,

advertising. The type of advertising we do is

mostly with the Daily Commercial News or

local newspapers, advertising tenders for con-

tracts. We don't do any display advertising
or anything of that type. I am sure a person
within by own ministry handles all that ad-

vertising direct.

Mr. MacDonald: I have only a brief con-

cluding comment, and it is almost in the

nature of a question of privilege.

We have been repeatedly deceived down

through the years. We have been told by
various ministries in this government in the

last 10 or 15 years, that you were moving
towards centralized control and direction in

the handling of advertising. And now we have
the COGP, with the minister backing it up,

saying in effect that it was all a bit of a

public facade; that there is none and that

you are awaiting the Management Board's

clearance and green light for moving, for

implementing the COGP recommendation.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I would like to point out,

Mr. Chairman, I didn't say that there was
not. I said as far as my ministry was con-

cerned we were not the centralized body for

doing this, and to my personal knowledge, as

we don't deal in advertising, I have not run
into any centralizing of it. But as I also said.
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COGP did make this recommendation, and it

lies with Management Board to decide wheth-
er or not it should be carried forward, as the

hon. member knows.

We have carried forward with a great many
of coop's recommendations, but not neces-

sarily all of them.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 801. The member for

Yorkview.

Mr. Young: Mr. Chairman, I would like to

ask the minister whether any consideration

has been given to the matter of the Prov-

ince of Ontario setting up its own printing
estabhshment to handle the hard core of

printing that goes on year after year in this

province.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Hard core?

Mr. Young: I am not thinking in terms of

the election lists or little bits and pieces of

things that have to be done, but a province
like this can determine that in any given

year, or any given decade, that it is going
to have an average of say, $1 million, $2

million, or $5 million worth of printing within

the government itself. So it would seem that

it just makes good sense for the government
to have its own plant where it can control

the situation and control costs. And if it

needs a little extra nm, the type is held for

a while so that extra run can be made with-

out too much difficulty and without having to

let another contract.

All these things would, I think, facilitate

the work of the government, and certainly
cut down on the costs of the printing.

As I said before, I am not thinking of the

extra bits and pieces that have to be done.

But every year there certainly is an on-going
volume of printing which could be handled

in this way. Then you would not have to be

thinking in terms of handing out little con-

tracts all over the province from time to time

to keep this and that person, or this or that

political hack satisfied with the contract.

I wonder, Mr. Minister, whether you want
to make a comment on whether or not you
have been exploring this possibility at all.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, I don't

know where the hon. member has been this

last while. Next time you go across through
the tunnel, when you arrive in the Whitney
Building in the basement level—whether you
turn right or left or wherever you go—that is

the central duplicating service. Now if you go
in there you will find a considerable staff—

I can't tell you how many. But I was there, I

had a complete tour of it a couple of weeks

ago, and we have a great deal of machinery
in there for typesetting, for printing, and for

binding. And a great deal of our printing is

done right there in that location.

We also have the former Ministry of Edu-

cation printing shop over on Breadalbane St.

which is now, since we have carried out alter-

ations, being moved and centralized with the

other one in the basement of the Whitney
Block.

Mr. Young: In what proportion?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I can't tell you exactly
what proportion because we, as the Ministry
of Government Services, the Queen's Printer,

don't do all the printing by any means. We
do a great deal of it; we do the letterheads

and this type of thing, but a great deal of

the printing contracts are let direct by the

ministries without coming through the cen-

tralized purchasing.

But the setup there is busy all the time.

Beyond that we contract out to the printers

throughout the province.

Mr. Young: Mr. Chairman, that's my whole

point.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. It's six o'clock.

WiU there be further discussion?

Mr. MacDonald: Yes, in fact there is a

footnote to this which interests us in this

House very much.

It being 6 o'clock p.m., the House took

recess.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Eglinton.

Mr. L. M. Reilly (Eglinton): Mr. Chairman,
before proceeding with the estimates, I know
that you and the other members of the

House would like to welcome oflBcers and
members of the Eglinton Provincial Progres-
sive Conservative Associations in the west

gallery; some are in the Speaker's gallery.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF
GOVERNMENT SERVICES

(continued)

On vote 801:

Mr. Chairman: Considering vote 801, is

there any further discussion on this?

The member for Yorkview.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Yes, Mr. Chair-

man, as the hour of 6 o'clock arrived I was

questioning the minister with respect to the

printing services in the ministry. I asked him
what proportion of the printing handled by
his department was actually done by the

centres which he mentioned.

I notice in the report on page 11, where
he calls attention to a total $1,188,000 worth
of sales:

With two exceptions, the management of

the copy centres for short-run copy needs
was transferred to operating departments
in accordance with the recommendation of

the Committee on Government Productivity.
The common procedures were published

governing the establishment and operation
of the three units.

Evidently what they did was the $1,188,000
worth of business—that's on page 11. Then he

goes on to say:

The value of print purchasing handled on
behalf of the department amounted to

$6,564 million, reflecting a modest increase

over last year.

I gather from this, Mr. Chairman, that a

total of about $7.7 million was handled, out

Thursday, May 17, 1973

of which $1,188 million was done within the

department itself. So that would look as if

it's about one-seventh of the total that was
handled there. I wonder if that is an accurate

reflection?

If it is, then of course the amount of print-

ing which is actually handled comes a long

way from the hard core amount which I

would think could be handled by a govern-
ment printing agency. It would almost seem
that the present facilities could very well be

expanded considerably, in order to handle the

bulk of that amount which is outlined on

page 11. Of course at certain times there is a

great deal more than that to be done. But
this evidently is the hard core of what his

department has handled.

In addition to that, I would think there is

a very great deal of printing handled by in-

dividual departments throughout the govern-
ment which might well be brought under the

general umbrella of a printing establishment

such as the one I was suggesting earlier in

the day.

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government

Services): Mr. Chairman, our amount of

printing—I guess both internally and externally
—has been increasing every year, and it would
be normal that it would. I believe this $1,188

million, or almost $1.2 million, is the accurate

figure of the work that we did in our in-house

shop for the year covered. I understand our

amount for the year just completed, which is

not reported on yet, is something in the

neighbourhood of $1.5 million or maybe a

little more. So our volume of in-house work
is coming up.

But of course, for one thing we don't have
the staff or the equipment to do all the types
of printing. We do the types that are repeat

orders, short runs, and that are repeated con-

tinually by the ministries and we can give

very quick service.

I think we are running quite a respectable

print shop—we are doing quite a respectable

portion of our printing, and I'm not really

suggesting that we should do any more. I

think we probably could handle a larger
volume of the government printing through
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our ministry, but not necessarily print it our-

selves.

Mr. Young: Mr. Chairman, is it accurate to

say then that the total of about $7.7 million

is the amount actually handled by your min-

istry, but that that would be a small propor-
tion of the total printing done by the various

departments of government?

Hon. Mr. Snow^: Well, I thinlc that is accu-

rate, Mr. Chairman, as far as what we handle
is concerned. About $6.5 million of purchased
printing and $1.2 million in-house. I can't

give you the exact figure as to what that is as

a percentage of overall printing of the gov-
ernment.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 801.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Mr.

Chairman, when my colleague from Yorkview
first raised this issue before the adjournment
hour, the minister's initial reaction was that he

didn't know where the hon. member for York-

view had been, because if he went through
the tunnel he would find all this developing

component in the other building. Well, with

all respect to what is happening over there,

and I'm not decrying it, I don't think it is the

kind of thing that, at some point, this govern-
ment should contemplate.

What's happening over there is a growing

duplicating operation. Because there are a lot

of sophistications creeping into duplication

today, which really range over into printing,
I think youVe got a combined duplicating
and printing shop. But it's relative peanuts by
comparison with the overall printing that this

government has to handle every year, accord-

ing to the figures that have just been ex-

changed across the floor of the House. It's

roughly 15 per cent, something less than

one-sixth.

The point I wanted to make is that there

one can have a philosophical or ideological

difiFerence of opinion as to whether or not the

government should get into printing its own
material with its own printing shop. In effect,

being its own publishing house; having a

Queen's Printer who isn't just the person who
lets contracts, places printing jobs, but rather

is the head of an operation that does at least

some proportion, if not all, of the govern-
ment's printing.

We've discussed this either with the minis-

ter or with some of his predecessors down

through the years. And one of the great
values of this kind of a situation, even if it

were to deal with only some proportion of

the government's printing, is that you have

control of the situation. And if you have a

short-term urgent need, you can get it

handled because you are master of your own
destiny in that shop.

Indeed, one of the things which I am con-
vinced makes it a must, a prerequisite, if

you're ever going to take the final step to-

wards putting the handling of our Hansard
for this Legislature on the best possible basis,
is that you should have your print shop. In
Ottawa every morning, the Hansard for the

previous day is on the desks of the members,
in print. And it's on the desks of the mem-
bers because the Queen's Printer gives top

priority to Hansard, or the printing of bills,

or any other particular need of the Legis-
lature. And, therefore, it gets priority and

everything else has to be scheduled against it.

Now, you're not going to get that kind of

an arrangement with any outside printer. The
situation is certainly greatly improved over

what it used to be years ago. Mr. Chairman,

you have that usual look of anxiety on your
face, and I don't want to digress into legis-

lative matters which come in another estimate

a moment along, but I want to tie, at least,

Hansard to this issue.

If you want to take the final step to the

efficient handling of Hansard, it can only be

done when you have your own print shop.
And lest some of my friends over in the pres-
ent shop there who are good members of the

union tliink they're going to be losing their

jobs, well, if they lose that contract some
other trade unionist, I trust, will be on the

government staff doing the printing here.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, I'd like to

point out to the hon. member that we do have

the capacity to do, I think, just what the hon.

member has suggested. When an urgent mat-

ter comes up we can print it.

I believe we printed the copies of the

Throne Speech that were distributed the day
of the opening of the House. The annual

report of my ministry which was distributed

is a job that we printed in the so-called

duplicating shop over there-

Mr. MacDonald: Are they going to print

Hansard?

Hon. Mr. Snow: —the blue book. In fact,

two or three weeks ago, when I was down

looking over the printing operation, the young
lady was setting the type for this, and it was

being printed while I was there. So there are

different types of binding and of printing

jobs that we can do. But I still don't suggest
that we should build up the capacity to do
all the printing.
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Mr. MacDonald: What about Hansard?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Well, Hansard is a speci-

alty operation; Hansard comes under the

Speaker. Only the Speaker has the authority
to award the Hansard contract; we as mem-
bers of the Legislature, vote this to him each

year. Of course, it's an on-again, oJBF-again

type of operation. It has to be given top

priority at certain periods of the year when
the House is sitting; the rest of the year
there is nothing to do. It would be pretty
difficult to gear our operation to do that.

Mr. MacDonald: Well, that's when to fill

in with other printing!

Hon. Mr. Snow: Although it is a specialty

item, I'm not suggesting we couldn't gear up
to do it—I am sure we could—but I would
doubt whether it would pay.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 801?

The member for Thunder Bay.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Mr.

Chairman, I'd like a little guidance. An
article appeared not too long ago about the
criteria or the quality of furniture in the
various offices throughout the various minis-
tries. Would I bring that up under legislative
services or under general policy?

Hon. Mr. Snow: It really should be dis-

cussed under supplies.

Mr. Stokes: The reason I bring it up—

Mr. Chairman: Stationery and office sup-
plies is vote 804. If the hon. member would
care to leave it until then, it probably would
be best. Otherwise we're going to have
everything covered in this first vote.

Mr. Stokes: All right.

Mr. Chairman: Thank you very much. Shall
vote 801 carry?

Vote 801 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Is there anything in vote
802 that we haven't covered yet?

Mr. I. Deans {Wentworth): Can I ask a
question?

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

On vote 802:

Mr. Deans: Under realty services, exactly
what land purchases does the ministry make?
For which departments does it purchase land?
For example, is the ministry involved in any

way in the purchase of land and in the

negotiations for the purchase of land for

Ontario Housing? Which departments fall

heir to the benefit of realty services?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, realty ser-

vices includes the leasing of office space, for

instance, for Ontario Housing, but we don't

buy land for Ontario Housing. The only deal-

ings we have in land with OHC is when they
aie buying something from us that is surplus.

Under realty services we have close to $11
million for the acquisition of land, buildings
and so on. This is basically for acquisition

of land for buildings we are about to build.

We buy land for Natural Resources, We
buy their parkland, their escarpment land,

their Wasaga Beach land and so on—but that

is out of their budget. We buy it, but it is

paid for out of the Ministry of Natural Re-

sources vote.

We do not buy land for Transportation and

Communications, again except on switches

back and forward and so on. Transportation
and Communications has its own property

agents for buying highway rights of way.
Likewise, we have nothing to do with Hy-
dro; they buy their own rights of way. Basic-

ally, our land purchases are mostly for Nat-

ural Resources, other than our own.

Mr. Deans: I wonder if the minister is able

to tell me how much land the ministry has

purchased for Natural Resources in the Niag-
ara Escarpment over the last 12 months.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I don't know. I don't

think I have that here. We tabled a report
in answer to a question that was on the order

paper just a couple of days ago; it gave the

amount of land we have purchased tor park-
land, I believe.

Mr. Deans: But that didn't include the

escarpment, did it?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I do have a report here

from last year, when the member asked me
the same question. It is more than a year
old, so I guess it's not very relevant, but at

that time we had about 20,000 acres of

escarpment land, of which approximately
3,000 acres were acquired in that fiscal year.

However, I can get figures for the hon. mem-
ber as to how many acres we have purchased
in the last year.

Mr. Deans: Yes, but without identifying
each parcel of land, because I can well

understand the problems of identity at this

particular point.

It strikes me, as I recall what was said in
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the Throne Speech, that this was going to

be the year in which the government was

going to acquire rather massive parcels of

land connected with, and directly involved in,

the escarpment.

I think the minister would share with me

just a degree of scepticism that, over the past
few years, that promise has been made a

number of times, but this year even I be-

lieved it.

I would like it if the minister could out-

line to me just how much land they're cur-

rently in the process of purchasing. Whether
there are parcels of land—I don't want you
to identify the individual parcels for fear it

might, in some way, jeopardize the negotia-
tions—but I would like to know how much
of the escarpment land is currently within

the process of being purchased by his depart-
ment in order that we can determine just
how far we are likely to advance.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I do not have that, Mr.

Chairman, available right now. I will get it.

Maybe one of the staff can get it for me in

a few minutes. I don't have it here right now.

I'm sure all of us are waiting for the

Niagara Escarpment report to be released,
which may have something to do with our

acquisition plans. I know in my particular

riding
— and perhaps in the hon. member's

riding—we are acquiring a lot of land through
the conservation authorities. It's still escarp-
ment land being acquired for public purposes
and it's being 75 per cent paid for by this

government. I think it makes very little differ-

ence whether it's bought through the con-
servation authorities or directly by Natural

Resources, as long as these key parcels are

being purchased. I'm sure you saw a press
release today where the National Heritage
Foundation received 165 acres as a gift.

Mr. Deans: Without taking away, in any
sense, from the work done by the conserva-
tion authorities, they obviously don't have the

financial backing, or resources, necessary to

purchase the amounts of land that are going
to have to be purchased over the next tibree,

four or five years if we're going to make any
dent in the Niagara Escarpment in terms of

trying to get it into public hands.

I think that if the minister could provide
an over-view of the involvement of his realty

department directly related to the purchase
and acquisition of land in the escarpment, all

the way from Niagara Falls to Tobermory, we
could see pretty clearly what kind of degree
of public participation we're likely to have
over the course of the next 12 months.

I would like to also ask the minister, in

regard to land acquisition, whether he has

any record of purchases of land by his depart-
ment for any reason in Hamilton, Kitchener,

London, Ottawa, St. Catharines, Sudbury,
Thunder Bay, Toronto.

I'll tell you what I'm looking for. I'd like

to get some comparative values of land in

those various areas; and if you've been pur-

chasing land in different parts of the province
for different purposes, I'm interested in know-

ing where it was purchased, for what depart-

ment it was purchased, and what the value

of the land was—how much was paid—just to

have some sort of an idea of what the relative

land values are around the province; and in

particular in those centres. Is it possible to

put together that kind of information so that

we would be able to have it available to us

maybe in time for the next discussion that we
have?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, we have all

that information, of course, and I can get it.

I can't say I can have it for tomorrow morn-

ing. I'm sure the member realizes there's not

too much time between when we finish to-

night and when we start tomorrow morning.

This information is all available, but I don't

know how relevant it will all be in looking at

it on a sheet. You must consider there are

areas—I know there are in my own riding—
that might be worth $1 million an acre and

there are other areas that might be worth

$100 an acre or so within five miles of each

other, so it is hard to evaluate. But we cer-

tainly have all the information on all the land

that we have bought, and we will get what

we can for you as soon as possible.

Mr. Deans: I understand that there may
be slight differences in value from area to

area. I would just like to have the land iden-

tified so that I can take a look at what was

purchased in downtown Oakville as opposed
to what was purchased in downtown Toronto.

I realize there may be a difference. I didn't

ask for Oakville, by the way. I just used that

as an example.

I am really interested to see what we paid
for land, say, in the downtown core in the

city of Hamilton where you have acquired
some land. No, you are leasing that, I am

sorry—you are building on a lease arrange-
ment. But say in downtown Toronto, where

you do acquire land, and downtown Ottawa,
where you acquired some land, and downtown

Windsor, where you may have acquired some
land for a variety of different departments.

Just try and evaluate the relative worth of the
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land that is being purchased and the loca-

tions of the land throughout the province, so

that we can determine just what kinds of

trends there are in the land purchased.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, I have an
answer that is preliminary—I can't guarantee
it to be exactly accurate. Our ministry ap-

parently purchased in the last 12 months

5,937 acres in the Niagara Escarpment—say
6,000 acres in round figures.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): Mr. Chair-

man.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Grey-
Bruce.

Mr. Deans: Could I ask just what was paid?

Mr. Chairman: We will let the member for

Wentworth just pursue this one question—

Hon. Mr. Snow: We will get it for the

member.

Mr. Deans: Thank you.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Grey-Bruce
then.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Chairman, this escarp-
ment programme is of the greatest concern
to us in me Bruce Peninsula. As you know,
Mr. Minister, this whole peninsula has been
held in limbo for about 18 months to two

years now, because of the lethargy in your
department in not being able to decide what
the policy is going to be. Nothing can happen
until you people make your mind up and we
cannot get a policy from you as to what is

happening. You have an acquisition fund
here of $62 milhon-I take it that's for land

acquisition in the escarpment, is it? In vote 2
of this 802?

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, that's for the construc-

tion of buildings.

Mr. Sargent: How much money have you
got for the Niagara Escarpment acquisition?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, I don't

have any money for the Niagara Escarpment.
It is in the vote of the Minister of Natural
Resources.

Mr. Sargent: You buy it for them, don't

you? The 5,900 acres you purchased for them
—what did you pay an acre for that?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, we are just

trying to calculate this at the moment from
our computer sheets—you will have that figure

in a few moments. Close to 6,000 acres of

land.

Mr. Sargent: And you have no idea what
land you are buying up in the Bruce then,
eh?

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, I don't have that

exact information now, Mr. Chairman, and I

wouldn't suggest—

Mr. Sargent: Let me ask you this, Mr.
Minister—

Hon. Mr. Snow: —that I should.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Sargent: You buy land in the Niagara
Escarpment, do you?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Yes.

Mr. Sargent: How much money is in your
budget for that?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, I explained
to the hon. member that I do not have any
money in the budget of my ministry for the

purchase of Niagara Escarpment land. It is

in the budget of the Ministry of Natural
Resources. We do the purchasing for them
and we do the negotiation and the purchase
of the land, once they designate to us what

parcels they want purchased.

Mr. Sargent: You do the negotiations for

them then? What is your policy in the Bruce
Peninsula now—in negotiation? Have you got
men in the field now?

Hon. Mr. Snow: That will depend, Mr.

Chairman, whether we have requests. I am
sure we have; we always have men through-
out the province buying land all the time for

different projects. I can't say how many men
were in the Bruce Peninsula today. I am sure

there has been someone there very recently.

Mr. Sargent: Then you say as far as you
know you have men buying land now in the

Bruce Peninsula?

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): Has the

member for Grey-Bruce got some to sell?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Yes, Mr. Chairman, we
have men in that area at all times.

Mr. Sargent: We were told that there

would be no men from your department or

anybody else out there buying land until

there was a policy established. Now you say
there are men there.
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Mr. W. Hodgson: Who told you that?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, there are

always pieces of land that my ministry is

purchasing for one purpose or another. There

may have been.

Mr. Sargent: But under the freeze they
cannot do it.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. The hon.

minister has the floor to answer your question.

Mr. Sargent: Well, he doesn't know what
he is talking about.

Mr. W. Hodgson: That makes two of them.

Mr. Sargent: That makes two of us who
don't. This whole business is just an exercise

in futility when no one knows what the hell

is going on. He knows least of anybody what
is going on.

Mr. C. E. McHveen (Oshawa): Next to you.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Mr. Sargent: Or possibly the member for

Oshawa. It is a big joke anyway—going
through these estimates. Trying to get any
information from the minister is just a joke.

Mr. J. M. Turner (Peterborough): You are

the only joke here.

Hon. Mr. Snow: The member hasn't been
here all day; so I really don't know how he
knows so much about what is going on.

Mr. Sargent: I was down in the other esti-

mates. There is much more intelligence down
there, I'll tell you that.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I suggest you go back
there.

It would appear there are 6,000 acres

amounting to $2,497,700. These are figures
that were added up very quickly right here.

That is an average of approximately $400 per
acre.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough): Less than you
paid for Caledon Mountain Estates. At least

we have come that far.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville): Mr.

Minister, is your department purchasing for

the Ministry of Natural Resources any addi-

tional properties in the Tremblay Park area
on the south shore of Lake St. Clair some 20
miles outside of the city of Windsor? Also,

while your oflBcials are looking up that, could

they look up the purchases of properties in

the Holiday Beach Provincial Park area on
Lake Erie?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, I am not

personally aware of just what we are doing
in those two areas, but we will get the infor-

mation for the member.

Mr. B. Newman: Can you ensure you will

give us an answer later?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I hope so,

Mr. Lewis: While the information is being
accumulated on these other matters, let me
ask the minister if the 5,900 acres of Niagara

Escarpment purchased is outright ownership.
You are not talking about anything other

than that?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Yes, that would be it.

Mr. Lewis: Is that outright ownership for

the Ministry of Natural Resources or does

that encompass any acreage which may have

been acquired by conservation authorities?

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, if that's land pur-
chased by my ministry it's outright for Natural

Resources, because conservation lands are

purchased by the conservation authorities

through grants.

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Hon. Mr. Snow: So we don't purchase it

for them.

Mr. Lewis: All right. Do you know how
much of that 5,900 acres falls into the priority
area of the Gerder report?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I wouldn't have that. I am
sorry, I would have to get that from Natural

Resources.

Mr. Sargent: You don't even know your
own name sometimes.

Mr. Lewis: This is where we run into dif-

ficulty, because all of us know as we stand

here if we ask the Minister of Natural Re-

sources he will refer us back to you.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Where all the purchasing takes place.

Mr. Lewis: Precisely—where all the pur-

chasing takes place. Presumably, if it isn't

asking too much, the act of purchase requires
a contract and requires, therefore, the specifi-

cation of the land. So you must have some
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idea of what it was you bought and where it

lies. Is that fair?

Hon. Mr. Snow: As I understand it, Mr.

Chairman, the Ministry of Natural Resources

will give us a map, or a plan of a township,
and mark out areas which they want us to

negotiate on and purchase, and will give us

their priorities on it.

Mr. Lewis: Pardon?

Hon. Mr. Snow: They give us their priori-

ties as to what is the most important for

them. We quite often have people approach
us. Farmers or property owners, knowing that

my ministry is buying land, will sometimes

contact me or write to me as the minister

or to the property branch, saying why don t

we come and buy their farm. When I get a

letter like that, I just refer it to our property
branch or realty services branch. They, in

turn, check that particular property with

Natural Resources to find out whether they
have any priority at all or any requirement
for that land. Then we advise the person,

"No, we don't want it," or, "Yes, we'll come
and see you about it."

Mr. Lewis: I have no qualms at all in pur-

suing this issue because the Niagara Escarp-
ment has been a running issue in this Legis-
lature for many, many years, and, certainly
since the famous although ill-fated announce-
ment of John Robarts six or seven years ago,
one would think that the ministers would be
on their toes about these matters.

How many parcels comprise that 5,900
acres? Can you give us a list of where on the

escarpment these purchases are? It isn't a

blind purchase; you must surely know thd

lands as they are marked; you must have a

list of them?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, the hon.
member is really away off base in suggesting
that this information isn't available. A year

ago now I tabled a list of all the lands pur-
chased for Natural Resources, including

everything on the Niagara Escarpment, show-

ing the township that it is in, each individual

parcel, the number of acres and the dollars

involved for that parcel; also the land pur-
chased for ARDA; also the general land for

wildlife areas; also the land for the Bronte
Creek park; also the land for Wasaga Beach,
every parcel and the price that was involved,
but not identifying the parcels.

If the hon. member wants this type of in-

formation all he has to do is ask for it-

Mr. Lewis: That's what I'm doing.

Hon. Mr. Snow: —and I will get it.

Mr. Lewis: Fine, and I'd hke to know, is

that the land purchased within the last 12
months?

Hon. Mr. Snow: This particular sheet I

have happens to cover the 12 months pre-

ceding that. But I can get an updated report.

Mr. Lewis: So my request is not really all

that illegitimate? You don't have a hst for

the last 12 months? Well, I'm glad you've
indulged yourself in such righteous protesta-
tions.

I go back now to my question: I would
like a list of the parcels that were purchased
on the Niagara Escarpment during the last

12 months. I think we have a right to ask
for them at this point in the estimates, be-

cause I'd like to know how they correlate to

the Gertler report.

I'm working very much from memory, and
I can't always rely on memory to say the

least, but Gertler talked, if I recall properly,
of 30,000 or 33,000 acres in (a) category
land; 90,000 acres in (b) category land, for

which a right of way would be suflBcient in

order to gain control; and 300,000 acres in

category (c), where certain zoning provisions
would be adequate. But the crux of saving
the escarpment, as of 1969 mid-year, when
the Gertler report finally came to light, was
the 30,000 to 40,000 acres which he then

advocated purchase of, and which from that

day to this we've been able to find out very
little about.

Now may I ask you, can we have a list of

the parcels that you purchased? Is that not

readily available? How do you come to the

figure of 5,900 acres without having the par-
cels to add it up?

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, it is not readily avail-

able right here tonight, but I'll get it for the

hon. member. I'm told there are 78 parcels.

Mr. Lewis: Seventy-eight parcels? Well,
that's useful. Can you get us the locations of

those parcels?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I will give the hon. mem-
ber the location as to the township they are

in. I will not give him the lot or concession

number at this time.

Mr. Lewis: No, I appreciate that. I under-

stand what you are concerned about. I don't

believe you're holding back because you're
worried about speculative development around

it. I believe you're holding back because

you're embarrassed about what hasn't been
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done about saving the escarpment over the

last five years. That is why the Provincial

Secretary for Resources Development (Mr.

Lawrence) is going to have to make a major
announcement in this Legislature within the

next three or four weeks to give some credi-

bility to the Throne Speech—the fifth Throne

Speech in succession, if memory serves, when
we saved the escarpment. So some of us are

necessarily sceptical, because you've almost

relinquished the important land between

Niagara and Tobermory already. Some would
like to save a little of what's left.

Well, we can wait until tomorrow morning
to get those parcels of land and then have an
idea whether the key areas of the escarpment
have in fact been salvaged in the last 12
months. I rather think not, or the Throne

Speech wouldn't have read as it read.

Can I ask you another question about some-

thing diff^erent? I won't be long on it. The
55 acres of land which you own in the Bath-

urst-Spadina area, south of Front, which
Metro Centre wants in the—

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Bathurst
and Spadina are parallel, they don't intersect.

Mr. Lewis: I didn't say they intersected.

Mr. Singer: Oh.

Mr. Lewis: I said the Metro Centre area
south of Front.

Mr. Singer: You said Bathurst-Spadina, as

though they intersected.

Mr. Lewis: As though they intersected?

Well, you and I know they don't, so we
should understand each other. May I ask,

concerning those 55 acres in the Metro Centre

development, have you now established clear
title?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, I am not
able to answer any questions regarding that

land. It has nothing to do with my ministry
whatsoever.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, I appeal to your
intellect, sobriety and judgement.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: All right, your intellect and

judgement. When I asked the Treasurer (Mr.
White) two days ago to give us some idea
what had happened to those 55 acres, he
referred me to the Ministry of Government
Services and he said that this man, the hon.
Minister of Government Services, held the

key to the knowledge of those 55 acres. Now,

I can go to no higher authority than that. I

am sorry, there is the Deputy Premier (Mr.

Welch). There are two higher authorities than

the Treasurer. Beyond that I cannot go.

I don't understand it, why does the minister

not know anything of these 55 acres, when
the Treasurer said he did?

Hon. Mr. Snow: When I say I know nothing
about the 55 acres, I know about them but

they are not the responsibility of my minis-

try. We do not hold title to tiiem. I think it

is a matter that probably the Attorney General

(Mr. Bales) has been looking into.

Mr. Stokes: Who holds title to them?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I don't really know.

Mr. Lewis: Well, why would the Treasurer

have referred it to the minister? Does he

understand that?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I really don't know, Mr.

Chairman.

Mr. Lewis: The minister doesn't know who
holds title to the 55 acres? For 18 months

now we have been discussing this question,
and he still doesn't know.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, I am not

saying the government doesn't know; I am

saying I personally do not know what the

situation is on that land.

Mr. Deans: Is the minister not part of the

government?

Mr. Lewis: And you as minister have

entered into no negotiations whatsoever on

behalf of any government department around

this 55 acres to this point? You have never

had any discussions with Metro Centre de-

velopment? So as far as we know, those 55

acres sit there, titled by government, and the

government so far has made no overtures as

to the disposition of those lands, certainly not

through your department? Is that correct?

Hon. Mr. Snow: That is right, Mr. Chair-

man, certainly not through my department. I

do not know what action my colleagues have

taken in recent months or recent weeks on

this particular matter. I just know it hasn't

anything to do with my ministry nor have I

been approached or asked to do anything on

it. I have talked to no one on it.

Mr. Lewis: Not even the Treasurer, I guess,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Grey-
Bruce.
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Mr. Sargent: I would like to ask the minis-

ter, Mr. Chairman, with regard to the land

acquisition programme adjacent to the Picker-

ing airport, is he involved in that?

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Sargent: Who is? Do you not acquire
land for the government there?

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, Mr. Chairman, that

land is being handled as a separate project
and is not being handled by my ministry. I

believe there is a separate task force handling
that and the land is being bought in the

name of the Ontario Housing Corp.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Downs-
view.

On vote 802:

Mr. Singer: Yes. Mr. Chairman, could the

minister tell us if the allowances, expenses,
and so on, covered by the Legislative Assem-

bly Act are covered in this vote?

Hon. Mr. Snow: If the hon. member had
been here during my opening remarks, he
would have found out that those expenses
and those charges are now in the Speaker's
estimates.

Mr. Singer: Oh, in the Speaker's estimates.
I was downstairs at the time.

Hon. Mr. Snow: The Speaker has his own
little package of estimates; last year they
were in my votes but they are not there any
more.

Mr. Singer: Who handles those for the

Speaker?

Mr. Chairman: They are in vote 201.

Mr. Singer: Vote 201.

Mr. Chairman: I understand they will be
handled in committee and the Clerk will be
there to answer questions.

Mr. Singer: Oh, all right then. Could I ask
the minister, since he has some sort of over-

all responsibility for services for members
and since he must be somewhat aware of the
information that was tabled before the pub-
lic accounts committee today relating to vari-

ous plane trips by members, if he thinks it is

reasonable that where one cabinet minister

can take 52 flights in a year-

Mr. Chairman: Is this to do with pro-
vision of accommodation? Order, please!

Mr. Singer: —that section 65 of the Legis-
lative Assembly Act should equally apply and
allow that cabinet minister to get maybe
$3,000, $4,000 or $5,000 in addition to 52

free airplane flights?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. This has

nothing to do with the provision of accom-
modation programme.

Mr. Singer: I thought that this minister

would be very concerned since he suppHes
all services. I wondered if he thought it

would be reasonable, particularly for a cabinet

minister getting 52 flights-

Mr. Chairman: This is not on vote 802.

Mr. Singer: -to get between $3,000 and

$4,000 in travel allowances on top of that.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. This has

nothing really to do with vote 802.

Mr. Singer: All right. If the minister

doesn't want to answer.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, first of all

that question, although it has nothing to do
with my ministry and nothing to do with this

vote, I think, deserves an answer.

Mr. Singer: All right.

Mr. Chairman: If you care to answer it.

Hon. Mr. Snow: As usual you are away off

on cloud nine.

Mr. Singer: No, I'm not.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Because a minister does

not get the travel allowance that is in the

Legislative Assembly Act.

Mr. Singer: All right. I'm very glad the

minister has replied. Could he explain to me
how section 65 of the Legislative Assembly
Act does not apply to a minister because it

says "every member"?

Hon. Mr. Snow: That I can't explain, Mr.

Chairman, I just know—

Interiections by hon. members.

Mr. Singer: I presume the minister is a

member?

Hon. Mr. Snow: We don't get it.

Mr. Singer: Read it!

Mr. Chairman: Order, please!

Hon. Mr. Snow: We don't get it, that's all.
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Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, on a point of

order. Is the minister saying that in lieu of

the travel allowance the Minister of Com-
munity and Social Services (Mr. Brunelle)
was forced to take the executive plane 52
times a year? Not that I begrudge him; Im
sure he's worth every penny.

Mr. Singer: Payment is mandatory. You
know damn well it is.

Mr. Lewis: Are you saying that is what we
are involved in here?

Mr. Singer: Read section 65. It says, "Every
member shall get."

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. That has

nothing to do with vote 802. The member
for Grey-Bruce, do you have further ques-
tions?

Mr. Singer: It says "Every member shall

get" and the minister is a member.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Well, I don't get it.

Mr. Sargent: I would like to ask the min-
ister-

Mr. Lewis: What would Kapuskasing want
with you 52 times a year?

Mr. Singer: Fifty-two trips plus $4,000!
That's a fair bit.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Grey-Bruce
has the floor.

Mr. Sargent: Okay, that's a good question.
Does he want to answer it?

Mr. Chairman: It has nothing to do with
vote 802.

Mr. Sargent: Are you drawing mileage
allowance on top of that?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please! We're on
vote 802.

Mr. Sargent: Are you getting mileage on

top of that?

Mr. Chairman: Vote 802.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Minister, on project man-
agement we have salaries and wages of almost
$1 million. What projects are we talking
about?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, that's for
all the projects, all the buildings that the

government constructs.

Mr. Sargent: Just tell me about them will

you, please?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I would refer the member
to the blue book which was distributed—

Mr. Sargent: I didn't ask you to read the

book, I asked you to tell me! That's what

you're here for. Who do you think you are?

I asked you a question and I want to know
the answer to it.

Mr. R. M. Johnston (St. Catharines): You

know, those people have to live, too.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Chairman, this minister

has the right to report to the House how he

is spending $1 million in salaries. I want to

know what it's for.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Salaries.

Mr. Sargent: And the projects you plan to

spend $62 million on.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, I will gladly
answer questions.

Mr. Sargent; You're damn right you will.

Hon. Mr. Snow: But I'm not going to an-

swer a question when the hon. member is

just saying "Tell me all about it." I don't

know what he wants to know.

Mr. Sargent: Yes you do. What are the

projects you're spending $1 million in salaries

on?

Mr. Lewis: The minister continues to be

provocative.

Mr. Sargent: Don't you dare say you won't
tell me. That's your job to tell me.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please! Order.

Mr. Sargent: It's all right for you fellows

to cackle over there. We've been sitting here
for 30 years listening to this nonsense.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Me, too.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order. For at

least two of those members, that's not cack-

ling—that's a maiden speech.

Mr. Deans: Give him a hand and keep him

down, will you?

Mr. Johnston: I just didn't hear that remark
from the—
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Mr. MacDonald: We wish we couldn't hear

anything now, too.

Mr. Johnston: You are going to hear some-

thing right now.

Mr. Chairman: Are we on vote 802?

Mr. Deans: What exactly are you doing,

standing up?

Mr. Johnston: The leader of the NDP was

talking about the member for St. Catharines;

is that what I heard? Did I hear correctly?

Mr. Lewis: If the shoe fits, my friend, far

be it from me to say otherwise.

Mr. Johnston: A maiden speech eh? Well,
I've made it before and I'll make another

one after tonight.

Mr. Lewis: Will you?

Mr. Johnston: That's right,

Mr. Lewis: That will be your second one!

Mr. Johnston: And do you know, may I say
this to you—

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Johnston: The last time I contacted

you—

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. Is there any-
one else on vote 802?

Mr. Johnston: —I told you there was no
second place in politics. You have to be a
winner and I'm a winner in St. Catharines.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Cochrane
South.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Chairman, I'm holding
the floor and I want my answer here.

Mr. Chairman: I'm sorry. I thought you
were finished.

Mr. Sargent: I'm not, in no way.

Mr. Chairman: Would you ask a specific

question, please?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, the hon.
member did eventually ask a question and I

was waiting to get a little order before I

attempted to answer it.

Mr. Deans: But you were so rudely inter-

rupted by the member for St. Catharines.

Hon. Mr. Snow: The project management
branch—the hon. member has exaggerated it

to $1 million-I would say it's $888,000 in

salaries and wages. That covers the project

management of the construction of new proj-
ects as well as the designing and manage-
ment of alterations to leased premises and

existing premises moves are made where
alterations are required, partitions are moved.
It includes our project managers who carry
on liaison work between the client ministries.

When a project is bom, shall we say, we
assign a project manager to that project who
works with the appropriate people in the

client ministry, whether it's Correctional

Services or Health or any other ministry. He
works with the associate architects who are

designing the building, if it's that type of a

building, and with the contractor who is

building it. He arranges for the furnishings
and really follows the project right through
from the day it is a first concept until it is

turned over as a completed project to the
client ministry.

So this is the project management area and
it applies to both leased premises and capital
construction projects.

Mr. Sargent: What are your major projects
this year?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Well, Mr. Chairman, we
have quite a number of projects under con-

struction. They are all listed, pretty well, in

our blue book here. Under those approved
for construction many of them are presently
under construction. Elora Beef Research

Farm, Chatham courthouse, London court-

house, Osgoode Hall; three projects for

Correctional Services in Brampton; one in

Brantford at Birch; one in Burwash; one in

Cobourg for Correctional Services; one in

Kenora; one in Milton; one in Thorold; and
one in Thunder Bay.

For the Ministry of Education-

Mr. Sargent: Yes, there is one non-Tory
riding—

An hon. member: All Tory ridings.

Hon. Mr. Snow: For the Ministry of Edu-
cation there is the Centre for the Hearing
Handicapped at London. There is the Ontario
Water Resources Commission building in

Etobicoke. We are restoring a building dam-

aged by fire in Barrie. Services work for the

centre for the retarded at Picton. Smith's Falls
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—a small
job

there. In Toronto; The altera-

tions to me Legislative Building here; the

alterations that have been carried on to the

Frost Building. The Ministry of Health: Lake-

shore Psychiatric Hospital new trades building
—I guess the tenders have just closed on it.

A project planned for Ontario Hospital school

at Orillia; Penetanguishene, stage three of a

mental hospital there is being built there now,
an over-$2 million project.

Mr. Sargent: Ninety-nine per cent Tory

ridings.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Snow: You must remember that

most of the ridings in this province happen to

be Tory ridings—and all very well repre-
sented.

Mr. Sargent: That's the trouble, yes.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Queen St. Mental Hos-

pital, stage two is under construction; that's

nearly $12 million.

Mr. T. P. Reid' (Rainy River): You had
better keep that place going. You are going
to need it.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Whitby Psychiatric Hos-

pital. The Ministry of Natural Resources has a

project at Lennox; there is the Centre for

Forensic Sciences here in the riding of St.

George. The riding of St. George has the

Centre for Forensic Sciences in it!

Mr. Stokes: That was an errorl

Hon. Mr. Snow: It was unfortunate, wasn't

it?

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Not to

mention St. Catharines.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Various other smaller jobs.
We are building a new oflBce building for the

Ministry of Transportation and Communica-
tions in the riding of Downsview. Did you
get that—Downsview? North Bay, district re-

pair garage for the Ministry of Transportation
and Communications.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I don't think that's a Tory
riding.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Snow: It came within 30 votes of

going the right way. And in the city of

Hamilton, the new trade centre. I wouldn't

say those are all the projects by any means
that are in process, but those are the ones

that are most current, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. J. P. Spence (Kent): What about Grey-
Bruce?

Mr. Sargent: You have an amoimt of $33.5
million for services under realty services.

What does that mean?

Hon. Mr. Snow: That's right, Mr. Chair-

man. Basically that is for rent and janitor
services and all kinds of services in connec-

tion with our accommodations.

Mr. Sargent: Is $33 million for services-

leased accommodations?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Primarily, yes. What we

pay rent for, yes.

Mr. Sargent: Does that include all the

liquor store outlets across the province?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Fm sure the hon. member
knows, Mr. Chairman. He's asked this every

year for the past six or seven years. My
ministry does not handle liquor stores.

Mr. Reid: They handle a lot of liquor.

Mr. Sargent: Or the properties. You don't

handle the properties?

Hon. Mr. Snow: We do not buy the proper-
ties either for the Liquor Control Board. They
have their own property branch.

Mr. Sargent: What do you rent in the

amount of $33 million a year, then?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, I believe

we have 1,600 leases throughout the Prov-

ince of Ontario. In all ridings, in all sections

of the province. I think it's in the neighbour-
hood of 1,600 diflFerent leases that we have
for space of varying sizes and requirements
—from OPP stations to agricultural oflBces,

health units, courthouses, OHC oflBces. We
just rented a new courthouse in the hon.

member's riding of Owen Soimd. I don't

think we've moved into it yet.

Mr. Reid: Will the member be invited to

the oflBcial opening?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Always. Always.

Mr. Reid: That would be interesting.

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South): Fol-

lowed by a reception at the Downtowner
Hotel.
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Hon. Mr. Snow: But something in the Hon. Mr. Snow: We can get it for you to-

neighbourhood of 1,600 different leases are morrow. Now let me get it straight, it was
included in that $33 million, Mr. Chairman. the—

Mr. Sargent: So, you are spending $33 mil-

lion a year. In 10 years that's $330 million.

I don't suggest that you would go into 1,600

places and acquire properties, but I am sug-

gesting to you, sir, that over a period of 10

years, for the amount of money you are

paying in leasing, we could own all the

properties as capital assets for the province.
You know that as a business man.

I don't accept for one moment the fact that

you throw at me—1,600 properties. I could

tell you that in my opinion 60 to 70 per cent

of those are properties that you should be

owning and not paying fantastic leases to

Tory friends of yours.

Mr. Yakabuski: Which ones?

Mr. Sargent: I don't know, but you know
damn well what I'm talking about. I don't

know how we'll ever get to the bottom of

this mess we are in here now, but if ever

there was a Watergate it would be in the

minister's department.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Thunder

Bay.

Mr. Yakabuski: You're reading the papers
too much.

Mr. Stokes: I would like three relatively

simple but direct answers from the minister

on the cost of painting and decorating the

old city hall for the Ministry of the Attorney
General. I understand that you have some

responsibiUty in that particular field. I would
also like to know how much you've spent to

date on the county courthouse on University
Ave. and what the renovation of Osgoode Hall

has cost you to date. Could you get costs for

these projects?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I don't know whether we
hrive them all. The Osgoode Hall cost is

here—$8 million and some odd. It's right in

our little blue book here, but the others are

maintenance projects that we may have here

or may not. The estimated project cost for

Osgoode Hall is $8,650,000. The contract

price is $7,693,000. I presume the extra is

for furniture, architects' and consultants' fees,

costs of that type.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Wellington
South.

Mr. Stokes: Could you get me the other

information?

Mr. Stokes: It was for the painting of—

Hon. Mr. Snow: Was it for the exterior,

the sandblasting?

Mr. Stokes: The painting and renovating.
The total cost for the renovation.

Hon. Mr. Snow: We're continiially reno-

vating down there to make the place livable

to some degree.

Mr. Stokes: City hall?

Hon. Mr. Snow: The old city hall, yes.

Mr. Stokes: Can you find out for me what
it has cost you to date since you took over

the building?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Yes, we can certainly get
what it has cost in the last 12 months, if that's

what you want. Maybe we'll get it; I'll see

what we can get.

Mr. Stokes: That's the county courthouse

on University Ave.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Right, I am not familiar

with any work we've done there, but we've

probably done some, no doubt.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Welling-
ton South.

Mr. H. Worton (Wellington South): Mr.

Chairman, I wonder if the minister could

inform me of what progress we're making
downstairs with regard to new dining fadh-

ties, what the cost has been estimated at and
what we have spent to date.

Hon. Mr. Snow: The progress is coming

along very well. In fact-

Mr. Worton: When are they to be com-

pleted?

Hon. Mr. Snow: —I would expect about

mid-November or December. Well have our

Christmas party there, perhaps, this winter.

Mr. Deans: What Christmas party?

Mr. Stokes: Are we invited to your Christ-

mas party?

Hon. Mr. Snow: And we might even invite

you in, yes. Anyway, the project is coming

along very well.

Mr. Deans: I don't want to be corrupted
too.
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Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Snow: It is a diflBcult operation
to try to schedule at all, when you start run-

ning steam lines, air conditioning lines, ducts,

airlines, the communications—all the different

things—and you are into these five- and six-

foot-thick stone walls. I spent half an hour

down there earlier this week one day before

the House opened, and they are coming along

quite well. They are getting a lot of the

mechanical work in, and, of course, they have
to get that completed before you can start

doing the work. That will come ahead rather

quickly and they'll start to finish this place
off.

But we are going to have an excellent

amount of first-class space in the basement.
The windows have all been replaced with

new metal windows; it's all being properly
serviced and air-conditioned, lliere'll be

proper new facilities down there for the page-
boys and page-girls; the staff cafeteria that is

now on the fourth floor will be down there;
the OPP station; the health unit; the attend-

ants' lounge; the barber shop; the post office;

and, of course, the members* dining room and
the cabinet dining room. All these will be in

the lower level, and I assure the hon. mem-
bers there will be very nice accommodations
when they are ready, and I expect it'll be
about the end of the year.

Mr. MacDonald: Aren't the cabinet minis-
ters going to dine with the rest of us?

Mr. Worton: What kind of a financial figure
are you putting on this part—what is an esti-

mate of what it would be?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Approximately $1.5 mil-

lion for the basement alterations.

Mr. Deans: Was there tendering under-
taken for the provision of catering services

for the members' dining room?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Yes there was.

Mr. Deans: Who submitted this?

Mr. Laughren: Tell us about it.

Mr. Sargent: The Toronto garbage men?

Mr. Deans: That was a dirty digl

Mr. Sargent: I did it.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, there was
a specification prepared as to the type of

service, the hours of service that we wanted
in the dining room-

Mr. Held: You are going to tell us it's

J. and J. Dineley?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Yes, as a matter of fact, I

Mr. Reid: Fine thingi How much does he
contribute to your election fund?

Hon. Mr. Snow: But we had, I think, four

or five bids-

Mr. Deans: Who were the bidders?

Mr. Reid: Has he ever been inspected by
the health department?

Mr. Deans: Could you tell us who the bid-

ders were, please?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Yes, here we are. Four
bids—VS Services Ltd., Beaver Food Service

Associates, Frank Anthony Catering and J.

and J. Dineley Ltd.

Mr. Deans: What were the bids?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Well, they varied a great
deal.

Mr. Reid: Come on, we want to know what
they were.

Mr. Deans: We are prepared to suffer

through this. Tell us.

An hon. member: Gee, the member for

Wentworth is the only one who learned how
to read at school.

Mr. Deans: Maybe before we get to the

bids, could you tell us—it isn't true that J.

and J. Dineley drew up the proposal is it?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Absolutely not.

Mr. Deans: I didn't think so, but I wanted
to clear that up.

Mr. Reid: He has got to be good at some-

thing.

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, we drew up the speci-
fications as to the type of service we wanted.

Mr. Sargent: Why didn't you ask the mem-
bers what they wanted?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Snow The hours of service and—

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Chairman!

Mr. Chairman: No! Order, order please.
The hon. minister has the floor.
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Mr. Sargent: On a point of order, Mr.

Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: A point of order?

Mr. Sargent: The minister stated that he
wrote the specifications to what he wanted.

What he wanted.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. That is not

a point of order.

Mr. Sargent: That is a hell of a good point
of order. We are getting fed up with the food

around here.

Mr. Chairman: I suggest that the member

might consider using more parliamentary

language.

Mr. Sargent: You think we can't afford to

pay for a good meal?

An hen. member: Yes.

Mr. Sargent: Well, give us some decent
food.

Mr. Chairman: Is the hon. minister going
to complete his answer?

Mr. Deans: Would you answer my question?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I am not so sure just what

your question was now.

As far as the tenders are concerned, I do
not have all the detailed information. There
was all kinds of information as to prices of

menus, how much roast beef was going to

be, how much a steak was going to be and
all this. Also whether the particular bidder
wanted to be subsidized or what equipment
he wanted supplied. It is not like calling ten-

ders for the construction of a new building,
where you have everything set down and all

you do is look at the prices. But we did

review that very, very carefully and J. and

J. Dineley Ltd. were the successful bidders.

Mr. Deans: We noticed that. I just wanted
to say I am not being critical of the food
this year. I don't eat there any more. Not
very often anyway. Seriously I am not being
that critical of the food. I am just curious to

know the process that we go through. I

haven't found any string in the coffee or

anything like that this time. I just wonder if

you could tell us whether J. and J. Dineley
was the lowest bidder over all. Whether in

fact it was given to the lowest tender or
bidder or whether it was some kind of other

arrangement.

Mr. Reid: Did they provide a sample of
food? That is what I would like to know.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Well, Mr. Chairman, I

have heard a lot of the members make a lot

of snide remarks about the service and the

food from J. and J. Dineley.

Mr. Sargent: As long as you like it that

is the main thing.

Mr. Laughren: I wonder why?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I must say that I eat quite
a few meals around here too and—

Mr. MacDonald: And you are fading

away.

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, I don't think I am
suflFering at all. I find the food and the service

both, certainly, way and above what one
could expect for the price-

Mr. Sargent: That is not what you told me
the other day.

Hon. Mr. Snow: —we are paying.

Mr. Sargent: Why don't you tell the truth?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Snow: In all due respect to the

hon. member who is shooting oflE his mouth
over there, 1 never told him any such thing
the other day.

Mr. Sargent: You certainly did.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Sargent: The minister told me—

Mr. Chairman: I don't care what the

minister told you. Order, please.

Mr. Sargent: The minister told me he was

going to change things this fall and get better

food.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. We are on
vote 802.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I did tell the hon. mem-
ber we were going to change things this fall.

We were going to have the new dining
room, we were going to have a broader menu,
but it was going to cost him more money.

Mr. Sargent: That's right, too.

Hon. Mr. Snow: But I still must say-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I still must say I think J.

and J. Dineley have served us very well here

in this service they have supplied and at the
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prices they are supplying it at and maybe I'm

not as fussy and fancy an eater as some of

those that are here, but I have certainly
never found anything to get excited about.

Except maybe once. I ordered a Bloody Mary
and got a Black Russian and that didn't upset
me too much anyway.

Mr. Deans: Some of us don't consider that

to be food, you know.

Hon. Mr. Snow: But regarding the new

catering contract: We have set tentative hours

for the dining room to be open, also a por-
tion of the cafeteria. Also there will be for

the hon. members some semi-private dining
rooms oflF the main dining room which will

accommodate, I think, in one case about six

or eight, and another 14. So if a member has

a delegation or a group coming in from his

riding and wants a semi-private setting he can

phone downstairs and have this area reserved

for him.

I think that the hon. members will find the

new facilities very appropriate. They will be
connected with a new stairway to the north

wing, where you come up the little ramp
now before you go up the other stairs where
that doorway is. That will be changed, and
there will be a new stairway going right
down to the dining room.

Mr. Deans: I wonder if the minister would
be prepared to table the contract proposals
and tenders, just out of interest. I have had
an interest in the service in the Legislative

Building for some time, and I would just be
interested if you could—

Mr. Reid: He doesn't want to waste-

Mr. Deans: —table those, as you do, for

example, the tenders received and contracts

awarded for major capital construction proj-
ects. You have done this through the book
that you have provided for us, and I'd be
kind of interested just to see just exactly
how the tendering arrangement took place
for the provision of food.

I want to say something else, too. I was
perhaps hypercritical of the bill of fare in

the dining room here last time aroimd. I am
not just quite that critical this time. I want
to tell you that immediately after my criti-

cism the last time, after the furore had died

down, the food improved. There is room for

improvement again, because I think it's just
about back to where it was before. That may
not be the fault of the caterer, I'm not too

sure, it may be the fault of the facilities, in

that the members' dining room doesn't have

the kind of facilities necessary to cook on
the spot, and therefore they are going

through a reheating operation. And I am
prepared to concede that that may have

something to do with the way in which stuff

is presented to us.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I would like to assure

the hon. member that the new facility down
here will have a fully complete kitchen for

the preparation-

Mr. Reid: Are you going to hire a cook

this year?

Hon. Mr. Snow: —of the food right on

the spot.

Mr. Deans: The service that is provided—
and this is not intended as a criticism, I

want simply to know a little more about it—

the service that is provided, the waitresses

and the like, are they hired by the caterer or

are they part of the civil service?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Who are you asking?

Mr. Deans: I am asking—no, well, I was

just trying to catch—he wanted to tell me
something. I just wanted to be sure I caught
il. I am asking you, Mr. Minister, since you
are the only one who would know, presum-

ably. Are they civil servants?

Hon. Mr. Snow: They are hired by the

caterer.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Rainy
River.

Mr. Reid: Do they receive the minimum

wage?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I am sure they receive

more than the minimum wage; considerably

more, I am sure.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Sudbury.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr. Minis-

ter, when you were talking earlier, you said

something about bidders expecting a subsidy
in their contract when they are putting in

bids. Now, presumably the caterer is subsi-

dized. Just what form does this take? What
amount of dollars do you envisage the sub-

sidy will have? And how do you justify sub-

sidizing private profit?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Could the member give
me the last part of that question again?
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Mr. Germa: You told us that there is a

subsidy involved. Now I have asked you what
the amount is and what form it takes. Once

you have done that, how do you justify sub-

sidizing private profit? Because it is a profit-

making venture that J. and J. Dineley has

gone into.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Well, I am not so sure

that-

Mr. Reid: He is not doing it out of the

kindness of his heart. All you need is $1.80
an hour.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Well, Mr. Chairman, I

know the bids that came in. One firm, for in-

stance, wanted $138,930 a year subsidy to

run the operation.

Mr. Deans: They wanted that just to feed

us?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Right.

Mr. Sargent: What is the total package,
the total cost?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I haven't got the exact

figures here on the Dineley contract, but I

don't believe there is any subsidy of any
account involved in that contract.

Mr. Sargent: How much do you pay
Dineley?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I dont believe we pay
Dineley anything.

Mr. Reid: Surely, Mr. Chairman, he has the

use of the facilities, the dining room, and the

kitchen that's there. Will you be charging
him rent, for instance, on the kitchen facilities

and the dining room? Do we provide that or

do the people of Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Snow: We supply the facilities,

Mr. Chairman, the building and the equip-
ment and we equip the facilities. Then he

operates them and he serves the meals in the

dining room, both in the members' dining
room and the cabinet dining room.

Mr. Laughren: Does he buy the food?

Hon. Mr. Snow: He provides his own sup-

plies.

Mr. Stokes: And his own staflF?

Hon. Mr. Snow: His own staff. He will be
reimbursed for payroll costs of staff for cer-

tain functions; for instance, at special lunches

or dinners where he is asked to keep staff on

beyond the normal hours to serve a limcheon
of some type or a dinner; for special func-
tions in the Lieutenant Governor's suite; for

special lunches in the Premier's dining room
or the Speaker's apartment and for bar serv-

ice when supplied; for special arrangements
throughout the building and in connection

with the operation of the members' lounge.

This contract is cancellable on 90 days'
written notice by either party. The govern-
ment provides all the equipment, furniture

and utensils necessary for the operation. The

furniture, fittings, fixtures and kitchen equip-
ment are to be maintained and replaced by
the government unless loss or damage is

caused by negligence or carelessness of the

caterer.

Mr. MacDonald: Which contract are you

talking about?

Hon. Mr. Snow: The general utensils are

to be replaced by the caterer.

Mr. MacDonald: This is the new contract,

not the existing one?

Hon. Mr. Snow: This is the new contract

for the members' dining room, cabinet din-

ing room and members' lounge in this build-

ing. The government will provide water, heat,

electricity and janitor services. The caterer

carries his own public liability insurance and

property damage insurance. The government
is not liable to make good any operating
losses from the service, and has the right to

audit the books of the caterer.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Sud-

bury.

Mr. Germa: What does Mr. Dineley put
into this? If we're putting in all the heat and
the water and utensils in the building, the

only thing we're not putting in is the carrots

and the beef. Is that about all he contributes?

Mr. Reid: He gets both.

Mr. Germa: Is there some limited dividend

you've placed on his return? We have $1.5

million invested there for his facility. Are

you just going to walk away and allow the

thing to go without any control?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I might point out, Mr.

Chairman, that the hon. member is off half-

base again, because the $1.5 million, as I

explained, was for the total basement altera-

tions. That includes post oflBce, OPP, page-

boys' quarters and a hundred other things.

The dining room is only one portion of it.
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The operator, of course, pays for his labour
and his supplies. And he gets paid for the

menu he supplies.

Mr. Reid: Harvey's hamburgers.

Hon. Mr. Snow: You must remember for

a great portion of the year, he basically serves

only lunches. At this time of year when the

House is in session, he will be serving lunches

at noon hour and dinners three nights a week.

Mr. Reid: He would serve a lot more if

the food was better.

Hon. Mr. Snow: When the House is in

session and not sitting nights there are only
lunches. When the House is not in session

there are again only lunches. The dining room
would not be open at the supper hour at all.

So, it*s a very limited volume of business.

Mr. Germa: Mr. Chairman, the second part
of my question was, is there any control on
his return?

Hon. Mr. Snow: No.

Mr. Germa: He could price us right out

of the building if he wanted to.

Hon. Mr. Snow: We will obviously quit

buying then.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Wel-

lington South has the floor.

Mr. Worton: Mr. Chairman, the minister

mentioned bar privileges provided by Mr.

Dineley. I thought that when we arranged or

negotiated for lounge privileges in the build-

ing here that the Department of Public

Works was—

Mr. Reid: Running it.

Mr. Worton: —going to run it. Are we

making a profit on the members* habits or

are we losing money?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, we are

losing money, I am afraid.

Mr. Reid: That's good and bad at the same
time.

Hon. Mr. Snow: At the present time the

bar in the members* dining room, the mem-
bers' lounge and the press lounge are staflFed

by Ministry of Government Services staff.

Mr. Reid: The press lounge also?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Yes, they are staflFed by
Ministry of Government Services staff. We
propose, after the new contract comes into

force, that the members' lounge and the

dining room would be staffed by the staff of

the caterer rather than our being involved in

running part of the operation.

Mr. Worton: Do you think you can justify

that, Mr. Minister? We are not making any
money now and you are transferring it to the

caterer. Surely he isn't going to take it on
for nothing?

Mr. Germa: How can he lose?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Of course, he is not going
to have the duplication of staff that we have
either.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Grey-
Bruce.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Chairman, my point in

this is that I don't think it's fair to Dineley
for us to be harping about the bad food if

you have him over a price barrel. Anybody
can provide good food if they are getting

paid for it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Tlie cabinet gets good
meals.

Mr. Sargent: I don't know what the cabinet

pays; I know that the meals in Ottawa, Mr.

Chairman, are excellent. You can be proud
to take a guest there. But it's a shocking thing
that back in our homes we eat properly and
we can afford to take a guest to a good din-

ner, but we always take our guest to this

place and we apologize when we walk in

and we always say, 'The food isn't the best

here," and so on.

I know Mr. Dineley personally; I don't

think he wants to be that kind of an operator,
but you are forcing him into it. The member
for Sudbury and the member for Wentworth
asked a very pointed question, pushing the

minister to bring out the tenders and the bids

on the tenders. This is a key point, in that if

you say one operator offered to pay a sub-

sidy of $138,000 a year on top of it, what is

Dineley paying? Are you saying he is paying
no subsidy?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister's statement

definitely indicated a bid for a subsidy.

Hon. Mr. Snow: The hon. member has just

made a complete 180-degree steep bank, be-

cause the one contractor asked for a subsidy
of almost $139,000 a year to be paid to him,
not the other way around. He wanted to be

paid a—
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Mr. Sargent: I'm sorry. I understood that.

I put it wrongly.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Right, the one contractor

wanted to be paid, you might say $140,000
in round figures, to come in here and to run
the operation.

Mr. Sargent: What are you paying Dineley?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Dineley is not to be paid
anything.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Snow: We are to supply him
with the equipment, with the space; he sup-
plies his own help, his own supplies; he runs
the dining room, runs the bars-

Mr. Sargent: He needs a secretary.

Hon. Mr. Snow: We do subsidize him for

some of his help for these specific areas that

I have mentioned, where we ask him to keep
staff on for special purposes or where he has
to serve a plate of sandwiches in the Premier's

dining room, or something like that, he gets
a little extra help.

Mr. Deans: Who pays for that, by the way?

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Chairman, the minister

says then that we are paying no subsidy to

Dineley now, we are giving a $1% million

or more plant.

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): We
just went through that.

Mr. Sargent: The large cafeteria over this

building here, that's his operation; this is his

operation here, and we are giving him a

$1% million plant, and—

Mr. S. B. Handleman (Carleton): You
can't read, but surely you can hear?

Mr. Sargent: —what is his gross a year? Do
you know what his gross sales a year are?

Do you know his gross sales a year?

Hon. Mr. Snow: If you sit down. 111 tell

you. Mr. Chairman, no, I do not know off-

hand. We do get Mr. Dineley's company's
audited statements each year. I don't have
them here.

Mr. Sargent: How can you intelligently
assess the problem at all, because you should
be getting a commission of 17% per cent,
sir. When we are finished with the plant, it

should be 17% per cent commission on his

gross sales. We are tossing out of the window
possibly a big buck. I don't know the amount

of his sales, but I think his sales would be
near possibly $1% million a year. So we are

tossing out of the window maybe $150,000 or

$250,000 a year in commissions.

But the fact remains, I'd like to ask you, do

you mean to tell me that in this building
here, this staff of Dineley's is not being paid
the minimum wage?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Some other hon. member
asked me that a few minutes ago and I

assured him that they were being paid con-

siderably above the minimum wage.

Mr. Sargent: Do you know?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I know, yes.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Nickel

Belt.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Chairman, this is strange.

Mr. Sargent: One more question, Mr. Chair-

man. Have we got an Ontario Liquor Licence

for the bar downstairs?

Hon. Mr. Snow: No.

Mr. Sargent: Or the press bar?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I am sure the hon. mem-
ber knows the answer to that.

Mr. Sargent: All right. Why is it then that

the only two unlicensed bars in the Province

of Ontario are in this House? Why?

Mr. Reid: Three, including the minister's

office.

Mr. Sargent: Will you answer that, please?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I am told, Mr. Chairman,
that it is not necessary for the Crown to

license itself, and as those two bars are oper-
ated within this building by the Crown it is

not necessary for them to be licensed.

Mr. Sargent: That is the law?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I am told.

Mr. Sargent: You are told. Do you know?

Mr. MacDonald: A lawyer's interpretation.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I rely on my legal advisers,

Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Nickel

Belt.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Chairman, I wonder if

the minister could indicate who he feels is

getting the subsidy here? Is it the members
and the people who utilize the dining room.
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or is it Mr. Dineley who operates the facility?

How do you rationahze that?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, I guess it

would have to be. Basically the price of the

menu is being subsidized. Now I expect under
the new programme, with the new menus that

we will have, the meals will cost us more

money. But I am not suggesting there is any-

thing wrong with the type of sandwich short-

order menu that we have at the present time,
but I expect in our new setup we will have
full course meals and a broader variety of

menu. This is very dijEBcult for an operator to

plan for. They will get used to certain things.
If they are planning on 100 people being
there tonight, say for dinner, then perhaps
some function comes up—the chiropractors
have a reception or the Speaker has a—

Mr. Sargent: They serve good dinners to

the chiropractors.

Hon. Mr. Snow: They serve dandies, too.

Or the Speaker's dinner—of course, I am sure

they would be notified of that—then all of a
sudden hardly anybody shows up, so it is a

very diflScult operation to run. I don't think
there is any way to run it, if we want any
kind of a decent dining room at all, without
some measure of subsidy. I do not have the

figures for the Ottawa one and I am doubtful
if I could get them; but I understand that it

is very highly subsidized too.

Mr. Laughren: If anything I was being
critical of the fact that the members' meals
are being subsidized rather than the fact that
the operator is being subsidized. I wonder if

it has ever been computed to what extent the
meals themselves are being subsidized for the
members? I know that would depend on the
kind of meal you had, but in a rough per-
centage.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I don't think we would
have those figures—or how you could calcu-
late it really—depending upon the capital in-

vestment, the cost of hydro and water; it is

not separated.

Mr. Laughren: Some of us would like to
declare them on our income tax.

Mr. Reid: As a medical expense!

Hon. Mr. Snow: As far as the meals are

concerned, I think if we are going to have an

eating facility in the building for the mem-
bers' use, for our guests, for people that come
here—Before the hon. Leader of the Opposi-
tion leaves—if he would just wait one moment

I have something for him. I have been wait-

ing all evening for him.

If we are going to have a dining room, or

an eating establishment here I think we are

going to have to be satisfied that it has to

be subsidized in some manner or form. If you
don't do that then you will not have an eating

facility. I'm sure they wouldn't have one in

Ottawa, or in most factories, plants, or any-

thing else—they'd hardly have a cafeteria if

they weren't prepared to subsidize it to some

degree.

While I'm on my feet I'd like to send over

to the Leader of the Opposition the tender

document and the plans that were for the

two buildings in Thunder Bay which I told

him, before the supper hour, that I would get.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: 111 be able to look those

over before I go to bed tonight.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Some bedtime reading.

Mr. Deans: I just want to go back to the—

Mr. Chainnan: The same question?

Mr. Deans: Yes, the same question—not to

the tender documents and the plans, but to

the subsidy of the food.

Quite frankly, I would like to know how
it can be calculated that we are getting a

good deal. I'm not a
very

lavish eater, and

therefore I go to some ordinary places; I can

go up to the Steak N' Burger, for example,
and have salad, baked potato, meat, straw-

berry shortcake and coffee-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He could have it tomor-

row night too.

Mr. Deans: No, there's a little variety—but

I can get that for anything between $1.89 and

$2.69.

Mr. Handleman: How many thousands are

being served?

Mr. Deans: If they rent their facilities, and

pay for their help, their own cutlery, their

utensils, their heating, their light and their

insurance—all of the normal costs of operating
a business, I seriously wonder why I can go
there and get a meal for that price, when I

go downstairs and I pay—how much was it

today for that piece of stuff my friend had?

Mr. Germa: It was $2.15.

Mr. Deans: My friend the member for

Sudbury had something down there — he

wouldn't tell me what it was, but it looked

edible—and he paid $2.15 for it—and yet
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there is no overhead cost other than the cost

of providing the service itself.

Mr. Eaton: How many of them did he

serve?

Mr. Deans: Now, why would there be that

kind of a difference?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Would the hon. member
like me to tell him why?

Mr. Deans: Well, damn it, I asked. If I

didn't want to know, I wouldn't have asked.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Well, first of all, I pre-
sume that the premises he was talking about

would have started at 6 o'clock this morning,

serving breakfast, and would go steady and

strong right through the day until perhaps 2

o'clock tomorrow morning; and it would
serve thousands of meals during the day,

compared with the very few that are served

in this building. I mean, there's just no

comparison.

Mr. Deans: No, but I am sure the minis-

ter appreciates that the food that is sold here
is also sold in the cafeteria over in the

Macdonald Block to whatever nmnber of

people in the civil service go in there. There
is a reasonably broad clientele. It's not as if

they are only serving 117 members of the

Legislature, or those of them who go there.

Mr. Sargent: A $2 million volume.

Mr. Deans: A fairly broad clientele uses

Dineley's emporium. And there are two
branches of this place; there is one across the

street as well. It just doesn't wash the way the

minister tells it—not quite; there may be
some justification.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Well, I think it washes

very well to anyone who understands busi-

ness-

Mr. Deans: Thanks very muchi

Mr. R. F. Nixon: And the minister is no
firemanl

Hon. Mr. Snow: But I would also point out
that when we asked for bids last year, we
advertised publicly for these bids. We also

sent out letters, I believe, to everyone we
thought might possibly be interested-

Mr. Reid: And they had more important
considerations involved than the food.

Hon. Mr. Snow: We got all kinds of let-

ters from people, saying they were not inter-

ested in it at all.

Mr. Sargent: Because the specs were too

low.

Mr. Reid: Was that for this building and
the Macdonald Block?

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, for this building.

Mr. Reid: One can understand that.

Mr. Deans: I can understand that.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Some of them said they
were not interested at all; others said they
would only be interested on a management
basis—they would put in the staff and run

the place, and we would have to pay the

staff and pay all expenses. But only four put
in what could be considered firm bids.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Victoria-

Haliburton.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson ( Victoria-Hahburton ) :

Mr. Chairman, with regard to the parking lot

at the north side of the building here, I

would like to mention-

Mr. Reid: We are still on food services.

Hon. Mr. Snow: We are not on anything.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: Yesterday afternoon,

as I walked along Wellesley St., I was par-

ticularly struck—

Mr. Reid: Where?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: I was particularly

struck by the very large boulder that has

been removed and shoved over to the comer
of the parking lot. The boulder is large,

and I thought it had a very nice setting. It

would make a fitting place to put several

plaques.

Mr. Reid: We could make it a cabinet

minister. It is pretty solid!

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: A boulder denotes

great strength, and I'd like to suggest that

there are two classes of people who have

served this Legislature very well in the

past and still do at the present. On one side

of that boulder, I was thinking it might be

fitting that the names and terms of office and
service of the five Clerks of this Legislature
since Confederation, might be placed. And
the names of each of the Sergeants-at-Arms
and the number we have had might be a

fitting thing to place on one of the other sides

there. I think that stone should stay approxi-

mately where it is and in the setting it is
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and not be removed. It is in a particularly
useful place, because it is in between two
trees.

Mr. Cerma: I can show you one in Sud-

bury.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: It's very fitting and
it should be left there. Well, there are an
awful lot of stones, and they sent some down
here. And I don't mean good valuable ones,
either.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Hard
heads.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: But, Mr. Chairman, I

think the minister should take that under
consideration. I think it would be a worthy
addition to the grounds and to this Legis-
lature.

Mr. Germa: The business of the province
is being conducted.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I am very happy to have
the hon. member suggest that.

Mr. Sargent: That is on your level!

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I think it would be a great
monument to some of the questions that have
been asked tonight. But, in any case, yester-
day, I guess it was around yesterday noon-

Mr. Raid: It was just yesterday you were

looking at that rock!

Hon. Mr. Snow: —yesterday noon hour that

they dug that out, I believe it was. No, it

was Tuesday. Because when I was walking
over from my oflBce to the House on Tuesday,
just prior to 2 o'clock, I saw this huge
boulder which was still damp from the earth.

It had just been dug out and was sitting
there. And I envisaged, when I came in here
to the question period, that that thing might
get loaded onto a float and taken down and

dumped into the lake someplace.

Mr. Laughren: The member for Wellington-
Dufferin (Mr. Root) is getting off on this

debate.

Hon. Mr. Snow: So I left my chair and
went out and contacted Mr. Wells, director

of my property management branch, and sug-
gested that nothing be done with this stone;
to investigate it and see what we could do
wiih it.

Mr. Laughren: You investigated the stone
did you?

Hon. Mr. Snow: The stone did come off the

the property, as I assmned it had. I don't

know where else it could come from.

Mr. Laughren: You left no stone unturned.

Hon. Mr. Snow: It is a huge boulder and
can be made, I'm sure— I hadn't thought of

those plaques that could go on it.

Mr. Reid: That's the fullest answer we have
had on anything tonight. You are an expert
on stones.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): It is called

the stone report.

Hon. Mr. Snow: But if you'll notice, since

Tuesday the stone has been moved from

where it was sitting to what we now think

will probably be a permanent setting, and
so on.

Mr. Reid: You don't know anything about

the Niagara Escarpment but you know about

the stone department.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. The hon.

member for Thunder Bay.

Mr. Stokes: Yes, I would like to get back,
for a minute, to the cuisine that we are pres-

ently being served in the existing dining
facilities.

I had occasion to visit the National Assem-

bly in Quebec and on going into the dining
room I had a chat with the people down
there. And I was taken on a tour of the

dining facilities. Very gracious people do\vn

there. And they made me a gift of a menu
of the parliamentary dining room there. It's

all in French. I'm not going to try and read

it in French, but 111 read the headings: Les
hors d'oeuvres—15 choices; les potages et les

jus—nine choices; les poissons et les crustaces

—eight choices-

Mr. Reid: That's fish.

Mr. Stokes: Les salades—nine choices; les

plats du chef—23 choices; les plats du jour—
there's one for every day of the week.

Mr. Reid: Is the point you are trying to

make that you can't read French?

An hon. member: You've made your point.

Mr. Stokes: And there are 10 different

choices of desserts. And I'd like to present
this to the minister just to show him what

they're able to do. Granted the prices are a

little bit more, but I'm sure that the members
here wouldn't mind paying for them. And
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they'd be proud to take their guests into a

dining room that has this many choices.

Frankly, I was quite impressed when I

visited that facility, and I thfaik maybe if the

minister hasn't been there, maybe he should

send one of his emissaries down to see how
they do it—and do it very well, thank you—
in the parliamentary dining room in the

Province of Quebec.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Rainy
River.

Mr. Reid: I would just like to add a few
remarks. I have been interjecting here, and

perhaps I shoidd get up and be responsible
for what I have been saying.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Oh, don t do that.

Mr. Reid: The point of this exercise really
is that whether the intentions of the minister

are good or not, he has given J. and J.

Dineley and company a monopoly on serving
food in this building. He can say that they
tendered, that they wrote different companies,
but when he restricted it solely to the opera-
tion in this building, it must have been obvi-

ous even to the minister, even though he is

a businessman, that only one person would
wind up with the contract. Despite the fact

that the minister was, or is, a businessman,
and I tend to think he still is—he certainly is

a very good politician—but in any case, obvi-

ously the minister must realize that if you
provide a better or superior quality product
you are going to increase both your gross
volume and your subsequent profit.

I don t know what negotiations have gone
on between J. and J. Dineley and your min-

istry, but no doubt he has tJeen complaining
that his dollar volume out of this dining room
is poor, over the whole year, both when we
are here and when we are out of session.

Many of us would eat here if a decent meal
was served, particularly in the evening. But
most of us go out of the building. We have
been here all day. We don't want to have to

face that dining room and the food that is

served there again at night.

And I would say, Mr. Minister, as a bache-
lor of long standing—and at the rate I am
going perhaps for ever—and having lived in a
number of places over my long career as a
student, labourer, and politician, and having
had to, when the worst has come to the

worst, even eaten my own cooking—and that

almost makes J. and J. Dineley Ltd. look

good—I can say that there is really no reason

why the company, given the facilities and its

volume of business from the Macdonald

Block, cannot provide a decent, hot, cooked
meal in that dining room, at a decent price
for the members.

I just want to say that I think the minister

is being less than fair, less than honest with
us if he really believes that we are going to

believe that this smokescreen about asking for

tenders is really the truth. Surely he has to

realize as we do that there was only one
batter in the ball game and that was J. and

J. Dineley.

The member for Sudbury makes a good
point—if we are subsidizing him I think the

government should ensure that the profits are

not enormous, are not out of line with the

profit that he would be making in any other

business enterprise, particularly since public
funds are being used to subsidize that par-
ticular operation. I would suggest that it is

incumbent upon the minister to ensure that

this is not so.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 802.

The hon. member for Sudbury.

Mr. Germa: You know it hangs like a heavy
stone in my stomach-

Mr. Reid: It's your supper.

Mr. Germa: Maybe that stone out in the

backyard, too. What really bugs me is we
are using public funds to subsidize private

profit. This is where I just have to divide on
the minister's approach to things. His con-

tention is that you can't do anything unless

you contract out.

Certain complimentary statements have
been made regarding the dining room the

members have in Ottawa. This dining room
is not farmed out; it is run by the govern-
ment itself and it is probably one of the

better dining rooms in Canada. The meals

are away ahead of those here, and their price
is not too far out of line.

If the government is going to put this kind

of money in — and the minister hasn't said

what portion of the $1.5 million is the dining
room's share—then I think that if we see fit

to invest in it, it is the government that is

taking the risk. The operator has put nothing
in. He's put in not one penny until he buys
his first bag of carrots. That's about all he

can lose, his first week's groceries, because

the people of Ontario, in fact, are putting in

the risk capital. Yet someone else is going to

walk away with any undetermined profit. You
didn't even see fit to think about curtailing

profit or containing the man some way.

I just wondered if the contract is really
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signed, sealed and delivered as of this mo-
ment. If not, will the minister not reconsider

taking in these vast areas? With all the

employees, and not only the members, in this

Queen's Park complex, there are enough
people involved here to make a viable de-

partment for this government to operate.

An hon. member: Right.

Mr. Germa: This is precisely why they are

getting better service in the House of Com-
mons than we have been getting here, and
for httle more money than what we are pay-

ing here. It's really a first-class service there.

Mr. Chairman: We are getting very repeti-

tive on this subject I might say.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, the menu
the hon. member for Thunder Bay gave me
is very interesting. I can't understand a word
of it, unfortunately, Mr. Chairman, but I

do understand the figures. There is no doubt

that this type of a menu can be put on
whether it's operated in house or whetiier it's

operated by contract. It all depends on by
how much you are prepared to subsidize it

and how much the members are prepared to

pay.

Mr. Germa: And how much profit you
take out.

Hon. Mr. Snow: All you people over there

worry about is profit.

Mr. Germa: That is where we get ripped
oflF all our lives.

Hon. Mr. Snow: If you people ever had to

worry about making a profit, you would have

something to worry about. In the contract

with Dineley we do have their financial

statement presented to us every year. We
have audited financial statements and I can
assure you that there is no great ripoflF of

profit in running this dining room or the

cafeteria.

Mr. Laughren: We have to take your word
for that.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I forget what the other

question was at this time.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Grey-
Bruce.

Mr. Sargent: I have a couple of questions
before I start my other question. It's amazing
to me, Mr. Chairman, that this minister does

not know the gross and the net of the opera-
tion. How can he intelligently let a contract

or to vmte the specs for a contract? It's

simply incredible and hard to believe.

I would like to have from the minister to-

morrow in this House, in the morning before

noon, the profit of Mr. Dineley—the profit he
makes in the whole operation here.

It's incredible to me that you can let a

contract or write specs for a contract when

you don't know the profit involved or the

scope of the operation.

Mr. Laughren: Subsidize it.

Mr. Sargent: As a business man you would
starve to death doing business that way.

Mr. Laughren: You are holding hands in

our pocket again.

Mr. Sargent: I'd like to ask you, do the

words, "government house" mean anything to

you at this point, time and place?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Government house? No,

they don't.

Mr. Sargent: In other words, there is no

ongoing plan to have an outside operation
called government house in your department?

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 802 carried?

Vote 802 agreed to.

Vote 803, legislative services programme.

On vote 803:

Mr. Stokes: On legislative services pro-

gramme, I am sure the minister well remem-
bers here last fall when we sat inordinately

long and a great number of hours. On numer-
ous occasions we went on to 2 and 3 o'clock

in the morning. As a matter of fact, on one

occasion it was continuous from 2 p.m. one

day until 10 a.m. the following day. It was
bad enough for us sitting here; at least we
were able to come and go as we pleased and

to enter into the debate and opt out of the

debate as we pleased. But some of the staffs

that work around here and do an excellent

job of—

An hon. member: Hansard.

Mr. Stokes: —making things operate, includ-

ing the staff of Hansard. I had occasion to go

up there during some of those long sessions-

Some hon. members: Oh, ohi Oh, ohi

Mr. Chairman: Hansard is under 201 if its

Hansard you wish to talk about. Hansard is

under a different department. It's vote 201.
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Mr. Stokes: No. No. I am not talking about

the operation of Hansard itself, I am talking

about the kind of facilities that you provide
for Hansard.

Hon. Mr. Snow: That's 802.

Mr. Stokes: I happen to know that the

minister goes up there from time to time, as

he does to various places in the buildings, to

see how things are progressing.

Mr. Chairman: I would just say before

leaving, that really is in 802, if it is accom-

modation.

Mr. Stokes: No, no. I asked earlier and you
said it was legislative services.

Mr. Deans: It can't be under 802.

Mr. Stokes: No.

Mr. Laughren: Let the new chairman rule.

Mr. Stokes: It's the legislative building

services, vote 803, item 3.

Mr. Deans: Certainly!

Mr. Sargent: But we are on 802 though.

Mr. Deans: No we're not. We're on 803.

Mr. Stokes: Absolutely!

Mr. Deans: We just passed it.

Mr. Sargent: Did we pass 802?

Mr. Chairman: I am sure the hon. minister

will answer your questions.

Mr. Stokes: The point I am trying to make
is that you have about 15 people working in

one office up there, each one has a tape re-

corder and each one of them has a type-
writer. Have you been in there and just seen

the conditions under which they work?

We sit here where it's nice and cool, and

yet I would suspect for a relatively small

amount of money you could air-condition

that place and make it a little bit more

humane, make it a place where people like

to work and can work in comfort, especially
when we call upon them to work extremely

long hoiu-s, particularly toward the end of

the session, as was the case last December,
and I am sure that will be the case as we
get toward recess sometimes toward the end
of June. It's not a lot of money, and we are

talking about people who do an excellent

job of recording what's being said under

very, trying conditions. I think it is high
time the minister recognized that they are

deserving of the best kind of work place
that we can provide for them.

I am sure that the minister is well aware
of what I speaking, but if he isn't, go up
and take a look and just a cursory glance
will convince him that it's worth the few
dollars that you can put in there to air-

condition it and to make the surroundings
there and the work place as pleasant and as

comfortable as possible. I would like to

have some reaction from the minister on
that.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, I am well

aware of the facilities that the member is

speaking about. I think we did a consider-

able amount of work to improve those facili-

ties a few months ago—

Mr. Stokes: You put a carpet in!

Hon. Mr. Snow: We redecorated the whole

place a few months ago and put completely
new carpeting in and, I think, did some
acoustical work of some type. This, I am
told, has helped tremendously in the acous-

tics and the atmosphere of the place.

Now, as the member knows, I'm sure, we
are working on a contract for the air-con-

ditioning of this total building, which will

be done in phases. We have the chilled water

plant installed now and in operating con-

dition. As the basement alterations are being
carried out, they are being hooked into the

main air-conditioning system. Then over the

next year or two we will be proceeding with

the total building in sections—moving people
out, putting in the air-conditioning and new

ceilings and other things that have to be

done, getting that section organized and get-

ting the people back into that and taking
them out of some more rooms.

It is quite a major job, as I'm sure the

hon. member can understand, putting air-

conditioning into a building of this type. But
it is all in process. It is all designed, it's

approved, it's in our blue book and it will be

completed as soon as possible. It is almost

impossible to put any type of air-condition-

ing in that particular space that the member
is speaking about without a tremendous
amount of expense for a short period of time.

We have done the carpeting and what not

and I am told that this has helped im-

mensely.

Mr. Stokes: Just to pursue this just a little

bit further. I have been here 5% years and
I don't think there is a week goes by that

there isn't something being done toward

renovating or altering this building.
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It reminds me of one of the storekeepers in

my home town. Every time you went in he

had a wall adjusted a couple of inches this

way or a couple of feet that way. He never

seemed to be finished. He was always doing

patchwork. It reminds me of University Ave.

down here. You can't come up it without

finding it torn up some place along the

route.

Do you have any overall plan for this build-

ing where you can see at some point in time

you are going to reach the position where you
have done with all of this? Where you are

not going back and redoing and duplicating,

knocking out walls here, knocking out walls

there, relocating them? Have you any overall

plan for this building where, in the not-too-

distant future, you will have reached the

point where you are done with it, rather

than continually readjusting things, or reno-

vating, or applying patchwork—a band-aid

sort of approach rather than an overall ap-

proach? I think you should maintain the

beautifiJ attributes this building has, but once

and for all, forget about renovating, and get
on to more important things. It seems to me
that there isn't a day goes by but somebody
isn't at work tearing something down. The
next week you see it is being built up again,
and a year later the same process all over

again.

Mr. Deans: Especially in the Premier's

office.

Mr. Stokes: Yes. Do you have any overall

plan?

Mr. Spence: Mr. Chairman, before the min-
ister answers that question, I wonder if I

could bring to his attention that members
ought to see the basements of this Legislature

being renovated and conditions improved?
We do see the conditions that exist on the

third floor where the Hansard reporters are.

They have no air-conditioning. Would it be

possible to renovate the third floor, where
these young ladies are preparing Hansard, to

improve their comforts instead of renovating
the basement of this Legislature? I would just
like to ask could the third floor be renovated

just the same as the basement of this Ontario

Legislature?

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, it's pretty difiicult,
Mr. Chairman, to try to air-condition the
third floor before you put the equipment in

the basement. As I say, we have been work-

ing now for two years on this chilled water

plant that is partially underneath the north

wing, partially underneath the connecting
link between the main building and the north

wing. Any of you who have not taken a look

down there, I suggest you do. See the mam-
moth equipment and pumps and compressors
and whatnot that have been installed. They
are interconnected through a tunnel to the

Macdonald Block complex so that if there

is a breakdown in air-conditioning in either

building, chilled water can be fed back and
forward from one plant to the other. This

is in operation; it is standing by as a backup
on the Macdonald Block complex. If anything
were to break down over there, this would
feed it.

As I say, if you go down into that basement
and take a look, you will see the very large
chilled water pipes and steam pipes that are

being put in now. They are all ready to feed

up through the building to supply the air-

conditioning. But that work must be done
before you do anything upstairs.

My oflBce for two years was up on the

fourth floor of this building in the west wing,
and there's no hotter place in Hades than

that-

Mr. Worton: Have you been there?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I have read about it—than

that west side upstairs. But it will be air-

conditioned as soon as the programme de-

velops.

As far as the other alterations are con-

cerned, the member suggests we are contin-

uously making alterations. I suppose this goes
with any building. There is always some-

thing—painting, decorating, changing a little

partition here or there, or changing the lock

on a door. But this long-range plan of putting
in the air-conditioning and renovating at the

same time—it is all planned out and it is

staged.

As I say, the work on the chilled water

plant in the basement is being done now; the

tendering is going to take place later this

year for the actual air-conditioning up in the

different floors of the building. I think it is

going to be three or four years before the

whole building is completed, because it will

have to be done in these different stages.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Grey-
Bruce.

Mr. Sargent: Under this vote, Mr. Chair-

man, you have the $1,463,000 for communi-
cations and special services. For my 10 years
in this building, we've had the same type of

sound system in this chamber. There are

many times when a lot of us can't hear some
ministers speak. I don't blame it on the

ministers, I—
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Mr. Handleman: We can always hear you.

Mr. Sargent: The reason you can hear me
is because I have a voice something like the

minister here—a harsh voice—and I'm low-
close to the mike here. I'm built close to the

floor.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I have not got much left

tonight.

Mr. Sargent: But fellows like the member
for Victoria-Haliburton there, or the member
for York Centre (Mr. Deacon), they talk over

the mike and nobody hears them.

Mr. Mcllveen: It's just as well.

Mr. H. C. Parrott (Oxford): Especially if it's

the member for York Centre.

Mr. Sargent: The minister should consider

putting a mike on every desk. To give every-

body equal treatment. I shouldn't have the

right to have a mike here while my colleague
from Rainy River does not have a mike. It

isn't fair. He doesn't get the same exposure
I do, soundwise. I'm not—

Mr. Chairman: Can we come back to the

vote?

Mr. Sargent: I am talking very pointedly
on sound communications and trying to fol-

low the vote. You should be much more
aware than your predecessor in that chair.

The member for Northumberland (Mr. Rowe)
had a rough time following things, but the

member for Brantford (Mr. Beckett) should

know better than that. Having been mayor
of the great city of Brantford a long time,

you should know what is going on.

Mr. Chairman: Thank you for the advice.

Mr. Sargent: Nice to have you aboard.

We'll get you on steady there.

I think it's time the minister listened to

what I'm talking about, because you haven't

upgraded a thing here in 10 years.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, on a

point of order—I shouldn't interfere with
the hon. member—but we have done so. We
have added equipment to this chamber, and
from my observations the sound communi-
cations in this chamber compared to what
they have in your favourite Ottawa—there is

just no comparison whatsoever.

Mr. Stokes: That's right.

Mr. Sargent: Maybe I'm getting hard of

hearing but I have a tough time following

the Minister of Community and Social Serv-

ices (Mr. Brunelle). I know he's a gentle,
mild type but we can't hear you half the

time. So, I think that's a good point. It

seems tonight we are talking about things
that affect us and they aren't really in the

interest of the taxpayers. But it's the only
time I get a chance to get a shot at this guy,
so let's do it properly.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I'm here every day.

Mr. Sargent: Yes but you don't answer

questions. Even if you did know them you
wouldn't answer them anyway.

I'd like to ask the minister through you,
Mr. Chairman, about electronic bugging. Do
you happen to know, in your term of oflBce

as a minister, if there has been any single

case, or numbers of cases, of bugging in this

building?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I am not aware of any
actual cases that have been detected, Mr.

Chairman.

Mr. Sargent: Would you say it again? I

didn't hear you.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I said, Mr. Chairman, that

I am not aware of any cases of electronics

eavesdropping being detected in this building.
I can't say that there have not been any.
But I'm not aware of any and this area of

security falls under the direction of the

Solicitor General (Mr. Yaremko). He through
the Ontario Provincial Police intelligence
service does keep an eye out for this type
of thing. I understand there is equipment that

they have that will detect electronic eaves-

dropping devices, but I can't say that there

has been or there hasn't. I'm not sure that I

would be advised if there was.

Mr. Sargent: It might be. Mr. Chairman,

through you, I have two more questions here

on this point. It might be a matter of interest

to the minister that there was a feature

article in Newsweek magazine several weeks

ago which said that in every area of govern-
ment across the world, in every state of the

50 states to the south of us, every one of

those administrations has had cases of elec-

tronic bugging, and the administrations are

involved in it. So we, the largest operation
in Canada, are the only area in North Ameri-

ca that does not have it. It is amazing to me
that you would not know definitely, yes or

no, if there is anything like that going on

here. But I will take your word for it—if you
don't, you don't know what is going on.
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Mr. Reid: We have known that for years.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, on that

point. As I told the hon. member there is a

procedure within the government, but not

within my ministry, for the surveillance of

this type of thing. I can't tell the hon. mem-
ber whether or not any bugging has been
found. But I was glad to hear the hon. mem-
ber say that Ontario was the biggest opera-
tion in Canada—even bigger than that of his

friends in Ottawa.

Mr. Sargent: It certainly is, and it should

be because we are the largest, most dynamic
province—through no help of yours, I'll tell

you that.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Thirty years of good gov-
ernment.

Mr. Sargent: I feel that we should have
a mike on each one of our desks. We should

have on our desks in our oflBces—

Mr. Deans: Some of these people don't

use them at all.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Mr. Reid: Give us the Tory mikes.

Mr. Sargent: That is a good point. Thank

you. You made a good point. Some of those

dummies over there never speak, that's right.
We should have a monitor; we should have
on each one of our desks in our oflBces a

speaker box, so each one of us can know what
is going on in the House without having to

run up a bunch of stairs.

Mr. Stokes: We've never been better oflF.

Mr. Sargent: Oh come now—you were the

one who was talking about this a while ago.
If we can supply it, Mr. Chairman, to 3ie

deputy leader of our party—and I don't think

that he rates any more than I do.

Mr. Singer: That is a matter of opinion.

Mr. Sargent: Or that he rates any more
than any other member of this party. I think

we are 117 fellows here on an equal basis;

no one is better than anybody else, and we
should have equal rights.

Mr. Eaton: Some are more equal than

others.

Mr. Sargent: Don't forget that one. That
isn't expensive.

Mr. Laughren: No, I refuse to be put on
the level of the member for Sault Ste. Marie

(Mr. Rhodes).

Mr. Sargent: I brought this up to the

accounts committee and they said they would

get some action out of the Speaker on it. But

nothing happens around here. We should

have a TV monitor in the corridor by our

oflBces so you can walk out and see what is

going on in the House; if anybody is in their

seats up there. If it needs some bodies up
there, we should be able to find out without

having to run up two or three flights of

stairs, and having to run half a block to find

out what is going on.

Let's get with it over here. You are so far

behind in your thinking. If you can do some

under the table deals for some Tory friends—

that happens all the time—now let's do some-

thing for the people of Ontario. We should

have a TV monitor in the press room up
there so they can see what is going on in the

House.

Mr. Laughren: That would do something
for the people of Ontario.

Mr. Sargent: It sure as hell would. And if

we could televise these proceedings it would
be beautiful. You guys wouldn't be here one

more day.

Mr. Parrott: I think there would be 117 of

US-

Mr. Sargent: Are you making a note of these

things? I guess you are. This is an exercise

in futility. I don't know how you put up
with these things. I think that we should have

a sauna bath in this place.

Mr. Mcllveen: 111 vote for that.

Mr. Sargent: There are lots of times when
I could use it in the morning. It's time that

we were operating in the 1970s. This place
hasn't changed since 1963 when I had the

honour to come up those steps. And I wish
to hell—pardon, Mr. Chairman—that you fel-

lows would start to think like modem
America does.

It is shocking that we don't have the basic

things Hke a $10 speaker box on our desk

which would help us—we could do our cor-

respondence and know what is going on in

the House—and monitors placed strategically
round the building would be a great asset to

all of us.

Mr. Laughren: That would do something
for the people of Ontario.

Mr. Sargent: It is only my opinion. I am

wrong a lot of times. But let's get with it, Mr.
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Minister, and do these things that are im-

portant to the operation of this Legislature.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Nickel

Belt.

Mr. Laughren: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Sargent: May I have an answer to my
question?

Mr. Laughren: Certainly, if he is prepared
to answer.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, we have

investigated the electronic equipment in

this chamber. We either have, or are in the

process of changing over to, the type of re-

cording equipment that does the recording for

the Hansard staff. We wiU be changing from
the reel-to-reel type of tape system that we
have had, to a cassette system that is sup-

posed to be a lot better. I believe that has

either been completed or is in the process of

being carried out.

Mr. Sargent: A mike on every desk.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I don't think a mike on
every desk would help at all really. I know
in Ottawa they don't have a mike on every
desk. They have a mike for every two desks.

I don't think it's the mikes. Certain people
have a voice that wouldn't carry if you had
10 mikes here. We did install these four extra

speakers to give better volume throughout
the chamber. Those were installed last year
and they have helped considerably.

As far as having a little speaker box on
every member's office desk is concerned, I

suppose, Mr. Chairman, if all of us had that,

maybe some of us would be less in the
House than we are now.

Mr. Deans: There are some who couldn't

be here any less.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I think we do have, as I

am sure all of you know, a number of these

speakers throughout the building. The leaders

of the two opposition parties, I believe, have
them. I don't know whether the House
leaders do or not. I believe our House
leader does. The Speaker does so that he
can monitor from his office what's going on
in the House and the Premier has one also.

Mr. Stokes: So does the press.

Mr. Sargent: Will you accept a question?

Hon. Mr. Snow: And there is a speaker in

the press lounge so that they can hear up
there what is happening.

Mr. Sargent: Will you accept a question
here?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I will accept a question
as soon as I have finished. I sat and listened

to you for a long while, so just wait.

Mr. Sargent: It is on this point, though.

Hon. Mr. Snow: This could be done. I

have never heard it suggested before. I

haven't really given it any serious thought.
I am not sure all members would want it

and no one else has suggested it.

The hon. member mentioned a sauna bath.

This is something that I suggested last year
could be done. The members do not seem too

particularly interested in it. There is a

space down in the members' lounge that

could be used.

Mr. Mcllveen: Sure we are interested.

Hon. Mr. Snow: If that's how interested

you are-

Mr. Laughren: A massage parlour.

Hon. Mr. Snow: —this can be done.

As for TV monitors, again, I don't think

these are really the highest priority items

for the people of Ontario-

Mr. Sargent: I didn't think you would.

Hon. Mr. Snow: —for you to have a TV
monitor in your office so you can see how
many members are in the House and whether

you should be here or not, or in your oflBce.

Mr. Sargent: I didn't say that. I said in

the caucus room.

Hon. Mr. Snow: That's what you said, in

the hallway down by your caucus where

your office is, so that you could step out of

your office door and see whether there was

anybody in the House or not.

Mr. Sargent: What is wrong with that?

We would be here, if we need to be here.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I suppose if you were in

town, then you could be here. I think this

has not got to be the highest priority item,
but it is something that in this new electronic

age could be considered, and I will be quite

happy to consider it.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Nickel Belt.

Mr. Laughren: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Of all the ministries in this government and
of all the branches within all those ministries,

it seems to me that one of the branches with-
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in your ministry proudly sets a new bench-

mark for irrelevancy. That's the citizen in-

quiry branch for which, I believe, the funds

are allocated in this vote. Perhaps it's because

I am very much aware of who uses that citi-

zens' inquiry branch. I would suspect that 90

per cent of the people who use the citizen's

inquiry branch are from Metro Toronto.

As a member from the north, I can tell

you that I resent that very deeply. I also

resent the fact that there is window dressing
like that in this government, when, at the

same time, there is in northern Ontario

window dressing like the northern affairs

oflSces—which, I suppose, is supposed to be
the parallel to the citizen's inquiry branch in

the south—and I can assure you that one is

as irrelevant as the other.

What makes it so very, very annoying is

that they are really not solving any problems
whatsoever. If the problem is superficial

enough, I suppose it's solved, and if the

phone number is immediately available the

person's solution can be solved on the spot.
Bui the members too often have seen those

people who refer to the citizen's inquiry
branch come right back on to the doorstep
of the member. The problem is just never
solved. Since about half the queries are not
even classified, I don't know how the minister

thinks that he is accomplishing anything with
those.

You know, if you were really serious about

providing a service to citizens in the province
it sure wouldn't be with that kind of windov/

dressing. It would be providing the service

for people who do have serious problems.
People who have things like compensation
problems, problems with OHIP, problems
with community and social services. It

wouldn't be the kind of problems that people
have when they don't know which number
to phone. I think that it is really most offen-

sive.

I don't know how much money is allocated

specifically to the citizen's inquiry branch,
because it's included in with the larger
amount. I would like to know just how much
is allocated to it. It's like residents in the

north paying their Ontario Hospital fees and

having neither doctors nor hospitals available

to them, and the citizen's inquiry branch prob-
ably is—

An Hon. member: Irrelevant.

Mr. Laughren: Well, I think the word
irrelevant is most appropriate. I would sure

like to hear from the minister what kind of

problems the citizens' inquiry branch solves.

Not the kind of pap that comes out on the

sheet of paper that is issued—once a month,
I believe it is—and that doesn't tell us any-

thing. I'd be very, very surprised if a con-

stituent, no matter what riding he's in, has

ever, for example, had a compensation prob-
lem solved by the citizens' inquiry branch.

I suspect that they're like the Workmen's

Compensation Board office in Sudbury. If an

injured citizen, a workman, goes to them, all

they do is refer him to the Toronto office and

put it on Teletype and that's it. There is no
serious attempt at all to solve the problem, or

even to get back to the ministry involved and

say: "There are inadequacies in our pro-

gramme here. This is what should be done."

I really wonder if you're even making an
eflFort to do anything about the problems that

are referred there, or whether it's just a trans-

ferral process to pass citizens from one min-

istry to another, or one branch of one ministry
to another branch of another ministry.

I wonder if the minister could tell us very

specifically what kind of problems he solves;

to what extent people are helped in launching

appeals, and to what extent he sees the role

of the citizens' inquiry branch changing in the

future. I doubt if the minister will find much

support among his own backbenchers, if they
were to be honest, for the citizens' inquiry
branch.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, I'd just

like to say that I disagree with almost every-

thing the member has said. I think the citi-

zens' inquiry branch, with its small staflF, is

doing a very excellent service for the people
of Ontario. Not only for the people from

Toronto, but from all over Ontario.

Mr. Laughren: How many calls do you

get from Thunder Bay?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I do not have the figures
on how many letters or inquiries they do get
from Thunder Bay, but I'm sure that you
must realize there are, in a government the

size of this, a number of letters coming in

every day that need to be readdressed. They
need to be opened to see the type of in-

quiries. They certainly handle Workman's

Compensation Board inquiries.

Mr. Laughren: They don't.

Hon. Mr. Snow: They do so!

Mr. Laughren: Do they appear before the

Workman's Compensation Board?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I don't suppose they

appear before the board, but they will cer-
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tainly advise the person on his rights and
make an application for him for an appeal.

Mr. Laughren: That's some help.

Hon. Mr. Snow: And this is a very great
assistance to some people who don't under-

stand exactly what their rights are. I have
had numerous letters from people who have

written in saying how much they appre-
ciated this service, or the assistance that they

got from the citizens' inquiry branch over

some specific question that they have had.

They get many calls on questions relating
to municipal government or to federal gov-
ernment, to unemployment insurance, a great

many things. People just phone in to the

switchboard and, rather than being bounced
around from ministry to ministry, with the

switchboard operator trying to find out who
these people should talk to, who many times

don't seem to really know what their prob-
lem is, they can now be referred to the

citizens' inquiry branch and be looked after

properly.

And for the minimum staff that we have
and a minimal budget, I think this is doing a

very, very worthwhile service. I propose to

continue it. I don't propose to expand it

greatly at all. We don't want to build up a

hierarchy of organization there. But the

operation as it is right now is doing an ex-

cellent job. You asked the cost-it is $143,000
for this year.

Mr. Deans: I just want to inform my col-

league for a moment, that there are some

things about it that desperately need chang-
ing. There is no point in sending me a letter

or a form saying: "Mrs. so-and-so from such-
and-such a street in your riding inquired of
the citizens' inquiry branch." That means no-

thing to me. If you're not going to send me
a detailed explanation of what it is that she
wanted to laiow, then don't tell me she

inquired. Because then I have to write to

her, and say: "I understand you inquired of

the citizens' inquiry branch about something.

Perhaps I can assist you with it if you would
let me know what it is". Then she's got to

write back to me.

If you are going to send reports out—and
I have received three or four since it began;
I may have had more but not many—then I

ask simply that you put on the form, or you
have the branch put on the form, the nature
of the inquiry, what it is that the lady or

gentleman was asking about, so that I then
have an idea. Then I can correspond with
them.

There is one case at the moment that I

have had two letters about that hasn't yet
been resolved and I suspect if she had come
to me in the first place—which she could have
done and I don't know why she didn't, it

doesn't matter, she may have thought it was

something out of my line altogether—I think

we could have got the answer for her in any
event. But I think that that would be helpful.
If you are going to continue on, which you
obviously are, then I do suggest that the form
letter sent to the member that indicates some-

one has contacted the branch, should spell

out a little more clearly what it is that the

individual has asked about so that the mem-
ber can perhaps pursue it with some degree
of competence.

I want to raise two matters with you. One
that affects constituents, I think, throughout
the Province of Ontario; one that is purely
local in its effect.

I have asked over the last three or four

years a number of times about the facilities

for the parking-lot attendants in the building.
I think the minister will recall my asking that

question. I have often worried about them

standing outside there in the dead of winter.

It's one of the coldest places in Toronto. I

knew the minister has said they could always
stand inside the door, but they can't do their

job adequately if they are standing inside the

door, and those are pretty dedicated people.
And while they have never complained to me
other than to say: "It's pretty cold this morn-

ing," I have come to the conclusion, and I

think it is borne out by fact, that it would
have been useful when we still parked out

the front, to have built some form of shelter

at each end in order that the attendant could

keep an eye on the traffic flow coming and

going and yet would be reasonably comfort-

able in doing this.

Okay, this hasn't happened, because some-

body told me a couple of years ago that the

problem there simply was one of spoiling the

appearance of the front of the building. We
are now moving the parking to the back, and

I would like to know from the minister if,

in the provision for parking facilities at the

rear of the building, there is a provision for

some kind of hut arrangement in order that

those guards who are going to have to be

outside again in one of the coldest parts of

Metropolitan Toronto—in the shade of the

building—will have a place to go—and a

place to stand—during the winter months.

The next point I want to raise with you is

twofold. It's the matter of the changeover of
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the telephone system. I've had immeasurable

difficulty getting direct lines. I can't tell you
the number of times I have tried and tried

and tried. The delay between the time you
dial the direct line number and the time

you get the dial tone is a time jmnp. You
wonder if something has gone wrong with

the telephone system. Again, you never know
whether the busy signal you get after you hav
dialed the number is because the line at the

other end is busy or whether it's because the

direct line is busy.

Hon. Mr. Snow: With all due respect, Mr.

Chairman, I just can't understand that be-

cause when you dial—well, all right if you
want to carry on.

Mr. Deans: Thank you. I know—

Hon. Mr. Snow: You don't want the an-

swer? Okay.

Mr. Deans: I do want it. I'm sorry. I

didn't realize you were going to answer. You
just jumped up and said, "With due respect."
I didn't recognize that due respect was nec-

essary here. It never has been in the past.

Are you going to say something or am I

going to continue?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I'd just like to say that

there is something terribly wrong with the
member's telephone if that is the procedure
he is working.

Mr. Deans: The system is in terrible shape.

Hon. Mr. Snow: That is not the procedure.
When you dial your number, if you are

dialing Hamilton, it is 821 I believe?

Mr. Deans: It is 811.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Yes, 811; Oakville is 822,
Milton is 820 and Ottawa is 821 or 8 some-

thing.

Mr. Deans: Right. I understand that.

Hon. Mr. Snow: As soon as you dial that,
if the circuit is busy, you immediately get
a busy signal.

Mr. Deans: No.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Immediately, you get a

busy signal.

Mr. Deans: It is obvious to me, if I may,
with all due respect, that you don't dial

your phone any more. You must have a

secretary do your dialing for you. What
happens is that you dial the number. You

then wait—and you wait and you wait and

maybe, just maybe, you'll get a dial tone if

you are lucky. If the line is busy you don't

necessarily get a busy signal at that point.

You can then get a dial tone. You can dial

the number at the other end and then get
a busy signal but you never know whether
it's because the person at the phone on the

other end is busy or whether it's the direct

line that is busy.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Right.

Mr. Deans: Now, I'm telling you, I'm not

conjuring it up. Ask the member for Ottawa
West (Mr. Morrow). He and I are buddies

in this place and he'll tell you the same

thing and he's one of your friends.

Mr. D. R. Timbrell (Don Mills): He is

deteriorating.

Mr. Deans: There is something wrong
with the system.

Please take my word for it. I'm not raising

any frivolous complaint. I spend literally

hours on the telephone. I have to do that be-

cause I spend a lot of time in Toronto and I

have a lot of constituents to call. There is

nothing more aggravating than wasting time

waiting for the dial tone and waiting for the

thing to ring.

Mr. Mcllveen: Nine seconds.

Mr. Deans: It's a long time.

Mr. Mcllveen: Nine seconds.

Mr. Deans: Is that how long it takes? Nine
seconds? Okay. I am told it takes nine sec-

onds. It's a long time in my opinion. I don't

have that kind of time to waste and I think

that you could ask them to take a look at the

telephone system and see if it can be altered.

One final point, again related to the tele-

phone. Is there even the remotest possibiUty
of having a direct line, similar to the one that

we have out, coming back in? I have a line

that I dial in Hamilton, as you all have

throughout the province, that gets you direct-

ly to Queen's Park.

It's very nice if your constituency is in

MetropoUtan Toronto, and your constituent

can pick up the telephone and can dial the

office and speak to your secretary at no

additional cost. But if your constituency is

outside Metropolitan Toronto your constituent

is being deprived of an opportunity of reach-

ing you directly.

We have direct lines now. If you dial
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525-8075 in Hamilton you will get Queen's
Park. Why can't we have three or four? Why
couldn't each member have a listing? There
are only five of us in the Hamilton area; if

you want to include the Provincial Secretary
for Justice (Mr. Kerr), there are six.

Why can't we have a listing in the tele-

phone book under the member's name that

gives the Queen's Park ofiBce so that my con-

stituent can pick up the phone, dial the num-
ber and the phone will ring here in Queen's
Park? It's not very much to ask. It certainly
would improve the service that we are able

to get, and it would permit anyone, then,

who has a particular problem, to get in touch

with me without having to expend consider-

able sums of money. Once they go through
the long distance operator and they call me,
I tell them to reverse the charge. I have to

listen to their call, which invariably takes

three or four minutes, and they are running

up a bill.

At times I'm tempted to publish the num-
b(^r and let them dial it direct. But I just don't

want to do that, although I am tempted to, be-

cause I think that we are depriving con-

stituents of a necessary service, a service that

would enable us to give them better service

and allow them to have much closer contact

with the members in the legislature. Is that a

possibility?

Mr. B. Newman: Can't he do it now?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Well, Mr.-

Mr. Deans: Pardon?

Mr. B. Newman: —he can make a collect

call to you and you refuse the call. Then you
have his number.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Deans: That's a lot of nonsense.

Hon. Mr. Snow: The telephones—if I may
deal with those first within the limited time

we have here tonight. But, I disagree with

the hon. member. I understand the way the

system works. I know there is a time lag be-

fore the phone rings. And I am sure I spend
as many hours a day on the phone as the

hon. member does.

Mr. Deans: You don't dial.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I dial 90 per cent of my
own numbers. When I dial a number, if I am
diahng my riding, which has an area code
number of 822, I know immediately if that

circuit is busy, and then I dial the number

and sit there for that five or eight seconds or

however long it takes before the number
rings. That is part of the computer system of
the Bell Telephone and nothing can be done
about it. But if the hon. member is not get-
ting a busy signal on his trunk line first, then
there is something wrong.

Mr. Deans: Well, ask your friend from
Carleton.

Hon. Mr. Snow: All right, but my other
friends here tell me theirs work the same as
mine does.

Mr. Cassidy: Maybe they don't make phone
calls.

Hon. Mr. Snow: All I can suggest is that
that is the way the system works.

Mr. Deans: I didn't conjure it up.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Well, I think there's some

misunderstanding, because, as I say, I use
the phone as often as, I'm sure, the hon.
member does.

Mr. Deans: All right, fair enough. Look,
forget it.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I think a direct line for
each member has considerable merit. It is

something that is being considered by the
commission on the Legislature. Something
that was recommended in one of the COOP
reports. A type of improved communication

system. We are awaiting whatever the com-
mission on the Legislature may recommend.
It is certainly something that could be done.

I don't believe any arrangements have been
made at the rear of the building for the

guard-houses for the parking attendants, but
I will check into it and find out whether they
will be as necessary at the rear, as at other

buildings. Or whether they can be located

there. I don't really know.

Now, the citizens' inquiry branch. You re-

marked about the type of reply you as a
member get. I must admit I haven't had too

many.

Mr. Deans: Neither have I.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I figure I look after my
riding pretty well.

Mr. Cassidy: Neither has anybody in the

House.

Mr. Deans: I think I have had three.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I get most of my inquiries

directly, as the hon. member does. But I think
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I have had four only in the last year and a

half, or whenever the system started. I had
two within the last week for some reason or

other. In each case, the copy I got told me
I had had an inquiry from a certain indi-

vidual. In one case it was about unemploy-
ment insurance. In the other, about work-
men's compensation. I was told what the

problem was, how long the lady had been

pregnant before she got her unemployment
insurance—every detail.

Mr. Deans: Well, they didn't give me so
much information.

Hon. Mr. Snow: And then at the bottom

they recorded what action had been taken.

So, you know, if you're not getting this kind
of information I'll make sure that you will.

Mr. Laughren: Maybe they had special
instructions.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. We are going
overtime. Is there any further discussion on
803?

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I would just
like to say a very brief word because I won't
be here tomorrow. I wish to support the com-
ments of the member for Nickel Belt.

Mr. Chairman: Well, we have been beyond
the 10:30 mark—with your permission—for 30
seconds.

Mr. Cassidy: I realize that. I will be 10
seconds. I would just like to say to you, Mr.

Minister, that citizens' inquiry branch is cost-

ing you $12,000 a month for an average of
one thousand inquiries, or about $12 per
inquiry.

Mr. Laughren: Absolutely.

Mr. Cassidy: And if you look at the March
figures, 250 of your inquiries were redirected
mail. Others are general. The substantive

kinds of things of which you talk are in fact

a very small number indeed—and we really
think you ought to look at it very closely
because it looks so much like a boon-doggle
and so much like a waste of money. For
members from outside of Toronto, we see

no benefit from it at all. Maybe two or

three inquiries in six mondu from my riding

certainly aren't worth $1,500. You ought to

close it down.

Mr. Laughren: Shut her down and hire

compensation board consultants who will

do something useful for a change.

Mr. Chairman: Shall vote 803 carry?

Vote 803 agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the com-
mittee rise and report

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of supply begs to report it has come to cer-

tain resolutions and asks for leave to sit

again.

Report agreed to.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, be-

fore I move the adjournment of the House
I would inform the members that tomorrow
we will continue with the estimates of the

Ministry of Government Services, and, of

those can be concluded we will continue with

the budget debate.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:36 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 10 o'clock, a.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Our guests today in the east

gallery are students from St. Anthony's Sep-
arate School of Harrow, and Herron Valley
Jimior High School of Don Mills; in the west

gallery are students from Franklin Homer
Public School of Etobicoke. At noon hour we
shall be joined in the east gallery by students

from Smithfield Middle School of Rexdale
and Grey Central Public School of Ethel.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): Mr. Speaker,
I rise on a matter of urgent public impor-
tance.

Mr. Speaker: There is no provision in our
rules to do any such thing.

Mr. Sargent: I am sorry; I rise on a point
of privilege, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: I will hear the point.

MILEAGE ALLOWANCES

Mr. Sargent: The point of privilege, Mr.

Speaker, is that this morning I phoned Mr.
E. L. Parker, the accountant in the legislative
accounts section. I had a girl call him first, to

find out the mileage on three people—the
member for Grey-Bruce, the Minister of Com-
munity and Social Services (Mr. Brunelle),
and the member for Chatham-Kent (Mr.

McKeough).
Mr. Parker would volunteer the informa-

tion on me, but he would not allow the in-

formation to be given out on the minister or

the other member. My concern, sir, is that

he said that this was classified information

and could only be released on the approval
of Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, I have before me here the list

of all the $2 million or $3 million worth of

air travel of the ministers over there.

Mr. Speaker: Well, what is the hon. mem-
ber's point of privilege?

Mr. Sargent: My point is that if there have
been mileage allowances paid to these minis-
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ters, then we have a case of fraud against
these ministers of the Crown.

Mr. Speaker: That's no point of privilege.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member is quite
out of order. There is no point of privilege.
The hon. member will please be seated.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member will please
be seated. There is no point of privilege.

Mr. Sargent: You have direct-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member will please
be seated. He has no point of privilege.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): This really

bothers the minister, doesn't it? It really gets
him excited.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
Mr. Speaker, on a point of order, it seems to

me that the hon. member has said that public
information that is under the control of the

Speaker has not been made public. Would

you care to comment on that, sir? Was it your
decision that the information on the mileage
allowances paid to ministers or anyone else

is confidential information and should there-

fore not be made public?

Mr. Speaker: I don't really believe that it's

incumbent upon the Speaker to enter into any
kind of discussion or debate in these

chambers. I will, of course, be pleased to

answer the question which I received at

eight minutes before 10 o'clock, by virtue of

a phone call, to provide and make a decision

on whether certain information was in fact

classified and should be released or not. I re-

fused to provide any decision to the hon.

member at eight minutes to 10 this morning.

Mr. Sargent: Then when will you supply
the information?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Further on the point of

order, will the Speaker imdertake to make
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the informatioii available or at least give it

further consideration?

Mr. Speaker: I will certainly be glad to do

that. The mileage of every member is deter-

mined in the Speaker's oflBce by virtue of ref-

erence to road maps and so on, and it is pro-
vided to each member for his approval prior
to it being sent into the accountant's office

for calculation of mileage allowances. There

is absolutely no secret about the whole affair

and I will certainly be glad to instruct the

accountant to provide the information to any
member about any other member's mileage
with proper notice.

Mr. Sargent: Thank you very much.

Mr. L. C. Henderson (Lambton): Mr.

Speaker, on a point of order, could I add

something to this question?

Mr. Sargent: What is the member's point
of order?

Mr. Henderson: It has always been my
understanding that when a man becomes a

minister, he doesn't receive any further mile-

age allowance. I am sure any one of the

ministers could confirm that or not confirm it?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well that's an interesting

question. Let's ask the Minister of Commu-
nity and Social Services.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
South.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Thank

you. Perhaps your latter comments have really
dealt with tne point I was going to rise

and speak to and that is, quite frankly—
sometimes I have been critical of you, now
I am going to defend you—I don't think you
should be put in this spot.

If moneys are being paid out from the

public accounts that is public information,
and why the Speaker should be put under
a squeeze play to get public information,

legitimate public information, I don't imder-

stand. It just underlines once again why we
need a Public Information Act in the Province

of Ontario, so that it will be clearly indi-

cated that a very restricted number of things
aren't made public and everything else is

automatically made public, instead of the

games we have to play with the other side of

the House.

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): Hear, hear!

This is one of the member for Grey-Bruce's
fast tricks again,

Mr. MacDonald: It is not only him, it is

the government.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. I should per-

haps also add—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. I should per-

haps also add, for the benefit of all hon.

members, that when information is required
or desired a motion can be made for a return

in the House on information on any question.

Statements by the ministry.

Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

MILEAGE ALLOWANCES

Mr. R. F. Nixon; Mr. Speaker, perhaps the

Minister of Community and Social Services

could clear up the point made by the hon.

member for Lambton (Mr. Henderson): Is he
in receipt, for example, of the travel allow-

ance in addition to having access to the other

means of transportation?

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): Mr. Speaker, I believe

that I would be prepared to go to the public
accounts committee when these questions are

raised and to give all the information that

is available. I think that would be the appro-

priate place for this.

An hon. member: Tell us now. Tell us now.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Does the

minister receive the travel allowance asso-

ciated vdth mileage that the Speaker has

been asked about?

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Provided

for in section 65 of the Legislative Assembly
Act.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: It is my understand-

ing, Mr. Speaker, that I receive whatever

allowances are given to all members.

Mr. Singer: Of course you do, of course

you do, notwithstanding the member for

Lambton and all the rest of that baloney over

there.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Supplemen-

tary, Mr. Speaker: Is the minister saying then

that besides the trips
that he took on the
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government aircraft home, besides the trips
that were paid out of his ministry, in his

function as minister he also received the 10

cents per mile allowance for 30 round trips

that the rest of us private members receive?

He received this over and above those trips?

Mr. Singer: That's right.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, with refer-

ence to my trips, I would be very pleased
to give the information on each one of those

trips—those trips were made to various meet-

ings in the riding—at the public accounts

committee-

Mr. Reid: Would the minister answer the

question?

Mr. Singer: Did he get $3,000 or $3,500 in

travel allowances?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: —I would be very

pleased to make all the information available.

Mr. Reid: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker: I

wonder if the minister could answer my
question. Did he or did he not receive the

same travel allowance, 10 cents a mile for 30

paid return trips, as each private member of

this Legislature gets? Does he get that allow-

ance at the end of the month in his cheque?
He has his indemnity, his expense account

and his travel allowance. Does he get the

travel allowance like the rest of us? Yes or

no?

Mr. Singer: Sure he does.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, at the

public accounts committee everything will be

public and all that information will be avail-

able.

Mr. Reid: Whatever happened to the open
society?

Mr. Roy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Under the Legislative Assembly Act, section

65, we can assume that the minister is get-

ting this allowance. Would the minister con-

sider, in the light of the fact that he's had

quite a few trips back and forth, paying
back the allowance to the government? He
doesn't really need it as he is using govern-
ment planes.

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South): The
member for Ottawa East is not improving;
he is getting worse.

An hon. member: That's a very good ques-
tion.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: First, is there going to be
an answer to that question, Mr. Speaker?

Mr. Speaker: I hardly think the question
is quite proper to require an answer.

CONFERENCE OF FIRST MINISTERS

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a question of the

Treasurer, Mr. Speaker. Can he tell the House
who will form the delegation from Ontario

to the federal-provincial conference of first

ministers to be convened next week; if the

agenda is presently known and if the con-

ference will be open?

Hon. J. White (Treasurer and Minister

of Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr. Speaker,
the delegation will consist of the Premier

(Mr. Davis), myself, other ministers as re-

quired and in addition senior members of

my staff. The federal government will set the

rules, no doubt. At the conferences which I,

myself, have attended the meetings have not

been open.

HALDIMAND-NORFOLK
REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT STUDY

Hon. Mr. White: While I'm on my feet,

Mr. Speaker, the Leader of the Opposition
asked last week if the ministerial orders

applied to Haldimand and Norfolk, affected

the lands owned in the area by Fidinam. I

didn't have the answer at the time, but I

now have been informed that the answer to

the question is yes. The ministerial order

confirms the previous zoning which is for

agricultural use.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Four

years too late.

CONFERENCE OF FIRST MINISTERS

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have supplemeritaries to

both answers that the minister gave, I guess.
As far as the federal-provincial conference is

concerned, the Treasurer was good enough
to extend an invitation to both opposition

parties for his conference in Trent. Would
he also feel that it would be proper as in the

past that representatives of the opposition

parties also attend the federal-provincial con-
ference? He must recall surely that there has

usually been an invitation extended.
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Hon. Mr. White: Well, sir, the word

"proper" is interesting. I don't think it would
be improper. But this becomes the responsi-

bility of the member's colleague, Mr.

Trudeau.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Further supplementary: I

don't know whether in the Treasurer's

previous responsibilities in the cabinet he had

anything to do with this. Surely he is aware
that the invitation to attend a federal-

provincial conference has never been ex-

tended to any private member of any Legisla-
ture that I'm aware of. The invitation has

always been extended by the Premier in the

cases I recall. John Robarts was always very

open in this connection and whenever pos-
sible had representatives of the two opposi-
tion parties. This is something the minister

might consider.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, the hon.

leader is invited to any party I have. But I

can't invite him to Mr. Trudeau's party. I

am sorry about that.

Mr. Haggerty: Answer the question.

Hon. Mr. White: The Leader of the Op-
position might get to know this afternoon,

though.

HALDIMAND-NORFOLK
REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT STUDY

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I am afraid the Trea-

surer is missing the point.

I also want to ask a supplementary to the

answer he gave while he was on his feet. Is

the Treasurer aware of some fairly serious

dislocations to individuals in the area because
of the freeze that he has placed on the land

planning and the zoning situation? Can he
assure the House that there will be a mini-

mum delay in responding to the requirements
of individuals who have already had sever-

ances and are awaiting building permits, all

of which must now be approved by the

Treasurer personally?

Hon. Mr. White: No, sir, I am not aware
that there has been any inconvenience up to

this point. We shall set up a procedure to

deal with amendments, and we expect to be
able to deal with such amendments in three

to four weeks. Delays may be experienced
because we require a resolution from the

council and planning board to indicate their

views on a proposal. When those parties
meet only once a month, that could lead to

a delay. But we think we can handle it

expeditiously from this end.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker, supple-

mentary to the earlier question the Leader
of the Opposition was just dealing with,
while it is true, to borrow the provincial
Treasurer's phraseology, that this is Trudeau's

party—sorry Mr. Trudeau, the right hon.

Pierre Elliott Trudeau's party—has the pro-
vincial Treasurer exercised what I think

is a legitimate right, to do as John Robarts

did, and request the privilege of bringing
certain people from the Legislature as part
of our delegation so it then can be extended

to include the leaders of the two opposition

parties? That was the pattern in 1966, 1967,
1968.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, it hadn't occurred

to me, Mr. Speaker. I would be glad to

consider it and to mention the proposal to

the Premier.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: The
Treasurer surely is aware, in responding to

the question of the member for York South,

that we would not be considered a part of

the delegation. It is a fine point-

Mr. MacDonald: We would be observers.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —because we certainly

should not and would not be a part of a

delegation that would surely have a specific

point of view set down by the leader of

the government and the Treasurer. We would
not really like to be associated with that.

He understands that difference, does he?

Yes, he does.

I will ask another question of the

Treasurer, then.

PARKWAY BELT WEST OF
METRO TORONTO

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Does the Treasurer recall

part of a statement, which may have come

directly from himself, at a regional govern-
ment meeting in Hamilton some months

ago during the early weeks of his occu-

pancy of this portfolio? He announced that

the location of a very significant geographical

boundary, called a parkway belt, would be
made known, at a specific date—March 15,

I believe—and that the parkway belt might

very well have a significant impact on de-

cisions on local government and regional

government.
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Can he explain why that announcement
has never been made and when he intends

to make the announcement? Will he have
the information when he attends a special

meeting to which he has been invited by
the Peel county council to hear their argu-
ments as to why the government should not

proceed with regional government in Peel

county?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, in that the meet-

ing is this coming Tuesday at 4 o'clock, the

answer to that part is no. We have made the

final decision with respect to the parkway
belt; it is being put in audio-visual form
and will be released to the members of the

Legislature, to councillors from the areas

affected, to the press and to others, hope-

fully on June 4.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: In

making the decision and in establishing its

preparation, has the Treasurer given any
consideration to the possibility that the

parkway, wherever it is located, might very
well be a useful way to divide the present
town of Mississauga into two parts for

regional government purposes? Has that been

any part of the rationale associated with the

location of the belt?

Hon. Mr. White: This is certainly one of

the arguments advanced by the town of

Streetsville, but the government's decision

on this matter will be made available in due

Mr. Speaker: Who is the spokesman today
for the New Democratic Party? The hon.

member for York South?

LOW-INTEREST BUSINESS LOANS

Mr. MacDonald: I have a question of the

provincial Treasurer in his role, ostentatiously
assumed during the budget, as the new
champion of the farmers.

Has the provincial Treasurer or his

colleague, the Minister of Agriculture and
Food (Mr. Stewart) made any representa-
tions to Ottawa with regard to the news that

credit, particularly in a tight-credit period
like this, to farmers, fishermen and small

businessmen at 6.25 per cent for extension
of fixed assets, is now drying up? In short,
the whole exercise to assure availability of

credit, which was assured by the federal

government and the Bank of Canada, is

simply not working.

Hon. Mr. White: I am sorry, Mr. Speaker,
I have no information on this, but I will

draw the question to the attention of the

Minister of Agriculture and Food.

Mr. MacDonald: A supplementary, maybe
it is the Minister of Agriculture and Food
but quite frankly I suspect it's going to come
back, sooner or later, into the federal-pro-
vincial relations under this minister's port-
folio. Therefore, can I have some assurance

from the minister that he won't just pass
the buck over to his colleague but that he
will firmly grasp it and pursue it, if neces-

sary, with his colleague?

Hon. Mr. White: I'll pass the buck to my
colleague and if he passes the buck back to

me I will answer the question. At any rate,

we will get the member an answer.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

York South have further questions on be-

half of the New Democratic Party?

Mr. MacDonald: No.

Mr. J. Riddell (Huron): Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron.

GUIDELINE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCE COURSES

Mr. Riddell: A question of the Minister

of Education if he would spare me a minute
of his time, Mr. Speaker.

In the interests of education of the

secondary school students in Ontario and
in the interests of preventing further dilemma
on the part of secondary school teachers in

Ontario, when is the Minister of Education

going to publish and release the new curricu-

lum guideline for environmental science

which has been printed, I understand, but
for some reason has been lying in abeyance
within his ministry for quite a number of

years now? Is there any reason this curricu-

lum guideline cannot be made available

for the 1973 June conference of the En-
vironmental Science Teachers Association

of Ontario so that they might plan their

courses of study for next year?

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
Mr. Speaker, it would be interesting to know
who wrote that question for the hon. mem-
ber and why he is so interested in en-

vironmental science guidelines.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: We'll ask the minister

who writes his answers for the next couple of

weeks.
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Hon. Mr. Wells: I write my own replies.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Reid: That's why they are so lousy.

Hon. Mr. Wells: It might be that his col-

league, his present leader, may have asked

that but Tm sure that there is no-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Wells: —disastrous effect concern-

ing this curriculum guideline. I would be very

happy to find out just what the situation is

concerning that.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: You are good at that.

Interjections bv hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I might point out to the

hon. member that if the teacher or person
who supplied him with that question would
have phoned my ofiBce or the ministry, they
would have got the answer forthwith and in

a hurry.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. S. B. Handleman (Carleton): The whole

system will fall apart if the member doesn't

have it.

Mr. Sargent: Why can't the minister an-

swer?

Mr. Riddell: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Singer: Those teachers shouldn't be
allowed to keep the minister awake any more.

Mr. Riddell: I can assure the minister that

this was my question. I was teaching science

at one time and I want an answer for the

other teachers in the profession.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Wells: In answer to that, Mr.

Speaker, let me say that I have found from

past experience when I have delved into

these problems that if a curriculum guideline
is being held up it's usually because of diflFer-

ences between the teachers in that subject
field.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Come on, smile.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): That was
dieadful.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He'll never get to be
Premier that way.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nickel
Belt.

PREMIER'S STATEMENTS
ON UNIVERSITY ATTENDANCE

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Mr. Speak-
er, I have a question of the Minister of Col-

leges and Universities. Does the minister agree
with the Premier's statement reported in the

Ottawa Journal on May 4, "I see no reason

why any student cannot attend university next

fall if he wants to." Does the hon. minister

agree with that statement of the Premier's?

Hon. J. McNie (Minister of Colleges and

Universities): Mr. Speaker, I wonder if the

hon. member would mind if he were to repeat
that question? I was having trouble hearing

it; there was some interference on the other

side of the House.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Speaker, the minister

has asked me to repeat the question. Does the

minister agree with the following statement

that the Premier made in Ottawa, as reported
in the Ottawa Journal on May 4, "I see no
reason why any student cannot attend uni-

versity next fall if he wants to." Does he

agree with that statement?

Hon. Mr. McNie: Mr. Speaker, with one

qualification—I can only assume that the re-

porting was correct; it isn't always, neces-

sarily—and that is that any student with the

interests and the ability should be able to

attend higher education.

Mr. Laughren: A supplementary: Does the

minister also agree with the Premier's state-

ment in which he went on to say, "Lower
enrolments at some universities do not reflect

increased tuition fees." Does the minister

agree with that?

Hon. Mr. McNie: Mr. Speaker, I've spoken
to this a number of times. I've said that I'm

quite certain that increased fees had some
eftect upon the enrolment. However, I've also

said of the declining enrolment—which phe-
nomenon is not unique to Ontario: it's charac-

teristic of every province and every state in

the United States and where there were no

fee increases in the particular year—the actual

decline started about three years ago, enrol-

ment was down about one per cent.

The actual enrolment itself, as you know,
has not decreased. What has happened is the

rate of increase has fallen off. The rate of

increase in the universities was about one per
cent last year. The year before it was about

six per cent; the year before that about 11;

the year before that it was about 14, so that

it just didn't happen last year.
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Mr. Laughren: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker,
if I may: Does the minister not see some in-

consistencies that at a time when enrolments

are declining he would raise tuition fees and

raise the ceilings for the grant portion of

student aid? Does he not see an inconsistency

there?

Hon. Mr. McNie: Mr. Speaker, I think with

all respect, the hon. member is fighting a

battle which was fought on the campuses last

fall and through the early spring and the

students have abandoned it. They are on to

their studies now and they recognize that

through the improved student award pro-

grammes that there is going to be increased

accessibility and equitability.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Grey-
Bruce.

Mr. Sai'gent: It's hard to know who to talk

to in that leaderless group over there.

An hon. member: The Deputy Premier (Mr.

Welch).

Mrs. Campbell: The Deputy Premier.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

USE OF GOVERNMENT AIRCRAFT

Mr. Sargent: This question should go, I

guess, to the Minister of Natural Resources.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, in view of the

news reports that the Premier has spent over

120 hours in a $660 chartered jet since last

August-

Mr. Roy: It was a bargain.

Mr. Sargent: —which is about four times

more time in the air than he spends in this

Legislature and which is the equivalent of

four trips around the world—four trips around
the world—I'd like to ask the minister if he
would enlighten us, sir-

Mr. Roy: Just hang on fellows.

Mr. Sargent: —as to what possible sense

there is to keeping four corporate aircraft in

mothballs while the Premier uses this jet.

Now where, in this Province of Ontario,
would the minister advise me please—

Mr. Speaker: Question. Question.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Sargent: Here's the question.

Mr. Roy: Will you tell me? Will you tell

me?

Mr. Sargent: Will he tell me why, if you
can travel in any of the corporate aircraft he
has only 10 minutes slower than the jet-

Mr. Roy: Here's the question now. Hang
on.

Mr. Sargent: —why is the jet needed when
the government is only using it in Ontario?

Now if the government is using it in the

United States let us know about it, because

that is public information. Is the jet being
used in the United States or Canada?

Mr. Roy: There is the question. There you
go.

Hon. L. Bemier (Minister of Natural Re-

sources): What is the question?

Mr. Sargent: That's the question.

Mr. Roy: The minister didn't get the ques-
tion?

Mr. Sargent: Is the jet being used for trans-

portation in Ontario or the States? What is it

being used for?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, as I told

the public accounts committee yesterday, each
minister of course will answer for his own

flights. I would think that this particular

question should be more appropriately
directed to the Premier himself.

Mr. Sargent: The Premier will answer it?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Yes.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Lake-
shore.

COURT BACKLOG

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): A question
of the Attomey General. What steps are the

government taking to reduce the backlog in

the provincial criminal courts as disclosed by
an official in the Attomey General's depart-
ment on the 15th of this month to the effect

that the Toronto cases awaiting trial as of

April 1 were now 15,660 as compared to

3,000 a year previously?

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, those figures were erroneous. I don't

know where they came from. As a matter of

fact, this was dealt with in my estimates.

We have taken a number of steps and, of

course, I mentioned at that time that the
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Supreme Court will hold sittings this sum-
mer. Those arrangements have been made
and they will be pubhshed in the Globe and
Mail and there will be a statement shortly
in the weekly notes.

Mr. Lawlor: Supplementary: Could the

minister then supply me with the non-
erroneous figures please?

Hon. Mr. Bales: I'll endeavour to get them,

yes.

Mr. Lawlor: Good.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-
view.

INTERMEDIATE CAPACITY TRANSIT
SYSTEM

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Minister of Transportation and Com-
munications. In relation to the information

recently given to the House by himself and
the Premier concerning the Krauss-MaflFei

contract, does the Province of Ontario have
to pay anything to Krauss-Maffei for the

acquisition of national, international and
world-wide rights, and if so, how much?
What obligations has the Province of Ontario
assumed in connection with the promotion of
the Krauss-Maffei patents and

processes, and
how much is Ontario going to have to spend
to promote these around the world?

Hon. G. R. Carton (Minister of Transpor-
tation and Communications): The answer to
the first question, Mr. Speaker, is that for
the cumulative rights, the patents, the pro-
cessing and all the other matters that go
along with this, the province is paying Krauss-
Maffei a sum of $500,000-

Mr. Singer: That's handy!

Hon. Mr. Carton: —consisting of a payment
of $250,000 the first year, and $250,000 the
second year. That's the total payment.

I might point out, Mr. Speaker, that the

anticipated market in Canada alone is about
$3,000 million.

Mr. Singer: Only if it works! Only if it

works!

Hon. Mr. Carton: I point out it will work.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, in answer
to the second and third questions, we are
not committed to any expenditures for pro-
motion.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, by way of supple-
mentary, does the minister really think that

$500,000 of Ontario money is well spent on

something that is so experimental at this

time that nobody knows whether it is going
to work?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, we have

gone into this matter on prior occasions, and
I am sure we will over the next months. As
I have pointed out, as it stands, we feel that

it will work. We have the expertise of many
people who tell us that it will work. All the

components in this particular system are

working individually. It's a case of getting
the system into operation, Mr. Speaker, and I

have every confidence that it will be in oper-
ation by the fall of 1974 or early 1975.

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): Why
are we conducting an experiment if the min-
ister is so sure it will work?

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, by way of further

supplementary, in addition to these lump sum

payments, are there any annual royalties re-

lated to dollars of sales either before and

during the first and second years or after

that time?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Well, Mr. Speaker, if the

hon. member is so certain that it is not

going to work-

Mr. Roy: It had better work.

Mr. Singer: I just want to know what kind

of a contract we have entered into, that's all.

Hon. Mr. Carton: —then he shouldn't be
concerned about payments of royalties, be-

cause they obviously would be paid only if

the system were sold.

Mr. Singer: Well, why doesn't the minister

answer the question?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Since the minister is con-

vinced it will be sold, how much do we have
to pay?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I will be

tabling the contracts-

Mr. Singer: Oh!

Hon. Mr. Carton: —and the royalties are

rather complex, because they relate differently
to different-

Mr. Singer: Oh, so there are royalties! So
we'll be paying $500,000 plus royalties!
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Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, we get

royalties in addition.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I have

every faith in this particular project and,
when the hon. members see the contracts, I

am certain that they will share my faith.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York

South has a supplementary.

Mr. MacDonald: A supplementary: Follow-

ing the logic of both positions on this matter,

if the minister has such complete faith in it,

why the experiment?

Mr. Givens: That's what I asked him last

week!

Hon. Mr. Carton: Yes, the hon. member
for York-Forest Hill is always asking that

question-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Carton: I have just explained
that for the past three years we have been

searching for and examining this new mode.
The various components of this new mode
are in operation throughout the world. We
are the ones who are taking the various

components and, for the first time, putting
it into a system.

Mr. MacDonald: And it is just possible
the system won t work!

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Supposing, for example,
we instituted the new mode in the area

where the hon. member for York South lives.

Bearing in mind this is a new system, if he

has to be at the Legislature by 8:30 in the

morning, as I know he is, if he were using
this new mode and something didn't work
for the first week, the second week or the

third month, then he would be quite annoyed
that he was not able to get to work on time.

Mr. Singer: Oh, we wouldn't want the hon.

member for York South not to get to work on
time!

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Carton: We want this demonstra-
tion project very simply to get all the com-

ponents working properly before we put it

into commercial operation.

Mr. MacDonald: If the minister can guar-
antee me that I can be here at 8:30 in the

morning that will be some achievement!

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Will it also

get him out of bed?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet ) : That's a possibility.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I would

point out that this mode is going into oper-
ation this fall in the city of Heidelberg with-

out a demonstration project, with the backing
of the West German government.

Mr. Givens: Why don't we do the same
here?

Mr. Yakabuski: Those members don't want
it to work.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa

East, a supplementary?

Mr. Roy: No.

Mr. Speaker: I thought it was supplemen-
tary. The hon. member for Grey-Bruce, a

supplementary.

Mr. Sargent: The enabling bill to allow the

minister to put this into effect was Bill 93.

It continues to shock a lot of people, and me
too, that he still has the power-

Mr. Speaker: The question please, the

question?

Mr. Sargent: The question is, the minister,
of all people-

Mr. Speaker: Question please?

Mr. Sargent: Will he amend the Act? Now
that he has the power to implement this

transportation programme, will he amend the

powers that will block anyone else from

doing this across Ontario without low
tenders? Will he consider amending that bill?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, as I

pointed out, if you are talking about other

than the demonstration project, when we
have our estimates and go into exactly what
has transpired with respect to this whole
matter and the negotiations relevant thereto,

you will find that the Province of Ontario has

the exclusive rights. The Province of Ontario,

through a special Act which will be intro-

duced into this Legislature very shortly, will

have vested in that corporation all the rights,

patents and so on. We, in turn, are sub-

licensing Krauss-Maffei; it vidll be one com-

pany along with several other sub-licensees

that will compete. Therefore, if a municipal-

ity comes to us we have made certain that
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the municipality will not be locked in so that

they have to purchase from any one person.
It will be up to the municipality. We will be

providing the 75 per cent subsidy to the

municipality.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for' York-
view.

DIAL-A-BUS SYSTEM

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Mr. Speaker,
I have a question of the hon. Minister of

Transportation and Communications. The

story in this morning's Globe and Mail by
Thomas Coleman indicated certain areas

where the dial-a-bus system is going into

effect. One of these is indicated for Highway
400 and the Spadina extension, from Steeles

to Lawrence. Since I'll be getting questions
on this for the next few days, as will the

member for Downsview, I would like to ask

the minister whether this is an accurate

description of this particular area where the

dial-a-bus system is going to operate?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I saw the

headline but I didn't have a chance to read
that particular article. There is a map and I

will provide it for the hon. member. When I

made the press release two or three weeks

ago relative to this experimental dial-a-bus

system there was a map that showed the
areas that will be serviced and I will get that

for the hon. member, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Young: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker. I

would like to ask the minister if he is aware
that that map simply had blobs without any
clearly-defined areas, while the story this

morning defined the areas and they are a bit

different from the blobs on the map?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I will get
the defined areas by way of designated streets

for the hon. member.

Mr. MacDonald: Find the blob!

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough Centre.

Mr. F. Drea (Scarborough Centre): A
supplementary: Since the member for Downs-
view keeps assuring us that no one in that

area wants dial-a-bus and this reports indi-

cates there are two prime areas in the south
end of Scarborough for it, would the minister
consider taking it away from the northwest

quadrant and giving it to the people of Scar-

borough who do want it?

Mr. Singer: If he wants to hire me as a

consultant, I am available.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, the area

has been defined by those who are experts in

this particular demonstration, and I am sure

that the hon. member for Downsview will be

delighted when it's in operation. I am sure

that he will applaud it.

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary. The hon.

member for Don Mills.

Mr. D. R. Timbrel! (Don Mills): Mr.

Speaker, on a supplementary, could the min-

ister indicate whether his ministry has arrived

at a decision on the request from the Toronto

Transit Commission that Flemingdon Park

be included in the dial-a-bus experiment?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, again I will

get the defined area for all the hon. members

concerned. It's in the north Metro area and I

will get each riding and let them know what

the defined areas are. The experimental areas

have been defined by the ministry officials and

they were done for a purpose relative to the

catchment area, which is important insofar as

public transportation is concerned, whether

or not there are two-car families, the age

groups, everything has been taken into con-

sideration. I will get them for the hon.

members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa

East, a new question.

FEDERAL FUNDS FOR
BILINGUAL EDUCATION

Mr. Roy: Yes, Mr. Speaker, thank you. My
question is of the Minister of Education.

Would the minister advise the House about,

or confirm to the House, the comment made

by the Secretary of State of the federal gov-

ernment, Mr. Faulkner, that since 1970, $47.5

million has been given to the Province of On-

tario for bilingual education in this province?
Would the minister assure the House that, in

fact, these moneys have been spent for that

purpose?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I can't con-

firm the actual amount from memory but I

can assure the member that every cent that

has been given by the federal government to

this government for bilingualism purposes
has been spent for that purpose.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, I wonder if I

might ask a supplementary to this?
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Would the minister care to give us an

accounting of these funds to support his

answer? Secondly would the minister advise

if, of this $47 million, the $36.4 million which

apparently was earmarked by the federal

government for French language education

for francophones has, in fact, been spent for

that purpose?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I think that

the proper time to delve into this in a de-

tailed manner is when the estimates of my
ministry are before this House.

Mr. Roy: It is since 1970.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I am saying in a general
sense and in general terms that every cent

given by the Ottawa government to this gov-
ernment for bilingualism in educational pro-

grammes has been spent. Indeed, we have

spent much more money than the federal gov-
ernment has given.

Mr. Roy: Where?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I might also point out to

the hon. member that he keeps talking about
the federal Secretary of State and I have read

some statements that the hon. member has

put out, press releases and so forth, to the

effect that the Secretary of State-

Mr. Roy: Good statements.

Hon. Mr. Wells: —for Canada was criticiz-

ing what Ontario does with the money that

the federal government gives to us. I have
had private talks with the Secretary of State

and have never heard him criticize what we
do with the money that it gives to us.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: The minister shouldn't give such
forceful responses. He woke up his boys on
the other side there.

Mr. Speaker, a final supplementary: If the

minister is so sure that he spent the money
for that purpose why does he not give us an

accounting? Can he undertake to give us an

accounting of where he spent these funds?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I will give a complete
accounting during my estimates. If the hon.

member would like to put, in a detailed

manner, the actual figures that he would like

I am sure that if it is put as a question on
the order paper the answer will be provided.

Mr. Speaker: The New Democratic Party
has a turn coming up. The hon. member
for York South.

EXPANSION OF SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
PROGRAMME

Mr. MacDonald: I feel she has been neg-
lected too long, so I have a question for the

hon. member for Scarborough East, who is

the minister in charge of youth programmes.
I am certain that the government shares

the concern of the federal government about
the excessively high unemployment rate in

the 14-to-24-years-old age group. Has the

government here given any consideration to

expanding the summer programmes of em-

ployment just as there is great eflFort on the

federal government to extend LIP and other

programmes beyond May 31 so that some-

thing can be done other than just complain-

ing and lamenting the excessively high un-

employment in the 14-to-24 age group?

Hon. M. Birch (Minister Without Portfolio):

Mr. Speaker, in answer to the hon. member's

question, that problem is under consideration

by the youth secretariat at the moment.

Mr. MacDonald: Specifically so that there

may be some expansion of this government's

programmes for the summer?

Hon. Mrs. Birch: Yes, sir.

Mr. Handleman: We are away ahead of

the opposition.

Mr. MacDonald: The government is hiding
the information as usual, even when it is

good. That's the government's problem.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-

loo North.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Could
the minister inform the House how many of

the total quota of jobs through Experience
73 were filled by applicants, and how many
were filled through other sources before the

applicant's application got to the source of

the job?

Hon. Mrs. Birch: Mr. Speaker, I don't have
that information. I have no control over the

hiring. I understand that by the end of next

week all the jobs will be filled and I will

have a report at that time.

Mr. Reid: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Can the minister indicate if jobs were ap-

portioned to people before the applications
were made public?

Hon. Mrs. Birch: Mr. Speaker, the answer
to that question is no.
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Mr. MacDonald: Can the minister give

any indication as to what proportion of the

applicants were given jobs by the pro-

grammes that were enunciated up until this

point.

Mr. Yakabuski: Tell him that next week!

Mr. MacDonald: Give us a ball park

figure!

Hon. Mrs. Birch: We have, at the moment,

processed some 50,000 applications, and by
the end of next week all the positions will

have been filled and I will have a report at

that time. We have, within the special sum-
mer programmes that I am responsible for,

7,000 jobs.

Mr. MacDonald: That is 50,000 applica-
tions for 7,000 jobs.

Hon. Mrs. Birch: That's right.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): I don't

think the member will get a job this summer!

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River.

MERCURY TASK FORCE

Mr. Reid: In view of the response from
the Indian community and the Kenora Cham-
ber of Commerce and the camp owners, has
the minister changed his mind in regard to

taking action on the task force on mercury?
Is the minister going to go ahead with the

programmes and policies that were enun-
ciated by the task force on mercury? Is

there any change in his attitude?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Well let me just advise
the hon. member, Mr. Speaker, that we've
had meetings with the Grassy Narrows band
and the proposals we've made to them are

very acceptable. We're going to continue with
further meetings.

We've attempted to meet with the White-

dog Indian band, but they're in the throes
of having a band election. We've contacted
them three times, and once the election is

over they will get back to us.

But we have no plans at this time to

make any changes.

Mr. Reid: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker: I

wonder if the minister was aware of Peter

Kelly's conmients on TV—he is the president
of the Treaty No. 3 group. He rather went
after the minister for his inactivity in this

regard? And secondly, can the minister advise

the House if the Indians are still eating the

contaminated fish?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, I'm not

aware of Mr. Kelly's remarks; and I'm not
aware if they are still eating the fish or not.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Park-

dale.

FUNDS FOR LANGUAGE CLASSES

Mr. J. Dukszta (Parkdale): I have a ques-
tion of the Minister of Education. What
steps is the minister taking to provide money
for books and materials for the language
classes, like the Polish language classes at

Parkdale Collegiate, since at the moment
there is no money provided for this type of

thing? As the minister well knows, no lan-

guage class can be really conducted without

the proper materials.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, if the hon.

member is talking about the language classes

that are under the jurisdiction of the Toronto

Board of Education, then the responsibility
for providing supplies for them rests with

the Toronto board. Our grants, at this time,

make no special differentiation for any par-
ticular use.

Mr. Deans: Unconditional!

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): God it's

nice for the minister to have that comfortable

position from which to make the cuts.

Hon. Mr. Wells: They are blanket grants
that are for a total amount of money and

the priorities as to how that money is spent
is up to the board.

Mr. Dukszta: Supplementary: But the min-

ister is aware, Mr. Speaker, that his actions

have meant cutting down the costs, and one

of the first things that is going is the language
class. Will he be prepared to make some
alternative arrangement so that this type of

language class will not disappear, nor the pro-

grammes for the new Canadians?

Mr. Handleman: Go see the school board;
the member is knocking on the wrong door.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I can only again emphasize
that this decision, and what is done in this

matter, rests with the Toronto Board of Edu-
cation.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville has been attempting to gain
the floor.
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REGULATIONS ON OVERTIME

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Minister of

Labour. Has the minister received any re-

quests from the United Automobile Workers
for the elimination of overtime? Is the minis-

try considering making overtime a voluntary

programme, so that the individual has the

right to refuse overtime without being subject
to any penalties?

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour):

Well, Mr. Speaker, we do receive requests of

this nature from time to time. We are giving
this some attention for consideration, but we
have made no decision whatsoever so far.

Mr. B. Newman: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Is the minister considering coming
down with some legislation in the near future

concerning the voluntary nature of overtime?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: No, Mr. Speaker, not in

the immediate future anyway; not, I would

say, for the spring session.

Mr. Raid: Supplementary: May I ask if the

minister is considering amending the Employ-
ment Standards Act to ensure that when a

company applies for an overtime provision
the imion representing the workers is notified

at the same time that the company is apply-

ing for the extra overtime allowable under
the Act?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, at the

present time, every aspect of the Employment
Standards Act is being reviewed by our

ministry.

Mr. Speaker: The question period has now
expired.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Hon. Mr. Snow presented the annual re-

port of the Workmen's Compensation Board
for the year 1972.

Mr. Sargent: Where's that statement the

minister was going to have?

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that when this

House adjourns today that it stands adjourned
until Tuesday, May 22.

Mr. Reid: Sitting next Wednesday?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: No.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Speaker: Introduction of bills.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, last night in the

estimates the Minister of Government Serv-

ices (Mr. Snow) was going to provide me with
a statement this morning. I haven't received

it yet.

Mr. Speaker: This has nothing to do with
the proceedings in this House. The hon. mem-
ber is out of order.

Mr. Sargent: You better tell him that. The
minister is nmning true to form.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, the

Honourable the Lieutenant Governor is stand-

ing by for royal assent.

The Honourable the Lieutenant Governor of

Ontario entered the chamber of the legislative

assembly and took his seat upon the throne.

ROYAL ASSENT

Hon. W. Ross Macdonald (Lieutenant Gov-

ernor): Pray be seated.

Mr. Speaker: May it please Your Honour,
the legislative assembly of the province has,

at its present sittings thereof, passed certain

bills to which, in the name of and on behalf

of the said legislative assembly, I respectfully

request Your Honour's assent.

The Clerk Assistant: The following are the

titles of the bills to which Your Honour's

assent is prayed:

Bill 62, An Act to amend the Charitable

Institutions Act.

Bill 91, An Act to control the Use of Pesti-

cides.

Bill 107, An Act to amend the Assessment

Act.

Bill 108, An Act to amend the Homes for

the Aged and Rest Homes Act.

Bill Pr4, An Act respecting the City of

Hamilton.

Bill Pr5, An Act respecting the City of St.

Thomas.

Bill Prl2, An Act respecting the Board of

Education for the Borough of Etobicoke.

Bill Prl7, An Act respecting the City of

Peterborough.

Bill Pr20, An Act respecting Hobin Homes
Ltd.

Bill Pr21, An Act respecting the City of

London.
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Bill Pr22, An Act respecting the Township
of Gloucester.

Bill Pr24, An Act respecting the Town of

Oakville.

Bill Pr25, An Act respecting Compania
Shell de Venezuela Ltd.

Bill Pr26, An Act respecting the City of

Windsor.

Bill Pr27, An Act respecting Service Hard-
ware Ltd.

Bill Pr28, An Act respecting the City of

Barrie.

Bill Pr30, An Act respecting the City of

London.

Bill Pr31, An Act respecting the Township
of Samia.

Bill Pr32, An Act respecting New Augarita
Porcupine Mines Ltd.

Bill Pr33, An Act respecting S. B. Young
Ltd.

Bill Pr34, An Act respecting Timrand In-

vestments Ltd.

Bill Pr37, An Act respecting the Borough
of York.

Bill Pr39, An Act respecting the City of
Sault Ste. Marie.

Bill Pr40, An Act respecting the Town of

Brampton.

Clerk of the House: In Her Majesty's name,
the Honourable the Lieutenant Governor doth
assent to these bills.

The Honourable the Lieutenant Governor
was pleased to retire from the chamber.

Clerk of the House: The 23rd order, House
in committee of supply; Mr. R. D. Rowe in

the chair.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF
GOVERNMENT SERVICES

(concluded)

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Chairman, if I

may, I would like to explain to the members
across the House who inquired. I announced
this last evening at the close of the House
as a compromise to what had previously been
said and it was agreed to. At the conclusion
of these estimates we will have budget
speeches and there are very few of them.
That's why this course was followed.

On vote 804:

Mr. Chairman: Vote 804, member for York-
view.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Mr. Chairman,
on vote 804, I mentioned in my introductory
remarks and the minister made some reply in

respect to the purchasing section of the minis-

t^}^ I notice in the annual report a couple of

pertinent paragraphs in which he said:

The purchasing section handled 10,017
of $8.2 million. The number of contracts

processed as result of tenders was 656 rep-

resenting over $30 million in contract
awards. The increase in activity is approxi-
mately 20 per cent.

He goes on to say this:

As of March 30, cumulative annual price
savings totalled over $1 million on pur-
chases which would have amounted to

$4,167 million prior to the consolidation
into collective purchasing agreements.

That final statement would indicate to me,
Mr. Chairman, that there is a saving here of

approximately 25 per cent after consolidation
of the purchasing of these particular items
took place.

Now whether or not these were unusual
the minister would have to answer. In any
case, if there is that kind of saving in the

consolidation of purchasing across the board,

certainly I think this Legislature would be

extremely interested in seeing the purchasing
department extend its scope as widely as

possible.

The $8 million amount which is given in

the other paragraph I quoted and the nmnber
of contracts amounting to $30 million, of

course, amount to a very small proportion of

the total purchasing of the province. I know
that some purchasing is in the hands of the

Minister of Transportation and Communica-
tions (Mr. Carton) and some in the hands of

the Ministry of Health. Whether or not that

is wise remains to be seen but it may be
inevitable that this be done.

Certainly a great deal of other purchasing
is still in the hands of individual ministries

and it is my contention that there should be
far more consolidation of purchasing in the

one department. I would like to have the

reaction of the minister to this, particularly
in view of the fact that his own statement

seems to indicate a 25 per cent saving in

the purchasing of these particular items which
he mentions.

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government
Services): Yes, Mr. Chairman, I believe that

certainly does occur with certain items when
we have brought together the requirements
of the other ministries into a collective pur-

chasing agreement. We have been able to
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bring about savings in that neighbourhood of

up to 25 to 27 per cent in certain areas.

Naturally, we are proceeding first with the

areas that we can sense out to be the ones

where we can make the greatest savings.
As we go on, it continues to get more diffi-

cult to find areas of common purchasing that

will produce significant savings, but we are

continually trying. As of March 31 this year,
we had 56 collective purchasing contracts

in effect—on behalf of all the ministries, that

is. These represented a total annual purchase
volume of about $5 million. Compared with

the prices paid before consolidation under

these 56 different collective contracts, the

total cost would have been considerably more.

In other words, we had a 27 per cent saving
on those 56 contracts in the current year.

Mr. Young: Mr. Chairman, could I ask

the minister why it is possible that this kind

of saving should occur? Does this mean then

that bulk purchasing has resulted in this sort

of thing? Has there been carelessness on

the part of the government in the past? I

don't suppose the minister wants to comment
on that one, particularly; but this would
almost seem to indicate that there has been
a rather sloppy procedure in the past and
some pretty serious leaks in the whole process
of accumulation of supplies for government

purposes.

Surely you can't save 27 per cent just in

the matter of bulk purchase alone. Has the

minister looked into this total picture to see

where the leaks might have occurred? What
has happened to make these rather phenome-
nal savings possible in his present operations?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, I don't

know what the hon. member means by leaks.

There are so many different kinds of leaks

talked about around this place, that I am
not sure what kind he is referring to.

Mr. Young: That's up to you.

Hon. Mr. Snow: These savings have been

brought about by collective bulk purchasing
in large quantities, instead of having 22 min-

istries, or whatever it may be, buying dif-

ferent supplies. I don't think I have the

figures here right now on it, but I remember
one contract we had for paper goods, for

instance. It was for toilet paper, hand towels,

napkins, table napkins and all kinds of paper
supplies, where we put together a bulk pur-
chase tender for great quantities of this. They
were not to be delivered in bulk to central

warehouse because you lose all savings then

by reshipping and by handling. We would

place this bulk order, and then the partici-

pating ministries would requisition against
this order to have so much of these supplies
sent each month to, say, one of each of the

psychiatric hospitals or whatever it might
be.

We had considerable savings on items like

that. Instead of having each one of those

hospitals or each one of those ministries

buying those supplies individually, we put it

together into one very large bulk order where
a company could afford to bid on it, could
afford to carry those items right on inventory
and could have them ready to ship the minute

they were requisitioned. We were able to

come up with these types of savings.

I have got three examples here. The first is

bond paper, for which the previous cost for

an annual supply before our contract would
have been $485,000. Under our purchase
contract we bought it for $328,000, for a

saving of $156,000. That is almost a 50 per
cent saving in that particular item. On the

rental of copying machines, the previous cost

would have been $2,201,000. The contract

cost $1,875,000, for a saving of nearly

$326,000 on a couple of million dollars' worth
of copying machine rentals. Regarding office

furniture; purchases before our contract sys-
tem totalled $575,000, under our contract

they amounted to $341,000, for an annual

saving of $234,000.

These are three examples of perhaps the

largest savings we were able to make. As I

mentioned, we had 56 different collective

purchasing agreements with a total saving of

$1.3 million or 27 per cent.

Mr. Young: Mr. Chairman, I think we can
be thankful that this minister finally took over

this portfoho. We on this side of the House
have been talking for a long time about the

savings that were possible through central

purchasing, but up until a year or so ago
this kind of suggestion was not taken very

seriously. Evidently this minister now is tak-

ing it seriously, and I'm delighted to know
that he is making this kind of progress.

It's tragic that for all these years we have
been wasting the amount of funds it is indi-

cated we have wasted because of the lack of

this technique. I would hope that the min-

ister, in view of his own experience, now will

push very rapidly into many more areas of

centralized purchasing for the Province of

Ontario.

The other day the minister mentioned the

dilemma of an OPP cruiser in northern On-
tario that might need a spare tire and be
stranded up there because of possible difficul-
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ties if centralized purchasing were applied to

that particular area.

I wonder if the minister would indicate to

me whether it is not possible to estimate the

number of tires and spare parts that are

needed—we must know that from past experi-
ence over the period of a year—and to call

for tenders according to certain specifications
for those particular items. We could then

work out a system of vouchers so that the

tire contract, for example, went to company
A, say, and those tires could be dehvered any

place within the Province of Ontario. Then
a voucher could be taken to company A's

store in the area where that OPP cruiser has

broken down, and the tire could be delivered

and charged back to the central purchasing

agency.

I see no reason why that sort of plan
could not be applied in many areas. I would
like the minister's reaction to that, because

he did give this illustration the other day of

the difficulties involved if the OPP driver

had to buy a tire at that particular place.

Perhaps he should carry a spare voucher or

two with him instead of an extra spare tire.

I presume that the OPP cruisers do have at

least one spare tire but, as the minister indi-

cated, I suppose this would arise only if

there were two tire failures before the

cruiser reached a service station.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, this is in

an area that is being studied in conjunction
with Transportation and Communications,
which is the biggest user of automotive parts,
tires and that type of thing.

Regarding the voucher idea, I suppose if

Firestone got the contract, say, the voucher

system would enable them to pick up tires

at any Firestone store. That might work.

I would hesitate to think of inventorying

parts and tires in each OPP detachment head-

quarters or each local highway patrol garage,
because of the problem of keeping track of

inventory and because these items are very

susceptible to showing up with shortages.

Civil servants with government vehicles-

most of the OPP, for instance—carry the

goverrmient credit card which can be used to

secure emergency repairs on the road or tires

or the like. The example that was brought
out yesterday of a car sitting up on blocks

for a week while tires were sent from Toronto
would be brought about if there were a

standard order saying that that driver in an

emergency couldn't buy a pair of tires at the

local service station but had to wait for them
to be shipped from Toronto. That would

obviously cost a great deal more than the

extra couple of dollars a tire that he might
pay locally.

Also, I might say, Mr. Chairman, I get
some suggestions from businessmen and store-

keepers and what not, throughout the prov-
ince who think we are centralizing purchasing
too much. They used to have a lot of business

supplying stuff here and there for the local

offices and every time we centralize some-

thing it seems to get centralized on Toronto—

that is the argument I get from people,

especially in the north. The smaller businesses

don't get a chance to bid on these large bulk

contracts so there are two sides to the story.

In these major areas—I forget how many I

would have said that we had a year ago in

collective purchasing contracts, but now we
have 56. I would say it has probably
doubled.

I am told we have to repeat them every

year, which is a lot of work.

They repeat every year but we've got a lot

more this year; I'm sure, than we had last

year. We keep bringing in new items and

we are certainly going to continue to try to

bring in as many items as possible. But in

no way am I telling the hon. member that we
are going to have fully integrated centralized

purchasing because we are not.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor-

Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville): Mr.

Chairman, I wanted to ask the minister if, in

the purchase of papers, they attempt to pur-
chase some percentage of recycled papers.

Likewise, if, in the purchase there are any

specffications requiring the purchase to come
from mills whose pollution controls comply
with the provincial regulations?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Yes, Mr. Chairman, we do

buy recycled paper. In fact, I think most of

the paper that we use—pretty well all the

minister's stationery, I think, is recycled

paper. At that time, a year ago, there was

only mill. You say a mill that meets certain

pollution standards, but at that time there

was only one mill supplying satisfactory re-

cycled paper for stationery.

Mr. B. Newman: Is there any percentage
of your purchases that is required to be re-

cycled?

Hon. Mr. Snow: We have no set percentage
but we are buying a considerable amount of

recycled paper from Abitibi, I think.
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I know the senior representatives were in

to see me about a year ago and at that time

it was the only company making a fine bond

paper using the recycHng process. I beheve

Domtar was also going to have a mill start

making tthis at Cornwall. Whether or not that

is in process yet, or how those two mills stand

up to my colleague's requirements in the

Ministry of the Environment, I'm not sure.

Mr. B. Newman: Does the minister not

think it would be a good idea maybe to

make the major portion of purchases from

mills that completely comply with the regu-
lations of the Ministry of the Environment,
to encourage the speed-up in the pollution
control?

Hon. Mr. Snow: We can certainly look at

this, Mr. Chairman, when we call for bids on
the supply of paper. But if we specify who
we are going to buy from—

Mr. B. Newman: I didn't say that.

Hon. Mr. Snow: —it would take away the

competitiveness of the bid. Another item I

mentioned is that our telephone directories

are made out of recycled paper; it is another

example of the recycling that we are doing.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): They really
look like it!

Mr. B. Newman: The comment of the hon.

member for St. George is very apropos when
you referred to the telephone books. They
certainly do look as though they didn't really

go right through the recycling process, only
the first stages of it.

I really think that you should work in co-

operation with your colleague, the Minister of

the Environment (Mr. Auld), and do every-

thing you possibly can so that we can have
these mills that produce the paper speed-up
any pollution control programme that they

may have. I don't know if there is more than
one mill involved from whom you have pur-
chased that has a complete pollution control

programme under way.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
Let's get that telephone book in alphabetical
order, too.

Mr. B. Newman: May I ask the minister if

he is giving consideration to the opportunity
to purchase various government publications
in centres other than through the provincial
bookstore? I can recall at one time earlier in

the year making mention to you that the

public library in the city of Windsor, when
it is completed, would like to have the oppor-

tunity to sell the publications that are avail-

able at the provincial bookstore here on Bay
St.

It is a real disadvantage to citizens outside

the city of Toronto when it comes to having
the opportunity of purchasing certain types
of publications. I don't think for one minute
that everything available at the bookstore

here on Bay St. should be available in other

communities, but certain types of publica-
tions should be available. Is that being con-

sidered and/or going to be implemented,
especially in the case of my own community
which has actually requested that?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, yes, we
have considered this. It would naturally be
nice to have these publications available in

every town, village and hamlet. I would Uke
to have the people of Hornby able to buy
all these publications at a Hornby store, too,

but it's not practical. We have looked into

the matter, especially the matter that you
brought to my attention from the city of

Windsor. We are establishing the Windsor
Public Library, I believe, as a satellite book-
store for my ministry, starting this September,
for a one-year trial period. I will see how it

works out in that location for a year. If it's

satisfactory, it will no doubt be continued
and may be expanded in other areas. If it's

not satisfactory, it will probably be discon-

tinued, but we are implementing this.

Regarding the telephone book, we experi-
mented with this last book. The Leader of

the Opposition was asking a question about

it, but he is not listening.

Mr. B. Newman: May I ask of the min-

ister how long publications are kept in sup-

ply at the provincial bookstore? After a

certain period of time are they simply re-

turned to scrap or are they kept on supply?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Obviously sometimes a

particular publication or a report becomes
obsolete. We try not to waste any more than

possible. Many of your colleagues have sug-

gested from time to time we should be keep-

ing more publications in stock. Then if we
happen to pubhsh too many of one and we
have a few left over, there is a problem of

waste there. We try to distribute these, if

they are of any use at all, to schools, institu-

tions, or wherever they might be made use

of. If not, they can go back and be chopped
up and go through the recycling process.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): You've

got a shredder over there, too, have you?
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Mr. Chairman: The member for Simcoe

East.

Mr. G. E. Smith (Simcoe East): Mr.

Chairman, I'd like to direct a question to the

minister.

Is it true that in your ministry the ofiBce

of the Queen's Printer has been phased out

as such? I understand now that the printing
is done by a director of printing rather than

a Queen's Printer. I have some concern in

this matter, if this is the case, and I know
I share the concern of many of the hon.

members in this House.

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, Mr. Chairman. There
has been a change in the operation, as recom-
mended by COGP. We still have the

designated office of the Queen's Printer. In

fact, you will see that your bills, and so on,

printed today still say, "Printed and pub-
lished by the Queen's Printer". The difference

is that the title of Queen's Printer, an ap-

pointment by order in council, is now held

by Mr. John Thatcher, my deputy minister,

who is responsible for holding the copyright
on any government publications. The actual

printing and supply procedure is handled by
the director of printing services.

In other words, the two jobs are separated
from each other now; but the office of the

Queen's Printer certainly still exists.

Mr. G. E. Smith: I have another observa-

tion for the minister. One of the printers in

my area received a letter from the director

of printing. I think that the function of the

office, if you may term it that, of the Queen's
Printer is being downgraded. I am speaking

personally, but I thinJk the Queen's Printer

should be an active function for the person
who holds that job and not just a title. I

would hope that at some point the policy
field of the government and you as a minister

would take a second look at this, because it

is upsetting a lot of people.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, that is an

administrative change only. It is not a non-

active position; I assure you that my deputy
minister is a very active individual. It's an
administrative situation only and I think it's

working to the advantage of everyone the

way it is right now.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): Mr. Chair-

man.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Grey-
Bruce on this point.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Chairman, could I ask the

minister what is the name of the man who is

the Queen's Printer now? Who is performing
the function of the Queen's Printer?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. George Metcalfe.

Mr. Sargent: George—?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Metcalfe.

Mr. Sargent: What are his qualffications?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Prior to joining my minis-

try, he was actively engaged in the private
sector printing trade v^dth a large company
for many years.

Mr. Sargent: Is he your deputy minister?

Hon. Mr. Snow: He is the director of print-

ing services.

Mr. Sargent: His background is in the

graphic arts, is it?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Yes.

Mr. Sargent: I see. Do you have a budget
for printing each year for this office?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, we have a

budget for the operation but, basically, it's a

zero budgeting operation. We do the printing

work or contract the printing work; then it is

charged to the client ministry which ordered

it. With the exception perhaps of some ad-

ministration, it is a zero budgeting operation.

Mr. Sargent: When you sublet your tenders

for printing and when you do printing out-

side your ministry, who places the order?

Supposing an order from a ministry-, say,

Transportation and Communications, comes

to you for printing and you can't print it;

when you find that out, who places the order?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Are you going to stay

standing up?

Mr. Sargent: Don't get smart vdth me. I am

asking you a question.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, I cannot

stand up on my feet to answer the question
as long as the hon. member is on his feet.

That has been the rule as long as I have

been around here.

The contracts would be placed by the

director of printing services. There is a pro-
cedure. If it's a large contract at all, it is

tendered.

Mr. Sargent: You tender for contract?

Hon. Mr. Snow: We certainly do.
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Mr. Sargent: Every contract?

Hon. Mr. Snow: No.

Mr. Sargent: Why not?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Not on small orders. If

there is a $100-order or something less, we
have a list of available printing facilities.

These are used on a rotational basis to fulfil

these small jobs, because it would just be un-

realistic to advertise for tenders and so on to

get bids for small jobs.

Mr. Sargent: When there are printing
orders in the outlying parts of Ontario, does

the ministry rotate the business among the

small centres?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Yes, Mr. Chairman, we
have a list of printing establishments through-
out the province, going all the way from the

Quebec border to the Manitoba border. We
send out a form to all those firms that have

indicated an interest in doing any govern-
ment work. The completed form shows all

the equipment they have and the type of

work they are capable of doing.

We have just sent out new forms to every-

body. This is what the member for Simcoe
East was mentioning a moment ago. The

printers have all got this form signed by the

director of printing services. That's what in-

stigated the question, "Why not the Queen's
Printer?" We are therefore updating our file

of information on all these printers.

We are always getting calls saying, "Why
can't we get more work?" When one of these

small jobs is distributed, then that person's
name goes to the bottom of the list again
until the next job comes along. But, as I say,
these are just small printing orders that are

spread around the small printing shops in

the country. I think anything valued at $1,000
or over has to be tendered.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Thunder

Bay.

Mr. Stokes: Yes, Mr. Chairman, I have one
brief item I would like to mention. Regarding
the printing operation down in the basement,

just off the members' lounge—is that operated

by the government or by somebody else?

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, Mr. Chairman, that is

operated by the government caucus oflBce. It

has nothing to do with my ministry or the

government. It is the caucus oflBce's own

duplicating shop.

Mr. Stokes: The ministry simply provides
the space and they go about their business?

Hon. Mr. Snow: To my knowledge, yes.
We do supply the space, obviously, but the

equipment, labour and so on are supplied

by the caucus office.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 804.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I have two questions I

would like to answer for the hon. member
for Thunder Bay. I believe he asked me
about the old city hall last night.

Expenditures on the old city hall last year
totalled $32,900, and the budget for 1973-

1974 is $134,500. This is because of some

fairly extensive renovations that we have

to make to supply four additional courtrooms

and to improve the elevator in the building.
The courtrooms are very crowded, and we
are doing some partitioning and alterations

to supply four additional courtrooms there

until such time as we are able to build a

new courthouse in Toronto.

For the University Ave. courthouse, the

expenditures last year were $52,700 and the

budget for 1973-1974 is $29,300. This in-

volves all different types of items, Mr. Chair-

man—mechanical repairs, repairs to Venetian

blinds, repairs to wiring, overhead doors, par-
tition changes, some underground wiring,
installation of water lines—all different types
of normal maintenance repairs, nothing large.

For instance, the largest item for the Uni-

versity Ave. courthouse is interior painting at

about $11,000.

Mr. Stokes: I must admit that I haven't

been here since the minister started this

morning, but could he give me a breakdowni

of this $520,700? If he has already given it,

I will read it in Hansard. Has the minister

given us a breakdowoi?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Which is that now?

Mr. Stokes: Mailing services, item 3, vote

804-$520,700. What does that entail?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I have a more detailed

report here, if I can find it, but it is the

amount that is left over for my ministry
to absorb; that is not charged back. Most of

the postage and mailing costs are charged
back to the other ministries although my
ministry runs the central post office.

Mr. Stokes: It is not the Canada Post

office?

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, this is our internal

mail service. We pick up the mail from all

the ministries, sort it and send it out. It's

located in the second basement of the Mac-
donald Block.
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We run the mailing services, like stuflfing

and addressing. If the Treasurer wants to

send a letter to every municipal clerk in On-
tario, for instance, he sends down 1,000

copies of this letter and says he wants them
to go out to every municipal clerk. We have
the computer addressograph list for the mu-

nicipal clerks and that letter goes on the

folding machine and the letters are folded,
inserted in the envelopes, sealed, stamped
and addressed in one process. This would be

charged back, of course, to the Treasurer

in the example that I have shown you.

On the items that are in here, we show
the cost as $1,795,000 with a recoverable

of $1,275,000. The $520,000 is basically the

overhead, equipment rental, and repairs and
maintenance on equipment.

Mr. Stokes: It is up $96,000.

Mr. Young: Does that include the mem-
bers' mailings?

Hon. Mr. Snow: We have some trucks

that deliver mail to and pick up mail from
different government buildings as well. I

did have figures—I haven't got them right
here—to show the tremendous increase in the

number of millions of piece of mail handled.

Mr. Sargent: You can say that again.

Hon. Mr. Snow: It is considerably higher.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for York-
view.

Mr. Young: Does that include the reports
of the members going out? Would that appear
in this figure?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Sorry, I can't hear the

member.

Mr. Young: The reports of the members

going out to their constituents—would that

figure appear here in the $520,000?

Mr. Stokes: The members get one free

mailing a year.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Yes, I cannot say for

sure but I think that would show up here.

That is a mailing cost that cannot be re-

covered, you see. Each member is allowed
his one mailing a year and we can co-operate
with any member over there, as far as doing
folding and mailing for them is concerned,
if they wish that type of assistance.

Mr. Young: That would be a charge back
to the member, though, if you did the folding
and so on. Is there anything more on this?

I want to get to another subject, but there

are some who want to talk about this.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Sud-

bury.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr. Chair-

man, I'd like to ask the minister if the

people engaged in his post oflBce are qualified,
in that they do know postal regulations and
that they do not accept anything which, when
it hits the federal post office, is rejecteid.

I can probably better explain by letting you
know what I was involved in. I delivered

24,000 pieces to the post office in the Mac-
donald Block for bulk mailing to the city of

Sudbury. It was a newspaper affair, a tabloid.

Inadvertently, I had folded it in a square

shape rather than a 6 in. by 14 in. maximum
shape and, apparently, I went beyond the

federal regulations. Notwithstanding the fact

that I was wrong, I expect the people in your

post office to know the federal regulations.

They accepted these 24,000 copies and, lo

and behold, two days later when the mailing
was in the city of Sudbury post office, the

postmaster told me to come and get this stuff

out of the post office and fold it properly. I

think, had your people in the post office here

known the federal regulations, they could

have advised me at that time when I tried

to deliver it to them. I did speak with the

people in charge over there. You can see the

dilemma I was in.

I don't know how many other members

might get caught in this same trap when you
have to go down to the local post office, pull
all this junk out and break up all the bundles,
refold 24,000 pieces of tabloid—no mean job—
and then redeliver them back to the local

post office. So I would ask you to ensure that

your postmasters over there are up to date on
federal regulations and maybe save us a lot

of trouble.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, I think

there are several comments I can make here.

First of all, I think our people probably tried

to assist the hon. member in getting this

material delivered. Secondly, the local To-
ronto post office, the federal post office, must
have accepted the item or it would never
have got out of our mail handling room.

Mr. Stokes: Friendly postmaster.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I guess someone in Sud-

bury doesn't like you very well and decided

they wanted you to refold those 24,000 tab-

loids. That is all I can think. My colleague
behind me suggests that when he was check-

ing one day about having a mailing made up
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he was advised by my director of postal ser-

vices as to what size it should be and so on.

We can supply this kind of service before the

fact. They can give you any advice on mailing
and they can give you the list.

For my own mailing I always check with

my local post office for the different munici-

palities and then get the number of the walks

and the number for each and make up the

little yellow slip that goes on each package
and so on. I find out that my postal people
have all this information over there and can

give it out quite readily. It saves all these

problems. They are certainly conversant with

the federal regulations, I can assure you.

Mr. Sargent: Can I talk on telephone serv-

ices here?

Mr. Chairman: We talked on telephone
services very thoroughly last evening.

Mr. Sargent: Where? We didnt have this

vote last evening.

Mr. Chairmaji: Yes we did.

Mr. Sargent: We were on 803 last night.

Mr. Chairman: We talked about telephone
services for about an hour last night.

Mr. Stokes: They were out of order last

•evening.

Mr. Sargent: Come on, Mr. Chairman, get
with it. You weren't here last night.

Mr. Chairman: I was here. I was sitting in

the chair and we talked about telephone
services.

Mr. Sargent: We did not. We talked about

communications last night. This is telephone
services here.

Mr. Chairman: We talked on telephone
services too.

Mr. Sargent: Try and follow the vote there.

Mr. Chairman: Well, I'll do my best.

Mr. Sargent: We should get the member
fcr Brantford (Mr. Beckett) back in the chair.

He knew what he was doing.

Mr. Chairman: Have you something new
to add to the conversation?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I wouldn't bet on it.

Mr. Stokes: Neither would I.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Chairman, in item 5, vote

804, we have $4,226,000 for telephone ser-

vices. This is an increase of approximately 40

per cent over the 1971-1972 estimates. I think

this is a fantastic figure to ask the taxpayers
to bear, in view of the fact that we cannot
even get pushbutton telephones in this opera-
tion. Do they have them in other parts of

government or is this the only place we can't

get pushbuttons?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, we do not
have pushbutton telephones any place in the

government service. I would personally Hke
to have one, as I told one of the hon. mem-
bers last night. I guess I do about 90 per cent

of my own dialling and it would certainly
save me a lot of time. But it is $1.25 a month
for each set I believe, or some such figure.
We have 12,000 sets. It would cost $15,000
a month—I think is the last figure I had—to
have pushbutton phones throughout the
service.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for York-
view.

Mr. Young: Mr. Chairman, since the hon.

member for Grey-Bruce has made this major
breakthrough I would like to raise a further

question. The member from Timmins (Mr.

Ferrier) raised with me the possibility of ask-

ing the minister about a direct line to the

Timmins area. I don't know at what point a

direct line is put in, how large a bill has to

be run up before a line is considered feasible,

but certainly the member from Timmins has

very many cases. He has a lot of case work;
he has a lot of telephoning to do, and I

understand his bill is fairly high. He would
like to know from the minister whether any
consideration is being given as to whether

the breakeven point is reached in the

Timmins area so that a line is being con-

sidered for that particular locality?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, we have

179 of these intercity Centrex lines, as we
call them, at this time. They are into, I would

guess, 30 or so different cities or areas

throughout the province. Timmins is not one.

For instance, we have six lines to Thunder

Bay, eight to Windsor, four to Woodstock, 17

to London, 16 to Hamilton, 17 to Ottawa.

These are put in based on the number of calls

made to those different locations.

I know some members do not have a

Centrex line to any portion of their areas.

That is why each hon. member has a credit

card. We take this into consideration—we are

doing a study right now on this system.

Each year we bring in a report to Manage-
ment Board recommending so many extra

Centrex lines and this is based on the cost of
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long distance calls to those areas, taking into

consideration the cost of the member's credit

card calls. If one looks at the telephone bills

each month or for a three-month period for

all members it's very easy to pick out the

members who do not have any Centrex lines

into their ridings. Every time they make a

phone call, whether they are at home phon-
ing here or here phoning constituents at

home, it's a long distance call.

It is all a case of economy. The hon. mem-
ber for Samia asked me about this a year ago.
We checked out Sarnia and found that it

would not pay to put a Centrex line into

Sarnia. It will no doubt be rechecked this

year when we are reviewing it.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Does

your assessment of the cost cover each depart-
ment and what calls they may be making as

well as the member? You can sort that out
from the telephone statistics of each ministry?

Hon. Mr. Snow: All the long distance bill-

ing, I think, comes through our ministry then
is recharged out so we have full figures on
all the telephone calls.

Mr. Stokes: The minister mentioned that

there are a certain number of lines which go
into Thunder Bay. Mr. Chairman, he is re-

ferring to the city of Thunder Bay but there
isn't one other location in northwestern On-
tario where the Centrex line goes. There is

no place in the riding of Thunder Bay. There
is no place in the riding of Kenora and there
is no place in the riding of Rainy River
where you can use it.

The minister is quite right when he says
that we do have credit card privileges and
I'm sure it is reflected in the amount that is

credited to our individual credit cards. What
I want to find out from the minister is, since
Ma Bell has rearranged its rates and charges,
I think, a fee of 25 cents for operator assist-

ance, I want to clear it with the minister, to

make sure that I'm not charging anything
against the government that I could do on

my own.

What I want to know is this: I can dial

844 which gets me from here to the city of
Thunder Bay on the government line; if I

dial zero then I get the operator and I need

operator assistance from there to any place in

northwestern Ontario, particularly in my
riding. I understand that over and above the

telephone charge there's an extra 25 cent

charge for operator assistance.

Your ministry sent out a memo to members
some months ago, saying do so-and-so to

avoid a charge. I discussed this with my
colleague from York South and now I can get
to any place in my riding, which has a

dialling system without operator assistance,
but I want to make sure that you are

efFecting a saving. What I do is I dial nine;

it gets me out of the building; I dial I, the

area code, then the seven-digit number. By
doing that, am I saving the 25-cent charge
on behalf of the government for each and

every one of those calls? They are consider-

able and I want to make sure that the gov-
ernment isn't paying Bell Canada unduly. I

want to know if I am doing it the cheapest

way possible by doing it in that manner.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Well, I would tend to

think he is. The member is not using his

credit card; it's coming in directly on his

long-distance account. But he is paying for a

long-distance station^:o-station call from here

to wherever he is phoning, whereas he could

go through the Centrex system to Thunder

Bay and use the operator and his credit card

for a call from Thunder Bay to Red Rock or

wherever it might be. That way he has a

much shorter call but he has the extra 25-

cent charge.

It's very difficult to say which would be

cheaper. It depends on where one is calling
and how long one talks, I guess-

Mr. MacDonald: My friend from Thunder

Bay always has a fairly long chat.

Hon. Mr. Snow: —because the 25-cent

charge is per call; it doesn't matter whether
it is a two-minute call or a 10-minute call.

Mr. Stokes: I always try the government
line first.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I know that in my own
business I was always a bit of a gambler:
rather than put through person-to-person
calls, I would always dial direct, station to

station, because the person-to-person calls

cost twice as much. I always took the gamble
that more than one out of every two times I

was going to get the person I wanted on a

direct-dial call. I think one comes out ahead

of the game that way. And, of course. Bell

want it this way; they don't want us going

through the operators; they want us to dial

direct.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 804?

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): On this

point, Mr. Chairman, I had a call some
three or four weeks ago from one of the min-
ister's people who are responsible for check-
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ing the accounts of the members with respect
to the use of the credit card.

During the course of the conversation, I

was asked what procedure I was using with

respect to caUing back home from here. I

indicated that I would call on the Guelph
line to Guelph, then I would use my credit

card from Guelph to any area in my riding.

I presumed that was the correct procedure,
but I was told there were a lot of the mem-
bers doing it otherwise. For instance, they
would call to Guelph on the Guelph line,

dial 1 and the number in Wingham, Brussels,

Kincardine or whatever the place might be,

then that call would go through directly with-

out the operator being involved at all. This

way we saved the 25 cents the hon. member
for Thunder Bay was talking about and pre-

sumably saved the goverimient money.
The only problem was that the government

apparently couldn't check on who was making
those calls. I think there was some indication

that this particular system was being abused,

and the caller told me to carry on with the

same system I had been using previously.

Is the minister going to make that partic-
ular procedure standard for all members—that

is, not to use the operator at all—or is he

going to set out a policy, which I think is

what the person was really calling about, to

try to establish a general policy for the mem-
bers with respect to the use of the credit

card?

Is it better to proceed by simply dialling on
the trunk line, then dialling 1 and the num-
ber? Or having got to Guelph, in my case,

should I then use my credit card to call my
riding?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, that is a

very interesting point. I would like to have
this fully investigated and get a memorandum
out to all members as to the proper pro-
cedure.

The procedure I always use is that if there

is a Centrex line in the area and I can dial

right to the person s number, then I use it.

If there isn't, then I use my credit card from
wherever I may be, rather than this idea of

phoning Guelph and then using your credit

card. Then there's proper bookkeeping, on
that basis.

But if you just phone Guelph and then
dial the number, you're probably saving a

few cents. I'm not going through the

operator, but it's not being charged to your
account. Our accountants would go a little

hairy trying to figure out where all these

telephone calls were coming from that

weren't being charged to anyone's account.

I guess that's probably the problem, but
I'll have that looked into.

I know your particular problem. There
are no Centrex lines into your riding, and

you are a heavy user of the credit card, and

rightfully so. In fact I guess you had a
record in the last three months for your
caucus as the highest user of the telephone,
so you must be serving your constituency
the best.

Mr. MacDonald: I thought the member
for Grey-Bruce would be!

Mr. Chairman: Vote 804 carried?

Vote 804 agreed to.

On vote 805:

Mr. Chairman: Vote 805 carried.

Mr. Germa: Vote 805?

Mr. Chairman: Yes; on which item?

Mr. Germa: Vote 805; I'm not as fast

as I should be on this.

Mr. Chairman: We'll let you speak on that.

There was a bit of confusion at the time.

Mr. Germa: Item 2 on 805, government
benefit plans. I presume this refers to fringe
benefits paid on behalf of employees. I just

don't know how far this spreads. Would it

spread to the members of this assembly—
our fringe benefits?

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, Mr. Chairman, this is

for the civil service. The Legislative Assembly
Retirement Act, for instance, which is about
the only fringe benefit I know of that we
have, is handled now under the Speaker's
vote.

Mr. Germa: Well Mr. Chairman, the point
is I'm talking about a fringe benefit which
we do not have. I wonder if it is incumbent

upon the minister to investigate why the

members of this assembly, of all the people
in Canada who pay into Canada Pension,

are about the only group who are excluded?

Through government action I just cannot

continue my contributions. It's not that I'm

asking the government to pay their share

on my behalf. It's just that I'm excluded

from paying my own share on account of

being in this Legislature. I think there

should be some consideration given to includ-

ing the elected members in the Canada
Pension Plan.
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Why were we excluded in the first place,
and why can we not get that reversed in

the interest of those of us who do rely on
the Canada Pension Plan for our later

years. I think that is about the only equity
I'm going to have in this world when I'm

age 65, and I do value the Canada Pension
Plan highly.

During my term of office here, my plan
is not maturing. I'm frozen out at about

5/2 years now and no way can I reach

my 10-year maturity unless I happen to go
back into the labour force again, and I will

have lost 5/2 years of maturity.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, I can't

tell you why we're excluded. I presume
we're excluded by some regulations of the

Canada Pension Plan Act. It is a matter
that is now not vdthin my ministry. It was
a year ago, but it's now in the estimates of

Mr. Speaker. It's an item that should be

brought forward, and no doubt already has

been, to the Camp commission, which will

be reporting on recommendations pertaining
to members of the Legislature, their services

and all different aspects. It's not something
that I can assist the hon. member with,

although I understand his particular problem.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 805?

Mr. Stokes: On that, I think the minister
is quite right. The only amount here is the

legislative assembly retirement allowance
account, $108,000.

When the Camp commission was busy
vdth its deliberations did it call upon your
ministry for any input as to how the role
of the private member here might be im-

proved and made more relevant? Did it

suggest anything to you, or did it ask you
for any suggestions, about amenities in the

riding in connection with government build-

ings? The Leader of the Opposition alluded
to it briefly last evening and said it would
be difficult since there were no Ontario

government buildings within his riding, save
one.

Did the commission ask you whether it

would be possible to set up a riding office or

a clinic in the various government offices

throughout the province? Did it ask you for

any comment at all as to how the member
may become more involved or how he may
better serve his constituents? Was there any
discussion or dialogue between your ministry
and the Camp commission?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Not really as my ministry,
Mr. Chairman. I did meet with Mr. Camp

and Mr. Oliver; I believe Mr. Fisher wasn't

there that day. I went down for a meeting
with them and made some personal input
to the commission but not on behalf of the

government or the ministry.

During the course of our discussions, Mr.

Camp did ask me whether I thought it would
be feasible to make office space available in

government office buildings in ridings which
is what the Leader of the Opposition was

alluding to last night, as you suggested. He
also asked if it was not possible to have

riding offices within government buildings,
whether it would be appropriate or possible
for my ministry to look after renting other

office space for the member in the riding,
if it were to be recommended, I guess, that

there be riding offices.

Of course, I told him that our realty serv-

ices branch could, naturally, arrange leases

for members' offices in all ridings if it was the

government's decision to do so. I don't really
feel that as this minister I have any recom-

mendations; I did as a private member.

Mr. Chairman: Is vote 805 carried?

Vote 805 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Is vote 806 carried?

Vote 806 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: This completes the study of

the estimates of the Ministry of Government
Services.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Chairman, before the

committee rises, I think there are one or

two items I promised the members I would

supply last evening. Maybe I had better do
that before we rise.

There was a question regarding Holiday
Beach and Tremblay Beach; I believe it was
from the hon. member for Windsor-Walker-
ville. As for Holiday Beach, we have no
further request for acquisition in this area as

of this date. At Tremblay Beach, the Min-

istry of Natural Resources requires improved
access to Tremblay Park and negotiations
are currently being pursued by my ministry
to satisfy that request.

There was a question from the opposition

regarding the purchases of Niagara Escarp-
ment properties for the Ministry of Natural

Resources. I have a list which I will table,

Mr. Chairman, showing the 91 properties of

7,771 acres. This is a somewhat more com-

plete list than I indicated last evening. There
was a total cost of $3,364,094, with an aver-

age cost of $433 per acre. As I said, there

were 91 properties and I would say they
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are in about 18 or 20 different to\vnships.
I will table that report.

The hon. member for Wentworth asked for

some information or a sampling of land values

across the province. I have a list here for

Toronto, Scarborough, Etobicoke, Sudbury,
Hamilton, Windsor, Thunder Bay, Kitchener

and Ottawa, and these are of our most recent

purchases in those towns. Now, I don't know
how relevant they'll be because one might
be industrial land and one might be down-

town, but I guess those are the items that

were left over from last night, Mr. Chairman.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee

rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of supply begs to report certain resolutions

and asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Clerk of the House: The first order, resum-

ing the adjourned debate on the amendment
to the amendment to the motion that this

House approve in general the budgetary

policy of the government.

BUDGET DEBATE

Mr. Speaker: I don't know who is next to

speak. Do we have a list? Two members were
on their feet at the same time. I don't know
which one is going to yield.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): How long
is the member for York West going to be?

Mr. J. P. MacBeth (York West): About 15
or 20 minutes, not too long.

Mr. Speaker: Would you yield to the mem-
ber for York West for 15 minutes?

Mr. Roy: Fifteen minutes you say?

Mr. MacBeth: Possibly going over that.

How long is the member for Ottawa East

going to be?

Mr. Roy: A half hour.

Mr. MacBeth: I beg your pardon?

Mr. Roy: A half hour.

Mr. MacBeth: Well, you had better let me
go, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
West.

Mr. MacBeth: Thank you very much, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Roy: Don't go that long now.

Mr. MacBeth: Well, time me. If the hon.

member will time me, I will try to keep my
remarks brief. I understood that we were to

lead off, and perhaps I should apologize for

being a little slow in rising to my feet.

I do have one matter, Mr. Speaker, that I

would like to deal with at some length, still

within the bounds of the time I mentioned,
but I would like to make a few random
comments on my own.

The first one is to commend the Treasurer

(Mr. White) in connection with his attempt
to get a balanced budget. Now I know, in

regard to some of the things that developed
after he announced the budget, that he had
to reverse his stand in one regard, but I do
want to commend him for his attempt to try
to bring our provincial budget more into

balance. I think that is a very necessary thing
and one thing that we should be working
toward a little more diligently than we are.

I have just been down listening to the

estimates of the Ministry for Consumer and
Commercial Relations, and it always amazes
me when we are dealing with estimates how
the pressure on the ministry always seems to

be to do more things, and, "Why aren't you
looking after this matter in my riding, or

that matter?" I wish that all of us—and I put
the government members in the same posi-
tion—would spend a little more time and

perhaps a Httle more pressure inquiring why
all the money that is in those estimates is

needed, rather than trying to get the govern-
ment to get into more fields. There is this

inconsistency on the part of all of us, that

we're all asking government to do more and
more all the time and then we are complain-

ing when we go about raising the taxes as we
have just done.

Certainly, Mr. Speaker, there is an incon-

sistency there, and if we want reduced taxes

then I think we must be consistent and expect,

maybe not reduced services, but certainly we
should be reducing our demand to increase

those expenditures. Likewise, just in this

business of trying to get a balanced budget, I

would hope that we might be attempting a

little more to get this balance by curtailing

expenditures by a more eflBdent operation,
than in enlarging services and things of that

nature.
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So I commend the Treasurer for his

attempts to balance the budget, but I say I

think we should be trying to do it by curtail-

ing and reducing the expenditures rather than

by increasing taxation.

Now a word about succession duties. You
dor.'t find many people in the House these

days to say a good word for the people who
have a little more wealth than some of the

others. I think of a classic remark of True
Davidson when she was on the Metropolitan
council. She said, "You know, even the well-

to-do have rights." And I think that is one
of the things that so many of us forget today.
We feel that well-to-do people, like develop-

pers and people of this nature, come into a

class by themselves and that any indignities
or any injustices that we can heap upon them
are deserved. I would remind you that there

is justice, or should be justice, for all people.

Again, I commend the Treasurer on his

removal of the succession duties on any in-

heritance between spouses. In my own mind,
we should be working toward complete re-

moval of the succession duties. Once the

federal government, and ourselves as well,
have got into the field of capital gains, it

seems to me that there is an unfair tax with
succession duties when you tax the same
wealth twice and you penalize the man who
wishes to save rather than spend. We all say
that we want to encourage Canadian invest-

ment; yet we are penalizing those people who
want to save and invest in this country by
taxing them, not only when they get their

capital gains but again when they wish to

pass this money on to those who are their

beneficiaries.

I also want to make one further point in

regard to succession duties. Many countries

have chased away a good amount of wealth

by reason of taxation of this nature. It seems
to me that we could encourage the repatri-
ation of the some of the wealth that has

escaped our country if we get out of the

succession duty field.

There is another point, and that has to do
with the onerous work in collecting the suc-

cession duties. I think we all realize, Mr.

Speaker, that every estate, if it has any
property—that is, real estate—or if it has any
registrable assets of any nature, has to be
cleared through our succession duty depart-
ment. Regardless of the size, whether it's a

$20,000 estate or a $20 miUion estate, there is

certain clerical work to be done.

I may be speaking against my own interest

here, because this is the sort of thing lawyers
live on, but the average estate has to go

through legal hands to get clearance from our
succession duty people. I think not only of

the work it causes our provincial taxation

people in clearing all these estates that are

not taxable, but also of the legal expenses
that are cast on so many of the people of this

province in paying legal fees also to clear

estates that are not taxable. So it is not only
the cost to the government directly but the

cost to the people themselves. I think today
that this has become an ineffectual tax, one
that costs too much to collect for what is

returned from it and, in view of the capital

gains tax, it should be removed.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): Capital

gains have then got to be taxed adequately.

Mr. MacBeth: There's a point there. You

may feel that it should be taxed at a greater
rate. Mr. Speaker, I say we're trying to en-

courage investment in Canada and not dis-

courage it, and I sometimes wonder how we
go about it.

Mr. Martel: It is in force in the United
States.

Mr. MacBeth: In connection with the use
of aircraft, I want to speak for just a very
brief moment on this matter. Naturally, none
of us want to see the use of the aircraft of

this province abused. On looking over the list,

as we were doing the other day in the public
accounts committee, I was amazed at how
little those aircraft were actually used.

I think of the way the candidates,

particularly the party leaders, get about this

province at election time. They seem to be

flying all over, in northern Ontario, down to

Windsor and up to Ottawa. It seems to me
that if we want this province to have the

unity that we think it should have, if we want
ministers of the Crown and, not only the

ministers, but some of the other members of

this House as well, to know the conditions

that are in existence about the province, then

we should be encouraging them to get around
more than they are. As I say, my comment in

r€ gard to the use of the aircraft is that they
are not used much.

I think, Mr. Speaker, it is regrettable the

ministers of the Crown are not able to travel,

or do not travel—maybe they are able to, but

they do not—travel particularly into the nor-

thern parts of this province more than they
do, I would hope diat we would see more
use of aircraft for legitimate purposes in the

futm-e.

I had a word for the educational system,
but I am going to leave that out because I

did make a promise in regard to time.
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I want to speak briefly on a matter which
has little charisma, but which I think is one

of the most important matters facing our

country today. I wish to speak on it in a non-

partisan way if that is possible. That is the

sharing of the tax dollar among the three

levels of our government—the municipal field,

the provincial field and the federal.

As I have said so many times, there is

only one taxpayer and there is only one

pocket. I still say—and maybe this is because

of my own background in the municipal
scene—it is in municipal politics, where the

government is closest to the people, where

they get the best value for their dollar. I

commend the Treasurer again for his attempt
to pass over to the municipal governments
more dollars to which strings are not at-

tached. I will have something to say about

that a little bit later but it is at least an

attempt in the right direction.

I say people get good value for their tax

dollars at the municipal level but I think this

level needs more because it is looking after

some pretty important services. I think we
get our next best value at the provincial level

and probably the least value at the federal

level.

I want to draw members' attention to sec-

tion 91 of the British North America Act,
not that they don't know what is in it. When
I read over some of the powers which are

entrusted to the federal government, I would
ask members to think of the monetary tag
that goes along with those powers. Some of

the things the federal government is charged
with regulating are the public debt; the regu-
lation of trade and commerce—there is not a

great deal of expenditure involved with that;

the raising of money by any mode or system
of taxation which, of course, as we know
refer not only to direct taxation but indirect;

the borrowing of money on the public credit;

postal service—postal service is one of the

big things we expect from federal govern-
ment but supposedly is self-liquidating; the

census and statistics—some expense is in-

volved there; militia, military and naval ser-

vice and defence—that, of course, is the one

big field which the federal government has

in the way of a demand on our tax dollars.

We go on: The fixing of and providing for

the salaries and allowances of civil and other

officers of the government of Canada; bea-

cons, buoys, lighthouses on Sable Island; nav-

igation and shipping—certainly there is some

expense with navigation and shipping; quar-
antine and the establishment and maintenance
of marine hospitals; sea coast and inland fish-

eries; ferries; currency and coinage; banking.

savings banks; weights and measures; bills

of exchange and promissory notes; interest,

legal tender, bankruptcy and insolvency.

They go on but the point I am trying to

make, Mr. Speaker, is that in these respon-
sibilities charged under section 91 of the

BNA Act there is little expenditure relative

to those powers which are given to the prov-
inces under section 92.

Under section 92 some of the powers given
—I am not going to read them here—are those

which are tied in with social welfare which
is today one of the big matters. There is the

matter of public health, which as members
know is now the big expenditure here in the

Province of Ontario; the matter of education;
and the matter of public highways. When we
consider matters of transportation and those

other items I have mentioned—public health,

welfare and education—there are few expendi-
tures charged directly to the federal govern-
ment which can come anywhere near those

responsibilities.

I say, Mr. Speaker, that the federal govern-
ment is getting, by way of the Income Tax

Act, the lion's share of the taxation of this

country. It is not falling fairly to the prov-
inces where the greater charge is.

Admittedly the federal government hands

back to the provinces much of this money
that it collects by way of income tax. I am in

no way trying to speak against the need for

the federal government trying to equalize
some of those payments to the less fortunate

provinces. This is good and I think it is

right. I think that as Canadians, the citizens

of Ontario are quite prepared for this.

What bothers me, apart from these equali-

zation grants to help the other sections of

the country, is that because the federal gov-
ernment collects so much money—and I am
not saying this in a partisan way, because the

Conservatives have been in power and did

nothing to change it either—it tends to

squander the money. The federal govern-
ment gives the money back to the provinces
on terms laid down by it; and because it

has so much money, it tends to squander
it and look for ways to expend that money.

This is perhaps a little partisan, but I

think of the LIP grants and the Bonaventure,

although I am more concerned with the park
that the federal government wants to build

in Toronto. I can't see anywhere in the British

North American Act where the building of

local parks is a responsibility of the federal

government. These are all ways to try to

give the federal dollars back to the province.
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Mr. Martel: It was a good political plum,

though.

Mr. MacBeth: Well, I don't want to speak

against parks as such; parks are good things.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
We get nice parks.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): The word is "goody."

Mr. Martel: It's a good thing before an
election!

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I thought it was a great
idea.

Mr. MacBeth: All I am saying is that the

federal government has too much money, Mr.

Speaker, and the provinces and the munici-

palities are going without the money they
need to carry out their responsibilities.

Tying in with this, there is the old theory
that if we want responsible government, the

taxing power must be the spending power
and the spending power must be the taxing

power. And when we get into handouts,
as all three levels of government are depend-
ing on at present, then we get irresponsible

spending. We get spending because if we
spend we can get a grant. One might ask,

"Well, why not invest $25 to get $100 worth
of services?"

This is one of the basic faults of our pro-
vincial and municipal setup at the present
time. It even applies to regional government
to a certain extent, where the board of edu-
cation in North York, say, will say, "We don't

think we need something, but because they
are doing it in Toronto, we'll do it here as

well."

What I am saying, I hope—and I am keep-
ing an eye on the time, Mr. Speaker, because
I could go on at some length on this subject-

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Go ahead. It's

very interesting.

Mr. MacBeth: -is that there will be greater
consideration and greater effort to attempt
to bring about some change in financial re-

sponsibilities so that the power that is charged
with spending the money, even municipalities
—and I think it's good to give them money
to which strings are not attached—should also

be charged with the raising of that money
so that it will have the correct financial

responsibility.

What I am saying, Mr. Speaker, is that this

is one of the serious matters affecting Can-
ada today. Quebec was perhaps one of the

first to lay claim to it; it said, "Our needs
are not the same as the rest of Canada." I

think if we want Canadian unity, we would
be heading in the right direction if we al-

lowed the provinces to go their own way
in fields such as housing, welfare and educa-

tion, instead of trying to bring them all under
the same blanket.

I think the fathers of Confederation built

a better Act than perhaps they realized; it

is this tendency to centralization that may be

doing more harm than good. We have cen-

tralized the collection of dollars through the

Income Tax Act, Mr. Speaker, and we should

press on and on to get the federal govern-
ment to reconsider their financial arrange-
ments, not just so Ontario will get more but

so we will get some financial responsibility
for spending the money as well as collecting
it.

Mr.
Speaker,

in view of the promise I

made, ill cut myself short at this point.
Thank you very much.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East.

Mr. Roy: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. First of

all, I would want to thank the member
for York West for his graciousness. I con-

ceded the floor to him, laiowing of his repu-
tation for integrity; and I appreciate his

generous attitude this morning on my behalf.

Mr. Speaker, if I may be permitted, I

would like to perhaps break with tradition,

because I understand one traditionally thanks

the Speaker only following the Throne

Speech.

Not having had an opportunity of thank-

ing him at that time, I felt that even if I

do break with tradition, I would like to say

very sincerely to the Speaker that I think

he is making a very concerted effort to be

fair and is giving us evidence of a sense of

fair play in this .House—and very often under

very trying conditions, because there are

times when all members in the House get
somewhat excited or have a tendency to be

overly exuberant.

There are particularly diflBcult days but I

think that the Speaker overall—and I think

all members are in agreement—has a very
difficult job to do, and that he is giving us

evidence of fair play. For this, Mr. Speaker,
we on this side of the House are most

grateful.

Now Mr. Speaker, this is supposed to be a

reply to the budget; and I suppose as relates

to the budget, everything has been said about
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the budget that should have been said or

could have been said. I think it appears ob-

vious that the end conclusion of it all is that

this budget by the present Treasurer was
somewhat of a fiasco. I think it is obvious,
Mr. Speaker, that the Treasurer is going to

have great diflBculty living with some of the

statements he has made, first in enunciating
the budget and then in trying to justify things
after he had presented the budget to this

House.

I can recall when he first gave the budget,
Mr. Speaker, that he mentioned this was a

responsive and responsible budget. I wonder
how the people felt about the energy tax

when they heard such words as responsive
and responsible. I think his withdrawal of

that tax is the best evidence that the budget
in fact was not responsive and responsible.

He then made certain statements, in rela-

tion again to the energy tax, which smacked
somewhat—I don't know really whether it was
of personal feelings or what it was, but state-

ments which obviously backfired on him—
that one should put on a sweater and turn on
the thermostat; the mention about these

lovable pets. And on the other hand he in-

creased sales tax by 40 per cent on children's

clothing.

I think that he is going to have diflBculty

living with all these statements.

If I might make one mention in relation

to this tax, Mr. Speaker, it is that by taking
the energy tax away the Province of Ontario

has taken away all merit that it had in its

argument with Alberta. Members will recall

the Premier (Mr. Davis) going to Premier

Lougheed of Alberta and saying: **Look, we
just can't afford, really, to pay more for

energy from your province, because our man-
ufacturers, are going to have to charge more,
and then we will lose our competitive position
in foreign markets. Well obviously, by want-

ing to impose an energy tax, a seven per
cent energy tax, the Treasurer lost all credi-

bility for this argument; and Lougheed was
the first one to appreciate that. He has got to

be rolling on the floor of the Legislature in

Alberta saying: "What a bunch of dummies
we have here; what a bunch of diunmies."

And who is going to suflFer? It may well
be that the province or the Conservative gov-
ernment looks bad in this situation, now
having had to withdraw the energy tax; but
who is going to suffer? It is the consumer who
is going to suffer. Again, the consumer is go-
ing to take the brunt of this.

Then there is the other famous statement

by the Treasurer, this famous statement about

the sales tax. The fact that he said it is not

going to cost a plugged nickel. Go out on
the street and ask the people who are pay-
ing a 40 per cent increase in the sales tax

if they feel it is going to cost them a plugged
nickel. Ask the peoplel

Mr. Martel: The member's friends in

Ottawa like that plugged nickel.

Mr. Roy: Ask the people who are buying
motor vehicles if they are paying a plugged
nickel extra on the sales tax. Ask the people
who are buying consmner goods.

I respectfully suggest, Mr. Speaker, that

the figures of his own budget are the best

evidence that he is speaking with a forked

tongue when he says it is not going to cost a

plugged nickel; his own budget contradicts

him on that point.

Then of course the final fiasco in relation

to the sales tax was the fact that he put the

merchants of this province in an impossible
situation. The legal and administrative in-

efficiency of this government was again evi-

dent in the fact that he tried to collect the

tax before the bill was passed in the House,
before having authority to do so. How many
of us have run into the merchants who said:

"My God, the abuse that we have had to take

from the consumer."

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Don't swear when quoting
a merchanti

Mr. Roy: "The abuse we had to take from
the consumer because of this guy White."

You know, the consumer comes in, he is

told that he doesn't have to pay the tax; and

yet the Treasurer is saying to the merchants:

"You'd better collect the tax because we'll

be making an accounting." Members have
mentioned in this House that this was a form
of pressure, of threat, and in fact blackmail.

It didn't cover up the Treasurer's inefiB-

ciency. I think it was obvious that we, the

opposition, were right when we said this tax

was in fact not legal. The only comment I

would like to make, finally, in relation to the

budget, is to hope we keep this Treasurer

here for some time.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Good mani

Mr. Roy: I hope the Premier keeps him
around until 1975. He has got to be the

greatest thing that has happened to this side

or the people of the province for the last 30

years. I hope the Premier will accept this

suggestion and keep him around a while

longer. He is great to have.
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Mr. Martel: Since they got rid of Hepburn.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: He is showing Turner up,
I'll tell the member that.

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): He
will probably be around a lot longer than the

member.

Mr. Roy: Oh, come now, the member
knows that's not true. He said he was going
to retire.

Mr. Speaker, if I might turn to another

topic in this question of this government.
Since 1971, we have always wondered how
the Conservative Party kept its famous big
blue machine in top shape but I think we
have seen a pattern since 1971, certain evi-

dence how this was done. We have seen it

and what it works out to really—the way they

kept the coffers filled—was this, their method
could be described very simply as, "Be good
to your friends and I think they will be very

good to you."

Let's look at some of the evidence of this.

We had the famous case of Fidinam. No
matter how many inquiries and inquests and

investigations you had on this, the public
were not fooled. I think it was obvious that

the $50,000 given to the Conservative Party,

promised before the contract was given by
the Workmen's Compensation Board, certainly
had some relationship there.

Then, of course, as the next step we have

an investigation under way now with relation

to Mr. Moog, an old friend of the Premier.

It would be interesting—and I suppose we
will never find out—to know how much he

has given to the coffers of the big blue

machine.

We could go on with examples like this of

how the government has managed to keep
the coffers filled and is always good to their

friends. In fact we have heard recently they
are pretty good to themselves as far as rides

in government planes and special considera-

tion to their friends on commissions, task

forces and boards, are concerned.

Mr. Speaker, the Beatles wrote a song
which the Conservatives really should adopt
for their next election theme song, and if I

may quote some of the lyrics of the song, it

goes simply like this:

I get by with a little help from my friends,

I get high with a little help from my
friends,

I am going to try with a litde help from

my friends.

They should adopt that song, because really
this theme supports the evidence that we
have heard so far.

Mr. Speaker, I would like to bring to the

members of this House another situation

where this government has been most gener-
ous to another one of its friends. This situ-

ation is not a situation that has happened
overnight, it is something that has been going
on for quite a number of years.

We have heard how the Minister of

Health (Mr. Potter ) —perplexed and confused
minister that he is—is trying to control a mon-
ster, and we have seen some of the evidence

of how perplexed he is. You can recall the

bill dealing with denturists was first pre-
sented to the House and then pressure was

put on by the dentists and the bill was with-

drawn, and now the denturists must deal

with the public through the dentists.

We have heard a succession of ministers

in this House who have said that they are

going to get tough with the doctors, that

they are going to put ceilings here and that

they are going to put ceilings there on health

costs. We have heard, as I say, a succession

of ministers make threats, but take very
little action, and it is easy to find out why.
How can they get tough with the doctors on
on one hand when on the other hand all

doctors in this province receive a letter say-

ing, "Contribute to the Conservative Party
for stable government." How can you possibly
be serious?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: "For your own best

interests."

Mr. Roy: "For your own best interests of

stable government." I would like to give the

members of the House another example of

how the Conservative government here has

been kind to one of its friends, to one com-

pany; one company which is basically run by
one family, which not only controls the manu-
facture and sale of eye-glasses but in fact,

to all intents and purposes, nearly controls the

licensing of opticians. The name of the com-

pany is Imperial Optical and the name of its

president is Sydney Hermant, a wealthy and

well-known contributor to the Conservative

Party.

Let me deal with this problem, Mr.

Speaker, really in two points: to show you
first of all how successful the company has

become over the years—and this is not some-

thing that is new—and deal as well with pos-

sibly a lack of initiative on the part of the

federal government in meeting its responsibil-
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ity there; and then to deal secondly on how
this government, the Ontario government, has

been most kind to this company. Imperial

Optical.

First of all. Imperial Optical is dealing with

a market which is very extensive, and I would

refer, Mr. Speaker, basically to an investiga-

tion that's been made by the combines inves-

tigation branch in Ottawa. It is a report that

dates back to 1948, and at that time they
were looking into the question of these optical

goods.

I read from page 7 of this report where
it said that it is estimated that one in every
four or five persons in Canada wears spec-
tacles. So we can see right away that we
are dealing with a very large field. We are

dealing with something like about close to

five million Canadians. That's the potential
market.

This company. Imperial Optical, is not

only involved in the retailing of glasses, it

is involved in the manufacture and whole-

saling of the product. One only has to check
the yellow pages of telephone books in

towns across Ontario, under optical equip-
ment and supplies, to find that Imperial is

in Brampton, Niagara Falls, Hamilton,

Kingston, North Bay, Smiths Falls, Samia,
Oshawa, Chatham, Owen Sound, Thunder

Bay, Windsor, Kitchener, Ottawa, London,

Peterborough, and right across Toronto of

course, at a number of locations.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: Imperial makes not only a profit,
but it makes a profit in every step of the

way. Obviously it is a very successful com-

pany.

Mr. Eaton: If business is so good, why
doesn't the member get into it? There is

nothing illegal about this.

Mr. Roy: There is nothing illegal about
this.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Can't members opposite
listen to the report?

Mr. Roy: Imperial Optical makes a profit
in every step of the production and sales

of glasses. First, the company imports the

frames and sells them for a profit to its

wholesaler which it owns. It manufactures
the lenses for glasses and then sells them
at a profit to the retailers which it owns as

well. Finally, the retail outlets which it

owns sell the glasses to the customers, once

again for a profit.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: You are objecting to

profit. Why do you think they are in busi-

ness?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, the member for Ot-

tawa East has the floor.

Mr. Roy: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. The

interesting point about Imperial Optical, as

I say, is that, not only in 1973 but starting
back in the year 1939 and, according to this

report, even in 1948, it controlled a substan-

tial part of the market, not only in this

province but in the Canadian market as a

whole and, in fact, in certain markets such
as the West Indian market.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: The member is jealous of

their success, even where there is a Liberal

government in power.

Mr. Roy: Why doesn't the minister speak

up. I can't hear him. Is something bothering
him?

An hon. member: Let him keep his arms

down.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: Imperial Optical, Mr. Speaker,
has retail outlets of its own in certain areas,

such as Windsor, Samia, Oshawa, Chatham,
Owen Sound, Niagara Falls and Kingston.
Then the company substantially controls—

and it is a matter of degree in relation to

each company—such firms as Braddock Op-
tical, Toronto; Superior Optical, Toronto;

Shorney Ltd. Opticians, Toronto; and W. E.

Davies Optical, Kitchener, and Hamilton.

George Nelms in Ottawa is partially con-

trolled by Imperial Optical. Then it controls

Modem Optical outlets in Sudbury; Superior

Optical, Sault Ste. Marie and Newmarket;
and Fred Shomey Ltd. in North Bay, Smiths

Falls, Barrie, Brockville and Kingston.

In addition—and this is very interesting-

Imperial runs all concessions in the optical

departments in Eaton's stores across Onta-

rio, and that involves quite a substantial

number of outlets.

This is not a new development. Imperial
has been on the market for quite some time.

I would like to read again, Mr. Speaker,
from the investigation report dating back

to 1948. This was a report by the combines

investigation into alleged combine in the

manufacture and sale of optical goods in

Canada. Reading from page 8, the report
had this to say about Consolidated Optical

Co., which is an American company and
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really operates under the name of American

Optical Ltd. in Toronto:

Consolidated Optical accounted for 90

per cent of the domestic production of

spectacle frames and mountings and, to-

gether with Imperial Optical Co. of To-

ronto, for about 90 per cent of the basic

lens output. Almost all optical goods used
and not produced in Canada are imported
from the United States. Consolidated and

Imperial also have a predominant position
in the wholesale distribution of optical

goods, a large part of the output to their

manufacturing operation providing the
stock in trade for their chains and their

wholesale branches.

And on page 10 there is just a small biogra-
phy of Imperial Optical Co. It states there
that this is a trade name under which Percy
Hermant of Toronto, the father of the pres-
ent president, carries on his business of

manufacturing and wholesaling optical goods.

The report continues:

This limited company incorporated in

1921, is controlled by Percy Hermant of
Toronto and has interest in many fields

other than the regular optical goods trade.

Percy Hermant Ltd., or Percy Hermant
personally, also controls National Optical
Co. Ltd. of Montreal, Imperial Optical
Ltd. of New Brunswick, and Imperial Op-
tical of Nova Scotia Ltd. Retail dispensing
of consumers is carried on in many centres
under various names, including Optical
Prescriptions Co. Reference to this report
of Imperial Optical Co. will be deemed
to include, unless otherwise indicated, all

Hermant interests in the optical trade.

Imperial Optical manufactures about 50

per cent of the Canadian-made lenses sold
in Canada but not more than five per cent
of the spectacle frames and mountings. It

supplies other wholesalers, but to a smaller

degree than Consolidated Optical. It is

the largest seller of optical goods to the
retail trade, selling through 36 branches
in Canada.

This was back, as I say, Mr. Speaker, in

1948, and they have done very well since
that time. Again, reading from the report at

page 15, Mr. Speaker, it says:

The optical supply trade in Canada, as

has already been indicated, was marked in
a period prior to 1939, as it has been since,
with the outstanding position held by Con-
solidated and Imperial Optical. These two

companies were responsible for more than
90 per cent of all basic lens manufacture
in Canada.

So, as I say, this is not a new phenomenon.
It has been a very successful company and
has done very well since 1948.

Some of the methods it applies to get con-

trol of other companies or to have retail

outlets sometimes are questionable. I don't

intend to dwell on it except to say very

simply, Mr. Speaker, that when an individual

optician tries to open up his ownci shop he

usually receives a suggestion from Imperial
that maybe he will require some assistance.

Should he not accept the assistance, then a

sort of subtle form of what I call business

pressure is used—either stores open farther

down the street, or maybe there is some talk

with the ophthamologists about sending

patients to him.

In the light of this evidence, Mr. Speaker,
I would have thought that maybe there

should have been an inquiry into the question
of a monopoly under tiie Combines Investi-

gation Act in relation to optical goods. I am

very much surprised, Mr. Speaker, that al-

though there has been talk of an inquiry that

there has not been an inquiry. We on this

side of the House would welcome some initia-

tive on the part of the federal government.

Mr. Eaton: We'd like to see some initiative

out of it too.

Mr. Roy: Despite the great variety of tac-

tics employed, not all opticians in the prov-
ince succumb to the pressures of Imperial,
and are operating independently. Most of

these people are members of the Ontario

Association of Dispensing Opticians, which is

a voluntary association. For many years the

association has been trying to upgrade the

standards of its profession. The members
want a course set up at a recognized educa-

tional institution, for the training and licens-

ing of opticians. They want the level of edu-

cation for entering this course to be raised

to grade 12 from the present grade 10. The

present course is really a compulsory corre-

spondence course. They propose that there

be a three-year course of study to include

both academic and practical training. ,

These people have been suggesting this to

the government for quite some time. We have

not seen much reaction on the part of the

government and one has to wonder why. To
do so, one looks at the role of the provincial

government with Imperial Optical. As I say,

everything appears very legitimate—Imperial
is a very successful company, with a very

capable president who is a very good Con-

servative—and when one looks at this whole

situation, one says, "Imperial doesn't really

need assistance from anyone." But the Con-
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servatives here always feel that they should

do their share, as I say, for their friends.

Here is what they have managed to do
on the provincial level in relation to Imperial

Optical.

First of all, let's look at the procedure for

becoming a licensed ophthalmic dispenser in

this province, or an optician in lay terms.

According to section 7 of the Ophthalmic Dis-

pensers Act, which is a provincial statute, a

person wishing to be registered as an optician
must have either:

1. Completed a course of study in oph-
thalmic dispensing approved under the

regulations and have had practical training
of one year in Canada with an ophthalmic

dispenser or optometrist; or

2. Have completed at least three years'

training and experience in ophthalmic dis-

pensing, at least one of which was in

Canada under the supervision of a legally

qualified medical practitioner, wholesale

optical company, ophthalmic dispenser or

optometrist, or

3. Has, in the opinion of the board, [that

is very important] the qualifications and

expertise equivalent to that set forth in

subclauses 1 and 2, and has one year's

experience in Canada under the supervision
of a legally qualified practitioner, wholesale

optical company, ophthalmic dispenser or

optometrist.

So members can see that the qualifications for

the licensing of an optician are rather flexible

and that the Board of Ophthalmic Dispensers
has the power to decide whose qualifications
are suitable and whose are not. In practice,
the only compulsory part of the training to

become an optician is the home study course,
which is set and marked by the board. Upon
licensing, a registration fee of $50 is paid

directly to the board.

One must look at the Act, at the Ophthal-
mic Dispensers Act, chapter 334 of the Re-
vised Statutes of Ontario, and look at the

board because they are really the ones who
control the profession here. Let us take a

close look at the board, considering that it is

the members who completely control the

licensing of opticians.

First of all, the chairman of the board is

George Nelms of Ottawa. He is a former

mayor of Ottawa and a well-known Conser-
vative and he has six retail outlets in Ottawa.
As I mentioned earlier, although his company
is called George H. Nelms Ltd., my informa-
tion is that Imperial Optical has a degree or

a percentage of the shares of that company.
Another member of the board is Fred Dolby,

and he is the general manager of Imperial
Optical.

In fact, Mr. Speaker, a very interesting

point is that when I telephoned the Ministry
of Health to get information on the remunera-
tion of the members of the board, I was
directed to get in touch with the board

directly. That's what they said, "Get in touch
with the board directly." I said, "Would you
be kind enough to give me the phone num-
ber?" They gave me a phone number and the

phone number they gave me was 595-1010.

So, I dialled this phone number and the

person at the other end of the line answered,
"Good morning. Imperial Optical." I'm trying
to reach the board and who do I get at the

other end? Imperial Optical.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Roy: Another member of the board is

W. E. Davies of Hamilton. We believe that

Mr. Davies' firm Wedew Ltd. is partially
owned again by Imperial Optical. He has

three retail outlets in Hamilton and one in

Kitchener. Jack Clarke of London is another

member of the board and we are informed
that his company is pretty well controlled by
Imperial Optical.

The last member of the board is Ed Brook;
he is the general manager of Braddock Op-
tical. Braddock has approximately 12 stores in

Toronto and, again, it is a company that's

partially owned and controlled by Imperial

Optical.

Some rather frightening conclusions arise

from the Board of Ophthalmic Dispensers.
Since all of its members are, apparently,

directly or indirectly involved with Imperial

Optical, the board really is the voice of Im-

perial. It must be interesting when there is a

meeting of the board; it's really a meeting of

Imperial. The members of the board have

power to license whomever they deem quali-
fied and they can also keep out of the profes-
sion those people whom they do not want to

license. Being a friend or employee of Im-

perial could be of great assistance at these

times. I might point out that of the opticians
in the province, 60 per cent to 70 per cent

work for Imperial.

The final irony is that the board members

get paid an allowance of $50 for each day or

part thereof while engaged in carrying out

their duties under the Act. They also receive

an amount of money for travelling and living

expenses incurred while engaged in the busi-

ness of the board. Considering all these items,

I wonder if the Minister of Health in fact

makes a cheque payable directly to Imperial?
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After all, he's paying the expenses of the

members involved with Imperial; and at the
same time as they are having a meeting of
the board, I suppose discussions take place as

to what goes on with Imperial.

Another interesting fact in relation to the
Act is that according to the Act, the board
either can be appointed by the government
or can be elected by the opticians. If one
looks at section 2 of the Act, it says the Lieu-
tenant Governor in Council may appoint a
board consisting of not fewer than five mem-
bers to be known as the Board of Ophthalmic
Dispensers.

Section 3 of the Act, notwithstanding sec-

tion 2, states the Lieutenant Governor in

Council may prescribe the constitution of

the board and provide for the election of
its members by and from ophthalmic dispen-
sers on a geographical basis or otherwise.

There were two choices but the govern-
ment being nice to its friends decided to

proceed under section 2 and obviously what
the government has appointed, really, is all

people involved with Imperial. The voice of

the board, really is the voice of Imperial. The

interesting aspect is that had the government
decided instead to appoint the people either

on a geographical basis or otherwise—which
would seem to be more logical—or maybe
they should all be related in some way to

Imperial, if the government had done that,
section 2 would become inoperative. Section
2 is then deemed to be repealed. But the

government, wanting to be nice to its friends,
Mr. Speaker, has decided to take the earlier

course and has appointed the members. As
I said earlier, Mr. Speaker, Imperial being a

very successful company, it really didn't

need all that much assistance from the
Ontario government.

We are left to wonder why the standard
in relation to opticians has not improved. It

is improving now, Mr. Speaker, but why
has the standard over the last 10 to 20 years
been allowed to remain basically the same?
The board was the one that should have
taken initiative, but Imperial was doing re-

latively well; and I suppose being a friend of

the government, it saw no need to change
anything.

The government having appointed board
members associated with Imperial, which
controls a substantial part of the Canadian

market, one wonders if that is in the public
interest. There is nothing wrong in a firm

being successful and so on, but it is one

thing to control substantially the Canadian
and Ontario markets from a commercial point

of view and quite another thing to control
the profession as well. I think one has to be
somewhat concerned about that.

How can the Ontario government tolerate

a situation like this? One can only conclude
that if the situation is tolerated, it's because
the president of the company is a good Con-
servative and a good friend of the people in

the government.

It's a well-known fact that when the opti-
cians wanted an Act, it was Sidney Hermant
who came to the government and pushed to

get this Act, I can't see why the government
has not decided to have the members elected

or at least to put some restrictions on the

control of one profession by one particular

company. I can see no reason, Mr. Speaker,

why the government would tolerate this situa-

tion. We on this side of the House, and I

personally, intend to move some private mem-
ber's legislation to change some of the terms

of the Ophthalmic Dispensers Act.

Having concluded on this point, Mr.

Speaker, I had intended of moving to an-

other topic; but considering the hour, I won-
der if you would like me to continue or to

move the adjournment of the debate.

Mr. Speaker: Well, the hon. member

might continue if he wishes; we have about

five minutes left.

Mr. Roy: Very well, Mr. Speaker. I

wouldn't want to miss this opportunity to

say a few words in French. I know you
would want me to say something in French,

considering that both oflBcial languages here

are duly accepted and friends of all sides

really look forward to this.

M. le president, je voudrais parler tout

simplement sur un point que je crois assez

important pour les Franco-ontariens de la

province. Je voudrais parler de la question
des montants qui sont versus par le federal

au gouvemement provincial pour I'education

bilingue dans la province.

L'ironie de la situation, M. le president,
c'est qu'on critique le federal, je me rap-

pelle bien les elections en 1972 et des re-

sultats dans les circonscriptions d'Ottawa.

II y avait une espece de revirement sur la

politique du bilinguisme au niveau federal.

Tout le monde etait d'accord que la solu-

tion au probleme du bilinguisme dans cette

province ou dans le Canada, c'etait le ques-
tion de I'education et je me rappelle avoir

vu des deputes conservateurs critiquer le

federal et dire: "La solution est dans la

matiere d'education."
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Mais qui a juridiction dans la question
de I'education? C'est bien les conservateurs

ici et qu*ont-ils fait?

Premierement on a eu le rapport Symons
qui a etudie la question de Teducation bi-

lingue, I'education frangaise pour les franco-

phones de la province. Et il faut admettre

qu'on a fait du progres. Mais d'un autre

cote, M. le president, on a vu que
M. Symons avait dit qu'il y avait des situa-

tions critiques dans la province qui neces-

sitaient des solutions imm^diates.

Je veux dire suite a la question de Stur-

geon Falls. Apres Sturgeon Falls on pensait

qu'avec une legislation, en cas de conflit

dans certaines regions, on resoudrait ce der-

nier avec une espece de tribunal d'appel

pour regler cette question, voir si on devait

avoir une ecole frangaise, ou une ecole bi-

lingue.

Malheureusement, cela fait maintenant au-

dela d'un an et demi qu'on a etabli ce fa-

meux rapport et le gouvemement n'a pas
fait grand-chose. On a eu des situations cri-

tiques dans la question de Cornwall et on

va en avoir d'autres.

L'ironie de la situation c'est parce qu'on
n'a pas voulu accepter les recommandations
du professeur Symons. On a ete oblig6 de

nommer a nouveau Mr. Symons comme me-
diateur dans une situation comme Cornwall

et il vaut mieux le conserver parce qu'il va

y avoir d'autres situations identiques, que
Ton parle d'EUiot Lake, de Mississauga ou
de Windsor.

Alors je voudrais dire, M. le president, que
le gouvernement conservateur, le gouveme-
ment provincial ici n'a pas montre tellement

d'enthousiasme en matiere d'education, sur-

tout dans la question d'education bilingue.

Mais le probleme qui m'inquiete surtout,

c'est le fait que depuis 1970 le gouveme-
ment federal a donne quelque chose comme
$47.5 millions au gouvemement provincial

pour I'education bilingue dans la province.

Apparemment, sur ces $47.5 millions, $36.4
millions etaient destines a I'education franco-

phone, I'education frangaise des franco-

phones de la province, et $11 millions etaient

pour I'education frangaise dans la province

pour les anglophones. Parce que, dans son

rapport, le professeur Symons avait dit claire-

ment par la recommandation 76 qu'on n'a-

vait pas fait assez pour les anglophones ici

dans la province. On ne leur donnait pas ime
chance de devenir bilingues.

Le docteur Symons, a la suite de son rap-

port que vous avez depuis un an et demi
comme je I'ai dit, voulait que pour la fin

de I'annee 1972 on ait cte6 un comite

d'etude pour etudier cette question, pour
trouver des solutions a ce probleme. Malheu-

reusement, la commission n'a meme pas ete

cree, I'annee 1972 est passee, on n'a meme
pas eu de rapport. Et alors on se lamente

d'une situation ou I'initiative du federal est

fmstree par I'inactivite du gouvemement
provincial.

Comme je I'ai demande a la Chambre ce

matin, M. le president, je voulais savoir si

les $47.5 millions avaient ete passes pour
I'education frangaise et bilingue dans la pro-
vince. On a toujours les memes reponses du
Ministre de I'Education, il dit toujours oui,

mais on ne pent jamais obtenir les chiffres

pour justifier ces reponses. Vous comprenez
cela, M. le President.

Mr. Speaker: Oui.

Mr. Roy: C*est bien, ga! Je suis content

d'avoir un auditoire aussi attentif.

Mr. Speaker: I believe everything you said

was in order.

Mr. Roy: It was in order. I should ask

more questions actually in French here. You
would give me less of a problem. In fact,

Mr. Speaker, my next petition actually will

be in French. In any event—oh yes, I was

going on in French, sorry.

Je voulais dire, M. le president, que quand
on desire voir les chiffres, on ne peut jamais
les avoir. II serait interessant de savoir pour-
tant si vraiment les $47.5 millions ont 6te

depenses pour I'education bilingue et sur ces

$47.5 millions si les $36.4 millions ont ete

vraiment depenses pour Teducation franco-

phone, pour I'education frangaise des franco-

phones et si les $11 millions ont ete depen-
ses pour I'education frangaise des anglo-

phones.

Sur ce point, M. le president, voulez-vous

que je termine mon debat ici. Would you
like me to move the adjournment of the de-

bate at this time? Yes? I move the adjourn-
ment of the debate, Mr. Speaker. Merci bien

pour votre attention.

Mr. Roy moves the adjournment of the

debate.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet ) : Mr. Speaker, before

I move the adjoumment of the House, I

would like to suggest what we might consider

on Tuesday or any subsequent day.
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Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Is this a

guess?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes, as far as the mem-
ber is concerned it's probably a guess.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): How
about as far as the minister is concerned?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: But not as far as I am
concerned, that's right.

Mr. Speaker, I would ask anyone who
would care to make a note of this to follow

me. To the best of my ability they will be
called this way, but I can't be sure.

Mr. Reid: It is a guess, I think.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: First, it will be item 2

on the order paper, Bills 86 and 13; second-
item 8, Bill 79; third-item 9, Bill 80; fourth

-item 10, BiU 81; fifth-item 21, Bill 111;
sixth-item 5, Bill 68; seventh-item 6, Bill 69;

eighth-item 7, Bill 70; ninth-item 18, Bill

112; tenth-item 19, Bill 113; and no. 11,

item no. 20, Bill 114.

Next week in the House I would ask the

members to be prepared to consider the esti-

mates of the Ministry of the Solicitor General

and the Ministry of Correctional Services. In

the standing committee I would ask the mem-
bers to be prepared to consider the estimates

of the Ministry of the Environment and of the

Ministry of Colleges and Universities.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Before the

adjournment, might I ask the House leader

whether he ever considered the possibility of

havings meetings with the House leaders of

the other parties from time to time in order

to discuss future business?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I have heard that sug-

gestion made Mr. Speaker. I don't know as

I've ever done this before, although the

leaders have met. I will suggest that to the

Premier.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, may I ask the

House leader whether or not, in connection

with the estimates, there is any intention of

trying to do the Solicitor General up here

while Consumer and Commercial Relations

are going on down below?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: No; I had hoped that

inherent in the suggestion was, "at the con-

clusion" of the Ministry of Consumer and
Commercial Relations.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 1:05 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Our visitors today in the

east gallery are students from Samia Northern

Collegiate Institute and Vocational School

of Samia and in both galleries students from

Rockwood Centennial Public School of Rock-

wood. We are also favoured today with the

presence in the Speaker's gallery of Hon. Mil-

ton Arthur Morris, Minister of Transport for

New South Wales.

Statements by the ministry.

MISSION TO UNITED KINGDOM

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,
I have just two very brief statements, one of

which is to report to the members of the

House on last week's visit to the United

Kingdom. While one wants to be reserved

in any comments one would make, I would

say that from many standpoints the visit to

the United Kingdom last week of members
of this government, plus representatives from
the business and commercial community, was

really very helpful. Certainly it was helpful
from my standpoint and I believe from the

government's and also, I believe, from the

standpoint of those who represented the busi-

ness and commercial community of this prov-
ince.

I think it is fair to state, Mr. Speaker,
that the impression that the mission from this

province endeavoured to create in the United

Kingdom was obviously one of concern about
the entry of the UK into the Common Mar-
ket but also to make it abundantly clear that

we respected the decision they had made and
that we were really there seeking ways and
means to avail ourselves of any extended

opportunities that the UK's entry into the

Common Market might make available to us.

We did not approach it on the basis of

wringing of hands and gnashing of teeth.

There's no question there will be an impact,

particularly in the agricultural field. I would

hope the members opposite wouldn't ask me
to explain just how the impact will be felt

Tuesday, May 22, 1973

because, as I understand it, it's relatively

complicated.

I do want to say, Mr. Speaker, that the

reception we received from the government
of the United Kingdom, from the London

community, from the industrial community
and from the Chamber of Commerce was
most positive. I think it is fair to state that

they recognize the traditional ties that have

existed with this country and they are pre-

pared to exert substantial effort to see that

Ontario and Canadian businessmen can take

advantage of the UK's entry into the Common
Market.

I will be asking those people who went on

the mission with us—those people who, I

think, have something substantial to con-

tribute—to make available to us their

thoughts, the impressions that they received,

which in turn will be compiled and made
available on a broader basis to the indus-

trial, commercial and business community in

this province.

I think it is fair to state, Mr. Speaker,
that the impact of the mission on the people
we visited was positive. I think that the long-
term benefits will be significant for the busi-

ness and commercial community in this

province.

I think it is fair to state, Mr. Speaker, that

many people in business life in Ontario and

Canada have long been oriented to our

neighbours to the south. It is obviously far

easier to develop trading patterns when one

only has to cross a rather narrow boundary
between here and the United States. As a

result, there hasn't been sufiBcient emphasis

placed on the potential of trade with the UK
and, certainly now, with what is one of the

world's largest trading blocs.

I was very pleased when the minister re-

sponsible in the United Kingdom indicated

that he would, through his ministry, have

a comparable group of businessmen and in-

vestment people visit Ontario this fall to

explore the interests of the UK as they relate

to Ontario and Canada, once again in a posi-

tive fashion.

I would also like to make the point, Mr.

Speaker, that the High Commissioner in Lon-
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don, representing, of course, the govern-
ment of Canada, was most helpful during
the entire visit. He made a very positive
contribution to the discussions and to the

arrangements and represented the Canadian
interests in a very appropriate fashion.

I would say, Mr. Speaker, to sum up, that

while it is difficult to say to the members

opposite and the members of the House

generally what are the tangible results of

the three days in the United Kingdom, I

would say in terms of understanding, in terms

of recognizing the potential that exists, the

positive effects over a period of years, I

think, will be extremely beneficial.

CONFERENCE OF FIRST MINISTERS

Mr. Speaker, I want to make a very brief

comment on the first ministers' conference

which starts informally this evening and will

proceed through Wednesday and Thursday
and, possibly, Friday. I think the agenda
items are well known to the members
opposite. I don't know whether there will

be any further federal proposals tomorrow

morning; I can't comment on this, other

than what I've read in the press.

I will make available our own position to

the Leader of the Opposition and to the

leader of the New Democratic Party to-

morrow morning before it is made to the

full conference. Of course, as it relates to

the specific agenda items, I will again make
copies available to the leaders opposite as

to the position that Ontario will be taking.

I would say this in a general sense, Mr.

Speaker: While sometimes federal-provincial
conferences don't achieve a great deal by
way of immediate specific results, Ontario is

going into the discussions this evening, to-

morrow and Thursday and, probably, Friday
with a very positive attitude. We were en-

couraged by the initial indication in the

Speech from the Throne and the discussions

at the finance ministers' meeting a week or

so ago as to the growing acceptance by the

federal government of the principle of giving
to the provinces the resources to look after

those fields for which they have responsi-

bility. I think the Treasurer (Mr. White) has

indicated—and perhaps this will be part of

our observations during the next two or

three days—that we will continue to support
this principle and, hopefully, the federal

government will continue to develop it; but
we do see some very significant technical

administrative problems.

These are the points that I believe we
will be making at the first ministers' con-

ference due to start this evening.

Mr. Speaker: Statement by the ministry.

REPAIRMEN'S LIENS

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, I will be tabling today a report
of the Law Reform Commission on the non-

possessory repairman's lien. At this time per-

haps I could make a brief statement and
then table the report later.

When a workman bestows skill, labour

or money upon personal property with the

express or implied authority of the owner,
a lien attaches to such property at common
law and continues so long as the property
remains in the workman's possession. The
lien applies only to money due for materials

and labour, but not for storage charges. If

possession of the article is given up, the lien

is lost and remains lost even though posses-
sion is later regained. The workman is per-
mitted to sell the article to satisfy his claim,

under section 48 of the Mechanics' Lien
Act.

The commission has concluded that the

present law is deficient with respect to

large items such as motor vehicles, since the

requirement that possession be retained

imposes a hardship on the workman, who
usually does not have the space to store the

item, and the owner is inconvenienced in

that he is deprived of possession. According-

ly, the commission recommends that a lien

should be provided for that will survive after

possession is given up, but only in the case

of motor vehicles. With respect to other

chattels, the commission suggests that the

lien continue only during possession, as now,
but that the law should be clarified.

The commission recommends the enact-

ment of a new statute entitled, the Re-

pairmen's Lien Act, which would consist

of two parts. Part 1 would codify and

clarify the existing law with respect to

possessory liens and part 2 would create a

non-possessory lien for a garageman who
has performed services upon a motor vehicle.

The statute would detail the circumstances in

which a lien can be claimed and its manner of

enforcement.

The recommendations of the commission

contained in this report will be carefully

examined by the government with a view

to determining which of the recommenda-
tions are appropriate for implementation.
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We will look forward to receiving cx)mments
on the report from members of the House
and from the public.

Mr. Speaker, I will see that copies of the

reports are sent to all members of the House
as soon as possible and provide them to the

leaders of both other parties.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

CONSTRUCTION SAFETY ACT

Hon. F. Cuindon (Minister of Labour):
Mr. Speaker, I would like to comment
briefly on the new Construction Safety Act
which I shall be reintroducing this session.

You will recall, Mr. Speaker, that a Con-
struction Safety Act was given first reading
in the last session. Since that time, intensive

discussions with municipalities have taken

place. As a result, a decision was made recent-

ly to proceed with the old Act and place
the responsibility for construction inspection
with the Ministry of Labour. The Act will

replace three different pieces of legislation:
The Construction Safety Act; the Trench
Excavators' Protection Act; and underground
work regulations under the Ministry of

Labour Act.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): It should
take in mining, too.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, this legis-
lation has the complete approval of the
construction industry, including trade unions,
contractors and their associations. It is the
result of a three-year study of the industry
by my ministry.

The Act will provide that, where a munic-
ipality wishes to carry out construction safety
inspections itself and where it can demon-
strate capacity to meet provincial perform-
ance standards, the Minister of Labour may
delegate responsibility to regional munic-
ipalities, Metropolitan Toronto, and cities

with populations of over 100,000. In such

cases, my ministry will establish a system to

supervise the municipal inspection in order to

ensure that provincial standards are met.

Mr. Speaker, the bill will also provide for

the cost of the provincial inspection service
to be recovered from the construction in-

dustry through a surcharge on assessments
levied by the Workmen's Compensation
Board. In this way, a contractor will pay in

direct proportion to his compensation costs

and, thus, high-hazard construction operations
will pay more than low-hazard operations.
The Act will establish maximum fines of

$10,000, with an additional $500 per day
for failure to obey an inspector and terms

of imprisonment of up to 12 months.

The Act will provide for the appointment
of inspectors to enforce the requirements of

the legislation by ensuring that others fulfil

the duties placed upon them. In this regard,
Mi. Speaker, may I emphasize that full-time

municipal safety inspectors will be given

every consideration for positions within our

ministry.

I believe that the adoption of this legisla-

tion will form an effective base upon which
an accident prevention programme for pro-

tecting workmen in the construction industry
in Ontario can be founded.

A press release in detail will be mailed to

each member of the House.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

WAGE AND PRICE CONTROLS
Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):

Mr. Speaker, a question of the Premier: Does
he expect the matter of price and wage con-

trols to be raised at the federal-provincial con-

ference either formally or informally? In that

connection, can he express to the House what
his own views are and are they the same as

his federal leader's in that a 90-day freeze is

necessary for the good of our Canadian

economy?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, we had some
communication in the latter part of last week
as to whether or not there would be an item

on the agenda related to a discussion of

economic matters in general. We have com-
municated that we have no objection what-

soever to a discussion of this kind, I believe,

and, if not, I will tell the First Minister to-

night that we have no objection whatsoever

to a discussion of this kind. I believe he was

contacting the other Premiers as to whether
or not there would be any reference to wage
and price control in that discussion. I quite

honestly don't know. There is no specific

agenda item to deal with it and I think,

perhaps, the only area where it might
emerge would be if there is a discussion on

the general economic situation.

As far as Ontario's position is concerned—

my reaction to it as it relates to statements

made by the federal leader of the party I

support—our position has been, Mr. Speaker,
that this would have to come at a time of

real difficulty; and I am not going to comment

today whether we have reached that point.
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Also, Mr. Speaker, from my standpoint it's

abundantly clear that it has to be a federal

initiative and I think, as I have expressed in

tlie House before, for any single province,
either constitutionally or from a practical

standpoint, to take the initiative in the area

of wage or price control, would not be

realistic.

Certainly I would be quite prepared to

listen to the views of the First Minister of

this country who, in my view, is obviously
the one who would be very knowledgeable
and, I'm sure, is concerned as it relates to the

nation as a whole, before Ontario took any

particular position. I can't say to the Leader
of the Opposition, Mr. Speaker, whether in

fact it will be dealt with in the next two or

three days, I honestly don't know.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Since

the Premier indicated in the early part of his

answer that he felt wage and price controls

would be possible only under matters which,
1 believe, he said under emergency situa-

tions—

Hon. Mr. Davis: Extreme.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Extreme, yes—and since

the Prime Minister has indicated that he
would want to consult vdth the provinces—
and this has been clearly a part of the position
of Mr. Stanfield—would the Ontario position
be that they might be considered under ex-

treme circumstances but that we are not now
presently in extreme circumstances?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, my own
view is that we have not reached that point
and that is only a personal point of view. I

think if I were asked to—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A personal point of view.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —express this, this is prob-
ably the reaction as far as it relates to Ontario

that I would convey to the First Minister of

Canada. At the same time I would be quite

prepared to listen to his and his colleagues'

analysis of the situation as it relates to the

country as a whole. I think Ontario, Mr.

Speaker—and there are exceptions to this—has

by and large played its role when it comes to

ni'-tional matters and certainly would, as far as

this particular issue is concerned.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary on the

same subject: Can the Premier say why he
has departed from the practice which has

been held since 1967 that representatives of

opposition parties were not, in this instance,
invited to accompany the Ontario delegation
to the conference?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am not sure

that that is, in fact, the tradition. We have
been asked to have certain representation
there. We have representation from the

municipal liaison committee. We had no indi-

cation from the federal government as to

whether or not the leaders of the opposition

parties in the federal House were to be there

—at least I don't think we have—nor have we
had any indication from them as to represen-
tation from the opposition parties from right
across Canada.

Certainly, as far as I am concerned, Mr.

Speaker, having attended one or two of those

conferences with the Leader of the Opposition

being there, I would only say that he by and

large took a very constructive approach in his

comments to the press after the discussions

were concluded; not always in sympathy with
the position of the government of the Prov-

ince of Ontario, I must confess.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Did the Premier say "con-

structive"?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I said "by and large."

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): "By and

large"?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Not always.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why doesn't the Premier

ask me again, then?

Mr. Singer: I will patronize it once more.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The Premier needs all

the help he can get.

Hon. Mr. Davis: But I would certainly be

quite prepared, as I said at the outset, to

keep the Leader of the Opposition and the

leader of the New Democratic Party informed

as to the position that Ontario is going to

take.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): I am

quite happy to be kept informed. I was at

Victoria once. That was enough!

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, yes, I was just go-

ing to add, Mr. Speaker, that I recall the

leader of the New Democratic Party being
at Victoria and feeling a certain degree of

frustration—I wouldn't say a lack of interest,

but a certain degree of frustration. I think

he did question in the press whether or not

his participation in such gatherings really was

necessary.

Mr. Lewis: Well, it was the cost of the

flight that worried me.
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Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): A
supplementary to the Premier: If the Premier

feels himself that it would be useful to have

the leaders of the opposition parties there as

observer members of the delegation, has he

considered taking the initiative; since that is

how the pattern originally developed when
the initiative was taken by John Robarts? In

short, if you don't take the initiative it won't

be offered from Ottawa.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, that may be

a fair assessment of the feelings of the federal

government at these conferences. I wouldn't

want to really say that they are opposed to

it. I didn't say either that I, personally, felt

it was necessary for the leaders of the opposi-
tion parties to be there to make the presenta-
tion of the government's position. I did

observe that the Leader of the Opposition,
when he did attend one or two I was at, did

have some constructive comments to make to

the press.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That covers it from both

sides.

Mr. Lewis: That was nice of him.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

NORFOLK COUNTY LAND OPTIONS

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I was building up to that

for the next one. I have a question of the

Minister of Consumer and Commercial Rela-

tions. Will he look into the matter of the

optioning of land in Norfolk county to be
sure that the same circumstances will not pre-
vail there as have prevailed in the optioning
of land by Century City in that section 26 of

the Planning Act has been used to, in fact,

nullify the value of mortgages given under
this type of land assembly?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Speaker, I

would be glad to look into anything, but I

really have no jurisdiction. My jurisdiction
deals with the registration of land, the regis-
tration of personal property and that sort of

thing, I have no jurisdiction over the Planning
Act to which the member makes reference. I

believe that is the
responsibility

of another

ministry. I did look up some information the

other day pertaining to the incorporation of

Century City, which I think the hon. member
is aware of.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Since it

partly involves the Treasurer and partly in-

volves the Attorney General, but still it is a

matter pertaining to the registry of the title

of the land and in a broader sense to the

protection of the consumer, would the minis-

ter undertake to discuss the matter with his

colleagues who might be involved, because
it will definitely be a matter of urgent con-

cern to the farmers whose farms are presently
under option?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I will

be glad to discuss that as suggested.

USE OF GOVERNMENT AIRCRAFT

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a further question
of the Premier. It is that same old stuff about
the use of the aircraft, in which the Premier
was very poorly served by his colleague dur-

ing his absence.

Will he clarify to the House the present

policy concerning the personal use by the

Premier, and by his colleagues in the cabinet,
of government aircraft? Can he confirm that

Air Canada and Canadian Pacific are unwill-

ing to carry him because of threats on his

personal safety? And will he give us that

business about the cheques one more time?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I shall en-

deavour to deal with all three matters as pre-

cisely as possible, and in a way that hope-
fully will be understood. Firstly, the policy as

it relates to the use of government aircraft,

as far as ministers are concerned, is it is

for government business. As far as the use

of government aircraft by the Premier is

concerned, I stated some many weeks ago—
in fact, I guess it is now approaching two

years ago—that I use government aircraft for

other than government business. I do this, Mr.

Speaker, on the advice of people who have
some responsibility; I don't always take the

advice I receive related to my transportation

requirements. I have made this statement

publicly and there is no change in policy
from that particular position.

Also, Mr. Speaker, I made a determination,

part of it resulting from discussions in which
the member for York Centre (Mr. Deacon)
was concerned about whether there was any
economic advantage to the Premier or to his

family. I made this determination in either

the latter part of September or October. Quite

frankly, I would say that there was no con-

sensus on the part of the people who advised

me on this matter that there is no estab-

lished pattern by heads of governments in
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this country or elsewhere. It's a matter, I

guess, of self-determination.

I made the determination, Mr. Speaker—
and those are the relevant dates; I can't give
you the precise dates, whether it was Sep-
tember or the early part of October—that
when I use government aircraft for other

than primarily government responsibility, I

would set aside for the Treasurer of the prov-
ince, the equivalent of first-class transporta-
tion for my wife and me—why first class I

honestly do not know other than I made this

determination—and for my children or others

the equivalent of economy. I have done this,

Mr. Speaker, since last fall.

The funds have been set aside because, I

gather, under the licensing agreement it is

not proper for us at this precise moment to

make this kind of compensation. In case, in

any travels related to my own activities, for

some reason or another there were to be a

breakdown in the transportation facility avail-

able, my estate would not necessarily then

be involved. The records have been kept and
the compensation will be paid.

I cannot, Mr. Speaker, help the Leader
of the Opposition with respect to the posi-
tion of Air Canada or CP or any commer-
cial carrier as to whether or not I am their

most favourite customer.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Can the Premier help
his minister who made the statement?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I can only say—and I find

this a very difficult matter to discuss—that I

have been advised that when possible I

should use other than commercial carriers

for myself and my family. As I say, this is

very difficult for me to discuss, Mr. Speaker;
it is very diflBcult for me to read about it

in the paper. It is particularly diflBcult for

some members of my family who were con-
cerned over the weekend about certain

reports they had read.

I would say to the Leader of the Opposi-
tion that this question of security is genuine.
If it were my own personal involvement,

quite frankly, I wouldn't be as concerned
but I ask members opposite who have families

to consider just what position they would
take.

I would give to the Leader of the Opposi-
tion a further illustration in which I was

apparently involved. I do this with some
reluctance but in that the matter has been
raised—I think the less it is discussed in

this House the better because all of these
discussions only precipitate other situations-

there was a decision to be made as it related

to other members of this House. I hope the

press will treat this in a responsible fashion.

On the day of the budget, some 15 or 20
minutes before the provincial Treasurer was
due to address the members of this Legisla-
ture, I was informed by those people respon-
sible for my security that the Metropolitan
Toronto Police had received an obviously

anonymous phone call, obviously from a

crank, that the person was coming up to the

buildings to kill the Premier and to do some-

thing to the members of the House.

Mr. Speaker, I had to make a determina-

tion; I informed you, sir, as you will recall.

If members of the House felt that there

were perhaps a few more people wandering
around the galleries on that occasion, it was
because the OPP immediately took certain

security measures. Quite obviously there was
no need. If the Leader of the Opposition and

the Leader of the New Democratic Party
thinks it is particularly comfortable for one

person, basically, to assume this responsibility,
to sit here in his seat in the House while

the Treasurer is delivering an excellent

address and at the same time sort of casually

looking around the galleries wondering
whether or not it was a crank, I would say,

Mr. Speaker, with respect, it is not that

simple.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Will the Premier accept
the statement that I make again and have

made before, that we take the threats as

seriously as I'm sure he does—and must—and
that we trust that every effort is being taken

to ensure the safety of himself and his col-

leagues and anyone else who might come
under that ambit? But can he explain the

series of obfuscations associated with the use

of the planes in which the Premier first said

the information was not being made public
because it never had been, and that then it

would be made public under certain circum-

stances in the public accounts committee?
And then we are told about this very, very

concerning matter, which he has referred to

now. And then on Friday we heard about the

safe, hidden away somewhere, with his per-
sonal cheques or cheques from his party.

Can he not see that there is a feeling

among some people that this has been a very

strange procedure indeed and one not de-

signed to instil confidence in the whole
matter?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I don't say
that it is a strange procedure. I would say
that it had been the policy of government for

a substantial period of time that the travel

of the head of government was on a con-
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fidential basis. As I say, the question of

security was one that I would hope the

Leader of the Opposition would understand—
one I hoped would never have been raised,

but it has been raised. Certain newspapers-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: On a point of order. Does
the Premier understand it was raised by his

minister first as a defence of his policy?

Mr. Singer: And a year after the fact?

Hon. Mr. Davis: And I fully appreciate
that and I—

Mr. Lewis: Doesn't the Premier see how
that demeans the security of his person?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I fully recog-
nize that—

Mr. Lewis: It makes light of it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —every time the word

security is referred to, it does make the situa-

tion more dijEBcult. I am prepared to accept
that.

I am also restating, Mr. Speaker—and I

have said it publicly and I make no apologies
for it—that the first minister of this province
has and will use, on the advice of people,

government aircraft for other than straight

government business.

The policy determination I made—and this

was one part that did appear in the Globe

story on Saturday. I would have had it in the

first paragraph if I had been writing it, rather

than in the latter part of the story-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We read it all the way
through.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —which really made it,

I hope, abimdantly clear that this was a

personal decision on my part and was made
last September and October.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): It is all

camouflage anyway.

Hon. Mr. Davis: So Mr. Speaker, I can't

help the Leader of the Opposition beyond
saying that this is my personal policy and it

is one that is being pursued.

Mr. Singer: By way of supplementary, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
South was up first.

Mr. MacDonald: Supplementary question:
I think this issue is being ragged to death,
but I feel compelled to ask the Premier for

one point of clarification.

If indeed the Premier took the decision to

set aside in a safe moneys to cover the

commercial equivalent of fares as far back as

last September or October, what explanation
is there for the fact that the public learned

about it in a copyright story of the Globe and
Mail only last Saturday?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, the explana-
tion is that I was asked about it last Friday
late in the afternoon by a reporter from the

Globe and Mail.

Mr. MacDonald: Why didn't the Premier
inform the House much sooner?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, perhaps I

should have informed the members of the

House but I was hoping it was a matter that

was very personal to me relating to my family
—that was my own approach to it—that in

my humble opinion really should not be an

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-
view.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, could the Premier
tell us about the diflBculty of putting those

cheques into the accounts run by the Treas-

urer of Ontario? It seems to me that some
time ago when there was a suggestion made
that the Conservative Party had been using
these planes for political purposes the Premier
assured us that whatever money was involved

was paid back to the Treasurer by the party,
which was fair enough. Now they were able

to do it, why was it that the Premier's

cheques couldn't have been cashed and

similarly handled?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, those flights

have all been recorded and wdll be compen-
sated for. I don't pretend to imderstand the

licensing and the insurance situation, but

they will in fact be paid to the consolidated

revenue fund. There are some jurisdictions

where I guess they do their own licensing.
I'm not familiar with this, but I can only

say to the member from Downsview this

is the policy; it's one that will be pursued.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, by way of further

supplementary: Would the Premier not be
better served if all of the detafls of all of the

government expenditures relating to planes
was made public instead of being dragged
forth bit by bit? Wouldn't we all be better

served if, instead of having this smokescreen

that the Premier spread across the whole

atmosphere, he told us everything that

happened? If the Premier is as convinced as

he says he is that everything is all right.
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then the criticism will dissipate. By keeping
it secret, I wonder if the Premier really
believes that he is being properly served or

the people of the province are properly
served?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I would only
say this, as it relates to one of the basic

considerations of my own use of government
aircraft. I had quite honestly hoped that

this would not emerge into significance. When
it became a matter that it obviously was

going to, then I determined last Friday that

I would relate this situation. I have given
here today, I hope, a very specific example
of the security situation that does occur from
time to time. I would hope after these dis-

cussions, Mr. Speaker, there would be an
awareness of this by the members opposite
and the public and that this aspect of it,

at least, would cease to be a matter of con-

cern to the members opposite.

Mr. Sargent: Supplementary question, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon member for Scar-

borough West was next.

Mr. Lewis: May I ask the Premier does he
feel that his conclusions about his personal
use of the planes beyond public business

would also apply to the rest of the cabinet

and their use of planes?

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, Mr. Speaker. While
I have every sympathy for my colleagues in

their various onerous responsibilities, when
it comes to what might be considered trips
for holiday or vacation purposes, it is the

policy that ministers will not use government
aircraft for that purpose.

Mr. Lewis: What about the trips back and
forth from individual ridings, as an extension

activity, as it were?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I was asked
about this by some members of the press. I

would make this observation—and I know
that one member, if he were here, from the
area that he represents in the north, would
have some sympathy with this—in my view,
a minister, particularly if he lives in and
represents a riding some distance away from
Metropolitan Toronto, also may vdsh to visit

his family on occasion. If he were to use

government aircraft as a part means or a
total means of—

Mr. Sargent: That's a lot of nonsense, and
the Premier knows it.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —transporting himself
from here to his home, Mr. Speaker, I say
this, I can't see any public objection to it.

It is my sincere hope, Mr. Speaker, that

when we receive, fairly shortly, a report from
those who have been studying the whole
question of the position of members, both
ministers and private members, as it relates

to transportation access to and from their

ridings, that there perhaps may be some
helpful and constructive suggestions in it that

would give us an answer to some of these

problems.

Mr. Sargent: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: One more supplementary.
The hon. member for Grey-Bruce.

Mr. Sargent: The Globe and Mail says
that the Premier is putting aside the money
and the Star says he is saving the money.
How much money is involved? Further to

the Premier's replies, how does he rationalize

120 hours in a jet in doing business in this

province or on the North American con-
tinent? That's four times around the world.
Who is the Premier trying to kid?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I have never
calculated either the number of hours or the

number of times around the world that this

would take, nor should I attempt to persuade
the member for Grey-Bruce as to my mathe-
matics in any event. I would only make this

observation, that government aircraft have
been used by other than myself for govern-
ment business. I would also make this obser-

vation to the member for Grey-Bruce, even
on those occasions when I am not primarily
on government business, the time I spend in

aircraft is usually constructively employed in

the pubhc interest of this province. I say that

very objectively and very factually.

Mr. Singer: Oh!

Mr. Sargent: Answer the question I asked.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would also say, Mr.

Speaker, I really don't see the distinction

between what was said in the Toronto Daily
Star and the Toronto Globe and Mail as to

whether it was set aside or how it is done. I

can only assure the members opposite that

until such time as the licensing problem is

solved—

Mr. Sargent: What licensing problem?

Hon. Mr. Davis: —whatever it is that should
be paid to the Province of Ontario is there

and will be paid. If anything were to happen
to me in the interim, Mr. Speaker, it is avail-

able for the public purse.
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Mr. Sargent: Ah, nonsense!

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Oh, jump in the lake.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, that's true.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. Leader of the

Opposition have further questions?

Mr. Sargent: The Premier still hasn't an-

swered my question about how much money
is involved.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Sargent: How much money is involved?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Why doesn't the mem-
ber for Grey-Bruce leave?

Mr. Speaker: Order. The hon. member for

Scarborough West.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: He is not doing himself

very proud.

Mr. Sargent: Look who's talking!

Hon. Mr. Winkler: That's right.

COMMISSION ON PRIVATE
MEMBERS' ROLE

Mr. Lewis: Since the Premier drew refer-

ence to it in passing—and in a sense I do not

wish to push him unduly on the floor of the

House—can he tell us when tliis commission

document will, in fact, emerge for public
view to solve secrets about transportation and

other matters as well?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I don't think

that it is going to solve any secrets about

transportation. Hopefully I may have some
references to transportation. I will endeavour

to get information for the hon. member and

the Leader of the Opposition because I know
both of them are very vitally interested. My
own understanding is that it is not too far

distant and I hope to get information and to

communicate it to both members before I

leave for Ottawa this afternoon.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

FINING OF FORD OF CANADA

Mr. Lewis: A question, Mr. Speaker, of the

Minister of the Environment: Can he com-
ment on the $1,000 fine imposed on Ford of

Canada in Windsor relating to the action

against the emission coming from the foundry
in Windsor; how low the fine was; and the

obvious unhappiness of the judge in levying
the fine given the lack of deterrent quality

to it?

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of the En-

vironment): Not really, Mr. Speaker, I don't

tliink it is my place to comment on the judge-
ment of the court. The fine could have been

higher. I have not seen the comments of the

judge, as a matter of fact, although I have

asked for them, and until I do I think I would

piefer to say nothing further.

Mr. Lewis: Well, by way of supplementary:
The judge involved, Joseph McMahon, said

that Ford was using his court as a licensing

bureau because obviously the fine level as

exacted by this government in legislation

would never deter a major company of that

kind. Is there an alternative in legislation that

the minister can suggest?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, as I recall

the maximum fine is $5,000; so I assume that

the judge must have had his own good reasons

for levying only $1,000.

Mr. Lewis: Do you really think that $5,000
would mean a thing to Ford under the cir-

cumstances?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Well, Mr. Speaker, I think

$5,000 is a substantial sum for anybody. On
the other hand, we have prosecuted Ford

successfully on other occasions and no doubt

will continue to do so if they are still not

in conformity with the regulations. In fact

there was quite a lengthy case concerning
the Oakville plant, as I recall, where we got
a conviction. Ford appealed and won the

appeal, and then we appealed further and

won it on the second appeal.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville): Mr.

Speaker, if I may, a supplementary of the

minister: Is the minister satisfied that Ford

Motor Co. is doing all it possibly can at the

present moment to overcome the pollution

problem, in light of the fact that on May 5

between 12:45 p.m. and 1:05 p.m. pollution

was streaming out of its chimneys; the same

was true between 3:15 p.m. and 3:50 p.m. of

that same
day;

on May 11 between 7:55 p.m.
and 8 o'clock p.m. and on May 14 at 6:49

in the morning? Is the minister satisfied that

Ford is doing everything it can?
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Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, before I

answer that I wonder if the hon. member
can tell me whether those apparent infrac-

tions were reported to our office.

Mr. B. Newman: May I simply reply to

the minister these were times at which I

have personally have seen all of this pollu-
tion coming out and it is absolutely useless

to report it to your office because nothing
will be done?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I am afraid

I can't accept that statement; but I would
be delighted if the hon. member would assist

us—inasmuch as we can't have staff on 24
hours a day watching the plant, we have
other things to watch—by reporting this to

either our Windsor office or our 24-hour
control centre here in Toronto.

Mr. R. F. Huston (Essex-Kent): Supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary? Yes.

Mr. Ruston: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.
Would the minister explain why in the judge's
comments he claims lack of co-operation from
the minister's department in the prosecution?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I am sorry, I didn't get
all the hon. member's question.

Mr. Ruston: Why in the judge's comments
he claimed there was lack of co-operation
from the minister's department in prosecuting
the case?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I don't know where that

would come about, because it was our de-

partment that prosecuted in the first place.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West?

Mr. Lewis: Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Scarborough West-

Mr. Lewis: Could the minister give us the

amounts he has allowed them to recover,
as well?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: I'll give all that infor-

mation.

GOVERNMENT LOANS AND GRANTS

Mr. Lewis: Could I ask the Minister of

Industry and Tourism when he will table

the list of Ontario Development Corp. and
NODC loans and grants as required under

the amendment passed last year, where a

list of all such loans would be given?

Hon. C. Bennett (Minister of Industry and

Tourism): Mr. Speaker, I understand that this

should be available in the next short period
of time. There were meetings today to certify

the list, and I expect it to be presented to me
within the next day or two.

ANNUAL REPORTS OF GOVERNMENT
AGENCIES

Mr. Lewis: Right! Could I also ask the

minister when we will receive the next

annual report of the Ontario Development
Corp. or NODC? Does he recall when the

last one was made?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: No, I do not, Mr.

Speaker; but I shall look into the question.

Mr. Lewis: No further questions.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Grey-
Bruce.

PIT AND QUARRY REHABILITATION
PAYMENTS

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Minister of

Natural Resources, Mr. Speaker: How many
pit and quarry operators have applied to the

minister for reduction or refund of the

amounts payable for rehabilitation under the

new regulations that allows them to claim

for moneys already expended in progressive
rehabilitation?

Hon. L. Bemier (Minister of Natural Re-

sources): Yes, Mr. Speaker, I am fully aware
of those regulations and I'll get the infor-

mation for the hon. member and advise him
of that.

PROSECUTION OF AUTOMOTIVE FIRMS

Mr. Sargent: A question of the Minister of

Consumer and Commercial Relations further

to his estimates. With regard to the auto-

motive firms charged with fraud in cases of

setting back their odometers in used cars, is

the minister aware of or does he plan to in-

vestigate the report that 18 major auto firms

in Toronto will not be prosecuted because it

might embarrass the government?

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, Mr. Speaker, I was

not aware of that. The hon. member asked a

similar question, I believe on Thursday last,

and I indicated at that time I was not aware
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of the truth of that statement. I have, since

the asking of that question, directed an in-

quiry to my staff to find out if there was any
substance to it, and I have not heard back
from them. I can assure this House that if

there are any firms breaching the Act, they
will be prosecuted, as were some 230 or 235
firms prosecuted last year.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East.

The hon. member for Windsor West.

CONSTRUCTION SAFETY INSPECTORS

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Ques-
tion of the Minister of Labour, Mr. Speaker.
With regard to that portion of his announce-
ment this afternoon, wherein regions or cities

of over 100,000 population will be allowed
to provide their own construction safety in-

spectors, will his ministry ensure that the

ratio of safety inspectors to the number of

construction projects covered by the Act is

uniform throughout the province?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Yes, Mr. Speaker. The
intention of this Act is to make sure that the

provincial standards are well observed. Now,
I have no idea or indication as to how many
municipalities might be interested in apply-
ing to carry out the construction safety in-

spections, but in any event the minister will

not allow them to do so until he is satisfied

that they can meet these requirements.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East.

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO
OPHTHALMIC DISPENSERS ACT

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. I have a question of the Minister
of Health, if I might get his attention.

Would the minister advise us whether he is

prepared to make an amendment to the

Ophthalmic Dispensers Act, in view of allega-
tions made in relation to the board members

having some connection, directly or indirectly,
with Imperial Optical? And would he con-
sider making it a provision that the members
be elected, rather than appointed, on a geo-

graphical basis and on the basis that not
more than one member have any connection
with one particular firm or company?

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health): Mr.

Speaker, as you probably know, I had no

way of knowing the personal connections of

some of these members. But after reading it

in the newspaper the other day, I'm already

checking into this to see what we can do. I

feel just as strongly as anyone else there

shouldn't be any conflict of interest here,
and I will be prepared to report back on
that.

Mr. Roy: Well, in view of his statement,
is the minister saying that he is in fact in-

vestigating these allegations himself? Is his

department looking into these allegations?

Hon. Mr. Potter: That's right, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Roy: Well, if I might ask the minister

one further question in relation to this point,
Mr. Speaker. Does his ministry have any plans
for setting up a course in the community
colleges for the training of opticians, plus

giving the control of training and the exam-
ination of the opticians to a recognized edu-

cational institution, rather than the present

setup?

Hon. Mr. Potter: At the present time, Mr.

Speaker, we are preparing the Health Dis-

ciplines bill. We'll be introducing the bill for

first and second reading within the next two

weeks, I expect. The bill will cover the five

main professions and then we will incorporate
into it the other professions as we go along.
I think this is one group that we should con-

sider when we are setting up the alternatives

to health delivery services.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Hamil-
ton East was up before.

GRANTS TO LIBRARIES

Mr. R. Gisbom (Hamilton East): A ques-
tion of the Minister of Colleges and Uni-

versities: Has the minister made any attempt
to see to it that the library board of Hamilton
received all or the greater share of the

$195,000 grant made by his ministry to

libraries in the province?

Hon. J. McNie (Minister of Colleges and

Universities): Mr. Speaker, as I think the

hon. member for Hamilton East knows, the

discretion as to how that money is to be used
is entirely in the hands of the city.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for—

Mr, Gisborn: I'm sorry. I didn't hear the

answer.

Mr. Speaker: Perhaps the hon. minister

would repeat the answer. The hon. member
didn't hear it.
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Hon. Mr. McNie: Mr. Speaker, what I

said was that the discretion as to how those

funds are to be employed is in the hands of

the municipality. Some of the municipalities
have chosen to make all the funds available

to the libraries. Others had already made pro-
visions in their allotment of funds for sub-

stantial increases.

In the case of Hamilton, the per capita

grant given by the municipality to the

library board compares with that of other

large centres. We, in our ministry, would
have preferred that a larger grant than they
permitted was made available to the library,
but as I say, the discretion is with the

municipality. I think the hon. member un-
derstands this.

Mr. Gisbom: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: The document that spelled out
the grants by the ministry to the library
boards said nothing at all about it being at

the discretion of the municipalities. Was this

decision made after some of the municipalities
withheld some of the money? The reason

given in Hamilton was that the library would
get its $195,000 but Hamilton municipality
would withhold the budgetary amount it

had allowed the library. There is some
discrepancy in the policy somewhere.

Hon. Mr. McNie: Mr. Speaker, I think the
hon. member is splitting hairs whether or
not he realizes it. Whether or not it was
withheld, as it was in the case of a number
of municipalities, it has the same effect—it

simply provides the library boards with a

given amount of money. In the particular
case in Hamilton the city council felt it had
already provided adequate funds. I happen
to feel that it could have provided the

library with a larger grant than it did,

taking into account the increase in the pro-
vincial grant. The municipality chose, as

did a number of other municipalities in the

province, to reduce the grant so that the

library wasn't able to take advantage of the

expanded provincial grant.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Waterloo.

Mr. Gisborn: A supplementary: Does this

mean that the grants will give the munic-
ipalities a higher grant in general terms
than they would have had if the grants
had not been made?

Hon. Mr. McNie: Mr. Speaker, the

majority of municipalities permitted the

library boards to keep either all or a sub-
stantial amount of the grant because they

did not reduce their own contributions

accordingly. I don't know how else I can
answer the hon. member other than the

way I have.

The fact is that the amount of money
that the government has budgeted is a total

figure which is going to be used up. As the

member understands, as a government we
have been trying to make more of our

grants to the municipalities unconditional.

This was one of the grants which might
well have been an unconditional grant,

although we encouraged the municipalities, in

the letter and in the press release we issued

at the time, to pass the increase along to

the libraries, having regard to what we con-

sidered to be the expanding needs of the

libraries as resource centres in the com-

munity.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville. I did call the hon. member
for Waterloo, but I am sorry, the hon. mem-
ber for Windsor-Walkerville was on his feet

first.

ESSEX COUNTY CONSERVATION
AUTHORITY

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question of the Minister of Natural Resources.

In light of the request of the mimicipalities
in Essex county for the establishment of a

conservation authority, would the minister

please advise me of the status of that author-

ity at the present time?

Hon. L. Bemier (Minister of Natural Re-

sources): Yes, Mr. Speaker, this matter has

been before the policy field and I can ad-

vise the member that this has been approved
and it's being processed as quickly as pos-
sible.

Mr. Speaker: A supplementary?

Mr. B. Newman: Could the minister advise

as to what he refers to when he says "shortly"?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: I would hope in a matter

of weeks, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port

Arthur.

GREAT LAKES WATER LEVELS

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): I would like

to ask a question of the Minister of the

Environment. He isn't in his seat, Mr. Speak-
er, but he is in the seat of the member for

Lambton (Mr. Henderson) and the question
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I have to ask him is a subject very dear to

the member for Lambton's heart: Is the

minister aware of a scheme articulated, if

not promoted, by Christian Herter, the

chairman of the US section of the Interna-

tional Joint Commission, to possibly use

Lake Superior as a reservoir to keep the

levels of the lower lakes lower than they
have been in the past?

What is the ministry's view of that scheme,
and has our government made any represen-
tation to the federal government, as this

would involve a variance of the level of Lake

Superior above the level that is currently

allowed by legislation?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, as I recall, I

read something in the press about using Lake

Superior for more storage than had originally

been anticipated. As I recall, the Lake Su-

perior Control Board of the International

Joint Commission has set the level of Lake

Superior with a variation at Sault Ste. Marie
of something quite small, of—

Mr. Foulds: From 600.5 to 602.9 feet.

Hon. Mr. Auld: So that's IVz ft roughly. So
far we have had nothing official from the

Canadian section of the International Joint
Commission. I assume that the way it works
is the IJC either approaches its sub-agency,
the control board, or the control board ap-

proaches the IJC. I am aware that last fall

Ontario Hydro stopped the Ogoki and Long
Lac diversions going into Lake Superior by
something like 5,000 ft a second—it's being
ponded throughout the winter and I assume
this spring—and at the same time the IJC
reduced the flow at Sault Ste. Marie by the

same amount. Now, what is transpiring at the

moment with the IJC and the lake level, and
whatever studies are being considered, I am
not totally up to date on. I will try and find

out and let the hon. member know.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-
loo North.

HIGHWAY 401 NOISE LEVEL

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): A ques-
tion of the Minister of the Environment: What
involvement has he had with the problem of

noise to residents who are close to Highway
401 in the Scarborough area?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, as I recall, a

member of our stafiF attended either a council

meeting or a planning board meeting in Scar-

borough, to answer questions about what
might be done in connection with the noise
level generated by 401.

I think, in essence, our position was that as

a target or as the most desirable event, for

planning purposes, single family residences,
if they were not already there, should be kept
at least about 1,500 ft from the edge of a

major artery. The area between there and the

artery might be better used for commercial
or industrial purposes or multiple units which
are more easily soundproofed. By permitting
or encouraging certain types of buildings close

to the edge of an expressway, these in them-
selves would act as a barrier, but we pointed
out that it was obviously not always possible
to achieve these kind of standards. It was

really the kind of thing that planners should

look at for the future, because if we were

looking for the ideal this would be what we
would like to see.

Mr. Good: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: We have exceeded the time

for the questions now.

Mr. Good: Just a supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: We've exceeded the time for

oral questions.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, I table the

report on the non-possessory repairmen's
lien by the Ontario Law Reform Commis-

Mr. Martel: Must have been a rough week-
end.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Too rough.

Mr. Speaker: Presenting reports.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, on a point of

order, before the orders of the day.

Is it the intention of the House leader to

have the policy minister in the field of re-

source development make a statement pre-

ceding the discussion of the estimates of the

Environment ministry? Is it also his intention

to have the social development policy minis-

ter make a presentation preceding the esti-

mates of Colleges and Universities?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, I would

say that since the estimates have been tabled

they won't necessarily be so, although I

thought it might have started that
way.

Some
of these ministers will not be available to

me.
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Mr. Lewis: The policy ministers?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: That is right.

Mr. Lewis: Well, on a point of order, then:

I don't know how else to do it, Mr. Speaker,
it was initially part of the order of this

House.

What has happened to the scenario; what
has happened to the rationale, on which

everything else was based, that the policy
ministers would give us an overview prior to

the discussion of their individual ministries;

and that everything that was to be discussed

in the individual ministries was contingent on
the overview; and that this is what justified
the policy ministers; and that this is the way
the minister, as House leader, wanted it to

happen and the way the government would
have it happen? Is this yet another rebuff to

the policy ministers or is it—

Hon. Mr. Winkler: No, not at all. I would

say to the hon. member that because of the

way the estimates have been followed thus

far, and because of the fact that the ministry
—I forget which ministry it is—is going into

committee today, it doesn't give me the op-
portunity to call that policy minister prior to

that estimate being heard, but I shall call

him at the first opportunity.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The second order,
House in committee of the whole; Mr. R. D.
Rowe in the chair.

ARBITRATIONS ACT
House in committee on Bill 13, An Act to

amend the Arbitrations Act.

Mr. Chairman: Bill 13, An Act to amend
the Arbitrations Act.

Are there any comments, questions or
amendments to any section of this bill?

Shall the bill be reported?

Bill 13 reported.

COMPENSATION FOR VICTIMS
OF CRIME ACT

House in committee on Bill 86, An Act to

amend the Compensation for Victims of Crime
Act, 1971.

Mr. Chairman: Bill 86, An Act to amend
the Compensation for Victims of Crime Act,
1971.

Shall the bill be reported?

Bill 86 reported.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moved that the com-
mittee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of the whole House reports two bills with-

out amendments and asks for leave to sit

again.

Report agreed to.

THIRD READINGS

The following bills were given third read-

ing upon motion:

Bill 13, An Act to amend the Arbitrations

Act.

Bill 86, An Act to amend the Compensation
for Victims of Crime Act, 1971.

TEACHERS' SUPERANNUATION ACT

Hon. Mr. Wells moved second reading of

Bill 112, An Act to amend the Teachers'

Superannuation Act.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville): Mr.

Speaker, we on this side of the House intend

to support the bill. We think it is good con-

structive legislation.

However, in spite of the six principles in-

volved in it the one that does disturb me a

bit, Mr. Speaker, is section 1, the first of the

principles of the bill, which grants to the

minister permission to grant certificates or

letters of permission and letters of standing.
I wonder, Mr. Speaker, with the surplus of

teachers whether we should not be phasing
that out, seeing that more than likely we
have sufficient numbers of qualified teachers.

Now if we do not have enough in some of

the disciplines I can understand the granting
of these letters of standing or letters of per-
mission.

I think the second principle, which permits
the superannuation commission to determine
the time at which such meetings should be

held, is all right. There is no use having them

get together if there is nothing to discuss.

The third principle, allowing teachers to

get back into the superannuation benefits, is

good policy.

The fourth permits the teachers to retire,

I think, a little earlier as a result of calcu-

lating their years of service in months and

days. In this way, the teachers could get the
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magic number 90 a little earlier than before

and likewise it would, by retiring them early,
make way for new teachers in the profession.

Mr. Speaker, the fifth principle permits
the pension to be given to sons and daugh-
ters of deceased teachers, who are considered

not to have reached the age of 18 as long
as they are attending school and are under

the age of 25. It certainly enables the sons

and daughters of those who mave made sacri-

fices in the teaching profession an oppor-

tunity to obtain a fairly good education.

The last principle, Mr. Speaker, enables

the teacher to withdraw his benefits in a

shorter period of time. We support all six of

the principles, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port

Arthur.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): We in this

party certainly support the major thrust of

this bill. It basically has one principle and

that is sort of a loosening up or a liberaliza-

tion of the superannuation fund. We have

no hesitation in supporting it; however, there

are a couple of questions that I would like

to ask the minister and they are in the

clauses.

I wonder if we could just briefly go into

committee to handle that?

Mr. Speaker: We're dealing with it at

second reading now and the hon. member

may speak once to the bill. Whether or not

it goes to committee is up to the House
afterwards.

Has the hon. member completed his re-

marks?

Mr. Foulds: Yes, sir.

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):

Mr. Speaker, I think perhaps the best way
to handle this is to answer any specific ques-
tions in committee and I'd be quite willing
to have the bill go to committee of the

whole House so we can talk about any spe-
cific sections here. I would just like to point
out to the hon. member for Windsor-Walker-

ville that this section

Mr. Speaker: There are other hon. mem-
bers who wish to speak to the bill.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Oh, are there? I'm sorry.

Mr. Speaker: Yes.

The hon. member for Welland South.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Thank

you, Mr. Speaker.

I might want to deal with one section of

it particularly. I concur with our critic, the

member for Windsor-Walkerville, that the

bill is good in principle, but the one point
that I'm concerned about is the formula for

computing pensions under this section. I

wonder if the minister has given any further

consideration to increasing the superannua-
tion pension fund payments to the teachers

who have been retired in the last four or

five years. I mean, the province is using
the funds now for many provincial projects
and is paying a most reasonable interest rate

for the use of the funds. I wonder, perhaps,
if the minister has given any consideration

to increasing the interest rates to the province
when they borrow money from the funds

to assist some of those who are receiving a

pension of somewhere around $1,700 to

$1,900, or something like that. It's the teach-

ers who I'm concerned about. Has the min-

ister given any consideration to upgrading
their pensions?

Mr. Speaker: Do any other hon. members
wish to participate in the debate?

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Just briefly, Mr. Speaker—and I'm sorry
I missed the comments that were made by

my colleague from Windsor-Walkerville a few
moments ago—but one thing that does con-

cern me, and I hope the minister will give
attention to it, is the point that has been

made. That is that the contributions to this

fund form a very important lump of money
which should not be just used as ready access

to cash by the consolidated revenue fund

but which, in fact, could be invested to much

greater benefit of the contributors than it

has been over recent years. I hope that it

would be possible for this minister to take

some leadership in this connection.

I think there is no doubt that if this

teachers' superannuation fund had been in-

vested to ensure maximum return consonant

with the reliability of the return the actuarial

deficit itself could have been done away with

and the teachers' benefits could have been

improved, particularly for those who retired

before the salaries got to the levels where

they are at the present time.

Mr. Speaker: Do further members wish to

participate? If not, the hon. minister may
now have the floor.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I might

just say in speaking on second reading there

really is nothing in this bill that concerns
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the principle of payments to the teachers

except this new method of computing under
the 90 rule. I think that perhaps the proper
place to talk about increasing the amount
paid to those receiving pensions from the

fund would be under the estimates.

I would like to just make it clear at this

point though that we are paying a fair and

going rate of interest now and the money
is not being lent to the consolidated revenue
fund at an artificially low amount of interest.

This was changed two or three years ago so

that it is now—

Mr. Haggerty: What rate is that?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I can't tell the member
the rate exactly, but it's a going rate. It's

the same rate that—

Mr. Haggerty: Ten per cent?

Hon. Mr. Wells: It isn't as high as 10 per
cent, no, but it's certainly a going rate of

interest so that the fund is not being lent

out at an artificially low rate.

The only other thing I'd say-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: You can get Hydro bonds
at 9.6.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, the hon.
member for Windsor-Walkerville referred to

the first section and talked about letters of

standing and letters of permission. This is

not the section that gives the minister the

right to issue these or suggest whether we
should or should not issue them. It merely
indicates that for the purposes of the teach-

ers' superannuation fund, a qualified teacher

can be a person who has a permanent certifi-

cate, or a letter of permission, or so forth.

This is merely to clarify the definition of

qualified teacher. The other sections that the

hon. member is referring to, which allow us

to issue letters of permission and so forth,

are in other school Acts.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered
for third reading or committee?

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Speaker, on a point of

order. A question that I wished to raise on
section 1 has, in fact, been answered by the

minister in his reply. Unless there is another
member who wishes the bill to go to com-

mittee, it is acceptable to me for it to go
through for third reading.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. minister is agree-
able to have the bill go to committee of the

whole House.

Hon. Mr. Wells: If the House agrees to

third reading, it's fine with me. I thought
the hon. member wished to question a sec-

tion. He says he doesn't now.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION ACT

Hon. Mr. Wells moves second reading of

Bill 113, An Act to amend the Ministry of

Education Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, my com-
ments on this bill will be very brief. ^Vhen
the minister does get up to reply, I would
like him to explain section 1 to me. I'm
a little lost as to what he really refers to in

section 1, when he says a private school

includes only those that provide instruction

on school days for pupils who are over com-

pulsory school age. I'm just wondering if

Mennonites and other religious organizations
would not be considered conducting private
schools with students who are substantially
under the compulsory school age.

The second principle in the bill makes
additions to enrolment in special cases. I

wonder if the minister likewise in his com-
ments could make mention as to whether
this is to attempt to allow boards of education
the added revenues from added enrolments,
even though the individual may not actually
be at school at the time but may be en-

listed in the armed services or may be work-

ing on a farm, or have other miscellaneous

reasons for not being present at school. The

charging of fees for transcripts under section

3 on the third principle of the bill is one
in which I think all departments are now

becoming involved. When transcripts are re-

quired, then the individual is obligated to

pay for them.

With regard to the last principle of the

bill, which is contained in subsection (2) of

clause 3 of the bill, I am just wondering if

this will permit boards of education now to

set up schools under their jurisdiction, schools

that might be conducted in a different fashion

from what they are today. I know there has

been a clamour from some parents for very
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rigid discipline, the same as the discipline

they had back 15 or 20 years ago. Would
boards of education now be allowed to use

that type of a school as an experimental

project?

Mr. Speaker, those are the comments I had
to make on this bill. We will support the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish

to participate? The hon. member for Port

Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: Yes, Mr. Speaker. It is very
diflBcult to speak on a matter of principle in

a bill of this sort in which there are, I think,

very many diflFerent sections. I really would
like to put this one into committee. I sent

you a note earlier into the proceedings of

this House, a week or so ago, Mr. Speaker,
in which I said it's pretty difficult to speak
on a matter of principle when there doesn't

seem to be an overriding principle involved

in the bill.

Mr. Speaker: Any other member? The hon.

member for Essex South.

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): Yes, Mr.

Speaker, I'd like to address myself briefly to

the last principle that is contained in this

bill, which allows an individual county board
of education to vary the school year, either

for the total number of schools within its

jurisdiction or a selected school, if it should

wish. Possibly you will recall, Mr. Speaker,
in one of my earlier speeches in the Legisla-
ture concerning agriculture in selected areas

of our province, I noted that there is a great

shortage of farm help, particularly at the

harvest season. I am speaking of Essex and
Kent counties, the Niagara Peninsula and the

tobacco belts, wherein the farm organizations
have asked for special tolerance in relation to

possibly extending the school holidays for

another one or two weeks, as it's most essen-

tial to the harvest this year, Mr. Speaker.

I understand that we are importing some
3,000 agricultural workers from the Caribbean
to assist in this industry. Some of them are

coming in now; most of them stay on into

October.

So I think the passage of this particular
bill and this particular section is going to be
of prime interest in the agricultural industry
and it is the hope that the school boards in

these areas might look favourably on this pro-
vision and accommodate the farming com-
munities when it is essential for their liveli-

hood.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other hon. member
wish to enter the debate?

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Perhaps my comments
should be reserved for the committee stage,
but I did want to say something about the

power that this amendment gives the minister

to allow school boards to establish their own
school year.

He is aware of the matter that was brought
to his attention and mine from the tobacco

areas where the young people really do in-

volve themselves in the harvest. Whether the

school year is adjusted for them or not, they
are often out earning a good daily wage, as

well as assisting their parents and neighbours
with the harvesting of the tobacco.

The idea of starting the school year later

to accommodate these people and then, of

course, requiring them to make up the regular
number of days at some other time or the

year, is an excellent one. In my view it is

a very good solution, because certainly not

every community wants the schools to start

later in the fall—quite the contrary.

I am also quite interested in the section

which permits the minister to regulate and
make payments to groups outside the public
service for some programmes, constructional

or otherwise, in the school system. I don't

find the section clear, as far as I am con-

cerned, and I would be glad to hear some
comments from the minister.

For example, we had a group visit our

caucus a few days ago—Alcoholic Concerns,
was it?

Mr. B. Newman: Yes.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Alcoholic Concerns, who
were quite troubled. Not that they were de-

nied access to the schools in any way, but

they felt that they really had not had the

encouragement from some government organ-
izations that they might have had in bringing
forward what is no longer sort of an irrational

message about the use of alcohol but, in fact,

is an endeavour to put forward the facts of

the case so that young people at the age
when they might be m^ing certain decisions

about the use of alcohol and liquor will at

least have the facts put before them from

some concerned community source.

I would like to know just what the minister

has in mind in that section, but perhaps we
could discuss it in more detail in committee.

Mr. Speaker: Do any other members wish

to enter the debate? If not, the hon. minister.
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Hon. Mr. Wells: Well, Mr. Speaker, I

think that rightly we can discuss each section

in a little more detail when it is in committee
of the whole.

I might just say that the section that the

hon. Leader of the Opposition was referring
to has basically been inserted for our cultural

exchange programmes. The auditors have sug-

gested that there was no way we could
advance money to some of the groups that

are taking student groups on cultural ex-

change visits whereby we give them so much
per student. The way it is now, whoever was

organizing the groups, would have to spend
their own money and then put in an account
to us. This became an impossible thing for

some of the groups. This is to facilitate this

type of arrangement and make it possible for

it to be done legally and in accordance with
what the auditor would wish.

The hon. member for Windsor-Walkerville
raised a question about the first section of

the bill. It is there mainly to clarify what was

pointed out to us as a possible ambiguity;
and that was that nursery schools could be
considered as private schools. That's why we
have changed the wording so that there wall

be no question that private nursery schools,
and so on, are not private schools in the
sense of this Act.

Now, I think perhaps we could deal with
the other matters in the committee of the
whole stage, Mr. Speaker.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the
bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading? Committee of the whole?

Agreed.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS ACT

Hon. Mr. Wells moves second reading of
Bill 114, An Act to amend the Public Schools
Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, the only
comment I have is that I think the minister is

right in having the elections of trustees

brought into line with the provisions of the

Municipal Elections Act.

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Speaker, we generally like

the thrust of the bill which is, in fact, a

loosening up and an attempt at flexibility,

basically, in the first part of the Act dealing
with the school year, to bring it in line with

the other bill we have just dealt with. We
shall have an amendment to clause 7 which

changes the "may" to "shall," but we will

do that at the committee stage and discuss it

then.

Otherwise, we support the bill and we will

discuss it in detail in the conmiittee stage.

Mr. Speaker: Are there any other members

wishing to enter the debate? If not, the hon.

minister.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I think we
can discuss the sections in the committee

stage.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading or committee of the whole?

Committee of the whole?

Agreed.

NORTHERN DEVELOPMENT ACT

Mr. Irvine, in the absence of hon. Mr.

White, moves second reading of Bill 79, An
Act to repeal the Northern Development Act.

Mr. Speaker: iTie hon. Leader of the Op-

position.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I gather this

bill simply cleans up a holdover from some

years ago. An Act Icnown as the Northern

Development Act was a vehicle whereby pre-

vious administrations made their obeisance to

northern politics, and we now have a some-

what similar procedure not much more so-

phisticated than this one.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Mr.

Speaker, I have no particular comment on this

bill. As the Leader of the Opposition has

indicated, it is a tidying up procedure. I take

it that all of the loans have either been paid
or else they have become uncollectable and

therefore it is just a case of clearing up the

liens on the properties.

There are some general comments that I

would like to make on the next bill, which is

somewhat comparable, so I will wdthhold

them until that point.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish

to enter the debate on this bill? If not, the

hon. member for Grenville-Dundas.

Mr. D. R. Irvine (Grenville-Dundas): Mr.

Speaker, this is just a housekeeping bill—that

is all it is—to remove hens that are still not
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discharged. Certainly we do not wish to have

lawyers search, as they usually do, over a 40-

year period. They can't do it beyond that and
we feel that this Act will relieve a situation

which has been allowed to exist for many
years without reason.

I might say, Mr. Speaker, that the liens are

either uncollectable or have been paid off in

full but not discharged.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT ACT

Mr. Irvine, in the absence of Hon. Mr.

White, moves second reading of Bill 80, An
Act to repeal the Agricultural Development
Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The explanatory note
indicates that there are 11 loans outstanding
under the Agricultural Development Act and
that they will be handled by the Treasurer or

someone in his ministry and that therefore
the Agricultural Development Act would be

repealed.

In some sense, I have a certain regret that

Ontario does not have a legislative vehicle

to adequately provide a loan programme for

the farmers of this province. Admittedly
there is a very acceptable grant programme
by which any farmer doing $3,000 worth of

business—I believe that's the limit—can at

least get a grant of $3,000 to assist him in

certain specified programmes.

Mr. MacDonald: Whether he is a Minister
of Agriculture or not.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Any farmer or anybody
else will tell you a grant is preferable to a
loan and it is very easy to administer. The
cheque is sent out and cashed and the barn-

yard paved or whatever it is. In my own
case, I would like to do a little tile drainage
but I may have to leave public life before I

make an application, but—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's the alternative!

In case Hansard didn't get that, the inter-

jection was: "Another alternative is that you
could become Minister of Agriculture."

Mr. Speaker, I do have some misgivings
about the repeal of the statute, the Agricul-
tural Development Act. I would prefer that

government policy would be to reactivate

the concept of having a basic farm loan pro-
gramme in the province. The argument that

was put to us some years ago when the

Junior Farmer Development Loan Act was

phased out and finally repealed, was that it

would be better to centralize the loan pro-
gramme at the federal level. Not that I have
been in the Legislature that long, Mr.

Speaker, but I can remember when the

Junior Farmer Development Loan Act was

brought in and it was designed to be the

salvation of the farm community, giving our

younger people, particularly farmer's sons, an

opportunity to have access to low interest

loans so that the family farm could be
maintained.

As a matter of fact, quite a number of

loans were made under that statute and it

was generally accepted as a viable form in

which the government could participate in

farm credit, admittedly on a restricted basis.

It was restricted to those people under the

age of 40, which is very young indeed, I am
sure most of us will agree. So, as I say, I do
have some misgivings Qiat this particular Act,
the Agricultural Development Act, has not

been put to use for a long period of time.

My own preference would be not for its

demise, as is called for in Bill 80, but for

some government policy that would breathe

life in a programme of farm loans in the
Province of Ontario.

I think you are aware, Mr. Speaker, that

most other provinces do have their own farm
loan programme, often in conjunction with
the federal Department of Agriculture, but I

believe a provincial statute would give us the

needed flexibility which we have lacked in

the provision of loan capital in the agricul-
tural industry in this province.

I really don't approve of the principle,

however, the government policy is simply, on
a housekeeping basis, to get rid of this

statute which has been inactive for a good
many years, so I suppose for that reason we
will not oppose the bill.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York

South.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker, my remarks

will follow along the line that the Leader of

the Opposition has taken, but I want to

inject a bit more substance in it.

This is rather a fascinating bill. On second

reading one has an opportunity to debate its
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principle. It is rather anomalous that one
should be debating the principle of a bill

which is going to be repealed, but quite

frankly I think the principle is the important

thing. I want to suggest to the House and to

the parliamentary assistant who is carrying
the bill through the House that I think the

government, on whose behalf he is speaking
this afternoon, is leaving a great void and I

think it's time that some consideration was

given to filling it.

The problem of providing credit for farmers

is chronic. I think it has been part of all of

our history, and I was fascinated to discover

the origins of this particular bill. You will be

interested, Mr. Speaker, to realize that in

1921, when there happened to be a rather

good government in this province—it was
rather short-lived; good governments are

short-lived and bad governments are long-
lived around here—but, anyway, this good
government in 1921 passed three bills—

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Terrible, terrible

thing to say about the people's choice.

Mr. MacDonald: —and these three bills

give you some indication of the manner in

which they were tackling this problem back
in that day. Fm glad about waking the House
leader anyway; it's good to have him awake
when we are holding the floor here.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: No fear about that.

Mr. MacDonald: One of the bills was the

Agricultural Development Finance Act, 1921,
which was going to provide a means for

deposits to be made and out of those deposits
loans could in turn be made to assist such
an important sector of the economy as agri-

culture, which, of course, back in those days
was even more important than now. In fact,
what happened in 1921 was that the Pro-

vincial Savings Bank was established and into

the Provincial Savings Bank oflBces came the

money for which there was legislative author-

ity for loaning it to meet agricultural needs.

Then there was a second Act, namely the

Agricultural Development Act of 1921, which
we are now about to repeal.

I won't take the time to spell them out,
but there were about eight or 10 different

categories of agricultural needs from building
up your stock, to acquiring more land, to

drainage, to practically anything else, for

which loans could be obtained.

There was a third bill brought in during
that particular year, namely, the Ontario
Farm Loans Act, and its provisions authorized

the establishment and the incorporation of

farm loans associations, similar in many re-

spects to the rural credit societies of the west.

In short, there was a concerted eflFort on
the part of the government to make certain

that there would be alternatives to the normal
channels for credit in the banking establish-

ments of this country
—which often get

closed oflF to small businessmen, to farmers,
to fishermen—to make certain that agriculture
would get its normal credit and capital needs.

Well, that bill was passed in 1921.

You may be interested to know, Mr.

Speaker, that when I saw this on the order

paper I called the Ministry of Agriculture—
and I won't name with whom I spoke—but it

was fascinating to discover nobody knew any-

thing about this bill even in rather high
levels, except one man, and they said, "Get

in touch with him," a gentleman by the

name of Bill Montcalm, who is still on the

staff of the Ministry of Agriculture. Appar-

ently he was an ag rep or the equivalent
thereof back in the mid-Thirties in northern

Ontario and he's the only body extant in the

Ministry of Agriculture who knows much
about old legislation. His report was that

the last loans were made in the late Thirties

or on into the Forties, in fact I think it

was his impression—although conceivably he's

confusing it with the previous bill which

we've just repealed, the Northern Develop-
ment Act—that this applied only to northern

Ontario. If you read the bill it applies ob-

viously to the whole of the Province of

Ontario.

I understand that in the Forties Colonel

Kennedy, because of his intense preoccupa-
tion with agriculture and its problems, for a

time revived it for purposes of financing

drainage and land clearing; but subsequent
means have since been established by way
of grants and assistance to cover drainage

and land clearing. As the Leader of the

Opposition has pointed out there has tended

to be a pattern of grants rather than loans

for various agricultural needs, and therefore

this particular Act which was the vehicle to

meet general agricultural needs when it was

tackled by a government in a comprehensive
and planned way back in 1921, this Act at

least was the legislative vehicle. But it has

become redundant.

According to the explanatory note there

are something like 11 loans outstanding. I

am curious to know, and conceivably the

parliamentary assistant can respond to this

question when he speaks, how much those 11

loans represent.
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I am also curious to know, just by way of

historical record, how many of these loans

have been wiped off. Mr. Montcalm points
out that in many instances farms to which
the loans had been extended and to which
a lien had been attached down through

years had been sold for taxes and when you
buy a farm after a tax sale you get clear

title. Therefore, I assume that the govern-
ment lost the loan for which there was a

lien against that particular property.

It would be interesting to know, for the

historical records since we're closing this

chapter, how much money was lent under this

Agricultural Development Act down through
the years. How much is outstanding in the

11 loans that are apparently still alive? How
much of it was wiped off the books by tax

sales and various other means?

However, Mr. Speaker, the point I want to

dwell on finally, because it seems to me it is

the important one, is that the problem which

provoked—perhaps inspired would be the

better word—inspired the government of 1921

to tackle this problem, still exists today. It

still exists and indeed we have very current

information with regard to it.

I asked the provincial Treasurer (Mr.

White) a question the other day and he took

notice of it and said he would pass the

question on to the Minister of Agriculture
and Food (Mr. Stewart). I tried to intervene

before we got a buckpassing arrangement be-

tween those two ministers for a long time

because the problem is an urgent one. I

noted in my question to the provincial Treas-

urer that on Thursday, May 17, which is less

than a week ago, the headline story in the

Globe Report on Business was, "Higher

Lending Rates drying up Ottawa-backed
Farm Loans."

It pointed out that as late as last year the

government at Ottawa had come to grips with

this problem to the extent of entering into

some sort of an agreement—how firm the

commitment is I don't know, but I have some

suspicions—that there would be a top interest

rate of 6.25 per cent on loans to farmers,

fishermen and small businessmen for improve-
ment of fixed assets. If they wanted to im-

prove their farm by the acquisition of more
land the rate was to be frozen at seven per
cent.

This was by a government order which pre-

sumably the banks have to obey. Indeed,
we've had repeated in recent days the

governor of the Bank of Canada drawing to

the attention of the banks that they have an

obligation to live up to this.

What are the facts, Mr. Speaker? The
facts, as reported in this story, are:

Gordon Hill, the Ontario Federation of

Agriculture president, said in a telephone
interview: "I definitely know a lot of people
are having trouble getting these loans. I

don't think that there's any doubt that the

supply of money under this programme will

dry up as it did before."

Mr. Hill said he had acted on one complaint
with the Canadian Imperial Bank of Com-
merce.

Mr. Hill said that the answer from the

bank's head oiBBce was that no instructions

have been given to bank managers not to

make farm improvement loans but the de-

cision in individual cases is left to the bank

manager's discretion.

Spokesmen at other banks took the same

line, saying that no instructions have been

given to branch managers on how to deal

with improvement loan applications in

present circumstances.

Mr. Speaker, they're being very cute. For the

head of a bank to say that he hasn't given
instructions to bank managers not to make
these loans isn't the point.

The point is has the head of the bank, in

conformity with the government order, re-

minded the branch bank managers, "You shall

make these loans."? If interest rates have gone
up, as they have gone up, beyond the 6.25

per cent for fixed assets or the seven per cent

for extension of land holdings, obviously the

banks are going to be hesitant to loan at the

lower rate. We all know with what ruthless

eflSciency the banking establishment operates

particularly when it means extending credit

to those who haven't got a great deal of

collateral.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: They would sooner get
nine per cent than seven.

Mr. MacDonald: Right. If you have a great
deal of collateral you have no problem. We're

back into that same old cycle in credit

history. If you have a great deal of credit—

for example, Inco or General Motors—if they
want to go to the bank, they've got all the

collateral that is necessary and they get all

the credit they want. But for the farmer, the

fisherman, the small businessman, h^ into

the old bind.

I want to suggest to you, Mr. Speaker, that

clearly when you read between the lines,

what the spokesmen for the banking institu-

tions are saying is that they haven't given
instructions to live up to this government
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order to make loans. They have just failed to

give instructions that they shall not make

loans, which is a nice piece of double talk.

Well, it brings us back to the basic point-
since we are dealing with a bill in the On-
tario Legislature. We are learning once again
now, today, in the latest credit squeeze, that

the provision of credit through the normal

banking institutions is not as a general, on-

going proposition satisfactory to fishermen,
to farmers, and to small businessmen. It

hasn't been in the past. It isn't today we are

learning, and I predict to you it won't be in

the future.

Therefore I join with the Leader of the

Opposition in saying that I think there is an

obligation on the part of a government that

professes to be the friend of the farmer-

Mr. Haggerty: They are working in a
vacuum over there.

Mr. MacDonald: —and is going to do some-

thing to meet the basic needs of the farmer,
not to vacate this field so completely. Quite
frankly, what this government is doing is cop-
ping out completely from this field.

I always thought it was rather anomalous
when we spent—what was it-three-quarters
of a million dollars on the farm income com-
mittee. It reported in January of 1969, or

1970, with a lot of proposals, some of which
were rather explosive and abortive. There
was an effort to rapidly implement a GFO—a
general farm organization. But there was one
thing in that report that this government
with almost unseemly baste rushed to im-
plement; namely, to wipe out the junior
farm loan programme and to leave the pro-
vision of credit wholly to the federal govern-
ment.

Well, you know, that may be tidy. Maybe
if everything operated rationally in federal-

provincial relations, it would be tidier that
the federal government—which is the closest

relationship to the banking institutions; in-

deed through the Bank of Canada, it has a
measure of control over them—it would be
tidier that they should look after farm credit

needs.

But, Mr. Speaker, the record of history
indicates that they haven't looked after them
and thfe record of today's events indicates that

once again, farmers are in the squeeze and
not getting the credit. Until you achieve
that perfect world, which won't be in our
lifetime and let's not worry beyond that,
I think the provincial government has an

obligation.

Indeed, every other provincial government
accepts and is implementing that obligation.
What you are doing here, is almost cleaning
the boards in terms of getting out of the

farm credit field.

To be fair, you have got some structure

of grants as an alternative. I suppose if one
has to have a choice, I'd take a grant rather

than a loan any day. It's one of the ways in

which this government has attempted to keep
the agricultural community from a state of

open revolt which, in spite of government
actions, sometimes breaks out. But the provi-
sion of normal credit that a farmer as a busi-

nessman should be able to get if he needs it,

is not there. And the government is by this

bill, in the repeal of the Agriculture Develop-
ment Act, sort of underlining the void.

So I join with others in saying that while

the tidying up process in the particular ad-

ministrative approach of this government,
where they are now shifting these 11 unpaid
loans from the Ministry of Agriculture and
Food—which was purely a collection agency-
over to the Treasury, is conceivably an appro-

priate kind of action.

But it still leaves a job to be done policy-

wise and it's to that that I'm speaking in

terms of the principle of this bill.

Conceivably at some later date when I dis-

cover whether or not the provincial Treasurer

has been able to communicate with his col-

league, the Minister of Agriculture and Food,
we'll find out if the government has any
ideas about the void and what must and
should be done to fill it.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish

to participate? If not, the hon. member for

Grenville-Dundas.

Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, I'd like to say to

you, sir, that what we are doing in this bill

is transferring powers; we are not abolishing

any powers whatsoever. I think we should un-

derstand that the 11 loans that are there are

being transferred to our ministry for execu-

tion. I'd like to say to the hon. member from

York South that the-

Mr. MacDonald: The government is not

transferring the power to make more loans?

Mr. Irvine: No. The power to collect these

11 loans is being transferred to our ministry.

The amount of money involved is a very few
thousands of dollars, I have been led to un-

derstand between $10,000 and $15,000. I

didn't inquire exactly how much because the

loans will be collected, if at all possible, by
our ministry. I feel it's rather odd that the
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member for York South did speak at such

length, saying that this provincial govern-

ment had done very little for the farmers

when, coming from a rural area as I do, I

know full well that the Province of Ontario

has done more for the farmer than any other

goverimient in Canada.

Mr. MacDonald: That's a matter of opinion.

Mr. Irvine: I wish to say to you, Mr.

Speaker, that we intend to fulfil our obliga-

tions to the farmers by continuing through
the Ministry of Agriculture and Food the

programmes which we have.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The programme doesn't

hold a candle to the Quebec one.

Mr. Irvine: Certainly there is always money
available to the farmer, whether it's through
a loan or on a grant basis. As far as this bill

is concerned, it is merely abolishing something
which was not used in the first instance and,

as the hon. member has said, was unknown
to most people. Therefore, I believe, as the

hon. leader has said, this is merely a tidying-

up process.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall this bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

MINISTRY OF TREASURY, ECONOMICS
AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS

ACT

Mr. Irvine, in the absence of Hon. Mr.

White, moves second reading of Bill 81, an

Act to amend the Ministry of Treasury, Eco-

nomics and Intergoverrmiental Affairs Act,

1972.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Oppo-
sition.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, we are glad
to support the amendment which makes a seal

available to the Treasurer. We don't know
whether we have to finance a pool for the

seal or whether it's going to be a trained seal

or what kind it is. But if he says he needs it,

we certainly are in favour of it.

Mr. Paterson: They have a lot of trained

seals on that side.

Mr. MacDonald: I am a little curious as to

how previous provincial Treasurers operated
without this very important adjunct to office.

Is it a further proof of the rather pretentious

way in which our current incumbent in this

office operates, that all his predecessors were
able to get along wdthout a seal and now he
neds it? Are there new purposes for the seal

thai he has dreamed up in that fertile brain

of his from which all these bright ideas, some

good, some bad, spring? I am a little curious

as to exactly what is the historical significance
of this. Obviously, if we are going to mount
any attack against the government we will

choose something more substantive than this.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish
to participate? If not, the hon. member for

Grenville-Dundas.

Mr, Irvine: Mr. Speaker, it is my under-

standing that the request for the authorization

of a seal is for it to be used for the issuing

of debentures. As to what happened in the

past, I am not really sure. I believe that this

might be helpful in implementing the neces-

sary processing of debentures in the future. I

don't believe that there are any really mo-
mentous consequential decisions by the Treas-

urer or by any other part of the government
involved, but I do think the seal might help.

With regard to the second part, this is a

housekeeping amendment to the pre-audit and

post-audit actions. That is all I have to say at

this particular time.

Motion
bill.

agreed to; second reading of the

Mr. Speaker: Shall this bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

BANTING AND BEST MEDICAL
RESEARCH ACT

Hon. Mr. Potter moves second reading of

Bill 68, An Act to repeal the Banting and
Best Medical Research Act, 1923.

Motion
bill.

agreed to; second reading of the

Mr. Speaker: Shall this bill be ordered for

third reading?

NURSES ACT

Hon. Mr. Potter moves second reading of

Bill 69, An Act to amend the Nurses Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I had the

great good fortune to be asked to attend and
address a banquet given by the registered

nursing assistants a few weeks ago. At that

time, I had an opportunity to discuss with

them, as well as some registered nurses who
were present, the future of their profession or

at least as to how those individuals saw it,

and I was much impressed indeed by the very

professional approach that they were taking.

Nursing assistants have, as you know, been

discussing for some months whether or not

they ought to join forces with the registered

nurses, and other professional people who are

designated as nurse, under one umbrella legis-
lation. They were quite interested with the

possibility of an omnibus Act being brought
forward by the Ministry of Health some time

in the future that would regulate and control

a good many of the medical and paramedical
professional designations.

We still look forward to that bill and I

would suppose that the minister plans to in-

troduce it and let it sit on the order paper
for some months so that those people inter-

ested will have an opportunity to assess it and

give their views to the government and oppo-
sition parties before it is debated in principle.
Bui as far as this bill is concerned the broad-

ening of the membership in the college

appears to be a healthy approach particularly
as it seems to encompass a broader view of

nursing than has normally been the case.

I know the minister, along with everyone
else, would like to have a bill that first meets
the public requirement; and, second, meets
the requirements of those in the profession as

they see the increased necessity for profes-
sional controls.

Frankly, Mr. Speaker, as a teacher myself
over the years I have always been amazed
that the nurses in the province did not have
a stronger organization for their own, let's

say, to promote their own salaries as the

teachers have had over the years when their

salaries were, in my view, considerably below
what they might have been.

I know that nursing salaries, hke teachers'

salaries, have improved and there is not the
same pressure for the kind of an organization
which would concern itself almost exclusively

simply with the benefits of their own employ-
ment, and I believe that anything we can
do to stress the professional aspects, as long
as it meets with broadening the control of

the profession, we should support. For that

reason we are prepared to support Bill 69 in

principle.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Park-

dale.

Mr. J. Dukszta (Parkdale): I am speaking
largely in favour of the bill. I beUeve that

registered nurses and registered nursing as-

sistants, since they often do the same job.
and in many other cases some aspects of

their work are similar at the coterminus,
should belong in the same professional organ-
ization. But there are certain points which
should be examined about the bill, because

there are implications for what goes on in

terms of patient care on the floor in the

hospital. Though it does seem a bit far re-

moved when you talk of the college, I do

believe, and I shall make some points to

show, that there is a definite connection

between uniting the two groups at the col-

lege level and the effect it may have on the

quality of patient care on the hospital floor

level. But before we get to that I think I

would like to look more generally at the biU.

Now the minister is uniting two large

groups. As of Dec. 31, 1972, there were

74,874 registered nurses in Ontario; as of May
16, 1973, the number who have registered so

far is 76,053.

There were 26,213 registered nursing as-

sistants as of Dec. 31, 1972; there are now
25,515 registered as of May 16 of this year,
which in essence means that there will be a

very uneven representation of the two group-
ings at the college level. I think we should

at least take into account the possibihty that

the one profession will end up dominating
the other.

I have had no notification of the rules and

regulations that the minister proposes, but

I had a notification from the College of

Nurses of Ontario, a college communique,
which has already stated the procedures for

the election of the members to the college
of nurses. I understand from this document
that the nurses will vote for the nurse repre-
sentatives and the nursing assistants vote

for the nursing assistant representatives, and

that each electoral district will consist of

5,500 nurse members. But whatever way we
calculate it, is still leaves the nurses, in

relation to nursing assistants, in a ratio of

three to one.

As I say, I am supporting the bill, but

this has to be taken into account. It may be

quite true that the nursing assistants are all

desirous of being united into this big profes-
sional body, but I am not sure whether the

effect will not mean there will be almost total
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domination of the nursing assistant group by
the nurses.

I think we need an explanation of the min-

ister's approach on this bill, unless he has

some kind of an overall design through
which he will be able to give me some
answer to show this is not a part of his some-

what helter-skelter approach to nursing care,

but rather this is really part of an overall

design.

Now whose interests will the new profes-
sional college represent? The professional

body often alleges, or assumes, that the inter-

ests of the public and the interests of the

profession are identical. That is, I think, most

of the time patent nonsense. Will the college
in this case represent equally the interests of

the nursing assistants, the nurses and the

public?

Appointment of the three persons who are

not members of the college—those to be ap-

pointed by the Lieutenant Governor in

Council—is again a good step, although it is

rather a tiny step toward introducing some

input from the community into the college.

Three people appointed by the minister or

Lieutenant Governor in Council, with the

number of people who will represent both

professions, is a very small number, but I

suppose it is still a right step.

I think in any type of a society, specifically
a society like ours, the ultimate goals of

society must be set up by the community and
not by the professional organizations, al-

though the best means of achieving those

ends must be left, indeed, to the profes-

sional; I have always agreed with this. The

professional can and must expect a wide

degree of latitude and freedom in application
of his knowledge, but professional power
must not extend to the dictating of objectives
to the community.

In the choice of public goals all of us,

whether layman or professional, must have

one vote and one vote only; and I do not

consider the appointment of three people to

this large college is adequate to represent
the community.

In the health care system we do not really
have a choice between organization and

anarchy. We have a choice between better

and worse patterns of organization. We are

not required to choose between total public

regulation or no public regulation of the

system, but rather between better or worse

forms of public regulation. At any rate, it is

clear, I think, that the public must play
some significant part in the reorganization
and in the regulation of the health care

system; and that applies very much to this

new amendment that the minister proposes.

Now another question to be asked here,

which I suspect the minister hasn't thought
of, is what will happen to the nursing assist-

ants when nursing education is transferred

from hospitals to community colleges? The
minimum requirement, as published in the

Nurses Act, is stiU a secondary school gradu-
ation diploma, grade 12 or year four, with a

successful standing in each of the two diflFer-

ent credit courses in science. As you know,
the requirements for the nursing assistants are

lower than that. Will the power of licenser,

invested now in the college, depend upon the

community college standard, and where will

that put the nursing assistants?

I think it's necessary to carefully deUneate

the roles of registered nurses, RN's, and

registered nursing assistants, RNAs. This defi-

nition of roles must be subject to periodic
reviews in order to be consistent with the

changing role of RNs and RNAs in the

health care system. Both the RNs and RNAs
are becoming more involved in the primary
care role.

Concurrent with the definition of roles

there must be a suitable educational system

developed to allow people to fill those roles.

I think we should provide opportunities for

the RNAs to upgrade to RNs. There is, in

fact, in one community college at the moment
—I believe it's in Humber College—a pilot

project which does offer a common three-

month basic course to RNs and RNAs. The
results of this programme at Humber College
should be carefully studied, and if it proves
to be worthwhile, this type of programme
could be introduced in other centres of

Ontario.

I think a more meaningful discussion on

the concept of uniting formally the nursing
assistants and nurses into one group cannot

be dissociated from thorough discussion of the

roles of the two ocupational groupings—the

nurses and the nursing assistants—and their

relationship with each other, and to that

other major occupational group, physicians.

Let me approach the examination of the

bill from the point of the work situation in

a hospital and patient care—which is the

ostensible result of the work output in any

large organization like a hospital—and what

possible effect the unification of the two

groups at the college level may have on the

quality of care provided and what are the

long-term implications of the amendment. Let

us look at the patient care in a general hos-
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pital as a first step of the examination of the

possible effects of this amendment.

If the members will forgive me, I will go
back slightly and try to explain what I mean
by patient care in a general hospital. This is

constantly what I'm driving at because I do
believe there are some very serious implica-
tions in this amendment which we should
discuss.

Patient care in a general hospital is the
outcome of diverse though frequently inter-

dependent contributions of many individuals

representing various occupational categories,
within the limitations imposed by such factors

as the technical facilities available at a given
hospital and the pressure of its caseload at

a given time. The maximization of the quality
of patient care actually delivered depends
upon the co-operative interaction of the oc-

cupationally diverse individuals. That's where
I think what we are doing to these two

groupings becomes very important.

Occupational specialization has facilitated

the development of the high level of expertise

expected in contemporary hospitals. However,
it does not appear to have had a correspond-
ingly positive eflFect on the development of

goal congruence among those hospital work-
ers who must interact both formally and in-

formally in providing their specialized serv-

ices to patients for whose health care the

hospital exists.

By the concept of goal congruence, I mean
we assume obtensibly and tacitly that the
various occupational groupings that are in-

volved in providing patient care, such as

nurses, nursing assistants, physcians and
others, actually have the same goals for the

patients in terms of delivering patient care.

These three occupational groupings—nurses,
nursinq: assistants and physicians—ostensibly
and tacitly work together in an attempt to

achieve goal congruence, but achieve it sel-

dom, consequently with great detriment to the

quality of patient care.

I do not think that the unification of nurses
and nursing assistants will produce better-

quality patient care without a more thor-

ough look, which the minister i; obviously
reluctant to do, into the working and profes-
sional relationships among nurses, nursing as-

sistants and physicians. As a complex organi-
zation a general hospital possesses a hier-

archical authority structure which represents,
on a formal level, an approach to the co-
ordination of occupationally specialized con-
tributions to patient care. Nevertheless, the
maintenance of co-operative interaction es-

sential to the maximization of patient care

appears to be difficult, if not impossible, in

the absence of goal congruence between these
three groupings. The formal authority struc-
ture of the hospital appears at least as cap-
able of obstructing as it is of facilitating the
sustained co-operative interaction of occupa-
tional heterogeneous hospital workers.

Hospital workers in different occupational
categories are subject to formal authority
arising from different and often multiple
sources. In that point I think the bill has some
value. In that it appears that the structure of

authority is exerted differently on the two
groups, the nurses and nursing assistants, and
they conflict with each other, there undoubt-

edly will be some di:ficulty in terms of what
are t: e proper goals and what are the proper
qualities to be achieved on the level of the

hospital floor. Unification of those two groups
may in fact lead to a better result in terms
of patient care.

The point I suppose I am trying to make
here is that it is not enough just to look at

those two but we have to extend it. The
authority structure of those two groups is

complicated by the traditional recognition that

unfortunately most of the hospital workers
are subject to the authority of the physician.
And recognition of this authority of the phy-
sician appears to be maintained even in com-
munity hospitals where the physician is seldom
more than a moderately regular "guest" of

the institution.

In fact, I suppose the legitimacy of the au-

thority of the physician tends to be acknowl-

edged as paramount by both the patients and
the staff.

In the absence of goal congruence, this

conjunction of institutionally and traditionally

legitimated authority in the general hospital
would appear most likely to result in the

counterproductive multiple subordination of

lower participants. By this I mean that unless
we are prepared to look at this other third

major variable, which is a physician, in the

relationship of these three groupings, we are

continuing the present difficulty which exists

on the hospital floor in terms of providing
good patient care.

I think it has been well docimiented now,
both in sociological research and the human
relations school of management, that in the

hospital setting the human element—by which
I mean the involvement of the individual

within the act of providing patient care—is

something which is of great importance in

providing good patient care. The involvement
of a nursing assistant or a nurse as a person in

the act of providing patient oare has to be
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recognized as a very significant and meaning-
ful part of what is good patient care and
what is not.

We are now faced with the position in

which the two nursing groups—the nurses and
the nursing assistants—often operate at odds

with each other. Whether this amendment
will produce a further change in improve-
ment in this attempt to reach goal congruence
at the floor level of the hospital, I am not sure

at the moment.

You see, I am talking here of the fact that

the nursing assistants, and often nurses, are

not recognized as being a vital, if not a

paramount, component in the provision of

good patient care and are not given the full

formal authority and responsibility for the

work they do, with the credit for good patient
care usually going to the physician. The fact

that the patient care is often of inferior

quality is largely related to the segmentation
of care, the lack of real team eflFort. The unifi-

cation of nurses and nursing assistants, the

two groups so diverse in function and educa-

tion, will not change, I think, the basic lack
of congruence on the hospital floor. In fact,
there may consequently be some diminish-
ment in the quality of patient care, until we
are prepared to recognize the major and re-

sponsible roles the nurses and nursing assist-

ants play vis-a-vis the physician in providing
the quality of patient care. This type of bill

is only a very small step forward.

In an extensive study of a general hospital
done by Duff and Hollingshead in 1968, they
collected and analysed considerable data on
both the medical and social factors which
influenced the care each patient received dur-

ing the course of his illness experience. They
studied not only the period of the individual's

hospitalization but also the period before he
entered the hospital and the period of his

convalescence.

From the broad perspective afforded by
their findings, they concluded that the
classical medical model was too simple to ex-

plain the realities of behaviour in the care of

patients. They were able to identify a number
of mediating factors capable of altering the

diagnosis made, the treatment given, the over-

all care received and the eventual outcome.

Thus, Mr. Speaker, their findings have a great

significance in looking more seriously at the

role of a nursing assistant and a nurse at

work together on the floor of the hospital.

The findings that Duff and Hollingshead
discovered, which affected the patient care,

included 1, the socio-economic status of the

patient; 2, the internal structure of the

patient's family; 3, the perception the phys-
ician has of the patient; 4, the perception the

patient has of the physician; 5, the percep-
tions the patients have of themselves; 6, the

perception the patient's family has of the

patient; and 7, which is an important one,
the organization of medical education, the

medical profession and, above all, the organ-
ization of the hospital.

Apart from the significance of the major
findings, a number of Duff and HoUingshead's
more or less supplemental findings pertaining
to physicians, nurses and the nurse-physician

relationship, are of importance in themselves

and appear suggestive of what we should do
further.

Although physicians formally maintain all

the oflBcial power to direct patient care, it

was actually found that a lot of the actual

care of patients provided at the hospital,

especially the personal aspects of that care,

was controlled neither directly nor effectively

by anyone but was largely provided by the

nursing assistants and, sometimes, nurses.

The nurse-patient relationship, which is a

paradoxical fact that the study discovered,

tended to be technical, administrative and
task oriented, while the communication be-

tween the nurse and the physician tended to

be very limited. As you can imagine, if the

communication between the nurse and the

physician is limited, and the communication

between nursing assistants and the nurse and

the physician is even more limited, it does

have an effect on what kind of care the

patient gets.

In a capsule summary, what I was talking

about is a lack of communication that exists

between the physician and nurses, and the

nurses and nursing assistants. The unnecessarv

segmentation and fragmentation of health

care, which is a direct result to the too-rigid

differentiation of the professional roles of

these groups, reflect directly and detrimentally
on the quality of health care provided in

health institutions.

The minister must have heard from a num-
ber of sources by now that some legislative

changes in the role of the nurse are now
essential. The minister has made it very

clear, I think, that he doesn't intend to

listen to me, but maybe he should listen

to the statement of policy on the role of

the nurse by the Canadian Nurses' Association

and the Canadian Medical Association—I be-

lieve that it has some importance—what the

groups themselves say about their work and

their relationships to the other professions
and to other health groupings inside the
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work situation. I intend to read part of it

into the record as a way of commenting on

this present bill, and also as a better way
of summarizing what I think may be a present

diflBculty in the bill, which deals directly with

both the nurses and nursing assistants, and

which in no sense goes towards satisfying
the goals set by the nursing association.

I will not read all of it, except to say

that the joint committee of the CMA and

the CNA on the expanded role of the nurse

state in the statement of policy that the major

priority says:

The committee believes that improve-
ments in the accessibility and effectiveness

of Canadian health services can more ap-

propriately be achieved by expanding the

roles of nurses rather than creating new

categories of workers.

If the minister, in his answer, can tell the

House whether he has contemplated any fur-

ther changes in that then that will go far in

answering some of the objections that I read

in here to the present approach to health

care.

Now, the CMA and CNA joint committee

suggested the expansion of the role of the

nurse should go as far as creating nurse

midwifery courses, a nurse on the floor of

the hospital being able to do a number of

primary care responsibilities which so far a

physician has been doing.

They are doing it, in fact, in a number
of the hospitals, except that it is nowhere

recognized legislatively and they are prob-

ably breaking^ the law regularly. In some of

the community hospitals even nursing assis-

tants have been giving injections and giving
medications without direct supervision either

of the nurse or of the physician. So this is

already in practice.

We should recognize here that the practice
is so far ahead of what the legislative process
has demanded and we must do something
to catch up with the practice and what goes
on in the hospitals. One of the major steps
would be to recognize that the nurse should
assume a role of a primary care worker on
the floor of the hospital in a work situation

where she is most important and she carries

a bigger load.

With these remarks I will end, except to

ask the minister to give us some understand-

ing of what he intends to do in terms of

accepting the document that the joint CMA
and CNA committee on the expanded role

of the nurse has presented to him and to

other people, and whether we are anywhere

near to accepting and devising the enabling

legislation to put this into effect.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Grey-Bruce.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): Mr. Speaker,
I commend the member for Parkdale on his

objectivity and, although not too versed in

the medical profession, I would say that

basically I think this bill is recognition—that

is all. And, I would tell the minister, you
can't take recognition to the bank. I think it

is shocking that the government will not take

a positive stand and give nurses, registered
nurses and nursing assistants, the status they
deserve.

Ten years ago in this House the then min-

ister, the member for Ontario (Mr. Dymond)
promised me that he would take a very

positive look at the need to increase nurses*

salaries, and although we're talking here

now, in this bill, about recognition of nurs-

ing assistants, I think that collateral to the

whole issue is the mess we are in today in

Ontario, in Canada, in fact, in all America.

It's shocking that the government will not

take basic steps to recognize 100,000 people
in Ontario—76,000 registered nurses and

26,000 nursing assistants. We have 100,000

people, in effect, carrying the freight. They
are the people who make our health system
work in this province, and I know the min-

ister is aware of the great job they do.

I was playing golf yesterday with a GP
up our way. He's a Ugandan and he's very
successful financially—he's a good doctor. He
told me that he was amazed—it's shocking-
over the lack of recognition that they have

financially in this province. It follows that

in the outlying parts of the province, the

lack of being able to get a doctor when you
want one is getting to a very dangerous posi-
tion.

Last week in the paper, I read that some
30 doctors in Toronto had collected together
to make themselves available on a call basis

for weekends. It would seem to me that

such organization should be taken on by
your ministry, to protect the people of this

province who don't have a doctor and can't

get one.

I have a daughter; she's been 12 years
in nursing now, and she's a good nurse. She's

been in charge of intensive care for many
years and she's now doing emergency in

Ottawa General. She is, I would suggest, a

good paramedic. She's a very knowledgeable
person, but she's making less than the gar-

bage collector in our town and she has de-

voted her life to nursing.
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I think it's shocking that this minister

brings along legislation, but is doing nothing
for this profession, as they should have it.

The need for a paramedic policy is urgent.
An editorial in the Globe and Mail this

morning had references to the fact that no
one knows what's going on insofar as policy
or its implementation for the health needs

of the people in Ontario is concerned. They
took the minister apart a bit. I know he's

sincere. I know he has the toughest job in

the ministry.

Mr. Haggerty: He's another Bobby Riggs.

Mr. Sargent: I don't know. Someone de-

scribed this legislation today as being some-

thing about the bedpan brigade. I think that's

a cruel way to put it, but I think that the

minister should upgrade this nursing profes-
sion and put it on a pedestal. Give them

recognition for the job they're doing. I could

bring in an amendment to this bill but it

would be a waste of time because this is

more or less enabling legislation.

I'm probably way off base again, but I

would like to see the nursing profession
across Canada, and basically in Ontario here,

have a voice in policy. The College of

Physicians and Surgeons seems to run the

show here. But who sets the wages? In the

minister's reply, I would like him to tell us

who sets the wages for nurses. Who does all

this big decision-making? Is it the doctors?

I don't think that we have a square sh^e
here on behalf of a very important segment
of our life here in Ontario. I would like the
minister to say why he can't bring in legisla-
tion to give these people a professional status.

They can't go on strike because of their

ethics, so he takes advantage of them. The
minister could be making himself $100,000 a

year in his practice if he wasn't sitting here in

this crazy place.

Mr. Haggerty: On a part-time basis.

Mr. Sargent: Yes, the member for High
Park (Mr. Shulman) is knocking off $70,000
a year on top of all his other hanky-panky-
selling "The Happy Hooker" and all these

things. He should write a book on how he
does these things.

But getting back to the facts, a nurse is

pegged; she can't steal a nickel. I am not

saying the doctors would steal a nickel, but
I am saying that a doctor can stick-handle.
He can make as much money as he wants
to spend time in his office in most cases,
but a nurse can't do that. He can toss the

freight—sorry, I'm getting tired a wee bit

here—he can toss the ball to the girls of the

nursing profession.

This isn't a very nice presentation, but for

God's sake, let's put first things first and

recognize these people. Give them the same
voice in making policy as the physicians and

surgeons do. Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: Any other member wish to

speak before the minister?

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health):
Mr. Speaker, first of all this is strictly an
amendment to include the registered nursing
assistants within the membership of the Col-

lege of Nurses of 'Ontario. The Leader of

the Opposition stated earlier that this is a

request that we have had from both the

Nurses Association and the Nursing Assistants

Association. It also provides for three mem-
bers of the public to be on the council of

the new college, so that on the council we
will have representation from the nurses, the

nursing assistants and the public generally.

Concerning the duties and responsibilities
of nurses and nurses assistants, this is a
matter which will be discussed when we
bring in the new health disciplines legisla-
tion. In this, we are spelling out in detail

each of the groups or disciplines that are

involved in the delivery of health services.

While mention has been made of educating
the nurses and the registered nursing assist-

ants at the community college level, and a

suggestion being made that we should also

upgrade the nurses' assistants, I think we
must be careful. We are embarking on a

programme of developing alternatives to the

present methods of delivering health services.

We started off originally with doctors and
nurses and we are gradually extending it so
that now we have nurses' assistants. We
have ward secretaries; we have ward assist-

ants; we are working to develop other types
of help in the medical field.

One of the problems that we might run
into if we are not careful is that we will

find that we have people over-educated and
under-trained. If we are going to start to

provide alternatives and then within a few

years upgrade the alternatives to the same
level as we had before, I think we might be

defeating our purpose.

As far as the programme of expanding the
role of nurses is concerned, I have spoken of
it in the Legislature before. I am very
anxious and interested in expanding the role

of nurses. I have said on many occasions,
when we talk about the doctor's assistant or

what have you, that we have the nucleus in
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the nurses who are already well trained. With

very little further training they can play a

much bigger role.

At the present time a course has been

running at McMaster University in Hamilton
to train nurses as nurse assistants for doctors.

Some of them have finished their course, some
are being located in parts of the province
where doctors aren't available, some are be-

ing made available in doctors' offices to do
a certain amount of the work that doctors

ordinarily did before. I think that nurses can,

as the members have suggested, assume a

much bigger role, and this is what we are

working toward.

Also at McMaster University, while they
are training nurses in a family setting, they
are also training others in the field of health

services—social workers, visiting nurses and so

on. They try to teach the team approach in

the delivery of health services. This is a mat-

ter, too, that we are very concerned with.

But I am sure that all of you will agree it

is not something that we can develop over-

night. We have to start—and we are starting

now—to train some, to see how it will work
out—get them out in the community. We
really don't know what the need is until we
get them working in the community and see

how successful it will be.

This is a top priority as far as we are con-

cerned, and it is a matter in which we are

proceeding. But for the present time, this is

strictly a bill, as I say, to incorporate the

registered nursing assistants with the nurses

in the new college, and to give representation
to the public.

Mr. Sargent: Before he sits down, will the

minister answer my question?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Who sets the pay?

Mr. Sargent: Who sets the pay?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Oh, the pay is set by
whichever hospital or wherever they happen
to work. There is no definite schedule laid

down for nurses in the province. The mem-
bers will find as they go around the prov-
ince that it varies from hospital to hospital
and from hospital to industry, and also ac-

cording to the independent nurse who works-

Mr. Sargent: Who sets the doctors' fees?

Hon. Mr. Potter: The Ontario Medical As-
sociation sets the proposed fee schedule for

doctors. There is a proposed schedule, I be-

lieve, for nurses, too, but that is set by the

Registered Nurses Association, not by anyone
else.

Mr. Sargent: Does the minister always buy
what they submit?

Hon. Mr. Potter: It's not a question of us

buying anything. It's a question of the hos-

pitals themselves—each hospital independently
negotiating with its staff, regardless of whe-
ther they are nurses or other staff in the hos-

pital, when they are setting the wage sche-

dule. We don't have anything to do with it.

Mr. Sargent: The minister has nothing to

do with it? I say respectfully that he has the

power to set the rates of pay for civil service.

What in God's name is more important to this

economy of ours than the nursing profession?
And why can't we give them a living wage-
more than garbage collectors? The minister

has got to admit that he is not facing up to

the situation.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, it's a ques-
tion of whether we should be doing it from
here and taking this responsibility away from
the individual hospital board. Should we or

shouldn't we?

Mr. Sargent: Maybe the minister should be.

Hon. Mr. Potter: I truly believe that when
you get into the hospitals, all of the employ-
ees—not just nurses—have for years been

grossly underpaid. They have been coming
along gradually. I don't think they are up
yet to the level that they should be. Perhaps
this is a matter that we should give some
consideration to—to encourage the hospital
boards to get them in proper prospective.

Mr. Sargent: Will the minister do that?

Hon. Mr. Potter: But just remember all of

it is going to cost money. I hope that the

members opposite would be prepared to sup-

port this type of measure when we come

along and do it.

Mr. Sargent: If these guys made $250 mil-

lion last year, what sort of money is the min-

ister talking about?

Hon. Mr. Potter: What's a million, eh?

Mr. Sargent: What is a million?

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second read-

ing of Bill 69.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall this bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.
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Hon. Mr. White moves second reading of

Bill 111, An Act to authorize the Raising of

Money on the Credit of the Consolidated

Revenue Fund.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, this author-

izes the Treasurer to borrow $900 million on
the credit of the consolidated revenue fund.

It reminds me very much of an ad put for-

ward by a credit company now, which says

that you can borrow money on the basis of

your personal cash flow. The ad that I heard

this morning said "All you have to do is tell

us how much you make and what your ex-

penses are, and the diflFerence will be all the

collateral you will need."

If we were going to use that procedure for

this particular bill, our credit wouldn't be

very good at all because we are spending
more than we are making. It is interesting to

note over the years the limit of credit which
the Treasurer from time to time has asked

for. This $900 million limit is the biggest yet.

It used to be sufiicient to ask for $400 million

worth of credit, and now it is up to $900
million.

Another interesting aspect is that for a

number of years the unused portion of the

credit has been cumulative. The Treasurer's

predecessor used to tell us that in fact he had

legislative authority to borrow much more
than the amount put forward in the bill from

year to year. Usually there is an amount in

addition—that is, the amount asked for is

what you might call a liberal estimate of the

credit needs. There is a bit of a cushion

v/hich the Treasurers over the years have

hoped that they wouldn't have to use, and

usually they haven't had to use it.

The other interesting point, in my view, is

that most of the money this year and for

previous years has come from Ontario's share

in the premiums paid under the Canada Pen-
sion Plan provision. I suppose we are far

enough removed from the incidents now to

once again give John Robarts a good deal of

credit for having that fund of dollars for the

provincial credit made readily available. It

was one of his contentions during the negotia-
tions with, I think, the then Prime Minister,
Mr, Pearson, and the then Minister for Na-
tional Health and Welfare and for pensions
in general, Judy LaMarsh, that the provinces
would have the premiums invested in the

various provinces. And it has formed an ex-

cellent source of credit for our use.

From time to time, I have asked various

Treasurers just what our cumulative respon-

sibilities would be and what the projections
would be also on our responsibilities in the

future as more and more people began to

accept pensions on the basis of the premiums
they have paid. During the first few years,

the relationship of the amount of premium
to the amount paid out was very high indeed

on the side of premium, but as the years go
by our responsibility to pay out will catch up
to us a bit and the provinces will, of course,

have to make these pajonents, with interest

added, as is well known.

On the other hand, the $900 million au-

thority is necessary for the $7 billion budget,
and the Treasurer has told us that the net

increase in the debt should be approximately
$400 million this year. Since this has been a

routine piece of legislation over a number of

years, I just felt that I should put forward

our views. I think that my colleague from
Kitchener (Mr. Breithaupt) might have some
more to say on the bill.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York

South.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker, by way of

clarifying the point that the Leader of the

Opposition made, if, indeed, I understood

him correctly, are unexpended portions of

earlier bills of this nature accumulative? And
if so, what is the amoimt in addition to the

$900 million that the Treasurer is seeking in

this bill, that is sitting there as a potential

authorization?

However, what I wanted to say, Mr.

Speaker, by way of comment on the principle

of this bill is that I think it is an appropriate
occasion to deal with matters relating to debt,

the credit of the province, and how generally
we raise our moneys. One of the fascinating

things about the debt position this year is that

the provincial Treasurer adopted a posture

throughout his budget, and he has returned

to it periodically, namely, of the frugal man
who this year is going to reduce the public
debt by some $100 million to $200 million.

It was quite an elusive figure to pursue
afterwards when one began to analyse the

budget. In a strange way, Mr. Speaker, it was

intimately related to the housing programme
of the province. This may seem a little far--

fetched, but I'll show you just how close it

was.

The government this year is posing as the

champion of a much extended public housing

programme. Indeed, their figures were that

this year they were going to be spending
some $269.9 million in public housing com-

pared to $137.2 million in 1972; $134.9 mil-
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lion in 1972 and $94.3 million in 1970. That
sounds like a rather significant jump. The

provincial Treasurer illustrated how a very

significant proportion of our public investment

in this province is now going into public

housing rather than to education, which was
the dominant area for public mvestment in

recent years.

However, there is another elusive figure
that emerged in the budget in relationship to

housing and to the public debt. That was this

$144 million in the so-called North Pickering

suspense account. Upon analysis, one dis-

covers that the North Pickering suspense
account, while a very major part, obviously,
of the proposed expenditure for public hous-

ing;, $144 million out of $269 million, is really
the money which is being held for picking up
the land in the North Pickering proposal.

As the provincial Treasurer pointed out,
it may very well be that that amount of

money will not be spent, if we can enter

into the appropriate kind of arrangements
with CMHC, and certainly very pertinent,
is the fact that these arrangements won't
build one house during the year 1973-1974.

So, in fact, the $269 million in this greatly

expanded, propaganda-toned public housing
programme is really made up of 144 in the

millions of dollars of this elusive North Pick-

ering suspense account.

When the provincial Treasurer wants to

calm the public apprehensions with regard
to the inadequacy of our housing policy,
he puts $144 million into housing. When he
wants to pose as the champion of frugality
and the reduction of the public debt of the

province, he switches it to reduce the pro-
vincial debt by that $100 million to $200
million.

Well, it's not everybody who can use the

same $144 million in two places, but our

provincial Treasurer has attempted that.

However, that's not the end of the appro-
priate comment on debt, because another

public image that the provincial Treasurer

attempted to present and substantiate in his

budget and sunbsequent developments, was
the fact that he was going to be reducing
the public debt by this $100 million to $200
million—conceivably now somewhat less, be-

cause he is not raising as much revenue.

There was an ill-fated item known as the

energy tax which got washed out by events.

In fact, when one looks at the projections
for the public debt in this coming year, you
find that the public debt is going to rise

from $2,778 billion or $343 per capita, to

$2,991 billion or $371 per capita. It would

take only a person of the magician-like capa-
cities and propensities of the provincial Treas-

urer to persuade the public, or attempt to

persuade the public, that the public debt

is going to be reduced when in fact we find

it is going up from $2,778 billion to $2,991

billion.

The answer, of course, is that this year
we're not going into the money market. We're
not going to be borrowing in the public
market. We're going to be doing all our

borrowing internally from the Canada Pen-

sion Plan fund, from the teachers' superan-
nuation fund, from the municipal employees'
fund. The total amount that we're to be

borrowing, according to figures in the budget,
is to the tune of $915 million.

Now we have a bill which is going to

authorize the borrowing of $900 million.

Perhaps that extra $15 million beyond the

$900 million authorized in the bill is the nest

egg that has been accumulated from unex-

pended portions of earlier bills. Ill look for-

ward to the minister's comment on that

specific point.

I'd like to make a brief comment, because

this is as appropriate a place as any, Mr.

Speaker, on debt levels. There is what I

would describe as something of an old-

fashioned, indeed, Victorian tendency, to

regard debt as inappropriate under any cir-

cumstances. It is certainly completely out of

keeping with everything in, what might be

described as, the post-Keynesian period. The
Liberal Party seems to beat this rather old-

fashioned drum quite frequently about our

debt levels in the Province of Ontario.

Perhaps I should confess that I'm just old-

fashioned enough to agree to this extent that

I don't think you should have unnecessary
debts. On the other hand, I think that you
shouldn't shy away from debt if it is a

necessary fiscal weapon in the shaping of

public policy.

The Smith committee, I think, gave us an

appropriate set of guidelines; at least, I'm

going to deem them as appropriate for the

moment. When we get to the nine per cent

which they said was a manageable level for

debt, I will argue the case that under certain

circumstances one could and should go be-

yond nine per cent. But for the moment,
let's accept the Smith committee level of nine

per cent of the gross domestic product of the

province as being a safe, manageable debt

level.

A year or two ago, our debt level in the

Province of Ontario had dropped to below

six per cent. Therefore, Mr. Speaker, we
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obviously had a very significant margin of

safety if it were deemed advisable on the

part of the government to adopt financial

and economic policies to stimulate the

economy.

In fact, with some diflBculty—but we suc-

ceeded—we were able to get from the Treas-

ury the up-to-date figures on gross domestic

products for the last year or so, so that

we can compare them with the benchmark
that was established by the Smith commit-

tee. You will be interested to note, Mr.

Speaker, that in 1972-1973, the debt level

in the Province of Ontario as measured

against gross domestic product was 6.9. It

is predicted that in 1973-1974, the current

fiscal year, it will be seven. In short, we are

a full two per cent below the manageable
levels.

Mr. Speaker, the Treasurer came up with

an inimitable phrase in one of the budget
papers, on page A18, in terms of trying to

fix responsibility on the federal government
to take more initiative rather than the prov-
ince having to pick up so much of the debt
load to stimulate the economy—that com-

plaint which has been made by this pro-
vincial Treasurer and his two or three

predecessors. The budget paper had this

comment:

The province has only a spurt capacity
[A spurt capacity!] for conducting stabili-

zation policy and lacks the resources to

carry large-scale deficits on a prolonged
basis.

Well, agreed. Any province, even the Prov-

ince of Ontario, lacks the capacity to carry
it on a long-term basis.

I suggest to you, Mr. Speaker, that this

use of the term "spurt capacity," that all

we have got left is the capacity for a little

push when we are in reality only at a seven

per cent level in debt as measured against
the gross domestic product, is an exaggera-
tion. Let me put it that way, a little exag-

geration.

Indeed, I have a very grave suspicion that

as we get closer to an election, since finan-

cial policy, miraculously, always gets tied

in with the election cycle, the government
will discover that seven per cent gives it

plenty of spurt capacity to meet the needs
of a pre-election period. The present pos-
ture, of course, is one of great austerity.
The provincial Treasurer is going to be fru-

gal and knock $200 million off the public
debt and so he presents the position of the

province as being reduced to only spurt

capacity.

I suggest, I repeat, that it is a little bit

of an exaggeration and we shouldn't be
misled by it.

My final comment, Mr. Speaker, is that

if one accepts the provincial Treasurer's

contention that we must avoid boosting our

debt, it raises another very pertinent ques-
tion, namely, what is the appropriate mix
of fund raising through taxes and resorting
to debt, whether it be internal or floating a

bond issue on the public market? That, in

turn, ties in with one of the major points
we made in the budget—we are left making
it virtually alone every year

— and that is

the remarkable number of untapped revenue
sources in this province which the govern-
ment steadfastly refuses to touch.

If the government needs more revenue,
there are places where that revenue can be

raised, places other than resorting to such

regressive taxes as the sales tax. We have

listed them before, a full capital gains tax

rather than the 50 per cent capital gains

tax; succession duties; adequate revenues

from the mineral fields along the kind of

model that was established or suggested by
Eric Kierans in relation to the Province

of Manitoba.

All of that would raise really hundreds
of millions of dollars the government could

pick and chose, cafeterial style, to get more
revenue if it really believed that its public
debt was getting to the point where it

wanted to protect a little bit more spurt

capacity for whatever purpose, even if it's

just for the purpose of pre-election spending
as we get closer to 1975.

Not only is that a proposition which I

think this government should take a look at,

but it would have another result, another

merit, namely, raising revenues from these

three alternatives to create a more appro-

priate mix of current tax raising and bor-

rowing. The government would achieve a

great equity into its tax structure because

these sources provide not only, in aggregate,
hundreds of millions of dollars more of

legitimate revenue over the years, but they
raise the revenue where there is a capacity
to pay.

In doing so, it would develop a greater

equity in our tax structure, certainly a greater

equity than is going to be achieved by this

bizarre procedure to which the provincial
Treasurer is so attached, namely, of raising
revenue from one regressive tax, at the

provincial level to try to reduce the regres-

sivity of another tax at the local level.

We'll come back to it next year with this

minister, if he's still here, with his successor
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if he isn't still here, and see if sometime,
sooner or later a combination of our efforts

and events will persuade the government to

take a more enlightened approach. But let

me say this in conclusion, even if our efiForts

don't succeed, the day vv^ill come when
events vdll leave the government with no
alternative. Even Tories, when events catch

up to them, have to move in the right di-

rection.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Kitchener.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, I haven't too many comments to

make on this bill other than to question the

overall approach which the government has

in borrowing funds in this form.

I think in general it can be said that easy
access to pension fund money by this govern-
ment could possibly lead to unwdse spending
programmes, and this happens when the

normal constraints that are imposed by
lenders are not, in fact, v^dth us and when
an easy-come-easy-go attitude could prevail.

The Treasurer and his colleagues are con-

stantly available to praise free enterprise both
inside and outside of this chamber but I sug-
gest, Mr. Speaker, that they often then engage
in the kinds of operations which in fact

undermine the free enterprise system. I sug-

gest to you that this kind of intergovemment
spending and the short-circuiting of the free

market illustrates this trend. Of course, it

is clear that some may say that loans from
the capital consolidated revenue fund reduce
the pressure on the bond market as there

then would be less borrowing as a result,
but I think, Mr. Speaker, that this approach
rather tends to keep the bond market from

being as active as it should be and makes
for a rather thin market. Paradoxical as it

may seem, the markets with greater depth
and activity and with more issues and more
volume provide the best opportunities for

both borrowers and lenders.

If the province really needs funds, then it

should consider dealing directly in the mar-
ket. The proposed arrangement in Bill 111
is an intermingling of two quite different

functions. On one hand we have the needs
of the Treasury as the provincial Treasurer
has set them out, but on the other hand
we have the needs and the rights of the

pension fund contributors.

Mr. Speaker, if the provincial government
borrows these funds at an advantageous rate

then obviously the pension fund may be lend-

ing them at a disadvantageous rate. The Can-

ada Pension Plan's benefits and contributions

are fixed and if the provinces do not borrow
these funds then they are invested in federal

securities. But with any incentive to maximize
the yields on these funds, obviously the

money would flow to the most productive
and rewarding areas of the economy.

The Canada Pension Plan would have to

be amended, of course, in this kind of area

to permit each province to run its own funds,
but if the yield on the pension fund could

be improved, which is a near certainty in

a free-enterprise regime, then contributions

could either be decreased or benefits could

be raised. I suggest that encouragement
should be offered to make all pension funds

work harder. They should certainly be in-

vested as efficiently as possible.

The present arrangements, Mr. Speaker,

really provides no incentive to improve the

yield. The entire economy of this province
would benefit if these funds were handled

by the free market instead of by the bureau-

cracy. If the Canada Pension Plan were

revised, and each province was able to oper-
ate its share of the pension funds indepen-

dently of the federal government, then pen-
sioners would no longer be deprived of a

fair return on their savings. Of course, such

an arrangement might cause certain difficul-

ties wdth respect to portability, as individuals

move between provinces. And, of course, it

must be noted further that premiums under

Medicare vary between provinces, so pre-
miums likewise could differ under the Canada
Pension Plan.

I suggest that the provinces should not

pre-empt the savings of any pensioners, who
are entitled to the greatest possible return

on their contribution. It is clear that the

government makes first claim on the pension
fund. But the pensioners of our province are

perhaps kept from obtaining the most profit-

able prevailing investment, which may at dif-

ferent times be high-yielding mortgages, or

equities, or other kinds of investments. When
the arrangement like this is a non-arms-length

transaction, one is entitled to be suspicious
that the public is not receiving the best dis-

position of its savings. To take one example,
the British Columbia government used to pre-

empt general pension fund money from its

civil servants and teachers and the like, but

it has since abandoned this practice. Crovsn

corporations, such as Air Canada, Canadian

National Railways, the Canadian Broadcast-

ing Corp., and the Bank of Canada, all have

pension funds which are not controlled by
the federal government.
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Therefore I suggest to you, Mr. Speaker,
that it would be helpful to the higher eco-

nomy and to the pensioners involved as well,

if this plan could be amended to permit the

free market to allocate funds as capably as

possible. It is surely a matter of simple logic
that this should also apply as equitably as

possible to all provincial pension funds. The
beneficial effects of decentralizing control, as

they could develop here, are well known.
And if the pension funds were invested in

the free market, provided certain standards

were met, I suggest that better results could

be obtained than may be anticipated by this

programme of borrowing in this form.

I would appreciate hearing the Treasurer's

comments as to his views with respect to the

particular point I raised, and that point is

the fact that if the province borrows, pre-

sumably with advantage, it may be that the

pensioners who are investing are not getting

the best advantage that they could from

this kind of legislation.

An hon. member: That's for sure.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish

to participate? The hon. member for Grey-
Bruce.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, the motivation

for this bill is to give an outside blank cheque
for $900 million to the minister, even though
he concedes that his operating deficit will

not be in that area. It all generates from the

budget that we have just seen perpetrated
on the people of Ontario. The budget has

been defined as a statement of policy, what
the government cares about and, conversely,
what it does not care about. So here we have

the sales tax as the villain of the piece in the

government's desperation to acquire funds

from the little guy of Ontario.

In my remarks in the sales tax debate, I

spoke at length about a new form of taxation

based on the ability to pay—VIT system. I

have had no response from the government or

the minister as to the validity of that; but it

checks out with a lot of people in authority
and it may become the thing to consider in

years to come. My only concern at this point
is with the Treasury benches over there. As
outlined in the last page of the budget state-

ment, the financial position of the government
today is that it has a gross debt of $6,985

billion, so it is almost $7 billion in hock.

Let the Treasurer and all his advisers trans-

h'te that into interest payments, and I think

they will get a shocking figure of possibly
over $1 million or maybe $1.5 million a day
we are paying for—not his; he inherited this

job—the stupidity of those who would spend
the moneys of the people of Ontario in such

a reckless fashion by raiding the Treasury of

the people of Ontario consistently over the

years. We, the most dynamic province in all

our confederation, are in debt up to the extent

of $7 billion. If we had people who didn't

doctor the books, we'd say this place is almost

insolvent.

The minister will have all kinds of folderol

to say that we're in great shape. As for the

debt-loading policies of this government, tliey

could clean the slate for one year and they
could knock ofE $1 million if they wanted to

do a job for the people of Ontario. But no-

body seems to care.

I can tell the government how it can save

a couple of million dollars. I asked the minis-

ter in the House one day about his investment

portfolio policy. In his smug attitude, he said,

"Well, put that on the order paper."

We have possibly $1 billion in pension
funds in this province. I don't know the in-

vestment policies of this government or who
makes the decision as to where to invest what
or what amount, but I would suggest to the

Treasurer that he consider the situation in

Connecticut. Instead of placing their invest-

ments through their friends in the investment

field, they bought a seat on the stock ex-

change. By this means they are saving about

$2 million a year in that small operation. I

suggest to the minister, if he would investi-

gate the buying of a seat on the stock ex-

change for the investment portfolio pro-

gramme for the Province of Ontario, it will

save about $2 million a year in brokerage
commissions.

I am not going to flog this position any

longer, but I would suggest, Mr. Speaker, to

you and to the people of Ontario, that $900
million is just a figure. It could be $1 billion.

That's how much faith I have in the way the

books of this province are kept.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish

to enter the debate? If not, the hon. minister.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Mr.

Sp(~aker, just before the debate concludes, I

want to reinforce what my colleague from
York South was saying about the way in

which the levels of debt are determined and
the flexibility which the government still has

by way of debt as an economic tool.

I cannot let this moment go by without

drawing attention to the extraordinary con-

tinuity that has emerged on our right—I am
happy to say our right. It began, peculiarly

enough, about a week ago in this House when
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the member for York Centre (Mr. Deacon),
with an imcharacteristic burst of support for

the corporate elite in this province, sided with

the government on grounds that even the

go\'emment isn't going to claim, when the

Treasurer finally stands up to make his reply

on the security transfer tax. The Treasurer

will make a sophisticated reply according
to the losses and statistics and other con-

siderations. The member for York Centre was
much bolder than that. The member for York
Centre was making a vested-interest plea for

a particularly privileged group in this society.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Save your political

speeches.

Mr. Lewis: What interests me, Mr. Speaker,
is that again today there has emerged this

same very pecuhar plea on the part of the

Liberal Party, which I hope doesn't distract

us from other matters in the debate, that

somehow the private sector should be given
the right to determine the use of public

savings—and we really find that an offensive

id<^ological concept.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Then the member mis-

understood it as—

Mr. Lewis: I mean, really. We didn't mis-

understand it at all.

Mr. Sargent: Why doesn't the member
listen to what is going on?

Mr. Lewis: The member for Kitchener

made it absolutely clear.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It is a proposal of the

socialist government of Sweden.

Mr. Lewis: The member for Kitchener

made it absolutely clear that money of this

kind, which clearly can be used effectively
in the public sector—admittedly for priorities
with which we may differ—could make sense

in the public sector, with a proper return to

those who invest, not to be determined by the

workings of the private market. God forbid

that that should ever happen to the savings
of this province as contained within the bor-

rowings that the Treasurer wants to give him-
self within this piece of legislation.

We will differ with him on his priorities.
We will differ with him on the way in which
he assumes a debt level. But we will not

differ with him at least in terms of using

public funds for public purposes, rather than

prostituting them to the determination of the

private market.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. minister.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer and Minister of

Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr. Speaker, I

think I should say a few words on this bill

and then perhaps, with the permission of the

House, we will move into committee and we
can get into a question and answer exchange,,
if that will be satisfactory to you, sir.

I have just sat here in complete and abso-

lute astonishment, since April 12, hearing the

different positions taken by the opposition

parties. I don't mean the different positions
between the socialists and the Liberals. One
would expect some difference there. I mean
the difference between one socialist one day,
and two Liberals on the same day, or the

same Liberal on two different days.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What has this got to do
with the principle of the bill? Why doesn't

the minister hire a hall if he wants to make
that speech?

Hon. Mr. White: Now to apply that general

proposition to the bill at hand.

Mr. MacDonald: The Liberals are vulner-

able, they don't want any—

Hon. Mr. White: I hear once again the

NDP say that we are overtaxing our people,
not using our credit as fully or as boldly as

conditions warrant. And yet I myself, since

bringing in the budget exactly a month and
10 days ago—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It has been a great

month, hasn't it?

Hon. Mr. White: I am wondering if we
weren't a little too buoyant, because I read in

the paper this morning that the consensus of

businessmen or business experts is that the

rise in real GNP will not be 5% per cent,

but 6% per cent.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The Treasurer knows very
well it will.

Mr. MacDonald: The Treasurer hasn't

taxed them. No wonder they are buoyant.

Mr. Lewis: Is that what they said? Maybe
the Treasurer can reinstitute the transfer tax.

Hon. Mr. White: And since our retail tax

and our PIT and to some extent the CIT are

very, very buoyant, it just makes me wonder
now if I haven't been a little too liberal—the

members opposite will excuse the expression
—in striking this particular cash deficit.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: But it won't!
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Hon. Mr. White: And now they are saying
—is it today they said we're running too large
a deficit, or are they saying today that we
are running too small a deficit? I can't

remember.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We always say the

Treasurer's deficit is too large.

Hon. Mr. White: Yes. And the hon. mem-
ber for Grey South is it? Grey-Bruce.

Mr. Sargent: Thank you very much.

Hon. Mr. White: He wants to go to a

single tax system, taxing value.

Mr. MacDonald: That's 1880. Henry
George.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: No, I think-

Hon. Mr. White: I think time will prove
that I am just about right on this. I have an

idea that when all of the returns are in—

Mr. Sargent: That shows what a dough-
head the Treasurer is!

Hon. Mr. White: That this cash deficit and
the net borrowings from pensions plans and
so on will be found to be just about right.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. White: I am so interested to see

in the last short while the editorial writers

saying—as one did on Saturday—that getting
this money down from the provincial level

to the municipal level is to escape the pain
threshold.

Mr. Lewis: The Treasurer is full of self-

righteous justification.

Hon. Mr. White: They didn't have the

grace to say that the great White did it-

Interjections by hon members.

Hon. Mr. White: —they weren't that gra-
cious. But the fact of the matter is all of

the praiseworthy remarks they had to say
related to the bold move we made here—and
we understood it would not be very popular,
don't worry about that. We did the decent

thing. We plunged ahead, and time will

prove us right.

Mr. MacDonald: You have burned them
so often they can't be gracious.

Hon. Mr. White: This morning in the

paper, I was interested to see another edi-

torial. It didn't mention the great White

budget, but—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: The Treasurer sounds
more like the Minister of Revenue (Mr. Gross-

man) reading his thank-you letters.

Hon. Mr. White: —it did hint peripherally
that maybe getting power and money down
to the local level was going to be the salva-

tion of this country. This is the theme that

we'll pick up again when we get to Ottawa

tonight, Mr. Speaker. We find we have lots

of friends among the other provinces too, be-

cause this is going to be an undeniable alter-

ation in the nature and shape of the society
we know as Canada.

Mr. MacDonald: Let's not become Church-
illian!

Hon. Mr. White: Let me run through
the reasoning briefly, if the members can
stand it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Does the Treasurer rest

on the seventh day?

Hon. Mr. White: Who said that?

Mr. MacDonald: He doesn't walk on water
either.

Hon. Mr. White: Our non-public borrow-

ings are going to turn up, whether we like

it or not, $915,300,000. There is nothing we
can do, except, of course, for altering very
substantial pension plans. There is nothing
we can do to interfere with that inflow of

resources.

Mr. Sargent: The government is building

Hydro buildings—

Hon. Mr. White: However, since it does

quite obviously become a liability to the

province, whether the money is owed to the

Canada Pension Plan or teachers' superan-
nuation plan or OMERS, then we have to

have this authorizing legislation-

Mr. MacDonald: Does he mean he is not

willing to put it on the public market?

Hon. Mr. White: —and that, of course, is

why we have come in asking for authority
to borrow an additional $900 million.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Where is the Treasurer

going to get the $15 million?

Hon. Mr. White: Our cash deficit was

planned to have been $836 million for a total

reduction in public debt.

Now for a pause so I may explain the way
in which we are using these terms. The non-
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public debt, so-called, is money which we
owe against government pension plans of

one kind and another, and which comes to

us more or less automatically by virtue of

these plans. The proceeds from these must
be invested, at the present time at any rate.

In Ontario bonds. The term public debt-

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Well,
the government could give the municipalities
a chance at OMERS money.

Hon. Mr. White: That is something to be
considered. I am looking into that.

The term public debt, on the other hand,
involves those debentures, bills, and so on,

which we, the government of Ontario, sell

into the Canadian financial market.

Mr. MacDonald: The term public debt

normally includes so-called non-public debt.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, how are vou going
to differentiate one from the other then? Let's

call both public debt then, brackets inside

and outside or something, if that terminology
appeals to the member better.

Mr. MacDonald: At least it is a full truth

and not a half truth.

Hon. Mr. White: At any rate, since we
decided not to proceed with the proposal
to tax energy, that reduced the hoped-for
minimum reduction in public debt from $79.1
million to $14.1 million, plus whatever por-
tion of the $144 million North Pickering
community reserve fund remains unexpended
at the end of this fiscal year. So the theoret-
ical limits to our debt reductions this year
are between the minimum of $14.1 million
and $158.1 million maximum. One would not

expect, of course, either of these extremes
to be realized.

The best test, I suppose, of our fiscal in-

tegrity and our management capabilities lies

in the test of the market. We pay somewhat
more than Canada, as one would expect-
half a per cent very often—

Mr. MacDonald: Not really.

Hon. Mr. White: -but we have the best
credit of any province in Canada-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Somewhat less than
Woodstock.

Hon. Mr. White: —as one would once

again expect. We have, indeed, the top credit
in the North American market-

Mr. Sargent: Highest taxes too.

Hon. Mr. White: —which is one of the

reasons that we are attempting not to lean

too heavily on the market. We have been
told by market advisers here and in New
York that-

Mr. Sargent: How can we be leading Al-

berta, when we are $7 billion in debt?

Hon. Mr. White: —the rather large bor-

rowings we have incurred in recent years
in an attempt to supplement the federal

government's debts of financing, have put
rather a heavy strain on our resources, and,
if continued, might imperil the top credit

which we have enjoyed.

I think it is prudent to pull this debt
down a little bit for reasons I offered earlier

—namely that the economy is going ahead
at a very fast rate, and apparently accel-

erating. I think another rather valid reason

is that the interest on our debt this year
will be $577 million, which is 7.9 per cent

of our total expenditures. Of course, moneys
devoted to that particular expenditure item

cannot be used for other matters, so this

particular expense has to fit into the spec-
trum, the order of our priorities of all of

our programmes.
The figures that I have available to me

on page 319 of the budget indicate that

the net debt at the end of the fiscal year
as a percentage of gross provincial product
will go this year from 6.1 to 6.4 per cent.

I think that is about as far as one would
want to move that in one jump. So I don't

think we are being too conservative in debt

creation. The net debt at the end of the fis-

cal year as a percentage of net gross reve-

nue will go from 42.6 to 43.6. So I can't

accept the allegations or suggestions, what-

ever they may be, of the member for York
South.

As the member for Grey-Bruce has point-
ed out, our gross debt now stands at

$6,985,900,000. Of course, there are sizable

loans out to a wide variety of colleges and

universities, to municipalities and other pub-
lic and quasi-public bodies which stand as

an asset on our books. So our net debt this

year is likely to be $2,991,800,000.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Does that gross debt

include Hydro?

Hon. Mr. White: No, it does not.

Mr. Sargent: So you are back to $5 mil-

lion.

Hon. Mr. White: No, there is a contingent

liability that is shown on the bottom of this
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chart, C-20 and for 1971-1972, it amounted
to $2,687,000,000-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: In addition?

Hon. Mr. White: In addition. Now, turn-

ing for a moment to the remarks of the

member for Kitchener. He is quite right.

Some of the deals were made on OMERS,
for instance, five or 10 or 15 years ago, at

5% per cent, or whatever. They now seem
like a bargain. But they didn't seem like

a bargain then. We were paying the mar-

ket rate, or a little better than the market

rate because of the somewhat reduced sell-

ing expenses and administrative expenses
which we have in a large block such as

OMERS.
I had a session with OMERS last Friday,

at 4 o'clock, I think it was. They asked me
to consider a number of matters including
the refinancing, by, I think it was $176 mil-

lion, which is coming due by the end of

this year. And they made several sugges-
tions having to do with the nature of invest-

ments available to them. For example,
should they be confined to Ontario only?
Quite frankly, I didn't want to give a quick
answer on a matter of that moment. Second-

ly, they wanted to know what kind of in-

terest one might expect as these funds are

reinvested. There were a couple of other

questions too.

Now, I am not closed-minded in the mat-
ter. I am quite prepared to consider, for

instance, if the municipalities should have
access to these funds in some fashion. But
once again, it is a policy decision of the

utmost importance and, therefore, I couldn't

give an unconsidered response to that. But
I have acjreed to meet them again toward
the middle of September and at that time
I will be making the government position
known, whether that will be the same as

now or somewhat different, I cannot at the

moment forecast.

I think this covers the several matters
which were dealt with—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Where are you going
to borrow the extra $15 million you will

need?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, you see, we are

hoping to pull down our public debt by a

minimum of $14.1 million and a maximum
of $158.1 million. So I would not expect to

need any more than $900 million maximum.

Motion agreed to. Second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

Mr. Sargent: While the Treasurer was

speaking, we spent another $120,000.

NURSING HOMES ACT

Hon. Mr. Potter moves reading of Bill 70,

An Act to amend the Nursing Homes Act,
1972.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, the bill

gives the minister very strong powers indeed

requiring the wisdom of Solomon to reach a

decision that will now be his responsibility,

and that he has the power to decide whether
a community is adequately served by nursing
home facilities. If it is not he would not
extend any licence. Or if it is not quite ade-

quately served, he can specifically decide on
the number of beds necessary—all of the

powers that have been granted in other areas

of government to the Liquor Control Board,
the Public Commercial Vehicle Licensing Act,
the Farm Products Marketing Act and so on.

But in this case any aspect of private enter-

prise is being removed—certainly any aspect
of competition. The price which has essen-

tially been fixed has now been reinforced

by an additional section to this amendment
which makes it illegal for a nursing home pro-
prietor to charge anything above the price
that is set by the minister.

One wonders whether he would have the

same courage if he was dealing with his

colleagues in the profession. A simple amend-
ment like that would probably set fire to a

great deal of medical tinder and also perhaps
solve a good many problems. But Bill 70

gives the ministry complete and absolute

totalitarian control over the nursing home
business. It already has complete control over

the facilities and the inspection of the facili-

ties in nursing homes, which is much easier

to justify.

Personally I have given this kind of author-

ity an anguished review when it is applied to

farmers and truckers and people who want
to sell beer and so on. In this instance I am
afraid we will have to go along with the

ministry.

Actually, under the present circumstances,
it is the minister's inspectors who more or

less approve an application or not, without
the authority of a statute. They all will listen

to entrepreneurs in the community who might
want to get into the nursing home business
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or extend a franchise, anything like that.

When we see the threat of franchising this

sort of business, then obviously the ministry

must have the kind of controls that are en-

visaged in Bill 70. It carries with it of course

great responsibilities. If in fact a commimity
is not well served, there is only one person to

blame and that's the minister. If the nursing
home proprietors caimot provide adequate
service with the moneys that are available,

then it is completely and essentially and

finally the responsibility of the minister.

There should be no question of saying,
as the minister said to the member for Grey-
Bruce when he inquired about nurses* salaries,

''That's decided by the individual hospital."
That in fact is a very specious response. The

hospital budget is approved right down to the

permy by the minister's administration and he
himself specifically okays the budget and any
change in the budget.

He has a law which says the people who
are working in the hospital can't go out on

strike, although in fact they do. The stringent
controls that the ministry has on the financing
and working conditions and the imposition
of a no-strike clause, which by the way we
support, has left it so that if you are going
to have that kind of law, then you have a

very special responsibility to see that fairness,

equity and justice prevail.

So, Mr. Speaker, I feel that it is better the

responsibility is at the political level, where
the minister is at least available for criticism,

whether or not he would respond to it. This
is better than having the departmental or the

ministry inspectors in the field talking to

individuals and saying, "I don't think we
could approve this application because there

are already enough nursing home facilities in

this particular community." At least the

powers—and they are very great powers in-

deed—are held publicly by a politically re-

sponsible minister and for those reasons we
will vote in favour of the bill.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Park-
dale.

Mr. Dukszta: Mr. Speaker, before we can

support the bill from this side of the House,
I would like to have some reassurances on
what the bill actually means. I think there
is a definite contradiction between the ex-

planatory note and what the minister pro-
poses to do.

In the explanatory note the minister states:

The bill provides for the refusal of a
licence where it is not in the public interest

to permit the establishment, operation or

maintenance of a nursing home in a par-
ticular area.

The bill also provides, upon an applica-
tion for a licence, for the setting of a

maximum limit on the total bed capacity
of a nursing home where it is in the public
interest to set such a maximum limit.

The bill sets out the matters to be
taken into account by the minister in con-

sidering whether a refusal or limitation

is in the public interest.

Now in the first section, if the minister is

going to be logical in implementing those

ideas, he accepts, I think, the principle of

some kind of a geographical catchment area.

He states in section (1) (a), at the bottom

of the page, "the licensed nursing home
bed capacity that exists (i) in the area," or

(ii) in the area and any other area." I think

that destroys the whole principle of providing
an equal amount of beds for a particular
area.

If there are enough beds in Toronto, does

that mean the minister will not give beds up
north? I can give, from his own figures, a list

of how many beds per thousand there are up
north? I can give, from his own figures, a list

the south. There is quite a difference. What
kind of standard is the minister going to

apply here? Is there going to be one accept-
able standard per area or are we going to be

shifting between the two?

Let me give an example. When one takes

the number of nursing home beds per thou-

sand population in northern Ontario and

compares the figures with the number per
thousand in southern Ontario, it is again
obvious that the north suffers from a lack

of nursing home beds in the same way that

it suffers from a lack of all health facilities.

This is a percentage of beds per thousand,

nursing home beds and those approved for

construction for extended care in old age
homes that are covered by OHIP: in Algoma
it's 4.4; in Cochrane it's 4.4; in Kenora it's

2.7; in Nipissing it's 5.3; in Sudbury it's

3.6; in Thimder Bay it's 3.99; in Timiskaming
it's 5.77.

In southern regions, in Middlesex it's 6.6;

in Brant it's 7.3; in Dufferin it's 11.6; in

Huron it's 9. That is quite a difference.

Which would be the acceptable standard for

provision of nursing beds, the one in the

south or one in the north? Or is the minister

going to shift it for the whole province or

is he going to be doing it specifically for one

geographical area? He is nodding but I am
not sure to which part of my argument. If he
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is nodding that it should be for a specific

geographical area, then I think the whole
section 1 is illogically designed and defeats

the purpose. We couldn't vote for it unless

those sections are deleted from it.

Those are my general remarks to this

point, and probably we should discuss them
when I introduce an amendment in com-

mittee, unless the minister agrees that this

is an unnecessary part and he can assure the

House that there will be a particular standard

for each area which is going to be equal
for all areas, and that he is not going to be

taking into account an overall picture for

the whole of Ontario.

I do agree that the minister finally has

to take some responsibility, both politically
and otherwise, on how many beds there

should be in one particular area.

Another question I have, which is nowhere

specified, is whether, in making the standards,
the minister is going to be using active bed

components. It is going to be very different if

one considers how many nursing beds there

are actually in one area; or is he going to be

shifting not only in the areas but also in

the ratio of the active beds available in one

area in comparison with nursing beds? One
can see from the figures I gave, there is a

definite lack of nursing beds in the north in

comparison with what is available in the

south. It would be easy to say there are

enough active beds for this so we don't

need any nursing home beds.

Section 2 provides for the prohibition of

excessive charges being levelled against the

patient. There is another point here—the min-
ister's recent increases have managed to

nullify entirely the increases the patients
have had from other sources. We are still

left with the same situation—that once we
accept that an individual is put in a nursing
home, he doesn't need any pocket money
for any purpose, as if he was a vegetable
which no longer needed any money for ciga-
rettes or other things.

In other provinces and other jurisdictions,
there has been a provision made for extra

money for the patients because they require
it in nursing homes just as much as if they
were at home, because they do need this

sort of thing. I have always found the fact

repulsive that people who are put in nursing
homes in this province are left with almost

no money to buy the basic necessities or

very small necessities. Maybe it's not im-

portant to the minister, but I do believe it

is important to the patients who are in

nursing homes.

Mr. R. Gisbom (Hamilton East): Comforts.

Mr. Dukszta: These are comforts which

they need whether they live in a nursing
home or at home or anywhere else.

Section 2 suggests that the minister may
recover any excess payment from the licen-

see. On behalf of the patients in the nurs-

ing home, I think that it should be made
clear that the minister "shall" act on their

behalf, and not "may." Whenever there's an
excess charge being levied against the pa-
tient, the minister "shall" act and not "may"
act. I shall reserve my judgement for the

moment, whether we should vote for it or

not, until I hear what the minister says. The
rest of the points should be discussed in

committee.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Kitchener.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, there is one

thing that does concern me with respect to

the bill that the minister is bringing for-

ward. As the lawyers in the House will

know, there are only some very small areas

in which there is no appeal provided within

the law. I think of the small claims court,

where decisions under $200 are non-appeal-
able. There are certain minor trafiic offence

matters that are dealt with peremptorily by
a magistrate or a provincial judge from

which there is no appeal.

I'm wondering, though, what the minister

can tell us about the rights of appeal from
this kind of a decision which he will now
be empowered to make. To look into this

situation and to make decisions based on
economic necessity, as defined by the minis-

ter, may well create a series of hardships

among some of the people within our

province.

For example, it may well be that a nurs-

ing home, shall we say, in Kitchener, has

certain space in it, but the demand for

people who may be living a few miles away
in Elmira or New Hamburg is to stay with-

in their familiar home area, a small village

or a town of several thousand people. The
facilities within that town may, in fact, be

fully subscribed. One wonders how the min-

ister is going to come to a decision that

those persons have to move five miles from

home or 10 miles from home or just what-

ever it may be in order to take advantage
of the facilities that exist and are under-

subscribed, rather than having new facilities

developed.

I'm suggesting to you, Mr. Speaker, that

many of the older citizens of our province
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want to be remaining within familiar areas

to them. As a result, of course, their deci-

sions and desires to be within their own
small town might come into conflict with

the impartial economics of a facility that

is large and open and available in a com-

munity some miles away that is not seen

to be all that inconvenient.

Of course, the inconvenience we're talking
about is the inconvenience of the minister

or of his staffs or of the people who are

running the facility. We are not thinking,

obviously, of the inconvenience of the most

important person involved, that is, the per-
son who is in the home, the person who is

waiting for visitors to come to him or to

her and the person who has got to stay
there.

I'm wondering if the minister can advise

us, most particularly, what kind of appeal

procedures there are against this decision-

making power of his. We realize that it may
well be a political decision and, in Harry
Truman's phrase, 'The buck has to stop at

a certain point." But is the minister so con-
fident in the advice which he is able to

receive and in the ability of his own deci-

sion that he would not provide any appeal
procedures at all?

Are we simply to understand that this de-

cision, once made and inscribed on suitable

stone tablets, is something which cannot be
discussed or dealt with or appealed from?
Or are we, on the other hand, to have some
kind of appeal procedure which is known
and is availablte for the person who might,
unrealistically though it may seem, believe
that the minister may possibly have made
a wrong decision?

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish
to participate? The hon. member for Grey-
Bruce.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, much could be
said about the need for policing of this vital

part of our life here in Ontario. My concern
is that these franchises are very lucrative

pieces of property. Great fortunes are being
made in this province through this business.

And throughout this bill, we see in the three

main clauses the words "public interest."

Where it is to be served, in every case one
leans on "public interest."

My brief submission on this is that who is

to say the public interest is involved when
one has such a large multi-million dollar

industry? There are hundreds of millions of
dollars involved here; hundreds of millions of

dollars of cash flow each month as guaranteed

payments to these people. So we are talking
about a very big segment of our economy in

this industry. And when you translate this

legislation into dollars, it's a bilHon-doUar

industry in Ontario. And it's not going to get

any less, it's going to get progressively more.

So, I say to you, sir, who determines the

public interest? Going back on the premises
that these are very lucrative valuable fran-

chises, the right of the "director," or the

minister, to determine who shall get a fran-

chise, or who shall be in business or be out

of business, is a very powerful weapon in

each locality. And I question the root of

appeal.

My colleague from Kitchener is very knowl-

edgeable about this factor, but getting back
to the basics, I would suggest that he should

leave some of the approval of it in the hands of

the local council, or people who are elected

by the people locally, to know the need and
the people involved. To direct all this power
to—I say this kindly—some eggheads in

Queen's Park, to say who shall not have one
of these lucrative franchises in an area, is

dangerous. It could be a great political tool

and I would suggest that the minister could

be part of it, but I would suggest that his

party is quite capable of doing this by past

performance. And it's part of any administra-

tion.

So, that being the case, I don't know how
we can get around this in the minister's

thinking. I think the appeal should be at local

level—I would like to hear the minister com-
ment on that—not at Queen's Park level.

And further, the member for Parkdale read

out the bed capacity ratios across Ontario.

Now to me, Mr. Speaker, this is a vicious

termination by people who are not knowl-

edgeable of the local conditions. I'm talking
bed capacity now, Mr. Speaker. The minister

is not realistic. I'm not sure of the figure in

our area, I think it's a six-to-one ratio, and
there are some ranging as high as nine to one.

Mr. Dukszta: Eleven-point-six.

Mr. Sargent: Eleven point. There are many
areas in this province where retired farmers

seem to gravitate to—

Mr. Breithaupt: Including this Legislature.

Mr. Sargent: Including this Legislature.
And we have a position up there that the

government tells us that 6.2 is the number.
And I say that that is hogwash. I've talked to

the minister about this before.
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Mr. Haggerty: It isn't agreed to yet.

Mr. Sargent: But the minister sticks by his

people who gives him the figures! Unless

something has changed in the last few weeks

—I don't know what's going on. But we need

twice as many nursing homes in Owen Sound.

And it's ridiculous that a teacher's mother

in Owen Sound has come to Toronto to get

into a nursing home because there are none in

our area. This is wrong, Mr. Speaker. So the

bill doesn't say what it should say, it doesn't

protect the industry, it doesn't give any ap-

peal, it doesn't do a lot of things. I think the

minister should take it back and bring in a

new one.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Coch-

rane South.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Mr.

Speaker, I just want to make one or two

remarks about this bill. As to the government

supervising the number of beds in a certain

region, I suppose that it is a good idea not

to have duplication of facilities and services.

But the thing that concerns me is that this

kind of supervision is now going on in certain

areas, where I question if there is adequate

service, are being told now that they can't

have any more beds. Now they are building

a nursing home in the city of Timmins, and

I believe it is a 91-bed home and vdll be

completed some time in the not-too-distant

future. And yet I believe the applications

already for patients in that home are up in

the 120s. So even before it opens, the facili-

ties are not adequate, and yet when they want

to build more beds, they are told: "No you
can't."

Now, at present facilities are non-existent

in our area. The people sometimes have to

send a relative as far away as Hearst, nearly

200 miles away, just to get a bed. I would

hope that the minister with this provision will

do a very careful assessment of all the areas

of the province. I hope he will find some way
or other of having this kind of facility avail-

able to the people there. I think that these

beds could also be used on a convalescent

basis for people.

If the home care programme isn't in eflPect

or doesn't meet a particular person's needs

once he gets beyond the active treatment

stage, then he can be put in one of these

nursing home beds that are a fraction of the

cost of those in an active treatment hospital.
I think that it is important that the minister

not only restrict beds in certain areas where
tliere is over-service, but that he also look

at those areas where there is a very low ratio.

If he can't direct private operators to go in

there, then under the Rest Homes Act I

would like to see some initiative taken to see

that people are adequately serviced with this

facility. I would hope that he would give very
serious consideration to this kind of leader-

ship.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wel-
land South.

Mr. Haggerty: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I would like to add a few comments to Bill

70. The bill provides for the refusal of a

licence, "where it is not in the public in-

terest to permit the establishment, opera-
tion and maintenance of a nursing home in

a particular area." I believe, as the Leader
of the Opposition has mentioned, that this

gives complete power to the minister. You
can almost see political implications here

that it is going to be run and become simi-

lar to what the Liquor Licence Board is to

licensing of certain establishments, and au-

tomobile licences and so forth. You can see

it coming into this bill here.

But my main concern, Mr. Speaker, is

that since the passing of Bill 108, An Act

to provide Residential Care for Elderly

Persons, and with provisions in Bill 70, An
Act to amend the Nursing Homes Act, this

will certainly add further to the phasing out

of the many existing nursing homes in the

region. The minister nods his head and says
no. Well perhaps—

Mr. Good: It will squeeze the little ones

right out.

Mr. Haggerty: That is right, the squeeze-

play is on.

Mr. Good: The little ones are going right

out.

Mr. Haggerty: This is right. Perhaps the

minister-

Mr. Saj-gent: Right; this is right.

Mr. Haggerty: Perhaps the minister is not

familiar with the Niagara region and the

critical situation for many of the persons
who want to enter a nursing home or home
for the aged—there is the waiting list—a

person has to wait perhaps six months or

even a year sometimes after application has

been filed for admittance into a home.

This is what's happening in the Niagara

region. It has put the present regional di-

rector, Mr. Doug Rapelje, who I think is

one of the most capable and able adminis-

trators in Ontario, in a very embarrassing
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position. He has to provide care in private
homes for persons who are waiting to get
into either a nursing home or a home for

the aged.

I don't know if the minister is aware of

the accidental death that happened in a

home for the elderly in Wainfleet township.
I would just like to read this into the rec-

ords, Mr. Speaker. This is from the coroner's

jury report. It says:

The Grandview Lodge near Long
Beach March the 31st death to be strictly

accidental. The coroner's inquest was held

yesterday at the Wainfleet Community
Centre. The jury brought in three recom-

mendations after listening to two hours

of testimony:

To urge that all doors leading outside

of private homes for the aged to be

equipped with push bars instead of regu-
lar locks since in fires older people may
become confused;

Secondly, it recommended fire escapes
from upper storeys be of all-stair type
rather than ladders, [It goes on to say
that an aluminum ladder was on the wall

of Grandview Lodge.];

Thirdly, the jury recommended all oc-

cupants of a private home for the aged
participate in fire drills and be familiar

with the location of all exits.

It is rather embarrassing that the adminis-

trator has to put up with the present short-

age of beds in the other homes for the aged
in the area. Where there is a large group
of persons waiting to be admitted into the

homes, I find the squeeze-play is being
applied.

I can think of one particular area. Maple
Brae Lodge in Ridgeway, Ont., where they
have met all the requirements under the

safety regulations. But your department is

going in and applying pressure. They say,

"Look, you are not going to be allowed to

continue to operate unless you provide cer-

tain other small services. One is to extend
the dining room into a larger area." In some

nursing somes, meals are carried to many
persons in their rooms. They are fed that

way—they are not mobile.

Another instance in this particular lodge
is that some persons wanted to walk down-
town to the village of Ridgeway and enjoy
themselves. But the squeeze is being applied
now. Under private home care for elderly

persons, or foster home care, there are no

regulations that apply in this instance.

Again it is embarrassing to the local fire

departments, particularly to the fire chiefs

in those local municipalities that are faced

with approval. Where are they to put these

persons, if there is no other place to put
them except in nursing homes?

In the town of Fort Erie, there is a new
nursing home. I believe it is constructed

and taking applicants now. It is a large

developer that has got into this programme.
You can't blame a developer for getting into

it when you can get a good rental factor of

perhaps well over $300 a month per single

person. That's good income.

But why on earth do you have to go out

and put the old squeeze-play on existing

nursing homes that have provided exception-

ally good service in a community? All of a

sudden you are coming in and saying, "You
must provide all these little extra frills." This

is what some of them are.

I know your department has given an ex-

tension of perhaps one more year for Maple
Brae Lodge in Ridgeway to May 1, 1974.

But these nursing homes have provided ex-

ceptionally good service. They perhaps can-

not extend any further in providing addi-

tional rooms or additional dining room area—
the existing municipal bylaws will not allow

it.

I think under this particular instance the

minister should give further consideration to

it, unless he has other accommodations for

the people in that area, the elderly persons
who are waiting to get into the homes for

the aged. I hope that the minister will bring
in regulations that apply to private residence

home care and foster home care, because I

think this is where we are going to run into

a problem.

There are no fire regulations that applv
to this. In fact, one of the local fire chiefs

told me that they were not even informed

that this type of operation existed in the

municipality. All of a sudden they were

asked by the regional director to go out and

make an inspection and see that they met
the requirements. They asked what require-

ments, as there are no regulations that apply
to it. We have had one death in the area.

I think if the programme is going to be

established in the Niagara region, then I

suggest to the minister that he get on with

further approval of more additional rooms

or accommodations in the home for the aged
in the region.

There are some good principles in the bill—

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, I don't

have anything to do with homes for the

aged or foster homes. It is strictly nursing
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homes we are talking about today. The matter

that the hon. member is discussing comes
under Community and Social Services.

Mr. Haggerty: Mr. Speaker, that might
be quite so, but what I am trying to convey
to the minister is that there is a problem in

the Niagara region in that there aren't suffi-

cient accommodations in home for the aged
or other institutions. There are not sufficient

rooms there; so they then have to go to the

nursing homes.

Hon. Mr. Potter: They can't get into the

nursing homes.

Mr. Haggerty: Pardon?

Hon. Mr. Potter: They can't get into the

nursing homes unless they need nursing
care. People can't use nursing homes strict-

ly as a retirement home. I think the hon.

members know that.

Mr. Haggerty: Well, this is right. They
may have the approved beds in the nursing
homes but still if there are not accommoda-
tions to be found in the homes for the aged,
then they must find accommodation some-

place else. So they are going to go to the

nearest place where they can find accom-

modation.

Mr. Good: Do the nursing home beds in

the homes for the aged come under this

minister?

Mr. Haggerty: Sure they do.

An hon. member: Certainly they do.

Mr. Haggerty: This is right. This is what
I am saying. If they can't find accommoda-
tions there, then they go to the nursing
homes. If the minister's department is going
to put the pressure on to some of these

nursing homes, particularly in my area, then

there are no accommodations whatsoever for

those elderly persons who are looking for

home care, in the private homes for the

aged or in nursing homes. That's what I am
trying to convey to the minister.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member
wish to participate? The hon. member for

Scarborough West.

Mr. Lewis: I think I can cram it into

about three minutes, Mr. Speaker. I think
what is being said increasingly from this

side of the House, is that this legislation is

inherently restrictive rather than expansive.

Even though it is designed purely to give
the minister certain arbitrary controls, im-

plicit in those controls is a kind of restric-

tion of the nursing home field.

Therefore, I think that the minister owes
it to the members of the opposition, if this

isn't presumptuous, to explain to us why
this legislation is needed; where it derives

from, what sponsors this wish on his part
to have such arbitrary control over the re-

fusal to grant a licence, why the end limit

on how many beds he will permit when he
does grant a licence, and why the absence
of at least an appeal procedure associated

with these clauses, although perhaps the

appeal procedure in the original Nursing
Homes Act would extend. I would appre-
ciate clarffication on that.

Generally, the sense that some crisis of

one kind or another is engendered in some
area of the province provokes the minister

to move in toughly in this fashion because
it becomes clear from those who speak in

the opposition that the criteria are vague
and that the information on which his deci-

sions are to be based is uncertain. Many of

us are sceptical about the authoritative

weight of those who will be counselling him
and why it all came forward in the first

place.

So, in order to give us some capacity to

support the principle on second reading, all

of us I think would appreciate the minis-

ter's indicating what spawned this bill in

the ministry's mind, how he is going to

weigh these criteria and, as my colleague
from Parkdale said, what factors he is going
to take into account in certain geographic
catchment areas that would lead him to de-

cide to refuse a licence or to restrict the

number of beds.

May I say, Mr. Speaker, just before we
break for the dinner hour, that in a couple
of recent instances many of us have some
concerns. A lot of us have learned as mem-
bers just how capricious can be the method
of determining eligibility for a nursing home.
How it can change almost from week to

week. How, when a member intervenes,
that can sponsor a change; although I don't

pretend that that is political interference.

I simply mean that that is drawing to the

attention of the authorities certain factors

which may not have been weighed.

Many of us were angered and perplexed
at the minister's willingness to take 50 cents

a day from those in nursing homes right
after the pension increase; and wondered
what kind of advice he had had that would
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allow him to take more from residents than

some of them may have received—I guess
$15 as opposed to $11.88 or $11.80 by v^^ay

of a pension increase.

In other words, the minister's advice in

the area of this legislation we feel has not

always been sound. Now he is asking us to

extend to him extraordinary, arbitrary au-

thority. We are asking the minister for a

justification, before this bill is given second

reading, as to the criteria, the merits, the

reasons. None of that is evident in the bill.

Mr. Speaker: Will there be any other

members wishing to participate when we
resume? Then later this evening the hon.

minister will have the floor to respond to

the comments.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m. the House took

recess.
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The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): That is the

present state of the government today. Only
three members over there!

Mr. T. A. Wardle (Beaches-Woodbine):
Mr. Speaker, may I take this opportunity of

introducing some 120 people from my riding
of Beaches-Woodbine in the east and west

galleries, and to say to you, sir, and the

members of this House that many of the

people here tonight are here in this building
for the first time, and I know they will enjoy
their tour of the building and their visit to

the Legislature.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): I hope
they are suitably impressed by the government
representation.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): Notice the

large number of ministers here.

Mr. Wardle: I should like to say also, Mr.

Speaker, that many members of the House
are engaged in committee meetings tonight.

Mr. Lewis: Well, the Conservatives have

only 76, so obviously their numbers are

denuded.

Mr. Wardle: But I know, Mr. Speaker, that

you, on behalf of the House, extend to these

people a cordial welcome to the Legislature.

Mr. Lewis: Someone has to extend them
a welcome.

NURSING HOMES ACT
(concluded)

Mr. Speaker: Before the supper hour the

hon. Minister of Health (Mr. Potter) was
about to reply to the comments regarding one
of the bills. The hon. minister please.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Samia): On a point
of order, sir, being otherwise engaged in the

work of the House, am I correct in assuming
from your remarks that you had asked if any
other members wished to make a contribution

and no one wished to make a contribution?

Tuesday, May 22, 1973

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member is quite
correct, I made certain to do that before the

recess.

Mr. Bullbrook: I would like to make a con-

tribution if I possibly could.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker, this raises a neat point. The minister

has not spoken. It would therefore not be

entirely out of order for another member of

the House to speak on second reading. We do

get caught sometimes between committee and
the House, Might this break be used as an

opportunity to allow some flexibility that is

not always available to us?

Mr. Speaker: I should point out to the hon.

member and to aU members of the House
that while I did ask whether any other mem-
bers wished to participate, and none re-

sponded, nevertheless I did indicate to the

hon. minister that he would have the floor

when we resumed at 8 o'clock. But I think it

is a fair proposition to suggest that those who
were not here and who wished to speak
should have an opportunity. Therefore, I am
going to permit them to speak. The hon.

member for Samia.

Mr. Bullbrook: I would like to express to

you, if I may, my appreciation, and to the

leader of the New Democratic Party for his

support. I would want to record that we were

otherwise engaged in the select committee in

connection with the new Hydro facilities.

My remarks won't be either momentous or

lengdiy.

Mr. Shulman: The member's loudspeaker
is not working.

Mr. Bullbrook: My remarks will be neither

momentous nor lengthy. And that was ob-

viously not needed in the context of my
usual habits.

I wanted to point out if I could, through

you to the Minister of Health, that I have had
on the notice paper since the commencement
of this session of the parliament, certain ques-
tions of the ministry. I don't believe that his

staff as yet has undertaken to reply to those.

I believe they deal essentially with at least
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one of the principles involved in this bill.

I want to read them if I may:

Inquiry of the Ministry—What are the

names of the nursing home operators who
have been granted approval for construc-

tion of nursing home beds since Jan. 1,

1972? How many beds is each operator

constructing or has each operator con-

. stmcted? Where are the beds located and
when were the applications for construc-

tion approved in each case?

Now there was a simple, singular and direct

purpose in putting these questions on the

notice paper. It was to find out whether
there was any validity in information given
to myself, and I am sure many other mem-
bers. And that was that licences granted
for the construction of nursing homes in this

province and in particular locations in this

province were done, not on the basis of an

objective evaluation as to the ability of those

people who were applying and not on the
basis of an objective evaluation as to the

ability of those people who were then op-
erating nursing homes.

I am sure it's been said before I rose
to join in this debate, but they were granted
on the basis, inferentially at least, of some
liaison between the ministry and those

people who made the application. I say that,
and I want to be forthright in saying to

the House, that people who have come to

me have not been able to substantiate with
sufficient evidence in my opim'on, that such
liaison exists.

The minister is familiar with the problem
that the hon. member for Welland (Mr.

Momingstar) experienced in connection with
one of my constituents who wanted to par-
ticipate in the addition to an existing facility
in his riding. I want to record that when
the people came to me I said: "I suggest

very much that you contact the hon. mem-
ber for Welland—for two reasons. He is

known to me as a member most zealous in

the welfare of his constituents, and he is

known to me as a member who has the ear

of the government. If he can't do anything
for you, I can assure you that the member
for Samia can do nothing for you."

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): That's

right.

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie):
That's buck-passing.

Mr. Bullbrook: Well, I really don't think

it is.

Mrs. Campbell: He's just telling the

truth.

Mr. Bullbrook: The hon. member for

Sault Ste. Marie doesn't permit me to finish.

I terminated that particiJar conversation by
saying: "However, if in point of fact the

hon, member for Welland can do nothing
for you, come back and we'll talk to you
about the circumstances of the particidar
situation."

Now, we being on principle in connection

with the bill at the present time, I don't

intend to involve myself in particular detail.

But the fact of the matter is, in that particu-
lar area, in the area of Samia also, we have

had people who have been descended upon

by the representatives of the ministry. In

many situations they invoke the regulations
in almost picayune detail to put the opera-
tors in circumstances of great disadvantage,
to put them, in some situations, in circum-

stances of impossibility; situations where

the people had been, in point of fact, prop-

erly treated, that is the residents of the

home had been treated wdth care, kindness

and attention, but the cubic area of the

room was deficient by 100 milligrams or

something of that nature. I have seen cor-

respondence in this respect.

The point I want to make and to which,

I hope, the hon. minister will reply is this:

I want to know when—because my inquiry
is so interwoven with the principle con-

tained in this bill, as to the evaluation to

be made by the ministry in connection with

the granting of licences, or in fact, the

termination of existing licenses—I want to

know when I am going to get answers to

that particular question. I recognize that the

burden of his portfolio is as significant,

probably, with the possible exception of the

present trauma involving the Premier (Mr.

Davis), as any other ministry in the govern-
ment. Notwithstanding that, one would

think, since I am only asking for factual

detail, that it's not too much to ask to have
a response to that particular question. Per-

haps it might be during the course of his

response on second reading, or at least in

committee, that he can, through his officials,

let us know what the answer is.

I want to say, with respect to the bill

itself and the application of the principle, it

seems to me to be nothing new. It's essen-

tially, I'm given to understand, a transfer of

the discretion previously exercised by the

Lieutenant Governor in Council, a transfer of

that exercise to the ministry. I'm not going to

dwell on that at any great length.
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I appreciate, sir, that you've given me the

opportunity of voicing these thoughts, and
I look forward to the response of the minister.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish

to participate at this time? If not, the hon.

minister.

Hod. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health):
Thank you. Mr. Speaker, I do want to thank

the hon. members for their comments on this

bill. Perhaps I can answer most of them to-

gether, instead of isolating each particular

speaker.

First of all, I should point out that the

nursing home itself is only part of the total

picture of the types of facilities and services

that we are now offering in the province.

Personally, I think it's far better that, if

possible, we are able to provide services to

assist the family and the individual to keep
them in their own homes as long as they can.

I think from the standpoint of their own
morale and that of their families, in many
instances they're far better off in their homes
than if we try to institutionalize them.

It is for this reason that we have extended

the home care programme around the prov-
ince, and we've removed any limitation on the

length of time that the patients can be cared

for under the home care programme.
At the same time, when we talk about the

ratio of nursing home beds in the province,
I never did like the term ratio and I never

did like the fact that we are talking about

four beds per 1,000, or three beds per 1,000,

or seven beds per 1,000. I like to think that

we provide the beds strictly on a need basis.

Mr. Sargent: The minister doesn't!

Hon. Mr. Potter: We try. Every place in

the province we go we find that the need is

different. In some areas of the province there

is a very great need for nursing home accom-
modation because of the distribution of the

population and the types of individuals living
there. In other areas we find that there's not

nearly as much need for nursing homes.

But, at the same time, it's on a need basis

we've been trying to do it. During the course

of the last few months we've had a complete

survey done of the province, by ridings. I'd

be delighted to hear from any of the members
and go over with them, personally, their own
areas and show them what we have in there

and what our surveys show; and if you have

any other information to add to it, we'd be

glad to discuss it with you.

But we are anxious to try to provide

strictly on a need basis and pointing out,

too, that the patients who go in these nursing
homes are those that do need nursing care

and are not patients who just need residential

care; as we were discussing here a few min-

utes ago. If they just need residential care,

this, of course, is supplied through the senior

citizens' residences, through homes for the

aged, or through the foster home programme
under the Ministry of Community and Social

Services, where the patients can live in the

foster homes and make use of the facilities at

the homes for the aged during the daytime,
and they sleep only in the foster homes.

But again as I said earlier, this isn't in my
bailiwick, but it is part of the overall pro-

gramme of providing assistance in the com-

munity.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Tied

right into it.

Hon. Mr. Potter: The question was raised

about the need of nursing homes and the fact

that some people don't want to travel five

miles to go to a nursing home. But you know
we can't have nursing homes every five miles

across the province.

Mr. Sargent: I said 120 miles!

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, but five miles was

mentioned. I didn't say the member for Grey-
Bruce mentioned it. But the point is that we
must provide nursing homes in the com-

munities where they're needed as far as pos-

sible, but there undoubtedly are some situa-

tions when you can't possibly provide a home
in a small area if there aren't enough patients

there. But I think that we should remember

that in laying down the rules and regulations
for the new nursing homes, we've made them

rather strict. Unfortunately, at the beginning,
we found that the inspectors were interpreting

the regulations differently in the various

parts of the province, and it was for this

reason that we brought the inspectors into

the ministry.

Mr. Sargent: Where do these inspectors get
their powers? From the minister?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Last week, because of

the comments that had been getting back to

me, I had all the inspectors in from around

the province. I pointed out to them that

while they are called inspectors—and I don't

like the term—I think their responsibility is

to provide whatever assistance they can to

the operators of the nursing homes to assist
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them in providing the kind of care that the

patients need.

I suggested to them at that time-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Well, the hon. member
is asking me about this. If he wants me to

tell him, fine; if he doesn't, that's all right.

I told them at that time that I was far

more interested in the patients being well

cared for and having nice pleasant surround-

ings and pleasant staff to look after them—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South):
Don't be a bad boy. Don't be incorrigible!

Mr. Speaker: Order. Order.

Hon. Mr. Potter: —and that it was made

possible for them to have visitors when they
wanted them; and that under no circum-

stances did we want to put any of the

smaller nursing homes out of business.

I also pointed out to them that while the

regulations were there, the new regulations
relate to new nursing homes. We want any
new nursing home built according to this

regulation, but there is no way some of

these older nursing homes will ever come

up to the standards we have set in the new
regulations; indeed, if we were going into

some of our own homes we would probably
find that if we tried to live up to these

regulations we wouldn't be able to live

there.

Mr. Bullbrook: Physically.

Hon. Mr. Potter: As far as I'm concerned,
their main responsibility is to use their

heads, to try to assure that these individuals

are made as comfortable as possible, because
in many instances this is probably going to

be their last home. It was just last week I

met with them, and I told them what I

expected of them. I told them I had had

reports of some of them going around with

light meters and tape measures and I hoped
to hell I didn't hear that any more.

Mr. Bullbrook: Good for you—you finally
told them that after years!

Hon. Mr. Potter: This is the type of serv-

ice we want. We don't want to put the

nursing home operators out of business.

They will not be allowed to sell their homes
as nursing homes, and we won't allow them
to expand—but we expect them to continue

the way they are now and to provide ade-

quate service.

In the past, many of the hon. members
have come to me with problems about in-

stances where the patients were not getting
the quality of care the hon. members think

they should be getting. There is no way
that we will tolerate filth or lack of proper
food, heat, hght and so on. Under these

circumstances, if we find it's impossible to

get the operator to upgrade the home to re-

quired standards, I would be dehghted to

discuss this with any member in the House
before we took the drastic step of trying to

close them up.

I do want the hon. members to know that

we are very concerned about this type of

thing and that we are taking steps in con-

nection with it.

As far as the licensing of nursing homes
is concerned, I resent the suggestion that I

was in any way in cahoots with anybody
who was being licensed. Nothing is further

from the truth. It is a very difficult problem,
particularly—

Mr. Bullbrook: I didn't say the minister—
I said the ministry.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Oh, I thought he said

the minister.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): He's pretty

touchy, isn't he?

Hon. Mr. Potter: On the one hand, we
have many of the home operators saying,
"We are losing our shirts,' while on the

other hand we have a pile of applications
from people who want to get into the busi-

ness. It just doesn't balance. I am confident

they are doing all right under the circum-

stances.

One of the reasons, of course, that we
have requested the start of district health

planning councils is to take this responsibil-

ity away from us and place it in the hands
of the local people. As far as I'm concerned,

nursing homes will be one of the many areas

that me district health planning coxmcils

will be covering. They will be recommend-

ing to us what nursing homes are necessary
to provide the standards and qualities of

care that we expect in that area. This will

be done as the district health planning
councils are developed. Until such time, of

course, it will have to remain with us to

make a decision. Eventually somebody has

to come to the stage of making a decision

and in this particular instance it's my respon-

sibility. The reasons for the bill are pretty
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obvious. If we don't have some control over

the number of nursing homes that are built

we could build far more than we need.

Mr. Sargent: Supply and demand is the

answer.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Two things can happen.

They can generate patients. They can en-

courage individuals to relinquish their own

responsibilities and put patients into nursing
homes when they would be better cared for

in their own home with assistance.

On the other hand, we can also license

nursing homes and have the operators come
back to us in a year's time and say, "I'm

only half full. I built on the assumption I

was going to have 90 per cent occupancy or

95 per cent occupancy. If there wasn't a

need, why did you give me a licence to build

in the first place if you knew the patients
weren't going to be here?"

And then of course, the third thing is, as

you know, in passing our estimates we must
consider aU of the different services that are

going to be provided in the healtli field.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, will the minister

answer the question? Will he answer the

question?

Hon. Mr. Potter: One of the problems

Mr. Sargent: Answer the question.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Just a second. Just a

minute, will you? One of the problems we
run into—

Mr. Sargent: Will the minister answer the

question?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Yes, just a second. One
of the problems is attempting to provide, to

balance the whole system and to see that

there are enough nursing homes, that the

home care programme has enough staff to

provide what help it has, that there are

enough convalescent facilities, that there are

enough chronic beds, in addition to the

active beds, so that we can provide, in a

district, the proper mix. But again, in each
district it's going to have to be tailor-made

to suit the needs there.

Did the member have a question?

Mr. Sargent: Does the minister know of

any nursing homes that are half full around
this province? What is he going to do about

nursing homes that he is putting out of busi-

ness? Their lifetime of savings is all going

down the drain. What do they do? He is

putting them out of business just to conform
to his new laws.

An hon. member: That's true.

Mr. Sargent: What is the minister going to

do about them?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I just got through ex-

plaining to the member that we are not

putting them out of business to conform to

the new laws.

Mr. Sargent: He is so. What is he talking
about?

Mr. Speaker: Has the hon. minister finished

with his response?

Mr. Sargent: He hasn't answered tiie ques-
tion yet.

Hon. Mr. Potter: That's it.

Mr. Speaker: Of course, as I mentioned

before, further questioning is—

Mr. Sargent: He hasn't answered the ques-
tion yet.

Mr. Speaker: —further questioning is out

of order. Every member has had an oppor-

tunity to enter the debate.

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, I have one more,

pardon me, Mr. Speaker. There was a sug-

gestion from the member for Parkdale (Mr.

Dukszta), I think it was under section 14a,

that the minister may recover from a licensee

any excess payment. I agree with him that it

should be "shall". I'd be quite prepared to

change that to read—delete "may" in the first

line of section 14(a) as set out in section 2

of the bill and substitute therefor "shall

bring action to."

Mr. Bullbrook: Is there any response to

my inquiry of the minister?

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order. There were
some specific questions which we hoped the

minister might answer. Could he, just before

he takes his seat—he is still receding into it

gently—tell us about the appeal question,
which was raised?

Hon. Mr. Potter: As far as the appeal ques-
tion is concerned, I'm responsible to the

House and I would suspect that anybody who
wasn't satisfied with the decision would have
the matter brought directly to me or brought
to the House for an appeal. Certainly McRuer

suggested under these circumstances this is

quite a reasonable way of doing it.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
Doesn't the minister have an appeal proce-
dure now?

Mrs. Campbell: That is the trouble with it.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Committee of the whole?

Committee of the whole.

Clerk of the House: The second order,
House in committee of the whole; Mr. R. D.
Rowe in the chair.

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION ACT

House in committee on Bill 113, An Act
to amend the Ministry of Education Act.

Mr. Chairman: Bill 113, An Act to amend
the Ministry of Education Act. Are there any
comments, questions or amendments on any
section of this bill and, if so, which section?

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Section 2.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before section 2?
The member for Port Arthur.

On section 2:

Mr. Foulds: I'd just like to ask the minis-
ter what is the purpose of allowing the listing
that he has there as being accountable for

school attendance? What is the purpose of it?

As I understand it, the grant system is no

longer based on attendance so it isn't neces-

sary to require it to help a board get its

grants up if a student is away for any of
these very legitimate reasons. What is the

purpose of it?

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
Mr. Chairman, this is really just a section that
is presently in the Act. It indicates the situa-

tions in which, if a student is away for these

particular situations, he will still be counted
as attending the school and he would still

be considered as enrolled in the school.

What we have done with this amendment
—and I think when we come to the consolida-
tion we may change this; it is just patching
up for the time being—basically, this is the
same section that is now in the Ministry of
Education Act, section 5, with subsection (d)
of the present section taken out in order to

allow for the new school year. Section (d)

said, "who were absent from school when

their regular classroom work was discontinued

because of the holding of examinations that

they were not required to write."

What we have done here is just take that

section out and we have left the rest in as

it is. If, in fact, it is necessary to have this

in because of the way we are computing
enrolment at the present time, we'll catch all

that in the revised consolidation of the Act.

Mr. Foulds: In the light of that, perhaps
the minister can help me out here—I don't

quite know how to put it in the sense that

we have made the OSR cards more confiden-

tial—is there any reason why these days have
to be counted as school days? Do they count
as a black mark against the student's record

or does it help the board in terms of its

pupil-teacher ratio? Is there a reason there

or is it just, as you say, left over from the

old Act that we haven't yet looked at ade-

quately?

Hon. Mr. Wells: It may be that they are

left over. I think the important thing is that

if they happen to be away for these particu-
lar reasons—for a given length of time, for

instance, under subsection (a), in the armed
forces—they could still be counted as enrolled

in the school for that length of time. There-

fore, if they came on one of the three dates

when the enrolment is taken for grant pur-

poses, they would still coimt as part of that

enrolment.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 2 stand as

part of the bill?

Section 2 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any other comments, ques-
tions or amendments on any other section?

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Section 3, Mr. Chairman.

On section 3:

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I referred to subsection

(6) during the discussion on second reading,
and the minister indicated that this—

Mr. Foulds: Excuse me, do you mind, Mr.
Chairman? I have something in the first sub-

section, before we get to subsection (6).

Mr. Chairman: The member for Port
Arthur on subsection (1) of section (3)?

Mr. Foulds: Yes.

Why are we charging fees for these things?
Don't most universities, for example, give the

first six of the transcripts free and then after

that they charge a fee, which seems to me to
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be reasonable. I don't really see any reason

why the ministry should be charging a fee

for transcripts that a normal student, upon
graduation or attaining a certain standing in

the course, needs for job applications and
that kind of thing.

How much revenue do we expect to gain

by charging these fees? Isn't it really basic-

ally a nuisance fee? Wouldn't your purposes
be met if we allowed, say, the first six free

and charged a nominal fee after that?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I don't think the inten-

tion is to penalize the student by charging an

abnormally high fee, but I guess, given the

cost of preparing transcripts these days, I

think that for most services we provide in

this regard we're charging fees now. I can't

tell you what fee we're charging at this

minute for this particular service, but we
have pretty well changed all our legislation
to allow us to charge fees for these various

transcripts—and so forth—that we provide for

people.

Mr. Foulds: Isn't that contradictory, really,
to the action of the colleges and universities

and the community colleges? They provide, as

I recall, the first four or five or six transcripts

free, and, you know, it seems to me that if

a student is going to a teacher training insti-

tution in Ontario, he should be granted the

same privilege. It's a minor point, I agree, if

a fee of 75 cents or so is charged. Neverthe-

less, it is somewhat discriminatory, and I

don't really see the purpose for charging un-
limited fees.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I would be

happy to undertake to assure the member
that we will handle this matter in a very

equitable manner. The reason we are putting
it in is to provide for charging fees in cases

where persons may ask for many, many tran-

scripts. Requests may come from various

sources and I suppose you could rationalize

that we shouldn't be providing this service

absolutely free of charge. Does the hon. mem-
ber feel that we should? Do you feel we
should provide, free of charge, a transcript
of his marks at any time, to a pupil, no matter

how long it is since he was in school?

Mr. Foulds: Well, I feel that you should

provide the first six transcripts free and, then,
if he requires more than that later on in his

career, he should pay a fee.

Hon. Mr. Wells: The first-

Mr. Foulds: Six.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well, I would be happy
to assure the hon. member that we will work
out some type of policy like that. But I don't

think we can write that into the legislation;
we would still have to have the authority to

charge a fee sometime, if we were going to

charge even after the first six.

Mr. Foulds: I wonder if the minister would
undertake to have one of his oflBcials send

me the draft of the regulation when it is

revised?

Mr. J. E. BuUbrook (Samia): The focal

point is, if I might through you, Mr. Chair-

man, express my feeling in connection with

this—I think it is ludicrous for the minister

to rise and say that with these services we
feel obliged, because of the provision of the

services, to charge a fee. I entirely agree with

the member for Port Arthur.

But the public of Ontario regards your

charging of a fee, no matter how small, in

the context of your participation in that mon-

strosity at the comer of St. George and
Bloor—which cost the public of Ontario $2
million a year for 30 years.

Hon. Mr. Wells: We are not debating that.

Mr. Bullbrook: Two million dollars a year
for 30 years—now that is what your ministry
is prepared to spend and it was spent under
the former minister, now Premier of the

province (Mr. Davis). That is why we are

not prepared to accept that type of blase

response—saying, well, it really isn't that

much. If you are prepared to give your
friends $2 million a year for 30 years, why
don't you give the school children of this

province their transcripts without charging
them something?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I have

already indicated that we would look into

that, or that we would provide transcripts
for them, and it would only be when there

are a number of copies wanted and when

requests number beyond six or so that we
would charge. But, of course, what my hon.

friend is really saying is that we should

charge all the people more and more taxes

and not charge any services back to those

who are using the services. That is what you
are saying.

Mr. Bullbrook: Let me tell you what the

hon. member is saying. The hon. member is

saying nothing about taxes; the hon. member
is saying that the public of Ontario demands
that you people over there stop treating your
friends in the fashion whereby you expend
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$50 million, that is what the hon. member
is saying.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Oh, come on, now, we
are not talking about that. But I just want
it underlined that my hon. friend is saying
that we should charge all the people of

Ontario for services and that we should not
use good business practice and charge people
for services they are using. That is exactly
what he is saying.

Mr. Sargent: You are the last one to talk

about business practices. What a joke.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): That is

pretty weak.

Mr. Foulds: The minister has provoked me.
In fact we do-

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Foulds: —Mr. Minister, charge all the

people of this province for educational serv-

ices. That is one of the fundamental precepts
of education in this province, that the levy
is in fact borne by the taxpayers across the

province both at the local and at the provin-
cial level. You can't change your argument
in midstream simply to cover this one minor
section of the bill.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Youll want
to charge tuition next.

Mr. Foulds: You really have lost some of

my sympathy in the arguments you have just

put forward to the hon. member for Samia.

Hon. Mr. Wells: You are a bit more reason-

able than he is.

Mr. Foulds: I'll agree with that.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this subsection stand

as part of the bill? The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

completely inadequate. They simply repeat
the jargon that is present in the original bill.

His comment this afternoon was that the

section is there permitting the minister to

make payments to individuals and groups out-

side the school board purview and outside

the public service for certain services that

they might render in the educational process-
as a matter of fact, "programmes, activities

and projects," and that phase is used both
in the explanatory note and in the subsection

itself.

I brought to the minister's attention cer-

tain groups such as the alcoholic and drug
concern group in the communit}' which, as

the minister may know, has been visiting the

various caucuses indicating its concern with

the lack of curriculum in bringing to the

attention of the young people at least the

facts associated with the use of hquor and

drugs, not necessarily imposing an external

view on them but at least giving them the

opportunity to make their own choices based
on a factual presentation. I am aware as a

teacher myself that certain areas of the cur-

riculum do bring this information before the

student, but it seems to me that a community
group might very well be involved as well.

The minister, however, indicated that this

section was going to be used to assist in the

finance of intercultural visits.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Our cultural exchange

programme.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Cultural exchanges. It

seems to me that the section is considerably
broader than that. I would hope that the

policy might in fact be used to bring various

community groups into closer connection with

the curriculum and assisting in the teaching

aspects of the curriculum.

As far as intercultural or inter—what did he

say again?

Mr. Sargent: The minister hurt my feelings. Mr. Foulds: Cultural exchange.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): It is on
issues like this that the government will fall.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. The hon.
member for Port Arthur, on which subsection?

Mr. Foulds: Not subsection (1).

Mr. Chairman: I am sorry.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: On subsection (2), if that

is what you are prepared to take now. There
is a paragraph numbered (6) in subsection (2)

that I would like to ask the minister about,
because I feel that his explanatory notes are

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —cultural exchanges are

concerned, I would also like to recommend
to the minister that if he is concerned with
cultural exchanges with the Province of Que-
bec that is where the emphasis might very
well be. The minister is aware that certain

school boards are fostering programmes at

the secondary level where the young people
are going to Europe, and I believe that that

is fine if they are prepared as individuals to

finance themselves. But if, as in the case of

the Halton board, there is a specific pro-

gramme to teach the secondary students the

French language by taking them to France
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then I must specifically and vociferously

object.

I believe an exchange with schools and

communities in the Province of Quebec should

be fostered whenever possible, but certainly
at this stage we shouldn't be in the business

of paying for even part of a programme
where the young people travel to Europe.

They have every right to do so, but surely at

their own expense. There are a number of

other cultural groups in the community, lan-

guage groups as well, and the minister is

well aware that any programme to foster an

understanding of the language and literature

would be supported certainly, but I think

that an emphasis on the teaching of French
has been lacking in the government's pro-

gramme in the past, and that it has missed

the chance to strengthen our ties with the

Province of Quebec in this connection.

If the minister is going to go ahead and

say I have missed the point of this section, I

would only say to him that his explanatory
notes, not only in this section but in other

sections of his statutes, have been substan-

tially inadequate. I would suggest to him that

perhaps even a broader statement either in

accompanying the introduction of the bill,

which could be put into the record, or on
the introduction of the bill on second read-

ing, would be in order, to assist all of us who
are interested in the goals and programmes
of the Ministry of Education, to participate
in this debate in some kind of a worthwhile
and valuable manner.

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Chairman, on subsection

(6), I am worried about this section. I un-

derstand, after talking to some ministry of-

ficials, that the purpose is, in fact, designed
for cultural exchange programmes. But
doesn't the very wording of the clause invite,

for example, the reprivatization of certain

school programmes? Couldn't you, under the

authority granted to you in that clause, sub-

section (6), for example, farm out remedial

reading to a private entrepreneur? And if that

is the case, I am afraid that we, in this party,

must oppose it.

Subsection (7) of the cultural exchange

programmes I understand more clearly be-

cause that indicates the advance to a person
who has to take out of his own pocket a pro-

gramme or activity. And I know of a personal
friend—he's a secondary-school teacher, not

a ministry ofiicial—who advanced certain sums
for the payment of these kids when they ar-

rived in town. Now that part I understand.

It's just that the broadness of subsection (6)

really, if carried to its ultimate conclusion, I

think strikes at the heart of our present edu-

cational system rather severely. And I worry
about that.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, the intent

of that section is not to strike at the heart of

our present educational system; it is put in

there merely because the Provincial Auditor

felt that we needed authority to make grants
to certain groups such as interprovincial stu-

dent travel and exchange programmes, school

twinning and assistance programmes, student

leadership programmes, professional develop-
ment and exchange programmes and a lot of

things that we are now giviag grants for.

It was felt that we didn't have suflScient

authority in the statutes to do that and that

is all this is here for.

Now if the hon. member feels that there

are some other words that need to be put in

to protect the clause, I would be willing to

accept them, because we are certainly not

intending to open the way, in this section, to

provide for the kinds of things that he was

talking about. It is merely there to cover oflF,

as I said, our cultural exchange programmes,
some of our twinning programmes, and vari-

ous miscellaneous programmes which we
carry on.

The second part subsection (7) is there to

allow us to advance the money to groups
under the cultural exchange programme and

the young voyageurs and programmes like

that, so that the people that are running the

programmes don't have to expend their own

money and then put an expense account in

in order to get the money from us.

Mr. Foulds: Well, could we propose per-

haps something along the phrasing: "These

programmes, activities and projects or classes

are not to be those normally associated with

the ordinary curricula of the school pro-

gramme"?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well, the trouble is, we
might run into a problem with that, Mr.

Chairman, in eliminating some of the cultural

exchange and twinning programmes—I'm not

sure.

Mr. Foulds: Could we stand the clause

down?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Perhaps we should stand

that over. I'm sorry, I haven't got my legal

staff here tonight to take a look at that word-

ing. If you want to stand that over we could

stand it over and I'd be happy to look at it

with you. I don't want any fear or any sus-

picion that there is some attempt in this sec-
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tion to do something more than we are really

trying to do here. I think it's important that

we underline that.

Mr. Chairman: It would mean standing the

whole bill over. Would that be—

Interjection by an hen. member.

Hon. Mr. Wells: iVe always got fresh

thoughts, you just don't listenl

Mr. Sargent: I stand taken aback.

Mr. Chairman: Any other comments, ques-
tions or amendments in a later section of

this bill then?

Mr. Foulds: I would just like to add on
clause 8, Mr. Chairman, that we, in this

party, thoroughly support the intent of that

section. I think it allows for some of the

flexibility that we have been talking about
with regard to the school year. Presumably
we will still have within the broad outlines

the number of school days, but the board
will have the authority, say, if in a certain

section it is more convenient to have a longer
break at Easter, to extend the school year
into July. They would have the authority to

do that upon application to the minister and

approval from the ministry. If that is the

intent, certainly we in this party whole-

heartedly support it.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville): Mr.

Chairman, I want to ask the minister if this

would now permit a board to extend the

school day, so that the students could pos-

sibly take in the five-day school week in

three or four days, or maybe even extend the

school day if a board so desires.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, under the

experimental section, the one under which
the regulations will be provided for, a board

may apply for a more experimental type of

school year than either the present one or

the modified one that we suggest. I think that

if they go through the procedures that we're

going to suggest that they go through, which
involve a total dialogue with the commimity,
the children, the parents and the whole com-

munity, if these kind of things are done,
then a board can present to us a plan for

this kind of school year. In other words, it

technically will be possible.

As I said in answer to the question in the

Legislature a few weeks ago about the four-

day week, I don't think that a lot of these

things are practical at the present time, but
if a board wishes to come and talk to us about

them, it will be possible under the regula-
tions if all the circumstances are fulfilled.

Mr. B. Newman: Parents don't want it.

Mrs. CampbeU: I have a question, or some

questions and some comments-

Mr. Chairman: On section 1?

Mrs. Campbell: —on section 1, subsection

(7).

Mr. Chairman: All right, you may proceed.

On section 1:

Mrs. Campbell: Although this particular
clause speaks about public school or kinder-

garten, I take it it also relates to the early-

learning programme. I would like clarifica-

tion on that. Are we talking about the normal

kindergarten or the pre-kindergarten pro-

gramme in public schools as it exists across

Metropolitan Toronto? Secondly, I would like

to know, if that is so then does this mean
that we are continuing with the early-learning

programme? And third, is there a change in

the provisions for enrolment for grant pur-

poses, as the result of this amendment? I may
be in error but I understand that the enrol-

ment was in September and would this mean
that we are now going to have a review of

enrolments in January for grant purposes? I

think those were the questions I want answer-

ed at this point, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Foulds: I was just wondering, if this

clause passes, Mr. Chairman, does that make
it compulsory for the parents, whose child

becomes eligible on Jan. 1, to send the child

to the school? Or can he wait until the fol-

lowing September if the board makes the

class available? Does it then become compul-
sory? Or can the parent wait until September?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well no, Mr. Chairman,
this doesn't really change anything. This

present section 7 is in the legislation. It really
has no far-reaching effects as the hon. mem-
ber for St. George mentions. All it does is

substitute the words, "on or after the first

school day in January," which are the new
words in the section, for the words that ap-

peared in the present section of the legislation
"the second or third terms." This is just to

make it conform with our new school-year

policy. It's just to bring the wording into

line with the kind of wording that is in the

school-year policy.

It doesn't provide that a board has to

offer a programme. This section was put in

there so that a board may, if it wishes, pro-
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vide a programme or take a child in at that

time and start it. But the reason it is in that

permissive sense is because really the junior

kindergarten and the kindergarten pro-

grammes are not mandatory but are permis-
sive for a board, although most of them have
them.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Chairman, is the minis-

ter answering the question directly that if

the board does decide to offer the programme
as of Jan. 1, that it still remains at the option
of the parents whether or not they enroll their

students at that time, or wait until the follow-

ing September?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes, because compulsory
attendance start at age 6 so a parent can
decide. He doesn't have to enroll his child

in junior kindergarten or kindergarten under
law anyway.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 1 stand as part
of the bill then?

Hon. Mr. Wells: That's right. I really don't

see any four-day school weeks in this juris-
diction in the near future because of a lot

of circumstances. It's the same as four-semes-

ter systems and so forth. No matter how you
slice it, we still regard July and August as

summer hohdays and our economy is all

geared around that. The system that brings
school into July and August is not likely to

be well accepted in this jurisdiction.

Of course, we've opted for the other alter-

native, that is, to provide optional pro-

grammes in July and August. I think that's

the way we should be going right now. In

other words, credits can be obtained in

secondary school if you want to go and not

just if you happen to need them in a reme-
dial sense. If you want to take a credit in

the summer, you can go and do it; but if

you don't want to, you can have your

holidays.

Mr. Foulds: Does the minister believe tihat

one of the criteria the ministry should look

at is acceptabihty by the parents in the board

area, before permitting the board to go ahead
with that kind of thing?

Hon. Mr. Wells: If the hon. member would
like—and I'm sure he knows this—there is

available a task force report that was done in

our ministry on various types of school years.
It outlines some of the kinds of things that

the people on the task force felt should hap-
pen in a community before they go for any
really far-out type of school year.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Chairman, going across

Ontario now, there is an army of these people
from OISE who are trying to evaluate the

school year. Starting at puberty, they are

trying to analyse all these angles. What hap-
pens when they come to a dead end and the

minister says no? What do you do with this

army? Do you put them on to flog something
else? What happens to these guys? You have

probably 20 or 30 teams across Ontario doing
that now.

Mr. Laughren: Send them out to give
lessons.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): They're

working on a thesis of how many angels can
dance on the head of a pin. That's what

they're doing.

Mr. Sargent: It's hard to believe. You're

sitting there talking about good business

practice and you have Parkinson's law in full

flight here. What the hell happens to this

army w'hen they come to a dead end on one

project? What do you find for them to do the

rest of the time?

Mrs. Campbell: They import some more

people to come and interfere with our culture.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I don't see

a section in this bill talking about the Ontario

Institute for Studies in Education. I'll show
the hon. member when we get into our esti-

mates how we've pulled back the amount of

money that we've been giving to OISE for

the last three years, and we're pulling it back

again this year.

Mr. Sargent: Section 3, subsection (6) is

what we're talking about. Try to follow the

vote, ehl

Mr. Chairman: It's understood tJien that

we'll leave this bill in committee imtil we get
clarification or an amendment to section 3,

subsection (2), item 6.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS ACT

House in committee on Bill 114, An Act

to amend the Public Schools Act.

Mr. Chairman: Any comment, questions, or

amendments to any sections of the bill, and if

so, which section? The member for St. George.

Mrs. Campbell: Could I have the clarifi-

cation on the matter of the enrolment check?

I am puzzled about it. I thought that the

check was only made in September. Is it, in
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fact, also made throughout the year for pur-

poses of grants?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes, it is made in Septem-
ber, January and April, and then it is aver-

aged. It is checked three times during the

year and averaged. That gives you your
enrolment for that year.

Mrs. Campbell: Well, if I may for just a

moment. Has the minister found any problems
with this type of check or with the legisla-
tion which provides for the grant based on

that enrolment, rather than on attendance?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I suppose
we haven't found the perfect system. We
found that basing grant on attendance was a

more difficult thing. This involved a very
close check. You had to have the attendance

every day for every student. If a student was

away for any particular purpose, say, out in

the fields harvesting the tobacco crop for a

week, and wasn't in school, then the grant
was automatically cut. This way the grant is

based on enrolment and you have to be en-

rolled in the school on those three days.

We feel that this is an advance on taking

daily attendance. But some of the school

boards are not too happy with this arrange-
ment because in September they have the

high enrolment. Then perhaps it dwindles by
January and then it's dwindled again a little

more by April. When they take the average
they've a lesser figure than what they were

counting on in September. Some of the staff-

ing practices and procedures are geared to

the September enrolment. We are looking at

it to see if we can find a more equitable sys-
tem, but it can't be all geared one way. We
think that this is a better system than basing
it on average daily attendance which is what
we used to do.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 1 then stand
as part of the bill?

Section 1 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any comments, questions
or amendments on any later section of the
bill?

Mr. Foulds: Section 4.

On section 4:

Mr. Chairman: The member for Port Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: I wonder if the minister could

briefly summarize what that does.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Those are the
kinds of embarrassing questions.

Hon. Mr. Wells: This section, Mr. Chair-

man, refers to the election of trustees in a

township school area in territory without

municipal organization where the election is

carried out at the annual meeting.

Mr. Deans: We can read that.

Hon. Mr. Wells: The amendment is to

make it clear that election by ballot, and not

just by a show of hands, does not mean that

all the procedures imder the Municipal Elec-

tions Act are required. What it means is that

even if you pass the ballots around, as we do
at a political meeting, which in these terri-

tories is the way they elect the trustees, you
don't have to follow all the procedures of the

Municipal Elections Act, where a ballot under
the normal sense is carried on in a munici-

pality, but that you can carry on and hold

the election via ballot, devising your own

procedures.

Mr. R. Gisbom (Hamilton East): How much
would the membership be?

Hon. Mr. Wells: It would be $10 for you
people.

Mr. Chairman: Will the section stand as

part of the bill, then?

Section 4 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any comments, questions or

amendments on any other sections of the bill?

If not, shall the bill be reported?

Bill 114 reported.

Mr. Sargent: You have earned your pay.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee

rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee

of the whole House begs to report one bill

without amendment and asks for leave to sit

again.

Report agreed to.

THIRD READINGS

The following bills were given third read-

ing upon motion:

Bill 68, An Act to repeal the Banting and

Best Medical Research Act, 1923.

Bill 69, An Act to amend the Nurses Act.
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Bill 79, An Act to repeal the Northern De-

velopment Act.

Bill 80, An Act to repeal the Agricultural

Development Act.

Bill 81, An Act to amend the Ministry of

Treasury, Economics and Intergovernmental
AflFairs Act, 1972.

Bill 111, An Act to authorize the Raising
of Money on the Credit of the Consolidated

Revenue Fund.

Bill 112, An Act to amend the Teachers'

Superannuation Act.

Bill 114, An Act to amend the Public

Schools Act.

Clerk of the House: The 23rd order, House
in committee of supply; Mr. R. D. Rowe in

the chair.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF THE
SOLICITOR GENERAL

(continued)

On vote 1503:

Mr. Chairman: Estimates of the Ministry
of the Solicitor General, vote 1503. Any fur-

ther comments on this?

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Just hold on

for about two minutes until I find my critic.

He was down in the estimates of Consumer
and Commercial Relations. We need just

about five minutes to find him.

Mr. Chairman: Well, there may be some
other comments. The member for Ottawa
East.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Thank you,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. W. D. McKeough (Chatham-Kent):
Let the record show that the NDP are xm-

prepared.

Mr. Roy: And let the record show the

Liberals are, eh?

Mr. McKeough: In a manner of speaking.

Mr. Roy: Now, Mr. Chairman, we are

talking about the Ontario Police Commission.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, if I could have
some order in this place.

We are talking, Mr. Chairman, I take it

about Ontario Police Commissions, are we?

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Roy: Is it a new policy of your depart-
ment not to appoint more judges of the

county court or the provincial court to these

commissions? I'd like to know if you have a
new policy in this area.

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): There
has been no change in the policy. One of

the terms of reference of the task force on

policing is the role and makeup of the—are

you talking about our policy on the Ontario
Police Commission or on boards of police
commissions?

Mr. Roy: Boards.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes, well one of the

terms of reference is the role and makeup
of boards of police commissions and there

will not be a definitive statement vis-a-vis

any confirmation or change or new direction

in respect of boards of police commissions
until they have brought in their report and
their views and recommendations.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, if I might just

pursue this point further. As you know, state-

ments have been made by members of this

caucus before on the question of police com-
missions.

Why would you have to wait for your com-

mission, which I suspect will not have a

report for a couple of years? I mean, it's so

large. Just to get your members all together,
it's going to take you a year.

But in any event, before they get a report
and finish sitting I would suspect that we
are going to be into some time in 1976 or

something. Doesn't it make good sense to

you that you should not have judges on the

board of police commissions? Judges at the

same time very often act in courts where

police have to testify as witnesses. Can you
not see some sort of a conflict in that?

I would go a point further. Possibly if you
ut on these police commissions lawyers who,
et's say, have a heavy practice in criminal

work. Again you are in an area of conflict.

These lawyers come into court and have to

cross-examine police oflBcers as witnesses—

either cross-examine or examine them in court

—and yet as members of the commission they
have to sort of judge the police ofiBcers' con-

duct. The same applies to judges—you know,

you have police testifying in their courts.

I really feel that you should try to separ-
ate this and it would seem to make awfully

good sense not to have these people on the

boards of police commissions. After all, you

I
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can get people who represent the public, who
need not have any, let's say, aflSliation with
the criminal process.

Why would you need to have that point
studied? Intrinsically and objectively doesn't

that make good sense to you, that they
shouldn't be sitting on these police com-
missions?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the hon.

member has presented a point of view that

is held by many people. But the situation

isn't so crystal clear or abundantly correct

that it is accepted by all people.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Sarnia): Do you want
to make it crystal clear?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I say to the hon.—

Mr. Bullbrook: Tell us.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I'll just say this. This

significant aspect of our judiciary, and it per-
tains to all of the judiciary in Ontario, is

that our people have great confidence in

them. This relates not only to the judicial
role that they play, i.e., vis-a-vis their initial

role—to adjudicate in cases—but in other fields

into which they are brought to play a role.

The man on the street ascribes to judges

impartiality, objectivity, a fairness of point
of view; there is a great deal of confidence.

For example, recently we had the appoint-
ment of a commission inquiring into the con-

struction industry. The commissioner is a

judge and a great deal has been said in the

past about whether or not judges should serve
on such commissions because they are in-

volved in controversial matters. I suggest to

you that the appointment of His Honour was

completely acceptable to the people of On-
tario. I could name perhaps 50 lawyers, first-

rate lawyers, about whom if they had been

appointed there would have been some ques-
tions raised perhaps, or even laymen. We
have this conimdrum, the fact that the man
on the street has this confidence in the judges*

appointments to anything, including boards
of police commissioners.

I am not talking about the accused who
find themselves in the dock. I am talking
about the great body of citizens. So when the
hon. members say that it is good common
sense, it isn't a question of common sense, it

is a question of arriving at a decision, on a

weighing of the balances, whether there is a
role to be played on the board of police com-
missioners by a person who has those charac-
teristics ascribed to judges.

I think that one of the main points at issue

is not really related to judges. This is what

lawyers and people in the business like to

talk about, but I think the position of the

man in the street is reflected by the elected

members of council. They feel that whatever
the makeup is of boards of police commis-

sioners, they should have the balance, they
should be in the majority.

This point was discussed very thoroughly
with the mimicipal people and I have sug-

gested to them that there are two things to

be considered, one, the very existence of an

entity known as the board of police com-
missioners. You establish that. Then secondly
is what is to be the makeup of that board. I

suggest to the hon. member that it is a good
term of reference for everybody has his

opportunity in a formal way of making his

presentation to the task force, who will listen

to both sides, not just the point of view as

propounded by the hon. member for Ottawa
East or the hon. member for Sarnia, or the

hon. member for Downsview (Mr. Singer) and

perhaps Lakeshore (Mr. Lawlor), there seems
to be a unanimity amongst the members of

the opposition, a unanimity which I have not

sensed outside.

Mr. Roy: If I might just complete this dis-

cussion, because obviously I get a feeling that

my point of view is not getting across to the

minister. You see, I am not challenging for a

minute the competence, the integrity and the

good common sense of judges who sit on

police commissions. De facto they would

appear in fact to be doing a good job.

You give examples—for instance, naming a

judge to the royal commission looking into

the question of organized crime in the con-

struction industry, and I agree with you that

there should be a judge appointed in that

particular area, but we are not talking about
the same thing. We are talking about a police
commission and it is a question of appearance.

You know the old dictum about justice
must not

only
be done, it must be seen to be

done, and the people are the public. The

public feel that sometimes you are dealing
with a closed shop, that you have a police
commission where you have the chief of

police sometimes, a provincial court judge
and a county court judge, and the public, the

taxpayers out there, feel that they don't have

any input in that particular area.

I am not for a minute attacking the integ-

rity of the judge. I must say that in my
experience with police commissions in the

Ottawa area, I have the highest respect for

the judges who sit on these police commis-
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sions. That is not the question. The question
is that we must convince the public that they
have a say in the operation of police depart-
ments and that they have some input, but

they feel they don't have that when you have
the chief of police and two judges sitting on
these commissions.

Surely on a matter of principle, I suggest
to you, we don't need to have a commission

going across the province to study that point
of view. This government should take leader-

ship. After all, you have a policy minister

who is supposed to think these tilings out.

I would have thought he would have come

up with something as basic as what we are

expounding now. We don't need a commis-
sion to look into that. It's the principle of

the thing. You have got to convince the mem-
bers of the public that they do have a say
and that it's not a closed shop.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The hon. member and
I are in agreement on it. If he talks about the

public having to be convinced that it's not a

closed shop and that they are to have their

say, that doesn't necessarily mean that to

achieve that you have to get rid of judges
on police commissions.

Mr. Roy: Well, what is the way?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: There are other ways.
There can be other techniques of opening up
the boards of police commissioners and of

letting the people in on what the commission
is saying and doing, v^dthout doing away with

something which has its value. I may say that

this is a matter which has been under con-

sideration by the Justice policy field and
there are points of view held. I made a

speech to the association of governing author-

ities along the lines of opening up to the

public and of being involved with the public.
I think what we have to do, as I suggested
to governing members, is set for ourselves the

goals of what do we want to achieve—

Mr. Roy: You should know that.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —in a commission and
then arrive at the best means of achieving
those goals.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): You don't

know that?

Mr. Chairman: The member for Grey-
Bruce.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): Mr. Chair-

man, over the years, every year, we flog this

same issue on this debate and the minister or

his predecessors have the same argument.

Those of us who have served as mayors or
on councils know what we are talking about.

Somewhere along the line the people are

important. The elected people should have

something to say about what goes on.

You give us the same old line. You're in

the rut. Year after year you give us the same
old respect for the judges. The man on the
street has no respect for your terms of think-

ing. Sometimes the way you act, they have

contempt for the courts and for law. Don't

you forget that. You set yourselves up in this

industry you are involved in. No one can
broach the fact because you fellows are

always infallible.

It is a matter of record that the Mayors
and Reeves Association and the Ontario Mu-

nicipal Association repeatedly would like to

have the system changed, wherein you have,
or previously had, the magistrate and the

judge sitting on the commission with the

mayor. The mayor is outvoted all the time in

the police commission. Some are saying that

we should be governed in this area of justice

by the elected people. But in our whole sys-
tem in this whole government we are run by
the civil service. You fellows are just puppets
on the string, as it were, and the civil service

tells you what to do even when you go to

the bathroom.

It's come to the point that we think the

people know what is right. In the end, the

people are always right. The parallel in the

United States is coming now to bear out the

fact that the people are right eventually. So

have faith in the people, Mr. Minister, and

let us do away with this legalistic angle of

the judges and the lawyers controlling the

courts.

My colleague from Ottawa East is knowl-

edgeable. He has been a prosecutor in the

courts. Who in this room would have more

knowledge of this than my colleagues from

Downsview or Samia or some of the able

lawyers down here who are on the scene

every day? The rights of people are impor-
tant and we get sick and tired of your flaunt-

ing the fact that the judges are always right.

Let's get off that nonsense. The fact is that

in this vote you want us to spend $186,000
to prove your point. On this one vote, on the

task force on policing, you're paying $55,000
to whom, to how many people? It's on page
J55.

Mr. Chairman: We are on J60.

Mr. Roy: He was just referring to that, Mr.

Chairman, to show you that it's a waste of

money.
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Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): As an

example. He wouldn't want to cover anything
that is another matter.

Mr. Chairman: We're on vote 1503 on

page J60, the Ontario Police Commission,
which is item 1.

Mr. Sargent: What do you mean the On-
tario Police Commission? I thought you were

only starting on the vote.

Mr. Chairman: No, it's item 1, vote 1503.

Mr. Sargent: It's very apropos. It's right
on target.

An hon. member: He was right on target.

Mr. Sargent: Oh, I can talk about the

OPP?

Mr. Chairman: The OPC, the Ontario

Police Commission.

Mr. Sargent: The Ontario Police Commis-
sion. Well, this is a big ball of wax right
here. I'm glad you told me. Having said that,

you're still wasting a lot of money.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Sudbury
(Mr. Germa).

Mr. Sargent: I may want to filibuster here

so you can get something going.

Mr. Roy: You were right on point.

Mrs. Campbell: Yes, he was.

Mr. Sargent: We are on 1503; that's what
we are talking about.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1503, item 1, the On-
tario Police Commission.

Mr. Sargent: I would like to talk about the

Ontario Provincial Police and to ask the min-
ister if he knows what is going on here?

Mr. Chairman: No. The Ontario Police

Commission.

Mr. Sargent: You said that before.

Mr. Chairman: The Ontario Provincial

Police was some other time.

Mr. Singer: Vote 1504.

Mr. Chairman: It's in the next vote.

Mr. Roy: He was right on.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: The Ontario Provincial
Police starts on vote 1504, on the next page.

Mr. Sargent: What vote are you talking
on? The whole bunch or just one?

Mr. Chairman: We are on vote 1503, item

1, the Ontario Police Commission.

Mr. Sargent: This vote you are increasing

by $1 million, Mr. Minister. Somewhere along
the line I would like to know how much
money you are spending on inteUigence in

this particular vote.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mrs. Campbell: Nil!

Mr. Sargent: You see the way people look
at your people? They laugh at you when
you say inteUigence. Dont say they are

laughing at me because I have $1 miUion
to say I'm right here. You want another $1
million for what?

I asked the head of the OPP how much
money you are spending on electronic surveil-

lance equipment and if they knew if there

was any of the Mafia operating in Ontario
and they said there is no such thing as Mafia

operating in Ontario. The reports to the

RCMP said that 25 per cent of the Mafia
were operating within 20 miles of Toronto
and the OPP did not know about this. That's

a matter of record.

Mr. W. Newman (Ontario South): That let's

you out.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. I believe that

should more appropriately come under a

later vote.

Mr. Roy: The chairman doesn't want any
Mafia on the Police Commission.

Mr. Sargent: What do you want? Where
do you want to talk of the OPP?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: The Ontario Provincial

Police starts on the next vote, vote 1504.

Mr. Sargent: Oh, yes.

Mr. Chairman: We are on vote 1503.

Mr. Sargent: Yes. The Ontario Police Com-
mission, that's even worse! I was at the

formation meeting of the Ontario Police Com-
mission. We had all the judges and lawyers
in Ontario gathered in the Royal York. I was

mayor of the city of Owen Sound at the time.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. W. Newman: What a crime!
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Mr. Sargent: What happened? Is this pay
day or something? What have you dropped
in for?

Mr. W. Newman: I've got to make sure you
behave yourself.

Mr. Sargent: At this meeting, Mr. Chair-

man, we tried to have an elected oflBcial ap-

pointed as one of the three members on the

Ontario Police Commission. What happened?
They appointed some general and a judge
and some top-notch Tory, a lawyer. To this

day, I don't think that has changed. The
Ontario Police Commission, in my mind—you
are asking us to spend another $1 million on

this vote. I would like the minister to justify

why we spend another $1 million on this

political arm of the government.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Sargent: Go ahead.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, I don't

know whether or not the hon. member for

Downsview wanted to talk on the boards of

police commissioners? Perhaps we might deal

with boards of police commissioners.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Sudbury,
too, was on this same vote, I believe.

Mr. Sargent: Answer my question.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Deal with

the Ontario Police Commission.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): We asked
a question—what are you doing with the

extra $1 million?

Mr. Singer: I have lots of patience.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, with
reference to the member for Grey-Bruce, the

Ontario Police Commission has a definitive

role to play. I would like to outline it for the

hon. member—providing expert advice and

guidance to police-

Mr. Sargent: What's the extra $1 million

for?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The extra $1 million?

There is new staff of 100,000 for an increase

in the intelligence section of—

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): A new
staff of 100,000?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: -$100,000; the youth
and law programme this year will take

$160,000, and I may say to the hon. member
for Ottawa East, I said that the federal gov-

ernment was providing $60,000, it is only

providing $42,000.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): Did you say
it was a new staff? What kind of new staff?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The joint force opera-
tions will take $95,000; the largest increase

is in respect of police radio communications
across the province, that includes grants to

municipalities, of $450,000, and then addi-

tional costs in relation to the Canadian Police

Information Centre of $180,000, which comes
out to $985,000.

Mr. Sargent: Okay, $100,000 for intelli-

gence, what's that? Elaborate on that, will

you, please?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: It's for one senior in-

telligence officer, two intelligence analysts,
one senior adviser, four secretarial-clerical,

for a total new complement of eight.

Mr. Sargent: Can I have the minister's

assurance that there is no budget for the

Ontario Police Commission for electronic sur-

veillance equipment?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes, the hon. member
is correct.

Mr. Sargent: All right, Mr. Minister, will

you tell me what in all the years that I've

been in this House I can never find out from

the OPP, or from your ministry, or from

anyone? Who knows about the acquisition or

the possession of or the use of electronic

surveillance equipment in the Province of

Ontario? Who knows what is going on? Do

you know what is going on? If you do, let's

hear about it, because someone should know,
and you should know.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the hon.

member should know, because it has been

discussed in this House, that the electronic

surveillance equipment is under the control,

at the provincial level, of the OPP, the On-
tario Provincial Police. I think one of the

hon. members asked last year how many taps
there had been and I think there were just

over 50 — 50 surveillances had been made by
the OPP. That's no secret.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please! That would
be under vote 1505. We are only on vote

1503.

Mr. Sargent: All right, just one second. On
the Ontario Police Commission, Mr. Minister,

under intelligence, that $100,000 is for per-
sonnel only?
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Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes, that $100,000 is

for personnel only. Now, may I say this, that

I have said to the hon. member there is joint
force operation money here of $95,000.

Mr. Sargent: Does what?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: And that joint force

operation does utilize—from the OPP sector,
I presume—the joint force operation, utilizes

electronic surveilance.

Mr. Sargent: All right, then how much
money do we have tied up in this equipment
in this vote, or in your department?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I would say a very
nominal amount.

Mr. Singer: What does that mean?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: About $5,000 in this

vote.

Mr. Sargent: How stupid can you get? Five
thousand dollars wouldn't buy you a peanut
pickup.

Mr. Shulman: Oh, yes it will.

Mr. Sargent: He doesn't know what he's

talking about; $5,000! Why don't you resign?
You don't know what you're doing.

Mr. Shulman: That is true.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Sudbury.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr. Chair-

man, the boards of commissioners of police
have been a sore spot with me for these

many years, after serving on a municipal
council for six or eight years.

I was surprised to hear you say at the

opening of the estimates that the pubhc has

great faith in these boards of police com-
missioners; and then you want to show us

why you have to increase the budget by $1
million. You don't have to be very smart
around Ontario or around Canada to know
that people's respect for law and order and
for police has been deteriorating these many
years, so how can you stand there and say
that there is respect for these honomrable

people who have been leading our police
forces?

Never in the history of policing have they
been at such a low ebb in the pubhc favour.

Almost constantly policemen are being con-
fronted. There is a reason for that, and I

think you should start looking for that reason.

People have lost faith in the type of control

or the type of policing you have inflicted

upon us.

I think I understand why. I think it was
reflected by the members from that party, in

that the boards of police commissioners are

being made up of this closed shop affair of

your judges and your magistrates. I know that

these boards of poHce commissions have been

absolutely arrogant to the various city coun-

cils when they have been trying to deal with

them and deal with their budget because

they know that they are not responsible to

the elected people within the municipality.

They just show absolute disdain and disregard
for any suggestions or recommendations that

the local elected council might bring upon
them.

All they say is: "You guys just pay the bills.

We put in the milHon dollar budget; you fel-

lows supply the money."

Now, that is the kind of stuff that is caus-

ing people, and elected people such as my-
self from the municipal level, to lose faith

and to criticize you for going along.

If you think you have a beautfful system
and that these people are infalhble and they
are all-powerful and all-honourable, and they
all have public respect, well let me tell you
they do not—because it is reflected in the

attacks on the police force in every com-

munity.

Now, you can maybe explain this one

specific thing to me. In the new regional

municipality of Sudbury, how does it happen
that three management members of the In-

ternational Nickel Co., which is the pre-
dominant employer in my municipality, are

members of the board of police commis-

sioners?

Now, you know we have a history of

strikes in Sudbury; you know we have 18,000
hardrock miners and smeltermen; you know
we have a lot of trouble with that company;
you know that in the future we are going to

be negotiating, and I can guarantee that we
are going to be out on strike again.

What kind of bias is that police commission

going to have with us workers when three of

the members of the board of police com-
missioners are managerial types from the In-

ternational Nickel Co.?

How do you allow that to happen and
then say we have faith in that police commis-
sion? I have no faith in that commission
when I see that three of the members of the

board of police commissioners are my em-

ployers, my management types. They are not

going to have sympathy for me; they are

biased against me right from the begiiming,
before we even get into any trouble. So
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where do you get any respect for a board of

police commissioners like that?

The indication in your budget that you
would increase it by $1 million in this par-
ticular area indicates to me that you are in

trouble with policing in Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, let me
make it abundantly clear, I am not here

defending the status quo. But on the other
hand I am not going to—just because a few
members feel it very strongly—go along with
them in agreeing that the boards of police
commissioners have either no specific function

to play as they are constituted, or that their

makeup is completely bad.

The hon. member makes a statement in

which he would have this House believe that

what he is talking about is rampant through-
out the province, that the boards of police
commissioners are being condemned on all

sides by everybody. That isn't the way I hear
it and my job is to pay attention. I hear
different points of view.

The hon. member becomes so wrought up
over the makeup of the board of police com-
missioners of Sudbury that on the one hand
he talks about it being a closed shop because
the elected representatives and the people
have no say, and on the other he is con-

demning two appointees who were appointed
by the regional council.

It is true that the Lieutenant Governor in

Council appointed one of those three men;
that appointment came first. And then the

regional council saw fit to do what the hon.

member says he has no confidence in. Well,
the elected representatives of the regional
council evidently have confidence in those

two men and appointed them. They are direct

appointees of the regional council.

I will say this—and this goes back to the

hon. member for Grey-Bruce—we are finding
out what the people are thinking. That is the

reason why the task force was set up that

way for public hearings. There have been
scores of briefs, over 150 briefs put in from
various sectors.

The municipal people have not taken a

position; they have expressed their opinions
in an informal way. I invited them; they have

representation on the task force—I think three

members from the municipal sector have
direct representation.

And then I invited them two weeks ago,
when I appeared before the liaison com-

mittee, to do a study in depth and then
make their point of view known to the task

force; and the task force would certainly pay

a good deal of heed to what they, speaking
on behalf of all of the elected representatives,
would have to say. But I suggest to the hon.
member he has got to make up his mind what

position he is going to take.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Downsview.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Chairman, I wanted to talk

about local police commissions first and per-

haps to place the matter in proper context.

I would like to know what the minister feels.

Does he think there should be judges on

police commissions, either county court judges
or provincial judges because it seems to me
that he hasn't been backward about express-

ing his opinion? I would like to hear what his

opinion is right now.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I have an opinion. Yes,
I do have. I don't think, in anticipation of a

report of a task force set up by myself, that

I should make my point of view known. I

have had a chat in a very informal way with

the chairman, but I told him that he starts

out completely from scratch, with no real

direction that "this is the point of view I

want you to come to." The minister has an

opinion but he has indicated that he has a

completely open mind with respect to this. I

think that there is a place for a board, or

some sort of a structure, apart from the

ministry, apart from the elected council as

such. I am convinced there is a role to be

played. What that role should be, who should

be performing that role, is a question to

which we are going to have an input—hope-

fully not by 1976, hopefully within a year
from today—so that we can take action very

quickly after that.

Mr. Singer: Well, Mr. Chairman, this is

interesting. It isn't as though this is a new

question. It isn't as though the task force is

the be-all and the end-all of what's going to

happen. If the government likes die task

force, it will accept all of its recommenda-

tions, or some of them, or perhaps even none
of them. It isn't as though we have just dis-

covered the question about police commis-
sions—it seems to me I have been talking
about it in this House for a long period of

time. I thought there was some hint of the

role of judges on police conmiissions in the

Throne Speech, or at least in the speech of

one of the prominent members of the cabinet

within recent months. Do you not speak with
one voice? Didn't somebody say recently—

perhaps even the member for Peel North (Mr.

Davis); was it he?—that maybe there shouldn't

be any judges on that? I am just trying to
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get at the thinking of government and the

thinking of this particular minister.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Is the hon. member

asking me a question?

Mr. Singer: Yes, yes, yes.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes, there has been a

point of view expressed.

Mr. Singer: Yes, by someone perhaps as

anonymous as the member for Peel North.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No, it wasn't the mem-
ber for Peel North.

Mr. Singer: Wasn't it?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No, he made a state-

ment; it was reported, and then he made a

comment-

Mr. Singer: Who was that that made a

submission? Who was that?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —on the interpretation
made. It was the Provincial Secretary for

Justice (Mr. Kerr).

Mr. Singer: Oh, that fellowl Yes, he had
an opinion, that was very interesting. I sort

of thought it was the Secretary for Justice

because we tried to drag some policy out of

him during his estimates; none of it seemed
to be fordicoming. And it's interesting that

there is not one voice over there in that

Justice galaxy but maybe there are five

voices.

Now, if you want to hear my opinion, Mr.

Chairman, about the role of police commis-
sions and why I object to having judges on

them, it is not perhaps to the same extent as

some of my colleagues, that it's a closed

group. But it's because those judges sit locally
and they are the people who deal in their

judging with the police. They have them in

court, they listen to them, they accept or

reject their evidence. And to do that they
have to be impartial.

It seems to me an anomaly that those same

people who sit in judgement on them in

court are able to detach themselves com-

pletely when they take oflF their judicial hat
and go to wherever the police commission sits

and put on a different hat and say: "This is

a different group of people that we are deal-

ing with, rather than the fellow I believed in

court or didn't believe in court, rather than
the fellow who stretched some of his evidence
a wee bit to support the charges that he laid."

It seems to me that justice does not appear
to be done. And I am not really satisfied in

my own mind, Mr. Chairman, that a judge
can switch on and switch off that readily.
Even presuming he can, justice does not

appear to be done.

The second thing—and the minister has

heard this from the Police Association—is the

very important point that when we come
down to arbitration of police salaries, who
do we appoint but another judge! This just

doesn't fit together.

One of the few times I found myself in

agreement with a policy statement made by
the Provincial Secretary for Justice was when
he indicated in a speech—and he's supposedly
a pretty prominent man in the justice field-

that judges were going to be taken off police
commissions.

I don't think the minister gains anything

by saying that he has opinions but he's not

going to tell us, that the penultimate opinion
is going to come from the task force, or that

we re going to have to wait and see—we've
been talking about this for many years.

I lean very heavily on the thought put
forward by my colleague from Grey-Bruce to

the effect that the elected people by and

large should be able to run their own police
forces. I don't understand the philosophy that

the people the politicians appoint are less

able or less honest than the politicians who

appoint them.

I would think that if the local politicians
who are sent to do their job—and we're

getting bigger and more sophisticated munici-

pal governments—if they want to run their

police forces, they should be allowed to do it.

There is no great wisdom and no great bene-

fit to be added by bringing in these county
court judges and the provincial judges.

In fact, we run into the appearance of

serious conflict when the same judges who
have to deal with these police officers in

court day after day also have to direct the

policy of police departments, determine pro-
motions in police departments and perhaps
determine salary rates.

They can't do both things and be detached

and bring the same kind of judgement that

we would hope they do bring—and which in

most cases they probably do bring. Certainly
it appears to me that justice is not being done

when these judges sit in this dual capacity.

This is not a new point at all, Mr. Chair-

man. It's a point we've made for many years,

and one would have hoped that there would

have been more positive leadership from the

Solicitor General at this point in time and

that he would have had an opinion. One has
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to wonder about these statements o£F the top
of his head by the Provincial Secretary for

Justice.

He made another great statement the other

day. I don't suppose there is any point in

asking about it, but it was the only other

policy statement I heard him make—it was
that he was against hitchhikers. I don't know
whether that's a serious justice policy in On-

tario, but in terms of importance I thought
his pohcy statement about taking judges oflF

police commissions was quite meaningful.

Apparently the Provincial Secretary for Jus-
tice doesn't have too much to say. I don't

know if the minister wants to reply further

to my remarks on local police commissions. I

have some remarks I want to make about the

Ontario PoHce Commission.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, I just

want to point out to the hon. member that

no judge has acted as an arbitrator in matters

relating to the police for about four years. I

know I haven't appointed any judges. And,
of course, we now have the whole new sys-
tem under the Ontario Police Arbitration

Commission, which was set up in this Legis-
lature last session. Therefore, the point about
the judges being in some sort of a conflict is

no longer pertinent.

The hon. member seems to think that be-

cause the judge was in court, the point of

view of the accused is that the judge was in

bed with the policemen-

Mr. Singer: No, I'm not saying he was in

bed with the policemen.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Well, that's the only
other interpretation that one could take, that

there was some sort of siding—and then, in

the next instance, that he would take a posi-
tion against the poHceman.
The hon. member also has to make up his

mind about two things. One is whether he
believes in the concept of a board of police
commissioners outside of the city council

itself. That's the first concept. Secondly, if

that is acceptable, who should be on there

and what should be the makeup?
I have an opinion: I think there should be

change; in fact, I think there will be change
taking place. But to be progressive doesn't

necessarily mean to adopt holus-bolus the hon.

member's position.

One can be progressive and bring about

change in a different direction. I invite the

hon. member to perhaps lose this tight grip
he has had on a concepts on certain rigid

positions for the last six years I beheve it is,

or at least five years, and see if there are any
new directions.

Mr. Singer: I don't think there is any
doubt in the minister's mind what my think-

ing is. If there have to be police commis-

sions, and I don't think there should be, there

shouldn't be any judges on them. That's point
number one.

Point number two is I don't think there

should be police commissions. I think that

the municipal councils, particularly since they
are becoming more sophisticated, and par-

ticularly since they are governing larger

areas, are able to run their own affairs. I

draw, Mr. Chairman, as an example of that,

what has happened here with tihe Ontario

Provincial Police—that comes a little later.

But one of the concepts that originally was
in somebody's mind when the Ontario Police

Commission was set up, was that it would
run the OPP the same as police commissions

run local forces—the Ontario Police Commis-
sion would direct the OPP. Except that you
didn't reckon with Eric Silk. Because Eric

Silk was having none of that nonsense. Eric

Silk made it abundantly clear that he was

having none of that nonsense. The OPP
stayed separate and apart from the Ontario

Police Commission and the Ontario Police

Commission stayed far, far away from Eric

Silk.

The end result was—perhaps it related to

the man, but the man was responsible to a

responsible minister, to an elected person, as

the local chief of police would be—that you
have developed, out of a pretty sad looking
force at one stage in time, one of the best

forces in North America. That was without

the intervention of a police commission on

the highest level. It was done because the

selection of the head man of the force, the

chief of that force, was a good selection. It

was done because he wasn't interfered with

by a police commission. And it was done be-

cause he was responsible to an elected

ofiicial who could be asked about the func-

tioning of that force in the House. Why that

example doesn't carry through, I just don't

understand.

Well, we have gilded that lily sufficiently.

Let me get after the Ontario Police Commis-
sion for a bit. I continue, Mr. Chairman, to

be very, very disappointed in the role played

by the Ontario Police Commission. I can see

no continued justification for its existence. If

there ever was a mess made it was made in

their setting up of its intelligence system—
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an intelligence system which takes up several

pages in this late report. The report was,

what, 10 months late? It came in too late to

be discussed in the last estimates. It is here

now.

If ever there was a mess that took place it

was in the setting up of that criminal intelli-

gence service by the Ontario Police Commis-
sion. We had Mr. Thurston who has since

departed on Ontario salary to Ottawa. Why
we continue to pay his salary if he is found to

be of no more use to us, and while he is on
loan to the Canadian Law Reform Commis-
sion, escapes me. I ask the minister specifi-

cally tonight to tell us the details about Mr.
Thurston's mysterious departure, and to tell

us too about Gary Ralph; to tell us what

happened to Gary Ralph, why he came into

the Ontario Police Commission, what role he

played while he was there.

Tell us about what the chiefs of police
called the funny papers, which were the

monthly bulletins that came out of the in-

telligence branch and which the chiefs of

police roDed in the aisles about and said,

"Have you seen the latest edition of the

funny papers?" Tell us about the interesting

trip that Thurston and Ralph took across the

border, armed, to find Mafia types in Chicago.
I would like to hear about that. Or the other

trip that they took to an American governor's
estate in one of the United States and they
were caught by the American governor's

guards while they were sneaking up through
the trees and through the bushes.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Were they
armed?

Mr. Singer: I think they were armed. They
were caught by the security people, and fin-

ally were able to get back to Ontario with
a whole skin. I would like him to tell us

about that and what kind of ludicrous non-
sense our Ontario Police Commission was

allowing to continue when that was the per-
formance of its intelligence branch.

There is an awful lot of explaining to do,
Mr. Chairman. I tried to get this from the

minister in the question period and he

dodged. He wouldn't tell us what happened
to Thurston or why Thurston had left. It

was under investigation for many months.
Thurston was suspended on full pay and,

finally, when the decision was made about
Thurston he was on loan to the federal Law
Reform Commission and apparently no one
wants him back at the Ontario Police Com-
mission.

Could you tell us about some of these

performances of the intelligence branch of

the Ontario Police Commission?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the hon.

member is going back into the past.

Mr. Singer: These things happened and
under your Police Commission.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: For me, it is not only
a dim past; he is talking about matters of

which I have no knowledge whatsoever.

Mr. Singer: Every police chief in Ontario

knows about it and you have checked with
them. I've checked with them.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I don't know what the

hon. member is talking about or what every
police chief in Ontario knows. I know what I

hope every police chief in Ontario knows to-

day—which is that CISO, the concept of which
the Ontario Police Commission was the orig-

inator, I beheve, in 1966, really has, in spite
of some shortcomings, proved to be one of

the better law enforcement ideas we have
had in this province.

Mr. Singer: Could you tell about Thurston
and Ralph now?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Now there was an
incident-

Mr. Singer: A series of incidents.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —one specific incident

about which I replied to a question from the
hon. member. TTiat incident has led those
who make up the CISO to take a good look
at each other and at themselves. They have
come up with some new aspects to it.

I am privy to what they have done. I

approve and endorse what they have done in

this regard. Their new and revised approach
has the full endorsation of our own Police

Commission members; of the OPP members
who have an input; of the representation
from the RCMP; and of the governing bodies,
more than 25 chiefs of police in Ontario.

They have confidence in CISO and so do I.

The hon. member wants me to go back into

some history about some matters of which he
has no documentation; I have no documenta-
tion. He talks about how everybody knows;
I know nothing of the matters the hon. mem-
ber is talking about.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Chairman, if the minister

is as dumb as he appears to be about these

issues then I am surprised at the ministerl

Certainly, you can't get two senior police
oflBcers from any force in Ontario together
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who don't talk, and happily talk about these

issues. You know they happen.
Thurston just didn't get suspended on full

pay for months because he was a good fellow

and because everybody liked him. Why don't

you tell us what happened to Thurston? Why
did Thurston get suspended? Why is he now
on full-time loan, at Ontario's expense, to

the Law Reform Commission? Surely we are

entitled to know that.

It isn't suflBcient for the minister to tell

us he is satisfied with what happened. Tell

us. Let us see if we are going to be satisfied.

Tell us about Gary Ralph and the terms of

his employment; the length of time; who sug-

gested he be hired; and why he was fired or

why his contract was not renewed.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, I re-

mind the hon. member that in this House on

March 23 I made a statement which, from

my point of view, adequately answered the

hon. member's question and set out the posi-
tion of Mr. Thurston and that settled the

matter. That is now history.

Mr. Singer: Well, the minister may think

it's settled, but this is the first opportunity
that we've had to face him with these ques-
tions. His statements were non-committal.

They were phrased in general terms. They
were not explanatory at all. Does the min-

ister think he can explain away these peculiar
events, which sound like a story out of a

science fiction magazine?
Can you imagine two intelligent people

from the Ontario Police Commission crossing
the border, fully armed, to discover the Mafia
in Chicago? Or going and visiting the man-
sion of a governor of an American state and

getting caught on his grounds by that gover-
nor's security guards—and then having to

crawl back to Ontario?

Who would believe that that kind of non-
sense would take place and that it would be

instigated by senior ojBBcials of the Ontario
Police Commission? Who could believe that?

Then, the prime mover in this peculiar
adventure history gets suspended on full pay
and finally it's determined that he no longer
is for the police commission. So, grand fel-

lows that we are, we lend him to Ottawa to

the federal Law Reform Commission and we
pay his salary. Does the minister think that's

really an explanation? Let me give him one
more chance. Has he got anything better on
that to tell us?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, I made,
I believe, something like a four-page state-

ment in the House in answer to the hon.

member's question. If he would either pay
attention to the statement, or read it, and if

there is any particular part of the statement

that isn't clear to him I'd be delighted to

attempt to make it clear.

Mr. Singer: It was a non-statement. It

didn't deal with these things.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: He's referring to some
incident-

Mr. Roy: Read it again.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —in the dim past which
had nothing to do with the point at issue.

The hon. member last fall asked me a ques-
tion in this House and I told him that I

would make a reply to it—and I did at the

earliest opportunity in a four-page statement.

Mr. Singer: Is the minister suggesting—

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Does the hon. member
want me to read the statement over again?

Mr. Singer: Is the minister suggesting to

me that these incidents that I've described

warranted the continuation of Mr. Thurston

and Mr. Ralph in government employment,
and that it was only after papers started to

disappear and come to the attention of cer-

tain other members of the House, that Thur-

ston's qualifications for this important job

came into question—that they didn't come into

question after these ludicrous incidents?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: So far as I'm con-

cerned, that is the question. The only time

that Mr. Thurston's position was raised was

in relationship to the specific matter which

the hon. member raised in this House and to

which I replied.

Mr. Singer: Oh, I see. Can you tell me

why, if the Ontario Police Commission was

doing its job—they had knowledge of what

Thurston and Ralph did-why didn't they do

something several years earlier if this is such

an ancient incident?

Now, Mr. Chairman, it's known—I wouldn't

make these charges lightly-to all the senior

officers of police forces throughout Ontario.

If it hasn't come to the attention of the

Solicitor General, or to his deputy, I'm very,

very surprised. Why wasn't something done

about it a few years earlier if it's such ancient

history?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I'm still not very clear

in the generality of the hon. member's refer-

ence as to what wrongdoing there was on

the part of anybody, or what should have

been the subject of censure by the police
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commission. This I do know, the present
status of CISO and the changes that have

come about in the past year are changes for

the better. It's regrettable that the very close

look at one's self had to be brought about by
an incident that the hon. member is aware

of, but it happened. Very wisely, those in-

volved took that opportunity to look at them-

selves. Without passing any judgement on

what has happened in the past, because Tm
in no position to assess that, I do know this

that the present makeup of CISO is such as

to ensure that with such a thing, or such an

activity, which would be critical in the minds
of the chiefs of police, who make up the

governing body of CISO, they can take the

action.

Mr. Singer: Well, Mr. Chairman, if the

minister cannot see what was wrong with
senior oflficers or oflScials of the Ontario

Police Commission crossing the border, with
their badges and with their weapons, to try
to dig out in the city of Chicago members of

a crime syndicate, or if he cannot see any-

thing wrong with senior oflBcers of the On-
tario Police Commission invading the terri-

tory of a governor of a state of the United

States, and getting caught while they were

doing it—the greatest sin was probably in

getting caught—then I cannot explain it any
further.

What I use this for, Mr. Chairman, be-

cause obviously I am not going to get any
explanation, is to indicate one of the many
reasons why I don't think our Ontario Police

Commission is a good functioning body. Com-
pared to what it was a few years ago, per-

haps it is improving, but I just wonofer.

I wonder about where the police commis-
sioners come from. The present chairman,
and he is sitting here and I understand that

he is a fine gentleman and I don't want to

criticize him personally, but I gather that

his great claim to fame was that he was head
of the Ontario Progressive Conservative Asso-

ciation. One would have thought that one
could have looked a httle further, perhaps to

someone with police experience, when one
was choosing the head of the Ontario Police

Commission.

Nor do I want to attack my good friend

Tom Graham, because he and I have known
each other for many, many years. On the

other hand, I hasten to tell you that Tom
Graham's appointment as a judge did not

make him a person with legal qualifications.
His substantia qualification was that he was
a defeated candidate who once occupied a

seat in this Legislature for the riding of York
Centre.

The third gentleman was a general. Who
is the third one now? Is the general still on
the police commission? Well, we don't see

very much of the general. The general gave

good service to his country and retired, I

would imagine, on a fairly substantial pension.
I don't often see him around the House. I

don't often hear of statements he has made
in connection with police matters. I won-
der whether the good general should not be
allowed to enjoy fully the just rewards of his

good service to his country and to happily

spend his life living reasonably well on his

substantial army pension. I am sure he has

earned it and I am sure he deserves these

moments of peace and quiet.

It would seem to me, Mr. Chairman, that

we can expect something better from the

government of Ontario in the form of a

police commission, if we have to have one. I

don't really see what they do. In intelligence
the commission is very disappointing. I grant

you that since there was this self-examina-

tion, the police chiefs across Ontario are a

litde happier than they were in the past—any-

thing would have been an improvement.

But let's look at some of the statistics in

this report that we had so much trouble in

getting. The page I am looking for is the one

dealing with the nmnber of police forces and
their size in the last year for which the

report was made. That is on page 29.

Several years ago the principle was enun-

ciated, I think, by Arthur Wishart at the

time when he was the Attorney General and
in charge of police as well, that one of the

objectives of government was to do away with

small police forces. Small police forces were

generally categorized as police forces that

had between one and 10 people in them.

I look at these figures at the bottom of

page 29 and it seems that on Jan. 1, 1970,
we had 15 one-man forces. On Jan. 1, 1971,
we had 13 one-man forces. On Jan. 1, 1972,
we had 11 one-man forces. So over the

period of two full years the government has

managed to do away with four one-man

police forces. Certainly an enviable record.

Two-to-five-man force: Jan. 1, 1970, there

were 63 two-to-five-man forces. That was a

good year; they got rid of 10 of those. There

were 53 at Jan. 1, 1971, but by Jan. 1, 1972,
it wasn't such a good year; they got rid of

only one more. So from 1971 to 1972 we
have one less two-to-five-man force.

Six-to-nine-man forces; this is a very inter-
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esting statistic. On Jan. 1, 1970, we had 41.

They whittled away and got that down to

37 on Jan. 1, 1971, but lo and behold, on

Jan. 1, 1972, it jumped back up again to 40.

I don't know how that happened.

It doesn't seem to me, Mr. Chairman, that

we have made what one would call startling

progress in doing away with what everybody
around here has admitted are small and in-

eflScient police forces. Nor have we carried

out the objective called for by Arthur Wishart
as a matter of government principle.

I wonder, really, what there is that the

Ontario Police Commission does that justifies

its continuing existence? I can't see it from
the point of view of the intelligence services

it supplies. I can't see it from the point of

view of substantial police experience that its

members have. I can't see it from the point
of view of doing away with and consolidat-

ing the small forces.

I was interested to hear just a little while

ago, in answer to a question from my col-

league from Huron-Bruce, the fact that there

is surveillance equipment apparently under
the control of the Ontario Police Commission.
The hon. member for Grey-Bruce—I'm sorry,

I said Huron-Bruce—didn't ask the conditions

under which this equipment is used, whether
it's used at the behest of the commission, the

minister, the Attorney General (Mr. Bales) or

the Provincial Secretary for Justice; or wheth-
er there are any conditions attached to it.

I did notice in the paper the other day, Mr.

Chairman, that the Attorney General took

some exception to the Act presently before

the House of Commons dealing with wire-

tapping. I wonder what kind of controls we
have here in Ontario and whether they are

initiated by the Ontario Police Commission
for itself or for all of the police forces? That's

another thing that we've asked many times

—that there be, at least in the absence of

federal legislation, governmental instructions

that are laid down and made clear. Those
haven't been forthcoming and there was the

interesting admission earlier this evening that

there is surveillance equipment in the hands,
I presume, of the Police Commission.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I should clear that up.
That is in the hands of the joint forces oper-
ation.

Mr. Singer: Joint forces operation? All right.
Who controls it? Are there ground rules? Is

there a political person who controls it?

Does the Solicitor General control it? Does
the Attorney General or any one of his col-

leagues? Is it in the control of a judge? Or

is it used from time to time as a particular

police officer decides it should be used?

Mr. Chairman, frankly, I continue my
amazement at the longevity of this Ontario
Police Commission. I would think that the

time has really come to terminate its interest-

ing life.

I'm going to move that the estimate for

item 1 of vote 1503 be reduced to the sum
of $1 for that purpose.

Mr. Chairman: Is there any other discussion

under item 1 of 1503?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I wonder if the hon.

members would permit me, Mr. Chairman.
The hon. member has taken a very rigid posi-
tion vis-a-vis the Ontario Police Commission,
which has made him make the motion he has.

He has looked at and come to a conclusion

on only certain aspects of the work of the

Ontario Police Commission. I won't rehash

the stuff that he has said. He has made up
his mind about the intelligence services of

the Ontario Police Commission. I disagree
with him. I think that that was one of the

very forward steps taken by the Police Com-
mission. I was amazed that it took the police
in Ontario so long to achieve that.

I don't say it's perfect. The conmiission's

role, vis-a-vis the police forces across the

province, is admirable. I don't fault it, for it

is not directly responsible vis-a-vis the sizes

of the police forces across the province. That
has been government policy to a major de-

gree, and I won't permit the responsibility
to be put at the desks of the Ontario Police

Commission. I do remind the member again
that-

Mr. Singer: Hasn't it been government
policy to do away with one-to-ten-man police
forces in this manner?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes, and those left-

Mr. Singer: These figures don't indicate one

word of it.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No, they choose to

have it that way; they don't have to have it;

where the one-man police forces are still

existent, that is the way the local municipali-
ties want them. To my mind, one of the very
fundamental tasks, in the terms of reference

that the task force has, in policing in Ontario,

to have settled who should do the policing and
how they should do it, and, more importantly,
who should finance policing in Ontario. They
will hopefully come up with a series of

recommendations vis-^-vis all of the police
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forces in Ontario, because there is such a

spread in the size and the expertise available

to the different municipalities.

Let us set aside those two points. The hon.

member has made up his mind in these re-

spects. I point out to him that the Ontario

Police College, which in its old setting had

established itself a reputation on the conti-

nent, is being replaced by a completely new
structure, which will be gone ahead with in

Aylmer. The Minister of Government Services

(Mr. Snow) in his report indicated that, and
I have indicated that in the House. They will

have a curriculum which I insist should be

up to the minute, and they will have all of

the facilities and the technical advancements
to bring about the finest of police training.

This was brought about by the Ontario

Police Commission and I am convinced if

the Ontario Police Commission had not been
in existence we would not have the police

college as it exists. As to the type of job that

they are doing vis-a-vis the total policing, the

hon. member has heard me make reference

to CPIC, the Canadian Police Information
Centre and the communications system.

I will pay just tribute to the people in

Ottawa, the RCMP, in this regard, they are

providing the hardware in it, but I would

say that one of the greatest inputs into both
the conception and the implementation of the

Canadian Police Information Centre came

really from the staff down here on University
Ave. I was a witness; I saw the kind of

work they were doing, and, fortunately for

the ministry, we were on the scene when
this implementation took place on the part
of the Province of Ontario, the first province.

CPIC, I can't repeat it often enough, is

one of the most important tools that we have

put into the hands of the police ojfficers. Dur-

ing Police Week I participated in demonstra-
tions. The lady at the terminal typed:
"Wanted, Yaremko, John, bom Aug. 10,

1918," and almost as fast as that machine
could operate, it put the one line on and
the two lines came back, thankfully: "Not
on file." Then one of the police officers-

Mr. Singer: Shows how efficient it was!

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes. Then the police
officer-

Mr. Deans: If you had given your right

name, what would have happened?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —said: "Well, we've

got you specifically, now we'll just put
'Yaremko' on." There was another Yaremko,

and that machine started to bang it out. It

was almost instant information.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Again, if there hadn't

been a police commission working hand-in-

hand with the RCMP, it may have been

delayed over a period of time.

The next step is to create a communica-
tions system above that across the province,
and we are making available $394,000 in

grants to police forces.

We initiated a grant to the municipality
of York because they were putting in a com-
munications system and we wanted to make
sure that their communications system was

compatible with the new total system. We
made a grant of $394,000 so that now a

police officer can talk to another jx)lice officer

in another jurisdiction and to the station.

Either a walkie-talkie or the car radio tied

into CPIC will provide the officer on the

beat wdth what he needs most, instant infor-

mation with respect to persons and things.

That is a very important aspect of the

work of the Police Commission. So, it's too

bad I didn't have the opportunity of telling

the hon. member this before he made his

motion, but maybe now he will withdraw

the motion.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Chairman, you haven't

quite convinced me. I think that all of this

work that has been done could be done with-

out the unnecessary appendage of having a

police commission. You've got a bright, young
deputy minister there, and I am quite satis-

fied that the deputy minister could look after

the giving out of grants. He could look after

using the Metropolitan Toronto police col-

lege, which, after all, was modelled after the

North York model of the police training
school.

All that intelligence was there and is avail-

able and a bright deputy could certainly take

advantage of that.

I am completely puzzled, Mr. Chairman, as

to the continuing usefulness of the Ontario

Police Commission and I think it would be a

substantial saving to the Province of Ontario

and the work would be more efficiently done

if this body was done away with and the

responsibilities carried out by the minister

and his deputy and the able civil servants.

The minister drew a parallel to the co-

operation he had from the RCMP. I'm sure

he is going to get equal cooperation from—
who is the new head of the OPP, Mr. Clark?-

Mr. Graham.
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Mr. Graham is a very fine police oflBcer and

will give equal co-operation to the deputy
and to the minister. And I am sure that all

the police across the province will give that

kind of co-operation.

You see, Mr. Chairman, what puzzles me
is, if this system was as good as the minister

is trying to tell us, why wouldn't these recom-
mendations have come forward—the ones he
is looking to the task force for—why wouldn't

they have come forward from the police com-
mission? Why wouldn't we have seen them

categorized here? Why wouldn't the police
commission have told us the direction, or

suggested to us the direction in which these

things should move?

But apparently they haven't, not even to

the satisfaction of the minister, because he
boasts about his task force. He's got a group
of three men who should have been giving
him this kind of suggestion. Apparently they
haven't been. My motion implies getting rid

of this group.

Let us have confidence in the deputy minis-

ter and the minister for the time being and
let's see how good a job they can do. I am
satisfied that they can do the job, with the

co-operation of senior police oflBcers in On-
tario, and they don't need the extra append-
age of an Ontario Police Commission.

Mr. Chairman: I think I should place the

motion moved by Mr. Singer that vote 1503,
item 1, be reduced to $1. Is there further dis-

cussion on it? The member for Ottawa East.

Mr. Roy: Yes, Mr. Chairman, I just wanted
to question the minister further. Under what
item is it that you are paying the Criminal

Intelligence Service of Ontario? Is this pay-
ment under what you call services?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: We don't pay the Cri-

minal Intelligence Services of Ontario. That is

a group which is outside the ministry. There
is participation by the Ontario Provincial

Police and the Ontario Police Commission
both on the governing body of the executive

committee, the operating committee, and of

course we help finance tne joint forces opera-
tion and we—

Mr. Roy: Well, this is the right vote to dis-

cuss it?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes, under this vote, we

provide the repository where the information

is gathered and the analysts that analyse the

information and disseminate it to those who
are entitled to receive it.

Mr. Roy: Well, it is not very clear that we
can discuss this point under that item, but I

would like to make a few comments about

the CISO.

The first point—and I don't know if the

minister was quoted correctly—relates to a

statement he is reported to have made some
time ago. "I have no control over CISO.

They don't have to ask anybody. They don't

have to answer to anybody," a newspaper

quoted him as saying.

I think the minister was asked this ques-
tion in the House, and if that was his answer

to certain people about whose responsibility

it was to control CISO, it is most frightening
that a service for the police department
should not be responsible to anybody.

Surely the minister was mistaken when he

said of this force: "They don't have to ask

anybody. They don't have to answer to any-

body." Since when do we have any police
force—and I don't care how secret it is or

what intelligence it is working on—that is not

responsible to anybody? We have seen too

many instances of abuse of police powers
across the border when certain intelligence

forces, such as the CIA or the FBI, go out

on frolics of their own. We should never

establish a force in this province which is not

responsible to anybody. I would certainly

like to have the minister respond to this

point.

My second point concerns the minister's

very laudatory comments about how effective

this force is. My relatively short experience
in this House does not place me in a posi-

tion to judge how effective it has been. I

can only look at some of the evidence I have

seen over the past while and say that I am
not overly impressed—and I will cite ex-

amples.

The first example which made me question
the effectiveness of this intelligence service

was the recent Throne Speech, which men-

tioned that a royal commission would be

established to look into the question of orga-
nized crime in the construction industry and

Hmited the inquiry to Toronto.

Apparently this royal commission was estab-

lished subsequent to extensive police investi-

gation. I would have thought that this police

investigation would have had something to

do with this CISO, that they were the ones

who were carrying out this investigation.

But apparently these people were not even

aware that there was some violence or some
form of organized crime in the construction

industry in other areas than Toronto. This
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was obvious because if they had known that

there was evidence of crime in other areas

than Toronto, the Throne Speech would not

have limited the royal commission to To-
ronto. Fortunately, by pressing the govern-
ment, we were able to have it extended.

At that point I seriously questioned the

efficiency of whatever intelligence service the

government was relying on to establish a royal
commission if it did not realize this was

operating elsewhere than Toronto.

My other point is that there have been
references to organized crime before the

Quebec commission by a senior official of the

RCMP, a Mr. Nadon, who I believe is the

deputy commissioner.

He testified before that commission that

the RCMP kept lists of people on organized
crime, that they had a list of between 1,000
to 10,000, but basically they were related to

1,000 key people in organized crime. He said

at that time that a certain percentage oper-
ated in Quebec and a certain percentage

operated here in Ontario. He gave the per-

centage in Ontario, and mainly in the To-
ronto area, to be somewhere between 25 and
80 per cent. This point has been brought out

by the member for Grey-Bruce.

I recall that I was with the member for

Grey-Bruce when he telephoned the deputy
commissioner of the OPP and asked about

this, and he was told, "Oh, as far as we are

concerned, there is no question of organized
crime in this province." We were both sur-

prised by this statement. In fact, the deputy
commissioner of the OPP was asked about

the statement by the deputy commissioner

of the RCMP, and he said that as far as he

was concerned there was no question of or-

ganized crime in this province.

Mr. Chairman, if I am to judge from some
of the evidence I have seen in relation to

the construction industry, and from the

statement made by a senior officer of the

OPP, I am not overly impressed by the effici-

ency and the digging of this criminal intelli-

gence service, at no time, I would repeat

again. I would like a clarffication from the

minister, since when did we ever have in this

province an intelligence service or a police
service which was not responsible to the
elected officials?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, I am
appreciative of the member having raised this

issue because I think it really requires a little

bit of attention. I am going to try to put
on the record a clarification as succinctly as

I can with respect to criminal intelligence
information.

Under the Police Act, no municipal police
force nor the Ontario Provincial Police has
the responsibihty to exchange criminal intel-

ligence with any other police force or to the

government represented by the Solicitor

General. That is not built into our structure

of policing. However, under section 41(1) of

the Police Act, it is the function of the

Ontario Police Commission to maintain a

system of statistical records and research

studies of criminal occurrences and matters

related thereto for the purpose of aiding the

police forces in Ontario.

Under section 30 of the regulations, to

enable the commission to carry out its duties

under the Act, members of police forces shall

give their assistance and co-operation to the

commission, its members and staff. When the

above is applied to the field of criminal intel-

ligence, it becomes a very important matter,
as improper dissemination of criminal intelli-

gence may defeat the purpose of obtaining
this intelligence and is sensitive in that it

relates in many cases to known facts, not

always provable in a court of law.

The second problem is that unless there is

perfect trust there will only be token sharing
of criminal intelligence, and evasion of re-

sponsibility to provide such is obviously

easy. In order to deal with this situation and
to provide for an orderly system of collecting
and disseminating criminal intelligence, the

Ontario Police Commission in 1966 sponsored,

organized and funded CISO, comprising gen-

erally the Ontario Police Commission and its

intelligence officers, and chiefs of police and

intelligence officers of the forces in Ontario

maintaining an intelligence unit. This fol-

lowed the organized crime training seminar

presented for all of North America in Sep-
tember, 1965, at Aylmer.

In drafting the constitution for CISO, the

constitution of the law enforcement intelli-

gence unit in the United States was used as a

precedent—that is known as LEIU. This lat-

ter was not sponsored by any government

department or agency but was a spontaneous
association of intelligence officers from state

and municipal police forces. The constitution

of CISO differed therefrom mainly in that

the repository of criminal intelligence in

Ontario and the analysts and personnel used

in connection therewith were the responsi-

bility of the Ontario Police Commission. That
is a significant factor. Under this organiza-
tion, intelligence flows in and out of the

repository from police forces, with each sup-
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plier of intelligence having the right to re-

strict dissemination of such intelligence so

supplied.

I go back to the beginning, for the hon.

member's refreshment, to the kind of infor-

mation that is used. It is not the kind that he
knows as a lawyer is accustomed to being
provable in a court of law. Since this infor-

mation, CISC has added affiliate members of

law enforcement agencies in the province in

order to increase the efficiency and the

breadth of intelHgence gathering. In 1966,
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police became a

regular member.

As far as the government of the Province
of Ontario is concerned, criminal informa-
tion obtained directly by the Ontario Pro-

vincial Police, the Ontario Police Commission
or other governmental agency members is a

proper source for the Solicitor General. In-

formation supplied by a contributing force

may be given to the minister with the con-
sent of the contributor. In practice, consent
is freely given because it is recognized by
CISO members that the Solicitor General is

charged with law enforcement in the Province
of Ontario and must be kept informed of the
current state of the criminal activities in the

Province of Ontario in order that he may
fulfil his function.

I say again, Mr. Chairman, that because of

the kind of information which is noted as

criminal information, police forces generally,
not only in this jurisdiction but everywhere,
are very careful about the dissemination of

this kind of information. And quite properly
so.

In 1970, Criminal Intelligence Services

Canada was formed following consultation

between the Solicitor General of Canada and
the Attorneys General of all the provinces.
This body performs a similar service to CISO
on a national basis and contributes and dis-

seminates criminal intelligence from and to

CISO, other provincial bureaus and the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police. One might be bold

enough to say that the success of CISO led

to the formation of CISC.

The hon. member has asked specific ques-
tions. He has referred to the—

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. We have
come to the time of adjournment.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: If I could just conclude
this sentence, Mr. Chairman? The hon. mem-
ber has raised the questions, and without re-

ferring back to the interpretation that the

reporter placed on the remarks I made or the

editorial, I make no comment with respect
to this. I say this: Is CISO answerable to

anybody? I say yes. Do I have control? I say

yes, directly and indirectly by the participa-
tion of the Ontario Police Commission and

representatives from the Ontario Provincial

Police.

Mr. Deans: Is it 10:30? I say yes.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes.

Mr. Deans: Yes.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: They are answerable.

Mrs. Campbell: He is.

Mr. Roy: Why did you say no at one time?

Hon. M. Yaremko: I am not correcting the

interpretation that the reporter made when
he was asking me a series of questions fol-

lowing up on the questioning from the hon.

member for Downsview. I am now putting on
the record the story of CISO and its respon-
sibility.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please! We will have
to bring the discussion to a close.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee rise

and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of supply begs to report progress and asks for

leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, on

Thursday we will continue with the estimates

that are currently before the House. In the

standing committee there will be the con-

tinuation of the consideration of the estimates

of the Ministry of the Environment, to be
followed by the Ministry of Colleges and Uni-

versities. On Friday we will discuss the

budget.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:30 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: We are always pleased to

have visitors with us in our galleries, and

today in the east gallery we have students

from Wiarton District High School of Wiar-
ton. In the west gallery there are students

from Herron Valley Junior High School of

Don Mills and the Samia Northern Collegiate
Institute and Vocational School of Sarnia.

There is also Sault Ste. Marie Collegiate In-

stitute of Sault Ste. Marie.

A little later we will be joined by students

from Ridgetown District High School of

Ridgetown and St. Joseph's School of Wood-
stock.

We are also favoured today with the

presence of the hon. Frank Calder, Minister

without Portfolio with responsibility for

Indian Affairs, of the government of British

Columbia.

Before I proceed with the routine proceed-

ings I should like to inform the House that

I have received and I am tabling the first

report of the Ontario Commission on the

Legislature.

Statements by the ministry.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, the

Treasurer has asked me to present to the

House in his absence the 1973 Municipal

Directory. Copies will be made available to

all members today and a general distribution

will take place in a week or two.

PURCHASE OF PARK LANDS

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government
Services): Mr. Speaker, on May 14 I tabled

an answer to question No. 14, on order paper
No. 19, dealing with purchases of land for

park purposes in the years 1968, 1969, 1970,
1971 and 1972.

My answer, Mr. Speaker, is recorded in

the report of the Legislature debates for the

afternoon session of May 14 on page 1889.

I very much regret that, through a clerical

error, figures given under the heading "North-
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western Ontario" for the years 1971 and 1972
were reversed.

For the record, I wish to advise the Legis-
lature that the figures for 1971 should read
177 acres at a cost of $50,561; and for 1972,
531 acres at a cost of $17,448.

I would point out, Mr. Speaker, that the
total acreages in the original reply were
correct.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

ALGONQUIN PARK PLAN

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Mr. Speaker, a question of the Minister
of Natural Resources: Does he recall his pre-
decessor establishing a firm policy about four

years ago for the implementation of a master

plan for Algonquin Park, and if he does
recall that policy statement why then does he
not require the advisory committee on Algon-
quin Park, which is still meeting, to make
some sort of a report upon which a master

plan might be established, hopefully by the

time its present establishment runs out on

June 28?

Hon. L. Bemier (Minister of Natural Re-

sources): Mr. Speaker, in answer to the

Leader of the Opposition, I would say to

him that he is quite correct, we did set up
an advisory committee. This committee did

report to the government. The matter had
been before the resources development policy
field and is now before the government itself.

Many of the items are being considered

right now at cabinet level. The committee

was reconstituted about a year ago and given
certain terms of reference in certain areas

on which we want a report. I would hope
that before the committee is finalized or

comes to a conclusion by the end of June

they will be able to report on those items.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Is it not

true that the interim report that the cabinet

is apparently now considering is dated May,
1971, and that the policy minister who said

on April 27, 1973, that there were bold initia-

tives to be expected within the next few
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weeks was in fact exaggerating, since no
action has been taken?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, I am not

aware of those comments at all.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Can the

minister make clear any change in the terms

of reference of the advisory committee? Has
he instructed them that they should not

review any matters which had already been
considered by the previous advisory com-

mittee, such as the matters dealing with

leases?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I

have advised the chairman that I didn't think

it was in the best interests to review those

matters that are now before the government
for decisions.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Is it not

so, however, that the minister asked the com-

mittee to give further indications on the

matters of leaseholds and youth camps, even

though this matter had been treated by the

previous committee?

If you'll permit me, Mr. Speaker, a final

question, why does the minister not indicate

to the advisory committee that he wants a

final report so that he can go forward with

the implementation of a master plan which is

now four years in abeyance?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, this has

already been done. I've indicated to the

committee that I would appreciate a report
on the items which I referred to them after

the interim committee was set up.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: By June 28?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Yes.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Oppo-
sition.

COURT ACTION AGAINST
LAND FREEZE

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a question of the
Provincial Secretary for Justice. Is he aware
of an action, evidently to be heard by the

Supreme Court tomorrow, entered by Multi-
Malls Inc. bringing into contention the freeze
on Blandford township established by the
Treasurer (Mr. White) some months ago? Is

the government contesting any mandamus
order that is being sought in this connection
which would have the eflFect of nulhfying the
force of the so-called freeze?

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): Mr. Speaker, I'm not aware of that

application before tie Supreme Court. I

would be happy to get that information for

the hon. member and have it ready for to-

morrow.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I thank the minister. I

have a supplementary. Is the minister aware
that evidently the hearing is to be held to-

morrow and that if the court finds in favour

of the application made by Multi-Malls, the

freeze established on a number of townships,
such as in Norfolk county and Kent county,
will have no further application? It is a mat-

ter, surely, of great importance on which the

Provincial Secretary or the Treasurer or some-

body should take action?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, I don't want
to guess. I would assume that if this is an

application for mandamus against an order of

a minister of this government or against the

government, that certainly we would have

sombody there contesting the application.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

SENTENCE OF WOMAN CHARGED
WITH SOCIAL BENEFIT FRAUD

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Yes.

First, Mr. Speaker, a question of the Provin-

cial Secretary for Justice.

Would he care to comment on the decision

of the Ontario Court of Appeal to reduce

from 50 days to 30 days the sentence of the

woman on a social benefit who had defrauded
the plan? Would he comment on the appro-

priateness of the jail sentence? Would he
comment on some of the observations which
were made in the course of the hearings and
comment on whether he thinks that's a satis-

factory way to deal with a situation of this

kind?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, I don't want
to comment on a decision of the Court of

Appeal based on what I might read in the

morning newspaper. I haven't got the full

facts, nor have I had an opportunity to read

the decision.

This was heard originally, I believe, in

provincial court and then was appealed to the

Court of Appeal. There was a change in the

original sentence. It would look as if the

matter was given considerable consideration

by the Court of Appeal. There was one dis-

senting decision, or dissenting judgement. As
I say, I wouldn't want to comment on it for
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those reasons and the fact that it may be

further appealed.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr. Speak-

er, by way of supplementary. I don't know,
but perhaps the Provincial Secretary for

Justice could tell me if the provincial preroga-
tive of mercy might apply in this case? Per-

haps not, because it seems to be a charge
under the Criminal Code.

If there is no opportunity to exercise the

provincial prerogative of mercy, would the

Provincial Secretary for Justice deem it appro-

priate that representations might be made to

the federal authorities to see if, in these

particular circumstances as they appear in the

press, the federal prerogative of mercy could

be exercised? It seems to me, from reading

the newspaper accounts, that this is a case

that deserves attention above and beyond
what the courts gave it.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, again, recog-

nizing the names of those judges who sat on

the appeal, I am reluctant to question their

judgement without having the full facts. In

the event that the matter doesn't go any
further and the sentence stands, there is no
reason we can't give the consideration that is

mentioned by the hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary:

Surely it is not wrong for the policy minister

in the judicial field to say publicly for all to

hear, that it makes no sense in social terms

or in human terms to put a mother with

seven children in jail in a situation of this

kind, and that there are surely other alterna-

tive punitive measures; and that to give that

kind of statement as a minister in this field

is not denying the judges the right to judge,
but it may perhaps set the tone for future

judgements?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Well, it could very well,
Mr. Speaker, have some effect on any appeal
that may be considered. The charge was

serious; but I realize that this woman has

seven children, and for the most part she is

the sole support—or has been off and on—of
these children. I realize that it seems to be a

severe sentence. But I think it would be

wrong for me to comment on a judgement at

this stage by making sort of hypothetical
answers to the questions that are being posed.

MINIMUM WAGE LEVELS

Mr. Lewis: Question, Mr. Speaker, of the

Minister of Labour: Does he recognize that

the goveniment of Manitoba will be increas-

ing its minimum wage effective Oct. 1, 1973,

to a level beyond that of Ontario? That the

federal government's level is beyond that of

Ontario? That the British Columbia govern-
ment's is beyond that of Ontario? Does he not

therefore think that it is time that the gov-
ernment of Ontario re-examined and raised

the level of its minimum wage?

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South):
That is election bait!

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour):

Yes, Mr. Speaker, as my hon. friend knows,
the minimum wage in Ontario is always
under review. It is at this present time, as a

matter of fact. Now, when he refers to the

minimum wage by the federal government, I

am sure he knows, that this applies to about

5,000 people-

Mr. Lewis: It's all right. It's the principle
of it.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: —while a minimum

wage in Ontario applies to hundreds of

thousands of people; and we are in a differ-

ent position. But in answering his question,

we are reviewing the minimmn wage.

DENTAL CARE PLAN

Mr. Lewis: A question, Mr. Speaker, of

the Minister of Health. He has made refer-

ences from time to time to a dental care

plan for those under 12, I think; or in the

very early age brackets. Would the minister

care to comment: (a) when it is his intention

to introduce government dental care for that

age category in Ontario; and (b) whether

he would consider extending it, as has been

requested of him, to those in the category of

senior citizens?

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health):

Well, Mr. Speaker, this is a matter on which
we place a No. 1 priority. As soon as the

funds are available and we see our way clear

we intend to introduce a programme of

dental care. We are hoping to start with

children, three- and four-year-olds, as recom-

mended by the dental association, and as has

been already introduced, I believe, in the

Province of Quebec, along these lines.

As far as senior citizens are concerned, we
haven't given any consideration to that at the

present time, but certainly there is no reason

why we shouldn't look at it. I would be glad
to look at that, so that when we are making
the presentation we will consider including
it.
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Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary. Has
the minister any cost factors involved in the

provision of dental care as a reflection of his

seriousness about it?

Hon. Mr. Potter: The only information we
have had is from the studies that we have

done, Mr. Speaker. But it has been intimated

to us that to introduce a dental care pro-

gramme from the experiences of others, par-

ticularly in the United Kingdom, if we were
to try to cover the whole gamut of services

at the present time, the cost would be
astronomical.

We haven't got the actual figures; but we
do feel that in the present programme—and
we are looking at this right now—some of the

services provided in hospital are being abused

by both the public and the dental profession
in some cases, where people are being ad-
mitted to hospital for services that could be
done in dentists' ojBBces.

It has been suggested that perhaps we
should discontinue that part of the pro-

gramme, tighten it up so that it can be used

only for essential services that have to be
done in hospital, and use those funds to start

the other type of programme. This is what we
are working on now, trying to get as much
information available, so we will know where
we are going. Does the member understand
what I mean?

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary:
Does the minister feel he could save enough
on oral surgery now performed in hospital

inappropriately, to fund a dental care pro-
gramme for three- and four-year-olds in

Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Not enough, Mr. Speaker,
but at least there would be a nucleus there to

start with. If we have that, with some other

savings we are hoping to make in the minis-

try, I think we will have enough.

Mr. Lewis: One final supplementary: When
and if the minister ever announces his con-
straint programme for the medical profession
in Ontario, will that give him enough addi-
tional money to fund the dental care pro-
gramme for that age group?

Hon. Mr, Potter: Again, Mr. Speaker, it's

too soon for me to make that statement. One
never knows how these programmes are going
to work out until they have been in opera-
tion for at least six months to a year. I am
hoping that there will be, yes.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Yakabuski: Supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary.

Mr. Yakabuski: Again, a question of the

Minister of Health: Has the Ministry of

Health considered the establishment of a

course for dental nurses such as they have,
I believe, in Australia or New Zealand and

perhaps one of the other provinces, so that

when this plan is brought into being the

taxpayers of this province will be able to

afford such a programme?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, there are

already courses for dental hygienists who

correspond to the dental nurse I think my
hon. friend is referring to. In Great Britain

it goes a little bit farther. They have a dental

assistant who takes further training and is

allowed to do certain procedures, like minor

fillings and what they call more or less

normal extractions, under the supervision of

dentists. This is now being reviewed by the

Ontario Council of Health which is studying
for us the whole concept of assistants, not just

medical assistants but dental assistants, in the

whole health field.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

CONSERVATION OF ENERGY

Mr. Lewis: I hoped the minister of housing
would be here, Mr. Speaker. Let me ask one

last question of the Provincial Secretary for

Resources Development.

Is he aware that, despite the protestations

of government in the past about persuading

Hydro to change its advertising to conserve

energy, it is even now in the process of an

advertising campaign advocating the use of

electric cooling systems throughout the Prov-

ince of Ontario? How does that jibe with the

conservation of energy which is allegedly

a hallmark of his policy field and of the

assistant minister in charge of energy?

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Development): I would

judge, Mr. Speaker, although I haven't myself
seen the advertising in question, that if it

is as described it will be contrary to, and

is contrary to, basic government policy at

this time and will be one of those items I

would expect to be specifically dealt with by
the parliamentary assistant to the Premier

when he reports on a whole series of policy
matters involving energy.
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Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, am I allowed
to ask the parliamentary assistant to the

Premier any questions? Surely not?

Mr. Speaker: I'm afraid not under our

standing orders. Until such time as they have

been changed by motion introduced into the

House, we are bound by our rules.

Mr. Lewis: It's almost as diflBcult for those

of us over here to restrain ourselves as it

is for the member for Chatham-Kent (Mr.

McKeough).

Mr. Speaker: I fully appreciate that. We
should have a motion to alter that situation.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Ask the

question of the press and he will answer it.

Mr. Lewis: May I ask the Provincial

Secretary has this matter ever been discussed

with Mr. George Gathercole, or is this yet
another area which he considers so trivial

as to be beyond his purview?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: I cannot answer that,
Mr. Speaker. I know that they have some

existing contracts which are terminating and
which are not covered by what one can

expect to be Ontario government policy in

relation to their advertising. As to whether
or not there have been discussions with Mr.

Gathercole, I can't say. I would presume so,

because the whole field of Hydro operations,
conservation policies and advertising is one

that has been involving the parliamentary
assistant for some months and on which he

will be reporting, as the member knows, in

a matter of weeks.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Gathercole knows about

everything except the new office building
then?

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Sup-

plementary.

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary.

Mr. Burr: Did I understand the Provincial

Secretary to say he had not seen this adver-

tising for the air conditioners, inviting people
to write in for a 24-page booklet?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: No, I have not myself,
Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Burr: Would the minister accept a

sample?

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: It was in the Globe and Mail.

Surely the minister hasn't stopped reading it?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The member had
better not or he'd be lost.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): Is that

a public device?

Mr. Lewis: That's a pretty tough boycott.
That'll bring the circulation dovm.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East.

HIGHWAY 17 REPAIRS

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. In the absence of the Minister

of Transportation and Commimications, I

have a question of the Provincial Secretary
for Resources Development. It's in relation

to Highway 17 in eastern Ontario, v^dth which
he should be familiar.

Is the minister aware that there has been a

detour on Highway 17 at Cumberland for a

period of over a month now? Three people
have already lost their lives in relation to

this detour, and this is probably the most

dangerous highway in this country. Would the

minister advise what is the delay in complet-

ing the procedure in repairing the damage to

the highway?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: I know the situation

that the hon. member describes, but I think

I'll simply pass this to my colleague, the

Minister of Transportation and Communica-

tions, because he can ascertain and report to

the House, either by tabling an answer to the

question or otherwise, on the details of what

is being done and why it has taken this

period of time.

Mr. Roy: By way of supplementary, I

wonder if he might also advise the minister

of the serious traffic bottleneck that is created

by that detour, and that this is relatively

simple to correct; and ask if he is aware that

the delay by the construction people, the

Minister of Transportation and Communica-

tions, really borders on negligence and he

should tell his officials to shape up?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor West.

WINDSOR STAR STRIKE

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): A
question of the Minister of Labour, Mr.

Speaker.
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Is the minister aware that the strikebreak-

ing firm of Wackenhut appears to be involved

at the lockout at the Windsor Star nev^s-

paper, and therefore, would he and his minis-

try get involved as soon as possible to see

that this dispute does not become bitter,

lengthy, or have possibihties of violence,

which so often occurs when strike-breaking
firms get involved in this province?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Mr. Speaker, I think

the hon. member knows full well my feelings
about professional strike-breakers. This is

really the first time I have heard about this

firm. I have never heard about them before,
and the hon. member says it seems that they
are involved, so it is still questionable. I will

certainly look into it and see what's really

happening.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Grey-
Bruce.

USE OF WIRETAPPING

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): Mr. Speaker,
a question of the Solicitor General-

Mr. Roy: That's the member for Bellwoods.
That's him.

Mr. Sargent: That big title.

In the estimates, is the minister still stand-

ing by his figure that $5,000 is being set aside

for electronic surveillance equipment this

year? Further to that, how many taps have
been made this year and in what area?

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): Mr.

Speaker, I would suggest that these questions
would be more appropriately dealt with in

the consideration of the estimates of the

Solicitor General, which we'll resimie, hope-
fully, in half an hour or so.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nickel
Belt.

TRANSPORTATION COSTS IN
NORTHERN ONTARIO

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. A question of the Provincial

Secretary for Resources Development:
In view of the Premier's announcement in

North Bay that freight rates were to be re-

duced in northern Ontario, would he please
clarify whether or not those freight rate re-

ductions apply to goods into and out of

northern Ontario, or just in the corridor
served by the Ontario Northland Transporta-

tion Commission? Further, could he inform

us whether or not the Hst of products to

which the reductions would be applied has

been made up yet; and further, whether or

not any discussions are going on between the

minist^ or the policy field and CN and CP
regarding the application of those freight rate

reductions on more than just goods trans-

ported by the Ontario Northland Railway?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: With regard to the

first point, my understanding is that the re-

ductions can only be effectively applied in

relation to the ONR and Star Transport,
which I think is another activity of the par-
ticular corporation.

With regard to the list, it is being prepared.

Basically, as the policy was described, it re-

lates to manufactured goods in and out, plus

staples and other commodities, as distinct

from the exportation of ore. But that list is

not completed and there are some questions
of interpretation still involved. I would judge,

though, that in the next few days, perhaps in

the next week, the characterization of the

different articles into categories will be com-

pleted.

I can't answer tibe third question except to

say that I know that the question of our

policy and its apphcation in relation to

freight rates must be dealt with bv CN and
CP in some respects, but I cant teU the

House how far that has gone. It has been
assumed by the province, I think, and I hope
properly, that it would be against all policies,

provincial or federal, if CN and CP did not

accommodate our basic policy here.

Mr. Laughren: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Does the policy minister have any
idea as to the proportion of goods trans-

ported by the Ontario Northland Transporta-
tion Commission that go into and out of

northern Ontario, and indeed whether any
projections have been made as to just what
effect that will have on the cost of goods in

northern Ontario? As a final part of that sup-

plementary, Mr. Speaker: In view of the

statistics put out by Central Mortgage and

Housing Corp. that it costs $5,500 more to

build a house in Sudbury than it does in some
areas in southern Ontario, would the min-
ister not agree that the reductions announced

by the Premier (Mr. Davis) are only a small

part of the overall problem and that, indeed,
a select committee of this Legislature should
be struck to examine the increased costs of

living in northern Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: I can't respond to the

latter part of the question as to whether or
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not a select committee is the most appropriate

body to study it. It was, of course, studied in

some depth by the select committee on tax-

ation several years ago, and from that select

committee's report steps were taken to equal-
ize costs, starting with beer, I think. This is

another step, but of course we cannot make
the policies that involve the setting of freight

rates in relation to others in our own oper-

ations, i.e., the CNR and CPR.

As to statistical details, I will refer this

question to the minister because I know they
are available; they were available in the

presentations made to us, and I am sure that

they can be made available to the hon.

member.

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary? The hon.

member for Sudbury East.

Mr. Martel: I>oesn't the minister feel that

because of the amount of goods carried by
the ONR that they, in fact, will suffer if the

other agencies don't reduce their freight rates

into northern Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Which agencies?

Mr. Martel: The CNR, the CPR, the truck

transport firms and so on? That in fact there

will be no benefit to northern Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Again, Mr. Speaker,
we can only go as far as we can within our

own jurisdiction. I would expect, from the

mere application of our own policy to our

own instruments, that it would be quite
obvious to the federal government or to the

Canadian Transport Commission that any re-

ductions in freight rates on other agencies
under the control of the federal government
would obviously be most welcome from the

province's point of view.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port

Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: What policy determinations is

the minister's secretariat making with regard
to extending such a reduction in freight rates

to northwestern Ontario, which is not served

at all by the Ontario Northland Railway? Is

it possible to design some kind of scheme in

which the 18 per cent reduction will be paid
to individuals and firms throughout northern

Ontario, on supplying the government a

voucher to the effect that they have paid this

extra rate on transportation systems other

than the ONR?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: That is a very big
question, Mr. Speaker, but it is one that cer-

tainly the ministry and the government could

look at. As I mentioned earlier, we have
been endeavouring for years to find some

practical way of equalizing the costs, cer-

tainly of necessities, as between northern and
southern Ontario. Whether we should do it

on a sort of a tax rebate, or a rebate system
of the type suggested by the hon. member, I

don't know.

Mr. Sargent: The minister is pretty weak
in that area.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Steps have been taken
to recognize the costs of living and buying—

Mr. Foulds: They recognize it but have
done nothing.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: —in the last budget,
that are quite significant. Whether on top
of that we could afford a total rebate system
would be up to the government as a whole

and, in particular, the Treasurer.

Mr. Foulds: Well, a final supplementary,
Mr. Speaker: Does the minister realize that

the announcement has no effect at all on the

vast majority of communities in northern

Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: I would expect, sta-

tistically, that is correct, yes, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kent

was next.

Mr. Martel: It is more window dressing
for northern Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Does the member
want it taken back?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kent.

FRUIT STANDS AT SERVICE CENTRES

Mr. J. P. Spence (Kent): Has the minister

looked into the possibilities of setting up
fruit stands at service centres along our ex-

pressways, such as Highways 400, 401 and

402, so that we can advertise the fruit that

is grown in Ontario to the tourists using our

highways in the summer, and also market

more of our fruit to tourists going through
the Province of Ontario?

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): Yes, Mr. Speaker, we have.

We've done extensive work in that regard and

I'm quite sympathetic to the idea. Unfor-
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tunately, though, the type of lease that per-
tains regarding the service centres on the

major expressways—and particularly 401—is

such that we are unable to use those service

centres for other than what the lease calls

for, and that is, the service provided by the

tenants.

Now, we have some very fine fruit service

centres in the Niagara Peninsula and they're

doing an excellent job. We've worked that

out through the fruitgrowers' associations

with the Ministry of Transportation and Com-
munications and the Ontario Food Council.

We would like to see the service expanded,
quite frankly. There has been exploratory
work done about establishing some type of

a service centre for fruit and vegetables
off the main 401 freeway, but at intersec-

tions where they could be reached. Whether
or not this is going to work out, we don't

know. But at least we're trying in that regard.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port
Arthur.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I will take the question
as notice, Mr. Speaker. I think the response
has been excellent, but I'd like to have the

exact figures and I will provide the answer.

Mr. Speaker: A supplementary?

Mr. Gaunt: Is the programme designed to

be an educational experience for the young
person, or is it designed to be a source of

farm help?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: It's both, Mr. Speaker,

philosophically. But it's really designed to

give an opportunity to young people who
think they would like to—or obviously they
wouldn't try this programme—learn something
about farm work and, hopefully, to become
farm managers, or assistants on farms, or this

kind of thing. We're using it as an experi-
ment to try to develop a new source of

farm labour.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sud-

bury East.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON
THE COSTS OF EDUCATION

Mr. Foulds: A question of the Minister
of Education, Mr. Speaker, if he would
resume his seat. When can we expect the
ministerial determination to be made about
teacher training in the province, since it has
been promised for some time now? And when
can we expect the interim report No. 1 of
the Committee on the Costs of Education,

dealing with teacher training, to be released

to the public as a backup document to that

statement?

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
Mr. Speaker, it is my intention to make a
statement before the question period to-

morrow morning and table the report in the

Legislature.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron-
Bruce.

JUNIOR AGRICULTURALISTS
PROGRAMME

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Speaker,
I have a question of the Minister of Agri-
culture and Food. What has been the re-

sponse to the ministry's programme for the

junior agriculturalists, in view of the fact
that these people are going to be paid $6
a day, which is well below the minimum
wage?

NONPAYMENT OF MEDICAL EXPENSES

Mr. Martel: A question of the Minister of

Health. Is the minister aware that many
former subscribers of OHSIP who have sub-

mitted bills to OHIP after the expiry date

of April 30, 1972, are not being reimbursed

and that OHIP refuses to reimburse these

people for the medical expenses they in-

curred?

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, Mr. Speaker, but I

would be very pleased if the hon. member
would let me have the names of these

people so that I can have it looked after.

Mr. Martel: I will submit those to the

minister but it is my understanding that, in

fact, in the Sudbury area—maybe the minis-

ter might be aware of this—many cases are

in the hands of the collection agencies to

extract these moneys from the former sub-

scribers.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, if the hon.

member will let me have the information,
I will very gladly look into it for him.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

George.

FUTURE OF MUSEUM SCHOOL

Mrs. Campbell: Thank you, Mr. Speaker,

my question is of the Minister of Education.

I would like to know whether he has given

any consideration to the continuation of the
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museum school in view of the fact that the

teachers there, four at least, are being re-

moved to go back into classrooms as a result

of the ceiling policy?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I am not familiar with

the circumstances that the hon. member is

talking about, Mr. Speaker. I would be

happy to look into it. Of course, I would

suggest—assuming the operation of the

museum school is the concern of the Toronto

Board of Education—that this is what the

board has decided in its determination of its

priorities. It is not something that we would
be involved with.

Mrs. Campbell: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Do I take it, then, that the minis-

ter views with equanimity—or might view

with equanimity if he knew about it—the

discontinuance of that school?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I might view it with

equanimity, Mr. Speaker. I might be sorry
that it has been discontinued but I would
still have to say that it's the responsibility
of the Toronto board and it has to live

within its budget and set its own priorities.

If that's its decision, we would have to live

with that decision.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville.

CREDIT PROGRAMME IN
SECONDARY EDUCATION

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Mr. Speaker, I have a question of the

Minister of Education. Is he programming
the abolition of grade 13 either by absorp-
tion or other methods?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I think we
talked about this in the estimates last year
and I am sure we will talk about it again
this year. As I have said on many occasions,
under the credit system and the way it can
be applied in many schools, for many people
grade 13 can be accomplished in four years

by taking the required number of credits

in each of the four years—that is, 27 for

the secondary school graduation diploma
and then the six honour credits. Now that's

for those people who have the ability and
the aptitude to do this. There will still be
those for whom it will be impossible to get
it within four years.

Mr. B. Newman: In other words, the
minister does not intend to abolish grade 13

per se? He intends to have the secondary

education remain as a five-year programme
for those who cannot accomplish it in four

years?

Hon. Mr. Wells: No, Mr. Speaker, the
hon. member is really behind the times. The
new programme is for 27 credits and six

credits. It is not based on years. A student
can get 27 credits and get his secondary
school graduation diploma in three years
or 3% years, but it depends on his ability.

The programme is geared to the student
and not to fitting him to some kind of

bureaucratic timetable that says he should
move ahead a year at a time. What we are

really saying is it's not important any more
to say, "Yes, he has grade 13" or "No, he
doesn't." There is a programme which has
to be covered and the student covers it in the

time limit which his abilities allow.

Mr. B. Newman: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Does the minister intend to limit

the secondary school programme to a four-

year programme only? In other words, could

a student attending for four years graduate,

regardless of the fact that he can obtain

the 27 credits in that period of time?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I am not

sure that I completely understand the hon.

member's question.

Mr. Sargent: Doesn't the minister know
the answer to anything?

Hon. Mr. Wells: If he means can a

student graduate with a secondary school

graduation diploma, he can do so when he

obtains 27 credits. If he obtains 27 credits

in three years, he can graduate in three

years. Of course, as the hon. member knows,
the option is open for many students to take

credits in tibe summer now if they wish.

They can take one or two credits in the

summer so it is possible for diflFerent students

to do this in different periods of time.

Now, of course, if a student is over 16,

he can leave school any time he wants but

if, at the end of four years, he only has 20

credits although he can leave school he
won't have a secondary school graduation

diploma.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sand-

wich-Riverside.

ON-THE-SPOT BREATHALYSER
TESTS FOR DRIVERS

Mr. Burr: Mr. Speaker, a question of the

Provincial Secretary for Justice regarding
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treathalyser tests. Inasmuch as the use of the

breathalyser law in the United Kingdom
seems to have achieved far greater success

than ours, will the minister consider adopting
the British method of on-the-spot screening
tests? This appears to account for the great
success in keeping impaired drivers oflF the

roads in the United Kingdom, and thereby

reducing the number of traflBc fatahties.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, one of the

substantial differences in the law in the

United Kingdom compared to ours in respect
to impaired driving is that they are using

jail sentences on first offences, and I am sure

this has some effect on the rate of conviction

for that particular offence.

It is a matter of mechanics whether or not
more breathalysers can be made available at

curbside or roadside as the hon. member
suggests or, because of the intricacies and

complexities of the equipment and machinery,
whether it should remain at a station at a

convenient spot within a municipahty.

Mr. Burr: Supplementary: Has the Provin-

cial Secretary had any conversations with the

British authorities on details of this kind?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: No, I haven't had any
conversations, Mr. Speaker, but I am aware
of the system in Great Britain. It is older

than ours, and there is no question that it is

more effective from the point of view of sen-

tencing. Whether or not there should be the

convenience suggested by the hon. member,
and whether that convenience results in more
convictions is something I am not really con-

vinced about.

Mr. Burr: Does the minister agree that the

result, fewer fatalities in traflBc, is desirable

and deserves our further study?

Hon. 'Mr. Kerr: Most certainly, yes.

. Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Essex-

Kent.

SHORELINE PROTECTION
REGULATIONS

Mr. R. F. Huston (Essex-Kent): Mr. Speaker,
a question of the Provincial Secretary for

Resources Development. When does he expect
to have the regulations and the forms avail-

able for the Shoreline Protection Act so that

municipalities may go ahead and pass bylaws
and people expecting to use the funds avail-

able will be ready to go ahead?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Mr. Speaker, if I

might I would refer this question to the

Minister of Government Services. The mem-
ber asked when the forms and regulations of

the shore protection legislation might be
available?

Mr. Huston: That is what I asked. I under-
stand it was passed from his jurisdiction to

someone else.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Mr. Speaker, can the

Minister of Government Services respond to

that in more detail than I can give the

member?

Mr. Sargent: Ask him his name. See if he
knows that.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, the Shoreline

Improvement Act, of course, was given royal
assent a couple of weeks ago. A week ago
yesterday the regulations were passed by
cabinet; also an order-in-council making the

Treasurer and Minister of Intergovernmental
Afiairs responsible for the administration of

the Act, as the money will be loaned by the

Treasury to the municipalities. The Act itself

and the regulations are being printed in

booklet form. They went to the printers last

Wednesday afternoon as soon as cabinet had

passed them and will be forwarded by the

Treasurer to every municipality in Ontario as

soon as they are available. They have prob-
ably gone out by now.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park.

FISHING CAMP ON SERPENT RIVER

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): A question
of the Minister of Natural Resources, Mr.

Speaker: Has the minister yet found time to

carry out the promises he made on several

occasions 1% years ago to look into the case

of Mr. Prior, whose fishing camp was des-

troyed in the Serpent River system by radio-

activity?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, I have
asked my staflF to look into this. They have

had, I believe, one or two meetings with Mr.
Prior and I believe the district oflBce has

recently been in contact with him.

Mr. Shulman: I am sorry; what has the

minister done? He has had one or two meet-

ings—and what else?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: And the district staflF is

meeting with him.
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Mr. Shulman: What is the minister going
to do?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Well, we are meeting
and trying to work out some arrangement.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Grey-
Bruce.

NIAGARA ESCARPMENT COMMISSION

Mr. Sargent: A question of the policy min-
ister for the Ministry of National Resources.

When are we going to get a report on the

Niagara Escarpment Commission? Are we go-

ing to get representation for the people of the

Grey-Bruce aiea on this commission?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I have answered that.

Mr. Sajgent: Well, I haven't had the an-

swer yet.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I gave the hon. member
that answer quite a while ago.

Mr. Sargent: What is the answer? I'm not

taking that; I'm asking the Provincial Secre-

tary.

Mr. Speaker: Orderl

Mr. Sargent: The same doubletalk. The
minister is giving the same answer as before.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I gave the member no
doubletalk and he knows it.

Mr. Sargent: The minister doesn't know
anything,

Mr. Speaker: Orderl

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Quit the nonsense, it's

like talking to a child.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: In answer to the first

part of the question, Mr. Speaker, my under-

standing is that the information, legislation,

presentation and the rest, will be accom-

plished within the next two weeks.

With regard to the second part of the ques-
tion, the essence of the government approach
to this question will be to give the fullest

opening for private citizens, groups, munici-

palities—at different levels—to participate in

the development of our plans.

Mr. Sargent: Supplementary: Can I have
the minister's—

Mr. Speaker: The oral question period has

expired.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: The time for oral questions
has now expired.

An hon. member: Oh, no!

Mr. Speaker: I can't control the clock.

An hon. member: He did it to me.

Mr. Speaker: I did nothing to the hon.

member; the time had expired.

Mr. Sargent: That's right.

Mr. Speaker: Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, I beg P-ave

to table a report on a review of the Ontario

Health Insurance Plan. This contains a re-

port of the primary advisory group on medical

care insurance; a report of the health insur-

ance task force on non-medical practitioners;
comments of the Ontario Council of Health

on these two reports; and comparative infor-

mation relating to health costs in Ontario and
other jurisdictions.

Mr. Taylor from the standing committee on

justice administration reports the following
resolution:

Resolved: That supply in the following
amounts and to defray the expenses of the

Ministry of Consumer and Commercial

Relations be granted to Her Majesty for

the fiscal year ending March 31, 1974:

Ministry of Consumer and
Commercial Relations

The ministry administration

programme $ 2,178,000

Commercial standards pro-

gramme $ 7,933,000
Technical standards pro-

gramme $ 3,948,000
Public entertainment standards

programme $ 3,177,000

Property rights programme .... $10,069,500

Registrar General programme $ 1,767,500

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

The hon. member for Sudbury East.

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION ACT

Mr. Martel moves first reading of bill in-

tituled. An Act to amend the Workmen's

Compensation Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.
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Mr. Martel: Mr. Speaker, the purpose of

this bill is so that where workmen have had
an industrial disease and there is a time lag
between its occurrence and its eifect, the

amendment requires that they be compensated
on the basis of their scale of pay when the

disability takes effect and not on the scale of

pay when it was incurred.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
Centre.

GASOLINE RETAILERS' BILL OF RIGHTS

Mr. Deacon moves first reading of bill in-

tituled, An Act to establish the Gasoline Re-
tailers' Bill of Rights.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Mr.

Speaker, the bill establishes a bill of rights
for gasoline retailers, particularly with regard
to leases with oil companies.

MOOSONEE DEVELOPMENT AREA
BOARD ACT

Mr. Deacon moves first reading of bill

intituled. An Act to amend the Moosonee

Development Area Board Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Speaker, this bill gives a
franchise to the people in the community of

Moosonee, a large community of well over
2,000 people, and the right to elect their

representatives to run their municipality
instead of having them appointed by Queen's
Park.

Clerk of the House: The 13th order. House
in committee of supply; Mr. R. D. Rowe in

the chair.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Has
the Chairman of Management Board of

Cabinet read page 14 of the first report of

the Ontario Commission on the Legislature?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet ) : I haven't yet.

Mr. Lewis: The top paragraph? It says:

A surprisingly large minority of support-
ers of the government agreed tliat the

management of business in the Legislature
was unpredictable, with bad forecasts or no
forecasts at all.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF THE
SOLICITOR GENERAL

( continued )

On vote 1503:

Mr. Chairman: We were discussing item 1.

The member for High Park.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): I just have
one brief question of the Solicitor-General, if

I may, if you will allow me, sir. My col-

league from Grey-Bruce (Mr. Sargent), if I

may use that term, was asking about wiretap-

ping when we last met. Was there occasion,

during the last provincial election, that the

people under your jurisdiction saw fit to

wiretap the phone of any NDP candidate or

their publicity manager?

Hon. J. Yaremko (Sohcitor General): Not
to my knowledge, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Speaker: The
Sandwich-Riverside.

hon. member for Mr. Chairman:
East.

The member for Ottawa

EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS ACT

Mr. Burr moves first reading of bill in-

tituled, An Act to amend the Employment
Standards Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. Burr: Mr. Speaker, this bill would
require an employer who employs 20 or more
persons to employ one disabled or handi-

capped person for every 30 employees, that

is, the 20th, 50th, 80th, and so forth.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Thank you,
Mr, Chairman. On the last occasion, when
the House recessed, I was questioning the

minister on CISO, and the minister had just

finished reading a very long statement. I

didn't really get whether he had any control

over this intelligence service or not.

I would Uke the minister to answer—apart
from the statement that he has read, which
was obviously prepared by somebody else and
not really fully understood, I'm sure, by
everyone here, including myself—who con-

trols CISO and to whom do they report on
CISO activities? Who has control over them?
Do they report to you?
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Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, there

is direct control and indirect control. The
direct control would be through the partici-

pation of two of the component parts of the

ministry. The commissioner of the OPP is a

member of CISO and he is on the operating
executive committee. The three members of

the OPC are all members of the executive

committee. Of course, there are seven mem-
bers, so that the ministry is represented by
a majority on CISO. The ministry, through
the Ontario Police Commission, provides the

repository for the intelligence and the person-
nel who do the receiving, the analysing and
the dissemination of the intelligence.

Mr. Roy: Could the minister advise—and
I'm not sure of his answer; 1 didn't get a

clear answer—were you in fact misquoted
when you said some time ago in the news-

paper, or at least you were quoted in the

newspaper as saying, that these people don't

have to answer to anybody? Was someone

distorting what you had said? Are you saying
that that was not accurate—that in fact there

is some measure of indirect control at least

through the OPP or through various com-
missioners of the Police Commission—when
you were quoted as saying, and I quote here:

"They don't have to ask anybody, they don't

have to answer to anybody." I'm quoting now
from the Globe and Mail.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the

reason I was glad the hon. member asked this

particular question was he gave me an op-
portunity of clarification. The hon. member is

repeating or is referring to an editorial which
was based on a news report-

Mr. Roy: Right!

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —in the same news-
paper subsequent to questions by the hon.
member for Downsview and the answer I

gave in the House. A reporter from the
Globe and Mail pursued the matter with

me, basically with relation to the matter
of Thurston.

I'm not saying that the language that the

reporter heard me say was not used. In

retrospect I recall some of those words, but
my words were uttered in relationship to the

investigation which was being carried on
by CISO.

That was an investigation which was com-

pletely an internal matter of CISO. They
are completely competent to do so. As I've

explained the composition of CISO, it in-

volves other than personnel and participa-
tion by the Ministry of the Solicitor General.

So it would have been improper of me to

interfere in the conduct of an investigation
which related to elements which are not

responsible to the ministry.

Mr. Roy: Yes; but, Mr. Chairman, I don't

know—possibly it's my diJBficulty in com-

prehending what the minister is saying.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): You are

not alone.

Mr. Roy: If it's an internal investigation
that you should not interfere in, I could

see some merit to that. But let's say you
are right, that it was an internal investigation;

surely anybody has to be accountable to

somebody—in the end result, accountable to

somebody who is elected, whether it is

a mayor or whether it is a police commis-

sion or whether it's a member of this Legis-
lature or whether it is yourself as minister.

Whether it was an internal investigation or

not, I don't see why they wouldn't be
accountable to somebody.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, may
I just complete the answer, then, for the

hon. member?

Everybody in CISO is accountable to

somebody. The RCMP representation, of

course, is responsible to the Solicitor General

of Canada. Each chief of police is responsible
to the respective board of the governing

authority.

But as a unit, CISO is a co-operative-
informal effort vis-a-vis the fact that its con-

stitution is riot set out in any statute at any
level of government. It is a sharing mecha-
nism where people who are involved in law

enforcement have got together for their

mutual aid. Each participant is better able

to discharge his own sphere of responsibility

because he has information made available

to him from an outside agency, so that

each component part is responsible directly

to the supervisor of that component.

The Ministry of the Solicitor General has

the balance. We have direct participation

of two agencies responsible to the ministry

and we also provide the resources.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): That cer-

tainly clears that up. It's hard to figure out

that one.

Mr. Roy: If I can understand what you're

saying, in fact it is this: You have various

police departments which got together to

torm this intelligence service—ROMP and
OPP—and these individual components are

accountable to their superiors in the RCMP
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and the OPP and so so. But in view of some
of the comments made by my colleague
from Downsview about some of the escapades
in which they were involved, are you satis-

fied with that type of control—especially

considering that this force, as I read it, is

called the Criminal Intelligence Service of

Ontario? It is operating here in this province,
and someone here is responsible for the

administration of justice and law enforcement
in this province, and that would seem to fall

on your shoulders. Are you satisfied with that

type of control, where each component seems
to be responsible to a di£Ferent master?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the

CISO is made up, in my mind, of at least

the top 30 lawmen involved in law enforce-

ment. Every field of law enforcement is

represented—all of the component parts. I

say I am satisfied with the present situation;

I am satisfied that the people to whom it

has been entrusted are fully capable of ad-

ministering their own aflFairs. They are not

infallible, and procedures and controls are

not infallible in this field any more than they
are in any other field of human activity. But
as I indicated to the hon. member for Downs-
view, the incident, regrettable though it may
be, did give an opportunity, and as a matter
of fact-

Mr. Singer: Regrettable? LudicrousI

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No, I am not talk-

ing about the hon. member's—

Mr. Singer: Oh! You are not talking about
the ludicrous one, you are talking about the

regrettable one I

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I am talking about the

specific incident, which was a very serious

matter, but which focused the attention of

the participants on the fact that they had
better take a long hard look at themselves
and their procedure. This was done and
they've got a new system for it. Whether
the system is infallible or not, I am in no
position to judge. How it operates in the next
while or so will indicate the worth and

strength of the present system.

Mr. Roy: Well, just one last point I want
to make on that, Mr. Chairman, is that the
minister might be satisfied but I can say to

the minister that at least we on this side are
not satisfied with what he has said, and of
course that's nothing new.

Mrs. Campbell: If we understood it, we are
not satisfied.

Mr. Roy: As my colleague from Downs-
view has pointed out, I don't think we are

satisfied with the minister, period.

But if I might ask one other question
related to this question of intelligence, sub-

sequent to questions asked by my colleague
from Grey-Bruce: you mentioned on the last

evening that there were 50 phonetaps made
last year. Am I right?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: That is for the fiscal

year ending in 1972.

Mr. Roy: In 1972.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: In the last fiscal year
that we had a report on there were 54 taps.

Mr. Roy: What about this year?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I don't have those

statistics before me, but I would think they
are running at about the same level.

Mr. Roy: Have you ever tapped the phones
of any of the members of the Legislature?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Not to my knowledge.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Chairman, the minister

has used that phrase, "not to my knowledge,"
twice. He used it in an answer to the hon.

member for High Park: and he has just used

it again in an answer to the hon. member for

Ottawa East.

Now this is a very serious thing. I asked

him the other night what control there is

over listening devices, and perhaps in the

confusion of the debate he didn't get aroimd

to answering it. Who approves their use?

Is it done at the behest of any police
oflBcer? Is it done by or with the sanction of

the minister or of the deputy minister, or of

the Ontario Police Commission? Are there

any reports? Are there any requests for neces-

sity? Does anyone authorize it? Does anyone
control it?

I find most unusual the fact that the minis-

ter is forced to say "not to my knowledge"
twice this afternoon as to whether or not

candidates' campaign rooms were listened to,

or members have been listened in on. I think

it should be to the minister's knowledge. I

think it is time we had this out and had it

out here on the floor of the House.

There has been an admission, Mr. Chair-

man, and this is a serious admission, that

some law enforcement agency of the Ontario

Crown—and I am not sure yet whether it is

the OPC or the OPP—does do wiretapping. I

wish the minister would be with me on this,

because I think these are important questions.
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Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, if I may
interject at this point, we are discussing the

estimates of the OPC. The Ontario Police

Commission does not do any wiretaps. The

OPP, as a law enforcement agency, is the

one which does the tapping and those are the

statistics I have referred to. The next vote is

the proper vote under which to talk about

wiretaps by the provincial force.

Mr. Singer: All right! If we are down to

that, I want to pin the minister down specific-

ally. It may have been out of order when the

questions were asked and answered and you
got those figures. Now that perhaps relates

to my question of a few moments ago. There

is no wiretapping done with the authorization

of the OPC, the Ontario Police Commission?
Is that absolutely correct?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: They are done by the

joint forces operation.

Mr. Singer: Which is under the supervision
of the Ontario Police Commission, is it?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes, but the approval
for the wiretapping is given by whatever

municipality is participating in the joint forces

operation. For example, in Toronto the re-

sponsible authority would be Chief Adam-
son; he would give the authority.

Mr. Singer: This gets more confusing than

ever!

As I understand it, this intelligence branch,
which functions apparently under the On-
tario Police Commission, decides that it wants
to wiretap that terrible fellow over there who
is committing all sorts of serious crimes. A
message is sent to the chief of police of the

local force, or to a local police commission
or to a local council to get authority. Or
does somebody run around with this little

machine and stick it on the telephone line?

I think it is time we found out if you
know anything about it and if there is any
government control over it, because the more
answers that are forthcoming the more con-

fusing it is.

We have said in this House for a long
period of time, Mr. Chairman, that if wire-

tapping is going to go on—and there might
be a reason for it in certain unique kinds of

criminal cases—then it must be done under
control. And now we have the Solicitor Gen-
eral, who should be the chief elected person
who should know about this, who in answer
to two specific questions says: "Not to my
knowledge was the wire tapping done in

relation to candidates or to members."

Now, I want to know to whose knowledge
it was done! Who gave authority? Whether
the minister—I'm not asking to see, I'm not

suggesting that it be tabled here, maybe that

will come a little later—but I would like to

know if there is anyone in a senior position,
a senior political position, whom we can

question. Because it's my opinion, Mr. Chair-

man, that we should be able to question the

Solicitor General.

Who said: "Yes, that is a logical one and
I give my authorization"? Or does it just
sort of flow from nowhere?

Mrs. Campbell: Who's responsible?

Mr. Singer: The whole thing is so con-

fusing. Do you exercise any control over wire

tapping? Is there any responsibihty?

Mrs. Campbell: Give the man a chance to

get his answer, will you?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, there is

a specific policy and procedure at the law
enforcement level. In the OPP there is a

designated officer, one of the assistant com-

missioners, who has to give authority for the

taps. In municipalities, the chief of police, or

his senior official, has been authorized by the

local police commission to give consent to the

wire tapping. There is no policy that requires
me to give a consent.

Mrs. Campbell: No true control!

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: We're waiting for the

enactment of the federal bill, which will set—

and I subscribe to a federal bill.

I don't differ with the hon. member that

there should be rules and regulations, pro-
cedures spelling out, very clearly, what the

procedures are, where the responsibility is, in

order that it be abundantly clear to everybody
just what are the procedures and what is the

policy. I am not in disagreement with the

hon. member that the policy which has grown
up shouldn't be changed. I think it should be

spelled out, and we are awaiting, and sub-

scribe to the fact that there should be a

federal bill.

Mr. Singer: Well, Mr. Chairman, even

though the minister says he's in agreement
with me, I think the present lack of knowl-

edge that resides with him is a disgrace. Be-

cause for many years I have indicated, and I

indicate it again, that the control of police
forces in this province lies with this minister.

And surely there would have been no trick,

while waiting for federal legislation, to have
the Solicitor General, or before there was a
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Solicitor General to have the Attorney Gen-
eral say; "This is the basis on which wire-

tapping can be done".

But there obviously has been no such

direction, because the minister, in his answer

to me a moment ago, said it's done by the

chief of police or by the police commis-
sioner and so on. The minister has no in-

formation.

If there were 50 wiretaps done within the

OPP, then has the minister seen any list of

them? If there were 500 done in the Province
of Ontario, does the minister know on what
occasions they were done and for what
reasons they were done? This is what is

so important, and those matters lie within

your control.

I think, when it seems to be of sufficient

importance for two hon. members to rise

today, and many other hon. members have
on other occasions to say: "Has there been

wiretapping in such and such a case?" And
the minister stands up and says: "Not to my
knowledge". I think this is wrong.

I think the minister should have knowl-

edge; that there should be ground rules.

There have to be some ground rules, some
control somewhere. And obviously, in our

police arm, we're not attempting to control

I'm not arguing that the police should not
be armed with reasonable powers of inves-

tigation, but I think there is a danger, a

danger to the community, that these powers
of investigation might be abused. The use
of listening devices is a very easy device

whereby a person's individual privacy can be
abused. On occasion it may be necessary for

the public good, but it would be my strong
feeling that every time this kind of an in-

trusion is authorized, whether there's a sta-

tute in Ottawa or not, insofar as an Ontario

police official is concerned, there should be

someone, the Solicitor General, or a judge
of the Supreme Court, who will say yes, in

this case it makes sense; or no, in this case
it doesn't. I would like to see this imme-

diately. I don't think it has to wait for the

passage of that Act up there.

I noticed your colleague, the Attorney
General (Mr. Bales) said he has seen the Act
and there are certain sections of it to which
he has objections. Undoubtedly, the justice
committee of the House of Commons is go-

ing to wrestle with that statute for some
time yet to come. There is no reason in the

world why the Solicitor General cannot issue

a direction to the police forces in Ontario,
to the OPP and to the OPC, saying: "Under

these circumstances wiretapping can go for-

ward, if you have made application to me
or to my deputy and we have authorized it.

And there should be a report so that we
know."

You have the figure and I think this is

important. We have a duty and responsibility

here, Mr. Chairman, to protect the people
of Ontario. As far as I can gather from the

minister's answers about wiretapping, there

is no control. This brings me now to the

questions posed by my colleague from Ot-

tawa East when he was trying to figure out

who controls this—what are the initials?

Mr. Roy: The CISO.

Mr. Singer: The CISO. I had the greatest

difficulty, Mr. Chairman, in trying to follow

the answer given by the minister. The min-

ister says, all right, the RCMP are members
of the CISO and the RCMP wouldn't be

there unless they were under the control of

the Solicitor General for Canada. That's fine.

The OPP are there, and they wouldn't be

there unless they were responsible to the

commissioner of the OPP, who in due course

is responsible to the Solicitor General. That's

fine. And there are 30 police chiefs, each of

whom are responsible locally.

My colleague from Ottawa East makes a

very good point which the Solicitor General

has not faced. Once those 35 or 50 people

get together to make these decisions, who
controls the wisdom of their actions? Once

they start giving directions, whom are they

responsible to?

They are originally responsible to the bodies

which pay their salaries or who appointed
them—that I can follow. Once they get to-

gether, they are out of touch. Maybe they
should be out of touch, because if the chief

of policy from city X in Ontario comes down,
I don't think he should be under any great

duty to report back to his local council or

his local police commission on the proceed-

ings at each meeting. Perhaps it isn't even

desirable that he do it.

But surely, Mr. Chairman—and this is the

point made by my colleague and let me try

to get it through this time—there should be

a responsibility of control resting in the

senior representative, who is the Solicitor

General?

What does the Solicitor General know
about the functioning of this body? What
control does he exercise? How frequently
does he get reports? Does he know their

general thrust? It's the same question as
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does he know who is wiretapping what and
what the responsibility is.

This is where the big gap is. Unfortun-

ately, one of the reasons I felt I had to

move that motion that I moved the other

night is that there seems to be no control.

The OPC might have been conceived a few

years ago as some kind of control body; but
it seems to exercise no control and it seems
to have no responsibility to us, because we
don't know what they are doing. The Solici-

tor General doesn't know what they are

doing.

Perhaps the minister can throw some light
on what I think are very important questions

relating to our policing efforts in Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Well, actually, Mr.

Chairman, the hon. member is not asking

questions, he is making statements and tak-

ing a position.

Mr. Roy: That's because we don't get
answers.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: And I don't disagree
with much of what he has said.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): What an
admission!

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Sometimes the hon.

member for Downsview and I do have agree-
ment. There should be controls. There should

be rules. There should be these procedures
spelled out, and the federal statute is where
this should be done. The hon. member knows
that every time there's a vacuum, the prov-
ince cannot be expected to rush in. The hon.
member well knows what would happen if

the province were to rush in and pass that

kind of legislation and make criminal offences

out of certain things.

Mr. Singer: That isn't what I said.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: You can't have-

Mr. Singer: That isn't what I said.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: If you are going to

have controls, they have to be legal controls

under statutory powers.

Mr. Singer: You have the statutory power
under the Police Act, to control police forces.

If you want the specific section, I will read
it to you again. I have read it so many times,
I thought you all knew it.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: At the present time,
each law enforcement agency has the direct

responsibility. In the OPP, a senior, almost

the senior man, the assistant commissioner,
has to give authority. At the local level, either

the chief of police or some other senior

ofiBcer has to give permission; and the occa-

sions of use are published.

I have here the Metropolitan Toronto

police force report to the chairman and the

members of the Metropolitan Board of Com-
missioners, dated Jan. 8. It's public infor-

mation. I don't know whether it was pub-
lished in the paper in full but it was referred

to. It refers to a total of 143 taps, with a

very short description of the offence—receiv-

ing/possession of stolen property, 16—and
then there is a whole list of items in relation-

ship to the wiretaps that were made. London
and Hamilton published the same, and we do
have the statistics on the OPP, also pub-
lished, 53. There are 22 so far, and as far as

I'm concerned they're all related to criminal

activities.

Mr. Singer: Actually, the minister makes

my very point. I don't think it accomplishes

anything to have a report after the fact and

a summary of one line put in it: "We were

tapping to determine whether somebody had

receiv^ stolen goods." What I think is im-

portant is that in advance of this wiretapping,

there be a uniform system of control laid

down by the Solicitor General.

I suggest he has the power under the

PoHce Act, the same as the Attorney General

had to give directions about the use of mace

when we debated that; and the use of mace

in the Province of Ontario stopped, fortu-

nately as a result of Mr. Wishart's direction

and indication of desire to the various police

forces. He did that and he has that power,
in my reading of the Police Act.

I would say it would be a very simple

thing for the Solicitor General, without hav-

ing any new legislation;
and I've asked the

Attorney General the same thing. He never

saw fit to do it.

In fact, he was even less frank than this

cabinet minister is. For several years we had

a series of elected law officials stand up and

say: "We never heard of any wiretapping. We
don't know anything about it." Today we are

getting a little further along. The Solicitor

General has heard about it and he is giving

us some numbers. But I say it isn't that pro-

gressive if it's after the fact.

I want to know the basis on which these

taps are done. Who decides on the necessity?

Who reviews it? I think there has to be an

elected person, the Solicitor General, who
will have to be prepared to stand in his place
from time to time and say: "Yes, we authorize
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the tapping of Mr. X's phone because of this,

and it was a very serious thing."

It's a very simple device to submit a re-

port to the Toronto Pohce Commission say-

ing: "We did 122 taps, and here's a one-line

sentence of the reason we did them." I'd like

to see them come to the Solicitor General, or

a Supreme Court judge, or to follow a route
laid dovm by the Solicitor General as to the

form in which it should be done.

The Solicitor General should be able to

stand in his place today and say: "Yes, I've

given a direction, and every time there is

wiretapping done this is the procedure that's

followed." What he gives us now is a number
of figures, a report from the Metropolitan
Toronto Police Chief to the Metropolitan
Toronto Police Commission, an indication that

something similar is done in Lonodn; whether
it follows the same form, whether the same
kind of judgement is used, or whether it

happens in Windsor or Hamilton or Sault

Ste. Marie or Sudbury or Kingston, we have
no idea.

I say that since you are responsible for

the police forces of Ontario you should be

exercising this land of control, and you don't
need to wait for the federal statute to do it.

You could do it yourself. You have that

power under the Police Act.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: I want to join forces on this

particular matter. It's certainly a loose and
ramshackle arrangement you've got over there
that you haven't, in your fist so to speak, or

through the police commission itself, an im-
mediate and direct control over wiretapping.
And yet this minister claims that the federal

authority will fill up the vacuum; and it

certainly is a vacuum, apparently, reaching
down into Stygian darkness in this case. I

would suggest that the federal Bill C120 is

not that far reaching, and there is a tremen-
dous area where invasions of privacy by bug-
ging and other electronic devices are certainly
not covered by this legislation, nor intended
to be.

This legislation presently before the House
of Commons has to do with people who
wilfully, or by means of instruments, inter-

cept, overhear or record telephone or

telegraph communications, with a certain

penalty flowing therefrom. They restrict the

range and possibility of that in 44(3)a, in the
amendment to the Criminal Code:

A judge of the Superior Court's criminal

jurisdiction who is satisfied with informa-
tion upon oath of two things, namely that

the evidence that is being sought must be

on an indictable offense punishable by im-

prisonment for 10 years or more . . . and
under those circumstances then the judge

may order this particular kind of tap.

But this is only a very narrow range of what

may be done under this particular heading.
As we come a little further this afternoon

into these estimates, I shall be bringing up
point after point of where there are just

looming gaps, hiatus if you like.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, I won-
der if the hon. member will tell me what bill

he is reading.

Mr. Lawlor: I am referring to Bill C-120,
an Act to amend the Criminal Code.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: There is a later copy,

C-176, it's an amended bill. So I don't know
whether the hon. member has the—mine is

dated first reading April 13, 1973.

Mr. Lawlor: Mine is first reading Jan. 15,

1973. Yours is later then.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes, there have been
some changes. Now I don't know-

Mr. Lawlor: Does it cover more than tele-

phone and telegraphs?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, I'm

sending the copy over to the hon. member. I

refer to the hon. member the definition of

private communication; I don't know whether
that exists in the old bill or not.

Mr. Lawlor: No, this is a broader statute,

covering the much wider range of all forms

of acoustic, electromagnetic, mechanical and
other devices, which may be used—

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Would the hon. mem-
ber look at the definition of private commu-
nication on page 2?

Mr. Lawlor: On page 2.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: You see you have the

definition of private communication being any
oral communication or any telecommunication,
and it is an offense to intercept a private
communication. Now, I haven't gone into the

details to which the hon. member was refer-

ring, but it appears that this statute is much
broader than C120.

Mr. Lawlor: I had understood there was a

second bill, apart from the Bill C-100. This

may supercede C120, because it did go out

for revision and came back before the Com-
mons covering the much wider area of eaves-
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dropping. But even if that were the case-

may I retain this, Mr. Minister?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes, please.

Mr. Lawlor: Thank you. However, if that

is so it is a question of structure here, a

question of the repository of the power and
how it is to be exercised; and who goes before

a Supreme Court judge, who makes this final

determination; and the questions of guidelines
with respect to the determination. I don't

know whether this bill contains—1 haven't had
a chance to look at it—the kind of parameters
and guidelines that are necessary in order to

convince the judge of these matters. But one
of my complaints during the day will be that

you have vast powers under the terms of

your regulations under the Police Act, the

majority of which have never been exercised.

In this crucial area — this critical area

which has been so much in evidence in

recent days in the United States of America;
and how critical this is to the ongoing life of

a democracy—you have not provided in ad-

vance overall regulations under a number of

heads through the regulatory process, which
is peculiarly your responsibility, and which up
to this date you haven't exercised, by the

simple enunciation of a regulation. You have
the widest amplitude of power in this regard
but it has been, under the former Attorney
General, and with you assuming the mantle
of this oflBce, sloughed off and left sitting in

abeyance. Where the power traditionally has

lain with an assistant commissioner of the

OPP or with a chief of police, in a thumb-

twiddling gesture, it has been allowed to

remain.

There is no excuse for it. You have as-

sumed this responsibility. You have been in

office now for two years as Solicitor General
for this province. Your duties are not very
onerous if I may say with all respect to you.

They can't be in this particular regard.

Other portfolios here are infinitely harder
to bear, but you've got it all siphoned off in

a protective covering and wall around you.
You attribute to the Ontario Police Commis-
sion what you don't want to assume yourself—
and that is precious little—and then it goes
off to the local chiefs of police and you hide
behind that particular veneer.

At some point, you are going to have to

seize the bull by the horns and bring in the

orientation. That doesn't mean the usurpation
of decentralization or special privileges. It

means a working with, an understanding of,

and a setting up, by way of regulation in

overt ways, of all this stuff which is being

presently done by way of tradition and is

ad hoc from moment to moment and not set

out for anybody's perusal. It is a deep detri-

ment to the common weal and to the general

public-

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): Right!

Mr. Lawlor: —unless we can peruse these

and see what grounds you've set up, and get
the picture as set forth in certain confined

areas. For instance, some areas of what the

police may do with guns.

Mr. Sargent: Right on targetl

Mr. Lawlor: Then we have got something
we can deal with. But everything is done
under the cover; everything! And shuffling
the cards under the table is not consonant

with the kind of responsibility that you bear.

I'm not going to castigate you too much
this afternoon but this is the area in which

you must move as your emerging responsibil-

ity and bring it to the fore but, as I say,

bring it with procedure. You will see before

I am finished exactly what I'm after here—
that it has been too long cloaked and
swaddled.

No one, least of all the members of the

Opposition and your fellow members of this

House, is able to tell what you or the police
or anybody else is doing from hour to hour
with respect to the basic civil liberties in the

province.

We don't claim that they are usurping them

or abusing them but we don't know either, do
we? And that is the whole point. We ought
to be aware, we ought to be informed. There

have to be Hues laid down in black and
white so that we can peruse them and see

whether or not they toe the line in this

particular regard. They are as much under

the law as we are; simply because they ad-

minister it, that doesn't give them any special
status. This must all emanate as from a great
white father, from yourself, because that is

the role I am sure you'd like to play—blessing
everybody and patting heads.

All right. If you are going to do that and

sprinkle a little holy water around on the

police forces, you'd better get yourself mitred

and supplied with a cincture and a stole, and

you will have the necessary garments at least.

At the moment, you're stripped; you're like

the emperor without any clothes and that's a

dreadful sight, particularly in your case.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, I want
to make it abundantly clear that really—
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Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —I am almost in total

agreement with what the hon. member has
said. I feel very strongly about—

Mr. Lawlor: I object, Mr. Chairman. That
is away of sloughing us off. This is a new
trick of all the members of the government;
they are in total agreement with everything
we say these days.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No. I have never
been one not to express an opinion. I am
perhaps a voluble type, and I have never
wanted to be in a position of wondering who
is listening to what I am saying when I say

things that are intended, perhaps, for the

ears and only the ears of the hon. member
for Lakeshore.

I have been in jurisdictions where to

carry on a conversation it was necessary to

go into the middle of a park and not even
stand under a tree in order to carry on a

private conversation. I found that one of

the most diflBcult things for me to adjust

to, because we would leave the hotel room
or leave the restaurant or wherever we were,
and walk into a park. I thought it was the

closest park, but we had to go by the park
and we couldn't sit on the park bench. So
we would practically be in an open field

to carry on a conversation. I found that one
of the greatest restraints on my liberty that

could possibly be imagined.

The original bill that I have was Bill

C-252, and there was a response from this

government to Ottawa back in January,
1972. That is Bill C-252. The hon. member
was quoting Bill C-120. I produced Bill 276.

Hopefully the federal government will see

fit not to go to the people until this bill

has been approved.

The details can be controversial, but this

government is on record as approving a bill

to control this kind of activity, and the
letter to Mr. Turner urged him to get on with
it.

Now we can quarrel about who should do
what and some of the details-

Mr. Roy: No, but you should know whose
phone is being tapped; you should be able
to give us an answer.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I think, really, the hon.
member would not want me to rush into the
face of something and have a proposal for

Ontario, until the federal statute is passed.
Once the federal statute is passed and the
final form of it has been decided, then if

there is any necessary implementation, addi-

tion, guidance or interpretation, that of

course can be done at the provincial level.

But presently we will just have to wait
until the federal statute is passed and carry
on as we have under the system which has

grown out of necessity. Fundamentally, I

think it is accepted that this is a federal

responsibility, because it is basically tied

in with the Criminal Code. The hon. member
knows that one of the clearest and most
sensitive areas of constitutional responsibility
has to do with the Criminal Code.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Chairman, the minister

is noted for his lack of frankness in letting
us have any information. I will ask him some

easy questions to start with. Who are the

gentlemen in front of you? What are the

names and the positions held by the gentle-
men in front of you now?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Elmer Bell, QC,
chairman of the Ontario Police Commission,
and His Worship Judge Graham, a member
of the Ontario Police Commission. The

gentleman to my right is R. Michael Warren,
Deputy Solicitor General.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Chairman, in these three

men we have the most knowledgeable people
in Ontario to advise us of our position to

date, and until definition comes to this Legis-
lature of the position of this heinous crime

—or whatever you want to label it—I think

we should have some frank answers at this

point in time, Mr. Chairman, because this

minister is noted for his obfuscation by
not giving us the picture properly.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): His

volubility.

Mr. Roy: Frankness, yes. He is really on

the ball.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Sargent: It would seem to me, Mr.

Chairman, and I have the greatest respect
for the job and the title the minister holds

and of the men in front of him, at some

place in time the people of Ontario have a

right to know what segment of people have
this terrifying power to bug our homes,
our businesses and our lives, other than the

group that he has control of in this Province

of Ontario.

I would like to have from you, Mr. Minis-

ter, some very truthful, frank answers at this

point. I am concerned about the very elite

group, which you should know about or the
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men in front of you should know about,
which has these powers and to what extent

it is going on; because we have been watch-

ing in the last two weeks the situation in

America and what's happening down there

in the United States.

Hon G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): It is completely different here.

Mr. Roy: Oh, don't be so sure!

Mr. Sargent: As Provincial Secretary you
have not made any great record to date in

your job in the Justice policy field; so just

let me talk for a minute, because I want
to find out something.

This is a layman speaking. I am not a

lawyer. I am one of the ordinary people of

Ontario who wants to know what the hell

is going on.

My colleague asked a question I will get
to later. Whose phone is being tapped?
I don't think that you are going to tell me
that and I don't particularly want to know.
But I want to know from you, sir, what
triggers the physical act of bugging or wire-

tapping in this province? What triggers that?

Does the chief of police in my city have
the right to tap my phone or anybody's

phone?
How many men, in numbers, have you got

trained to do this job? Where were they
trained? Is it an ofi^ence for me to have or

anyone to have wiretapping equipment? Is

it an offence for anyone to have sweeping
equipment that can debug a room or an area?

No one knows. We can't find out. I had the

chance to ask you a few questions the other

night in your estimates and you said that to

your knowledge, in this $85 milhon budget
we are talking about, you thought you were

spending $5,000 on electronic surveillance

equipment.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No, Mr. Chairman, just
a minute.

Mr. Sargent: Oh yes, sir!

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: To make the point
clearer, we were discussing the estimates of

the Ontario Police Commission. I referred to

a sum of $95,000 which was earmarked for

joint forces operations. Of that $95,000,

$5,000 has been designated for the purchase
of equipment.

Mr. Sargent: I will give the minister the

benefit of the doubt. My general impression
and that of my colleagues and the press was
that you said in your total budget there was

$5,000 being devoted towards the acquisition
or supply of electronic surveillance equip-
ment. That was the feeling you left, sir.

You further amended that by saying there

were 50 wiretaps last year in the Province
of Ontario. I don't think that you really had
the information. That's why I am asking you
for it.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, again,
the statistics related to 54 wiretaps performed
by the Ontario Provincial Police. That was not
the number in the Province of Ontario. It

was 54 by the Ontario Provincial Police.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, could I ask a

question? Were there any of those 54 wire-

taps, Mr. Minister, which were brought to

your attention prior to the institution of the

tap?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Not to my attention,
but I understand some were brought to the
attention of the Deputy Solicitor General.
About half as many were turned down. They
were turned down by the assistant commis-
sioner.

Mr. Lewis: But some of the wiretaps actu-

ally came as far as your Deputy Solicitor

General, although not to you personally as

minister?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: That's right.

Mr. Lewis: Is there a sort of category for

that? Are there some wiretaps which verge
on areas which require approval from higher
sources in the ministry, or require the com-
mission to go beyond its own authority to

your deputy or to you?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I gather there was a

new situation which arose and they wanted
some guidance from the Deputy Solicitor

General, and he gave them that guidance.

I think it would be beneficial if I were to

read the kind of statistics that are referred

to by the Metropolitan Toronto police: receiv-

ing stolen property—16; break and enter—17;
fraud—12; armed robbery and robbery—12;

organized crime—42; obstruct justice—2;
homicide attempts—6; subversive activities—1;

extortion—10; auto and motorcycle thefts—4;

threatening—11; traflBcking in narcotics—7;

counterfeiting and forgery—2; trafficking in

narcotics—62; receiving of stolen property—4;
bawdy houses—21; organized crime—2.

Oh, one is the intelligence bureau and then
I shifted to the morality bureau, that is why
there is a duplication.
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It goes on: bookmaking—28; robbery—10;

pornography—4; homicide—2.

Mr. Singer: You wiretap for pornography
too?

Mr. Lewis: For bawdy houses and pornog-
raphy you wiretap?

Mr. Singer: And bicycle thieves.

Mr. Lewis: I would think that given the

creative ability of the OPP you would in-

vestigate them personally.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No, pornography can
be part of organized crime. As a matter of

fact, in contemporary times it could very
easily be a major portion of that.

Mr. Singer: But those, of course, are not
laid down by you. They are just those de-
termined by Chief Adamson.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I never indicated to

the hon. member that they were.

With respect to the OPP, in 1972, investi-

gations involving use of wiretaps were 54,
and the number of requests for wiretaps
rejected was 30. I just have a general break-
down. Types of investigation in which wire-

taps were used, were: major break, enter and
thefts; major fraud; armed robbery; organized
crime; gambling; arson and murders.

But I agree with the hon. member. I want
to make myself abundantly clear. I believe

that there should be guidelines writ large, so

that everybody should know.

Mr. Lewis: Well, just by way of a point,
Mr. Chairman; we do not agree, and you are
not going to seduce us into agreement on
this count in order to divorce yourself from

responsibility. We believe-I think all mem-
bers of the opposition believe, but certainly
we believe—that in every single wiretap case
instituted by the Ontario Police Commission,
there should be clearance at the top of the

ministry because of the dangers inherent in

wiretapping, period. And I say that without

any value judgement on the Ontario Police

Commission at alll Clearly, if they want to

institute a wiretap, there must be some legiti-

macy in their minds for it, so that approval
can be easily sought and won. But we believe
that one doesn't surrender, in effect the civil

authority of the state does not surrender to

the police authority of the state, the sole
and absolute right to institute a wiretap; and
it is wrong for you as minister to surrender
that.

And don't tell—

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the

hon. member has seized one aspect. He has

sat here all afternoon-

Mr. Lewis: I was listening.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —and he has heard me
repeatedly make the remarks, and if he reads

Hansard he will see the members of the

opposition have been saying—including his

supporter from Lakeshore—that these things
should be written down, that these policies
which are in effect should not be sort of loose

policies—I think that was what the hon.

member said. I believe that there should be
civil authority. As a matter of fact, when the

present bill is passed, there has to be an

application to a judge. In some eyes, people
think that the judge is a civil authority. This

government is on record that it doesn't be-

lieve that that is the civil authority, that there

should be an elected member—somebody that

the man on the street can get hold of in the
most potent way and say: "You are account-

able, not somebody down the line." That is

the position on which this government has
seen fit to make representations, going back
to 1970, to the then Minister of Justice, Mr.
Turner.

Mr. Lewis: You are surely not arguing
that it is beyond your present province as

minister to require the Ontario Police Com-
mission to clear it with you before the institu-

tion of a tap? Surely that is not beyond your
province? You have that right, you can do
that now by whispering to your colleague or

subordinate.

Mr. Singer: More than whisper; it's under

the power of the Police Act.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Let's clear this up for

the prime purpose of discussion: There is the

OPC, the Ontario Pohce Commission.

Mr. Lewis: Right.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: There is the law en-

forcement agency, the Ontario Provincial

Police. The Ontario Police Commission does

not authorize or have anything to do with
the wiretapping at the local level.

Mr. Lewis: My apologies.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: At the local level the

authority rests with the local police commis-

sioners, through their direction to the chief of

police. At the OPP level, the direction is to

the assistant commissioner.

Mr. Singer: Bick doesn't have anvthing to

do with it in Metro, only Adamson does.
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Mr. Lewis: All right!

Hod. Mr. Yaremko: But Adamson is re-

sponsible to the Board of Police Commission-

ers.

Mr. Lewis: Yes.

Mr. Singer: And then they can either fire

him or not fire him.

Mr. Lewis: Except it is entirely likely that

the Board of Police Commissioners behaves
in Metro the way you have vis-a-vis the

OPP-

Mr. Singer: Exactly!

Mr. Lewis: You surrender by default the

authority to institute wiretaps to the police

process.

You cannot say with such sanguinity that

you agree that it should be written down, or

you've made those representations to the

federal House, because it is within your prov-
ince now to demand, as a minister of the

Crown, the right to be informed of every

single wiretap that would be instituted by
the OPP and the reasons for the tap.

You have that right now; you are not

stripped of it; you don't have to stretch your-
self in ashes and sackcloth and go off to the

federal Minister of Justice. It's your right

now, and if you are, as you say, an opinion-
ated man, if you are, as you say, a voluble

man, then express your voluble opinions to

your ofiBcials and tell them that in the inter-

ests of civil liberties, that in the interests of

civil authority, you, as minister, require clear-

ance for every wiretap that the OPP insti-

tutes anywhere in the province; 54, or indeed

84 requests a year isn't going to exhaust

you. Eighty-four requests a year-

Mr. Singer: That is only from the OPP.

Mr. Lewis: All right, but I suspect you
could probably handle 84 requests a year.

Mr. Singer: Multiply that by 50 police
forces.

Mr. Lewis: I won't make any gratuitous
comments on your capacities; I know that

you are a man of sufiBcient dexterity and
intellect to handle 84 applications a year.

You are also a man who has the authority
to make it clear to all the commissions across

the province that they should require the

same of their heads of police forces before

any tap is instituted, before any federal legis-

lation is passed.

What you have surrendered is the pro-
tection of the civil rights of the state. That's

what you've surrendered, and all of your

protestations to the contrary won't recover

it. You have no right to wait until the federal

government decides to act. We all know
about the federal government. You have no

right to wait. You have the authority and

power now and we are asking you to exer-

cise it.

What you have done, to a degree which
some of us find extraordinary, is to say the

police power—I'll put it at its starkest, but

its most accurate—the coercive apparatus of

the state, as reflected in the police, has the

right unilaterally to institute wiretaps.

We are saying to you, Mr. Minister, that

everything we know about North American

society at this point in time tells us that is

morally wrong, that it invites abuse, that it

requires civil confrontation, and that, in fact,

if for no other reason than the experience
of the jurisdiction to the south of us, you
should be saying to your colleagues—and I

have no doubt as to their judgement and

wishes—but you should be saying to your

colleagues: "As the ultimate safeguard, I,

the Solicitor General, demand to know why
you people want to institute a vidretap, and

you will have to come to me for approval."
And more than that: "I am going to issue

a memo to every single board of commis-

sioners across the province that that same

clearance must be provided, and that in any

questionable area it is to come to me as the

ultimate civil authority." And that: "All of

this will be done prior to any federal legis-

lation at all, because I will not allow civil

liberties in this province to be endangered,
as they have obviously been abused in other

jurisdictions."

I have no knowledge about whether or not

they have, but then, extraordinarily, nor does

the minister. We stand in the same absence

of knowledge; we stand in the same ignor-

ance.

Neither of us knows, even though he is

Solicitor General and I am a lonely member
of the third party, the justification for any
of the wiretaps which have been launched

in this province. That is irresponsibility at

its height and it's absolutely unacceptable.

You have the power to correct it, I don't.

That is what we are asking of you.

And we are not in agreement! We believe

you have surrendered your authority to the

police process and we object to that.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Chairman, could I draw

the attention of the minister, who says he is

waiting for federal legislation, to some of the

powers that now exist under the Police Act?
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Let me refer, Mr. Chairman, to section 41(b)
of the Police Act which talks about the On-
tario Police Commission. It says:

Amongst other functions of the com-
mission it shall consult with and advise

boards of commissioners of police, police
committees and municipal councils and
other police authorities and chiefs of police
on all matters relating to police and polic-

ing.

Mr. Lewis: Right

Mr. Singer: One of the main reasons I

moved the motion to reduce this vote to $1

was that I don't think the Police Commission
is doing even the function that the statute

assigned to it.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Pardon?

Mr. Singer: Has the Ontario Police Com-
mission exercised that kind of authority under

41(b)? Has it even attempted to advise the

police forces of the Province of Ontario what

they should do about vidretapping?

Apparently not! Because the minister says:

"Well, in Metro they do something; the OPP
does something else. Sometimes they consult

with the deputy minister. I think it was done

in London." But he can't tell us whether it

was done in Windsor or Hamilton or any-

where else.

If the OPC won't do it, let me refer the

minister to section 72(l)(a) of the Police Act,

which says that the Lieutenant Governor in

Council may make regulations for the govern-
ment of police forces, governing conduct,

duties, suspension and dismissal of members
of police forces.

There are two powers that presently exist.

There are two powers which over the years I

have repeatedly drawn to the attention of the

minister responsible for policing in this prov-
ince. Those are two sections which the respec-
tive ministers have refused to take advantage
of. You don't need any more statutory author-

ity than is presently in the Police Act. You

just won't do it.

It just doesn't suflBce, Mr. Chairman, for the

minister to stand up and say: "I agree with

you. There is something going on in Ottawa
and when Ottawa clears it all up, even though
we don't quite agree with Ottawa, we'll do

something about it."

I can't think of any more valid motion to

come before this House in a long time than
the motion to reduce the expenditures relating
t..> the Ontario Police Commission to the sum
of $1. They are not doing the job given to

them by this Legislature, and the minister

isn't insisting that it be done.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, that is

the hon. member's interpretation of the stat-

ute. The Ontario Police Commission has gone
on the basis that it may advise but it does

not have the authority to direct. What has

been done is "that the Pohce Commission has

conveyed to the police commissions of On-
tario certain broad directions to follow the

practices and procedures of Metro.

Mr. Singer: Could you read us the advisory
direction issued by the Ontario PoHce Com-
mission on wiretapping?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: It wasn't written be-

cause it feels it has no authority to direct.

Mr. Singer: It wasn't written? It can advise.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: It can advise.

Mr. Singer: The word in the statute is

advise. Now how would you advise? Do you
get on the wiretape phone and say: "Shh. I'm

advising you"?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: It has done that, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. Singer: Where is the advice?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: It has advised-

Mr. Singer: Do you have a memo indicating
what the advice was?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The advice has been

oral, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Singer: How is it done? Does some-

body get on the phone to each individual

chief of police and say: "Chief Jones, let me
tell you the hottest advice that we have got

today from Queen's Park. Don't wiretap un-

less somebody approves." Is that how it is.

done?

How many chiefs of police have you got

up here? How many forces? We went through
that the other night, the number of forces

there are. You perhaps have the figure more

quickly than I have—no here we are.

There seem to be 179 police forces in

Ontario, according to this report. Did some-

body get on the phone 179 times and say:

"Hi there, chief, this is your friendly OPC
speaking. We want to tell you our latest un-

written advice about wiretapping." Is that

how it is done?

One would think that a modem and eflS-

cient government would send out a memo,
e\'en heading it "advisory memo" if you are
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worried about the particular wording of the

statute. Have you got any such memo? How
did you convey to the chief of police of

Samia what the OPC's opinion is about wire-

tapping? Could you tell me that?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Well, Mr. Chairman, I

am advised that there are only about a dozen

police forces which actually do or have done

wiretapping.

Mr. Singer: How do you know?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Through CISO and

through contacts with the various chiefs and
the various boards of police commissioners.

Mr. Singer: But are there any returns? Do
you ask every one of these 179 chiefs to give

you a return on his activities? Have you got
one there for Samia, for instance, and I just

picked Samia out of the air? Can you tell me,
of your own knowledge or from some report
that you got from Samia, that no wiretapping

goes on by the Samia police force or that

some wiretapping does and they had so

many cases?

I bet you can't, but if you can I would like

to hear it.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Grey-Bruce.

Mr. Sargent: The point is that now that we
have the people here who can fill us in—

Mr. Singer: They can't fill us in.

Mr. Sargent: We are going to find some
answers now.

We want to find out, Mr. Chairman, how
big this ball game is here in Ontario. We have
the Ontario Police Commission, the OPP, the

Metro, the 179 police commissions in Ontario,
and the RCMP. I want to know, sir—we would
like to know, sir—we would like to know, if I

may—in how many areas do we have trained

people on surveillance with the equipment to

do it? We will start with the top.

Are you on track here, with what we are

talking about now? I want to find how big
the ball game is that you might know some-

thing about, and being the Solicitor General

you should know all the facts about this, be-

cause people are concerned about it.

Let's ask you this. Does the Ontario Police

Commission per se have an electronics sur-

veillance team?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Sargent: In what way is the Ontario
Police Commission involved in surveillance—

budget-wise or capital money involved in sur-

veillance equipment?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: They provide the

equipment to the joint forces operations.

Mr. Sargent: All right.

Mr. Singer: The Ontario Police Commission
does that?

Mr. Sargent: They provide the equipment.
How much money have we, the people of

Ontario, tied up in this type of equipment
under the direction of the OPC?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: About $10,000 to date.

Mr. Sargent: About $10,000 worth of equip-
ment? Is that the word from your deputy?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I would like to convey
to the hon. member that I am advised that

there isn't that big ball game that he is

talking about. '

Mr. Sargent: Well, let's find out. Let's

find out.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I have given the

answer. There was $5,000 involved in this

year's expenditmre of $95,000, and over

the years the total amount that has been

spent has been even much less than $95,000.

I have made the statement, Mr. Chair-

man, that to our knowledge less than 12

police forces have participated in wire-

tapping.

Now the hon. member for Downsview
refers to 168 police forces in the province,
and I wouldn't want him to go away with
the implication that there are 150 some odd
that are participating, of which we had no

knowledge. I'm advised that some of the 54

by the OPP are on behalf of the smaller

police forces. But if we know-

Mr. Singer: Well, where are your statistics

on them?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The hon. member has

me on this point. I cannot point out to page
176 and outline to him the statistics. I admit

that. For Metro we have them. It may be that

if its good enough for the Metropolitan
Toronto police force to do it, or London
to do it, then maybe perhaps it should be ad-

visable that we have a compilation in a

formal way so that every police force should

make a return, even the one up in Omemee,
or wherever there is the smallest one-man

police force. I won't quarrel with the hon.

member on that. And then we would have a

definitive position. If it's felt that it is of
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that much importance to create that much
paperwork on the part of the department,
then it may be.

Mr. Sargent: All right. We have estab-

lished, in fact, then, as far as you know,
that total dollars involved in electronic sur-

veillance equipment is $10,000?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Now the hon. member
had better—I've made the statement that

there is approximately $10,000 worth of

equipment presently vdthin the Ontario
Police Commission, available for joint forces

operations.

Mr. Sargent: So we have $10,000 available

from the Ontario Police Commission for this

type of equipment. Now what about the

OPP?

^

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: We would anticipate-
I'm getting ahead of myself because this

properly should be in the OPP—

Mr. Sargent: You couldn't get ahead of

yourself!

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: But just to deal with
the matter, there is an anticipation of 66
wiretaps at a total cost, this is for every
aspect of it, of $62,000.

Mr. Sargent: I didn't ask you that. I asked
you how much money have the OPP tied

up in this type of equipment?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I don't have that
with me, but I will have it available for

me, Mr. Chairman, when we get to the
next vote.

Mr. Sargent: Just a minutel You are the
most ill-informed minister I've ever heard
in my life.

Mr. Chairman: Order please? The ques-
tions are getting very repetitive. The same
questions are being asked.

Mr. Sargent: All right, then what do
your—

Mr. Chairman: Order please! We're on the
Ontario Police Commission item. The OPP
item-

Mr. Sargent: Well, Mr. Chairman, I say
it to you—

Mr. Chairman: May I point out-

Mr. Sargent: I say to you respectfuUy-

Mr. Chairman: Order please! May I point
out that the OPP comes in a later vote?

Mr. Sargent: May I ask you this? On a

point of order-

Mr. Chairman: I am talking, would the
hon. member resimie his seat please? Now,
order please! We are dealing with the On-
tario Police Commission. The Ontario Pro-
vincial Police comes on a future vote.

Mr. Sargent: All right. On a point of order,

may I ask you, and through the minister,
are you going to go through this whole thing
on every vote? Are we going to settle this

wiretapping business now or continue it on

every vote? Now you find out, Mr. Chair-

man, and find out what's going on in that

chair there! Because you don't know what's

going on!

Mr. Chairman: We will deal with that part
which comes under the Ontario PoUce Com-
mission in this vote.

Mr. Sargent: All right. I'll speak on the

Ontario Police Commission. The Ontario

Police Commission is in charge of the pohce
commissions of Ontario, in every city. Is that

correct? The Ontario Police Commission is

the supreme body for the police commissions

in every city?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Sargent: They have no relation to the

police commissions in the cities across On-
tario?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Their relationship is

with the boards of pohce commissioners and

the police forces. It's all set out in the Pohce

Act.

Mr. Sargent: I know that. I was chairman

of the police commission when this board was

set up, about 15 years ago, or 12 years ago.

So you do have a direct relation with the

police commissions of Ontario, across the

province? I want you to find out from them,

Mr. Chairman, how many police commissions

have surveillance equipment across the Prov-

ince of Ontario, other than what you have in

this Metro operation here?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I have told the hon.

member, Mr. Chairman, that probably less

than 12 have available to them electronic

surveillance equipment.

Mr. Sargent: All right. Now we are on the

track, we want to find out exactly. Let's take

the lid oflF and find out. Do they have to get

your permission to have this equipment from

the Ontario Police Commission?
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Hon. Mr. Yaremko: If the hon. member
was listening-

Mr. Sargent: Now, don't talk down to me,
I want to find out.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Well, the hon. member
talks down to me; he talks to me from a

great height.

Mr. B. Gilbertson ( Algoma ) : That is what
I say, think about that one.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: If the hon. member
thinks the whole assembly revolves about

him, he is mistaken. The hon. member for

Downsview made some very pertinent re-

marks—and it was established at that time.

Mr. Sargent: The hon. minister doesn't

know the answers.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please!

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The Ontario Police

Commission does not have direct control over

the wiretaps that are made at the local level.

And I have made that abundantly clear.

Mr. Sargent: Does the local police com-
mission have to get permission from the

Ontario Police Commission to have surveil-

lance equipment?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I have established that,

Mr. Chairman; no.

Mr. Sargent: Can you find out from the

gentlemen in front of you how much money
is involved in the equipment, that is in the

12 or 14 cities which have it?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: They don't supply us

with that information.

Mr. Sargent: Where are the men trained

who run the local surveillance equipment in

the 12 or 14 cities involved?

^Hon. Mr. Yaremko: This is part of their

in-service training, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Sargent: What are the names of the

cities that have this equipment?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I don't have the statis-

tics-

Mr. Sargent: I will wait until you get
them; they should know.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I would assume that it

would relate to the 12 or under 12 major
municipalities within Ontario.

Mr. Sargent: Does the chairman of the

Police Commission not know?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: We don't have those

statistics at the table here. They could be
obtained by a survey of the local police
forces.

Mr. Sargent: Now, Mr. Chairman, this

minister says they don't know. They know
they have 12 or 14. Are they going to survey
the police commissions to find out? Do you
mean to tell me, Mr. Minister, that there are

police commissions which have this equip-
ment and you don't know about it? You
don't know this?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please! We are on
the Ontario Police Commission.

Mr. Sargent: On the Ontario Police Com-
mission in charge of local police commis-

sions, Mr. Chairman.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Well, Mr. Chairman,
I indicated to the hon. member for Downs-
view in this House—and he was talking about
the same things—that perhaps those are the

type of statistics which we should have. I

think the hon. member for Downsview made
his point. Now if the hon. member wants to

pursue it over and over again, I say to him
we do not have those statistics at our hand.

Mr. Sargent: We are talking about the

Ontario Police Commission—how much money
do those two men in front of you receive a

year in salary?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I don't think that that

really is pertinent.

Mr. Sargent: It certainly is pertinent. I am
asking you to tell me what the chairman and
his deputy make. These are public funds,
and we are talking about the Ontario Police

Commission. I want to know.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I think it is in the

neighbourhood of a total of around $60,000,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Sargent: $60,000 each?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The two of them to-

gether.

Mr. Sargent: I see. So we will suggest,
Mr. Chairman, that they are making $30,000

each; or the chairman is probably making
$40,000 and the other man is making $20,000.
Here is a man who has this kind of money
and he doesn't know the answers to the
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questions I am asking him. Is this a full-time

job he has?

He doesn't know the answers. And you
don't know the answers. And where do you
think the people of Ontario are going to find

the answers if you don't know and they don't

know? I give up.

Mr. Chairman: Item No. 1—the member
for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, bear with me,
I have quite a number of items under this

No. 1. I feel that the Ontario Police Com-
mission has determinative powers at least

over a wide area, if it would exercise those

powers.
The first question I have to ask—and maybe

it has been asked when I was downstairs on
some other estimates—is there an OPC report
for this year?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The 1972 report should
be—it is in the mill somewhere and it will

be-

Mr. Sargent: Why don't you resign?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The report will be to

Dec. 31, 1972. It would be my intent, Mr.
Chairman—I put this on record—that since we
are on a calendar year, the report should be
made early in the new year.

Mr. Singer: Just on that point, if the
member for Lakeshore would permit me: I

was quite anxious to get the report for the

year ending Dec. 31, 1971, in time for de-

bating the last estimates. It was finally tabled
in mid-December, 1972, so that by the time
we got it it was two years out of date.

Now we are nearly at the end of May,
1973, and we don't laiow what happened in

the year 1972 which is really most unfair to

the members of the opposition. Those fig-
ures I was quoting about police forces and
the interesting comments about intelligence
and so on are three years old. It's most un-
fair to the members of the House that we
don't have these reports available to us in

advance of having to debate these estimates.

Mr. Lawlor: As a matter of fact, if they
are not statutorily laid down at a particular
time, I think we should initiate a prosecution
against the individuals involved for their

failure to report. It is most obnoxious and

trying, to say the least, not to have the

equipment to hand that we need when our

responsibilities are imposed. This is happen-
ing more and more in a number of ministries

and we have to go into estimates without

them. If you haven't got the reports, I sug-

gest that the estimates don't come on, at

least for that particular heading to which
the report is pertinent.

All right. I'm accusing the Solicitor General

and the Ontario Police Commission of dis-

criminatory practices with respect to the other

sex. The Ontario Committee on the Status

of Women has made representations to you
about the number of women on the police

forces, their training and functions and roles,

etc. They are all diminutive; they are all

played down.

I'm particularly referring to a Toronto Star

article of April 5, 1973, the last sentence of

which says: "No policewomen are employed
by the Ontario Provincial Police, the task

force was told."

Is this really true? What is your policy in

this regard?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: We will deal with the

OPP when we come to it, Mr. Chairman.

Perhaps we could move ahead with this vote

and then we will get to the OPP, which

seems to be the focal point of the questions.

There are no policewomen in the OPP. There

are some 200 policewomen, I believe, in the

Province of Ontario. That would be at the

local level.

Mr. Lawlor: Well, all right, if you want to

come back to it, I'm quite prepared to. That

is precisely what we will do.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, I can

deal with it now. We can deal with all of

the women of Ontario, if I may use that

expression.

Mr. Lawlor: Not with a wave of your handl

Mr. Sargent: Not at your age.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The Ontario Provincial

Police is a deployed force. The employees
aren't from a municipality or within a

municipality. They are deployed across the

province and they are not specialists. They
deal with every kind of enforcement problem
and many of their duties take them to re-

mote parts of the province. If they are not

in the remote parts-I'm talking about the

northern parts-they are in remote areas

within the southern parts of the province so

that there is physical danger.

I may say that that was one of the very

first questions I asked of the OPP, about

women in the OPP. I hadn't seen any around

and the explanation was given to me at that

time, and it appeared to be one that should

be acceptable.
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I have seen at the local level—the member
from Guelph will have noticed that there was
a great picture in the Mercury of the Solicitor

General inspecting a local force. He stopped
right in front of a woman constable and
carried on quite a conversation with her.

Mr. Sargent: What was her name?

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Can I

just pursue that, Mr. Chairman? The minis-

ter has asked the OPP-

Mr. Chairman: Order please! We are going
to be talking much later about the OPP.

Mr. Cassidy: Well all right, in that case

I'll bide on that one.

On the question of women on police forces

generally, as the hon. member for Lakeshore
has pointed out, there are 200 out of a total

of about 9,000 local police constables and
oflBcers across the province. Has the minister

inquired into that number? Has the minister

talked to the police commission to see what
is being done to encourage more women to

come into police forces or to make more

opportunities available for them within police
work? What is he doing about it?

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): They
do the desk work, but not much else.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Actually, within the

field there aren't that many positions avail-

able at the local level where you would have

specialized jobs. I think the woman constable

that I was talking to heads up the youth
bureau of the local mimicipal force.

In most of the police forces, and there was
a reference to 168, the constable also has to

perform all duties. The job basically of a
constable is patrolling on shift at night and

handling the kind of situations that police-
men have to, where physical ability is in-

volved. With those forces where there are

specialties, where those characteristics are not

necessary, there are that number.

So you can't relate 200 to 9,000. It would
be preferable if we had the statistic, but I

haven't got it here, to relate the 200 to the
kind of jobs which are available that police-
women could fulfil.

Mr. Cassidy: Dare I suggest, Mr. Chair-

man, that the government should look into

this and, among other things, ask women
what jobs they are prepared to apply for

within police work, rather than simply lay-

ing down predetermined criteria set by male

police oflBcers and officials about the kind of

work that women can do within the pohcing
function?

I have some serious questions as to whether
20 is the maximum limit of jobs that women
can do. I have a question, in fact, and I think

it should be examined, about whether women
are not capable of performing some, if not

all, of the functions which are carried out by
male police oflficers. I think that question
should at least be raised.

I think that it's been the intent of Ontario

government legislation to provide equal op-

portunity for women in the world of work
and not to discriminate against them by
putting them into certain reserved niches

which are deemed to be women's work, and

leaving them to do that and nothing more.

Yet that's the position the minister is taking.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No, Mr. Chairman, I

am not resisting at all. I think wherever there

is a role to be played that can be played by
women, the direction should be turned.

As a matter of fact, some police forces

have turned to the women's bureau of the

Ministry of Labour, asking the department to

assist them in finding women who would be
interested in a police career. I know that one
of the women's organizations has presented a

brief, I believe, to the task force on policing.
I haven't had the opportunity of reading the

brief. I think it boils down to this, that the

oportunities should be there; then if the

women don't want to avail themselves of that

that's up to them. I may remind the hon.

member that there are two women on the

task force who will be probably directly inter-

ested in that particular point of view.

I may say that the interest of women in

policing is a fairly recent one. I can recall

the very first woman constable in Toronto,
and I remember her very well. She guided
the traflSc, I believe, at Yonge and Queen. I

think that she either was a winner, or pro-
ceeded to win and become Miss Toronto, at

the time. That was within the last couple of

decades.

Since then we have moved from the first

women to hundreds, but I think what the

hon. member and I are in agreement with is

that there should be the opportunity avail-

able to women to participate.

Mr. Chairman: Ontario Police Commission?

Mr. Cassidy: It's significant that the one

thing the minister remembers about women
in police work is a woman who became Miss

Toronto in this city.
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Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Or was Miss Toronto.

Mr. Cassidy: Since the minister is respon-
sible for the police commission, I'd just like

to ask though, apart from these pious inten-

tions that he has stated, what is the Ontario

Police Commission doing in order to encour-

age women to enter police work, in order to

provide more openings for them, and in

order to ensure that they are aware of oppor-
tunities that are being created in police work
in this province?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: They initiated the

survey which has provided the statistics that

I have made available to the House. They
will be proceeding, based on those statistics,

with a more aggressive, more positive pro-

gramme in this regard, at least to bring to

the attention of other commissions and police
forces that they should turn their eyes toward
women wherever they are suitable.

Mr. Cassidy: That's a very limp answer.

They have done nothing apart from making
a head count right now, is that correct? More

aggressive policies may be coming but the

minister cannot say what those aggressive

policies will be. Perhaps he could try and
be more specific.

Hod. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, let me
make it abundantly clear I believe that

women should have the opportunity of dis-

charging whatever role in the law enforc-

ment field they are capable of discharging.
It's as simple as that.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Lake-
shore.

Mr. Lawlor: Out of the 4,000 police oflBcers

on the Toronto force, only 70 are women.
Of the 10 people who are in the com-
plaints bureau, nine are men. Of all those
of detective rank, one is a woman—doing
the same job as a lowly constable, of course.

These are the things that are indexes to the

present situation.

There is another area of discrimination
which I suggest you contain within your
regulations, and it has pertinency to the
Ontario Police Commission. Many people
of Latin abstraction—Portuguese people,
Italians to some extent—are people of not

very great stature, and you have laid down
in your regulations that 5 ft. 8 in. is the

requisite as being the very minimum height
of one who may be hired into the police
force.

Don't you think that's wrong, with the

polyglot population that we have now—which

you know more about than any other minister,
which is really your forte, which is really
the thing you know. Whether you know any-
thing as Solicitor General doesn't matter,
what you do know is the dispersed and
variegated ethnic populations of this city
and that's why you sit where you are.

Now, knowing that, don't you have some

sympathy with permitting the introduction

of a large nimiber—or at least an adequate
representation—from these various ethnic

communities? Should they be confined and
restricted because of height?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, I am
very sympathetic, as the hon. member has

assumed, and have been aware of the prob-
lem; it is a complex problem. The average
police ofiicer who is recruited must be cap-
able of discharging all of the responsibilities

assigned to a police officer, and it so happens
that in many of the areas one of the sig-

nificant things is to be able to handle himself

physically. The police officer may be only
called upon to do that once in his career,

but that once may be very necessary for him.

It may be that in police forces that are

large enough to have specialization, that en-

rolment related to other than physical re-

quirements might be the approach. A man
might not have the muscle on his arm in

these instances, but he would have some
other attribute which would round out the

package of talent that he would bring.

I was very interested that when the ques-
tion arose locally, within the Chinese com-

munity, that there was a picture of a

Chinese officer. He made the force and he is

really one of the tallest men of Chinese

background I've ever seen. My contact with

Chinese people leaves me to believe that

they too are generally small of stature, so

it may be that if they want to have a force

which is a reflection of the community, and
this is the basic principle to which I sub-

scribe, they should make special efforts to

make known their desire to have this re-

flection within the forces and seek those per-
sons out.

Now I have conveyed to the chairman

of the task force on policing my sympathy
in this regard and that we should examine

the question in depth. They will be dealing
with the general principles of qualffications

and training and they should bear this in

mind.

I am hopeful that the kind of reflection,

which does exist to a degree here in Metro-

politan Toronto for example, can be extended.

Because you can't get away from the fact
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that where there is an understanding between

people, there is somehow better law en-

forcement. True law enforcement and peace
and order may be brought about by some-

body who has an understanding.

For example, I would think that a person
of Italian origin would somehow be able

to discharge his relationship with a citizen

a little differently than someone who is not

of Italian origin, but who can speak some
Italian. Because communication—the ability

to talk—is only one ingredient in a society

where we try to get all aspects involved with
the people. If somebody understands the

cultural values of somebody else, he can

bring a sympathy or a viewpoint that other-

wise wouldn't be available.

Mr. Lawlor: Very, very true! Those are

fair words, Mr. Chairman, and I would ask

that the minister not let the task force bring
in its preliminary recommendations to him
without seeing that this matter is given great
attention.

I wonder, if maybe there is another area

in which the Ontario Police Commission and
the minister, in conjunction therewith, have
been loath, backward, remiss in their duties-

whatever it may be. Aren't you under some
form of obligation in the area of capital

punishment to make a statement as to whether
or not capital punishment really is necessary
for public protection or not.

I know it is a thorny issue, one which has

high sensitivity. If you want to rise now
or in a moment, to say you are sloughing it

off onto the federal government—that it is

really their business and they are debating
it up there ad nauseimi this afternoon.

Mr. Chairman: Order, pleasel It seems to

me that we have strayed well away from the

Ontario Police Commission item.

Mr. Lawlor: I think it is enormously rele-

vant. I think the Ontario Police Commission,
which represents the interests of the police
and the public and has to arbitrate between
the two, has some responsibility to make a
statement as to whether it thinks capital

punishment is either beneficial or detrimental
to the operation of police work.

Mr. Chairman: It doesn't seem to me that

this is part of its terms of reference.

Mr. Lawlor: All right, you object to what-
ever you please. I think it is perfectly
relevant, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. minister could

probably answer you.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, I just

add that the Ontario Police Commission does

not make statements on policy. They admin-

ister; and really the job that I have the

responsibility for, I try to discharge. I am
very sympathetic to the men in Ottawa who
must vote as their conscience dictates to

them.

They will make the decision on their own.
Not one of them has seen fit to approach me,
either as a citizen or in an official capacity.
From my viewpoint they will be making their

decision and their contribution as they see fit.

Mr. Chairman: Has the member for Lake-
shore finished?

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Chairman, it is of para-
mount importance to the people of Ontario
that the civil authority shall have the rigrht to

wiretap in this province. At this point I'd like

to ask the minister, if he would be patient
with me, to advise me, on what authority
are we now issuing the right to wiretap in

Metro and across Ontario? Is it from the

minister or the police commission? Is it by a

police authority or a civil authority?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, to re-

iterate and to clarify for the hon. members,
there is no law forbidding wiretapping or

making wiretapping illegal. I have indicated

to the hon. member that each law enforce-

ment agency acts on its own. I would assume
that the RCMP has its own procedures and
activities. The OPP has a senior oflBcer who
has been designated to give permission, and
to him has been delegated that power to give

permission to make wiretaps.

Mr. Sargent: A police authority has the

right now?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I beg your pardon?

Mr. Sargent: A pohce authority has the

right now?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: There is no general

legal prohibition against the use of wire-

tapping equipment. The procedure has been
settled that in the OPP, before anybody
makes a wiretap, the assistant commissioner

must give his permission. Out of some 80, he

gave permission to 50 and turned down

roughly 30. That is with the OPP.

At the local level the local boards either

passively or actively have delegated that

authority to give permission to the senior

police officer, probably the chief or some
other very close in rank, and he is the one
who is giving permission.
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Mr. Sargent: Who gave the authority to

the local chief? Who gave it to him?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: There is no prohibi-
tion against wiretapping. I may just read for

the hon. member, that this matter was dealt

with—

Mr. Haggerty: That applies to the private

sector, too?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —re Copeland and
Adamson et al, that involved the local

authorities in 1972, 7 CCC, page 339, when
it was held that where a board of police com-
missioners has approved such a course of

action the chief of police may authorize the

carrying out of these techniques under his

control.

Other jurisdictions have been following this

practice, and records are being maintained.

I have reviewed this with the hon. member
for Downsview. It is interesting to note that

the federal Act which is being considered—
the hon. member for Lakeshore has a copy,
and he might bring this to the attention of

his leader—does provide for a delegation of

authority. That is, the Solicitor General at

the federal level will not have to give consent

in every case. He may designate persons to

have charge of the matter and then go to the

judge to get permission. But we will have a

situation where the Solicitor General will not
be necessarily aware of the details of every
application. His designate will be the funnel
to the courts.

Mr. Sargent: So we have resolved this

position at this time and place, it is a police

authority that okays wiretaps?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I read to the hon.
member that the courts have recognized that

v/iretapping, under the circumstances I read
to him, is acceptable and legal.

Mr. Sargent: I must apologize. I can get

along in the area of business, but I cannot
understand the position today that wiretap-

ping is not illegal so it's wide open. Why is

authority needed if it is wide open and if it's

not illegal?

We have it that permission was given to 50
and 30 were turned down, but my main con-
cern was that the civil audiority should be, at

all times, in control of this vicious right, and
at this point I am not clear. I must apologize
to the minister; I am not clear where we
stand.

You say the RCMP has the authority. You
say the local chief of police has audiority,

and then somewhere along the line you say

you send out directives from the Police Com-
mission—or you did not send out directives

from the Police Commission? I am the stupid-
est guy in the House. I don't know where in

hell we stand.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No, I won't agree with

the hon. member on that last statement.

Mr. Sargent: Okay. You can buy that but a

lot of people in Ontario are like me.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: For the hon. member,
the kind of activity that we have been dis-

cussing is not against the law. It is not illegal.

You have to grasp that fact. However, al-

though it is not illegal, the policy has been to

control it; and I have outlined to the House
the controls which presently exist.

Now there is a bill before the federal

government which will make certain activity

illegal; the practice will be illegal subject to

certain exceptions and approvals by the court.

WTiat are now the imoflBcial controls will be
the exception to the prohibition—I'm using

general language. The kind of activity that we
are talking about in the total practice, will be

prohibited subject to certain exemptions.

Mr. Sargent: In your position as Solicitor

General then, somewhere along the line the

RCMP will be able to go its merry way, or

at this point does no one know where we
stand?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, if I can

get another copy I'd be very pleased to pro-
vide a copy of the bill which will be con-

sidered by the federal authorities. Everybody
will have his own responsibilities but will not

be able to go his merry way. They will be

subject to the controls of the federal Act and
the courts. There will be a time when that

bill is passed when, before anybody can make
a legal wiretap, he will have to go, ultimately,

to a judge who will have to approve the

specific wiretap.

Mr. Sargent: All right. At this point right

now then, today, anyone can do a wiretap in

this province and get away with it and it is

not illegal as far as the Police Commission is

concerned?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: There are certain pro-
hibitions in the Telephone Act, but I know of

no Act that puts a prohibition on using bug-

ging equipment.

Mr. Sargent: What is the diflPerence? We
are talking about surveillance. It's a wide

open thing now and anybody in the private
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sector can be wide open to it, as far as you
are concerned? Does it cover the private sec-

tor too?

Hon. Mr. Yajremko: The whole sector;

everybody is covered by the same laws.

Mr. Sargent: So how good is that?

Mr. Chairman: On item 1, vote 1503, I will

place the question. We have a motion by Mr.

Singer that item 1, vote 1503 shall be reduced
to $1.

Mr. Cassidy: I think the member for Lake-

shore has a few more things to say on this

vote, Mr. Chairman. I have as well.

Mr. Lawlor: Settle down, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Cassidy: I'd like to ask the minister,

on the question of the boards of commission-

ers of police, which are set up under the

Police Act and which are under his jurisdic-

tion, what studies have been under way in

the ministry in view of the McRuer commis-

sion report and in view of the need—the need

as we would see it on this side—to broaden

and make more representative the boards of

commissioners of police? What intentions has

the minister got as to that?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the

other day we had quite a discussion on
boards of police commissioners.

Presently, one of the significant terms of

reference of the task force on policing is that

relating to governing authorities. As far as

the police commission is concerned, that is

really the focal point of the review which is

going on at the present time. There are a

number of views that have been expressed.

The hon. member for Lakeshore and the

hon. member for Sarnia (Mr. Bullbrook) put
forth certain very definite positions which

they have maintained through the years. I

indicated that I was not in total agreement
with them and that other people held dilfer-

ent views. There seems to be a good deal of

unanimity that there should be a board or

some agency. It's the makeup of the board
that is the significant factor. If the elected

representatives were in the majority on the

board, then many of the complaints and
difficulties and the attitudes towards pofice
commissions would change.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister is evidently

associating himself with that view. Is that

correct?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, I was
careful not to take a position.

Mr. Cassidy: Could the minister take a

position? I gather he is sympathetic to broad-

ening and expansion of boards of commission-
ers of police. Perhaps I could follow by say-

ing is he sensitive to the conflict of interest

that is entailed in having judges sit on boards
of commissioners of police, and therefore ad-

ministering a body with whom they must
deal impartially when police come into court?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, one of

the major thrusts of the discussion the other

day was the attitude toward judges being on

police commissions. I took the position I

should not take a position in light of the

fact that it was our ministry that appointed
a task force that was to make a thorough
study. I remind the hon. member that on the

task force there is a very broad representa-
tion, from those engaged in policing, from
the governing authorities from the municipal
level, and from the private sector.

I pointed out that recently I was in dis-

cussion with the municipal liaison committee.
I specifically asked them to make a study in

depth, or whatever study would be necessary
for them, to come to a conclusion in a formal

way as to a position vis-a-vis the existence

of an agency, and if that was acceptable, the

composition of it. I can say, without taking

really a position on that, that I am a great
believer in representation from the public
sector, but not necessarily exclusively.

Mr. Cassidy: I am not exactly sure what
to make of that, but I appreciate the min-
ister's comments. The second question I

would like to ask also relates to the Police

Commission.

In its role as an adviser to local police
forces and in its role of seeking to co-ordinate

the work of police forces around the province,
Mr. Chairman, I wonder if the minister could
comment on what steps, if any, are being
taken by the police commission in order to

close up the loopholes that exist right now in

enforcement of court orders relating to family
law, family court orders in particular.

Occasionally there are court orders which
relate to family matters, but which come

up in the superior courts.

I am talking of cases where there are de-

sertions, where children are taken away
against family court orders, where husbands
or wives refuse to honour support payments
and move to another part of the province.
What steps has the minister or the commis-
sion got in mind in order to bring the police
to the assistance of husbands or wives or

families, who find that right now they cannot
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get this kind of support and are constantly

being referred to private agencies, which

they often cannot afford or which often can-

not do the job?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, this is

a matter that really falls within the jurisdic-
tion of the Attorney General, together with
the interest that the Minister of Community
and Social Services has on the effect on the

public sector of this kind of activity. En-
forcement of these particular orders lies

within the realm of the sheriffs, and they
are free to call upon the services of the

police in support of whatever they may need
in enforcing that court order. It really is

more fundamental than the involvement of

the police.

Mr. Cassidy: I agree with the minister

that it goes much further than just the police

themselves, but at the same time the first

person in the legal system with whom the

wife or the husband comes into contact is

usually a police oflScer. She goes and says:

"My husband isn't paying up, can you help
to find him?" The response from the police
is: "He is out of town, there is very little

we can do." Very little is done and in fact

the wife or the husband is left without sup-

port and without help.

There is an attitude abroad, which has

been carried not only by the police but also

by employees of the Attorney General's de-

partment—by the whole judicial system as a

matter of fact—that these orders don't mat-

ter; that they are of minor importance; that

other priorities ought to take precedence;
that where it concerns the police, they exist

to fight crime in the traditional sense; that

this kind of abuse against the person, where
a family matter is involved, is not really the

proper affair of the police.

In its liaison and advisory role, is the

Police Commission doing any work with

police forces to at least sensitize them to the

need for a better handling of family matters?

Has it specifically made any recommenda-
tions to local police forces about the way in

which family court orders or family matters

ought to be handled?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the

Ontario Police Commission hasn't made di-

rection in this regard. I think it might be

very helpful to marshal all of the forces

available to deal with all aspects, but there

are certain responsibilities which have been

assigned to the police.

I have never heard of any single instance

in which someone has turned to the police

for assistance in this regard. I made a state-

ment in Wallaceburg just this past week that

I trusted the police station would become,
in a way, a service centre so that people
might turn there for assistance.

But I bring to the hon. member's atten-

tion, and the member for Lakeshore would
view this similarly, that the involvement of

police in civil matters is a line that should

be kept very correctly. The hon. member
would like to involve the police in this

aspect of civil activity and somebody else

may want to involve the police in some

others, so that that line of what is a police

responsibility and what is not should be
borne in mind. I don't think that in respect
of civil matters the police can really be ex-

pected to exercise manhunts as such.

Mr. Cassidy: Just to engage you on that

point. If a man steals a loaf of bread, he has

committed a criminal act and he is subject
to arrest and possibly even to being jailed

for the offence. If, on the other hand, he is

cheated by a merchant who sells him shoddy
merchandise for $100 and who costs that

man maybe $50 or $100 in loss, which may
be a very substantial portion of his discre-

tionary income, that is a civil matter. That

man may well have no redress, no recourse,

because of the diflBculties in working through
the judicial system.

So on one hand a theft of a small item is

a criminal act, and on the other the loss of

a substantial sum to an individual on a mod-
erate income is treated as a civil matter. This

attitude that the minister has taken is often

used in order to defend a very limited pur-
view for the police, and in order to permit
abuses to take place in areas where certain

individuals in the society are weak and

others are strong, and the police stand by
and say: "When the strong abuse the weak

that is a civil matter and we will not inter-

vene."

I can take the example of the landlord-

tenant law, where the police stand to one side

as landlords break the law stating: "It is a

civil matter"; even to the extent of the legal

evictions.

Now that is a power relationship, Mr.

Minister. When a landlord evicts a tenant and

puts him on the street, the tenant then has his

entire life disrupted. He must find alternate

accommodation, he must find new schools

for his children, his whole life is changed. If

the landlord loses a month's rent then on the

balance sheets, on his books, he has lost 10 or

12 per cent of the annual income from that
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particular property, maybe a half of one per
or less revenue from his overall income from

being a landlord.

The consequences of allowing the tenant to

stay in that particular apartment until the

due process of law is carried out are obviously
not particularly telling on the landlord. The

consequences of the police standing by and

saying it is a civil matter when an illegal

eviction takes place are obviously much
heavier on the tenant, who is the weak part-
ner in that relationship.

That is why I'm asking about the question
of family law, perhaps the minister would

agree with me that government has got to

step in in order to protect individuals who
are in a position of weakness, and certaiiJy

people involved in the family courts are often

in a very weak position. Would the minister

agree that far?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, we have

a society in which we have built certain

structures to look after certain needs. Within

that structure the police have been assigned
a responsibility. The hon. member has seen

fit to choose certain instances. He is using a

deserted wife, or maybe one man may lend

another man a sum of money, $100, and the

$100 may be just as important to him as any-

thing. He still has to follow the civil

procedures.

If the hon. member is suggesting that a

policeman on the spot be the judge and jury

as to the rights of individuals, then I suggest
that he spend at least a lunch with the hon.

member for Lakeshore. That is a direction

and policy which goes counter to every aspect
of other thirJcing.

I saw a picture where one of the members
of the opposition, very effectively, in concert

with somebody else, prevented, not a police

officer, but an officer of the court, with a

court order-

Mr. Singer: Don't use the collective word

"opposition."

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Well, a member of the

NDP. I take this view: that the police have

a certain responsibility; but the decision on

whether certain laws are broken is up to

somebody else, to whom has been assigned
the other responsibility.

If the hon. member thinks the police officer

should make a decision between a landlord

and tenant, then I'm afraid I don't know how
much support he would get.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister's comments are

really tending to create a state of anarchy,
and I don't think they are accurate either.

The minister says that the police should not

act as judge and jury, and yet in fact they do.

They do every time they decide whether or

not to lay a charge, because so often when
they do lay a charge or make a decision they
are exercising administrative discretion.

Should they ticket a car which is travelling
at 32 miles an hour in a 30 mph zone? Or
should they ticket it only when it is travelling
over 35 miles an hour? Should they ticket a

taxi which has stopped to take on a passenger
in a no-stopping zone? This is a very simple

example.

What should they do to a young person, a

15- or 16-year-old, whom they find about to

break-and-enter a store? Should they, in fact,

book him, charge him and send him off to a

jungle detention home? Or, in fact, are there

other techniques which do not involve laying
a formal charge against that youth, which

may be more effective and which the police
will usel That's done all the time.

When a policeman is asked to administer

municipal bylaws, Mr. Chairman, the police-
man is also exercising administrative discre-

tion. Is an air conditioner too loud or not?

Can he, in fact, use a device which will tell

him automatically and precisely that the by-
law is being broken, or is the discretion

which is involved in the administration of

a municipal bylaw for which the police are

called to look after sufficient enough? This

happens all the time. But then in certain

cases—and landlord-and-tenant law is one
which I am aware of; family law is another—
the police cop out—if I may use the phrase.

They say; "No, it is a civil matter."

I say to the minister, through the Chair-

man, that it is not comparable with a matter

of the member for Lakeshore and myself

having a dispute over a $100 loan. It is not

a matter comparable to disputes between

corporations which can afford to lose or to

win and whose day-to-day existence is not

affected by a dispute which is a civil dispute.
For people who are in these situations, these

are matters comparable to life and death.

The roof over their heads is at stake; the

food on the table for the children is at stake.

I will give a couple of examples: One ex-

ample involves a man living in Ottawa whose
children have been abducted by the wife,

contrary to a court order, and who are liv-

ing with the mother somewhere close to

Toronto. The mother happens to be a Jeho-
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vah's Witness. The father has been seeking
to regain custody of the children and to do
that the father has been seeking to know
where the children are.

Finding out where the children are is a

piece of detective work, relatively simple
because the denomination of Jehovah's Wit-
nesses is not that great. It could be easily
carried out were there co-operation between
the police forces of Ottawa and Toronto and
were there liaison and encouragement of

police coming in to play a role in these cases

where they are needed. They are clearly
needed in this particular case but there has

not been that intervention.

The one link between the husband and
wife which is known is the wife's lawyer.
He has claimed judicial protection or the

protection of professional immunity from

revealing where she is. The man is helpless
in recovering the children of whom he has

custody according to the courts of this

province.

A similar kind of situation occurred with
a mother whose estranged husband took the
two children and abducted them. They were
taken away. However, an abduction charge
was not laid but a charge of breaking a fam-

ily court order was laid. This, she was told,

had an effect perhaps 50 or 100 miles away
from where the abduction took place. In

fact, the father took them much further than
that. But police in other cities, she was told,
would simply not pay any attention to the

warrant and to the circulation of information
as long as it related only to a family court

order.

Subsequently, a charge of abduction was
laid under the Criminal Code and then she
was told they would pay some attention—
but only when the serious criminal charge
could be laid. That can seldom be laid in

family court cases because of the jurispru-
dence that exists in the Province of Ontario

and, I guess, in Canada as a whole.

These are cases where the police are in-

volved or at least ought to be involved.
These are cases where individuals cannot
handle the problems themselves. When a
father or a mother, who is meant to pay
support payments for children after divorce
or separation, defaults and disappears—often
the spouse with the children is left on wel-
fare. He or she has not got the means to

find out where the spouse has gone and
needs police assistance in order to identify
where the missing spouse has gone; and in

order to bring him or her before a court in

that distant place.

That assistance is simply not available,

Mr. Chairman; it just isn't there and there-

fore people suffer. The Ontario Police Com-
mission should consider this matter seriously
and try to ensure that the police, in their

new emphasis on police-community relation-

ships, don't bug out and don't simply avoid

certain areas because it has been a tradition

not to touch them in the past.

Mr. Chairman: Does the minister wish to

reply? The hon. member for Kent.

Mr. J. P. Spence (Kent): Mr. Chairman, I

would like to ask the minister—maybe this

has been discussed — when Arthur Wishart
was Attorney General of this province he

announced tiiat his department or the On-
tario Police Commission was going to take

over the one-man police forces and then the

two, three, four and five and up. But we see

very little action taking place in southwest-

em Ontario, and by your work book we hear

of very little progress being made

I might say from time to time we have

municipalities passing resolutions asking your

ministry to pay 50 per cent of the cost of

policing their towns or villages or mu-

nicipalities. They send these resolutions to

municipalities in my riding. Then my munici-

palities notify me and ask me to support or

to encourage your ministry to pay 50 per
cent of policing.

Has the minister changed his policy, be-

cause very little progress is being made in

the taking over of these police forces? We
know municipalities have entered into agree-
ments with the Police Commission to police
a village or town, and they pay the Police

Commission for policing their municipalities.
I just wonder if the minister has changed
his policy in not taking over the policing of

these one-man, two-men and three-men

forces in municipalities across the Province

of Ontario.

What is your policy and has it changed
from that of the former minister, Hon.

Arthur Wishart, who was Attorney General

of this province? Maybe this has been dealt

with, and I don't know about it, but I just

wondered what was your policy now. Are

you going to continue taking over these

police forces as was promised by the former

Attorney General or not?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, my
recollection is that the policy related to one-

man police forces. That has been done, with

the exception of nine municipalities, and the

OPP is ready to take over that policing func-

tion the moment the municipality wants to
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give up. The policy has not extended beyond
that. Again, one of the matters which the

task force on policing will be studying is

who should be doing the policing of the

Province of Ontario; and secondly, who
should be paying the costs for the policing.

It is interesting to note that the mimici-

palities have recently come to what is a new
change of thinking. They keep talking in

terms of unconditional grants. But in respect
of policing they have presented a resolution

for grants of either X number of dollars—I

forget what the dollars are — or they are

agreeable to conditional grants in this field,

with standards to be set by the province.
The task force on policing will be directing
its attention to this, which is one of the very
fundamental questions as to who should be

doing the policing, and secondly, who should
be paying for it.

Mr. Spence: Mr. Chairman, may I ask

another question?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: As a statistic for the
hon. member, I think in the last 10 years
over 100 police forces have been eliminated.

The hon. member is aware of the provision
in the budget for an increase in the grant,
an unconditional grant that should be ear-

marked for policing. That has been done in

the last couple of years. This is the second
time. We will have to await the task force

report before anything further is done.

Mr. Spence: Mr. Chairman, when will the
task force report be done?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I would hope that it

would be within the year, so that when we
meet in session next year that report will be
available for discussion and implementation
to whatever extent the government adopts
the recommendations.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Welland
South.

Mr. Haggerty: Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
I would like to ask the minister two ques-
tions that deal with policies. Is it the policy
of the Ontario Police Commission to support
the Niagara regional police force in its trans-
fer of oflBcers from one municipality to

another?

This transfer certainly does create a hard-

ship for a number of the oflBcers in the Nia-

gara region. It is causing them additional
financial expenses by being away from their

families and homes in the area. I believe it's

before the arbitration board at the present
time.

The other matter, Mr. Chairman, to the
minister: Is the government, or is the min-
ister planning to bring in any new gun law

policy, and perhaps the registration of all

guns in the Province of Ontario; that's small

arms, rifles and shotguns?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, dealing
with the first point with respect to the

Niagara district. That was the region where
the action taken was done by the local-

Mr. Haggerty: PoHce commission.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —police commission un-
der the Act. My recollection is that there was
an injunction which was obtained by one of

the parties and that the matter was adjourned,
sine die. But the transfers have not been

implemented since this matter is before the
courts. And since the matter was adjourned
sine die, it would lead one to believe that

some other resolution of the matter was going
to be arrived at. My present information is

that the transfers that were proposed have not
been efi^ected.

Mr. Haggerty: I understand the transfer

was in violation of the Niagara bill. As I

understand it, it only allows transfer within a

certain few miles. There is a limit on the

number of miles that they could transfer an
oflScer from one community to another or from
one municipality to another. I was just won-

dering if this was new policy established by
the Ontario Police Commission?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No, this was not a

policy established by the Police Commission.

The local police commission is acting under

the authority of their own particular Act, the

Region of Niagara Act.

With respect to gun control, Mr. Chaimian,
this matter has been discussed in this House
before. A review is presently being carried

out, and I would just like to touch upon
some of the issues which are being dealt with.

The issue includes whether there is a need
for greater control over all firearms, which
would include rifles and shotguns; whether
the possession of firearms in Ontario should be
banned to all except peace oflBcers and mem-
bers of the armed forces; to find out, if pos-
sible, whether violence is increasing due to

the possession of firearms; whether the laws

as they now exist are being adequately en-

forced; whether the laws are such that they
can be adequately enforced; whether prosecu-
tion is being followed through vigorously; and
whether some form of training should be

compulsory before a person can obtain a

firearm.
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Within the ministry a study has been going Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): Get a

on and the result is that there— permit; get a permit!

Mr. Sargent: Another study!

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —will be consultation

with the manufacturers in Ontario, the deal-

ers, the registrars, and of course the associa-

tion of gun clubs, the gun collectors and law

enforcement agencies so that we can deter-

mine what the specific problems are, how big
the problems are and how they should be

dealt with. This wiU be dealt with in the

Justice policy field.

There is a growing interest on the part of

those who are pro- and anti-more gun control.

Ultimately, when we have a position paper

crystallized we will then make our views

known to the federal authorities who have the

ultimate legislative responsibility in this field.

Mr. Haggerty: Mr. Chairman, that might
be quite well that we are going to have an-

other study or that we are studying the
matter after some six or seven years, but has
the minister given any consideration to even

removing the toy guns from the stores in the
Province of Ontario? Many of these small

guns almost look like a real revolver. You can
walk down Yonge Street anytime now and

pick up a starter pistol and walk in the next
door and hold up somebody with it. We talk

about protection in the Ontario Legislature
here, yet there is nothing that says a person
can't come in with a gun.

I was just wondering, too, about the con-
version of army rifles that has taken place
in the past number of years. There is no
record of licensing such a weapon. I don't

believe any of these guns have been regis-
tered in the Province of Ontario.

I have a shotgun at home myself, and to

my knowledge, it is not registered. I believe
it should be registered, because there are so

many guns today that are being stolen, lifted.

Perhaps if I had done enough research on it,

I could take you back into the Niagara re-

gion and show you paper after paper where

guns have been stolen from many premises.

I think it is time that the government—
I just can't go on with this business of re-

ports and study year after year, and we still

wait for it here — I think the government
should take the bull by the horns and do

something about it. Look how many police
ofiBcers have been killed in the city of To-
ronto alone. When an ofiicer has to stop

somebody travelling in a car and a gun is

pulled on him, he's defenceless in this case.

Mr. Haggerty: I think some place along
the line your system of controlling guns in

the province is just not sufficient. I think you
should be getting onto it and controlling the

guns in the province. Sure it may have some
effect on the average hunter in the province,
but when you come down to the safety mat-

ters of it, I think it's time that you get off

your good intentions and do something.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, let's

make this abundantly clear. The hon. mem-
ber uses strong language. This isn't a ques-
tion of gun control or weapon control for

Ontario, it is a question of firearm control

for Canada; the legislative authority rests at

the federal level.

We are doing our share, I believe, when
we make a study of it and make repre-

sentation to the federal government. What-
ever the hon. members may think about

studies, they are necessary.

The hon. member for Riverdale very suc-

cinctly pointed out there is a tendency to

respond in a panic fashion. Before you re-

spond you should find out what the problem
is, how big the problem is and what should

be done to deal with it.

Mr. Haggerty: You know the problem is

there.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I may say that it is

time for a look. At the time the federal

people passed these regulations, the type of

thing that the hon. member is referring to

and to which I have referred.

On the matter of the simulated weapon,
there are certain firearms that may be just

a little longer than those which are restricted

—and it's surprising what can be carried

under a raincoat these days. Without any
control whatsoever — I think we are taking
the responsible course of action. We believe

that there is a problem, that measures should

be taken and we are in the course of finding

out just exactly what—

Mr. Haggerty: Yes, but this is six and

seven years.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: It's not six and seven.

Mr. Haggerty: Sure it is.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: It's when something

happens that the attention of the public is

aroused.
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Mr. Chairman: The member for Grey-
Bruce was on his feet a moment ago.

Mr. Sargent: Last week-

Mr. Chairman: The member for Grey-
Bruce.

Mr. Sargent: All right. The formation of

the Ontario Police Commission, in my opin-
ion, was a political tool. It came about at

the time of the crime bill, and John Par-

menter Robarts called all the municipalities
of Ontario to get together to form this com-
mission to take the heat off the government.
I think they got some pretty strong Tories

in the formation of the Police Commission.

My point is that this commission has very
wide powers. In fact, they are the top of

the heap insofar as the enforcement of law
and the safety of our people in Ontario is con-

cerned. In the area of wiretapping, they have
access to all the tapes that are made from

year to year, and if in their wisdom or in

any way they could acquire a tape on some

wrongdoing of a member of the opposition
or a member in politics that would be ex-

pedient to the government, that tape would
be filed with the government, with this com-

mission, and people who had access to this

tape would be members of the Ontario

Police Commission.

Is that right or wrong? Would they have
access to those tapes?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the

hon. members of the opposition should get

together.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: I thought you were a law
and order man.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: You either have civil

responsibility or you don't have civil respon-
sibility. Now, you can't have it both ways.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: He's got his little Water-

gate going.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The pendulum swings
and the public sometimes takes the position:

"Keep the politicians away from law enforce-

ment; let the police be unto themselves."
Then the pendulum swings and there is ac-
cent or emphasis on the civil authority, and
the responsibility lying with the civil au-

thority. What we have to decide is what use
do we make of the best sides of both aspects.

I don't think anybody wants the civil

authority interfering in the day-to-day work
of the police matters, as long as there is an
avenue of control. I think it is acceptable in

many jurisdictions that we have come up

with an acceptable balance to date, which
has worked out very well—the Ontario Police

Commission, and, if I may say so, the con-

cept of the boards of police commissioners,
at the local level, so that we may have the

best of both worlds.

With respect to what the hon. member
says about tape, I have made it plain in

these discussions that the Ontario Police

Commission is the repository of all criminal

intelligence
— not just tapes, there are all

kinds of things that the police make avail-

able under their own terms as participants
of the CISO, of the deposit and the exchange
of criminal intelligence, so that they may be
able to discharge the role that they are

called upon to play.

Mr. Sargent: Thank you, Mr. Minister, I

think you are right on target. They are the

repository of all this information. That is

my point. Bearing in mind that it is my sub-

mission that this body is responsible in the

final analysis to the Solicitor General—which
is a political organization

— no one in this

party or the New Democratic Party has ac-

cess to this information that it has access to.

So my point is this: This information is clas-

sified information, I understand. Could I

have a look at the tapes—any tape I wanted

to, Mr. Minister?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Neither can I as a

minister. I made it clear the other day, deal-

ing with the concept of CISO, that the

people who put in the information have con-

trol over where that information is to be

disseminated. There has to be a repository
somewhere. If we are going to have proper

policing within the total province, and an

exchange of information and intelligence,

somebody has to provide the repository. This

doesn't mean that every piece of paper on

every tape comes over the desk of the chair-

man or the members. The members of CISO
—the RCMP, the local chiefs of police, our

own people—have decided that a good re-

pository for this information to be put in

and fed out is through the aegis of the

Ontario Police Commission. I think myself
it was a very wise decision. This is police

information, not public information. This is

police information of the kind that is very
often not provable in court. It's the kind of

thing the police have to put together to have
a basic criminal intelligence.

Mr. Sargent: You are saying the right

things. I can tell you very frankly in my
opinion if there was a tape there in the

repository that had something to do with
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me that would be helpful to your party, I

am telling you sir that the party would know
about it damn soon.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: No, no you are not a

threat. We are not worried about you.

Mr. Sargent: I can say further that what
we should have, to be perfectly fair about

this whole deal, if you are going to have

access to all this information that is wrong
in this province—this powerful information

Mr. Minister—

Hon. Mr. Kerr: He hasn't; he hasn't.

Mr. Sargent: —and the Provincial Secre-

tary you are the last person that should talk

right now.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: He hasn't got access to it.

Why don't you listen to him?

Mr. Roy: You don't know what is going
on at all.

Mr. Sargent: The police commission have

the right to say—

Hon. Mr. Kerr: He hasn't got access to it.

He has told you that.

Mr. Sargent: The police commission issue

directives as to who will be able to make

wiretaps and they will have access to those

files and you know they will.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: The minister hasn't got
access to that.

Mr. Sargent: The minister, as the Solicitor

General, will have access to those files; and

you know he will.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: No he won't.

Mr. Sargent: What I'm trying to say to

you, Mr. Chairman, through you to the minis-

ter, is if we are going to guarantee to the

people of this province that we do not have a

"Big Brother" up there looking down on what
is going on—to our homes, to our lives, to our
business—then I would suggest to you that if

you have no fear put on the police com-
mission the Leader of the Opposition and
the leader of the NDP party, or their justice

critics, so that they will have access to that

information. If you are not afraid of the fact

I am talking about. You people don't own this

province, you don't own the government;
you are only there by a strange quirk of fate.

Because this body down here, they take the
vote and keep you guys in power.

Mr. Roy: You better enjoy it—you won't

be around much longer.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Do you think you are going
to be here?

Mr. Sargent: But the arrogance—for 30

years, to listen to this nonsense, this honky
tonk, that it's not a political deal. We know
it's all politics.

That whole body down there, the Police

Commission, is a Tory outfit. To say that that

information is not available to you and the

government is a complete lie. It is available to

you. We should have complete fairness in

this province and let the member for this

party and the NDP have access to that

information.

An hoD. member: The security will break

down.

Mr. Sargent: We will do just as good a

job as you will of security.

An Hon. member: Everybody would be

spreading it around.

Mr. Sargent: George, I'd trust you, but I

wouldn't trust your party policy five feet.

Mr. Chairman: Order pleasel The hon.

member for Don Mills.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Chairman, I asked the

minister a question.

Mr. Lawlor: Up and down like a robot.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Would the hon. mem-
ber ask the specific question on which he
wants a reply?

Mr. Sargent: I would ask you, Mr. Minister,

if you would consider giving the leader of this

party, the official opposition, and leader of

the NDP party or their justice critics, access

to the same information the Ontario Police

Commission, as you have access to it.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: No.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): He doesn't have access.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the

people of this province have entrusted their

aflFairs to tliis government, and until they seek

a change, which will probably, hopefully, be
around for another 30 years.

Mr. Sargent: You are hemorrhaging all over

the—what are you talking about?
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Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I suggest this, Mr.

Chairman, that the hon. member get together
with the member for Ottawa East. He has to

get some sort of consensus on what I shouldn't

be privy to.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Don Mills.

Mr. D. R. TimbreU (Don Mills): Mr.

Chairman, just a brief question: I believe it

was in the last Parliament at Ottawa that

there were several pieces of legislation intro-

duced—one by Senator Cameron, and the

other by a then private member, Mr. Allmand,
now the federal Solicitor General—to do with

gun control. The legislation was trying to

achieve the sorts of things that my hon. friend

from Welland South was talking about, with

which I'd agree, and I think you would, too.

Mr. Roy: Ottawa South!

Mr. TimbreU: But I think we all have to

recognize the federal jurisdiction. Have you
ever, or has your ministry ever, been asked by
the federal government to comment on this

problem or to partake in their discussions?

Have you had any indication, now that Mr.

Allmand is the Solicitor General, no longer a

private member, that they are contemplating

any legislation along the Unes of controlling

firearms, other than handguns. I might say
that it has been brought to my attention on
a couple of occasions by constituents that it is

possible in this city to purchase infinitely

more dangerous weapons than handguns.

Sniper guns, equipped with the finest-made

gun sights in the world are available for per-

haps $100 or $125. I am more probably con-

cerned about these and the ways in which

they could be used, than I would be about

handguns. The question really is: Have you
been consulted, or are you prepared to pri-

vately if not publicly, let Mr. Allmand know
of our concern?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: We have not been
asked to express an opinion, but since last

fall the ministry, as I have indicated in the

House, has instituted a complete review of

the matter to find out what the problem is,

the size of the problem and what some of

the solutions are. We vdll have a position

paper, or a government position determined
within the Justice policy field. This will be

shipped off to Ottawa as our oflBcial opinion
on the matter.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Lake-
shore.

Mr. Lawlor: Would that policy paper be
available to the opposition to peruse?

There are quite a few areas here—I think
that if you agree with me that sections 83
to 106 of the Criminal Code are filled to

abstraction with loopholes under this particu-
lar head, then other legislation is necessary.
If the federal government doesn't occupy the

field, then you probably have a considerable
area of responsibility here.

As you know, under those sections there
is a very narrow range on which control is

actually exercised. The distinction between

prohibited weapons on one side and re-

stricted weapons on the other, where these

may be found or put, the kind of certificate

that is issued, or permit that is available, is

very closely limited to a fairly narrow

range. This leaves the whole incendiary field,

particularly explosives, wide open. In this

particular regard, to show what the degree
of urgency really is, I want to just advert

to a quotation from the New Yorker of re-

cent date:

On Feb. 22, Senator Edward M. Kennedy
rose on the floor of the Senate and sub-

mitted a bill, S-982, that asked for the

registration of all privately owned guns,

stringent tests for anyone who wants to

possess a gun, and a ban on all hand-held

weapons that are not designed for sport.
He pointed out, in the course of his

speech, the enormous price of our heri-

tage of guns. Over 200,000 gun crimes are

committed with them yearly.

This is in the United States of course,

—65 per cent of the murders in 1972 were
done with guns and most of the suicides

were performed with guns.

And I want to join forces with a man I

never thought I would find myself in the

same bed with, that is. Senator Keith Davey,
who of fairly recent date has warned of the

problem when he said:

Canadians should strenuously oppose the

propaganda contained in several pro-gun

magazines sold in this country. Senator

Davey told the Senate yesterday. Bran-

dishing a copy of the publication Guns,
he said it was only one of many slick,

attractive-looking gun magazines flowing
into Canada. Each one of them is Ameri-

can, each one absolutely jammed with

gim-lobby propaganda.

And they are supporting this in that coun-

try, as you well know, despite the fact that

26 bills, in a single year, 1971, were intro-

duced into the United States Congress to do
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something about gun control, that lobby is

so powerful in the United States, as things
stand, and its sense of the 'wild west' is so

overpowering.
(Horatio Alger is bad enough, but when

we have to put up with BuflFalo Bill on top
of it—well, surely we do not have that tra-

dition of the frontiers and the barricades and
all the nonsense that goes on. I say 26 bills

were introduced and every one of them was
turned down. Kennedy's was introduced in

February and I don't know what the fate of

that particular bill was. I suspect his too has

been muffled and lost in the quagmires of

the United States Congress.

In your representations to your opposite
number in Ottawa, it is fundamentally a

matter of course for federal control. But if

they don't, then you should—you could do
it under section 92.16 of the British North
America Act —

particularly with respect to

manufacturers of guns. They should be
forced to place on those guns a serial num-
ber that is traceable all the way through,
and should be registered ad nuncio from
the very word go.

Under the Criminal Code, as it presently

stands, they may produce this information

at the behest of the commissioner involved

under the Criminal Code legislation. I could

look up the section, but I guess it doesn't

matter—you know it is there.

But I think the whole thing again is ex-

tremely loose. It plays into the hands of

psycopaths and every idiot that wants to

carry a weapon and make himself feel

stronger, because perhaps the tongue isn't

strong enough. They have to use a bullet

instead.

So I would press very much on that score

if I were you, Mr. Minister, with the powers
that be, and investigate thoroughly—as your
task force no doubt will do, and must do.

I am just not going to be put aside by
the pratings over what goes on intestinally,

so to speak, in your department. These are

the things, or some of them, which they
must take into cognizance in the course of

that study. And how it comes out I am very
much concerned with, as you can see. I

would ask you that if you are going to give
it to your federal authorities, which is out-

side your jurisdiction, surely the opposition

ought to have that much of a prerequisite
around here that we can see what you are

proposing too.

Mr. G. E. Smith (Simcoe East): Mr. Chair-

man, along the same lines, I had the oppor-

tunity of speaking to my local conservation

club within the last 10 days. After the short

address, it was thrown open to some ques-
tions of general interest. One of the

questions that was raised, of course, was
this matter which we are discussing now,
the matter of gun control.

I think that the feeling of the people at

my meeting was that there should be no

greater controls implemented, or there should
not be any additional controls, but they did

feel that there perhaps should be an in-

crease in the severity of the penalties for

improper use of guns.

It is not the sportsman or the average
collector of enthusiast who is providing any
particular problem to society, but it is those

who are using their guns for illegal use. I

am wondering if the—

Mr. Lawlor: There were 3,000 people
killed accidentally last year by sportsmen.

Mr. G. E. Smith: I am just wondering, if

the minister in his assessment is going to

consider this at all, because I think that it

is of concern to a large segment of the so-

ciety. I am just wondering if you would
comment on that?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: You will recall, Mr.

Chairman, that I had indicated that our re-

view was to get the opinions of the gun
clubs and gun collectors.

The great question is how do you deal

with this matter, since firearms are used in

a very legitimate way by such a large num-
ber of our citizens. We estimate some two
million rifles are used in the Province of

Ontario. The bulk of these rifles are used

quite legitimately by the people who possess
tliem.

I thnk the significant thing is that this is

a good time to take a look at the develop-
ment since the last time the amendments
were made, and to see what can be done
to ensure a more restricted legal use of fire-

arms, and at the same time not encroach too

much upon the legitimate aspirations of our

citizens.

In this regard, I say to the hon. member
for Lakeshore, we are away ahead of our

friends to the south of us. They, of course,
have this constitutional hangup about the

inborn-right of every American to bear

arms, which goes back in their history and
to the founding of their particular society.

I think the kinds of control we already have

would be greeted with open arms by a large

segment of the American public. It is in-

teresting to note that, although they are
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faced with a general spectre of criminal ac-

tivity to a great degree, the number of

private persons who possess guns which
would be under strict control is amazing. I

think the recent statistics show that there

were three times as many handguns in De-
troit alone as in the whole of Ontario.

Mr. Lawlor: We've got a lot of unregis-
tered guns in Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Well, yes. I'm not

saying that we haven't. But they have root

causes to restrict guns to a far greater de-

gree than we have. The decision to be made
is do we move on from where we presently
stand? What are our requirements in 1973

and on the eve of the Seventies? There

must be some sort of a balance, I feel, be-

tween the absolute prohibitionists on the

one side and those who aspire to the lejri-

timate use of firearms, subject to the

exigencies that the hon. member has spoken
of—of the accidents which take place.

Nfr. Chairman: Are we ready for the

question then?

Mr. Lawlor: I'm going to pass from guns.
On page 3 of your report opening these esti-

mates, you say: "Response to organized crime

areas: (a) additional staflF for the criminal

intelligence analysis section of the OPC." My
questions on that score include—first of all,

someday when we start the estimates, I would
like to get the operational chart of the OPC
to see what the total picture is. My three

questions then: Why do you want additional

staff? How many additional staff? And what
will be the cost of that staff?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I made reference to

this yesterday, I believe, Mr. Chairman. I

think there are eight additional staff—a senior

intelligence officer, two analysts and sup-

portive staff.

Mr. Lawlor: And the cost?

Mrs. Campbell: What kind of analysts?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: This is to improve the

intelligence, as well as to improve the quality
of the analysis of the criminal information.

It's not just enough to get the information.

It has to be put together. Somebody has to

devote his grey matter to find out in all of

the bits and pieces that are involved, what
the implications and interpretations are of

associating this with that, or this person with
that person. Then we have to send it back to

those who need this kind of information.

because the bits and pieces may flow from a
number of different sources and because when
it comes to the question of organized crime,
that kind of activity is other than being
purely localized. This repository and the staff

are the ones who are charged with this aspect.
So this is a beefing up of the staff in this

regard. I may say that I view this, perhaps
not in dollars but in emphasis, as being one
of the significant aspects.

Mr. Lawlor: Is there not an operational
chart available? I thought I saw you digging
one out.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: There is one in the

annual report. There is a reference in one of
the pages to Crime Intelligence Capabihty,
Province of Ontario. This is in the annual

report of the Ontario Police Commission. Up
until now, there have been separate reports
but the next report that will be tabled and
followed in the future will be a ministry
report. I can send it over to the hon. member
with the relevant page. That's on page 16. I

would be pleased to be placed on the hon.
member's research staff.

Mr. Cassidy: We couldn't afford you.

Mr. Lawlor: To the extent that you can
tell us without breaching security at all, what
is the liaison between that group, the criminal

intelligence analysis section on your criminal

intelligence bureau as such, and on the one
hand the RCMP and on the other hand the

American Federal Bureau of Investigation.
Can you give us an idea? How closely do

they work together?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: This group of intelli-

gence officers examines the criminal informa-

tion which is made available within the re-

pository. They analyze it. That information is

made available not only to the agencies with-

in Ontario but to the counterpart which I

touched upon, CISC, which is Criminal Intel-

Hgence Services for Canada. They have their

RCMP component and they have direct liai-

son with the American authorities, although
the main official liaison goes through Ottawa,
the CISC and RCMP. I am led to believe

that since the men in the field know each
other there is informal contact. Very often

when something has to happen in a hurry, a

telephone call from one agency to another
would provide instant information. I may say
that there are other agencies that are known
or accepted as purely law enforcement

agencies. For example, the Department of

Immigration is an associated member of CISO
and would be a relevant part of CISC.
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Mr. Lawlor: Do the intelligence units trade

fingerprints between themselves, say, as be-

tween the Federal Bureau of Investigation in

the States and the RCMP and do they re-

ceive them?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: We are talking, Mr.

Chairman, now about criminal intelligence,
not criminal investigation. Criminal informa-

tion is part of a record which is kept under
the Criminal Records Act in Ottawa and the

OPP keeps them here.

Mr. Lawlor: This doesn't answer my ques-
tion. Are they available? Does the intelli-

gence section here of the Ontario Police Com-
mission have files? Are they located at the

forensic clinic or where are these fingerprints
located?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The OPC does not
have its own fingerprinting repository. It uses
the member inputs. It could use the OPP or
the RCMP in Ottawa, which is a major re-

pository for fingerprints.

Mr. Lawlor: May I then ask the minister,
and I won't launch into it now, I have a few
remarks on fingerprinting, obviously. Can I

bring it up then under the OPP vote when
we get to it. Would you consider that to

be the proper time?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I think so; yes, please.

Mr. Lawlor: On page 2 of your remarks

you talk of—under 4—police information and
communication: (B) Grants to regional mu-
nicipalities for radio communication systems
coordinated through the OPC; and (C) min-

istry will provide grants for coordinated

police radio network across the province on
two frequency channels.

On item B I have two questions—the same

questions under items B and C. How much
do you expect these grants will be under
that particular head? And the second ques-
tion—I'll get the answer to that first.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: There's a figure of

$394,000 - there's a total amount of

$450,000 in the estimates, of which $394,000
are grants for communications equipment at

the local level.

Mr. Lawlor: That's $394,000 showing on
the transfer payments?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: That's right.

Mr. Lawlor: Just under this general head,
did the OPC have any input into the alter-

cation that arose, or a very questionable

agreement that was reached, between the
chiefs of police of the Province of Ontario
and the broadcasters? It arose and sort of

faded away and I just don't know what the

status of that controversy is at the present
time. Does the hon. minister know the prob-
lem to which I am referring?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: That was an involve-

ment between the police chiefs and the

media. Although I understand that one of

the members of the Police Commission was
involved with the police chiefs who were
involved with the news media.

Mr. Lawlor: What was the position taken

at that time by the Police Commission to

the extent that they can speak through a

single person on that issue.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: They were primarily
interested in a closer involvement between
the local police authorities and the news
media. There have been instances—tradition-

ally, the police establishment, law enforce-

ment officers, stay away from the media.

The Police Commission was interested in a

consistent policy on the release of news to

the media. This varies greatly from one

municipality to another municipality, from

a closed situation to a wide-open situation.

It provided an assurance that the news,
which should reach the public through the

media, is in fact being released by the police
and that there should, in turn, be an under-

standing by the media of some of the prob-
lems that the police are confronted with and

their points of view. And, of course, there

is some sort of an understanding or agree-
ment between police and media about the

release of information while the matters is

right under investigation. For example, if

too much information is given out respecting

an investigation it may tip off those who are

involved.

Now these fairly positive aspects, which

I hope the hon. member would accept as

being positive and acceptable, were be-

clouded by controversy which arose. Some
said it seemed as if the police officers were

trying to impose some sort of restriction on

the news media. My understanding is that

that was never the intent. I think I have a

copy of the presentation by Deputy Com-
missioner Kelly to the CRTC with respect
to the interpretation of what had been the

basis of discussion between the chiefs of

police.

Mr. Lawlor: The CRTC?
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Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I want to make it

clear that my understanding is that the dis-

cussions which took place were between the

Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police

and the Canadian Association of Broad-

casters.

Mr. Lawlor: That's correct.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: But there were dis-

cussions at the provincial level.

Mr. Lawlor: In any event, the typhoon
has blown out. It hasn't come to pass. There
isn't such a working agreement or relation-

ship, as I understand things, at this time. Or
is there?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I don't think there

was a working agreement, and my under-

standing was that the intent was not to ar-

rive at an agreement inscribed, but that

there would be an exchange of views, some
sort of guidelines, as to the understanding
of the requirements of the free press by the

police, and an imderstanding of the free

press of some of the problems, some of the

points of view of the chiefs of police. My
reading of the material, a little while ago,
when this controversy was raging, led me
to believe that all the parties were acting
with good intent.

Mr. Lawlor: That was what the road to

hell was paved with, if you remember —
good intentions. When I read it I don't find

so starry-eyed a response. I suppose if the

thing is a dead issue—

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I don't think it is a
dead issue. CRTC had a hearing, and I

think they ordered the broadcasters not to

implement the so-called "agreement," which
I am putting quotes about, pending the

hearing. But I do not recall having seen, nor
has it been brought to my attention, the out-

come of that hearing. If there has been an
order of CRTC I am not aware of it. I will

attempt to find out.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the committee
took recess.
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The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF THE
SOLICITOR GENERAL

(continiwd)

Mr. Chairman: When we rose at 6 o'clock

we were considering an amendment by the

member for Downsview (Mr. Singer) on vote

1503, item 1.

On vote 1503:

The member for Lakeshore.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Mr. Chair-

man, I just want to make a brief comment.

We were talking about this putative accord

between the broadcasters and the Canadian

chiefs of police, and I just want to say that

that kind of liaison, that kind of mutual

agreement, is extremely suspect and even dan-

gerous in our country. Whatever weight this

department can bring to bear against such

matters should be exercised through the On-
tario Police Commission, to the extent that it

has anything to say about it at all which, as

indicated earlier, was that they were cog-
nizant of it and involved to some extent.

For instance, consider the very concept of

crisis. Nobody knew throughout the whole

thing what a crisis was supposed to be. The
news media would suppress information at

the behest of the police, giving the police a

dominant role simply because there was a

so-called crisis—and it was said by police
authorities that a crisis could include such

things as a plane hijacking or trouble at a

university, or for that matter a certain cater-

wauling at a high school.

Well, who knows what a crisis is? How
really dangerous a concept like that would
be. The hysteria that arose at the time of the

October, 1970, so-called crisis in this country

precipitated a lot of quasi-Fascist activity
and movements in that particular direction.

I think we have said enough about the

particular issue, and that we should keep a

weather eye out for any such thing happen-
ing in the future.

Mr. Chairman: Ready for the question?

Thursday, May 24, 1973

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): No.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): I have a

question.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Riverdale.

Mr. Renwick: Just so we don't have to

bob up and down like jacks-in-the-box to-

night, I have a number of matters that I am
going to raise, Mr. Chairman, before the

question is put. I was unable to be here this

afternoon, but I wanted to speak with the

Solicitor General (Mr. Yaremko) about what
I consider to be a matter of default or failure

to act in the principals of the role of the po-
lice commission and, indeed, of the role of the

Solicitor General and his predecessors in

the oflBce. I want to deal with the substance,
if I may, of my comments by reference

directly to the Police Act.

What has concerned me for some long
period of time is that while I believe that

the quality of the performance by the police
in the Province of Ontario generally is as

high as in other jurisdictions, if not higher,
and not wanting to enter into any invidious

distinctions about it, I think there are very
serious failures in the rules by which the

ongoing day-to-day work of the police in

the province is carried on.

I refer specifically to the Police Act, which
is divided into some five or six parts. May I

just refer to the headings of the parts: Part 1

is the division of responsibility. Part 2 deals

with municipal police forces; part 3 deals

with the Ontario Police Commission; part 4

deals with the Ontario Provincial Police;

part 5 deals with emergency police; and part
6 deals with certain general provisions. In

the last section of the Act is the power to

make regulations. And there is an itemized

list of the authority to make regulation in

various areas, going from item A down to

item Q, all of them of importance, some of

greater importance than others.

When you actually look, then, at the

Ontario regulations you find that there are

very few regulations. There are regulations

678, 679, 680 and 681. I believe I am up
to date on them—there may have been some
minor changes—there is a regulation 10 of
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1971 in addition to those general regulations
which are the revised regulations for 1970.

I'm not going to deal with regulation No.
678 because it deals with arbitration. Regula-
tion 679 deals with equipment, and I will

come back to that. Regulation 680 is the

general regulation, but is concerned for prac-
tical purposes with intradisciplinary matters

within the various police forces—that is, the

internal arrangements for administering dis-

cipline in order to enforce correct behaviour

by police oflScers. It is very traditional in its

approach. But for practical purposes, regula-
tion 680 deals almost entirely with that topic.

Regulation 681 is with respect to the respon-

sibility for policing, and is more or less the

geographic description and division of the

Province of Ontario for responsibility for

policing.

I therefore want to comment briefly on

regulation 679, dealing with equipment, and
at somewhat greater length with regulation

680, which is the general regiJation. I think,

by and large, 679 is quite an adequate regula-
tion with respect to the equipment, particu-

larly the weaponry in its various forms, which
is authorized to be used by police, and with

the provisions which follow and which govern
the use of the weaponry by the police. I think

it is quite adequate and it is quite clear.

For example, if one uses the unfortunate

incident in Kenora — the bank robbery in

Kenora—and the police oflBcer who discharged
the firearm is automatically subject to an in-

vestigation under the regulation. The report
of the investigation will in due course come
to the commission, and that matter is under

investigation. But, as I say, the substance of
that equipment provision seems to me to be

adequate and was thoroughly canvassed in

this House at the time when we had the

amendment to it, or the discussion in the

House about the use of that spray-

Mr. Lawlor: Mace.

Mr. Renwick: Mace—about the use of Mace
some years ago—and that was amended to

cover that provision. But turning now, if I

may, to the general regulation, we find that

it is for practical purposes in two parts. Part

one is applicable to municipal police forces

and part two is applicable to the Ontario
Provincial Police. In substance each of those

two parts are the same and provide for the
internal disciplinary matters for practical pur-
poses of the police forces.

I may, for example, if I could, just list,

Mr. Chairman, the various headings that are

dealt vdth in those sections; I think it will

illustrate what I mean.

Part one, dealing with municipal police
forces, deals with discipline, the trial of minor
offences—that is, offences within the police
force itself—the trial of major offences, for-

feiture of pay, trial of the chief of police,

appeals to the commission, witness fees, sus-

pensions, some general provisions; and then
it deals with qualifications, uniform and

equipment—a minor reference to that—boards
of police commissioners and the oath of

auxiliary members.

In part two, dealing with the Ontario Pro-

vincial Police, it deals with discipline, trial of

minor offences, trial of major offences, when
a penalty to take effect, forfeiture of pay,
submission of decisions to the Minister of

Justice and the Attorney General, suspensions
from duty, the acting commissioner, appeals
to the commission, witness fees, the general
matters of service badges, resignations or

retirements from the force, appointments to

the force, uniform and equipment, oath of

auxiliary members and some transitional pro-
visions in the schedule of codes of offences in

force.

So what we are talking about is the unique
form of internal administration, including the

disciplinary roles to be carried out by the

governing bodies of the various police forces

throughout the Province of Ontario.

But when we come to the area where the

police are in contact with the public, apart
trom the references dealing with equipment
and the discharge of firearms and when a

police oflScer may use the weapon and so on
and so forth, to which I referred earlier, there

is for practical purposes no series of regula-
tions governing the way in which the police
will conduct themselves. And yet we gave in

this Police Act, and there has stood in the

Police Act for a number of years, the author-

ity to cover a large number of matters.

For example, there is provision to make

regulations governing lockups and providing
for their inspection—and I could not find any
reference to provisions relating to lockups. I

cannot find any provisions prescribing courses

of training for members of pohce forces; and
there is no regulation that has been passed to

my knowledge with the prescription of the

courses of training for members of police
forces.

Now, I am not suggesting for a moment the

police college does not have a syllabus of

instruction that it carries out, but it is not

laid down from the point of the view of the

government of the Province of Ontario in its
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responsibility to prescribe those courses of

training, so that they are clearly known and

clearly understood, as to the standard of train-

ing required for members of the forces

throughout Ontario.

Now, there is a provision, sir, providing

for, or granting financial aid to, the adminis-

tration and course of study in a police train-

ing school; and again, I know of no regula-
tion covering that matter. There is another

provision respecting any matter relating to

the commissioner in the Ontario provincial
force as is considered necessary. Again, apart
from the matters to which I have referred,

apparently nothing further is considered nec-

essary. There is the power to pass regulations

respecting any matter necessary or advisable

to carry out eflFectively the intent and pur-
pose of the Act.

There are others which I have not re-

ferred to. For example, a regulation prescrib-

ing the minimum salary or other remuneration
and allowances to be paid to members of

police forces; prescribing the minimum num-
ber of members of police forces that shall be

employed, either upon a basis of population,

area, property assessment or any combination

thereof; governing the qualifications for the

appointment of persons to police forces and
for their promotion.

Some parts of that are dealt with in the

general regulations, but the main substance

of my concern is that there has not been an

adequate use of the rule-making power. And
I'm using that term "rule-making" to include

matters which would be covered by regula-
tion. I'm also using it in a broader sense as

being those matters which, by way of direc-

tive or guidelines or otherwise, would be

promulgated by the police commission, or

promulgated by the Solicitor General for the

general guidance of the people in the various

police forces through the province.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Renwick: Is that my friend, Mr.
Havrot? Oh, I thought it was. I thought I

heard his dulcet tones.

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): How are

you, sir?

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): How would you
recognize them?

Mr. Renwick: He reminds me very much
of that old TV show, "Have Gun; Will
Travel."

Mr. Havrot: We have got the guns, too,

"pardner;" and they shoot, too.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): "Have
rot; will wither."

Mr. Havrot: They are loaded, they are not
blanks.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): The front

bench of the NDP is sparkling tonight.

Mr. Lewis: Well, one of the front benches
has to sparkle around here.

Mr. Singer: They're in good form.

Mr. Renwick: We should be, Mr. Chair-

man, we're having a remarkably successful

session as a matter of fact.

Mr. Singer: One wonders where they are

the rest of the time.

Mr. Deans: Listen to thatl

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, the point that

I wanted to emphasize is that it is a matter
of concern.

I'm referring to an article, of which I

want to just quote one paragraph of a whole
volume devoted to police practices in law and

contemporary problems, of the school of law
of Duke University, published in the fall of

1971. Strangely enough, it's by a Gerald

Caplan, but not related in any way to the

eminence grise of the New Democratic Party.

Mr. Singer: Is that who it is? We wondered
who the eminence grise was.

Mr. Renwick: I thought I'd disclose a few
state secrets tonight.

Mr. Singer: He used to come around
Downsview and York Centre. We haven't

seen him recently.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, yes, you would recall that.

Mr. Singer: Yes, we haven't seen him re-

cently.

Mr. Lewis: Right.

Mr. Renwick: And I quote in part from
this article: "The Case for Rule-making by
Law Enforcement Agencies." For example:

Police agencies avoid writing policies

governing criminal investigation. Although
everyone recognizes this area to be of

central importance, few attempts have been
made to treat particular court decisions as

integral parts of a larger body of law,
and then to reduce those decisions which

are quite numerous and not entirely con-

sistent with one another to a short set of

clear rules for the investigating oflBcer to

follow.
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In communicating the meaning of recent

judicial decisions to the force, the precise
instruction of the general order approach
employed on such matters as the care of

equipment, handling of stray dogs, towing
away of abandoned automobiles, the per-
sonal conduct of oflBoers on and off duty,
almost invariably leads to a looser, vaguer
format. Often the instrument is a training
bulletin or a legal memorandum that re-

cites the facts of a particular case, notes

the argument on both sides, states the

holding of the case, and perhaps even notes

the logic of the dissent, particularly if the

minority's position supports the action

taken by the police.

There have been some notable exceptions
[and so on and so forth]. For example, in

such critical areas as the eyewitness iden-

tification of suspects on the scene, through

photographs or a lineup; automobile

searches, including probable cause searches,
searches incident to an arrest, traffic stops
and impoundments and forfeitures, the

Metropolitan Police Department of the

District of Columbia has promulgated
specific orders.

These orders are designed to be lucid,

direct and concise in order to guide police
behaviour in difficult situations. Before they
were authored there was little available to

assist the men other than an infrequent
lecture from an assistant prosecutor or an

occasional general bulletin read at a roll-

call parade.

I am sure that if the minister and his ad-

visers will think about it, there are immense
numbers of areas where the police need lucid,

clear, concise guidelines.

I think the police need those kinds of

guidelines, for example, when they are called

upon to intervene in what can be called

domestic disputes, the Saturday night calls.

They would thus know what their role is

when they are asked to intervene in a poten-

tially violent situation which may arise be-

cause of internal domestic troubles in a par-
ticular household.

I think there has to be a very clear state-

ment available to each police officer in the

Province of Ontario as to his obligations with

respect to the question of identification of

persons.

For example, it is quite customary in the

provincial courts in the province to find a

wide divergence—indeed, inadequate atten-

tion—regarding the question of the procedures
to be followed in the identffication of per-

sons; that is, the police lineup and the

method of identffication.

The Court of Appeal and the superior
courts have tried from time to time to express

very clearly the essential ingredients, but they
are not adhered to in the way they should be
adhered to, in my judgement and opinion.

There is provision under the Highway
Traffic Act for a police officer to stop a motor
vehicle and to inspect it for the purposes of

the Highway Traffic Act. We well know that

authority is used in a disguised way for the

purpose of searching a vehicle vshen the

police have no other good reason to do it

than they think it would be a good idea

having stopped it, to search the vehicle. That

is not to say there may not be good, reason-

able and probable causes to believe that the

vehicle should be searched, but there is no
clear way in which the person who is driving
that automobile can assert and find out which
of the roles the police officer is playing when,
for example, he opens the trunk of the car in

the disguise that in some way or other it has

to do with the way in which the mechanical

operation of the car takes place, which of

course is quite unnecessary.

I'm sure the minister can think of many
other areas, such as the whole question of

moving immobilized vehicles and the whole

question of what they refer to as "stray dogs."
A lot of the neighbourhood role work of the

police officer requires something more in the

way of guidance, because he's a member of

the force in his individual capacity, so that

there is a uniformity of behaviour of the

highest standard.

I think the police do very well in their

standard of behaviour. I think there has been

improvement in their neighbourhood role. I

think the emphasis has been off^ the crime-in-

the-street kick, which of course is their major
role, and on to the interminable number of

things they must deal with in the course of

the day which actually have nothing to do
with crime in the streets.

I say this, of course, because I feel very

strongly about the fact that there is no pro-
vision in our regulations for any reasonably
similar statement to the judges* rules. The

judges' rules, as the minister knows and other

members of the House probably know, are

rules the judges in England have worked out

for themselves that govern the question of

the way in which interrogations are carried

out and what the obligation of the citizen is.

I would have assumed—and I have said this

on other occasions, but it bears repetition

simply because of its importance—that that's
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the kind of thing which should be in the

regulations. I know that there is a lecture

given—certainly there was a short while ago
and I have no reason to believe that it has
been discontinued—about the judges' rules.

But there is nothing which impinges upon a

police officer the importances of those judges'
rules with respect to the rights of individual

citizens when they are in a situation where
the police are justifiably carrying out their

investigative procedures. I need not elaborate

on them, but they are the rules which indi-

cate what the police officer is to do during
the period when he is carrying on an investi-

gation and what the obligation of the citizen

is with respect to his co-operation with the

police during that period of time. Then there

is a very clear line of demarcation at the

point in time where the police officer is about

to effect an arrest, to make certain that the

citizen knows that he has been placed under

arrest.

At that point in time a different series of

rules apply, where he is entitled to have the

kind of protection which we all talk about

but which goes by default in many places in

the province because the warnings don't take

place. I don't mean the kind of bastard use

of those civil rights protections that you find

in the TV series of "The FBI," for example,
where the FBI is depicted as going through
some useless form of statement to the person
before he is arrested in such a way as to

persuade him that he really doesn't need to

claim any special privileges.

I am not saying that we have to copy the

rules laid down by the United States Supreme
Court, I am not saying that we must copy
the judges' rules laid down by the judges in

England, but I am saying that the wit and
attention of the government shoulld be direct-

ed toward adapting those rules so that they
are clearly known to every police officer,

because a great deal of our police problem
arises at the point in time where the change
takes place in the situation when they are

about to effect an arrest or when they are to

move into a new area or a different role in

the carrying out of their responsibilities.

I think that's important. I think it is also

important—I didn't deal with it particularly
a year ago because it was extremely fresh at

that time and feelings were rather strong—
that Judge Vannini's report on the demon-
stration outside the Ontario Science Centre,

coupled with my own experience in taking

part in and observing demonstrations for what

may be called political purposes, shows that

the difficulty arises with the Metropolitan
Toronto police because they do not have

clear guidelines establishing the stages by
which a lawful demonstration, a lawful assem-

bly, becomes an unlawful assembly or is

about to become one, and degenerates from
an unlawful assembly to a riot to the point
where the people can be required to disperse.

There is no clear ruling set out in a con-
cise way to extract from the Criminal Code
and the case law on the subject what those

rules are, because then citizens don't find

themselves in the situation, which has hap-
pened in Toronto, where a lawful demonstra-
tion takes place and after a certain period of

time the police decide, "Well, it has gone on

long enough and we'll now close it off."

That's the impression that you get. You get
the impression of an arbitrary decision made
without rules with respect to the point in time
at which the police make the decision, "We
have had enough of this demonstration for

this Saturday afternoon and it is going to be
now over." Because if the police officers, with
the methods of communication available to

them, are in a position to warn a group of

people engaged in a lawful assembly that the

lawful assembly is about to become an im-
lawful one, or requiring them to disperse, not
because of the nature of the demonstration
which is taking place, but because of an

apprehended breach of the peace which may
take place, or a declaration that it has now
become an unlawful assembly and requiring
them to disperse and warning them that if

they don't disperse they are subject to arrest,

and in the ultimate result the point at which
it degenerates into a riot and whatever that

sheriff's statement is, the reading of the Riot

Act provision applies.

I am saying the failure of the government
and the failure of the police commission, as

the principal adviser to the government in

police matters, is to institute at least the

beginnings of that kind of a rule-making,

regulation-promulgating procedure. Because

with the kind of problems that a more com-

plex society faces, that kind of rule-making—
not designed for arbitrary nitpicking or bar-

rack-room lawyering, but designed to main-

tain the highest possible standard and recti-

tude of police behaviour in their relations

with the public—will, in my judgement, do
more than any other single thing to have

communication between the citizen and the

police in the difficult situations which do de-

velop when the police have their job to do
and when a citizen has run afoul of the law.

So that then communication takes place effi-

ciently and concisely, so that the citizen

knows where he stands in relation to that

particular incident which has led to the con-
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frontation between himself and the police, or

the discussion between himself and the police
officer.

That kind of communication can do nothing
but increase the total respect which is felt

by the general body of citizenry toward the

police. Not just because we all recognize that

one must have a police force or the life will

be, in the famous words of Hobbes, "solitary,

poor, nasty, brutish and short"—that famous
Boston law firm of Solitary, Poor, Nash, To-
brutus and Short.

Mr. Lawlor: That is the best joke you've
told today!

Mr. Renwick: I owe that to Thomas Pinch-

ton and his new novel.

But, Mr. Chairman, that's the point; it's not
a sense that, yes, of course we need the

police because of general security. The fact
of the matter is that it is based very much
on that kind of two-way relationship between
the policeman and the citizen in difficult sit-

uations which arise. And clearcut communica-
tion under uniform rules, wisely devised,

wisely couched in simple English language
and not in jargon, is the best way to make
certain that the standard behaviour is uniform

throughout the province at a high degree of

excellence in quality.

I think that kind of thing can go on now
without waiting the report of the task force.

I would like that basic topic to be one which
is dealt with by the task force. I would like

to feel that we will be moving gradually into

that area where the Police Commission will

provide that kind of guidance for the forces

in the Province of Ontario, which can only
be to the benefit of all of us.

Mr. Havrot: What a waste of bloody time!

Mr. R. D. Kennedy (Peel South): Mr.
Chairman, could I interject at this point? We
have with us a guest this evening; a gentle-
man, Mr. Bill Common. He is a former

deputy Attorney General, later assistant clerk,
and deputy chief election ofiicer for several

years. And the significant thing is that tomor-
row he celebrates that it is 50 years since he
was called to the bar. I'm sure everyone
here will joint in welcoming him here and

extending many wishes.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, what my col-

league has been saying perhaps doesn't need

stressing. It carries its own message. But it

seems to me of such profound and salient im-

portance, that just a word backing it up and

driving the point home won't go awry or

amiss with the minister.

Before I do that, though, my colleague did

run through certain regulations—I think regu-
lation 630. I wonder whether those internal

procedures, which had diff^erent roots with

respect to minor and major ofi^ences within
the police organization, were subject to the

Statutory Powers Procedure Act, and to the

nostrums there. I noticed, reading them the

other night, that, for instance, the policeman
hasn't got free and plenary access to counsel

of his own choice but that counsel must be

designated by a commissioner, whatever that

means. I suppose it means that in some way
or other he must be approved. It is a queer

procedure that a lawyer coming in to speak
on a man's behalf must pass muster with

somebody else who happens to be the judge
in the case, and with very extensive powers,
indeed, against that particular police oflBcer.

That kind of thing and the business about

your in camera sessions^ the business of

blanketing and covering up, and keeping

things under wraps and away from public

disclosure, this—

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): Mr.

Chairman, I wonder if the hon. member
would inform me of what is he referring to?

Mr. Lawlor: I am referring to internal pro-
cedures for disciplining police oflBcers within

your regulations.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: On 680?

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, 680.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: There was a number
used, 630.

Mr. Lawlor: I am sorry. It was 680; I am
sorry.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The in camera part-
was that a reference to the Statutory Powers
Procedure Act?

Mr. Lawlor: I am concerned with the whole

plenitude of operation set forth in the statu-

tory powers—the business of cross-examina-

tion; the business of notice; the business of

hearing; the business of open hearing; the

business of access to witnesses; everything
that is provided under the civil libertarian

code. And, of course, what is most important
in that legislation, the powers and rights of

appeal to the administrative court at Osgoode
Hall in case there is a breach of natural jus-
tice or a breakdown in the whole panoply of

procedures that are provided. In other words,
does the Statutory Powers Procedure Act

govern in the final analysis, and is your legis-
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lation set up? I rather suspect it isn't, but I'd

like to hear from you.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, I want

to go back to the remarks of the hon. mem-
ber for Riverdale in which he has succinctly

and I think very thoroughly and ably put for-

ward a position to which I think all of us

really subscribe.

I think that perhaps what is lacking is that

much of the implementation of what he has

referred to is not visible. When a regulation
is passed under the Police Act and attached

it becomes highly visible. Perhaps one of the

difficulties is that the Police Commission has

utilized a range of methods in order to

achieve the goals the hon. member has re-

ferred to.

There is the one approach—his approach,

basically—that one must have a codffication

of procedures, or a manual, which would set

it out from A to Z in one place so that the

police officer would know his guidelines and
a citizen might also inform himself, if he so

wished, of what the guidelines are.

With reference to lockups, for example,
there are provisions under the Municipal Act.

We have now to go to the Municipal Act.

Chapter 284, section 349, under the section

of administration of justice, refers to the

lockups and it begins: "Subject to the ap-

proval of the Ontario Police Commission the

council of every local municipality may estab-

lish, maintain and regulate lockup houses."

Then it goes on, and it is really surprising
the detail to which that particular aspect has

been carried out.

The Police Commission did develop guide-
lines and I won't read them all but these are

the minimum standards: The outside construc-

tion should be of poured concrete or cement

blocks, reinforced vdth steel bars and poured
concrete. The minimum size, 7 ft high by
5V2 in. vdde. It sets out the ventilation:

Fresh air should always be introduced. Con-
struction of grilles, cell fronts—right to the

size of the steel bars—and details with respect
to the bunks and the plumbing are listed.

Now, that is one type of directive which

spells out exactly, and, perhaps, fairly rigidly,
what minimum standards are.

Another method, which I think should find

some commendation, is the provision of the

courses at the Ontario Police College. I have
had an opportunity to review and inform my-
self of the courses. I'll just review some of

the headings—recruit courses, general police

training course, supervisory course, criminal

investigation course, identification course —

which relates basically to the identffication at

the scene of the crime—police administration

course, traffic enforcement course, traffic law
and collision investigation course.

Now, I come to one which I think the hon.

member made specific reference to, and it is

the crowd control course. I would just read

some of the course content:

The historical development of dissent,

protest and civil disobedience, crowd psy-

chology, background of current protesting

groups, intelligence, related law, riot con-

trol formation and tactics, strikes, role of

the military.

Now, I have not read the manual, nor the

lecture itself. I think perhaps that some of

the thrust of the hon. member's remarks will

be carried out—and that attention should be

given to the actual physical handling of

crowds.

I've read with a great deal of interest about

how to deal with crowds expertly. You don't

back them up into a comer where they can't

move—and that type of thing.

And there is the other way for the police

to be sensitive to the way crowds behave; to

use crowd psychology. They should be abso-

lutely sure of law procedures and how they

apply. There are related human relations

subjects, and some concepts of human be-

haviour—psychology of group behaviour, for

instance, that they should be familiar with.

Then, of course, there are other courses re-

lating to treatment of juveniles.

I don't see a course here on marital rela-

tions, although domestic intervention is part
of a recruit training course. And there are

training courses for youth and other police

personnel involved with youthful offenders.

Then, I have before me another method
entided: "Manual Respecting the Authority
and Duties of Peace Officers in Relation to

Arrest and Pretrial Release and Detention of

Accused Persons," which was sent out by
the predecessor to the present Minister of

Justice, the hon. Allan F. Lawrence.

I may say, in having perused this, that it

is a very thorough manual. Some manuals can

become so thorough that they don't make for

the easiest of learning and digesting, because

it is very difficult to try to translate what is

contained in the common law and the Crim-

inal Code, and boil it down into layman's lan-

guage. Even here there is a caution: "This is

only a guide. It is not a substitute for the

provisions of the Criminal Code, which
should be carefully studied."

That takes us to the judges' rules. My
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understanding is that the recruit course, part
A, has a section on law of evidence, sources,

forms, preservation, proof, presumptions, cor-

roboration, relevancy, admissibility, character,

opinion, hearsay and exceptions, admissions

and confessions, and the judges' rules.

My understanding is that the judges' rules

are presently under review by the hon. Mr.

Justice Patrick Hartt as part of his law re-

form review. So, basically, much of what the

hon. member has touched upon is being done.

Two question arise: One, is it being done as

thoroughly as the year 1973 requires? The
crowd control lectures have been around for

at least half a dozen years. Now as a result

of the Vannini report, there are special
courses and seminars relating to what ema-
nated from that report. I would hope that

the course content of the college woiJd con-
tinue to be updated.

I think it's fair to say that dissent is really
a modem phenomenon. We went for decades
without having any form of protestation at

all, and then in recent years there has been
much. My own survey of the situation has
been that really, by and large, in comparison
with what takes place in other jurisdictions,
our police have done a fairly commendable

job. But, of course, under our standards a

fairly commendable job isn't suflScient. We
try to make sure that there is never the kind
of thing that might be subject to public
criticism or public disfavour. So there has to

be a continuous review and updating and,

secondly, a question of what should be the
format of conveying this both to the police
oflBcer and the citizen.

My own thinking at this moment, since we
do have this material available in various

forms, is that it may be when the task force

report is made that that might lead to a re-

vision both of the statute, the Police Act, and
more comprehensive regulations and then per-

haps a provision for some sort of rules

attached to the regulations—some guidelines.

For example, under the Coroners Act, we
have the statute, we have the regulations, and
we have provided for a code of ethics, which
is apart from the regulations. It may be that

in order to have flexibility and to enable the

police ofiBcers to have some discretion in the

matter, that you don't want to have the type
of thing that is put into a regulation. We
were confronted with what happened to a

regulation in another ministry when the regu-
lations were set out and light meters and

tape measures became the order of the day
and there was no room for any discretion.

I prefer a reasonable set of the statute, regu-

lations which are binding upon all concerned,

rules, guidelines and course content, com-
bined with a highly trained police oflBcer.

This is the direction that we are going in,

that the standard of the pohce oflBcer must
be of the highest; so if he is called on to

be a diplomat and a marriage counsellor and
a settler of disputes, he will be equipped to

participate and will have suflBcient knowledge
and training in this regard. This must not

only be available in the kind of police forces

that have their own resources, such as the

Metropolitan Toronto police force, but every
police oflBcer throughout the province will

have this kind of capability. I share com-

pletely the hon. member's views.

With respect to the member for Lakeshore
and his query about the Statutory Powers
Procedure Act, that Act does apply. There is

no exemption, and as of April 1 of this year,
they are in full force and eflFect. I may say
that there were some opinion. I think some

people thought there should be some excep-
tion, but in the interests of the very broad

objectives no exemption was applied or even

thought of by the ministry.

Mr. Lawlor: Thank you, Mr. Minister. I'm

gratified to learn that that applies. Mr. Chair-

man, the hon. minister this evening is so

agreeable that it quite hurts. He accepts
all the nostrums of my friend. Perhaps there

is a bit of misapprehension on one score.

We say that you have enormous range
under your Police Act with respect to the

making of regulations covering pretty well

the whole range of police activities, which

you have only peripherally brought in or

utilized or brought into being. That is the

area of advance into the future for many
reasons, some of which I'll discuss in a

moment.

You take the specific instance of the lock-

ups and you say we have to turn to the

Municipal Act, and then you cite some of

the construction features. Of course, Mr.

Minister, I think youll agree that's not what
we're talking about. We're concerned with
the people in the lockups; the methods by
which they're treated; the processing of indi-

viduals; that should be laid down in terms

of fairly flexible guidelines.

At least some kind of direction should

process from your ministry as to how people
who are brought in under arrest should be
treated with a kind of uniform method of

treatment. You should not leave it to an ad
hoc machinery which can act precisely be-

cause it is expedient and has no guidelines.
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It can be extremely arbitrary and even cruel

on occasions. That is the sort of thing that

we have very much in mind.

An hon. member: That gets my vote.

Mr. Lavi'Ior: We're saying that as your port-
folio evolves this would certainly be one of

the main thrusts of the work you would be

doing. Referring to that article by Caplan

again, he says:

Historically law enforcement agencies
have been neither bold nor vigorous in the

development of policy. They have respond-
ed to the dictates of others, most notably
the judiciary, rather than acting as initiators

of policy. This runs contrary to the feel-

ings of the courts.

At least it ought to do so. You wait upon and
attend upon court decisions with respect to

lineups, say, or with respect to the judges'
rules as they affect confessions. Fifty years

ago those judges' rules were brought to bear

and they have no real legal mandate or

binding effect either in the British courts or

in our own. The fact is they are, nevertheless,

highly regarded and cited by lawyers as

guidelines to the police officer particularly
with respect to admission of evidence. That
should be given a higher status. It should be
embodied in legislation. This article says:

The judicial activism in the last decade

may be in part the result of the thin show-

ing of expertise offered by law enforce-

ment agencies to the appellate courts. Pro-

fessor Anthony Amsterdam has argued that

the absence of policy-making by the execu-

tive branch has forced the Supreme Court
into the role of lawmaker, and at the same
time it is virtually impossible for the court

effectively to play that role.

Comparing the police to other administrative

agencies, Amsterdam points out that the

court must carry extra weight in the police
area. This is Amsterdam:

In most areas of prosecution law the

Supreme Court plays a backstopping role,

reviewing the ultimate permissibility of

dispositions and policies, guided in the first

instance by legislative enactments, admin-
istrative rules, or local common law tra-

ditions. In the area of controls upon the

police, a vast abnegation of responsibility
at the level of each of these ordinary
sources of legal rule-making has forced the

courts to construct all the laws regulating
the everyday functioning of the police.

Now, that's an indictment of your portfolio,

the very office that you perform, that this,

has happened; and it has happened here.

It is no substitute, good as it may be, to

have a little book there, the manual of arrest

procedure. I would ask you to let me have
one in due course, no hurry; only I'd like to

look it over. I trust it embodies what the

judges' rules have to say with respect to the

grounds upon which you may arrest, to the

hesitation of the interrogating officer and that

tricky point you reach where you are deciding
in your mind whether to lay the charges or

not to lay the charges; and then the giving
of the caution as soon as in all conscience

you have decided that the man is going to

suffer arrest, or at least the laying of charges.

All these things I trust are contained in

that little manual. And if they are not, they

ought to be.

So this kind of article is needed, directing
our attention to the explicit, the spelling out

in print and in quite definite determination

and in common language of the guiding prin-

ciples that you'd operate in all areas such as

in the areas of police lineups, interrogation,
the picking up of abandoned vehicles, any
number of things. And thus far, and I think

in all honesty you are admitting tonight, you
haven't done so to any great substantial

extent. It's in the cards and you must go
forward in this particular regard.

I think that's as much as one can say under
this head to impress the minister with the

validity of the concepts contained in law
and contemporary problems. And by the way,
in this particular thing—the volume is called

"Police Practices"—it also has fairly lengthy

articles, not only on rule-making boards, but

on review boards and upon the problems of

inter-family violence. It's an extremely good
document with respect to police work.

Mr. Chairman. The hon. member for St.

George.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I hate to

return to a more commonplace matter, but I

am looking at the estimates for the OPC for

1972-1973 which are $717,500. I see the esti-

mates for this year are $1,779,000. I heard

about adding eight staff members.

I would like to know if the minister would

please advise this House how many times

these three commissioners sit? Do they always
all sit and what are their salaries, because

I haven't so far found out any function that

they usefully perform?

Mr. Singer: That's a very good question.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the two
members of the OPC are on a full-time basis

at the commission and Major-General Spar-
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ling is there on what averages to be two days
a week. He may be classified as a part-time
member of the board. The chairman's salary
is $34,000, the judge's is $28,000 and Major-
General Sparling's is $7,500.

I refer the hon. member to the Police Act

which very succinctly sets out the powers of

the police commission. And does the hon.

member really want me to review again the

things that I read into Hansard of the duties

of the Ontario Police Commission?

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I am not

asking for the duties. I would like to know,
do the two full-time members sit every day
and for how long every day?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: For the hon. member's

edification, perhaps the use of the word
"commission" would lead her to believe that

it is like some of the other bodies that only
meet together on occasion. This commission

can be classified as an operating commission;

that is, its members are really no different,

from my point of view, than any civil servant

within the ministry so far as a work basis is

concerned. There is continuous contact all

the time. I assume that when they are not at

University Ave., they are elsewhere in the

province in conjunction with their duties.

They don't meet as an adjudicating board

or in a meeting atmosphere. The chairman
has his office and he operates there as an

administrator; and so is the judge, who shares

certain duties and functions. But they can be
listed as the equivalent of full-time civil

servants.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I don't want
to labour this point, but it does seem strange
to me that we are talking about $1,797,000.
We have one part-time commissioner; if we
don't need him full-time, would it be useful

to struggle along with two?

I cannot understand this breakdown at all.

It seems to me that we are talking about tax

dollars, and although I am aware of what is

purported to be the function of the commis-

sion, I do not see the service we are paying
for.

Speaking to the amendment proposed by
my colleague, I want to know, before I vote,

why I should be asked to vote for this kind
of money for something that does not appeal
to me as being all that effective.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: It is just a difference
of opinion. I hold a completely counter point
of view, not only as the minister and as a
member of the government but as a member
of the Legislature. I think the concept of the

Ontario Police Commission is an excellent

one; I subscribe to it fully. They are doing,
I think, a reasonably good job-

Mrs. Campbell: Reasonably? Then they
shouldn't be at five figures.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: They are not infallible

any more than some of us are.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Samia): Let the minis-

ter speak for himself.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I have pointed out to

the hon. member for Downsview that the

whole concept of the criminal intelligence
stems from the Ontario Police Commission-

Mr. Singer: Don't hold the criminal intelli-

gence branch up as a star. It is a dismal,
comic failure.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: They deal with the
Pohce College and are in contact with all of
the municipal forces directly and through the
local boards; they have a total staff of 37;
and a good deal of the money is transfer

payments.
I simply say to the hon. member that she

has her point of view and she will express it

by a vote. I have a coimter point of view
and I will vote against the motion.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, do I take it

that the minister is saying to me that because

they have a staff of some 27 or 28, this justi-
fies their position and proves their usefulness?
If in fact they were responsible for CISO,
were they also responsible for that rather
comic opera event of people going into the
United States, hunting for Mafia and nearly
getting caught and jailed themselves? Is this

something that they were responsible for? If

they weren't responsible for it, then what
are they responsible for in actual, prac-
tical, common sense terms?

We have many descriptions of what people
do around here, but nothing to actually indi-

cate that they are doing something. And
why? What do we get? Two days a week
we have one member of the commission. I

happen to know the member in question and
I am not casting any aspersions on him per-
sonally, but really and truly, what does he
do for this sum of money? And what are

they doing this year that they weren't doing
last year? If they were that efficient last year
perhaps one of their efficiencies could be to

act with some degree of economy at this time
when we are economizing on all of the little

people both here and across the province.
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Mr. Chairman: Mr. Singer moves-

Mr. Bullbrook: No, no, wait. Do I under-
stand that the Solicitor General is not going
to respond to my colleague?

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for River-

dale has the floor.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I responded to the hon.
member for Riverdale. He gave the same

speech-

Mr. Bullbrook: Does the minister not hear
the Chairman? He said the member for River-

dale has the floor.

Mr. Chairman: Sit down then.

Mr. Singer: He was just going to.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I have two or

three specific matters, if may just comment
on what the minister said. I think the first

comment he made in response to my remarks

about the need for the citizen to know as

well as for the police to know is a very
essential ingredient of proper respect between
the police force and the citizen. That part of

it is specifically and definitely lacking at the

present time. Even those who practise law
in the criminal law field aren't all that clear

about what the rights of the citizens are as

against the rights of the police at any given
time. I think most of us have a general

knowledge but we are not specifically

knowledgeable about it.

A matter which I raised with the Attorney
General (Mr. Bales), but which impinges on
his department, as well as the Ministry of

the Solicitor General, is the question of iden-

tification of criminals. We haven't dealt with
that-

Mr. Lawlor: He said he would do it in the

next vote.

Mr. Renwick: Oh, next vote. You said you
would do the fingerprinting and photograph-
ing under the next vote?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes.

Mr. Renwick: One matter then that I would
like to raise again briefly, because it has been
the subject matter of questions and com-
ments, is the question of gun control and the
role of the Police Commission in promulgat-
ing or giving some attention to the proper
way in which registration of firearms should
be effected in the province. I am not going to

elaborate on all the provisions that are set

out in some 20 or 25 sections of the Criminal
Code with respect to the registration. But

unless I read the Criminal Code wrongly,
that is the Code area dealing with the regis-
tration of prohibited weapons, I—let me deal

with prohibited weapons. A prohibited wea-

pon is defined in the Criminal Code as:

Any device or contrivance designed or

intended to muflBe or stop the sound or

report of a firearm; any knife that has a

blade that opens automatically by gravity
or centrifugal force or by hand pressure

applied to a button, spring or other device

in, or attached to the handle of the knife;

or a weapon of any kind not being a re-

stricted weapon, or a shotgun, or rifle of a

kind used for sporting purposes that is

declared by order of the Govemor-in-
Council to be a prohibited weapon.

Now, that for practical purposes is the defini-

tion of a prohibited weapon. And there is a

definition of a firearm, of course.

But so far as I can tell, there is no pro-
hibition against the manufacture of pro-
hibited weapons in Canada and in the Prov-

ince of Ontario. When I read these clauses,

I find that it is an offence to: "Buy, sell,

barter, give, lend, transfer, deliver or have in

your possession a prohibited weapon or to

have it in your motor vehicle." And that is an

offence with respect to restricted weapons,
unless you have a registration certificate and
so on.

But dealing specifically with the prohibited

weapon category, there appears to be no pro-
hibition—and I can't tell about the Customs
Act and the customs regulations—on the ques-
tion of manufacture in the Province of On-

tario, and any punishment for manufacturing

prohibited weapons in Ontario. I presume that

there may very well be something in the

Customs Act which prohibits their entry into

Canada by way of importation, but again I

don't know that. It is a matter which could

be checked, because you can't deal with

manufacture in the Province of Ontario with-

out also dealing with importing.

I make the point that I for one believe that

the present Code provisions which couple
two problems, one the question of offences

and the other one a registration procedure, is

confusing, inadequate and quite unsatisfactory
for the Province of Ontario. I specifically
would like the minister—he doesn't have to

respond now—to have the ministry or the

Police Commission go through that Code and
come up with a registration system which
can be effected in the Province of Ontario.

We can certainly do it, we have got the

authority to do it, because if we can register
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motor vehicles we can register firearms, and

I am specifically concerned that there is no

prohibition against the manufacture of pro-
hibited weapons. If the minister wants to

comment, fine, but I simply wanted to draw
that to his attention.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The hon. member will

find in Hansard—he was out of the House
for a few minutes just before the 6 o'clock

rising—we had quite a discussion. I want to

assure the hon. member that the ministry it-

self in this instance is doing a complete study
of all aspects, including an examination of

both the validity of the present regulations
and their application and enforcement in that

direction. I may say that as far as manufac-
ture—this does not relate to oflFensive weapons,
but the restricted weapons—there are no hand

guns manufactured in Canada. All of them
must be imported and my understanding is

that there is control of importation.

Mr. Renwick: The problem is you can't find

them.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No hand guns are

manufactured in Canada, I understand.

Mr. Renwick: There are unregistered hand

guns in Canada.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: There are hand guns,
oh yes, but they are brought in in some illicit

way. One of the problems, of course, is that

those engaged in illegal activity will some-
times find illegal ways of getting their hands
on guns.

Mr. Bullbrook: As a matter of interest, what
is the propulsion rate of the missile to con-

stitute the definition of a hand gun?

Mr. Chairman: Is the hon. member for

Riverdale through?

Mr. Renwick: No. I have one or two other

matters.

Mr. Bullbrook: You are not going to let me
ask any questions?

Mr. Singer: Don't you like the member for

Samia?

Mr. Chairman: Do you want to yield the

floor to the hon. member for Samia?

Mr. Renwick: I defer to my friend from

Samia, yes, of course.

Mr. Bullbrook: I just wanted to see if either

the police commission or the Solicitor General

knew what the propulsion rate of a missile

from a hand gun is to constitute it as a hand

gun?

Mr. Singer: That is a very good question.

Mr. Bullbrook: Do you know?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Whatever the rate may
be it mustn't be fired at less than—

Mr. Bullbrook: It's 500 ft per second, that

is what it is.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Well, by golly, give
the man a gold star, Mr. Chairman, he

knows—

Mr. Bullbrook: Isn't that a sad commentary
on your function, knowledge and responsi-

bility, and the people sitting in front of you?
Isn't that a sad commentary?

Mr. Chairman: Order. The hon. member
for Riverdale.

Mr. Bullbrook: Because there are pellet

guns, you see, that are being sold now in

3ie Province of Ontario which exceed that

rate, and I want to ask you afterwards about

them.

Mr. Renwidc: Mr. Chairman, I am sure the

minister will tell me if this is old hat: Is

there a problem in policing in Clinton, Ont.,

now? Or has that matter been investigated?
I tell you I have had correspondence which

is now a year old, people sending me edi-

torials, and so on, about the problems with

respect to policing in Clinton and calling for

an investigation. Has there been any investi-

gation of the pohce force in Clinton, or are

you aware of the problems?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: What is the date of the

articles? I have no knowledge of them, al-

though I have kept myself fairly well abreast

of every community.

Mr. Renwick: In 1972.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Pardon?

Mr. Renwick: I haven't got the actual date

on the articles, but it was during 1972.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Clinton has never been

brought to my attention to my knowledge.
What was the nature of the problems there?

Mr. Singer: You must have a few clippings
there.

Mr. Renwick: This says:

Mayor Symons made a good point Mon-

day night at town council when he sug-

gested it was time for an investigation of

policing in Clinton.
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Mr. Singer: Great fellow. Mayor Symons.

Mrs. Campbell: Or he wouldn't be mayor.

Mr. Renwick: It goes on:

How can the town have confidence in

its force when the town leaders are con-

stantly criticizing it? Many of the demands

verge on the outright ridiculous. The side

effects from salary disputes over the past

couple of years must be stopped [and so

on and so forth]. It's time to get them out

in the open. For the last couple of years

vague hints have been made both in coun-
cil and by citizens of the town of members
of the police not pulling their weight, of

inefficiency, and even of undue influence

by prominent citizens on police activities—

in other words, of corruption.

That was late in 1971, but I have further

correspondence in 1972 about it.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): It was re-

solved.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The only information
we have is that there was some disagreement
on salaries between the council and the police,
but nothing was brought to the attention of
the Police Commission, nor did the Police
Commission become aware of the kind of

thing that the hon. member is talking about.
The Police Commission usually acts on the
initiative of the community, but it does moni-
tor the whole of the province and does step
in on its own initiative.

Mr. Renwick: Because I have had this cor-

respondence and because I didn't have an

opportunity to raise it last year and for some
reason I didn't write to the minister about it,

would you look at the question and find out
if there is some simmering of discontent that's

reflected in those articles?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, I have a prob-
lem.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Lake-
shore.

Mr. Lawlor: Thank you very much. I have
a specific problem, too. It has to do with the
member for High Park (Mr. Shulman). I

don't want to mention the name of the man
involved. I'll just call him Mr. F, if I may,
and I'll send the name across to you so that

you'll be able to identify the case. The hon.
minister knows about the case.

It has to do with St. Catharines, Ont. This
man writes and says:

I'm writing to you to see if you can help
me solve a problem. A year and one half

ago I was involved in a car accident. I had

my licence revoked for six months.

I would think probably he was driving with

ability impaired, but it doesn't say that.

Since this occurrence, I have been haras-

sed by the police on several occasions. In

the last five months I have been stopped

by the police on four different occasions,

not for speeding or road check, just stopped
and looked over, and told to proceed, and

no explanations. I've even been followed

right up to my door by a squad car.

To top this off, on Feb. 3, my wife and

I were sitting and watching TV at 11:30

at night, when two squad cars pulled up,

two men at my front door, and two at

the back. The one in charge said that he

had a search warrant and wanted to search

my garage. They came in, searched the

garage, looked over the two old cars I had

and then left-no explanation for the intru-

sion, just checking. I phoned the police sta-

tion to see what it was all about, and they

didn't know was their reply. The next day

I phoned and was told that they were

searching for a car that was in an accident

a year ago. If this was true, why didn't they

come at a decent time at least?

On the Tuesday following the incident I

was stopped by a squad car on my way to

work at 6:30 in the morning. The officer

asked me where I was going and I told

him, "To work. Where else at that time in

the a.m.?" Then he told me to proceed,

with no explanation as to why he had

stopped me. My two neighbours were be-

hind me in their car, but they didn't stop

them. They just picked me out for no rea-

son at all as if there was some law of what

time of day I was supposed to be driving

my car."

Today, Feb. 21, I went to work on the

7 a.m. to the 3:30 p.m. shift. At 7:30, two

squad cars arrived and literally picked me

up off the job with the men watching, etc.,

and took me down to police headquarters.

They said I failed to appear on a charge

on the 16th of February. Now, my lawyer
had this date postponed legally through the

court for me to appear on the 27th of

February. The judge said there must have

been a mixup in the office about the date

charged. They told me to go back to work

and to find my own transportation back to

work by taxi, I was told by the desk ser-

geant. It was their mistake, but I had to

hire a taxi, thus losing six hours from work.
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Now this is the vein. I won't read any more.

You know about the case and he has been

seemingly subjected to a great deal of

trouble. I wonder why two police cars have

to arrive in his instance every time. In re-

sponse to the letter of the member for High
Park, I thought you wrote a most acerb and

narrow reply.

I am advised there are several charges

pending against Mr. F and it would be

improper for me to comment on this. How-

ever, I am informed by the local police
that Mr. F has an apparent drinking prob-
lem. His driving record leaves a great deal

to be desired. It is the opinion of the chief

of police for the Niagara regional force

that present enforcement eflForts are in the

best interests of Mr. F and the local com-

munity.

Now how can you possibly say a thing like

that? If there were harassment here, and I

don't know but I think it is certainly possible
—for somebody to arrive at 11:30 at night
with a search warrant to inspect your garage
for a car that has been missing for one year,
that is a pretty high-handed piece of busi-

ness; and to be stopped at 7:30 in the morn-

ing on the highway when other people
weren't being stopped; to have police cars

arrive at work and cart you off to the court.

Whether the man has a drinking problem or

not, I suspect it would drive you to drink if

you are treated in this particular way. Your
answer is totally inadequate. I wonder if you
wish to make any other statement about the
case in question. And also as to the disposi-
tion of the police forces, vis-a-vis a citizen

who, of course, has his rights too.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the
hon. member has read the letter from the
irate citizen—irate to say the least-and he
has accepted every word that the citizen has
written as being factual. I am in no-

Mr. Lawlor: Well, I don't know about that.

I didn't say I accept it. All I know is that

your reply is not adequate.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Well, the purport of

the hon. member and his demeanour certainly
indicated he was putting a great deal of
faith in what is being said.

Mr. Lawlor: Well, even if there is one
modicum of truth, one iota-

Mr. Chairman: Orderl The minister has the

floor.

Mr. Lawlor:
sible.

-the explanation is inadmis-

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No citizen should be

subject to harassment, and I say that we do

get letters from time to time in this vein and

they are checked out very thoroughly.

I cannot sit as a judge with the parties

before me. Sometimes I wish that that role

were available to me. I have to rely upon the

channels through the Police Commission and

get a report back which, because of the fact

that people are there fulfilling responsibilities,

I have to accept unless there is some very

patent reason for not accepting this. Up until

now we have not devised any better scheme

or structure for dealing with complaints of

citizens in this regard.

My letter is very much to the point. It may
be because some of the information which

would be put in the report is not the kind

that I would see fit to put into a letter. I may
say that I am very circumspect—at least I try

to be—about what I sign my name to. Again,
because my name is attached to it doesn't

mean that that's the gospel truth either. But

I would assume that that letter was thought

by me to be a fair reply to the situation.

Mr. Lawlor: One further word about it.

"Very circumspect" is quite correct. It's like-

as a matter of fact you lick around your lips

like the cat that's consuming the cream. And

take a look at this, "I am assured that there

has been no harassment by police personnel."

—that's very nice—"although it would appear
that Mr. F. does attract the attention of law

enforcement officers from time to time." As I

say, the cat is hcking the cream. Were you

being cute? Is this what circumspectness con-

sists of?

The man appears to me—without accepting

everything he said, just the bare fact that he

has been attended upon in these circum-

stances on the surface of the event—to be

subject to a httle bit more attention than

what he really either deserves, perhaps, in

one circumstance or certainly anticipates or

wants on the other. Yet there are iw charges

laid. It isn't as though an arrest took place or

a summons was issued or anything like that.

They just abandon him and walk away from

him.

Well, I will leave it there. You know about

it and I hope that this person doesn't have to

come back to you and say that this particular

form of activity is continuing.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Samia.

Mr. Bullbrook: I want to, in a less vigorous

fashion, ask the Solicitor General if the com-
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mission has formulated a policy in connection
with the sale of hand guns and if he could
tell me what the commissioner regards as an

appropriate definition of a hand gun, having
regard to the present missile velocity of many
of the pellet guns that are being sold?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the

regulation of matters respecting hand gims
should really have been discussed under the

OPP, but since we have discussed this twice

already during the course of my estimates, I

can repeat again for the hon. member-

Mr. Bullbrook: If you have answered this

question, I apologize to you and I will take

the answer in Hansard. If you have answered

my question already, I am sorry.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: May I just, without

touching upon the specific question of the
hon. member, say that one of the things that
I requested to be done at the ministry level

in order to put a position through the justice

policy field to Ottawa, was a review of the

present sections of the Criminal Code, includ-

ing definitions. They were passed some time

ago and in the meantime new products—to
which the hon. member has made reference—
the imitation weapon, and the ability to take

weapons which do not have to be registered,
and by simple procedures which any man
could do in his work room, convert them into

prohibited weapons, have appeared, requiring
us to take a look at the situation so that the

things the position paper will cover will in-

clude items which need to be controlled as

well as our suggestions on additional controls

which should be imposed.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Downsview.

Mr. Singer: I was interested in the minis-
ter's answers to my colleague from St. George
in connection with the salaries paid to the
various members of the commission. Let me
first deal with Gen. Sparling. The minister
went to some lengths to point out that this

was not a commission in the accepted sense
of the word where they have regular meet-

ings and so on. And Gen. Sparling apparently
serves some two days a week out of five days
in a week and for that service he is given
$7,500 a year. I gather that's not a per diem,
but on a per annum basis. How do we figure
out what Gen. Sparling does? Bearing in

mind, as I said earlier in this debate, that

Gen. Sparling is a general of the Canadian

Army who has retired, I would guess, on a

pretty substantial pension which he has
earned for great service rendered to his

country. What does Gen. Sparling do for two
days a week that justifies his retention at all?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the

major-general's special functions are related
to appeals which are made to the commis-
sion on the disciplinary matters which sift up
to the commission. He is largely responsible,
I guess, for supervision of the training for the
Ontario Police College under the jurisdiction
of the Police Commission. He also sits with
the commission when it is sitting, as it is re-

quired from time to time, as a commission in

the sense of the concept that the hon. mem-
ber for St. George had, of a commission that

meets and arrives at conclusions. Those are,

generally speaking, the highlights of his

duties.

Mr. Singer: I see. I am still puzzled, not-

withstanding the very interesting explanation
given by the minister, as to why you need
Gen. Sparling there at all. If Gen. Sparling
is performing a useful function in disciplinary
matters, one would have thought that some-
one with a title like His Honour Judge Gra-

ham, or someone with a title like the chair-

man of the Police Commission, an experienced
lawyer, each could well and capably handle

disciplinary matters.

One would think that, if Gen. Sparling is

seconded to special training duties, police

training—with which we deal in the next sub-

section and for which the minister's asking
$1,218,000—would deserve something better

than a two-day-a-week man who has all of

these other duties. One would expect that the

person in charge of police training, the per-
son in charge of administering a budget of

$1,218,000, would be someone who would be
available at least five days a week and prob-

ably be prepared to work overtime because

he was being paid a good enough salary to

look after police training.

Substantially, Mr. Chairman, since there

appears to be no formal structuring for the

Police Commission, what is the intelligence
behind having two full-time members and one

part-time member who, apparently, doesn't

appear here in the House? He isn't here

tonight; he wasn't here this afternoon; he

doesn't sit in front of you; he doesn't appear
to even join in any deliberations.

We never see his name in the press. We
never see any great pronouncements that

Gen. Sparling is making. We don't see his

ideas or theories about police training. What
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do you need Gen. Sparling for? Can you tell

us that?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, I've

outlined it to the hon. member. If he finds

it not acceptable-

Mr. Singer: All right, then let me ask you
the second question. Does Mr. Bell carry on

any law practice while he is chairman of the

Police Commission? Is he permitted to?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The answer, Mr. Chair-

man, is no.

Mr. Singer: No. Has he resigned from the

Law Society of Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No. Neither have I.

Mr. Sii>ger: No. That is quite a diflFerent

thing! I point out again that it is a strange
coincidence that when you look for appointees
like this, you choose the retired president of

the Progressive Conservative Association of

Ontario and a defeated Tory candidate who
was once a member of this Legislature. I

think this is a disgusting exhibition of an
abuse of public money and I don't think this

vote should be carried through at all. Mr.

Chairman, I urge the members to support my
motion to reduce this vote to $1.

Mr. Chairman: Is there any other speaker
before we put the question?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the

chairman of the Ontario Police Commission
will be judged on the way he carries out his

duties and not on any of his characteristics.

Mr. Singer: We have been judging—we
have been trying to judge him because you
have no policy on wiretapping. You have no

policy on police discipline. You have no

policy on reducing police forces. You have
to have a task force to inquire into things
we've been talking about for 10 years. You
have no policy on hand guns. What policies
do you have? You don't even understand the

Police Act. That is how we're judging him
and that's why I moved my motion.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Riverdale.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, would the

Solicitor General give consideration to out-

lawing the similarity of uniforms worn by
security guards to those of police officers?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the

ministry has before it at the present time a

revised set of regulations relating to insignia

and uniforms and the like. I have reviewed
them on a couple of occasion, and one of the

things I want to go into very thoroughly be-

fore they are accepted is to what degree we
can control the uniforms which bear a re-

markable similarity to the police.

I think if there is to be a proper relation-

ship between the police officer and the indi-

vidual citizen, he must be distinctive in this

regard. I myself have become more and more
aware of the similarity as my interest in

police begins to zero in on individuals. I

want to assure the hon. member that this is a

point that will be gone into very thoroughly.

Mr. Bullbrook: Mr. Chairman, to have re-

gard to my responsibility to vote in connec-
tion with the amendment proposed by my
colleague from Downsview I want to ask

some questions. I don't know personally the

chairman of the Ontario Police Commission.
One would think, notwithstanding his partisan
affiliations in the past, that he is a man of

talent and ability.

I want to ask you something about the

perquisites of the position, right? You tell

us that he receives a salary of $34,000 a year.
Tell me, does he have a chaufFeured limo-

sine available to him or a car, does the chair-

man have that? What accommodation ex-

penses are available to him here in Toronto,
if any? What travelling expenses are available

to him? You characterize him and His Honour
the judge as public servants; is there pension

availability in connection with this position?

Tell me what that pension availability is, if

you would, please.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, my un-

derstanding is that there is a car available

to the commission. It's available to the com-

mission and used by the members.

Mr. Bullbrook: One car for all members?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: That's right. There is

no special accommodation, which I believe

the last chairman had, if I recall correctly.

There is participation in the pension plan.

Mr. Bullbrook: In connection with the ques-

tion of accommodation expenses, isn't it a fact

that the former chairman was the recipient of

significant accommodation expenses; and if

he was, why has there been a change in

policy?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, it was I

who mentioned that, but no such special pro-
vision exists with the present incumbent.
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Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): He wouldn't

accept it, eh?

Mr. Bullbrook: Could you advise whether
the present chairman now resides in Toronto?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Well, he continues to

maintain a residence in Exeter, but he does

have accommodation here in Toronto.

Mr. Bullbrook: Let me have details, if you
would please, of the pension availabilities

of the chairman.

Mr. Roy: He is looking at his pay cheque.

Mr. Bullbrook: For the sake of clarity, it's

not my intention for the chairman to embar-

rass himself or us by looking at his pay
cheque.
The chairman is less mature than many of

us, and I am wondering what pension avail-

ability goes with the job. I want to be frank

with you in telling you that Mr. Bell is known
as a most successful practitioner of the law

in western Ontario.

I find it difiBcult to understand—although

my judgement on this thing might be much
more material than the hon. chairman's is—

how he would come to the conclusion that

leaving that wonderful part of the world and

coming dowTi here for $34,000 a year was

an advantageous thing.

I am just hoping that you're supplementing
the considerations that you are presently giv-

ing him with a pension availability that might
have been one of the criteria that he con-

sidered in undertaking the responsibility.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The chairman is con-

tributing into the superannuation fund on the

same basis that other people do, and if he

contributes enough and if he should live long

enough and retire, he'll get the pension which
is available, generally speaking.

Mr. Bullbrook: What is the age of the chair-

man of the Police Commission?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: He's a young 64.

Mr. Bullbrook: What is the age of retire-

ment from the public service?

Mr. Singer: It's 65; or 60?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The chairman's appoint-
ment is by order in council.

Mr. Bullbrook: That is the very essence of
the point that I make. Don't try to fool us
with the business that the chairman and the
vice-chairman are normal public servants.

They're not and you know they're notl This

is what you said to us before. And that's why
we continue this type of questioning which is

distasteful to us and embarrassing to those
fine gentlemen who sit in front of you. You
have a responsibility to us.

The fact of the matter is that the chairman
of the Police Commission is 64 years of age.
And the fact of the matter is that under the
Public Service Act the compulsory retirement

age is 65. And he doesn't stand in the same
stead and position as other public servants.

And it might well have been one of the

criteria that he considered in undertaking the

position. But goodness gracious, why don't

you tell us these things? Why play games
with us? We're not as stupid as you might
think we are.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the hon.

member's stupidity speaks for itself, I need
make no comment on it. The hon. member
for St. George, by her words, indicated that

she thought the Police Commission acted

like some sort of a committee that met once
a week, or once a month, to arrive at policy
conclusions. I was trying to convey to her,
and I think she grasped it, that they were

fully operating administrators akin to public
servants. In the same way that many public
servants sit at their desks and administer

jobs, so do they.

At one time, for example, the Liquor
Licence Board used to meet once a week, and

people have the concept that all commissions
are the same. I may say, Mr. Chairman, that

the hon. member's whole attitude does not

impress me. I may say in passing that his par-

ticipation in this debate leaves something to

be desired. That's my opinion; he won't

share it.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Ottawa East.

Mr. Roy: If I might say something, I've

listened with interest. I opened the debate

on the Solicitor General's estimates. I've been
here since Tuesday and all day today listening
to him. And, you know, to most of the people
who have asked questions of the minister,

Mr. Chairman, to those who have raised

points, the minister seemed to agree with

everything that was raised, or tried to give
some explanation. And there's such a gap,
there's such a discrepancy, between what
he says and what he does and what he
stands for as a minister and the direction that

he's giving us.

Mr. Chairman: Order pleasel We're on
vote 1503, item 1.
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Mr. Singer: He is just coming to why the

Ontario Pohce Commission is unnecessary.

Mr. Roy: I just want to say why I want to

support the motion by my colleague, Mr.
Chairman. Surely that's fair? The minister

was allowed to express an opinion, why
can't I?

If I may say, Mr. Chairman, to the min-

ister, you've agreed pretty well with every-

thing that's been said all afternoon, with
certain suggestions that have been made. But
what I find distasteful, and I agree with my
colleague from Sarnia in a sense, is that there's

such a gap between what you say and what

actually is a fact, between what you want
done and the direction that you are giving.
I thought at first light that the motion by my
colleague from Downsview to cut this down
to $1 was somewhat harsh, but the more I

listen to what is emanating from that side of

the House, the more I'm convinced that the

motion is certainly in order, and that you are

not giving a sense of direction to that com-
mission.

All we're hearing is words, and unfortu-

nately that's what we are tired of, words. We
want some action. We want some direction.

We don't want a minister who just agrees
with everything that we say and, in fact, you
don't follow in that light. There is no sense

of direction. I appreciate that you have some

apprehension in giving personal opinions on
certain points, but surely as a minister you
must give a sense of direction? I think this

is what the Police Commission here lacks,
more than anything else. And this is why, Mr.

Chairman, I want to say to the minister, I

will certainly support my colleague's motion
to cut this to $1.

Mr. BuUbrook: Before this vote carries or

anybody else wants to speak, I just wanted
to convey to the hon. minister, through you,
Mr. Chairman, that any banging of my desk
was not to impress the hon. minister. I've

long since learned in this House that nothing
—nothing—that's said on this side of the House
could ever impress the hon. minister.

The tragedy that we feel over here is not
for the people who sit in front of you. They
are capable. It's the minister himself, who
has such a marvellous responsibility in con-
nection with a vital social function, the ad-
ministration of law enforcement in this great
province.

While we are occupied in the other com-
mittee and we don't see your performance all

afternoon, it only takes about 15 minutes, Mr.

Chairman, to see the performance of the

minister, who basically, puts the truth to that

axiom that nothing exists in a vacuum, be-

cause you haven't had an original thought, I

imagine, since I've come into this House. And
that's the fact of the matter.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please! That's not on
the point.

Mr. Bullbrook: All right, I am just going
to get on to the point and tell you some-

thing by way of example, that strikes me as

one member. I recall standing in this House
and discussing a matter with your prede-

cessor, the then Attorney General, a man of

great talent, a man of great wisdom and a

man of great knowledge and respect for all

members of this House, which the present
incumbent doesn't have, I suggest to him

most respectfully.

He talked years ago about the question of

a police force not being a quasi-military or-

ganization and we had a most interesting

discussion. I know at least the deputy chair-

man of the Police Commission was here at

that time and recall it well.

Something comes to my mind right now.

Tonight you tell us that Maj.-Gen. Sparling

is in charge of police training. We discussed

here at great length the question of whether

the police should be considered philosophi-

cally a quasi-military organization.

I said at that time, of course, they were

and to say that thev aren't is absolute rot.

They are a quasi-military organization. They
are subject to discipline from the top the

same as the military.

I take it perhaps you will respond to my
now saying that they are a quasi-military or-

ganization. If they aren't a quasi-military

organization, why do you have a former gen-

eral of the army directing their training?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, they are

in some respects a quasi-military organiza-
tion. I may say this, if the hon. member
would imply that everything associated with

the military and discipline is bad, then I'm

in disagreement.

Mr. Singer: He didn't say that at all.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: He didn't say it but

the innuendo is there.

Mr. Smger: Oh, come onl

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The innuendo is there

and it is repeated over and over again, if

somebody has the word Major or General in

front of his name. The hon. member for

Sarnia—
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Mr. Singer: He also said, "Down with the

Queen" a few moments ago.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —can do a great deal

with the tone of voice and the look of the

eye-

Mr. Singer: He is marching on Bucking-
ham Palace tomorrow morning.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —in the right direction

and the inflection of the tone. Let's get on,
Mr. Chairman, with the questions.

Mr. Lewis: You are a military medicine

man, for goodness sake! That is why you are
Solicitor General.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I would like

a further question.

Mr. Chairman: The member for St. George.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: You cannot really make
up your mind.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, I have made up my mind,
and my tone of voice would convey it. I don't

deny it either.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I will back my position
against yours any day. I don't blow with the
wind.

Mrs. Campbell: I haven't yielded, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. The member
for St. George has the floor.

Mr. Lewis: What do you blow with? Would
that the wind could move you an inch!

Mr. Chairman: I recognize the member for
St. George.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I am not

questioning from any sense of innuendo. I

am questioning in order to understand. The
minister has explained that the Ontario Police
Commission is performing a series of func-
tions as set out for their guidance. If, in fact,
this commission is functioning in that high
quality which has been expressed by the

minister, if it has so much authority, then

may I ask why with this excellent perform-
ance we must needs have a task force at all?

Is it simply that it's a new thing for this

government to have task forces running out
of our ears simply to cost money for taxpayers
when we have such excellent people running
the show? Or is it perhaps that we have to

get more employment for people to run
around doing the job that these three excel-
lent men can do? Or is it just possible that

they are not fulfilling the functions as the
minister suggests and that, truly, they are not

serving us to the tune of $1,797,000 worth
as against $717,500 for last year's estimates?

I would like an answer to the question
because I do not understand why we can
never come to grips with a single policy in

this House in any of the galaxies of the
ministries. With policy ministers in charge,
whose only function is to create policy, with
Police Commissioners who are so excellently

performing their duties, we still have to have
task forces running around before we can

bring in a policy on any subject whatsoever.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Better a task

force than a police force.

Mrs. Campbell: Well, at this point, I am
not sure which we are paying for too dearly.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the task

force on policing was discussed very thor-

oughly in this House several times when the

idea was proposed a year ago and when it

was implemented.

Mrs. Campbell: If you will forgive me, I

wasn't here a year ago.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: It was discussed in the

first vote. The task force was set up with very
broad terms of reference. The Police Com-
mission is confronted with dealing with day-

to-day situations. It is true the members

develop policies but I, for one, think it is a

very good idea to have an outside group, not

completely outside but basically outside, as

the task force.

The components include representation
from the relevant ministries. It is a task

force on which the police themselves, the

people who are involved in law enforcement,

are represented; so are the chiefs of police

and the municipal people who have to fund

and supervise. There are representations from

the lay people. The task force is making a

study in the regular course of events. It is

also going out to receive briefs and hear the

people.

I point out to the hon. member that one of

the terms of reference of the task force is to

look at the Ontario Police Commission. In this

task force, we are trying to look at the whole

picture in depth, to have a complete review.

I think that one of the strengths of our system

is that instead of waiting for some specific

crisis to occur which has to be dealt with as

a "put out the fire" business, we have antici-

pated what might arise in the future by
having a broad review.
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The hon. member keeps talking about the

increase from $700,000 to $1,700,000 as she

refers to it. I have pointed out, and I will

review again very quickly, what the addi-

tional moneys are for. The additional staff of

intelligence services, to which I referred,

$100,000. Youth and the law programme,
$160,000; it was taken over from the Ministry
of Correctional Services and is administered

under the aegis of the Ontario Police Com-
mission. This is $160,000 plus $42,000 which
is coming from Ottawa. Joint forces opera-

tion, $95,000; police radio communications,

$450,000. I'm not going to review again for

the hon. member what the Police Commis-
sion has done in reference to this.

Then for CPIC there's an additional cost

of $180,000. There's $630,000 for honing up
its communication system.

Actually the $1 million reflects to a degree
the discharge of the responsibility which has

been given to the Ontario Police Commission.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I am sorry
to labour the point.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. I heard the

same questions by the same member at least

once before.

Mrs. Campbell: I am sorry, sir. I think I

should at least have the right to ask my
question before you rule on whether it is the

same.

Mr. Chairman: If it is a new question, then
fine.

Mrs. Campbell: May I just ask this: Why is

it that when it comes to a matter so impor-
tant as the introduction of some gun controls

or when it comes to the importance of trying
even to find out how you control wiretapping,
these things must await the task force? You
haven't produced anything to indicate what
we are doing about it. But when it comes to

enlarging a department, we don't wait for

the task force.

Supposing the task force says that they
agree with us, that this is perhaps not func-

tioning? You will have increased the depart-
ment without getting their report. I'd like to

know why we can increase everything with-
out a report, but you can't really do any-
thing constructive without waiting for a

report.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: May I say this that

when the hon. member gets up, as she in-

tends to do, with the member for Samia to

support the resolution of the hon. member for

Downsview, she will be voting against spend-

ing $160,000 on the youth and law pro-

gramme?

Mr. BuUbrook: I just knew you would say
that.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: She will be against

spending $95,000 on joint forces operation.

Mr. Bullbrook: We don't believe it.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): She will

be doing better than you are doing.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: She will be against
transfer payments of $450,000 to municipali-
ties for radio equipment. She will be against
the additional costs of the implementation of

the Canadian police information centre, one
of the most outstanding uses of electronic

devices in combating police forces. So I say
to the hon. member, she would—

Mr. Lewis: Will your salary remain intact

if we vote against it?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: There is $985,000 and
that is the new money without going into the

old provisions that are being looked after.

The hon. member better think very carefully
if she will say no to the region of Kitchener-

Waterloo that is asking for funds to assist

them in establishing a compatible communi-
cations system. I'm glad that the hon. mem-
ber for that area isn t here. He'd find himself

in a very diflBcult position.

Mr. Roy: No, he would vote against you
anyway.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The hon. members
will be voting against—and I bring it right
down — assisting the region of Kitchener-

Waterloo, as we have assisted the region of

York, in setting up a compatible radio com-
munication system. If the vote were to carry
there would be 147 young people who would
be denied the opportunity of working in the

youth and law programme.

Mr. Lewis: Well, thank God, you have got
a majority then to have all these people.

Mr. Bullbrook: May I say, Mr. Chairman,
to the minister he has now persuaded me
that we would probably be in error to vote

in favour of the member for Downsview. I

am just about persuaded. There is only one

thing that would complete my advent in his

favour. If the minister would give us an

undertaking that he's prepared to resign his

portfolio, I'm prepared to vote against my
colleague's amendment.
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Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): What a proposal.

Mr. BuUbrook: Really, it is not the ad-

ministration of this expenditure that we're

concerned about. It's the direction from the

top that worries us greatly.

Mr. Lewis: What direction?

Mr. BuUbrook: I want to ask a question.

Recently at least one police force in this

province has undertaken paid advertising with

respect to communicating to the citizens its

desires with respect to matters such as bail

reform. What policy has the Police Commis-
sion established relative to police forces or

police associations taking out advertising in

the public press to advocate certain positions?
For example, the Waterloo Regional Police

Association advertises as follows in the Kitch-

ener-Waterloo Record of May 12, 1973:

To the citizens of the regional munici-

pality of Waterloo:

And I'll summarize it by saying this—I'll read

part of it:

As a result of the two most recent kill-

ings of police officers in the city of To-

ronto, we, as officers of the regional

municipality of Waterloo are concerned,
and we believe the general public are con-

cerned over certain problems created by
positive legislation or lack of same in deal-

ing with capital pmiishment, bail reform,

parole, two-man patrol cars.

Now, I recognize that each individual police
officer as a citizen has a right, which should
not be restricted or fettered, to express his

opinion. But I am just wondering if the min-
ister sees any lack of propriety in this? But
more importantly, would the minister tell us
what direction he has given, if any, and
what policy has been established, if any, in

connection with this matter? When was this

matter discussed by the Police Commission?
If it hasn't been discussed by the Police Com-
mission, why hasn't it?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The hon. member
would have listened with a great deal of

interest to the remarks that the member for

Riverdale made, I think, at the very opening,
with reference to expressions of opinion by
police officers, especially by those who head
them, the chiefs. And I may say that I think

this is a matter in which there are two points
of view on whether the police officers or

those immediately in a supervisory capacity
should express opinions. It has been generally

accepted by the public that any other course

might be considered as a muzzling of those

involved. My own thinking is that perhaps
the boards of police commissioners should be

playing a more open and responsive and
visible role, so that they would become the

channels oi communication for those who
should have opinions. Because really, I have
come to the conclusion that when you come
to a matter such as bail reform you must con-

sult with and get the opinion of the man
who is out there trying to do the job and

enforcing the law. Laws that are passed in a
vacuum aren't necessarily the very best of

laws, if they create difficulty for the man on
the beat.

Now, I am not going to pass judgement on
the ad of the Kitchener-Waterloo Regional
Police Association. In this metropolitan area

there have been a great many petitions that

have been instigated by the wives of police-
men with respect to these matters. Do we
reach down to that level and do we reach to

the children of the policemen? I am not say-

ing that the—now, the hon. member can shake
his head, he has no difficulty making up his

mind about anything. He arrives at a firm

and closed position on everything and I am
just saying to him that this is a matter in

which there can be two points of view. He
wants me to adopt immediately his point of

view, which some people interpret as a

muzzling procedure. I say that instead of the

muzzle, we should develop proper channels
of communication so that the ideas of the

man on the beat somehow simmer up to those

who are passing legislation, as we are and, I

repeat, as the people in Ottawa are under
whose direct responsibility this came. I don't

know how this bail reform by the federal

people came into being without consultation

of some kind or at least hearing the point of

view-

Mr. Roy: They did consult.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The police officers?

Mr. Roy: They did consult. Obviously they
didn't consult you. It would have been a

useless exercise.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I am not aware of any-

thing like that.

I may say that the Province of Ontario has

developed a position paper to the stage that

it is almost ready to be forwarded to Ottawa
on behalf of the justice policy field. It sets

out the opinions and the recommendations of

this government as to changes. I think that's

the proper course of action—that those respon-
sible at our level should seek out the opinions
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of others, assess them and transmit them to

the responsible authorities.

Mr. BuUbrook: I want to record, Mr. Chair-

man, that the shaking of my head was be-

cause I just cannot believe that a minister

of the Crown could be so obtuse as to get
into that type of monologue in response to

my question. You still haven't answered the

question that I asked.

First of all, I didn't take a position. I read

to you from a newspaper. I said it is the

inalienable right of every individual police
officer to express his opinion. I, for one, don't

detract from or want to deprive him of that

right.

Do you know the question I asked you?
I asked you if you had established a position
in connection with the right of police associa-

tions, if any, to undertake this type of public
advertisement. I asked you if the Police Com-
mission had established a policy with respect
thereto and, if they had, when they had.

That's all I asked.

I didn't talk about the propriety of bail

reform and you have gone on almost ad
nauseam talking about bail reform. Why don't

you answer the question that I asked you?
Answer the question, clearly, on whether the

Police Commission has established a policy in

connection with this—yes or no?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, no direc-

tive in this regard has gone out to my
knowledge.

Mr. BuIIbrook: Why didn't you say that

that before?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Because the hon. mem-
ber had a big buildup to the question.

Mr. BuIIbrook: I had no buildup to the

question.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Well, I must say the

hon. member nauseates very easily.

Mr. BuIIbrook: I tell you that after six years
here, one's bilious propensities are very
proximate. You bring the gorge up in any-
body who is trying to get any type of re-

sponse from you. I asked you a simple ques-
tion and you went into the whole question of
bail reform!

Mr. Singer: Mr. Chairman, could I now
address a few remarks on the question of bail

reform? I didn't press this earlier on but I

was very interested in the minister coming
down firmly on both sides of the fence at the
same time without giving an opinion.

We have tried vainly to pursue the Provin-

cial Secretary for Justice (Mr. Kerr) for a

policy statement and the Provincial Secretary
for Justice absolutely and completely refused

to respond. Now, arising out of the question
raised by my colleague—which had nothing to

do with what this minister thought about bail

reform—we had a speech on both sides of the

question, saying there were merits on behalf

of people who said it was good, and merits

on behalf of people who said it was bad,

and that maybe Ottawa was a terrible group
of people who failed to consult anybody.

For the first time, we have begun to hear

that maybe there is a policy of the provincial

government. I don't know if it is a policy
recommended by the Ontario Police Comis-

sion. If it is a policy recommended by the

Ontario Police Commission, surely tonight is

the time and here is the place when we
should hear it? If it isn't a policy recom-

mended by the Ontario Police Commission,
do they have any opinion on it? There is a

specific question. Could the minister tell me
it there is some secret document that he is in

the process of working out, whether by a

task force, a study group, a select com-

mittee, a royal commission or what have you?

Why doesn't the Provincial Secretary of Jus-
tice have this information? If he does have

this information, why didn't he have the

courage, when his estimates were before us,

to tell us about it?

If the minister is about to enunciate a

policy which he is going to urge on the

government of Canada, and if the Solicitor

General, with and through the Police Com-
mission, had a policy in relation to police

reform, wouldn't one think he would at least

take the members of this Legislature and the

people of Ontario into his confidence? We
might even agree with him if he told us

which side of the fence he was on.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, I re-

call very well the hon. member directing these

questions to the Provincial Secretary for

Justice.

The matter is in the process of being dealt

with, and the position will be a government
position. It will not be a police position; and
it will not be the Ontario Police Commis-
sion. It will be the government of Ontario's

position, gleaned from all of the relevant

soiurces.

The matter has been examined, it will be
finalized and sent down to Ottawa, and it

will be made public so that the people of

Ontario will know what the position of the

government is in this regard.
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Mr. Singer: Well, could the minister ex-

plain to us very simply and briefly why we
never hear of government policy when we
have the opportunity to question the re-

sponsible ministers?

The Provincial Secretary for Justice would

give us no answer, and this minister will give
us no answer. Taking the minister at his word
—and the minister is an honotn-able man-
somewhere in the future somebody is going
to announce policy. I suspect this will be
when the House is out of session, without giv-

ing us an opportunity here, as is our respon-

sibility and duty, to examine the poHcy and
to discuss it and to debate it.

Why does the minister always do things
when the House is not available to discuss

these matters? Wouldn't the appropriate time

have been either when the Provincial Secre-

tary for Justice was before us with his esti-

mates, or now, when the Solicitor General is

before us with his estimates?

Mr. Chairman: Ready for the question? We
have before us a motion by Mr. Singer-

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Chaiiroan: -that vote 1503-

Mr. Lewis: I have just lost track. Is the

minister's own salary included in this vote?

Mr. Chairman: The minister's salary is in

vote 1501.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No, that was passed
upon.

Mr. Lewis: That was passed?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The Legislature of the

Province of Ontario-

Mr. Cassidy: The minister breathed a sigh
of relief at that point.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —saw fit to re-endorse

the salary. That was on the first vote.

Mr. Lewis: We will support the reduction

to $1, but reluctandy-

Mr. Chairman: We will place the motion
then.

Mr. Lewis; —since it doesn't encompass
what it should encompass.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I have one
salient question of the minister—

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Is the member going
to vote against the youth and law pro-
gramme?

Mr. Roy: No, no, the minister's incompe-
tence overwhelms everything else. We wiU
vote for $1.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, in view of

the fact that the minister bled all over this

chamber on behalf of youth, could he now
explain why he did not see fit to include the

youth bureau on his task force? Will he
answer the question?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: As a matter of fact,
Mr. Chairman, I have explained to the House
that it was impossible to give total reflection

of the community. There are people on the
task force who I think will reflect the points
of view of youth.

Mr. Chairman: Ready for the question
then? We have a motion by Mr. Singer that

vote 1503, item 1, be reduced to $1.

Those in favour of Mr. Singer's motion
will please say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion the "nays" have it.

The House divided on Mr. Singer's motion,
which was negatived on the following vote:

Clerk of the House: Mr. Chairman, the

"ayes" are 26, the "nays" are 45.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the motion lost.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the commit-
tee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of supply reports progress and asks for leave

to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, before

I move the adjournment of the House, as I

indicated last evening tomorrow we will dis-

cuss the budget and on Monday we will

return to the consideration of the estimates

of the Ministry of the Solicitor General; and
I will be more specific about the balance of

next week tomorrow.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:45 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 10 o'clock, a.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Our guests this morning in

the east gallery are students from Bumham-
thorpe Collegiate Institute of IsHngton and
St. Rita's Separate School of Toronto; in the

west gallery, students from St. Augustine's
School of Dundas and St. Andrew's College
of Aurora.

Later on this morning, we will also be
favoured with students from Main Street

School of Toronto, Robert Little Public

School of Acton, the Alexander Duim Public

School of Base Borden, Whiteoaks Secondary
School of Oakville and John Uyen Separate
Sdhool of Chatham.

Statements by the ministry.

INTEGRATION OF TEACHERS'
COLLEGES WITH UNIVERSITIES

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
Mr. Speaker, since the late 1960s, the Min-

istry of Education has been moving toward
the full integration of Ontario's teachers'

colleges with the universities of the province.
This development acknowledged the ultimate

goal of degree qualifications for teachers of

academic subjects in our elementary and

secondary schools, as well as the benefits to

be derived from more effective co-ordination

of arts and science programmes with teacher

education programmes.
Mr. Speaker, through a series of strong

university faculties of education, it was felt

that advances could be made both in the

pre-service training of teachers and in pro-
fessional in-service programmes as well.

Consistent with the overall goal, arrange-
ments were made for the development of

new faculties of education at five imiversities

between 1969 and 1971. These were Lake-
head University, the University of Ottawa,
the University of Windsor, Brock University
and York University.

During this period, however, Mr. Speaker,
enrolments in Ontario elementary and second-

ary schools began to level off and the demand

Friday, May 25, 1973

for new teacher graduates began to decline.

In 1969, for example, about 7,000 new elemen-

tary teadher graduates were needed in On-
tario. By 1971, the figure had fallen to about

3,600. Similarly, the number of new second-

ary teacher graduates fell from about 3,400
in 1969 to 2,500 in 1971.

In view of this trend, it was felt that the

programme of integrating teachers' colleges
with universities ought to be suspended until

an intensive study could be completed to

ensure that further integrations would be con-
sistent with the total needs of the province,
both in terms of the likely number of new
teachers that will be required in future years
and the particular requirements of various

regions of the province.

In carrying out this assessment, and in de-

veloping an overall master plan for teacher

education, the ministry has been greatly
assisted by the Committee on the Costs of

Education in the Elementary and Secondary
Schools of Ontario. This committee, under the

chairmanship of Thomas A. McEwan, a

prominent Mississauga businessman, examined
the province's teacher education system in its

first interim report, which was completed in

February, 1972.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): That's 15 months ago.

Hon. Mr. Wells: That's right. This report
was of great help to us in our complete
review of this matter.

I am pleased today to table a copy of the

report, and in doing so commend the com-
mittee for a very thorough and useful

analysis.

As a result of our study and review subse-

quent to this report, it has been decided that

the Ministry of Education and the Ministry
of Colleges and Universities will resume dis-

cussions immediately with appropriate mii-

versity oflBcials with a view to integrating
three further teachers' colleges with univer-

sities by September of this year. These will

be: The Sudbury Teachers' College with
Laurentian University; North Bay Teachers'

College with Nipissing College, which is an
aflBliate of Laurentian University that is
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located in North Bay; and London Teachers'

College with the Althouse College of Educa-

tion, to form the Faculty of Education at

the University of Western Ontario.

All of these will be carried out in accord-

ance with the guidelines that were established

in 1969 between the Ministry of Education
and the Council of Ontario Universities.

It has also been decided that responsibility
for the preparation of elementary school

teachers now being carried out at the Peter-

borough Teachers* College will be transferred

to the Faculty of Education of Queen's Uni-

versity. Consistent with the 1969 guidelines,
the members of the professional stafiF of

Peterborough Teadhers' College will be trans-

ferred to the Faculty of Education at Queen's
and the Peterborough Teachers' College will

be closed.

I am pleased to say, however, that oflBcials

of Trent University, Mr. Speaker, and Queen's

University, have initiated discussions with a

view to developing a co-operative programme
of teacher education whereby students in the

Peterborough area could take the major por-
tion of a four-year concurrent programme at

Trent University.

In addition to these developments, it has

been decided to close the Stratford Teachers'

College at the end of the current academic

year. This college, like the Peterborough
Teachers* College, has served the province
well for over 60 years. The professional staff

of Stratford Teachers* College will be trans-

ferred to fill positions within the ministry that

vdll become vacant this September, on terms
similar to those which apply to their col-

leagues whose colleges will be integrated.

Final decisions, Mr. Speaker, on the place
within our overall teacher education pro-
gramme of the teachers' colleges in Hamilton,
Ottawa and Toronto, will be made at a later

date based on our continuing analysis and re-

view of all matters pertaining to teacher
education in Ontario.

The process of transferring responsibility
for teacher education to our universities, and
the upgrading of qualifications of teachers,
are two moves in the same direction—the im-

provement of quality of teachers in Ontario
schools. The developments announced today
are definite steps in this direction.

At the same time, Mr. Speaker, these de-

velopments also reflect the sharp decline in

the demand for new teacher graduates, caused

mainly by stabilizing and declining student
enrolment in our schools. Mr. Speaker, in this

context it is worth noting that the number of
students enrolled in programmes for elemen-

tary school teachers has declined, as I said

earlier, from 7,200 to 4,200 to 3,200, during
the last three years alone.

On the basis of our enrolment projections
for the next decade and beyond, it is clear

that we do not need the same number of

institutions that were required for the period
of high demand in the 1950s and the 1960s,
and this has led, inevitably, to our decision

to close out the smaller, less viable institu-

tions like Stratford and Peterborough.
In the end, however, we shall have

stronger faculties of education, I believe, Mr.

Speaker, earning for themselves a place of

respect, not only on university campuses but
also within the overall education community
of the provinces; faculties that will serve the

interests of prospective teachers in training
as well as those who seek continuing pro-
fessional development.

Mr. Speaker, in developing a province-wide
system of university-based teacher education,
we expect that a variety of approaches will

be adopted. Steps will be taken, however, to

ensure that opportimities are available, both
for those who wish to undertake the tradi-

tional consecutive programme, that is a year
of teacher education following an arts or

science degree, and those who would prefer
a concurrent programme, arts and science

courses intermixed with teacher education
over a four or five year period.

I should say, Mr. Speaker, that's not only
those that take an arts and science degree,
of course, but those who take other univer-

sity degrees.

To ensure that programmes of satisfactory

quality are maintained in the preparation of

teachers, also Mr, Speaker, discussions are

now under way with the universities to de-

velop a procedure whereby teacher education

programmes at each institution can be evalu-

ated and assessed on a regular basis.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON THE
COSTS OF EDUCATION

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I'd like to

ask the Minister of Education why there has

been such a lengthy delay in making the re-

port he tabled today available to the House
and the educational community in the prov-
ince. Has this anything to do with the lack

of planning in the ministry that has resulted

in so many well-trained young people not

having employment as teachers in the prov-
ince?
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Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, the answer
to the first question is that this report, as I

think I indicated in my estimates last year,
was not solicited. I had no idea to what the

Committee on Costs of Education were go-

ing to direct themselves in the first instance.

Their first interim report dealt with teacher

education, which we were studying in an on-

going manner in the ministry.

It became a very useful document for our

studies, but I think, as the member will see

from the recommendations on closing certain

teachers' colleges, the issuance of this report
without some statement of what the govern-
ment was going to do could have caused

chaos. This is why we felt the report should

be issued at the same time as we gave a

government policy statement. That was the

obvious time.

Now the job situation for those graduating
is, of course, one of concern to all of us. But
the government's policy in this regard has

been stated many times—that is, that we don't

feel rigid quotas based definitely on the num-
ber of positions available should be imposed
on our educational institutions, but that the

facts should be made known to students; if

they still wish to enrol, knowing that the job
situation is much more difiBcult than it was
two or three years ago, they should be given
an opportunity to take a teacher training
course. This is the position we have adopted.

However, we have also adopted the posi-
tion in this statement that we have to cut

down the number of institutions training
teachers in this province.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary. Can the

minister tell us how many trained teachers

will be unemployed at the end of hiring, I

presume as of July 1 this year? And can he

report on the activities of the Committee on
the Costs of Education? Are they still active

and what is Mr. McCarthy doing?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, first of all,

I would be happy to give the members a

report when more definite information is

available in regard to hiring patterns. As the

hon. member knows, given the situations pre-
valent now in the province, the real cnmch
in hiring will begin this week, as I under-

stand it.

For instance, the North York School Board
will start hiring about 170 teachers, I under-

stand, either today or tomorrow. A lot of

school boards will be in this position in the

next week or so after the date for receiving

resignations has passed. It will be another

three or four weeks before we can give an

accurate picture of what is happening. And
I will be happy to provide that at that time.

As far as the Committee on the Costs of

Education is concerned, they are holding

regular meetings. They are working very

strongly. They will present to me very shortly
their third interim report. They expect to

have all their reports in by the end of the

summer.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Where is the second?

Hon. Mr. Wells: The second interim report
was tabled during the fall session of the

Legislature—that was the one dealing with

capital construction costs.

The third interim report, as I understand

it, will deal with transportation. Then there

will be interim reports dealing with the effect

of the ceilinc^s on school boards' economy,
and on school boards and financing of educa-

tion. They are even doing a report on the

Ministry of Education.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Supplementary

question, if I may, Mr. Speaker. I note m the

minister's statement that he says a final deci-

sion on the place within the overall teacher

education programme of teachers' colleges in

Hamilton, Ottawa and Toronto vdll be made
at a later date. And I also note in the report

itself that there appears to be, not a recom-

mendation but at least a feelingj, that perhaps

the teachers' college in Hamilton might well

be closed and the procedures integrated with

McMaster University.

Is this an active consideration within the

ministry at the moment?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, that recom-

mendation was made in light of the statistics

of the numbers of teachers needed and the

viability of teacher institutions. Certainly it is

something that has been considered in our

reviews, but the statement today indicates

that at this point in time we think the

Hamilton Teachers* College should remain as

Hamilton Teachers' College. It vdll certainly

remain that way for the next year, but I

think we should be aware that studies of its

future v^dll be continuing.

Mr. Deans: I have one supplementary

question in this regard. When you said it

will remain that way for the next year, am I

to assume that during the course of the next

year there will be an intensive study take

place and that the people who are most in-

volved in the Hamilton area will have an

opportunity for some input into the study?
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Hon. Mr. Wells: There will be an intensive

study taking place, yes; and we would wel-
come the input into that study of the people
who are involved.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Mr.

Speaker, in view of the uncertainty which has
surrounded the Ottawa Teachers' College
for four years now, and in view of the un-

certainty that continues with this report,
would the minister say if it is his intention

to maintain a programme of teacher instruc-

tion for English-speaking teachers in the

Ottawa area? When a decision is made, will

it be to integrate the Ottawa Teachers' Col-

lege programme with Carleton University or
to join it with the French-language pro-
gramme at the University of Ottawa?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I think the

same kind of answer that I gave for Hamil-
ton applies in Ottawa. We hgve decided not
to integrate Ottawa with any of the univer-

sities in the Ottawa area and to leave it as an
Ontario teachers' college at the present time.

We are in the process of negotiating the
sale of the building which will, I think, in

the near future, become the property of the
federal government; but we have a lease on
it from them to use it. Discussions vdll be

continuing, the same as I indicated for

Hamilton, over the next year; but Ottawa
Teachers' College will operate next year as

a teachers* college as it has in the past.

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary: Isn't the
effect of leaving the Ottawa Teachers' College
as an orphan within the teacher training
system of the Province of Ontario simply
an effort to force the institution to close or
to reduce the enrolment to the point where
the minister can justify closing it down
completely and deprive people in the Ottawa
Valley of English-language teacher instruc-

tion?

Hon. Mr. Wells: No, I don't think so, Mr.
Speaker. We are not attempting to deprive
anyone in the Ottawa Valley of English-
language teacher instruction. I think that
what we are trying to do is assess integration
and assess the other colleges on an ongoing
basis. It will be anything but an orphan,
because it joins Hamilton and Toronto,
which are two of the biggest teachers' col-

leges, and they remain in the same status as
Ottawa Teachers' College.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Sup-
plementary, Mr. Speaker: Can the minister
assure the House that all of the professional
faculty members at both Peterborough and

Stratford will have a position this September,
particularly when he refers to the Stratford

Teachers' College with professional staff

being transferred to his ministry? Does that

mean they will not have a teacher's position
in a teaching college, but a position in the

Ministry of Education? What does the minis-

ter mean by that statement with reference
to Stratford?

Hon. Mr. Wells: As far as I can recall

from memory, Mr. Speaker—and there isn't

a very large staff at Stratford—there are

vacant positions in the other teachers' col-

leges, in Toronto to the largest degree and in

Hamilton, that will make it possible to trans-

fer those people to those positions. I think

that's where most of them will be transferred.

As far as Peterborough is concerned, the

teachers will become part of the Queen's
University setup, under the arrangement that

I indicated, which is a guarantee of four

years' employment and various other guaran-
tees. This is the same procedure that has been
followed when we integrated all the other

teachers* colleges in past years.

Mr. Speaker: The Hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

CHARGES BY OECA PRODUCER

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a further ques-
tion of the Minister of Education. Is he un-

dertaking any kind of an investigation into

the charges made by Joan Soloviov, who
has been a producer at OECA, channel 19,
who left saying that the Ontario Educational
Communications Authority of the province is

smothered by bureaucrats and loaded with

strap-happy ex-principals?

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government
Services): Send them back to school. That's
where they belong.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I don't like

to be accused of ducking questions, or throw-

ing them, but the responsibility in this

House for OECA rests with my colleague,
the Minister of Colleges and Universities.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would like to transfer

the question to the hon. minister.

Hon. J. McNie (Minister of Colleges and
Universities): Mr. Speaker, with reference to

slap-happy principals, I wouldn't want to be

trespassing in the area of the other ministry.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister is slap-

happy.
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Hon. Mr. McNie: With regard to that par-

ticular question, I think the responsible party

there at OECA made it very clear he was

sorry to see the person leaving. She was a

very able person, a very creative person,

but that there didn't seem to be any way
to resolve the particular problem they had.

As far as he knew, she had never made any
direct representation to him, and the repre-

sentations made on the subject at an earlier

conference were already in hand. There

seemed to be substantial steps being taken

to improve whatever situation seemed to

require improvement.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Since

the director whom the minister was quoting
must have been one of the bureaucrats that

the lady in question thought was smother-

ing the OECA procedures, surely the minis-

ter would have some responsibility to in-

vestigate it himself and not just accept the

report from the present director? Would he
not agree?

Hon. Mr. McNie: Mr. Speaker, coming
from 30 years in the field where we deal

with what you might call creative people, I

can tell the member that we are into a very
subjective area as to the judgement of who
is right and who isn't right. It's even harder
to decide that there, than it is in this House!
There are no absolutes in this area, and

quite frankly she wasn't happy with the

particular environment of which she was a

part.

We are satisfied from viewing the product
of the OECA that there are a great many
worthwhile things being done. The fact

that they have received so much international

renown for some of their productions I think

speaks for itself.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: The
minister is not going to undertake an in-

vestigation into these charges, and is happy
with the situation at the OECA?

Hon. Mr. McNie: Mr. Speaker, we are

always being asked by the opposition to

undertake investigations. I am not sure
whether this implies that we are to trespass
on the autonomy of these groups or to

discuss informally with them the kind of

problems they have and to satisfy ourselves
that there is fair play. If that's what the
member is asking, we have made those kinds
of overtures and we are satisfied that there
is fair play.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Is the minister aware
that one of the charges is, "The walls are

supported by too many overpriced educators

sitting it out, waiting for their superannua-
tion"?

Wouldn't the minister think that that might
be worth a referral to the minister's Com-
mittee on the Costs of Education?

Hon. Mr. McNie: I think, Mr. Speaker,
that in the last year we have indicated we
share the concern of the members opposite
over the cost of education. To the extent that

we can weed out people who are just sitting
it out, waiting for their superannuations, we'll

do it; and we'll welcome any suggestions
from the members opposite as to how we can
do this.

HIGH COST OF HOUSING
IN TORONTO

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a question of the

minister in charge of housing.

Does he have a programme to change in

some respect the situation where Toronto has

evidently now got the highest price for hous-

ing in North America in spite of the min-
ister's Home Ownership Made Easy pro-

gramme? With an average in excess of

$40,000 per dweUing, Toronto seems to have
established this distinction on this continent.

Can he report on his programmes which are

going to make home ownership easy in

Toronto and the surrounding area?

Hon. A. Grossman ( Minister of Revenue ) :

Mr. Speaker, the hon. member has, of course,

asked a very general question and, in very

general terms, Toronto is a high-priced area

in many respects, not just housing. I am sure

the hon. member knows most of the reasons

and most of the factors which go into high
cost of living in Metropolitan Toronto. I am
not too sure that it's the highest cost hous-

ing. It may very well be that there are some

areas, in northern Ontario for example, where

housing prices may at least equal those of

Metropolitan Toronto, and may, indeed, ex-

ceed them in some respects.

Ontario Housing Corp. is doing as much as

it possibly can to provide as much housing
as it can, particularly for low-income people.
I think, by and large, that our responsibility
is to provide housing for low- and low-

middle-income people, and this we are doing

through the HOME Plan, the features of

which the hon. member, I am sure, is fully
aware.

We are now in the process of expanding
this as far as municipahties will permit us to
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do it and as far as available land will allow

us to proceed with this programme. It has

been a programme which has kept down the

cost of housing to a very large extent for the

income class to which I have just referred.

Mr. Speaker, unless there are some supple-

mentary questions in this respect, I would
like to answer a question asked the other

day during my absence, if I have your per-
mission to answer that question.

Mr. Speaker: If the answer which is to be

provided by the hon. minister borders on the

same question that has been asked, it should

be in order at this time. The hon. minister

may provide his answer.

INCOME REQUIREMENTS FOR
PURCHASERS OF HOME HOUSES

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The hon. member for

Scarborough West (Mr. Lewis) a week ago
Thursday, in my absence, asked a question of

my colleague, the Treasurer, on how the

recent increases in the HOME Plan price
limitations would affect the income leveb

needed to purchase a house under the plan.
He also asked if some form of relief was to

be provided to purchasers. In the course of

askinej these questions, the hon. member said

the HOME Plan house prices, and I quote
him: "Have risen dramatically".

Of course, Mr. Speaker, the facts do not

support this very strongly coloured interpre-
tation of how the house prices under the

HOME plan have increased. These price
diflFerences, representing the first major
change in the HOME plan price ceilings
since 1968, range from an increase of only
$225 at one end of the scale, to as high as

$1,950 at the other end.

The hon. member also asked if some relief

was to be provided for potential house pur-
chasers under this plan. I would like to point
out that the $1,950 maximum increase repre-
sents a difference of about two-and-a-half per
cent per annum over the level established in

1967. Family incomes on the other hand, I

am advised, have been increasing on an aver-

age of roughly seven per cent per anninn over
the last decade. Prices and wages for resi-

dential construction have also been increas-

ing at approximately seven per cent per
annum, according to a national composite
index for residential building materials and

wage rates prepared by Statistics Canada.

We are, therefore, Mr. Speaker, talking
about increases of around 35 per cent for
both construction costs and purchaser's in-

come for the period in question. The price

ceiling for a tluree-bedroom detached HOME
plan house over the five-year period has in-

creased by 13 per cent for northern construc-

tion and by just under 10 per cent for con-
struction in southern and eastern Ontario.

As I mentioned to you, sir, over a five-year

span these hardly qualify as "dramatic in-

creases" as referred to by the leader of the

NDP.

In reference to his question about qualify-

ing incomes, I would point out that because
we now allow the purchaser to make house

payments of up to 30 per cent of income
instead of the former limit of 27 per cent,

qualifying incomes are actually lower than

they were last spring. I would think, Mr.

Speaker, that this is evidence of the govern-
ment's intention and continued thrust towards

keeping costs of housing down for the lower
income and the low-middle-income groups.

Mr. Deans: Supplementary question: Surely
the minister recognizes that the argument
that the increase from 27 to 30 per cent

keeps house prices down and allows people
to qualify more readily is fallacious. You could
forever increase the amount of the income

permitted to be used for house purchases,
but that doesn't help the person wno doesn't

have sufficient income to
qualify

in the first

place. May I ask the minister wnat eff^ect the

recent increase has had on the level of income

required in order to qualify under the HOME
programme?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I just stated that the

level of income has been reduced from 27
to 30 per cent for qualification for these

homes. I don't get the implication of the hon.

member's previous statement, nor his ques-
tion. If he wants to repeat it, I would be

glad to hear it.

Mr. Deans: The level of income has not
been reduced from 30 to 27 per cent. That
makes no sense. What I am asking is, as a

result of an increase in the purchase price,

assuming 30 per cent of the purchase price,
this therefore requires a higher income in

order to qualify. Am I not making myself
clear?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I think I know what
the hon. member is driving at.

Mr. Deans: What I want to know is, what
is the increase in the income level required
to qualify under the HOME programme as a
result of the increase in the purchase price
of the home?
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Hon. Mr. Grossman: It's pretty apparent.
All you have to do is take the prices for these

homes—a table of which was handed to the

hon. member last week—and if 30 per cent

of his income will qualify him for these

homes, he can, by the process of a little

arithmetic, come to the figure as to what
income it would take to qualify for these

homes.

Mr. Deans: By supplementary question,
does the minister agree that the increase in

the cost of the home will place more indi-

viduals in the position of not being able to

qualify?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: No, I don't agree with

that, Mr. Speaker. The first part of the state-

ment did deal with the fact that while the

cost of this housing has increased about two
and a half per cent per annum since the last

price increase went into effect, and since over

the last decade the average increase in family
income has been about seven per cent, ob-

viously in relation to other costs and in rela-

tion to income the government has, through
its OHC HOME programme, been able to

keep the housing costs down considerably so

that people in these income ranges are able

to buy these homes.

If the hon. member is talking about others

who wouldn't qualify because they are not

making a sufficient income, then he is now
dealing with the lowest spectrum of income
and that is what our public housing is for,

and of course that is another programme of

OHC and we are dealing in thousands of

units in respect of that income bracket.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Is the minister aware that the housing infla-

tion in Ottawa now strikes people in the

$7,000 to $13,000 bracket who are not eligible
for OHC housing; and since they can no

longer afford to buy a house, is he willing to

bring in rent regulation in order to protect

people in this middle income group who are

also threatened with apartment rent increases

of 10 to 20 per cent over the next two years?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, the hon.

member has asked this before, and he has
been told before, that rent regulations do not
come within the purview of my ministry, the

Ministry of Revenue, nor in respect of my
responsibility for the Ontario Housing Corp.
He knows that perfectly well. If he would
ask me what my views are in respect of the

need for rent control, I might have some

strong views on that; but if, as and when
government policy has changed in respect of

rent control, I'm not in a position to give him
even a personal opinion if I wanted to. And
if the government-

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): What was
the first part?

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): He is

being muzzled, is he?

Mr. Singer: But he is not in a position to

give an opinion.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, perhaps
it is because ministers of this government
don't give personal views off the tops of their

heads on any questions that are asked, even

though they may be consistent with each

other; and perhaps because the hon. member
is a member of a party which has about 15

policies on every subject, that that is why
they are there.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary!

Mr. Speaker: There have been sufficient

supplementaries on this particular topic. We
have taken up the biggest half of the ques-
tion period on this topic. I think we should
conclude this particular topic at this time.

Mr. J. E. BuUbrook (Samia): Could he

change the name; just change the name?

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. the Leader of

the Opposition have further questions?

Mr. Cassidy: If the minister would tell us

who was responsible for housing policy it

would help.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

COURT ACTION AGAINST
LAND FREEZE

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Can the Provincial Sec-

retary for Justice inform the House as to the

situation regarding the legal action taken by
Multi-Malls Inc. to force the township of

Blandford to give them a building permit in

spite of the government's freeze on develop-
ment in the area?

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): Yes, Mr. Speaker, I have the answer
for the hon. Leader of the Opposition. This

is an application, Mr. Speaker, by way of a

notice of motion in the Supreme Court, in

which Multi-Malls Inc. and Uraeus Invest-
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ments Ltd. are applicants and the Attorney
General of the Province of Ontario (Mr. Bales)
is the respondent

The matter is to be heard today and the

notice asks for a declaration that the Treas-

urer's (Mr. White) zoning order in the town-

ship of Blandford does not prevent the

erection of a shopping mall in respect of

which a building permit was issued, or, alter-

natively, for a declaration that the minister's

order is invalid.

Counsel, of course, will be attending on
behalf of the Attorney General and counsel

will also be present representing the Treas-

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. Leader of the

Opposition have further questions? If not,

the spokesman for the New Democratic Party,

the hon. member for Wentworth.

DELAY IN BUILDING
SENIOR CITIZEN APARTMENTS

Mr. Deans: Thank you. I have a question
of the Provincial Secretary for Resources

Development. Where did he go? How about

that? That just shows, one should never look

down to see who one is going to ask; they

jump up and leap away.

Let me return, then, for a moment to the

Minister of Revenue, in charge of housing.

Will the Minister of Revenue find out and
inform the House why there have been such
undue delays in the construction of one senior

citizen apartment building to be developed in

the Stoney Creek area?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Yes, I will be very

pleased to look into that, Mr. Speaker. I am
not familiar with the circumstances.

Mr. Deans: Right. It has been delayed for

about eight months as a result of some prob-
lems with the builder.

I would like to ask the minister—let me see.

No, I haven't got another question, I guess.
I will let it go.

Mr. Speaker: The Provincial Secretary for

Justice has the answer to a question asked

previously.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: It has been answered pre-

viously, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: It has been answered? All

right. The hon. member for York Centre.

RAIL SERVICE TO BARRIE

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Mr.

Speaker, a question of the Minister of Trans-

portation and Conmiunications.

As the minister has frequently stated his

wish to improve pubhc transportation in every

way possible, has the minister pressed the

federal Minister of Transport to have the

Canadian Transport Commission order regular

weekday service to Barrie similar to the

experimental transit service provided last

November and December? If not, will he

immediately publicly correct the federal

minister's impression that he recently gained
from him that the minister is opposed to such

service?

Hon. G. R. Carton (Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications): Mr. Speaker, I

believe I mentioned in the House a few
weeks ago that I had been in touch with and
had an interview with the Hon. Mr. Mar-
chand on a matter relating to that particular
corridor and I expected an answer from Mr.

Marchand some weeks ago. I have not yet
had an answer.

This relates to the commuter rail service

study that was done by Dr. Silverman, and
more specifically the best route that has been
determined by the o£Bcials in connection with

this commuter rail study, namely from the

Union station to Richmond Hill. Until we

get an answer from the federal transport
minister on that—and I am

hopefully expect-

ing a favourable answer—then me other would
be useless to pursue.

Mr. Deacon: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: This is not an either-or question I

am asking, or an either-or service I am ask-

ing about. We already have a need for the

service to Richmond Hill and we support
that. What I am asking the minister is will

he support the request for service in the

Barrie corridor—not by his government and
not at the expense of his government but at

the expense of the federal government, which
it has indicated it is prepared to provide.

Will the minister assure the federal minis-

ter that he is wanting service to fill not only
the Richmond Hill requirements but also the

Barrie corridor requirements?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I

would very gladly support this if it is done
at the federal expense. I still say that I would
like to get part of that corridor before I go
after the whole corridor.

Mr. Deacon: Just support what we are ask-

ing for—both services.
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Mr. Speaker: I have been asked by the

hon. Minister of Colleges and Universities to

seek permission to revert to statements by the

ministry. Do I have unanimous consent to

provide that authority in order that questions

may be asked on the statement?

Agreed.

The hon. Minister of Colleges and Univer-

sities may now make a ministerial statement.

CHANGE OF STATUS OF
WATERLOO LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY

Hon. Mr. McNie: Mr. Speaker, I want to

thank the House for its indulgence. I wish to

make a statement regarding Waterloo
Lutheran University.

This follows negotiations on the university's
status which were initiated at the request of

the institution's board of governors at the

eastern Canada synod of the Lutheran Church
of America.

Dr. Frank Peters, president of the univer-

sity, indicated that the agreement arrived at

by the negotiating committee of the univer-

sity and the ministry had been approved by
the board of governors yesterday. May 24,

and transmitted to the delegates of the up-

coming synod convention to be held from

June 4 to 7. The agreement means the new
institution could receive the full operating

grant given to established provincially-assisted
universities beginning with the current 1973-

1974 fiscal year. At present church-related

institutions at university levels may receive

only 50 per cent of the operating formula

support from the province. If approval is

given by synod, the government will create

an Act to create the new university. The new
institution would be allowed to reimburse
the synod up to $3,100,000 for all its capital
assets on the campus, with the exception of

the seminary lands and the fixed assets on the

15-acre parcel of land separate from the main

•campus. This figure was mutually agreed upon
T^y the government and Waterloo Lutheran

University during a series of negotiations
over the last six weeks. It compensates the

synod for its financial involvement in the uni-

versity, based on the principle that the uni-

versity has been funded as a partnership be-

tween the government and the synod. The

agreement provides that the reimbursement
be paid by the new institution from its oper-

ating funds over a period of not more than
three years.

You will recall, Mr. Speaker, that I indi-

-cated at an earlier date that my ministry is

<;ontinuing its studies of recommendations

from the Committee on University Affairs,

suggesting possible alternatives to the present

arrangement for funding other church-related

institutions. These, unlike Waterloo Lutheran

University, are academically aflBliated now to

provincially assisted universities.

Mr. Speaker: I will add three minutes to

the question period. The hon. member for

Windsor West. It's the New Democratic

Party's turn.

ACTE APPLICATIONS TO OLRB

Mr. E. Bounsall: A few questions of the

Minister of Labour, Mr. Speaker: Why is the

Ontario Labour Relations Board taking so

long to render decisions in all of the applica-
tions made to date by the Association of

Commercial and Technical Employees?

Hon. F. Cuindon (Minister of Labour):
Mr. Speaker, we do have complaints from
time to time because of the delay in the

decisions rendered by the board, but there

are an overwhelming number of cases, and
this is probably the reason why. They have
too many cases to hear.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wel-
land South.

WELLAND CANAL ACCIDENT

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Thank

you, Mr. Speaker. I have a question of the

Minister of Transportation and Communica-
tions. Is the minister aware of the serious

traflBc problem in the city of Port Colbome
caused by an accident of a ship hitting the

jack-knife bridge carrying all Highway 3

through trafiic across the Welland Canal? The

bridge will be out of commission for approxi-

mately a period of three weeks. Will the min-
ister speed up his negotiations with all gov-
ernment agencies involved to expedite the

construction of a tunnel crossing now?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I'm not

aware of that, but I will check into it and
whatever participation the provincial ministry
has I will do everything I can to expedite.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York

South.

EXPORT OF ONTARIO GASOLINE

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question of the Minister of Revenue. Is the
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Minister of Revenue in a position from his

accumulating records to indicate how much
Ontario-manufactured gasoline is being ex-

ported to the United States now?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I cannot say that we
have that information or we don't. Certainly,
if we have that information and the hon.

member wants it, I'll provide it.

Mr. MacDonald: Has the minister not got
it because of an application for rebates in

sales tax?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That may very well

be. I will check into that and find out for

the hon. member.

Mr. MacDonald: I have a supplementary,
Mr. Speaker, and I don't know whether it

more appropriately now goes to this minister

or to the Minister of Consumer and Com-
mercial Relations (Mr. Clement) or to the

Minister of Tourism and Industry (Mr.
Bennett).

The question is this, and they can pick
and choose, any one of them: Since this ex-

port of manufactured gasoline to the United
States to meet the urgent needs of the

American market is, in effect, drying up a

source of gasoline for independent gasoline
retailers here in Ontario, and therefore hurt-

ing the Ontario consumer, what, if anything,
can or is this government doing about it?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, that

question would properly be directed to my
colleague, the Minister of Consumer and
Commercial Relations.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker, what are

the minister's buck-passing capacities? Stop
buck-passing.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I haven't finished

answering the question. Or, it may very well

come within the purview of the Ministry of

Industry and Tourism. Because of its general
nature I would suggest, Mr. Speaker, that

that would be a proper question directed to

the ministry generally on the order paper.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker, it is not

appropriate to put it on the order paper,
because if it is to be of any value it's very
urgent. To put it on the order paper, as the
minister knows, will mean that it will sit

there for the next six months.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Pany
Sound.

Mr. L. Maeck (Parry Sound): Yes, Mr.

Speaker, I have a question.

Mr. MacDonald: One moment, Mr.

Speaker, there are three ministers, and I

don't care which one answers it, so I'll put a

supplementary to the most suitable.

Mr. Speaker: I must point out to the hon.

member that it's up to the hon. member to

choose the minister to whom he has directed

the question.

Mr. MacDonald: Okay, I shall choose the

Minister of Consumer and Commercial Re-
lations.

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr: Speaker, I

am very flattered to have been chosen.

It has been drawn to my attention, in view
of certain discussions I have had with the

Ontario Retail Gasoline Dealers Association

and with the Ontario Petroleiun Association,
that some gas stations have, in fact, been
closing up in Ontario. I inquired into the

reason for the closing and I have been
advised that none of them have been closed

because of an inability to purchase petroleum
but that they have been closed for several

reasons, such as inefiBciency in the operation
of a particular station, or on a straight cost

factor.

Some of them are members of an in-

dependent chain, and the operators are, in

fact, employees of the chain. Because of the
lack of production the head oflBce made a
decision to close them for economic reasons.

The main group that has closed a number
of service stations has a refinery as part of
their operation, and they have had no short-

age of gasoline from their own source. For

purely economic reasons, within their own
organization, they decided to close out cer-

tain outlets.

I can find no evidence to indicate that

anyone has been closed down because of

inability to purchase the product.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker, I will re-

serve further supplementaries until I get
a reply from the Minister of Revenue on how
much gasoline is being exported to the

United States, since this doesn't follow under
the National Energy Board.

GREAT LAKES FLOOD DAMAGE

Mr. Maeck: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I have a

question of the Minister of Government
Services.
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Could the minister advise the House what
action, if any, has been taken to assist resi-

dents of unorganized townships to repair

damage to waterfront properties caused by
flooding and high water levels?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, I advised

the hon. member in discussions during the

passing of Bill 100. The provisions of Bill

100 are, of course, not available to the

unorganized territories because of the lack

of a municipal structure to handle the loan

programme. This has been brought to our
attention and we have investigated it. The
ways and means are now being finalized

through the Minister of Industry and Tourism
so that similar loans to those being made
available under the Shoreline Assistance Act
can be made available through the Northern
Ontario Development Corp. The details will

have to be asked of my colleague, the

Minister of Industry and Tourism.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron-
Bruce.

EXEMPTION FOR LIVESTOCK
TRUCKERS

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Speaker,
I have a question of the Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications.

What has happened to the proposal to

exempt livestock truckers from the normal
PCV regulations?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, this is

currently under discussion, as the hon. mem-
ber is aware. Representations have been
made by various organizations and various

individuals, but no decision has been made.
I expect that one will be made quite shortly.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

OTTAWA SEPARATE SCHOOL
TEACHERS

Mr. Cassidy: Question of the Minister of

Education, Mr. Speaker.

Is the minister aware that 12 per cent of
the teaching force of the Ottawa Separate
School Board is either being fired or leaving
by voluntary resignation—or that 177 teachers
are leaving? Does he believe that this v^dll

improve the quality of education for separate
school pupils in Ottawa; and will he inter-

vene with the separate school board in order
to ensure that the number of teachers let

go is no more than the six per cent projected
decline in enrolment?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I am not;

sure that I completely follow the member's
question. Is he saying that this number is

being fired?

Mr. Cassidy: Six per cent are being fired,
another six per cent are expected to leave by
resignation or voluntary leaving.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Of course, a number will

always be leaving any school board each

year, going to other school boards, or retiring
as teachers and so forth. I have had no repre-
sentations made to me, or no indications that

an undue number of teachers—in fact any
teachers—were being fired by the Ottawa

Separate School Board. Now, if the member
can give me some information on it I would
be happy to look into it. But no information

has reached me concerning the situation.

Mr. Cassidy: The other half of the ques-
tion, Mr. Speaker, was does the minister be-

lieve that this extensive cutback in teaching
staff will improve the quality of education
for working class kids in separate schools in

Ottawa?

Mr. S. B. Handleman (Carleton): There
will be a job for the member when he leaves

the House.

Hon. Mr. Wells: To answer that question

presupposes that the facts the member has

given me are correct. I have no reason really
to doubt that they are but I would like to

have some substantiation, because nobody has

made any representations to me about this

matter.

WEST ST. JAMES TOWN

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Mr.

Speaker, my question is of the Minister of

Revenue, who is lurking on the sidelines. I

wonder if I might have him return to his

seat to answer a question?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Always willing to

oblige.

Mrs. Campbell: That's excellent. My ques-

tion, Mr. Speaker, is this: My information is

that now there has been launched an appeal
to cabinet with reference to the West St.

James Town proposal. Can the minister now
assure this House that he has not been hold-

ing, or has not held, discussions with the de-

veloper of this particular project?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, in the

first place, if the matter is going before
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cabinet I shouldn't really be discussing the

matter at all. I hesitate to answer the ques-
tion for the simple reason that many of these

people are in touch with me—developers,
builders, ratepayers, individually and in

groups—and I hesitate to say "No, I haven't

discussed this matter," because it may be that

I have. There are so many projects. St. James
Town is certainly not an unknown one to me.

I honestly can't tell the hon. member; I

can tell her that, as far as I can recall, there

may have been a discussion, maybe months

ago, on the basis of OHC's interest in the

project.

Except in those general terms, I can tell

the hon. member I can't recall having any
recent discussion of it. Again, I must qualify
that by the fact that I may have talked to

somebody who is involved in it, but I can't

recall.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Speaker, a supple-

mentary if I might: Is it not obvious to the

minister that any appeal procedure should
be one which goes to those who have no
interest whatsoever in the discussion other
than the interest one has in what goes on in

any community? This was, of course, the
reason for the question.

If the matter goes to a court, Mr. Speaker,
the judge must not deal with the matter if

he has been in any relationship with the

parties. I wonder if the minister would feel

that perhaps he should be precluded, or

should preclude himself, from discussing the
matter in cabinet?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, obviously,
with great respect to the hon. member, whom
I know is a very intelligent woman—or should
I say person? I'm not too sure.

Mrs. Campbell: You're not sure?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I would think that if

we carried out such a policy, there is very
little likelihood that we would ever have a
cabinet meeting to discuss anything. All sorts

of groups, interests and people make repre-
sentations to cabinet ministers and to cabinet.

If we were to disqualify ourselves from

making any decisions, there would not be
much point in anyone appealing to the cabinet
at all. Indeed, maybe that's what should

happen. Maybe there shouldn't be any appeals
to cabinet; I don't know.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Minister of Industry
and Tourism has the answer to questions
asked previously.

ONTARIO PLACE

Hon. C. Bennett (Minister of Industry and
Tourism): Mr. Speaker, on May 11 the

member for High Park (Mr. Shulman) asked
me about the relationship between the direc-

tor of programming for Ontario Place Corp.
and Galaxy Television Productions Ltd.

I wish to report to the House that the

chairman of the board of Ontario Place Corp.
informs me that the board is completely
satisfied that there is and has been no conflict

of interest in connection with Mr. Casey's
involvement with Galaxy Television Produc-
tions Ltd. and Len Casey Associates Ltd.,
and that there has been and is no relationship
between these companies and Ontario Place.

The board is also satisfied that any time spent
by Mr. Casey on the affairs of these com-

panies has in no way interfered with the

carrying out of his responsibilities as direc-

tor of programming for Ontario Place. In
the board's opinion Mr. Casey has discharged
his responsibilities extremely well.

ANNUAL REPORTS OF
GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I also have an answer
to a question by the hon. member for Scar-

borough West on May 22 which asked about
the annual report of the Ontario Develop-
ment Corp. I wish to inform the House that

the report of the Ontario Development Corp.
and its subsidiary body, NODC, is being
prepared, and I expect, Mr. Speaker, we shall

present it to the House next week.

Mr. Speaker: The time for oral questions
has now expired.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I would like

to table the first interim report on the com-
mittee on the costs of education.

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

HIGHWAY TRAFFIC ACT

Hon. Mr. Carton moves first reading of

bill intituled. An Act to amend the Highway
Traffic Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, although
the bill contains a large number of sections.
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the amendments are mainly of a housekeep-

ing nature—changes in registration and

licensing of vehicles, equipment requirements
and safety standards. There is also provision
to attempt to control the improper loading
of commercial vehicles and the resultant

hazard caused by loads becoming dislodged.
In addition there are provisions clarifying

the new axle weight legislation introduced

in 1971.

There are further matters requiring legis-

lative action which I wish to bring forward
and which are not included in this bill.

These relate to the vehicle inspection pro-

gramme, the operation of commercial vehicles

in respect to liability for overweight, illegal

leasing and freight forwarding. Every eflFort

is being made to introduce this legislation
as soon as possible, hopefully before the

summer recess.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, His
Honour the Lieutenant Governor awaits to

give royal assent to certain measures.

The Honourable the Lieutenant Governor
of Ontario entered the chamber of the legis-
lative assembly and took his seat upon the

throne.

ROYAL ASSENT

Hon. W. Ross Macdonald (Lieutenant Gov-

ernor): Pray be seated.

Mr. Speaker: May it please Your Honour,
the legislative assembly of the province of

Ontario has, at its present sittings thereof

passed certain bills to which, in the name
of and on behalf of the said legislative as-

sembly, I respectfully request Your Honour's
assent.

The Clerk Assistant: The following are the

titles of the bills to which Your Honour's
assent is prayed:

Bill 13, An Act to amend The Arbitrations

Act.

Bill 68, An Act to repeal The Banting and
Best Medical Research Act, 1923.

Bill 69, An Act to amend The Nurses
Act.

Bill 79, An Act to repeal The Northern

Development Act.

Bill 80, An Act to repeal the Agricultural

Development Act.

Bill 81, An Act to amend The Ministry of

Treasury, Economics and Inetergovernmental
Affairs Act, 1972.

Bill 86, An Act to amend The Compensa-
tion for Victims of Crime Act, 1971.

Bill 111, An Act to authorize the Raising
of Money on the Credit of the Consolidated
Revenue Fund.

Bill 112, An Act to amend The Teachers'

Superannuation Act.

Bill 114, An Act to amend The Public
Schools Act.

Clerk of the House: In Her Majesty's name,
the Honourable the Lieutenant Governor doth
assent to these bills.

The Honourable the Lieutenant Governor
was pleased to retire from the chamber.

Clerk of the House: The first order, resum-

ing the adjourned debate on the amendment
to the amendment to the motion that this

House approves in general the budgetary
policy of the government.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications.

BUDGET DEBATE
(continued)

Hon. G. R. Carton (Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications): Mr. Speaker, you
will recall that before the orders of the day
on April 2, I requested the indulgence of the

House to comment on the green paper on
communications policy which had been re-

leased by the federal government a few days

previously. At that time I indicated my inten-

tion to report to the hon. members on the

attitudes that we have been developing in

the field of communications, and it is for this

purpose that I enter the budget debate at this

time.

Mr. Speaker and the members will also

recall that in the Speech from the Throne
two years ago, the new Ministry of Transpor-
tation and Communications was instructed to

develop a communications policy for the

province. My address today is the first major
reporting to the House on the progress that

has been made. In this address I wish to dis-

cuss the wide-ranging and complex subject of

communications in an orderly manner and
under a number of subject headings.

First, I shall explore the background of

and the reasons why the government of On-
tario is involved in developing a telecom-

munications policy;
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Secondly, I shall explore some of the issues

in communications which confront the gov-
ernment at this time;

Third, I shall talk about the role we be-

lieve should be that of the province in the

rapidly developing world of telecommunica-
tions.

I shall also touch on jurisdictional prob-
lems, explore interprovincial and federal-pro-
vincial relations and discuss attitudes related

to the three basic components of telecom-

munications, namely, telephony, cable and

broadcasting.

Before launching into the body of my
remarks, I should like to attempt a clarifica-

tion of the jargon of this field. As in any
specialized area, there is a use of words
which can be confusing. For example, the

word "communications" and the word "tele-

communications" are constantly used. Each
has a distinct meaning. Communications is

the all-encompassing word. It means every-

thing—the exchange of information and the

contrivances which enable that exchange.
Mostly it refers to the message.

Communications can occur in a multitude
of ways—in a conversation, by letter, a speech
in the House, via telephone, radio or tele-

vision or by a theatrical presentation or a

museum display. Much of what the Ministry
of Transportation and Communications deals

with is related to telecommunications. Basic-

ally, telecommunications is the electronic

means by which a message is conveyed. For

example, the telephone, radio, television and
cable television are all telecommunications

systems; so is the microwave system we see

marching across the province, and satellite

communications.

If remembering the diff^erences between
communications and telecommunications is

not sufiiciently confusing, one must constantly
strive to differentiate between the system it-

self and the message that goes through the

system. As an example, when we discuss pro-
vincial interests in broadcasting we must be
careful to point out when we are talking
about the technical system—i.e., the trans-

mitters, their locations, their coverage areas,
the people they serve—and the content of the

system, the programmes and subject matter

being disseminated to the listening and view-

ing audience.

I shall attempt to be as precise as possible
in my remarks to avoid unnecessary con-
fusion.

So that I may discuss the activities of the

government of Ontario in communications, it

is necessary to trace some of the history of
the involvement of the province in this field.

Since 1911, there has been in the statutes

of Ontario an Ontario Telephone Act, under
which provincially-regulated telephone com-

panies have functioned. At one time, there

were more than 600 of these companies, some
run by municipalities, some by the co-opera-
tive efi^orts of local farm residents, others by
country doctors or druggists.

Today, while Bell Canada dominates our

telecommunications systems, there remain 40

independent telephone companies functioning
in (Ontario. The largest is the Thunder Bay
municipal system with 63,000 telephones.
Three systems have less than 500 telephones.
These independents include several subsidi-

aries of Bell Canada. All are under the

regulatory direction of the Ontario Telephone
Service Commission, which for administrative

purposes and reporting to the House is

associated with the Ministry of Transportation
and Communications.

Since the early 1900s, the Ontario North-

land Transportation Commission—again a pro-
vincial agency reporting to the House through

my ministry—has provided the long-distance
telecommunications services in northeastern

Ontario. More recently, through the Ontario

Educational Communications Authority, the

government has been an educational tele-

vision broadcaster.

Other agencies and ministries, such as On-
tario Hydro, the Ontario Provincial Police, the

Ministry of Natural Resources and my own

ministry, have taken advantage of develop-
ments in telecommunications and in the inter-

ests of the people of Ontario have established

telecommunications systems which reach into

almost every comer of the province.

Over the years, the government of Ontario

has also been an intervener in telecommuni-

cations rate and increase applications heard

by federal regulatory tribunals. For much of

the life of the Bell Telephone Co. the prov-
ince has aggressively intervened on behalf of

the Ontario user to test the company's re-

quests for rate increases. As the hon. members
are aware, the government has been a major
intervener before the Canadian Transport
Commission in all recent Bell Canada and
CN-CP Telecommunications rate cases. But

we participate without a great deal of direct

strength and have disappointingly litde to

indicate that our interventions have been
effective or our legitimate interests recog-
nized.

I sketch these points, Mr. Speaker, to

demonstrate that the province has been in-

volved over a great many years in the world

of communications and telecommunications as
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a provider of telecommunications services, as

a regulator, as a user and as an intervener.

But the fact remains that Ontario, the

economic cornerstone of Canada, is primarily
a federally regulated province M^here com-

munications and telecommunications are con-

cerned. The telephone system, which is 95

per cent operated by Bell Canada and so

deeply intertwined in our business and social

lives that we could not conceivably do with-

out it, is regulated by the federal Canadian

Transport Commission. We share this dubious

honour of federal regulations with the prov-
inces of Quebec and British Columbia. All

other provinces either operate and/or regu-
late their basic telephone services.

The other major telecommunications net-

work, CN-CP Telecommunications, is also

federally regulated. Radio, television and

cable are under the jurisdiction of the federal

Canadian Radio-Television Commission.

In summary, with the exception of the 40

independents and the municipal telephone

systems under the guidance of the Ontario

Telephone Service Commission and the On-
tario Northland Transportation Commission's

communications division, the government of

Ontario exerts no influence or control over the

allocation or use of telecommunication sys-

tems serving this province.

Yet, as has been pointed out many times,

the rapid and convenient movement of

people, goods and information is central to

the social and economic well-being of the

residents of this province. Within the Prov-

ince of Ontario this government is responsible
for the social, economic, cultural and institu-

tional welfare of our residents. Communica-
tions—and especially good, responsive, tele-

communications systems—are essential plan-

ning tools which must be available if the

government is to meet its responsibilities to

our residents, the business and industrial

community and our institutions.

It was against this background that in

the Speech from the Throne of two years

ago, on March 30, 1971, the government
of Ontario set out to assess the needs of the

people of Ontario in the field of tele-

communications. The new Ministry of Trans-

portation and Communications was instructed

to develop pohcies which would, in the words
of the Throne Speech:

Ensure that the interests of the people
of Ontario are fully represented in the

developments associated with radio and
television broadcasting, educational tele-

vision, cable and special-purpose video,
data transmission systems, telephone and

telegraph services and the use of the

Telestat communications satellite.

Several weeks later, the Premier (Mr. Davis)

expanded on the instructions of the Throne

Speech. He defined the right of the govern-
ment of Ontario to take an interest in all

these matters. He said that government
sought to assess the real needs of the people
of Ontario in the field, to contrast those

needs with the reality of telecommunications

under federal jurisdiction and to express

opinions and take such actions as the gov-
ernment of Ontario deemed appropriate in

the interests of the people of this province.

The Premier rejected any challenge of

federal authority for the sake of challenge.

But, at the same time he recognized that

technological change has sufficiently sur-

passed the technicalities of the constitution

and related jurisprudence to render doubtful

in some areas the unqualified right of the

federal government to be involved alone.

In order to fully—

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): It's a

shame the minister can't get enough of your

colleagues here to get a quorum.

Hon. Mr. Carton: —report to the members
on these matters, I will comment on what
has been done on each of the subjects re-

ferred to in the Speech from the Throne.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): The opposite side is not so flush

either.

Hon. Mr. Carton: The Ministry of Trans-

portation and Communications-

Mr. Singer: This is a major statement of

policy.

Hon. Mr. Carton: —has undertaken to in-

vestigate all matters related to an Ontario

telecommunications policy. The ministry
assumed direction of interventions by the

government of Ontario in telecommunications

matters before federal regulatory tribunals.

It established itself as the focal point within

the government of Ontario on all federal-

provincial and interprovincial matters related

to telecommunications. The ministry also

supplies economic, legal and engineering sup-

port to the independent telephone industry

through the Ontario Telephone Service Com-
mission.

The most intensive study has been in the

area of jurisdiction and jurisprudence to

obtain as full and unbiased information and

legal opinion as is possible before reaching
conclusions on jurisdictional issues. The con-
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stitution, statutes, court decisions, research

papers and published material have been

scrutinized to establish the legal position of

the government of Ontario insofar as the

provincial role in telecommunications is con-

cerned. Studies have been commissioned by-

recognized authorities on communications law

and jurisdictional matters. Papers and

opinions prepared by other provinces have

been analysed.

An analysis of the Ontario involvement in

radio and television broadcasting was under-

taken as part of the legal-jurisdictional re-

search. Much of the study has related to

solidifying the Ontario position in educational

broadcasting in the face of changing rules

by the Canadian Radio-Television Commis-
sion.

There have been ministerial-level discus-

sions and meetings with the chairman and

members of the Canadian Radio-Television

Commission to express provincial interests.

These interests have ranged from proposals

by the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. to ex-

pand English and French radio and tele-

vision services throughout Ontario, our un-

happiness with CBC service via Wirmipeg to

northwestern Ontario, to the planning of the

Ontario Educational Communications Au-

thority for additional broadcasting stations.

Referring specifically to educational tele-

vision, the Ministry of Transportation and

Communications, because of its responsibility

as focal point for relations with federal de-

partments and agencies on communications

policy matters, is involved in considerations

related to the acquisition of educational

broadcasting licences and the use of the

frequency spectrum throughout Ontario.

However, I wish to point out to the hon.

members of this House that the Ministry of

Transportation and Communications assumes

neither a role or interest in the actual con-

tent of educational communications systems.
That is the appropriate responsibility of other

ministries and the Cabinet committee on

social development and OECA.

One of the fastest-expanding communica-

tions activities in Ontario is cable television.

Because it is so closely related to the com-

munity, and even the neighbourhood it serves,

we have been especially watchful of its

growth from that of a rather rudimentary

community antennae system to the broadband
coaxial distribution systems now being in-

stalled in many urban areas. These new sys-
tems have a potential for specialized and local

community services unknown to the cable

system of even five years ago.

We have asked ourselves many questions
related to cable distribution systems, such as:

Should any or all of it be a provincial juris-

dictional responsibility? Can cable be divorced

from broadcasting? What is the future poten-
tial of the coaxial cable distribution systems,
such as pay-TV and subscriber response
mechanisms?

An even larger question is: What is cable?

Is it a telecommunications common carrier

distribution system which should be regula-
ted as a public utility; or is it really a soft-

ware programming and service-selling in-

dustry; or is it in fact two industries in one?

Substantial legal research and consultant

study has been put into these and a multitude

of other questions during the last year by the

Ministry of Transportation and Communica-

tions, by other provinces and by the federal

government. Our conclusion, and that of a

good many others, is that cable systems are

primarily local distribution systems which

daily become more important to the local,

social and cultural life of our neighbourhoods
and communities. As such they require the

fullest attention by the province.

The exploding use of the computer and the

transfer of data from one computer to another

has been one of the technological phenomena
of the last decade. The federal Department
of Communications launched major studies

into the problems associated vdth computer
communications and computer privacy. Green

papers have recently been issued.

It is imperative that the government of

Ontario participates fully in developments
associated with data transmission and com-

puter communications. These are the muscle

of our economic system and must be both

protected and guided if Ontario is to main-

tain its economic leadership in Canada and

if we are to prevent the shift of the computer

utility industry to the United States.

The Ministry of Transportation and Com-
munications has been involved in continual

discussions with the federal government, the

telecommunications common carriers and

computer users about computer communica-

tions. Analysis of the green paper has begun,

involving many ministries of the government.

Questions related to computer privacy are

also being given priority examination.

The examination of policy options related

to the impact upon our economic and social

lives by the telephone and telegraph com-

panies has been, and wdll continue to be, a

major occupation of the ministry. Ministry
actions are in three parts:
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Building strong bridges to the carriers so

that their needs are understood and so that

they will be responsive to the programmes
and planning of the government of Ontario;

Directing and participating in interventions

before federal regulatory tribunals in applica-
tions for rate increases;

Participating in the federal telecommunica-
tions cost investigation, an in-depth study for

the financial structure and regulatory process
involved in federally-regulated telecommu-
nications carriers.

The Province of Ontario enjoys among the
best and more reasonably priced telecom-
munications services in the world. This is a
situation which we must protect; it is a situa-

tion which I am confident the people of

Ontario will expect us to protect. While do-

ing this, we must take those steps which are

appropriate to test the requests for rate in-

creases by monopoly in the interests of the

people of Ontario. Thus the efforts of the

Ministry of Transportation and Communica-
tions must also be to ensure that the system
is responsive to provincial planning goals and

objectives and that the rates charged are just,
reasonable and non-discriminatory.

As I have mentioned, we have, in Ontario,
40 independent and municipal telephone sys-
tems. These systems provide an excellent

service to the province. They are local and

responsive to the needs of their communities.

They supply a useful comparison with the
services supplied by Bell Canada. They pro-
vide an opportunity for the field testing of
new techniques and technology as well as

new regulatory concepts. They also require
the technical advice of our engineers from
time to time, a service which we shall con-
tinue to provide.

In 1970, the government of Ontario,

through the Ontario Northland Transporta-
tion Commission, invested $150,000 in Telesat
Canada to assure Ontario access to satellite

communications. The government and Ontario
Northland are seriously considering the use of
the membership in the satellite club to pro-
vide reliable telephone service to the air-

strip and community at Winisk on the Hudson
Bay coast. The airstrip is one of several

operated in northern Ontario by the Minis-

try of Transportation and Communications.
Bell Canada has also indicated it plans to

utilize the Anik 1 satellite to serve Big Trout
Lake and Sandy Lake in the remote area of

northwestern Ontario.

The use of the satellite ground stations,

although costly, will markedly improve the

reliability and the quahty of public com-

munications systems in the remote areas of
Ontario.

In addition to the operational aspect of

satellite communications, we are involved
with other interested departments in devising
possible experiments which would develop
the government's involvement in satellite

communications through using the joint Can-
ada-NASA communications technology experi-
mental satellite planned for 1975.

To this point, I have spoken only in general
terms about the involvement of the govern-
ment of Ontario in the guidance of our com-
munications and our telecommunications

systems.

A logical question to ask, and one which
we asked ourselves was, quite simply: Why
should the province be involved, especially
when we in Ontario—we in southern Ontario
at least—are among the best served people in

the world? Our communications system vir-

tually places the entire world at our door. We
have the widest choice and the finest quality
of information systems available to us. Up to

now, this has occurred substantially without
the involvement of the province. What has
created this sudden concern?

The answer revolves around the respon-
sibility of the provinces for economic, social

and cultural planning and the acceleration
of government involvement in planning for

the future shape of our provice. If the prov-
inces are to be able to pursue this respon-
sibility they must have control over the

machinery to achieve provincial goals and

objectives.

As I have already stated, the historical

reality of communications in Ontario is that

of federal regulatory control over virtually
all of the basic elements of telecommunica-
tions: Over Bell Canada, CN-CP Telecom-

munications, radio, television and cable dis-

tribution systems. While recognizing and

supporting the legitimate federal interest and
involvement in telecommunications, there is

an unfilled responsibility of the government
of Ontario. If we are to serve our constit-

uents properly in the years ahead, we must
have greater involvement in the planning
process related to telecommunications and
those supplying the services must be respon-
sive to the planning policies of this govern-
ment.

I fully appreciate that the majority of the

residents of Ontario, because they are well

served, have little concern about the tech-

nicalities or regulation of the services. They
are more interested in conveying information

to one another than puzzling out the intri-
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cacies of the delivery systems or who is

taking what steps to protect their interests or

the morass in which communications has be-

come entangled. They are trusting that some-

one, namely government, is worrying about

these problems. Meanwhile, the system works

reasonably well, with the exception of those

areas of northern Ontario where service is

completely lacking, below standard or avail-

able in limited quantity. But not all of the

Erovincial,
regional or local interests are

eing reflected in the planning, development
or co-ordination of telecommunications

systems.

Our interest in telecommunications is di-

rectly tied to the fact that there is a large

public interest involved. For example:

Duplication of physical facilities offering
similar services can be a wasteful, costly and
inefiicient use of scarce resources. As an ex-

ample, both the telecommunications common
carriers and the cable television operators
install parallel systems off^ering comparable
and competitive subscriber response services.

This increases the use of public resources

such as rights-of-way and subjects the public
to disbenefits such as the visual horrors of

unnecessary poles, cable, amplifiers, drop-
wires, etc.

The radio frequency spectrum is public

property and a limited natural resource,

though not depleted through use, but which
is being assigned without provincial or local

participation;

There are, and will be, extensive uses of

public rights-of-way by the local landline

distribution systems;

The privacy of the consumer can be in-

vaded through misuse of the telecommunica-
tions system;

The tenant's right of access to telecom-
munications services must be guaranteed
while respecting the property rights of the

landowners;

There is a necessity to protect an unorgan-
ized public because telecommunications sys-
tems exhibit natural monopoly characteristics;

Trends in telecommunications are for

problems to become larger and more com-

plex with time, necessitating that steps be
taken now to protect the public interest

before the situation becomes unmanageable.
These observations indicate that telecom-

munications systems are, and I quote, "af-

fected with the public interest" because of

their influence on social and cultural values
and diversity, the quality of life, the eco-

nomy, Canadian unity and identity, and the

exchange and flow of local cultural informa-

tion.

The government of Ontario has a significant

responsibility in the protection of the public
interest, a responsibility that in some areas

will be shared with the federal government
and in others will be exclusively provincial.

Some of the factors relevant to the common
and separate responsibilities of the federal

and provincial governments in the field of

telecommunications include:

Where the teleconmiunications system and
services act, directly or indirectly, to influence

growth and change in the social, cultural,

economic and political milieu of the province,
it is the business of the provincial govern-
ment, as opposed to industry, to direct the

form, nature, incidence and speed of such

growth and change;

The stakes in provincial economic growth
and quality of life are large and complex and
cannot be completely left to the vagaries of

an imperfect marketplace;

Large telecommunications systems tend to

function, however wittingly and wilfully, as

another level of government, through deci-

sions that amount to taxation and cross-

subsidization between regions and different

social groups; therefore their planning, invest-

ment and operating decisions should be open
to scrutiny by the provincial government;

The existing mechanism for provincial input
to the federal government's decision-making

process has proved imsatisfactory;

There is no guarantee that major federal

legislative and regulatory decisions affecting

telecommunications will be satisfactory from
a provincial point of view. They are not

designed to satisfactorily respond to the same

degree as a provincial government to local

needs and interests.

By accepting, as we do with this address,
a larger role in the direction of telecommuni-

cations planning, the government of Ontario

would take those steps necessary to:

Ensure that all existing and emerging
modes of telecommunications serve as effec-

tively, expeditiously and eflBciently as is

economically and technically feasible the

economic, cultural and social needs and

goals of the people of Ontario, our indus-

tries, business community, institutions and

governments, and that these be fully com-

patible with national and international sys-

tems.

In pursuing this operational objective, the

government of Ontario believes that:
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The telecommunications systems should re-

duce isolation by making it possible for

people in remote areas or areas with diflBcult

access to come closer to the outside world;

Thp telecommunications systems should

strengthen a sense of regional identity by
informing people of issues, problems, plans
and events in their own region, encourage
dialogue and discussion on regional matters

and foster a sense of belonging to a region in

which other people have similar needs and

problems;

Telecommunications systems and services

should aid the development of a better under-

standing between Ontarians, between Cana-
dians, and with the global community;

Telecommunications systems and services

should be adequate and appropriate in terms
•of type, availability, reliability, quality and

efficiency and be fully compatible with na-

tional and international systems;

Telecommunications services should be
available to all Ontarians at just, reasonable

and equitable rates, and within local needs
and provincial resources-

Mr. J. H. Jessiman (Fort William): On a

point of order, Mr. Speaker, although we do
have a quorum in the House, other than the
NDP member for Yorkview (Mr. Young), there
is no northern member of the NDP other than
one member present to listen to this commu-
nications delivery by our minister, and I

strongly—

Mr. Singer: They can't even get the Tories
liere.

Mr. R. D. Kennedy (Peel South): Oh, yes,
we are here.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Mr. Speaker, on
the point of order, if I may, I would like to

point out the high quality of the delegation
that is here, on this side of the House. Also
I would like to point out that the last time I

made a major presentation in this House, we
liad exactly four members of the Conservative

Party listening to me.

Mr. Kennedy: They were long-suffering too.

Mr. Young: That was terrible too because
after all there was a great deal of wisdom in

what I had to say, just as there is today in

what the hon. member has to say. Also, if

you look around, you will find about the same
proportion of membership is here in this

party as in the government party.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Young: Unfortunately, many of our
northern members had to go to a special

meeting to lay siege to a very important
northern riding today. The member knows
about the meeting and perhaps he will under-
stand a little more of the implications a little

later on.

Mr. Speaker: Carry on.

Mr. Singer: Maybe the record should show
the Tories did not have enough for a

quorum—

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I would
concur with the remarks of the hon. member
for Yorkview about the quality of the repre-
sentation of that party. He happens to have
as his member the present Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications and I am sure

we share many things together.

Mr. Jessiman: Although he must feel very

lonely.

Mr. Young: Self-sufficient.

Hon. Mr. Carton: The protection and the

promotion of a viable telecommunications

manufacturing industry as a vital provincial
and national asset is considered as a priority
of the government of Ontario.

Mr. Speaker, this is some of the back-

ground for provincial involvement in tele-

communications. Through a prudent, reasoned

and reasonable approach we intend to accept
our responsibilities.

I have traced the background of our cur-

rent involvement in communications and out-

lined what the Ministry of Transportation
and Communications is doing in order to

establish a framework for the remainder of

my contribution to the budget debate.

In our approach to the sul^ject we set out

to determine what might be right, as well as

what might be wrong, with the existing tele-

communications delivery system in Ontario.

We wanted to find out whether and where
there is poor or no service and what should

be done to ensure equality of service across

the province. We looked at the regulatory

process to determine where it was working
well and, if there are weaknesses, are seeking
solutions which will make it more responsive
to the needs of the users.

In this context, our thrust is to find a

positive regulatory mechanism rather than one
which is negative or restrictive to the sup-

pliers of services. We approached the ques-
tion of jurisdiction with a good deal of care

and caution. We wanted to know whether
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the province could have greater control over

the telecommunications systems serving the

province and, even more importantly, whether
the province should have greater control. We
asked ourselves whether greater control could

or should apply equally to broadcasting, cable

and telephone. And we wanted to know
what effect greater control would have on a

national telecommunications system.

We also wanted to pinpoint the major
issues which confront Ontario and Canada in

both communications and telecommunications.

We wanted to frame in our own minds the

level of government which we felt should

most appropriately deal with each issue or

components of each issue.

We have a few of the answers. We have
formed some conclusions. We are still search-

ing for many others and, along with our

sister provinces and the federal government,
are engaged in a mutual effort to unravel

some very tangled knots to ensure that

Canadians will continue to enjoy one of the

world's highest standards of communications
service.

As a nutshell summary of our views at this

time, and for a variety of reasons, we believe

the government of Ontario must obtain

greater control over the telecommunications

systems operating in Ontario. At the same
time, our examination of the issues leads us

to the conclusion that only a few elements
of telecommunications can be assigned an
exclusive interest of either the province or the

federal government.

In telecommunications, we must move into

an era of shared responsibilities.

Two years as;o, the Premier observed that

technological change has surpassed the tech-

nicalities of the constitution and related juris-

prudence to render doubtful the unqualified
ripht of the federal government to be in-

volved alone. Under close scmtiny of the

problems his statement has more than proved
to be the case. Exclusive federal jurisdiction
in telecommunications in Ontario no longer
is sensible or possible.

While a substantial body of law and juris-

prudence has built up around communications
and telecommunications, the constitutionality
of provincial and federal involvement in com-
munications remains unsettled. Technology
has simply overtaken the British North Amer-
ica Act and subsequent court decisions.

For example, our research concludes that
the legal arguments used to determine juris-

diction over radio communications up to the
1931 radio reference case are now question-

able and unacceptable. The radio reference

case established federal jurisdictioai over

radio communications but it should be re-

membered that telecommunications is far

more than radio communications. The juris-

diction over telecommunications must be
assessed in the light of today's technology
and social realities. A full examination can

only lead to the conclusion that the prov-
ince has a constitutional right to control and

regulate all aspects of intraprovincial tele-

communications.

However, it is impossible to dismiss the

importance of broadcasting and television to

the social, cultural and economic growth of

Canada. Certain aspects should be regulated
and controlled by the federal authority, such
as frequency allocation and technical stand-

ards. Similarly, it is impossible to dismiss

the fact that the technology of today is

vastly different from that of 1931. It is now
possible to have completely intraprovincial

telecommunications such as local radio and
television stations and cablecasting. Certain

aspects are purely local, such as community
programming. In the vast majority of cases

the actual served area does not extend be-

yond provincial boundaries nor are the

operators interested in extending beyond the

boundaries of their communities, let alone

the province.

Therefore, it is important to determine
which aspects of telecommunications are of

such national importance that they affect

the body politic of Canada and fall to the

authority of the federal Parliament. All others

would fall to the province under provincial

jurisdiction as local works and undertakings,
unless they are interprovincial, and, there-

fore, could fall under the control of the

federal government.

The diflBcult question is to determine
where intra- and interprovincial aspects be-

gin or end. We recognize fully that insofar

as the Province of Ontario is concerned the

federal government has occupied the field

de facto. There is substantial legislation in

existence and a weight of judicial opinion
favouring federal control. This does not

destroy the fact that the province has the

constitutional right to regulate and control

all intraprovincial works and undertakings,
which includes telecommunications.

In the months ahead we shall be energetic-

ally exploring with the federal government,
directly and through the forum of a proposed
series of federal-provincial conferences on

communications, a clear delineation of those

areas which should be of exclusive federal

jurisdiction, those which should be exclusive-
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ly provincial and those which should be

shared.

In addition to jurisdictional questions there

are many pressing and major issues in com-
munications which demand immediate atten-

tion. These can be divided into three

categories: those dealing with the "mass"

communications; those dealing with "point-

to-point" communications; and those dealing
with regulation.

Each of these categories can be subdivided

in many ways, each affected by the dynamics
of the telecommunications industry. The in-

dustry is growing rapidly. Technology is

changing every four or five years. The de-

mand for construction and operational capital

is voracious. We believe the use of tele-

communications facilities will grow at a re-

markable rate over the next 25 years, with

an equally remarkable expansion in the kind

and quality of these services. This will re-

quire priority-setting and co-ordination. Ex-

penditures on telecommunications will have
to be given their proper place with the other

needs of society.

When we talk of mass communications we
talk about systems which address large num-
bers of people, such as radio and television.

Point-to-point communications relates to tele-

phone and telegraph systems and includes

teletypewriters. Cable is somewhat of a

hybrid and falls into both camps.

The mass electronic experience is a child

of this century. The issues confronting radio

and, especially, television tend to be largely

sociological and are rapidly centering around
the coaxial cable distribution systems. With
cable, for the first time on any large scale in

North America, we have the capacity to pre-

pare programmes targeted for people in

neighbourhoods rather than the entire com-

munity, for special interest groups or for

limited-interest subjects. Those people who
feel that they are not part of the mainstream
of the communications experience—for ex-

ample, the elderly, the rural residents, the

northerner, the newcomer—can find their

place and participate. Through the com-

munity-access aspect of cable, and the

multiple choice of information which cable

can ultimately offer, the older-style mass
communications systems are facing a chal-

lenge for supremacy. With that challenge
come many questions, each requiring the

serious and co-ordinated attention of all

levels of government and of the broadcast-

ing and cable industries.

The following are a few examples of a

multitude of issues in mass communications
which are of interest to this government:

How are regional disparities and inequities

in radio and television coverage to be re-

solved?

Should both a public and a commercial

broadcasting system be encouraged to de-

velop non-competitively and provide distinct-

ly different kinds of programming?
What effect is an overabundance of tele-

vision having on our children?

What efforts are required to preserve and

encourage local cultural identities and activ-

ities?

Is there a need for the provincial govern-
ment to consciously and actively develop and

support the indigenous creative talents that

are necessary to produce first-class program-

ming?
Is cable television to be encouraged as an

alternative means of distributing radio and

television programmes and other developing
cable uses?

Is cable to be designated as a poor cousin

of the broadcast and telephone industries,

relegated to a supporting and non-competi-
tive role?

How best to distribute the responsibility
to protect the public interest between the

different levels of government and between

government and industry?

Are cable and broadcast communications

facilities public utilities?

Should cable and broadband communica-
tions systems and the services they offer be

regulated in the public interest?

What level of government should legislate
and regulate the cable and broadband com-
munications system, or should this be shared?

Should cable and broadband communica-
tions systems be corporately separated or

integrated vdth the telecommunications com-
mon carriers?

Is legislation required, and if so, what type,
for cable and broadband communications

systems?
Should universal accessibility to cable ser-

vices be an objective of the government of

this province in its interaction with the in-

dustry and other levels of government?

Should the telecommunications common
carriers be encouraged to own the cable

television distribution systems with the con-

tent being retained by cable television pro-

grammers?
Should apartment house master antennae

and closed circuit TV systems be treated as

public utilities and subject to the same legis-
lation and regulation as cable television sys-
tems?
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Should the province establish priorities for

the carrying of local, regional and foreign
television channels?

Should the province establish priorities for

the use of a system capacity between educa-

tion, entertainment and commercial uses?

Should the province be directly involved,

without prejudice to future positions, in cur-

rent hearings of the Canadian Radio-Televi-

sion Commission on both cable and broad-

casting applications?

Should the province be involved in the

allocation of broadcast frequency spectrum
for both AM and FM radio and for tele-

vision?

Should the province have a role in deci-

sions related to the communities and areas

to be served by radio and television stations

and cable distribution systems?

Should the province be a participant in

decisions on the local and regional proportion
of programming content of radio and tele-

vision stations?

These, and a multitude more, Mr. Speaker,
are pertinent questions which must be asked

and must be answered before reasoned and
reasonable solutions are found to the appro-

priate level of jurisdiction over mass com-
munications. But, because of the conflict*!

which are now beginning to occur, solutions

must be found quickly.

While there are far more questions than

answers, and while the subject matter is more

complex than that with which the average
man will want to tangle, the solutions must
not be restricted to the work and thinking
of governments and their agencies. There
must be a great deal of participation by the

people of this province. At the same time I

wish to assure the House that, while working
on solutions to these questions and seeking
the advice of the residents of Ontario, the

government of Ontario will become actively
involved in the protection of the provincial

public interest related to cable distribution

systems. Our first major involvement will be
in northeastern Ontario where applications
are to be heard this year by the Canadian
Radio-Television Commission for cable sys-
tems in Sudbury and Timmins.

We shall become engaged because there is

no doubt in our minds that the cable tele-

vision systems should be under the control

and direction of the province. There is a

recognition that, insofar as the broadcasting
component is concerned, there is a federal

interest. But the predominant interests are

those of the province and the municipality.
Because the province is responsible for re-

gional economic growth and development, it

should have the power to establish the terri-

torial area to be served by a cable company
and should be responsible for, as examples,
theh granting of the franchises, service rates

to customers, the designation of the variety
of services to be supplied by the system,

including broadcasting, educational and com-

munity uses, and all closed-circuit aspects
such as Pay-TV and information-retrieval

activities.

The potential development of cable dis-

tribution systems is enormous. As cable de-

velops beyond the simple reception of signals
from broadcasting stations to other services,

as is now occurring in Toronto, and overall

services become transformed from desirable

to essential, it will became increasingly im-

portant to ensure that the systems and serv-

ices become readily available to residents of

rural and suburban territories as well as those

in the built-up urban communities. Here,

again, is an important role for the province,

working with the industry and residents, to

provide a greater choice of information and
entertainment.

Mr. Speaker, I would assure the House,

and through the House to the cable industry
and its investors, that the government of On-
tario plans no precipitous action which would

upset either the provision of existing services,

plans for expansion of services or ownership
and operation of services, but we do intend

to become much more involved than in the

past.

The main issue in point-to-point commun-

ications—primarily our telephone networks-

is to find the best structure of the industry
to meet national and provincial objectives.

This is compounded by the mixture of public
and private ownerships and provincial and

federal jurisdiction across Canada.

Because of the mix, there is no single

policy shaping the Canadian telecommunica-

tions industry. Nor is there any overall

control of interprovincial activities, such as

the Trans-Canada Telephone System, an

arrangement through which the various tele-

phone companies in Canada sort out the

long distance revenues between their com-

panies.

If we are to come to a sensible solution to

the dilemma which faces policy makers, we

again must ask a great many questions. Again,

I would like to place some of these before

the House to illustrate the complexities of the

issues. These are related to: The appropriate

kinds of ownership of telecommunications

assets, public, private or both;
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The needs of the people, industry and

government of Ontario related to the avail-

ability of the kind and the quality of service;

The relationship between telecommunica-

tions and transportation and the possible

trade-offs;

The industry structure and the services and
rate structure that evolved;

The optimum size of the industry to make
the best contribution to the social and eco-

nomic welfare of the province; that is, how

big should it be, how fast should it grow,
how great a demand should it make on the

capital market?

Whether it is possible to regulate large,
diverse utilities effectively;

What constitutes the proper level of serv-

ice quality and availability for different areas;

What are the appropriate levels of rates

to meet the demands of consumers and the

appropriate financial needs and expectations
of the industry;

The effects of technology and changing
cost structures as well as the developing over-

lap in cable and telephone technologies;

The effect of the computer on the tele-

communications industry;

What elements of the industry should be

shaped and controlled by competition and
what parts should be shaped and controlled

by regulation.

If competition is endorsed, this in itself

poses many other basic questions including
what forms of competition are desirable, the

validity of the concept of natural monopoly
and the treatment of cross-subsidization be-

tween monopoly and competitive services.

Two other basic issues relate to point-to-

point communications. They are: The role of

satellites and private microwave systems and
their effect on existing carriers; and the effect

of freer interconnection of customer-owned
and maintained terminal equipment on the

Canadian telecommunications manufacturing
industry and on the telecommunications

common carriers.

The alternative to competition is regula-
tion. This raises the problems of who has

the right to regulate the industry, who should

regulate the industry and on what basis. And,
whether it is a matter for either exclusive,

federal, provincial or shared responsibility.

When these questions have been answered
there always remains the knotty question of

where regulatory responsibility should stop
and managerial initiative begins. As an ex-

ample of the problem, when do utility rate-

setting practices usurp the government's role

in taxation and the treatment of economic dis-

parities between regions? And, when does

regulation simply become inexpert meddling
in the decision-making process of the com-

pany?
Should all these questions be answered—

and that will take some time on the part of

both the Ontario and federal governments
and the carriers—we could look with much

greater clarity at the role of the existing
carriers.

Bell Canada provides a major portion of

Ontario's telephone service on a monopoly
basis; CN-CP Telecommunications provide

telegram service on a monopoly basis. Both

have expanded into the area of private serv-

ices essential to Ontario's industry, such as

data and teletype transmission. In these

services they compete. The roles of Bell

Canada and CN-CP must be examined in

relation to the extent of the services they
should provide and the basis on which they
should provide them.

We must ask ourselves whether they
would provide only the basic telephone and

telegram service or whether they should be

permitted to compete with each other and

possibly additional carriers in the provision
of optional services. We must also be aware
of how these decisions relate to Ontario's

independent systems.

The mechanism to obtain many of the more

complex answers is the telecommunications

cost investigation, an analysis of the financial

reporting and the price structure of such com-

panies as Bell Canada, CN-CP Telecommuni-
cations and BC Telephone. Out of these

studies, hopefully, will come the ability of the

public to more easily understand the pricing
structure of the telecommunications industry,

the willingness of the public to pay for serv-

ices, the methods of the keeping of accounts

and the degree of cross-subsidization which
exists within the industry and between the

various regions of the province. The only
rational reason to regulate an industry is to

protect the users of the product created by
the industry from exploitation. This is par-

ticularly true where the industry resembles a

monopoly or public utility and, as such, is not

controlled in the marketplace by competition.

The jurisdictional split between the federal

and provincial governments enunciated in the

British North America Act was rational both

from a political and economic point of view

in 1867. It continued to fill the bill until

technology required ad hoc judicial decisions

to be made. These decisions have built a body
of constitutional law and jurisdiction which

is full of anomalies, has created a regulatory
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milieu which is chaotic and ine£Bcient and, as

I have said, has been surpassed by both tech-

nology and needs.

It makes little sense, Mr. Speaker, to have
the franchise granting power for local services

in the hands of a federal administrative

agency when the support structures required
to make the local services viable are the

responsibility of the provincial government.
At the same time, because of the national and
international networks, technical standards

must be uniform so that people, goods and
information can flow freely, safely and eflS-

ciently.

The problem confronting us is simply this:

How can the regulation of telecommunica-
tions carriers and broadcasters be rationalized

so that national and provincial interests can
be optimized to ensure a healthy industry
and protect the public against abuses?

In facing up to this problem, some sug-

gested alternatives have been made by the

federal government in the green paper.

The green paper suggests that, "at least

for rate hearings," there would be a provision
for representation of the appropriate provin-
cial regulatory body or bodies at hearings on

intraprovincial rates in Ontario, Quebec and
British Columbia, with full disclosure to the

provincial representatives of all information

provided by the carrier. Similar arrangements
could apply to hearings on interprovincial
rates, with representatives of any province or

provinces which might be aflFected. The green
paper suggests this would aflFord the opportu-
nity for a full examination of provincial or

federal interests during the course of the

hearings, whether or not the provincial or

federal government chose to be represented
in an adversary capacity as well.

The green paper also states:

The federal government is prepared to

consider a provision empowering the federal

regulatory agency, subject to approval by
the Governor in Council, to remit certain

purely intraprovincial matters within its

jurisdiction to the appropriate provincial

regulatory body for advice.

The agency might also be authorized to con-
sult a provincial regulatory body in advance
of a rate hearing which could have important
intraprovincial implications.

As a minimum step at this time, and until

the issue of jurisdiction is resolved, the gov-
ernment of Ontario will urge the federal

government to develop these two suggestions.
The result would be that the provincial as-

pects of any application coming before a
federal telecommunications regulatory tribu-

nal will be understood and considered in the

decision-making process of the tribunal. We
believe the approach suggested in the green
paper should not be limited to rate apphca-
tions of telecommunications common carriers

bu' should be broadened to include applica-
tions for radio, television and cable licences

which are purely intraprovincial in nature.

This we shall be pursuing.

Meanwhile, and until the larger issues are

resolved the role of intervener will continue

to be exercised before the telecommunications

committee of the Canadian Transport Com-
mission and future hearings by the Canadian
Radio-Television Commission, with the ob-

jective of testing all applications to ensure

that they are compatible with the needs and
the interests of the people of this province.

In the long run, the jurisdictional issue and
the appropriate regulatory mechanisms will

be the principal areas of discussion between
the federal and Ontario governments. The

green paper states the desire of the govern-
ment of Canada to explore these matters with
the provinces. The government of Ontario has

already accepted this invitation and we look

forward to the federal-provincial commimica-
tions conference proposed for the autumn. At
that time we expect to put forward for con-

sideration additional suggestions for inter-

governmental machinery. In the meantime,
we believe there is a great deal of merit in

attempting to find an accommodation of the

recognized federal and provincial interests in

all elements of telecommunications.

While much of my discussion has been
directed toward the need to develop an On-
tario telecommimications policy and the role

Ontario should and does play, one of the

most remarkable aspects of the communica-
tions field has been the rapidity of develop-
ments in the interprovincial and federal-

provincial areas.

First let me comment on interprovincial
activities.

When the Ministry of Transportation and
Communications was created, the only other

province with a ministry dealing with com-
munications was Quebec. At their conference

last summer, the provincial first ministers ex-

pressed their concern about the absence of

vigorous provincial involvement in the com-
munications policy activities under way with-

in the federal government. The premiers
stated that these federal initiatives need to

take a count of provincial policies, priorities

and jurisdictions.

The premiers then appointed "focal point"
ministers for communications policy within
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their governments. They instructed these min-

isters to meet in the autumn. The first ex-

ploratory conference of provincial ministers

of communication was held in Quebec City
on Nov. 22 and 23, 1972.

The second conference of provincial min-

isters will be held next Thursday and Friday,

May 31 and June 1, in Calgary. We shall be

exploring in some depth two subjects of

mutual interest: cable television and the

interconnection of customer-owned and main-

tained equipment to the telephone networks.

I expect we will also engage in a general
discussion about the future steps which must

be taken to develop a rational national ap-

proach to communications policies. It is my
personal view that a third conference should

he held in the early autumn, prior to the

federal-provincial conference on communica-
tions proposed, as I said, by the government
of Canada.

These interprovincial exchanges are ex-

tremely valuable. Each province has its own

requirements and mechanisms to deal with

them. Each has its own people to serve. But

an understanding of the concerns and inter-

ests is of enormous value when attempting to

come to grips with the need for sound pro-
vincial and national policies. While we do not

expect we shall find common ground on all

subjects, we shall, collectively and with the

federal government, develop national policies
which will be to the benefit of all Canadians.

During the last year, close, constructive and

rewarding working relationships have devel-

oped between myself and the Minister of

Communications in Quebec. The hon. Jean-
Paul L'Allier and I have met on a number of

occasions to exchange views. Our ministries,

as do our provinces, have many interests in

common.

I believe we have a sound understanding
of Quebec's concerns and attitudes and are

both sympathetic to and supportive of the

positions taken by the government of Quebec
in the field of communications.

In particular, I fully agree with Mr.
L'Allier that in all matters the provinces must
be treated as mature governments and not as

just another pressure group, as is now the

case in many communications matters.

Through the Ontario-Quebec Communications

Committee, a sub-committee of the Ontario-

Quebec Permanent Commission, a more
formal working relationship has also been
established on a broad range of common
problems.

Since the establishment of the Ministry of

Transportation and Communications almost

two years ago, there has been frequent con-

tact at the ministerial level with the appro-

priate federal ministries and agencies; Com-
munications Canada, the Secretary of State,

and the Canadian Radio-Television Commis-
sion. The personal relationships have been
most cordial and constructive.

The discussions have ranged over a great

many subjects of interest to both govern-
ments, from new regulatory machinery to

broadcasting, cable television, the telecom-

munications cost investigation and intercon-

nection.

The release on March 22 of the green

paper entitled, "Proposals for a Communica-
tions Policy for Canada; a Position Paper of

the Government of Canada," sets the course

for a new and serious round of discussions

between Ottawa and the provinces. The paper
makes proposals for a number of optional
solutions to the communications problems it

sees in Canada. These are predominantly

jurisdictional and regulatory. Since informing
the House on April 2 of our initial reactions,

the federal Minister of Communications, the

hon. Mr. Pelletier, has assured Ontario and
the other provinces that during the proposed

federal-provincial conferences Ottawa is will-

ing to explore both the concerns which the

provinces wish to place on the agenda, as

well as those of the federal goverrmient.

This is welcome news to the provinces be-

cause a reading of the federal green paper
would lead one to conclude that the federal

government is unwilling to discuss questions
of jurisdiction related to broadcasting and

most if not all aspects of cable television. Yet

our discussions have indicated that the fed-

eral government is willing to explore options

in this area. We will be pleased if this

approach is taken by Ottawa, but we are

puzzled by the apparently conflicting attitude

which has been expressed in recent days by
the federal Minister of Communications about

the activities of the Quebec government,

especially suggestions that Quebec's actions

in the area of cable threaten the planned

federal-provincial conference.

However, I am generally encouraged by
the attitudes of the federal government and

believe they are sincere in their desire to

find appropriate solutions to the communica-

tions challenge of the 1970s and to enable

a more meaningful role for the provinces.

The substance of the solution is contained in

the federal paper which emphasises that a

"national communications policy shall ensure

that federal and provincial aims and activities

can be effectively harmonized."
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Harmonization requires the recognition
of both federal and provincial rights and

responsibilities. This matter was explored in

a recent discussion I had with Mr. Pelletier.

We share the conviction that a real national

policy is a composite of provincial and federal

interests and policies.

What I have described in this address, Mr.

Speaker, is an extremely large ejffort by this

government to establish an appropriate pro-
vincial presence in the future development
of communications and telecommunications

systems in this province.

We are confident that this is a most

appropriate time to take this action. It co-

incides with a larger national discussion of

communications challenges and aspirations

being reflected by the green paper of the

federal government, the interests and ac-

tivities of our sister provinces and the need
to change the federal regulatory process. It

also coincides with developments in the use
of satellites, advanced cable distribution

systems, a new Ontario television network,
the proposed expansion of the CBC radio

and television networks, a larger provincial
orientation to CBC programming, provincial
initiatives in educational television and the

revolution in data processing.

There are a multitude of other issues which
are being explored. Among them are com-
puter privacy, teleconferencing, multiple and

foreign ownership of all communications

systems, the cultural aspects and expectations
of Ontarians as they relate to communications,
and the usefulness of telecommunications in

decisions related to industrial location, choice

of where people live and trade-offs between

transportation and communications.

Many of these issues will be resolved by
the concerted effort of the various ministries

of this government. Others will require sub-

stantial involvement of the federal govern-
ment. All will require the participation of the

industries involved, and, above all, the users

of the service.

Communications technology is poised to

move in many new and exciting directions.

There is practically no limit to the con-

venience which can be added to our daily
lives by electronic means. But before the

shape of the future becomes visible, and to

ensure that the future is that which we de-

sire, much research and planning must be
done. Because of the closeness of the pro-
vincial government to the people who will

use these services and to the industries which
will supply them, and because of the public
interest that is involved, the government of

Ontario must take its appropriate place in

the decision-making process.

Part of that process is our desire to build

strong bridges between the government and
the telecommunications carriers and manu-

facturing industries. Our mutual objective

is to ensure that a vigorous teleconmiunica-

tions industry continues to exist in Ontario.

I am convinced that the desire of both the

conmion carriers and the manufacturing in-

dustries is equal to ours. We must work to-

gether as partners to strengthen the industries

and the vital services they provide. This is

one of our highest priority goals for this

year.

Within the government we shall be paying

particular attention to the effectiveness of

our own legislation, regulatory instruments

and jurisdiction. We shall make those changes
which will make our role more effective.

We are involved in strengthening the ac-

tivities of the communications division of

the Ontario Northland Transportation Com-
mission so that it can better serve the resi-

dents of northeastern Ontario and the remote

areas of northern Ontario along the coasts of

James and Hudson Bays.

As the Premier recently announced, the

Ontario Telephone Service Commission will

undertake a review of rates charged for com-

munications services in northeastern Ontario.

This will be done in conjunction with On-
tario Northland, Bell and Canada and its

provincially-regulated subsidiary, Northern

Telephone Co. We are pleased by the in-

terest and co-operation of Bell and Northern

in this undertaking.

In concluding my participation in this

budget debate, Mr. Speaker, I should like

to refer to the report of the 1961 federal

Royal commission on publications, in which
it was stated:

Communications are the thread which
binds together the fibres of a nation. They
can protect a nation's values and encourage
their practice. They can make democratic

government possible and better government
probable. They can soften sectional dispar-
ities and bring honourable compromises.

They can inform and educate in the arts,

the sciences and commerce. They can help
market a nation's products and promote
its material wealth.

Mr. Speaker, that inspirational statement was
made in the context of a national need. It is

a need which the government of Ontario

has consistently endorsed and consistently sup-

ported. I reiterate that endorsation and sup-

port today. I also suggest that those comments
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apply equally to the community of people
who comprise this province, and that there

is a need to make maximum use of our com-
munications resources to maintain a strong

provincial community, because our provinces
are the building blocks of a strong, united

and vibrant Canada.

A number of similar principles have been

expressed by the federal government in its

green paper. As I stated in this chamber on

April 2, those principles are also espoused

by the government of Ontario, namely:
The assurance that Canadians have avail-

able a reasonable variety of choice in com-
munications services, and that at least basic

communications services be available to all

Canadians, wherever they may live, at just
and reasonable rates;

The assurance that telecommunications sys-
tems be developed and used to strengthen
the unity of Canada and foster Canadian
social and cultural values;

That telecommunications systems should

strengthen the east-west links of Canada in

relation to what Ottawa describes as "the

powerful pull of north-south ties";

We desire—and certainly have demon-
strated by action in related fields—that com-
munications systems are and remain effec-

tively in Canadian ownership or under Cana-
dian control.

Therefore, Mr. Speaker, and as I said in

April, any federal-provincial debate is not

about the objectives. The debate surrounds

the best means of accomplishing the objec-
tives and which level of government can
best respond to the needs and interests of

the people of Canada.

We are confident that the process which
is now begun will give Canadians—and On-
tarians—the maximum benefits of the new
world of communications technology.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

George.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Mr.

Speaker, it is my sad and unhappy lot to

follow such a major address in considering
my remarks on the budget.

I would first like to point out that this

is in fact a misnomer, the documents through
which we laboriously travelled, including the

opening address itself, and our estimates, do

not, in whole or in part, constitute a budget.
What a pity that with all the highly paid,

highly talented personnel available, we re-

view documents which spell out no planning,
no programming and no priority. It is ap-
parent when one reviews these documents

why this government is in such a mess. It

is not, as I first thought, an attempt to hide
from the opposition the facts and functions,
but rather it is a declaration of the lack of

direction, other than increased spending in

every area and the glaring, purple passages
of patronage involved in so many areas,
a tawdry effort.

Secondly, there is no human thrust to

any of it. The reorganizations of government
must have been undertaken witib goals in

mind. They appear to be such as creating
positions for friends, certainly not for creating

efficiency.

Let us take one example—assessment. This
is the life-blood of local government and
there were many who were frightened when
this function was assumed by the provincial

government. The reasons for fear were prag-
matic. The returns must be readily available

so that a mill rate may be set. However, in

its wildest moments, no municipal council

would believe that anyone would divide this

function like all Gaul, not only into three

parts, but under three ministries. Anyone
doing this simply did not understand the pro-
cess. There are estimates for appeals, for the

assessors themselves, and for the computer,
each in a different ministry.

It's interesting that this year when the

computer printouts were sent to municipal-
ities, there was no key attached thereto. The

city of Toronto asked for the key and were
told that the assessors were to get it to them.

However, finally when the key came and the

city was asked to make copies for the

assessors, who had never had them at all, it

reads like a comic opera, if it weren't so

tragic in its import for the city.

We were advised that there were some

148,000 appeals last year, this at a time when,
for the most part, assessment was frozen save

for new assessment. They were not prepared
for a hundred and a hair million appeals next

year.

I am advised that for the first time the city
of Toronto would strike its miU rate with three

wards unreported because the information

was not available from this government. It

may indeed be the last mill rate ever struck

in the history of Ontario.

To cover a vast deficit, and to fund rapidly

expanding expenditures, this government in-

voked the sales tax increase—which reminds

me of a definition in the Farmers' Almanac

applicable to this government: A politician
is a person who has never yet met a tax he
didn't hike. Statesmen, hopefully, have larger
concerns.
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The regressive, discriminatory aspects of

this tax are frightful. This government did

not care that one child aged 10 might buy
clothes without a tax while another of the

same age might not. It doesn't care that

baby's furniture is taxed, that soap, tissues,

and other detergents are taxed, or that all this

falls heavily on the middle-income group and

the poor. That is proper. This government
has no friends among the poor. You may buy
pets—magnificent—but of course to ensure

again that the poor cannot take advantage of

that, first they have no money for pets, and
if they should be so bold, the food is taxed,

so that should fix them. They may also buy

plants and shrubs.

I can recall an incident of some years back

about a certain woman who had little money,
but because she was an excellent shopper
she could stretch it. One day, however, she

did a terrible thing, a thing for which she

was deeply criticized. She lived in public

housing, was on a form of welfare assistance,

and at the market she bought an African

violet! Those who can afford to garden and

landscape may do so without tax. What this

government does not understand is that the

poor, and increasingly the middle-income

group, are living from day to day. The poor
do so because that is the way the system
works. They must be punished for being poor.
The middle-income taxpayer does so because

the heaviest weight of taxation falls upon
him proportionately and he is mortgaging his

future, not to get ahead, but to survive. The

proposed retail sales tax credit will not work
in such circumstances.

There is one excellent statement from this

government in its so-called budget which

should not go uncommended, that is, the

express policy that the government is moving
toward becoming a full municipal taxpayer.
I am not too sure what that means and
whether it is for general purposes only or

not. The increase in per capita student pay-
ments together with the recognition of the

cost to the community of psychiatric and

prison beds are a good step forward, if long
overdue.

The fact remains, however, according to

my information, that only about 10 per cent

of the grants to municipalities are still un-

conditional, a brave record for a government
which believes in local autonomy. I do not

understand the formula as it has been pro-
nounced or how it is to be applied. I would
hasten to tell all those in this House that the

figure shown in this new grant policy for

Toronto is not over $8 million. Toronto shares

about $2 million. This is all dependent upon

whether or not Toronto has extended this

year's spending beyond 10 per cent of last

year.

This, of course, is brought into eff^ect as a

formula after the province prevailed upon the

city to engage in an expanded winter works

programme so that it could boast about the

unemployment in this area, and at a time

when it terminated the supplementary road

grants. It also does not take into effect the

increases resulting from bargaining. These

factors, including devastating year-end snow-

storms, could place the city in a most unfor-

tunate position, and the city is only an ex-

ample of the rest of the mimicipalities across

the province. The cities must be aware of the

fact that there is to be a year-end audit, so

what looks rather good at the moment may
by the end of the year be rather disastrous.

In the riding of St. George, well over half

the population will see no benefit from a

lowered mill rate because they are apartment
dwellers. I recently read a letter to the

editor in the Globe and Mail where a tax-

payer living in a Fidinam apartment won-

ders whether the increase in his rent is in

some measure to repay the moneys paid into

the Tory coffers.

What does this government say in its pro-

grammes and priorities about the disabled,

including those who are on Workmen's Com-

pensation payments? Almost nothing. The

slight increase for those totally disabled is

too little and too late and the rest are con-

denmed not only to disability but to poverty
as well. Many of our disabled are not covered

for all their medical needs and must take

from limited income for food, clothes and

lodging funds to pay for special needs. There
are civil servants who treat these matters

in the most heartless fashion in many cases.

There is no effort to treat people with human-

ity and dignity to say nothing of grace. The
Solicitor General (Mr. Yaremko) has not even

clarified the position as to whether, in fact,

the fire marshal has advised possible em-

ployers of the disabled of the inadvisability
of employing such disabled because they are

a fire risk. Surely that ought to have con-

cerned the minister and the answer should

have been readily available.

In Ontario Housing an effort was made
to move towards some humanity in dealing
with applicants. What happened was that peo-

ple were informed that applicant representa-
tives would be available to them so that they
would not have to face faceless people. This

was done.

A mimeographed unsigned form letter went

out giving the name and telephone number
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of the worker. Also there was the statement

that if within 15 days there was no reply,
the government would conclude such housing
was not wanted. There was a panic. People
phoned; the lines jammed. They were told

to call back.

When I investigated the situation, I was
told two things. The people were clogging
the lines and they called when there was

nothing new to add to the matter of their

application.

The plain truth was that an excellent idea

went astray for one simple reason, lack of

planning for people. The people were not
told not to call if they had nothing new to

add and the ministry forgot to install suffi-

cient lines to take care of the calls it should
have foreseen would result. But the ministry
said it was the fault of the people clogging
the line that caused the system not to work.

Mr. Singer: The government should listen.

Mrs. Campbell: The Justice galaxy is a

disgraceful expansion of funds following
Parkinson's Law and, unfortunately, demon-
stratin£j clearly the Peter Principle. The func-
tion of the Provincial Secretary is to create

policy, to implement it and to co-ordinate it.

I am honestly truly sorry to make the ob-
servation which I feel I must make at this

time. I had respected the hon. minister when
he was Minister of the Environment. He
semed full of zeal and integrity in approach-
ing his responsibilities. A review of his esti-

mates in his new position was an obscenity.
It was evident that he was not making policy
nor was he allowed to do so, and he became
an exorbitantly paid co-ordinator. He was

publicly humiliated when he was driven to

express his own disappointment with what he
was permitted to say. It became evident that
this whole secretariat is simply a costly early
retirement programme. Because of the tre-

mendous increase in the estimates of this

galaxy, cuts had to be made but never, never
at the top. Never in the administration.

What happened was that Legal Aid, which
was a programme introduced by, and which
should have been a glorious triumph for, this

government was brought under pressure and
there was an attempt to cut the services to

juveniles who appeared in the afternoons be-
cause the programme was too costly. How
much lower down on the scale of the de-
fenceless can you go?
The economies could not be achieved

through a stark programme in the administra-
tive costs. You lose prestige that way and
what does a child need of justice? This is the

question, perhaps, one has to ask this gov-
ernment.

Then look at the mish-mash of educational

estimates. Again it is an exorbitantly ex-

panded industry, cost-wise, a trend begun by
the Premier when Minister of Education. The

sky was the limit. Expectations were enlarged.
We had a period of totally unwanted ex-

travagance but when the Minister of Educa-
tion left that ministry, he had other fish to

fry and other costly image-making to foist

upon the people.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): That is what they spend the time and

money on.

Mrs. Campbell: So they impose unreal

ceilings. Who suffers? Basically, only children

again. I wonder what Barry Lowes would say
about this now, having listened to him, as the

Metropolitan School Board chairman, advising
that there was to be no limit on educational
costs. This was the policy of this government.

However, having extended facilities, ex-

tended programmes and instituted policies
which only added to school costs on an in-

creasingly expanding rate, ceilings were im-

posed which would not provide the standard

of service of the past due to spiralling costs.

Could there be any tightening of the belt of

the ministry? Certainly not.

We must continue OISE, with its strange
esoteric studies and foreign-dominated hier-

archy, and Canadian children could again

pay the piper. Regrettably, there is nothing
in the estimates to permit of an increase in

priority of providing proper materials, re-

source materials, to permit children to know,
love and take pride in their exciting city,

history and heritage. Indeeed, under this

government they do not have to know a thing
about it.

We must also continue ETV, through the

Ministry of Colleges and Universities, which,
while it has without question produced some
excellent programming, is nevertheless in

many areas an apologist for this government;
in fact, virtually a house organ for the party
at public expense. After all, the name of the

game is the image—or should we say, the

presence.

The Premier of this province, having ex-

panded the costs of his office to just under

$1 million over those of Mr. Robarts, could

not face any economy there; indeed no. But
the attendants in the Legislature had $5
deducted from their per diem rate. We have
to economize; we have to economize.
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Health costs have soared out of sight.

Where do the problems lie, apart from admin-

istration, including committees to reward

friends about whose quahfications the min-

ister has no comment. Was there a lack of

planning? Somebody had to pay for the waste

in opening hospital beds and closing them.

Here, too, we have the weakest group upon
which to launch economies. Cut out the

stipends of interning students, other than

doctors, without notice. Make nursing stu-

dents pay to provide their labour to the

hospitals and for their residences, without

notice, and totally disregarding their con-

cerns.

This is evident in the estimates; all of it.

Send inspectors out; we've got to keep
inspectors going out measuring space in

nursing homes. In fairness to the minister,
he did say that after some period of time

he had decided this was not a good practice.
But indeed, it had been going on so that we
could close down nursing homes without

regard for the aged and infirm. We were not

concerned about their very real fears in

having to find other locations. Were we
trying to create a market for new homes to

be provided bv friends? Fifty-eight nursing
homes were shut down in Toronto since

April, 1972; what new applications have been

approved and under what guidelines?

This is the government that "cares"—for its

friends, that is.

One can go on and on and on. Wouldn't it

make sense to anyone that when our native

people are being poisoned by contaminated

fish, it should not take five ministries to con-

fuse the issue to the point where no solution

could be found? Is that the new eflBciency?

You know, it's very interesting having
listened today to the hon. Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications (Mr. Carton)

making a very strong statement about the

determination of this government to resolve

the problems of the constitutional questions
as they pertain to telecommunications. But
where is the strong speech in this House that

determines to resolve these same constitu-

tional questions so that we can have a decent
human family law? There is your priority;
there is your statement of philosophy. Where
will it end as we review the estimates, waste-
ful patronage, public-relations oriented spend-

ing at the top and grinding economies at the

bottom and an increasing gap between the

two? Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-
view.

Mr. Young: I move the adjournment of the

debate.

Mr. Speaker: Mr. Young moves the adjourn-
ment of the debate. Is it the pleasure of the

House the motion carry?

Motion agreed to.

Clerk of the House: The 14th order. House
in committee of supply; Mr. R, D. Rowe in

the chair.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF THE
SOUCITOR GENERAL

(continued)

On vote 1503:

Mr. Chairman: We were on vote 1503, item

2, which had been somewhat discussed under

item 1. Is there any further discussion on

item 2.

Carried.

Item 3-

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): No, no.

Even on item 2, Mr. Chairman, I scarcely had

my book open. I would like to hear the

minister tell us a bit about police training

and the extent to which you have progressed

and how much better you are this year than

last year and what you are looking forward

to in future years. Even the minister hasn't

caught up with the right page in the book

yet.

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): Mr.

Chairman, the primary purpose of the col-

lege is to provide training at all levels for

police personnel employed by police depart-
ments within the Province of Ontario. The

OPP and Metropolitan Toronto have their

own colleges and provide their own in-

service training, but the two are really com-

plementary to each other. With respect to

the changes, in 1972 a total of 2,627 police

ofiBcers received training. The new courses

that were oflFered in 1972 were: youthful
offender and methods of instruction, and

those new courses will be continued in 1973.

There will be three supplementary identifi-

cation courses introduced in 1973. The thrust

this past year has been to bring to a head

the plans for the new college which has

been announced. It is at Aylmer and the

Ministry of Government Services has in its

estimates some $500,000 which will be for

part of the initial stages of the buildin?:. I

cannot give a date on this, but the building
will not only provide new facilities but in-
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stead of having facilities which were con-

verted, as the previous facilities were, from
wartime requirements, they are being tail-

ored to the specific requirements of a police

college. This vsdll be the big thrust of 1973.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Chairman, I wonder if the
minister could tell us what co-ordination
exists between the OPP college, the Metro

college and the Ontario Police College? Are

they under sort of common agenda, common
direction, common supervision? Is it reason-
able to expect that a young police cadet

emerging from the Metropolitan college will

have the same training, the same basic

training, as one does when he emerges from
OPC. Are there any standard levels of train-

ing through these three college systems?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman: The
operating authority of the police college is

of course the Ontario Police Commission,
but there is an advisory committee and I

would just like to read the names: His
Honour Judge B. J. S. Macdonald; he's chair-
man of the advisory committee and he is a

representative of the County and District

Judges Association, he was also past presi-
dent of the Association of Boards of Gov-
erning Authorities of Ontario. The deputy
Solicitor General; the Hon. Mr. Justice John
O'Driscoll from the Supreme Court of On-
tario; Provincial Judge Walter Tuchtie; Mr.
W. D. Drinkwalter, he's a representative of
the Ontario Crown Attorneys Association;
Mr. Leonard G. Lawrence, he's the chief of

police of Hamilton, representing the Ontario
Association of Chiefs of Police; Mr. Dennis
Latten, the representative from the Police
Association of Ontario; Mr. Eric Silk, QC,
he was commissioner of the OPP, now re-

placed by Commissioner Harold Graham;
Provincial Judge C. O. Bick of the Metro-
politan board; Chief Harold Adamson of the

Metropolitan Toronto police force; Professor

J. J. Edwards of the Centre of Criminology;
Mr. J. L. Merrill, he's director of the Ontario
Police College; and Mr. Douglas Sears, dep-
uty director.

The composition of that advisory commit-
tee I feel will ensure that the OPP college
on Sherboume, the Metropolitan Toronto

college, the Ontario Police College and in-

service training are co-ordinated, and, as I

said, I used earlier the word complementary
—that's c-o-m-p-l-e—to each other.

Mr. Singer: What we want is c-o-m-p-l-i,
but we will tell you about that later.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for
Wentworth.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): We may not
want it to be, who can tell?

I can assume from what you said then that

in specific areas where there is an overlap-
ping of police work that the training that is

aflForded to police officers in general terms
is pretty well the same standard of training

following the same general curriculum. Yes?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes, that's the answer.
That's correct. The other two colleges are

really used for intensive in-service training.

Mr. Deans: I would like if you would out-

line for me the training curriculum followed
in training officers in how to handle labour
relations situations—strike situations and the

problems of a demonstration as a result of a
labour relations dispute. I wonder if you
could perhaps tell me how the training is

proceeded with and what kind of training
is given.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I touched upon this

last evening, Mr. Chairman, when we were

discussing the very broad subject of crowd
control. I touched upon the course content:

The historical development of dissent, pro-
test and civil disagreement; crowd psy-

chology; background of protesting groups;
intelligence; related law, riot control forma-
tion and tactics; and strikes. Then in human
relations subjects the course content would
be concepts of human behaviour; psychology
of group behaviour; crowd psychology; and
the like.

Mr. Deans: I think what we want to find

out then is what's wrong with it? Why isn't

it working?
There have been numerous occasions over

the course of the last two or three years where
it appears that certain of the officers haven't

understood the dynamics of the situation that

they were thrust into. The end result has

been that there have been arrests, disruptions
which were inadvertently brought about by
the involvement of officers in places where in

fact they weren't really needed.

I am not trying to blame the individual

officer in this regard, I want to make that

clear. Nor am I being particularly critical of

the fact that they have to be involved from
time to time. But there are very few instances

in the Province of Ontario where there is a

need for a police involvement in a strike situ-

ation. There have been a few, but very few
instances.

It is not the kind of crowd control that one

normally gets in a demonstration or in a park.
It is for the most part co-ordinated and regu-
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lated internally by the union involved. They
have a certain number of pickets on the

picket line and dieir function, valuable or

not, legal or othenvise, is to bring to the

attention of the public—and that includes

those who may have a will to cross the picket
line—the fact that there is a strike involving
a number of individuals legally authorized by
the Province of Ontario and to make that

known to the people who are crossing the

picket line or who are passing by, for that

matter.

A circumstance comes to my mind that has

bothered me for a couple of years. I went

out one morning to the Honeywell plant out

in the east end of Toronto, in Scarborough. I

was on the spot on that occasion and I

watched very carefully the involvement of the

pickets and the involvement of the police. I

came away with the conclusion that the

police had not been very adequately trained

in the handling of that particular kind of

situation.

What I want to say to you is this, when

feelings are running a little high and when

persons are involved in a dispute, it doesn't

serve any useful purpose for three or four

police oflBcers in plain clothes to be working
their way through the crowd and, then, at a

given point, to dash into the middle of them
and collar one or two people, and drag them

through the crowd.

All that happens is, first of all, the people
who are standing by watching are not neces-

sarily aware that they are police oflBcers.

Secondly, when it occurs, there is the general
retaliation because, to begin with, they didn't

know who it was that was attacking whom.

I watched the situation there, and this is

what I saw to the best of my recollection. I

think there were four police oflBcers in plain
clothes who, because someone stepped on to

the road in front of a vehicle going through a

private driveway to the plant, forced them-
selves through the crowd, grabbed the indi-

vidual around the neck, dragged him over to

a car, pushed him into the backseat, and
whisked him away. While this was all going
on, of course, there were other people there.

Those other people, being pushed aside by
the police oflBcers—who, again I want to point
out, were in plain clothes—pushed back. I

assume some of them may well have known

they were pohcemen and I assume some of

them didn't know.

I want to ask the Solicitor General does it

really make sense to have plainclothes police-
men involved on the scene when there is a

picket line legally set up under the provisions
of the Labour Relations Act? Do you not feel

that it might be better if the pohce could be

more quickly and more easily identified as

pohce oflBcers, rather than there being any

ambiguity or indecision on the part of the

people who are involved?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, I know
that the question of picket hues is a very
sensitive one. Emotions usually run high. The

purpose of the police, of course, is not to par-

ticipate in the strike on behalf of one party or

the other but is to ensure that law and order

is maintained at the picket line as it would be

maintained anywhere else.

Mr. Deans: Right.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: One would think that

very often the police presence has a psy-

chological eflFect, and if there is to be that

police presence it should be evident, and
that too has a great psychological eflFect. So

my inclination, without knowing all of the

details of the matter, would be that the

police presence should be apparent, unless

there was some other valid reason for the

plainclothesmen to be there—and there could

easily be in such situations; I am not familiar

with the case—I tend to agree with the hon.

member.

Mr. Deans: Yes, well, I was only using
the case that I cited as an example, because
it was one that I could recall just quickly
oflF the top of my head. There are others;

there are a number of others.

It alwavs seems to me that it should be

established, that if the police have to be

there for a reason then that is one matter.

They shouldn't be there simply because there

is a picket line, because I think the fact that

there is a picket line is in no sense breaking
the law. That's quite within the terms of

the law, and so long as that picket line is

operating in an orderly fashion, there is no

reason JFor the police to be sitting at the

comer watching; I don't think they need to

be kept under surveillance.

They don't keep the management under

surveillance during the strike, and therefore

I don't think they have any reason to keep
the people who are walking on the picket
line imder surveillance unless there has been

a justifiable reason for doing so.

The other is that if they have to be there,

I think they should be quite easily and

quickly identified. I would suggest that that

should be part of the training and the gen-
eral direction that goes out from the police
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training branch to police forces—that simply
because someone calls up from within the

administrative oflBce and says, "We have a

rather large group of pickets outside. Would

you send down some oflBcers?*' that doesn't

justify sending them, any more than if I were
to caJl and say, "There is a large group of

people walking up and down in front of my
house. Send me some police." There's no

justification.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Police cars

go and sit there all day, every day.

Mr. Deans: They sit there from morning
till night; they are relieved by the next

crew; they rarely ever leave the scene, and
99 times out of 100 there is no justification
for their being there. And they are there at

public expense. It's not even that they are

there at the expense of the person who has

made the call—who wants some kind of se-

curity guard provision, which may well be
the case. They are there at public expense.

Mr. Chairman, I think it's probably time
to adjourn.

Mr. Chairman: I think we should close.

Will there be further discussion on item 3?

Mr. Deans: Yes, I would like to discuss it

further.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the com-
mittee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the
chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the commit-
tee of supply begs to report progress and
asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, before
I move the adjournment of the House, on

Monday we will return to the consideration
of the estimates of the Ministry of the

Solicitor General. On Tuesday, I would ask
the members opposite to prepare themselves

for, at the moment, the entire number of

legislative matters on the order paper. The
House will not sit on Wednesday. Thursday
we will return to the consideration of esti-

mates as previously announced, and I would

suspect, unless otherwise notified, we will be
on budget debate on Friday of next week.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 1 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: We are always pleased to

have visitors with us in the galleries. Today,
in the east gallery, we have students from

St. Boniface School of Maryhill and Birch

Cliff Public School of Scarborough.

In the west gallery, there are students

from Woodside Public School of Oakville,

St. Lucy's Separate School of Toronto and
Glenview Senior Public School of Toronto.

Statements by the ministry.

ESTABLISHMENT OF FOUR REGIONAL
MUNICIPALITIES

Hon. J. White (Treasurer and Minister of

Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr. Speaker, I

would like to advise the House that we will

shortly be introducing legislation to establish

four new two-tier regional municipalities in

Hamilton-Wentworth. Peel, Halton and the

area east of Metropolitan Toronto.

Introduction of the legislation will culmi-

nate our consideration of the extensive public
contribution to the development of our orig-
inal proposals.

There has been universal recognition of

the need for restructuring local government
in this rapidly growing area of Ontario, and
there has been a fairly substantial consensus
of how it should be done.

My parliamentary assistants, who have had
a major role in this undertaking, share my
appreciation for the advice and assistance

of municipal councillors, private citizens,

public and private agencies and members
of this assembly over the past few months.

Mr. Speaker, the final detail of our de-

cision will be set out in the legislation, but
I would like the House and all the affected

citizens to have a general outline of what
we are recommending.
The regional municipality of Peel will

closely follow our original proposal for a
two-tier structure with three local municipal-
ities.

Monday, May 28, 1973

The regional municipality of Halton will

also take shape substantially as originally pro-

posed, with the significant exception that

Waterdown and East Flamborough will re-

main in Wentworth.

There were two alternatives in our pro-

posals for Hamilton and Wentworth. We are

recommending to the Legislature that a two-
tier municipality be established.

Mr. Speaker, at one time I considered de-

laying action on this proposal in the hope
that some completely acceptable plan could

be found. I met both the Hamilton and
Wentworth councils and I asked them to

examine a number of other proposals, in-

cluding that adopted for Winnipeg. However,
I have come to the conclusion that further

delay would be to the detriment of the resi-

dents of the area since municipal councils

would be unable to make any long-range

plans.

The Winnipeg structure was designed to

suit conditions in that community. Council

members from Hamilton and Wentworth who
visited Winnipeg were not persuaded that

the Winnipeg solution had application in

their region. There is a large rural area

within Wentworth and residents there have
indicated that they do not need or want many
of the services required in the built-up sec-

tions.

The two-tier system can be implemented
with a minimum of disruption. Municipalities
can establish the levels of service their citi-

zens expect while the overall needs and

priorities of the region are protected.

I come now to the new regional municipal-

ity of Durham, which we are recommending
for the area east of Metropolitan Toronto.

It will have as its eastern boundary the

Clarke-Hope township line.

At the same time we have decided to

include a number of townships now in On-
tario county in the new regional municipality.
The township of Pickering's northern bound-

ary will remain unchanged. A new municipal-

ity will be established consisting of Ajax,
the village of Pickering and part of Picker-

ing township. This means that the new com-

munity and airport will be under a municipal

jurisdiction from the outset.
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West Rouge will become part of Scar-

borough as originally proposed. There will

be no other changes in the boundaries of

Metropolitan Toronto and no changes in the

boundaries of the regional municipality of

York.

The township of Scott will become part of

the new municipality of Uxbridge—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Doesn't
the member like regional government?

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): I like

regional government. I am applauding for

the change.

Hon. Mr. White: The townships of Thorah
and Brock and the villages of Beaverton and

Cannington will become a new municipality
of Brock.

Darlington will be included with Bow-
manville, Clarke and Newcastle in the new
municipality of Newcastle.

The township of Manvers will be added
to Victoria county.

The townships of South Monaghan and
Cavan along with Millbrook will join Peter-

borough county, and the townships of Rama
and Mara will join Simcoe county.

The remainder of the municipalities which
were included in our original proposal will

remain in the counties of Northumberland
and Durham.

All the names of municipalities we are

using in this legislation can be changed to

meet the wishes of local residents. Provision

for this will be written into the bills.

Finally, Mr. Speaker, I would like to thank

my parliamentary assistants, members of the

councils concerned and thousands of citizens

for their help in these matters, as well as

members of my staff who have worked so

long and faithfully on these proposals.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): The timing
is a little off-base.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions. The hon.

member for Huron-Bruce.

ESTABLISHMENT OF FOUR
REGIONAL MUNICIPALITIES

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Speaker,
this is my one chance a year.

An hon. member: Who's the leader over

there?

Mr. Gaunt: I have a question of the

Treasurer, based on the statement he gave a
few moments ago. Is it the intention, with

respect to these regional governments of Peel,
Halton and Durham, to have the elections

this fall?

Hon. Mr. White: Yes sir, it is.

Mr. Gaunt: Taking a clue from that, I

gather that that legislation would have to

be passed before we recess at the end
of June?

Hon. Mr. White: That is our hope.

FUTURE OF MINISTRrS
SUBDIVISION SECTION

Mr. Gaunt: In view of the fact that I

don't see any of my other targets in the

House at the moment, may I ask the Treas-

urer in regard to the white paper he tabled at

the tri-level conference over the weekend,
if it is the minister's intention that the sub-

division section within the ministry would
be transferred to the county or regional

planning boards?

Hon. Mr. White: I think I wouldn't

attempt to express in those terms what we
are going to attempt to do to get certain

of these responsibilities now lodged in the

ministry down to the local level. We can't

come to grips with these possibilities until

after the session; it is obvious to the hon.

members that we have a very heavy legis-

lative docket including the four bills which
I have forecast here today.

Starting in July, however, we are going
to take a very long look at the responsibilities

of the ministry to see which might be spun
oflF and which might be spun down. We will

be proposing a number of changes to the

Municipal Act, which will give the munic-

ipality somewhat more freedom and, pre-

sumably, somewhat more power. I shall ex-

pect to have a subdivision branch of the

ministry, however, if only to attend to the

needs of those smaller municipalities that

haven't got the resources to provide that

service for their own citizens.

Mr. Gaunt: What criteria will the province
be using in selecting those areas to be

amalgamated for planning purposes?

Hon. Mr. White: I'm sorry, I don't know
that I understand the purport of that ques-
tion.
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Mr. Gaunt: I would like to know what

criteria, what basis, will the ministry be

using in selecting areas to amalgamate for

planning purposes. For instance, will it de-

cide that London and Middlesex county go

together for planning purposes, and if so

upon what basis?

Hon. Mr. White: No. We are going to

rely very heavily, Mr. Speaker, on the in-

itiative of the municipalities. This will become

clear, I think, when the new Ontario Planning

Development Act is introduced here in this

House on June 4. I think in fairness, though,
I shouldn't be asked to go into the details

of that legislation before the bill is given first

reading.

Mr. W. Newman (Ontario South): Supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker: I would like to ask

the Treasurer, when he talks about amalgama-
tion, what happens to the township of East

Whitby? It is not mentioned in his state-

ment.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): The
member wouldn't expect him to remember

everything.

Hon. Mr. White: That will be in the bill.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): That is the

member for Ontario South's problem.

Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Speaker, supplementary:
Can this be considered in any way a retreat

from phase 1 and phase 2 of the Design for

Development programme?

Mr. S. Lewis: (Scarborough West): Of
course not! Certainly not!

Mr. Raid: He's retreated already.

Hon. Mr. White: No, not in the slightest.

My predecessor, the member for Chatham-
Kent (Mr. McKeough), made it clear in June,
1972 that we had attended to the hot spot,

so to speak, around Metro; that we would not

be imposing the same model on all parts of

this enormous and heterogeneous province;
and that we would be utilizing disparate solu-

tions in different areas. Now, recently, we've
seen a number of areas come to grips with
their own problems in a way, I think, not

evident before.

For example, the county of Oxford and its

constituent municipalities have brought to us

a very fine brief recommending a much
stronger system of county government with
five municipalities instead of 10 and with cer-

tain responsibilities going up to the county
level with respect to planning and such like.

The county of Elgin, in co-operation with its

municipalities, asked me about a month ago
if our ministry would work closely with them
in formulating plans for that county to come
to grips with modem development pressures.

As I told the House before, Samia and
Lambton are having conversations. Windsor
and Essex are having conversations. London
and Middlesex had a meeting. So we are go-

ing to depend very much on the local level

of government, either by itself or in co-

operation with us, to recommend ways in

which local governments can be reformed to

take account of modem needs and pressing

problems.

Mr. Reid: That is a complete reversal.

Hon. Mr. White: That is not a complete
reversal.

Mr. Gaunt: Supplementary: I don't want to

pursue this any further, because as the minis-

ter said the bill will be introduced on June 4;

but I'm wondering, when these planning areas

are set up, will they be the basis upon which
a form of regional government will take

shape?

Hon. Mr. White: No, I wouldn't say so, Mr.

Speaker. Here, again, I think I'll have to ask

the hon. member to wait until the bill comes
before the Legislature.

Mr. Gaunt: The boundaries might be co-

terminous, but not necessarily so?

Mr. Lewis: That sounds as good as any-

thing.

Hon. Mr. White: All right.

Mr. Gaunt: I have a question of the Minis-

ter of Natural Resources (Mr. Bemier) and
the Minister of the Environment (Mr. Auld),
Mr. Speaker, neither of whom is here.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

EXPORT OF ONTARIO GASOLINE

Mr. Lewis: Yes, Mr. Speaker, a question
first of the Premier: Has he any knowledge
or has he attempted to adduce any knowledge
from his colleagues about the extent of the

export of gasoline from the Province of On-
tario to the United States over the last two

months, since the astonishing jump in exports;
and would he undertake to ascertain the

extent of the export and to where it is going?

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Yes, Mr.

Speaker. I haven't had any discussions; and I
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will endeavour to obtain this information for

the hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary,
would the Premier be prepared to further find

out whether the export—if such there is, pre-

sumably there is—is being handled by those

who purchase from the major oil companies
or, indeed, by the major oil companies them-

selves, thereby avoiding the tax involved? Is

that also feasible?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker, I have a

supplementary question that I think relates to

this. I'd like to put it to the hon. member for

Chatham-Kent, but since he is silenced under
our rules I will put it to his master, the

Premier.

Is the government giving any consideration

to approaching Ottawa for lifting the artificial

dividing line of the Ottawa River for provi-
sion of crude oil, Ontario and west from
Western Canada, Quebec and east from off-

shore Middle East and South American
sources?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, this matter
has been considered in the hon. member's

approach to the whole energy question. I

think it is fair to state that in the statement
on energy we will have some references to a

number of matters. I think it is also fair to

state that we have not felt inchned at this

time, and I say at this time, to make represen-
tations to Ottawa with respect to the dividing
line of the Ottawa Valley, roughly, with

respect to oil.

I would suggest, Mr. Speaker, that perhaps
as a result of the statement that will be made
in the next few days on energy, we might
have some fairly lengthy question and answer

discussions, because this is a very vital issue,

but to answer the question specifically, at

this moment we have not.

Mr. Lewis: Supplementary: Given the jump
in export of gasoline, has there been any in-

formation conveyed to government about the

supply for Ontario residents? Is the Premier
confident about the adequacy of supply and
is he prepared to exercise some controls him-
self? Since we exercise some controls in price,
can we exercise some controls in export, if

he finds it to be illegitimate amounts?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I question
whether we would have any constitutional

right to become involved in determination
of export. Certainly as part of my inquiry—
and I have had no indication to the con-

trary—I vdll check the supply situation. We
have had no information that I know of that

questions the amount of gasoline available

to the Ontario consumer, but I will certainly
check that out. As far as export is concerned,
Mr. Speaker, in my own view it is something
that would not be within provincial com-

petence.

Mr. MacDonald: Again, by way of supple-

mentary—and I'll put this to the Premier,

though it is really supplementary to a ques-
tion I put to the Minister of Consumer and
Commercial Relations (Mr. Clement) last

week:

Since some independent retailers in On-
tario have been told by gasoline companies
that they can't guarantee the supply beyond
June 1 or July 1, does the government not

have some jurisdiction over this matter since

they are shipping to higher-priced export al-

ternatives and in effect cutting off supplies
to Ontario retailers?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Sorry, Mr. Speaker, I

didn't get the last part of the question.

An hon. member: Didn't get the first part
eitherl

Mr. MacDonald: Well, as a matter of fact,

the last part was an integral part of the first

part, and it was a long first part.

An hon. member: Read it through again!

Mr. MacDonald: Since, contrary to the

reply that I got from the Minister of Con-
sumer and Commercial Relations on Friday,
some independent retailers in Ontario are

being told by gasoline suppliers that they
cannot guarantee supplies beyond June 1 or

July 1, in short that they are going to use

the export market possibly as an alternative

to selling it to retailers here, does the govern-
ment not have some jurisdiction over that

kind of pricing arrangement, or refusal to

supply?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I question
once again whether we would have jurisdic-

tion, but I will find out. I am also informed

by the member for Chatham-Kent that there

have been discussions very recently with
Ottawa on the question of export, and I

will get that information for the House by
tomorrow afternoon.

I will have to check with the legal ad-

visers on the question of the hon. member
for York South and get a specific answer
for him.
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Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker—

(Interruption.)

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West has the floor.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I'd appreciate it

if you'd make reference to strangers in the

House so that I need not be confounded by
their interruptions.

Mr. Speaker: I certainly will be pleased
to do so. All persons are admitted to the

galleries in these chambers on the under-

standing that they obey the rules pertaining
to the functions of this Legislature. Any
persons who do not so obey the rules shall

be asked to leave the chambers forthwith;
if not, they shall be escorted from the cham-
bers. The hon. member for Scarborough West.

(Interruption.)

Mr. Speaker: Will the Sergeant-at-Arms

please escort His Worship the Mayor of

Hamilton from the chambers.

(Interruption.)

Mr. Speaker: Will the Sergeant-at-Arms

please escort the mayor of Hamilton from
the chambers. The mayor must remain silent

while he is in the chambers.

(Interruption.)

Mr. Speaker: The mayor may not speak
in these chambers. If he does not leave with
the Sergeant-at-Arms I shall be obliged to

call two Provincial Police oflBcers to do so.

I would ask the attendant to call two Pro-

vincial Police officers to enter the chambers
and remove the mayor of Hamilton.

(Interruption.)

Mr. Speaker: The mayor will please be
silent. The mayor will kindly be silent; he
has no right to speak in these chambers.

(Interruption.)

Mr. Speaker: The mayor of Hamilton will

please remove himself from the chambers.

(Interruption.)

Mr. Speaker: The mayor of Hamilton will

kindly vacate the chambers.

(Interruption.)

Mr. Speaker: Will the two Provincial Police

ofiicers please escort that person from the

chambers.

(Interruption.)

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville.

EFFECTS OF DISC PROGRAMME

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville ) :

Mr. Speaker, I have a question of the Min-
ister of Industry and Tourism. Since the US
DISC programme has been in operation now
for approximately one year, is the minister

able, at this time, to assess its effects and
inform the House of the results of any assess-

ment that he may have made?

Hon. C. Bennett ( Minister of Industry and
Tourism ) : Mr. Speaker, the DISC programme
has been looked at by our ministry as well

as by the federal government to see what its

effects have been upon industry and trade in

this country. At the moment we can say that

there have been a number of national com-

panies in the United States that made use of

their rights to apply for the privileges of

DISC; but we have no clear indication that

they have really made use of the provisions of

the DISC programme. At the moment we
see it as not adversely affecting our position.

Mr. B. Newman: Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River.

LAW STUDENTS' BRIEF ON
CONSUMER AFFAIRS

Mr. Reid: I seem to be a little short of

questions today. I have a question of the

Minister of Consumer and Commercial Rela-

tions, Mr. Speaker. Has he received a brief

from the Osgoode law students in regard to

consumer affairs in the province? Does he
intend to bring in legislation this session to

give some teeth to the present laws, or bring
in new laws that will adequately protect the

consumer, especially the consumer who buys
on a cash-and-carry basis?

Mr. MacI>onald: Where was the member

during the estimates?

Mr. Reid: I was listening to the member
for York South.

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Speaker, I
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am meeting with Professor Ziegel of Osgoode
Hall Law School, and I believe nine of his

students, today at 4 p.m., for a formal

presentation of the brief to which the hon.

member refers. However, I have had the

courtesy extended to me by Professor Ziegel
and his students, of having a copy given to

me some few days ago, I think Thursday or

Friday of this past week.

I have read it. A good number of the

items and questions raised in the brief—which
I might add, has some very significant com-
ments—I have detailed in my estimates com-

mittee, particularly the question raised as to

a fair business practices Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ontario

South.

Mr. Lewis: East Whitby!

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ontario

South.

Mr. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, my ques-
tion is—

Mr. Reid: He should keep his mind on the

business.

Mr. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, my ques-
tion is of the provincial Treasurer.

Mr. MacDonald: He's not here.

Mr. W. Newman: He is coming.

Mr. Speaker: The New Democratic Party
has a turn coming up. The provincial
Treasurer is here.

GOVERNMENT INTENTIONS ON
REGIONALIZATION

Mr. W. Newman: May I ask the provincial
Treasurer when he anticipates bringing in

legislation to deal with the area east of

Metro Toronto?

Hon. Mr. White: The bill will be coming
in within a couple of days. It is now ready
for presentation. The Halton bill will be com-
inc; in almost immediately. The legislation for

east of Metro is 85 per cent complete, and

hopefully will be introduced next week. The
Hamilton-Wentworth legislation still needs
additional input from the area concerned with

respect to ward boundaries.

Mr. Lewis: That is fairly obvious.

Hon. Mr. White: It will be introduced, I

should think, the week after next.

Mr. Speaker:
Thunder Bay.

The hon. member for

LOANS AND INCENTIVES
FOR TOURISM

Mr. Stokes: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

have a question of the Minister of Industry
and Tourism. In view of the statement made

by the minister a couple of weeks ago in

Thunder Bay about expanding the terms of

reference for loans to he tourist industry; and
in view of his announcement that he is going
to liberahze the terms of those incentive

programmes, when can we expect to get the

particulars?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I would

say that we will have a full programme
announced in the House, likely late this week
or very early next week, relating to the new
terms and new programmes that we will have
for the tourist operators right across the

Province of Ontario, and not specifically
iK)rthem Ontario.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Kitchener.

ESTABLISHMENT OF FOUR
REGIONAL MUNICIPALITIES

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Treasurer.

Can the Treasurer advise, with respect to the

Hamilton-Wentworth bill, whether any por-
tions of the township of Beverly will be

added on to the regional municipality of

Waterloo beyond the portion that is with that

municipality now?

Hon. Mr. White: This will have to await

the bill. Be patient.

TOURIST RECEPTION CENTRES

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wel-
land South is next.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Minister

of Industry and Tourism. In a recent press

announcement in a local newspaper, the

Fort Erie Times, that the minister will be

speaking to a group of citizens in Ridgeway,
Ontario, can the public anticipate the

announcement by the ministry that approval
has been given for the construction of a

new tourist centre at one of Canada's largest

ports of entry, that is, at Fort Erie, Ontario?
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Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, approval
has not been given at the moment.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

ONTARIO HEALTH COUNCIL REPORT

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, could I ask a

question of the Minister of Health? What
does he think of the report by the task

force of the Ontario Council of Health, and

particularly its recommendations with re-

gard to the cutback of some of the procedures
under the fee schedule?

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health):
Mr. Speaker, as the hon. member knows,
this is a report that has been submitted to

us. It doesn't necessarily say we are going
to accept all the recommendations of the

report. Some of the recommendations are

good recommendations and some are ques-

tionable, as is the case with all reports. They
have recommended that some procedures be
cut back. On the other hand, we have had
recommendations from other areas, particu-

larly from specialists in the particular areas,
where they have recommended there be
some cutbacks, but not necessarily extending
as far as the report is recommending.

Speaking specifically about the pap smear,
for instance, which is one procedure that has

been very common and which most physicians
recommend be done on a yearly basis, they
have recommended that there be a cutback
and they have recommended that under the

age of 40 I believe it was, the test shouldn't

be done unless requested. In speaking to

specialists in this particular field, they feel

perhaps a cutback is warranted in some cases,

but they aren't prepared to recommend that

we accept the whole thing.

At the present time we are reviewing all

of this. I can assure the hon. member we
are not prepared to proceed with these recom-

mendations without giving them due con-

sideration.

Mr. Lewis: Would the minister not con-
sider it as just questionable, but as fatuous,

self-defeating and indicative of a rigid
medical mentality, to cut back in the area
of cancer detection tests, mammography and

thermography, as well as the pap smear; to

cut back in the whole area of preventive
medicine by way of annual health checkups?
To cut back, in other words, in fields which
in preventive terms have been acknowledged
as indispensable in the development of

medicine?

What is wrong with the minister's task

force from the council, what possesses them,
what balance have they left?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, I never
realized before that the hon. member was
such an authority in medical matters. Cer-

tainly, it has been demonstrated by all those
in authority that an annual examination is

actually questionable. It has also been

recommended, as many people are aware,
that when they talk about annual examina-
tions picking up the majority of early cases

of cancer, this too is questionable.

It is not a question of cutting out all these

services; it is a question of saying whether
or not they should be used as general pro-

cedures, as a method, generally, of putting

everybody through the test whether or not

they need it and whether or not they have

any symptoms; or whether it is a question of

having mammograms, for instance, done on

every patient. This is what the task force is

talking about; what it is suggesting is that

we don't do it routinely but that it con-

tinue to be provided in suspected cases of

disease.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, one final supple-

mentary: Is it a matter of it being question-
able or is it not rather a matter of the

medical profession in Ontario being so hostile

to preventive medical practice, both in its

organization and in its discipline, that we
are constantly left with the emphasis on acute

treatment and that is what this report shows?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, that is rather

a ridiculous statement. Nobody is against

it; certainly the medical profession is not

against preventative medicine. As a matter

of fact, the doctors in Ontario and the

ministry have indeed gone a long way in

developing preventative procedures.

A great deal is said today particularly

about developing or educating the physician
who is going to prevent disease rather than

cure it. This is a wonderful statement to

make, but I would like to find somebody who
is prepared to come forward and say just

what is meant by preventing disease be-

fore it happens? There are some diseases

that can be prevented; there are some things
that we can recommend, some steps that we
can recommend, to the public that they
take to prevent disease but there is no one
man who can say: "We will prevent disease."

Mr. Lewis: Of course not!

Hon. Mr. Potter: Then stop making ridic-

ulous statements like that.
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Mr. Lewis: The minister could move from

hospitals to community clinics, for example,
as one way.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Oh, cool it!

Mr. Lewis: The minister is totally in agree-
ment with them. He is, because they all

belong to the same fraternity without judge-
ment.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wel-
land South.

EMERGENCY MEDICAL AID
LEGISLATION

Mr. Haggerty: Mr, Speaker, a question of

the Provincial Secretary for Justice.

Has the minister given any consideration

to bringing in legislation concerning emer-

gency medical aid and tort liability, as re-

ported in the Ontario Law Reform report of

1970?

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): Would the hon. member repeat that

question please? I am sorry I didn't hear it.

Mr. Haggerty: Has the minister given any
consideration to bringing in legislation con-

cerning emergency medical aid and tort lia-

bility as reported in the Ontario Law Reform

report of 1970?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, I would like

to refer this question to the Attorney General.

Mr. Lewis: The minister could introduce it

at a meeting of the policy field.

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, if I may, I think the hon. member
introduced a private bill on this matter a year
ago. It concerns, for example, aid given in

a roadside accident and protection of that

person from liability if perchance the emer-

gency aid given might result in some harmful
effect; inadvertent but harmful.

The matter has not been proceeded with.
I read the correspondence in reference to

the matter a while ago. There are several

views on the matter and at the moment there
is no immediate thought to introduce such

legislation at this time.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River.

MUNICIPAL GRANTS

Mr. Reid: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I have
a question of the Treasurer and Minister of

Intergovernmental Affairs.

When will the minister respond to my
question in regard to the municipality of

Ignace, a town that finds itself in the position
of doubling its population in the space of

one or two years?

Under the stabilization grant its increase

went from $5,000 to $9,000 in the same

period of time that the population doubled.

Is there any way that this municipality, to

try to provide the services for its people,
can receive more assistance from the Ontario

government through the ministry?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, when I

announced the property tax stabilization plan,
it was said that the plan, which was based
in part on the assessment deficiency of the

various municipalities, would create larger

grants in some instances than others. Of
course, that is the purpose—to make resources

more equally available. It may be that the

community mentioned by the hon. member
falls in the category of municipalities which
have not been entitled to substantial increased

grants.

I also mentioned, because this was a new
and complicated programme, that we would
be prepared to accept submissions from mu-

nicipalities where there were extra special

growth factors or development costs involved.

I would therefore be very pleased to receive

a submission from this particular municipality.

Mr. Reid: Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park.

Mr. Stokes: Might I ask a supplementary?

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary.

Mr. Stokes: Supplementary to that, Mr.

Speaker: Since the particular town to which
the hon. member for Rainy River alludes

is one which owes its growth to the mining
industry, and since the government has elimi-

nated the mining revenue payments, surely
the Treasurer could come up with some kind

of a programme whereby the government
could assist a community whose rapid growth
is directly as a result of the mining industry.

Mr. Reid: We didn't receive anything
under that.

Mr. Stokes: No, but they would have been
entitled to some for this year, had the mining
revenue payments continued. And it seems to

me that all mining municipalities in the north
find themselves in an adverse position, \is-k-
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vis southern Ontario, as a result of the re-

placement of the mining revenue payments

by the stabilization grant and the resource

grant. Could the Treasurer look at all of

mose?

Hon. Mr. White: In fact, Mr. Speaker, this

allegation is not correct. The new grants are

going to provide $16 million additional for

northern Ontario communities. Every north-

ern-

Mr. Stokes: But the Treasurer wiped out

$13 million.

Hon. Mr. White: Additional! I said-net—

additional; net additional increases. Every

municipality gets at least 105 per cent of its

last year's grant. In situations like that men-
tioned by the hon. member for Grey—oh,
sorry about that!

Mr. Reid: Rainy River.

Hon. Mr. White: Rainy River! We are pre-

pared to consider very sympathetically any
requests from municipalities, whether they be

mining or otherwise, where extraordinary

development costs are being incurred.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park.

ONTARIO PLACE

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): Question of

the Minister of Industry and Tourism: When
will the detailed breakdown of expenses of

Ontario Place be made available?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I take it the hon. mem-
ber is speaking, Mr. Speaker, of the annual

report. I shall table in the House, I hope this

week, the reports for all of the operations and

commissions that report to the Ministry of

Industry and Tourism.

Mr. Shulman: As a supplementary, has the

minister yet had an opportunity to look into

the matter involving the entertaiimient direc-

tor at Ontario Place?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I think if

the hon. member refers to the Hansard of

Friday, he'll see that I answered the question.

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): The
member should have been here.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville.

REGULATION OF FUND-RAISING
ORGANIZATIONS

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question of the Minister of Consumer and
Commercial Relations. Is the minister con-

sidering some type of licensing, control or

regulating of professional fund-raising organ-
izations? And if not, is he possibly consider-

ing the requiring of professional fund raisers

to submit a statement as to the amount of

funds collected and the amounts turned over

to the charitable organization for whom they
were raising funds?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, it is now
mandatory under the regulation dealing with

lotteries within this province, that within 30

days following the completion of the lottery

the charitable or religious sponsors file with

the director of lotteries a detailed statement

showing the amount received, the amount ex-

pended on administrative costs, and things of

this nature.

This applies to those lotteries that exceed

$3,500 in prize money and which are the

subject of a provincial licence.

In those cases which are municipally
licensed—that is where the total prizes do not

exceed $3,500—no return is necessary, but

they are subject to investigation and periodic

inspection, which was detailed some days ago
before the estimates committee.

In answer to the first part of the member's

question relating to the regulation and regis-

tration of professional promoters, that question
has been discussed but it is not under active

consideration at the present time by my
ministry.

Mr. B. Newman: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: I was also referring to the profes-

sional telephone fund raisers and letter fund

raisers. Is the minister considering some type
of regulation, or some type of financial state-

ment requirement of that type of fund-raising

organization?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I respect-

fully submit that the statement of the fund

with which the professional fund raiser is

allied indicates the charges made by the

professional fund raiser in connection with

that particular charitable venture.

Mr. B. Newman: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Is the minister aware that some of

these professional fund raisers turn over to

the organizations for whom they raise funds

as little as 15 per cent of the total funds they
do raise? I am extremely concerned that

solicitations over the telephone by these so-
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called boiler-houses can have an adverse effect

on the legitimate charitable organizations that

do raise funds.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, with the

greatest respect, I submit that this was an

area of great discussion during my estimates

last week; it was pointed out at that time

that if the expenses appear excessive, then the

director of lotteries can refuse—in fact, he
has refused—to allow a licence to be issued

on a second or subsequent occasion to that

particular religious or charitable group.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
South.

FARM IMPROVEMENT LOANS

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker, I have a

ouesHon of the Minister of Agriculture and
Food.

Is the government giving any consideration

to using the provincial savings offices as a

source of consumer credit, or more specifically
of credit for farmers, since credit sources for

farm improvement loans apparently are dry-
ing up?

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agriculture
and Food): No, Mr. Speaker, not that I am
aware—but I wasn't aware that the sources
for farm credit under the farm improvement
loan programme were drying up.

Mr. Ruston: The cows are drying up.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I suppose that probablv
can be attributed to the fixed rate of interest-
that is what happened before—and I believe
that the federal government, perhaps, will

have to adjust that fixed rate, which was
spelled out in the policy previously. It seems
to me that when they readjusted it, the
interest rate for farm improvement loans was
allowed to float, and it loosened up con-
siderable funds at that time.

Mr. MacDonald: No, it is fixed at 6.25.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Well, that came in

afterward, did it not?

Mr. MacDonald: Last October!

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Last October! But be-
tween that period and the previous period of
five per cent it was allowed to float; and last

October it was set at 6.25. But when the
rate was floating, there was no trouble at

all that I heard of; and, quite frankly, I

think it should return to that.

Mr. MacDonald: Well, if it returns to that,

it will mean the farmers will be paying one
or two per cent more.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Well, it may.

Mr. MacDonald: My supplementary to the

minister is: Since the government of Alberta

is using moneys accumulated through its

provincial savings ofiBce for general consumer

purposes, which might include farmers; and
since during the minister's absence last week
his colleagues repealed the Agricultural De-

velopment Act, which originally was passed
in 1921 and was tied in with provincial sav-

ings to provide this Idnd of credit, I am ask-

ing whether the minister might not take the

initiative to review this matter periodically
so that farmers don't find themselves in this

kind of a credit squeeze.

Mr. Sneaker: Does the hon. minister have

any further response?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: No.

Mr. Speaker: All right. The hon. member
for Rainy River was attempting to gain the

floor.

Mr. MacDonald: There was an affirmative

nod there that I am going to come back to

sometime.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Well take a look at it.

Mr. Reid: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Provincial Secretary for Justice.

Is his policy field looking at the question
of divorce insurance, particularly no-fault

divorce insurance for the province? Tm think*

ing of getting married.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Not yet, Mr. Speaker.

An hon. member: That was for the record,

was it?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron-
Bruce.

INVERHURON PROVINCIAL PARK

Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Minister of the Environment.

Does Ontario Hydro intend to purchase the

Inverhuron Provincial Park, which is one of

the best provincial parks in the province?

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of the En-

vironment): Mr. Speaker, I think the best

way to answer that is that they have been

discussing with the Ministry of Natural Re-
sources a variety of approaches to the use
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of some of that land, all of it or an exchange.
I think the Minister of Natural Resources

who unfortunately isn't here today, probably
can tell the hon. member exactly where the

negotiations stand at the present time.

Mr. Gaunt: I take it, then, from what the

minister has said, that if in fact all of the

park or part of the park is going to be pur-
chased, that land purchased will be replaced
with other land in the area?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I understand that is one
of the proposals that has been made, Mr.

Speaker, in addition to the capital cost of

improvements that might apply to any portion
of Inverhuron. As a matter of fact, I think it

would be better for the Minister of Natural

Resources to reply, because he is perhaps
more up to date than I am on exactly what

proposals and discussions and arrangements
have been made, or perhaps more accurately
are in the process of being discussed.

Mr. Gaunt: May I ask a supplementary?
Let me put it this way. Is the Atomic Energy
of Canada Ltd commission applying great

pressure to Ontario Hydro to purchase the

park?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Again, that is a difficult

question to answer yes or no. I think that

Atomic Energy's safety advisory committee
has suggested that for a period there should
not be overnight camping in all the park.
There have been some changes, as I under-
stand it, in what the committee has suggested
in recent months as compared to what was

suggested perhaps a year or so ago, because
of the lack of problems in the charging of

the heavy water plant and getting it into

production. Just where they stand at this

point in time I'm afraid I can't tell the hon.

member; but I will attempt to get a report
for him as far as Hydro is concerned and

pass it along to him in the next few days.

Mr. Gaunt: May I inquire as to what

changes have taken place? Has one of those

changes been the fact that the safety com-
mittee of Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.

recommended the closing of the park this

summer?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I don't recall, Mr. Speaker,
that the committee ever recommended the

closure of the park. Last year there was a

suggestion that when the heavy water plant
started production and the charging of the

plant with hydrogen sulphide gas took place,
which is one of the components in the

manufacturing process, they would not want

people within a certain range. However, be-

cause of the Hydro strike last summer the

anticipated start of production did not take

place until after the park closed. I think I

am correct in recalling that had the charg-

ing of the plant gone on schedule, the

safety committee would have made recom-
mendations.

I assume Atomic Energy would have re-

quired that if the charging were to start,

say at the beginning of September, as I

think was our target at one time, then the

park should be closed until the charging
was completed; because the concern was
that during the charging process leaks might
be found and this might create a problem.
I can't tell the hon. member at what rate

production is now, although I know they
are in production of heavy water and there

have been no problems; so I assume that

the requirements of the control board safety

committee are probably less.

Mr. Gaunt: So they backed oflF? So they
have backed off on that particular request?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Pardon?

Mr. Gaunt: So they have backed off on

that request—that closing?

Hon. Mr. Auld: That specific one, yes.

Mr. Speaker: It is the New Democratic

Party's turn. I believe the hon. member for

Sudbury was on his feet first.

USE OF GOVERNMENT AIRCRAFT

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr. Speaker,
a question of the Chairman of the Manage-
ment Board. I refer to his policy statement

on April 13 on use of government aircraft

wherein he detailed use of aircraft by minis-

ters, but he failed to deal with the prob-
lem of members of their families as pas-

sengers in government aircraft. Could he

elaborate on this policy statement of that

date for the guidance of the committee?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, I

don't think that consideration is in the state-

ment. As the statement applies, ministers will

have to answer for their own use of gov-
ernment aircraft.

Mr. Germa: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Is it not the responsibility of the Manage-
ment Board to detail the specific use of these

aircraft, as it has become obvious to the

committee that the ministers are in fact
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continuing to use the aircraft for their family's
convenience?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, that is not

so. I simply say that the use of the airplane
for any occasion is sought by the minister

concerned and he accepts the responsibility.

MAPLE MOUNTAIN DEVELOPMENT

Mr. R. S. Smith (Nipissing): Mr. Speaker,
I have a question of the Minister of Industry
and Tourism.

In light of the recent reports in regard to

the status of the proposed development at

Maple Mountain would the minister make
a statement indicating at what position the

development is now? And secondly, would he
indicate what provisions are being made for

input of those people in the area into the

development? Particularly the input of the

native peoples, who have been making use
of that land for a good long period of time,
and other people who have used it as a

canoe route and so on.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, on the first

point, I have answered several questions
in the House in regard to what we're doing
at Maple Mountain. We have two contracts

out for consultant work, to review the feasi-

bility and the possibility and the economics
of the project, if it should go ahead, and
what the community will do.

Once we have these reports and are able

to assess them, then we will have to de-

termine whether we think it is worthy of

the government going further wdth the

reports. At that time we will request some
public input, if we decide that the project
should advance to a second or third step.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The time for oral questions
has now elapsed.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, I would
like to table a copy of the background paper
on planning and development in Ontario,

along with the Treasurer's opening statement

to the tri-level conference this morning at

Peterborough.
There wall be enough copies available

within a very few minutes for general dis-

tribution to be made in the House to all

members.

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

Orders of the day.

Hon. E. A. WiiJder (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet ) : Mr. Speaker, I had
ordered that the estimates of the Ministry of

the Solicitor General would be heard this

afternoon. Because of the situation in which
I find myself, I am wondering if the House
would mind if, until the arrival of the

Solicitor General (Mr. Yaremko )
—he's de-

tained—I ask that we consider item 4, Bill 84,

the Land Tides Act, until his return.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr.

Speaker, may I ask the House leader, how

long is the SoUcitor General expected to be?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I would say about six

minutes, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Gaunt: About 30 minutes?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: No, about six minutes.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Why
not do one of two things; either adjourn the

House for six minutes, or ask Mayor Copps
to come in and talk to us for a little while?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: We would hke to do

business; we don't want a side show. I would
ask that No. 4 be called.

Mr. Speaker: Would the hon. members

agree to proceed with this bill which has

been called?

Mr. Lewis: I would like to hear the mem-
ber for Huron-Bruce.

LAND TITLES ACT

Hon. Mr. Clement moves second reading
of Bill 84, An Act to amend the Land Titles

Act.

Mr. J. A. RenvRck ( Riverdale ) : I m^e no

apologies-

Mr. M. Shulman ( High Park ) : Here is the

Solicitor General, Mr. Speaker. Could we not

go ahead with the—

Mr. Speaker: We should proceed with this

bill. This order has been called.

Mr. Renwick: Smce there wiU be some
debate on the bill, may I move the adjourn-
ment of the debate, Mr. Spedcer?

Mr. Lewis: This is the first time we've been

pleased to see the SoHcitor General.
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Mr. Renwick moves the adjournment of the

debate.

Motion agreed to.

Clerk of the House: The 15th order. House

in committee of supply; Mr. R. D. Rowe in

the chair.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF THE
SOLICITOR GENERAL

( continued )

Clerk of the House: Estimates of the Min-

istry of the Solicitor General, page J60.

On vote 1503:

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1503, item 2. Is there

any further discussion on this? Item 2?

Item 2 agreed to.

Item 3?

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Chair-

man, item 2 was carried, was it?

Mr. Chairman: Well, no ohe stood.

Mr. Renwick: I thought you were looking

up in that direction.

Mr. Chairman: I was checking around. Did
the hon. member want to discuss item 2?

Mr. Renwick: I want to speak briefly, be-

cause this is a matter which was referred to

by the minister in the Throne debate as a

matter dealt with in his ministry.

I want to make one point, and make it

quite concisely, because we have occupied
too much of the House's time on these esti-

mates. Will the minister give consideration to

integrating the training of the police forces

in the Province of Ontario at least in part, so

far as their curriculum is concerned, with the

Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology and
with the university system in the province?

My point is very clear. It is, in my judge-
ment, most unwise that the major part of the

police training takes place in isolation from
other educational systems of the province.

Police training is a matter of education.

The interplay and the interrelationship of

persons in the Colleges of Applied Arts and

Technology and the universities is an essential

part for the proper training of the police.
Will the minister advise me, not that there is

now some minor area of exchange between
the colleges and the universities and the

police force, but that there will be, for at

least a substantial part of the training period

for the police forces, an integration of pohce
training and education with the existing ed-

ucational facilities in the province a^in-
istered by his colleague, the Minister for

Colleges and Universities (Mr. McNie)?

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): Mr.

Chairman, the answer to the question is yes.

We are really doing more than just making
a small beginning. The ministry is committed
to a total use of all available facilities and I

see a completely integrated system. That is,

the Ontario Police College has been the focal

point of all of the training with the utilization

of colleges such as operated by the Metropoli-
tan police force and the OPP for in-service

training, and the use of all of the colleges
scattered across the province for certain types
of courses, or the utilization of travelling pro-

fessors, or teachers, whatever it may be.

Of course, the OAATs are scattered across

the province and they're immediately avail-

able and their physical facilities are available,

not only for continuous training and educa-

tion, but can be the focal point, say, for

some expert in the field who might conceiv-

ably travel and use many of the colleges as a

circuit. That is an idea which has not been

explored in any degree. But, as I say to the

hon. member, we're committed to a total use

of all facilities.

Mr. Chairman: Item 2?

Item 2 agreed to.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Mr. Chair-

man-

Mr. Chairman: Item 2?

Mr. Lawlor: Just a word or two. There is

one body in this province to which the gov-
ernment over there pays considerable atten-

tion under a number of heads, and that is the

Ontario Chamber of Commerce. In its recom-

mendations and briefs on public and law

relations of 1970, it spoke about this very
matter of police training and perhaps the

minister or his deputy would be good enough
to make a note of several questions I want
to ask and get this vote over with.

What is the estimated cost of the Ontario

Police College at Aylmer? How diverse is it

going to be? In other words, what is the

range of activities there?

If it's possible under that particular head
for you to produce a curriculum, or break-

down of the study patterns, at the Police

College I would be grateful to receive the

same, not necessarily now but at some point,

so that I could review it.
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Page 13 of the Chamber of Commerce brief

says:

New recruits from many police forces in

Ontario take a 455-hour course at the Police

College in Aylmer. Of the total, only 17
hours were devoted to hmnan and public
relations. The variations in social customs,
educational backgrounds and even linguis-
tic differences contribute to the problems of

understanding between citizens and police
oflBcers.

The elimination of this kind of problem
will come about through increased empha-
sis on sociological training and developing
expertise in human relations. [No doubt
you have altered the number of hours but
the emphasis is still in the wrong place.]
The role of the pohce is no longer by and
large, the apprehension of criminals.

It's a much wider range. Why, they are more
like social workers these days in terms of

entering into family disputes, seeking to quiet
recalcitrant elements in the population or

people who are in trouble in one way or

another.

They act in a very wide range of social

responsibilities which is the depth and the

meaning of their social involvement and their

community relations. It seems to me that in

this training—and in my rapport with police-

men, by and large and from watching them-
they are somewhat deficient in this particular

regard vis-a-vis the citizen.

The young policeman assumes incredible
and enormous responsibility; awesome respon-
sibility as was expressed in the brief of the
Chamber of Commerce. He puts on a badge;
he assumes a particular kind of authority. It

does tend to go to one's head, you know, not
so much like champagne but like some kind
of diluted draught beer.

It leaves them, by and large, in many ways
unable to cope with social relationships and
that is the chief cause of alienation, the chief
cause of hostility growing up in the popula-
tion. It ought not to occm-. There should be a
sense of rapport between policeman and
populace, a sense of co-operation that should
be instilled in everybody who is concerned
with law problems, and not the sense of being
in some way hostile to one another. There is

an animus growing up between one and the
other particularly at a time when crime rates
continue to escalate at a monumental scale.

Perhaps part of the causation of that
escalation is precisely because of a division—
an artificial and completely unnecessary divi-

vision in terms of your educational structure-
between the police, as they are trained and

come forward to assist the general pubhc,
and the citizen at large who will not step

forward, who will not go out of his way in

order to help because he has been in some
way injured or sarcastically dealt with or

arbitrarily treated on a previous occasion by
police officers.

Now that is a chief area and a delicate

area of responsibihty to which you, as the

Solicitor General with this specific respon-

sibility in mind, have to address yourself and

bring into operation some kind of curative.

I don't think very much has been done
in this particular regard. Not only would I

like to see the police curriculum, if it is

humanly possible, I would like to see the

very detailed contents of the courses. There
must be some kind of outline, particularly in

the areas afFecting police-citizen relationships.
I would hke to see the mode of address, the

kind of approach, the concepts being used in

this particular area as contributing to the

health and vital life of this community in that

particular regard.

They do suggest, too, that because facilities

are limited, some consideration be given to

developing a correspondence type of course

both for new recruits and for ongoing train-

ing of line officers. What is the updating?
What is the feed-in with respect to line

officers over the years as they become more
entrenched in particular positions? Are they

exposed to a more sociological approach in

law enforcement matters?

There is a great deal that could be said

arising out of this report about uniformity of

standards, etc.; the use of the police vis-a-vis

the faculties of academic institutions of which

my colleague has just spoken. They make very

strong recommendations under this head, of

which I am sure you are aware, but which

you are only hazily or tentatively implement-

ing.

Now, these are areas in which it seems
to me that police training is about the most
critical area that you can deal with.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the

member's point is well taken and is shared

by many, both within and without this House.
I am glad that he mentioned his colleague's
reference because really CAATs should be a

focal point for the sociological and humani-
tarian aspects of the training. And, I think,
a good combination of both—and in frankness,
the so-called paramilitary aspect of it. And
you'll notice that when I say paramilitary, I

say it with an even inflection. I don't down-

grade that because there are aspects of it

which are very necessary. So that basically—
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Mr. Renwick: That distinguishes you from

your colleague, the Minister of Health (Mr.

Potter), in dealing with paramedical services.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: There is a basic train-

ing that all police officers need literally to

survive the kind of vocation they have. At

the same time, at the earliest opportunity, of

course, their expertise and their training
should be enriched and that is where the

CAATs have a place, which should be an

increasing use all the time, for the in-service

training—not correspondence, but in-service

training where the young recruit—and per-

haps the senior officer, with a refresher course

—is continually being enriched and up-dated
the same as members of the bar.

I would think the hon. member is familiar

with the refresher courses and the spate
of new subjects that are currently being

given both to young lawyers and men who
have been graduated for many years. I get
the notices and I think that every vocation

and every profession should do it. We are

very conscious of the psychological, socio-

logical and human aspects of law enforce-

ment-

Mr. Lawlor: Could I have the materials that

you have on this?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes—and I want to

mention just before closing, we do have a

project—we call it the Burlington project—
which is a joint effort of the police forces

right in the community, working in con-

junction with the Foundation for Human
Development and the ministry, in which we
are experimenting with this kind of in-service

training where the man in the police force

is being trained in relationship to the com-

munity. In respect to the member's specific

request-

Mr. Lawlor: Is that only with respect to

the Burlington police force?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: This is an experiment

going on at the present time. I'd be very

pleased to provide the hon. member with an

interim report of the Burlington project with

the curriculum and, in fact, the detailed text-

books, if I may call them that, for the hon.

member's personal use.

Mr. Lawlor: I'd like to have that. Just one

other question, you are working in conjunc-
tion with the Canadian Council of Christians

and Jews. How much money is being given
in this particular regard and what have you
particularly in mind?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: How much money was
there? $6,500. As a matter of fact I had
the opportunity of presenting it directly to

Dr. Jones in December of last year. Frazer

Earle is really the one who is in charge of

the project. There are 10 cities which have
been selected for this project where police,

young people and other citizens get together
to form a team to analyse areas of tensions

and to work toward means of resolving them.

They would deal with increasing problems
of crime, the increasing police-youth hassling,
increased citizen apathy, increasing isolation

of the police from the community dynamic.
I think that—in fact, I know that in my
material here I have an initial report from
the Canadian Council. Yes, in March of this

year Mr. Earle advised me on it. The title

of the project is "Community Relations and
the Administration of Justice." He has had
two meetings as of that date, and I would

expect to have a fuller report by the end
of the month in this regard. When I receive

the same, I would be pleased to send the

hon. member a copy.

Mr. Renwick: Thank you very much.

Mr. Chairman: Item 2.

Agreed to.

Item 3.

Mr. Renwick: On item 3, I have a specific

matter I would like to raise with the min-

ister.

Mr. Chairman, Mr. Robert de Boer, the

president of the Brantford Police Association,

and Mr. Wayne Vipond, the chairman of the

bargaining committee of the Brantford Police

Association, raised with me their concern that

their 104 member police force is not ade-

quately, in their opinion, represented by the

appointments of two members of the Ontario

Police Association as representatives of the

police forces to the arbitration commission.

The reason is obviously historical and in-

volves personalities which were involved in a

prior conflict, but the precise point which
I would ask the minister to give some con-

sideration to is that the Brantford Police As-

sociation is not a member of the Ontario

Police Association.

I do not know whether there are other

police lassociations which are not members of

the Ontario Police Association, but both of

the representatives, on behalf of the police

forces on the arbitration commission are ex-

ecutive members of the Police Association of

Ontario. I am referring specifically to Mr. D.

R. Latten, with whom undoubtedly the Brant-
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ford Police Association have very poor rela-

tionships, and also to Mr. Langlois, who is

also on the executive of the Police Association

of Ontario.

Would the minister give consideration to

ensuring that the bodies of the police associa-

tions which do not choose to belong to the

Ontario Police Association, would have a rep-
resentative on the arbitration commission? The

feelings run particularly strongly in the case

of the Brantford Police Association, but I

think that beyond the question of the past
difficulties and past lack of confidence of the

one body in the other—which undoubtedly
led to the Brantford Police Association sever-

ing its relationship with the Ontario Police

Association—there is some merit in saying that

there should be an additional member of that

commission who does not belong, necessarily,

to the Ontario Police Association for the pur-

pose of representing the police bodies on that

commission.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the

legislation setting up the composition of the

commission says two members other than the

chairman shall be representative of members
of police forces. The Ontario Police Associ-

ation represents a hundred or more local po-
lice associations. I don't know of any police
force other than Brantford, actually, that is

not within the association.

As a matter of fact, it came as a surprise
to me that there is this unique situation;

because ordinarily there is great strength and

great merit in that type of combined and
united effort. And for me to give representa-
tion to one local association, well, quite

frankly, it's really not feasible.

I do know this, that the chairman of the

commission is aware of this; that the two

representatives on the board really have con-

nections with the police association and he has

responded to them. I think he would feel it

part of his catholic responsibility to ensure

that when there is representation on behalf

of police forces that the interests of those

who do not belong to the same agency as

the representatives would be looked after.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, since the min-
ister and his deputy are aware of the problem,
all I want is some indication that tiiey will

renew their discussions with the Brantford
Police Association or contact them to see

whether it is possible to allay their concern
about their representation through the arbitra-

tration commission because of past circum-
stances.

I may have overstated the case in asking
for an independent member apart from the

police association, but where there is a de-

gree of irritation and a lack of confidence in

an area so sensitive and as important as the

arbitration provisions of the setdement of dis-

putes, then I think it merits some contact or

discussion with the Brantford Police Associ-

ation to allay their concern.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I think that assurance

has been given; I will double-check.

Item 3 agreed to.

Vote 1503 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Votes 1504, 1505 and 1506
have to do with the Ontario Provincial Po-

lice—vote 1504, the administration pro-

gramme; 1505, the criminal and general law
enforcement programme; and so on.

On vote 1504 there are about nine items-

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): Mr. Chair-

man-

Mr. Chairman: Yes, the member for High
Park?

Mr. Shulman: I would like to ask the

minister, when I get his attention—

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The hon. member has

my attention. I don't have to look at him to

have my attention.

Mr. Shulman: Oh, I thank you very much;
that is very kind.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I can be looking the

other way and still paying attention.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Could the

minister elaborate on that?

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): He is am-
bidextrous.

Mr. Shulman: Mr. Chairman, why do the
OPP senior officers tape their conversations

with the RCMP?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, I won-
der if we might deal first with the adminis-
tration programme, vote 1504; then we can
come to the criminal and general law en-

forcement programme, which is vote 1505,
and the traffic law enforcement programme,
vote 1506.

I think what the hon. member is referring
to would properly come under vote 1505.

Mr. Shulman: Mr. Chairman, I am re-

ferring to certain matters that will come very
specffically under administration. One of the
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matters of administration is how they ad-

minister the departments. The matters I

am referring to is the tapings the OPP have

been making of conversations they have had
with the RCMP. I am referring to the fact

that they are so incompetent that they then

lose those tapes, which are here to be

played in the Legislature.

I want to ask the minister what in heck
is going on in the administration. I am talk-

ing specifically about item 1, administration

—nothing else. It has nothing to do with law
enforcement.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, it is

just a matter of keeping notes, of keeping a

record of what has transpired. The RCMP
would be aware that the note-taking by
taping was taking place.

Mr. Shulman: I would like to ask the

minister is there not a law in this country
that if one is going to tape a conversation

he must not only inform the other person
but have a beeper on the phone?

Mr. Gaunt: Radio stations don't do iti

Mr. R. F. Huston (Essex): There are no

beeps on radio stations!

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Not that I am aware
of.

Mr. Shulman: Is there no requirement that

one must notify a person if he is going to

tape their conversations?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, in

practice the RCMP would be aware that this

note-taking via taping was taking place.

Mr. Shulman: They wouldn't tell them at

the beginning of each specific conversation?

They know that all the conversations are

being taped, do they?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I would assume that

the general practice would be known to the

parties involved.

Mr. Shulmian: After taping these conversa-

tions with the RCMP, what does the OPP
do with the tapes?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I am sorry, Mr. Chair-

man, my attention was diverted for a

moment. Would the hon. member repeat the

question?

Mr. Shulman: Oh, I thought I always had
your attention, even when your head was
turned away. Fm sorry.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: My head wasn't turned

away, unfortunately.

Mr. Shulman: You were looking at me and
I thought I had your attention. Mr. Chair-

man, what do the OPP do with these tapes
that they make of their conversations with
the RCMP after they have finished making
them?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Well, they are shared

with other members of the force who would
be involved in the matter being looked at.

Mr. Shulman: Are they kept under some
security, or are they just sort of put on a

shelf in the public part of the OPP offices?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes, high security.

Mr. Shulman: High security. Can the

minister explain how the OPP managed to

lose their tapes?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Which tape is the hon.

member referring to?

Mr. Shulman: Well, I'll play you one.

Mr. Chairman: No. Order, please. It's

improper to play a tape recorder in here-

just the same as it is to tape or record or—

Mr. Shulman: Well, Mr. Chairman, I

believe there is precedence. Other things
have been done in here, quite properly. I

believe my colleague to my right set fire-

crackers off in here—

Mr. Chairman: No. Order, please.

Mr. Shulman: Can you advise me what

standing rule prohibits the playing of a tape?

Mr. Chairman: Well, the precedent of the

House—as the hon. member must be aware
TV cameras are not allowed, tape recordings
and tape players as well.

Mr. Shulman: All right. Well, I-

Mr. Renwick: Well, Mr. Chairman—just
because I want to clarify this matter. We all

understand that TV cameras and recording
devices for the purpose of recording the pro-

ceedings of the House, or taking visual

images of the House, are prohibited. What
my colleague, the hon. member for High
Park, wishes to do is to play a tape, which
has nothing to do with recording the pro-

ceedings of the House. Now, is it really—

Mr. Shulman: The same as a picture.

Mr. Renwick: —any different than visual

evidence or sensory evidence of other matters
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which have been brought in the past to the

attention of the House by the members of

the House?

Mr. Chairman: I view all such instruments

under the same grouping.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, speak-

ing to the point of order. I would have no

objection to this by the hon. member. As a

matter of fact, I just-

Mr. Chairman: No, I think it can be

played privately to the hon. minister, but it's

against the rules of this House—it always has

been.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Where?

Mr. Chairman: I so declare. You may ap-

peal my ruling if you wish.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I am not

challenging your ruling, but may I have some
indication where one finds the ruling that the

prohibition against the use of recording de-

vices in the House extends to prohibiting a

member of the Legislature playing a record,

or a tape, or holding up a photograph, or

setting off a firecracker, or any of the other

things which have been done in the House,
to bring dramatically and effectively to the

attention of the members of the Legislature,
a point which he is making in the debate?

Now, where is the distinction?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please! Order,

please! I made that ruling. It is in full

accordance with the precedents that have
been set in this House—and I so rule that

they may not be used.

Mr. Shulman: May I just speak to it?

Mr. Chairman: No, actually I've made the

ruling. You are debating it now.

Mr. Shulman: May I just speak to the

purpose of the ruling?

Mr. Chairman: There are lots of oppor-
tunity, I'm sure, if you want to play it to the

minister outside—

Mr. Shulman: But the only thing I wish
to point out to the Chairman is the purpose
of this original rule was to prevent records be-

ing kept on what has occurred in the House. I

am attempting to bring information to the
House. The minister has no objection-

Mr. Chairman: Order, please! I so rule

that it is out of order for you to use this

instrument.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Chairman: No. Order, please! The

ruling cannot be debated. It can be chal-

lenged, but it may not be debated.

^Mr. Renwick: Well, Mr. Chairman, with

the greatest respect to your ruling and only
for the purpose that we have this point
clarified, I would like to challenge the ruling
of the Chair.

Mr. R. D. Kennedy (Peel South): Mr.

Chairman, on a point of order, as I recall

about four years ago—

Mr. Singer: Now it is being debated again.

Mr. Kennedy: —the then hon. member for

Fort William, Mr. Knight, and I beheve the

hon. member for Kenora (Mr. Bemier), were

going to play a tape recording with reference

to some CBC programme, and the Speaker
of the day declined.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please! My ruhng
cannot be debated. It has been challenged.

Those in favour of the Chairman's ruling
will please say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion the "ayes" have it.

Mr. Shulman: All right. In that case, to

answer the minister's questions, since I can-

not play the—

Mr. Lawlor: It is a bloody silly ruling.

Mr. Shulman: Well, because of a bloody

silly ruHng—

Mr. Lawlor: The courts of law have

changed all that.

Mr. Shulman: —I cannot play the tape, but

111 try and describe it to the minister, if I

may. It is a tape made at the beginning of

October, 1971. It was a phone call made by

your chief inspector, a Mr. Al Duguid, to the

intelligence branch at the RCMP, in which he

is discussing with them his worries about a

possible uprising or trouble at the time of the

anniversary of the FLQ disturbance the

previous year. He expresses certain dates

when this might occur, Oct. 5 or 6 or 16,

1971. At the beginning of the tape, before

the RCMP officer comes on, he says, "I've

got mine going," referring to the taping.
That's the tape I am referring to. I am ask-

ing how could it be that your officer, your
chief superintendent, would manage to lose

that tape?
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Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, first of

all, the hon. member is asking the question
"how did the chief inspector happen to lose

it?" He is making a statement of fact. There
is no evidence that it was lost by that officer.

Of course, I think one of the important ques-
tions, Mr. Chairman, is how did that tape
come into the hands of the hon. member for

High Park?

Mr. Shulman: Exactly!

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: We are getting a full

investigation under way. I think that this is

no laughing matter, the way the hon. member
has on his face.

This is one of the most serious things that

can happen, when an item of high security,
which evidently relates to the investigation of

criminal activity-

Mr. R. Gisbom (Hamilton East): That is the

question that is before you.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —finds itself in the

hands of the hon. member either directly or,

I assume, indirectly. I think this is a matter
which is of importance not only to this Legis-
lature but to the people of the Province of

Ontario—and I have no knowledge of the de-

tails—that when a piece of material comes
into the hands of somebody, he should take
it upon himself, indiscriminately, to utilize it

for political advantage. Mr. Chairman, the

hon. member has shifted gears.

Mr. Shulman: I'm coming to that.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: He asked a question in

this House which would leave, for the week-
end, an innuendo with the people of the
Province of Ontario that the OPP has been

wiretapping for political purposes or with

political intent on something to do with the

partisan politics of this province. When I say
partisan I mean the politics of the Progressive
Conservative and Liberal Parties and the
NDP.

I may say this, that the hon. member hoped
to get away with it over the weekend, trying
to capitalize on the fact that there would be
an impression. That's what the hon. member's
chief forte is. He gets up and he makes an

impression.

We had a discussion, Mr. Chairman, with
the hon. member for Downsview about "The
Happy Hooker;" I am just using this as an

example. The hon. member got up and he

interjected the fact that the police had seized
some books. Everybody in this province, in-

cluding members of this House, the hon.
member for Downsview and me, assumed

that he was talking about seizure of "The

Happy Hooker." It had nothing to do with
"The Happy Hooker," but the people of this

province and the newspapers think it had.

That's the way the hon. member uses things
to political advantage.

He will draw a smear with enough validity
of some kind, because he did produce a tape.
He made allegations with respect to that tape.
I say again, Mr. Chairman, the hon. member
has a wide smile on his face. This is no kid's

game we are playing. This is a very serious

matter.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): Why don't

you grow up then and do something about
it?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: There is an investiga-
tion going on to ensure that the security of

this province, through the OPP, was not

breached.

I may say this, the hon. member wanted
this House to believe that there was political
intent. The rug was pulled out from under
him. His own candidate, Mr. Montpetit, that's

the NDP candidate, the man most affected,

in a telephone conversation with the Standard
Freeholder in Cornwall, said, in his opinion,
"The tap was in no way connected with the

provincial election."

I may say this—of course, again, the re-

sponsibdity of this office does not permit me
to indicate everything that is in this blue

folder, but I will say that the investigation

goes back to April—my first date goes back
to April, 1971—and if anybody in this prov-
ince knew there was going to be an election

compaign, I certainly wasn't privy to it, nor
was the hon. member. I don't think anybody
was.

Regarding the hon. member's intent in this

House, by planting a question at the time he
had a cassette in his hip pocket, expecting to

get a certain Idnd of an answer and then

trotting out and having a news conference,
his own people have pulled the rug out from
under him.

Mr. Chairman, again there are matters here
that I'm privy to, and I may say that the

OPP, instead of having some sort of criticism

in this regard for their investigations, should

be commended for what they are doing in

this case. I bring out to you, Mr. Chairman,
that the community was Hawkesbury—and we
know where Hawkesbury is—and it involved

firearms, explosives and bullets. And it came
on the anniversary of an event in 1970 which
all parties, regardless how they feel about

how it was dealt with, deplored.
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In reviewing the matter, I would say the

action of the OPP of being involved in this

is something that the people of this province
should commend. And if the hon. member
thinks that he's going to drag partisan poli-

tics across an investigation of the OPP, I

submit he is treading on very dangerous

ground.

If he would imply that being a member
of this Legislature gives complete immunity
from having surveillance of anybody when
there is serious criminal activity being in-

vestigated, then he can get up and expound
his views. If he wants to go further and say
that anybody who is involved in a major or a

minor capacity with a candidate becomes
immune from that thing, let him get up and

expound that theory.

If he thinks that somebody who supplies

printed material at a charge to a candidate

and assumes—I don't know whether this gen-
tleman whom the hon. member referred to in

his press conference was a publicity manager,
but he had a high-sounding title which I

think the hon. member either gave to him or

he assumed it. I don't think Mr. Montpetit,
the candidate involved, gave him that title.

But, Mr. Chairman, in order for the hon.

member to get the kind of attention he

wanted, if he couldn't link it in with a can-

didate or a member, he had to link it with

somebody high.

I would like him to know this investiga-

tion started in April, 1971, and ask him if he

would have the police draw a curtain on the

investigation the minute the writ is issued,

on the eve of an anniversary date, just be-

cause somebody in a minor or any capacity

is involved with the candidate or in an elec-

tion campaign. Thousands of people are in-

volved in election campaigns, Mr. Chairman,
and I say that if the hon. member wants to

expound that theory, I'd be very delighted

to hear his theory in this regard.

Mr. Shulman: Thank you, Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. Just before

the member goes on, we are straying away
from vote 1504—both parties are.

Mr. Shulman: I didn't stray away, Mr.

Chairman-

Mr. Stokes: Who is the minister?

Mr. Chairman: I know the hon. member
for High Park has to get away right away.

Mr. Shulman: No, believe me, I'm quite

prepared to stay and finish this matter. The

question I asked the minister, and from which

he shifted gears very rapidly, was how the

OPP managed to lose their tape. He said it

was a very important matter as to how I got

it; and I agree with him completely. But he

went into a number of other matters, and

you didn't stop him from going into them; I

trust you will allow me to reply to them, or

at least comment on them.

Mr. Chairman: Actually, if we are going
to discuss that, it will have to be imder vote

1505.

Mr. Shulman: Well, I'll come back to my
original point, if I may, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Is this administration?

Mr. Shulman: I am coming back to ad-

ministration as it relates to how the tapes

were lost. You allowed the minister to speak
on numerous other matters without any in-

terruption—"The Happy Hooker", which I

will save for another vote; the cassette, which

I didn't have at the time I asked the ques-

tion; the political matters which I intended to

bring up later on but which you allowed him

to speak at great length on; and finally, my
original question, how the OPP security is so

bad that they lose their tapes.

I will let all the extraneous matters go,

though, with the exception of one. The ques-

tion W'lich I asked the minister in the House

the other day was a specific one, and it was

not for the reason that he presumed.
The question I asked the mmister was

to find out whether he now knew what was

going on in his department, and it was very

specific: "Did anyone in your department

during the last provincial election tape the

conversations of any of our candidates or

publicity directors?' He said, "Not to my
knowledge," and I believe him. He had no

knowledge of it. Yet he says now this in-

vestigation was going on since April, 1971.

This conversation that was taped, purely

political as it was, the OPP thought of suffi-

cient importance to transmit over the tele-

phone, taping it at the same time, from one

detachment to another. It was a conversation

of a candidate vdth the publicity director—

or call him what you will, you may call him

an ordinary worker, or anything you like-

in one of our ridings, and yet the ofiBcials

of the OPP didn't think this important enough
to even let the Solicitor General know.

How can he express such ignorance of what

goes on in his own department? I asked him

the question the other day. He leaned for-

ward to his advisers in front of him, then

leaned back and said, "Not to my knowl-

edge." Yet they had that tape in their files.
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I wasn't suggesting, Mr. Minister, that the

OPP was making that tape for political

purposes. What I was suggesting, and I am
suggesting it again now, was that you are

unaware of what the OPP is doing, and when

they do make tapes like that, and find they
have things like that they don't tell you.

They even lose the tapes—and they knew
they had lost those tapes, because they have
been making frantic efforts to get them back
for at least the last three weeks—yet they
didn't even see fit to tell you. Perhaps they
are right. Perhaps they shouldn't tell you.

But let's come back to the original point,
which you missed in your haste to shift gears
and go on to every subject but the proper
one. Of course it is terribly important where
I got this tape. How could this get into

the hands of the public? I'll tell you. I didn't

go into the office and steal it. Nor did any-

body else. They lost it. And they lost it

because an oflBcer became inebriated. There
is something very seriously wrong with your
security. You can make all the patriotic, right-
ous speeches you want in here. That isn't

going to change the fact that they lost a

group of tapes, tapes not just of conversa-

tions which they had taped of persons in

the province—and lots can be said about that

case under another vote—but tapes which

they had made of conversations of their chief

superintendent with the intelligence branch
of the RCMP. They lost those tapes. They
kept it secret from you, and you have the

nerve to come in here and accuse me of

bringing this to the attention of the House?
You are a disgrace!

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the only
word that I have that these tapes were lost

was the member for High Park's. And I do
not accept his word as such.

Mr. Shulman: Then let the minister explain
how they got—

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: When the hon. member
uses the expression "the tapes were lost," that

has a dictionary meaning, a meaning to every-

body in this House and on the street. I do
not accept, Mr. Chairman, the hon. member's
statement that they were lost. We are having
an investigation and we will find out how
that tape got into the hands of the hon.

member. For him to make up this statement,
to get up in this House and say again that

he puts it at the feet of the inebriated police
officer, I won't say yes and I won't say no.

But this I know, I will not necessarily accept
the hon. member's statement for it.

Mr. Sargent: Does he lie?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I will check into it.

Mr. Shulman: All right, Mr. Chairman, if

I may just complete my comments very
briefly. The minister may accept my word or

not, and 1 am perfectly willing to tell him
where I got the tapes from. But I want to

point out to you, sir, that there are only
three possibilities: The tapes were lost, the

tapes were stolen, or alternatively the tapes
were given away by someone within the

force. I reject the last possibility immediately.
The minister, I am sure, is perfectly aware
there have been no break-ins at the OPP,
and if he can suggest any other way that

these tapes could have got out I would be

delighted to hear from him.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, there

are other alternatives, and that is exactly
what the purpose of the investigation is; to

find out just what happened. I am not accept-

ing the hon. member's version of it. It may
be; it may not be. But the one thing I will

not take is the hon. member's statement of

fact, because I have learned time and time

again in this House—and the reason why
the hon. member gets away with it when he
makes a statement is that nobody ever chal-

lenges him and then when you get involved

two weeks later in finding out what the

truth is, it becomes ancient history; nobody is

interested at that point in time. That's ancient

history. If you try to revive it they say, "Oh
that's old hat." The hon. member has made
his mark. He has made his mark again. There
is a finger pointed that some police oflBcer

of the 5,000 members of the OPP became in-

ebriated. Now, I'll ask him, since I've learned

a long time ago to ask questions like these,

who, where, when, and what?

Mr. Shulman: I would be glad to tell the

minister who, and I'll pass the oflBcer's name
across the floor to him. I don't wish to name
him publicly; we don't want his name in the

paper, neither you nor I. I'll write it down

right now and pass it across to you.

I can tell you when. It was in August,
1972. I can tell you where. It was in Ottawa.

And I can tell you why—well, I've already
told you why. There is the name that you
asked for.

I want to ask the minister another ques-
tion. Would he lean forward to his advisers

and ask them how long have they known
that these tapes were missing?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Since Friday last.

Mr. Shulman: Is the minister unaware that

one of his chief superintendents, some two
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weeks ago, went down to Hawkesbury and

interviewed a gentleman there in an attempt
to get the tapes back?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I am not aware of that.

Mr. Shulman: Would you lean forward to

your commissioner and ask him if he is aware
of it, because I think now this has become
ridiculous?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I don't know whether
the hon. member mentioned the name of any-

body who was supposed to be in Hawkesbury
doing this investigation.

Mr. Shulman: I can give the minister the

name; it's one of your chief inspectors. Un-

fortunately, I left it back in my office. I can

get it for him in two minutes, if he wishes.

But he went down to Hawkesbury.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Is the name Duguid?

Mr. Shulman: No, it's another officer who
went down, the senior officer—Dickster I be-

lieve, it is. I'll get his name, I have it wnitten

down in the other room. But he went down,
interviewed, and made a very serious eflFort

to get this tape back. Was the commissioner
not informed of this?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No.

Mr. Shulman: Let me ask you another ques-
tion. In the court case that took place of
St. Amour, which was many months ago,
reference was made to these tapes by 3ie

lawyers in the case. Was the minister or the
commissioner not informed of the tapes at

that time?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, it must
be obvious to everybody that there is an

acknowledgement that Mr. St. Amour's line

was wiretapped. The hon. member keeps re-

ferring to a tape or tapes. It is impossible to
deal with the word "tape," because there are
all kinds of tapes and tapes. I don't know
whether the hon. member is talking about the

tape that he has in the machine or the tape
that is locked up in a vault. If he were to

describe what tape he is talking about—

Mr. Shulman: The specffic tape I am re-

ferring to at this moment is the tape of the
conversation made by Chief Superintendent
Duguid of his conversation with the RCMP
intelligence squad in October, 1971, a copy of
which I have here and which I am prepared
to give to the minister.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, I am
now advised that an inspector was in Hawkes-

bury. The reason why he was in Hawkesbury
was to deal with complaints about the way
that the investigation was handled.

Mr. Shulman: Yes, quite right. Did the in-

spector not inform his superintendent of the

conversation at that time about the tapes?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Again, which tape is

the hon. member talking about?

Mr. Shulman: The tapes that the OPP lost,

misplaced or whatever word you want to use.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the news

report says that the hon. member or Mr. St.

Amour, either jointly or severally or some-

how, have a tape locked up in a vault. If

the hon. member would describe the tape-

Mr. Shulman: I am sending across—let the

record show—a copy of a tape made by the

OPP and copied by me, which I am now
giving to the minister, as I cannot play it for

him here, but which he may play at his

leisure. It is a tape of a conversation be-

tween a chief superintendent of the OPP and
the intelhgence branch of the RCMP. He may
play it when he wishes.

I'm asking, how long have you known that

that tape was missing? You tell me, since

last Friday. I know that isn't true. Maybe
that's how long you've known, but how long
has the OPP known it was missing?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the

OPP, I am advised, were unaware that
any-

thing was missing until the hon. member held

his press conference in which he made an

allegation that some sort of a tape—he evi-

dently at that time played a copy of a tape
which, now, I assmne I have the original in

my hand-

Mr. Shulman: No, you have the copy that

I played.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Oh, it's a copy. Now,
what is this a tape of? Is this tape of some-

thing similar, or is it a tape or something
different? Because, certainly, this is not the

kind of material that the OPP use when they

put a wiretap like they have with M. St.

Amour-

Mr. Shulman: I bought that for $2 across

the road.

Mr. Renwick: He said it was a tape which
he took from a tape.

Mr. Shulman: I copied that. I paid—
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Hon. Mr. Yaremko: That's right. There was

no point in sending this across to me because

I'm not interested in this.

Mr. Shulman: I thought you wanted to

hear it?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I'm not interested in it.

Mr. Shulman: You don't want to hear it?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I'm not interested in

this thing.

Mr. Renwick: What, are you ruHng it out

on a new set of rules?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No, I'm just saying—

"^Mr. Sargent: Let's hear the tape.

Mr. Shulman: If you don't want to hear

it, send it back.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Oh, we'll hear it, but I

want to say that what I'm interested in is not

this thing-

Mr. Shulman: The original, if the minister

is interested, is in a safety—

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I'm interested in know-

ing what the original looks like and then I'd

be able to respond to it. Because, certainly,
if what is in a vault is something like this,

then that is not what the OPP use in con-

junction with their wiretapping.

Mr. Shulman: Let me make any confusion

clear. This is my tape recorder. It takes

cassettes like that. I bought that cassette for

$2. I copied a tape which was played on
another machine. I'm now giving it to the

minister so he can hear the tape, because I

can't play it here. That's the only reason

I've sent it across.

Mr. Sargent: Put it on nowl

Mr. Shulman: Well, they won't let me.

Mr. Sargent: Sure you can!

Mr. Shulman: All right. Is the minister

saying—

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Let me just ask a ques-
tion before we conclude that, Mr. Chairman.

Is the hon. member saying to me that what
he has locked up in a vault is a cassette tape?

Mr. Shulman: No, that is not what I said!

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Well, what is it that is

locked up in a vault? Describe it.

Mr. Shulman: Quite frankly, Mr. Chair-

man, I cannot describe it; I haven't seen it.

I can tell the minister where it is and, if

necessary, it can be provided for any inquiry
that is held. This was played from within

a machine. I didn't examine the tape because
I had no reason to examine it. A man brought
a machine down; he played a tape; I copied
it on my machine; I gave the copy to the

minister. Now, does the minister understand

what I'm saying? That is all I have, the copy
which I made from the machine which he

played and which I played on my machine,
or wanted to play, today. Now, I want to get
this quite straight, though. Is the minister

saying that until last Friday the OPP did not

know there were any tapes missing?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Well, let me say this,

there must be hundreds of tapes around.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Lost

ones?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The recording which
received so much publicity at the hon. mem-
ber's press conference; the fact that that was

supposed to be missing was unknown to the

OPP.

Mr. Shulman: Well, Mr. Chairman, I can
tell you there is something very wrong in

the OPP, because at least two of your senior

officers have known it has been missing for

some time. One of them as far back as

August, 1972. One of them as recently as

two weeks ago. And if they were aware and
didn't pass it up to the senior officers of the

OPP, then there is something very seriously

wrong.

I can understand the senior officers of the

OPP not informing you; perhaps this is good
sense, I wouldn't argue that at all. But
there is something very wrong when your
inspectors don't inform the commissioner of

a matter this serious, and I suggest to you
that the investigation you're carrying out,

perhaps, should better be carried out from
without the OPP, rather than from within.

If you will recall, the Clinton Duke in-

vestigation was done from within the OPP.
How badly that turned out, and it had to be
done again by men you pulled in from out-

side. I believe that Mr. Grice—no, it wasn't

Mr. Grice, it was—well, I forget. You had
two very fine officers who finally came in

and did it. But you had to pull them in from
outside. And I suggest there is something
very seriously wrong in the OPP, to sum it all

up, if they'll make a tape like this, have it

get out of their hands—you don't like me to
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use the word lost—have it get out of their

hands, in some way, into the hands of the

public, and then the officers who know
that it's been misplaced, displaced, lost,

stolen, whatever word you want to use, don't

even inform the senior officers of the OPP,
so you get up in the House and make a

fool of yourself and say there is no such

tape. Now for goodness sake, get on your
toes and get off your rear end and sharpen

up the OPP. There is something seriously

wrong in the intelligence branch in there-

there has been for four years, and it hasn't

changed.

Mr. Sargent: Let's hear the tape; plug it in.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the

hon. member is prone to interject with per-
sonalities. You see, I have my opinion of

the hon. member; I have formed a judgement.
And I may say that it's a unique judgement.
I have a judgement of him that I have a

judgement of no other man; but this is not

the place for me to express it. That's my
opinion. I may be right, I may be wrong in

history.

Mr. MacDonald: At the drop of a hat, you
will do it though.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No, I have never done
it. The hon. member for York South knows
that I don't engage in that type of thing.

He and I have crossed swords often enough.

Mr. MacDonald: You're kidding. Your

memory is about that of a three-year-old.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The hon. member for

York South has an opinion of me and I

have an opinion of him, and we don't express
them. But I will tell you the hon. member-

Mr. Shulman: Let's get back to the OPP.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —the hon. member
cannot tell us; somebody walks into his

oflBce, tells him that he has a tape of some-

thing that is in a vault, then he proceeds
to make a tape of it. He still hasn't told us
who gave him the tape. You haven't told

us; it's not on record in this House.

Mr. Shulman: I will be quite happy to tell

you if you want to know.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: But the hon. mem-
ber takes something like that and is unable
to describe to us the type of thing that this

recording of a recording comes from—it's

a very serious matter. And the way the hon.

member treated it indicates he is far from

being serious. He has a responsibility and the

least that he would have asked was to have

been able to see the original in order to be

able to describe it to us. He hasn't got the

foggiest idea what it is; but I'll tell you,
it took a lot of questioning on the part of

this side to find that out. Now he's dragged
in—we had a difficult time getting somebody
in Hawkesbury investigating it; and there

was an officer investigating it—all of a sud-

den it becomes an investigation of this tape.

Mr. Shulman: Oh no, no.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: And I have indicated

there was not—Now, the hon. member is

saying that it was known as far back as

August that this tape was missing.

Mr. Shulman: Right!

Mr. MacDoniald: Right!

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: That this thing I am
holding in my hand-

Mr. Shulman: That is a copy, I told you
10 times.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, there

is an investigation going on. The investigation
is to find out exactly how whatever has been
recorded came into the hands of the hon.
member for High Park.

Mr. Sargent: We know what your in-

vestigations are like.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: And I may say this,

that I have enough confidence in the in-

tegrity of the OPP to rest by their investiga-
tion.

Mr. Sargent: What a bunch of baloney that

is.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: And that the hon.

member-

Mr. Renwick: You can't prejudge the con-

clusion until you have seen—

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I can't prejudge the

conclusion, but the hon. member has pre-

judged it; he thinks that the OPP are un-

worthy of carrying on their own investigation.
I will not accept that—

Mr. Renwick: That is within your respon-

sibility.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I hear that time and
time again with respect to police forces. Any-
body who is involved wants somebody else

to get involved. Do you know why? Because
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that gives a heightened attention to it. It puts
the whole OPP under a cloud of suspicion.

And I tell you before I take that step I take

a very long, hard look.

Mr. Renwick: That is not correct.

Mr. Shulman: Mr. Chairman, just for the

record, let it be noted by the minister, who is

completely unaware, that in the transcript of

the court proceedings which took place last

summer reference is made by the defence

attorney to these tapes. It was at that time—
and there were senior OPP ofiBcers in the

courtroom at the time these references were
made. They knew about it last August. And
the minister wasn't informed.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Well, Mr. Chairman,
let's get the record straight. The minister is

the Solicitor General. Does the hon. member
think that with every investigation carried on

by the OPP, that I must personally be aware
of it, be informed, pass on it, get involved-

Mr. Renwick: You are responsible.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Certainly, I am the

minister who is responsible.

Mr. MacDonald: Like Richard Nixon, you
will accept the responsibility.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Absolutely, you
wouldn't have me otherwise.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): As a

matter of fact, you have a lot in common.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: You wouldn't have it

otherwise. And the hon. member knows me
well enough, that's one thing I have never
done. Admit it, I have never shirked my
responsibility.

Mr. Shulman: Mr. Chairman, surely we all

agree that if someone steals a car in Oakville
the minister should not be informed, but is

the minister saying that if the OPP somehow
manages to lose from their possession tape
recordings which they have made of tele-

phone calls that the senior officials, the minis-

ter, not even the commissioner should be
informed? Is that what the minister is saying?
That it should be handled at some lower
level?

Mr. MacDonald: Or as a supplementary-

Mr. Chairman: Is there any further discus-

sion on item 1?

Mr. MacDonald: I'm just a disinterested

observer, trying to find the truth here.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Hearl Hearl

Mr. MacDonald: The minister informed us,

shortly after I came into the House 10 min-
utes ago, that the first he or the OPP knew
about this lost tape was last Friday. It's in

the record. Okay? What the hon. member
from High Park is drawing to your attention

is that in a trial last August, with OPP officers

present, there was discussion of the lost tapes.
How come, if not you, at least senior officers

of the OPP weren't aware of this from last

August?

Mr. Shulman: It may have been in October.
I'm not sure of the exact date when it hap-
pened.

Mr. MacDonald: Whenever the trial was
held.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, let the
record show that the hon. member for York
South has used the expression that the record
of the case will show that there was a dis-

cussion of the lost tapes. I haven't seen the

transcript. I will see the transcript from start

to finish and we will find out just what the
reference is. I don't know whedier the court

records refer to taping of conversations.

Mr. Shulman: They do.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The significant thing,
and this is where it will be interesting to read
the transcript, to use the phraseology of the

hon. member for York South, to see whether
the reference was to lost tapes.

Mr. Shulman: It referred to the tapes that

were made and were in the possession of the

defence.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No hedging, Mr. Chair-

man, no hedging.

Mr. Shulman: As I've said before, perhaps
they were lost, perhaps they were given
away, perhaps they were—

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No hedging, no back-

tracking. The word is "lost".

Mr. Shulman: Oh, now, really Mr. Minister.

Mr. MacDonald: The minister is a past
master at obfuscation.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: It will shortly all be in.

Mr. Shulman: Would you rather they had
been stolen or given away by a member of

the OPP?
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Mr. MacDonald: Certain tapes that orig-

inally were in the possession of the OPP got

lost, stolen or disappeared.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Backtracking and hedg-

ing.

Mr. MacDonald: The OPP have been look-

ing for them ever since. Reference to those

tapes that were lost or disappeared or got

misplaced was made in a trial some months

ago. In my role as a disinterested observer

seeking the truth, I am trying to equate that

with your assertion that you and the commis-

sion knew nothing about it until last Friday.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the in-

teresting thing is if we look at the word "lost"

—oh, don't smile—because if the tapes have

been stolen from the OPP, that is a di£Ferent

picture than lost by an inebriated person. You
see the backtracking that is going on. The
hon. members will be interested.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: They have gone from

lost to stolen or somehow else. It's back-

tracking I tell you, because having some-

thing of security lost by a security officer is

a far different thing from something that was

stolen.

Mr. Lawlor: That's your footwork.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Within 30 seconds, the

hon. member for York South, backed up by
the hon. member for High Park, got into this

backtracking. I would suggest that the hon.

member for York South let the hon. member
for High Park get into the situation himself.

Mr. MacDonald: If I have to choose be-

tween trying to fight your battles and his, I

know what side I'll be on.

Mr. Renwick: But he's a disinterested ob-

server.

Mr. MacDonald: Why don't you appoint—

Mr. Lewis: Now that you have had a dis-

interested view, I think you need a dispas-
sionate view as well and so I've decided to

enter the debate-

Mr. Singer: Again?

Mr. Lewis: —with that sense of detachment
and objectivity for which all of us on this

side are known.

I'd just like an answer to the question
which has been asked a number of times,

without putting it on grounds of the adjec-

tive that is used, to explain why it is that

something which was essentially known about

somewhere in the summer or fall of 1972 was
not brought to the minister's attention until

last Friday, or apparently not brought to the

senior levels of the OPP until last Friday;

and whether the minister thinks that is ac-

ceptable practice in the case of something
like a wiretap?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, I have

made the procedure with respect to wiretap-

ping clear before. The hon. member wasn't

in the House when I indicated to the House
that a full investigation is under way to de-

termine what happened in the case of—shall

we agree on one word?-the so-oalled missing

tapes.

Mr. Shulman: The Hawkesbury tapes.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The so-called Hawkes-

bury tapes.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1504, item No. 1.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Chairman, on a point of

order, is Sam's selling these tapes?

Mr. A. Camithers (Durham): You will get

your copy.

Mr. Chairman: On item No. 1, the member
for Thunder Bay.

Mr. Stokes: Mr. Chairman, I would like to

discuss with the minister for a few moments

something that I have brought to his atten-

tion on numerous occasions ii the past, in-

adequacy of policing in many areas of the

province, particularly in northern Ontario. We
have had discussions about the inadequacy of

policing in places like Gull Bay, and earlier

in these estimates we dealt specifically with

the far north and the Big Trout area. He
assured me that the committee on policing

that is going around the province now hold-

ing public hearings—even though he hasn't

seen fit to appoint a native person to that

committee—he assures me that every part of

the province will be adequately covered to

ensure that they get a cross section of views

from everybody, regardless of where they may
live in the province.

Since our earlier conversation, the Canadian

Civil Liberties Education Trust has published
a report on Ontario's north called, "Indian

Life and Canadian Law", and at page 12 of

that particular document there is proof posi-

tive that the method of policing in many
areas of northern Ontario is less than ade-

quate. With your permission, Mr. Chairman,
I would like to quote a few paragraphs from
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that, just to accentuate the need for greater
attention. It says:

This pattern of neglect reaches also into

other aspects of the Indians' relationship
with the agencies of the criminal law. For
some years the residents of Whitedog
[which is a reserve in northwestern On-

tario] have been complaining about in-

adequate policing of their reserve. In the

last few years there has been an escalation

of violent crimes at Whitedog. The people
believe that liquor is one of its prime
causes. Neither a plebiscite in favour of a

"dry" reserve, nor pleas for additional

police protection have proved sufiBcient to

stop the flow of liquor from the town and
the burst of violence on the reserve.

During one spring weekend in 1972, our

field worker sent the following report from

Whitedog:

"At Whitedog this weekend a 12-year-old

boy stabbed his mother to death. While I

was there Sunday morning, all the windows
in the schoolhouse were broken; a brother

beat his sister up badly, and a man chased
his wife around with a crowbar. I saw
little kids drinking from beer bottles."

A determined chief and band council re-

sponded by circulating among the people
a new petition calling for more strict en-

forcement of the liquor prohibitions and
more police protection on the reserve. In

large numbers the people signed the

petition.

The first results were encouraging.
Almost all Kenora's taxi drivers co-operated
by refusing to transport people with liquor
to the reserve. The overworked OPP de-

tachment at Minaki began to make more

frequent visits and more frequent patrols
of Whitedog.

For a time this community co-operation
achieved discernible results. Indeed, a few
weeks later our field worker could report:

"This past Sunday I was at Whitedog
and everyone I spoke to said they had spent
the quietest weekend all year. No noise, no
broken windows, no fights and no arrests."

But the problem, of course, was to sus-

tain this momentum. As time went on, old

problems re-emerged. The Indian minority
who wanted to drink on the reserve found

ways to circumvent their local prohibitions.
Some of them began to induce some taxi

drivers to resume transporting liquor from
towTi to the reserve. Some of them began
to develop home-brew through the cultiva-

tion of yeast.

Thus, the peaceful interlude did not long
endure. During the ensuing summer, fall

and vkdnter this Indian community suffered

another wave of damage, beatings and dis-

orders. Vandals inflicted $500 damage on
the band council ofiBce and $1,500 damage
on the school. The personal injuries in-

flicted during this time were serious enough
to precipitate criminal charges for assaults

occasioning bodily harm and even murder.
Violence and the fear of violence had re-

turned to haunt the law-abiding citizens of

Whitedog.
The increased police patrols are helpful,

but not adequate. During the hour or two

per day or per few days that they patrol,
the community feels safer. But what about
the bulk of the time the police are not
available there? The Whitedog OPP detach-
ment has only three officers, one at head-

quarters and two in the field, to cover a

distance of more than 30 miles, 24 hours

per day, seven days per week. With time

off, this means that most of the time there

are fewer than three oflBcers available for

this entire area.

Thus, unless the detachment were in-

creased or an indigenous constabulary de-

veloped right on the reserve, it will not be

possible to provide the Whitedog com-

munity with the protection that it has

needed and sought for so long.

Well, Mr. Chairman, through you to the min-

ister, this is almost a replica of what has

taken place at Gull Bay. It's even more serious

than what happens in the areas further north

—as I brought to your attention—such as at

Sandy Lake and Big Trout Lake.

I think that there is a good deal of validity

in this report. It is well documented and

everything is substantiated by aflBdavits.

Mr. Minister, I don't really think you can
wait until you get your report from your com-
mittee that is looking into policing through-
out the province. I think that you must take

action and you must take it now to ensure

these law-abiding people who are struggling
so hard to bring law and order to Qiese

reserves get the kind of assistance and the

kind of protection that they need.

As you know, there is only a very small

minority of people living in these reserve

communities and these remote communities
who are not law-abiding citizens. I think that

you have a responsibility to the majority of

these people to see that they get the kind of

protection they deserve and the kind of pro-
tection that you and I take for granted in

most areas of the province.
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Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the

hon. member has again touched, as he has

consistently, upon really one of the great

tragedies of our province. I would hope that

right at this moment the situation in White-

dog is better than as is described in the

report, which I have read fully, and which
covers many other parts. But whether it is

better in Whitedog, unfortunately I think we
can accept that that is a picture of far too

many places in northern Ontario.

When one reads about the deaths, the

injuries, the property damage that takes place
on reserves and Indian communities, it really
is a heart-breaking thing. I certainly know-

Mr. Lewis: Oh, no!

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Oh, no, please. If I

can use-

Mr. Lewis: This is becoming intolerable.

Just cut it out.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Please. Do you mind
if I talk to the hon. member for Thunder

Bay?

Mr. Chairman: Order. Order, pleasel

Mr. Renwick: Come on!

Mr. Lewis: Well, when you were the head
of this branch your whole branch resigned
under your jurisdiction. They couldn't take

the way you treated Indians on the reserve

and anywhere else in the province. This kind

of tremendous claptrap is too much to take

on a hot afternoon.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please! The hon.

minister has the floor.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: In response to the

hon. member for Thunder Bay, I am fully
aware of the totality of the problems, having
been in the Ministry of Community and
Social Services and having held the post of

Provincial Secretary, and knowing what the

housing problems are. I don't think that that

kind of a report wall be erased from the

books until some of the very grave socio-

logical requirements are solved.

Mr. Renwick: No, sir.

Mr. Lawlor: They are asking you for the

policing. That is your responsibility.

Mr. Lewis: It is how you treat everything
else.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Those things are very
basic. However, there is a very specific need

for law enforcement and policing on the

reserves and in the Indian communities.

Mr. Renwick: That is what we are talking
about.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Well, if only the hon.

member for Riverdale had listened to his

leader, he would have heard again that refer-

ence to past history. All I can say to the hon.

leader of the NDP is that it is a strange

thing that nobody really was involved or

concerned with those matters until the mem-
ber for Bellwoods came on the scene.

Mr. Renwick: Oh, come off it!

Mr. MacDonald: What a joke!

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: And the member for

Thunder Bay; I will give him good credit.

And history will record—well, let's get on—

Mr. Lawlor: Don't palaver. Let's get on.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —with the specifics re-

lating to policing. Again, instant solutions are

not available. We have had the exchanges
wdth reference to Conference '73, 72-73. We
have had a very thorough review and study
in conjunction with the federal authorities.

There has emerged a study which was pre-
sented very recently in Brantford and in

which we participated.

There are alternatives available—and I

would just like to touch on some of the

alternatives:

The provision of resident peace oflRcers to

reserves from existing Provincial Police forces;

The appointment of band constables by
band councils under the authority of the

RCMP Act;

The contracting of police services from

adjoining municipalities;

The formation of a purely Indian con-

stabulary separate and distinct from any exist-

ing police force; and

The establishment of an Indian police ser-

vice as an integral part of existing provincial

police forces.

These have all been put forward-

Mr. Stokes: But nothing has happened.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —with a certain amount
of validity as to advantages and disadvant-

ages. Ontario still maintains that there must
be an involvement of the Indians. Whatever
decisions are made should be made with the

concurrence and the involvement of the In-

dians. We have now taken the position that

rather than take any one of these alternatives
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and say, "This is what will be for all of the

province," perhaps we should be thinking
of alternatives so that an Indian community
or an Indian reserve will have a choice.

If there is not going to be agreement by
all Indians as to what kind of policing there

should be, then perhaps a viable grouping of

choices—or perhaps just a choice—would be
sufficient. We are working with the federal

government and the Indians to establish this.

As to the specific step that we are taking
this year, I am going to read a statement

that really sets out the position of the depart-
ment:

A disproportionately high number of the

occurrences that are dealt with by the

Ontario Provincial Police in northwestern

Ontario involves native people. The effec-

tiveness of the police in handling these oc-

currences is dependent to some consider-

able extent on our understanding of and

sensitivity to the particular policing needs
of the Indian community.

We believe that one of the most prac-
tical methods of improving our capability
to police native people is to bring more
of them into the mainstream of the On-
tario Provincial Police and to utilize native

people more extensively in the active polic-

ing of Indian communities. However, this

requires a very carefully developed and
executed recruitment and training pro-

gramme involving thorough consultation

with native organizations and internal

orientation of the force.

We propose a pilot native recruitment

programme which will extend over the next

three years at a cost of approximately
$80,000 in 1973-1974, $100,000 in 1974-

1975 and $75,000 in the concluding fiscal

year; it would be basically a three-year

programme. The programme will be di-

vided into three distinct phases: planning
and development, implementation and
evaluation.

I believe it was the hon. member for Lake-
shore and I who had a discussion with re-

spect to the employment of police officers in

an area such as Metropolitan Toronto to re-

flect the population. He and I both agreed
that to get all of the sectors reflected Mdthin

the police forces, we would probably have a

policing system in which there was better

understanding, better use of discretion, and a

rapport between the police officer and those

who are to be policed. That is the kind of

direction that we have been committed to

for some time. It is my belief that there

should be involvement-

Mr. Lawlor: How many Indians are in the

Ontario Provincial Police?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —Indians on the police
forces themselves, because time and time

again we have-

Mr. Stokes: You haven't even seen fit to

nominate one to your committee looking into

policing.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I don't think that that

necessarily is the exclusion. As we did in

Gull Bay—where a situation existed—we add
one man, or add more patrols or add two
men. The same thing in Whitedog. Situations

occur: we add one man, we are thinking in

terms of adding another from the OPP. I

don't think that that is the ultimate answer
for policing in northern Ontario. In the past
there has been a position, perhaps, among
senior personnel, in which they said: "Well
there is no desire on the part of the Indians

to be involved in the constabulary, in the

police forces. They are not coming forward."

And this $80,000-this several hundreds of

thousands of dollars—is geared so that we
take a deliberate step out into the com-

munity.

It's not that we need more OPP recruits—

I think generally we have far more applying
than we need—but they are coming from the

general traditional sector. We need them from
a particular sector and instead of waiting
until that emerges itself, we are taking the

first step forward to get them involved, with

an effort in this part. Hopefully we will

succeed. I think that this part of the pro-

gramme for the recruitment of Indian officers,

the expenditure of money, is a good step for-

ward.

Mr. Stokes: Well, just to follow up on this

point, I am sure that the minister hasn't had

an opportunity to sit in on courts where

police officers have gone out of their way, to

see that some of these remote communities

were serviced, to the extent that they are

able, with their limited manpower capabil-
ities.

But I wish the minister had had the oppor-

tunity to sit in on some of the court proceed-

ings in the town of Armstrong, for instance,

where they bring people in—some native

people and some not—from literally hundreds

of miles around. They all congregate in a little

hall in Armstrong on a Tuesday or a Wed-

nesday afternoon. I wish the minister could

see the way the judge treats these cases that

come to his attention.
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One of these cases had been remanded 14

times. Yoimgsters, 13 and 14 years of age,
who are charged with violation of the liquor
laws of the province. And you know, they
snicker all the way up to the front, they
snicker all the time they are standing there,

they snicker all the time that the judge is

giving them their sentence, and they snicker

all the way back to their seats. And the judge
never once says: "Where did you get the

liquor from?'*

And it happens with regularity. Every time

that you go to Armstrong you will see the

same people going up before the judge all

the time. And it is getting to the point where
the minister's own officers just say: "What's
the use?" What is the use? There isn't any
lesson being learned. There is no effort to

find out who the culprits are who are supply-
ing it. There is no effort to effect any de-

gree of rehabilitation, any of the things that

the minister talks about, you know—they
aren't happening.

Let me read you something about how
some of the minister's own ofiBcers are des-

pairing of what's happening. They say: "Well,
it isn't even worth our effort to go out and
lay a charge, because nothing even happens.
They go about their merry way, free to do as

they wish almost immediately."

On Sunday May 13, 1973, a complaint
was received that the restaurant owned by
a certain person had been broken into. In-

vestigation resulted in the following two
persons being arrested and charged with
break, enter and theft. [And it mentions
the names of two 18-year-old youngsters,
one male, one female, from Victoria, B.C.]
Both appeared before His Honour [I'm not

going to name the judge] at a certain com-

munity on Tuesday, May 15, 1973, when
they pleaded guilty to this offence. The
male admitted to the court that he had
previous convictions in September, 1971,
at Regina for theft and possession of stolen

property. He received one year's suspended
sentence.

In June, 1971, at Thunder Bay he was
convicted of the theft of a motor vehicle
and received one month's imprisonment.
Both were given suspended sentences of
one month with the judge apparently tak-

ing pity on them and giving them a sum of

money from his own pocket.

On Wednesday, May 16, 1973, a com-
plaint was received from a certain motel
that a quantity of bed linen had been
stolen. Investigation resulted in an 18-year-
old female of Victoria, BC, being arrested

and charged with theft. She appeared be-

fore a certain judge at Nipigon when she

was fined $15. She also enter a guilty plea
to possession of narcotic drugs and was

given a three-month suspended sentence.

I wish to add that among the transient

type news travels across the country and
does so with great speed. The leniency
shown in the above two oases could result

in this area becoming the scene for numer-
ous break-and-enter types of offences.

After I got that communication from a law
enforcement officer who was interested in do-

ing his job, I made it my business to contact

several members of the OPP.

I said, "Are you experiencing similar diffi-

culties?" They said "This is just mild, what

you have told us. You should take a look at

the work we do that all goes for nought."

One said, "We take days and days investi-

gating all of these things and getting a case

and preparing it. We go before the judge
and he just discounts everything that we have

said, all of the work we've done. Really,
what is the use?"

Mr. Minister, unless you are going to get
behind your law enforcement officers and pre-
vail upon your colleagues to your left—the

Attorney General (Mr. Bales) and the Pro-

vincial Secretary for Justice (Mr. Kerr)—I'm
sure you are not going to have the co-oper-
ation and the dedication of your police forces.

They are iust goincr to throw in the towel

and say, "There really isn't any use."

This isn't an isolated case. As I say, I've

made it mv business to go around and talk

to many officers in the area that I represent
and they all give me the same story. You
don't have enough police officers now in

many areas that we alluded to a little bit

earlier but even with the ones you have, if

you don't get behind them and see that the

work they are doing bears some fruit and
serves the purpose for which it is intended,

you can forget about adequate policing right
across the province. I think it's high time you
did something about backing up your own
police officers.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for River-

dale.

Mr. Renwick; Mr. Chairman, I want, con-

cisely, to revert back to the excerpt from this

report that was read by the member for

Thunder Bay to the minister. I make no dis-

tinction in the Province of Ontario between
one citizen and another with rest)ect to his

right to be protected in his person and his

property.
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The second point I make is a very simple
one: That the obligation under the Police Act
of the Province of Ontario imposed upon the

provincial police force is that the Ontario

Provincial Police force is responsible for

policing all that part of Ontario which is not

in a municipality or part of a municipality. I

assume that the responsibility of the Ontario

Provincial Police is to protect the persons and

property of the persons living on the White-

dog reserve.

I want to know whether or not the minister

disputes the factual statement which is made
in this report, bearing in mind the careful

presentation in the preface to the report of

the work which was done to verify the au-

thenticity of the information; the way in

which it was collected; and the dedication of

the lawyer who spent 15 months in that area

in order to provide the information that would

bring to the attention of the government of

Ontario not a white man's perception of the

problem but the way in which the Indian

communities themselves perceive their prob-
lems with respect to the police.

I join with the leader of this party in

objecting every time a police problem is

raised with respect to the northern parts of

the province to some suggestion that we are

engaged in a diflBcult problem which is in-

soluble. We are talking about the police

operation. If that report is correct, it means
that the Ontario Provincial Police have failed

in their responsibility to the citizens of the

Province of Ontario to carry out the ele-

mentary obligation imposed on that force.

I want to know how many police officers

now are in the detachment which governed
the area which provide the policing services

in the area covered by the Whitedog reserve.

I would like to know the number of police
officers who are responsible for the enforce-

ment of law and order, and the protection of

property at Gull Lake and at the other areas

mentioned by the—

Mr. Stokes: Gull Bay.

Mr. Renwick: Gull Bay—and the other
areas mentioned by my colleague, the mem-
ber for Thunder Bay. I want to know
whether or not as we sit here, having just

gone through a weekend, conditions such as

this presently exist. Are there any reports
that the minister has with respect to out-

breaks of lawlessness on the reserves or

anywhere else in northern Ontario? I want
to know what exactly this minister is doing,
and what exactly the new commissioner of
the Ontario Provincial Police is doing to

call a halt right now, to the failure of the

police forces to act. As long as I have sat

in this House, which isn't all that long, we
have heard the identical story.

Mr. Stokes: That's right.

Mr. Renwick: Here we have for the first

time an authenticated report, done by dis-

interested persons, under a grant from the

Atkinson Foundation to the Civil Liberties

Trust, for the purpose of finding out the

perception of the Indian community about
the way they are dealt with by the police,
and the failure of the police to protect them
in their homes, in their property, and in

their person. This to my mind is a devastat-

ing commentary on the OPP.

I want the minister's answer not as to the

exculpatory reasons of the past. I want the

minister's commitment that if it requires the

doubling of the Ontario Provincial Police,
or the immediate institution of police recruits

from the reserves to perform roles as con-

stables in the Ontario Provincial Police, that

those things are going to be done.

We are not going to begin to solve the

problems related to the kind of incident

which is set out here unless the minister

makes the commitment and that commit-
ment is carried through into the OPP. We
are not going to accept the proposition. I

know and the member sitting behind—the

only government member who has ever sat

in opposition here—the member for Dufferin-

Simcoe (Mr. Downer) knows, of the number
of dollars that the Province of Ontario profits

from the liquor trade. We can take some

part of that to provide, if it requires a

one-to-one police force in the Province of

Ontario in the north, the protection which is

elementary to a civilized society.

I want the minister's commitment in this

House that we are not going to have to

listen again to anything other than the fact

that yes, law and order is estabiished in a

sane, legal and lawful way and in a just way
in the northern communities.

That's what we need, that's what we have

got to have, and that is what this report
cries out for. It isn't anything other than

to make certain that there is total non-

discrimination in the Province of Ontario in

the right of the citizen to obtain the ele-

mentary requirements that are essential to a

civilized society. Do we have the minister's

commitment that we are not going to have
this in this Province of Ontario any more;
and that we will have what numbers of

dollars, what additional men, what additional

training facilities and what additional en-
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listment of indigenous members of the native

communities into the police forces that are

required? Because unless you solve this

problem you can't solve any of the other

problems.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Minister.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the

hon. member would have us put the em-

phasis on policing. It is quite apparent that

I don't agree with him. I believe that we
still have to get to the root causes. I can

say this, that if this government ever came
out with a one-to-one police relationship,

the hon. members would probably be the

first to cry foul.

Mr. Renwick: Not in my conception of

what a police force's obligation is.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I sympathise with the

hon. member for Thunder Bay because he

has probably had the greatest face-to-face

contact with this situation. I sympathise with

the members of the Ontario Provincial Police

and I will convey it to the commissioner. But
I will not accept hopelessness or frustration

on the part of a police oflBcer. They must

carry out their job. The magistrates will

carry out their jobs. It is not within my field,

but I am afraid that the hon. member was

getting close to a punitive form of justice.

Mr. Renwick: I was not and you know it.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I was talking about
the hon. member for Thunder Bay. The

danger is that if the magistrate uses the only
tool that is at his disposal—that is, punish-
ment—all we will have is that, instead of

somebody appearing before him every week
or every second week or every month or

every second month, as they do now, they
will just be appearing at longer intervals

after having been punished. I have not yet
seen evidence that punishment is really the

answer to the kind of situation that terrified

the residents of Gull Bay, initially, and has

taken place in Whitedog.
I agree with the hon. member that there

should be no discrimination, that every man
and woman is entided to equal law enforce-

ment from his point of view. It is not the

ratio or whether there is one to one that

matters. I know the hon. member just pulled
that out of his mind as an extreme example
to illustrate. Rather a person should be able
to walk the fields or the streets of Whitedog
or Gull Bay with at least the same amount of

security as to his person as elsewhere. Cer-

tainly his windows are entitled to the same

amount of protection. How we get that in-

volves more than putting another pohce oflB-

cer there, because we have been doing this

over the period since 1960. In the last decade,
the amount of patrolling in northern Ontario

has been stepped up fourfold.

Mr. Lewis: Iif Whitedog there is one more.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Well, no, I think it is

more there.

Mr. Lewis: Can you tell us how many?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I haven't got the de-

tails over a period. In Whitedog there are

one corporal and three men.

Mr. Renwick: Are they in Whitedog now?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No, they are not. They
are in Minald, serving Whitedog.

Mr. Renwick: There are now one corporal
and three men. There were one corporal
and two men when this report was made.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: That's right.

Mr. Lewis: When I went to Whitedog in

1969-

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The interesting thing,
and this backs up the member's argument,
is that the addition of that one police oflBcer

made a significant diflFerence in the environ-

ment within the community for a short period
of time, I guess. I haven't had any corre-

spondence on or reference to Whitedog since

June of last year. However, we spent a great
deal of time, eflFort and discussion with

respect to Gull Bay. I don't know what the

resources are available to the commissioner

with respect to this land of policing. We can

put another man here and another man there,

but-

Mr. Stokes: The nearest detachment is 50
miles away on a road which is impassable
a good many weeks of the year.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —we have to deal with

this on a solution which will be suitable for

all time within all areas. As I repeat for the

hon. members, we have alternatives available.

We have to get the community involved in

Gull Bay, one of the positive steps we took

was to get the Indian leadership from that

community involved in their own policing.

Because, although I know one-to-one is just a

catch phrase used by the hon. member to

emphasize his point, it is not feasible and
it is not possible. In fact, I can see that if

we ever got into a programme in that direc-
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tion, we would have the Indian community
on our backs.

Mr. Stokes: We don't want an armed camp,
we want protection for law-abiding citizens.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: For example, there—I

think one of the requests which was put for-

ward in Whitedog by well-meaning, well-

intentioned people, who know the problem
that liquor brings about, was that the OPP
stop every car going into a place and search

it for liquor. That request was refused be-

cause you cannot give that kind of emphasis
to something like that. The same crops up
in Moosonee with regard to the problems in

servicing the Indian community.
I think we mustn't lose sight of this. And

unfortunately it has been my lot in this

House to keep reiterating that the funda-

mental responsibility lies with Ottawa. And
the hon. member for Riverdale can read those

sections of the Police Act which deal with

this. There are Indian communities in this

province where the people take the stand

that an OPP oflBcer has no right on the

Indian reserve. And they take it very seri-

ously. And they argue in court that we have

no right on their reserves.

Now I think ultimately the solution is—

Mr. Stokes: But you obviously have a

responsibility where you are invited in.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes, but—

Mr. Stokes: And this was the case in Gull

Bay and Whitedog.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: That is right. And this

is why we are trying to work out alternatives

with the federal government so that there

is involvement and the community itself is

involved in the kind of policing it gets.

Furthermore, we will also have a certain

amount of responsibility in this as any com-

munity must in order to have the full force

and effect from its policing.

I think the solution is in the best of

everything we've mentioned: the Indian re-

cruitment programme should be set up
immediately or fairly immediately, the

evolution of alternatives with the federal

government and the stepping up of the OPP
detachments. And I will say this: in my
experience the commissioner, if he has the

resources, has never hesitated to send them
in to beef up a situation on a short- or a

long-term basis in order to ensure proper

policing. And he will continue to do that.

Mr. Chairman: Any other questions in

regard to Item 1?

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, I would just

like to pursue this a step further. Have you
any Indian officers on staff in northwestern

Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: There are five, but

they are not just in northern Ontario. There
are several in northern Ontario and some
in other parts. The whole thrust of this

Indian recruitment programme is quite
obvious. Five may be a number which re-

lates to the proportion of the population,
but it is not enough to deal with the kind

of situation we have in northern Ontario.

Mr. Lewis: Well, clearly that is so, and I

won't rest too heavily on the number five.

I am just asking that, given the accentuated

conditions in northwestern Ontario, which
have been described in this House vividly

by my colleague for the last five years and

by others prior to his entry, how many Indian

members of the OPP do you have in the

northwest?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: There is one in

Kenora.

But the problem, as I emphasized, is not

really from the point of the OPP. The OPP,
as I understand it, would have welcomed

applications from those who would have
been able to qualify for membership in the

OPP.

But I have taken the position, and con-

veyed it to them, that they have to reach

out, not wait and not bemoan the fact that

qualified applicants are not coming forward.

They have to go out and find them, and if

necessary go the one step further by pro-

viding special inducement and creating the

qualifications.

I say this, I think without any reflection

on the force's past attitudes, we are seek-

ing absolutely positive attitudes on the part
of all police officers, of all ranks. They've

got to be sympathetic to and establish a

rapport with the Indians. There is no doubt
about it that that is the root; again, some-

thing very basic that has to be done.

Mr. Lewis: I guess I am just mystified,

Mr. Minister, about the time, the way the

process extends itself.

I'm really not able to handle this subject

very easily, and I tell the minister that. I

am just being absolutely frank with you.
I would probably—

Mr. Sargent: That's a good pointi

Mr. Lewis: I would probably splutter, to

sort of paralysis of language, if I told you
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what I really felt about the government's
whole attitude; and I don't know how we
cope with it in this field. I don't know how
my colleague from Thunder Bay copes with it

on a day-to-day basis. I marvel at the

emotional resilience; maybe time develops
that.

But Mr. Minister, you are sitting there, or

you are standing, and you are telling me
that you've got one member of Ontario's

northwestern Indian community on staff in

Kenora; that you have got an outreach pro-

gramme under way, I presume, if I can give
it that name, to seek recruitment; but you
haven't had, I take it, from the communities
of native peoples, a spontaneous willingness
to join the Ontario Provincial Police, prob-

ably with a good deal of reluctance, in fact,

for reasons which all of us understand.

I apologize to you for the heat of what
I said before, but not of its sentiment. Be-
cause truly, one feels a certain despair in

this field. You imply, when you respond to

us about matters of policing, acute socio-

logical reasons for the alienation of the
Indian communities and for their plight on
the reserves in particular. But you know all

the years you were minister in this position
and the futility of making inroads into major
social economic improvements, and I won't

pass value judgements on your disposition,
I talk about it as a government.

We know as we stand here in this blessed

debate this afternoon, in the areas of housing,
in the areas of employment, in the areas of

social security, there have been no significant
advances worthy of the name. The only ad-
vances that we have had are a number of

pathetic, gratuitous, white man's grants, to

this group or that group, in order to parade
out at some point, to the people at large or to

the Legislature, the intermittent largesse
which the government of Ontario bequeaths
to the Indian community as a substitute for

basic social and economic policy. And every
time there is a crunch in a very diflBcult area,
the government—never mind again the min-
ister—but the government degrades itself by
its abject retreat instead of doing anything
for the Indian community. You talk about
northwestern Ontario now? Look at mercury
pollution!

You sit in your chair on a Monday after-

noon and you talk to us about causes? Causes,
man? You have put most of the Indians in

northwestern Ontario out of work by virtue

of government policy and you haven't pro-
vided compensation to this day.

You haven't taken the company to court;

you haven't taken them on a criminal or civil

charge. The company is up there by way of

government and all you provide them with is

some booklets to read! And you talk to us

about causes of discontent and unhappiness
on the reserves—when every aspect of gov-
erimient policy locks the native people in

northwestern Ontario into a situation from

which there is virtually no escape?

Time and again we get these documents
like "Indian Life and Canadian Law" com-

ing before the Legislature, by various groups,
sometimes your own people, sometimes dis-

interested observers like the Civil Liberties

Association. We don't need it. With respect

to the member for Thimder Bay, he has a

dozen letters he could read to you; a dozen

articles or documents he could invoke.

I look back on my 10 years in this Legis-

lature and I cannot remember a single year
when there wasn't some catastrophic case of

neglect by this government toward people
in Indian communities. Not one! There isn't

a year without a cause c^l^bre, and your

government hasn't learned anything.

Don't speak to us about socio-economic

causes. Don't talk to us about the problems
that underlie or the root causes that underlie

the need for exceptional policing. All you
have to do is look at what has happened with

mercury pollution in the northwest and you
see again in this session and this year the

vivid irrefutable document about why it is

so desperate for the Indian reserves in that

part of Ontario. We say to you that carefully

delineated in report after report, whatever
the social reasons may be—and they are a

multitude—which cause the erruptions at Gull

Bay or at Islington Lake, Whitedog or

wherever, there isn't adequate policing.

My colleague from Riverdale, my colleague
from Thunder Bay and other members of the

House stand and ask you what you have in

prospect—not in a punitive sense; not in a

coercive sense—in terms of providing some
sense of basic safety and security to the re-

serve areas, as you fashion other policies, in

order to give the Indians a sense that we be-

lieve in the judicial process and that the ap-

paratus of the police and of the courts is not

designed to abuse but to support. We ask

you what you are going to do and you talk

to us in generalities again about enlistment

programmes and about attitudes but nothing
that is in any sense concrete.

If you will forgive the intense frustration

that is felt on this side, Mr. Minister, it is

just hopeless. It is just hopeless. I feel in this
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area more hopeless than in any other area of

politics in Ontario. I don't know how to deal

with the government. I despair of dealing
with the government. I despair of dealing
with the minister. I don't think you under-

stand the problems. I don't think you care

really to find out about the problems.

I th'nk you have a sort of—well, I don't

know how to describe it. It is very much the

sense of history which says to you that some-

how things should be better but they aren't

and that nothing we can do about it will help

very much except the occasional palliative

heie and there. You patch up here; you
patch up there. You respond to a crisis now
and again. You sit bewildered and confused.

You talk in easy rhythm about social reasons

and economic reasons and cultural reasons

but nobody ever does a bloody thing about

it!

Nothing ever happens when a major crisis

occurs and I refer again to mercury pollu-

tion. For two years the government sits on a

report and then cops out. I mean, really, don't

you understand how, on this issue more than

any other, the opposition feels absolute futil-

ity in dealing with the government?

I accept all of your admonitions. I accept

your own intensity of feeling about it. I un-

derstand how traumatic it has been for you,

lo, these 10 years to find yourself dealing

with Indian communities from one crisis to

another through your entire tenure and we
don't lay the blame at your feet. It is a kind

of collective cabinet withdrawal. It's as

though if somehow it solved itself, it would
be far better because every time we do any-

thing about it, it collapses around us.

And nothing you have said this afternoon

gives anyone in this House any sense of

security or confidence that you are serious

about the problems of the Indians in the

northwest of the province; not one thing you
have said. You have answered us in general-

ities—you have answered us heatedly, we have

replied heatedly—but not a single concrete

suggestion from you of what you are going
to do to answer this extraordinary indictment

of the criminal and judicial processes of the

Province of Ontario.

Maybe it is the AG's responsibility, maybe
it is the Provincial Secretary for Justice's—
for all I know it may be the responsibility of

the Minister of Correctional Services (Mr.

Apps)—but nothing we have heard from this

minister will speak to this document.

And I don't know what to do about it. I

know that every solution we have ever sug-

gested has made absolutely no sense to the

minister because it has never been imple-
mented. Not a thing we have ever said of

the fundamental rights of native people in

this province has ever been accepted by this

minister, not a policy position, not a state-

ment. One more ofiBcer at Gull Bay, perhaps,
but about fundamental rights, about re-

negotiation of treaties, about the money that

is required, about the integration in certain

areas and a sense of cultural inheritance and

others, none of them have ever meant any-

thing to you—because you have never done

anything about it.

So I for one, I accept it; in this area I

don't know how to make progress. In almost

every other area it is possible to make pro-

gress, in this area you are absolutely in-

tractable. Some day I will find out why. Right
now I just don't understand it; I just don't

understand it.

As I take my seat, I tell you the only way
I can understand it is by attributing to the

government motives and attitudes which are

so ungenerous in their sentiments that I don't

want to make that assumption; but otherwise

I just can't understand it.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, I want

to repeat for the record, if I may, the specifics

—not the specifics of the one-to-one. What
the hon. member talks about is where the

patching is; to send five men into Gull Bay
or Whitedog, that is where the patching is.

Let us talk about policing. One of the funda-

mental ingredients of Meetings 72 and 73 was

the aspect of policing. Because I can say that

I may have my views, but I can say to the

hon. member that he speaks in a way that

Indians also regard as white man talk.

Whether he likes it or not, whether we like

it-

Mr. Lewis: That is entirely true.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: -this is the way our

utterances are accepted. We have the broad

generalities of Meeting '73-consultation. We
have at the same time, the consultation that

is going on between the province and the re-

sponsible policing authorities of the province,

the federal department and the Indians them-

selves, to develop the alternatives which I

have already issued and those that are still

in the developmental stage. I don't think any-

body has said these are the ones that we are

going to choose; that is another long-term

proposition.

But on the short-term, we now have the

Ontario Provincial Police with its liaison com-

mittees. These are in operation in the Kenora,

Sioux Lookout, Sault Ste. Marie, Orillia and
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Sudbury areas. There are meetings held on a

regular basis between the OPP and other in-

volved agencies w^ith respect to the problems
and solutions to specific areas. In the Kenora-

Sioux Lookout area, the meetings have been

held on the reserves and the Indian com-

munity branch has nov^ arranged for repre-
sentatives of remote Indian communities to

be flown into the Kenora reserve. I have been

asked the question—I don't know the answer

—why there isn't one at Thunder Bay. Per-

haps it isn't necessary for this kind of com-
mittee. I would like to have the hon. mem-
ber's views. These are liaison committees.

This is part of the outreach progranmie of

the OPP in dealing with the specific com-
munities on an onsjoing basis and not vdth

relationship to putting out a difiicult position.

In the St. Regis area a very interesting

thing has been going on. In the past year
two members of the St. Regis band, on the

recommendation of their council, were ap-

pointed as special constables in an eff^ort

to encourage self policing by the band. The

training was provided by the Ontario Police

College. The city of Cornwall police were
relieved of their responsibility for overall

policinf? of the island and it was placed
under the jurisdiction of the OPP. Thus we
have the local municipality moving out, the

OPP assuming supervision, and bringing in

two specially appointed constables in order

to at least try out this kind of an experiment.
That is a specific situation.

I have indicated to the hon. member sev-

eral hundreds of thousands of dollars will be

expended to develop a specific outreach pro-

gramme for recruitment in northwestern On-
tario. Those are specifics. If the hon. mem-
bers want to pass judgement on those specifics

—short-term, loner-term—they all have value,
at least in this field.

Every ministry will have to discharge its

own responsibility. If every ministry dis-

charges its responsibility and we intesjrate

and co-ordinate the efforts we may bring
to the Indian community, not a solution of a

problem but that sense of justice, of equity,
of equality of treatment certainly, that every
other citizen of this province expects, and

many get.

Mr. Lewis: But it is the choice of words,
"We may bring to the Indian community,"
that betrays everything. It speaks volumes.
Not that the Indian community may derive,
on the basis of their experience, the sense

of justice, equality, etc., but that "we may
bring to the Indian community."

No, I am agreeing wdth you. I know how
I stand, and how I sound, I have travelled

through parts of the province, speaking to

Indian groups on reserves and off reserves.

I understand the problems. I have lived a

part of my life in the third world and

appreciate the essential communication real-

ities.

Mr. Sargent: On a point of order, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. Chaiiman: Point of order.

Mr. Sargent: I would just like to know
from the Chair, what kind of a sense of

balance do you give to the debate? This party
has had the floor all afternoon on this sub-

ject, and we haven't had the chance to—and
the Chair doesn't go back and forth and

give us a chance to interject or do anything.
You are saying the right thing and I am not

quarreling with that, but don't you think we
should have something to say about this, too?

Mr. Lewis: I have been involved in this

debate for 20 minutes and I apologize. I

didn't realize—

• Mr. Sargent: It is not you, it's the Chair.

Mr. Lewis: But the Chair has to choose

and alternate-

Mr. Sargent: The Chair is pretty lax.

Mr. Lewis: —but the Chair in his wisdom
allowed an actual debate to occur, which is

very rare in this House, so perhaps one
should applaud.

I respect the problems. I think the differ-

ence is that some of us over here know it,

and you're having a little difficulty recog-

nizing the way in which you and your gov-
ernment are viewed by the Indian people.

Mr. Minister, I am glad for your Confer-

ences '73, and I am glad for your consulta-

tions—federal, provincial and vdth the bands
—and I am more happy than I can say about
the tens of thousands of dollars which you
have spent on enlistment. I remind you that

it was 10 years ago that I can recall that

requests were made in this House for exactly
those things. And 10 years later, you talk

about it to us as a tentative, innovative pro-

gramme.
We say to you, Mr. Minister, that we are

profoundly skeptical, profoundly jaundiced.

Nothing that has occurred here today sug-

gests that from wdthin the Indian communities
themselves the opportunities are available to

take over much of this aspect of their lives
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as one would wish they had the opportunity
to do in many other aspects so far denied.

Mr. Chairman, I am sorry. It being 5

o'clock, I shut up.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko moves that the com-
mittee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the commit-
tee of supply reports a certain resolution and
asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

PRIVATE MEMBERS' HOUR

MOTOR VEHICLE
FUEL FAIR PRACTICES ACT

Mr. Deacon moves second reading of Bill

67, An Act to provide for Fair Practices in

the Sale of Motor Vehicle Fuel.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Mr.

Speaker, I rise to move this bill because of

the dire predicament facing independent oil

retailers across this province. Every year up
to one-third of all of Ontario's independent
gasoline retailers are forced out of business

by the heavy-handed tactics of major oil

companies. The marketing practices of these

major companies and the power they wield
over their service station operators through
restrictive leases have caused the need for

legislation. I propose it through two bills,

on one of which I want to speak today.

Ontario's gasoline retailers are figuratively
chained to their pumps. The most nagging
problems the so-called independents have
are the wide diflFerences in the wholesale

prices of gasoline. Major suppliers sell gaso-
line to their own brand-name dealers at

prices much higher than they sell to their

own wholly-owned discount stations. Most
oil companies have at least one discount op-
eration in competition with their own brand-
name stations.

Due to adverse publicity, the oil com-
panies have been under pressure during the

past several weeks and the prices are begin-

ning to fall more into line, but there is still

a 10 cent per gallon spread in the Metro
area in most instances.

The oil company has become the biggest

competitor of its own brand dealer in the

city. It is possible for a wholly-owned dis^

count operation to syphon oflF half the gal-

lonage of the brand-name dealer in the same

trading area. The supplier holds all the

cards. Also, the oil companies know how to

pressure their independents; sometimes they

place the dealers in impossible positions.

For example, a director of the Ontario

Retail Gasoline and Automotive Association

recently was forced out of business because

his oil supplier wanted to turn his station

into a direct, company-owned facility. Be-

cause his lease was expiring the oil com-

pany offered this Richmond Hill retailer a

much lower salary than he had been earn-

ing as an independent operator. The reason

he was earning a good return was the excel-

lent business that the man's hard work had

developed.

Another ORGA director, an Etobicoke

dealer, couldn't afford to keep his station

open 24 hours a day as the oil company
wanted him to. He asked to have his hours

reduced, but the oil company refused. As
he was losing money he had to quit the

business. The annoying thing is that the sup-

plier got someone else to run the station but

on the same terms as the retailer had re-

quested! However, he was out of it by this

time.

This situation has become commonplace
throughout Ontario.

Another Etobicoke dealer, for example,
had his rent hiked from $850 to $1,000

monthly. He was forced to open his station

24 hours daily, seven days a week. His busi-

ness became insolvent and he was forced to

quit.

A new dealer was brought in by the sup-

plier at $450 a month for the same station

but the new dealer didn't have to open 24

hours a day — that was the only way they
could get another retailer into the station.

The oil companies have absolutely too

much control over their dealers, and the

restrictive leases are on a "take-it-or-leave-

it" basis. I am informed that less than one

per cent of all Ontario leases are negotiated.

Gimmick promotions are also a drain on

the retailers' cash registers. Retailers are

forced to buy glassware or other items from

the oil companies at prices generally higher
than the dealers can purchase them from a

normal discount store. There was a story
about that in the press recently.

There is nothing in the retailer's contract

that says he must buy these promotional

products, but he knows what will happen
when his lease expires if he doesn't. These

promotional giveaways come out of the

dealer's profit margin.
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The oil companies control market prices by

setting up relatively few, but strategically

placed, company-operated stations. About 40

years ago, 98 per cent of all Ontario service

stations were company-operated. However,
the oil companies found they couldn't make
a reasonable profit; so they leased the sta-

tions to people who wanted to get into their

own business and were willing to take the

responsibility and the risk. As it turned out,

these small businesses have been treated like

employees, but without all the rights that

employees have, particularly if there is a

union to help them.

About five years ago, one oil company took

back all its Kingston stations, thinking it could

make a better profit by direct control than it

was by leasing them. After some time, of the

seven stations the oil company took over, one

broke even while all the rest were drowning
in red ink. Needless to say, the oil company
returned to a lease arrangement for all the

stations.

One may ask, why do people apply for

leases in this industry? To understand, one

must only read the glowing, but as I view it,

the misleading, advertising placed by the

major oil companies telling people how inde-

pendent they would be if they were on their

own. "Think success. Become a Texaco deal-

er," says this ad. "When you are a Texaco

retailer, you run your own business. You enjoy
the profits from your own eff^orts and deci-

sions. A modest investment is required." Well,

the difificulties begin to emerge after people

get trapped by some of these leases in which

they get involved.

The fact is that when the oil companies find

a station prospering, they usually jack up the

rent as soon as the lease permits. They can do
it in a way that the dealer has to take it or

leave it. As a result of tax advantages, the oil

companies aren't as seriously affected if the

stations become vacant for a period, because

nearly always they will eventually find some-

one else to take them over, and there is a

decrease in the taxes when they are vacant.

For example, one station in Windsor had
two dealers within one year—1956. The next

year a third leased the same station because

the other two couldn't make a go of it. This

third retailer turned out to be a pretty good
operator, because he lasted until 1964, seven

whole years. However, in that year, the station

changed hands two more times.

In 1966, this station again changed hands
twice. In the next year, 1967, another dealer

came along. And in 1968 this chap got out of

it fairly quickly when he saw the red ink

flowing. No one replaced him; and in fact the

station pumps were removed in 1968 because

the oil company couldn't get anybody to take

over.

Finally, in March, 1971, the station was
renovated and pumps installed. But the new
victim lasted only a few months, because by
December the station was again vacant and
the pumps were once more removed.

In 1972 the oil company was actively

advertising a "think success" programme for

this station and two other vacant stations in

Windsor. The ads misled some people into

thinking they could run their own business,

get some sort of independence financially
and make a success of the whole operation;
but it didn't work out for them either.

Well, what is the solution? In my view, I

submit, the posting of a price on every gaso-
line pump, as is done at the present time;

but, secondly, I say we must post the source

of the product. The third thing is that all

promotions must be paid for by the oil com-

panies and not be a burden on the retailers.

Fourth, there must be no cross discounting of

the type where an oil company can give free

car washes in its own station but the in-

dependent fellow doesn't have any means to

provide that sort of an extra come-on for his

customers. Also, there should be a tenant bill

of rights, which I haven't put in this same

bill—it is in a separate bill. That bill of

rights should be something that gives the

independent retailer a decent chance, a de-

cent basis on which he can take advantage
of the goodwill in the business he builds up,
so that he can't be thrown out if he is forced

into an impossible situation.

Now, you may ask why didn't I bring in

some sort of provision for enforcing a common

refinery price that would apply to everyone,

regardless of who it is, who might buy jE^aso-

line at the refineries. Whether it be for Econo

gas or Esso or whatever other outlets to which

Esso might sell or whatever the other com-

panies are selling, there would be a common

price which they had to post at the refinery.

Discussing this with people in the business

it was quite obvious it would be an impossible

tvpe of regulation to enforce. It is obvious

there are contractors and truckers and others

who buy in bulk, and there are different

terms they apply to different ones, depending
on the buyer. It was thought that maybe
volume purchasing might overcome this, but

the different types of deals were so varied

that it seemed unworkable.

We did feel, however, that if the retailer

had to show the source of the product that
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was being bought, it would be very difBcult

for a major company to sell the same gaso-
line in the same trading area, because when

you go up to one of these discount stations

and you see that you are buying a product
refined at one of the local refineries and the

same product is selling at several cents a

gallon higher next door, then you know dam
well that it is an impossible situation. The
oil companies would have to give their own
brand-name dealers a reasonable protection
because it was a brand name, and I would
think it would restrict the price differential

to maybe a cent or two a gallon, which could
be expected because of the fact it was a

brand-name dealer, but it wouldn't permit
this tremendous discrepancy which now pre-
vails.

There is another thing which has to be

kept in mind and that is that the large private
discount operators are able at the present
time to buy European or offshore refined

product and bringj it in and store it anv time

they wish, and that is often sold at distress

prices. But the major oil companies, accord-

ing to the national oil policy, are prohibited
from buying this imported product.

By agreement, all product east of Mont-
real is brought in from outside crude sources;
but no refined product comes in from out-
side for the Ontario market, for example. It

means that the major discount wholesaler
has the market to himself. When he hears of
distress product available in Europe, he can

bring a tanker load over and store it here,
where there is no competition at all from
the major oil companies due to the national
oil policy. There would have to be a change
in that policy. There is no reason why that

change shouldn't be brought about by Ottawa,
because we all know that due to the short-

age of energy, due to the shortage of fuel

developing all over the world, there is now
a situation in our own country where there
is no difficulty selling our crude.

The national oil policy was of course, de-
velooed in 1958, at a time when our western

producers were having difficulty establishing
substantial or sufficient markets to warrant

exploration and development out there. So I

sufjgest that now is a time when we can do
away with that policy and make it possible
for the majors to buy distress products in

competition with the present discount bulk

operators, and therefore be in a position to

compete, in sources of supply, along with
these private discount bulk operators.

When I brought the matter of this whole
philosophy of posting the source of the

product before the oil company people, they
said that's most unfair, we are not in a posi-
tion to bring in cheap product from abroad
because of the national oil policy. But when
we put them in that position I find there is

very little argument they can present to coun-
ter this proposed legislation for ensuring that

the source of the product is made known to

everybody who buys gasoline at a pump.
The third point, about the oil company sup-

plying the full cost of their promotions, is

another sore point in the minds of independ-
ent retailers in the oil business. They find that

they are not only burdened with the extra cost

of these products, some of which they could

buy at a very much lower price at retail

stores nearby, but they have the cost of dis-

pensing them. The temporary boost in their

business that accompanies some of these pro-
motions—and I say some of them, because
some of them have very little, temporary suc-

cess even—is by no means sufficient to offset

the high cost of these promotions.

I think one way to make certain the oil

companies are fully aware of the long-term
effect of these promotions and that they do
not think they can pass off some of the costs

on the dealers, is to ensure in legislation that

they may not do so.

The last point I am bringing out is this

matter of cost discounting. It provides a tre-

mendous advantage to larger organizations,
such as Canadian Tire and some of the

majors, who are able to provide another

product at a very low cost, at a loss-leader

cost, which induces customers to go to other

stations; and the ordinary independent re-

tailer just isn't in a position to provide that

t>'pe of promotion, he just can't afford it.

So in summary Mr. Speaker, the service

station operator is not asking for subsidies

from the Ontario government, nor is

he asking for financial assistance from the

major oil companies. All he is asking is

to be given the basic rights every small busi-

nessman has. He will work the long hours to

make his living as a true independent; but we
have got to put him in a position where at

least he has an equal opportunity to decide

and is not put in an impossible position, as

he so often is at the present time.

I urge that this legislation be supported and
that every member of this Legislature do
what they can to ensure that this and accom-

panying legislation, a bill of rights for gasoline

retailers, be made law in the Province of

Ontario.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Carle-

ton.
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Mr. S. B. Handleman (Carleton): Mr.

Speaker, I think I can say for all members of

the House that we are in agreement with

what the sponsor of this bill intended to do.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): The member
won't vote for it though.

Mr. Handleman: I think his intentions can

only merit the support of all members. How-
ever, in my view, Mr. Speaker, the bill sim-

ply doesn't cope with the problem.

It is called a fair practices bill. Over the

years I have come to view with a certain

amount of jaundice the words "fair prac-
tice". Experience has led me to believe, Mr.

Speaker, that it's merely a euphemism for re-

stricted competition. Fair practices can be
viewed as completely unfair, depending on
whose ox is being gored.

In examining this bill, notwithstanding its

good intentions, I see very little in the way
of relief for the retail gasoline dealer. If the

intent is to equalize the contractual position
of the two parties—the large oil company on
the one hand and the independent retailer

on the other—I am all for it. I don't see any-

thing in the bill that does that.

It seems to me, Mr. Speaker, that that is

the crux of the whole problem. Joe Smith

bargaining with Imperial Oil simply isn't in

an equal bargaining position to arrive at a

contract which will protect his interests, and
until that particular situation is solved, I am
afraid this problem will continue with us for

quite some time. There is no question that

coercion is used by the oil companies to force

their will on many independent retailers.

My experience in this field consists primar-
ily of driving from Carleton to Toronto on a

very regular basis. I think I have patronized

every gasoline station between those two

points. I worked in a gas station for some
time in my youth and I have spoken to gaso-
line retailers. They are constantly complain-
ing about this unequal position they are in

vis-a-vis the oil companies.

So the intent of the bill is laudable, Mr.

Speaker, but I am afraid that the clauses

which the sponsor has put into his bill simply
won't solve the problem.

One other thing I am surprised about is

that he exempts coal oil or kerosene. I don't

attribute to the hon. member any ulterior

motives, but he drives a car that uses diesel

fuel and it would seem the fuel he uses would
be exempt under the provisions of this bill.

Mr. Sargent: Can the member blame him?

Mr. Handleman: No, not at all. Obviously,
he will be able to continue to get his fuel

supplies without worry. Clause 2(a) is com-

pletely redundant-

Mr. Sargent: He can't fly an airplane.

Mr. Handleman: Does the member want
to come up to the Ottawa Valley and get

cheap gas? He can do it up there.

An hon. member: If the member for

Grey-Bruce pays for the gas, he can get it.

Mr. Sargent: They've got cheap gas up
there?

Mr. Handleman: That's right.

Clause 2(a), Mr. Speaker, is redundant.

The price per gallon is on the pump at the

present time.

Whether it is as conspicuous as it might

be, is another matter. Quite often, I have

driven in the Ottawa Valley east of Carleton

Place, expecting to get a low price, and I

find when I have driven up, it is not quite as

low as I thought it would be. But the price is

there and if the sponsor of the bill wants

it to be posted in large letters, then perhaps
he could specify that.

I am not really interested in the refinery

origin of the motor vehicle fuel—whether

refinery number three at Samia has done

it or refinery number one at Montreal has

done it. Does it have in small print "Esse"

or "Gulf or "Texaco" or whatever it may
be? I don't think it really matters to me.

I am a patronizer of the brand-name stations

and I think most of us are.

Clause 4 is the one that really strikes me
as being in restriction of competition. Retail

gasoline dealers are handling many more

things than gasoline these days. They are

handling car washes, for example. They are

handling cigarette lighters, key chains, all

kinds of things, and I think the hon. mem-
ber's colleagues in Ottawa would be quite

upset if their restrictions against retail price
maintenance were in any way infringed by
this particular Act.

Obviously, discounts and rebates and a

variety of other promotional measures should

be open to a retailer at any time, and I see

nothing wrong with those.

When it comes to the promotional gim-
micks, Mr. Speaker, I simply don't understand

how any oil company would even entertain

a promotion under this bill. I am taking
as an example the Esso stainless steel knives

that were being sold at a fairly reasonable

price recently. As I understand, of course.
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the retailers had to subsidize that promotion,
but I don't see how on earth the oil com-

pany could ever go into that kind of pro-
motion—which was a boon to some consumers
if they could get the knives—without the

retailers paying something toward the cost.

The principles of co-operative advertising
and co-operative promotional schemes are

fairly well established, and it would seem
to me that clause 5 would negate that very

principle. I see nothing wrong with the re-

tailer co-operating with the oil refineries in

promotional schemes.

Mr. Speaker, as you know, I represent a

constituency in the Ottawa Valley, and we
do have one of the benefits of the national

oil policy in that our gasoline east of

Carleton Place is somewhat cheaper than
in the rest of the province.

On the other hand, this is a very short-

term benefit, Mr. Speaker. We are in the

hands of our friends in the Middle East and
South America, and as soon as they decide
to embark on another raid on the consumer's

purse, because that's where it eventually ends

up, we may very well not be in as ad-

vantageous position as we are now.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): I think
the negotiations start next week.

Mr. Handleman: Great! I am going to

start buying my gas in Metro Toronto,
because I think that when they get us over
a barrel, we will no longer have that ad-

vantageous position. Of course, the Province
of Ontario has, in fact, subsidized the

western oil industry by agreeing to the
national oil policy. For those of us in eastern

Ontario, it may be a long time before our

prices are again equal to those in the rest

of the province.

The hon. member mentioned imported,
refined gasoline, and I think I should point
out to him that his friends in Ottawa did
launch—at least started to launch—an anti-

dumping action against refined gasoline from
the USSR. The investigation apparently was
never carried out and it was dropped as a
result of political pressure from External
Affairs. There's never been a finding; there's

never been anything published on it. The
investigation is still in progress.

So, Mr. Speaker, on balance I feel that the
bill and its clauses are unacceptable. I agree
entirely with the intent but the clauses

simply don't do the job. I agree with what
the hon. member intended to do, and I would
have supported the bill in principle, but not
clause by clause. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-
view (Mr. Young). The hon. member for

Sandwich-Riverside .

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Mr.

Speaker, I wish to congratulate the hon.

member for York Centre for bringing the

problem of service station lessees-

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): There's an

enlightened one.

Mr. Burr: —to the floor of the Legislature

by means of Bill 67, An Act to provide for

Fair Practices in the Sale of Motor Vehicle

Fuel.

Genuine free enterprise, based on fair com-

petition, has much to be said for it, but

when private enterprise reaches the monopoly,
or virtual monopoly stage, it is no longer
free nor fair. It has acquired far too much
power.

It then destroys the fair competition that

its advocates claim as its chief virtue. It

eliminates the small businessman. It con-

trols markets. It ignores the public good.

The oil industry has now reached that

stage. Its collective priority is profit.

The lessees have been complaining to the

federal and provincial governments for at

least 10 years. What they want is a uniform,

genuine wholesale price for all dealers with-

out any under-the-table bonuses or other

chicanery. They would be content to leave

the retail price up to the individual dealer

and allow free and fair competition to

operate.

Their other major complaint is about the

oil companies' use of gimmicks. The franchise

holders are almost solidly opposed to the

use of gimmicks—partly because they are so

time consuming, and partly because it is

the lessee who pays for them. When all the

oil companies are using gimmicks, it is quite

likely that no company, brand, or dealer ends

up with any gain in business, any increased

popularity, or even any profits.

Bill 67 would make the oil companies pay
for these gimmicks. Obviously this is to the

advantage of the dealers and we must favour

it, of course.

However, why not outlaw the gimmicks?
For the cost will be transferred by the oil

companies from the service station dealer to

the customers. The companies win either

way. If they fail to recover the cost of their

gimmicks from the motoring public, they will

write most of it off as business expenses and

pay less corporate income tax.
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Whether the oil companies make deals with

independent service stations in order to get
rid of their surplus production, or whether
the oil companies are trying to complete the

vertical integration of the whole gasoline
business from extraction through refineries

and into retailing, seems not to be clear.

But I suspect that since the refineries can

now sell all their surplus to neighbouring
states at full price, the independent, un-

branded dealers may have their supplies cut

off within a very short time. That's the way
the profit system works.

The results of the oil companies' attitude,

however, are quite clear. The lessee becomes
a slave to his service station. The factory
worker can leave his machine after eight
hours and enjoy his leisure, but the lessee

is shackled to his station. Sometimes his re-

sponsibility is for 24 hours a day, seven days
a week. He is not his own master. The com-

pany, in most instances being both landlord

and supplier, controls his life and most of

his decisions. To make matters worse, the oil

company may take over or open up another
service station down the street or across the

road and, under a non-brand name, cut

prices. As his price is set by the company,
he cannot fight back even if he wishes to.

Essex county is divided into several price
zones. Price wars in Windsor between the

oil companies usually cause a permanent loss

of gasoline customers to many dealers out-

side the city. Those of their customers who
work in Windsor can buy gas, temporarily
at least, for 10 cents a gallon less. Many of

them don't come back after the price war is

over. The county dealers gradually lose their

margin of income.

The chief losers in the gasoline service sta-

tion game are the lessees. In Windsor alone,

during the past 18 years 900 service station

dealers have gone out of business. In Ontario
there are about 10,000 service stations, and

every year between 2,500 and 3,500 dealers

give up, either because of bankruptcy or to

avoid imminent bankruptcy. In almost every
case there is a loss of family savings as well
as income.

Most dealers take on a franchise, hoping
to become small businessmen, to be their

own bosses and to make a modest living by
giving good service to their customers. It is

not long before they find that this dream
is mostly an illusion. The franchise holder
finds he has to buy whatever brand of tires

and other products the company dictates. The
oil company gets an eight per cent or 10

per cent rebate or kick-back on whatever
their lessees purchase. The retail price of the

gasoline is set, not by the lessee but by the

wholesaler, the oil company.
Three or four years ago the service station

dealer, by making a 10 to 12 cent margin on
each gallon of gas, was able to cover the rent,

his payroll, hydro, water, telephone and all

the other countless expenses involved in the

daily running of a service station, and still

make a comfortable, though modest, living.

Today, the margin on each gallon of gaso-
line averages about six or seven cents. This

makes it very, very difficult for the lessee to

come out with any kind of a living. One
dealer tells me that it is usually 7 p.m. be-

fore he begins to make a penny for himself

and his family. What a way to live, Mr.

Speaker.
As far as I can tell, the lessees are in almost

exactly the same categorv as the managers
of the various so-called milk stores. They have

all the worry and none of the profit. They
put in a fantastic number of hours and get
an income that makes a mockery of the mini-

mum wage laws of this province.

When a dealer cannot make a living from
the sale of gas, he must raise his rates for all

the other services he provides for motorists.

The main loser under the present system of

virtual monopoly control by the handful of

oil companies is the lessee. But all motorists

suffer as well.

John Bulloch's "Mandate" of May 1973 has

an item about a private member's bill in the

House of Commons, Bill C-153. This appar-

ently would prohibit major oil companies from

retailing petroleum products. The intention

of that bill is to prevent oil companies from

owning service stations. The oil companies
would be given a reasonable time to divest

themselves of their retailing interests. The
federal government would make available

financial assistance to individuals so that they
could buy these stations.

It is my impression that the service station

lessees would like to be owners, provided
that they could compete fairly with their

fellow dealers on the basis of service to the

public.

Keeping the service stations out of the

hands and control of the oil companies might
be a more effective method of bringing about
what the hon. member for York Centre has

in mind—the ending of unfair practices in the

sale of gasoline. In any case, I commend the

federal private member's bill, Bill C-153, to

the hon. member's attention and considera-

tion in the event that this government takes

no action of the bill he is presenting today,
Bill 67, and in the event he makes another

attempt next year.
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Prime Minister Heath, in a statement most

surprising for a Conservative Prime Minister,

referred to "the ugly face of capitalism." The
franchise system for service stations as oper-
ated in Ontario today certainly fits that de-

cription, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. I rise to

support my colleague, the member for York

Centre, in the introduction of his bill. Bill

67, An Act to provide for Fair Practices in

the Sale of Motor Vehicle Fuel.

Mr. Speaker, the member for York Centre

has displayed his concern for the small busi-

nessman ever since he first came into this

Legislature.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): That's right!

Mr. B. Newman: He's tried and tried to

convince the government opposite to see the

errors of their ways and realize that if it were

not for the small businessman our economy
in the Province of Ontario would be in very

poor shape. The gas retailer is just one of

that great colony of small businessmen who
have iDcen pleading and begging and asking
for some consideration from the government,
not for just one or two years, but in my
memory for well over 15 years.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Rightl

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, I can recall,

when I was a member of the council in the

good city of Windsor, the gasoline retailers

came along and begged council to pass cer-

tain types of legislation that would have given
them at least decent hours under which to

work. It would be no good for the com-

munity to act when, outside the bounds of

the city, there would be no action taken by
the other municipalities. As a result, the

problem with the hours would have been a

problem that could have been resolved at the

provincial level.

I see the member for Carleton has just

joined us again, and I wanted to mention tiiat

he agreed with the principle of the bill. Well,
if he agrees with the principle of the bill

I would suggest to you, Mr. Speaker, that

all he would have to do is introduce amend-
ments to the bill, so that it could improve
the bill, if he thinks it could be improved.
Then maybe we could get government to

act. Being a member on the government's
side, we could expect this, then, to come
about.

Mr. Handleman: I will bring in my own.

Mr. B. Newman: But apparently he would

prefer to talk-

Mr. Ruston: He doesn't carry much
weight over there.

Mr. B. Newman: —rather than get after

one of his colleagues, one of the members
of the cabinet, and come in with legislation

which he thinks would resolve this problem.

Mr. Speaker, the gasoline retailers can't

keep waiting indefinitely for this government
to act. If the government fails to act, one

morning they're going to wake up and they're

going to find out they're on this side of the

House instead.

Mr. Gaunt: That is what will happen.

Mr. B. Newman: And that's only going to

be one of the reasons for taking the step

across here.

Mr. A. Carruthers (Durham): I have heard

that before.

Mr. Gaunt: It is coming closer now.

Mr. Ruston: The handwriting is on the

wall.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, several of

the recommendations in the bill are extreme-

ly worthwhile and noteworthy. Asking to

have the price placed on the gas pump, or

at the station where it can be seen is very

good. I think we should probably ban that

small nine at the end of the price where it

is 54 in big letters, and on the nine you
need a microscope to read the thing. I think

that is one example of an unfair practice
foisted on the gasoline retailer by the gaso-
line wholesaler.

I think the Minister of Consumer and
Commercial Relations (Mr. Clement) could

certainly get after a minor thing like that.

Putting the origin of the gasoline on the

pump or at the station, one going into an

unbranded dealer's station buying gas could

know that he is buying Shell gas, or he is

buying Texaco, or he is buying British

Petroleum; or whatever one of the eight com-

panies that control the distribution of gaso-
line in Canada. The eight companies, by the

way, which sell 80 per cent of the gasoline,
are British Petroleum, Canadian Fuel Mar-

keters, Gulf Oil, Imperial Oil, Irving Oil,

Petrofina, Shell, Sun Oil and Texaco. I made
mention of nine. Canadian Fuel Marketers

Group Ltd. does not have refinery facilities

and only market the gas. But this oligopoly.
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Mr. Speaker, controls the whole ramification

of the distribution and sale of gasoline and

gasoline products.

Now, Mr. Speaker, earlier I made mention
that years ago we were concerned in the

various communities and in this Legislature
about the problem of the gasoline retailer.

I can recall back as early as 1966 personally

being involved in the debates in this House,
and making mention at that time of the un-

fair trade practices employed by the gasoline
distributors in my own community. I had
made mention at that time that in a 10-year

period 522 gasoline service stations went out

of business in the city of Windsor.

You would wonder why an individual

would stay in the business if the mortality
rate is approximately 33 per cent. But, Mr.

Speaker, if you look at the type of advertis-

ing that the various wholesalers use, then

you can understand just why they are en-

ticed to get into the business.

For example, the Texaco people in the

city of Windsor, in an attempt to get some-
one to operate one of their stations, adver-

tised in the local paper. This was an ad on

May 1 and 2, 1970. The ad reads as fol-

lows:

This Texaco service station could be
the income opportunity you have been

waiting for. This Texaco station will offer

an excellent opportunity for the man who
wants to be in business for himself and
make a good income. Prime location. Our
research indicates strong potential. Only
small investment required.

Mr. Speaker, that service station changed
hands 10 times, and each time Texaco ad-

vertised, it used the same old—I was going to

use a word that begins with "b", Mr. Speaker,
but I will not—the same type of advertising.

They are coming along and discriminating

against—I shouldn't say discriminating—they
are taking advantage of the individual who
looks forward to being a private entrepreneur,

being a small businessman, and making a

success out of the gasoline business.

Very few gasoline operators can survive to-

day on the small margin of profit. Very few

gasoline operators can survive without some
type of sideline in the operation of their

station. They either have to be mechanics
or take care of mufflers, or take care of tune-

ups, and so forth, because on the gas business

they certainly aren't going to be able to sur-

vive.

Mr. Speaker, today in the city of London
and in the area there is the fear that by the

fall gasoline is going to be selling at 70 cents

a gallon. The retailer is told that he is going
to buy the gas for 49.9 cents, but he is going
to be allowed to sell it at any price he wishes.

But how can that retailer compete when he

pays 49.9 cents for the gas and you can buy
t' at sam3 type of gas in another station for

less than what he pays for it?

Mr. Speaker, my time is almost up. I want-

ed to conclude by saying that the gasoline
dealers in the city of Windsor were so con-

cerned over their problems they have met
with the ministry and discussed the whole

problem. They have tried to come up with

some type of answer for the problem, but the

ministry hesitates to act on their suggestions.
All they ask is for a fair shake in the purchase
of the gasoline and in the distribution.

They complain of three things: One, price

discrimination; second, unfair competition;
and third, the promotional gimmicks.

The promotional gimmicks are evident in

every newspaper in the Province of Ontario.

Here is "Cordon Rouge" glassware, free with

$3 worth of gas. Here is a coupon for two

gallons of gas free sent to anyone that has

the credit card. Here is another type with

stamps. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Oshawa.

Mr. C. E. McDveen (Oshawa): Mr. Speak-

er, I rise to support the bill of the member
for York Centre.

Mr. Sargent: Support the bill I

Mr. McDveen: I kind of thought that might
bring a reaction over there.

Mr. M. C. Genua (Sudbury): However:
however!

Mr. Mcllveen: No, I am not putting in a

"however".

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): But the member's

partner did over there!

Mr. Mcllveen: Yes, well I know he did, but

the problem with members opposite is they
don't wait to hear what I've got to say.

Mr. YouT'g: Oh we would love to hear what
the member has to say.

Mr. Mcllveen: Well I know, but at least

give me the courtesy of waiting until I say

something; but I didn't say "however".

The member for Windsor-Walkerville want-

ed us to put amendments. And rather than

putting amendments I have gotten a bill from

the State of New Jersey, which is the home of

Esso and many of the big oil companies in
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the United States that regulate the retail

sales of motor fuels. This bill was first com-

piled on June 2, 1952 and is still in effect

today. And I want to read some of these regu-
lations that are in it.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Oh, so there

are some jurisdictions that are ahead of us.

Mr. McIIveen: That's right. There are,

and—

Mr. Lawlor: I just don't think anybody has

ever admitted that on the member's side of

the House.

Mr. McHveers: Well, I always think we can

learn from somebody else—even from the

member.

An hon. member: Don't go overboard.

Mr. McIIveen: I won't go overboard but—

Interjection by an hon. member,

Mr. McIIveen: Yes, well I'll never get

down to this anyway and—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. McIIveen: Section 56; 6-2 of this Act

says that:

(a) Every retail dealer shall publicly

display and maintain on each pump or

other dispensing equipment from which
motor fuel is sold, in a manner regulated

by the State Tax Commissioner, a sign

stating the price per gallon of motor fuel

sold by said dealer from such pump or

other dispensing equipment. All taxes, state

and federal, imposed with respect to the

manufacture or sale of motor fuel shall be
included in the price shown on the said

sign, but said sign shall contain a statement

of the amount of taxes included in said

price, or, without specifying the amount

thereof, said sign shall state that taxes are

included in said price. A retail dealer shall

not sell at any other price than the price,

including tax, so posted. Any such price
when posted shall remain posted and in

effect for a period of not less than twenty-
four (24) hours.

And that is a significant point there.

(b) No retail dealer shall sell motor fuel

at a price which is below the net cost of

such motor fuel to the retail dealer plus

selling expenses.

And this, in my opinion, will stop any loss-

leaders coming in.

(e) No rebates, allowances, concessions

or benefits shall be given, directly or in-

directly, so as to permit any person to

obtain motor fuels from a retail dealer

below the posted price or at a net price
lower than the posted price applicable at

the time of sale.

And this will stop many people from selling
to trucks and selling to other people at a

lower price than posted. That always galls
me when I go in and I know that somebody
is getting a 10 per cent discount on fuel

that I can't get when I'm to be supplied from
the same pump.

(f) It shall be unlawful for any retail

dealer to use lotteries, prizes, wheels of

fortune, punch boards or other games of

chance in connection with the sale of motor
fuels.

Now I think this is one of the main points
that I decided to speak on in this bill. I got
kind of annoyed at being forced to buy a

certain brand of gasoline because my young
son decided that he wanted some pictures of

hockey players that I knew as juniors, that I

personally knew when they played in the

OHA. Having to buy that—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. McIIveen: Yes, I am. But I feel that

not only that—if it's glasses or something I

can get away with that—but they put up the

price of gasoline. I personally would like to

see the gimmicks gone from retail selling.

Interjections by an hon. member.

Mr. McIIveen: Pardon? To continue:

(g) All above-ground equipment for stor-

ing or dispensing motor fuel operated by a

retail dealer shall bear, in a conspicuous

place, the name of the trade mark of the

product stored therein or dispensed there-

from, and no retail dealer shall permit de-

livery into underground or above-ground
containers, tanks or equipment of any
motor fuel other than the brand repre-
sented or designated by the name or trade

mark appearing in the containers of dis-

pensing equipment attached thereto.

No retail dealer shall be party to the

substitution of one grade of motor fuel

from another.

I differ a little with my colleague from

Carleton on that. I think it does make a

difference to the gasoline where it comes
from. I would like to know if it was Gulf

or Esso. If it is some brand X it might burn
in the car of the member for York Centre,
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but it certainly wouldn't bum in my car; and

I think that it should be posted.

Mr. Germa: Which one does the member
hold shares in?

Mr. McHveen: Pardon?

Mr. Germa: In which one is the member
a shareholder?

Mr. McHveen: Of what? Incol It has gone
down ever since I got it.

If motor fuels stored in or dispensed
from the above-ground equipment by a re-

tailer shall not have a brand name or

trade mark, such container or dispensing

equipment shall have conspicuously dis-

played thereon the words "No Brand*'.

I think, then, the people would know what

they are getting and could pay for what they
are getting. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-

view.

Mr. Young: Mr. Speaker, I am rising to

support this bill with some reservations. Per-

haps the reservations are greater than the

support—I am not dead certain at this point,
because I would like to see a little more

incorporated in the bill.

First of all, I would like to point out the

fact that the oil industry has been one of

those industries which has been greatly over-

priced ever since the industry started. There
is no question that all of us are paying far

too much for the gasoline and the oil we
consume in a variety of ways. Oil has always
been associated with the word fortime—oil

fortunes.

This oil which comes from underground
around the world certainly has been the

vehicle by which thousands of people have
been enriched very greatly, and many others

have been enriched beyond the dreams of

Croesus himself. So that first of all I think
we have to recognize that oil is a commodity,
in whatever form, which should be much,
much cheaper to all of us. Perhaps even if

the government saw fit to raise a little more
income from it in the way of taxation, it

should be much cheaper than it is today.
So I suppose, fundamentally, it is a case

of the power, that must be gotten at eventu-

ally, of the people who are producing and

distributing to squeeze the last iota of tribute

out of the ultimate consumer, which is us.

The member for York Centre indicated
that he didn't like the idea of a unit whole-
sale price across the province of Ontario be-

cause of certain competitive factors and be-

cause of different volumes of purchasing and
that sort of thing. I think if we are going to

get to the basis of this problem at the serv-

ice station level, the only thing which is

finally going to do it is to have the kind of

regulation which says that the oil company,
whatever it is, is going to charge the service

station operator X number of cents per gallon

right across the board. The same in northern

Ontario as in eastern Ontario; the same in

Essex as in Toronto. Unless we get this kind

of regulation by government, we are going to

continue the kind of regulation which is im-

posed upon us by the private oil companies;
and they do it by agreement.

Talk about competition and free enterprise
—it just doesn't exist any more in this whole

field. The price agreement is there. There is

no such thing as any genuine competition at

the oil company level. While they talk about

competition, they
think about the little fellow

on the comer who must compete for business

while they dictate all his price stmctures, and

they dictate what he has to pay in rental for

his business and for the gimmicks imposed

upon him. Control is complete at that level,

and then he is expected to compete in some
miraculous fashion at the retail level to get
business in.

I would have been much more enthusiastic

about this bill if it had incorporated the

whole concept of unit pricing across the prov-

ince, so that the little fellow on the comer
who competes with brand A knows that

brand B down the street is paying exactly
the same price; that he is on a level with

him as far as competition is concerned; that

he has now got to go out and provide serv-

ice and in any way he can to get the business

and to build up his volume of sales.

This is one of the keys to the situation,

and as far as gimmicks are concerned I think

we have to get back to the fundamental thesis

that the service station is going to sell gas,

oil, tires and the accoutrements that go with

motoring. It has nothing to do with glasses,
with rocks and with all the coupon gimmickry
that we have. So I think if gimmickry was

totally prohibited—and I think that is inherent

in this bill—this kind of gimmickry could very
well be done away with. We would, through
that one move alone, find that our gasoline
was a good deal cheaper.

I remember the situation in which a neigh-
bour of mine was placed some years ago. He
had a service station on Bathurst St. when
Bathurst St. was a little trail—two half-paved
lanes going north from St. Clair Ave. This
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chap had a good thing going. He had a good
service station, he had built up a good
volume, his customers were fairly loyal.

But the area became built up. As the area

expanded, Bathurst St. became a bit wider.

And of course as his volume increased, his

costs increased vis-a-vis the oil company, the

supplier.

Then after that he was boxed into a situa-

tion where the northbound traflBc on Bathurst

St. was cut oif from entry to his service

station because of an intersection, and his

volume was cut drastically. The oil company's
only answer to him was: "No, go out and

get the volume."

So he saw his savings eaten away as he
tried for a couple of years to get that com-

pany to look at the reality of the situation

and to lower the cost to him on the gallon-

age. But the company would do nothing
about it; and so my friend lost the service

station.

But the irony of the situation was that

when he left, the new franchisee took over

that station at the price which had been pre-

viously suggested by my friend. They
wouldn't do it for the man who was losing
his life savings, but they did it for the new
franchisee who came in after my friend was
ruined.

This is the kind of treatment our small

people are getting, the little fellow on the

comer who is trying to make a dollar. At the

same time we are seeing the power of the

oil companies building up to the level where

they are dictating completely to the retailer.

Now I see my time has expired, Mr.

Speaker, and while I had a lot more to say,
I am afraid I am going to have to cut off

the argument at this point.

Mr. Speaker: That concludes the private
members* hour.

Clerk of the House: The 15th order, House
in committee of supply; Mr. R. D. Rowe in

the chair.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

Monday, May 28, 1973

The House resumed at 8 o clock. p.m.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Mr.

Chairman, before you start the estimates, I

wonder if I might take the opportunity to in-

troduce the pupils of grade 8 at Belle River

Public School, who are visiting here this eve-

ning and all day today and tomorrow in

Toronto. I want to make them welcome.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF THE
SOLICITOR GENERAL

(continued)

On vote 1504:

Mr. Chairman: When we rose at 6 o'clock,

we were dealing with item 1 on vote 1504.

The hon. member for High Park.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): We are still

on item 1—I am so delighted. I am now able

to answer some of the questions the minister

directed to me earher as to the names of cer-

tain inspectors and so forth. I have a state-

ment here which I have taken from one
Gabriel Martel of Hawkesbury, Ont., dated

May 22, 1973.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of the Cabinet): That's as op-

posed to the Sudbury Martels?

Mr.

right.

J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): That's

Mr. Shulman: Yes, it's a diflFerent Martel—
brothers. No, there is very httle relationship,
I beUeve. He relates an interview he had on

May 15 with Insp. C. Kotwa of the OPP. I'll

read the portions that are relevant:

I met with Inspector Kotwa of the local

detachment here in Hawskesbury, arriving
at 6 p.m. and remaining there until 1.30

a.m. the following morning, recalling, to

the best of my ability, the events which
had led up to my filing a complaint. During
the last few minutes of his questioning of

me, he mentioned to me that Mr. St.

Amour's lawyer, during the trial, had made

a reference to some tape recordings alleged
to be in our possession.

These tapes contain conversations be-

tween OPP senior officers and RCMP offic-

ials, the original of which we still have. The
same tape contains conversations taken from
Mr. St. Amour's line at the time of the

provincial election in October, 1971, at

which time Mr. St. Amour was publicity

manager for the local NDP candidate. The

inspector wanted me to produce these tapes
at once. I refused. At the end of the inter-

view he warned me of the trouble I was

causing and that I had better be careful

as to what I did.

Then he goes on oflFering to supply the tape
to me. Now you know where I got the origi-

nal information. Now you know there was
an inspector who was aware of this long be-

fore last Friday and perhaps this will help

you with your investigation.

There's a question I'd like to ask you, Mr.

Minister. I can understand why the OPP put
the tap on the phone of Mr. St. Amour in the

first place. They had beheved he was involved

in some illegal enterprise. What I don't un-

derstand, and what I hope you'll be able to

explain to me, is why they chose this particu-
lar conversation between Mr. St. Amour and

our NDP candidate, Mr. Montpetit in Hawkes-

bury, to be transmitted from one detachment

to another over the phone, a copy of which I

gave to you earher today.

You've had an opportunity to listen to those

two conversations which are on there; one

was a conversation between Inspector Duguid
of the OPP and the RCMP intelhgence; and
the second was a conversation between Mont-

petit and St. Amour which, for some reason,

was transmitted over your detachment's lines

from Hawkesbury to Toronto. Can the minis-

ter explain that?

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): Mr.

Chairman, I think the hon. member—both of

us are going to have to pick our words very

carefully. He has a habit of slurring over.

The remarks that he indicated in Hansard
have just changed. Now remember that earlier

the hon. member said that the officer went
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down there to investigate the missing tapes

or the so-called tapes. Hansard listen. I'm

listening very carefully to what the hon.

member is saying. Now, it turns out, and

the facts of the case are that Martel made
the complaint about the harassment that St.

Amour was getting and Kotwa went down
there to investigate his complaint.

Mr. Shulman: Yes, and asked him about

the tapes. He knew about the tapes before

he went down.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I don't know just—

you have one statement and I'm not going
either to accept or to deny that because I

haven't had the opportunity of having Mr.

Kotwa interviewed.

But let's get back to the court case, that's

what's referred to. The hon. member and
the St. Amour—the Martel statement refers

to the tapes-

Mr. Shulman: I'd like to know if it's

going to the Court of Appeal?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Oh what a laugh.

Mr. Shulman: Believe me, I'm perfectly

willing.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: What a laugh.

Mr. Shulman: Okay, go ahead. Open it up.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: That is without doubt

the most inane statement you've ever made.

Mr. Shulman: Go ahead and open it up.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: It's been in court ever

since and you brought this thing out in the

open by a press conference.

Mr. Shulman: I haven't discussed the

court case. If you want to discuss it, go
ahead.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I know you haven't,

but I'm positive that you were aware that

there is an appeal case.

Mr. Shulman: You appealed it?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes, and you've brought
it out in the open and I'm going to—

Mr. Shulman: Of course there is a case,

because you appealed it. He was acquitted
and you appealed it.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —be very careful of

what I say because I'm very much aware
of the court case. But it's never stopped
people on that side of the House—and
especially in the NDP—

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No, you haven't. Yes,
and I'm going to have to choose my words

very carefully to make sure that I don't get
into the same kind of a havoc that that side

gets into.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): What did

you have—vitriolic acid for supper?

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Blatant

idiocy.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): You
are in it all the time.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The member for York
South better stay out of this debate, he got
himself out on a limb.

Mr. MacDonald: You always invite me
to get in.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: He got himself out on
a limb, now I'll just proceed to saw it oflF

slightly.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes, without looking
behind you and you should—

Mr. Lawlor: You stick with the member
for High Park.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —because he is sitting

right behind your back. You went to his

defence and used his comment that the tran-

script of the court case will prove, as the

hon. member said earlier, back in August,
a reference to lost tapes, remember? Lost

tapes. This is the reference of the court case.

Mr. Shulman: There are two references.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Well this is the refer-

ence I have.

Mr. MacDonald: You are only half right

again.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: As long as the half

that I'm right is the right side, I'm per-

fectly content.

Mr. MacDonald: If it gives you your side

of the picture you will be content.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes. The St. Amour
trial commenced Feb. 8, 1973, and ran for

15 days and ended March 15, 1973. During
the trial the defence lawyer Michael Houle,
at the request of the accused, tried to ask

of Cpl. Moore on the stand if the St.

Amour telephone had been monitored. The
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trial judge overruled this and counsel Houle
then said "Cpl. Moore, in the interests of

our country and its security I will ask you
no further questions of that nature." There
was no mention of tapes or recorded con-

versations at any other time during this

trial.

Mr. Shulman: May I ask the minister a

question? Will his deputy in front of him
ask the commissioner if the lawyer for St.

Amour subsequently spoke to the senior

officer in the OPP and told him about the

tapes, at the time of the trial?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The questioning here
was with relationship to whether it had
been monitored.

Mr. Shulman: The question was whether

you should have known about the tapes

being lost way back when the trial was held.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: That's something, Mr.

Chairman, I have made abundantly clear;

we're having a full investigation. Right now
we're debating the tactics of the hon. mem-
ber for High Park.

Mr. Shulman: Is that what we are de-

bating?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: He's got himself into

a fix and he's trying to get himself out. Re-

member, this started as an expose on the
OPP wiretapping political conversations.

That's where we started from and now we've

gone full circle as you are trying to back-

track. I'm not saying that there weren't cer-

tain tapes, but what we are doing now is

debating the hon. member's tactics.

Mr. Shulman: If that's what we are de-

bating let me say a word or two about them
and let me refresh your memory, which is

pretty bad—worse than usual. The way this

started was last Thursday in question period
when I asked you point blank, and the ques-
tion was very simple: "Has anyone in your
service taped a conversation during the last

provincial election of any of our candidates

or any of their pubhcity directors?" You
answered, "Not to my knowledge." Now if

that's political-

Hen. Mr. Yaremko: Yes.

Mr. Shulman: —it just shows how much
you know of what's going on in your depart-
ment. Now the question I ask you—and let's

get back to it; you are very, very anxious
not to answer it—the question I ask you is:

"Why did your people see fit to transmit this

strictly political conversation"—and that's all

it is, if you have had a chance to listen to

it on the tape—"between Montpetit and his

publicity director over the telephone by wire
from one detachment to your headquarters?"
That's the question. Now you can talk from
now to doomsday trying to find an answer.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes, well let's get back
to last Thursday's question. The innuendo
that the hon. member for High Park wanted
to leave here was that the OPP was involved

in wiretapping for political purposes. Now,
I gave the right answer "Not to my knowl-

edge," but I could have said: "No, Mr. Chair-

man," and that answer would have been
valid because the intent-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Shulman: You would've been just as

wrong as the answer you gave.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: That would've been
the right answer, just as right as I gave—a
flat no, because—

Mr. Shulman: But it's not true!

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —the intent and pur-

pose—the hon. member was trying to make
a point, a score, that this wiretapping was
for political purposes. This surveillance start-

ed in April 1971, long before there was any
election. And if it happened that the—

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Stop,

stop!

Mr. O. F. Villeneuve (Glengarry): That's

right.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —investigation of the

OPP continued into a period where there

was an election campaign, and there were

parties involved, the answer would still have
been proper. They didn't go into the wire-

tapping of St. Amour for political purposes;
it was because there was criminal activity

involved; that's the point I'm trying to make.

Mr. Villeneuve: That's right.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: And that's where the

hon. member got hung up.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: And the fact that I

gave an answer, "Not to my knowledge," is

of no consequence. What we're trying to de-
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termine is whether the OPP was involved in

political wiretapping, involving election cam-

paigns, involving eitiier candidates or mem-
bers or a senior publicity manager. My
publicity manager is pretty tough in my
campaign.

Mr. Lewis: I would think so; he has a

tough job.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes, sir. And he does
an excellent one, first rate.

Mr. MacDonald: He'd need to be excel-

lent.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I keep him to myself.

Mr. MacDonald: He'd need to be excel-

lent.

Mr. Shulman: Let me try again, Mr. Chair-

man.

Mr. Lewis: Given the material, he'd have
to-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Let's get the facts on
the record.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): A genius-

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): It's like selling
a retread.

Mr. Foulds: —on Broadway and 42nd St.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Now, this is the in-

nuendo that the hon. member left with this

House: that a chief inspector went to

Hawkesbury—

Mr. MacDonald: You never get down to

personalities if you can avoid it, so you told

us.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, really,
the hon. member for York South-

Mr. MacDonald: Here we go! My honour
is besmirched.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —is out of his element
in this debate. He doesn't—

Mr. MacDonald: Am I out of my element?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Oh, you certainly are.

Mr. MacDonald: You're out of your ele-

ment.

Mr. Chairman: Order please, order please!

Item No. 1.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Deans: You should try to get a job on

"Laugh-In".

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I heard of one TV pro-

gramme that is well on its way to becoming
a "Laugh-In". And the hon. member knows
the one I mean.

Mr. Deans: That's okay.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The innuendo I repeat:

a chief inspector went to Hawkesbury two
weeks ago to attempt to recover the tapes.

Insp. C. Kotwa, GIB, was sent to Hawkes-

bury to investigate a complaint letter from

a Mr. G. Martel, a friend of Mr. St. Amour,
that our personnel were excessive in their

search methods. He will report he was not

sent to recover any lost tape because at that

time we had no idea a tape had been lost or

misplaced and so on.

Now that is the answer to Mr. Kotwa.

And if there were transmissions of tapes—and

remember we still don't know what tapes

the hon. member is talking about-they are

in a big safe, locked up, a vault. I don't

know whether it's one tape or 20 tapes. All

he's got is a reproduction of a reproduction.

And I can tell you I learned a long time ago—

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —that when you are

dealing with tapes, you'd better see the orig-

inal editing, and all this business. But that's

beside the point; we'll find out yet what tapes

are being referred to, if I have to drag it out

of the hon. member.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Oh, yes. But—

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Well, you
are hoping.

Mr. Stokes: Is that a threat?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Item No. 1?

Mr. Shulman: Now, I will try again, Mr.

Chairman. Now, this is a very simple ques-

tion I would ask the minister.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. There is get-

ting to be too much repetition in the House.

It's the same thing.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I thought the hon.

member had enough.
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Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Shulman: I can't hear. Everyone is

talking at once, so let's try again.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order!

Mr. Shulman: Mr. Chairman, I am asking
a very-

Mr. Euston: One at a time.

Mr. Chairman: Order I

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Would you mind my
finishing my answer, please?

Mr. MacDonald: Oh, you sat down.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I thought he'd had

enough! Mr. Chairman-

Mr. MacDonald: You're always wrong.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —these tapes would be
transmitted—

Mr. Ruston: We have all had enough.

Mr. Singer: The parry and trust is insistent

tonight.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —in a routine way. As I

understand it, certain tapes were made, the

language was in French. It can be very un-

derstandable that such a message would be
transmitted in order that it be translated to

see what was on it.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, that's right; you wouldn't

expect the OPP to have French-speaking
oflBcers, especially in Prescott and Russell.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Lewis: It says something about other

matters we discussed this afternoon.

Mr. Shulman: Let me ask the minister a

question following from his last answer. Are
there any French-speaking members of the

OPP in Hawkesbury?

Mr. Lewis: Surely yes.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes, there are, but I

don't think that they would be the translators

who would be used in this particular security

intelligence work.

Mr. Shulman: Let me get this quite

straight. You were tapping the phone of a

man who spoke French, and this is his native

language, and you were using people who

didn't understand the language to do the tap-

ping. Is that what you are saying?

Mr. Lewis: That would be perfectly con-

sistent with government policy.

Mr. Shulman: Is that the minister's answer?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, there

would be a number of tapes that would be
transmitted to Toronto for analysis and in this

instance for translation purposes.

Mr. Shulman: Then the minister is saying
that the tape was not understood by the man
who was doing the taping. Does Corporal
Moore speak no French?

You translated a purely political tape. If

you had an opportunity to listen to that since

5 o'clock, you must be aware by now that

there is nothing about arms or explosives, just

the plans of the NDP for the campaign.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Now I understand it.

Mr. Shulman: Yet you saw fit to transmit

this to Toronto. This was because no one

down there could understand French. All

right, I'll accept your explanation, and we
can go on to another aspect.

If, on the other hand, they are assigning

people who only speak English to tap the

phones of those who only speak French, this

also speaks a great deal for your department.
To come back to another point, is the minis-

ter denying that Inspector Kotwa on his visit

to Hawkesbury discussed the missing tape or

tapes with Mr. Martel? Is the minister deny-

ing that?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I have just read a state-

ment on why Inspector Kotwa went down.

Mr. Shulman: Are you denying it?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Denying what?

Mr. Shulman: That Inspector Kotwa at the

time of his visit to Hawkesbury on May 15

was informed, if he did not know beforehand,

of the missing tapes?

Mr. Singer: It is going to take you that

long to get Hawkesbury under control.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, earlier

the hon. member had taken the position that

Inspector Kotwa had been sent down to re-

cover the tapes. I have now demonstrated to

him to his chagrin that that wasn't the pur-

pose. He went down, not to go after Mr.

Martel, but in response to Mr. Martel.
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Mr. Shulman: Does the minister recall a

few hours ago saying to this House that the

first that he and the OPP and the senior

ojfficers of the OPP knew about missing tapes
was last Friday? Does the minister recall say-

ing that, or has he developed an amnesia

since 5 o'clock?

Mr. MacDonald: It is in Hansard whether
he recalls it or not.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Well, Mr. Chairman, I

let the hon. member know, and I think I

indicated here earlier, that there are a series

of tapes on Mr. St. Amour, that he wasn't

wiretapped just once. There were a series

over at least several weeks over two different

periods of time.

Perhaps it may be that Mr. Martel will get
into a witness box and be given questions
and answers and that Inspector Kotwa would
be given an opportunity of making his state-

ment. We still don't know what tapes Kotwa
was referring to or Martel was referring to.

Mr. Shulman: Let me try once more. When
did the minister and his three deputies who
are sitting in front of him, his three assist-

ants, first become aware that the OPP had
somehow no longer in their possession certain

tapes involving conversations between the
OPP and the RCMP? When did you first

learn that?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Friday.

Mr. Shulman: Okay. Is there anyone here
who has spoken to Inspector Kotwa? Have
any of your people had an opportunity to

speak to Inspector Kotwa or is he by chance
here among your officers? Is he here?

Mr. Lewis: He could speak from the bal-

cony. It's not unprecedented.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No, he is not here. I

believe he is in Ottawa and I believe there
have been discussions. What is the hon.

member's point?

Mr. Shulman: The hon. member's point
is that on May 15 your inspector at least was
aware that there were tapes missing. What
I don't understand is why the word was not

passed up the hill. Why did it not at least

get to the commissioner, if not to you?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The hon. member
would have this House believe that Inspec-
tor Kotwa was talking about these so-called

tapes or whatever the hon. member has in

his possession second or third-hand. Inspector
Kotwa was probably referring to the fact

that defence counsel in the court case had
made reference to taping—but not the tapes
that the hon. member is talking about.

Mr. Shulman: Shall I read the statement

again?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Please.

Mr. Shulman: As a matter of fact, I'm just

wasting my time.

Mr. Singer: Yes. He will read it to you;
then you will read it him.

Mr. Shulman: All right. Let's simplify it.

I won't read it again. We'll save everybody
time. Would the minister be so kind as to

lean forward to the commissioner who is

smiling benignly at me and ask him to please

get in touch with Inspector Kotwa and find

out if, in fact, he did discuss these tapes
with Mr. Martel; and if he did, in fact,

discuss the tapes, why he did not inform the

senior officers of the OPP? Is that a reason-

able request?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, I made
an earlier statement right at the very be-

ginning that there is going to be a full in-

vestigation—it's under way—to find out about

these so-called Hawkesbury tapes.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: We will conduct the

investigation and it will also include, Mr.

Chairman, the hon. member's reference to

some inebriated police officer. He hasn't pro-
duced any statement to that efi^ect.

Mr. Shulman: I gave you his name.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Oh, you gave me his

name? And you used a sentence and I'll tell

you that's been—

Mr. Shulman: I am prepared to produce
the witness.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes? What's the source

of that information, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. Shulman: The source of that informa-

tion is the man who actually first got the

tape and if you will hold an open hearing I

would be delighted to produce him. But let

me ask the minister a question—

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: You see, he hedges.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Shulman: Mr. Chairman, can I finish

one question?
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Mr. Chairman: Order, please!

Mr. Shulman: I have a question to ask the

minister. When you have completed this great

investigation—this in- in- in- investigation be-

cause you are investigating yourself and we
know how well you do that—will you be
so benign, so kind, so gentle as to inform

the House of the results of that investigation?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: You can be sure of

that.

Mr. Chairman: Item No. 1?

Mr. MacDonald: That depends on the

results.

Mr. Lewis: We know the results.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Lewis: I can read it for you now.

Mr. Chairman: Item No. 2?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Item No. 2, financial man-

agement.

Mr. Degns: On item No. 1, I wanted to

ask one question.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Went-
worth on item 1.

Mr. Deans: Thank you. Mr. Chairman, I

asked the minister privately on Friday or

Thursday of last week about an investigation
which was supposed to be being conducted

by some Ontario Provincial Police officers

into the circumstances surrounding a death
in the jail cells at Whitby.

There was a young man in the Whitby jail

cells about four weeks ago—or it was maybe
five or six weeks ago—who was found to

have died. The circumstances surrounding the

death were extremely unusual, to say the

least. In addition to the unusual circum-

stances, there were allegations of a degree
of involvement of some of the police in the

Whitby detachment of the Whitby police
force who apparently—no, who are alleged;
I've got to watch I don't get hung up on
a word or I'll be in trouble—who are alleged
to have involved themselves to the detriment
of this young man who subsequently died.

I wonder if the minister is able, first of all,

to tell me how far this investigation has pro-
ceeded. The name of the young man is

Shewitt; was Shewitt.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The investigation is

under way at the request of the local Crown

attorney. I have followed the matter through
since Friday when the hon. member spoke to

me and I believe there is an interim report
on my desk but I don't think the final report
has yet arrived.

Mr. Deans: I have to say that it's a matter
of some considerable concern. The person
who brought this to my attention, and who
also brought it to the attention of the mem-
ber for Hamilton East (Mr. Gisborn) who, to-

gether with myself, wrote to Mr. Callahan,
was the mother of the dead youth. And the

circumstances in the case certainly justified an

investigation, which, as you say, is currently

being carried out. But, to date, no one who is

investigating the matter has spoken to the

mother, in spite of the fact that she was the

person who, at least from the point of view
of the Hamilton area, initiated all of the in-

vestigation and who asked for the investiga-
tion.

Now, I don't deny for a moment that the

Crown attorney in the Whitby area may well

have also asked that something be done in

that regard, but I'm a little concerned that

in spite of the fact it was suggested she be

spoken to—because she had either evidence

or feeling about the circumstances which
should be relayed to any investigation force—

they haven't seen fit to talk to her.

It seemed to me to be quite unusual. I

would have thought since she went to the

scene immediately after, spoke to other people
who were in the immediate area at the time,

saw the circumstances re-enacted—more or

less restaged for her benefit—and had some

very serious questions to ask about the possi-

bility of the death having occurred in the

way in which it was claimed to have occurred,

that someone from the Ontario Provincial

Police, or someone from the body doing the

investigation, would have seen fit to go and

visit with the mother and to discuss the mat-

ter with her.

I want to further raise with the minister

another matter, related to this one. It's been

brought to my attention—and I don't have

substantiation—but it's been brought to my
attention that there are a number of people
in the Whitby area who have had difficulties

with certain of the police officers. Now, I'm

not about to suggest that what's being said

is true, but I am about to suggest that the

seriousness of some of the allegations de-

serves a close look by the Ministry of the

Solicitor General. I think that there is a

strong current in some areas of that particu-

lar town that are of the belief that a review
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of the operations there would be worth-
while.

And I would like to ask the minister if he
has had any communications that he can re-

call with anyone in the area in regard to

problems arising out of involvement by the

police in control of youths in particular in the

Whitby area over the last year to 18 months?
You shake your head no, I assume that that's—

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, getting
back to the original query. The investigation
is under the aegis of the criminal investigation
branch of the OPP and I would just assume
that in the course of their investigation the

mother would be contacted to see what her

views are and what leads, if any, would
emanate from any facts that she might be

pri\^ to.

With respect to the Whitby police, I don't

recall any matter being brought to my atten-

tion. And unless the OPP were involved, it

can be readily understood that the matter

would not be brought to my attention. If it

were, it would be a matter for the Ontario

Police Commission. But if it were drawn to

my attention, initially, my practice now is to

refer the citizen or citizens to their local

governing authority. And if they're not satis-

fied then, to come back to me or to the OPC
and we take it further. But I've not really

heard anything in the matter.

Mr. Deans: I'm not going to pursue that

particular point any further, because as I said

before, I'm dealing second or third hand and
I simply wanted to inquire. I want to ask

another question, though.

There was a coroner's inquest into the

death of the Shewitt youth; would that be

part of the investigation? Would the criminal

investigation branch, the CIB, take into ac-

count the evidence presented at the coroner's

inquest?

Hon, Mr. Yaremko: Yes, they would.

Mr. Deans: They would? Good. I wonder
if the minister would be kind enough, in

the spare moments that he might have be-

tween now and the end of the session, to

take a look at the coroner's inquest report,
or to have someone in his ministry look at

the report of the coroner's inquest into the
death of that particular youth in those cells,

particularly with an eye to the acceptability
of evidence presented by other youths who
were in the cell at the time. In addition he

ought to look carefully at the report of the

arresting oflBcer, and the reasons why he
arrested the youths who were on the street.

Would you be able to have someone just
do those two things and we will let it go
at that until another time?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes, we can have a

thorough re-look at the matter.

Mr. Deans: I would appreciate it, thank

you. I also want to thank you for looking
into that case in which you have required
another inquest.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Huron-
Bruce.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Chair-

man, I just wanted to make a few comments
with respect to some of the financing in

reference to providing police protection in

certain municipalities. As I understand it,

many municipalities have found that this

cost, like everything else, has continued to

rise to the extent that in some cases almost

20 per cent of the total expenditure goes
towards providing police protection.

I think my colleague from Downsview,
earlier on in this particular debate, outlined

the programme and its development over the

past two or three years with respect to the

province taking over the policing of various

municipalities. And that increase hasn't been

very startling.

I had some representation made to me by
various municipal leaders in reference to

the province picking up 50 per cent of the

expenditure for policing. I am wondering if

the minister has given any particular atten-

tion to that matter. I believe it is somewhat
less than that now. I think it is 25 per cent

now, if I recall correctly. This would repre-
sent a 100 per cent increase.

Nonetheless, any fines levied under the

Highway Traffic Act, or under the Liquor
Control Act do not go to the municipality.

They come to the province. And yet the

municipal police departments are enforcing
the laws under those two Acts. So that that

is a source of revenue which is not available

to them. And this is becoming a very heavy
burden on some municipalities. It certainly
afi^ects their direct taxation.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, you will

recall that we had quite a thorough discus-

sion on this matter in the previous vote of

the Ontario Police Commission, where it

really has the direct contact with respect
to cost. The OPP is involved to this degree:
In certain communities when the one-man

police force was disbanded, the OPP moved
in. And we are very much aware of the

cost factor in policing. It is one of the main
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points of reference of the task force on

policing. It was significant that the budget
this year did increase provincial support
from $1.75 to $3—which perhaps in dollars

isn't significant, but percentage-wise it is—

and from $3.25 by $1.75 to $5 for the

regional type of force. That is per capita

support; the increase that was announced

by the Treasurer (Mr. White).

Now, the other interesting point is the fact

that the municipalities which have emphasiz-
ed unconditional grants have now come to

the point that, in respect of this particular

activity, they would be willing to accept a

conditional grant, earmarked for law en-

forcement, with the setting of standards by
the province in order to ensure that the

moneys were being used to achieve the

objectives. As I said, we will await the

report of the task force.

Hopefully there will be some significant
recommendations in this. It is quite obvious
that many of the briefs they are receiving
from the municipalities are really in reference

to police costs. By the time they have con-

cluded their hearings they will have had an
earful or two with respect to costs and will

be making their recommendations. In the

meantime we have the step that the Treas-

urer has taken.

Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Chairman, I just want to

be clear on one point. Is the minister going
ahead with the programme of taking over

policing in various municipalities of, say,
under five policemen? Or are you now lend-

ing your emphasis to financing the police
forces within the municipalities which are

already operating?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: We had thought that

the one-man police force level and the hand-
ful of one-man police forces that were still

extant were there by their own desire. I may
say that at that lower level of policing it

isn't neat and tidy. There are inequities in

this regard. Here again the sorting out of

who should do the policing, who should pay
for the policing, are some of the things that

the task force will be directing their atten-

tion to.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Grey-
Bruce.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): Mr. Chair-

man, I think the prelude to all of these

estimates should be to know who is answer-

ing the questions for the minister. Who are

the men in front of him and what are their

duties and what are they being paid?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, I wish
I could have shared with you the whisper
that came from the deputy minister's lips.

Every time somebody asks this question
I start on my left and end up with the dep-

uty. This time I will begin with the deputy
minister, the first deputy SoHcitor General
of the Province of Ontario, R. Michael War-
ren. He is paid far less than he is worth>
but in round dollars it is around $38,000.

Mr. Lewis: How much is he paid? I don't

begrudge him a penny, but perhaps if you
paid him more, something would happen.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: It is in the neigh-
bourhood of $38,000.

Mr. Renwick: Think what it would be if

it was full time.

Mr. Sargent: Plus expenses?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Plus whatever the—

Mr. Sargent: Give me the gross.

Mr. Lewis: Plus select committee.

Hon, Mr. Yaremko: In dollars the round

figures are $38,000.

Mr. Lewis: That is not bad. Do you have

any vacancies?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I will tell you, and
the hon. member of the NDP will agree with

this, he has one big job on his hands.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: On my immediate left

the newly appointed successor to Mr. Silk,

QC, Harold Graham, who as of March 1

became the new commissioner of the OPP
at a salary of around $36,000 in round fig-

ures. In front of me Larry Gartner, deputy
commissioner on the services side, at a salary

of $27,500.

Mr. Sargent: It is amazing to me after

about 15 hours, the minister doesn't even

know their names or how much they are

making. And it is amazing the fact that we
have to interpret—all the information we get
is through these people. The minister knows
the answers to nothing.

Mr. MacDonald: You are being too per-
sonal.

Mr. Sargent: I am telling you the facts.

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): The first

time in your life.
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Mr. Sargent: A couple of brief questions,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Lewis: I think the deputy commis-
sioner is underpaid, myself.

Mr. Sargent: It is pretty hard for any of

us to assess all the gobbledegook in the

estimates here. We try to read the public
accounts and the details of expenditures,
which is the biggest joke since "Laugh-In."
But I would like to ask you as a summation
to all these answers so far as this party is

concerned, are you still using CuUiton's Auto

Livery Ltd. which is a Cadillac limousine

service, for this department? Let me ask you
to what extent you are using it in 1973-
1974?

Mr. Lewis: It is used by the Minister of

Correctional Services (Mr. Apps) for move-
ment from one correctional centre to another.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The hon. member was

reading from volume 3, the details of expen-
diture. What page is he on?

Mr. Sargent: Page 67.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Page 67. Is that Cul-
liton s Auto Livery-$28,000?

Mr. Sargent: Yes.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I have no knowledge
of the details of that. We are not using—

Mr. Sargent: How do you people justify—

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: We are not using
CuUiton's Auto Livery Ltd.

Mr. Sargent: This is wrong?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, may I

just bring to the hon. member's attention that
in reading the public accounts 1971-1972 that

these accounts refer to the total of the De-

partment of the Attorney General and the

Department of the Solicitor General. This
item I am advised is not part of the OPP or
the ministry accounts.

Mr. Sargent: You mean you don't believe
it? I don't think that you know what you are

talking about.

Mr. Mcllveen: What about the airplanes?

Mr. Sargent: When you are using $500 a

week of Cadillac livery service on top of all

the cars you have, I think you should explain
to the House why you were using it to the

extent of $28,000, and if you are using it now.
Are you using it now, or your ministers, or

your OPP commissioners, or your top brass

there? To the extent of $500 a week for a

Cadillac limousine service?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: We are not using that

and have not been using that. This is the

Department of Justice account he's reading
from.

Mr. Sargent: All right now. Okay, I'll buy
that. What do you think we should read from
to decide what you are using now? Where do
we find it out now?

Mr. W. Newman (Ontario South): Did you
say you'd buy it? Why don't you buy it and
sit down?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: You won't find it any-
where because we are not using that kind of

a livery service.

Mr. Sargent: How do I know that?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Because I have been
so advised and I am saying so to you. And
when I say so you've got it on the records.

Mr. Sargent: Well, where do—okay, you
don't know the answer to that one either.

The fact is that you used the $28,000 of

Cadillac limousine service for—

Mr. Chairman: Order please. We are not

dealing with the public accounts. That's for

another body in this House to deal with.

Mr. Sargent: No, we are talking about the

administration of the OPP.

Mr. Chairman: We are talking about the

estimates.

Mr. Sargent: Now do you approve, Mr.
Chairman?

Mr. Chairman: Order please. We are deal-

ing with the estimates for the coming year.

Mr. Sargent: Yes.

Mr. Chairman: Not two years ago.

Mr. Sargent: That's right.

Mr. Chairman: It's for the coming year.

Mr. Sargent: So you think we shouldn't

use the accounts at all? Should we not use

these at all?

Mr. Chairman: You might ask what they
are doing in 1973-1974.

Mr. Sargent: Yes, sir. I want to ask if they
are using any of this limousine service this

year.
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Mr. Chairman: Order please. That's the

third time and you have been answered twice.

Mr. Sargent: Pardon me?

Mr. Chairman: The same question has been

asked three times and it has been answered

twice.

Mr. Sargent: Well, he still doesn't know
the answer.

Mr. Chairman: The answer has been given.

Mr. Sargent: What are you using airplane
surveillance service for then?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. That comes

next. That comes in the next vote. The next

two votes really. That comes under 1506.

Mr. Sargent: How would you know? You
are never in the Chair to know what is go-

ing on.

Mr. Chairman: I seem to know anyway.
You will find that under 1506. We are deal-

ing with 1504, item 1.

Mr. Sargent: Item 1. Okay, let's try that

one. In the administration of your ministry,
Mr. Solicitor General, are you using any
Cadillac limousine service?

Mr. Chairman: Order please. That question
has been asked.

Mr. Sargent: He says no?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: There is so much noise,
I can't hear the hon. member.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. The question
has been asked and answered.

Mr. Sargent: Well, you tell me the answer,
Mr. Chairman? Whats the answer?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: He said no.

Mr. Chairman: Any further discussion on
item 1? The member for Thunder Bay.

Mr. Stokes: Before the dinner hour the

minister alluded to an outreach programme
that was under way in many parts of the

province—and you said you weren't aware
whether it was being used in Thunder Bay
and I'm not aware of any place that it is

used in northwestern Ontario.

I became involved with two of the largest
Indian band councils in northwestern On-
tario. I met with them and discussed, among
other things, their social problems and their

policing problems. I also undertook to get
in touch with the Alcoholism and Drug

Addiction Research Foundation. A copy went
to the commissioner at that time—Mr. Silk—

and to the Ministry of Health. I was advised

by the chiefs of these large Indian bands
that they would like the opportunity to sit

down with all of those agencies that I men-

tioned, to see if they couldn't come up with

some way of assisting people who needed
some direction with regard to the use or

abuse of alcoholic beverages.

I didn't get a negative response, but I got
a response from the OPP that said if I per-

sonally wanted to undertake such a meeting
they would be happy to send a representative.
I got the same response from the Alcoholism

and Drug Addiction Research Foundation. I

don't believe I got a reply at all from the

Ministry of Health. But in all the discussions

that we've had, it seems that one of the

things that we must face up to is the fact

that alcoholism does play a large part in

the nature of the offences that are com-
mitted. It seemed to these two chiefs any-

way, on whose behalf I was speaking, that

something should be done.

So, as I say, I undertook to enlist the

assistance of the OPP, through the commis-

sioner, and the other agencies, and nothing
developed as a result of it. It occurred to

me when the minister was speaking just
before the dinner break that this outreach

programme would be the vehicle whereby
interested Indian leaders and those in ad-

ministrative capacities in the OPP and in your

ministry, along with a good many other

social agencies who are concerned with this

problem, could have sat down and discussed

this in an objective way. And it seemed to

those two chiefs, on whose behalf I was

speaking, a very realistic approach to the

problem.

I didn't get any kind of positive response
from the former commissioner, and I'm won-

dering how you feel about just such an

undertaking. You realize there's a problem
of logistics when you start assembling a good
many chiefs and council member from various

and sundry bands scattered all over 50,000
miles of Ontario in the far north. I think the

minister will agree with me that this is one

of the thinsjs that just might break the ice.

It could solve not only some of the social

problems that exist in some communities but

some of the economic problems might slowly

pass over the horizon, if we could sit down
and discuss something as basic as the topic
that I mentioned.

In order to further proceed with this out-

reach programme, I'm wondering why the

minister hasn't, at least on a temporary basis
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or trial basis, enlisted the aid of airplanes
in order to get your law enforcement officers

flying into remote communities on a more

regular basis. Not just because you're called

—not just to investigate a serious crime or to

search for a body that has been drowned in

some remote lake in some remote area of the

province, but just to patrol.

You have policemen patrolling the main

highways and law enforcement officers patrol-

ling right across the province, not because a

crime has been committed, but because that's

their duty—to go aroimd and see what's going
on. By their presence, without really taking

any punitive action, they do a fairly good
job, in most instances, of maintaining law and
order.

I am wondering why you don't try that.

Why do you wait until the roof falls in before

you go and make a trip up to Sandy Lake or

Big Trout Lake or Sachigo and Bearskin lakes?

Why can't you just go in on a regular rou-

tine check and have your OPP officers sit

down and chat with people that they meet in

the community, as I do when the opportunity

presents itself? Discuss their problems with

them, so that you give the people in those

remote communities the idea that law enforce-

ment is not just hitting someone over the

head with a billy and dragging him into the

back of a police car and hauling him off to

jail.

This isn't what your law enforcement offi-

cers do in most cases. They stand around and

they talk to people on a friendly basis and

your law enforcement officers gain the confi-

dence and the respect of the community at

large. But the only time these people in

remote communities ever see one is when they
come to haul somebody off to

jail, or take

punitive measures; and this is the kind of

image that the law enforcement officers have.

I think it was common knowledge that, to

the extent that they were successful, the

Royal Canadian Mounted Police in a good
many areas of northern Canada, and particu-

larly in western Canada, had a very good
relationship v/ith the people that they were

dealing with on a continuing basis. And it

was my impression, until just recently at

least, that they had a good deal of respect.

All I am suggesting to the minister is that

we have all of the sophisticated means of

transportation now, and it's at the disposal
of the OPP. Why don't you fly in to those

remote communities on a regular basis? Don't
wait until you're invited in to solve a law
enforcement problem. Go in on a regular
basis, uninvited. Sit down in an informal way

and chat with people in those communities,
whether it be the chief or councillors of the

band or just an ordinary individual, on a

man-to-man basis. And it seems to me that

this is the kind of way that the Ontario Pro-

vincial Police will gain the respect and have

the confidence of the people that they are

supposed to be protecting.

Those are the two things that I wanted to

deal with without prolonging it unduly, Mr.

Chairman. There is the outreach programme,
for the purpose that I mentioned, and giving

your law enforcement officers more mobility.

I think that Mr. Wishart, when he was

Attorney General, was thinking very, very

seriously of implementing a flying service for

use by the OPP. I suspect that somebody high

up in the OPP said: "No, this isn't the direc-

tion we think we should be going in." But I

think that had Mr. Wishart been around a

short while longer that he might well have

implemented such a service. I hope the minis-

ter now will take the suggestion seriously. I

think it would go a long way to providing the

kind of relationship that is so important in

remote communities in this province.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Well Mr. Chairman, the

hon. member has utilized my word, the "out-

reach" programme. I was using the word
outreach in a very general form. The pro-

gramme, really, is the specific one that I de-

lineated of the OPP liaison committees. I

have mentioned the communities in which
this kind of committee exists. I see no reason

why this kind of haison committee of the

OPP and the Indian representatives shouldn't

utilize and involve outside agencies. I would
be very happy to review the specific situation

if the hon. member will send me the details

of it, because that's exactly the type of thing
that I think the OPP want to become involved

in.

With respect to the patrolling of northern

Ontario, we have stepped up aerial patrol-

ling in this regard. It started back in the

beginning of last year, and mostly in the far

northwestern area. There are now regular

patrols four times a year.

We have done one other thing, that is, if

there is an emergent situation, we have

enabled the patrols to cross jurisdiction. We
don't keep within boundary lines.

Again, it may be that the law enforce-

ment presence should be stepped up. If we
don't have the logistics and the resources

to increase it on a complete scale on north-

em Ontario, it may be that in conjunction
with the laison committees, we may pick on
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some of the spots where the presence is re-

quired to a greater degree and ensure that

at least that the emphasis is on there. I

don't quarrel with the hon. member's points.

Mr. Chairman: Item 1.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, has the minis-
ter seen today's Toronto Sun?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes, I read it during
the supper hour.

Mr. Lewis: Curiously enough, so did I.

I didn't know I hadn't seen the Sun today
until the dinner hour. I thought it was amaz-

ing how it dealt rather presciently with sub-

jects which were debated in the Legislature.
I have an almost irresistible urge to put it

on the record, but I am going to contain

myself. I do have a very ambivalent feeling
about the article. It is front page, as you
know. So that I don't seem in Hansard to

be speaking in mystifying terms, Mr. Chair-

man, it is entitled, "Alcoholism and Violence
-Can These People Still Be Saved?" It is an

extremely impassioned and feeling piece by
Wayne Edmonstone, a staff writer, the first

of a series about the situation on the re-

serves —
specifically the reserves that we

discussed between 3:30 and 5 o'clock this

afternoon.

The central theme, apart from its recita-

tion again of details which serve, alas, to

reinforce conventional stereotypes, is the

relationship of the deterioration over the last

two years or more, particularly in Grassy
Narrows and Whitedog reserves, in north-
western Ontario, as a result of the mercury
pollution. It points out well on in the article,
and now I am quoting:

Even the Ontario government's mercury
task force which surveyed the area in

March admits that "the mercury problem
. . . would appear to have played a signifi-

cant role" in what they now call "the

deteriorating social conditions."

Later on it says:

As the recent task force on policing in

Ontario was told when it visited the area,
"some percentage of the 174 violent deaths
that have occurred in the last three years
could have been prevented if complaints
by native people had been listened to."

Mr. Singer: In my absence you stole my
speech.

Mr. Lewis: Well, I am not stealing it in

total. I could never do that; the member for

Downsview has capacities untouched by

others. So I am just ever so gently intruding
on his thoughts.

I thought I should make reference to the

articles, since its timing is so auspicious, to

point out, Mr. Chairman, that the research
on which the material for the Civil Liberties

Association is based was done over a period
of 18 months, a year or two ago, while this

article is clearly something that derives from
the experience of the last few weeks. I sim-

ply point out to the minister that nothing
changes. It is as though Wayne Edmonstone
could have done the writing for the Civil

Liberties Association. It is just as explicit
and graphic and to the point.

If the minister wants to find a solution to

many of the problems we discussed with him,
then let him turn slightly to his left and
to the second row and look at the Minister
of Natural Resources (Mr. Bemier). There
he will find a greater single responsibility for

the almost unprecedented deterioration in

human and social relations for the Indian

communities of northwestern Ontario than

anything of the last decade.

Mr. Renwick: And the greatest single ob-
stacle to their improvement.

Mr. Lewis: Well, the Minister of Natural
Resources is one of the obstacles. It is an
obstacle course erected and run by the entire

cabinet. Does the minister want to inter-

ject?

Hon. L. Bemier (Minister of Natural Re-

sources): Yes, the hon. member was a real

joke when he went to the Whitedog reserve.

Mr. Lewis: Well, when I went to the

Whitedog reserve, I spent considerable time

going through the reserve and trying to un-
derstand some of its problems. I daresay the

Minister of Natural Resources, not straying
at all from this vote, Mr. Chairman, is the

last person in this House-

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Lewis: —who should have the pre-

sumption to discuss the problems of the

Indian communities in that part of the

province. His ministry has done absolutely

nothing about that which has taken their

livelihood and destroyed their life's exist-

ence. It has done nothing at all!

Mr. J. H. Jessiman (Fort William): A
weekend expert!

Hon. Mr. Bemier: That's entirely wrong,
and the member knows it.
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Mr. Lewis: His own task force says that,

all the subsequent reports say it, and this

report in the Sun repeats it—we are forever

inheriting the legacy of the ministries over

there. But don't provoke me. Speak to Jones
about it; he knows a good deal about pollu-
tion. He's head of the minister's advisory
task force. Almost nothing provokes me; I

have the lowest boiling point in the House.

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): He's cold-

hearted!

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, I call the article

to the minister's attention. I think he appre-
ciates its gist. I wish these things didn't have

to be written. I wish there was some way of

coping with this business without forever

going around in the endless circles that we
seem to entertain. Perhaps the most impor-
tant place to discuss this is in the estimates

of the Ministry for Natural Resources, al-

though in terms of policing I say, with my
colleague from Thunder Bay, that it's a pretty-

disappointing formula for reform that the

minister indicated this afternoon. But maybe
it's best left there, and we can discuss

Islington-Whitedog during the estimates of

Natural Resources and share impressions and

experience, by all means.

Mr. Chairman: Item 1?

Mr. Singer: No, I would like to get in and

speak.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Downsview. We've been straying quite a bit,

I might say, to the law enforcement pro-

gramme, rather than the administration of

the OPP. Perhaps we could keep to the ad-

ministration vote, then we'll get to the law
enforcement programme.

Mr. Singer: Well, I'll do my—

Mr. Sargent: Why do you start now, Mr.
Chairman?

Mr. Singer: I'll do my best, Mr. Chairman,
to stay within this, but I had indicated

earlier, even before 6 o'clock, that I wanted
to get on in this; in the meantime the hon.

member for Scarborough West-

Mr. Sargent: The most inept Chairman
we've ever had in the House.

Mr. Singer: —made a substantial reference

to the article on the front page of the Sun.

Mr. Stokes: Well, the vote was going to

Mr. Singer: I had it here, and I had in-

tended to read the last paragraph from it-

did the hon. member read the last paragraph
under the heading "Oblivious"? I think that

one is worthy of repetition. In that same

article, imder the head "Oblivious," Mr.

Edmonstone had this to say:

But through some strange alchemy,

government "investigators" and politicians
who tour the area seem—like the Kenora
residents who walk unseeing past the sod-

den and comatose Indians who lie in a

welter of broken botdes within sight of

its ultra-modem Holiday Inn on the water-

front—to become oblivious to the frighten-

ing, criminal waste of human beings such

"social conditions" represent.

This is perhaps why it's even most relevant,

Mr. Chairman, to this vote we have before

us:

As the recent task force on policing in

Ontario was told when it visited the area:

"Some percentage of the 174 violent

deaths that have occurred in the last three

years could have been prevented if com-

plaints by native people had been listened

to."

But in the night in Grassy Narrows,
when coal-oil lamps cast the shadows of

despondent, angry, frustrated men . . . and
on the nights when furious flames crackle

in Whitedog . . . there is no person there

to listen.

The nearest police detachment is 30
miles of rough road away.
The phone connection is sporadic.

There is little trust in the white man's

"law and order."

And the night holds terror.

I wanted to commend the hon. member for

Scarborough West on what I thought was one

of his better presentations, and he makes

many good ones in the debates in this Legis-
lature. I agree without reservation with the

message he was trying to convey. And I don't

attach all of the blame to this minister; I

attach the blame to all of the ministers of

this government. And I note the horrendous

statistic that there have been 174 violent

deaths in three years in this area.

One has to wonder, where have been the

police? Where has been the social conscious-

ness of the whole of the government? And
if we had done more in pohcing and in all of

the other aspects, one has to wonder whether

or not we could not have begun to bring some
semblance of hope and inspiration and spirit

to this unfortunate segment of our province.
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I can't, Mr. Chairman, in all fairness, lay
all of the blame at the door of this minister;

it is complete ministerial responsibility. But
concern is being expressed by many people.
It has been expressed in this Legislature every

year that I have been here. People on this

side of the House, in our party and in the

NDP, have expressed this. And occasionally
there is the odd voice out of the government,
but nothing ever seems to be done.

There are all sorts of outcries, Mr. Chair-

man, when we hear about the terrible things
that are happening at Rochdale—and there

are terrible things happening at Rochdale.

But we seem to have available all sorts of

arms of government, all sorts of mechanical

devices, all sorts of policemen, all sorts of

social workers, all sorts of studies that we
can concentrate on Rochdale College, and
there seems to be a little order coming out of

that chaos.

I am not defending anything that has gone
on in Rochdale, but what has been happen-
ing is that the problems that have related

there have taken place in a big and important
city, the largest urban centre in the province.
And the people are aroused, as they should

be, and all of the efforts of government are

now being turned to cure that disease

situation.

There is an equal disease in the northwest

portion of our province and I don't see any
real concern being expressed by this minister

or by his colleagues in the ministry. That is

what I bewail. That is what I find so wrong.
There is just no genuine and apparent feeling.

Sure, you added another policeman to the

Whitedog force. What does that mean?

There is is no point, I suppose, in trying to

bring to task the Minister of Natural Resources
or the Minister of Health (Mr. Potter). The
Minister of Health says: "Well, my duty was
to say that if you eat fish that is poisoned with

mercury you are endangering your life." We
asked them what do they eat and he said:

"That's not my responsibility." Well, whose

responsibility is it? Perhaps it isn't the respon-

sibility of the Solicitor General but somewhere
in that group of 24 of you, it must be some-

body's responsibility.

Who is wrestling with this? Who is doing
something about it? Now, there is a substan-

tial policing responsibility, and three men in

Whitedog are not going to solve the policing

problem there. Instead of three, you should
have many more. And not just policemen;
you should have all of the resources of gov-
ernment at the beck and call of whoever is

responsible there. You are one of the minis-

ters responsible, so there should be so much
more done.

Mr. Chairman, I don't know that we make
our point any stronger by repeating this. Let
it sit at that and let us hope that something is

going to come, even from this contribution in

this debate over the last few hours.

Let me go back to this wiretapping inci-

dent. I couldn't quite figure out whether the

hon. member for High Park was right or the
minister was right. I gathered that there was
substantial difference in opinion between the
two of them, who did what and to whom.
But what bothers me about wiretapping is

this—and this is what I was trying to get at

earlier under the Ontario Police Commission:
How do we do wiretapping? When is it au-

thorized and what are the conditions related

to it? When it was decided to put a wiretap
on something down in Hawkesbury—and per-

haps it was justified; from what I have heard
I think there may have been reasonable

justification for it—who had the final say?
Was it his decision? How did he arrive at

that decision? Did he arrive at the decision

when Constable X or Sergeant Y or Inspector
Z came in and said, "I think because of cer-

tain circumstances it is important to put on a

wiretap in Hawkesbury"? What are his ground
rules? Was it the responsibility of the individ-

ual policeman down there to come to that

conclusion?

What bothers me about wiretapping is that

if the state is going to use it—and it is quite
obvious that the state does use it on occasion

—then surely the state must set itself up as

the paragon of most of the virtue? If the

state is going to use wiretapping—and I don't

deny that right to the state if, in the public
interest of safety and security, it is important
that wiretapping be done — what I ask the
minister for is a group of guidelines.

What I was trying to get through to him
the other day is not that we wait until Ot-
tawa finally passes a statute, whatever merits

or lack of merit that statute has, but that the

Solicitor General, as the head of all of the

police in Ontario, lays down a system where-

by the circumstances on which the use of

listening devices can be authorized will be
made clear and abundant. I see no reason

why the minister is not able to stand in his

place today and say, "These are the instruc-

tions I have issued. If it is felt that wiretap-

ping is necessary, these are the reasons for

which that request should be made and this

is the chain of command under which the

requests should follow."
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Eventually someone in political authority
will make that decision and he will say, "Yes,

indeed, Mr. Graham, commissioner of the

OPP, in this case you can wiretap John
Yaremko for 10 days to see if in fact he is

doing the things you suspect he is doing—
and it seems to me you have a reasonable

reason for suspecting him—and at the end of

that time bring me back all the Yaremko

tapes and we will listen to them and we will

see, and if there is anything involving John
Yaremko's personal life that we don't want
the world to hear about, we will cut that

out and we will bum it up, and if there is

anything relating to real criminal connec-

tions, you proceed accordingly on that line."

This is what continues to bother me, Mr.

Chairman, that we have no guidelines.

I don't recall into question the conscien-

tiousness and the integrity of the commis-
sioner of the OPP, or the chief of the Metro-

politan Toronto police, or most policemen
whom I know, but I do say that there is a

responsibility in this minister to say the cir-

cumstances under which wiretapping will be

authorized and for which he, the minister,

will accept responsibility. There also must
be a mechanism whereby that can be con-

trolled, because I think the fear that I have,
and perhaps that most of us have, is that in

uncontrolled wiretapping, or even in con-

trolled wiretapping, those doing it are going
to possibly come into possession of informa-

tion that has nothing to do with criminal

activity, that may relate to very personal
matters which involve nobody but the per-
sons involved. What frightens me no end is

that that kind of information somehow gets
stuck in a file where it is available to all

sorts of prying eyes for an indefinite period
of time.

I would like to have had—and perhaps it

is not too late yet, I would have liked to

have had, perhaps tonight, some answer from
the Solicitor General that would recognize
the fact that if there is going to be wire-

tapping or the use of surveillance devices

by the police in this province on any level,

whether it be by the OPC or the OPP or the

Metro police or any other one of those

forces, it will be done according to certain

rules and regulations and that this minister,
who is in charge of all the policemen, is

going to make sure that these rules are fair

and reasonable and are enforced.

I would like to get the minister's reaction

on that principle.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, I did
outline to the House that there is a proce-

dure. First of all, I would like to put the

various points, succinctly. Wiretapping is

necessary to a complete law enforcement

programme. It's an integral part of police

investigation of criminal intelligence. How-
ever, we do subscribe to the overriding

principle of privacy. Ergo, there must be
control.

The controls are exercised in this way:
First, there must be a judgement on the part
of the police oflBcer—the investigating officer

or the intelligence officer—that there are rea-

sonable and probable grounds that there is

serious criminal activity involved; reasonable,

probable grounds, serious criminal activity.

Mr. Singer: This is where you and I, per-

haps, should try to determine what our defi-

nitions are. Reasonable and probable grounds
are quite subjective, and I don't cast asper-
sions at any investigating police officer who

personally comes to the conclusion that he

believes there are reasonable and probable

grounds.

My point is that when he comes to that

conclusion, he has to take that subjective

judgement to higher authority which event-

ually will repose in the decision made either

by or on behalf of the Solicitor General, at

whom we can get. Now that's where I think

it is most important.

The second point that the minister has

made is about serious criminal activity. I

think there has to be a very important and
clear definition of what is serious criminal

activity. The other day, when the minister

read to us the report of the Metropolitan
Toronto police chief on the incidents in

which there was wiretapping, some of them,

by the one-word definitions, seemed to me
not to be serious criminal activity.

I would think that it might be important
to investigate a murder or an alleged murder

by the use of listening devices. I would be

very dubious as to whether or not it is im-

portant to investigate the distribution of

pornographic literature by a listening device.

I would think that the categories where this

can be authorized should be very few in

number and should be laid down by clear

definition by this minister.

Now, if I interrupted your train of thought,
I am sorry. I think each of these points is

so vital to the whole programme that I think

the minister should outline them.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I was going on to say
that, the initial judgement being made by
the investigating officer, of course, it would
have to go up to an assistant commissioner
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of the special services who passes judgement
on the earlier judgement. There is a review
of the matter and the hon. member can see

that the senior decision isn't very far away
from the ministry oflBce.

Mr. Singer: I don't want it to be far away.
I want it to be in the ministry office.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The other thing is that

this information is kept within a very small

area, a small community of police officers,

because of the very nature of the information

that comes by wiretapping, to which the hon.

member has referred. I tried to make the

point earlier to the hon. member for High
Park that that's one of the reasons for the

transmittal. You keep this information which
is transmitted within a small group so that

you don't have translation officers every-
where through the province translating these

tapes. You take it to the central focal point
where this is done, for security purposes.

I will not disagree with the hon, member.
I don't know what the total answer is, but
criminal intelligence depends upon having
available to it a good deal of information

which is not of the kind which is provable
in court.

But it is still part of criminal intelligence
and there are dangers involved in this being
available to even a small circle if it is not

properly used. That's why CISO has such
controls over the delivery and analysis and
dissemination of information. Now we have
the federal legislation and I think it's per-

fectly proper, in fact it's constitutionally

right, to await that legislation. Then once
we have those basic ground rules relating
to control we can initiate, if necessary, our
own additional controls.

Now the hon. member has touched on the

fact that I read a number of headings. The
headings by themselves aren't significant, it's

the fact that they were used as labels. Hard
core pornography, it has been established,
is linked in with the accepted modem-day
definition of organized crime.

Recently for example, there were dozens
and dozens of charges relating to por-

nography right across the province, and this

goes beyond just walking into a local variety
store and dealing with the proprietor. We
go much further beyond. Prostitution by
some single individual walking along somf^

street in Toronto is one thing, but if it's part
of an organized, controlled element of

women crossing border lines, that would be

again a proper situation for wiretapping if

one were to get back to the people behind

the scenes in this type of thing. So I recog-
nize that a definition, a very strict definition

of serious criminal activity is very important,
but it's not the crime itself, it's the position
of the crime in relationship to the broad

picture.

I may say, Mr. Chairman, that we have had
a good deal of debate and discussion on this

and the government has made its point of

view known to Ottawa. Hopefully they will

pass the bill before they go to the people
again and then we will be able to get on
with formalizing or honing down the present

procedures, which in relationship to num-
bers, when you think of the size of the prov-
ince, what is involved, and that in a fiscal

year 54 taps were made and 32 refusals,

somebody must be keeping a pretty good
watchful eye on things.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Chairman, I just want one

very brief postscript. I am concerned about
who the somebody is. I don't think it should
be a policeman. I think it should be prefer-

ably a minister answerable in this House
and if not that, a judge of the Supreme
Court or a judge of the county court.

Now that is where the minister and I have
a very serious diff^erence, because it's pretty
obvious that the minister doesn't know about
the importance in serious crime of the 52

taps. He's had no real detailed analysis pre-
sented to him, nor his opinion asked, nor
does he know about the 121 taps done by
Metro. All he's got is a summary and he's

presuming that where the head "pornogra-

phy" is used it might involve large organized
crime.

I say that's not good enough and I am
just not prepared to accept, month after

month, year after year, the decision of a

police officer. I want to be able to call to

answer the appropriate minister of the

Crown, and as recently as tonight. I can't

call you to answer because you don't know.
If I could call you to answer that would be

different, but I can't. You don't know the

answer and you say frankly that you don't

know the answer, and you say that it is fine

—what was it—an assistant inspector or super-
intendent of the OPP makes that decision.

I don't think that's sufficient. I don't think

it's sufficient that Chief Mackey make the

decision. I think that there has to be some-

one higher who will authorize what on the

surface is an unusual infringement on indi-

vidual rights.

It may well be necessary on a number of

occasions, but the person who authorizes it
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should have a political responsibility and
that is not the case in Ontario today.

Mr. Chairman: Shall item 1 carry?

The hon. member for Riverdale.

Mr. Renwick: I am not going to comment
on the wiretapping part of it because I

didn't have the opportunity to be here when
all the statements were made.

I would make the one comment that when

people talk about reasonable and probable
cause one must ask, is it reasonable and

probable cause on the basis of probabilities,
or is it reasonable and probable cause beyond
a reasonable doubt? My guess is that the

guidelines are not very clear or accurate on
the extent of the reasonable and probable
cause to question whether or not serious

crime has taken place.

I assume and hope that the bill before the

House of Commons in Ottawa will go a long

way to solve some of these problems and to

regularize the question. It will not, as I

understand it, however, regularize the key

question, which is, that the evidence will still

be admissible in a court of law, if it is

obtained illegally.

Mr. Singer: That's very important.

Mr. Renwick: As I understand it, the rule

of evidence in Ontario, as it is in the United

Kingdom, is that all evidence, even if you
steal it, is admissible, with very few excep-
tions, against a person who is charged. Part

of the problem they are trying to solve in the

United States is to say that illegally obtained

evidence is inadmissible in a court of law.

Mr. Lawlor: I think it's inadmissible under
this Act.

Mr. Singer: It is in the United States.

Mr. Renwick: And it may well be under
this Act, my colleague says-

Mr. Singer: I haven't seen it.

Mr. Renwick: —but I would have some very
—I think the minister should direct his par-
ticular attention to this point because that

distinction is one that we here in the Prov-

ince of Ontario have got to deal with

effectively.

I want to turn very briefly—because these

estimates seem to go on indefinitely, I think

their importance perhaps merits the time we
have spent on this first full year of the minis-

ter in this ministry—to my concern about the

problem of a citizen getting his name off the

police books when he has been charged with

an offence. In accordance with the require-
ments of the Identification of Criminals Act
he has been photographed, fingerprinted, and
whatever other measurements are taken of
him. He then goes to a court of law and is

acquitted; the charge is withdrawn against
him, or he is granted a conditional discharge
or an absolute discharge, and I want to know
from the Solicitor General exactly—

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, I don't

want to cut off the hon. member from debate

because he invariably makes a fair contribu-

tion, but one of the problems we are having
with the estimates is that, Mr. Chairman—let

us stick to the votes. This, quite properly
comes within the next vote, criminal and

general law enforcement, 1505, and we can
have a very thorough discussion-

Mr. Renwick: You mean we are really go-
ing to get around to it?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Well I would hope so.

Mr. Renwick: That's four times I have asked

now. I can hardly wait.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Criminal and general
law enforcement.

Mr. Chairman: Shall item 1 carry?

The member for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: Just briefly. Two questions-
one is, is the most recent report of the

Ontario Provincial Police the one to Dec. 31,

1970 and if so, why? Why isn't there a more
recent report than that?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: There is one for Dec.

31, 1971.

Mr. Lawlor: Available to all members?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: It should be—it was
distributed to all members.

Mr. Renwick: Neither I nor my colleague
have received it.

Mr. Lawlor: We would like to receive them
in due course.

Just one further question. Within the OPP
organization somewhere there is an oJBBcer,

an inspector, in charge of security guards.
Where would that be?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: That will be under the

next vote, 1505.

Mr. Lawlor: 1505? What subsection?
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Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Item 9, in 1505. OPP
security corps.

Mr. Lawlor: Fine. Thank you very much.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No, it will be under
item 10, registration.

Mr. Lawlor: Registration?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: You are talking about
the Private Investigators and Security Guards
Act?

Mr. Lawlor: Right. They have to register
with the OPP.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: That's item 10.

Mr. Chairman: Shall vote 1504 carry?

Vote 1504 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1505, item 1. The
member for Riverdale.

On vote 1505:

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, may I now
ask my question?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: This is the one.

Mr. Renwick: When a person who has
been charged with an indictable offence and
has been fingerprinted, photographed and
otherwise measured under the Identification
of Criminals Act, then is acquitted in the
court or the charge against him is withdrawn
or he is granted a conditional discharge
which becomes absolute or an absolute dis-

charge, how does he arrange to get his fin-

gerprints and photographs out of the police
archives in Ottawa, out of the local munici-

pal authority, out of the Ontario Provincial

Police, or out of the RCMP files in the local

area where the picture and fingerprints were
taken?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, ini-

tially the distinction must be drawn between
the court record and the police information.
When there is a conviction, the only way
that can be removed is by a pardon at the
federal level, because that comes under the
Criminal Records Act. And where a pardon
has been granted, the Solicitor General may
require that the court record be delivered
to the commissioner of the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police; then the record cannot be
disclosed to any person. That is the court
record.

However, the police information, which is

not utilized for the purposes the hon. mem-
ber is referring to, is kept at the local police

level. The practice of the OPP is that it will

not divulge any of the information within
its files except in a number of specific in-

stances. They don't normally supply records
for court purposes, although they may in

special circumstances where there would be
a delay in the record coming from Ottawa.

There is limited use of police information

by government agencies, such as the Ontario
Securities Commission, in the case of convic-
tions only, and when an individual requests
his own record. That is when that informa-
tion is made available.

Mr. Renwick: Well, Mr. Chairman, that

was very interesting, but I was trying to

avoid dealing with the situation where the

person has been convicted. I am trying to

deal with the situation where the charge has
been withdrawn, the person has been tried

and acquitted or the person has been granted
under the new dispensation an absolute dis-

charge or a conditional discharge which in

due course has become absolute.

Now, I repeat my question: There is a
statute called the Identification of Criminals

Act, which is a federal statute, which pro-
vides that:

Any person who is in custody charged
with or under conviction of an indictable

offence may be subjected by, or under the

direction of those in whose custody he is,

to the measurements, processes and opera-
tions practised under the system for the

identification of criminals, commonly known
as the Bertillon signaletic system, or to any
measurements, processes or operations sanc-

tioned by the Governor in Council, having
the like object in view and exonerates

them from using whatever force is necessary
for the purpose of obtaining that informa-

tion.

And I am going to assume for the moment—
which is not, of course, the fact—that it is

only when a person is in custody that that

power is exercised.

I am going to again put the question to the

minister. A person is arrested by the police,

charged with an indictable offence. He is

processed through the identification of crim-

inals records prior to his trial, goes to trial

and is acquitted. Let me forget the other

variations that I put in about the charge
being withdrawn or conditional discharge or

anything like that—he is acquitted.

Now, his records are at that point in two

places-one, at police headquarters in Metro-

politan Toronto and, second, they are dis-

patched, under the identification of criminals
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records, to Ottawa. We are now talking about

a person who has been acquitted in a court

of law on a charge, laid against him for an

indictable offence.

How does he get his photograph and finger-

prints returned to him, or satisfactory evidence

produced that they have been destroyed? Or
am I asking a question which, from a police

point of view, is not answerable because, in

fact, there is no procedure for such a person
to have the record removed?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, when
there is an acquittal, that then becomes part
of police information and that it is only
used for internal purposes. Police information

records contain all kinds of information. There

will be information on persons who have

never appeared in court.

It is all part of police information. It is not

made available to anybody in the public
sector, at least not from the Ontario Pro-

vincial Police force, nor from other forces to

my knowledge. Photographs and fingerprints
are also part of police information.

I am given to understand that it is a

matter of policy if somebody goes to the

OPP—and generally speaking, if he goes to

other police forces—and he has no convic-

tions and is acquitted, and requests his own

fingerprints and his picture, if there is one,

those items will be returned to him. But it is

not mandatory, and it has nothing to do with

court records.

Mr. Renwick: That is exactly what I am
talking about. We are not talking at cross

purposes. We understand what we are talking
about. There is no question about it what-

soever.

The Identification of Criminals Act goes on
to say, "the signaletic cards and other re-

sults thereof may be published for the pur-

pose of affording information to officers and
others engaged in the execution or adminis-

tration of the law" and then there is the

exoneration clause from "publishing such in-

formation to those who are others engaged in

the administration of the law."

I'm suggesting as part of the consideration

of the fundamental problems of policing that

there should be an open and shut proposition
that a person who has been acquitted in a

court of law in the Province of Ontario is

entitled to know that the police do not have
a record of him, by way of photograph or

fingerprints at any police station or anywhere
throughout the country.

I want the minister a year from now to be

able to tell me as a practising lawyer, if I

am still practising the law, how I get that in-

formation returned from the police and how
I get that record discharged. I am not sug-

gesting that the problem is as vddespread as

it is in the United States, but I am raising

it principally because of my concern in the

Province of Ontario.

Having nothing to do one day, I happened
to read the Sunday New York Times. I found

a rather interesting article in that journal

called: "Have You Ever Been Arrested?" That

was in the April 15, 1973 issue. This ques-
tion came up before the Senate judiciary

committee and the then-acting director of

the Federal Bureau of Investigation, L. Pat-

rick Gray, gave the following justification for

maintaimng an arrest record, separate and

distinct from any other record, as to whether

or not the arrest resulted in a conviction or

been an acquittal. And the justification
which

he gave is;

The arrest record files of the FBI identi-

fication division, as well as those of many
state and local identification bureaus, are

replete with lengthv arrest records of long-

time hoodlums ana members of organized
crime whose arrests never resulted in con-

viction. Many sex offenders of children are

not prosecuted because parents of the vic-

time do not want to suDJect the child to

the traumatic experience of testifying.

Others are not tried because key evidence

has been suppressed or witnesses are, or

have been made, unavailable. The latter

situation is not uncommon in organized
crime cases. To prohibit dissemination of

such arrest records would be a disservice

to the public upon whom persons with

records might prey again.

And he then went on to give some further

rationale behind it. The matter has been up
in court and I gather that in the United

States at some point the matter vdll be deter-

mined as a matter of civil liberties of the

particular people who are subjected to these

arrest records.

But the custom in the Province of Ontario

is, when a person is released on his own

recognizance—and mind you this talks about

a person in lawful custody—when a person is

released on his own recognizance, one of the

terms of the recognizance is that he will

appear at police headquarters on such and

such a day at such and such a time, prior to

his trial, to be photographed and finger-

printed. And it is done in the city of Toronto

regardless of the age, the seriousness of the

offence or whether there is any likelihood of
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the offence being committed again. It is just
done indiscriminately,

I am suggesting that there is no sure

method, and if I interpret the remarks of

your colleague, the Attorney General (Mr.

Bales), correctly when I questioned him about
this in his estimates, there is no sure way in

which the arrest record, if it must be main-
tained—and I am not satisfied that it must be
maintained—is ever noted as a matter of pro-
cedural accuracy with the disposition of the

charge when it is tried in court and becomes

part of the court record. So that if the in-

formation is made available, and if for police

purposes it is required, which I doubt, there

is no assurance whatsoever that that arrest

record, made known to somebody else with-

out the knowledge of the person about whom
it is made, is accurate. There is no way in

which it can be dealt with.

So we come back, Mr. Chairman, to the

same two propositions that run through all

the areas related to privacy and the so-called

right of privacy and our interest in privacy.
The two problems: Should it be there at all?

And if it is there, is it correct? Now, this is

an area I raised under the Police Commission;
I raised it with the Attorney General because
I want to be satisfied that if it must be there,

which I doubt—and in certain instances I

think there have got to be clear procedures
under which it is destroyed or returned or

evidence is given that it is destroyed and it

isn't to be left on the record at all. But if it

has to be there, I want some assurance that

there are procedures evolved by the Solicitor

General in the Province of Ontario that the

record itself is then accurate. So that if the

information is to be disseminated to any
persons who, within a police framework, may
have a legitimate interest in it, that it be
accurate about that person when it is fur-

nished.

A goodly part of the point was made in

this article. I have no further use for it, Mr.

Chairman, so Til send it over. It may be
that the minister would be interested in

reading the article. It has arisen a great deal

in the United States, because this informa-

tion is made available in many cases where

people are applying for employment.

I'm not suggesting for a moment that

police records are necessarily made available

for employment purposes. That fact of the

matter is that they are required for certain

kinds of employment and the accuracy of the

information is very, very important if the

person is to be turned down, and there will

likely be a growing tendency to duplicate the

problem which has appeared in the United
States unless we now develop clear cut pro-
cedures about it.

I think it's extremely important and I

think it's very significant at the federal level

in immigration cases, or if a person in Canada
is travelling abroad to certain countries, for

example, to Brazil. To go to Brazil you do
not need a record from the court saying that

you have not been convicted. What you need
is a certificate from the chief of police of the

municipality in which you reside, so you
apply to the chief of police of the Munici-

pality of Metropolitan Toronto and he gives
the certificate which says your name doesn't

appear on his records.

On the reverse side of it, to get into Can-
ada at the present time, one of the require-
ments of the immigration is for a citizen

applying to become a permanent resident in

Canada is that he be of good health and that

he get a certificate from the police chief of
the municipality from which he comes that

his name doesn't appear in the records.

Now, if our principles that we talk about
so much mean so very much, then a person
is innocent until he is proved guilty. If he is

not proved guilty, he is innocent. At least

that is the conclusion I've always drawn from
the reverse side of the syllogism. If he is

innocent then with very few exceptions—and
at least some thought has to be given to it-

there is no place for his photograph or finger-

prints in the police records of the munici-

pality, of the OPP, of the RCMP, or any-
where else.

I want to go to the other point, the ques-
tion of the pardon. As I mentioned a while

ago to someone who was asking me about it,

I was asked to get a pardon for a fellow be-
cause he wanted to go to the United States

to take temporary employment from time to

time because he is a tradesman in a trade for

which there is work in the United States at

times when it is not available in Canada.

He had been convicted when he was a

young man in his teens. He had been con-

victed and he couldn't get that kind of job

opportunity or employment in the United
States unless he had a clear record. He asked
me to get him a pardon and I made the mis-

take of thinking that would be a worthwhile
document to get and I went through all the

procedure and after about two years I got
the document.

Well, if the man ever had to cross over

into the United States and produced that

document his chances of ever getting into the
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United States had disappeared, because the

document is a certificate or a scroll which
indicates—I think the analogy that I used on

that occasion was that he had been granted a

pardon for at least treason committed on the

high seas, or piracy! It created such a serious

impression that in no way would he get into

the United States of America.

All that you really need is simply a docu-

ment saying you have no convictions regis-
tered against you at this time, and a date on
it. That's all you need and that's the kind of

document we should get and not some scroll

granting you an honorary degree of a person
who has been granted executive clemency by
the Queen as if it were something coming
out of the 19th or 18th century.

That is a separate point and the minister

can follow my remarks in Hansard. I'm not

going to delay these estimates longer, but
I'm very much concerned about that whole

question of arrest record and identification

and police records of persons in the area of

privacy—whether or not they have any right
to know it and, secondly, if they have to have

it, some proof that what is on the record is

accurate.

This is a continuing problem because the

procedures of the police, of course, are an-
other thing entirely. They are completely out
of this world. There is no lawful requirement
that there should be a power on a police
release or a justice of the peace release to

require a person to attend for the purpose of

being photographed and fingerprinted.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): Mr. Chair-

man, before the minister answers this ques-
tion, I have a lot in common with my hon.
friend from Riverdale along this line and it

really hit home this weekend with our re-

gional police, which I respect very much, but
I think they've got all ranks. We have a lot

of concerned parents in my area at the pres-
ent time.

There was a disturbance in one of our vil-

lages and some young people, 16, 17 and

18-years-old, have to appear tomorrow morn-
ing at police headquarters to get photo-
graphed and fingerprinted. The question I

would like to ask, and I haven't had an
answer to it, is why do they have to be
fingerprinted and photographed prior to being
convicted? Let them go to trial and if they
are convicted, then they should be finger-

printed and photographed but why prior to

this?

Any one of us who has a 16- or 17-year-old
son knows it is a very hard experience, a very
frightening experience, not only for the boy.

the youth—and I think this might have some
effect on him—it is very demoralizing for the

parents. The parents are very concerned and
I can assure you that I have had quite a

few telephone calls on this particular subject—

"Why does my son have to be photographed
or fingerprinted prior to being convicted?"

Maybe the minister can give us both answers

at the same time on this particular question.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Minister.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, I think

the hon. member for Riverdale and I have

had a very good discussion on this matter.

To get to the hon. member for York North,
that information is required by the Identifi-

cation of Criminals Act, which is a federal

statute, and that is a procedure which is im-

posed upon the police to carry out. It is

only applicable where there is an indictable

offence. Now, an indictable offence is gen-

erally a fairly serious offence. I don't know
what was involved in the situation to which
the hon. member is referring, but there is

really no discretion on the part of the police.

In the days before the Bail Reform Act the

persons were taken into custody and finger-

printed and photographed. Now, under the

Bail Reform Act, they are not taken into cus-

tody to have the procedures carried out; that

is why there is the imposition of a time and

place to go to to have the federal Act com-

plied with.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Yorkview.

Mr. W. Hodgson: The charge was obstruc-

tion of the police, but whether or not they
were obstructing is something that has to be
decided in court. This is why I say they
should be fingerprinted later. If the Province

of Ontario has any influence at Ottawa I'd

like to see a change. The charges are obstruc-

tion, but as I say, whether or not they were

obstructing is up in the air. It has to be

proved in court that they were. Here are

these young fellows with the rest of their

lives ahead and they are being fingerprinted
and photographed. But you did say there is a

way they can get them back, didn't you?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes, there is a way.
After the matter has been dealt with and if

no conviction is registered, I would assume
that they would go to—

Mr. Renwick: You assume! Try it some-

time.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —the local police and
ask for them.
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Mr. W. Hodgson: They can get them back?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Well, there is a possi-

bility. It is not mandatory on the police to

deliver them up.

Mr. Ruston: A pretty slim possibility.

Mr. Lawlor: And the other chance would
be when the minister comes into the picture.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I am advised that if

the OPP is involved they would be delivered

up.

Mr. Ruston: The member for High Park
will find them. It will be all right then.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Yorkview?

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I just want
to underline what I say. A year from now—I

consider that question which I have raised,
and the ramifications of it in terms of guide-
lines, as a fundamental question of civil liber-

ties, and I would ask that between now and
then the minister will have discussed with his

colleagues in the provincial cabinet, and with
his counterparts in the federal government,
where there is an overlapping jurisdiction, to

see if we cannot, in the light of what I said

earlier in these estimates, get some kind of
rules promulgated as to what the obligation
and the rights of the police are, and what the

rights of the citizen are in this kind of situa-

tion.

I would ask, Mr. Minister, that you con-
sider this a serious matter from my point of

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, in

answer to the hon. member, the problem
goes far deeper than that. The fact that there
has been an acquittal; the fact that there has
been an arrest; the fact that there is a photo-
graph or a fingerprint on record, are just some
of the things that are involved in a police
information file. That file may contain all

kinds of things.

The police themselves when they are train-

ing recognize that that is just—they have sec-

ond, third, fourth, and hearsay evidence.

They recognize that they have all kinds of

information which is not provable in court,
and may be wrong. It may be second, third,

fourth, or hearsay, but it is part of criminal

information. Those are not the records that

are given out.

The hon. member indicated his grasp of

the situation at the end. When you go to a

police station to get a certificate for external

use, the certificate you ask for involves

whether there is any record of convictions.

It is not a statement by the chief of police
that we do not have the name of John
Yaremko in our police files.

Mr. Renwick: Yes it is. That's what it is.

It is nothing to do vdth convictions at all.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Well, that is not my
understanding. If that is the case I will have
those certificates reviewed, both kinds of

certificates which are issued by the OPP—
which I am assured are only those of convic-

tions—and my understanding is that if you go
to the Metropolitan Toronto police that is the

kind of certificate you get.

I did learn something from the hon. mem-
ber. I thought that that document coming
from Ottawa was a significant document. I

would be very happy if he were to show me,
in private, a copy of that because—

Mr. Renwick: I'll send you a copy.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —if it is as the hon.

member describes, then it is not the kind of

document I thought it was.

Mr. Renwick: Well, Mr. Chairman, it cer-

tainly does go deeper than the way I ex-

pressed it. The problem is exactly as the

minister expressed it. The police power, the

police authority, we have said it again and

again, is required to have information-

gathering methods.

But what the member for York North has

said and what I have said, is that the files of

the police are indiscriminately and non-selec-

tively established in such a way as to only,
from the point of view of police eflBciency,
hinder their efficient operation. There are

people, such as my friend from York North
referred to, who any lavsyer in this place can
refer to, who just shouldn't have their photo-

graphs and fingerprints on the record. In

many of the cases these are there whether or

not the person was convicted.

There is no exercise of judgement. There
is this constant and continuous view that

somehow or other the police have some God-

given gift of assessing third-, fourth-, fifth-,

and six:th-rate gossip in carrying on their

work. And I don't credit them with that

power. I just don't. There have been just too

many in-group wrong decisions made and too

much inaccurate information collected.

Now, I am saying to the Solicitor General
of the Province of Ontario, it's a new ministry.
You have the examples, good, bad and in-

different, from the United States of America,
and you have examples, good, bad and in-
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different, from the United Kingdom. Now,

surely, with your experience you can devise a

system that will maintain, on an equitable

basis, the constant and continuing problem of

individual liberty in a complex society, con-

sistent with the needs of the society for police

protection? Now, that requires clear analysis,

thought, co-operation and attention by the

ministry.

I refuse to believe, in the case of the two

girls in my riding who are 16 and 17 years
of age, who will be out on probation in three

weeks, who were charged with shoplifting
because they came from a poor family and
were tempted by the articles on the counters,

that the police have any business having had
them there in the first place because it is not

the police job to threaten them or to scare

them with the system. In the second place

they should no longer be there. These were

people who on my advice pleaded guilty in

the court and were sentenced by the judge
who spoke with them well, eflFectively and

properly.

But the police photograph and the finger-

prints are on the file. If you can't give them
to the person by right, even when he is

acquitted, how in God's name are we going
to have any sense of the intelligence of the

police forces in this province to say, look, we
don't need this kind of record cluttering up
our files?

I just don't happen to believe in the in-

stinctive, intuitive ability of the intelligence

police forces in the Province of Ontario, even
with all of the glamour which surrounds them
on television, movies, police shows and "The
French Conneotion" and "The Discreet Charm
of the Bourgeoisie," and any of those things.
I just don't have any confidence in it unless

the civilan direction embodied in the Solicitor

General with his colleagues, the Attorney
General, and the Provincial Secretary for

Tiistice (Mr. Kerr), is going to devise the

kind of rules which are understandable and
make sense.

I think it is nonsense, the member for

York North thinks it is nonsense, and if vou
polled most of the people in this assembly
they also would think it is nonsense.

It goes very deep and, as I say, I wanted

quietly to raise it with them. I want to over-

come the obstruction with which a person
in the Solicitor General's branch is going to

be faced by the police powers, so that next

year we can have some definitive statement

that some progress has been made in this area,

and there are many ramifications of it. I want

the minister's support, because it is essential

to the continuing civil liberty of the citizen

and it is essential on the whole question of

privacy. Have they any right to know in the

first place, and if they have a right to know,
how does the citizen know that the informa-

tion is accurate?

Incidentally, the procedural requirement is

to establish a method by which the police
are informed and the pohce record shows
whether or not they are convicted. I want to

say to the minister as an addendum, that if

you want my record from the administration

of justice as to whether I have been convicted

or not, you don't apply to the chief of police,

you apply to the Attorney General of the

Province of Ontario or the Crown attorney in

the district. There is no reason whatsoever
that the police are supposed to maintain

records as to what the adminirtration of jus-
tice finally resulted in.

It is that kind of simple, clear thinking
which has to be done by the ministry in order

to achieve what we have been talking about.

I know that the problem with this kind of an

argument is that on a warm, almost summer

night, we get at loggerheads when I think we
both understand what we are talking about.

I want it understood, and I want it under-

stood that this is a matter of fundamental
civil liberties. I want the minister to bring to

bear on it the kind of intelligence that we
believe the creation of a separate ministry

dealing with the police and its separation
from the Attorney General and the creation

of the Provincial Secretary for Justice would

bring to the vexed and diflBcult question of

how you balance oflF the public need for

general security against the individual citizen's

liberty.

It's diflBcult, It's a tough problem, and it

requires clear thought; the last thing it needs

is obstruction by some police mythology, with

the greatest respect to the police operatives
of this province.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, my only
comment is that during the course of his

remarks the hon. member for Riverdale has

stated very succinctly—in fact, I haven't heard

it as well said-

Mr. MacDonald: Passionately.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —the proper balance to

be kept. As a matter of fact, I will adopt that

quote as my own, because I think it's a para-

phrase of a position that I have taken right
from the beginning of the ministry. I assure

the hon. member that we both subscribe to
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the basic principle; as to how it is to be

implemented and what changes are to be

made, there may be different points of view,
but I assure the hon. member that during the

coming year there will be the kind of review

that the hon. member has referred to under
the aegis of the Provincial Secretary for Jus-
tice. It's under way now—

Mr. Renwick: The minister could have
saved me a lot of trouble. He could have
told us that in his opening statement.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): It's as a result of the hon. member's
remarks in my estimates.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: As to the breadth of

the review, we have a listing of all of the

things that were referred to in the estimates

of the Provincial Secretary for Justice, and
the Attorney General and the Solicitor Gen-
eral will play a role. I go on the assumption
that we make the policy and those who are

charged with the enforcement will carry that

out.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Yorkview.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Mr. Chairman,
now that that is firmly established as policy
for the future, we hope, I want to bring the

minister's attention to another matter of

records that I think is also important.

In strike situations across this province,
time after time we see the emergence of

cameras in the hands of certain people; it's

not always clear who they are. Sometimes it

may be the owners of the company con-
cerned with the strike. Sometimes it may be
the strike-breaking firm pointing the cameras
at the picket line as well as the passersby.
And in some cases it is uniformed men, the

police themselves, who are handling the
cameras and pointing them at what they con-
sider to be the appropriate places.

Recently we have had this kind of experi-
ence in Kitchener and other places. I think
back several years to a specific example in

the city of Peterborough, where the Peter-

borough Examiner staff had gone on a long
and rather bitter strike. I had occasion to be
in Peterborough, as did some of the rest of

us from this side of the House, and walked
that picket line. On another occasion I was in

the city on another bit of business and walked

along the same areas where the picket line

was set up. In both instances we saw cameras,
one located on the top of a building, another
one on the sidewalk on a high tripod with a

uniformed man behind it taking pictures.

The purpose of this, of course, is obvious—
at least in part. It's a matter of trying to

scare away people who otherwise might walk
that picket line or give support to picketers.
It's intimidation, pure and simple, in many
instances; and when used in the hands of the

company or the company hired to break the

strike, this very often is the case. There is

suspicion, of course, that in some cases there

is no film in the camera that may be pointed
at the picket line. But when the cameras are

in the hands of the police we start to wonder.

If it is intimidation, I don't know why they
should be using intimidation; but it is also a

matter of record of the people who are on
the picket line and the people passing by. I

say that because on the second occasion when
I was in Peterborough during that strike I

was in that area—I was not particularly walk-

ing the picket line; a lot of my friends were

there, because I knew a great many of the

employees of that newspaper—and I found

myself facing a camera when I wasn't even

in the picket line.

I would like to ask the minister about the

purpose of this kind of activity. How long are

those photographs held? Where are they held?

To what purpose are they put? Who has

access to them? Just how, in the scheme of

things, are photographs of this kind used?

Perhaps the minister would have some advice

to offer us in this respect.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, if I may com-

ment on the same point, the same situation

occurred at the city hall at Nathan Phillips

Square, in connection with a demonstration

by two groups of mainly Canadians of Greek

origin who are opposed to the junta govern-
ment in Greece. They had an orderly demon-

stration—they always do. They take specific

pains by consultation with the police in

advance, by careful arrangements, by having
their own respected people as marshals of the

demonstration.

In this particular case, Andreas Papandreos
was speaking at it and there were two and

possibly three men in plainclothes who turned

out to be policemen—because an obstruct-

police charge was laid somewhat later in

connection with the same matter. They were

taking not general photographs of the demon-

stration, but were coming up with their cam-

eras within one to two feet of the persons
who were concerned in it, and taking specific

head and shoulders photographs of Canadian

citizens who were engaged in a lawful dem-
onstration with police permission on Nathan

Phillips Square.

They were causing a great deal of appre-
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hension and concern, because of the fact that

there is always the fear that somehow or

other those police photographs, the informa-

tion about who they are, will be relayed,

through Interpol or through some other of

these mystical international police networks

to Greece and that the members of the fami-

lies of such persons engaged in that demon-
stration will be in some way punished for it.

It amounts to an oppression and a direct inter-

ference with the right of those citizens. Now,
that's my view. It's on an almost identical par-
allel in a different area to the point raised by
my colleague, the hon. member for York-

view. I certainly am also waiting for the

minister's reply to that question.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, with
reference to the hon. member for Yorkview
I know of no prohibition, in a general way,
on private persons taking photographs-

Mr. MacDonald: That is not what we're

talking about.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: There is no prohibition.

Mr. MacDonald: We are talking about the

police taking photographs.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No, the hon. member
for Yorkview was talking about cameras be-

ing up on the buildings and—

Mr. Young: I also spoke of cameras in the
hands of police.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes, but let me answer
the question. First of all, in the hands of pri-
vate individuals there is no law that forbids

the taking of pictures by anybody. As a

matter of fact this is very common. Very often

we have our picture taken under circum-
stances that, perhaps, we wouldn't rather. I

was involved in one recently myself.

Mr. Singer: What were you doing?

Mr. MacDonald: Lord Lambton tool

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Secondly, photography
is a proper tool of surveillance in the hands
of police officers for proper purposes. Not for

intimidation. Not for the kind of thing that

the hon. member for Downsview referred to.

I don't know what police force was involved-

Mr. Singer: I haven't said a word about

photographs!

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I'm sorry, the hon.

member for Riverdale.

Mr. Singer: I will if you want me to.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: What pohce force was
involved? It certainly wasn't the OPP. I will

relate what the position of the OPP is. It is

within the intelligence branch and they do
take pictures of—

Mr. Renwick: Where is the intelligence
branch?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I beg your pardon?

Mr. Renwick: It seems to always be the

intelligence branch that breaks the law.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: They're not breaking
the law. They make a surveillance because
it's a way of monitoring crowds. We all know
that it's been demonstrated over and over

again that demonstrations have been infil-

trated and hterally perverted to the purposes
of somebody who comes into an otherwise

lawful, peaceful group of dissent, and it is

perverted.

And then, of course, over a period of time,
a series of photographs can be examined and
if a pattern is estabhshed there then security
knows that more than the members of the

protesting or dissenting group is involved. We
have all had a very startling example of

this. My recollection of this is that the gen-
tleman, Bremer, who went on trial for the

shooting of Governor Wallace appeared in a

photograph taken at the time of the Nixon
visit to Ottawa. The only shortcoming there

was that somebody didn't put two and two

together. But that's a prime example of the

potential of photographic surveillance.

Mr. Renwick: That's fine.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: But it should not be,
and I reiterate, it should not be used as an
intimidation weapon, either morally from the

point of view of the private sector, definitely
not from the point of view of proper police

public relations—that kind of activity on the

part of the police.

Mr. MacDonald: What happens to the

records?

Mr. Young: Mr. Chairman, I haven't the

answers yet on what happens to these par-
ticular documents that are filed.

I can understand in the case of civic tur-

moil, or in the case of protection of our heads
of state and this sort of thing, why police can
use the camera, but when it comes to a legal
strike situation those cameras are there for

one purpose and one purpose alone and that

is intimidation of people who might other-

wise be wilhng to support the people on the
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picket line. And why do the police want to

bring cameras in at that particular point?
These are not outlaws. These people are there

within the law, in a legitimate strike.

All right, I suppose there is always the fear

that some unknown agitators are sneaking
into that situation. In the Peterborough situa-

tion there was no reason for "foreign agita-
tors" to come in, except perhaps some of the

members of the NDP caucus. We were there

on one occasion. So if you call us foreign

agitators, fine.

But the fact is that that was a solid strike.

The employees had grievances. They were

walking the picket line against an employer
who had refused to bargain. Yet the cameras
were there grinding out their pictures day
after day—for one purpose and one purpose
alone—that is intimidation of the people of

that city and in favour of the cause for which
these people were striking.

I can't see any reason for cameras to be
used in that way by police authority against
a legal strike. And my question was, what is

done with these pictures? How long are they
held? Who has access to them? And what

purpose do they serve generally?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: In the intelligence
branch they would be kept long enough for a

judgement to be passed on whether there was
any relationship between the people in the
one photograph and another photograph, and

ultimately destroyed after a pericS of time
when that kind of comparable situation would
be beyond the realm of probability.
The hon. member uses the words "foreign

agitators" involved in picket lines. The hon.

member, and certainly some of his colleagues,
should be aware that picket lines have been

perverted in the past, and they don't neces-

sarily have to come from outside the boun-
daries.

Mr. Young: I was simply using a word that
I see very often in the newspaper.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: There have been con-
flicts within the total union-

Mr. Renwick: It is always a small band.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —and you see, I com-
mend the reading of the current issue of the

Federation of Labour bulletin in which they
point out some of the diflBculties that they
have had in the past with respect to unions.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1505.

Mr. Young: But the question then comes.

Mr. Chairman, you say these records are de-

stroyed after a certain period of time, is there

any set time-

Mr. Renwick: The police never destroy

anything.

Mr. Young: So that those records in the

one strike I outlined to you are still there.

They will be there l6 years from now; they
will be there 20 years from now. They will

never be destroyed. I presume this is the

case.

Mr. Renwick: The pictures of the Tilco

strike will be held indefinitely.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1505?

The member for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: A number of items. You have

talked, particularly in the initial statement of

the minister, about a drug law enforcement

programme. What on earth is that all about

and what is it going to cost?

Mr. Renwick: It is fashionable these days.
Governor Rockefeller is trying to do it too.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: We are beefing up
our drug law enforcement. There will be an

additional complement of 35 uniformed per-
sonnel and one steno for an estimated cost

of $469,000 for a nine-month period. That is

to have this group deployed right across the

province in key municipalities, ranging from

Toronto to northwestern Ontario, in order to

have a greater impact at the local level in

respect of the growing use of drugs.

The narcotics committee of the Ontario

Association of Chiefs of Police has recom-

mended that enforcement of the Narcotics

Control Act and parts of the Food and Drugs
Act at the local level be the responsibility of

the local pohce force, leaving the RCMP to

concentrate on major national and inter-

national traffickers of drugs. The Metropolitan
Toronto police and other large forces have
their own drug squads which have worked
with the RCMP in the past, and now we will

have an enlarged group of the OPP which
will co-operate with both forces by participat-

ing in the investigations and then turning
over the information, if necessary, to the local

level. The significant thing is to allow the

RCMP really to concentrate on the inter-

national trafficking, to try to stop the drugs
from actually coming into Canada.

Mr. Lawlor: Tell me about the comple-
ment: There are 35 members in uniform on
staff. Have you people highly trained in this
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particular form of detection and intelligence?
The new people being brought in—are they

being brought in largely, say, from metro-

politan police forces which have already got
a good deal of knowhow in this area? Where
is this qualified personnel coming from?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The complement is

being drawn from tBe present force. The
members are being selected by the head of

the new drug squad and they are in the

process of being trained or of receiving addi-

tional training in co-operation with the

RCMP. Of course, as they become assigned to

the special drug squad, that complement will

be filled at the lower level by new recruit-

ment.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1505?

Mr. Lawlor: Has the ministry a determined

policy with respect to two matters? No. 1 is

the business of two-men police cars about

which we have heard a great deal in terms

of Metropolitan Toronto and its police force;

and No. 2, with respect to carrying weapons,
portal to portal?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: With respect to the

two-man patrol car, that is a matter which is

decided at the local level; at the detachment
level. In response to the exigencies that arise,

somebody has to make a judgement. If the

nature of the criminal activity is such or a

specific emergency situation arises, the de-

tachment commander has to make his own
decision. There is no hard-and-fast rule. It all

depends upon the exigencies of the situation.

With respect to portal-to-portal gun carry-

ing, I am advised that that is the case and
that has been the practice for some time. It

has been the practice within the OPP for

some time and I have never heard of any
complaint with respect to OPP ofiBcers or any
incident. A good many OPP oflBcers travel

quite some distance between the place where

they actually are on duty and their posting.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1505.

The member for Riverdale.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I have only
the one other item. It again has to do with
the relationship of the police with the trade

union movement. Undoubtedly the minister

has seen and read, if not he should see and

read, "The Strike-Breakers," the report of

strike-breaking authorized by the committee
of the Ontario Federation of Labour and the

Labour Council of Metropolitan Toronto
under the editorship of Martin Zwelling. I

particularly refer to those pages of this re-

port, 79 and following, and I want to make
two comments about it.

One other comment is that there is a re-

quest by the committee that there be a

specific course of training, co-operation and

reciprocal communications with the labour

movement and the police who are engaged
from time to time or may be called upon to

engage in policing situations where there are

lavi^l strikes. The minister knows as well as

anybody else whether it's justified in all cir-

cumstances or not, but there is a substantial

feeling that the police are not on the side of

those engaged in a lawful strike but on the

side of management. There's no clearcut im-

derstanding of the role of the police by those

who are engaged in striking and there is the

reciprocal feeling that there is no under-

standing by the police of the position of the

persons who are out on strike and on lawful

strike.

The first point: I would like to make cer-

tain that there is some initiative being taken

by the minister to contact the committee

which was responsible for putting out this

report to get down to work to dealing with

that question of the relationship between

organized labour and its legitimate rights in

the Province of Ontario and the role of the

police in resi)ect of the protection of the citi-

zen engaged in the legitimate activities in

furthering his economic ends and the rights

which are inherent in his right to do so. That's

the first point.

The second point I want to make is that I

would like to know what the result has been

of the prosecutions under the security guards

provision of Canadian Driver Pool and of the

president of Canadian Driver Pool; and

whether or not Canadian Driver Pool or any

of the associated group of companies referred

to in this strike-breaker volmne are still

licensed by the Ontario Provincial Police

officer in charge of that operation. I would

like also to know whether or not there is any

knowledge by the Ontario Provincial Police—

those responsible within the police—that there

are other groups whose main activity is not

the provision of security but whose main ac-

tivity is to engage in the kind of reprehensible

strike-breaking activities which were engaged
in by Canadian Driver Pool. I would ask that

the minister would respond to those particular

questions because I am much concerned about

those points.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. It is almost

10:30 and we will have to rise and report.
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HoiL Mr. Yaremko: I wonder if I might
just answer the question, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Renwick: I would hope so.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The report which the

hon. member has referred to is presently
under review within the ministry. The policy

development co-ordinator is attending to that.

With respect to Canadian Driver Pool Ltd,
on Aug. 12 of last year a plea of guilty was
entered and Mr. Grange was fined $200 and
Canadian Driver Pool $500. I haven't heard

of any developments since that time.

Mr. Renwick: Do they or any of the asso-

ciated companies continue to be licensed?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: They are not licensed.

Canadian Driver Pool is not licensed.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Deans: I want to pursue this tomor-

row because the matter of licensing of Cana-
dian Diver Pool is somewhat more interesting

and intriguing than simply the fact that they
are not licensed. We will talk about it to-

morrow.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee

rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of supply reports certain resolutions and asks

for leave to sit again.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the report be received

and adopted?

Report agreed to.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, be-

fore I move the adjournment of the House,
I would like to reiterate what I said before

the weekend that we be ready for any manner
of legislation standing on the order paper.

We will start with No. 4 and No. 8-Bill 84

and Bill 101.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Is that tomor-

row?

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Speaker,

before the House adjourns do we intend to

engage throughout tomorrow afternoon and

evening on the legislation or just the after-

noon?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: No. I would exepect

that we would proceed with the order paper
as far as we could possibly go. I understand

that there is a minister who might not be

available to me, but he also may be back

tomorrow evening, in which case I would

have to delete those two matters. If that

develops, we would return to the considera-

tion of the estimates of the Solicitor General

(Mr. Yaremko).

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:30 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Our visitors today in the east

gallery are students from Ivor Chandler
School of Windsor and in both galleries
students from Park Lawn Junior Middle
School of Toronto. At 3 o'clock we will be

joined by members of the Women's Institute

of Moncrieff and students from St. Andrew's
Senior Public School of Gait-Cambridge.

Statements by the ministry.

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION ACTS

Hon. C. Bennett (Minister of Industry and

Tourism): Mr. Speaker, I wish to advise the

House that legislation will be introduced

within the next few days to amend the On-
tario Development Corp. Act and the North-
ern Ontario Development Corp. Act. Included
in these amendments will be legislation en-

abling the corporations to make loans in

unorganized territories in the province equiv-
alent to those made by municipalities under
the Shoreline Property Assistance Act.

SEMINAR ON POST-SECONDARY
LEARNING

Hon. J. McNie (Minister of Colleges and

Universities): Mr. Speaker, it is my pleasure

today to tell the House of a seminar on post-

secondary learning that my ministry is plan-

ning, and to invite the hon. members to give
it their support.

The seminar will be held on June 11, 12
and 13 at Hart House on the University of

Toronto campus. It will draw up to 400 dele-

gates, with a variety of backgrounds, from
across the province.

The purpose of the seminar is to consider

the development and co-ordination of all

forms of post-secondary education that aim
to meet the learning needs of the individual

in Ontario during the next decade.

We're not just going to be looking at the
conventional post-secondary forums of learn-

ing, the colleges and universities and other
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such institutions, we're also going to be look-

ing at the potential for development in the

open sector, which involves our libraries,

museums and other cultural agencies.

Our focus is to be on learning which,
as the Commission on Post-Secondary Educa-
tion in Ontario report pointed out, is an

individual, personal experience. This com-

pares with education, which is a social process

organized by institutions, governments, teach-

ers and programmes of study.

Because we're focusing on learning and
how it operates in a wide spectrum of situa-

tions, we have invited people with many
viewpoints. We have probably missed some

people who could make a contribution and
derive benefit from the proceedings. However,
in inviting delegates and selecting topics for

discussion, we've tried to cover the widest

range possible. And we still have time to

make some additions.

Our colleges and universities will be repre-
sented by students, teachers and administra-

tors, but there will be an equally strong

representation from business, industry, labour,
ethnic groups, professional associations and
the performing and creative arts. As well,
there will be delegates from our libraries,

museums, art galleries, and other institutions

and groups.

We are honoured that a number of dis-

tinguished individuals will be taking a lead-

ing part in the seminar. Some will address

plenary sessions. Others will take part where
the real action will be in the small workshops
and discussion groups.

Here, people will deal with specific issues

ranging from the cost of education to the

expectations people have of a formal educa-

tion; from the needs of business and indus-

try, to the role of the creative and performing
arts; and so on.

In place of the conventional theme address,

for instance, we'll have an audio-visual pro-
duction by students from Sheridan College.
At another point in the seminar there will

be a presentation by the Canadian Brass

Ensemble, a group of symphony musicians

who have something special to say about

education and music.
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We are confident, Mr. Speaker, that the

event will be a success. It promises to be

fun—serious fun. We have had some able

people involved in its planning. In fact, three

members of the planning committee are from
this very House, the hon. members for Oxford

(Mr. Parrott), Samia (Mr. Bullbrook) and
Windsor West (Mr. Bounsall).

Mr. Speaker, we acknowledge this support
and encourage other members of the House
to give theirs as well. We invite all members
who have time to drop by the seminar to

listen or take part in the proceedings. A
copy of the programme accompanies this

statement and will be distributed to the mem-
bers.

Many of the decisions that will affect the

future of post-secondary education in On-
tario will be made in this House in the next

few months. It is our hope that some of the

ideas and viewpoints expressed at this free-

wheeling seminar might help us to make
such decisions wisely.

.
Mr. Speaker, with your permission, I have

another statement that I'd like to read.

FESTIVAL ONTARIO

Hon. Mr. McNie: Today, it is my pleasure
to inform the House of a new programme my
ministry is initiating in the cultural sector

called "Festival Ontario."

Its aim is to provide a number of com-
munities that are sponsoring local arts festi-

vals with back-up cultural resources in the
form of displays, demonstrations, and ad-
ministrative expertise.
These resources will be provided through

the co-ordinated efforts of government-sup-
ported agencies such as the Ontario Science

Centre, the Royal Ontario Museum, the Art

Gallery of Ontario, the Provincial Archives,
the Ontario Arts Council, and the Ontario

Educational Communications Authority.
I should emphasize that the intent of the

programme is not to set up or take over
local projects; instead, it is to give added

support to communities which already have
shown initiative in planning their festivals.

Our part will be to make available an

array of resources and let them choose the
ones that best fit into their schemes.

The kinds of resources we're offering in-

clude museum mobiles, travelling displays
from the Royal Ontario Museum; science dis-

plays, demonstrations and films from the
Science Centre; drama workshops and admin-
istrative help provided by individuals and

organizations associated with the Arts Coun-

cil; displays from the Art Gallery and the

Archives; videotape workshops and documen-
tation of other events by OECA; and others

as our programme and considerations develop.

Mr. Speaker, we feel Festival Ontario is

very significant for two important reasons:

First of all, it marks the first time the

agencies I've mentioned have participated in

any large-scale co-ordinated effort; and sec-

ondly, it is getting some major cultural con-
cerns situated in southern Ontario, partic-

ularly in Toronto, out into the rest of the

province.

I've mentioned a number of organizations
involved in Festival Ontario, and we're proud
of them all, because they are rich cultural

resources and everyone in Ontario should
have access to them. But it's simply not pos-
sible for some people across the province to

take advantage of such resources because of
their location. So we're looking for ways to

take them across the province.

Festival Ontario is one such way.
While it's an experimental programme this

year and will be conducted on a relatively
small scale, we've budgeted $250,000 for it

and hope to be involved in several com-

munity ventures.

To date, we are committed to one, the

Algoma Arts Festival in Sault Ste. Marie,
which takes place from Sept. 21 to Oct. 7.

The importance of such a festival cannot be

overemphasized. It is an important event in

the life of the local community and an
attraction that will draw tourists and their

dollars into the community.
I might mention, Mr. Speaker, that the

hon. member for Sault Ste. Marie (Mr.

Rhodes) has been an active supporter of the

Algoma Festival and is enthusiastic that the

government's first Festival Ontario venture

should be in the Soo. Also, a former esteemed
member of the House, Arthur Wishart, is an
active supporter and is serving as honorary
chairman of this event.

These men, and all the organizers of the

Algoma Festival, have been hard at work

building a solid and varied programme; they
have lined up some top local organizations
and they have booked some outstanding
people from farther away.

Mr. Speaker, our people are working
closely with the local organizers. We want to

work closely with others in the months and

years ahead and we want to help them
create an outstanding festival and we are

confident that it will be just that.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
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CONSERVATION WEEK IN ONTARIO

Hon. L. Bemier (Minister of Natural Re-

sources ) : Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to an-

nounce that the week of June 24 will be
declared Conservation Week in Ontario.

To emphasize the importance of this event.

Conservation Week this year has been
selected to coincide with the visit of Her

Majesty Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip
to the Province of Ontario, and they will be

officiating at many conservation activities dur-

ing their visit to our province.

I would point out to the hon. members that

there are 38 conservation authorities in the

province which will all be having special pro-

grammes and projects during Conservation

Week. I would ask the members of this

House to recognize the needs for conservation

and to join with us and the individual author-

ities in their activities during this week.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

COURT ACTION AGAINST
LAND FREEZE

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion ) : Mr. Speaker, I have a question of the

Provincial Secretary for Justice.

Can he tell the Legislature what the status

would be of the development freezes imposed
by the Treasurer (Mr. White) now that the

Supreme Court has found in favour of Multi-

Malls' position in allowing it to go forward
with the implementation of a building permit
to build a shopping centre in Oxford county,
even though the area comes under the freeze

announced by the Treasurer?

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): Mr. Speaker, I heard as I was coming
in the House that an order was made granting
the application of the applicants. It is my
understanding that it was based on the fact

that the minister's order had been filed after

the building pennit was issued or at about the

same time. Therefore, because of that, we are
not satisfied or not convinced that this par-
ticular decision will necessarily affect other

orders which have been filed by the Treasurer.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Is the

minister aware that, even though freeze orders

have been imposed perhaps in some cases

later than they should have been, Multi-Malls
has been successful now in going ahead in

Blandford township and perhaps in an even
more spectacular way in Chatham township

where the development has gone ahead

against the specific policy enunciated by the

Treasurer and against the wishes of the local

people? That is certainly true in Chatham

township. Is the Provincial Secretary going to

recommend to his colleagues some stronger

procedure whereby government policy can be
announced and enforced?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: As I say, Mr. Speaker, we
have to be convinced that the existing orders

which have been placed in other areas are

not, in fact, valid or are not, in fact, able

to stand up to any applications for rezoning
or development. As I say, this is a particular
situation resulting from this application. It is

my understanding that the court really was

very particular in its decision that the issuance

of the building permit, one of the grounds
for which the application was made, was the

reason for granting the injunction.

ONTARIO HEALTH COUNCIL REPORT

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a question of the

Minister of Health, Mr. Speaker.

Can he give the Legislature any idea as to

whether he is going to accept any or all of

the proposals made by the committees report-

ing to the House through him just a few days

ago in an effort to improve the situation

regarding the provision of medical services

and the payment for them? Can he indicate

to the House just how much money might be

saved if all of those recommendations were

imposed?

Failing that, if he is not going to respond
to those proposals, what is he going to do

about the action that he himself has predicted
that his ministry would take in order to bring
some order out of the expenditures in this

connection?

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health): Mr.

Speaker, that particular report is one of

several that we have already received. In

addition to that, we have been receiving sug-

gestions from the public generally.

I can't state at this time exactly what
recommendations are going to be accepted
and what aren't. We are reviewing all of the

recommendations and we intend to incorpo-
rate those that we do approve, along with

some of our own suggestions, in the statement

that I will be making to the House very

shortly.

As far as the estimated saving in this

particular area is concerned, the figure that

was given to me, if their recommendations
were implemented, would be somewhere in
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the neighbourhood of $18 million. I am not

prepared to substantiate that at the present
time because I haven't had the opportunity to

work it out in detail. I don't think for one
minute that all of the recommendations would
be put into force, but certainly there are

very many of them there that warrant a great
deal of consideration, and they will receive

the same consideration as the others.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Since the

constraint programme that had been approved
by cabinet when the minister took over the

portfolio, and which he vetoed, was designed
to save $50 million, might we assume that the

statement that the minister is going to make
very shortly—or, as he said two weeks ago,

soon; or as his policy minister said six weeks

ago, imminently—is going to be of the type
that will have more than the $18 million and

perhaps a bit closer to the $50 million that

was proposed by the minister's predecessor?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I think, Mr, Speaker, that

it is about time the Leader of the Opposition

stopped trying to mislead the public about
that $50 million. He has been told on many
occasions that the recommendations were just

not logical, and that is why they were not put
into effect.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Why did the

minister suggest it in the first place?

Hon. Mr. Potter: By the same token, I told

him before in this Legislature that when I

have the proposals ready I will bring them
into the Legislature.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Does the

minister mean then that the packaged pro-

posals that were accepted by his predecessor
and approved by the Management Board of

Cabinet, were vetoed by him because he con-

sidered them not logical, while his colleagues

thought they were logical?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I didn t say that.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's exactly what the

minister did say.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Why is the

minister misleading the public?

REROUTING OF HIGHWAY 631

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question for the Minister of Natural Re-

sources, who has in his ministry the old de-

partment of northern affairs, which I presume
has been still maintained as a branch. In his

capacity as minister responsible for the

northern affairs department is he aware of

charges that have been made that the high-

way built in the area around Lake Superior,
near White River, Highway 631, was rerouted

at an additional cost of $1 million for the con-

venience of the chairman of the improve-
ment district, Mr. Bracci; and if he is aware
of this, did he undertake in any way to make
recommendations concerning the rerouting of

the highway to his colleague the minister of

highways?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, let me just

clarify one point. The northern affairs branch
is an information branch of the government
and in no way do they get involved in any
suggestions or recommendations to govern-
ment. All they do is handle information from
the public, and try to s:et answers for those

people who inquire of them, so that as far as

I am concerned they would in no way be in-

volved in this proposal at all.

REROUTING OF HIGHWAY 631

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would like to ask the

minister for highways, Mr. Speaker, with

your permission, what indications came from

the residents of White River, and did he

accede to their request, that the highway be
rerouted so that the junction of Highway 631

and Highway 17 would be on the property of

the chairman of the improvement district, the

president of the Progressive Conservative

Association, the only person in the area who
has a licensed premises, and the man who
has been virtually the leading citizen, I sup-

pose, if not the dictator, of White River, ever

since the improvement district was formed?

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): Kingpin.

An hon. member: Only three out of four

comers.

Hon. G. R. Carton (Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications): Well, Mr. Speaker,
I have never met the gentleman, I do not

know him in fact, even by name. I opened
that part of Highway 631 from White River

to Homepayne last-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Wasn't Mr. Bracci hold-

ing one end of the ribbon?

Hon. Mr. Carton: No, no, not that I recall,

Mr. Speaker. In any event this highway was

completed some time ago—the routing was

completed some time ago. As a matter of fact

I was to have opened it last Oct. 18, but a

snowstorm developed and I couldn't attend

on that occasion.
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Mr. Martel: He has been snow-storming
those people for years.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Grey-
Bruce; a supplementary?

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): Mr. Speaker,
in view of the fact that this extension four

miles farther cost more than a $1 million

extra, who would press the button to change
the route? Who would make that decision?

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): It was only

good common sense.

Mr. Roy: It was good common sense all

right!

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I was just

going to state that to me as a layman, had it

been brought to my attention—and it wasn't

although it probably was brought to the

attention of the minister of the day—regard-
less of who owned the land or whatever, I

would suggest that it does make abundantly

good sense tt> link a community with a high-
way rather than have it going four miles one

way or the other off route.

Mr. Martel: The minister should have fired

the engineer who recommended it in the first

place.

Mr. Sargent: Does the minister think it's

worth $1 million to give convenience to this

one man? It's worth $1 million?

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): It*s in-

cestuous.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, it's for the

convenience of the motoring public, not for

this one man.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

Mr. Sargent: Who makes the decision to

do that, Mr. Speaker?

Hon. Mr. Carton: The ministry officials

and the minister make the decision. This was
done years ago, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position?

The hon. member for Wentworth.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Mr. Speaker,
I have-

all.

Mr. Gilbertson: Just a lot of jealousy, that's

An hon. member: You defend himl You
defend him!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Deans: We assume you're referring to

who is in charge of the pork barrel.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

INCREASE IN CREDIT COSTS

Mr. Deans: I would like to ask a question,
Mr. Speaker, of the Minister of Consumer and
Commercial Relations. What action does the
minister contemplate taking to protect the

public against the recently announced in-

crease by Simpsons in its revolving charge
account credit?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Speaker, I

was not aware that Simpsons had, in fact,

made an armouncement relating to an in-

crease on revolving credit. I will look into it,

but I think that I'll find that I have no juris-
diction in the matter of interest; it is solely
within the jurisdiction of the federal govern-
ment under the Interest Act and rates must
be determined in accordance with that Act.
We compel disclosure so that they are

brought to the attention of the consumer.

Mr. Deans: May I, by way of a supple-
mentary question, ask whether the minister is

unaware of the fact that Simpsons has de-
clined to impose the same rate increase in
the Province of Quebec as is plaimed for the
Province of Ontario, due to the fact that the

Quebec government has in fact asserted its

authority in the field and has required that
contracts be rewritten with all of the con-
sumers before any increase can come into

effect? Doesn't the minister feel that a similar

move could be undertaken in Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, this par-
ticular matter and others similar to it are

questions of interpretation. Quebec is taking
a position in relation to television advertising
that we have not shared; as a matter of fact,

I intend to discuss it with the Quebec min-
ister on Thursday and Friday of this week.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Mr.

Speaker, may I ask the minister: Has he not

jurisdiction over the fact that Eaton's has not
the unilateral right to change the interest rate

in all existing contracts without reclaiming
them and reissuing them?
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Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, as a

lawyer I am not suggesting that anybody
has unilateral right. It is determined on the

question of contract. It is like a bank having
a demand loan; they have that right and if

you don't like it then they make a demand
on you. If it is a long-term loan they can't

unilaterally assess an increase in interest

against the borrower by any stretch of the

imagination.

With a Simpsons revolving account, per-

haps the person contracted into the rate being

changed has agreed to this; I just don't know.
I will look into it, but interest is a matter of

federal jurisdiction under the Interest Act,

and as I say, we compel disclosure so the

consumer knows what he is paying on a

monthly and an annual basis.

As to the rights that exist between the

merchandising house and the consumer, I

would have to look and see exactly what the

contractual relationship is. I am just sorry I

am not familiar with that particular contract.

Mr. MacDonald: Just by way of final sup-

plementary, when the minister looks into it,

will he discover why he hasn't got the right
to exercise exactly the same power as the

Quebec government to protect the sanctity of

existing contracts?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I will

certainly look into it, but as I have said

before, there are areas in which other juris-

dictions have assumed jurisdiction, and there

may be a good constitutional issue at stake.

It is my opinion and the opinion of my
ministry that we do not have the right to

legislate as to interest, the federal authorities

already having assumed the field.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

Mr. Deans: Yes, thank you, Mr. Speaker.
A final supplementary question: Doesn't the

minister feel that the interest of the consumer
is at stake in this regard and that the gov-
ernment ought to assert the right and let the

federal government take whatever action it

deems appropriate?

Hon. Mr. Clement: We could get into a

lot of battles on that.

Mr. Deans: That is what Quebec has done
and Simpsons has backed off^.

Hon. Mr. Clement: That is right. There
have been areas which have been determined
in the past by the Supreme Court of Canada
on constitutional grounds.

I don't intend to discuss it because I am
not that familiar with it, but it is an item that

I intend to discuss at some length over the

next two days at the interprovincial confer-

ence in Quebec.

GAS RATE HEARINGS

'Mr. Deans: I have a question of the

Minister of the Environment, Mr. Speaker.

Does the Minister of the Environment in-

tend to enter any brief on behalf of the

consumers of the province opposing the

recently aimounced intention of the gas com-

panies to increase the price of natural gas
in the Province of Ontario?

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of the En-

vironment): Mr. Speaker, the energy board

or this ministry is not involved in the energy

proceedings. I would say that that question,
Mr. Speaker, would be more properly direct-

ed toward—

Mr. Martel: The minister is not sure either.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I was thinking of several^

as a matter of fact. I was thinking of several

choices but perhaps the best is the Provincial

Secretary for Resources Development (Mr.

Lawrence), who is in Peterborough at the

moment. He will be back tomorrow, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Deans: He is a good one to ask! Let
me ask in this regard, is the minister telling

me that the Provincial Secretary for Resources

Development has charge of this area? It

would be the only thing that I would know
for sure he has charge of—if he does.

Hon. Mr. Auld: No, Mr. Speaker, I would

say that it would be a matter of government
policy which would evolve from a number
of ministries and the Provincial Secretary for

Resources Development would be the one
most likely to be aware of all the input.

Mr. Deans: Let me ask the Attorney Gen-
eral whether he has been instructed by the

government to enter any kind of opposition
to the proposed rate increase by the natural

gas companies in the Province of Ontario.

Mr. MacDonald: Even a review for justifica-

tion.

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, this is a question of intervention

and our counsel will be appearing, but they
don't necessarily intervene on behalf of any
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one group. They appear on behalf of the

province.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Wentworth have further questions?

SCHOOL BOARD ELECTIONS IN
NEW REGIONS

Mr. Deans: I have one final question, Mr.

Speaker, of the Provincial Secretary for

Social Development.

Would the Provincial Secretary for Social

Development indicate whether it is within

his jurisdiction to decide a policy with re-

gard to the holding of elections this coming
year for school boards in the newly-formed
regional areas where, in fact, the school

board boundaries are not going to be affected?

Hon. R. Welch (Provincial Secretary for

Social Development): No, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Deans: May I, by way of a supple-

mentary question, ask the minister what it

is that he does with regard to policy in order
that we can ask him something about what
he does?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, perhaps
this will become quite clear when this minis-

ter presents his estimates for the considera-

tion of the House, and we can go into this

matter in great detail.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Wentworth have further questions.

The hon. Minister of Revenue has the

answer to a question previously asked.

EXPORT OF ONTARIO GASOUNE

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
Mr. Speaker, on Friday the hon. member for

York South asked the following question: "Is

the Minister of Revenue in a position from
his accumulating records to indicate how
much Canadian-Ontario manufactured gaso-
line is being exported to the United States?"

The hon. member didn't ask for what

period. I presume he wants it for a sufficient

period to find out and establish some pattern.
The figures from the records of the gasoline
tax branch for the years 1969 to April 30,

1973, show as follows:

1969, 10.1 million gallons; 1970, 9.9 million

gallons; 1971, 4.2 million gallons; 1972,

393,000 gallons. In January, February and
March of this year there were no exports;
and in April of this year 4,173,000 gallons.

Mr. MacDonald: Just a supplementary
question, Mr. Speaker: Am I correct that a

wholesaler of gasoline can take the gasoline
from the refinery across the border and doesn't

have to pay any tax, as long as it isn't dis-

tributed to a retailer within the Province of

Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Yes, that's so, Mr.

Speaker, provided, of course, he has a collec-

tor's licence. We supply a licence for that

purpose, providing that he establishes that

he has sufficient place to store the gasoline
and that he has furnished us with a bond
sufficient to satisfy us in case there's any
liability in tax. A bond is required equal to

two months' tax liability, up to a maximum
of $250,000.

Providing he meets these requirements and
one or two other requirements, he is en-

titled to become a collector. He's entitled to

export it as far as we are concerned in

respect of the collection of gasoline tax.

Mr. MacDonald: One final supplementary:
I trust the minister has noted that the exports
for the month of April alone are about 10

times those of the year 1972 and approxi-

mately equal to the whole of the year 1971?

In view of that obvious evidence of significant

increase in exports of refined gasoline from

Ontario, has this minister or any of his

colleagues considered any necessary steps to

assure independent dealers in Ontario of a

supply of gasoline?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, there's

been some correspondence between the Na-

tional Energy Board and our ministry in

respect to this matter. There is no doubt,

certainly in my mind on the face of it, that

this should be examined, although it doesn't

necessarily prove anything. I don't have the

figures and I should have asked for them. I

intend to ask whether the first three months
of a year usually show this pattern. If they

don't, of course, there has been a significant
increase. It seems that this is designed to

look after some of the shortage of gasoline
in the United States.

However, beyond that and beyond making
sure that we are collecting the gasoline tax

which we are legally entitled to collect, there

is nothing that my ministry or the govern-
ment of Ontario can do in respect of this

matter.

Mr. Deans: When did the minister start to

worry about legal entitlement?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Essentially that would
have to be a federal matter. I'm sure the
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hon. member appreciates that. It's a matter

of this product crossing the border. I would

think, from the correspondence we've had
between the National Energy Board and my
ministry that there is evidence that the fed-

eral government is concerning itself with it.

Mr. MacDonald: I have a final supple-

mentary of this minister, and I presume I am
putting it to him as to the whole govern-
ment. I agree if it's export, that's federal.

But is there not some obligation on this de-

partment or some department in the provin-
cial government to make certain that inde-

pendent retailers in the Province of Ontario
are not being told that there's no gas for

them, when we know that there is a signifi-
cant increase in exports?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, of course

the hon. member knows that I'm not per-

sonally familiar nor is my ministry with what
can be done in this area, if, in fact, something
can be done. I presume my colleague-

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Keep
down the prices in Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —the Minister of Con-
sumer and Commercial Relations, would take

whatever action we are able to take if there

is some evidence in this respect.

Mr. Martel: A supplementary question, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Grey-
Bruce, a supplementary.

Mr. Sargent: In view of the statement

yesterday in the States that gasoline would

go to $1 per gallon very shortly, has the min-
ister's department any information on the fact

that the largest of the seven major companies
are stockpiling, in view of this pending large
increase?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, I can't

answer that question.

Mr. Haggerty: There are price increases

here.

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South): Has
the member for Grey-Bruce traded his Cadil-
lac for a Volks?

Mr. Speaker: Was there another supple-
mentary?

Mr. Martel: Supplementary: If the shortage
which is being discussed comes to Ontario,
Mr. Speaker, and if the major oil companies
attempt to increase their prices to any degree,
in view of the figures the minister just pre-

sented, is it the intention of this government
to oppose any further increases in the price
of gas to the people in order to satisfy some
market in the United States?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, the hon.
member can rest assured this government will

take whatever action is indicated-

Mr. Sargent: Why doesn't the minister sit

down? He doesn't know anything.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Sargent: We should come and supply
him with the questions and answers at the

same time.

Mr. Roy: Did he hurt the minister's feel-

ings?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, normally
such a remark from the opposition obviously
shouldn't bother a minister, but if the hon.

member for Owen Sound-

Mr. Roy: Did he hurt the minister's feel-

ings?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —figures I know noth-

ing, I really must know very little if he
doesn't think I know anything. If you have
to come up to his standard it wouldn't take

very much. Whatever action, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Deans: You know, the member for

Owen Sound is close to being correct in this

instance.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That shows the level

of intelligence the hon. member for Went-
worth has. He puts himself on the same level.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Deans: He is not often right.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We all know that the

hon. member for Wentworth has a very high
opinion of his own ability.

An hon. member: Higher than anybody
else.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Did the minister have a

bad day yesterday?

Mr. Deans: He is not often right, but in

this case he is right.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Not only is he not

often right, neither is the hon. member for

Wentworth.
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Mr. Speaker, whatever action is indicated

as necessary to protect the industry in the

Province of Ontario-

Mr. Martel: Industry? I am worried about
the consumer.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —the dealers in the

Province of Ontario, and can be taken by this

province, the hon. members of this House

may rest assured this government will take it.

Mr. Martel: We are talking about the con-

sumer.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Provincial Secretary
for Social Development-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I will ask Mr. Basford
to fix it up.

Mr. Singer: Tell us about Peterborough.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, somewhat
relevant to the exchange with respect to the

last question put by the member for York

South, is the undertaking given by the

Premier (Mr. Davis) yesterday to the member
for York South to clarify this question of re-

sponsibility with respect to jurisdiction. I

assume now that the hon. member has that

information. The responsibility lies with the

National Energy Board.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Is he acting Premier to-

day?

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Deputy.

Hon. Mr. Welch: The Premier was anxious

that that matter be clarified today during the

exchange.

Mr. MacDonald: Let me assure the minister

I have no idea where the responsibility rests.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Jurisdiction.

Mr. MacDonald: Jurisdiction.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food has the answer to a question

previously asked.

JUNIOR AGRICULTURALISTS*
PROGRAMME

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): Mr. Speaker, thank you for

the opportunity. The member for Huron-Bruce
asked me a few days ago if there was interest

in the junior agriculturalists' programme. I am

delighted to inform him that there is. There
were 500 apphcations for the opportunity, all

of them from the urban community. Twenty
will be chosen and are in the process of be-

ing sorted out now. Several of them finally

expressed no interest, the most of them did.

We are now looking for the appropriate
farms in which they can be placed through-
out the Province of Ontario.

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary?

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): I take it that

all of those young people who are interested

will be afforded the opportunity?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: No, Mr. Speaker, un-

fortunately they won't. We are limited in this

project, because it is purely an experimental
project, a pilot project restricted to 20, who
will be used in this retraining programme.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East.

STRIKE OF FRENCH-SPEAKING
STUDENTS

Mr. Roy: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, if I may
ask a question of the Provincial Secretary for

Social Development, or Deputy Premier if he

prefers to be called that when the Premier is

absent. Are his ministers aware that the Corn-
wall situation has been aggravated again by
the dismissal of two teachers, and the con-

sideration of suspension of three further

teachers?

What steps has the secretariat taken to

correct this situation in the light of the fact

that the mediator, Mr. Symons, had given
assurances that there would be no reprisals

against the teachers and the fact that the

students are considering going out on strike

again?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, I'd be very

happy to take that question as notice.

Mr. Roy: I wonder, Mr. Speaker, if he

might refer the question to the Minister of

Education as well, to look at the question of

whether there is an infringement of the

Ontario Human Rights Code in this case?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York

South.

FLOOD DAMAGE IN FROST BUILDING

Mr. MacDonald: A question of the Minis-

ter of Government Services: Has the minister
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applied for flood relief loans and grants to

help pay for the damage resulting from the

flood in the north Frost Building due to a

breakdown in air conditioning equipment over

the weekend?

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government

Services): No, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. MacDonald: Is the minister in a pos-
ition to enlighten us as to exactly what

happened and upon whom the responsibility

rests for recouping losses?

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, Mr. Speaker. I am
aware that there was a break in a pipe yester-

day but I have not got a report on the full

details yet.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York

Centre.

INSIDER TRADING

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): A ques-
tion of the Minister of Consumer and Com-
mercial Relations: Does the minister agree
with the chairman of the London Stock Ex-

change council that improper trading by those

with inside privileged information should be

treated like common theft? If so, will he

introduce legislation which would empower
the police to prosecute offenders under that

type of legislation?

Would he also introduce legislation to

ensure that shareholders in this province are

assured of the assistance of the Ontario

Securities Commission in obtaining informa-

tion concerning the source of buying or sell-

ing where there appears to have been a

development unknown to them which materi-

ally affects the price of the stocks?

An hon. member: Repeat the question.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I will

reply in order of sequence. No, I am not

familiar with the statement made by the

president of die London Stock Exchange.

Secondly, if insider trading amounted to a

fraud worked against the public, I would pre-
sume that the charges would fall against that

individual under the securities legislation and,
if of suflBcient magnitude, perhaps the fraud

squad of the appropriate police force might
well take action after consultation with the

local Crown attorney. I kind of lost sequence
there.

I do regard that as a serious invasion of

rights of shareholders. I think the need for

insider legislation is very, very obvious, and
I do regard it as a very serious matter. Inso-

far as whether I regard it as criminal or

quasi-criminal, I really have no opinion and

I don't think my opinion is of any particular

value to the hon. member. But I do regard it

as serious.

The last question as I recall it, and I am

paraphrasing it, is: Would the policing powers
and the research powers and the services

available to the securities commission be

available to shareholders who perhaps had

been, let's say, victimized or harmed as a

result of improper insider trading? I think

that those services would be available to all

of the shareholders and not any one particular

person to the prejudice of the other remain-

ing shareholders.

Mr. Deacon: Supplementary: Does the

minister agree that insiders should include

those who are or have been in receipt of

special information, whether or not they are

oflBcers, directors or connected oflBcially with

the company?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I'm sorry, Mr. Speaker,

I did not hear that.

Mr. Deacon: Does the minister agree that

insiders in such cases should be those who
are in receipt of privileged information even

though they are not oflBcially connected with

the company?

Hon. Mr. Clement: There is a dearth of

legislation in other jurisdictions on this very

matter. I think that the House, the hon. mem-
ber and myself might well be served and

have some clarification of that particular

question when the report of the select com-

mittee on company law is made available to

us. I can't speak for that committee, but I

understand its preliminary report is very close

to being available to us.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor West.

JOBS OF GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES
IN LOUNGE AND DINING ROOM

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): A ques-

tion of the Minister of Government Services,

Mr. Speaker: What provision has the minister

made for the employees in the members'

lounge and in the members' dining room to

retain a position within the government when
their jobs are phased out or their work posi-

tions given to a caterer's group?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, this has been

discussed with the proposed caterer, and we
don't anticipate any jobs will be lost.
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INVERHURON PROVINCIAL PARK

Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Minister of Natural Resources. Is

Ontario Hydro going to purchase the Inver-

huron Provincial Park?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Would the member
repeat the last part of it?

Mr. Gaunt: Is Ontario Hydro going to pur-
chase Inverhuron Provincial Park?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, I think

I made a statement or issued a news release

last September concerning—

iMr. Gaunt: Yes, but circumstances have

changed.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: —some shelter arrange-
ments because of the possibility of some gas

leakage from the Point Bruce generating

plant. Since that time discussions have been

going on with Ontario Hydro and my minis-

try concerning extra property at the Inver-

huron park, and no decision has been reached
as yet. I am hopeful we can come to a con-

clusion in the not too distant future. I would

point out to the hon. member that the Inver-

huron park is open and it is business as usual

there. The shelter and the access road to the

south that was requested by the Atomic

Energy Safety Board has now been completed
and all is operational. So we are continuing
our discussions with Ontario Hydro.

Mr. Gaunt: Supplementary: Is the minister

taking the position that his ministry wants to

save the park?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: We are not taking a

firm position. Hydro has made some offers to

us in which they have some expansion pro-

grammes in mind, and these are being dealt

with in the whole context. Certainly we don't

want to stop any development that may occur.

Mr. Gaunt: Supplementary: If Ontario

Hydro does ultimately purchase the park, is

it the ministry's intention to replace that park
with another park near that vicinity?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Yes, Mr. Speaker. I can
assure the hon. member that if we do, and I'm
not saying that we will sell Inverhuron Park,
but if we do, a park will be established

there and it will be of a larger size and have
more facilities than the present one.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Thun-
der Bay has a question.

FOREST POLICY STUDY

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker, I have a question of the Minister

of Natural Resources. Why does the minister

think it is necessary to conduct yet another

thorough study of timber Hcences and forest

policy in the province, in view of the fact

that the government has had the Brodie

report, the Kennedy report and the Ontario

Economic Council report? Why does he

figure it necessary to have yet another study
to give him guidance as to the future of

forest management and forest policy?

Mr. Martel: So he doesn't have to do any-

thing.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: It is a very good ques-
tion, Mr. Speaker, and I want to thank the

member for Thunder Bay because I know he
is interested in this particular matter. But I

would point out to him that since those other

reports have been tabled, science and tech-

nology has advanced considerably and now
we see-

Mr. Laughren: So the minister never takes

any action.

Mr. Martel: He doesn't have to take any
action.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: —the residues, the chips,

being used to a far greater extent. The saw-

mills are coming into play—just recently I

had the opportunity of opening up a $5 mil-

lion waferboard plant that is using the hard-

wood species—so in this whole context I felt,

and I felt very, very strongly, that we should

look at the allocation figures for the sawmill

industry and this is what is going on within

our ministry right at the present time-

Mr. Laughren: Sand bags are self-renew-

ing, too.

Mr, Martel: By that time they'll have all

the trees cut.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: —so there is no cross-

over and to see if We can reduce the distance

that some of the wood species are being
moved.

Mr. Stokes: Supplementary: In view of the

fact that there are many prime Hcence

holders of timber in the Province of Ontario

who are using less than 50 per cent of their

allowable cut, what is the minister going to

do with regard to the allocation of timber

limits to see that there is more utilization of

the resources on an annual cut basis, or on
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a sustained yield basis, to affect better util-

ization and to create more jobs?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, we'll have
an opportunity to go into this particular
matter when my estimates come before the

Legislature and I'm looking forward to that.

I would just point out to the member that I

have contacted these prime timber limit

holders and I have asked them for a clarifica-

tion, and for some information, as to what
are their long-range plans for this, what the

member calls an excess in allowable cut. I'm

getting some replies and once I have this

firmed up then I will be in a better position
to take the next step.

Mr. Stokes: Final supplementary: How
much money is the minister going to allocate

toward silviculture and reforestation in order
to pick up the backlog of unforested and
overcut areas that we have in such abundance

right across the province?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, I think I

made a statement to the Ontario Lumber
Manufacturers Association that we're coming
in with a 10-year silviculture programme and
I would be in a better position to give the
member the exact amounts of dollars when
my estimates come before the Legislature.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Grey-Bruce.

USE OF WIRETAPPING

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, a question of

the Attorney General. In view of the fact,

Mr. Speaker, that the Solicitor General (Mr.
Yaremko) is operating in a kind of grey area

regarding his estimates, would the Attorney
General inform the House who is in charge
of wiretapping at this time, a civil authority
or a police authority?

Hon. Mr. Bales: There is a bill before the
federal government at the present time, Mr.

Speaker, that will regulate wiretapping. It

has passed second reading but—

Mr. Sargent: I'm sorry, I can't hear you.

Hon. Mr. Bales: The bill before the House
of Commons has passed second reading but
has not yet been finalized.

Mr. Roy: Right now.

Mr. Sargent: What is happening in Ontario

today? Who is in charge today?

Hon. Mr. Bales: I think the Solicitor Gen-
eral dealt with that yesterday in his esti-

mates; it is a matter for the pohce authorities

who come under the Solicitor General.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nickel
Belt.

LOANS TO PART-TIME STUDENTS

Mr. Laughren: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, a

question of the Minister of Colleges and
Universities. Specifically, what has the min-
ister done to facilitate the lending of money
to part-time students who require assistance

for post-secondary education?

Hon. Mr. McNie: Mr. Speaker, we indi-

cated—I am not sure whether it was in the

Throne Speech or in my supplementary state-

ment—that we were exploring ways in which
this could be done but not with any intention

of passing the buck. Ontario and the rest of

the provinces were unsuccessful in getting
the federal government to amend the Canada
student loan programme. We have set up
some money in our budget to try to work
out some land of pilot project which would
be helpful to these part-time students. We
are aware that there are some inequities in

the system; there is no question about that.

Mr. Laughren: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Is there nothing that the minister

sees that his ministry can do to help, without
the assistance of the federal government, to

provide
assistance not only for tuition fees

out for costs of supplies as well?

Hon. Mr. McNie: Mr. Speaker, having
regard to the scope of the subject and the

time we have here, I would prefer to discuss

this during the estimates which will be com-

ing up very shortly, if the member wouldn't
mind.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kent.

WHEAT MARKETING AGENCY

Mr. J. P. Spence (Kent): Mr. Speaker, I

have a question of the Minister of Agricul-
ture. Who made the final decision on setting

up meetings with the wheat producers in

different parts of the Province of Ontario in

regard to a vote on an agency for the market-

ing of wheat? As the minister is well aware,
with the late planting June will be a very

busy time for the farmers of the Province
of Ontario and the attendance at these meet-

ings could be very small. If a vote was
carried out, it would not truly represent the

opinions of the majority of the wheat pro-
ducers in the province.
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Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Speaker, my hon.

friend has mentioned certain very pertinent

points to the matter. The Wheat Producers*

Marketing Board wanted to proceed with the

matter of the estabHshment of an agency
and, frankly, due to the present marketing
structure and to the fact that the federal gov-
ernment, through the Department of Agricul-
ture, is trying to provide a source of funds

to producers in Ontario, it seemed appro-
priate that a wheat agency be established.

However, rather than just simply put it in

by an imposition or a ministry order, as we
could have done, we felt that the Wheat
Producers' Marketing Board wanted to have
a series of meetings throughout the wheat-

growing areas to explain the proposal, to give
its reasons why there should be an agency
and what it could accomplish for the wheat

producers.

I was not aware of the particular time
when the meetings will be held, but I under-
stand they will be held well before harvest

time. Based on the expression of opinion that

will be taken by secret ballot at those meet-

ings, the wheat board will be back to the

Farm Products Marketing Board to make a

recommendation vis-a-vis the agency. I would

hope that wheat producers throughout the

province will make a special effort, because
I think it is in their best interests to be in

attendance at those meetings.
I think my hon. friend, Mr. Speaker, will

appreciate the diflBculty that could arise if

a series of information meetings were held
and then either a mail-in ballot or a desig-
nated voting place ballot were held later.

I think we could get pretty close to harvest
time because it could happen around the first

of July. In Essex county, I suppose, they
will be harvesting wheat around the first

week of July. I would feel that this was
the best approach to take.

Mr. Speaker: The oral question period has

expired.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

Orders of the day.

LAND TITLES ACT

Hon. Mr. Clement moves second reading
of Bill 84, An Act to amend the Land Titles

Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Lake-
shore.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Just a word
on the bill. There seems to be a move in

the general direction of placing under land
titles in an extended way—which is a policy
of the government with which we are in

thorough accord—the transference system
in the bill, would be henceforth, or after

was called in Australia and adapted here in

the province. Any new plans being registered,
with certain exceptions set forth specifically
in the bill, would be henceforth, or after

1974, registered under the Land Titles Act.

All new registrations of that particular kind
under the plan would be involved. That is

a commendable and worthwhile objective.

The only question, and perhaps this would
save the trouble of sending it into committee,
is, just how much of the province is presently
covered by the land titles system? Can some
delineation of that, geographically, be done

by the minister either now, or perhaps by
way of a notation subsequently?

Mr. Speaker: Any other member wish to

participate? The hon. member for Thunder

Bay.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): I, too, am
quite interested in just what areas of the

province would come under the provisions of

the amendment of the Land Titles Act, be-

cause it seems to me that we have a great
deal of difiiculty in getting a clarification

of the proper definition. Every time there is

a transfer, there seems to be a great deal of

necessity for a resurvey.

I run into no end of problems where there's

a conflict as to the accuracy of certain sur-

veys. As a matter of fact I am involved in

one right now where Ontario Hydro has an
easement on property that doesn't even apply
—that isn't even in the definition of the proper
boundaries for the easement. There is a

difference of opinion between the Ministry of

Transportation and Communications and On-
tario Hydro as to where the easement should

apply and whose parcel of land is affected.

It wasn't brought to anybody's attention until

there was an easement granted to Trans-

Canada Pipe Lines in northwestern Ontario.

So I'm wondering what areas of the

province are going to be aflFected by this.

By applying the Registry Act, as opposed to

the Land Titles Act, is this going to facilitate

the orderly transfer of title from the seller

to the buyer? I, too, along with my colleague
would like to know what areas are afiFected
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and why it was necessary to bring in this

amendment at this time.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): I just have

one question to ask the minister on this

matter, Mr. Speaker—that is, if he could

answer a few brief questions for me on the

subject.

I am wondering if the minister can advise

me whether these exceptions are going to be

available, or are required within certification

areas, where plans could be registered under
the land titles system in effect, in order to

protect title in new subdivisions or where
matters are going to have certification of

title, such as in condominium projects?

Could he advise us as to what additional

costs might be expected to put a plan in

land titles rather than under the registry

ofiice system?

Thirdly, could he advise us whether the

delayed period of time is going to complete

problems of registration or whether it's the

intention to continue putting this off for

known periods of time until registrations have
been complete across the province for new
subdivisions?

Mr. Speaker: Do any other members wish
to participate? If not, the hon. minister.

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Speaker,

dealing in the order of the speakers, the hon.

member for Lakeshore asked if I could advise

as to how much of the province is, in fact,

under registry office system and how much
under land titles system?

When I go back 10 or 15 years, I think

we had almost a rule of thumb—that is, prac-
titioners practising law—that northern Ontario

was land titles and southern Ontario was

registry office and, of course, registry system.
There were exceptions in various areas. Tm
sure the hon. member would be more familiar

with them than I would, in that he has prac-
tised law here in Toronto where the land title

system has been in existence for a number
of years.

I'm just going by memory and it seems
to me that there are 19 counties—somehow
this figure sticks in my mind—in southern
Ontario which are predominantly registry
office systems. Now, the hon. members are

familiar with the recommendation of the

Law Reform Commission to move into the

torrens, or land titles sytsem.

There have been debates in the House. I

engaged in a debate with some of the mem-
bers of this House last fall when this Act was

brought into effect, An Act to amend the

Land Titles Act, 1972. And at that time-and
I think this is pertinent to the question of

the member for Kitchener, and perhaps will

answer it—it was hoped that by April 1, 1973,
that all new plans registered on and after

that date in those registry office systems or

areas would be under land title.

There was also a discretion I believe under
that legislation to allow the individual regis-

trar—if the work had been completed and the

plan completed—a six-month period beyond
April in order to effect registration to a

land titles plan.

Now it became apparent to us in late

January and early February of this year that

a number of the developers, and particularly
the legal profession, were not aware of this

deadline and, in fact, were not aware of the

legislation which was approved on Dec. 15, I

believe, the day the House rose.

It was drawn to our attention that a number
of developers and a number of their solicitors

had completed in many instances, if I may
use percentages, 75, 85 to 90 per cent of the

work in facilitating the registration of a plan
under the county registry office system, but

were not going to be able to have it com-

pleted by April 1. In fact they indicated some
concern that they might not even—because of

a number of heirs having to be traced and

quit claim deeds signed off, or in the alterna-

tive, court orders substituted therefor—that

even with the six-month period beyond April

1, they might not be able to complete the

registration of the plan.

Now, while at first blush you may not have

much sympathy with the developers and with

the lawyers who are involved, we did have a

great deal of sympathy with people who re-

quire housing and housing starts. If the plans
could not be registered, then the housing
starts could not commence, and if we \^•ent

into the autumn it would be too late because

of the weather factor.

So we reconsidered it and felt that the

matter should be extended to next Jan. 1, so

that those who are all just about ready to go
and those who are in various stages of com-

pleting their plans, can register them and get

moving on with the development that would

necessarily follow.

Now insofar as the question of costs raised

by the hon. member for Kitchener, I do not

have those figures available. I will undertake

to provide them to him, should he require
them. I don't wish to start conjecturing on

the figures; but yes, there is a definite cost,

as he is well aware.
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The hon. member for Thunder Bay in his

comments touched on disputes dealing with

surveys. All that I can put forward to him is

this: Under the supervision and responsibility
of the director of titles is a surveys fund. In

connection with that particular area of his

responsibility there are some 14 or 15 Ontario
land surveyors, I believe, who report directly
to the director of titles. They have inter-

mingled with their other responsibilities the

responsibility of trying to determine questions
that arise, disputes between surveyors, and
this type of problem.

It's not a minimal problem. If two surveyors
of equal training and background are really
in dispute as to where a line should be laid,

and the length of that line, somebody has to

be right and somebody has to be wrong. Per-

haps they are both right or perhaps they are

both wrong, but there has to be a point of

finalization which is acceptable to all parties,
and this is the role that the surveys branch
of the ministry tries to fulfil.

All I can say to the hon. member for

Thunder Bay is that if this dispute cannot be
resolved between the parties themselves, if

he will contact the director, Mr. Priddle,
either through me or directly, perhaps the

machinery can be set into motion to help
resolve this dispute. As I understand the
comments that the hon. member for Thunder
Bay made, there were disputes that involved
the Ministry of Transportation and Com-
munications, and perhaps Ontario Hydro. I

think those things could be resolved fairly

quickly. My staff is available to be of assist-

ance to the various parties involved.

Those are the only comments that I have
in connection with this. We are asking that
the Act be amended so that we can have up
to Jan. 1 to allow those developments to pro-
ceed. It may at first blush appear to be some-
what of a regressive step, but we have to look
at the immediate needs and the housing
starts. If we hold our position and say, "No,
if it wasn't on by April 1, that's too bad," I

submit with the greatest respect to the House
that all we are doing is burdening people
with a great deal of expense. They have to

start all over again and go through the land
titles application. All those additional costs

are only going to be passed on to the con-
sumer and therefore, we are not really per-

forming any service to the consumer if we
burden that consumer with additional costs

because of our stubbornness in not having
this legislation extended to Jan. 1 next.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the
bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

CONSUMER REPORTING ACT

Hon. Mr. Clement moves second reading
of Bill 101, An Act to control the Storage
and Supply of Personal Information for Rat-

ing Purposes.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
Centre.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Mr.

Speaker, we on this side in this party agree
there is a great need for this bill and in

principle we support it. However, Mr.

Speaker, I am disappointed that for some
reason or other this minister has been com-

pletely fascinated by US legislation rather

than Canadian legislation, because this bill

is obviously patterned on the US Act.

I caimot understand why the minister did
not take advantage of legislation already
enacted and in place for a couple of years
in Manitoba, so that he could show the rest

of Canada that he was prepared to co-operate
with higher Canadian legislation and help
make it more uniform. Why he went off on
his own following US examples, I'd never
know. Surely others in his government have
shown him the mistake of doing this, of im-

plementing things such as our OISE organiza-
tion which we patterned after the US. We
could have done far more good for ourselves

and our people by following the Canadian

pattern previously established. Ontario must
be continually the source of aggravation for

other provinces when we do a thing like this.

Because he has followed the US pattern
in this bill, we have many many weaknesses
in the definition. For example, in this bill

he defines a consumer reporting agency as

one which does it for profit or gain, and
he's exempting collection agencies which
could distribute consumer information free

as a sales gimmick. There is a US bill that

gives the wording that would be preferable
to that:

A consumer reporting agency means any
person which for monetary fees, dues, or
on a co-operative non-profit basis, regu-
larly engages in whole or in part in §ie

practice of assembling or evaluating con-
sumer credit information or other informa-
tion on consumers for the purpose of

furnishing consumer reports to a third

party.
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Now that is a bill which many favour but
I suggest the wording that I used in a

private member's bill that I introduced a

year ago, "A personal reporting agency or

consumer reporting agency means any person
whose business it is to regularly conduct

personal investigations for the purpose of

supplying personal reports or the contents of

personal files to others."

The problem in this definition is that of

the consumer because the minister has in

his definition eliminated the small business-

man, particularly as it relates to the business

of the individual and the credit rating of

that business as distinct from the individual's

personal credit rating. It is very important
that we have protection for small businessmen
who don't have the same opportunity to get
credit at the large corporations; after all,

most corporations of any size are already

publishing their accounts and their informa-

tion is wide open and available for any
agency to obtain.

I suppose the only reason for this definition

of a consumer is because the minister is fas-

cinated by the US law and I think that he
should have followed the Manitoba suggestion
or what I had in my own bill.

We are pleased that this time the minister

appears to understand there is an important
difference between credit information and

personal information because this seemed
to have been ignored in previous legislation.
In this third attempt by his ministry it seems
to have recognized that factual information

about credit is something that is very definite

and specific and is very difiicult to distort

and much less subject to abuse; but it is

the personal reporting, the type of reporting
that is giving an opinion, that is much less

objective in many cases and needs to be

carefully controlled.

The definition of a person should be clari-

fied and this relates to individuals who are

working in the field of personal reporting.

Why does the ministry exclude government
departments or municipal governments? This

definition applies, and should apply, to who-
ever is entitled to conduct or act as an

agency or investigator under the Act. Both
in the Manitoba Act and in my own bill gov-
ernment bodies are clearly made subject to the

Act with respect to a consumer's application
for employment, for credit, for insurance, or

tenancy, and I object very strongly, over

here we object very strongly, to excluding

government departments and authorities from
this legislation. The people who are the sub-

ject of any investigation by them, should

be aflForded the same protection as in any
other group.

In connection with requirements as to

when one can get a report, or is entitled to

make up a report, we maintain that it is vital

that before a personal report is made on

someone, other than factual reports, that

person's written consent be obtained or there

be a definite requirement to give advice when
a report is prepared; that no report should

be prepared without that. It is not right

for there to be a provision, as there now is, for

information to be gathered together without

the individual realizing that.

I think it's important that the bill be

changed in that sense so that it's not just a

matter of how the information can be released

but, in fact, that the information may not be

compiled without the person's consent. It's

not right that there should be these files

about people without their being aware of

them. It should be stopped right at the

source.

It's interesting that in another part of the

bill the minister has attempted to be sure that

information is stored in Canada, but he has

forgotten the fact that there are visitors who
come to Canada and who might want to

have credit extended to them. Because of the

wording of the legislation as he now has it

they couldn't get credit extended because

the agency would be prohibited from con-

tacting sources in their country as to what

is their credit status. The same would be

true of newcomers to the country. Therefore,

in my view, it would be important that the

legislation be amended to provide for visitors

and so that information from outside the

country could be used in the case of new
residents for a period of, say, six months.

In another part of this section, under what

procedures a consumer reporting agency
should adopt, there are some meaningless

statements, such as under clause 9(3)(a) and

(b) where it talks about "any credit informa-

tion based on evidence that is not the best

evidence reasonably available." What would
a thing like that mean in a court of law?

Surely a minister who is a lawyer would
realize that this would have no meaning in

law and is a useless clause to have, as is

the next clause which says, "Any unfavour-

able personal information unless it has made
reasonable efforts to corroborate the evidence

on which the personal information is based."

What does he mean by the word corroborate

in that?

Surely as a lawyer he would realize that

those two clauses are quite meaningless in
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protecting the consumer. In fact, the balance

of that section has quite good protection and

is much more specific. It's important to be

specific as to what may be contained in the

report and how it's to be obtained. That is

what I suggest the minister confine his

attempts to.

There's another part in that same section

which forbids reference to a debt when the

creditor has aheady paid the judgement. Why
wouldn't it be important for someone extend-

ing credit to realize that someone actually

had to go to court to get the money? Surely
that is an important bit of information if

you're going to lend somebody money—that
you know that on one occasion or another he
has actually had to be sued to get the

money. Therefore, I would suggest a change
in the wording in that part of the section.

In another part of that same section 9 it

refers to a judgement barred. Shouldn't that

be much more specific so that one who is

preparing these reports knows just what he
must look for because there are so many
differences in requirements when a statute

is barred? That should be set out specifically

in the Act so that someone who is working
for an agency can read the Act and doesn't

have to guess whether or not it's something
that's barred; it is specifically outlined in the

legislation or certainly in the regulations.

There is one item that is not excluded from
the information which be shown on any

report about an individual. The bill talks

about not allowing information about race and
colour and that sort of thing but it doesn't

exclude the matter of place of birth. Surely
it's not important where a person is born? If

we now recognize that race, creed, colour,

ancestry, ethnic origin or political aflBliation

shouldn't be in the report, surely we can

recognize that if we know what his nationality
is it is unimportant as to where the person
was bom, because that often is a source of

some prejudice and discrimination.

In section 11, I am greatly disturbed by
the fact that we give doctors a very strong
hand as to the withholding of medical in-

formation. Surely if someone wants to know
the real score about himself, and he is upset
about a situation, an adult should not be
barred from learning it? I think it is wrong
that in this new Act that the minister has

brought in he has given the power of decid-

ing such a matter to a doctor, who might not
be objective. It might be often too much pro-
tection; far more protection than is good for

the actual patient. I don't think a situation

like that should be in legislation. There
should be provision so that if the individual

wants to know the actual situation with re-

gard to his medical status, he should be able

to obtain it.

Mr. Speaker, further on in section 13 we
note that the power is given to the tribunal

to decide whether or not an agency must dis-

close its sources of personal information. This

is a source of a great deal of soul-searching

by a lot of us, because we recognize that it

is in the field of personal reporting that the

great abuses occurred in the past.

We recognize that it is important that any
individual who feels himself aggrieved by
the information about himself, feels he is

reported wrongly, should be able to correct

that. We also must recognize how much

perseverance an individual can be reasonably

expected to show if he has a report that he
thinks is unfair about himself and wants to

have that report corrected.

We also have to recognize, though, that

there are those who would like to take ad-

vantage of legislation like this to ensure that

nothing in the way of adverse information

comes out about them in any personal report.

They would like to cover up things about

their past, and one way that they could do
this would be to ensure that it would be im-

possible for a personal reporting agency to

obtain objective information about them. And
it would be impossible to obtain objective
information if everyone supplying that in-

formation was aware of the fact that their

name would be known to the person about

whom they are giving information. There is

only one type of information they would want
to give, and that is favourable, or they would

say nothing at all. So we could never expect
to be able to get an objective viewpoint if

we were to disclose the source, at any time,

at the request of the individual.

In principle, I support what the minister

has done here. He has endeavoured to pro-
tect the agency and the individual by m^cing
it possible for the tribunal to decide if the

agency must disclose. Actually, I think he's

got it so that before the tribimal, the indi-

vidual, the consmner, may demand the source

at that point.

I feel that actually it should be left to the

tribunal to decide if the agency must disclose,

and of course, there is appeal beyond the

tribunal, and at that point there would be no

question that the individual could get the

source. But I would think that up to that

time it would be possible for a consumer to

show evidence from other sources that his

character or background as presented in the

report, is actually incorrect, and that he can

get support from others to show that the re-
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port should be altered. I would hope that be-

fore the tribunal has to disclose sources of a

report that is misleading in the view of the

consumer, it would be possible for the report
to be altered to suit him, based on other

evidence presented by him.

But it certainly is a diflBcult section to deal

with, section 13, as to what is fair because
this is the heart and soul of the whole Act.

This is where the real problem is that we are

trying to correct in this whole question of

personal reporting, to ensure that that person
reporting is fair, accurate and to give the

consumer himself an opportunity to correct

information if it is incorrect.

One of the points that the minister has

failed to take advantage of, and I think he
should take advantage of, is a very, very
important discipline, a very important pres-
sure that he can put on personal reporting

agencies to ensure that they do accurate

reporting. That is publication of disputed

reports which had to be corrected by the

registrar or by the tribunal.

If an agency is repeatedly in a position
where its reports are being corrected and the

publication of the department indicates this,

that agency will soon be out of business. It

is important that this type of pressure, this

type of discipline, be part of the legislation
so that agencies will realize that they cannot

casually collect information and make a re-

port and expect to get away with it. When
there are corrections to be made, it should
be the basis on which publicity is given to

the fact that that agency is careless in the

way it works. It is a very powerful weapon
and I recommend to the minister that he

incorporate that as part of the legislation.

Well, Mr. Speaker, we love the minister for

trying. He and his oflBcials are not sure

whether this is his third time at bat. I think

it is his second time at bat; it is the third

time at bat for his ministry. His predecessor
came in with Bill 23 and it was a complete
washout; he struck out on that one. Last fall

the minister brought in his second attempt
and this was full of holes and wouldn't do
the job. Here we are the third time around
and this one is an improvement but it still is

very deficient.

It is pitiful that the minister has continued
to be fascinated by somebody else's basic

legislation, rather dian our own Canadian

practice. Why we had to go south of the
border I dont know. I don't want to say
anything that would be derogatory to them,
but why would we not pattern the bill after

our own legislation in this country, instead

of following US practice? We could have
built on and improved a previous Canadian
model and made it easier for us to obtain
standard legislation across the country which

surely is an important part of this whole

process; surely it is important that in what-
ever province these operations are carried out,
the laws are relatively similar, or as close as

possible.

Here we have another instance of where
this minister has failed to bring all the

parties involved in this problem together at

one time and thrash out—including those of
us in this chamber, incidentally, who are

interested in the problem—and give us all an

opportunity to thrash out the pros and cons
of the various Acts that are in existence, note
the weaknesses of them, and see if we
couldn't come up with a solution that is far

better than what he has been able to come

up with his experts.

Tlie minister and his oflBcials continually

try to act like some god on high, receiving
briefs and never exposing themselves to such
a solid hard-hitting exchange of ideas that

would occur if they would bring all the

various interests together.

The minister complained to us in the esti-

mates that he doesn't have time to bring in

legislation because he is so busy meeting
with delegations. It is no wonder he is busy
meeting with delegations because he fails to

recognize the advantage of bringing them all

together at one time with their various points
of view and working it out at one sitting.

Certainly it may not be possible to do it at

one sitting, but certainly it is possible to do
it by that sort of process in far less time

than having one group after another come in

to him separately where he and his oflBcials

have to try to make a judgement away from

the actual open discussion where all points
of view can be argued at the same time.

Surely it's much easier for all of us to arrive

at a more airtight, sounder approach to the

ultimate legislation?

So, Mr. Speaker, we support the minister

in principle. He is trying to do a good job
here in this bill, but I hope that he will

accept a number of amendments which we

propose to present when this bill goes before

the standing committee. I am, of course,

hopeful that the minister will do so again,
because that is the place it should go before

it is made law.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Lake-
shore.
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Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Speaker, we are going to

oppose this bill. It may be a lack of noblesse

oblige on the part of the minister, since the

minister has obviously bent over backwards to

meet the nostrums and appease the position
of my colleague, the member for Riverdale,

(Mr. Renwick), and myself. The member
wants to express his deep chagrin at being
involved in the Hydro situation and at not

being able to express in his splenetic and

splendid way his own deep feelings about

this legislation.

It's not the minister's fault precisely. It is

that we continue to feel chagrined on two
bases. Number one is that this legislation
does move into the area of privacy and does

it in a backward way. This whole area is one
of flotsam and jetsam.

In definition, we don't quite know what
we are doing in this jurisdiction with respect
of personal privacy at all. When the govern-
ment does move into it and says thus and
thus will be so, as it does in this legislation,
it gives a sanction to, it seems to make per-
missible what outside the legislation, as things

presently exist, may be very easily be con-

sidered impermissible incursions into our

private Hves.

And so, in that particular area, in legiti-

mizing what may be a penetration of that

kind, or an insufferable invasion of privacy,
the government gives a blessing to it and

encompasses it in terms of legislation so that

it now has a smell, or an odour of sanctity
that the thing really cannot deserve.

What we contend over here, is that the

government hasn't really thought it through,
that it is moving in backwards, as I said

previously.

I am sure that the minister knows—I trust

he knows; there is a specific question I want
to ask him if he does know—the full adum-
brations contained in the report of the com-
mittee on privacy presented to the British

Parliament by the Secretary of State for the

Home Department, the Lord Chancellor, the

Secretary of State for Scotland, in July of

1972. It was a major report on privacy in all

its dimensions, in all its steps, in all its mean-

ings.

In the appendix to that report is an elabo-

rate setting forth of the perimeters of privacy,
what it means, the state of common law with

respect to the protection of personal privacy,
what has come forward since the days of

Brandeis, when he published the famous
article in the Harvard Law Review in 1890—
and the law has been extremely slow to adapt
itself to the far-sightedness contained in that

marvellous piece of writing. We are still in

a state of chaos and limbo and of ill defini-

tion with respect to the whole area of human
privacy.

Over against that, look what has happened.
Book and book has been published—"The
Privacy Invaders," by Myron Brenton. This is

perhaps a bit of a mud-slinging book which
we shouldn't give too much weight to, but I

would give a little more to Vance Packard.
He is a sociologist of some recognized distinc-

tion. "The Naked Society" is a book deliber-

ately written to make us highly aware, which
most people on the street are not. It is up
to legislators, if anybody, to be aware of

what the current running in contemporary
society is.

The credit reporting agencies in the United

States, which are of course the model for this

kind of thing, represent a vast octopus with
tentacles penetrating everywhere into private
lives; maintaining huge computerized banks
of information and always willing to gobble
more; vicious with respect to what it will

disinter, proud as it would be because of

its detective efforts, its cunning, its ability
to garner in information. This is a matter
of prestige, a matter of deep personal ag-

grandizement and they do a marvellous job
with remarkable American efficiency under
this head.

But what does it mean to the lives of

private human beings? It means "Big Brother"

is watching you. It seems that if "Big
Brother" in "1984" proceeds from the private
sector of the economy it is somehow to be
mollified or condoned. Not at all. If it comes
from the governmental sector we will all raise

our hands and call it a grotesque form of

socialism invading the lives of everyone and

trying to control and conduct them.

It doesn't matter where it comes from. The
fact of the matter is that personal integrity
and dignity must be safeguarded at all costs,

and this bill doesn't do it. The minister hasn't

thought it through.

What he should do and what we should be

doing in this House, through his auspices—
because he is a vigorous and forward min-

ister, unlike most of the others—is carving out

in dialogue, in conversation, in committee

and otherwise, along the lines that Mr. Dea-
con has tried to do in warranties, what are

the areas, what are the definitions of personal

privacy, what are the gut issues in this

particular thing. No, the minister hasn't done
that at all, but rather cavalierly and jocosely,
as the minister is wont, he comes forward

in a credit reporting situation seeking to

delineate areas in a most truncated, hap-
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hazard, ad hoc way and not protecting the

personal privacy.

The minister has tried, and, as a result

of our nostrums as I say, in this bill—over

against the previous bill, Bill 229 of last

year—has segregated out personal information

from credit information, each from the other,

and has in numerous sections revised them
in order to keep these distinct. But a curious

thing has happened. What has happened in

many instances is that the personal informa-

tion, about which we are very much con-

cemed—he does a fair job on the credit infor-

mation scheme and we are not much con-

cerned about how the minister handles that—

is rather watered down or weakened with

respect to the protections afforded it over

against the credit information.

It seems that the credit information is some-
how given a status of priority as having more

impact, whereas we think just the contrary,
that the thing that covers the sky, that is of

absolutely critical and crucial importance in

legislation of this kind, is how we are going
to handle that personal information bit.

The first point I wanted to make was the

legitimatizing by legislation of the incursions

into privacy, giving the minister's blessing;
the other one is we don't think—we have to

be convinced yet, and we heard a certain

number of people about this—that the per-
sonal information stuff is necessary to the

credit industry. We are open to suggestion
and the case has yet to be made, and perhaps
it will be made, at least in part, in committee.
I haven't got all the figures before me today
—I have been too much involved in other
estimates and the plethora of other work to

gen this all up for this afternoon—but it goes
without saying almost that the loss ratio in

this particular field is extremely small. It is

minuscule; it is a percentage of a percentage;
it is a certain percentage of one per cent.

So why must they know the IQ of my
children? Why must they know my personal
sexual habits? What difference that I drink
martinis at 6 on the dot every night? Who
cares? What effect does that have and why
would they want to investigate the position
of the mode of life, my style of life, which
is most pecuhar to say the least?

I resent that. Surely they know enough
about whether I pay my bills or don't pay
them—and I pay them as little as possible—
and if they want to give me credit that is up
to them, but the fact is that that is perfectly
available, it is available in bulk, it is always
being super-added to.

I think—and Mr. Renwick has instructed

me to think—and I can't make the point

strongly enough, that the whole of the per-
sonal stuff should be deleted from the legisla-

tion. It has no place in there at all. It is not

necessary for the maintenance, retention,

aflBuence or the good life of the industry in-

volved. Therefore, what's the purpose? What's

the lowering into the spider's web of wee
little flies got to do with legislation in this

House?

So I'm looking at the British proposals and

at the very thorough analysis that they have

made as to what the legitimate incursions on

privacy might be, what they are, and where
the line should be drawn on that particular

piece of legislation. And I'm looking at what

has been said in the American Congress about

this—where the credit agencies in the United

States tried to pool all their resources into

one magnificent computer with government
information and credit information of all kinds

being fed into a central loca—that was sup-

posed to be the direction for the future.

Congress passed an Act saying: "No, we do

not want to centralize. To centralize that

way is to spread a web over society that

would be suffocating for the lives of indi-

viduals." There the clear danger was recog-
nized and recognized in time. And it was

recognized in the US in the face of a fairly

powerful lobby and against entrenched in-

terests which are addicted to acquiring of

information of all kinds.

Now, that represents our basic position and

our thinking. I think the minister has some

sympathy for that position. He recognizes the

dangers as we put them forward. He has

amended his legislation to seek, in some mini-

mal way, to compensate for them. But he has

regrettably failed in bringing about in his

legislation recognition of the full weight of

our previous remonstrances with respect to

this kind of legislation.

You know it was a quiet Act. It kind of

snuck in at the beginning and over a number

of years. Everyone thought it was fairly in-

nocuous. It gradually dawned upon us how

farreaching and critical it really was in terms

of the common weal. And so far as we are

concerned, the legislation has now become a

fairly monumental issue. As the public be-

gins to understand what the minister is seek-

ing to do here, and as the public becomes

somewhat aware of the monumental structure

which is allied together with respect to—it's

highly secretive in a way. The minister is

seeking to make it a little more open. But

it's subject to all kinds of deficiencies.
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One of the deficiencies was mentioned pre-

viously: Namely, the minister says in his

legislation that upon a request being made

by the consumer the disclosures will be made,
or corrections brought about. I think that is a

grave fault. The public are not aware of the

law to the extent anticipated.

As I recall, the minister's previous legisla-

tion with respect to personal information said

that the information on personal life and

background must be given. He need not re-

quest it. It must be available. The notifica-

tion must be borne on such lines that he is

fully cognizant of his rights to make inquiries
and to get copies of the documents in ques-
tion. How widespread is the matter? In

Packard it says:

Consider one private investigative firm

that is little known to most Americans. Its

world headquarters are in Atlanta. This

firm bears the now-dated name of Retail

Credit Co. It offers a continent-spanning

intelligence service with 6,000 full-time

salaried inspectors on constant call who
operate out of 1,500 oflBces in every state

and Canadian province. It has 64 offices in

Ohio alone and has representatives in

Mexico and Europe. The company inspec-
tors conduct about 90,000 investigations

every working day, reporting mostly on
individuals.

And that is only the tip of the iceberg. That
is only a glance as to how pinnacled and how
deep-rooted and thrusting this particular in-

dustry is, and what the impact on all our lives

can be as a result of its ongoing functions. We
have to safeguard against it. We will take a

very strong stand on the legislation as it

moves through the House.

There are several points of a more specific
nature—the nitty-gritty of the legislation, apart
from the principle that we can possibly make,
but these are more salient points that I want
to mention in second reading.

In section 1 the definition is given "consu-

mer reporting agency means a person who for

gain or profit furnishes consumer reports." I

don't know why the minister has retained that

against what we had to say on previous occa-

sions and against the best advice under this

head that one can get.

As he knows, Prof. Trebilcock—he's an

authority in Ontario on this particular kind

of thing—has placed in the minister's hands—
I have it in front of me—a severe statement

saying why for profit? There are all kinds of

non-profit organizations, organized by the

credit bureau agencies themselves, which
nevertheless give out all this kind of informa-

tion and which, under the terms of the legis-

lation, would be totally outside it, and able

to freewheel as they see fit, as they do today,
outside the legislation.

That is further enforced by the Associated

Credit Bureaus of Canada itself which, on

May 7, 1973, sent to a number of members
of the House its nostrums with respect to the

legislation, much of which I hope we will

hear in committee and so come to understand
its problems a little better. On the one point
that I am on at the moment, the phrase "gain
or profit" could possibly exempt credit bureaus

incorporated as non-profit organizations or

collection agencies which disperse credit re-

ports free and other agencies which could

possibly do investigative reports on the opera-
tion of regular business.

They suggest an amendment along the lines

of the Proxmire Bill in the United States,

making provision for them. I think I would
have to hear very good reasons to think that

that ought not to be done here. The minister

is leaving a gaping loophole in his legislation

under this particular head.

It has been my intention to go through
the legislation to some extent, contrasting and

comparing the previous bill against this bill

on a number of heads.

The one that exercises us most is the defini-

tion of personal information on page 2 of the

bill. It talks about credit information about a

consumer's character or reputation. We don't

take exception to getting information about a

man's reputation, that is, as long as it is con-

fined to his credit-worthiness reputation. If he

is known as a wastrel in the community, as a

profligate, a ne'er-do-well, whatever it may
be, on this particular head, but only within

very circumscribed areas, would we permit

personal characteristics or mode of living oi

any other matters concerning the consumer.

If one can throw the net much wider than

that—I defy draftsmanship to do it! That

seems to me ill-thought out and ill-handled.

If there are health or physical characteristics

that must be known to a specific agency for

a very particular purpose—and no doubt there

would be, for instance, in the insurance

underwriting field—that ought to be spelled
out as a separate and distinct matter in the

legislation.

In other words, the minister must put his

finger on it and not have them, in an across-

the-board way, using information about

people's health or physical and personal

characteristics and bandying it about even

within the ambit of the profession itself and

those who have access to it. The range isn't
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confined within an internal area, within a

government department or even within a

government.

It's very widely disseminated and we all

know that we can obtain information about
clientele or about other individuals. I don't

belong to any credit reporting agency but I

certainly can find it out vdthout too much
trouble from some client of mine who does
subscribe to one. I ask him as a favour to do
it. I know that the legislation says that that is

not legitimate but I'd like to know how the

minister is going to police it. It's certainly not

going to be stopped because of this. There
are numbers of things which are secret in

the lives of individuals which are maybe deep
in their closets or maybe in their own private

boudoirs, too. Surely, that must be protected?

Men do want to live down things from
their past. It is not harmful to anyone or in-

jurious to society in any way that they should
do so. On the contrary, it is highly beneficial

that all the dark spots in a person's life be not

available to a very wide segment of the

general public and practically to anybody
at all if they go to the trouble of seeking to

get it.

You are not taking due cognizance of this

and possibly of the whole of the personal
information thing, unless you get very nice
about it and discriminatory as to what you
are doing and draw that much nicer than
what you say you did. In the previous bill,

where you have drawn it out, there is more
precision as to what you are talking about.

On the other hand, at the very moment
that you do that, you can show the full

range of the detriment that is involved in

the legislation. So we think that it has to be
thought more deeply about, ferreted out,
worked over, and given better definition. You
have had three drafts of this bill now. The
world is not going to fall apart if you have
a fourth. We would recommend that you
take it back and reconsider.

I can't emphasize enough how crucial we
feel it to be to the cause of personal in-

formation in Ontario. I don't think it is

suflBciently realized by the minister. I don't
think it is sufficiently realized by the press.
I don't think anyone has really given it the

thought that it deserves. If we have a

plethora of work to conduct here, we are

hardly in a position to be able, except on a

rambunctious portrayal like I have given now,
to attach any weight or emphasis to just how
much aJBflicted and how much disturbed by
such legislation all members of this House
can be and ought to be.

There is a wide number of sections having
to do with exclusions, and the seven-year
rule is used over and over again. I find that

you have cut down the bankruptcy from 14
to seven years as to what may be contained.

Your bill does not say that they cannot re-

tain in their files all kinds of information that

is mothy with age. They can go back almost

indefinitely into the past. The bill does not

say that this can't be retained on the files.

It simply cannot be contained in a credit

report.

Then when you get to the next section

where an individual or consumer desires to

have it corrected or desires to get disclosure

of it, you go back on the personal report one
year and back on to the credit report six

months. That doesn't mean that all the rest of

that information isn't sitting there and avail-

able too. That's as much as he can go back,
as I read your legislation, and that is cer-

tainly confining as far as he is concerned.

Why can't he go back to the full amplitude
or why can't the periods of time be fore-

shortened in this particular legislation in any
number of heads? You have gone to the

trouble of segregating out writs, writs that

are kicking around, that are floating, that have
never been served, and that have not per-

haps been renewed or are subject to renewal
and so on. To the extent that you take

particular regard to old writs of summons,
then that is the beneficial axiom in your
legislation.

I, too, find it a very curious thing how
you deal with the medical profession. The
bill says:

A consumer reporting agency shall with-

hold from the disclosures required by sub-

section 1 any medical information obtained
with the written consent of the consumer
from the consumer's own physician and
which the physician has specifically re-

quested in writing be withheld from the

consumer in his own best interests.

Surely the consumer is the one who ought
to know what his own best interests are?

The days are over when we were so pitiable
a spawn that if we had cancer we didn't want
to know we had cancer. Surely the maturity,

intelligence and what not in the community
are such that a person should have full

disclosure of this and that his physician

ought not to withhold? If he wishes that the

information being sought be withheld from
the consumer or his own patient in this

regard, I don't understand it.

Of course the reason for the legislation is

that the physicians are afraid that they may
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be caught in a slander suit of some kind, or

in libel, a defamation of some kind. But there

are other ways to protect the medical pro-
fession against that particular thing, apart
from making the consumer or the patient
his own worst, most repressive enemy.

There are many many other sections here

that require consideration. The bill will, no

doubt, go to committee, as we would request
that it do. As for the nice wording, if the

minister is going to stick by his legislation
and drive it through the House and think that

it's adequate to the needs of this time of the

afternoon, or this time of the mental growth
of the people of Ontario, then, so be it. The

legislation over against the previous legisla-
tion is not a vast improvement but a minor

improvement under many of its heads. As I

said, some gesture has been made to the

opposition, which is the minister's way, and
which we appreciate; but one cannot say too

strongly that it's very deficient legislation.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Ottawa East.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Yes, thank

you, Mr. Speaker.

I have just a very few remarks on the

bill. Mr. Speaker, I think my colleague from
York Centre and the member for Lakeshore
have covered a number of points on the

bill, and I thought that my colleague from
York Centre dealt in depth with the bill.

We take the position on this side, ob-

viously, Mr. Speaker, that, even though the

bill is not perfect, even though it doesn't

go as far as we would want it to go, we feel

that it is better than having nothing at all.

In that sense we feel compelled to support
the bill.

I think the minister is aware of some of

the gaps that I feel are in this bill having
to do with the question of storage and supply
of personal information for rating purposes.
I have explained to the minister, and I think

I have discussed at length with him, that the

question of fingerprinting should be included
in his bill—that it should be controlled as

well. I can recall hearing certain remarks
from the minister saying to the efi^ect that he
was not familiar with the problem of people
abusing this type of information.

I would only suggest to the minister that

I think it is our duty as people involved in

presenting, the drafting and the passing of

legislation, to anticipate problems and we
should not wait until some person's reputa-
tion has been hurt before we do something
about it. I think the minister is aware of the

problems that have been encountered in this

field, the use of credit information, for he has
stated on a number of occasions over the past
year that careers have been prejudiced, that

reputations have been tarnished because of

information which could not be substan-
tiated. That is the purpose of bringing in

this type of legislation, and that is the reason
we intend to support the bill.

But should we always wait? Is this our

purpose as legislators, to wait until there

has been an abuse before we act, before we
fill the breach? I say to the minister that

there is a potentiality in the question of

fingerprinting where there can be an abuse.

Why don't we include in this bill the use

of fingerprinting information, because, after

all, it can be lumped in on a question of

personal information? Why can't we have

legislation now—there is none in this province
and in this country—limiting first of all when

fingerprints can be taken from individuals in

relation to purchases and, secondly, what can
be done with fingerprints once they are

taken?

I must admit to the minister that I have no
clear evidence that there has been any such

abuse, but it just frightens me to think that

there might be some potential abuse. In this

country fingerprints have always been con-

sidered to be something pretty sacred. As
the minister is aware, the only time that

one is obliged or compelled to submit his

fingerprints under our present laws is under
the Identification of Criminals Act and that

only when one is charged with an indictable

offence.

What, in fact, is happening, Mr. Speaker,
to the minister, is that companies are moving
into an area where even governments have

always moved with a certain amount of trepi-
dation. The minister will recall that subse-

quent to the 1970 crisis in Quebec, the Min-
ister of Justice at that time had suggested
that it might be a good idea to have a

photograph and fingerprints on drivers'

licences of all the individuals residing in

that province. Because of the uproar that that

caused, he backed off.

Anybody in this country who has suggested
that this type of information should be
accumulated by the government has usually
found reason or some excuse for backing off.

Yet private companies, with absolutely no

control, are moving into an area where there

is absolutely no regulation. I say to the

minister it would be relatively simple legisla-
tion to include in this bill some measures to

limit the taking and to limit the use of these

prints once, in fact, they are taken.
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It's an interesing aspect that companies
themselves are moving with a certain amount
of trepidation. When they first moved into

this, a certain amount of pubHcity was raised

about it and they sort of backed away. When
thhe furore sort of died down, they moved
back in.

I can recall, for instance, in the Ottawa
area we heard very little about them and then

all at once we found out that they were

operating within the IGA stores—the largest
chain stores in that area. Yet, when there was
a fuss made about it again some two or three

weeks ago, or months or so ago—around
Easter time—again they backed off. The ex-

press purpose, I was told by people working
within these companies, is they don't want
to fluster too many people. In fact, they
backed off and they are waiting till the heat

cools off again before they come back in.

So they have a certain amount of trepida-
tion, and I say to the minister, why don't we
do something that is more encompassing?
While we have the opportunity, why don't we
control this use right now?

I might point out, as well, that the part I

find interesting in the question of finger-

printing, is that the people that they seem to

attempt to get fingerprints from are those
that offer the least area of resistance as far

as they are concerned, and that involves

housewives. The large majority of customers

going into these grocery stores are females
and obviously the companies think they are

going to get less resistance in that area. I am
suggesting to the minister that we should not
let them take advantage of the situation and

something should be done about it now.

Mr. Speaker, if I might move to another

area of the bill, a point mentioned by my
colleague from York Centre is the question of

section 9, subsection (3) (a) and (b)—"A
consumer reporting agency shall not include

in a report any credit information based on
evidence that is not the best evidence reason-

ably available." I think the members will

have to agree with him that—I don't want to

offend anybody—but the drafting is not very
good. It doesn't sound as though it is pro-
fessional. It should not say "the best evidence

reasonably available"; it seems to me that we
could have something which means more.

I see the frustration of a court trying to

interpret that particular section. Surely we
could have something that said something to

the effect, "evidence that could not be sub-

stantiated or corroborated." When we have

something as mild as "not the best evidence

reasonably available", that sounds like a tap

on the wrist, or something, to someone who
is abusing in that area. I think the minister

may well have problems in interpretation of

that section.

Another area I find most interesting under
that same section is section 9, subsection (3)

(h) where the biU is dealing with crimes—
"information as to conviction of crimes, after

seven years from the date of conviction or,

where the conviction resulted in imprison-
ment . . ," The minister is then dealing with
the question of the date of release on parole.

He realizes, of course, that that section will

be in clear conflict with federal legislation?
Does he realize that, first of all, he should

divide the question of crime? What does he
mean by crime? Is the minister talking about

an indictable offence, or is he talking about

a summary conviction offence? If he is talk-

ing about a summary conviction offence, he
realizes that one can have his record wiped
clean after two years. Under federal legisla-

tion, once that has been done no one can
make use of that record, including the police.

Yet, under this section one could make use
of that information within seven years.

I am suggesting to the minister that I don't

think this point was really considered—even
on the question of an indictable offence; if

that is what he means by crime. It has always
been my impression that when you are dealing
with crime you are dealing with offences

against the Criminal Code, so that it would
include both summary convictions and in-

dictable offences.

But even on the question of an indictable

offence, one can get his record wiped clean

five years from the date of conviction; not

from the date of parole or from the date of

imprisonment, but the date of conviction.

So, in fact the government in this section

is giving a right to credit reporting agencies,
a right that would be denied to them by
federal legislation. I would suggest to the

minister that if someone at the federal level

were to challenge this subsection, the minister

might well find it rendered inoperative by the

courts.

I don't know if I am getting to the minister

about this particular point. I think it is of

sufficient importance that we should not have

provincial legislation which is in conflict with

federal legislation.

I suppose I shouldn't say that; it is not

a very convincing argument, because I have
been talking for some time about the Minis-

ter of Transportation and Communications

(Mr. Carton), who has had conflicting legis-

lation with the federal government for quite
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some time now. This is the question of im-

paired driving; about the federal government
allowing drivers' licences to people with in-

termittent terms, and yet the Highway TraflSc

Act automatically takes them away.

But I think the minister can realize that if

an individual is charged with a summary
conviction offence or an indictable oflFence,

if he can get his record wiped clean after

two or five years, why has the minister got
a subsection here that allows use of it up to

seven years? I think that obviously is going
to have to be changed in the government's

legislation. I suppose the Provincial Secretary
for Justice (Mr. Kerr), who was sitting

in front of the minister some time ago, might
have been able to tell him that; I am sur-

prised to see it in the minister's legislation.

If I might just deal with one further section,

Mr. Speaker. This is the question of section

9, subsection 3(k). Again it is a question of

what is meant. What does the minister mean

by:

Should not use any adverse item of

information that is more than seven years
old unless it is voluntarily suppHed by
the consumer through the consumer re-

porting agency.

That again opens an area of vagueness; a

grey area. What is meant by "voluntarily

supplied?" Suppose the credit reporting

agency asks: "Did you beat your wife in

1952?" And the guy replies: "Well, yes, I

did." So they write it down. Is that volun-

tarily given?

First of all, if the information is more than
seven years old, why bother using it at all?

I really don't see why the minister would
have something if it is voluntarily supplied.

"Voluntarily" means diflFerent things to many
different people. I think when legislation is

presented we should try to avoid confusion,
at least in this House.

Legislation is approved in this House and
in the House of Commons in Ottawa that

apparently is crystal clear, but the courts

always find an area of vagueness and a ques-
tion of interpretation. We should never pass

legislation in this House which appears on
the face of it to be somewhat confusing.

Now, there is another area I found in-

teresting in the bill, and that is section 22.

The section deals with people who contra-

vene the offences under this bill. I find the

minister is giving the consumer reporting

agencies much too much leeway on the

question of offences. It says, "every person
who knowingly . . ." The minute the word
"knowingly" is used, the minister is putting

a heavy onus on anyone who is trying to

prove that offence. Knowingly means he had

knowledge; it means that in the prosecution
of that offence it is going to have to be

proved that the person had knowledge.

Why doesn't the minister have in the bill

something about anyone who furnishes false

information without reasonable excuse? In

other words, the minister shifts the onus

around.

Isn't that the purpose of the bill? That we
control this and try to ensure the protection
of the consumer? Yet when one comes to the

prosecution of the offence as such, the minis-

ter seems to switch the onus around. The onus

then rests on the prosecution and, inevitably,
on the consumer who is going to make a com-

plaint.

I am saying that in the light of the fact that

these consumer reporting agencies are usually
well organized and have good staff—they have

lawyers; they have ready access to legal in-

formation—when they breach the Act the

onus should be on them to show they have

a reasonable excuse. If false information is

being used or is being furnished, surely it's

not too much for the minister to ask them to

give a reasonable excuse?

I am not asking for absolute liability in this

particular oflFence but I am suggesting to the

minister that even imder the Criminal Code

there are not that many sections which talk

about the question of acting knowingly. When
one is dealing with consumer reporting agen-

cies, one should not place the onus on the

prosecution. The minister should not place it

on the consumer because he is going to have

an awful lot of diflBculty. The obvious excuse

every time one brings one of these companies
into court for having used false information,

will be, "I thought it was accurate."

"Knowingly," then, is a defence to this

oflFence. I am saying to the minister why
doesn't he change that and have "without

reasonable excuse" or words to that eflFect?

Mr. Speaker, basically, these are my com-

ments on the bill and as I mentioned earlier

we would like to see changes in this area. We
invite the minister to consider these changes
which are really made in good faith because

we are all here to see that the consumer re-

ceives suflBcient protection. Comments made

by some of my colleagues are certainly valid.

What is wrong with bringing in a few amend-

ments and changing the bill around so that

we get the best possible type of legislation?

Mr. Speaker: The member for Rainy River.
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Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. My comments are brief. I rise

to support the principle of the bill. There
are a number of things, which have been

pointed out by my colleague who has just

spoken and others, about which we are not

entirely happy but certainly we agree with

the intent and the thrust of the bill.

There is one thing which I don't believe is

covered by the bill and perhaps it is impos-
sible to cover it. As we usually do in this

chamber, we come back to our own experi-
ence and I would like to relate to the minis-

ter an experience I have had with a credit

reporting compai\y.

When I follow up something I go all the

way to the top and this involves the firm of

Dun and Bradstreet whose head oflBce, I be-

lieve, is in New York. In any case, they are

located in the United States. The problem I

had was with a credit card charge with one
of the automobile leasing or rent-a-car firms.

What had happened, basically, Mr.

Speaker, was that my credit card was used
or my credit card was stamped on a billing
that was actually billed—this gets complicated
as you can tell—to someone else. He was
billed for it and I was billed for the same

charge. Somehow or other, both our names
wound up on the bill.

To make a long story short, the gentleman
whose bill it actually was paid the charge as

required by him, but the bills were con-

tinuously sent to me. I wrote the company
and told them the facts: That the fellow I

had been travelling with had been billed also

for the same charge; that he had paid the bill

and the matter had been cleared up. The
credit card company finally sent that charge
to Dun and Bradstreet in New York—I be-

lieve that is where the letter I got came from
—and that company wrote one of its letters

saying that if this matter wasn't cleared up
immediately my credit rating would be

affected, etc.

Now I wrote back to Dun and Bradstreet.

I got a copy of the cheque that my friend

had paid to the rent-a-car company. I made
a copy of that cheque. I sent it to Dun and
Bradstreet and I said, now I have explained
this to the company previously; here is what
has happened, here is evidence that this bill

has been paid and I would like an apology
or an assurance from you people that my
credit rating will not be adversely affected

because of what seemed to be an honest mis-

take, because both of our names got on the

same billing.

Well I never heard from them, even with

the threat, Mr. Speaker, to turn the whole
matter over to my lawyer. Now lawyers are

continuously assuring me this is always the

clincher, that when companies hear this they
will react sharply. I never heard from Dun
and Bradstreet again. They didn't send me
any more bills.

My concern, Mr. Speaker, to the minister,
is will there be any, or is there any way, that

we can affect credit bureaus outside of the

country? I imagine there isn't any way under
our Ontario legislation; obviously we can't

control credit reporting agencies in the

United States, in Britain, or wherever we
might do business or we might travel. But
this is a concern.

A personal thing has happened to me, and
I wanted to bring it to the minister's attention

so that he may bear that in mind. I am aware,
of course, that we can't legislate for other

provinces or other countries, obviously, but it

is a concern that perhaps companies may be
able to get around some of the matters we
are covering in this bill by being affiliated

or connected or controlled by firms outside

of the borders of Ontario, even in other

provinces, to get away with this kind of

thing.

Really, at this point, Mr. Speaker, I just
want to bring this to the minister's attention.

As I say, I support the principle of the bill.

I have had other problems with credit report-

ing agencies in this regard myself. I think

this bill will go a long way to solving some
of these problems.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish
to enter the debate?

If not, the hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Thank you, Mr.

Speaker.

I have listened with great interest to the

comments offered by the members across

the House. The legislation has been described
as quite important, and I share that view.
I can give no particulars of the introduction

of the first piece of legislation on this subject
which was introduced some time ago by a

predecessor of mine.

For those who are not familiar with the

situation, I might just touch on what hap-
pened last autumn. I did introduce a bill

in November. I suggested it go to committee,
and it reached committee on, I believe, Dec.

13, a standing committee of this House.
When I attended before that committee,
the number of persons there who had indi-

cated an interest and wished to submit briefs
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and speak, certainly demonstrated to me and
to the committee members that it was the

sort of legislation that should not be rushed

through but should be the subject of dia-

logues and consideration and further study.

Accordingly, I decided at that time to let it

die on the order paper to allow time for all

these groups to make their representations
over the winter months. And this is exactly
what has occurred.

I further undertook to reintroduce the bill

this session. It is of significant social value,

in my respectful submission, and I agree we
would be remiss if we let it go for further

studv, as has been suggested by one of the

speakers.

There were certain comments made by the

speakers, and I would like to deal with them
in order.

The member for York Centre expressed his

disappointment that we followed US ex-

amples and suggested that perhaps we would
have been better advised had we considered

some of the Canadian legislation on the sub-

ject.

Mr. Lawlor: Particularly his own!

Hon. Mr. Clement: We did have the op-

portunity of considering the legislation in

Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and US jurisdic-
tions. The bill I introduced last November
in this very chamber has been almost mir-

rored in the legislation introduced in the

Province of Nova Scotia since that date.

There are certain deficiencies in the Mani-
toba legislation, I suggest. It doesn't require
the registration of reporting agencies and/or

investigators. It doesn't allow consumers to

examine medical information on themselves.
It doesn't prohibit the sale of files by one

agency to another. It doesn't permit the con-
sumer to see copies of his own report. It

doesn't permit consumers to obtain informa-
tion as to the sources of any information.

Therefore, we are of the opinion that our bill

is much more advanced and progressive as

opposed to the Manitoba legislation. I am
looking forward to having some discussions

with my counterpart from Manitoba on

Thursday of this week on various items in-

cluding this legislation.

The member for York Centre has intro-

duced a bill and we had the advantage
of examining his bill. I don't intend to do an

analysis on it. It is interesting to note that
in his bill he had five classes of information
which should be prohibited and not made
available in consumer and/or personal in-

formation reports. Mr. Speaker, if you will

examine Bill 101 you will notice some 13

separate classes. I think one can readily per-
ceive that we have extended what we con-

sider to be the protection provided to the

target of that information.

There was comment made as to why the

definition of a person did not include munic-

ipal governments. With the greatest of re-

spect, I think in the definition of a person
it means the natural person, association of

natural persons, a partnership or a corpora-
tion. If a municipality was selling credit

information for gain or profit, it would be a

corporation within the meaning of this

statute. But I don't know of any municipality
that does sell personal information for gain
or profit, although I am not blind to the fact

that certain utilities in certain areas do make
available lists of consumers who subscribe to

that particular utility and do make that in-

formation available for mailing lists.

The hon. member said that the words "best

evidence" mean nothing in a court of law
and I don't intend to debate that at any
length. There is a substantial field of law
and certainly a good number of articles—I

am not aware of any textbooks, although I am
sure there are some—which have been written

on the best evidence rule. I suggest that in

the section dealing with that, section 9 (3)

(a) and (3)(b), the best evidence rule is

the one that is expressly referred to therein

and would be interpreted by a court on that

basis. I don't profess to be any expert on the

best evidence rule. For those who don't

understand it, it means if you have a docu-

ment, for example, that a matter relates to, it

is better to introduce the document than to

introduce a witness who has read the docu-
ment to describe to the court the value or

what the contents of that document are.

Mr. Roy: It is not clear what you mean by
the best evidence rule. The section says "the

best evidence reasonably available" and not

the best evidence rule.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes. Section 9(3) (a)

says, "the best evidence reasonably available."

It doesn't say the best evidence rule. I am
sure that any judicial interpretation would be
of the application of that rule, the rule of

best evidence if it is reasonably available.

The best evidence, of course, might mean
that the witness is in Moscow and not avail-

able, but we won't get into those kind of

conjectures.

In another comment—and I am just trying
to go through these in the order in which I

made notes. I hope I have touched on them
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all—the hon. member for York Centre said

that the regulations under the Act which are

eventually enacted should have the limitation

period set out under section 9(3) (f) when
it deals with that information which is barred

because of the statute of limitations.

I suppose that could be done but it is

just a duplication of legislation that is already
in effect. Presumably those in the business

would realize that certain debts are barred

after six years and judgements after another

period of time.

He also made quite a comment on section

93L which deals with the question of where
a person was bom. And I share his concern.

What does it really matter where a person
was bom? But if you'll refer to the credit

information definition in the front of the Act

under section 1, you'll find it defines credit

information and specifically sets out various

items-^which I won't read. But nowhere does

it indicate where the person was bom. And
I would therefore conclude, by inference, that

a credit reporting agency is not entitled to

include the place of birth of the subject.

My attention was drawn by the hon. mem-
ber to section 11, subsections 1 and 2, which
deal with medical information. And he said

the patient should be able to obtain this

information. I think that is probably very
true and I suggest that is a matter of arrange-
ment between a patient and his own personal

physician. If the physician feels strongly that

he should not make available to his patient
medical information pertaining to that patient,
I don't know what the position of the law
would be. But I am sure that the patient
would select another physician so that he

might find out what, in fact, is wrong with
him.

The inclusion of that section was really for

the protection of the consumer who is suffer-

ing from some disorder, that in the assessment
of his own personal physician he would be
better off not knowing.
The physician himself is not able to dis-

disclose that information or any medical in-

formation without the consent of his patient.
And I think this was put in here to ensure
that the physician would not cause any injury
to his own patient if he felt that it was in

the best interest of that patient not to have
access to that medical information.

There was comment made about overlook-

ing the publication of disciplinary procedures.
I don't think that this should be mandatory
under the statute. I am not aware of too many
statutes which make it mandatory that con-
victions and recordings of litigation under

those statutes must be published. Except, of

course, in an oflBcial report or in court records.

I share his concem. It's probably of a

deterrent value that the public should know,
but is this not the function of the press? I

know of no provision in the Criminal Code
that says: "Proceedings under this Code must
be published by the Attorney General's oflBce."

It's usually a matter of great public interest,

a news item and is usually carried by the

press.

I do believe that it would be in the interest

of the industry itself if information pertaining
to cases and charges were made available to

the credit reporting industry. I discussed one

question along these lines yesterday in a

meeting with the students from Osgoode Hall.

I think the more information we make avail-

able to the people who are interested, the

more it will work very valuable and positive

results.

The member for Lakeshore—I really felt

with it, because when he stood up he smiled

at me and I felt that I had suddenly touched

his heart strings.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): I would be sus-

picious of that.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Oh, I have no suspicions

of his motives and I felt that he was going to

concur in this legislation. But alas and alack

he let me down. He said that he is going to

oppose me.

Well, I wouldn't put it quite so roughly as

the hon. member for Ottawa East, saying, "we

supported it even though it doesn't go the

whole way." I take the position that it goes a

long way. I question the vahdity of the

position of the hon. member for Lakeshore

when he says: "Because it doesn't meet my
tests or my party's standards of perfection,

then I won't support it at all—"

Mr. Lawlor: The minister hasn't thought it

through, he doesn't know what the right—

Hon. Mr. Clement: —and that because, per-

haps by analogy—and this may be unfair, I

would hope it wasn't, it's like a saying eating

too much candy is not nutritious and as my
child is starving I won't allow him to eat

candy because he might get caries in his

teeth.

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, so what the minister is

giving us is a lolhpop.

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, I don't say that this
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is a lollipop. I say that this is starting, for the

first time in this jurisdiction, to move in a
direction to put some sanctions into the law,

whereby this type of industry, a number of

members of which have been abusing the

privilege they have enjoyed in our society,
can be reprimanded. They can, in fact, be

put out of business if they continue with this

type of activity, which is causing great harm
and detriment to numbers of people in this

community.

I just don't have the ability to look into

the future over the next 10 years and say
I can assure the hon. member that this is the

best legislation. I can't make that assurance,
but I can assure the member that it is a

positive step in what I submit is the right

direction, perhaps making even those people
in the industry aware of the obligation that

they have when they obtain information about

you or me. I can see that there will be prob-
lems, undoubtedly, but I would rather live

with those problems and the legislation than
to submit consumers to the practices that they
have had exercised on them in the past and
have no legislation available.

We spent some days over the past two
weeks discussing problems relating to con-
sumer protection and the frustration that the
consumer feels. There are remedies, perhaps,
available at common law in the courts if for

financial reasons or emotional reasons the con-
sumer doesn't wish to proceed in that direc-
tion—"there ought to be a law," sort of a

thing.

Mr. Lawlor: Does the minister have to

include personal information to get what he
wants?

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Surely
that is not necessary to the minister's needs,
to include all that personal information—

Hon. Mr. Clement: It may not be, I don't

know.

I am looking forward to our discussions in

committee and I have indicated that I would
elect for this to go to a standing committee
of this House because I think that this would
be an excellent debate. We might all well
benefit from the dialogue occurring at that

particular time. I, as an individual, just don't

know, and you may well be right. I can't

make that concession because I don't know,
but I am looking forward to having dialogue
with people who—

Mr. Lawlor: The minister ought to know
before he brings it in here.

Mr. Lewis: Surely it is too important for

the minister to bring in that clause and say
he doesn't know about this—

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well, we have had
submissions both ways, and I am sure the

members would have anticipated that we
have. We have people putting forward in-

formation to us, in briefs or submissions,
that this is very pertinent. We are advised

that if we drop this and just had it deal

with credit information, there would be

people who were abused by this.

I would like to point out to the hon. mem-
bers that we have had submissions from, I

believe, 32 or 34 sources, ranging from in-

surance companies, credit bureaus, if I may
use that type of appellation—I know there's

a corporation by that name, but that type of

operation—retail credit agencies; there is a

tremendous industry that has developed deal-

ing with credit information. Some groups
take the position, very strong groups, that

personal information is very pertinent; others

do not share that view.

I believe, from my position now, that the

dialogue which we will have, hopefully within

the next few days, will demonstrate to the

committee one way or the other the validity of

inclusion of personal information in this type
of form. The part that concerns me is that

if we do not have personal history or personal
information—and I haven't seen any statistics

and I don't know whether there are any avail-

able that are valid—for purposes of insurance,

we may well find with people who otherwise

would not be able to purchase insurance be-

cause of personal health problems and would
not be insurable, that if we allow those

people to become insurable, then the rest of

the population has to bear the loss that's

forced upon it by those who are really un-

insurable. These are matters of interest and
I have considered them.

Mr. Lawlor: The minister must make

specific provision for that.

Hon. Mr. Clement: He didn't think per-
sonal information was necessary to the credit

industry relating—as his first example—to
his children's IQ. I have no comment to offer

there. His next one was on his sexual habits,

and I have no real comment to offer on that.

Mr. Lawlor: And why not?

Mr. Lewis: Why does the minister sudden-

ly stop now?

Hon. Mr. Clement: As a member of this

House, I have no comment. As an em-

ployee of a credit granting agency I would
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be extremely interested, because I would

figure perhaps he was going to capitahze on
his experiences and write a best seller, or

something of this kind.

I was somewhat interested in the com-
ments about non-profit groups which supply
credit information and/or personal informa-

tion without charge. The member for York
Centre made reference to that. I was not

aware that there were these philanthropic
—and I am not being facetious or intending
to be—I didn't realize that there were these

types of organizations around that supplied
this type of information without any hope
of gain or profit. I would like to find out

some more about those organizations.

It has been pointed out that the seven-

year rule is used over and over again. A
number of other jurisdictions have the so-

called seven-year rule, and there was a very

strong plea made on a practical basis to us

by the industry itself. Many of these or-

ganizations operate in many of our provincial

jurisdictions and, as far as I am aware,
Saskatchewan and Manitoba had pretty well

the seven-year rule in all of their legislation

and for that reason we echoed the same

period of time, so that these large industries

carrying on from province to province and

having various provinces in which they

operate would have some advantage of

standardization.

The hon. member for Lakeshore said that

he is going to request that the bill go to

committee, and I want to look him right in

the eye and tell him that his wish has
been granted and that should hopefully make
his day. I would prefer that it go to

committee.

The member for Ottawa East spoke briefly
on Identiseal, which is the subject of a

private bill that he introduced earlier this

year. He pretty well touched on the com-
ments that surround that. We have looked
at that. I have a rather open mind on it,

but unfortunately today more so than in the

past we must submit to things that ordinarily
we would not accept.

We cannot in law consent to an assault

and yet every time we get on a crowded

subway we are in efiFect consenting to an
assault. We should not be the target of

searches into our credit and personal histories,

and yet in order to obtain some of the ad-

vantages of immediate capital one of the

prices of renting money in order to obtain

goods and services before we have acquired
the funds to purchase them is that we must
submit ourselves to some form of scrutiny.

I suggest the same thing applies to the

housewife who for convenience's sake wishes

to cash her cheque at the IGA supermarket,
and I don't mock your concern about it. It

seems to me like an invasion.

I've never submitted my fingerprints to

Identiseal. I have no really strong feelings
about it. I know the member for Ottawa East

does and I respect those feelings. I just don't

know whether I would be prepared to do it

or not. I think a lot would turn on circum-

stances; if it was late in the evening and no
bank service was available and I wanted to

cash a cheque I suppose that, in eflFect, would
be the price I would have to pay for my own
convenience.

Mr. Lawlor: The minister would do any-

thing for money.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I would do anything
like that, have my fingerprints taken and this

sort of thing.

Mr. Lewis: The minister is a Tory. A real

honest to God Tory. The only one left over

there.

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): He
has his fingerprints taken before he takes the

money, not after.

Mr. Lewis: A good Tory. A red Tory.

Hon. Mr. Clement: This was an interesting

one. I think the member for Ottawa East

might enjoy this. He made a comment deal-

ing with section 22 about "knovdngly" and

suggested putting in "without reasonable

excuse" and he also pointed out that the onus

here rests on the prosecution.

With the greatest respect, I can find noth-

ing wrong with that. I've been labouring
under the impression that the onus has rested

on the prosecution imder quasi-criminal legis-

lation for a long period of time. But do you
know why the word "knowingly" was put in

there?—and this is very interesting. I just

found out today it was put in at the request
of the present member for Downsview (Mr.

Singer) and a former colleague in the person
of Mr. Elmer Sopha in legislation some years

ago, which was introduced by the then Minis-

try of Financial and Commercial Affairs. My
draftsman rather enjoyed that and thought it

was a good suggestion and he followed

through with it. So that is the reason why
the word *Taiowingly" has been used.

Mr. Lewis: Well, it tells something about

the relationship between Downsview and

Ottawa East, doesn't it?
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Hon. Mr. Clement: That, anyway, is why
it was put in.

Mr. Roy: A very poor reason, the fact that

it is used in another statute.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I wouldn't want to be

party to any legislation introduced into this

House which did not demonstrate that intent

forms part of the basis for conviction. I would
hate to think, for example—and I'm not

suggesting that you, sir, suggested this, or

submitted it—but I wouldn't like to think

that any person who furnishes false informa-

tion is subject to fine and/or imprisonment,
because there is such a thing as inadvertence

and honest error and the member concedes

that, I know.

Mr. Roy: I concede that.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I know you do, but if

we don't put in something to indicate an

intent on the part of the agency or the indi-

vidual who is charged, then we are very re-

miss as legislators.

Mr. Roy: I said "without reasonable

excuse."

Hon. Mr. Clement: The member did say
that was his suggestion, "without reasonable

excuse" and it is, perhaps, academic at this

point as to which is the best. But I think we
are, perhaps, ad idem that there has to be

something in there to demonstrate to the

court the test which it would have to apply
in order to register a conviction, or the

alternative, to allow the accused to go free.

And, in concluding my comments, I would
like to touch on the matter raised by the hon.

member for Rainy River, about the experience
he had. The question he raised, and perhaps
answered himself, was—is there any way we
can control credit agencies outside the

country? I think he knows the answer. No,
there is not.

However, if that information somehow
came into the hands of a subsidiary here, or

an affiliate, or an agent, and it was incorrect,

yes, then, of course, we would have someone
here who legislatively we could grab by the

throat. He could compel the information to

be changed either on his own request or by
initiating the procedure through the commer-
cial registration appeal tribunal.

And I share the frustrations of paying an
account and then continually getting the bill

for it because the computer didn't work.

But in any event, Mr. Speaker, those are

the comments I have. I have enjoyed the

debate. I have listened with interest and I

know that I can look forward to hearing more
from the various members of the three parties
here in the House.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 101. Shall the motion carry?

Mr. Lewis: No!

Mr. Lawlor: Never!

Mr. Lewis: Not in this age.

Mr. Speaker: Those in favour of the motion
for second reading of Bill 101 will please say

"aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion, the "ayes" have it.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Standing committee or committee of the

whole?

Standing committee?

Agreed.

ONTARIO PLACE CORP. ACT

Hon. Mr. Bennett moves second reading
of Bill 99, An Act to amend the Ontario

Place Corp. Act, 1972.

Hon. C. Bennett (Minister of Industry and

Tourism): May I just say in my opening
remarks, Mr. Speaker, that the Ontario Place

Corp. themselves have requested this par-
ticular amendment to their Act so that all of

their staff and employees will now come
under the civil service classifications and

procedures. I am not sure that I need any
further explanation.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, this seems to me
a rather less contentious bill than normal and
we will be in accord with it so that it is

registered.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.
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MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY AND
SOCIAL SERVICES ACT

Hon. Mr. Brunelle moves second reading
of Bill 115, An Act to amend the Ministry
of Community and Social Services Act.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I would appre-
ciate it if this bill went into committee.

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole
House?

Agreed.

Clerk of the House: The second order.
House in Committee of the whole; Mr. R.

D. Rowe in the chair.

MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY AND
SOCIAL SERVICES ACT

House in committee on Bill 115, An Act
to amend the Ministry of Community and
Social Services Act.

Mr. Chairman: Bill 115, An Act to amend
the Ministry of Community and Social Ser-

vices Act. Are there any comments, questions
or amendments on any section of the bill?

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): On the first section, Mr. Chairman,
since it is the only one of any significance,
this might be an appropriate time for the
minister to indicate to the House just what
the status of the negotiations with the govern-
ment of Canada actually is at the present
time. I realize this could be discussed during
his estimates, but since this bill gives him
the power to enter into agreements, and we
have been reading a good deal about the fact
that it is in the welfare field that there has
been more of a meeting of minds than in any
other, can the minister indicate just what
agreements might come under section 1 in the
immediate future and what the prospects are
that he will be called upon to exercise the

powers and prerogatives that the section
will give him when it is approved?

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): Mr. Chairman, this

amendment provides legislative authority for

existing policies and practices.

For instance, the present agreement being
negotiated with reference to the 1973 Pacific

Conference Games provides for a joint con-

tribution by Canada and Ontario to the

games. You will recall last year this branch,
the sports and recreation branch, came under

the administration of the department, at that

time the Department of Education; and there

is a special Act within the Department of

Education that covers this specifically with

the Department of National Health and Wel-
fare. However, since that branch was trans-

ferred over to our ministry, we really feel

that we should have more definite legislation
for this type of agreement.

In fact, again, Mr. Chairman, to use this

specific agreement, these Pacific Conference

Games will be held this summer in the

borough of Etobicoke. The sharing of the

cost will be on a three-party basis, federal,

provincial and municipal.

Another type of agreement, Mr. Chairman,
would be the federal-provincial sharing under

the Canada Assistance Plan—I think the hon.

member referred to that. For instance, at the

present time there are certain programmes,
such as the homes for special care, which
come under my colleague, the Minister of

Health. This would give my ministry the

authority to enter into an agreement for pro-

grammes that are not directly administered

by our ministry but by other ministries of the

Ontario government.
This legislation, Mr. Chairman, gives us

more flexibility in these federal-provincial

agreements.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Chairman, the min-

ister indicates that really it is just on the basis

of a sports programme that he was advised

that he required this change at this time.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: A sports programme;
and also, Mr. Chairman, if I could read the

existing legislation as it is now:

The minister, with the approval of the

Lieutenant Governor in Council, may, on

behalf of the government of Ontario, make

agreements with the Crown in right of

Canada respecting—

Up until this part it is the same, there are

no changes. I continue again with the existing

legislation:

—respecting the payment by Canada to On-
tario of any portion of any expenditure
heretofore or hereafter made by Ontario, or

by any municipality under any Act for the

administration of which the minister is

reponsible.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to repeat that

last sentence:
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—for the administration of which the min-

ister is responsible.

Again using that specific case of the homes
for special care which come directly under

the Minister of Health, I am not authorized

to enter into an agreement with Ottawa under

the Canada Assistance Plan. On some of these

programmes, care of, say, retarded persons
and so forth, there is an overlap between
Health and Community and Social Services.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: This doesn't give the

minister the right to enter into agreements
other than those that pertain directly to his

own responsibility.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: That's right.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Which is a right he

already had.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Pardon?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Isn't that a right he

already has under the—

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Well, what we have-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I think he has one too

many advisers.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: We have been using
the Executive Council Act. We thought it

would be good to have it. Our legal adviser

feels that it clarifies it.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Is the

minister doing this primarily because of his

latter discussions on the income security pro-

gramme? Is that what stimulated this sudden
need to give him special authority to con-
clude agreements?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: I would say yes, Mr.

Chairman, the existing programmes and
future ones that we may enter into. We are

presently negotiating with the federal govern-
ment and the borough of Etobicoke on the
Pacific Canadian Games, so this authority is

required to deal specifically with some of
these matters.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Pacific Canadian Games?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Pacific Conference

Games; these are games of those countries

that border on the Pacific Ocean.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: And that's Etobicoke?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Canada, New Zealand,
Australia.

Mr. Lewis: Some of us would have wished
that it meant peace rather than geography.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comments,

questions, amendments to any section of this

bill?

Bill 115 reported.

NURSING HOMES ACT

House in committee on Bill 70, An Act to

amend the Nursing Homes Act, 1972.

Mr. Chairman: Bill 70, An Act to amend
the Nursing Homes Act, 1972. Shall section

1 stand as part of the bill?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Chairman, perhaps
the minister would give us some further

information as to the procedure at the

present time wherein, as we understand it,

the inspector, or the people in the ministry,
have taken it unto themselves to advise

applicants for new nursing home facilities

that their application would or would not
be accepted. We understand that one of

the reasons we could support the bill was
that this decision would now at least be
made in the name of the minister, with direct

responsibility on a political level to the

Legislature so that at least there would be
that improvement; so that it would not be,
let's say, a member of the ministry that

would simply be indicating privately whether
or not an application would be permitted.

The other matter that did concern us,

and continues to concern us, is the lack

of an adequate appeal procedure. We feel

that on leaving this entirely to the minister

—even though he is politically responsible
and therefore has to stand questioning in the

House and approval or disapproval at the

hands of the electorate—there should be some

procedure under the Nursing Home Act

itself, through further amendment if neces-

sary, so that the minister's decision can be

appealed to some kind of a tribunal of the

type which was recommended so strongly

by the McRuer report.

Mr. Chairman, you are aware that in most

ministries, most departments of government,
there has been a tendency perhaps to even

bend over backwards to see that there was
some supervising tribunal to which an appeal
could be made in the event that the decision

did not go in his best interests according to

the views of an individual who perhaps had
been turned down.

I'd like to hear the minister's views on this

and whether in fact, while he of course has
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the political responsibility for making the

decision, whether in fact he would not accede

to the point that there ought to be some

way to appeal his decision under at least

some circumstances.

Mr. Lewis: Well, may I ask the minister,

while he is answering that, is there any
clause in the original bill which gives the

right of appeal on any matter related to the

government's of nursing homes?

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health): Yes,
Mr. Chairman; first of all we let it be known
in the areas concerned when there is a need
for more nursing home beds. If there are

nursing homes in the area that can expand
and are running a good show—and we feel

we could add a few more beds without

building a completely new nursing home
—then we approach them to see if they are

interested.

We again let it be known to the area that

we are considering licensing more nursing
homes, and anyone who is interested in

providing the services makes a presentation
to us. Usually it doesn't have to work that

way, because long before we've made it

known that we are going to do it, we have

applications in from the area; that has hap-
pened in many areas.

Once the decision is made to provide more
beds in that particular area, then the ap-

plicants are considered from the standpoint
of experience in this field or related fields,

the location of the home they wish to build,
whether the municipality really feels the

location is suitable, and so on. Finally a de-

cision must be made as to which operator is

going to be licensed.

The reason I have asked there be no
appeals to this decision is because it's a part
of the whole health field. We are making
decisions all the time concerning the ex-

pansion of hospitals, hospital beds, certainly
new hospital construction, chronic hospital
facilities and expansion of home care facilities.

This is just one part of the whole system of

delivering health care.

There is no appeal to our other decisions

and I was asking that there be no appeals
to this. I can envisage circumstances where
perhaps the four or five other applicants
might appeal and take up the time of the

appeal board because they weren't granted
the licence and somebody else was.

It would be fine, of course, if we could
license all of the applicants, but then we
would find that we have more beds than we
need, and once the beds are there I can

assure you that they would not have any
difficulty in filling them. Then it comes
down to the finances of keeping patients
there that don't need to be there.

We have seen this happen in our active

treatment hospitals and I certainly don't want
to see it happen in our nursing homes. This

is the reason.

As McRuer has suggested, there should be
an appeal board; but in this particular in-

stance McRuer also says that since the min-

ister is exercising such power in the public
interest it is not inconsistent for this to be
done. The minister is responsible to the Legis-
lature and that is the appeal mechanism.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 1—

Mr. Lewis: No, Mr. Chairman. Is the min-

ister saying that there are parallel sections in

the chronic or convalescent legislation? I don't

think there are.

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, what I am saying is

that there is nothing in the Hospitals Act that

says that any decision the minister makes

concerning hospital construction, or enlarging

hospitals or adding more beds, can be ap-

pealed to the public. I am suggesting that it

shouldn't be, and this is part of the whole

health care programme. I am suggesting that

there should not be an appeal here any more
than there is in any of the other decisions

that the ministry is making as far as facilities

are concerned.

Mr. Lewis: Well, I haven't looked at the

Hospitals Act, but does the Hospitals Act give
the minister the right to set out the establish-

ment of hospitals on the basis of this kind

of explicit reference to applicants, to continu-

ing demand, to health facilities other than

chronic hospitals let us say, or convalescent

hospitals, to bed capacity?

The Hospitals Act doesn't do that, does it?

The Hospitals Act in broad terms gives the

minister the right to distribute grants and ap-

prove the construction of hospitals. It doesn't

set out this kind of explicit criteria.

Hon. Mr. Potter: That is true, Mr. Chair-

man, but no hospitals can be built in the

province without the approval of the min-

ister, and no additions to hospitals <?an be
made without approval of the minister unless

they are prepared to go—well they can't do it

anyway.

After all, even if they built the beds them-

selves, we are responsible to pay for the cost

of patients in those beds, so that if we weren't
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careful we could find that we had three times

as many beds of every type in the province.

Believe me, there are lots of applicants. In

spite of t'le fact that we hear criticism of the

rates that are paid in nursing homes, there

are. many applicants requesting permission to

build more nursing home beds.

I am concerned that we will have more
beds built than are needed and we are then

faced with the terrific costs of keeping pati-

ents in these beds. I think we have to develop
the whole programme, providing sufficient

numbers of beds of each type to meet the

needs. But at the same time, I think that we
should promote, and we are promoting, the

home care programme and try to convince the

public that indeed we are prepared to pro-

vide services to keep them in their own home
as long as we can.

Thii is all part of the whole thing, and I

am afraid that unless I have this authority

this could get out of hand.

Mr. Lewis: Well I certainly wouldn't deny,
none of us would deny, the minister the

authority to plan in overall terms.

I really do think this section is deficient

in the absence of the right to appeal, because

the section, in a way which is characteristic

of no other legislation in the health field, sets

out criteria, which criteria are open to abuse.

I think you should eliminate that possibility

by providing an avenue of appeal.

It would be possible, obviously, for mem-
bers of the administrative stafiF of the ministry
to decide that such and such a nursing home
should not be built or that its bed capacity
should be diminished for reasons that are

totally unrelated to matters of policy as ar-

ticulated here, but which matters of policy are

the guise behind which you make the de-

cisions.

I really think there should have been some
kind of safeguard in this legislation by way
of an appeal route. Because, with respect,

although your officials may 99 per cent of

the time act with total integrity about this,

they are mortals and other considerations

enter into it, as we have learned in the

nursing home field, that sometimes operators
are discriminated against.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Chairman, this doesn't

refer to cancelling of licences, it is strictly

new nursing home licences.

Mr. Lewis: No; I appreciate that.

Hon. Mr. Potter: If any nursing home is

to be closed or its licence cancelled, as I

explained in the Legislature the other day,

directions have certainly been sent out on
how this should be handled. Every effort is

made to bring a nursing home up to standard,
and if it can't be done the operator is then

notified that his licence is going to be can-

celled and he has an opportunity of appeal-

ing to the appeal board—which will hear his

appeal. That is already there and this has

nothing to do with that. What I am talking
about is the licensing of new nursing homes.

Mr. Lewis: And you don't feel there should

be a recourse for someone who is turned

down? Your feeling is that it should simply
be a political recourse? That when we are

offended, we should bring it to the floor of

the Legislature, rather than giving that group
or individual another route?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Chairman, certainly

McRuer recommended that it be done that

way, and I think it is a good place to have

it done.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, I think the minister

is aware of certain parallels. Maybe it is

stretching it a bit, but there is the case of

the Workmen's Compensation Board. Under

the statute there is no legal recourse to

appeal, but within the board itself they have

a series of appeals. I am not here to com-

ment on how useful they are, but it seems to

me the minister is not going to make the

judgement himself. Probably the judgements
are going to be made as they have in the

past, on the basis of people out in the field

who are going to turn up the book as to the

need in a particular area and so on.

Is the minister even prepared to tell us

more specifically
what the machinery will be

for an applicant, perhaps to appeal a decision

from one level in the ministry to another? I

personally think the minister would be well

served if at least there was a section which

would permit a citizen, who is in an entirely

different situation than a hospital board, who

feels that he has not been fairly treated by
the machinery making the decision and recom-

mendation to the minister. It would certainly

be in his best interests in the long run to

have some avenue, even though it might be

restricted to some extent, whereby a citizen

who felt his application had not been treated

fairly could get a judgement other than the

minister's.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Mr. Chair-

man, I guess I represent the largest riding in

the Province of Ontario, and we don't have

a nursing home. I notice of late that some of

the communities where they have group prac-
tices for doctors and they have been able to
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acquire at least the basis for treatment in an

active treatment hospital, that some of the

doctors are starting to talk about relieving the

pressure on active treatment beds by provid-

ing some nursing home facilities in small

communities. I see the minister nods in the

affirmative, so I think he knows what I mean.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): He is

putting the squeeze play on them too.

Hon. Mr. Potter: As long as the doctors

don't operate it themselves.

Mr. Stokes: Yes, I don't think it was ever
intended the doctors should operate them
themselves, all the doctors are doing is act-

ing in a very responsible way to suggest an
alternative to the high cost of active treat-

ment beds.

I know it is ever so difficult for a small

community to suggest and justify the need
for an expenditure of large sums of money.
We are not talking about setting up nursing
homes that will accommodate several hundred

people, but we are talking about the need
for the same kind of services under the same
kind of circumstances. We do need convales-
cent beds, we do need nursing home beds.
Since we haven't been able in the past to

prevail upon the minister's colleague, the
Minister of Community and Social Services

(Mr. Brunelle), to provide small homes for
the aged in many of the communities, and a
lot of the patients do need medical super-
vision from time to time but certainly don't
need the high cost active treatment beds, I

am fust wondering—I am not wondering really
—all I am asking for is assurance from the
minister that the passage of this won't pre-
clude any application from smaller commun-
ities which can justify a need for this kind
of accommodation, this land of service; small
communities where they might need a 10-
bed hospital or a 10-bed home as opposed to
50 or 100 beds in many of the more popu-
lated areas of the province.

I can anticipate applications of this nature

coming from small communities in the north,
and I just want some assurance from the
minister that this legislation won't prejudice
their chances of getting this kind of facility
and this kind of treatment.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Yes, Mr. Chairman. I

hope the hon. member, if he gets any requests
of this nature, vdll bring them to me himself
so that we can discuss and work on them.
There is an unusual situation there, and I

think it is going to take a lot of co-operation
to provide the service that is needed.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Parkdale.

Mr. J. Dukszta (Parkdale): Mr. Chairman,
I wonder if I could ask the minister if he
could give me some information. What is the

ratio of nursing home beds that he proposes
for 1,000 population?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I am trying to get away
from this ratio. You know, when we start

talking about a ratio of beds of three per
1,000 or two per 1,000—it's up to three or

3^/^ now—really it's a guidline only; and what
we are trying to do is establish it on a need
basis.

Most areas in the province differ. If we
were to say that we were going to continue
vdth three beds per 1,000 population, there

are areas in the province that will get along
with 1.8 and have all they need. By the same
token, there are other areas that have four

and they haven't got enough.

We have now prepared a study of the

whole province on the basis of counties and
we are trying to keep this up to date, with
information from the hospitals particularly,
and from doctors and social agencies, to

determine what the actual needs are. If there

is a need, there could very well be an area

where you now have three-and-a-half or four

beds per 1,000 and still have 100 patients
who are waiting to get into a nursing home.

So I don't want to establish a hard line

of so-many beds per 1,000, because I just

don't think it works out. It's the same thing
when we are talking about other types of

beds. It doesn't matter whether they are

active treatment beds or chronics or what.
It varies with the patients throughout the

province, and this is the method they are

using now.

Mr. Dukszta. Mr. Minister, beds according
to need soimds fine to me, but do you have
a ceiling on how many beds you are going
to have for the whole province, or are you
also leaving that open according to the needs
as it develops in various areas of the province?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Well, at the present time,
Mr. Chairman, we did establish a ceiling of

three beds per 1,000. We are in excess of that

now; and if, as I say, we are going to estab-

lish a ceiling, then obviously we are not

going to be providing the services patients
need when they need them. I am much more
interested in working towards the scheme of

making available the various types of services

at the time they're needed. If we are going
to do this, I don't think we can talk about

ceilings or anything else.
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Mr. Dukszta: Mr. Chairman, I think the

minister answered my question indirectly. I

am concerned about tlie ceiling, I was hoping
that there would be no ceiling and he has

answered the question by saying there is no

ceiling. If the need arises in a particular area,

he is quite prepared to grant a license, even
if this exceeds his budget. Am I correct in

understanding that?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Yes, within my estimates.

As the member will realize I have X number
of dollars in my estimates this year which is

broken down so much for nursing homes, so

much for everything else. Obviously, I have
to live with that this year, and then I'll pre-

pare my estimates for next year and I will

have to make an estimate on the figures I am
going to have then. I think the member can

understand what I am trying to say. I still

have to live vdthin the estimates, I have a

budget; but at the same time, as the money is

available I keep expanding it to provide the

services.

Mr. Haggerty: Mr. Chairman, perhaps to

follow up on this matter of home care tied in

with the nursing homes. He said that they
have a pretty effective programme in the

Province of Ontario. Is this based upon the

number of unit hours?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Yes.

Mr. Haggerty: So many hours a week that

a person is allowed to come into a home to

look after those that need special care?

Hon. Mr. Potter: For the home care pro-

gramme do you mean?

Mr. Haggerty: Yes the home care pro-

gramme.

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, they can go in, in

many cases they go in every day. When the

home care programme was first introduced it

was limited to 30 days, it was a short term

programme, and we've removed that. We feel

it is far better to keep the patients individu-

ally in their home as long as necessary, maybe
a year or two, if we can provide the necessary
care.

The only thing that has been limited under
the home care programme is the homemaker,
which really isn't a health provision. We have
limited it to 10 days, because we feel that

for any patient who is going to be sick at

home, or go home early from the hospital, 10

days with a homemaker is plenty of time for

them to recuperate.

By the same token, we are prepared to

carry on with other types of care, such as the

visiting nurse, physiotherapy, occupational

therapy, whatever it happens to be; they go
on indefinitely, if they can provide the ser-

vices in the home and keep them there rather

than put them in an institution. But there is

no unit limit there.

Mr. Haggerty: I'm thinking of a particular

case, Mr. Chairman, where the person had
three strokes and presently is being looked

after in a home, but apparently no other

special services will be applied in this par-
ticular instance. I thought it came under
the home care programme, and I thought it

was a case of so many units or so many
hours a month for each particular stay in the

hospital. Now he's been removed from the

hospital, sent home and there has to be

somebody there to provide special care for

him. But apparently he's been denied that.

Hon. Mr. Potter: If the hon. member will

bring it to me and let me have the details

in this, I'd be glad to take it up for him.

Obviously, under the home care pro-

gramme we can't put special nurses on 24
hours a day. If a patient is this sick, they
should be in an institution.

We are talking about patients who can
be cared for at home that require a nurse

to drop in, perhaps do some dressings, bathe

the patient and this sort of thing. It may
require some laboratory work, some physio-

therapy, things that can be done in their

own home environment, or they can be

transported to the hospital even to have it

done. But there is no way this programme
can provide special nurses on a 24 hour basis

or this sort of thing.

As I say they do provide a homemaker
for 10 days, but this is to assist with the

housework and so on. But if you will let

me have that particular incident I would

like to check it out for you.

Mr. Haggerty: I'll see that you get it.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Parkdale.

Mr. Dukszta: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Minister, are you at the limit of your

budget at the moment or are you still con-

tinuing to grant licences to nursing homes?

I specifically refer you to the point I raised

in the second reading of the bill, when I

gave you a set of figures of availability of

nursing-care beds up north as compared to

the ones in the south. If there are any ap-

plications in the north, will you still be

granting them; or are you at the limit of

your budget at the moment?
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Hon. Mr. Potter: I am not granting any
licences at the present time. I'm trying to

work out a five-year plan, to plan five years
ahead so we know where we are going in

this field. As soon as I have this clarified,

within the next week or two, I'll know what
additional nursing homes I'll be able to

licence that will come in in late 1974 and
1975.

Already there have been licences granted
for nursing homes that will be completed
late this year or early next year. I have
the funds for that. Now I have to know what
funds I will have available so that I can

continue to licence more nursing homes. I

want to do it at least five years ahead if

possible.

Mr. Dukszta: What kind of a waiting list

do you have at the moment, Mr. Minister?

Are there many people waiting to get

licences; and are they geographically spaced?
Are there more coming from the north than

there are from the southern part of Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Chairman, I can't

answer that question now. All I know is

that there are people applying for licences

for nursing homes. I know that in many of

the areas where they are applying they don't
need nursing homes at the present time.

Again, it's a matter of what's needed and
what isn't; and this is why I want this legis-
lation. For instance, I would have no trouble

whatever licensing all kinds of nursing homes
in southern Ontario, because many people
think it's a very lucrative field to get into.

But we don't need them in many of the areas

where they are asking for them. I can't give

you a breakdown on where they are from
or where they are not from, but I can tell

you that I am very interested in talking to

anyone who can show me there is a specific

need; and as a member from the north has

pointed out, this is one area that we must

get into.

Mr. Dukszta: Mr. Chairman, I think it be-

longs here to ask the minister, if he hasn't

got a specific number of beds for so much
population, what standards he uses to deter-

mine whether there is a need or not?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I have already explained
that. We determine it on the needs of the

specific areas. And the way we find this out

is by checking with the social service workers,
with the hospitals, with the doctors in the

area, to find out what patients do require

nursing home care that can't get it there.

Usually it's a pretty easy matter finding this

out, because we find that patients are staying
in hospitals too long, the length of stay is

increasing, and we find that this is because

some patients are being kept in hospitals
because they haven't got a nursing home to

go to. This is why we have developed the

programme, and we are getting the patients
out. This is the only way we can check in

the areas.

Certainly if you have any other sugges-
tions we would be glad to have them, but

this seems to be working out very well.

Mr. R. S. Smith (Nipissing): Mr. Chair-

man, one question: Are there any obviously
underserviced areas at the present time where

applications have been made to provide beds

and the ministry has not seen fit to make a

decision? Obviously you said there are no
decisions being made and there won't be any
made for some time, but are there under-

serviced areas where applications have been

made to provide beds?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Chairman, when we
introduced the programme a year ago we
were able to look after everybody who was
there. We started around 20,000 beds and
we are now up to something around 27,000.

There are others that have been approved.

In the majority of areas in the province,
the same as hospitals, you'll find that they'll

say they have a waiting list of anywhere from

one or two, up to maybe 10 or 12 or more

waiting to get into nursing homes; so cer-

tainly I can't say that there are areas of the

province that don't need these, because there

will always be areas in which there is need
for them.

It is similar to low-rental housing, similar

to hospital beds, similar to everything. You
can always find patients who have been home

long enough and they say: "Well, maybe I

should go into a nursing home and I won't

have to pay for it anymore." There is always

going to be a demand for this thing. I think

we must be careful that we don't let it get
out of hand.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Obviously though, there

are some areas where the need has existed

for a long time, and there were discussions

with your predecessor before the extended-

care programme came into effect.

Really, what you're saying is that obviously
there are areas that are underserviced, and

you are not approving beds there, and so

what you are doing is not providing extended-
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care service to the people who need it in

those specific areas.

There are a good number of them, more

particularly in the north where there are

districts where there are no nursing homes
available at all. Those people pay their taxes

in the province and they are entitled to the

same services. But if it's going to be held up
because of the overall cost restrictions that

are placed on you by your budget, then per-

haps the number of beds across the province
should be more evenly spread, the ones you
are going to approve.

Hon. Mr. Potter: All I can say is I think

we have met the demands pretty much. If

there are specific instances I think they
would have been brought to my attention

before. If they haven't I surely wish you
would, because I don't know of any of these

urgent cases, that perhaps are existing.

I do know that very little has been done
in the north. One of the reasons there hasn't

been too much action is because we have
been working on the nurse-practitioner con-

cept, the concept of the group practice, the

tier approach which has been worked out at

McMaster University; and as a result of

this we are hoping to get some of these

people into the north to provide some of

the services. But if you have specific in-

stances, I'd be delighted if you'd talk to me
about it and we could get it sorted out.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Sudbury.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr. Chair-

man, I think the minister put his finger on
the problem when he said there was a large
demand for construction permits in the
southern part of the province. If we are

relying on the free-enterprise system then it

is only realistic that these people would tend
to try to start this service in the southern

part of the province, because it is going to

be more lucrative, and because construction
costs in southern Ontario are away below
what you would have in the northern part
of the province. I refer to my colleague's
reference to a graph which showed the beds

per 1,000 pretty generally in northern On-
tario. In fact I think without fail in northern
Ontario districts the beds for 1,000 popula-
tion were less than those in the southern

part of the province. I think as long as you
let the marketplace dictate where these ap-
plications are going to come from, you are

always going to get more from the southern

part of the province because that is where
the money is.

What steps are being taken to overcome
the forces of the marketplace? I think you
have to admit that the northern part of the

province, generally speaking, is under-
serviced as far as nursing home beds are

concerned. The operating costs as well are

higher in the north, so are fuel costs and

electricity costs. The per diem rate in the

southern part of the province, which might
show a profit to a home operating in these

latitudes, would certainly not apply to one
in the northern latitudes.

Maybe you should be considering some
incentive to people to go to the north. If

the free enterprise system fails to solve the

problem, has the minister got any thought
of going himself, through his ministry, to

bring those services to the north, where we
find they are deficient because the market-

place doesn't draw these people as much
as it does to the southern half.

Hon. Mr. Potter: We haven't any problem
in this area. We have many people who are

anxious to build nursing homes in the north.

Some are being built at the present time.

There is no shortage of requests from people
to build the nursing homes. Indeed, I have

visited several of them myself, in the north-

western part of the province particularly,
because of my concern about the costs. I

was informed by the administrators of all

of them that what they lose on the oranges,

they pick up on the bananas.

They felt that wage schedules in the north

probably weren't as demanding as they are

down here. They didn't have any particular

complaints in this particular area; but if you
have any specific information I would be

glad to have it, because I am looking for

this all the time.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 1 stand as

part of the bill?

Mr. Germa: I wonder how the minister

accounts for the fact that beds per capita
in the north are about 50 per cent of beds

per capita in the sowth. Do we not grow old

and sick in the north? What happens to us?

Do we just die and blow away?

Hon. Mr. Potter: As I suggested earlier,

Mr. Chairman, perhaps the people in the

north are healthier. Perhaps they don't want
to be in institutions. Perhaps their families

keep them in their own homes; I don't know.
But certainly the need has not been demon-
strated; and I can show you the same thing
down in the southern part of the province.
We can show you one area where there is
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a big demand; and we can show you a neigh-

bouring area where there is a very small

demand. I can't explain that.

Mr. Germa: Mr. Chairman, I can cite a

specific case of a person who should have
been under nursing home care and who in

fact spent over 365 days in an active treat-

ment bed because she couldn't get into a

nursing home in the city of Sudbury because
there was no space available.

I can also bring to your attention two cer-

tificates for extended care services. They are

good for 180 days. The first certificate ex-

pired; 180 days elapsed and this person did

not gain entry. Now I have witnessed the

second certificate which was issued, and this

certificate is half-way through its life span
and I suspect that this person is still not

going to gain entry.

Is that not criteria to determine that there

is a need in a specific area? I have other

samples, too, which I could bring to the min-
ister's attention, and in fact I have commu-
nicated with his deputy.

Maybe the word isn't getting to you. May-
be I should bother you more, but in my
little riding at least those cases are docu-
mented.

Mr. Lewis: How do you measure demand?

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
East.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Is the min-
ister going to comment? I guess he is not

going to comment.

I thought I should get a few words in

here as well in relation to the question in

the Ottawa area. I sometimes wonder where
you get your information from in dealing with
certain areas. I hear members from the
north-

Mr. Chairman: Order please! May I point
out that much of this discussion would be
more appropriate in the minister's estimates?

You can explore your own area more thor-

oughly.

Mr. Roy: We are dealing with criteria, Mr.
Chairman. I thought I was right on point
here.

Mr. Haggerty: Right on!

Mr. Roy: We are dealing with when per-
mits will be granted or not granted. Anyway,
if I may be permitted to continue to get at

this minister-

Mr. Chairman: If it has to do with item 1

of the bill.

Mr. Roy: Oh yes, definitely; right on, right
on point!

Mr. Chairman, to the minister, I was saying
to the minister, I sometimes wonder where
he gets his information, because I think very
often when he is dealing, at least with the

Ottawa area, there have been some fantastic

blunders emanating from your ministry. I cite

as an example that we are going to shut down
some obstetric units in two or three hospitals.

Apparently we had too many hospital beds for

our population, and now recently, apparently,

they are going to build a hospital in the west

end of the city, the Queensway Carleton

Hospital.

Anjnvay, getting to the question of nursing

homes, I am advised by the operators in that

area that Ottawa has a very special case. It is

often compared, let's say population-wise, to

Hamilton, having relatively the same popula-

tion; but they need more homes there because

you have civil servants; and the civil servants

have a tendency to retire there, to stay there;

in other words, they are older people.

Hon. Mr. Potter: I doubt that!

Mr. Roy: Pardon me? You don't seem to

agree with me.

Hon. Mr. Potter: I doubt that.

Mr. Roy: Apparently, population-wise, the

Ottawa area, having more senior citizens, re-

quires more homes, more beds and so on.

I wrote to the minister recently about a

problem that I had in my area about this, and
I just got sort of a curt reply saying: "We
are satisfied that in the Ottawa area there

are suflBcient beds". Yet I get evidence that

people who cannot find accommodation in the

city are having to go out, for instance, in the

riding of my colleague from Prescott and
Russell (Mr. Belanger) outside the dty.

I say to the minister, I suspect sometimes
he is not tuned in on the information that he

is getting from different areas, because I keep

getting people who say: ''What do we do
with them?*'. People are ending up outside of

the city; people who were, in fact, senior

citizens who were brought up and raised and

lived in a particular community. There should

be some effort made so that they are able to

continue to live there and die there if they
want to, and not have to go outside to Pres-

cott and Russell, to Hawkesbury, or other

areas outside the city.
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I just question the minister on whether his

policy on this, on granting permits and so on,

is flexible enough. I really question that, and
I say this very sincerely, because I have had

a number of complaints. I have related them
to the department, and I keep getting the

same answer back: "We are satisfied every-

thing's okay in the Ottawa area". Yet the

evidence seems to indicate otherwise.

I would like to hear the minister's com-

ments. Maybe he knows something that I

don't know, but from the comments I hear

today, Mr. Chairman, it seems that I am not

the only one, that there are members from

various areas who have the same problem.
Are we all wrong and he is right? Where is

he getting his evidence?

Hon. Mr. Potter: As I said several days ago,

Mr. Chairman, and I repeat it today, we have

completed a survey of the province by coun-

ties, really, and I would be delighted to sit

down with any member of the Legislature at

any time, if we can arrange it between our-

selves, and go over the specific area, showing
him what facilities are there now, what our

survey has shown, what we are prepared to

do about it; and if he has other information

I would be delighted to have it and help

work it out.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 1 stand as

part of the bill? The member for Parkdale.

Mr. Dukszta: Mr. Chairman, one of the

reasons I think that maybe we use less ex-

tended nursing care beds up north is that

people tend to use the Ontario Hospital in

North Bay.

I think the minister is being extremely

lighthearted in saying that people are better

off or more healthy up north. I think if he
looked a little more carefully at the usage of

beds in the hospitals he would realize that

people are extensively using the active treat-

ment beds for extended care instead of using
the cheaper form, which is the proper form
for extended care.

Now I think there is no other way here

except that the government should move

actively in building some nursing homes by
themselves instead of relying entirely on the
free enterprise system.

I am very unhappy vdth the way the

minister deals with the ratio of beds per 1,000
of population, cavalierly discounting it as a

factual basis for organizing the system of

nursing care. It is no use saying that they
are healthier there, I think you should look
more carefully at where they stay in fact.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 1 stand as part
of the bill?

Section 1 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: On section 2, the hon.

minister has proposed an amendment.

Hon. Mr. Potter moves that section 14(a)

of the Act, as set out in section 2 of the bill,

be amended by deleting the word "may'* in

the first line, and inserting in lieu thereof the

words "shall bring action to."

Mr. Chairman: Shall this amendment carry?

Carried.

Any other comments, questions or amend-
ments on any section of this bill?

Bill 70, as amended, reported.

Hon. Mr. Potter moves that the committee

rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee

of the whole House begs to report one bill

without amendment and one bill with a

certain amendment and asks for leave to sit

again.

Report agreed to.

THIRD READINGS

The following bills were given third read-

ing upon motion.

Bill 70, An Act to amend the Nursing
Homes Act, 1972.

Bill 115, An Act to amend the Ministry
of Community and Social Services Act.

Bill 84, An Act to amend the Land Titles

Act.

Bill 99, An Act to amend the Ontario Place

Corp. Act, 1972.

Clerk of the House: The 15th order, House
in committee of supply; Mr. R. D. Rowe in

the chair.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF THE
SOLICITOR GENERAL

(continued)

On vote 1505:

Mr. Chairman: Estimates of the Ministry
of Solicitor General, vote 1505. Are there

further discussions about 1505? The member
for Lakeshore.
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Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): I suspect
that you've done this already, but I have no
indication on it here. On communications,

your actual expenditure was $1 million in

1971-1972. The expenditure is now $2
million. Could you perhaps, just briefly, again
break down those figures for us?

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): There
are adjustments re changes in shared costs of

$136,000; telephone and long distance,

$48,000; additional transceivers for aircraft,

$8,000; replacement of—

Mr. Lawlor: I am sorry; what was that

last one?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Additional trans-

ceivers for aircraft, $8,000; replacement of

mobile transceivers, $23,500; salary revisions

of $252,000.

The significant figure in this vote is that

of 35 civilian Telex operators with salaries of

$315,000. What is happening there is that

we are thrusting to the optimum utilization

of our personnel resources. We are moving
highly trained, uniformed personnel out of

that area, putting them into the law enforce-
ment field and replacing them with 35
civilian Telex operators.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1505?

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, on the ninth

item, on OPP security corps; give me a bit

of an explanation as to what is entailed in

that estimate.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: We haven't yet found
the right name for that estimate. It is really a
custodial corps. The hon. member will have
seen that in conjunction with the provincial

buildings that, so far as security is con-

cerned, we have the OPP, the uniformed

regular members of the force on duty, mem-
bers of the staff of the Ministry of Govern-
ment Services with their uniforms and
flashes, and private agencies, such as—well
I won't name them, but private security guard
agencies that have been providing custodial

security of the buildings.

A year ago we set up a task force to review
the matter. All of these groups are going to

be replaced by a specially trained group
totalling 80 personnel to perform this func-
tion. The net cost will be slightly less than
the present cost in dollars, but we will be
providing a specially trained custodial corps
which will actually provide, in totality, better

service and protection of the building than
under the present split of jurisdictions.

Mr. Lawlor: Will individuals at present

serving policing functions here in the building
and in other government buildings, not only
in Metro Toronto but also throughout the

province, all be brought into this? Will any-

body lose his job?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Security guards in

Government Services at present will be

brought in to be upgraded and trained. The
initial area where they will work will be the

Queen's Park complex. That may be ex-

tended to Ontario Place, where the OPP are

providing custodial care now, the general

headquarters, and that type of situation.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
Mr. Chainnan, I haven't been here for all

of the discussion on the Solicitor General's

Ministry, and if this matter has been covered

then I would be glad to read it in Hansard
—but I was quite surprised to read a couple
of months ago that some very high officials,

in answering questions about Rochdale, in-

dicated they were not prepared to enforce

the law there. They felt if they tried so to

do there would be some deaths, or that the

building was constructed in such a way that

the police could not enforce the law. I was

really surprised to read that. Is it with the

minister's knowledge there is this sort of

redoubt in Ontario where the law does not

apply?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, I think

the hon. member must have been reading—
if it was in recent days—he was reading per-

haps a report that came out of the discussion

on the AG's ministry in the committee on
estimates. If it was longer ago than that, it

may have been another report.

The police are fully capable of enforcing
the laws which come tmder their jurisdiction.

One of the considerations in relation to Roch-

dale is the fact that the receiver in charge
has to exercise the civil law involved in re-

gard to evictions. This is where the hangup
can occur. Bringing in the police to enforce

a court order is really not the procedure, but

the police can be brought up to assist those

who are charged with the enforcement of

court orders.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I'm not so concerned with

the evictions of people who are not paying
the rent or decisions made by the receiver of

the Rochdale corporation, but simply the ap-

plication of the law as it presently stands

pertaining to the use and abuse of liquor and

drugs, and the statement that has been made

by competent police officials that the distri-
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bution of drugs in the Toronto community
probably centres around Rochdale more than

any other place. I don't even think the word

"probable" was used; I think it was accepted
as a point of fact.

It has nothing to do with civil action at all,

it is the fact that the law does not seem to

apply there. I often think that the reputation,

the terrible reputation of Rochdale that has

accumulated over so many months, and in fact

years, may be as much as anything else due to

the fact that the police, because of direc-

tio 1 from some source, have not applied the

law as well as they might.

I think a good many people have bent over

backwards trying to understand, certainly in

the beginnings of Rochdale, that this was a

different kind of a community and they were

prepared to think well of t-ieir eflForts. But if

it has come to the point where this is simply
a centre of serious transgressions of the laws

as they presently are, and that the police are

incapable of enforcing thsm, then this is a

matter of some concern for the Solicitor Gen-

eral, who has the main responsibility in the

province for these matters.

Ho~>. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, inci-

dentally, and I don't want to make a tech-

nical issue of it, this really doesn't come
•under this vote, it come within the jurisdic-

tion of the Metropolitan police; but I think

we should devote a minute or two to it, per-

Jiaps.

There is no question the Metropolitan To-
ronto police are enforcing the law. Whenever
they are aware of a breach they move in.

The problem is that Rochdale is a unique
s'tuation. Up until now there has been an

alarm system, and the minute the police
move in to enforce the law all kinds of handi-

caps would be put in their way. Alarms
would go off, the elevators would be put out

of order, so that by the time th^ police got
to the place where they should in the ordi-

nary course of events be able to enforce the

law, by that time—out the window, down the

drains, whatever it is—all of the things were

gone.

What has happened is that at present with

the receiver in, that type of situation has

been done away with because the so-called

Rochdale security, the semi-private security,

has been done away with. They've been mov-
ed out, and now that the receiver is able

to move in and really get rid of the bad ele-

ment that has been there for a long time,

the Metropolitan police stand ready to en-

force the law.

The question in the minds of the police,
the concern they have, is that if they move in

to, as some people say not evacuate but to

get rid of, to forcibly remove the people,
there might be considerable bloodshed; and
the intelligence of the police leads them to

believe that there is great concern in this

area.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: But it is still the policy
of the Toronto police not to move in and
clean it up, because that's all gone by the

board.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, when

you get down to law enforcement there is no

law that says a police force is entitled to go
into a bad situation and clear it out or clean

it up. They are bound by the Criminal Code,

by the Landlord and Tenant Act, they are

bound by all of the laws. The unique struc-

ture that Rochdale is prevents the traditional

approaches. But the receiver and the police

are working it out in consultation with all

of the elements involved, that is the Attorney

General, the Solicitor General, and the local

police and the law ofiBcers, to arrive at a

solution of the problem without any blood-

shed.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: My memory for these

things is not bad, but I think it was just three

weeks ago there was another suicide. Some-

body fell off the top of the building. There

is the feeling that this is just another emana-

tion of the fantastic abuse of drugs which

has been going on in the place over the years.

Perhaps the minister is as concerned

about this as anyone, perhaps more so. We
have not done the community, in my view

the residents of Rochdale, ahy service in

letting them establish a reputation which

can never be recovered novv. The aims,

which in the beginning I felt received a

good deal of approval from many, people in

the community, can now never be met simply
because the place stinks with the reputation
that it has earned for itself because the

community has not been able to apply the

policing of the Criminal Code.

I don't know whose fault it is. I suppose
we can blame the people who are there; but

the police, or those who direct the police,

have the responsibility to act on behalf of

those who apparently cannot act on their own
behalf in this connection.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, again
without getting into a prolonged debate, the

Metropolitan Toronto police have, in my
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opinion, done a very commendable job in

coming to grips with the problems that relate

to Rochdale.

The receiver has been doing his best. He's

only been in there roughly six months now.
The position that I have taken is that the

receiver, with all of his civil advice, both in

private and through the Attorney General's

sector and the police with all their experi-

ence, should get together and come to grips
with Rochdale. Clear it up, and clean it up
without ever reaching the point of having
potential bloodshed take place!

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Well

obviously; but Rochdale is deadi

Vote 1505 agreed to.

On vote 1506:

Mr. Chairman: TraflBc law enforcement

programme.

Mr. G. E. Smith (Simcoe East): Mr. Chair-

man, I would like to direct several observa-

tions, through you to the minister, and per-

haps ask a couple of questions as far as the
traffic law enforcement programmes are con-

cerned.

One of the concerns, and I've mentioned
this before in the estimates, is traffic law
enforcement as far as water patrols are con-

cerned. In my particular area, the Trent-

Severn waterway crosses the riding. There
are many miles of waterways which each

year witness an increase in boating traffic. It

seems to me we do not have adequate per-
sonnel to provide adequate water patrols.

I'm sure that the minister and the mem-
bers of this House are aware of the fact that

the RCMP are gradually withdrawing from
this responsibility, which at one time was

basically theirs; and the responsibility each

year is becoming greater on the Ontario Pro-

vincial Police.

It is my understanding, and I think I drew
this to the minister's attention last year, that

there should be more watercraft purchased
for patrols. I understand this is being done,
and that we have purchased a few extra

units, but it seems to me we don't have

enough personnel.

In my area, and I'm sure this happens in

some other areas in central Ontario during
the summer months, the traffic count steps

up. There are greater demands on the OPP
to use more men to give a stepped-up traffic

patrol, and as a result there just aren't enough
people to go around.

I'm wondering if the minister could give
me any indication as to whether his ministry
is budgeting for any extra staff in any of the

In particxilar, I am thinking ot Midland and

Orillia, where we have the need to give

greater supervision on water patrol. It seems
to me also that it may be that we should

provide in some of the areas, whether it be

Bracebridge, whether it be OriUia, whether it

be Midland, some extra summer postings; the

same as you do, Mr. Minister, at Wasaga
Beach.

I am wondering if you could comment on

this, as to whether there is any hope of meet-

ing this challenge which seems to become

greater every year?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the hon.

member has raised this issue in the past. One
of the problems has been, as he stated, that

the RCMP, who traditionally did this, are

moving out of the area and restricting them-
selves to inspection.

I was very interested in seeing that the

typical picture they used for their centennial

celebrations was a very appealing picture of

an RCMP officer kneeling beside a boat with

a child with a life belt on. That doesn't help

us, of course, because as they move out our

problem in manning, both in personnel and

equipment, enlarges.

We have a tremendous number of water-

ways. Presently we have 10 launches and 57

skiffs, and they logged 10,000 hours during
the past year. The launches are all radio-

equipped and patrol Lake of the Woods, Lake

Timagami, the St. Lawrence River and the

area of the Thousand Islands, Rainy Lake,
Lake Muskoka, Lake Simcoe, Lake Nipissing,
Manitoulin Island area, the Thirty Thousand
Island area, Georgian Bay and the area of

Victoria Harbour.

This year we are going to get three more
boats; another boat for the St. Lawrence, for

Lake Erie and one working out of Tobermory.
And there were two OPP boats and one York

region police boat in Lake Simcoe. I will be

very pleased to take a further look at the

area the hon. member has referred to.

Mr. G. E. Smith: I am glad to hear the

minister is going to review this. It seems to

me that he should take a look at it.

I am not downgrading the needs of any of

the other areas, but I would hope he would
assess the need on the basis of actual boat

traffic. A lot of foreign-owned boats come

through the area of Trent-Severn, right from
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Lake Ontario up to Georgian Bay, and it

seems to me that there is a real need.

I was interested to note, too, that the

minister is ordering some extra boats. I think

I raised this before. I think the needs were
such that there was no Ontario suppher who
could supply them before. Has the minister

changed the specifications so that we are now
able to purchase some of these boats in

Ontario?

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. member for

Grey-Bruce have a question? If so he may
raise it later.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: There were two Cana-
dian boats purchased this year. I think the

hon. member's point is well made.

Mr. Chairman: Is there any further discus-

sion on vote 1506?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, are we
on vote 1506?

Mr. Chairman: Yes, 1506.

Mr. G. E. Smith: I would like to make one
other observation on the traflBc law enforce-

ment programme, and this deals with high-

ways.

Mr. Chairman: Will it be more than 10
seconds? It is 6 o'clock.

Mr. G. E. Smith: Well, it might be a little

longer.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF THE
SOLICITOR GENERAL

(concluded)

One vote 1506:

Mr. Chairman: Order please! When we
rose at six o'clock we were on vote 1506.

The member for Simcoe East had the floor.

Had he completed his comments?

Mr. G. E. Smith (Simcoe East): Mr. Chair-

man, I was going to speak on law enforce-

ment as far as traffic patrol on the highways
was concerned. I understand it may come
under item 7, so I will defer until we come
to that.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Grey-
Bruce? Vote 1506, traffic law enforcement.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): I would like

to ask the minister about the aircraft sur-

veillance on the highways. There is a law,

I think, against false advertising. Yet you
have in numerous places around the prov-
ince — what is the wording of it now —
"Patrolled By Aircraft"; or "Aircraft Patrol-

led." Right?

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solictor General): Right.

Mr. Sargent: Good, you know the answer

to that one.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Good for

you, you are coming on strong.

Mr. T, P. Reid (Rainy River): The first

answer you have come out with all year.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The first time I have

been right.

Mr. Sargent: Over the years we have had
this crazy business. You have had a budget
of $100,000 for the past four or five years
and it is still $100,000.

I think it is ridiculous. It serves no pur-

pose at all and I think the minister should

justify to the House what good it is. Unless

you have IFR trained pilots it is only a very

Tuesday, May 29, 1973

spotty operation at the best. So I would like

to know what type of aircraft you are using,
if you have IFR trained pilots, how many
aircraft you have and what good is the opera-
tion? Why do we kid the public that there

is patrol by aircraft when we know there

is not?

Mr. G. E. Smith: There is!

Mr. Sargent: Come on now; let's find out

what he knows about this and maybe we
can assess it ourselves.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The hon. member will

be very interested in knowing that during

1962, in a six-month operational period-

Mr. Sargent: In 1972?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes, in a six-month

operational period—we don't travel in snow-

storms — six chartered aircraft in Belleville,

Burlington, Downsview, London, Ottawa and

Sudbury observed 21,161 hazardous moving

driving violations on 1,759 miles of marked

highway.
Wherever there is a sign there are air

patrols, but the hon. member will forgive
me for not telling him the day the airplane
is on the highway. Their operations resulted

in successful prosecutions for speeding, care-

ful driving-

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Careful

driving?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Careless driving, fol-

lowing too close, improper passing, as well

as other driving charges under the Criminal

Code. In addition, 1,780 warnings were is-

sued. The rate of charges is one every nine

minutes, and contact was made every nine

minutes of patrol time.

The aircraft also participated in 42 addi-

tional investigation assignments, including

major crimes such as murder and bank rob-

beries, and photographic assignments of

scenes of murders and prison escapes at

Millhaven Penitentiary.

Mr. Sargent: How many aircraft are you

using? You say six aircraft.

And who owns the aircraft?
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Hon. Mr. Yaremko: They are rented on a

tender basis.

Mr. Sargent: How many OPP pilots do

you have?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The planes come with
the pilots.

Mr. Sargent: So then, the people who are

doing—the planes come with the pilots?

Mr. Reid: The pilots come with the planes,

right?

Mr. Sargent: Why not! So these are not

police officers who are doing the clocking?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Each plane has a
trained police officer who does the actual

surveillance.

Mr. Sargent: I didn't get a chance to ask

my legal friends here, but does this evidence

stand up in court, based as it is on chalk

marks on the highway?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Oh yes. It's very
acceptable in court and we've had many
successful prosecutions.

Mr. Sargent: Is that right? Okay, I'll

accept that.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: As a matter of fact, the

London TV station has produced an excellent

movie with respect to this as part of a
traffic law enforcement information pro-
gramme.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1506.

Mr. D. R. Timbrel! (Don Mills): Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Don Mills.

Mr. Timbrel!: Mr. Chairman, I wonder if

the member would indulge me for a moment
in order that I might draw to the attention

of the House the presence in the Speaker's
gallery of the members of the Don Mills

Young Progressive Conservative Association.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
East.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Just one
question, I want-

Mr. Chairman: I think the member for
Lakeshore was on the—is it on this particular

point?

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, on this very point raised

by the member for Grey-Bruce. Why is it

$100,000 all the way through, right to the

penny? Why is it that that is precisely the

amount spent all the time?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: It is contracted so we
know how much we need during the coming
year, and that is the amount that is being
used.

Mr. Lawlor: And every penny is used?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
East.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, I thought I'd ask

this question under aerial surveillance, be-

cause it's the only area involving the OPP
in which they have any expertise in relation

to flying or to parachuting. I can see the

minister is shaking his head, and possibly I'm

in the wrong area. But do you have any
trained pilots, or trained experts in flying

and parachuting in the OPP?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No.

Mr. Roy: Well okay, let's leave it that way.

Mr. Timbre!!: Rip cordsl

Mr. Roy: Pardon me?

Mr. Timbre!!: Rip cordsl

Mr. Roy: I didn't hear you.

Mr. Timbre!!: Never mind I

Mr. Cliainnan: We are dealing with traffic

law enforcement.

Mr. Roy: Yes, well I want to find out. I'm

talking about aerial surveillance. If you have

Mr. Singer: Aerial surveillance in traffic

law?

Mr. Roy: If you have no expert in flying or

in parachuting, how is it that the OPP, for

the last 10 days, has been preventing the

Canadian Sports Parachuting Association from

looking at the—as you recall, there was an

accident some 10 days ago involving a 17-

year-old boy who parachuted and died near

Simcoe. The OPP apparently has seized the

equipment and is preventing this Canadian

Sporting Parachuting Association from look-

ing at the equipment and trying to determine

what might be wrong with it.

These people have made about 1,000 jumps
since that time. The reason I ask it here is

that I couldn't see any place else where you
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had any expertise in flying or parachuting.
You told me you have no experts in that

field. Then how does it come about that the

OPP is preventing this association, which is

sanctioned by the Department of Transport
in Ottawa and has received the sanction of

certain provinces like British Columbia, and

Quebec in investigating this type of accident,
from even looking at the equipment?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, Tm not

familiar with the specific situation, so I can

only guess. It's probably being done in con-

junction with an investigation, or, more

likely, an inquest. You don't have to be an

expert parachutist to be able to supply evi-

dence in an inquiry of that kind. If the hon.

member will give me the details I'd be

very-

Mr. Sargent: You've got to be kidding!

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Not to gather the

evidence—to check into the matter. I haven't

heard of it, so I can't comment any further.

Mr. Roy: If I could assist the minister

further. The problem is this event that hap-

pened some 10 days ago. You might have

read the paper where this 17-year-old boy

parachuted and apparently his parachute
didn't open. He died. The OPP has seized

the parachute and his equipment and they
are preventing the Canadian Sports Parachut-

ing Association from looking at the equipment
to see what is wrong with it.

The problem is that this has been going on

for some 10 days. This association is a recog-
nized association in this province. The prob-
lem is that there may have been 1,000 jumps
since the 10 days have gone by. They want
to know whether the problem was with the

equipment or was it human error.

They want to look at it, and they are be-

ing prevented from doing this. Apparently
the OPP have told the association that they
want to keep it and send it to the Irving Air-

chute Co. in Fort Erie—that's another com-

pany—to look at the equipment.

I am asking the minister to look at this

situation. It does not appear very sensible to

me that you would prevent the recognized
association from looking at the equipment. If

there is something wrong they can advise

their members who are jumping on a regular
basis, and they are being prevented from do-

ing this by the OPP.

I just wondered whether you had a section

within the OPP who are experts in this? I

think you can appreciate if there are none

that this can lead to a somewhat dangerous
situation. If the OPP don't know what the

problem is, they are hanging on to the equip-
ment and are preventing the association from

looking at the problem. So I wonder if the

minister might look into the situation and
advise the association as soon as possible. I

think he can recognize the importance of this,

because there are people jumping. There have
been about 1,000 jumps, apparently, over the

last 10 days.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I would imagine there

will be an inquest, and I think it would be

very advisable for members of that associa-

tion to attend the inquest.

Mr. Roy: Don't you get my point? My
good Cod; can't I get through to you?

Mr. Chairman: Order please, we are on
the wrong vote. I've allowed the member to

speak for a moment.

Mr. Roy: A bunch of dummies on your
side. My God, you're stupid.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I will look into the

matter. I indicated that at the very beginning.
I kept nodding my head; yes, yes!

Mr. Raid: Not that, please!

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The hon. member isn't

seeking an answer.

Mr. Roy: I'm looking for an answer. I'm

asking you to advise—

Mr. J. H. Jessiman (Fort William): You
have been looking for an answer!

Mr. Roy: Don't you agree that the OPP
should allow the association to look at it?

Doesn't that make sense to you idiots on that

side?

Mr. Timbrell: Not really. If I hire the air-

plane will you take the jump?

Mr. Chairman: Order please! Vote 1506.

Mr. Roy: What a bunch of dummies.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for York-

view.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): I take it, Mr.

Chairman, we are ranging over 1506. I want
to ask the minister, in respect to his juris-

diction over the vehicles which range the

highways and which may be in defiance of

the law—I take it these come under his juris-

diction?
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Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Not the vehicles, the

enforcement of the law with respect to

vehicles.

Mr. Young: The enforcement of the law in

respect to the vehicles. If the driver is break-

ing the law, or the vehicle itself, and the

condition under which its running is in

breach of the law, then the enforcement
comes under your department, right?

I want to bring to his attention a couple of

incidents on which I would like his com-
ment. One is an editorial which appeared in

the Daily Journal-Record of April 27, 1973.

I'll read excerpts from this:

At the height of a rain-soaked evening
rush hour on April 4, two big rigs slammed
into each other on the Queen Elizabeth

Way opposite the Ford plant. Pieces of

heavy farm equipment and 75,000 lb of

steel coils toppled on to a highway packed
with commuter traffic.

"It was the biggest mess you ever saw,"
said a police constable at the scene. It

could easily have become Oakville's biggest
bloodbath. And chances are the whole thing
could have been prevented by enforcement
of tough provincial regulations.

Rigs are huge and powerful, and they
carry dangerous loads of staggering weight.
If they are maintained and operated re-

sponsibly, as they are by the large estab-

lished firms, then they pose little threat to

automobile traffic. If, however, the

machines and their drivers are pushed to

the limits of endurance, each run they
make can be toward death.

The truck, carrying steel coils in this

instance, which smashed broadside into the

second after it had jack-knifed on the road,
was driven by Tom Armitage of George-
town and owned by Charles McGillion of

Bolton. Every day of the week, for 24
hours each day, the rig had been making
six returns between Toronto and Hamilton,
loaded with steel. Two drivers had alter-

nated, night and day, so that the run could
be made every night and every day since

1965.

"We don't really have the best of driv-

ers," said McGillion, "Anyway, how was he

[that is Armitage] to know what was hap-
pening ahead of him when he's not the

experienced man on that unit?" "That
unit" was 65 feet long, a train composed
of tractor and two trailers, 30 wheels,

75,000 lbs. of steel. And at the wheel of

an overworked truck McGillion had a man
he knew wasn't experienced.

The only real restrictions are voluntary,

imposed by the large commercial carriers

on their own men and equipment. These

big companies regulate the hours which
their drivers can work, [And ths editorial

goes on to speak about the PCV licensing

and the system we have in Ontario.!

But outside that system is what might
be called the gipsy carriers, the psuedo
leasers, and this was evidently one of them
involved in this accident on the highway in

front of Oakville.

The Ministry of Transportation and Com-
munications tells McGillion he cannot hire

his own drivers because he owns a private

truck leasing operation. That legislation is

intended to put drivers on registered com-

pany payrolls so they don't compete for

jobs by taking low wages and working long,

unrecorded hours.

But that doesn't bother McGillion. [He

evidently works outside the law.] Like hun-

dreds of other lease operators, he "tests"

his drivers instead of hiring them. He has

a new man ride around with another driver

for about a week, and then takes them on.

The driver speaks of McGillion as his boss,

although the pay cheque comes from In-

ternational Personnel, a firm somewhere in

Toronto with no telephone number. "After

all," said the boss, "it's just a formality be-

cause the law wouldn't let me pay my own

men, so the law means nothing and is not

enforced."

McGillion is proud of the fact that his

rigs never stop all week. Although for most

carriers the running of tractor trailers on

Sunday is prohibited by Ontario law, he

says he has never been told by police or

government to get off the road. So, of

course, he hauls steel every day through

tourists, commuters and vacationers.

And the rig itself? "We just run it

through until it breaks down, then we put
another one on the run." What happens if

it breaks down at 60 miles-per-hour, if the

brakes fail on a rain-soaked highway in

Oakville?

The editorial goes on to speak of the other

incident which happened up on Highway 400
not too long ago, where we had a rig there

mixed up with a lot of other traffic. The rig

itself evidently was stopped at the time when
a bus crashed into it, but because the rig was
there loaded with lumber and the lumber

spewed out over the cars on the highway,
there was a very serious fire and a great many
deaths.
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Now, here we come to the crunch, Mr.
Chairman: Neither one of these vehicles had
a PCV licence to operate in Ontario. Neither
one of them was legally on the highway. The
one on Highway 400, of course, was driving
on the Sunday when it should not have been
on the highway at all.

And so we have the contrast: Legitimate

transport business in this province is licensed

by the Ministry of Transportation and Com-
munications. It has defined haulage areas and
is covered by a licence. It is subject to in-

spection by departmental inspectors. It car-

ries cargo insurance and benefits for its driv-

ers. These companies must file their rates with
the department, and proper notice must be

given of any changes.

But operating outside this framework of law
is a growing number of haulage outfits which
lease their equipment to shippers. They get
motor vehicle licences for their trucks. They
hire drivers who may or may not be quali-
fied-

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the hon.

member's remarks do have merit, but I think

that 95 per cent of what the hon. member
has been reading relates to the jurisdiction of

the Ministry of Transportation and Com-
munications.

Mr. Young: All right! I agree with that,

Mr. Chairman-

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Who is the

enforcer?

Mr. Young: —except that the enforcement
of this law is with the present minister.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the edi-

torial writer keeps talking about the en-

forcement of the law and the people operating
outside the law. As I say, 90 per cent of what
the hon. member has spoken—for example the

Oakville crash, when did that occur?

Mr. Young: In April of this year.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: That was during the

middle of the week?

Mr. Young: That's right.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: That's right. Well, if-

Mr. Young: But this—

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Everything that relates

to the operation of that vehicle, relates to

the Ministry of Transportation and Commu-
nications and the Highway TrajBBc Act and
PCV licensing—all of those procedures. And

the law is there. There are certain laws

which are there which guide, and they don't

cover the operation of every truck in the

province. So the hon. member's proposal
should be to the Ministry of Transportation
and Communications with respect to a change
in the law, not the enforcement of the law.

The leasing of vehicles, or putting personnel
in charge of it, has nothing to do vdth OPP
law enforcement.

Mr. Young: Well Mr. Chairman, I have
been after the Minister of Transportation
and Communications for the last six years
on this basis to get this law changed. But

my question is: Who then enforces a law
which says that this vehicle should not be
on the highway on Sunday or that the other

vehicle is operating outside the regulations
that have been laid down?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: With respect to the

operation of the truck on Sunday, this comes
within the jurisdiction of law enforcement.

For example, with the truck that was in-

volved on the 400, charges have been laid

under the Lord's Day Act with respect to

that particular accident.

Mr. Young: Yes, charges have been laid

because of this particular accident, Mr.

Chairman, but the editorial which I read

points out that this particular operator haul-

ing steel operates seven days a week. In

other words, at least one day out of the

seven he is coming under the jurisdiction of

the hon. minister.

The trafiBc on Highway 400 is operating

Sunday after Sunday in exactly the same

way. This wasn't a new Sunday trip for this

particular truck which ran into the accident

that night. So that this is going on constantly
in defiance of the Lord's Day Act; and of

course in defiance of the regulations of the

province.

Now surely this is an area where the

minister has jurisdiction and an area where
he is being defied right across this province

by truckers operating on Sunday. I think

as far as most of truckers are concerned, they
don't operate on the Sunday. Some of them
have permission; there are about four com-

panies that have permission to operate on

Sunday in this province. But the rest of them

defy the minister. The result is some dra-

matic accident, as happened in these two
cases. One was on the Sunday; the other one

was not Sunday, but according to the owner's

own admission, he operates Sunday after

Sunday the year round. My question to the

minister is: what is being done to stop this
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kind of illegal operation of the trucking

fraternity in the Province of Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the

Lord's Day Act is there and the OPP have
been laying charges under the Act. I think

the hon. member is aware, as are most of

the citizens of this province, that enforce-

ment of the Lord's Day Act to the letter

has perhaps not been the order of the day.
Maybe the OPP have been concentrating
their efforts in other areas with respect to

highway traflBc enforcement, but always in

the interest of safety. I have no doubt but
that when the policy on the Lord's Day Act
and other activities on Sunday is fortncom-

ing, we will see a clearer delineation of who
can do what on Sunday and accordingly that

enforcement will follow.

Mr. Young: I gather, Mr. Chairman, that

as far as the illegal leasing, the pseudo-
leasing, the gipsy truckers operating in the

Province of Ontario, that is a matter which
is entirely in the hands of the Minister of

Transportation and Communications. And I

would think that—

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Young: I would think that the minis-

ter here would be talking to his colleague
in the other ministry, because if he can get
the proper legislation, I suppose his own
work then is cut down dramatically. So we
hope that—

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Now, the enforce-

ment-

Mr. Young: So we hope there will be real

co-operation across the board here.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: That particular enforce-

ment comes under the jurisdiction of the

inspectors imder the PCV Licensing Act.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Grey-
Bruce.

Mr. Sargent: Vote 1506, item 2 is $3.8
million for transport. Do I take it, Mr. Minis-

ter, that is for purchase of police cars? Item

2, vote 1506-transport, $3.8 million.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I can give the hon.
member a breakdown of the increase in that

regard. Replacement and maintenance of cars,

$165,000; gasoline and oil, $169,000.

Mr. Sargent: Are we talking about police
cars—$3.8 million? The purchase of police

cars? Why don't you ask those fellows in front

of you, they might know something?

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Please tell

us and then we can get on with it.

Mr. Sargent: Come on, that shouldn't be a

hard one.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I will just tell you, I

was giving you all of the details of it.

Mr. Sargent: I will ask you one question.
Is that to purchase police cars?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes.

Mr. Sargent: All right. Thank you.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: There is $330,000—

Mr. Sargent: I don't—hold onl

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —involved in the main-
tenance and replacement of police cars.

Mr. Sargent: You are spending $300,000 on

buying new cars this year, right? What is your

policy? Who buys the cars? Are they bought
through central purchasing? Or do we still

have central purchasing in government?

Mrs. Campbell: Tell him the answer, pleasel

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The Ministry of Trans-

portation and Commimications is responsible
for the purchase and disposal of all land

vehicles for all agencies of the government,

including the OPP.

Mr. Sargent: So, I take it then the OPP
have nothing to do with the purchase of

police cars? We established that.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: That's right.

Mr. Sargent: Right. Then in a district, if

there are say 10 police cars to be purchased,
who designates who gets the order? Do they

buy the whole fleet or do they buy it from

dealers in different sections of the province?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, again,
these questions should be directed to the

Ministry of Transportation and Communica-
tions. We say we need X nimiber of cars and

they supply us.

Mr. Sargent: So you are spending $330,000
this year on new cars?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No, Mr. Chairman, on

replacement and purchase of new cars.

Mr. Sargent: So you are buying new cars

then?
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Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No, we have to have
funds in here because when the Ministry of

Transportation and Communications purchases
the cars on our behalf, we are charged inter-

departmentally with the expenditure.

Mr. Sargent: All right. Now who writes the

specs for the cars?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: We do.

Mr. Sargent: All right; do you rotate? Do
you buy GM one year. Ford another year and

Chrysler another year?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No, we don't do it that

way; the vehicles are purchased through the

Ministry of Transportation and Communica-
tions.

Mr. Sargent: But, Mr. Minister, by writing

your specs you can pretty well say who gets

the order?

debit the charges to the fund we have within

our vote.

Mr. Sargent: Thank you, Mr. Minister. I

would like to find out this then. It is pretty-
well established that the dealers across the

province get their share of the business. I

want to know if the ministry—the men in

front of you—can slant the business to certain

dealers? You say they can't—all they can do
is write the specs?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: That is right.

Mr. Sargent: How many miles a year do

you drive a car?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: During 1972 the fleet

of cars wiU do approximately 70 milHon miles.

Mr. Sargent: I know one car that won't go
70 million miles. How many miles do you
drive a car?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No, that's not possible. jjon. Mr. Yaremko: About 70,000.

Mr. Sargent: What do you mean, it's not

possible? If you write the specs then only
anyone selling—

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Let me say this. We
don't do it that way.

iMr. Sargent: I'd like to know what you do
do! You can pretty well tell what manufac-
turer is going to make it, if you write the

specs for it.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the

OPP has a whole range of vehicles. I think

the hon. member wants to make some point.
Let him make the point and then I can debate
the matter with him.

Mr. Sargent: Last time we had some dia-

logue on this, Mr. Silk was the commissioner.
He was buying the cars at that point and we
pretty well established, I think, the fact that

he was playing a bit of hanky-panky around
the area and said who got the business. I

am trying to find out if you know what is

going on.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, does
the hon. member support the old system or

the new system where we ask the Ministry
of-

Mr. Sargent: I want to find out what you
are doing.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I advanced it five

minutes ago. When we need cars we ask

the Ministry of Transportation and Com-
munications and they get the cars. Then they

Mr. Sargent: About 70,000? And then what

happens?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Then we turn it over to

the Ministry of Transportation and Communi-
cations under the word "disposal". They dis-

pose of it for us and then we put an order

in for a new one.

Mr. Sargent: Would the minister know if

there is such a thing as a department called

central purchasing in Queen's Park?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Sargent: So central purchasing has

nothing to do with purchasing these cars

then?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Right.

Mr. Sargent: What are they supposed to do

then—central purchasing? They don't buy the

cars. What do they buy?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The furniture and fur-

nishings, those sort of things. Paper supplies
are purchased through the Ministry of Gov-
ernment Services.

Mr. Sargent: What does central purchasing

buy? He doesn't know. They buy furniture,

paper supplies through Government Services.

Central purchasing; but they don't buy
automobiles?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the

concept of central purchasing is where one

ministry buys cars. My understanding is that
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the Ministry of Transportation and Communi-
cations buys cars on behalf of everybody in

the government—all ministries, including the

OPP cars. When it comes to furniture and

furnishings and paper supplies the Ministry of

Government Services buys for all departments.
So there is no central purchasing agency that

buys everything for the government, but each

department that does major purchasing be-

comes the purchasing agent on behalf of

others.

Mr. Sargent: So it really isn't central pur-

chasing—it is just anybody's ball game. What
about when you buy uniforms? Who buys
uniforms? Central purchasing; or who buys
them?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The OPP does that

directly.

Mr. Sargent: The OPP buys the uniforms
direct? How do you buy those? Do you buy
them on tender or do you rotate that?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: On a tender basis.

Mr. Sargent: Who got the deal last year
for uniforms?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I can get that informa-

tion for the hon. member. What is he in-

terested in—shoes, uniforms, badges, belts,

guns; what item?

Mr. Sargent: It doesn't matter. I just

wanted to establish how you—central pur-

chasing doesn't buy them at all then?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: We have our own pur-

chasing department now with respect to

uniforms.

Mr. Sargent: Oh boy, you should be on

television, I am telling you.

All right; the quartermaster's stores then.

You have $660,000-1 take it that is uniforms?
That's $660,000 worth of uniforms-that is

on a low bid basis? Communications, you
have $2 million here on communications. Now
for those of the government fellows who don't

know what is going on here, we have in

these estimates four books like this. These
are called the estimates, and every one of

you should have one in front of you to

follow the book; but I don't think you care

very much.

If you will look in the four volumes of

these books, Mr. Chairman, the pattern is

right through the piece. In every department
there are five items: Salaries and wages; em-
ployee benefits; transportation and com-
munications; services; supplies and equipment;

five items. It goes right through the whole

piece. For anyone to find out anything about
the budgeting in the Province of Ontario-
no one would be able to find out.

We used to have a thing called miscel-

laneous for entertainment. Now entertainment

is hidden in here under transportation and
communications throughout the whole piece.
In a $7 billion budget we have five items

every time to talk about. Here we have now
transportation and communications which is

the big ball game. It handles all of the booze

parties and all of the entertainment. In every

department it is under that one item, trans-

portation and communications.

That was just an aside to show you how
hopeless it is for us to try to find out any-

thing especially when a minister doesn't

know his own department.

We have here communications, $2 million.

Now what does that mean in this vote? I'm

trying to establish this from the minister if I

may, Mr. Chairman. We have had a lot of

stick handling on the part of this minister,

saying at this point in the estimates that he
has spent $5,000 toward electronic sur-

veillance equipment. Now may I ask you, in

this $2 million, is there any money for

electronic surveillance equipment or bugging
equipment?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: It is for five radar

speed meters.

Mr. Sargent: So five radar speed meters

is the extent of the OPP purchasing and

capital investment in surveillance equipment?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No, that isn't the point.
You asked me how much there was in this

vote for electronic surveillance. I've always
assumed that radar was an electronic opera-
tion.

Mr. Sargent: Well, that is a good start. How
much money are you talking there?

Mrs. Campbell: Look it up; tell him!

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: There is $23,500 for

radar.

Mr. Roy: Surely you have got more than

five speed traps.

Mr. Sargent: Is that $23,500 each or in

total?

Mr. Roy: You are not saying that you've

only got five radar speed meters, are you?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: We have over 60.

Mr. Roy: Why did you say five?
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Mr. Sargent: He is buying five more. All

right; so they are $23,000 each?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Actually, the $23,500
is the purchase of the mobile transceivers;

those are the gadgets that connect between
the aerial surveillance and the ground. The
radar equipment is supplied by the Centre
for Forensic Sciences.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Minister, I know that you
must be getting weary of this whole estimate

and I'm sorry to be still flogging this thing
but I want to find out from you, sir, if I

may—to this point when we're almost through
your estimates you are on record as saying
that what you're spending this year in the

whole operation is $5,000 for electronic sur-

veillance equipment. I ask you, sir, in the

$2 million for communications, do you have

anything there for electronic surveillance

equipment for the OPP? Do your three men
in front of you say at this point in your
estimates so far that $5,000 is all you've spent
or all you plan to spend this year for elec-

tronic surveillance? Think about that, please.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. This came
under an earlier vote.

Mr. Sargent: Yes, sir.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I didn't say that, Mr.

Chairman. If the hon. member will listen to

his own questions first and then listen to my
answers, he will be able to figure out what
we're talking about.

Mr. Sargent: All right. The Chairman starts

to bug me on this point where I'm on the

vote. Mr. Chairman, leave me alone. I'm try-

ing to find something out here. You let my
friends on the left here wander by the hour
and talk about nothing. I'm getting on a point
and I'm right on the vote and you start

bugging me.

Mr. Stokes: Oh, stop your crying!

Mr. Sargent: We have to listen to you guys
on the left by the hour. So just sit pat for a

minute.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
If you get the member for Thunder Bay mad,
then you are really in trouble.

Mr. Lawlor: It is a negligible contribution

too, by the member for Grey-Bruce.

Mr. Sargent: I can look after him too—any
time!

Mr. Chairman, this minister with his three

advisers—

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, I made
the statement that in the votes of the OPP
there is $5,000 for the purchase of electronic

surveillance equipment for the fiscal year.

Mr. Sargent: Well then, what are you
spending $2 million on? Will you break that

down?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Now that's a good ques-
tion and rU give my hon. friend an answer.

Mr. Sargent: Give me a brief breakdown
on how you spend it?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I should be delighted
to.

Mr. Sargent: Somebody must have told you
something.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No, you asked a good
question. It's worthy of an answer.

Mr. Sargent: The reason it is good is be-

cause you know the answer to it.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: In 1972 our radio sys-
tem consisted of 106 stations, nine transport-
able fixed stations, eight automatic repeater
stations and 1,601 radio-equipped mobile

stations installed in automobiles, trucks,

motorcycles, boats and aircraft. Seventy-

eight hand-carried portable transceivers were
in use across the province during 1972. The
radio system logged 4,156,855 transmissions.

The programme of replacing obsolete

equipment was continued during 1972 with

the replacement of one 250-watt station and

five 60-watt stations. In addition, new stations

were established at Sioux Lookout and Rainy
River detachments, and nine additional skifi^s

of 18 feet or longer had radios installed. A
portable system was provided for use in the

Muskoka region while five portable trans-

ceivers were supplied for use in Wasaga
Beach, Sauble Beach, Grand Bend and Crystal
Beach.

We have a teletype network across the

province and we provide teletype service to

65 municipal departments and 97 OPP loca-

tions, as well as seven related agencies, such

as • the Ontario Fire Marshal, supervising
coroner's office, the Centre of Forensic

Sciences, the Ontario Police College, the On-

tario Police Commission office, the RCMP in

Ottawa and, as the hon. member has heard

me mention, the Canadian Police Information

Centre. We've implemented that across the

province, including each OPP district head-

quarters.

The breakdown of that amount which I

gave in the earlier vote is basically, for the
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large sums; telephone, $48,000; transceivers

for aircraft, $8,000; replacement of mobile

transceivers, $23,500; salary revisions,

$252,000; 35 civilian Telex operators,

$630,000-

Mr. Lawlor: WeVe been over all that.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes, we went all over

this. If the hon. member will look at the vote,

he will see that in 1505 and 1506 these are

shared costs, because this a Management
Board requirement that we split the cost be-

tween activity programmes, half with respect
to criminal law enforcement and half traflBc

law enforcement.

Mr. Lawlor: This is an atrocious waste of

time and cost to the provincial treasury.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Lawlor: Has the hon. member for

Grey-Bruce no respect for the public treasury
at all?

Mr. Sargent: Pardon me? Mr. Chairman,
the fact is that the Attorney General (Mr.

Bales) admitted in the House today that

electronic surveillance was done by the law
enforcement group in this province. I would
like to ask the minister then if he would
know, as the Solicitor General, the complete
inventory value of electronic surveillance

equipment of the OPP across Ontario at this

point?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, I rise

on a point of order. We've had a very thor-

ough discussion on electronic surveillance in

the course of my estimates. There is nothing
in this vote, 1506, that has anything to do
with electronic surveillance.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Chairman, the minister
is right. He has bamboozled us, and Vm
telling you—

Mr. Chairman: Order pleasel

Mr. Sargent: —he is misleading the people
of Ontario whom he says he has $5,000 for
this.

Mr. Chairman: Order please! That was
covered on an earlier vote.

Mr. Sargent: I know it was.

Mr. Chairman: It has nothing to do with
traffic law enforcement.

Mr. Sargent: All right. In the data pro-
cessing here we have $725,000 for records
of the OPP. Who has access to these rec-

ords? Does the political arm of government
have access to OPP records?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, would
you please direct the hon. member's atten-

tion to the fact that vote 1506 is the traffic

law enforcement programme. He is now try-

ing to go back to the—

Mr. Chairman: No, order pleasel The
question was on item 5, I presume, under
the heading of records, whatever they might
be.

Mr. Lawlor: He is trying to go back to

last year.

Mr. Sargent: It says $725,000 for records.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Those include records

relating to highway traffic matters.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1506-

Mr. Sargent: I'm not through with the

floor yet, Mr. Chairman. Who has access to

those records?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Just the police.

Mr. Sargent: No member of the govern-
ment has access to those records?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The police are part
of government. The Ministry of the Solicitor

General is part of government.

Mr. Sargent: I see.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr. Chair-

man-

Mr. Sargent: On this point?

Mr. Germa: The same point.

Mr. Sargent: Okay, I will yield.

Mr. Germa: Regarding the access to these

records, Mr. Chairman, I understand the in-

surance companies, in setting their rates, do
make an evaluation of a person's driving
record. Are these the records we are talking
about? Do the insurance companies have
access to these records?

Mr. Roy: You know they do. They have
access to those records.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, this

activity is administered by the central rec-

ords and communications branch, which is

responsible for maintaining a central police
records centre, a central repository of rec-

ords relating to the operation of the force,

technical and specialized police services for

identification purposes.
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In addition, there are dossiers of persons

convicted of criminal offences in Ontario.

There are registries maintained in respect

of identifiable items, such as outboard

motors, chain saws, cameras, jewellery,

bonds.

There were 205,000 inquiries leading to

the identification of 381 motor vehicles, 152

outboard motors, 20 chain saws and 4,000

other items. There were 3 million other in-

quiries which were handled and which

resulted in 700 wanted or missing persons

being apprehended or located. So this is not

the place where you get a driver's record.

These are the records of the convictions.

Mr. Germa: Thank you.

Mr. Sargent: You take back the fact, then,

that more people than the police have access

to the files? You take that back, do you?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No, they don't have

access to the files.

Mr. Sargent: You say the police are the

only people who have access to the files?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: What does the hon.

member mean by access to the files?

Mr. Sargent: You know what I'm talking
about! The files I'm talking about, who has

access? You say the police are the only ones

who have access to them. I doubt very
much if that is true. People other than police
have access to the files.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No, my answer stands.

Nobody has access to the files with the ex-

ception of the police. From time to time in-

formation may be provided to those who are

entitled to the statistics and when there may
be public interest in providing the statistics I

have referred to.

Mr. Sargent: Item 6, $142,000, data pro-

cessing. Is that just equipment? Is that rental,

item 6?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes, it is rental of

equipment and salaries.

Mr. Sargent: Thank you, sir.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Simcoe
East.

Mr. G. E. Smith: Inasmuch as we are rang-

ing over the vote, perhaps I could speak now
or ask a couple of questions and make some
observations concerning law enforcement as

far as the Highway TraflBc Act is concerned.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: You are right on.

Mr. G. E. Smith: I travel daily on Highway
400 and I can speak from personal experience
on the efficiency of the law enforcement divis-

ion of the OPP as far as the speed limit is

concerned.

Mr. Stokes: How often have you been

caught?

Mr. G. E. Smith: Several times I might say.

An hon. member: Must have had a little

accident.

Mr. G. E. Smith: Every time I travel the

highway, it is quite noticeable that many of

the larger transports pass me. It is evident

that many of the large transports travel in

excess of the 60-mile limit that is posted.

Perhaps before I ask the question, my ob-

servation would be that the only time I

really see trucks stopped on 400 or on the

expressways is on Sundays when the OPP is

checking the trucks under the Lord's Day Act.

I commend them for doing this. However, it

seems to me that it is very seldom that I see

the OPP-

Mr. Sargent: Get to the point.

Mr. W. Newman (Ontario South): Be quietl

Mr. G. E. Smith: It is seldom I see the

police stop the trucks or check them on their

speed when they are exceeding 60 miles an

hour. I think that many times the bus traffic

exceeds the 70-mile-an-hour limit.

I wonder if the minister could indicate

how close a surveillance is given by the OPP
of the speed limit of trucks on the four-lane

highways such as 401 and 400.

I can speak from personal experience. I

think it was yesterday when a large lumber

truck passed me coming south on 400. I

stepped up to keep pace with him; he was go-

ing 80 miles an hour and he had a pup trailer

on behind.

It seems to me that it would be almost

impossible for a truck of this size with this

load to stop in an emergency to avoid a

hazard. I would like to inquire just what you
are doing or the OPP is doing to attempt to

enforce the speed limit as far as the trucks

are concerned.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, the hon.

member's point is well taken and I agree with

every word he has said. He will be interested

to know that the OPP does have a special

squad which concentrates its efforts on speed-

ing trucks and buses.
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I think this is an area at which the OPP
should look again, because I think the hon.

member's position is shared by all owners of

privately driven vehicles in the province. If I

am going at a legal speed of 65 miles an

hour, I find myself being passed by far too

many trucks, even the monsters. I think the

message will have to be gotten across to the

whole of the trucking industry—that 60 miles

an hour for trucks means exactly that and no
more!

Mr. G. E. Smith: Mr. Chairman, a sugges-
tion to the minister, through you, for this

special squad checking trucks—it may be a

thought for them to use unmarked cars. I

drove a truck on occasion several years ago
and in the high cabs you can look in the mir-

rors and you can see the gumboil on the top
of the car, plus the whip aerial, coming down
the road. I would hope that you might take a

look at unmarked cars for this special patrol.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Thunder

Bay.

Mr. Stokes: Just very briefly, Mr. Minister—

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I would just like to

answer the hon. member's question. That is

exactly what is being done. Experience has

shown—the cars that are in the special squad
don't have the light revolving or all the para-

phernalia that can be seen from the high cab.

Mr. Stokes: On votes 1505 and 1506. There
are identical amounts for items 2 through 8,

with the exception of number 7 which in-

volves $29,931,000; and there is only a dis-

crepancy of $300.

Why did you just split the costs? You said

they were shared costs. How did you arrive

at just splitting them right down the middle
on an amount of money that represents pretty

nearly $74 million? And I notice on items 2

through 8 on votes 1505 and 1506, they are

almost duplications of one another. How did

you arrive at that?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Chairman, these

are what we call shared costs. We take the

total dollars under the new system that man-

agement has, and you assign them to ac-

tivities. This is an indication that we are as-

signing 50 per cent of the resources to crim-

inal law enforcement and 50 per cent to

traflBc law enforcement. So it is shown that

the two activities take up an equal amount
of money.

Mr. Stokes: Well all right, that is logical
Is that a misprint then, item 7 in 1505 and

1506? The only place there is a discrepancy
is in item number 7 and it is only $300. Is

that a misprint?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: That could be a mis-

print. The hon. member has sharp eyes.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
East.

Mr. Roy: I take it, Mr. Chairman to the

minister, that what some of the members
were inquiring about were traffic records.

This is not kept by the OPP, I take it. It is

kept by the registrar of motor vehicles, is

that not right, under the Highway TrafiBc Act?

Your OPP do not keep traffic records. That's

the registrar of motor vehicles under the

Ministry of Transportation and Communica-

tions, is it not?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The traffic records are

kept by Transportation and Communications.

We data process them and send them up to—

Mr. Roy: Yes, you don't keep them your-
selves.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No, we don't keep
them ourselves.

iMr. Roy: I wanted to ask just one question,

Mr. Chairman, of the minister. Some time

ago, I think it was last year in the public
accounts committee, we realized that the OPP
was part of a department which we felt was

abusing the question of financing. You recall

there was a number of departments, including

Health, Education and that, where the people
were spending amounts of money in one
estimate and not getting delivery until the

following year end. You recall that in some
of the departments—I mentioned the Depart-
ment of Health—directives were sent out that

this practice should be discontinued.

I wonder if there has been any directives

sent to the OPP. I can recall that in the

public accounts it was mentioned that police

vehicles, for instance, were paid for in one

year and delivery not received until the fol-

lowing year. Of course, this type of practice
can lead to abuse if people are just spending

money so that their budget will not be cut

for the following year. Have directives been
sent so that this type of practice be discon-

tinued?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: That directive has been
sent out and the OPP are very much aware
of govermnent policy in this regard. I don't

think we will see a breach of that policy

again.
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Mr. Roy: You are satisfied that is not

going on right now?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1506?

Vote 1506 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: This completes the study
of the estimates of the Ministry of the Solici-

tor General.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF
CORRECTIONAL SERVICES

Mr. Chairman: The estimates of the Minis-

try of Correctional Services.

The hon. minister.

Hon. C. J. S. Apps (Minister of Correctional

Services): Mr. Chairman, copies of the minis-

try's annual report for the fiscal year ending
March 31, 1972 have been tabled in the

House. The format is in keeping with the

directives of the Management Board of Cabi-

net. In this connection, I am certain that the

hon. members will be pleased to learn that in

future this publication will be printed three

months after the end of the year reported on.

As the report which has been distributed

only covers highlights of the 1971-1972 fiscal

year, I would like to outline some of the

major developments of the past 12 months
and to comment on some of our plans for

the future.

Among the two most important develop-
ments affecting the ministry in the past year
were the transfer of probation services to the

jurisdiction of this ministry, and the reorgani-
zation of our overall operations along regional
lines. The ministry welcomed the addition of

probation staff and services. This means that

we are now able to develop one of the most

highly integrated correctional systems on this

continent.

We are currently in the process of integrat-

ing probation services with aftercare services.

When completed in January of 1974, the com-
bined service will ensure continuity of care

and supervision to all adult offenders or

juvenile wards at any point in the system.
Under the new service, staff will no longer

supervise mixed caseloads of both adults and

juveniles. Instead they will specialize and
work entirely with one group or the other.

The demarcation between jails and cor-

rectional centres is rapidly disappearing and,

therefore, under reorganization, we have abol-

ished separate administrative systems for jails

and adult male and female correctional insti-

tutions and consolidated them into one adult

programme. This programme also encom-

passes probation, parole, and aftercare services

for adults. Similarly, all juvenile programmes
have been consolidated.

Regional administrators have been appoint-
ed who will operate from regional offices.

They are being given considerable autonomy
in decision-making and wide latitude to

develop programmes which will meet local

needs and which will emphasize local com-

munity involvement in institutional pro-

grammes.

In keeping with the increasing emphasis

being given by the ministry to the broad

development of community-based programmes,
a number of new and specialized positions
were created, including the positions of co-

ordinators of volunteer programmes, group
homes, and the temporary absence pro-

gramme.

Volunteer programmes, both in the institu-

tions and in the parole and probation fields,

had become so numerous that it was neces-

sary to co-ordinate these efforts and to ensure

consistency in the methods of selection and

training of volunteers. The involvement of

volunteers continues to expand and, at pres-

ent, there are well over 1,000 citizen volun-

teers actively involved in our work.

Group homes for juveniles, a rapidly grow-
ing programme initiated last year, is aimed at

providing an alternative form of care to

juvenile wards. During the year, 12 group
homes were opened and we are planning 24

additional homes during this coming year. The

development of the group home programme
has resulted in the postponement of plans to

construct a training school at Thunder Bay
and will permit the closing of one training

school within the current fiscal year.

The temporary absence programme, a most
successful undertaking, was expanded to the

point where a special co-ordinator was re-

quired. Since this programme was initiated in

late August, 1969, until the end of March of

this year, a total of 13,783 absences were

granted. Of the 297 absences revoked, only
18 persons committed further offences while

on temporary absence.

We believe the success of this programme
is in large measure attributable to the care-

ful screening by staff who have consistently

kept the safety of the public in mind during
their deliberations on TAP applications. We
are convinced that this programme offers ex-

cellent opportunities for the rehabilitation of

selected offenders. The relatively small
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number of instances in which oJEenders have
failed to meet TAP conditions demonstrates

that the majority of participants have re-

sponded positively to the trust and responsi-
bihties implicit in the programme.

In addition to the establishment of group
homes, two new facilities for juveniles were

opened during the year. The reception and
assessment centre at Oakville has provided a
modem facility for a comprehensive assess-

ment of the psychiatric, psychological, social,

academic, and other special needs of wards
admitted to our care. This co-educational

facility replaced separate and limited assess-

ment units at Grandview School, Gait, and
at Pine Ridge School, Bowmanville. The
children admitted to the centre are assigned
to one of four assessment teams, depending
on the region of the province from which

they are admitted. This permits each assess-

ment team to develop liaison with regional

agencies in the child's home community.
The reception and assessment centre has

developed a close relationship vdth the psy-
chiatric service of the provincial court, family
division of York county. The chief of the

service. Dr. Clive Chamberlain, and Dr.

Harvey Armstrong, both of whom are psy-
chiatrists, each provides services to the centre.

Dr. Chamberlain is the senior consultant

psychiatrist at the centre and consults with
the superintendent on all matters related to

psychiatric services. This linkage of the centre
with the psychiatric service of the provincial
court expedites assessments and avoids dupli-
cation of services.

In addition to the linkage with the provin-
cial court psychiatric service, the centre will

soon complete negotiations with several

schools of social work and with two university

departments of psychology to develop the
centre as a field placement unit for students.

This is in keeping with the ministry's plan to

develop aflSliation of our institutions with the

universities across the province.

During the year the outdoor education pro-
gramme initiated with the establishment of

Project DARE, Portage Lake, was further ex-

panded with the opening of a second Project
DARE camp near South River.

In the adult programme area, a further

milestone in our programme to replace out-

dated jails with modem detention facilities

was reached wdth the opening last August of

the Ottawa-Carleton Regional Detention
Centre. Unlike the old jails which consist

primarily of maximum security facilities,

these new centres contain a large minimum
security area in which programmes, including

the involvement of citizen volunteers, can

take place.

The first of these units, the Quinte Regional
Dentention Centre, which replaced anti-

quated jails, was opened in May 1971. A third

detention centre, which will replace the old

jails in St. Catharines and Welland, \\dll open
later this year.

We are negotiating for sites in Etobicoke

and in Scarborough. On these two sites de-

tention centres wall be located which will re-

place the old section of the existing Toronto

Jail. Sites have already been acquired and

planning is proceeding for new detention

centres in Milton, Hamilton and London, the

latter to replace obsolete jails in London and

St. Thomas.

A modem, enlarged unit for women at

Kenora Jail will also be opened soon. In addi-

tion to providing programme facilities, it will

permit women from northem Ontario to re-

main closer to their families and friends,

rather than being transferred south to the

Vanier Centre for Women at Brampton.

Constmction of a correctional centre and

an adult training centre was begun in Febm-

ary on a site near Milton. The former will

replace the present Mimico facility and the

latter will help to further reduce tne popula-
tion at the Guelph Correctional Centre.

Also scheduled to commence operation
later this year is the Ontario Correctional

Institute, now being completed at Brampton.
The institute will have three functions:

1. It will
replace

the present A. G. Brown
Clinic and will therefore provide treatment

programmes for alcoholics and dmg abusers

and certain sex off^enders;

2. It will provide treatment for those in-

mates with emotional problems who are not

psychotic, and who are either identified upon
admission to the institute or who are trans-

ferred there from other institutions;

3. It will serve as a classification centre

for all first offenders under the age of 24
with sentences of six months or more from
the westem, central and eastern regions. As
a result of this assessment, certain inmates

will be transferred into the treatment pro-

grammes at the institute while others will

be classified and transferred to appropriate

programmes in other institutions.

In addition to the capital expenditures

already mentioned, many smaller projects
were completed under the government's
winter works programme. This programme
has provided employment which would not

otherwise have been available to people in
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communities where our institutions are lo-

cated across the province.

And here I think it is well to note that

of the 40 jails now in existence, 22 of them
were built before Confederation. So we have

quite a job in updating and renovating many
of these old institutions.

Among projects undertaken were improve-
ments to staff homes at Burwash Correctional

Centre, extensive renovations in many of the

old jails, and renovations to the administra-

tion area at the Guelph Correctional Centre
and the admissions and discharge area for

inmates at that institution.

In the interests of increasing the avail-

ability of trained personnel in the corrections

field, the ministry has co-operated with se-

lected community colleges in the establish-

ment and operation of correctional worker
courses. The ministry's involvement in this

programme at Centennial and Sheridan Col-

leges includes screening of applicants, cur-

riculum advice and field-training vdthin

correctional settings.

In its report on the utilization of human
resources, the Committee on Government

Productivity stressed the need for more on-

the-job training as an important aspect of a

career development programme within the

government service. In the light of this, my
ministry has embarked upon an initial pro-

ject to give staff with administrative poten-
tial the opportunity to prepare themselves
to assume senior administrative positions
within the ministry.

The main thrust of this project will be
to develop the potential of staff at the lower

levels, primarily in the direction of jail

superintendents. It is our intention to con-

tinue this method of career development and
to expand it to include other administrative

areas within the ministry.

In order to further encourage native

people to work in correctional settings, par-

ticularly in northern Ontario, a scholarship

programme was established last year by the

ministry. Under this scholarship scheme
three native Indian students were enrolled

in social service programmes — one on a

$2,000 scholarship at Lakehead University;
two on $1,000 scholarships at Confederation

College. There is an obligation on the part
of those selected to work for the ministry
for a minimum of six months in the case of
a $1,000 scholarship, and for a year in the

case of a $2,000 award. The successful stu-

dents will be expected to offer themselves
for summer employment while still at uni-

versity or college.

We intend to extend this programme and
we have invited Laurentian University and
Cambrian College in Sudbury to participate

during the next academic year. We have

budgeted $26,000 for scholarships, of which
$16,000 is definitely earmarked for Indian

students, assuming appropriate candidates are

available. The remainder of the money, as

in previous years, will be allocated in the
form of bursary grants to candidates taking
a masters degree in social work or correc-

tional administration.

The ministry has been very pleased with
the positive contributions to our programmes
by students from various colleges and uni-

versities. Some of them work during the

year as volunteers in our institutions and
others are employed during the summer
months. Last year's CRISP programme was

very rewarding and, again this year, more
than 300 university students will be hired
to work directly with children and young
adults in our care.

Since my appointment as minister, I have
been concerned about the need to improve
internal communications within the ministry
which has institutions and field services lo-

cated across this very large province. In

January of this year, a ministr)^' newsletter
was launched which I believe will help draw
staff closer together by providing them with

interesting information on developments and

programmes within the correctional system.
We intend to publish this newsletter six

times a year.

I am sure the members of the House will

be interested to know that with the reduc-
tion in the format of our annual report, we
were able to publish the report and at the

same time publish our newsletters and still

save ourselves approximately $2,000 a year.

Now, I would like to indicate to you some
of our plans for the future because although
the plans have, in most cases, still to be im-

plemented, I want the House to know the

directions we are taking.

A year ago a task force of senior oflScials

was appointed to take an overview of the

ministry's work and to report on the major
changes which it could foresee would need
to be implemented during the next five years
if we were to continue to make progress.

The task force identified the following areas

as priorities:

( 1 ) A decentralized operation which places
the responsibihty and authority for operations
under regional administrators;

(2) A new classification system for adults;
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(3) A new classification system for juve-

niles;

(4) The development of a manual of stan-

dards and procedures;

(5) A career development scheme within

the ministry;

(6) A totally restructured method of staff

training, not only of the initial training but

also of refresher courses;

( 7 ) A look at correctional industries and an

exploration of how these can be made more
instructive and more worthwhile to the

participant.

Among these items, decentralization, the

development of a manual of standards and

procedures, and a career development scheme
are already under way. The remainder will be
launched this year and I am confident that

what was envisaged as a five-year programme
will be completed in less than three years.

Another area the task force identified was
one in which it made no comment because a

study in that area was already in progress. I

refer to the report of Dr. Harry Botterell on
health care services within the ministry. The

ministry is indebted to Dr. Harry Botterell,

former dean of medicine and vice-principal of

health services, Queen's University, for this

very comprehensive examination and the

recommendations made.

The ministry has started to implement some
of the recommendations contained in his

report. One very crucial recommendation is

the establishment of the position of executive

director of health services and we shall im-

plement this recommendation as soon as

possible.

In conclusion, I wish to pay tribute to the

many voluntary agencies, groups of citizens

and individuals who, together with other

ministries of the government, have made our
load lighter by their assistance and co-opera-
tion. I reserve my greatest appreciation, how-
ever, to those who daily work at a job which
is always demanding and who give unstint-

ingly of their time and of themselves.

I refer, of course, to the staff of the minis-

try. This is work that requires a special type
of dedication and concern for others, and this

year staff found themselves faced with rapid

changes and innovations and responded ad-

mirably to the challenge. None of us—or few
of us—appreciate the demands which are made
of these men and women, and this is par-

ticularly true of our superintendents.

It will be due to the endeavours of all our
staff that real progress can be countinued in

our correctional system. I want to take this

opportunity of thanking them for their co-

operation, and I am looking forward to work-

ing with them during the coming year.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1401, item 1.

On vote 1401:

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Mr. Chair-

mna, I would like to make a few brief re-

marks at the opening of the estimates for

the Ministry of Correctional Services.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): I may vote

for the minister.

Mr. Ruston: I would congratulate the min-

ister for his enlightening remarks at the be-

ginning of his opening statement. Probably
within the next few minutes history will be

made in the Parliament of Canada as mem-
bers decide whether capital punishment will

be retained, or maintained on a partial basis

as in the past five years. Correctional Serv-

ices are to some extent under the gun of

public opinion right now.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Why not

have history made here in the next five

minutes?

Mr. Ruston: We have had so much pub-

licity in the last number of weeks or months
because of the number of jailbreaks and the

number of people who have been paroled
and have abused the privilege given to them.

This has brought quite a reaction from the

public, or the public has reacted to this very

strongly. It probably has overly-reacted to

some extent, because I don't think that we
can abandon the parole system. I think it is

something that we have to continue with.

With the federal jurisdiction responsible
for all those sentenced to over two years,

they do have a much harder row to hoe

because they have the hard-core criminals.

I think in the federal system, about 80 per
cent are repeaters; they go back to jail some-

time during their life. So the federal govern-
ment does have a much more difficult task

than the provinces, since we only have those

sentenced to two years less a day.

Now, one of the problems \vith the parole

system is the indefinite sentencing we em-

ploy. This is used in Ontario to some extent,

iDut to very little extent in other provinces.
Our parole board in Ontario has jurisdiction

only over the indefinite part of the sentence.

I understand the minister in his speech at

Ottawa on April 13 at the Progressive Con-
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servative Association meeting said he thought
he would hke to have jurisdiction over all

those in the correctional centres in Ontario.

I think I would agree with the minister

in this case. I think that if we had the juris-

diction to look after them, then I think we
would be more qualified—our parole board

and people working with them would be

more qualified to tell whether they should

be paroled or not. So I would certainly agree
with the minister in his discussion with the

federal people that the province should have

this jurisdiction.

I probably would disagree with him,

though, in his part in the discussions with

the federal people as to training schools.

They are still under the jurisdiction of the

Minister of Correctional Services, and we
have mentioned before in previous years
that they should possibly be under the Min-
ister of Community and Social Services, and
in that way the federal government would
assume 50 per cent of the cost of that whole
area of Correctional Services for training
schools and for juveniles. That's all those

under 16 years of age.

I think on March 31, 1972, we had 1,393

young people in residence in training schools

and 2,700 on placement and the total esti-

mates for 1973-1974 are approximately $26
million. So whether all that would be sub-

ject to assistance from the federal govern-
ment, or a major part of it, it could be that

we could pick up $10 or $12 million if that

was under Community and Social Services.

I think that possibly that type of criminal,

if you want to call him that—I don't think

you should—but a juvenile under 16, perhaps
is a responsibility of our social and economic
life to some extent, so maybe we shouldn't

treat him in Correctional Services, but treat

him in Community and Social Services,

where, in effect, maybe the original fault

lies in some areas of our own jurisdiction.

A bit further on, on the indefinite sen-

tence parts, I sometimes think in looking
over the way it has been used that we can

recall a few years ago there was one case,

I think it had something to do with the

Stock Exchange—the famous MacMillan case

if I remember correctly
— where they had

about a three-month definite sentence and
18 months indefinite, or maybe less definite.

They were released for the full time of the

indefinite sentence and there was quite a

discussion at the time over the way it was
done.

I'm not sure whether we should be aban-

doning the indefinite sentence completely,

or keeping with it and not allowing any
parole until the definite sentence is up. In

other words, if the judge was to sentence

someone to six months definite and six

months indefinite, he would be more or less

stating that in his opinion that person should

maybe be kept in a correctional institution

for six months and then it would be up to

those people treating him and working with
him for him to be allowed out the next six

months.

I know this is just a suggestion that I'm

bringing along on my own, but it may have
some merit in it. In the parole system we
must also realize that of those we do allow

out on parole, most of them go to work. So

when you look at the cost of keeping a per-
son in correctional institutions—I think it runs

from $6,000 to $7,000 in the provincial cor-

rectional services and about $9,700 in the

federal, plus possibly keeping the family—
we certainly have to continue, if at all pos-

sible, a good parole system, even if it is to

help rehabilitate them as well as for the cost-

saving in it. We must also bear in mind that

those who are let out are capable of carry-

ing on their responsibility in society.

The recent uprising, more or less, we had
in Guelph had some interesting things in it.

I noticed that the member for High Park

(Mr. Shulman) was making quite a stew

about it in one of his usual great exposes
he figured he had. I think that he must have

changed his attitude from a few years ago,
because if I remember correctly, a few years

ago he was always after the previous min-

ister (Mr. Crossman) about the way he

would move people from one institution to

another and was complaining about the way
he was treating them. Now that they have

taken on a new look at treating them in

Guelph, it seems as if the member for High
Park doesn't agree with that. He seems to

go with the wind apparently. I think he

moves around with the wind. He's not sure

himself.

Mr. Lawlor: You misunderstand his posi-
tion.

Mr. Ruston: However, that is nothing

strange about that hon. gentleman, I'm sure.

Mr. Lawlor: Under my benign influence.

Mr. Ruston: With regard to the Guelph
problem, I notice one remark made, I think,

by the minister or some of his officials that

some of the correctional officers, or jail

guards as they were called when they were

hired, have a 19th century attitude. We must
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remember a number of these people were
hired in the early 1930s or in the early

1940s. Maybe they had war service. They
were raised during the depression years, and
took a job in the correctional service, in jails.

Our attitude at the time we hired them was
a much different attitude than we have to-

day. The attitude then, was the strong-arm

system, more or less.

That is the way they were brought up
through the ranks for this type of work.

Maybe we have never really trained them,
and maybe it is almost impossible to train

them in some of the ideas we are trying

today. We are not sure they are all working
but we are trying new ideas, hoping that

some of them are going to work because we
certainly can't keep filling up our jails and

building new jails all the time. Costwise,
the public just won*t accept it. We have got
to figure out some way to get these people
back making a living for themselves.

Probably the minister has stated on occa-

sion that the Guelph institution is too large,
and he wouldn't make any more large insti-

tutions; most of them would be about 200
units. I don't know if he's thought of this,

but he could divide Guelph into about two
or three areas of administration. I don't

know if this is possible with the type of

institution it is, but it might be an idea to

divide it into two or three different adminis-
trations and set up the work force under

that, and in some way get a little closer

contact with those the minister has in there

to look after.

Also, we have some pretty violent young
people today. We have had them in the past,
but we have had probably a greater number
in the last few years. They don't seem to

know how to express themselves without be-

ing violent, and this reacts on the guards in

the correctional institutions and how they treat

them. They don't think much of treating them
with the soft touch, and maybe you can't

blame them. But there certainly are some

ways we have to look at as to how we will

treat them.

Mr. Lawlor: Can you blame them or can't

you blame them? Make up your mind.

Mr. Ruston: Well, you want to know how
to make up your mind. We have tried a
number of areas. We tried the system 50

years ago or 100 years ago when we put
them in a box in a dark cell and that didn't

work. Then we have tried a number of sys-
tems in the last eight or 10 years. Some say
that this approach is not working. As a

former Prime Minister of Canada said, it is

easier to get out of jail than it is to get into

jail.
Yet I guess he has got a great record for

keeping people out of jails. He was a great
trial lawyer.

We are trying systems and maybe they are

not aU working, but I don't think we can give

up. It is like a farmer planting com. He might
plant it one way this year and it works, and
next year maybe it won't, so he has got to

try a different way. That is what we are here

for, to try systems that might work, Mr.
Member for Lakeshore.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): The hon. member for Lakeshore is

rather sensitive on this subject.

Mr. Ruston: Yes he is oversensitive. How-
ever, we don't mind.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Ruston: Mr. Chairman, I think that we
must be conscious of the need for the pro-
tection of society as a whole. As I said, many
new systems have been tried in other juris-
dictions and they have not all been success-

ful. I have even read in an American paper
where—it has been looked into anyway in

some areas, although I don't know if it

has really been tried as yet—they would have
a parole system where a person would have
a form of a radio attached to him, so the

parole oflBcer would know where he would be
at all times. Now that is something that is

probably way out.

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South): Put
one on the member for High Park.

Mr. Ruston: Maybe he would take it off.

I don't know what will happen, but I read
in some American paper where it was thought
of in some areas that it would be done on a

trial basis. I do not know how you would keep
track of the parolee. I suppose that could be
done with the modem electronic systems we
have today; maybe that could be worked out.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): What
about—

Mr. Ruston: I guess that would be called

bugging his clothes I suppose. We've had a
lot of bugging lately.

Mr. Sargent: Ask the Solicitor General

(Mr. Yaremko). He's got some of those.

An hon. member: Has he got bugs?

Mr. Ruston: Mr. Chairman, with 22 jails

from before Confederation still in operation.
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we realize there are a lot of areas to be

improved. I've often heard the hon. member
for Grey-Bruce talk about the one in Owen
Sound as being rather old and dilapidated. I

guess they're still using it, are they?

Mr. Sargent: The minister is still promising
to patch it up.

Mr. Ruston: According to the Minister of

Government Services (Mr. Snow), they are

calling for tenders or are making architec-

tural reports on new jails. I think this minister

has done a pretty good job trying to get these

improved. I think, Mr. Chairman, that's about

all I have now. I have a number of questions
for the minister on different votes.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Hamilton Centre.

iMr. N. Davison (Hamilton Centre): Mr.

Chairman, in the past few years I have

noticed a growing concern on the topic of

rehabilitation. It is heartening to see that

this department has become aware of this

concern and is putting more stress on rehabili-

tation rather than on the punishment of

prisoners in our provincial institutions.

In particular, I would like to congratulate
the Ministry of Correctional Services on the

success of its temporary absence programme.
This is an excellent programme and I hope
the department will continue to move in

this direction.

It goes without saying that one of the

most important steps in the rehabilitation

of any offender is to develop in him a sense

of belonging in the community. Leaves to

attend an educational institution or to work
outside go a long way towards this end. Of
course, as vdth any programme, there are

problems but I think a failure rate of less

than two per cent is quite admirable and
as the programme finds more favour with
the inmates, their desire to keep it will be
reflected in the gradual reduction of the

failure rate over the years.

I'm sure the hon. minister realizes that

the introduction of one successful program-
me is not going to rehabilitate all of those

inmates who could be rehabilitated. I'm

equally sure the ministry is working on sev-

eral new ideas for reform in this field.

I would like to advise the hon. minister

that I am looking forward to some more
reform legislation in this field.

Perhaps at this time, Mr. Chairman, I

could make known some of my own observa-
tions on the subject of rehabilitation and

possible legislative reform. It seems neces-

sary to begin any discussion of correctional

institutions with some unpleasant facts. Our

prison population is one of the highest per

capita in the western world. Our rate of

repetition is 80 per cent although according
to correctional studies the reverse could be

true, with 80 per cent of prisoners being
rehabilitated. That these statements are un-

pleasant does nothing to make them less true.

It takes very little reasoning to arrive at

the conclusion that if we had a moderately
successful rehabilitation programme it would

go a long way to emptying our jail cells.

However, before I get too deeply into the

subject of rehabilitation, let me for a moment

explore another possible means of lowering
the number of people in our correctional

institutions.

According to the minister's 1972 report,
some 2,473 people are in adult institutions,

serving sentences of 60 days or less. These

people represent over a third of the inmates

in our prisons. Mr. Chairman, I am sure we
can all agree that these people are hardly
what you would call, in general, hardened

criminals. I most seriously question the value

of holding people like these in our jails.

Given 60 days in such an institution, they
must certainly learn more about crime than

they absorb from the rehabilitation pro-

grammes. With increased professional as-

sistance, coupled with greater community
involvement, could not many of these indi-

viduals be better helped outside of a jail?

Why use a jail when perhaps a social work-

er's office would bring more favourable

results? Surely this is an approach worth

considering?

The report of the ministry does not break

it down but I suspect that a number of

people serving these short sentences are

doing so in lieu of paying a fine. Let us con-

sider an imaginary case of a man being sen-

tenced to pay a fine of $100 or spend 30

days in jail. According to my calculations,

it costs the taxpayers between $550 and $600
to keep that individual in jail for one month
Instead of incarcerating this individual at

great expense to the taxpayer, and bearing
in mind that someone receiving this sort of

a sentence is hardly a dangerous criminal,

could he not work out the $100 fine in some

municipal or provincial public works pro-

ject? He could perhaps pick up litter on

weekends on a regular basis until his fine

was worked out at the going wage rate for

this job.

I am sure that such a programme would
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find great support among the public as it

would provide tax relief, cut our jail popu-
lation drastically and rehabilitate offenders

more effectively than our current procedure
in the province.

While the 1972 report shows a gratifying
reduction of 846 people in our adult insti-

tutions, an examination of the ages of those
in custody is alarming. This reduction is not
reflected in the younger inmates. The age
group from 16 to 24 inclusive has increased

numerically by 59, but the percentage in-

crease has jumped from 47.7 per cent in

the 1971 report to 52.9 per cent in the 1972

report, for an increase of 5.2 per cent. With
over half the population of our adult insti-

tutions composed of the under-25 age group,
it fills us with dread lest this trend continue.

We must search with determination to find

the cause and then bend every possible effort

towards its solution.

I expressed concern last year that our

training schools were not as effective in re-

habilitating our young offenders as we had

hoped when we moved toward supplying
more open accommodation. When the min-

istry announced last year a move toward

establishing group homes as an alternative

to the training schools, I hoped this effort

to provide a more home-like atmosphere
would have a redeeming effect on many of
our young people whose homes had provided
an unsatisfactory or damaging background.
I still hold to this belief, but I am afraid we
are not moving fast enough in this direction

and I would hope the programme can be

speeded up.

Part of the difficulty in assessing the ef-

fectiveness of any experiment seems to lie

in the lack of comparative data available.

At any rate this information is not consist-

ently shown in the annual report. The 1970
and 1971 reports both indicated that 25 per
cent of the inmates of our adult training
and correctional centres had four or more

previous institutional sentences. I looked for

these figures in the 1972 report but could
not find them, so I don't know if this has

improved or not. I note an aftercare pro-

gramme for our young offenders under 16

years of age exists, but I don't know whether

they are repeating offences or not. I suspect
there must be considerable repetition, when
you consider the consistent increase in the

numbers of offenders in the 16 to 24 age
group.

I would like to speak now about another

group of people
— those who are serving

longer sentences in our provincial correc-

tional institutions. It is with the rehabilita-

tion of this group of inmates that we have
a very real problem.
The key to the difficulty of their rehabili-

tation is to be found the moment they enter

custody. In these first few days a trend is

set. First impressions turn into lasting atti-

tudes. All of our rehabilitation programmes
do little to change the impact of those first

few days in an institution. It is more than

just the concrete walls and steel bars. It is

the cold unemotional environment. Dr. Jean
Vanier said, "Our prisons nurture the fniits

of violence, because they are the homes
where society tries to hide away its disap-

pointments. Society rejects these people and

rejection leads to depression and hate and

finally to violence." This philosophy of re-

jection plays a major role in counteracting
the effects of rehabilitation programmes.

In this respect, the department is also

making some headway. It has passed the

stage in jail planning where it thinks of the

jail as a dungeon and is beginning to think

of it more in terms of a rehabilitation centre.

Changing the physical coldness of these in-

stitutions is far easier than changing the

emotional coldness.

There should be proper counselling for

each inmate as he enters prison, to diagnose
his individual problems, and to set up a per-
sonal rehabilitation community. It is also

imperative to maintain contact with, and
some interest in the community outside the

prison walls. This is the area where the gov-
ernment's temporary absence programme
plays such an important role.

One emotional attitude that stays with the

prisoner for life is developed by the lack

of meaningful work in the institution. I

would like to draw the attention of the

House to the experiment under way at Wil-

liam Head Penitentiary in British Columbia.

It has long been held that ex-convicts

have a high inefficiency rate in the work

world, because prisons have an atmosphere
of physical laziness with no financial incen-

tives. At William Head, 20 inmates are being

paid $1.75 an hour to build their own voca-

tional training shop. The men pay income

tax, contribute to the Canada Pension Plan

and unemployment insurance. On release

from prison they will be entitled to collect

unemployment insurance. These workers pay
the prison $17.30 per week for room and

board and $2 a week for clothing.

In Sweden in 1963 an even more ambitious

project of a similar nature was established.

The 120 prisoners at Tillberga Prison manu-
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facture pre-fab houses and do mechanical
work. They receive $1.70 to $2.10 an hour-
which is the going rate in the private wood-

producing industry after tax—inmates being

exempt from income tax. They pay for their

meals and are able to keep 25 per cent of

their net earnings for personal use in the

prison. The remainder must be saved or used

to cover financial responsibilities on the out-

side.

According to C. H. Ericsson, head of the

department of work and education in the

Swedish prison system, the inmate should be
able to improve his situation prior to being
released. He could pay off his debts, for

example, or he could pay for rent of an

apartment he might otherwise forfeit. He
should even try to save enough to support
himself and his family in the first few weeks
after his release.

I find no need to applaud these programmes
because the beneficial results are obvious.

Mr. Chairman, I hope this department has

investigated these two experiments and is con-

sidering the possibility of establishing some-

thing along those lines in Ontario.

It is my belief that this type of programme
would go a long way towards solving two

problems that cause ex-convicts to repeat their

offences. When a man is sentenced to prison,
his family is also concerned to serve time.

Either that or else the wife must divorce him.

There are far too many cases on record of

the wife going on welfare and of the children

turning to drugs and crime. The stories of

shattered dreams, broken and twisted lives,

condemn us as legislators for the responsibility
is largely ours. Surely we can understand an
ex-convict's resentment and hatred of a prison

policy that destroys his family. Is it any
wonder that this man should commit another

crime and be returned to prison?

Let us for a minute remove ourselves from
these plush surroundings and put ourselves in

the place of a prisoner getting out of jail.

Elaine Byron stated it very well in the

Edmonton Journal:

You have been left at a bus terminal

with maybe $15 or $20 in your pocket.
You may have been behind bars for a

couple of months, a couple of years, or

maybe even 20 years or more. Things
have changed. You've got no job, no clothes,

no friends, no roof over your head. What
do you do? When do you start making a

comeback into society?

Surely we can understand an ex-convict's

resentment and hatred of a prison policy

that put him in this position. I repeat, is

it any wonder that this man should commit
another crime and go back to prison?

In closing, Mr. Chairman, let me say it

is good to know that meaningful reform of

our rehabilitation programmes will save us

money, but even if it were not so, the moral
considerations are so compelling we would
have to choose them.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, I would
like to comment for a moment on the sug-

gestions of the hon. members and thank
them for their comments.

The member for Essex-Kent explained

fairly well the problem in connection with

parole, in that judges in Ontario give definite

and indefinite sentences. The parole of the

definite sentence is the responsibility of the

National Parole Board. The parole on the in-

definite part of the sentence is the respon-

sibility of the Ontario Parole Board. We have
discussed this on many occasions with the

Solicitor General's people in Ottawa and I

have been led to believe that they are very

seriously considering acceding to our request
that we be given the responsibility for all

paroles in our own institutions and that there

only be definite sentences given for adults

serving in those institutions.

The question of juveniles has come up,
I realize, in the past, last year particularly.
I don't know whether I agree with the fact

that they would be better off under Com-

munity and Social Services. I think we have
a fairly good juvenile system now in opera-
tion in Ontario. We still have hope and we
have also been given indications that the

federal people are very seriously considering

making this money available to us. As you
know. New Brunswick and Ontario are the

only provinces in Canada that have their

juveniles under Correctional Services and as

a result are the only two provinces that do
not receive help through the Canada Assist-

ance Plan. We believe that this is being very

actively considered by the federal people
and we do hope that this money will be
available to us.

As I indicated in my opening remarks, we
will have completely separated the juveniles
and the adults so it would be very easy to

switch the juveniles into another department.
I don't think it is going to solve the prob-
lem, because we have built up a very dedi-

cated and hard working staff, a staff that

would have to go along if it went to another

department and I think that the attitudes
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and the philosophy of the Ministry of Cor-

rectional Services, as far as juveniles are

concerned, would be every bit as good as

it would be under Community and Social

Services.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): Oh, no

way. You have got a prison attitude.

Hon. Mr. Apps: I don't think that is so

and I think that if you would check with
some of the institutions that we have, you
would change your opinion. We do not have
a prison attitude in connection with juve-
niles.

Mr. Martel: Even the buildings—the beds
are fastened to the wall and the tables are

fastened to the wall and—

Mr. Chairman: Order, the minister has the

floor.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, this is not

the case. I think that the way in which we
are moving as far as juveniles are concerned
will be of great help to them. I feel that

the people we have working in our juvenile
institutions and the philosophy of the depart-
ment is in keeping with the job we are try-

ing to do for these young people we have
in our care.

The member for Essex-Kent mentioned
the large size of the institution in Guelph
and asked if there was any possibility that

we might reorganize it into smaller units.

As indicated in my opening remarks, we are

hopefully going to take 200 out of Guelph
when the Maplehurst complex is opened. We
are exploring at the present time the organi-
zation of Guelph into four different living
units, which will help to some extent. The
facilities there are not that good, but we are

doing what we can and we hope to reduce
the population of Guelph when Maplehurst
is completed.

In connection with the remarks from the
member for Hamilton Centre, we are certain-

ly planning to continue our TAP programme.
We feel that this is one of the best rehabili-

tative methods that we have and we are cer-

tainly planning to continue It

We have no control over the prison popu-
lation. We are required to take those people
who are sent to us from the courts and we
have no alternative but to do that

In connection vvdth rehabilitation, I think
we are making strides on that. But I think
one thing should be made clear and that is

the attitude of the general public, once an
inmate is released from a correctional insti-

tution, has a great deal to do with the re-

habilitation of that person. We can work very
hard at changing his attitude while he is in

our institution and yet he can be met with a

stone wall once he is released. I think we
have to remember that the general attitude

of the people is very important.

In connection with the shorter sentences,
we are endeavouring now with the new facili-

ties we have to keep people serving up to

two months close to home so that they are

more readily available for temporary absence.

We have citizens' committees being developed
for our various regional detention centres.

They are doing a great deal to help in the

counselling and the rehabilitating of those

people who are still in the jails.

As far as the group homes are concerned,
we opened 12 last year. We are very confi-

dent that we will be able to open 24 addi-

tional ones this year. I might say that we
have a selling job to do here as well, to

persuade the people in the communities in

which the group homes are being placed that

they have nothing to fear from these young
people in those particular areas. It's a diffi-

cult job in many cases. I think we are making

headway. We established the 12 we said we
would last year. I think we are going to con-

tinue with the 24 this year.

The hon. member for Hamilton Centre savs

maybe we are not going fast enough. Well,
that may be so. I'd rather go a little bit

slower and make sure that they are success-

ful than go ahead and establish a great num-
ber of them without really knowing what the

result is going to be. I would also like to

emphasize that this isn't the whole solution.

We feel that group homes can be very help-
ful to a great number of people in our juve-
nile institutions, but it isn't the whole solution

by any stretch of the imagination.

I certainly agree with the member for

Hamilton Centre when he says the first ex-

posure to jail is the most important. We are

endeavouring to increase our social workers

and psychologists and psychiatrists within the

jails and to increase the voluntary services

within the jails. They can play a very impor-
tant part in helping those people and their

families as well when they are first taken into

one of the jails.

He mentioned the working-for-pay scheme
which is being tried out in British Columbia.
I think the members of the House will be

pleased to know—at least I hope so and I

hope we'll have the full support of all parties
—when I say that a while ago we had com-

pleted a report on our institutions as far as
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such projects being carried out are concerned.

We have permission from the cabinet and

very soon we expect to start operating an

abattoir in Guelph in exactly the same way.
We will pay the inmates working there the

going rate. If this proves successful we in-

tend to include other activities in the cor-

rectional centre in the new Maplehurst com-

plex, which will be expanded and improved
in the hope that this will also be a good
rehabilitative method for those who come
into the correctional centres.

Mr. Lawlor: Why don't you look at pre-
fabricated housing in conjunction with the

Minister of Revenue (Mr. Grossman)?

Hon. Mr. Apps: There are only certain

things that we can do. As a matter of fact

we have a whole report on that which out-

lines three different ways in which this can
be done. We are trying the experiment in

Guelph.

Mr. Martel: What kind of work?

Mr. Lawlor: Abattoir.

Hon. Mr. Apps: As I say, we are going to

try it first of all in Guelph and this will be
started this year. If it is successful, we will

do the same thing on a larger scale in the

new Maplehurst complex that is now being
built outside of Milton. This is a touchy
thing. I'm pleased to know that the hon.
member for Hamilton Centre supports us in

this project, and I would hope that we would

get the support of every member of the

Legislature when we try this out. We feel that

this will be of help to us to help us re-

habilitate certain offenders that we receive

into our care.

I might mention that anyone who is in our
correctional centres does have an incentive

allowance in which he's able to save ap-
proximately $2 a week. This money is avail-

able to him when he leaves the institution.

In addition to that, we have compassionate
allowances that are administered through our
after-care people who are in a position to

help in a monetary way those people who
need that type of help. So, for the most part,
those people leaving the institution do have
some money and we're always ready and
have extra money available to help them, as

well.

I've covered as many points as I noted
down here. Perhaps there will be other ones

that will come up during the rest of the

estimates. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1401, item 1. The
hon. member for Essex-Kent.

Mr. Ruston: With regard to the abattoir.

Did you say you were having an abattoir in

Guelph and that's where you are going to

start your system of paying inmates? I think
if you look back to four years ago, when I

gave a speech with regard to the correc-

tional services, this was one of the things
that I recommended as a thought. And I

think that you would have our support.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Thank you very much,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for River-

dale.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Chair-

man, when the minister says that he is bound
to take everyone that the court orders into

his institutions, I can understand that. What
committee do you have that provides a liaison

with the provincial court system—with the

judges and the Crown attorneys in the pro-
vincial court system—with respect to your in-

stitutions as part of the continuing process of

arrest, detention, conviction and correction?

Hon. Mr. Apps: I think, Mr. Chairman, we
have a very good liaison with provincial court

judges, particularly. We are invited to their

conferences. I think they have one in the

various areas every year. They very kindly
ask us to attend those and give us an oppor-

tunity to explain to them how we feel about

their sentencing procedures—how it affects us

—and they are very receptive to this.

We have a very close relationship with the

juvenile and family court of Metro Toronto,

in connection with their Oakville assessment

centre, where Dr. Clive Chamberlain works

for both. This liaison is very good. We don't

have the same liaison with the other juvenile

and family courts throughout the province, I

guess because of the distance. But I think

that our relationship vdth the provincial
courts is very good and we get good co-

operation from them.

Mr. Renwick: Is there any method by
which the provincial court judges or the

Crown attorneys are escorted through your

institutions, or have an opportunity to visit

them on a regular planned basis to under-

stand what is available to them?

Hon. Mr. Apps: It isn't on a regular plan-
ned basis, but we have issued invitations to

them to visit our institutions. They have taken

up those invitations and have gone through a

number of our institutions.
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Mr. Renwick: Well, I would make two sug-

gestions: I would think that—perhaps on an
informal basis leading to a formal arrange-
ment—some effort be made to establish such
a direct liaison arrangement between the

people in your ministry and the provincial
court judges and the provincial Crown attor-

neys, so that there is an understanding.

The other point is one I've often thought
should form part of the sentencing system,
and I recognize the minister can't tell the

provincial judge how he is to mete out his

sentence. But it does seem to me that when
a provincial court judge, for example, awards
a sentence of nine months definite and six

months indefinite that he should point out in

meting out the sentence the time off which
can be earned for good behaviour and the
other ameliorative devices which are avail-

able to lessen the weight of the impact on
the sentence to the person being sentenced.
So then he has some indication from the

very judge who is sentencing him of what the

various alternatives are depending on his be-

haviour and on the particular programmes of

your department.

Out of the liaison with the court system,
it seems to me that this would be most valu-

able. Because it does appear, I think, to

many people who are sentenced that they are

given one sentence in one place, and then

they immediately go to another place where
at some point they learn that they can earn
certain remissions, or that they can earn
certain time off for good behaviour and what
the roles of the parole boards are.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, as the mem-
ber has indicated, we can't tell the judges
what they should do. I might inform the
member that as soon as a person comes into

one of our correctional centres he is given an
information booklet which outlines every-
thing in that respect, along with many other

things. It tells him the statutory remission and
what he is entitled to. It also tells him the
earned remissions and about the regulations
within the institutions, so that once he
arrives in the institution he knows all about
that.

This is the information booklet that we
have prepared. It is published in English and
French. I would be glad to send this over to

the hon. member so he can see the exact in-

formation that we have given. It outlines

everything in that connection. That is one

way in which we are trying to make sure that

a person gets all the information he can as

far as his sentence is concerned.

Mr. Renwick: I make this suggestion in

the hope that it will be followed up. There
is the sensation, for those of us who have
occasion to be in the provincial courts, that

there is almost an iron curtain between the

end of the sentencing procedure and what

happens to the person afterwards. It would
seem to me to be most effective if, in the

situation where the person is given his sen-

tence, at the same time the judge were to

indicate to him what he can do on his part
to reduce the burden of the sentence.

It seems to me, and perhaps as a lawyer
I have overemphasized it, that that is the

proper starting point rather than to wait until

he gets to the institution, where of course he
should be given a booklet to confirm what
he has been told. It would seem to me that

that is one of the type of valuable things
which could come out of a permanent liaison

arrangement between a committee of the pro-
vincial court judges and a committee made
up of persons from our ministry.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, I think

that is a very excellent idea. We are very
anxious to make sure that anyone coming
into our care knows exactly where he stands.

I can assure the member that well look into

this. I think this is one way in which the

Justice policy committee could work together
in getting information available to the person
once he comes into our care.

Mr. Renwick: On this part of it, I just have
one comment. I am not going to pick out
extracts from the series of articles which

appeared in the Globe and Mail by Michael

Valpy. My assessment of the 15 articles, as I

read them over the period of time that they
were published, is that they were a very fair

effort to make available to the public in

Ontario in an intelligible form what was

going on within your institutions.

I would like the minister to comment on
those 15 articles and give us some impression
of the way in which they were received by
your ministry. Obviously there was a high
degree of co-operation between people in

your ministry and the institutions vidth

Michael Valpy as he did the research work
and the travelling and the touring and the

interviewing necessary to write those articles.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, this prob-
ably could more properly come under the

juvenile-

Mr. Chairman: The whole 15 articles would
come imder administration?
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Hon. Mr. Apps: No, it would come under

the third vote, juvenile institutions. What I

would like to point out is that we are trying

very hard to open up our institutions. In

other words, we don't feel that we have got
that much to hide. We appreciate the objec-
tive work of people who visit our institutions

in the hope that their comments or sugges-
tions will be of benefit to us. And that is

why we gladly arranged for Mr. Valpy to go
and visit our institutions. I think he will agree
that we gave him all the help we could to

ensure that he saw everything he wanted to

see.

I would be very glad to comment on his

suggestions in the third vote, in connection

with juvenile institutions.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, perhaps the

minister would deal with the Minister's Ad-

visory Council on the Treatment of Offenders

and indicate to us the functions of that coun-

cil, how often it meets, what benefits have

sprung from its contributions and whether it

has been successful or not?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Yes, Mr. Chairman, I think

the MACTO committee has been very suc-

cessful. It meets for two days at least once a

month and it does jobs for the minister. In

other words, we give them projects.

So far I have given them two projects. One
is to make recommendations on the overall

staff training and development of our cor-

rectional officers and those who work for us.

The second one, which they just finished, was

to prepare a bill of rights for inmates. I think

you would be most interested in seeing that

and I will arrange for you to get a copy of

it. The one they are going to start on, al-

though they don't know it yet, will involve

preparing a full review of the problems we
have with Indians, particularly in northwest-

em Ontario, and formulating recommenda-
tions so we can adopt our programme to

better serve those people.

I feel the committee is very valuable. We
have very competent people on that com-

mittee and they seem to be working with a

great deal of enthusiasm. The important

thing, as far as they are concerned, and I

think they are right, is that they be given

something they can get their teeth into. I

think the projects I have given them have

accomplished that. They made good reports
and I am looking forward to seeing their

work in connection with the Indians in north-

western Ontario.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Sud-

buiy.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr. Chairman,
in connection with the minister's statement

that he wants to make his institutions more

open to the public: What provision is there

for elected members of this House to visit

institutions, because I think nothing should

be hidden from our purview?

Hon. Mr. Apps: At any time a member of

the legislative assembly of the Province of

Ontario can go and visit any institution.

There are no restrictions whatever.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Wel-

lington South.

Mr. H. Worton (Wellington South): Mr.

Chairman, I would like to ask the minister if

he has had an opportunity to assess the situ-

ation at the Guelph Correctional Centre and

if he has a report ready for this House?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, when we
decided to go ahead with the investigation of

working conditions at the Guelph Correctional

Centre, we said that once this was completed
we would go over it with the employee rela-

tions committee at the centre. The report has

just come in and it is in the process of being

typed. As soon as it is completed we are

going straight up to Guelph and discuss it

thoroughly with the employee relations com-

mittee there.

I think it is a good report. I read it over

and it is a good report. It has some good sug-

gestions, and I am hopeful that we can imple-
ment most of them.

Mr. Worton: Mr. Chairman, a number of

years ago a committee of this Legislature
used to visit the various institutions to meet

the staflF and had the opportunity of meeting
the inmates. And I would suggest, as the

Leader of the Opposition suggested at the

time of the difficulties in the Guelph Cor-

rectional Centre, that it would be advisable

for this committee—I forget its title—to go to

these institutions and learn all the ins and

outs.

The reason I suggest this is because, as the

member for Essex-Kent indicated, the public
has a hard time understanding. The police-
man says, "I arrest them and the judge sen-

tences them," but next thing he is out on

either temporary absence or on bail for some
reason or other. The public wonders if they
are being properly treated; and in the case

of Guelph, the guards have failed to under-
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stand some of the things that they have to

hve with under today's conditions.

I think the member for Essex-Kent made
another good point, that some of the older

staff simply have a hard time accepting some
of the new methods. But if the minister looks

over his annual report, he will see that many
of the superintendents and heads of the insti-

tutions under the minister's guidance had
their beginnings at the OR; and they have

been outstanding employees and have con-

tributed a great deal to the Correctional

Services department.
The other issue I wasn't too clear on is the

matter of the abattoir, because that is a new
abattoir. Is the minister saying that we are

going to pay the employees who work in

there?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, I'll answer
the last question first. We are now working
on a system whereby the abattoir will be

operated and the inmates who are working
there will be paid.

Mr. Worton: On an hourly basis?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Yes, on a normal basis.

These things are now in the process of being
worked out. As I indicated, this is sort of an

experimental project as far as we are con-

cerned; if it is successful, which we think it

will be, then we are going to expand this

concept to some of the other correctional

institutions.

Mr. Worton: There are also other food-

producing operations. Are they going to be
considered too?

Hon. Mr. Apps: They will be considered
one by one, as we feel our way in this. I am
very pleased, as a matter of fact, that I have
the support of the members of the Legisla-
ture, because this involves a selling job as

well; we have to convince the general public
that this also is going to be helpful.

Mr. Worton: This is an instance where
bringing members of the Legislature into it

would certainly help sell the project.

Hon. Mr. Apps: I would be very happy at

any time, Mr. Chairman, to arrange for

groups or members of the Legislature to visit

any institution that we have. Now, I am not
familiar with the committee the hon. member
referred to, although I believe he mentioned
it to me a little while ago.

Mr. Worton: Oh, I am going back nearly
15 or 18 years, Mr. Chairman, when we used

to tour a different institution each year. We
would meet the superintendents and the dif-

ferent staflFs; and occasionally we would have
a chance to meet the inmates and discuss

some issues with them.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Well, I would be very

pleased to look into it and to issue an invita-

tion to any member of the Legislature to

visit any place he would care to. We might
arrange a tour for the hon. members, if they
so wish.

Mr. Worton: The other matter I would like

to raise, Mr. Chairman, concerns the Guelph
Correctional Centre, which has been long
established in our community. Going back
over the period of time I have been a mem-
ber, it has always been known as a show-

place. Of course, that was brought about by
the farming operations we had there. But

they have been discontinued now, and there

seems to be quite a bit of land lying idle. I

believe I have seen the occasional outside

farmer working it—he may have rented the

property; I don't know—but training of our

inmates has gone in a different direction over

the past few years.

I believe it is a natural beauty spot, with

the lakes made by the inmates 25 years ago;
however, I think they need to be improved
a little bit. There is lots of green grass there,

but the stones are slipping and some of the

spots are quite run down. In addition, some
of the old gardeners who used to take an

active interest in that area at one time have
now passed on.

It is perhaps diflBcult to get people today
excited about things like that, but I think we
should have a look at it and see if it can't

be improved.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
I'll certainly look into that and see what we
can do.

Mr. Chairman: Any further discussion? Yes,
the member for Hamilton Centre.

Mr. Davison: Mr. Chairman, through you
to the minister, did you leave the impression
with me that you were going to pay these

people at Guelph the same rate of pay as if

they were working in the plant outside?

Hon. Mr. Apps: We are going to pay
the going rate of pay.

Mr. Davison: Yes. Now, another question.
We've had this discussion about the jail in

Hamilton for a good many years, can you
tell me when they are actually going to start

working on it?

them
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Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, I under-

stand the property has been purchased from

the city of Hamilton. I think the sketch draw-

ings are being prepared now, so it's going
ahead. We hope to call tenders on it some-

time next year.

Mr. Davison: Mr. Chairman, through you,
can you tell me how many of the people in

our adult institutions, or what percentage of

them, are first offenders?

Hon. Mr. Apps: I haven't got that figure at

my fingertips right now. I'll try to get that

for the hon. member. I can tell you that we
have about 2,045 at the present time in our

jails, which is an increase of 25 per cent over

the same time last year. The number in the

correctional centres, adult training centres, is

approximately 2,500. I think a little over

2,500. That's gone up to some extent but not

that much. The big increase we have at the

present time is in the jails. As a matter of

fact, almost half that is in the city of Toronto.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: Did you say you were looking
for a site in Etobicoke, and have you pretty
well established where that is going to be?
Would you mind telling us?

Hon. Mr. Apps: One of the problems that

we have is, as soon as we decide on a place
to build a government institution the price

goes up. We have two sites at the present
time which we are actively considering.

Mr. Lawlor: That's what I understood, you
had two or three.

Hon. Mr. Apps: There are two particularly
that we are actively considering, and hope-
fully a decision will be made very shortly.

They are both up west of Carlingview and

just below the Woodbine racetrack. The two
sites in there, as far as we are concerned, will

be perfectly satisfactory for us and it just

depends on whether Government Services

can buy them at a reasonable figure.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Are

you granting temporary leaves for the race-

track?

Hon. Mr. Apps: No.

Mr. Lawlor: I don't want to speak at any
length nor will I raise any particular diflBcul-

ties with you this evening over Mimico, which
is, of course, in my riding, because it is being
moved out. I think it is a good thing to

segregate Mimico from the drug addiction set-

up there. There is a certain amount of inter-

mingling and intermixing. In other words,
there is very little point in going into the situ-

ation at Mimico, but when do you anticipate
that the reformatory part will be pretty well

closed?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, that is now
being built at Maplehurst just north of Milton,

just south of Highway 401. You can see the

buildings going up now and I would expect
that the one at Mimico would be closed in

the fall. The correctional centre will be mov-
ing there within the period of two years; the

A. G. Brown Clinic will be moving into

Brampton within two or three months.

Mr. Lawlor: Two or three months, eh? You
are not going to utilize the Brown Clinic facil-

ities and beds and whatnot for reformatory
inmates?

Hon. Mr. Apps: No, no. Not at the present
site.

Mr. Lawlor: May I ask you the perennial

question, just to be clear upon it: What about
the Don Jail? What is your situation on it at

the present time?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Don Jail at the present time

has just under 700 inmates. That's an increase

of about 25 to 30 per cent over the same time

last year. We are building a regional detention

centre in the Etobicoke area, we are building
a regional detention centre in the Scarborough
area, and these are both in about the same

situation, Government Services is negotiating
now. We hope to have definite decisions

within a couple of weeks, hopefully, on both
of them. We are going to have them building
those which will take 400 out of the Don Jail;

so that we hope by the time these two centres

are built we will have reduced the population
so that we can tear down the old section of

the Don Jail.

Mr. Lawlor: Is it the prospect that these

new centres will have segregated units for

people who are awaiting trial and will not be
intermixed with people who are serving time,

having actually been convicted? Will there

be some kind of insulation of these people,
which I think is in order?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Well, as you know Mr.

Chairman, most of the people held in jails are

there awaiting trial or are on remand for one

reason or another. When a person goes into

a regional detention centre, he is kept fairly

isolated until the trial period is over. Now,
once a sentence has been delivered, then we
hope to keep those who have been sentenced

to two months or less in a minimum security
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area within a detention centre. Obviously, if

they receive a sentence of a month or two

months, they are not very dangerous persons,
so we hope to keep them in the minimum
security area. People who have committed

robbery, murder, breaking and entering, or

whatever it may be, will be held in the maxi-

mum security area while we are holding them
for trial.

Mr. Lawlor: These are separate institutions

within the detention centre?

Hon. Mr. Apps: It's the same institution,

only with separate sections in it.

Mr. Lawlor: Very good. If I may presume
upon your time, I would like to say just a

word about Guelph and our recent visitations

there. Let me put it this way: Democracy is a

very delicate flower. What you are trying to

do there is wholly commendable. The warden,
the man who is in charge, the superintendent,
is a man of the highest parts, in my opinion.
I have watched him very closely; he is a

terribly dedicated human being. That is the

reason we have said year after year that these

things are able to run at all, because these

people really put themselves out.

I was most impressed with him—his human-

ity, his sense of what he was doing, and his

standing up to a couple of us on that occa-

sion; because he thought we were fairly
hostile people, which we really weren't.

But I said that democracy is a delicate

flower. You try to make it work and the

thing can be easily subverted; it can be

abused with the greatest ease in the world—
as Watergate will show.

And there is abuse, I suggest to you. They
have this gentleman looking into the situa-

tion; a kind of personal task force at the

moment. I would like to know when his

report will come down. All I can say is we
found from interrogation of people inside the

Guelph institution and from face-to-face en-

counters that it was a very easy thing, par-

ticularly with certain prisoners, to throw one's

weight around quite a bit.

And in a particular dormitory, I certainly
wouldn't want to vote for the fellow who
found himself out as the master of that par-
ticular realm. It would be worth one's left

tibia to try a trick like that.

You can't have, at least at the inception—
as it's an experimental thing—the full works
of democracy, with them really representing
themselves. A veto must be retained by the

superintendent. He must know the prisoners;
and he does know them. He speaks on a

first-name basis with them. He's got a sense

of what is going on. Therefore, he must say
no on occasion to a certain prisoner, and he
must tell him the reason why; that he feels

that his exercise of authority and the way
he goes about things is suflBcieritly oppressive
and high-handed, etc., that he ought not to

have authority. Or over a period of time, he
should be able to move in and say: *T am
going to demote you for the time being."

The other problem, of course, is the length
of time. There were votes, about a year ago
I believe; I forget the date. But there hasn't

been any since. When a man drops out there

may be another vote for a new man in a

dormitory where he drops out. But these

things ought to be held very periodically, like

in the democratic set-up pretty much. And
I would think that maybe no more than six

months or nine months would be allowed as

a term for any particular one fellow to estab-

lish his role.

We came out of there feeling that maybe
three or four men, not altogether the man
who is most predominant in there, were exer-

cising a beneficial influence, as well as a

fairly hard hand. Now, some of the prisoners
in there think that some of these individuals

on this inmate committee are so powerful they
can have people moved from an institution;

and they are absolutely convinced of it. I

certainly wasn't convinced of them coming
out, quite the contrary, but I do think that

the business of colloquy and consultation is

perfectly in order. If the life of an inmate is

totally miserable and he is unacceptable in

that institution, just for his own benefit it

might be recommended by the prisoners' com-
mittee that it would be better to have him
removed. After shrewd consultation and not

because heavy-handed methods are being
used or he is being pushed around by the

inmates in any way—that wouldn't be admis-
sible at all—he might consider doing so. I

think possibly on one or two occasions, they
did precisely that.

One thing that bothered us concerns the

PC's—nothing to do with the Progressive
Conservatives; these are the people in what
is called protective custody. There were about

26 of them at that particular time. There had
been 52 or so not long before that. These

people had not been interviewed by the

press. These are the people who are in, pre-

cisely, protective custody.

The question we asked immediately was

why? Why in protective custody? Why do

they need this special form of protection and

intermingling among themselves? It gave us
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a pretty shrewd estimate of what went on

inside the institution, I think, talking to these

people who are so segregated.

On the whole I think the superintendent
has his finger on it. There may be a touch

of naivete but maybe I shouldn't say that. He
has been with criminal and penal institutions,

I think, for many years in England and else-

where but he may be too close to the thing

really to gauge the temper of it and to be

able to analyse certain individuals there.

Maybe they play too close to him or some-

thing. I don't know but, having said that, I

am sure it will help to place everybody on

their guard. I would be most interested to

see what is the outcome of that report you
are going to get.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairaian, I will make
sure that the member does see that and I

appreciate his comments particularly in con-

nection with the superintendent there. I feel

that Mr. Keane is a tremendously competent

person.

Sure, when we try something new, maybe
we are going to make a few mistakes. If we
do, we will correct them. I think the effort

that we make, even though there may be the

odd mistake made, in the long run is going to

be beneficial to the institution. As I have
indicated we have two studies going on there,

one in connection with working conditions,
the other in connection with security—contra-

band going in and out. The second one will

take longer than the first one and I think

when all the dust comes to rest we will have
a better institution.

Mr. Lawlor: Just one final word. One of

the two things that struck us was the long
hair. Sometimes, you didn't know whether or

not it was a girl—but why not? The last time
we were there, there was all that strict mili-

tary stuff. The second thing was he stood in

the dining room and said that they were at

least able to have conversation. When we
were previously there, and that was only two

years ago, this was strictly taboo. They had
to sit down like uncivilized savages and con-

duct their meal without whispering a word.

There is a little pillbox placed in the wall

in the dining room from which they were

supposed to control the gas. He said that

nobody is armed in that institution any longer
and again I think that is a move of great

enlightenment but they have this gas gun or

whatever it is—a machine—up in this castle-

like place suspended above the dining room.

An hon. member: A gondola.

Mr. Lawlor: He said that it was beyond
his power to remove the gas from the build-

ing but that he had the thing under lock and

key and no one was ever going to get the

key although some of the guards insisted on

continuing to occupy that cubbyhole over-

looking it. They attend it regularly and see

that the gas gun is in good order. This shows
the internal tensions in the institution which
I certainly hope are alleviated in the direc-

tion of the superintendent.

Mr. Chairman: Will there be any further

discussion on vote 1401?

Vote 1401 agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the committee
rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of supply reports certain resolutions and asks

for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet ) : Mr. Speaker, before

the House adjourns, I will announce that on

Thursday we will continue with the estimates

of the ministry currently before us. At the

conclusion of those estimates, we will move to

the Ministry of Agriculture and Food. In the

standing committee, we will deal with the

Ministry of Colleges and Universities follow-

ing the Ministry of the Environment.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:30 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Once again we are pleased
to have visitors with us. In the east gallery

we have students from Bishop Ryan High
School, Hamilton, and George Perry Public

School of Sarnia. In the west gallery there

are students from Sacred Heart School of

Kirkland Lake.

At 3 o'clock we'll be joined in the west

gallery by students from Bosanqudt Public

School of Thedford and Caradoc South Public

School of Melbourne.

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): Mr.

Speaker, I would like to take this opportunity
to introduce Mayor Jim Potticary and the

Board of Control from the city of Oshawa
who are in the Speaker's gallery.

I think it is safe to say that they are not

here to praise the proposal for east of Metro.

Thank you.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Mr. Speaker, before you continue, I

don't want to usurp the prerogatives of my
colleague the member for Haldimand-Norfolk

(Mr. Allan), but I know, sir, you would want
to be aware of the fadt that in the Speaker's

gallery are a number of elected representa-
tives and officials from the counties and the

municipalities of Haldimand and Norfolk,

They are here to listen with an open mind
to what the government has to put forward.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce ) : Where is the

Premier (Mr. Davis)?

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Absent,

as usual!

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government
Services ) : I hope the mind of the Leader of

the Opposition is open.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

HALDIMAND-NORFOLK
REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, and Minister of

Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr. Speaker, at

Thursday, May 31, 1973

the appropriate time today I will table the

two studies prepared for the government con-

cerning development in Haldimand and
Norfolk. This study was commissioned by the

member for Chatham-Kent (Mr. McKeough)
in 1969 following proposals for large scale

industrial development in the Nanticoke and

subsequently Port Burwell areas. The studies

were carried ou't by a project team under

Nigel Richardson of my ministry and involved

extensive public participation by representa-
tives of all the municipalities in the two
counties.

I should like to draw the attention of the

House, notwithstanding the comments of the

hon. Leader of the Opposition, to the

presence in the Speaker's gallery of the mem-
bers of the executive of the joint study com-

mittee, and of municipal representatives, who
have contributed so much to this undertaking.
With your permission, Mr. Speaker, I'd like

to ask them to stand and be recognized.

Now, sir, I thank them and I ask them to

convey our thanks to all the other members
of the committee. They have worked together
with officials from my ministry and with

others affected in a way which, I'm told, is

a very fine example of co-operation. I must

say that as well as other members of the

Legislature, I personally am deeply indebted

to them for their assistance.

Mr. Speaker, the two reports, which are

called "Threshold of Change: Land and De-

velopment", and "Threshold of Change:
Local Government", will now be available to

all the residents of the area and the govern-
ment to continue this process of public dis-

cussion and consultation, which I hope will

eventually lead to the besit possible develop-
ment for this important area of Ontario.

As I told the House last week, we intend

to use the procedures of the new Ontario

Planning and Development Act, which I will

introduce on Monday, to process any pro-

posals which we adopt from the land and

development report. This will provide an op-

portunity for the municipalities of Haldimand
and Norfolk, and those from adjoining coun-

ties which may be affected by our actions, to

review and recommend changes to the report
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before any government policy is developed
from it.

Mr. Speaker, the recommendations con-

tained in the land and development study
deal with urban strategy, urban development
tactics, services and housing, industrial de-

velopment, open space, conservation, recre-

ation and historical resources, agriculture and

forestry, transportation, linear services and
service corridors. One of the major recom-

mendations deals with a hierarchy of urban

places concept. This envisages the orderly

expansion of existing municipalities to accom-
modate an additional 100,000 people by the

year 2000, coupled with the development of

a new urban centre to accommodate up to

150,000 additional people over the same

period.

The study team has recommended that the

province acquire a site in Woodhouse town-

ship for the purposes of this new urban
centre. Although the Woodhouse new town

proposal is perhaps the mosit striking feature

of the planning report, a great deal of atten-

tion is given to preserving the outstanding
natural assets of the area, such as the Lake
Erie beaches, the lower Grand Valley and

Long Poin't. Measures to encourage agricul-
ture and forestry are given equal treatment

with industrial development and transporta-
tion.

The study dealing with local government
recommends that the counties of Haldimand
and Norfolk be combined into a single two-
tier regional municipality with the number of

area municipalities reduced from 28 to six.

It suggests responsibilities of regional council
could include planning, taxation, tax billing,

capital borrowing, piped services, main roads,

garbage disposal, police, health and social

services, housing, conservation, building and
related bylaws and standards, and public
information.

The report recommends responsibilities of

the councils of area municipalities could in-

clude election administration, land drainage,
local roads and streets, street cleaning and

garbage collection, parking, fire pr<ytection,

electricity supply, libraries and the control of

nuisances.

Mr. Speaker, I cannot emphasize too

strongly to the House and to the residents of

Haldimand and Norfolk that these studies are

ndt government proposals for either land

development or local goverimient reform in

Haldimand and Norfolk. We are offering
these as a basis for discussion, for a consulta-

tive process which we hope will lead to

proposals for the benefit of the residents of

these counties and our province.

Mr. Sargent: Bring the Premier back.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Why
doesn't the Treasurer deal with the obvious

questions arising from that now?

Hon. Mr. White: Because I am about to

make another statement, if I can find it.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Let him ask

the stranger to his right.

Hon. R. Welch (Provincial Secretary for

Social Development): The questions are on
the oppositions time.

MUNICIPAL WINTER EMPLOYMENT
PROGRAMME EXTENDED

Hon. Mr. White: I would also like to tell

the House that the government has approved
a one-month extension to the Ontario muni-

cipal winter employment programme, which
was to end today.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Tliat will

even make the member for Grey-Bruce happy.

Hon. Mr. White: We have agreed to the

extension to June 30 because many of the

outstanding projects were delayed by excessive

rainfall in many parts of the province.

We have been very encouraged by the

initiatives of the municipalities, school boards

and Indian bands under this programme,
which was intended to reduce winter un-

employment. I expect the $35 million which
we allocated will be all used up by the end
of June and there will be no additional

funds or work approved.

This extension does not affect the May 31

deadline for applications for the approval of

projects under the federal capital projects
fund which we are administering.

Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

HALDIMAND-NORFOLK REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT STUDY

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would like to ask the

Treasurer, Mr. Speaker, in response to his

first statement, whether my assumption is

correct that the proposal for the location of

a new town, since it is in Woodhouse town-

ship, does not coincide with the land that
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was optioned in recent weeks, largely in

Townsend township?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, it doesn't

coincide and it doesn't interfere at all, I am

glad to say.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Now
that the Treasurer has made the report public

after he has had it, I guess for approximately
a year, what is he going to do about the

freeze that has been imposed on development?
Is he considering allowing the local planning
boards to revert to their well-established

official plans rather than having to have all

the decisions made centrally here?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, as the

member will recall when I announced the 13

ministerial orders, these were done in part

to support existing official plans, and to plug
the holes in those areas where official plans
were either not available or insufficient. At

that time I gave my assurance to the House

that these ministerial orders would be with-

drawn at the earliest possible time.

The legislation which I will introduce on

Monday will describe new procedures for

open public determination of land use and

these procedures will assist in developing
an orderly plan for the area; I am referring

to the Ontario Planning and Development
Act.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We will see this bill on

Monday?

Hon. Mr. White: Yes.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: The
minister indicates that the freeze will persist

until such time as the provisions of his bill

which he intends to introduce on Monday
become law and become operational.

A second supplementary: Can the minister

explain why this report has been so long de-

layed in being made public, since it would
have obviated many of the problems that

have beset not only local councillors but even

members of the staff of the Treasury itself,

and perhaps would not have allowed these

still unknown developers to stir up the hopes
and interests of the farmers in the Norfolk

area to what appears now to be of little

avail?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, the recom-

mendations contained in one report comple-
ment those contained in the other report. For
this reason it was felt essential that the re-

ports be released simultaneously. Release of

the Threshold 1—Land and Development re-

port was deferred pending preparation of the

proposed Ontario Planning and Development
Act. This bill will be introduced in the

Legislature on June 4.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Will the

Treasurer have the answers ready then?

Hon. Mr. White: Of course the ministerial

orders or the Act will not prevent people
from buying and selling land. The ministerial

orders on a short-term basis, and the pro-
visions of the Planning and Development Act

on a longer-term basis will prevent the mis-

application of land.

Mr. Cassidy: But not speculation.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. leader—a supple-

mentary?

Mr. Lewis: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:

Looking at the maps right at the outset,

it is a little difficult to determine what kind

of intended zoning is in fact encompassed
within the vast real estate acquisition. Can
the minister tell us whether this, within the

new plan, is designed for greenbelt or for

parkway; or for simply open private develop-
ment. What is Townsend township's future?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, it is very largely

agricultural at the present time. Now what

the final determination will be in the open

public hearings under the new Ontario Plan-

ning and Development Act, I wouldn't care

to forecast.

Mr. Lewis: I simply cannot absorb it im-

mediately. Is the minister saying that accord-

ing to the specifications within the Threshold

of Change Study, Land and Development,

they project agricultural land continuing

largely in the area of the Cherkas' acqui-

sition?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, the short answer

is yes.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-

position.

ALGONQUIN PARK PLAN

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I would like

to put this question to the Premier; and

I would ask him particularly not to simply
direct me to one of his colleagues, since I

put a similar question to one of his col-

leagues a few days ago.

What is the policy intention of the govern-

ment, having to do with Algonquin Park and

the advisory committee associated with it,

pertaining to establishing an overall plan for
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the park; and particularly rationalizing, if

not limiting, the logging procedures?
Is the Premier aware that his minister has

specifically instructed, by letter, the chair-

man of the Algonquin Advisory Committee
that he should, in every way possible, remove
the discussion from the whole question of

logging and forest utilization of the park
land?

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,
not wanting to presume to speak for the

responsible minister and without betraying

any confidence of the cabinet committees or

cabinet itself, I think it is fair to state that

within the last day certain recommendations

arising from the advisory committee, related

to Algonquin Park and as well Quetico Park,
are in the process of consideration.

I would expect the minister will be in a

position within perhaps the next week to 10

days to make a rather complete statement to

the House. I am sure that the aspect that the

Leader of the Opposition is referrinir to

would be included in part of that statement.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Then
we are to understand that the matter has
been decided at the policy level, and that

the continuation of this advisory committee

is, in fact, redundant?

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, Mr. Speaker, I am
saying that the matter was considered and
has to be reviewed by cabinet; the ultimate

determination is made by cabinet. I am sure

the minister, as I say within the next very
few days, will have a rather comprehensive
statement to make upon it.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr.

Speaker, by way of supplementary: Would
the minister agree with statements attributed

to Geoffrey Millar of the Algonquin Wild-
lands League, and to Richard Howard of

Upper Canada College, who was one-time
chairman of the Algonquin committee—

Hon. Mr. Davis: Present chairman!

Mr. Singer: The present chairman—that the

committee's role is a farce and a sham in

view of the instructions given to them by
the minister that they were not to consider

logging, and not to consider cottage use
in the park?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, Mr. Speaker, I

think there are many aspects to Algonquin,
as there are of course to Quetico. This gov-
ernment is concerned about the proper utili-

zation of Algonquin Park, its preservation,
and also its use for basically recreational pur-

poses. I would say with respect that while

logging is a matter of concern, there are

very important economic considerations relat-

ing to the welfare of a number of people
in that part of the Province of Ontario, and
the welfare of which people we can't ignore.
The question of cottage leases is something
that, once again, the statement of the min-
ister will make reference to. I would say
with respect to those gentlemen who made
those observations that perhaps they were
somewhat premature; and that their judge-
ment might be made after the policy is

presented here to this House.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, could I ask the

Premier by way of further supplementary,
what is the purpose of setting up advisory

committees, giving them \vide terms of refer-

ence, letting them embark on studies, and

spend public money, and then cutting them
oflF in mid-stream by restricting their fields

of inquiry? If these things are going to be
decided by the ministry, why do you need to

go through the farce and the sham of setting

up an advisory committee?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, Mr. Speaker, I am
now going by memory to a certain extent.

My recollection is that it was an interim ad-

visory committee and the terms of reference-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: For four years!

Hon. Mr. Davis: And the terms of refer-

ence were not quite as broad as indicated

by the member for Downsview.

We have had a number of advisory com-
mittees which have functioned very helpfully
as far as the government is concerned, and
I am relatively confident that members will

see some evidence of the advice given by
this committee when the minister makes his

statement.

I am just pointing out once again, Mr.

Speaker, the complexity of some of the prob-
lems we face, and the complexities do result

through certain economic situations that have

been in evidence in that part of the Province

of Ontario for many, many years, where jobs

are still an important factor. This government
does believe in obtaining and maintaining

jobs for the people of this province and it is

not easy for government to divorce this from

what we all feel should be a basic objective

of Algonquin Park, and that is of course the

recreational aspect.

Mr. Speaker, to oversimplify it and state

that there is some easy solution is not really

a very objective assessment of the situation.
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Mr. Lewis: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Wasn't the question of logging central to the

terms of reference initially, since this was
the major public concern about the park?

Mr. Singer: And cottages.

Hon. Mr. Da,vis: Mr. Speaker, the member
for Downsview mentions cottages, and I

would have to once again look to my memory
on it. I certainly recall over the years, dis-

cussions of logging, and there is no question
that this is an important aspect, and I think

it is fair to state that the discussion of the

private use of cottages on leased land was
also an important aspect. As I said just a

few moments ago, Mr. Speaker, I am sure

that the minister will in one way or another

be referring to both of those items in his

statement to the House, along with a number
of others.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, does
the Premier think it is useful or desirable

that the minister's relationship with the ad-

visory committee at the top be such a

shambles presently that they have obviously
lost confidence in the ministry and in the

government because of the directives?

Mr. Singer: They turn it on and they turn

it off.

Mr. Lewis: I mean, is this the pattern, to

appoint a committee, then repudiate it and
then create that feeling between the commit-
tee and the ministry?

'Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, once again
I have to trust my memory, and if memory
serves me correctly, the former Premier of

this province served as chairman of that

advisory committee for a number of years.
He was never turned off. He was a very
enthusiastic supporter of Algonquin Park,
did much for it, and also recognized some of

the basic problems that we face. The new
chairman has been there for two months. I

can sense a degree of frustration which is

understandable. We have had this matter
under very considerable assessment in the

past period of time-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Four years.

Hon. Mr. Da,vis: —and we will have a

policy very shortly, but I just don't want
members of this House to minimize the diflB-

culty that we face.

As it relates to Quetico—and I can recall

very specific discussions here in this Legisla-
ture-

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): We are

still awaiting acceptance of that report.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, it will be coming,
but I would just remind the hon. member
that this government made the determination

that there would be no further logging in

Quetico Park and we received some credit

for it.

I must make this observation, Mr. Speaker,
it is great to make these decisions—and I

believe it was the right decision—but at the
same time I think we have to recognize that

when people in southern Ontario who are

putting on, not pressure but a very genuine
interest, say, in a place like Quetico, where
it is the lives of the people in an area many,
many miles from MetropoUtan Toronto that

are being affected-

Mr. Reid: The member from there had

something to do with that, too.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —we should be very care-

ful in our assessment of these objectives. But
the minister will, so the member for— I don't

want to confuse the ridings-

Mr. Lewis: Thunder Bay.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —Thunder Bay, can sit

back content this afternoon; there will be a

statement as well on Quetico.

Mr. Reid: No policy, just reports.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker?

Mr. Speaker: I will permit one more sup-

plementary.

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: Such sartorial elegance.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
There is a stranger in the House.

Mr. Ferrier: Mr. Speaker, is the Premier

aware of the repeated frustration of the com-
mittee over a number of months when the

minister refused to give guidance as to the

terms of reference and what the work of the

committee was supposed to do? Does the

Premier think that this lack of response from

his government, to a committee set up to

look into specific matters is very good
policy?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, it is with

some hesitation that I stand up to answer,
after looking at the hon. member for Coch-
rane South.
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Mr. Lewis: By contrast, the Premier should

hesitate.

Hon. Mr. Davis: There is a very distinct

contrast which I am prepared to acknowledge.
I would only say this for the Minister of

Natural Resources (Mr. Bernier) that I have

found, Mr. Speaker, in my experience that

he has always been prepared to deal with

advisory committees and conservation author-

ities in a most constructive, helpful way.

Mr. Lewis: That is why it is such a

shambles.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He has stopped the com-
mittee by his letter.

Mr. Lewis: He destroyed the committee.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would point out, Mr.

Speaker, to the hon. member, that we are

dealing with a difficult issue. If the hon.

member disagrees with the policies that will

be suggested by the hon. minister, when
that time comes—and it is not too far distant

—that would be the time for him to make
those observations.

Mr. Lewis: What does the Premier mean
by "suggest?"

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): Supple-
mentary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: There have been six or

seven supplementaries, which is quite a

reasonable number. The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

PROVINCIAL STUDY OF METRO
TORONTO SCHOOL GOVERNMENT
Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have another question

of the Premier. In view of the fact that the
committee on school costs, not chaired by,
but directed by the Premier's former deputy
in a previous incarnation, Dr. McCarthy, is

still extant and working, how can the Premier
justify the decision made by the Minister of
Education to appoint still another committee
on school costs, chaired by that redoubtable

conservative, Barry Lowes, who seems to crop
up for appointment every six months?

Mr. Singer: Previously when he doesn't

get elected.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why does the govern-
ment need a second committee when it has
all the staff and, I suppose, all the com-
petence for a committee that is designed,
in our view at least, to serve the government

by putting the whole problem of school costs

on ice and on the shelf?

Mr. Speaker: Is there a question?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes, why is he ap-

pointing Barry Lowes?

Mr. Lewis: Why not Roy McMurtry?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I would only
say this of the interjection by the leader

of the New Democratic Party, that the

gentleman he mentioned would certainly
have the capacity, without any question, to

chair such a committee or any other com-
mittee. I don't think there's any question
about that.

Mr. Reid: But not to win elections.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would say, as it re-

lates to the former chairman of the Metro-

politan School Board, Mr. Barry Lowes, I

can think of very few people, if any, who
can bring the depth of experience and under-

standing to the particular issue for which he
has been given responsibility.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What about Dr.

McCarthy?

Mr. Lewis: Phil Givens could.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The minister is not here,
but as I understand it, one of the purposes
of this is to assess the very complex question
of the ceilings. The committee chaired by
Dr. McCarthy was dealing with expenses,
capital construction, population projections,
and so on.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: And school costs.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Plus school costs. What
we are interested in now, Mr. Speaker, and
what I understand the committee will be
pursuing—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: One is costs; the other is

expense.

Mr. Singer: A clear difference!

Hon. Mr. Davis: —to a great extent is the

question of the impact of the effect of the

ceilings. I think it is very relevant for all

of us to have this assessed. I have complete
confidence in Mr. Lowes' ability to chair
such a committee. I make no apologies for

the fact that he was once a Conservative can-
didate. I only wish he had been successful.

I say that very kindly to the hon. member
for York-Forest Hill, because he is a man
of very great capacity in this area, and I'm
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sure his experience will be very helpful in-

deed to the pursuit of his activities.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Supple-
mentary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): Why Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port

didn't the Premier elect me? Arthur.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Singer: Would the Premier advise, if

the Lowes committee is necessary at all,

which I don't think it is, why there isn't a

teacher representative or a trustee represen-
tative? Why, again, does the Government
continue to appoint committees that are re-

mote from the people who are aflFected?

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): What is the

government going to be paying them?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, of course

Mr. Lowes was a former trustee and I think

that is relevant.

Mr. Singer: Great! And a former Tory.

Mr. Martel: Was he a former teacher, too?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I think really the minister

himself could more appropriately answer this

question, but my own assessment—and it's

only a personal assessment—would be that

perhaps there is merit in having people who
are not directly involved in the present dis-

cussion attempting to form some objective

opinion. I think it's fair to state that I see the

hon. member for St. George nodding her

head in agreement.

Mrs. Campbell: No, no.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Singer: Let the record show the nod.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Wouldn't one figure if her
head went sideways that she disagreed. I

think that when one looks at the function
of such a committee, there is merit in trying
to have representation if you are discussing
some issues; but I think in this particular
situation where there is bound to be a presen-
tation and, hopefully, a constructive pre-

sentation, say, from the profession and from
the trustees, that perhaps a group of people-

Mr. Singer: From the department profes-
sion!

Hon. Mr. Davis: —who are not directly
involved might be able to come up with a
more objective analysis.

Mr. Foulds: If the committee is concerned
with costs in the Metro area, why didn't

the minister to consider an appointment from
CUPE or one of the locals that is concerned
with maintenance in the schools, seeing as

that seems to be one of the key questions in

Metro school costs?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I don't want
to get into a long discussion on the question
of the ceilings, but as I understand the ques-
tion of the ceilings it relates to the amount

per student. How it breaks down as regards

expenditure within the board responsibility is,

I think, a matter for the committee to dis-

cuss.

The present dialogue, as I understand it—

basically here in Metro but—not confined to

Metro—relates to the capacity of the Metro
boards to meet the ceilings with the existing
level of service they are presently providing.
The question of what degree or what per-

centage of maintenance should be within the

appropriate level of expenditure is something
the committee, I am sure, will assess. But I

think there is merit, as I say, in the way the

minister has presently structured the com-
mittee.

Mr. Foulds: A final supplementary, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, what would be

the per diem rate paid to Mr. Lowes?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, perhaps the

Chairman of Management Board might be in

a position to tell the hon. member at this

moment. If not, we will be delighted to get
that information for the member.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): I don't have that in-

formation with me but I will make a note

and inform the hon. member.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port

Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: Supplementary: Isn't there a

danger that this committee will, in fact, be-

cause of the way it is constituted, be ex-

amining its own work? I don't want to get
into quarrelling with the qualifications of

some of the appointees, but surely the fact

that Mr. Tough is presently a consultant with

the ministry and Prof. Rideout was instru-
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mental in designing the formula system that

the ministry uses, indicates that they would
be examining their own work. Isn't there the

danger that you are going to get some of the

kickback that you got with regard to the

initial report of the Wright commission, which
was unduly laudatory of its own work in the

previous number of years?

Mr. Lewis: Incestuous.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Incestu-

ous.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, with great

respect, Dr. Rideout was not involved in the

government decision as to the ceilings. The

ceilings were determined-

Mr. Foulds: No, no, but he helped the

government form the grant formula policy.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Certainly Dr. Rideout

was involved quite basically in the develop-
ment of the Ontario foundation tax plan, that

very great instrument for the development of

grant support to the school boards of this

province-

Mr. Lewis: That is right and an excellent

fellow.

Hon. Mr. Davis: But with great respect,

the determination—and I wouldn't want to

foist this off on anyone else—the determina-

tion to set ceilings, to arrive at what the ceil-

ings should be across the province, was a

determination made by government.

Mr. Foulds: The Premier is not answering
the question and he knows it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: So it is not a question of

Dr. Rideout studying his own work. With

great respect again, Mr. Speaker, Mr. Tough,
who is a former director of education in

North York, brings a very great depth of

experience to assist the committee from the

standpoint of the local board administrations

here in Metropolitan Toronto, and I think he
is a very excellent person to make that kind
of contribution. I would say that Barry Lowes

obviously is not a part of the ministry, and

brings his experience-

Mr. Foulds: He is part of the Conserva-
tive Party.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —as a former chairman
of the metropolitan board to bear. Without
in any way expanding upon the capacities of

these three gentlemen, I would only casually
observe that they are all well qualified for

this task.

Mr. Singer: The government is asking Dave

Tough to sit in judgement on his own budget-
ing.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Not at all.

Mr. Singer: Sure it is.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. Leader of the

Opposition have further questions?

Mr. Lewis: You know, the Premier would
make a good Minister of Education.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I enjoyed it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: A question of the head of the

Management Board, referring back. He has to

approve the emoluments for this committee,
does he not, in Management Board? How is

it that he is not able to recall, therefore,

since it would have been very recent, what
the per diems are?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, for the

information of the hon. gentleman, we clear

some 50 to 75 items of business each week
and I do not recall specifically what that one

was.

Mr. Sargent: We do that each day.

Mr. Lewis: What is a defeated Tory can-

didate worth these days?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Well, more than the

member might guess.

Mr. Lewis: Oh no, no, not more than I

might guess, my friend.

Mr. W. D. McKeough (Chatham-Kent):
More than the leader of the New Democratic

Party.

Mr. Stokes: Did the minister say "guess"
or "get"?

HALDIMAND-NORFOLK REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT STUDY

Mr. Lewis: A question of the provincial
Treasurer: Referring to the last paragraph of

his statement today on Haldimand-Norfolk,
"We are offering these as a basis for dis-

cussion—for a consultative process which we

hope will lead to proposals for the benefit

of the residents of these counties and our

province," I ask him seriously, is he going
to treat the consultative process in Haldi-

mand-Norfolk as contemptuously as he treated
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the consultative process in all of the regional

government proposals?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Now, now; that is not

right!

Hon. Mr. White: That is not a fair com-

ment, Mr. Speaker, and I think I should have

the opportunity a day or two hence to rebuflF

that-

Mr. Foulds: The member for Oshawa

agrees with us.

Mr. Lewis: Does the Treasurer hear the

member for Oshawa?

Hon. Mr. White: —with specific informa-

tion about the dozens and dozens of meetings
that were held—

Mr. Ferrier: Disagreement within your own
ranks.

Mr. Martel: The Premier bombed again.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Ask
the member for Durham (Mr. Carruthers)
too. The government has got to switch.

Hon. Mr. White: —by I myself to some

extent, and by my two parliamentary assist-

ants; the hundreds, if not thousands, of sub-

missions that came to us in the form of letters

and briefs from individuals and organiza-
tions; the consultations with members
affected, with councillors affected and so on;
the very important changes we made in the

area east of Metro-

Mrs. Campbell: And not with it.

Hon. Mr. White: —in the Hamilton-Went-
worth area, in an attempt to come up with a

solution that would be more or less accept-
able to everyone.

Mr. Martel: They consulted with the mem-
ber for Halton West (Mr. Kerr) I understand.

Hon. Mr. White: And I think we have

succeeded to a certain extent, although

obviously when one draws a line some people
are going to have preferences for having that

line a little bit to the right or a little bit

to the left.

Mr. Martel: Or right down the middle.

Hon. Mr. White: I've got a resolution here

from the city of Hamilton-

Mrs. Campbell: Does he have one from
Streetsville?

Hon. Mr. White: —which I think reflects

the positive approach being taken by municip-
alities at this stage of the game.

Mr. Cassidy: Let the Treasurer pull out

his clippings.

Hon. Mr. White: I think it is worthwhile

reading this which concludes: "Remembering
the ties"—They say first of all they don't like

it in the whereases. You will wish to read

that on another occasion.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Read it

all.

Mr. Deans: Why doesn't the Treasurer read

it all?

Hon. Mr. White: "Whereas the provincial

government has forced the city of Hamilton
and the county of Wentworth into a region
which is not the true choice of either munic-

ipality"— And I am going to have to pause
here and say the true choice of Hamilton was
to have the whole area Hamilton. The choice

of Wentworth was to have a two-tier system
at the very least.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Or to have the govern-
ment leave them alone.

Mrs. Campbell: That the government can't

do.

Hon. Mr. White: So we came up with a

compromise solution which is going to work,
and work very well.

"—and even though there may still be

problems resulting from its formation"— now
here is what I like, and I take my hat off

to Mayor Copps and the members of Hamil-

ton city council.

Mr. Reid: As long as the Treasurer takes

something off.

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, I do.

"Remembering the ties that have united

the city and the county over the years"—

Mr. Lewis: Hasn't he martyred himself

sufficiently without the Treasurer's help?

Hon. Mr. White: "—as we have worked

together in many areas to our mutual benefit,

the city of Hamilton by this resolution ex-

tends to county council, the councils of the

various municipalities of Wentworth, and the

citizens they represent, on behalf of the citi-

zens of Hamilton, the warm hand of friend-

ship and invites them to share with us in a

great resolve to build together here the finest

region in Ontario."
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Mr. Foulds: What a cop out.

Hon. Mr. White: When I was asked after

the attempted interjection of Mayor Copps
on Monday what I thought about that, I said

I think Mayor Copps is a very great fighter.
I think when he has a chance to reconsider

this matter that he will be one of the

staunchest supporters of the new regional

government-

Mr. Lewis: Notice the hand of friendship
isn't extended to the provincial government
in that clause?

Hon. Mr. White: —and I am going to be

very interested to see how tremendously suc-

cessful that region is because it is going to be.

However, that may disappoint certain mem-
bers of the opposition.

Mr. Lewis: Like the energy tax and the

sales tax; all of the things the Treasurer

implements.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I'd like to

ask a supplementary having to do with the

question that was fust put to the minister.

In the event that all of the well wishes that

have been expressed by the minister and
others come to full fruition, and we get all

of the consultation and dialogue back and
forth that anyone might wish, what does the

minister put forward as a possible timetable

for the statement of government policy, and

perhaps the introduction of a bill, having to

do with the recommendations as they mav
be amended, in the Haldimand-Norfolk

study?

Hon. Mr. White: That will depend on the

leaders and the citizens in the area affected.

I had the privilege of having lunch with
Warden Miller and the gentlemen from the

joint study committee, nearly all of whom
have been politicians, many of whom have
been wardens in their counties, and I made
it abundantly clear that we are not going
to shove regional government down anybody's
throat.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Reid: Any more.

Hon. Mr. White: That breaks the opposi-
tion's heart, doesn't it?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That is a real departure.

Mr. Lewis: The Treasurer has no credi-

bility left. He met with Hamilton once.

Hon. Mr. White: There are problems on
the horizon-

Mr. Deans: It is worse than the "Comedy
Hour."

Mr. Lewis: Send them to Winnipeg.

Mr. MacDonald: That will make a good

quote in Oshawa tomorrow.

Hon. Mr. White: There are enormous de-

velopment controls which will likely have

to be imposed by some government. This par-
ticular group has made itself expert in the

matter-

Mr. Martel: Charlie is running to bolt the

Tory party.

Mr. Foulds: No, he is just going to go
federal.

Hon. Mr. White: I have no doubt that

the future development of Haldimand and

Norfolk will be very well attended to by the

people in the area concerned, with the con-

tinuing co-operation of my ministry. I have

no doubt that the consultations will lead

to a solution which will be acceptable to the

people in Haldimand and Norfolk and to

those of us here who have an interest in that

great part of Ontario.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Is the

Treasurer saying that the timetable for any

change will be established by the local resi-

dents?

Hon. Mr. White: The initiative for reform

of local government will rest with the people
in Haldimand and Norfolk.

Mr. Lewis: Sure, just as it has everywhere
else. Until the axe descends.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: Let me ask the Treasurer, by
way of supplementary to my original ques-
tion: If he is going to change the outer

boundaries of the regional municipality, does

he think it is fair to show such disdain for

the city of Oshawa, for example, that he

changes the internal municipal boundaries

without informing them in advance? Does he
think that is consultation?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, I consulted

with a large number of people. My parlia-

mentary assistant, the member for GrenviDe-

Dundas (Mr. Irvine)-

Mr. Deans: That's the biggest problem
right there.
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Hon. Mr. White: —had 50 meetings, if Im
not mistaken. As I mentioned earlier, we
have received hundreds if not thousands of

representations. When you have two strong
areas and two strong members fighting about

the location of a line, it's absolutely inevitable

that one is going to be disappointed. This is

not the result of lack of consultation.

Mr. Lewis: Sure it is; sure it is.

Hon. Mr. White: This is simply because

you have got to say yes or no to a proposi-
tion.

Hon. Mr. Welch: That's the whole point.

Mr. Lewis: The government doesn't know
what consultation is; it is a juggernaut,

Mr. Cassidy: It doesn't know at all.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: There must be a leak in

the Oshawa council.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. McHveen: Supplementary: Could I

ask the Treasurer how his parliamentary
assistant came to recommend what he recom-

mended those boundaries should be?

Mr. Lewis: Does consultation mean any-

thing to the government? Is it a ritual?

Hon. Mr. White: I think, Mr. Speaker, it

would be unfair for me to be asked to give
the individual points of view of all those

elected and appointed ojBBcials concerned.

Needless to say, the consensus of the govern-
ment and the decision of the government has

been to leave the 10 lots in Darlington. This

is not going to provide any management
difificulties because provision of pipe services

and the planning powers will rest at the

regional level.

Mr. Lewis: If I may for a moment, Mr.

Speaker, I think that the House and the

members would wish me to point out that in

the Speaker's gallery is a former MPP from

Oshawa, Mr. Clilf Pilkey.

Mr. Reid: You are better ojff where you
are, CliflF.

Mr. Mcllveen: Did the member for Scar-

borough West get his instructions?

Mr. Lewis: Yes, I got my instructions. Now
I want to deal with General Motors.

Mr. MacDonald: At least you know if he

speaks you'U hear it.

DRYDEN CHEMICALS LTD.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, a question of the

Minister of Natural Resources: Can he tell

me whether he has asked the Justice policy
minister to make a grant to the Indians in

northwestern Ontario to launch a prosecution

against the Dryden Chemicals Ltd., as he

said publicly was a reasonable idea?

Hon. L. Bemier (Minister of Natural Re-

sources ) : No, Mr. Speaker, I have not, be-

cause I have not received a request from the

Indians at Whitedog or Grassy Narrows.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary: If

the minister receives a request from the bands

at Whitedog or Grassy Narrows for money to

launch a prosecution against the paper and
chemical company, will he then forward that

request with his support to the Secretary for

Justice?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, I've al-

ready said publicly that I would, and I would
do everything to facilitate this request both

to the federal government and the provincial

government.

Mr. Reid: Supplementary.

Mr. Lewis: One last supplementary: Does
the minister not think, in view of the effects

on the population as a whole, that he might
ask the Provincial Secretary of Justice to

institute proceedings, short of a formal letter

from the band, since he knows their feelings
about it?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, it is very

plain that the leader of the New Democratic

Party is not aware of, or has not read, the

briefs from the Indian people, because they
want to be involved.

Mr. Lewis: Oh yes I have.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: That was one of their

requests.

Mr. Lewis: They have made their involve-

ment clear.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: They want to be com-

pletely involved and I will not make a move
until I hear from them, because this is the

part of participation that we agree with.

Mr. Lewis: They've already made it clear.

Mr. Reid: Is the minister aware that the

federal member for the area, John Reid—who
is an acquaintance of mine—has also brought
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the same information to the Indians, and
that the federal government has set a pre-
cedent in providing funds to the Indians

in the James Bay area to fight the proposed
Quebec Hydro scheme? Is the minister aw^are

of that?

Secondly, if I may, w^hile I'm on my feet,

how does the minister square his position—
what he just said—with the position taken

by, I believe, the Secretary for Justice, in

which he says they are waiting to see what

happens in the Dow suit before the Ontario

government acts.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, I would

only say to the hon. member for Rainy River

that I was most pleased to find his brother

a little more concerned about the affairs of

the Grassy Narrows and the Whitedog Re-

serves-

Mr. Raid: He has done more about it than

the minister, and he doesn't have the

authority.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: —because as we all

know—and the leader of the New Democratic

party's father said in Kenora—that was a

federal responsibility and they have not done
their job in the last three years.

Mr. Reid: He also said that the Minister

of Natural Resources hasn't done anything
about it and he is the member from that area.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I don't understand
this nepotism creeping into the Legislature
and I deplore it, sir.

PIT AND QUARRY REHABILITATION
PAYMENTS

Mr. Lewis: May I ask the Minister of

Natural Resources, does he yet have the
list of pit and quarry operators who have
requested financial reimbursement from gov-
ernment for any alteration to the site?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Yes, I have, Mr.

Speaker, and I failed to bring it over today
but I will give it to the member tomorrow.

Mr. Lewis: Thank you. No further ques-
tions.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Minister of Revenue
has the answer to a question asked

previously.

DELAY IN BUILDING
SENIOR CITIZEN APARTMENTS

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, on Fri-

day the hon. member for Wentworth in-

quired about a delay in regard to the 43-unit

senior citizen development planned for

Stoney Creek. I promised to get the informa-

tion and my information is that a delay
occurred when it was necessary to have the

selected site rezoned. Further delay de-

veloped when OHC requested some improve-
ments in the original set of plans. The
improvements so requested have resulted in

a complete revision of the plans for this

development. The building company involved

has now signed a construction contract with
OHC and excavation of the site is expected
to start this week or next, depending upon
the weather.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

David.

BOULDER ON GROUNDS OF
LEGISLATURE

Mrs. M. Scrivener (St. David): Mr. Speaker,
I have a question of the Minister of Govern-
ment Services. During the recent reorganiza-
tion and repaving of the parking areas on
the north side of the legislative building, a

large boulder was unearthed and moved
to the northeast comer near Wellesley St.

Inasmuch as this is an interesting reminder

of the past, can the minister inform the

House as to what he plans to do with this

boulder?

Mr. Reid: There are all kinds of boulders

sitting in front of the memberl

Mr. Lewis: That wasn't a boulder. That
was a member of the 1930s government. It's

been preserved for a long time.

An hon. member: A moving stone.

Mr. Lewis: It was a fossil. As a matter of

fact, the member for Wellington-Dufferin,

(Mr. Root) as I recall it.

Mr. Reid: Get a committee to look into it.

Mr. Roy: Appoint a commission.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, the large
boulder was unearthed during the construc-

tion of the parking lot. I would like to know,
Mr. Speaker, what the origin of that was,
but there is a rumour around that it was left
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over from the days of the last Liberal gov-

ernment when they were here.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: That joke was about as

heavy as the stone.

Hon. Mr. Snow: In any case, Mr. Speaker,

when this large boulder became visible-

Mr. Deans: He has explained all this

already.

Mr. Sargent: This he will do something
about!

Hon. Mr. Snow: —I immediately decided

that this boulder should not be removed from

the grounds and gave instructions that it be

relocated to its existing position. We are

having it cleaned up—

Mr. Lewis: Maybe we should suspend the

business of the House for a debate!

Mr. Singer: We don't want any dirty
boulders around here!

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, we couldn't have that.

And it will remain at its existing position on

the comer of the grounds by Wellesley and

University.

Mr. Deans: Pass that question to someone
else now, so they can ask it next week.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Grey-
Bruce.

MAPLE LODGE FARMS LTD.

Mr. Sargent: A question of the Minister of

the Environment, Mr. Speaker. I know that he
is in a hurry to get away to England so I will

hurry it up here for him. With regard to the

serious pollution in South Peel—

Hon. Mr. Snow: Where?

Mr. Sargent: Well, it isn't in Brampton.
It is a bit-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Sargent: It could be.

Mrs. Campbell: It is as big in Brampton.

Mr. Sargent: It's a case of a large chicken

factory processing 5,000 chickens an hour,
where citizens had blood coming out of their

taps. In view of the fact that they couldn't

get any action from the ministry they have
issued writs in the amount of $200,000 and
the defendant has retained the services of the

legal office of the Premier, his legal firm in

Brampton, and the water resources firm will

not move. Will the minister investigate to

see what is going on and—of course, there

will be no conflict of interest here, I guess-
will he investigate it and find out what is

going on?

Mr. Lewis: Can they find a better law firm?

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of the En-

vironment): Mr. Speaker, first of all, I am
curious to know whether the hon. member
for Grey-Bruce has given the name of his

colourful tailor to the hon. member for

Cochrane South? I detect a little similarity.

Mr. Roy: Was that in the minister's answer?

Hon. Mr. Auld: However, Maple Lodge
Farms Ltd., in the township of Chinguacousy,
near Norval, is an independent poultry kill-

ing and processing company owned by
Messrs. R. and J. May. This company pro-
cesses between 40,000 and 50,000 chickens

per day and employs approximately 200

people.

Since 1967, the wastewater control pro-

gramme of this plant has consisted of seasonal

retention of the wastewater with spray irriga-

tion on adjacent company-ovmed farmland

during the warm summer months. This was

designed as a non-effluent system, that is,

nothing to get in the water; however, from

time to time, problems such as overloading
the spray fields, broken piping and others,

have occurred and have resulted in a con-

taminated runoff to Mullett Creek.

It was recognized by the OWRC that an

adequate degree of control was not possible
with such a system and improved treatment

measures were required of Maple Lodge
Farms Ltd. This action was instrumental in

the company designing a complete biological
treatment system in 1970. This project was

delayed because of problems of municipal-

provincial zoning, and so forth. But con-

struction was commenced and the plant
started operations this month.

This pollution control plant, which I under-

stand is in the order of a $500,000 item, will

treat the entire volume of wastewater from

the Maple Lodge poultry processing opera-
tion and reduce its pollutional load very con-

siderably. In addition, a large percentage of

this treated water, with further chemical

treatment, will be available for reuse in the

processing plant.
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In summary, the pollution control system at

Maple Lodge Farms may be classified as a

non-effluent system. With the startup of the

biological treatment plant, the wastewater
to be contained and sprayed on the land will

be of improved quality and the likelihood of

contaminents reaching MuUett Creek will

be greatly reduced.

The hon. member mentioned this in the

estimates on Tuesday night. I asked him for

the name of the person who had called him
because I was not aware of the specific com-

plaint about blood purported to be coming
from a tap. The staff was not able to get the

hon. member yesterday. He was in his riding,
but we got the name at noon. We have sent

a man out there this afternoon to see him.

The only comment I can give at this point
is that it could possibly be that there would
be a red colour in water from wells in that

area, because I am informed that there is a

fairly high iron oxide content in the water
in that area. If it was not liquid blood, which
I must say I think is unlikely, it may have
had a reddish tinge to it—which might be
from blood some time ago when there was
an overflow—but it might also be iron oxide.

Mr.^ Sargent: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
I don't want to flog this point, but the fact

is that one farmer has lost $50,000 because
of this pollution. His animals are dying. I

want to know from the minister why the de-

fendant, Mr. May, would retain the Premier's

legal firm—and there's no action from your
department at all?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, we've had
no dealings with any solicitors on behalf of
the company. We have dealt directly with
the company. As I indicated, we have re-

quired them to meet the standards which they
have done. They had a delayed problem
because—I haven't the details—it was some
zoning problem and they weren't permitted
to start the system for some time. I under-
stand that there are two civil actions which
have been instituted, and I assimie the com-
pany has found the firm of solicitors to
defend them in those actions. I assume that
it has picked a good company.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nickel
Belt.

Mr. Sargent: A final supplementary, Mr.
Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: There are 60 seconds remain-
ing.

Mr. Sargent: Okay.

SPORTS ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): I have a

question of the Minister of Community and
Social Services. Could the minister explain
how it is that of the 32 special achievement
awards to be granted tonight as part of the

Ontario Sports Achievement Awards Pro-

gramme, only two of those 32 awards are to

be granted to women?

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): Mr. Speaker, I think the

hon. member will appreciate that I have no
control over women athletes.

Mr. Speaker: Petitions.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, I've a petition ad-

dressed to the Hon. Lieutenant Governor in

the legislative assembly and the petition
reads: That we, the undersigned, ask the

Minister of Education that he intervene im-

mediately in the Cornwall school problem
and that he determine whether the firing of

the two teachers by the school board was, in

fact, a reprisal for their encouragement of the

students at St. Lawrence High School last

month. We, the imdersigned, also ask under
this petition that the Minister of Labour, the

member for that area, determine whether
there has been an infringement of the Ontario
Human Rights Code. The petition, Mr.

Speaker, is signed by me and the member
for Huron (Mr. Riddell).

Mr. Speaker: Did I understand the hon.

member to say that it was signed by him?

Mr. Roy: Yes.

Mr. Speaker: It is not a public petition
then. Therefore it doesn't qualify properly.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, I see nothing in the

rules-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: I see nothing in the rules which
says that the member putting in a petition
cannot sign it. I'm looking under petitions at

page 18 of the standing orders of this House.
As long as I'm not a solicitor.

Mr. Speaker: I will take the matter under
advisement. I must confess that I can't see

any clarity in the rule in this respect. It was

suggested to me that if the hon. member
signed it himself, it was not a pubHc petition.

However, we will hold the matter in abey-
ance. I'll check the rules to see if there is

any precedent for it.
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Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, on a point of

privilege-

Mr. Speaker: A point of privilege?

Mr. Sargent: Yes, sir. Mr. Speaker, I don't

know what we are going to do about the fact,

but the member for Grey South, the Chair-

man of the Management Board, is coming
into my riding repeatedly and making false

statements.

Mr. Speaker: Order please! The hon. mem-
ber has not raised a point of privilege.

Mr. Sargent: I think it's very important.

Mr. Speaker: He cannot accuse another

hon. member of making false statements.

The hon. member will be seated. He is

out of order.

Presenting reports.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, as I men-
tioned in my statement I should now like to

table the first report of the Haldimand-
Norfolk study which is entitled "Threshold of

Change 1—Land and development", and the

other half of this study which is entitled

"Threshold of Change 2—Local Government."

Mr. A. Carruthers (Durham): Mr. Speaker,
I beg leave to submit an interim report of

the Ontario select committee on motorized

snow vehicles and all-terrain vehicles and
ask for its adoption.

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): Very
timely.

Mr. Carruthers: Mr. Speaker, in tabling
the interim report on motorized snow vehicles

and all-terrain vehicles, may I take this

opportunity of expressing my sincere appre-

ciation, as chairman, to the members of the

committee for their co-operation and their

dedication to the task to which they were

assigned.

As representatives of the three political

parties in the House, Mr. Speaker, we did

not always agree but we were prepared to

compromise and where fixed positions were
taken by members they were respected. I

wish also, Mr. Speaker, to express on behalf

of the members of the committee our very
sincere appreciation to many hundreds of in-

terested citizens and groups throughout the

province who contributed of their time and
their efforts, through briefs and oral presenta-
tions, to the work of the committee.

We are particularly grateful to snowmobile
clubs throughout the province, to the snow-

mobile industry, to local municipal represen-

tatives, the police forces and government
ministries for their advice and their direction.

May I also pay tribute to the members of

the staff who, in the field of research, the

compiling of information, and in the pro-

cessing of a vast volume of correspond-
ence, played a major role in 'the successful

operation of the committee.

And in particular, Mr. Speaker, may I pay
tribute to Mr. Richardson, clerk of the com-

mittee, whose untiring efforts in arranging

hearings, establishing schedules, and in gen-
eral supervision, won the admiration of all

members of the committee.

Mr. Sargent: The member for Scarborough
Centre (Mr. Drea) was there, too.

Mr. Carruthers: At times, Mr. Speaker, he
took on even the role of chef and waiter

when meal service became rather deficient.

Sincere appreciation is also extended to Mr.

Bruno Diesner and Mr. Paul Moore, who, in

the capacity of research directors, provided
the basic and fundamental facts which en-

sured the efiBciency of the committee's work.

Tribute is also extended to Mr. Ken Sands
and Mr. Larry Lanero, consultants from the

Ministry of Transportation and Communica-

tions, for their valuable advice and direction.

Mr. Scott McCauley of the Attorney General's

office provided the committee with most valu-

able assistance, particularly during the for-

mation of the report; and to him I express,
on behalf of the committee, our sincere

thanks.

To the secretarial staff, Miss Cleo Mcllroy
and Miss Sandy Davidson, we offer on behalf

of the committee our grateful appreciation
for their valuable and efficient work.

Mr. Speaker: Presenting reports.

Reports.

Motions.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that on Monday
nejdt, immediately following the completion
of the routine proceedings, the House will

adjourn until 8.00 p.m.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, I'd like

to say if there is any question about the

invitations that have been issued for that day
—if any member hasn't received one—I'd be

glad to facilitate.

Mr. Speaker: Introduction of bills.
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CONSERVATION AUTHORITIES ACT

Mr. Kennedy moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Conservation

Authorities Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. R. D. Kennedy (Peel South): Mr.

Speaker, this bill provides for ndtice to land-

owners where an authority files regulations to

control fiU and construction of waterways
under its jurisdiction. The amendment also

provides for registration of a copy of the

regulation on title in the proper land Registry
Office.

Mr. Speaker: Introduction of bills.

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION ACT

Hon. Mr. Guindon moves first reading of

bill intituled. An Act to amend the Work-
men's Compensation Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour):
Mr. Speaker, this bill provides for increases

in benefits to injured workmen efi^ective July

1, 1973. It has already been announced in

the Legislature.

CONSTRUCTION SAFTEY ACT, 1973

Hon. Mr. Guindon moves first reading of

bill intituled, the Construction Safety Act,
1973.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, this bill

provides for the consolidation of three Acts

on safety, and it also provides for the taking
over of construction safety by the Ministry
of Labour.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The 11th order, House
in committee of supply; Mr. R. D. Rowe in

the chair.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF
CORRECTIONAL SERVICES

( continued )

On vote 1401:

Mr. Chairman: Estimates of the Ministry
of Correctional Services. We had started con-

sideration of vote 1401; the hon. member for

High Park.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): I would like

to ask the minister about hiring practices,
Mr. Chairman. We had some discussion about

the superintendent at Brampton and I don't

want to go back into that again, that has been
dealt with, but do you have a policy that all

positions are to be advertised?

Hon. C. J. S. Apps (Minister of Correc-

tional Services): Yes, Mr. Chairman. The pro-
cedure that we use is that positions within

the ministry are usually filled through internal

competition open to the ministry's employees

only. After a preliminary screening, qualified
candidates are interviewed by a board and
selection is made on the basis of suitability.

Within the government, the ministry has

the right to fill a position through other

means and frequently for senior level posi-
tions government-wide competitions are con-

ducted or advertisements are placed in the

news media. When vacancies cannot be filled

from within the ministry, the Civil Service

Commission is responsible for recniitinir staff

in the Toronto area. Outside the Toronto

area, vacancies are advertised by our min-

istry and contact is made with the local

Manpower ofiice. Most senior and profes-
sional positions are recruited through head

office.

As far as transferring staff is concerned,
when we advertise and we get someone from

one institution and place him in a different

institution, we look after transportation and

expenses. If he is transferred on his own

request he looks after his expenditures and

transportation and so on.

Mr. Shulman: All positions are first con-

sidered from within the department, is that

correct?

Hon. Mr. Apps: That is correct.

Mr. Shulman: I don't want to go back into

that other matter we discussed before but I

have had several matrons and guards from

the Don Jail come to me complaining that

certain persons are given preference in em-

ployment. Specifically they mentioned Cathy
Davidson, who was hired in England for

a position that became available here in

Canada.

The reason I am bringing that up is that

it seems very coincidental because the other

chap was also English. Was special prefer-
ence given to this woman in the manner
of her hiring?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, not that

I know of. I don't recollect Miss Cathy
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Davidson at all. I have no knowledge of the

case. You say she was hired in England and

given a preferential position in the Toronto

Jail?

Mr. Shulman: Yes.

Hon. Mr. Apps: If you would give me the

information I would be glad to look it up,
but I don't have any knowledge of that.

Mr. Shulman: The superintendent from the

jail, Mr. Whitehead, is not here?

Hon. Mr. Apps: No, he isn't.

Mr. Shulman: Well, could you inquire
about that?

The guards were upset because when any-
one applies they are given a certain routine

to follow, but this woman was hired directly
without going through the routine. She was
an employee of yours some years ago, moved
to England and then was hired back appar-

ently without having to go through the rou-

tine. But perhaps you would look that up
for me.

I want to ask you about a more serious

matter. What is the policy in relation to

contraband coming into your institutions?

Specifically, I'm asking if you find, as I un-

derstand you did find, that a prisoner has

been selling material from a reformatory in

return for, say, alcohol, which was brought
into the reformatory and then sold to the

other prisoners, what do you do? You trans-

fer the prisoner, I gather, is that right?

Hon. Mr. Apps: No, not necessarily. You
asked me about the policy as far as the

correctional oflBcers are concerned?

Mr. Shulman: I understand you had a

recent problem where certain prisoners were

selling the material that belonged to the jail

in return for alcohol. And those prisoners in

their statement, which I have here, alleged
that they were in union vdth certain guards
as far as this was concerned.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Well, Mr. Chairman, if

we can prove that this has happened, that

correctional oflBcers were working with the

prisoners, then those guards will be dismissed

and, if necessary, charged. Because they are

on very strict instructions when they come
in that they should have no traflBcking what-
soever with the inmates within any institu-

tion.

Now, in many cases it is very diflBcult to

get the actual proof. In that particular case,
when we know pretty well they were in-

volved we ask them to resign and they just

go ahead and resign. But if we can prove
it then they will be dismissed and could be

charged.

Mr. Shulman: To be more specific, has

anything of that nature happened in the last

few months?

Hon. Mr. Apps: I think something like

that happened in Mimico last fall.

Mr. Shulman: Were charges laid?

Hon. Mr. Apps: I believe the men at

Mimico resigned and recently a man in

Guelph was found with contraband and he
has been charged.

Mr. Shulman: A correctional oflBcer?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Yes.

Mr. Shulman: What about Burwash?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Not for some time, to my
knowledge.

Mr. Shulman: I have a complaint here

from a man who was transferred from Bur-
wash down to Millbrook—Lawrence M. Wing
or King, I'm not sure—that when a similar

situation developed he got transferred out,

but the guards were let oflE scot free. Are

you familiar with that?

Hon. Mr. Apps: No, I'm not, but if you
will give me the name, I'd be glad to

look into it for you.

Mr. Shulman: The minister is not aware of

any such situation having developed at Bur-

wash?

Hon Mr. Apps: There was one particular

case, apparently, where a correctional ofiBcer

was found with two tires in his car and he

resigned.

Mr. E. W. Marlel (Sudbury East): I know
that case well.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Mr. Chairman, I wanted to ask the

minister about the policy regarding the agri-

culture programme in the various facilities.

I think that the policy has been made and
announced by the minister that the govern-
ment is getting out of the farming business.

While I regret that and probably the

minister, to some degree does as well, he
and his officials are the best judges as to

whether it is of any use or not. But certainly
if the inmates are not interested in getting
that kind of training, I don't believe that

the government ought to force them to clean
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out stables as some kind of additional pen-
ance. It does occur to me, however, that it

would probably be just as useful a trade as

banging out licence plates, or whatever it is

that they do otherwise. Maybe we will have
a chance to discuss their rehabilitation and

training in the next vote.

I am, however, concerned with what the

government policy is as to the utilization, not

just of the facilities but the land, which is

going to be left either underutilized or not
used at all. I have heard, particularly in

Burwash, that there is some sort of a pro-

gramme whereby it will come under some
personal management with ARDA assistance.

Perhaps the minister could clarify that.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, once we
have declared the property surplus, then it

is turned over to the Ministry of Government
Services for disposition; so we have no
further use or control over the property.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What is the status of

the various properties?

Is it in a state of flux or is the policy to

turn over all the land, other than the land
on which the buildings and recreational area

would stand? I am thinking of the large
arable acreage at Burtch and, particularly,
the one at Burwash. I wonder if he could

give me some indication as to what the in-

volvement of the Ministry of Agriculture and
Food is in that land and if, in fact, it is

going to be either leased or brought under

private auspices?

Hon. Mr. Apps: I'm a little hazy as far

as Burwash is concerned. We have turned
over to Government Services that part that

we don't feel that we need.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: How much?

Hon. Mr. Apps: I think a very large per-

centage of it. I understand that there are cer-

tain persons in negotiation with Government
Services and the Ministry of Agriculture and
Food for the use of that particular land. As I

recollect, they are interested in some of the
land we still have, and we have indicated
to them that if they need this extra land we
can make it available to them, because we
are not using it.

As far as Burtch is concerned, I think
most of that property is still with Government
Services, although I think they have rented
some of that out to farmers in the com-
munity.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What about the abattoir?

The abattoir at Guelph was mentioned by the

minister. He spoke as if it was a new facility.
I think that that facility has been going on
for a long rime. There have been canning
facilities as well. Is the idea to provide food
at a reasonable cost or provide training or

provide a market for local farmers, or what?

Hon. Mr. Apps: It is to provide a combina-
tion. We spoke of the abattoir because that is

a particular industry that we are going to try
this experiment on, whereby we are going to

arrange to pay the inmates who are worldng
there for the work that they do in the
abattoir. As the member may know, in many
cases a lot of the work has been done by
staff rather than by inmates. We want to get
the inmates back on doing this work, to pay
them the normal going wage, and use the

meat and so forth to go to our various insti-

tutions to which we are now supplying meat.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why wouldn't that con-

cept have applied to the regular farming
operation, particularly if you could have been

raising some of your own meat and canning
your own crops and so on? Did you find that

the inmates simply objected too much to that

sort of labour?

Hon. Mr. Apps: What we were endeavour-

ing to do was to try to provide training for

the inmates that would be of use to them
when they get out. The abattoir experiment
is something we hope will be successful. If it

is, we will expand that to some of the other

industries that we have. We have a large

canning industry, as you know, in Burtch and
in Guelph.

We've got two or three things in mind
here. If we can train them in the abattoir so

that they are capable of doing that type of

work, hopefully, we can get jobs for them
outside in that type of work. iTiis is the idea

behind the bill.

As I indicated earher, we have had a

study made. As far as our industries are con-

cerned, we're not too happy with some that

we have and we are trying to improve them
and to work out a way in which people can
work in certain industries, get training in

those industries and, hopefully, get jobs in

similar industries when they are out.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I don't want to belabour

this at all, but it seems to me that if an
inmate at one of our institutions had training
in the use of agricultural equipment and
tractors and in the care of livestock and, I

suppose, even the care of livestock in a milk-

ing operation, that he would be able to get
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good employment. And, believe me, there is

a tremendous demand.

It may be, however, that the people you

get are just simply not interested in that and

don't realize the potential. If that's it, I can

see no reason why you would try either to

coerce them or push them into something
that they would consider in some way be-

neath them.

Hon. Mr. Apps: It has been our feeling,

and I think this is correct, that the inmates

were just not interested in pursuing 'that type
of work.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I guess they would sooner

work in a slaughter house.

Mr. H. Worton (Wellington South): Mr.

Chairman, I would like to ask the minister,

in the course of dispensing with property
around some of our institutions, are you safe-

guarding us against the excessive disposal of

property?
We have had one experience now with one

of the forestry area schools or institutions.

Action was taken by the residents against the

government for the damage that it had done

to their property by locating this institution

in the vicinity of their homes. I don't think it

was a successful claim but I do feel that if

you have this institution and then allow de-

velopment too close to it, it is going to

create problems. I wonder if you are taking

enough proper safeguards to prevent that?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, that is

really outside our purview. Once we declare

it surplus, it reverts to Government Services

and it is its responsibility either to keep it

for other government use or make it available

to municipalities or, failing that, to make it

available even for housing, I think, in some
areas.

Mr. Worton: I don't believe the minister

should declare it surplus unless you feel

there is sufficient land left to maintain proper
care of that institution. In other words, if

you are going to have housing too close to it,

it is going to create problems. If you are

going to have industry too close to it, it is

going to create pollution problems. All that I

am saying is that your part should be to

safeguard against too much building in the

proximity of the institution.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, when we
declare something surplus it is something right
outside the perimeter of the actual institution

and we hold enough on the outside to be a

buffer for anything that might go up.

Mr. Worton: Okay.

Mr. Martel: Mr. Chairman, can the minis-

ter tell me if the policy of transfer of staflF

has been resolved yet? Has there been any
really fundamental change from what existed

in the past wherein the employee of an in-

stitution would have to get approval from
the superintendent of the institution to which
he was applying before any consideration was

given to his application for a transfer? Has
that archaic system now been done away
with?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, I realize

that this has been something very dear to

the member. In order for a person to be

transferred from one institution to another,

first of all there has to be a vacancy in the

institution to which he may be going. Then

they have the competition and whoever wins

the competition would be transferred to that

particular institution and his expenses would

be paid.

Now, if a person requests a transfer, say,

from one institution to another it is difficult

to transfer him without having the competi-
tion. I think it is only reasonable to assume

that the superintendent to whose institution

the person is going should have some say as

to whether that person would be acceptable
to him. Just a minute now—very rarely do we
have any problems in this regard and norm-

ally when the problems develop there are

reasonable reasons for them.

I don't think the member should say that

if we have the odd problem-there was one

problem and I guess he was very well aware

of it at that particular time. But that happens

very rarely. I don't see why we should force

a superintendent to take someone who, for

some reason, may not particularly suit the

fob which he has open and which the fellow

would want to take.

Mr. Martel: Mr. Chairman, I had teachers

sent to me and I didn't have any say as to

whether or not that teacher was coming to

work under my jurisdiction. The board de-

termined that and not me as the head of that

institution, if you want to call it an institu-

tion—sometimes I considered it might have

been. The railroad superintendent
^

at Home-

payne, for example, doesn't say he'd give his

blessing to someone bidding from Nakina or

Capreol to go to Homepayne. You know, it

just seems to be a backward—as long as the

man is qualified and meets your standards,

otherwise you would get rid of him.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Qualified and capable of

doing the work.
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Mr. Martel: I don't quibble with that for

a moment. As long as he is qualified and

capable of doing the work, then in fact I don't

believe that the superintendent at the institu-

tion that is going to receive this man should

be a determining factor whether the man

gets his transfer or not. That's just not for

real, Mr. Minister. It's going on in every
walk of life in this province, whether it be

education, railroading or so on, that the man
doesn't have to get clearance from the head
man in another institution before he has a

right to go there.

And I think the minister agrees with me.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Well, Mr. Chairman, I

am very pleased that the hon. member is

comparing his school and the railway with
our institutions. But I think he can see that

there may be difference between the two.

I think it's very important for a superinten-
dent to have some say in who he receives, be-

cause the job may not be necessarily exactly
the same. I mean a correctional worker in

Burwash may not be exactly the same as a
correctional worker in the Toronto Jail or

some jail. There may be different circum-

stances, different problems involved.

And it would appear to me that it is only
reasonable that a superintendent should have
some say in who he receives as a transfer to

fill a position. It's rather awkward to say to

a superintendent: "Well, you take this fellow
whether you want him or not." The tendency
would be for one superintendent to try to get
rid of somebody and pass him on to that

other one; but I can understand your view-

point.

I don't think the two of them are quite
the same and I still feel that the superinten-
dent does have some reasonable reason to

ask to be consulted before be accepts some-

body for a position.

Mr. Martel: Mr. Chairman, on another

point on which the minister and I are still

a little apart—although I think the ministry
has become a little more flexible in the last

couple of years with respect to transfers

than it was five or six years ago.

But I want to ask about something I first

raised here about five years ago, which oc-

curred yesterday in Burwash. As the minister

is well aware, there was an escape and
there was a constituent of mine shot in the

community of Estaire. A number of years ago
there was a reduction in staff, as I under-
stand it—the people who could patrol im-

mediately after an escape.

It was my understanding at one time that

immediately a prisoner escaped, there were

patrols that went north and south on High-

way 69, along the railway lines, and so

on. But ultimately, for overtime purposes, this

was curtailed to a large degree.

I opposed this at the time because in this

same community of Estaire, which I repre-

sent, an elderly woman was murdered by an

inmate a number of years ago. I don't really

worry, Mr. Minister, about the little bit of

overtime that it might cost the ministry
under those circumstances to protect the

residents who live only six or seven miles

from Burwash.

Now I'd like the minister to explain what

happened between the time that these men
broke out and the time my constituent was

shot.

I'd like to know—and I'm just going by
memory, because I got this call just before

the House came in—what your policy is on

extra duty. I think the term the men them-

selves use is "go-gunning," when they are

called out for this extra duty. Is that still a

practice?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, I'm advised

that when they go out to try and find some-

one who has escaped that they—if it's an

overtime duty—are paid overtime for that

service.

Now, I would be pleased to give you a

report concerning the escape from Burwash

yesterday afternoon.

At approximately 3 o'clock on May 30,

the recreational officer brought five inmates

to the gymnasium smoke shack area. These

men had been brought in from outside work

to have a cigarette break, use the toilet facil-

ities and have a drink of water. Two other

recreational staff, Sgt. Docking and Mr. Roy,
were also in the immediate vicinity. When
Mr. Seguin returned to the room after a

brief check with Sgt. Docking concerning
further work to be done, he noted that two
of the inmates were missing. Mr. Roy had
not noticed them leave apparently. We be-

lieve that these men went out the entrance

on the north side of the gymnasium. If they
did this they would have to pass right by
the office. It was obvious that they were
not seen. The missing inmates are Brian

Wayne Currie and James Edward Mac-

Donald.

During the time Mr. Seguin was checking
with Sgt. Docking there was general super-
vision with two officers in the area. Five men
were in the room off the gymnasium; one
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officer was working in the stage area, the

other in the office. An immediate check of

the area was conducted and when the men
were not located notification was made to

the office at 3 p.m. of two possible escapes.

At 3:40 p.m. pickets were assigned. Sgt.

Gates was notified as was Mr. Main, the

deputy superintendent. At 4:30 p.m. the

Ontario Provincial Police were notffied. Eight

experienced officers were posted and they
were under the responsibility of Sgt. Gates

of the security office, and a total of 10 staff

were out on picket duty.

At about 7:15 p.m. staff member W.

Thompson spotted the inmates near a gravel

pit on Highway 69. The search indicated

that these men had gone west into the

swamp, or had gone back towards Burwash

property into a swamp area.

At 11 p.m. we were made aware that they
had broken into the home of Mr. Nick

Yamchuk in Estaire, and that Mr. Yamchuk
had been shot in the right leg with a .410

gauge shotgun, that $60 had been taken from

Mr. Yamchuk, along with his car keys and a

$20 bill was thrown back by them as they
left.

After a high speed chase by police a shot-

gun thrown out of the vehicle was recovered

and MacDonald was arrested. Currie escaped
into the bush and at the present time is the

focus of a police manhunt.

Mr. Martel: The thing Tm trying to pur-
sue is that there used to be a policy, and I

think it was called picketing, where you used

to have these people regularly on duty. I

think the number of people involved in that

sort of duty was cut back by your predecessor
back in 1970. I think there were certain men

designated in each direction and that was cut

back, I believe, in 1970.

I objected to it then simply on the safety
factor. I think they were more or less sent

out to ensure that those inhabited sections

would be protected in the event of a break-

out before the discovery was really made.
And there was a cutback in that staff. Does
that policy still exist?

Hon. Mr. Apps: I think so, Mr. Chairman.
As you know, it is pretty difficult to patrol
that whole area effectively because of its size.

As I say, we do pay overtime to those going
out and we don't reduce their number be-

cause of the cost, because we're pretty
anxious to get those fellows back.

I'm not aware of the policy that you men-

tioned, but as soon as somebody does escape

then we do everything we can to try and

get them back.

Mr. Martel: I'm not only worried about

that. I realize that the ministry does do this.

I'm talking about the policy that used to

prevail where you had men on duty, I be-

lieve almost constantly, not patrolling the

entire area—there's no sense to patrol if no
one's out—but more as a precautionary
measure. There was some concern expressed
by the citizens in Estaire and others when
these jobs were eliminated, and I'm wonder-

ing if there's any intention of putting them
back.

Hon. Mr. Apps: What you are saying,

really, is that a patrol should be stationed in

or around Estaire—that if somebody escapes
from Burwash we should immediately provide
some prote(ition to Estaire. I'm not sure, Mr.

Chairman, whether this is done specifically
for Estaire, other than the fact that there are

people out searching for the persons who
have left the institution.

Mr. Martel: But you see, there are only a

couple of places they can go, Mr. Minister.

That is one of the advantages of that insti-

tution in that they can only go to the CNR
lines or the highway and go north or south.

The only community around, Estaire, is usu-

ally the place they head for to try and get a

stash of some sort, either in the form of cash

or food or something, otherwise they have to

go directly into the bush. Estaire is one of

the first places that they try to get to, as I

understand it, when they make their breaks.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, I think that

is a reasonable thing to assume and I would
think also that probably not only ourselves

but the OPP would realize that as well.

I can't tell you whether specific instruction

is given to post patrols in this area. Ill

check that out. As I say, it seems to be a

rather reasonable thing, just to make sure

that they don't go there.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Downsview.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): I wonder
if the minister has had any complaints about

staff problems at the Don? I have been in

receipt of communications over several

months wherein it has been indicated to me,
I am not sure how authentically—at least the

person who made the representations indi-

cated this to me—that they were very un-

happy about staff changes, shifts, promotions,
and so on. There seems to be, at least from
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my informant, considerable unrest among
some of the members of the sta£F at the Don,

particularly members of the female staff.

Hon. Mr. Apps: I was aware of one partic-

ular instance in the Don Jail where one mem-
ber of the female staff was rather unhappy
that she didn't receive a promotion that was

given to someone else. I checked into that

and I was satisfied that the promotion was
in the best interests of the inmates and staff

there.

I think the member will realize that in a

place as large as the Don Jail that there is

bound to be some dissatisfaction from time

to time when promotions are made. We try

to be very careful, and we try to look into it

very, very carefully, to make sure that the

ones who get the promotions are the ones

who deserve it. And I think that in the long

run, we do a pretty good job in that respect.

Mr. Singer: What about shift procedures?
I gather there was some concern amongst
some of the staff members that they felt that

they were being unfairly put on irregular
shifts. They couldn't plan their time in ad-

vance. There seemed to have been some kind

of a practice that if you had been there a

certain length of time, you had regular day-
time shifts and that has been changed, which
has caused some aggravation amongst them.

Hon. Mr. A^>s: Well, I haven't been made
aware of that. If that is the case and the

hon. member could give me some particular

instances, I would be glad to look into it in

a general way to see if there is a lot of

unhappiness as far as this particular procedure
is concerned.

Mr. Singer: Could the minister tell me
what kind of general reviewing he does about
staff conditions there? Does he receive regu-
lar reports from the senior people only? Does
he go in himself and have a look? Does his

deputy go in and have a look?

The minister—from looking at his estimates

and having some idea of what he does—
doesn't have the most burdensome depart-
ment. I just wonder if there might not be
some substantial value in letting the minister

go in regularly to a place as large as the Don
and talk to individual staff people who might
not be anxious to talk to their superiors. They
might be a little happier to talk to the minis-

ter on occasion.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, that is one
of the responsibilities of our inspection staff.

They periodically visit each of the institutions

to try to find out if there are any problems
involved, both in the security aspect and as

far as personnel are concerned.

I get around to as many institutions as I

can—there are quite a number of them, and

particularly when the House is in session it

is very difficult to get to all of them. But the

inspector's job is to do that. The adminis-

trator as well gets around to these places.

Now I realize that some of the staff would
be loath to talk to those particular people and
it could be that if I were there they would
talk to me more freely than to them. I'll act

on that advice from time to time.

Mr. Singer: One other point about the Don.
Could we hear some idea of when we are

going to get a new jail down there? We have

talked about this every year for the last 99

years and we still have the old jail.

Hon. Mr. Apps: I am very happy to do

that, Mr. Chairman. We expect to have defi-

nite decisions on the locations very shortly—
in Etobicoke and in Scarborough. I don't

want to tell you the exact areas because as

soon as you do that, bang, you have no bar-

gaining power left, but Government Services

expects to have those two locations soon.

Architects are appointed and I have received

assurance that sketch drawings will be made
this year. Hopefully, we will be able to get

to the working drawings and the tendering
out next year, so it is definitely on the rails.

Mr. Singer: The new jail will then be

opened this year, 1973, or next year, in 1974;

would it be reasonable to expect we will have

a new jail in the judicial district of York

sometime in 1975, convenient to the election

maybe?

Hon. Mr. Apps: I don't know if it is con-

venient to the election or not, but 1975 is

our target date to try and get them opened.
One of the reasons was that the United

Nations congress on social defence is being
held in Toronto. We are not particularly

anxious to show them the old Toronto Jail so

we are trying as best we can to hurry the

detention centres so that they will be open
at that time. I can't guarantee that, so many
things happen; but we have received assur-

ances that the money will be forthcoming.
Whether there will be strikes or something
to delay them or not, we have no control

over that, but that was our target.

Mr. Singer: Is it the ministry's intention

that when the new building is built, the pres-

ent building will be disposed of and the

present site will be disposed of? Will we do
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away completely with that monstrosity that

we presently have?

Hon. Mr. Apps: No, Mr. Chairman. We
will tear down the old section of the Toronto

jail but we will continue to use the new

section.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1401. The member
for Sudbury East.

Mr. Martel: I want to ask the minister

about policy. The diflFerences which ap-

parently had arisen, I think primarily because

of the lack of information surrounding the

bringing together of the probation services

with the parole services and aftercare serv-

ices. I think it was just a misunderstanding.

Certainly I got this in the exchange of corres-

pondence we had.

Hon. Mr. Apps: I think they will come
under the next vote.

Mr. Martel: No, it will come mider policy.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Well, probation and after-

care come under—

Mr. Martel: I refer to the application of

the two. I don't want to talk about probation
at this point, but there seemed to be a great

deal of concern about a lack of information

on how it was going to affect the various em-

ployees from the two branches, I guess, as

they came together. Has the department

attempted to improve the communication to

those affected to alleviate all of the fears

which seemed to have been prevailing around

this situation?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Yes, Mr. Chairman, we
we have. I understand things are running

along much better now. We have had several

meetings with those people concerned and

I think we have worked out a reasonable way
in which the aftercare people can upgrade
their qualifications so that they can qualify

as full probation oflficers.

Mr. Martel: Would you mind just giving

us a little documentation on that, how it is

going to work, so that when we are asked

we will be in a position to explain it much
more readily?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, the quali-

fications for probation ofiicers were a BA
degree in social services, now upgraded to an

MA. The qualifications for aftercare officers

was grade 12.

A probation officer, when he is taken on,

has to try the three examinations before he

reaches the second grade of a probation

officer, and when he passes that then I think

he qualifies for an extra $2,000 and the next

grade up as a probation officer. We were

successful in getting the Civil Service Com-
mission to waive the requirement of a BA
for an aftercare officer to qualify for a grade
1 probation officer, but we had to ask the

aftercare officers to try these three examina-

tions before they could qualify for the grade
2 probation officer.

We realize, and I think every member here

realizes, that education may be important
but it is not the all-encompassing solution

to every job, and we have a great many
after-care officers who—well, most of them;
I think all of them really—do an excellent

job. But what we're asking them to do
is take the same examination. I think we
worked it out so this can be done orally, or

as a combination of the two, so that they
don't have to sit and write it down, because

some of them are a little apprehensive of

that. This is natural, because they haven't

done it for many, many years and may not be
able to put down on paper what they can

say in an oral examination. But we have

to do this in order to make the standards

the same. Those people will have to take

an examination, or the equivalent of an

examination, in order to qualify for the

second grade as a probation officer.

As I indicated, we've had meetings. I think

we've got this straightened out. I think the

aftercare officers are much happier now, and

I imderstand, many of them are now work-

ing towards that. We're giving them all the

help we can with instructions and books

and so forth, to enable them to do it.

There is no time limit for this. I think the

time limit for the amalgamation is January,
1974. But there is no time limit for the up-

grading from grade 1 to grade 2 probation

officer, so that if they don't feel that they're

in a position to do this by Jan. 1, 1974, then

they can do it when they want.

But they will be upgraded to grade 1 pro-
bation officers, regardless. None of them will

lose their jobs. We're giving them the oppor-

tunity by taking this instruction and the

oral or written examination to extend their

qualffications as well to probation officer

grade 2.

I think it's really fair. I think there was

some lack of communication as to what we
were trying to do, but I think that has

now been largely overcome.

Mr. Martel: One final point. Is it possible,

let us say, for these people who have been

out for a considerable period of time to take
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one oral exam first on the law aspects, or do

they have to take all of the exams at the same
time?

Hon. Mr. Apps: No, they can take them
at any time they want.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Mr. Chair-

man, just for clarification, could you tell me
will there be an opportunity to discuss the

matter of probation services under the items

relating to the juvenile, or must I do it at

this point? I don't want to miss the oppor-

tunity of the questions.

Hon. Mr. Apps: No, Mr. Chairman, you
cannot discuss probation both under the

adults and under the juveniles.

Mr. Chairman: Anything further on 1401?

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): I am
not sure, Mr. Chairman, whether it should
be on the first or the second vote, but I

understand that there is a programme for

first offenders that just started at Monteith, in

conjunction with the Northeastern Regional
Mental Health Centre. Would that come
under this vote?

Hon. Mr. Apps: No, that will come under
the next vote.

Mr. Chairman: Is 1401 then carried?

Vote 1401 agreed to.

On vote 1402:

Mr. Chairman: The member for Cochrane
South.

Mr. Ferrier: Yes, Mr. Chairman, this pro-

gramme for the treatment of first offenders,
is it something similar to what has been
used for the treatment of those who have
been sentenced for drug offences and have

gone to the Northeastern Regional Mental
Health Centre for group therapy? What kind
of programme is proposed?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, it isn't

exactly identical. It's a group counselling

programme that is being carried on at the

Northeastern Psychiatric Hospital with in-

mates from Montieth Correctional Centre.

I think the member is fairly knowledgeable
about it, because I understand he has been
out there on occasion to look into that. I

think it's a very excellent programme actually,
because it is a counselling programme. It

seems to be working very well.

I think the staff of both institutions are

to be congratulated on the way they're co-

operating with one another in trying to help

people with problems in drug and alcohol
abuse. It's sort of a model programme and
it's due to the co-operation between two
institutions and the staff there.

Mr. Ferrier: Well, I hope the minister

didn't detect any note of criticism, because
I've been one of the strong advocates of it;

not only of carrying on that programme in

the effective way that it has been done, but

carrying it on in your other institutions.

I know that an evaluation is now being
done by the alcohol and drug addiction group
that has been operative to come up with
statistics which, I think, will probably prove
that you should expand it. What I was want-

ing to find out is whether the programme
for first offenders is now in operation, or is it

intended to be in operation soon? Just what

stage is it at?

I have great commendation for it and en-

courage you to move into this kind of thing
as much as you can, but I'd just like to get a
little bit more information as to where it

stands.

Hon. Mr. Apps: What is happening up
there, as I understand it, is we are expanding
this project. It used to be for second offenders

but it is expanding into first offenders. We
are trying to do for them, a similar type of

programme as we have been doing all along
with the others, so it is being expanded.

Mr. Ferrier: That is fine.

I just want to ask one other question and
I'll leave the estimates to more competent
people. There was discussion between officials

of your ministry and the Northern College of

Applied Arts and Technology about possible

upgrading and retraining of certain adult

offenders from Monteith. I m not sure whether
that has been put into effect or whether it is

still being discussed?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, it is not in

effect at the present time, but we are explor-

ing the possibility of allowing people, say, at

Monteith, to go out on temporary absence to

take courses in the Northern College of

Applied Arts and Technology. It isn't in

operation yet, but we are looking into the

feasibility of it.

Mr. Ferrier: I had some correspondence
with you about a year or so ago on it, and I

know that the northern college is very anxious

to facilitate this and to get into it. I hope it's

not stalling unduly. I would think it has a

certain degree of merit, and would hope that

you might be in a position to expedite it and
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put it into operation this fall at the latest, if

possible.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Td be very happy to do

that, Mr. Chairman. I'll be in touch with the

member to let him know the progress that we
are making as we go along.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Sudbury
East.

Mr. Martel: Mr. Chairman, I have a lengthy

problem to deal with with the minister. It

started back, I guess-

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. The member
for St. George had a question, I think.

Mrs. Campbell: My question is on the next

vote, 1403.

Mr. Chairman: Oh, 1403. All right.

Mrs. Campbell: But when I heard this was
to be lengthy I thought I might be excused
for a moment or two.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Sudbury
East will continue.

Mr. Martel: We get rid of those weak of

knee and so on, under this situation, and get
down to the nitty-gritty.

Mr. Chairman, my problem goes back, I

guess, to shortly after March 29 or 30 or

thereabouts. I must say first of all that I don't

know how much effort is given to covering
up, when giving information to the news
media about what goes on in those little riots

that take place every now and then in Bur-

wash, but certainly this one was hush-hush
to the greatest extent.

I read about it in the press and barely
nodded my head, simply because it was such
a trivial matter. I didn't even bother to make
comment at the time.

Hon. Mr. Apps: I was waiting for your
comment.

Mr. Martel: I was sure you were, but there

was so little in the press that I thought it

was just a minor disturbance and not worth-
while even getting involved in. But since that

time I've become increasingly disturbed.

I want to make it abundantly clear that I

have not received one bit of correspondence
from an inmate, although my colleagues,
the hon. members for High Park, River-

dale (Mr. Renwick), and Parkdale (Mr.

Dukszta) have. My information comes directly
from the custodial oflScers, and as the minis-

ter is aware, over the years I've been in the

House I've been a strong advocate on behalf

of those custodial officers who work in that

institution, the majority of whom I know

extremely well.

The information they have given to me
grows increasingly bad, Mr. Chairman, the

latest coming in a long-distance phone call

last Wednesday when a custodial officer indi-

cated to me that two of the men who had
been involved in that little riot which got so

little press, had in fact been in solitary con-

finement without exercise until approximately
a week ago. And when I first wrote to the

minister about this, he kind of assured me in

a return letter that there was nothing really

wrong, but he invited further comment. And I

appreciated that very much.

On May 29 I sent a lengthy letter to the

minister. I am not sure he has received it yet.

It was mailed the day before yesterday. But
I think I will put it in the record, Mr. Minis-

ter, because it contains information on the

type of thing you are looking for. And I

believe that the situation is serious enough
to warrant some type of investigation because

we have the names of prisoners who were
abused. And I'll put the three examples in

question on record. And I am reading from
about midway down in the letter:

I would now like to outline three speci-

fic incidents which have been brought to

my attention. The first involves inmate

Kennedy, an older inmate, whose previous-

ly-allocated duties were in the inmates'

property room. This man was apparently
liked by most, if not all, of the staflF be-

cause of his industry and very pleasant

disposition.

And I might add just before I continue to

quote the letter, that I have reworded this

material so that there is no possibility any-
one can detect who is providing me with this

information. But these are by and large the

words of these people. To continue:

However, around noon on the Monday
in question he was deadlocked in his cell,

along with all other inmates in the cell

block, on the instructions of the chief cor-

rectional officer, Mr. J. G. Russell.

Apparently a Mr. Bartlett, a correctional

officer and one of the men specffically

called in by Mr. Gies [and Mr. Gies' name
is being bandied around considerably] en-

tered the corridor, stopped in front of Mr.

Kennedy's cell, and accused Kennedy of

laughing at him. Mr. Bartlett then left the

corridor. According to my informant, he
returned a few minutes later and said:

"You are still laughing at me". And then
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Kennedy was literally sprayed with tear-

gas.

Now these are the words of a number of

custodial oflBcers who know what went on.

I have deliberately designed it so that you
can't identify anyone, but as I say, Mr. Minis-

ter, none of the information comes to me
from prisoners.

The second incident I was informed of

involved inmate Missen who was incarcer-

ated under deadlock in No. 1 corridor.

When Mr. Russell entered the corridor

Missen demanded to know why he was
locked up and why gas was being used.

Russell's reply was: "He hasn't had enough.
Give him another." And then, according to

my information, Missen was sprayed with

gas by an officer who at present is im-
identified.

The fact that one Mr. Russell was there and
said: "Give him another, he hasn't had

enough," really bothers me, Mr. Minister.

The third incident involved inmate
Bondaruk who was under deadlock at the

Camp Bisson segregation area. He had
been taken there earlier from main camp
because of his apparent activities with the

inmate committee.

Messrs. Webb and Bardett approached
Bondaruk's cell in a very aggressive, hostile

manner. And in iMr. Bondaruk's own words:

"They were coming on strong and I

thought they were going to muscle me."
Mr. Bondaruk was very reluctant to leave
his cell and was very promptiy gassed.

Finally, when Bondaruk was in a dazed

condition, Webb struck him over the eye,

causing a minor wound.

Now, Mr. Minister, that is part of the infor-

mation. And you did request specific inci-

dents.

What disturbs me is that the last two little

riots we have had there, have seen the de-

velopment of what I termed in an earlier

letter to you, "a bit of a goon squad," accord-

ing to the information I received from people
I know fairly well.

I would suspect that the chief man, Mr.

Fisher, is not aware of it, because the people
I'm talking about went along absolutely with
the way Mr. Fisher has been conducting and
is conducting that institution since he arrived.

Their argument is not with him, but it's with
those below Fisher who take it upon them-
selves, as I understand it, to form a bit of a

goon squad.

The same men were used in the last two
incidents. They are men who are called in for

extra duty. In other words, the men who are

already on duty apparently aren't qualified,
for some unknown reason, to handle the job.

Yet, in fact, as I understand it, they are all

trained.

The men who were there, the regular shift

men, went behind, after the goon squad
forced its way through, to pick up the bodies,
so to speak, and clean up the mess. The goon
squad had left by then. It had done its thing.
As the man who phoned me last week indi-

cated, one of the things was that they had
some of the men lined up. If they called your
name out, "Jones," and you didn't answer,
"Jones, sir," you were doused with gas. You
had to be proper about it. If you just said

"Sir," or just "Jones"—in other words, if you
gave your name back without the "sir", you
hadn't learned your lesson. I don't know if it

was supposed to be misconduct or what for

not putting the "sir" at the end. Again the

guards tell me about certain of these four
men in the goon squad, that if you didn't

reply "sir" in a snappy manner, you got a
little squirt.

Mr. Minister, I give you the information

given to me by your own staff, a broad

spectrum of your staflF, and I'm asking you
that there be a full-scale investigation into

this conduct. I've given the minister three

cases. If he wants, he can check for further

information from the prisoners. I have not
heard from the prisoners, although my col-

league, the memoer for Riverdale, and my
colleague, the member for Parkdale, and my
colleague, the member for High Park, have.

The incident occurred some time ago. I would

appreciate the minister's response.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, I appreciate
the information that the member has given
me. It was in reply, I take it, to the letter

that I wrote to him to supply me with some
details in connection with it.

I find some of the allegations very difficult

to believe. I don't know whether or not the

member has checked with other members of

the staff to get their reaction to these things
that have been told to him. I think probably
it might be wise to do that to see if that is

corroborated by other members of the staff

who must be in a position to know, one way
or the other.

I think we should also realize that, although
we dislike to use tear gas, we do use it, very,

very, rarely. Yet, in many cases that is the

only means of bringing someone under control

who obviously is not under control. I would

say this, that if there is an incident or some-

thing seems to be getting out of control, then
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it is our responsibility to bring that under

control. In that case, we will use tear gas;

there is no question about it.

If we are using it excessively, then that's

something I think that should be checked

into. I'm hopeful that we don't. I will look

into this to see what has happened in the

light of the information supplied by the

members. We'll check into it and see if this

is corroborated.

I think that we have done our best. We've

tried very, very hard to make things better

for inmates in all our institutions. I, for one,

don't like to hear that we're being accused of

using tear gas indiscriminately, which appar-

ently is the case as you have indicated to

me. But I just want to tell the member as

well, that, if in the judgement of the people
in the institution—and they are there to look

after these inmates—this is necessary to control

a disturbance or to stop one from beginning,
then we're going to use it.

I think the key thing is to hear whether it

is being used when it shouldn't be used. I'll

be very glad to look into that for the mem-
ber.

Mr. Martel: I want to make two points.

First of all, I don't want to accuse the vast

majority of those men in that institution. I

know just about every man who works in

that institution and I don't want to give the

impression that every man is doing this. My
information is that the same group is used in

each incident and I think that should be

questioned.

The second point, though, and the real

source of contention, is that according to my
information the situation was precipitated and
would not have got out of hand had there

been a proper approach used by the people
on duty who didn't seem to think the situa-

tion was nearly as serious as did the four

men led by Mr. Gies when they came to the

specific area. That's what bothers me because

my information is that the men felt it could

have been quelled without any violence. I

question how much violence there is when

you gas a man who is in a cell. That's very
serious.

I agree with the minister that you can't

let them tear the place apart but my infor-

mation—and I've checked it; I'm not going

by just one letter or one phone call, I might
let the minister know that now—my informa-

tion is that much of that could have been

avoided by a different approach. In fact, much
of the problem was precipitated by this group
which some of the people in the institution

—not the inmates—call the goon squad. That's

the real problem.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, the so-

called "goon squad" that the member men-

tions is the squad or the people who work

with the security oflRcer whose job it is to

make sure that the institution is secure. I am
advised, and this is correct, that tear gas is

not used without the authority of the super-
intendent. I don't see how the superintendent
could have been unaware that this was going
on because it is on his authority only that

tear gas is used. However, I will look into it

and I thank the member for his information.

We will check it out to just see what has

happened.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Hamilton

Centre.

Mr. N. Da,vison (Hamilton Centre): I

would like to check with the minister on this

rehabilitation programme. I wonder if he

could point out to me—what rehabilitation

does a person going in for three or four

months really get in the institution?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, It depends
where he goes and whether he has a record

or whether he is a first offender, or whatever

he may be.

If you are talking about someone who's

been accused in Hamilton of breaking and

entering or that type of crime—let's say he

receives up to three months or four months.

He would first of all be held in Hamilton

Jail pending his trial. Once his trial is over

and the disposition is made as to what his

sentence is going to be, a classification officer,

who's responsibility it is to check over the

person's record, determines what institution

would best suit his needs.

Now, if the sentence is a light one, maybe
two or three months for something which is

not a violent crime, one of the things that

would be looked into would be whether it

would be possible for him to continue work-

ing if he's got a job. In other words, the

temporary absence people would check to

find out whether this is practical. If he wants

to get a temporary absence permit to continue

working that would be looked into. It would

be checked with the institution; it would be

checked with the judge who sentenced him;

it would be checked with the police; and if it

was felt a reasonable request, every effort

would be made to accommodate it.

If it wasn't for that he would go, perhaps,
to Burtch. If he was a young person he

would go to the adult training centre where
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he would be given the opportunity of learn-

ing some type of trade for the length of time

he was there. Its the same thing with the

correctional centre.

The job of the classification oflBcer in the

jail is to try to determine what institution

would best fit this particular person's needs.

If he has a very serious alcohol problem or

a very serious drug problem it would be con-

ceivable that he might be sent to the A. G.
Brown Memorial Clinic where we would try
and help him in that particular aspect.

I think it's rather important to realize

that there is not that much you can do for

somebody who is in, say, for three months.
He gdts a statutory remission of a quarter of

that and if he takes his earned remission he
is not going to serve that long.

We are hopeful to trv and keep those

people within the area they come from so

that they are close to their families, they are

close to their friends, close to people who
will help him and help his family, not only
when he is there but also help him try and

get a job when he gets out.

There are really any number of things
that can be done, many of which we do

ourselves, many of which are done by volun-
teers in the community who are very helpful
to us, in trying to make their stay a little

more comfortable and humane than it might
otherwise be.

Mr. Davison: Then your prisoners who
are in for roughly two years or just a little

less—how do you account for so many of

these being repeaters? What is wrong with
our system when the majority of people com-

ing back into our jails and being sentenced
for less than two years or so are pretty well
all repeaters? Did they n6t learn anything
the first time they were in, or were vour

people not able to teach them anything?

Hon. Mr. Apps: There are many things
wrong, and it isn't all within the correctional

system. I think we must realize that regard-
less of how good or how bad a job we do
within the institution, the treatment they
get when they get out has a very important
part to play in whether they do something
else that will get them sentenced again.

We are expected, in many cases in a

period of seven, eight, nine, 12, or 14 months,
to cure that person of all the things that have
resulted in him sjetting in there in the first

place. And I will be the first to admit that
that's an impossible job. We'll never do it to

everyone, because there are some who you

can help and there are some who you may
not be able to help. We give them every
opportunity to upgrade their education and
to learn a trade while they are in the insti-

tution, but we can't force them to do that.

They have got to accept that themselves.

If they have drug and alcohol problems
that they are anxious and willing to try
and do something about, we send them to

A. G. Brown Memorial Clinic, but they've

got to do the job. So it is not just as simple
as saying that a fellow comes back as a
result of us doing a poor job with him within
the institution. I think in the great majority
of cases we do a lot for them in the institu-

tion, but fundamentally it's up to the person
himself.

He gets the opportunity and if he is in-

terested in doing it, every help is given to

him. Perhaps he gets out into the community
determined to go along all right, but he
can't get a job, his wife has left him, his

friends have left him and he gets into trouble

again. That's an important aspect of it. We
have our aftercare and our probation people,
who will look after them if they are on pro-
bation or parole, but once that is completed
then we have no control whatsoever over
that person when he is out.

So there are a great number of things
that result in a person who has once been

put in an institution coming back again. I

give those people who are able to keep going
straight when they get out a great deal of

credit, because in a lot of cases the odds are

against them simply because of the attitude

of the people they have to associate with

when they get out.

Mr. Davison: Mr. Chairman, what type of

trades do you have in your institutions? Do
you do anything at all about trying to get
those people jobs in plants where that type
of work is being done? Is there anything
done to try to get them a job when they
come out of the institution, rather than just
turn them out on the street?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Yes, Mr. Chairman, it's

one of the responsibilities of our aftercare

oflBcers to counsel the persons, to help them
obtain jobs and get job interviews for them.
In many cases they provide them with com-

passionate allowances when they run out of

money to keep them going that much longer.

We have citizen committees, volunteer

committees that are working uith inmates
within the institutions, doing the same thing.
One is working in Ottawa. We hope to have
one established in the Niagara-St. Catharines-
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Welland area. There is a lot done in Hamil-
ton by volunteer groups coming in and help-

ing. The Steel Co. of Canada is one particular
one that does a good job of giving jobs to

inmates when they get out. There is a lot

being done in many ways to be of help
to them.

Mr. Davison: Another question, Mr.
Chairman. For instance, in Hamilton a lot

of people are given the opportunity to go
out and work in plants, which is quite good
because it's an industrial city, but in some
of the places where there isn't this type of

work where do these people who are allowed
out into the community go to work?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, it depends
where the institution is. If it's a place like

Burwash, which is very isolated and the peo-

ple there come from all over the province,

they would normally go back to the places
from which they came. As I say, our aftercare

officers are available to them to be of help.

If the institution is in Hamilton or Toronto,
when they go back into the community, they
are very close to it and it's a little bit easier

for them because all their friends and ac-

quaintances are there and can be of greater
assistance to them.

In the institutions they are taught trades

which should be of help to them to get

jobs. But it's difficult; there is no question
about it. When somebody who has been
in an institution gets out into the world it

is very difficult to get a job.

We have our aftercare officers arrange
bonds for some people. They arrange inter-

views and sometimes they are successful in

getting jobs for them. But it's a combination

of both and I think that the time must come
where individual citizens in the communities
are going to have to take a much more
active role in trying to do something for these

people once they get out.

Mind you, as I indicated in my opening
remarks, we've got 1,000 volunteers working
throughout the province—tlie Elizabeth Fry
Society; the John Howard Society; the Salva-

tion Army; the St. Leonard's Houses; people
like these. All these groups are doing a great
deal to help them get over this hurdle of

getting back into the stream of life again.

It's a difficult thing. I don't think that

the government itself can ever offer the sole

solution to all this. We've got to continue

to increase the involvement of individual citi-

zens in trying to help these people get back
and lead normal lives.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Lakeshore.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Thank you,
Mr. Chairman. I have a number of questions
for the minister and the first has to do with

the new operations manual. I am very pleased
to have received yoiu: newsletter of May; I

hope it keeps on coming.

You go to some length in setting out what
work Mr. Harry Everett and others have

done in designing that manual. My chief de-

sire at the moment, since it consolidates

literally thousands of rules—some of them

very old; one of them at least going back to

1937—is that I wonder if it is possible, as

a kind of seconded critic to this department
to work in conjunction with my confrere, that

we could have a copy of that?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, that's just

in the process of being printed. We'll be glad
to let you have a copy. Some of it is con-

fidential as you can realize, so that you would
have to keep it in confidence because it

has a great deal to do with security measures.

We'd be very happy for you to have a look

at it.

Mr. Lawlor: I would take it that you would
indicate those portions of the manual which
would be confidential. It would show, would
it?

Hon. Mr. Apps: I think, probably, the hon.

member will be able to tell that himself. We
could if you like, but I think you could

probably find that out yourself.

Mr. Lawlor: In case of doubt, I shall con-

sult with the minister's deputy as to the

confidentiality.

The next matter I wanted to raise with

you arises out of some statements by the

Provincial Secretary for Justice (jMr.

Lawrence) when he was Minister of Health

as to persons who have been declared crimin-

ally insane. I'm looking at a Star article of

Nov. 27, 1971. It goes back a year or two,
but the validity of the remarks nevertheless

remains.

Just to refresh you on it, the minister said:

"If the problem of relating illness of the

mind with social conduct and the law is to

be tackled, really the place where we might
start to unravel the knot is at some place
like Penetang." He goes on to say that

the system would have to be more sophisti-

cated than merely making help available to

persons released from the maximum security

section of Penetanguishene Mental Health

Centre **because this will not stop the terrible
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tragedies that have occurred." But at the

same time he feels that there are substantial

defects in the system and the treatment of

the criminally insane at the present time.

Have you made any forward moves, or

what is your thinking at this time with

respect to that situation?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, as the

member probably knows, the Penetang in-

stitution is run and operated by the Ministry
of Health. People have to be certified by a

doctor before they go there. It is outside of

our particular area. We have in Guelph, as

you know—and I think you visited it—the

neuro-psychiatric clinic where we endeavour
to look after those who might not qualify
for Penetang. We also expect to do a lot

in this connection as well as at the new
Brampton clinic when it is opened. But
as far as the criminally insane are concerned
at Penetang, that is the responsibility of the

Ministry of Health.

Mr. Lawlor: Just before launching into an-

other area, I think you are going to be, and

are, a very good minister in Correctional

Services. I think a man who could skate

down centre ice under the tutelage of Connie

Smythe must have a good deal of grey matter

just to stand the strain, and secondly, a fair

amount of determination where he will not
be bamboozled by those people who are

around him and won't be beguiled by a

deputy, or the supervisor down at Guelph or

any other place.

You have made up your mind that you are

going to rehabilitate, that you are going to

move into the area of alleviating the condi-

tion and understanding it in an intelligent

way. At first sight one might think that would

go against the kind of body strokes that are

involved in your former occupation, but not

necessarily so at all. There is such a thing
as being a gentleman on the ice, as I believe

you were in your time.

Do you know about Karl Menninger's book?
I take it this is kind of a bible to penologists
in these days and times. It is a kind of

chaotic, haphazard book, and very difficult to

get a straight line as to what he's thinking; he
must have written it sometime early in the

morning. Nevertheless, he says more, and

says it better, in the way of alleviating both
the taxpayers on one side of the fence and
the rehabilitation of people on the other,
than any other single individual of recent
times to my knowledge. In a few moments
I may quote a bit from Karl Menninger's
book on this subject.

Let me be a bit harsher. The other night,

too, I said a kind word to you on the Guelph
situation, as to substantial alleviations that

have been made there. What you are doing
is all to the good but you have a consider-

able way to go. I have in my hand an infor-

mation and instruction sheet touching on the

Guelph reformatory. It gives the names of

the various officers, etc. Then we have the

instructions or the sheets handed out to

newly arrived inmates, etc., as to the way in

which they must comport themselves in the

building.

I have a series of questions which I would
like to ask. I think I will ask them all at one

time, if somebody would make a note of what
I would like to know.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, I wonder
if the member would give me the date, be-

cause if that is the one we think it is, it was
withdrawn years ago and replaced by the

inmates' information book that I gave to the

member for Riverdale.

Mr. Lawlor: That's funny, I just picked
this up on the occasion about two or three

weeks ago when we were up visiting the

institution. Can they pass food to one another

at table?

Hon. Mr. Apps: What is that again?

Mr. Lawlor: Can they pass food to other

people at the table?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Yes.

Mr. Lawlor: Well, I will just ask one other

question and see how things go. Do sideburns

extend only to the bottom of the earlobes?

Hon. Mr. Apps: I think it is to the bottom
of the ear. I'll give you the information.

Mr. Lawlor: I am going to get a copy of

the manual too, eh?

Hon. Mr. Apps: It is all in the manual
here.

Mr. Lawlor: All right. The perennial ques-
tion I ask with respect to mail: Is it cen-

sored at any of your institutions at the

present time?

Hon. Mr. Apps: It isn't censored, Mr.

Chairman. This is all laid out in the manual
as well; it isn't censored, it's read. And if it

goes to a member of Parliament and people
such as that, it's read and just passsed right
on.

Now, if there are things in the letter that

may be injurious to the man himself, or in-
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jurious to the person to whom it goes, then

this is taken back to the inmates, explained
to them, and they are asked to rewrite it.

Now this could happen. I mean any number
of things might be in the letters, saying for

example, "We'll leave the stuff outside in

the rear window on the fourth partition down
there," or something like that. Or it may be
to his wife and say, "I'm not interested in

you any more," and things like that.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): It is not

allowed to say that?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Pardon?

Mr. Lewis: It is not allowed to say that?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Well, it is taken back for

him to reconsider. This may be of consider-

able harm to his wife. Now, if he wants it

to go and says, "I don't care, I want it to

go," then I would think that it would go out.

But it would be pointed out to him that this

could cause considerable anguish to his wife.

Mr. Lewis: And you do that with a number
of things in the mail?

Hon. Mr. Apps: That's right. In other

words, they are not crossed out and sent

along with the thing blocked out. It's not

what you commonly think of as censorship,

where you just delete the things and send

the letter out. It is taken back to the inmate,

explained to him, and he is asked to re-

write it.

Mr. Lawlor: It has a fairly inhibiting effect,

you know. Wouldn't it be a wiser policy in

this regard, that if they're writing at least

to MPs and MPPs, that that ought not to be
read in advance or in any way touched? I

would consider it a sacrosanct document, as

I do all my mail.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Well, Mr. Chairman, there

may be certain allegations made, which there

normally are, to MPPs and so on.

Mr. Lawlor: Well, that is up to the

member.

Hon. Mr. Apps: So all right. In many
cases, I think it is reasonable that the superin-
tendent in the institution knows those allega-
tions. He doesn't censor them; he sends the

letter out. They may be right; they may be

wrong; you get it regardless. There is no
intent whatsoever to keep anything away
from the MPP or the MP, whoever it may
be. But they are read and we feel there is

every justification for doing it.

Mr. Lawlor: I confess I consider it still

inhibitory—an invasion of privacy in this par-
ticular regard—if all the inmates know that in

their mail they can't speak with that degree of

frankness, and incisiveness about an institu-

tion when they know it is going to be subject
to review and notations made—

Hon. Mr. Apps: Oh, I have seen some

pretty good letters!

Mr. Lawlor: Well, it gets to the ears of

the superintendent. The inmate is marked
down as no doubt a highly literate and at

the same time a terribly critical individual

in the institution.

Hon. Mr. Apps: You do the superintendent
an injustice.

Mr. Lawlor: I would ask you to recon-

sider that policy. I don't think that that does

much to rehabilitate people. That keeps

people under a kind of tutelage that you are

just simply going to have to get rid of. If you
are not going to give them that much recog-

nition, at least under that particular head—
I can see the sending out of mail to inmates

of other institutions being looked at. But
there are limits to what may be done here,

I suspect.

The mere fact that some horrendous and

completely mistaken notion of what goes on

in the institution is conveyed to some elected

member of the House is neither here nor

there. You haven't set very much faith in

the intelligence of the members of the House
if that's the case—that we are not in a

position to make any surmise or judgement
about the motives of people, and as to the

likelihood of the criticisms being made not

having validity. That passes my understand-

ing. I think that is a repressive and com-

pletely unnecessary procedure.

May I speak further on this particular
head? There are two modes of authority in

the world. One is a rational authority. I'm

using Erich Fromm's "The Sane Society",

page 90, as my basis of these statements. One
is a rational authority. It's the authority be-

tween a parent and a child or the authority
between a teacher and a student, which is

not quite applicable to grown men, but still

has validity within that scope.

On the other side of the fence, there is

the relationship between a master and a

slave. In institutions through the province,
and throughout the country for that matter,

until very recently with a more benign ap-

proach to human betterment, there has been
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the master-slave relationship. As was proven,
a moment ago, with respect to the business

of censorship, it may not be that condign
now, but it nevertheless holds people in

bondage and doesn't measure up to any con-

cept of human growth and maturity.

Looking at Menninger's book, he says:

Proelss continues that because in con-

science "we find that seat of all cultural

values and decisions of an ethical quality
. . . this most precious capacity of man
which allows him to share the knowledge
of such manifold values with himself . . .

must become the outstanding concern of

the prison chaplain". The prison is a replica
of the childhood state; the prisoner is

clothed, housed, fed, cared for, told what
to do and what not to do—

I'll interject—and what letters he may write.

If he writes to his MPP, he is told, in eflFect,

what he may or may not say in this particular
head.

—where to go and where to stay. As in

childhood, he has a good deal of free time,

what a child would call play time. But

prisons are usually pervaded with great

hostility. Prisoners are cut off from the

possibility of normal sexual outlets; they
are constantly threatened by homosexuahty;
they feel that they have been steamroller-

ed by the police detectives and attorneys,
cheated by their own lawyers, misunder-

stood by the judge and let down by so-

called friends, even by family. Already im-

mature, they tend to regress to still earlier

phases of development.

It's these Httle things, like the treatment in

that particular head, that gives some kind of

nodding assent to the possibility of maturity
because a lot of them are emotionally im-

mature people. They have stunted elements

and blocks in their system and, as I say,

many of them are never quite grown up.
Even into late middle age and what not they
continue to retain these throwback character-

istics.

As for your institutions, one of the reasons

for recidivism and one of the reasons for the

constant hostility and aggression, shown as

soon as they emerge, is that you hold them
in this state, indefinitely. You are reversing
the policy. In Guelph there was an instance

of it to a full extent, where they tried to

give them a measure of self-determination

and not hold them in a master-slave or

parent-child relationship throughout the

whole length of their stay.

So much for that. I'm concerned about

visiting regulations, the business of visiting

through five days of the week, with only
certain periods of time which are different

at diflFerent institutions. Is that still in effect?

For instance, the Don Jail, which I'll come to

in a minute, only a quarter of an hour is the

longest stay on Saturday morning.

How do you set up good, familial relations?

How do you give a chance to gain or to

forward the advance of these people and pre-

pare them for life on the outside, with these

constricted hours of visitation?

I think at Guelph it's half an hour at any
one time. I could be wrong about that, but,

again, I'm using the sheets that I have in

my possession.

In any event, I know there's some allevia-

tion taking place under that ahead and that

you're trying to do something in that way.
Can't you do a good deal more without in

any way endangering the institution or in

any way breaking down discipline, but on

the contrary, giving people a lift and a

feeling of community? It's this very hostility

that's bred in the incarcerated person, for the

very fact that he happens to be incarcerated

if for nothing else, that has to be, at least

in part, overcome.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, we try and

encourage visiting. We think it's one of the

best rehabilitation methods that we have.

We have, on a number of occasions, facili-

tated visitors at all odd hours, particularly
when they are a long way from home. For

instance, some are going up to Burwash.

We make visits available to try and suit

the person going there. We let them visit for

a longer time. I think that the member will

realize that in places like the Toronto Jail

this year, the numbers of inmates within

the Toronto Jail restricts the time of the

visits. At the present time we almost have

700 in there, and you can't accommodate for

a great length of time all the people that

would like to visit those people in there. I

would just like to put this on record, as to

the instructions that are given about visiting.

Visits from the members of the family
are encouraged and are considered a neces-

sary part of your rehabilitative programme.
You will be allowed one visit per week
from two persons at a time and, wherever

possible, visits hopefully will be made dur-

ing the hours set aside for this purpose at

your institution. However, every effort will

be made to accommodate visitors who must
travel a long distance and cannot visit
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during the stipulated hours, but you and

your visitors' party should arrange this in

advance with the superintendent.

Visits may be limited to the visiting

room only and visits on institutional

grounds should be conducted quietly. A
breach of behaviour may result in loss of

visiting privileges for the visitor concerned.

Where outside visiting is permitted you
should use the picnic tables provided. In

addition to the above, visits from a minister

of religion, or a solicitor, are permitted at

reasonable times. Your minister should con-

tact your institution chaplain where pos-
sible to arrange his visit. In extenuating
circumstances the superintendent may
grant permission for additional visits.

We encourage visits. There's nothing sadder

than to have someone in an institution who
receives no visitors. He is cut off from every-
one.

I think the member will realize as well

there are certain precautions we have to

take in some institutions to make sure con-

traband isn't passed back and forth. This is

particularly true in the jails. In some of the

other institutions, as the member will also

realize, freedom is much greater.

We realize this. We try to accommodate
them whenever possible. We're restricted

sometimes by the sheer numbers of the

inmates that we have which result in shorter

visits than we would like to see, but if every-

body is going to get in to see the person
they want to see then we have to do that.

Mr. Lawlor: All right. Is it true that street

clothing or other personal articles will be

accepted on Monday to Friday only? That

clothing will not be accepted under any
circumstances on Saturdays, Sundays or holi-

days? What is the reason for that, if that's

still the rule?

Hon. Mr. Apps: What institution are you
talking about?

Mr. Lawlor: It has to do with civilian

clothing. This is the Guelph thing again. The
rules say street clothing or other personal
articles will be accepted during the week,
Monday to Friday only. Clothing will not be

accepted under any circumstances on Satur-

days, Sundays or holidays.

Hon. Mr. Apps: I think that's an old thing.
I don't know anything about that at all.

Mr. Lawlor: You don't know about that?

Okay.

Turning to the Don Jail for a moment
again, the Toronto Jail now. Is the minister

aware of an open letter written by Barossi

Mdogo, political prisoner, as he calls him-

self—Edward Hogan is his English equivalent,
I suppose. It was written about the situa-

tion at the Don Jail and the many things
that he finds there. I think the tenor of the

letter is quite rational. He seems to be a

balanced individual. He talks about police

brutality. I trust that this doesn't apply to

the guards in any way.

"In actuality, a walk through the Don Jail,

viewing traces of burns, broken jaws, twisted

arms, and so forth, verifies the need for closer

civilian supervision over the Toronto Police

Department." He doesn't attack the jail staff

under this head, and I would trust that

there wouldn't be any basis for that.

Then he goes on to talk about what he
calls: "The following examples are to edify
the contradictory, inconsistent policies, the

only type of consistency in the Don Jail."

And he talks about the old section which is

going to be torn down, and I won't go into

that because it will be taken out of there,

I trust, in the fairly near future.

But he talks about the new section there,

saying "it is a breeding ground of uncertainty
and tension. Prisoners are locked out of their

cells during the daytime." You know, in the

old section they are locked in, but in the new
section they are locked out during the day-
time. "Herded together like so many cattle

into a bullpen playroom, on tables, on the

floor and different arrays of positions, left to

their own devices, with hours of idle time to

plot, scheme, become bitter or learn more
criminal skills from equally bored and frus-

trated, but more knowledgeable criminals."

Then he goes on in this letter talking about

the use of the showers and the restrictions on
them. "The policy in the jail is to allow

prisoners to shower only twice a week. Since

the showers are located within the cell block

the prisoners are sprawled on the shower
floors all day. They would not have to be
taken out, escorted or be unusually super-
vised if permitted to use the shower daily."

That is my second point.

My third is the relation with the jail

ofiBcers. I think the rub at the moment in

your department, insofar as supervision over

many of the institutions is concerned, simply
because of the more beneficient thrust that

you have at the present time, concerns some
of the older guards. And this is precisely
what he is talking about. He says: "Rarely
is a prisoner of the Don Jail supervised by
the same correctional officer two days con-
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secutively. Obviously the dilettantes who

superintend the Don Jail,"—however true it

is, the fellow has a flair for language—

"reject these modern concepts. They bring

the antiquated, no-fraternizing policy."

My question is therefore, what is the policy

of the Don Jail at the present time? Are

there dregs and and the leaves of a no-

fraternizing policy still very much in evi-

dence? Or has your general tenor and em-

phasis shifted in the jail, too, as it has in

the reformatories, towards a certain amount

of human exchange, and decency and under-

standing between the guards on the one side

of the fence and inmates on the other,

getting away from the parent-child relation-

ship?

He also has a good deal to say about com-

missary facilities: "The majority of prisoners

have not been tried. Presumably they are re-

garded as not guilty until conviction, in a

free society ... He is limited to purchasing

only six packages of cigarettes a week at the

exorbitant price of 75 cents per package.
Where does the profit go?"

Then, in the second part of that para-

graph: "However, a prisoner may purchase
as many inane magazines as he wishes—Play-
boy, Penthouse, Swingle, etc.—but no soap,

toothpaste, hair preparations, deodorants, or

matches are available. He may never get an

accounting of his moneys or his balance."

Then he goes into the business of visits

which are permitted only twice a week, with

no visiting on Saturday afternoon or Sunday.
I really don't understand why there shouldn't

be some visitation on Saturday afternoons at

least. Maybe there is some reason why it

ought not to be on Sunday. But these are

the days on which working people are free

and the only time that they are free—not on

Saturday morning. If they have to come from

out of town to see a prisoner, or even are

living within the Metro area, isn't this un-

necessarily constrictive? What is the reason

for this narrow delimitation upon the time

when people can visit?

Finally, he talks at some length about

censorship. He says: "What possible jail

security would be jeopardized through private

dialogue with trusted officers of the court, or

public officials? What inimical secrets do jail

officials have to hide, that sealed letters can-

not be sent to the Prime Minister?" You
know, I kind of agree with the fellow on that

last one, as I have indicated. But I won't

quote any farther.

Perhaps the minister could comment on
those other points.

Hon. Mr. Apps: You have read out a lot

of things there. I don't think I'm in a position
to comment on all the things that you have

indicated. If you would like to let me have

a copy of the letter, I would be glad to go
into them all and answer all the things that

he has alleged that are going on.

As you know, it depends a great deal in

the Toronto Jail on what the charges are as to

the length of time they stay there. It depends,
too, on what the charges are and how many
remands and how many reviews of the cases

are taken.

I don't recognize the name of the person
at all. I would like to have the opportunity
of looking into things that he has written to

you about, and if you'd let me have that I'd

be very glad to do it.

Mr. Lawlor: Thank you very much, Mr.

Minister, through you, Mr. Chairman. It was

sent to me by the First Unitarian Congrega-
tion of Toronto, who take some interest in

these regards, as other people do. The letter

is dated April 9, 1973, and has as an en-

closure this fairly lengthy document from this

particular prisoner. I would be delighted to

send it over and I would anticipate a reply
from the minister under that head.

Incidentally, on the second page of that

letter—and I just want to test the temper of

the minister. Listen to this about your new
detention centre on Galaxy Blvd., or up in

that area, near to the Toronto International

Airport.

Most strenuously do we oppose this pro-

posal. Of the inmates who will be incar-

cerated in the centre, many of them are

innocent, many first offenders already under

considerable tensions. Any rehabilitative

programme is directly influenced by both

internal and external environment with

which the inmate interacts. Few of us

would voluntarily select a residence direct-

ly adjacent to a major airport, due to the

negative effects of high decibel noise, yet
we seem content to contemplate putting a

prison in this area. Especially do we con-

sider this immoral, as we propose doing
this to a segment of the population unable

to protest the action.

What would the minister have to say to that?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, first of all

let me say that normally the length of stay
is very short in a jail or a regional detention

centre. Maybe the average would be nine

or 10 days at the most, but on occasion peo-

ple are kept there longer.
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There are many people who have been liv-

ing out in that area for many years, I guess
who experience the same discomfort, if there

is any, of the airplanes going over. They
may get used it, I don't know. Thirdly, that

isn't the location on which we hope to build

the new west Metro detention centre, so the

fears are really groimdless in that connection.

Mr. Lawlor: Well, it is up in that direction

now, Mr. Minister; it is fairly close.

Hon. Mr. Apps: It is not in the area of

which he is complaining.

Mr. Lawlor: Well, instead of being at 250
ft as they come in, the planes are at 1,000 ft.

Hon. Mr. Apps: I am advised by the Min-
ister of Government Services (Mr. Snow) that

a lot can be done to insulate against noise

in the building at very little cost.

Mr. Lawlor: Perhaps you have answered

that question; and if you have, dismiss me.

I'm concerned about the central lockup in

Toronto; about the 15 persons who have
died in jail cells after being taken to hospitals.

Hon. Mr. Apps: That is under the Attorney
General (Mr. Bales), Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Lawlor: It is wholly the Attorney
General's responsibility?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Yes.

Mr. Lawlor: I would like to hear a com-
ment about perhaps the most nefarious of

your institutions—a place called Millbrook.

Now that you have got away from the stamp-

ing out of licence plates, how are you sub-

stituting the work? I know they do work on

braille for the blind and I know that there

is a machine shop—but that place has always
been wretchedly deficient in the way of train-

ing of individuals. I wonder what are the

prospects there now? Has it improved?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, we haven't

got out of the making of licence plates. We
are still going to make them there, only we
won't be making nearly as many as we did

before. As the member will realize, previously
we were making them each year and some-

times throughout the year we had to run

double shifts in order to complete them. The
fact is that we're not going to make as many,
but we'll still operate the marker plant there.

However, it will be in a much more, let's

say leisurely way. We won't be using any
double shifts during the day.

Secondly, we hope to alleviate the number
of people in Millbrook when the Brampton
centre is completed by transferring a number
of inmates with alcohol, drug, arson and sex

problems from Millbrook to Brampton. This

will reduce the numbers at Millbrook from
what they are today providing, of course,

we don't receive an increasing number of

people—and at the present time it really
looks as if we are.

As I indicated earlier, we have had a 25

per cent increase in the number of people
we are holding in our jails which may reflect

itself in the population of our correctional

centres, which haven't shown this increase

at the present time.

We have just completed a study on indus-

trial trades within our institutions. There are

quite a number of recommendations made
in connection with how we may do a better

job than we are doing at the present time

in providing this type of training to our

inmates. We expect to expand the braille

shop, and the bookbinding shop at Mill-

brook. We expect to be making more smaller

metal things—grills and so forth—than we did

before. We still have the tailor shop. We still

have the laundry. We are hoping that we
will be able to institute other industries there

that would be of help to the inmates.

We also expect, hopefully, to work out a

working arrangement with Queen's University
in connection with more psychiatric and psy-

chological help for the inmates at Millbrook

as well.

We have quite a number of things on the

go which I think will make up for the time

we have saved in not making as many licence

plates as we used to make.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, with respect
to both Millbrook and Guelph, let me just

refer to a press release of April 23, 1968,

issued by me and the memlDer for High
Park after a visitation. It says this:

Of the 750 prisoners, 55 are receiving
vocational training; that is, plumbing, mech-

anics, bricklaying, upholstering and sheet

metal. Eighty are receiving some school

training while all the rest are kept busy in

various menial occupations that provide
neither training nor reform.

Just taking Guelph at the moment. Have you
figures in front of you as to the number of

people taking valid vocational training on one

side of the fence against academic training on
the other? Has it improved greatly?

Hon. Mr. Apps: No, it changes very quickly
from time to time. As far as academic train-
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ing in Guelph is concerned this is strictly on
a voluntary basis. It is available to the inmates

and they can take advantage of it and quite
a number of them do. Most of the others are

taking various types of trade training or doing
various other working jobs.

I think I'd be the first to admit that we can

improve not only on our trades training but
our industrial training as well. That is why,
as I indicated to you just a few minutes ago
we had the survey done with recommenda-
tions as to how we can upgrade and improve
the trade training and the industrial training
we are giving through all our institutions, not

ncessarily Guelph but through Burtch and so

on.

I can give you a list, if you like, of the

various things going on in Guelph. We have
the canning operation which processes vege-
tables fruits-

Mr. Lawlor: Pardon me, if the minister will

permit. Do they give the nmnber of inmates
involved in each one?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Yes.

Mr. Lawlor: I'd like to hear that please.

Hon. Mr. Apps: They process canned vege-
tables, meat, fruit, produce and jams for in-

stitutional use by the Ministry of Correctional

Services and the Ministry of Health. They
have 30 in that particular operation. This is

a seasonal operation as you may realize.

The laundry operation uses 20. They oper-
ate a laundry and drycleaning facility for use

by the Ministry of Correctional Services.

The machine shop employs five; the tin-

smith employs 10; the mattress industry 12;
the woollen industry 18; the woodworking
operation 18; meat processing, approximately
20. There are various other recreational and
academic projects going on throughout the
week. There are a fair number of things that
are being done but as indicated to you it is

not as satisfactory as it should be and we are

taking steps to improve it.

Mr. Lawlor: Could we perhaps talk for a
moment about the TAP, the temporary ab-
sence programme? I made a note here that

only two per cent of the individuals who have
been on that have had their privileges with-
drawn. These people having got the benefits

of the temporary absence programme, does it

act as a factor in preventing recidivism? Do
the ones who have this available to them
repeat their crimes to the same extent pro-
portionately as others who don't?

Hon. Mr. Apps: We're doing a study on
that. It hasn't been on the go long enough
for us to come up with any really concrete,
definite information, but we feel it is one of

the best rehabiHtative methods that we have.

As indicated earlier, we have given it to well

over 13,000 and we have had to revoke
less than two per cent; and of those two per
cent, only 18 have committed additional of-

fences while they have been out on the TAP.

They go out on work permits, they go out to

school, they go out on compassionate grounds,
and we think this is a very good method to

rehabilitate those people who receive it.

We must be very careful about who goes
out on a temporary absence. We check them

through very thoroughly. As I said, we check
with the police, we check with the judges
who sentenced them, and the aftercare oflBcer

checks as well. I think our programme has

been very successful and I think it helps a

great deal.

Mr. Lawlor: I am very much in favour of
that programme and I commend you on it.

You have given it the widest swath you could

possibly give it, consistent with safety.

On the regional detention centres, I know
the Quinte centre is in full operation. It was
the first one, I think, brought into it. I would
like to know in a moment what the status of

the Ottawa situation is. It was supposed to go
into effect in April, I think, of 1972. It was
under construction at the time of the minis-

try's report in 1972.

Hon. Mr. Apps: It was opened last year.

Mr. Lawlor: I beg your pardon?

Hon. Mr. Apps: It was opened last year.

Mr. Lawlor: It was opened. And Thorold?

Hon. Mr. Apps: It will be opened on

June 20.

Mr. Lawlor: London? St. Thomas?

Hon. Mr. Apps: I'll give you the rundown
of them all if you like, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, give me that.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Quinte is open, of course.

Ottawa was opened last year. Thorold will

be opened on June 20. In London the prop-
erty is obtained, the architect appointed and
the sketch drawings are being worked on
now. We expect to call tenders for London
next year.

The Hamilton Regional Detention Centre,
which will replace the Hamilton Jail: The
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property has been obtained, architects have
been appointed, sketch drawings are being
drawn and we hope that will go out to

tender as well early next year.

Milton, which will replace Milton Jail

and the Brampton Jail: Architects have been

appointed on that, the property has been

obtained, and that also should go out to

tender next year.

The other two are the two in Toronto

where negotiations are still being carried

on for the property. We know where we
want to build them and we hope that the

negotiations will be completed within the

next two or three weeks. Architects have

already been appointed for those two par-
ticular regional detention centres as well,

and hopefully they should go out to tender

toward the latter part of next year.

Mr. Lawlor: What are your future plans
in this regard?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, we have

so much work we would like to do, it's

very difficult to determine. Those are the

main ones to alleviate the situation in areas

where the jails were in bad condition, in

more populated areas throughout the prov-
ince.

As the member realizes, through our winter

works programme during the past two years
we have been able to upgrade to a large
extent many of the older jails throughout
the province and make them a little bit more

comfortable, not only for the inmates but
for the staff as well. I think we should

realize that although we are doing a great

many things to make the conditions for the

inmates a little bit more humane, we have
to make sure that the correction officers,

who are the key, really, in the institutions,

must have adequate facilities as well in order

to carry on their duties.

Hopefully if there are winter works pro-

jects for this coming year, we will continue

that work that we are doing in upgrading
those older jails, but this has to be an on-

going programme. As I have said before, we
have 22 jails that were built before Con-
federation and that eventually will have to

be renewed or rebuilt. All these jails are

maximum security areas and many of them
are pretty grim places.

In some, for instance, you have to crawl

over the end of the bed in order to get
into the bed. If you had claustrophobia I

don't know what you would do in there. It is

not a very desirable thing to have. Many
of those jails are constructed in such a way

that you really can't knock down the walls

separating the cells because they are bear-

ing walls.

We have done a pretty good job in Brock-

ville over the past couple of years in up-

dating and renovating that
jail.

That could

be a model for some of the other ones to

make them a little more humane. But it is

really a never-ending process. When we
have completed the large regional detention

centres that we now have on the go, we

hope then to get into some of the other

ones and do more than we have been able

to do with those, other than the renova-

tions and the painting and the cleaning up
that has been going on.

Mr. Lawlor: Just to diverge for a mo-
ment on to another topic—the business of

visitations by families and others, and the

transportation problems involved in that

particular regard. The minister, I am sure,

is well aware of a new group that has

formed in the community—Operation Spring-

board, it is called. It seems to have got
itself fairly launched. It has been a success

story for over three years now, but requires

funding if it is to continue. No one else

provides this facility.

It involves counsellors from the institu-

tions, who deal with the inmates' needs.

These counsellors say it is the inmates' life-

line to the outside community. They are try-

ing to get hold of a bus and say they could

use a bus every hour of the day, practically

every day of the week, to transport families

—particularly those who are down and out,

as I would say most families of people in

penal institutions are. Particularly if the

husband happens to be the individual who
is there, the family is usually on welfare

and certainly hasn't got the money to spend

going to visit the father.

In speaking with them I find they do try

to fill in this hiatus in our social structure.

What is your position with respect to them.

and would you give any consideration to

giving them a bit of financial assistance?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, I think

Operation Springboard is concentrating most

of its efforts between, say, Toronto and the

federal penitentaries—yes, most of its work

is being done that way. This is one of the

places where citizens and volunteer agencies
such as that can be of great help in making
it easier for families to visit prisons.

At the present time, we make contribu-

tions, as you know, to the John Howard

Society, the Elizabeth Fry Society, and the
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Salvation Army, some of whom I think are

providing some kind of a service along that

line. But we don't have any funds that we
have been making available for specific

things like that. It may well be that we
should be thinking about it, but at the

present time, although we certainly welcome
the work that they are doing and we hope
that volunteers and private people will do
a great deal of this, we haven't any funds

available in this budget for that type of

thing.

Mr. Lawlor: Well keep our eye on that

operation. If assistance is needed I think I

will take it upon myself to approach the

minister in that regard rather than see

the thing fail—if that should appear to be
imminent.

Returning to the institutions for the mo-
ment. Does this new manual of yours have

detailed, or any kind of instructions for that

matter, about the use of TV and the use

of radio. There are conflicts that this can

cause, not only among the inmates them-

selves, but as between the superior officers.

I believe the policy is that if they are

watching a hockey game, or watching some

programme that goes over the hour of retire-

ment, they are permitted to complete the

programme?

Hon. Mr. Apps: I would hate to think

that they would turn off the hockey gamel

Mr. Lawlor: Well, I would think that

probably in the Canadian way of life that is

the most heinous thing they could do. Well,
all right, if that is the general policy.

Nevertheless, there are occasions when a

guard will not know of the particular per-
mission given for the evening. It is done

through the leading inmates, some times

called wheels. They have an understanding
with the superintendent and other people
responsible for this. On a particular evening
a certain programme will be on and they
would like to see it through to the end, but
a guard comes into the facility and says:
"What are you doing? Lights out." He shuts

off the set and the prisoners raise a huUa-

balloo, as you can expect they would do.

The senior staff then gets into the problem,
comes down, cancels the guard's orders,

places the guard in an embarrassing and
even invidious position, destroying morale
and in a general way the kind of responsi-

bility they have in the institution. It causes
a certain amount of friction. And up to a

point I think the same thing is true about
the use of radio. On the radio, there may

be extra complications. I understand, for

instance, that at Mimico there was a PA
system and it was used to broadcast that

wretched station that my children listen to

ad nauseam—what's it called—that radio

station?

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): CHUM.

Mr. Lawlor: CHUM, yes. It is the most

debilitating, the dregs of the mill form

of advertising. Do you happen to pick up
your telephone these days, Mr. Minister,

and hear that slosh about, "I listen to

CHUM"? Am I wandering from the esti-

mates, Mr. Minister? Some of the older in-

mates, etc., would like to listen to say,

CFRB and Gordon Sinclair, which is in-

finitely better, of course.

So these kinds of frictions develop. I

would like to have a clear picture as to

the rules in this regard.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, I think

there are certain guidelines that are laid

down as to the time when the television sets

or radio sets are turned off. I think we have

to adhere to them unless there is something
extra special that is on. I think that the super-

intendents do allow some leeway.

But I don't think that I am in a position

to say what inmates would like, because

I know what I would like would be the

football games and the hockey games and

so on. You probably would like the sym-

phony, and things like that.

Mr. Lawlor: I watch a lot of football

games. I never watch hockey, though.

Hon. Mr. Apps: We have got to do the

best we can in that regard. The one thing

we have tried to do in all our institutions,

the correctional centres and the adult train-

ing centres, is to make radio and television

available to them. I think we have to leave

it up to the good judgement of the super-

intendents and staff who are running them

to operate under certain guidelines that have

been laid down.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Rainy River.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Thank you,
Mr. Chairman. I will be brief.

An hon. member: That's a change.

Mr. Reid: I want to speak about the jail,

if I may, in my riding, in Fort Frances. And
Mr. Chairman, through you to the minister,

I would like to relate a small incident that

happened to me early in my career—
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Mrs. Campbell: No—confession time!

An hon. member: Which career?

Mr. Reid: As you know, Mr. Chairman,

part of our responsibilities as members is to

make a periodic inspection of the jails with-

in our riding. Early on, as a young member,
I undertook that responsibility and made a

journey down to the local correctional in-

stitution. The governor of the jail, from
whom I've always had excellent co-opera-
tion said: "Mr. Reid, I'm sure you'd hke to

see the facilities that we have here." He
took me all through the building. Then, of

course, he took me to the jail block itself.

We went in through the locked door and
we walked down—it's in a rectangular shape
—and he took me around the corner. He
then introduced me to two gentlemen who
were in the same cell and he said: "Perhaps
you would like to talk to these men and
see if they have any complaints about the

food or the service or the accommodation."

With that he unlocked the door and led

me into the cell with these two gentlemen
and he said: "Now, you talk to them and
I'll be back in 10 minutes or so."

As soon as he got around the corner and
I was in virtual isolation it occurred to me
who these two gentlemen were. One was a

convicted murderer. The other one was
convicted of molesting small children.

Hon. Mr. Apps; And you being small—

•Mr. Reid: I can tell you, Mr. Chairman,
it wasn't a particularly nice situation to be

in, but in any case, I survived the expe-
rience. The problem that I wish to draw
out of that little story is that the jail in Fort
Frances is insufficient if you have to have
two people convicted of crimes, one con-
victed of a capital crime and the other of a
somewhat less serious crime as in my exam-

ple where there was a convicted murderer
and a child molester in the same cell—and
there were no facilities to separate these

people when the rest of the jail was full. I

forget exactly how many inmates the jail

will hold, but the problem is this: You have
no cells for individuals as such where there

are a number of people in the jail at one
time. And you do not have an adequate
accommodation for any women prisoners
who may happen to be sent to that particu-
lar jail.

Besides that, Mr. Chairman, the jail if I

recall correctly, was built in 1905. And I

do not believe that the facilities are now
adequate to handle the caseload in the dis-

trict of Rainy River. I'm sure that the min-
ister is aware of these circumstances. I be-

lieve that the governor and the staflF do an

excellent job particularly under these cir-

cumstances. But I'm sure that the minister

would agree that in this day and age there

should be provision for private cells. There
also should be provision for women prison-
ers in correctional institutions in the Prov-

ince of Ontario. I wonder if the minister

could tell me when the new jail will be
built in Fort Frances?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Yes, Mr. Speaker. A re-

placement jail is now in the planning stage.
It is one of our priorities. I can't tell you
when it's going to be replaced. I don't think

it will be for several years at least, because
we've got 22 jails that were built before

Confederation which are in just as bad shape
as Fort Frances Jail. As you know we took

these over from the counties in 1968. We're

trying to replace as many as we can as fast

as we can, but we're under budget restric-

tions the same as every one else is. We are

trying to fix up as many of the older jails

as possible so that will make them a little

bit better.

As you know, we are building new facili-

ties in Kenora. I don't know how far that is

from Fort Frances; a fair distance-

Mr. Reid: One hundred and thirty miles.

Hon. Mr. Apps: —but it could be that if

there were any women who had to be kept
in jail for any length of time they might
make use of the Kenora facilities. They will

be opened on June 18. That may be of help.
I'm sorry I can't give the member a definite

date as to when the Fort Frances facilities

will be replaced. We will certainly have a

good look at them to find out what can be

done to make them a little more secure.

Mr. Reid: But it is high on the list of

priorities?

Hon. Mr. Apps: It's higher up on the list

of priorities than a lot of them are.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor-

Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I wanted to first

endorse the comments of the member for

Lakeshore concerning the volunteer organi-

zations and their attempt to assist them-

selves. The one that I refer to in my own
community is called "Wives of Off^enders."

I have attended one of their meetings and
the concern that these wives demonstrate,
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not only in self-involvement but in an at-

tempt to assist one another in visiting their

husbands at the various institutions is most
commendable.

As the member from Lakeshore did make
mention, a little assistance from the depart-
ment would go a long way in minimizing
the problems that they are confronted with,
in assisting them emotionally in resolving
some of the problems, in helping them visit

their husbands and in some instances their

fiances. Certainly this should deserve, not

only the commendation of everyone and the

government, but a little of the Mr. Green
from the government too.

With the investment, Mr. Minister, of a

few dollars there, the rewards would be
more than tenfold. I would strongly recom-
mend to you that you really look at this

as a project that is deserving of assistance

and that it receives some assistance.

Now I have another group—

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, I think we
realize the work that these people are doing
—not only that particular group, you can

duplicate the thing in many, many areas

throughout the province.

You never hke to say some other depart-
ment should look after it, because I guess
they have the same problems as we have
in that connection. But you have to have a

dividing hne somewhere and we just don't

have any money in our budget for assist-

ance of that type.

Whether they have checked with Social

and Community Services or not, I don't

know. That might fall within their area. But
as far as we are concerned, we just don't

have the money to give help to these groups.
This is where a service club in the city of

Kingston—a Lions Club or a Rotary Club or
a Kiwanis Club or something like that —
would I think get a great deal of satisfac-

tion, out of helping volunteer organizations
like that.

They could not only help the wives but
even counsel them, because one of the things
I think is very difficult is when a husband
suddenly gets picked up out of the family
and goes into a jail. The wife and children
are left high and dry in many cases and
they need somebody to talk to. They need
the help of somebody like that.

This is where I would hope that organiza-
tions within a community would realize the

importance of helping these people to some
extent. We'd like to do it, but we've got so

many things that we need the money for.

Maybe this is more important but we still

have to fulfil our own responsibilities.

Before the hon. member gets up, you are

going to get your recreation place paved
this summer. Your recreation area at the

Windsor Jail is going to be paved this

summer!

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Minister, it isn't for

me. It's for—

Mrs. Campbell: It's wishful thinking on
his part though!

Mr. B. Newman: It's for those poor af-

flicted that have to be held in the facility

that you provide in the community.
I wanted to bring to the attention of the

minister another organization that I think

was noteworthy. I discussed this with him
I think one year ago, shortly after the orga-
nization had been formed. They, likewise,
were struggling and looking for some type
of assistance. When I say assistance I pri-

marily refer to financial assistance, because

money still does solve a lot of problems. It

may create some, but it certainly does assist

in resolving or minimizing a lot of problems.
Now the organization that I refer to Mr.

Minister was one called "Self Help Employ-
ment for Parolees" or in short, SHEP. This

was formed by a group of 11 interested

citizens, who combined not only their con-

cern but also their financial resources to

open a non-profit, small appliance repair

shop whose purpose was to retrain and
educate parolees. They operated on assist-

ance from the federal authorities. Seeing
that they were in the same field of en-

deavour as is your department, Mr. Minister,
I thought that possibly you should have
come in to assist that group too.

You know, when you turn around and

you spend approximately $10,000 a year to

keetp an individual in one of our institu-

tions, you certainly should be able to

gamble about $4,000 or so on a project like

that, rather than spending by far substan-

tially more moneys later on if we don't re-

habilitate them, or attempt to rehabilitate

them, in this fashion.

Hon. Mr. Apps: I think you are right.
I think they need to get more help.

It depends on where it comes from.

Originally, it was funded by a federal

grant. I don't know whether that was carried

on or not, but it is very difficult to take up
where the federal government leaves off. If

they fund it to start with, and then they
say, "That's it," and the group doesn't get
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any more money, then we are expected to

take up the slack and keep it going. As I say,

we don't have the money for that. I am sure

it is doing a very good job and I am sure

that the same thing is happening all through-
out the country. As much as we would like

to help them, we are restricted to the

amount of money we have to spend.

We could give $4,000 or $5,000 in 50

communities throughout the province, and it

might be money very well spent—it probably
would be. But it's a question of whether
we are in a position to take over when
federal government grants are terminated or

not. At the present time, Mr. Chairman, we

just don't have the money available for that.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, to the

minister: Maybe we have to re-examine

our priorities in some of these fields, so

that we could be funnelling funds into such a

types of endeavour—even if it requires 25
or 30 communities or any number of com-
munities—if it is going to save us $10,000
or so per year by having the individual

out in this fashion and rehabilitating him
instead of incarcerating him.

Hon. Mr. Apps: I won't disagree with you
on that, but I still feel that there is a role

for this type of thing withia the community
itself. I don't think that a government will

ever be able to do all the things that should
be done within the community. I think that

the citizens within the community have to

take some responsibility along the line. If

we are going to try to do everything we
can for these people, then I feel that the

community itself should get behind a group
like that and try to keep them going.

I don't know whether that is sloughing
it oflF, or not, Mr. Chairman, but I am
firmly convinced that this is the case. It

is going to be a sorry day if people expect
that everything is going to be done by the

government. When we lose any sense of

trying to help somebody else and leave it

all to the government, then we are going
to be in a pretty sorry mess.

Mr. Lawlor: Only the Liberals think that

way.

Hon. Mr. Apps: What?

Mr. Lawlor: Only the Liberals think that

way.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Well, I don't think they
do; I don't think anybody does. But it is

pretty hard to convince people within the

community that there is a big job to be done

in this connection. Unfortunately, we
haven't done a good job of informing the pub-
lic about the institutions, about the people
in there, about the help that can be given,
and about the fact that although we do have
some dangerous people within the institutions,

a great majority of the people are not danger-
ous; a great majority are going to be out on
the street in six, seven or eight months, any-
way, regardless of what happens to them
within the institutions. So they are going to

be confronted with these same people in their

community.

And, hopefully, we probably should be

spending more money on our public relations

to try and put it across to the community that

there is a job to be done that the community
can do much better, in many cases, than the

government. When you get a dedicated volun-

tary worker really interested in the job, then

you have got somebody who is going to do it

and you get a lot more out of it. And we see

this happening all over the place—in Toronto
in our probation services, as you know; in the

John Augustus Society; the volunteer proba-
tioners set up by the Junior League; all on a
one-to-one relationship and doing a great

job.

The same thing is happening in Eangston,
as the result of the push of the juvenile

family court judge in the city of Kingston. In
a period of nine months to a year, he has not

only looked after his own job very compe-
tently, but he has also organized an observa-

tion or detention home for juveniles in

Kingston through the Children's Aid Society.
He has organized a volunteer probationary
service within the city, and, fortunately, in

Kingston we have a lot of very competent
people—particularly from the university and

Army—who are willing to help. And maybe
we should be spending a lot more money in

promoting this type of thing, rather than just

handing out $2,000 or $3,000 all over the

place in the hope that this will keep some-

body going. It probably won't.

I agree with you entirely, Mr. Chairman.
These people do a tremendous job. But what
am I saying to you is this: I think there are

many people within a community, who if

given the opportunity and shown the need,
will do the job that you are really asking us

to do from funds when we don't have the

money.

Mr. B. Newman: Unfortunately, Mr. Minis-

ter, these people are the one who have three

strikes against them and the community tends

to shun them. They are like lepers in the com-

munity. They are not accepted the way they
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should be accepted in the community. And,
as a result, I think the social service organiza-
tions, or organizations that are socially ori-

ented to assistance in the community may
hesitate.

And this is where government may have

to step in to start it off. And once you have

applied the same money into the programme—
for example, as with the SHEP programme
that repaired appliances—I would assume the

same money in there, added at a vital time,

would be able to keep the programme going
a little longer, and then have itself fairly

firmly established. Now, I am subject to cor-

rection, but this is what I would assume.

And I think we have got to really look at

the whole priority system in expenditure of

funds. As you mentioned, Mr. Minister, may-
be what is required is a pubHc relations or

advertising selling job. But when I look at this

government and in its advertising and selling

—I have in my office a stack almost three ft

high of government press releases—I think of

the money we could have saved and the

numbers of individuals we could have re-

habilitated.

So I don't think we are going to do it all

by the selling job of this government. Maybe
your ministry might be different, but seeing
how other ministries work, I can't foresee that

as being the answer yet.

I wanted to ask another question of the

minister, Mr. Chairman. Has he had any re-

quests at any time for assistance during the

recent flood disasters we have throughout
Ontario?

I noticed in the state of Michigan that they
went into the institutions and asked for volun-

teers when the floods occurred there. A whole

group, inmates and volunteers from various

correctional service institutions came out. Mind

you they screened them; they just didn't take

everyone who wanted to come out. But even

though they were very selective they had no

difficulty getting a sufficient number of volun-

teers who came out and helped in the flood

situation. And they went right back after the

floods were over and were so highly regarded

by the communities in which they helped that

in one community they were asked to come
back a second time. That's how pleased the

community was with the attitudes and the

work of these unfortunates who happened to

be incarcerated in one of the state institutions

in Michigan.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, we have
done that this year with six inmates from
Mimico. We suggested to a municipality that

we could provide some people to help. We
have had six inmates from Mimico working
in that municipality for some time. That is

the only area I know of. We can't very
well do with men from the jails because

they are there on remand, waiting for trial

and so on. As far as any of the other in-

stitutions are concerned, we haven't had

any inmates out.

We are looking into cases where we may
be able to take the odd inmate out of Bur-

ritts Rapids, or perhaps Napanee, to help
with some playground equipment in Kings-

ton, but that is still in the investigating

stage. However, as I said, six of our people
from Mimico have been out.

Mr. B. Newman: Thank you, Mr. Minister.

I do hope that you will look upon this type
of a programme as maybe a rehabilitative

measure. As I said earlier, I am not sug-

gesting that everyone be let go simply be-

cause they want to assist in a programme.
But in the experience of three different

minimum security institutions in the State

of Michigan: Brighton, Pontiac and Water-

loo they had no difficulty in getting 50

people selected, screened and the inmates

did an excellent job in the emergency.

Hon. Mr. Apps: I think it is a good idea.

I am advised too that some men from the

Rideau Correctional Centre helped build the

arena in Smiths Falls. Those people are

available and I think they could probably
be used more than they are.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1402, the member
for Ottawa Centre.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): I have

a question of the minister which arises from

my experiences in working with individuals

who have been sent to the correctional in-

stitutions you run.

Could the minister tell me why it is

that all decisions about classification, about

the treatment that will be handed out to an

offender once he is within the system, have

to be ratified by your ministry people in

Queen's Park or somewhere on University
Ave.? What is happening with the pro-

gramme to provide a virtually complete range
of regional services in each of the major

regions of the province?

Do you now intend to provide that fairly

complete range of services? If you do, will

you then also handle classification locally

and end this game where classification of-

ficers constantly have to refer to Queen's

Park and are unable to give straight answers
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to the inmates whom they are supposed to

be counseHing and helping to be re-

habilitated?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, I am ad-

vised that this is not the case, that classifica-

tion officers within the area can make their

own recommendations. These recommenda-
tions don't have to be approved.
We have to approve the transportation

through the bailiff, but we don't have to

confirm and approve the decision made by
the classification officer.

Mr. Cassidy: That is not the way classi-

fication officers I have talked to have played
it. They seem to indicate that they make
recommendations to Toronto and then

Toronto says "y^s" or "no."

Hon. Mr. Apps: That isn't on the basis

of their classification. It is on the basis of

the space available in the institution that

they may have recommended the person go
to. It isn't a questioning or an approving of

their classification as such.

Mr. Cassidy: In other words they do have
the authority to decide the treatment of the

prisoner?

What about the proposals for regionaliza-
tion within the ministry—within your prison
system, in other words? .How far have those

proceeded? Are you continuing with it?

When will you have a complete range of

services in, for example, eastern Ontario,
so that prisoners do not have to be trans-

ferred out of the area unless they have

particularly unusual rehabilitation or treat-

ment needs?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Yes, that programme
should be in effect within the next year.
At the present time we have divided up the

adults and they will go into the four regions.

They are moving into those regions now.
The ones in the eastern region are moving
on Monday; the ones going to Cambridge
will be moving tomorrow. So the regionaliza-
tion as such is pretty well advanced and
should be completed soon as far as moving
the people out into the areas is concerned.

Our long-range programme, as you may
or may not know, is to regionalize the

people. In other words, the people from
the eastern area will be kept in the eastern

area and the people from the western area

will be kept there and so on. And facilities

will be made available to them in their area.

We correlate the whole thing, from the insti-

tutions right through the aftercare and pro-
bation. So that when one of these people

comes into one particular region they will

be looked after in that region. In that way
all our people will get to know them much
better than they do now when the inmates
are spread all over the province. So that's

in our plans. It should be pretty well com-

pleted within the year.

Mr. Cassidy: Could the minister say what
he means by "long-range" in his plan to

keep people within the region of which they
are residents? Why can't you start doing it

right now?

Hon. Mr. Apps: We are.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, what are you intend-

ing to do? What is—

Hon. Mr. Apps: We are trying to do it

now. Rideau, for instance, where we have
the training centre and the correctional cen-

tre we hope will become the central area

for the adults who are sentenced within the

eastern Ontario region. We hope also that

the Ottawa-Carleton Regional Detention
Centre will play a part in this. So when a

person in that area is sentenced to one of

our institutions, he will be kept in the re-

gion. We hope to work out an arrangement,
as we have now with the Centre of Crimi-

nology in Ottawa, for the professional serv-

ices and help which are given to the Rideau
Correctional Centre and to the Ottawa-
Carleton Regional Detention Centre. So this

is what we are now working towards.

Now, in our reorganization we have amal-

gamated the jails and the correctional cen-

tres so that we can use them. Thus in

Ottawa we can keep people who come from
Ottawa and the regional detention centres,
in the jails longer. We can give them the

advantage of the TAP in Ottawa. We also

can give them the advantage of going back
to work in Ottawa if possible, rather than

sending them even to Rideau or to Burwash
or wherever. But this takes a little while to

work itself out. And this is one of the rea-

sons we regionalized the department so that

we could get people within the regions, keep
them there and give them the services that

they require.

Mr. Cassidy: What disturbed me about the

minister's reply, Mr. Chairman, was the fact

that he said the philosophy of keeping of-

fenders within their own home region, with-

in reach of family and other supportive
services in the community, is a long-range

Hon. Mr. Apps: Well, a year isn't a long-

range philosophy.
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Mr. Cassidy: In other words, it's not a

long-range philosophy; you are hoping to

complete this within the year, is that

correct?

Hon. Mr. Apps: That is right.

Mr. Cassidy: That certainly sounds more
encouraging. I have a couple of specific

questions for the minister. These relate to

situations in Ottawa.

First, very briefly, I would like to make
a representation that as soon as possible
funds be found in order to provide recrea-

tional facilities at the Ottawa-Carleton Re-

gional Detention Centre. It was not built, as

the minister is aware, for offenders staying
as long as they are staying there, both on
remands or on TAP. And there are severe

problems there with the staff which the in-

mates are all aware of and I should think

the minister is aware of the problems too.

Hon. Mr. Apps: I agree with you. I think
that we should provide proper recreational

facilities for people who are going to be
there for one or two months, which is the

length of time we are planning to keep them
there. We are actively looking into that, and
we hope we can alleviate the problem.

Mr. Cassidy: Second, there is the question
of the books. The minister and I have had
some discussions about this. I understand

now, for the record, that law books and
books about the law which are accessible
and understandable to inmates are being
provided in some of the correctional insti-

tutions' libraries around the province. I also

understand from the somewhat dusty answer
that the minister provided to a written ques-
tion that the Criminal Code would be avail-

able on request from the warden, does not

represent the true state of affairs. I am told

—I am giving your answer now, Mr. Minis-
ter — that the Criminal Code is still only
available on request, because nobody wants
it torn apart. I am also told that a lot of
other books about the law will soon be avail-

able in a number of correctional institutions.

Is that correct?

Hon. Mr. Apps: That is correct, Mr. Chair-

man. The answer I gave was what you asked
for—what we did. I told you what we did.

Now, I'll thank the hon. member for his

suggestions in this regard, and when we re-

ceived the notice we looked into it and we
found there was a certain amount of justi-

fication in what he was getting at. We
formed a little committee to try to make

sure that people in jails were given reason-

able access to a certain number of law books.

As you will realize, they're not in there

that long. They have the availability of

Legal Aid and their lawyers and so on, but
the list that we have come up with is that

we will continue to supply copies of the

Criminal Code, statutes like the Peni-

tentiary Act, the Prisons and Reformatories

Act, "Criminal Law for the Layman," "Your
Canadian Law," "A Guide to Law for Cana-
dians."

If there are any other books some one
would like to get all they have to do is ask

for them and we'll arrange to get them from
the library. We've increased the amount of

information available in our jails to a con-

siderable extent. In the correctional centres

there are many law books available to them
if they so wish.

Mr. Cassidy: I am not completely happy
with that, Mr. Chairman. I did send to the

minister a lengthy list that had been pre-

pared by some committee of lawyers and

other people like that which included a

large number of books about the law,

published and printed by Canadians.

Many of them were paperbacks. They
were cheap. They were written for high
school students or for people in other years
of community college for general reader-

ship. They would probably be understood

by most inmates and they were the kind

of books that you could put into the library
rather than forcing the inmate to go and
ask. Psychologically it's a real putdown for

an inmate to have to go and ask the social

services officer or ask the warden for a

particular book. He would be very hesitant

about that.

Why can't he simply have some books,

$20 or $30 worth in many institutions

it would make a tremendous difference —
with the knowledge that he could get more
if he asked the local library?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chainnan, this may
be so. We have had very little request or

very little call for any of this type of in-

formation.

We've gone over this fairly well. We've
tried to give them the pertinent information

that they might want in connection with the

law itself. We give them at least three books

that should give them a good indication of

the law as it affects a layman.

I don't think we can provide a law library

in every jail throughout the province. There
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are many other books that we hopefully can

provide people which may be of more in-

terest to them than the few—and there are

only a very few—who would be interested in

these types of books. We provide, we think,

a reasonable number of books for them. I'm

sure that if they want an additional book or

another book, it can be provided for them.

I think we've gone a long way, really, in

getting at the problem that you've brought
to our attention.

Mr. Cassidy: I don't think that is being too

charitable, Mr. Chairman, I think the minister

is saying, "two or three books, that's enough."

My God, it's the law and the process of

law in the country which has put these

people into correctional institutions.

Hon. Mr. Apps: They are going to be able

to have information on it.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, if they ask they may
be able to get one or two. The other ones,

well—

Ho-". Mr. Apps: I think, Mr. Chairman,

everything that might concern them as far

as their on particular status is concerned is

already provided here. Now, if they're look-

ing for a book to read, say, "Youth and the

Law"—which might be another one we could

add to this, which was published at Queen's

University and is a pretty good book—that
could go in there very easily.

For the number of people who would
ask for these as compared with the number
of people who are not really interested in

this, we've done very well in relationship to

the total number of books made available to

the jails throughout the province. I think that

we've really tried to come up with a reason-

able selection of books that would make this

information available to every inmate who
wants it. If, by any chance, he wants some-

thing else, he's always at liberty to check

with h's lawyer or anyone else to get that

particular book available for him. If he wants

a book; if he knows there is a book that he

would like to read, he can always ask. It is

not a demeaning thing to ask for a book.

We'll get it for him.

I really feel that we've tried to fix up
something that needed to be fixed up. I guess
it's a matter of opinion as to how far you go
on these things and I think we've done a

fairly reasonable job on it.

Mr. Cassidy: I appreciate that there has

been some shift in policy. Frankly, I'm not

satisfied by the minister's responses. I don't

know enough about it to ask about library

policy in the correctional institutions across

the province. I know that there have been

some efforts to involve local library systems
in providing books to the correctional insti-

tutions. Were that done across the province
it might satisfy some of the problems because

you would have trained librarians bringing
books in, making an attempt to find the

books which would interest the irmiates and,

among other things, responding to their re-

quests without the psychological handicap
or block that is entailed when—

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, let's have

a try at this. If it is not satisfactory we will

certainly review it but this is at least a step,

anyway, which will make this information

available.

Mr. Cassidy: I would like to ask one other

question and that is, as part of the philos-

ophy of the ministry, how do you react

when a friend of an inmate or an inmate

himself or a relative of the inmate is con-

cerned about what is happening with that

particular inmate? I know that as a mem-
ber I can go and talk to the people in the

ministry here or in the local jail and be

treated, obviously courteously, with great

deference and with enormous co-operation.

On the one hand I am grateful for that,

but on the other hand it worries me because

I get the feehng that if I hadn't come in

and been the member inquiring about a par-

ticular person, things that happened would
not have happened. I have had other cases

in which relatives or friends have been trying

to be involved on behalf of an inmate but

find it exceptionally difficult. They can't get

their answers; they can't get information;

they are not dealt with frankly.

When there are difficulties involved in the

case of a particular inmate or, maybe, when
there are no difficulties involved but the

system just seems to be unresponsive and

unco-operative, what is the philosophy?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, our phil-

osophy is to try to do everything we can

to be of assistance to the inmates. Certainly,

there are going to be differences in difter-

ent institutions throughout the province

simply because they are diff^erent types of

institutions. You are not going to get the

same type of people in every institution. We
are trying to instil this philosophy, as you
might call it, in everyone. We are trying in

our training, in our new courses that we are

providing for potential correctional officers,

to impart this philosophy.
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There are always reasons. I get a lot of

letters, about certain inmates and complain-
ing about this and complaining about that.

There is always another story behind it and
this is the case in pretty well everything you
do. There are always two sides to the stories.

Often the situation isn't exactly as it was
indicated by the person you may have been

talking to.

I can assure the hon. member that we are

trying to do our best not only to provide
humane conditions within our institutions but

to provide as much help as we possibly can
for that person eventually to be a good citi-

zen when he gets out. There are going to

be times when we are not going to be suc-

cessful, but that is the philosophy behind the

ministry. You can talk to every senior official

we have around here and you will find the

same thing. You can talk to the superintend-
ents who have come up the hard way in

many cases and are doing an exceptional

job and, I think, are imparting that philos-

ophy very well.

We are not all perfect and they get some
pretty rough characters in some of those

places which they have to control, and they
do that very well. Our philosophy is to try
to run a humane institution and to help the

person while he is there. Whether or not
he accepts that help, well, that is a problem.
Many of them do; some of them don't.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Thunder Bay.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Mr. Chair-

man, I don't want to prolong this unduly
but it occurred to me while my colleague
was talking, I recall an instance that took

place when a female native of northwestern

Ontario was incarcerated in the Vanier In-

stitute down here and because of peculiar

circumstances, I was asked to intercede on
her behalf with the National Parole Board.

We were successful, and she was paroled
and returned to her native community, which
I think was Hudson or some place like that.

It seemed to me that she had a great deal

of difficulty in communicating because she

was either Cree or Ojibway. I wonder what
kind of facility or what kind of service does
the minister provide in those institutions for

somebody like that who speaks very little

English and does have a problem? Where
would you get an interpreter?

As you know many people of Indian origin
are very, very reluctant to articulate their

problems in a language that they are not too

familiar with. I find wherever I go that they
seem to have a different way of communicat-

ing than you and I. They communicate more

by watching and by listening than by speak-

ing and you have to understand the nature

of the people that you are deafing with in

order to be able to assist them in the ways
that you have been talking about for the past
hour or hour and a half.

I know that this question of communica-
tion with native people is a problem in the

courts where, unless the court and the judges
are alert, and unless the duty counsellor is

alert to the problem, in a good many instances

the person who is up on a charge doesn't

even know the nature of the charge or the

consequences of it. That person says "yes"
to everything, or "no" to everything and
there is very little eff^ective communication
between the court and the accused.

As a result of this, they get a wrong im-

pression of the due process of law and I am
sure that this must carry on over into the

correctional institutions themselves where, if

they are not conversant with the language or

the role the correctional officer is trying to

play, that they could get a wrong impression
of what is being attempted, either by way of

punitive measures or by way of rehabilitation

of the prisoners.

So I am just wondering, what are you
doing, if anything, to assist these people to

better understand the process that you are

involved in and more fully benefit from the

kind of rehabilitative work that you are trying
to carry out within your institutions?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, there are

three things.

First of all, if she's down in Vanier, we
don't have anyone on staff there at the present
time who is able to converse in certain

Indian languages. We do have access to the

Indian community in Toronto who will help
us out if that is required.

Secondly, we are running a bursary pro-

gramme, as you may know, both in Thunder

Bay and hopefully this coming year in Sud-

bury, specifically designed for Indian people
to continue their education. We will pay for

it in lieu of gaining their services for at least

one year after they have graduated. Because

you know very well, in Thunder Bay, for

instance, a large percentage of the inmates in

our correctional centres are Indians.

We have also enlarged the Kenora Jail with

the idea that we will not send as many down
to Vanier but rather keep them in the Kenora

area where I think this type of facility is

much more available to them and thev are
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more at home there than they would be down
in Vanier.

So, there are really three things that we
have available. Hopefully the solution will be
to get more Indian people working for the

Ministry of Correctional Services and this is

sometimes diflBcult. We get a good person

working for us and somebody else comes

along from some other agency and takes him

away. We have got three people in the bur-

sary programme this year. We hope to have
six or seven next year and we are providing
the means whereby they can get this addi-

tional education and will work for us when

they are finished for a least one year.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Lakeshore.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Could I

just follow up that question? Do you have any
Indian people working in the Kenora area

now for the Correctional Services ministry?

Hon. Mr. Apps: I will find out. I cannot tell

you offhand. I will find out for you.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, if I may ask

a question on a point of order. Are we han-

dling the Ontario Parole Board as a separate
matter, or are we handling the vote as it is?

Mr. Chairman: The Parole Board in gen-
eral? We can discuss item 3 of vote 1402

right now.

Mr. Lawlor: I wasn't anxious to get on to

that.

A few more questions, if I may, Mr. Chair-

man on the rules and what the rules are and
how they are to be interpreted. What are the

rules—say, in reformatories or the jail system
generally—about searching an inmate's per-
sonal property? Who should be present when
that is done and is a report necessary arising
out of that search?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, what kind

of search is the member talking about?
When they come into the institution?

Mr. Lawlor: No. A spot-check kind of

search while they are there.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Oh, you mean, searching

through for—

Mr. Lawlor: Looking for contraband and

things like that.

Hon. Mr. Apps: For contraband?

iMr. Lawlor: Yes.

Hon. Mr. Apps: This I take it is done by
the correctional officers at intermittent in-

tervals. They go and search the whole place
for contraband.

Mr. Lawlor: Who should be present

though? Is there any rule on it? A senior

officer? An SSO?

Hon. Mr. Apps: I am advised it depends
on the circumstances. Sometimes it is felt

advisable to have somebody with them while

they are doing it. I would think in most
cases there would be more than one person
involved.

'Mr. Lawlor: It need not be a senior resi-

dent officer or a senior staff officer though?

Hon. Mr. Apps: No. I think if you are

searching a cell block, usually one man goes
into the cell and the other man usually stays
outside. I am not sure—I will get that infor-

mation. As I say, I think it is probably done

by the correctional officer but I will get the

definite information for you.

Mr. Lawlor: If you will remember please,
Mr. Minister, having made the search, I

would think if nothing is found that would
be fine. But if something happens to be
found that is confiscated, I would also like

to know whether a report goes from the

officers involved to the superintendent and

possibly through to the department in

Toronto.

Hon. Mr. Apps: The report should be for-

warded to the superintendent and I guess
he will evaluate that in determining whether
it should go on to the office in Toronto.

Mr. Lawlor: You use the word "should."

I don't know whether you mean mandatory
or not. Is it necessary?

Hon. Mr. Apps: It is necessary, yes. If

any contraband is found within an institu-

tion the correctional officer must report back
to his superior, who in turn reports it to the

superintendent, and so on along the line.

Mr. Lawlor: Opening perhaps a slightly

wider area, I am going to put it to you that

your department is deficient in its public
relations aspect.

I am looking at something from the John
Howard Society here: "If our sentimentahsts

cry 'coddling of prisoners' "—I like this quo-
tation—"let us ask them also to come out

clearly into the open and incorporate what-

ever starvation, disease and brutality they
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think necessary into the sentences that they

propose." That is really what it comes to.

Turn the tables.

People who are so-called "soft" on people
who are convicted in the courts and placed
in incarceration often are subject to this

rather blank terminology and a lot of brain-

less talk about coddling. Nobody wants to

coddle anybody. The fact is that you have
to treat other human beings with dignity.
You are not going to get the right response
if you don't, and the right response is a

beneficial social response.

Pervasive throughout North America —
with Governor Wallace, it was one of the

most hare-brained things about the fellow-
is this constant business of law and order.

You must put the thumb down on the top
of the head and squeeze. If you can diminish
the stature anywhere from 5 ft 6 in. down
to 3 ft 1 in. then you have accomplished
your objective. The human being becomes
a pigmy and therefore you can look over
the top of their heads and you don't have
to pay any attention to them.

In this document, it said the first princi-

ple is to keep as many offenders as possible
out of prison. I wish that message would
get through, and it is part of your job to

get the message through.

It seems that you have all the goodwill
in the world, and your head is screwed on
in the right place. You have got a good
head and a good heart, whereas most people

have either bad heads and good hearts or

good heads and bad hearts. You have both
of them. Working from that advantage base,
which is purely a hereditary thing—it came
from your parents and it had nothing what-
soever to do with you—then why don't you
give? You have got to be enormous.

We will discuss it in a little while, after

we have a bite to eat. We'll discuss the re-

search aspect. But on the business of pre-

senting a picture to the public of what you
are trying to do, how to get through, what
your modes of intentions are, what is your
motivation, the new theories of penology and
social motivation, you fail lamentably.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please, I think well
recess.

Mr. Lawlor: May I adjourn?

Mr. Chairman: No. I'll just announce to

the House, first of all, that I understand
there has been general agreement that, be-

cause of the dinner which most members
will be attending tonight, the sports achieve-

ment award dinner, we will resimie at

8:30 p.m.

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Chairman, before we re-

cess, does that apply to the committees as

well?

Mr. Chairman; I believe so.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took
recess.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8:30 o'clock, p.m.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF
CORRECTIONAL SERVICES

( concluded )

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Sault Ste. Marie.

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie): I am
pleased to have this opportunity to introduce

to you and to the members of the Legis-
lature the grade 8 class from Queen Elizabeth

Public School in Sault Ste. Marie, along with

the teachers and their chaperones who are

sitting in the west gallery. I am sure that

they will enjoy the proceedings this evening.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: When we rose at 6 o'clock,

p.m., we were studying vote 1402. The
member for Lakeshore.

On vote 1402:

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Thank you
very much, Mr. Chairman. Having been

through the crapulous routine of feeding our-

selves, I come far less refreshed to the fray.
It slows you down. I believe I was in mid-

flight at that particular point.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): You
were at about 3,000 ft.

Mr. Lawlor: About 3,000 ft my leader

says, floating in a pure ozone.

What I was taking issue with was the

failure of the ministry to make its policies
known. These policies tend to—are in the

direction of—enlightenment and they have all

kinds of forces in this society to contend
with. You know, if you took a look at the

vote in the House of Commons last night,
what did you think, really, of all of those

purblind and benighted Conservatives vot-

ing? Didn't you feel right at home with
them all? You must be terribly afflicted and
embarrassed on occasion with your brothers

up on the hill, allied to the Pleistocene

forces of the Social Credit, who as a man,
stood for righteousness and for law and

Thursday, May 31, 1973

order and all the other nonsense that goes
on in this world.

Mr. Lewis: As a matter of fact. Pleistocene

brings you close to the—

Hon. C. J. S. Apps (Minister of Correc-

tional Services): Mr. Chairman, I might be

able to answer that. You know, we have a

very fine Progressive Conservative federal

member in Kingston and the Islands, and I

think you will find that my views parallel
hers to a great extent. If you would like

to go through the votes, you will find out

how she voted.

Mr. Lewis: As a matter of fact-

Mr. Lawlor: I am thinking of the putres-
cent bunch of others there, that huge pubes-
cent rump, my Lord, there isn't a single

one of them here tonight.

Mr. Lewis: Yes.

Mr. Lawlor: I turn to my left to address

the important people in this government,
the ones who change things.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lawlor: But there you are, I mean,
that's what happens after an athletic dinner.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): The rump
is off exercising.

Mr. Lawlor: That's right, they're off exer-

cising up and down University Ave., I sup-

pose.

But there is a failure in this regard, you
have all kinds of forces contending against

you. They are very powerful in your own

party, they are powerful in the country. It

takes a certain amount of courage to stand

and speak in libertarian terms, in terms of

compassion with respect to these matters.

The minister is oriented in that direction,

as I have said repeatedly.

I am told that there are about 84 hours

left for these estimates, and I think I'd better

sit down right at this point.

Mr. Chairman: Does the minister have

a reply to that?
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Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, I think

that the public attitude in many cases leaves

a great deal to be desired.

Mr. Lawlor: You're telling me.

Hon. Mr. Apps: If that is the result of a

failure on our part—not being able to get
across the information we'd like to get across

—well, I'll accept some of that blame. But
I don't think it really is. I think one of the

best ways we can promote a better attitude

among the general public is to get more
and more of them involved as volunteers in

our programme. I think that will do more

say, to enlighten the general pubhc than

a hundred speeches that I might make. I've

made quite a number of speeches; some of

which have been reported but many of them
haven't been.

Mr. Lawlor: Corral your staflF. They should

be doing more.

Hon. Mr. Apps: I think
youll

find that

my deputy minister, particularly, has been
on many panels outlining the views of our

department and has made a great many
speeches in that regard. I still feel that in-

volvement of the public in our programme
is one of the best ways of doing this. We
have tried to create a little better under-

standing with our newsletter which goes
out to all members of Parliament as well

as many other influential people in the prov-
ince trying to show them what is going on

in the department. The fact that we have

expanded our volunteer programme a great
deal in the last year would also indicate

that we are endeavouring, in this way, to

make our views known also to the people in

this province.

Mr. Lawlor: I have two other matters

I want to speak about. One has to do with

research and the other one has to do with

an article in the morning newspaper. We'll

start with the latter first. It is the case of a

17-year-old girl jailed here in Toronto.

Hon. Mr. Apps: We are assuming the

responsibility and she will be moved to the

Vanier Institute some time next week.

Mr. Lawlor: I'm very pleased to hear

that but that doesn't solve the obnoxiousness.

Every two months thereabouts, in the Prov-

ince of Ontario, we rise, speak to the At-

torney General (Mr. Bales) and ask, what

happens in these institutions. People are

confined to close quarters, no bail, no free-

dom at all. Their cases never appear to be

coming on; they are delayed insufi^erably.

You can go down to the Don Jail at prac-

tically any time of the day or night and

you'll find one or two people in this situa-

tion. Can't you rectify that in conjunction
with your colleague?

I am directing it personally to you be-

cause you are in charge of the people in-

carcerated in those institutions. Shouldn't

you, as somebody responsible for this, get

weekly reports coming over your desk as to

who is confined and a continuous running
account kept of the individuals who are

there? At some point along the road, after

the first couple of weeks, you should ad-

dress a memo to the Attorney General of

this province, asking: Why is this person

being confined; what's happening? Let's have
a reasonable excuse. Let's know what's going
on in our institutions.

You're tmder fire constantly because of

this and the more you're under fire the more

likely you are to do it. You must bring this

to his attention and you must work together.

I say this has happened for the past six

years while I've been in the House. There
is a constant recurrence of people placed in

those insufferable circumstances. Let it be
ended now. This is the last case I want to

hear about of people in the Don Jail who
are not brought to trial and who simply sit

there and, I suppose, suffocate under the

conditions of that jail.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, first of all,

in connection with the young lady who's

being held in the Don Jail. We have no
control over the National Parole Board. I

think from the article-

Mr. Lawlor: Well, in this particular case,

I think you've got an excuse!

Hon. Mr. Apps: Yes, all right. We've got
no control over the National Parole Board.

After representations were made to them the

decision was finally made to allow this young
lady to be paroled to the Salvation Army. It

was turned down and the final decision was
made about a day or two days ago, I believe.

All right; this is a complicated situation

and if you'll just bear with me for a couple
of minutes I'll try to explain the situation

as it stands. She was convicted in New
Brunswick and sentenced to two years.

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, for a $35 cheque. What
kind of barbarism is down there?

Hon. Mr. Apps: In every province in Can-
ada other than the Maritime provinces a

two-year sentence would be sufiBcient to

send them to a federal penitentiary. In the
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Maritime provinces, it isn't. It has to be four

years for those 17 to 21 and, as such, she

was sent to a provincial institution. She

violated her parole; she came to Toronto

and was picked up and placed in the Don

Jail.

Since the first of the year, we have had

70 national-parole violators picked up and

placed in our jails in this province. We have

advised the National Parole Board of this.

We have asked them to try to process the

reviews as quickly as possible so that they

can be released to go wherever they are

supposed to go. But we are still having long

delays in this connection and we can't do

anything about that other than to bring that

to their attention.

All right, this young lady came to To-

ronto, she was placed in the Don Jail and

the process of review by the National Parole

Board resulted in her being in the Don Jail

for approximately four months. There have

been others who have been in the Don Jail

approximately that long—not too many, but

a few of them.

When it became apparent that there was

nothing they were going to do—that she had
to go back or be sent into an institution

again, then we advised the Don Jail that she

will be going out to Vanier and will spend
the rest of her sentence, whatever it may
be, at the Vanier institute.

We have an agreement with the various

provinces that this is the case. When a per-
son sentenced to provincial institutions vio-

lates his or her parole—say somebody sent to

one of our institutions here violates a parole
and gets picked up in BC—then instead of

bringing them back and forth, unless it is

absolutely necessary, they will look after her

or him out there.

It is the same thing if something happens
in BC—we will look after them here. But

really the problem was the conflict between
the two and the four years. It was different

in the Maritime provinces than in any other

province. But she is being looked after. I

understand she is fairly content, that she

wants to stay in Ontario. We are making
arrangements to transfer her to the Vanier

Centre, where I think she will be looked

after very well.

Mr. Lawlor: I have one comment and that

is that you sure jump on the hornpipe when
it's announced in the newspaper. You move

quickly enough to get her to Vanier now.

Why didn't you move a little earlier? Why
didn't you move back in February to get her

into Vanier?

Hon. Mr. Apps: The case was still under
review in February.

Mr. Lewis: I have two questions. Why
was the review by the National Parole Board
since it was a provincial violation?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Down in New Brunswick
it was a definite sentence of two years and
it's looked after by the National Parole

Board.

Mr. Lewis: Let me make a suggestion to

you. I know that can be gratuitously kicked

aside by saying that the case was under

review, but you and I know that you are

the Minister of Correctional Services in On-
tario. You could say to the National Parole

Board, "I bloody well won't participate"—
You won't use that language, you have too

much elegance; but you say to the National

Parole Board words to this effect:

"This government vdll not get itself in-

volved in the prolonged incarceration of a

human being while you people procrastinate
about whether or not you are going to grant

parole. I, Syl Apps, vdll not allow my efforts

at penal reform to be publicly degraded
because you take four months to make up
your mind.

"So you listen to me, you people on the

National Parole Board, and I speak with

the authority of a minister of the Crown,
I'm going to transfer this young woman,
unless you make up your mind. I'm going
to put her in a setting or in an institutional

environment of whatever kind where at

least she will receive some civilized and
more humane response. I'm not going to col-

laborate with you in what amounts to an

assault on the rights of an individual."

That's just nuts. You have that authority
and you know you have that authority if

you choose to exercise it.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Well, let's put it this way.
We are having problems in connection with

parole. We have been after the National

Parole Board now for several years—in fact,

actually seven years—to let us look after the

parolees in our own institutions. It's been

recommended in the Ouimet report and

every report since then that the respon-

sibility for parole in provincial institutions

should be the responsibility of the Ontario

Parole Board, or whatever the case may be
in the other provinces.

The only alternative that we have at the

present time, if someone is delayed for a

long time in our jail, is to say to the National

Board. "All right, we will send them down
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to Kingston until you make up your minds."

But they don't accept them down in Kings-
ton. We still have to bring them back.

Although it might take a shade longer, I

think we will eliminate these problems. I

understand, at long last, Mr. Chairman, that

the Solicitor General is going to call a

meeting of the various correctional minis-

tries throughout the provinces to discuss

problems that have arisen over the years.
This is certainly one of them, along with

several others that we have.

I agree, if the case is under review—and

legitimately this particular case was under
review at the request of Prof. Morton and
the Salvation Army—that a person be paroled
to them. I don't know the situation. I don't

know the reason for this girl being sentenced

to two years. In its wisdom, the National

Parole Board, turned that down. On the sur-

face of it, you would think that this would

probably be the best thing to do, but fail-

ing that, as I say, we have made the arrange-
ments to take her from the Don Jail and

put her in the Vanier.

You also suggested that we do this man-

datorily. We are getting full; we are having

problems now. Vanier is just about as full

as it can get. If we did that to every woman
National Parole Board violator, they would

say, "This is just great; that is one more

they have taken off our hands." It may be
that we are going to be in the situation

where we can't accommodate that. It has

got to be worked out between the two levels

of government rather than somebody saying

you do this or that.

Mr. Lewis: With great respect, you say it

has taken seven years to get even this far.

The only reason the Solicitor General is

meeting with you is that there is a Liberal

government in Ottawa that is a minority and
there happens to be an unusually intelligent

group holding the balance of power, so that

the pressure is on.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Come,
come!

Mr. Lewis: I don't know what all the

bluster is about. It seems perfectly apparent
to you, doesn't it?

Mr. Lawlor: Certainly!

Mr. Lewis: Certainly. I have unanimous

agreement here. I really think, Mr. Chair-

man, that you can't reply by suggesting that

the seven years is any way of treating it.

I think that my colleague from Lakeshore

made an extremely excellent suggestion to

you, that as the Minister of Correctional

Services, you demand on an ongoing basis

or maybe you receive on an ongoing basis—

I don't know—a list of those in the Don Jail

daily or weekly; and that, as you see people
who have been incarcerated for an undue

length of time or whose cases have not been

brought to trial or whose parole is imder

review, you send a little note over to the

Attorney General or you use a Htde of that

prowess for which you are justly famed,
and you say to him, "What is going on
here?"

If you run into a very serious problem
with the federal National Parole Board, then

stand in the Legislature before the orders

of the day and say that as Minister of Cor-

rectional Services you want to bring to the

attention of the public of Ontario the follow-

ing injustice taking place involuntarily under

your jurisdiction-

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): As a last

resort, you can talk to the Provincial Secre-

tary for Justice (Mr. Kerr).

Mr. Lewis: —and set out the facts. I will

tell the minister, in the final analysis, what
he is doing is serving the reformist senti-

ment within his jurisdiction which I feel, and
all of us feel, that his department and his

deputy, and those associated with him, truly

reflect, I don't think you can sufFer.

I don't think you should show the toler-

ance to have every month or every two
months these extraordinary articles appear-

ing, documenting that Desmond Morton ap-

pealed to A and appealed to B and was
turned down by C and went back to D and

finally had to go to the Globe and Mail. That
is not his job; that is your job.

Mr. Singer: That is the end.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, that is the finale, beyond
which there are no others.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, in answer
to one of the questions in connection with

whether we advise anybody when we find

someone in our jails who has been there for

what might be called an undue length of

time: yes, we get a list every month of the

people we have in our jails, whom the

superintendent considers to have been there

an undue length of time and who are not

yet sentenced. This is brought to the atten-

tion of the Crown attorneys concerned.

It may be that we should be providing
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this to the Attorney General, so that he can
take it up with the Crown attorneys. In many
cases there are many reasons, as you know,
some of which are due to tiie procrastina-
tion of the lawyers in many cases, there
are many reasons for it. I think this was
brought up in the Attorney General's esti-

mates by the member for Riverdale or the

member for Lakeshore; one or the other. It

may be that we should make arrangements
to make sure the Attorney General knows
this as well as the Crown attorneys.

Mr. Lawlor: You could be working on it.

Mr. Chairman, if I may turn to the research.

Mr. Singer: Let's get on with education.

Mr. Lawlor: There is no one who needs
it more!

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Well said.

Mr. Lewis: I—

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Education
or Corrections.

Mr. Deans: Very appropriate.

Mr. Lewis: Hansard may not understand
that series of interjections. He meant the

member for Downsview.

Mr. Singer: Yes-

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): He needs
a little education.

Mr. Lawlor: He needs both dampening
and docility.

Mr. Singer: I gave up offering suggestions
to the member for Kingston and the Islands

a long time ago.

Mr. Lawlor: I think we should send him
to an adult training school.

Mr. Singer: I think we should, he's beyond
redemption.

Mr. Chairman: Meanwhile, back at the

estimates-

Mrs. Campbell: Let's see him talk his way
out of that.

Mr. Lawlor: I want to speak a little bit

about research. You have done some work,
some exploratory research, of some value it

seems. On the daycare programme for Mon-
teith inmates, which was written up recently
and which was set out on page 19 of your
report to the Legislature last year:

The treatment programme is in opera-
tion at Northeastern General Mental Health
Centre in South Porcupine. The research

study, begun in the early part of 1971,
utilizes a random control group design to

evaluate the efficacy of information tech-

niques within the eight-week group therapy

programme. A 12-month post-release

followup of all men is planned.

The first question is—you were plarming it

then, what are you doing about it now with

respect to the follow-up situation?

I am, of course, fully in favour of the

Monteith programme and what you are doing
there. It should be more widespread; it gives

people a chance to get off their chests what
bothers them most in a way that they often

can't, particularly with those who are closest

to them. They get caught up in these one-to-

one rap sessions that they mention here.

What I am mainly concerned about, thirdly,

is—is there anywhere in your ministry any
research going on whereby inmates of any
institutions are involved in health or drug or

any other type of experimental research and

have they volunteered for this purpose?

Hon. Mr. Apps: No, we don't have any
volunteers from the inmates for experimental

purposes.

Mr. Lawlor: They are not involved?

Hon. Mr. Apps: No. As far as the Mon-
teith programme is concerned, which we feel

is a very excellent programme, this is being
evaluated for us by the Addiction Research

Foundation. We have a similar type of pro-

gramme going on at Thunder Bay with the

Addiction Research Foundation, I believe

that in several of the other institutions.

Alcoholics Anonymous, particularly, are help-

ing those people who have that problem.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa

East.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Thank you,
Mr. Chairman. I have a few questions to ask

the minister in relation to his department. I

was listening with interest to the comments
of the member for Lakeshore and your reply
when we originally resumed this evening. I

think I agree with the minister that very
often—

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Speak up.

Mr. Roy: Have you got a problem?

Mr. Stokes: Speak up, we cant hear you.
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Hon. Mr. Apps: It's hard to hear you over

here.

Mr. Deans: Speak up.

Mr. Roy: I am sorry. I'll turn up the mike.

I was saying to the minister, Mr. Chairman,
that very often the system of rehabilitation,

the system of parole and the general adminis-

tration of penitentiaries are set back unfor-

tunately by a few bad experiences. We've
seen it at the federal level.

I wanted to talk more specifically about a

problem that I brought to the attention of

the minister some time in March this year
and that is the question of drugs being used or

given to inmates in the institutions. I was

referring more specifically to the Ottawa prob-
lem. As you recall, you opened a new regional
detention centre in Ottawa last summer; last

August, I think it was. Since the opening
of this new regional detention centre, there

have been a few unfortunate experiences
where inmates seemed to have got a bit out

of hand—broken up furniture, busted a few

walls, and things of that nature.

They were brought into court and evidence

was given, not only by the inmates but by
some of the staff of that regional detention

centre, that drugs had been given to inmates-

drugs such as mandrex, librium and Valium,
and in some cases, according to the evidence

of some of your people, in quite substantial

doses.

Having visited not only the regional deten-

tion centre, but also the old Carleton county

jail,
I had the feeling that very often drugs

were used as a matter of control over the

prisoners. When one prisoner got pretty

jumpy or a bit hyper, he was given
tranquillizers.

I have seen prisoners, especially people who
were awaiting trial for the more serious

offences, who seemed to be continually under
some form of drug.

I brought this to the attention of the

minister and I recall that you replied that it

is a matter of policy. But I am still not satis-

fied that drugs are not used as a form of

control in that institution.

Also, I am not satisfied that drugs are not
used as a sort of bribe by the guards in the

same sense as cigarettes. When you get in one
of these institutions, very small things can be
used as bribes. If you want prisoners to sweep
their cells or make their beds, or to do some-

thing else, there are all sorts of subtle meth-
ods of getting them to do this.

I don't want to be irresponsible and make

accusations that are not supportable by evi-

dence, but I have witnessed some of these

things myself. I have discussed this matter

with some of the inmates in the regional de-

tention centre and with a number of counsel

in the regional detention centre. They tell me
that this is not uncommon.

I have had a former guard in one of these

centres tell me that some of the personnel use

cigarettes or drugs as a form of control over

the inmates.

The other problem I was concerned about

was that apparently inmates were able to

accumulate drugs. They were given so much
dosage per day or per hour per day, and
accumulated the dosage so that they could

get a high at one particular time; or they
were able to exchange with other prisoners.

I would like to hear the minister's com-
ments because I am not sure that the prob-
lem has been looked into fully, or the

situation has been explored in depth. I can

think you can appreciate that if there is

drug usage in an institution, we will run

into the problem of inmates leaving these

institutions with what is called a psycho-

logical dependency. I would like to hear the

minister's comments on that.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, I think

the original thing that you referred to hap-

pened in the old Ottawa jail. I don't think

all the allegations that were publicized were

quite correct. I think the correctional oflBcer

involved tried to rectify that.

The decision as to whether drugs are

given to an inmate is a medical one. It is

made by the doctor and the doctor alone.

It is not made by anybody else, the super-
intendent or correctional oflBcer, or whoever
it may be. The instructions regarding the

dispensing of prescription drugs vwthin our

institutions are very explicit.

The fact is that at the Ottawa-Carleton

Regional Detection Centre, all drugs are

dispensed in a crushed form, in the case of

pills; or in a liquid form. This is done just

to try to prevent exactly what you were

talking about; that somebody could accu-

mulate two or three or four capsules and
then take them all at once.

Now the centre has the services of a full-

time nurse and a part-time doctor who visits

the institution four mornings each week. No
medication may be given to inmates without

instructions from the medical oflBcer. I feel

the instructions are being carried out. If you
feel that they aren't, if you have any par-
ticular instances that you can give to me,
we would be happy to look into them. In-
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structions are very explicit—no medication is

given to any inmate other than imder the

instructions of the medical oflScer.

Mr. Roy: Yes, but the medical oflBcer you
mentioned visits the institution four morn-

ings a week. As I understand it, if an inmate

comes to see him and says, "I have difficulty

in sleeping," or "I'm hyper," or something,
he is given the prescription. Once the

prescription is given, then the drug is ad-

ministered by a stafF member within the

institution.

I think that this is where the problem
may come in. I'm not saying that drugs are

being given to individuals without originally

having a prescription. It's after the drug has

been prescribed. Sometime during the day
the inmate will tell one of the guards that

he doesn't feel well and says he has a

prescription to get such and such a drug.
At that point he is given more drugs.

I am advised that on more than one occa-

sion drugs were not given in a crushed or

liquid form; that some of the inmates were
able to accumulate them. It might well be
that in some instances drugs were secretly

brought into the institution and administered

by the guard.

The evidence given by one of your own
officers in court seems to indicate this. I

know there was some partial attempt at re-

traction of this evidence. However, I recall

that after the officer gave his evidence I

received a call from a former member of the

Carleton county jail staflF and he mentioned
that the guard's testimony at the trial of

these individuals had been accurate.

What I'm saying basically is that even

though you have a doctor who gives out

prescriptions, at some point it is being ad-

ministered by someone else—the doctor is

not there 24 hours a day. This is where the

abuse occurs. I think the situation should be
looked at very closely.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, in the new
Ottawa-Carleton Regional Detention Centre,
if the doctor isn't there the nurse is the one
who dispenses the medication. I am advised
that at the old Ottawa jail there was no
nurse available, so I am not quite sure what
happened there. I think the instance you
referred to happened in the old Ottawa jail.

The only thing I can reiterate is that we
take every precaution. We don't want to get

drugs in there, and we take every precau-
tion. The medical people know this. The
drugs are supplied by the doctor for a cer-

tain length of time; after that time it has to

be reviewed again to see whether the inmate

should be given more of it. Control is almost

as tight as we can make it. We realize the

problem of accumulating drugs and we try

to make sure that this doesn't happen. I

think we are doing almost everything we can
to make sure that the drugs are administered

in a proper manner.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, I would like to

discuss another topic with the minister; this

is the question of parole. And I might add
that I agree with the minister's comments.
I am going to ask him about the question
of parole within provincial institutions and
the overlapping between the federal and the

provincial parole systems. There is no reason

why that overlapping should exist. Parole,
whether it be the federal or provincial sys-

tem, is confusing enough on its own to any-
one who is involved in it without having
the overlapping federal-provincial jurisdic-

tion. The sooner that question is cleared up,
the better it will be.

I have a number of questions to ask you
on the question of parole. First, have you
calculated how much it costs your ministry
for an inmate per year? Secondly, how much
does it cost you to have an inmate on parole?

Surely, you must have those figures. You
remember George Street at the federal level

is always quoting how much it costs to keep
someone in a federal institution, and I would
like to have some idea from the minister

about that.

Hon. Mr. Apps: The cost of a person on

parole is about $1,000; on probation it is

about $500. The cost of a person within

the correctional centres or jails depends on
what type of institution he is in. The aver-

age cost in a jail is about $19 per day, and
in a correctional centre it runs around $22.

In a juvenile institution it's about $39 per

day. In a group home, with all the costs

involved, including the startup cost, it would
run to about $17, $18, $19 per day. So, it's

a lot cheaper to have them on parole, or

on probation, or in a group home for

juveniles.

Mr. Roy: Yes. And I think you will agree,

for rehabilitation purposes, that it is again
more effective if you can do it. Now, do

your parole people have jurisdiction over, for

instance, day passes or weekend passes—or is

this separate from the parole?

Hon. Mr. Apps: The parole board has

nothing to do with our temporary absence

programme at all. It's worked by a com-
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mittee within the institution which, when
an application is received, reviews the re-

quest as to the type of inmate, what he's

there for and his conduct within the institu-

tion. We check with the police and the

judge, wherever possible, to find out their

reaction to it.

If a fellow wants a temporary leave of

absence to go to work or to school, our

aftercare ofiicers check with the principal
of the school or the person for whom he is

going to work. When that information is

obtained, a decision is made as to whether
a parole may be given. It could be on com-

passionate grounds for a weekend, and the

superintendent is authorized to grant tem-

porary absence of up to five days.

If it's beyond that length of time, if he's

going out to work or to school, then the

final authorization is made by the deputy
minister. But we try to be as careful as we
can with the selection and, for the most

part, I think that our people are doing a

very good job.

As I indicated earlier, we've granted
almost 14,000 temporary absences. Less than

two per cent have had to be revoked and

only 18 of those have committed another

offence when they've been out on temporary
absence. So, we think it's a most successful

programme and we think it does a great
deal to help the inmate.

Mr. Roy: Yes, well, I would agree with
the minister that the more activity you can
have in this area, especially when your
failure rate is so low, that it should be

encouraged to continue. I think the minister

well realizes that it's also easier, at your
level, because you're dealing with the less

hardened criminal, for instance, than at the

federal level. Generally speaking, they are

dealing with people who have sentences for

two years and over, and obviously with a

more serious type of individual.

The final question I wanted to ask the

minister is this. You gave me the percentage
of success in your day and weekend passes.
Can you give me some idea here of the

success rate within your parole system?

Hon. Mr. Apps: About 75 per cent.

Mr. Roy: Seventy-five.

Vote 1402 agreed to.

On vote 1403:

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for St.

George.

Mrs. Campbell: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Stokes: Patience is a virtue.

Mrs. Campbell: Possess it if you can. I'm

having trouble.

Mr. Stokes: Seldom found in women and

never in a man.

Mrs. Campbell: Now, may we get on? I

have noticed, Mr. Chairman, as we process
the various estimates, the strong female repre-

sentation among those seniors advising the

ministers, and I say that this is no exception
in this ministry.

Perhaps this leads me into some of the

problems which I have with the ministry.

First of all, could the minister give me, Mr.

Chairman, a breakdown in these items of

the cost of probation for juvenile services?

Where is it reflected? I presume under "care,

treatment and training" but it could be any-

where, I suppose.

Hon. Mr. Apps: It's included in community
services in "juveniles—probation and aftercare

services."

Mrs. Campbell: And how much is the pro-

bation? I would like to address myself only to

that item at first.

Hon. Mr. Apps: At the present time it's

very difficult to break that down because up
until now probation services have been a

combination of adults and juveniles. It is

very difficult to determine just how much you

might allocate to the adults and how much to

the juveniles. I can't really break that figure

down for you.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I think this

reflects one of the problems which I have with

the entire galaxy of the ministry of justice. It

happens so often that we can't break these

things down, and that the child suffers by
comparison.

I would like to ask then why it is that in an

area such as Metropolitan Toronto there is

such discrimination with reference to proba-
tion services? For example, why is it that we
apparently employ only one person of Italian

origin who deals with Italian cases? If we
have a problem with a Portuguese child, why
can't we afford to have probation officers with

that language skill? The community of the

Portuguese people have to try to round up
somebody to assist with those children.

The same would be true of the Greek chil-

dren. The same would be true of Chinese chil-

dren. Could I have an explanation as to why
we are so insular in this vital service?
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Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, it cer-

tainly isn't because of the cost. We have

probation o£Bcers whose job it is to look

after people within the juvenile family
courts of Metropolitan Toronto. It may be

that we don't have those people.

I can't give you the answer as to why,
other than the fact that perhaps we haven't

had any applications for probation officers.

Perhaps we should go and actively try and
recruit them. But it isn't a question of cost,

because we do have those probation officers.

There is no reason, as far as I can see,

why we shouldn't be able to have someone
who can speak the language—particularly
Italian, as I understand it—because there are

quite a number of those youngsters coming
in who can communicate and get the in-

formation that is necessary for a judge to

make a competent decision.

So that may be one of the lacks that we
have. I'll certainly have a look at that and
see if we can't do something about it.

Mrs. Campbell: Thank you. Mr. Chairman,
I would suggest that the minister might
check back through the records because I'm

advised that the Portuguese community has

repeatedly asked for this service and has

been advised that there is a lack of funds

for this purpose. If that is the case, I should

like very much to have it corrected. I would
also ask that it be looked at for other groups
in the community. I think the minister would

agree that the probation service with a child

is very often a bridge between the adult and
the child in understanding the community
and then having the family understand the

problem of the child and vice versa. Would
that be so, Mr. Minister?

Hon. Mr. Apps: I agree with you entirely.

I can't see any reason why we shouldn't have
those people available who can converse in

a particular person's language. I don't know
whether this has happened since we have
assumed control of probation or not, or

whether it may be applied to the juvenile

metropolitan court as such rather than to

the probation staff. But I'll be very pleased to

look into it and will certainly take steps to

remedy that.

Mrs. Campbell: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Now, could I have some idea as to how
Oakville is functioning? Do we now have it

staffed with adequate staff in the psychiatric
areas? Could I know that now we are into an
era when we have an actual assessment pro-

gramme going which has significance in the

community? Could I understand how many
children are in there at the present time, and
what your record of accomplishment in that
area would be?

Hon. Mr. Apps: As of May 21 in Oakville
we have 61 boys and 43 girls. One thing that

I am sure will be of interest to the member
for St. George is the large number of girls in

relationship to boys that we are now getting
into the training school system. Three or four

years ago the ratio was about 2^ to 1—

Mrs. Campbell: One to five was the last I

heard.

Hon. Mr. Apps: —and now it is 1.8 to 1.

This is causing us considerable concern be-
cause it is certainly a definite trend. The boys
are staying pretty much the same and the girls

are rising.

Oakville I think is functioning very well.

Many children are being assessed. Some of

them now are going directly to group homes.
Others are being sent to the various training
schools. What is most encouraging is that

when they go they take with them a complete
assessment that has been made at Oakville so

the superintendent in the institution in which

they are has full knowledge of the problems
that may be presented by this particular boy
or girl. I think it is working very well.

Mrs. Campbell: That is encouraging, Mr.
Chairman. I would like to know whether any
policy has now been established—whether

through Oakville and the new trend there, or

with the old training schools to which the

child may go—about this question of earning
the right to return home for vacation or for

such purposes. I recall to the minister the

fact that in the month of December, when
we have the Santa Claus syndrome about, it is

often very difficult for a judge to come to the

conclusion that a child really ought to be in

a training school. It is even more abysmally
awful when the child is sent down to one of

the places on Dec. 21 and is back using most

appropriate gestures, having been let out the

next day. I would like to know what the situ-

ation is.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Young people are being
allowed to go home all the time—at Christmas

time particularly.

Mrs. Campbell: Pardon?

Hon. Mr. Apps: I say young people in

training schools are being allowed to go home
all the time, particularly at Christmas and

holidays. I understand that at Christmastime,
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up to 80 per cent of the youngsters are al-

lowed to go home or are allowed to go out

into a family within the community for Christ-

mas. This is a very common occurrence in

that regard.

Mrs. Campbell: I think, Mr. Chairman, the

minister missed my point. I am aware of the

fact that many children go home, and one

would want them to. However, I would draw
to the attention of the minister some cases

when a judge who has dealt perhaps with an

armed robbery situation involving a 15-year-

old, and feels that a training school is appro-

priate. Does he realize that there are those

occasions when a child, as a result of such a

finding, may be sent on Dec. 21 to a training
school and is out in the community on Dec.

22 because of Christmas?

I would like to know whether there is any
kind of thought or concern either for that

child or for those children who have been in

the institutions and feel that they have earned

the right to go home?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Are you speaking of one

particular instance that happened last year?

Mrs. Campbell: I'm speaking of a series of

them that happened last December.

Hon. Mr. Apps: I'm advised that this is

not going to happen again. I think you can
rest assured that if we had that problem last

December we will be rectifying it and mak-

ing sure it doesn't happen again.

Mrs. Campbell: Thank you. Following
that, I would like to know about the mem-
bers of the Training Schools Advisory Board.
I understand that there are five members of

this board. What is their status? Are they
full-time employees of the ministry?

Hon. Mr. Apps: There are five members.

They are not full-time employees. They
work on a per diem rate. There are three

men and two women.

Mr. Lewis: Naturally. Why should any
one of you break the pattern?

Mrs. Campbell: Well, that's a better bat-

ting average than most.

Hon. Mr. Apps: That is a better relation-

ship.

Mr. Lewis: I'm glad you appreciate that

the tokenism is not so apparent.

Hon. Mr. Apps: They are doing a very
excellent job.

Mr. Lewis: I'm delighted to hear they are

doing a good job.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mrs. Campbell: When you boys get

through, can I get into this situation?

Mr. Lewis: By all means.

Mrs. Campbell: Seriously, Mr. Chairman,
I should like to know what they do on this

part-time basis. I should like to know what
the per diem rate is, and I really want to

know how often they meet. I understand you
said once a month. I'd like to know the cost

for the year of these services.

Hon. Mr. Apps: The job of the Training
Schools Advisory Board, first of all, is to

inspect every institution at least twice a

year. They make reports directly to me as

to the conditions as they see them in the

training schools. Then, when these reports
come in we go over them with the executive

director of training schools, who then goes
over them with the Training Schools Ad-

visory Board.

I can assure you that there are very, very

good reports. They say what they think.

Sometimes they are right; sometimes their

information isn't exactly right. But they make
a very valuable contribution, because it is

very good to have someone outside the de-

partment with really no connection with the

department go and see these training schools

from an outsider's view and tell us what he
thinks of them.

They also review all wards to determine
whether they are now ready for their ward-

ship to be terminated. If so, they advise the

minister, and the minister arranges for the

termination of the wards. They are a pretty

hardworking group. I haven't got the exact

number of days, but they work at least one

day every week and sometimes two days a

week. Most of the time it is closer to two,

plus the inspections they are doing around
the province.

Mrs. Campbell: And the per diem rate?

Hon. Mr. Apps: The per diem rate is $85
a day for the members and $110 for the

chairman. These rates are set in relationship
to directives from the Management Board.

Mrs. Campbell: Could I know who the

chairman is?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Lowes.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, no. Come onl
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Mrs. Campbell: Barry Lowes?

Mr. Lewis: No, not really?

Mr. Deans: The same one who was ap-

pointed to the Provincial Committee on
Metro Toronto School Government?

Mrs. Campbell: Do I take it he is to con-

tinue in this capacity with his new appoint-
ment?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Lowes has been
chairman for three years. He wiU continue

to do it. As long as he does a good job, as

far as we're concerned I see no reason to

terminate that.

Mr. Deans: How is he going to do the

two jobs?

Hon. Mr. Apps: I questioned that, as a mat-
ter of fact, to make sure that it would not

interfere with the work that he is doing with

our committee.

Mr. Deans: Are you so short of people
that you have to appoint the same person to

both committees?

Hon. Mr. Apps: He's been our chairman
for three years.

Mr. Deans: What about the rest of the

government?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Apparently he is a very

competent person. He is a very competent
person as far as we are concerned.

Mr. Lewis: And the denturists.

Mr. Chairman: Order. The member for St.

George has the floor.

Mrs. Campbell: Well, I am interested. It

begins to give one a little courage that per-

haps, indeed, we do have a dearth of per-
sonnel available for these positions if one
man has to hold so many jobs with the gov-
ernment by appointment.

Mr. Lewis: Makes one think about the per
diems.

Mr. Deans: He makes about $1,000 a day
just from the committees.

Mrs. Campbell: Could I know now, Mr.

Chairman, the minister does know that I

have discussed this matter with him in the

past—can he tell me now, particularly, in

view of the increased ratio between the male
and female juvenile offenders—whether we are

approaching a stage when we are no longer

dealing with these children on a quantitative

analysis comparison? Where are we having
facilities for girls on the basis of whatever
ratio it is, and recognizing the very real

problem that these girls have, as opposed, for

the most part, to boys in the community?

Hon. Mr. Apps: No. I think, Mr. Chair-

man, that the facilities for girls are excellent.

The school at Lindsay, I think, is one of the

best ones that we have for both boys and

girls throughout the province. The school at

Gait, although it has been overcrowded, has

been relieved of assessment duties with the

opening of the assessment centre in Oakville.

We have, as you know, co-educational

facilities at Oakville; we are planning to have
the same sort in Cecil Facer School in Sud-

bury, so that we can keep girls from there

in that part of the country. It could be that

we will also have co-educational facilities at

Brookside in Cobourg, so girls from the

eastern section of Ontario can be kept in that

particular area.

I think the hon. member for St. George can

rest assured that we are assuming responsi-

bility for the care of the girls as well as

the boys.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I don't

wish to labour the point, but, really, what I

was thinking of was the group home situation

rather than that of the training school. But

I am glad to hear about the co-educational

programme, because now I am assured that

girls are getting the degree of care which

they need. I am concerned about the group
home situation, particularly since we were

developing one group home for girls to five

for boys, and we no longer are doing that, I

take it. We are giving the sophisticated kind

of care to girls who seem to be very much
more badly damaged—is this now your ex-

perience?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Of the 13 group homes we
have operating, one of which we have just

opened in Thunder Bay, there are nine for

boys, one co-ed and three for girls, so it is

about a three-to-one ratio at the present
time. The next two to open will be for girls.

Mr. Lewis: Say that again, please.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Of the 13 that we now
have in operation, there are nine for boys,
one co-educational, three for girls, and the

next two that are planned for opening are for

girls, so shortly we hope to have a nine, five

and one ratio.
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Mrs. Campbell: I am glad it is coming. It

seems to have been a little delayed. In con-

nection with the—

Hon. Mr. Apps: One point I would like

to make-

Mrs. Campbell: Would you cover the

DARE programme for girls at the same time,
so we don't have to keep bobbing up and
down like puppets on a string?

Hon. Mr. Apps: One of the problems we
have with group homes and that we are

overcoming is that it takes a while to con-
vince people in the neighbourhood that they
have nothing to fear from these youngsters.
It sometimes takes a little bit longer than we
hoped to get these homes in operation be-
cause we have to overcome opposition in

certain areas.

I was delighted the other day, actually, to

see a letter that had been written by a lady
who had originally signed a petition against
the group home. When she found out what
it was all about, she dissociated herself from
the petition right away and was going to try
and get other people she knew to do the

same.

I think it's important that the people living
where these homes are going to be put realize

that the girls and boys are not dangerous
kids; you'd never know the difference half

the time between a person in a group home
or a person in a normal school, but this is a

problem that we have. We think we are over-

coming it, and we hope that people will

accept these youngsters.

In the DARE programme, we have two in

operation, one at Portage Lake, one at Wen-
digo Lake. We're actually thinking very

seriously of making the one at Wendigo Lake
for girls. We'll have to provide a little bit

different programme for it, but we think there

is certainly room for it. We are also looking
into the possibility of running that type of a

camp for Indian kids up in northwestern

Ontario; rather than bringing them into a

training school, try to keep them in sort of a

camp setting like Wendigo where they'd be
much more at home than they would be in

any of our training schools.

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): I know where
you can get the facility.

Mrs. Campbell: I am glad. The minister,
Mr. Chairman, will recall that I wrote to him

asking for this programme for girls, I believe,
now two years ago. I was assured at that

time that it was going to come into effect;

I just don't want to be pushing the daisies

when it does, Mr. Chairman.

Hon. Mr. Apps: We will invite you up to

look at it.

Mrs. Campbell: Thank you. In the matter of

the group home programme, I would like to

know something about Mr. Nuttall's expe-
rience as the group home programme co-

ordinator. I recognize the greatness of the

profession of a librarian, but it does concern
me somewhat that this function would be car-

ried on by someone with that experience. I

would also like to know what Mr. Hackl is do-

ing by way of being a consultant, what sort

of consultant work he does and how much he
is paid for it. It seems to me that it is impor-
tant that persons dealing with children should
have a very real understanding of them, par-

ticularly in the group home situation.

Before I sit down, perhaps the minister

could deal with the matter of the philosophy
at the present time of the detention home. Has
there been any more of a move toward build-

ing in the help centre orientation to that pro-

gramme, rather than continuing a detention

home which of itself is being used for so

many purposes, some of which really are un-

related to others?

Lastly, I would like to know if there has

been a discussion about the treatment of

children who are placed in institutions under
the section 8 type of programme rather than

the juvenile court programme per se; whether
there is anything in the offing for those chil-

dren, or whether they will continue to come
into the correctional programme at a very

young age, in some cases, compared with

what would happen to them if they were
found to be delinquent in the courts.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, starting

first of all with Mr. Nuttall, the head of our

group home programme, Mr. Nuttall is doing
an excellent job. He is a good administrator;

he is working well; he has two social workers

with him as assistants.

Just to give you an example of the kind of

person that he is, a while ago we had a

youngster sent to the training school, eight

years old. The kid was scared to death, and
Mr. Nuttall went and got him; he took him

home; the youngster had dinner at his place;
he stayed overnight, and the following day
he took him to a group home in the Minden
area, and the youngster settled in very, very
well. So, I don't think you have any fears at

all as far as Mr. Nuttall is concerned. I think

he is doing—
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Mr. Lewis: You might think a little about

the judge who assigned an eight-year-old boy
to a training school.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Well, this is probably more
to the point.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Hackl is not working
with the department at all in any capacity
now. I think he served this ministry very well

over the years, and has retired on a disability

pension.

Detention homes are the responsibility of

the Attorney General and we have little or

no control over what happens in a detention

home—other than we are interested.

Mrs. Campbell: Yes. Well you should be.

Hon. Mr. Apps: If you can get more judges
like Judge Thompson in Kingston and the

interest he has shown with youngsters as far

as observation homes or detention homes, as

you may call them, then that's a pretty good
indication of how to go about it—particularly
in areas where you don't have the facilities

that you might have in Metro Toronto.

We get many youngsters sent to our train-

ing schools under section 8. We accept them.
The very young ones go to White Oaks,
which we feel probably gives a better pro-
gramme than they can get anywhere else in

this province. It may be a sad comment on
our social facilities that you have to send a

youngster of nine, 10 or 11 into a training

school, but we get them. We have de-

veloped White Oaks. It's really a glorified

group home down there—sort of all to-

gether—and we are endeavouring to do a

job. I think we are doing a better job than
could be done in any other facility in the

province.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I can agree
with the minister on the matter of White
Oaks. I was just wondering whether there
had been any real discussion about one point.
It seems to me so grossly inappropriate that
a child should be sent to a training school
under section 8 at an age when he certainly
could not be sent if he were going through
the juvenile delinquency route. Has there
been any discussion within the Justice galaxy
on this question?

Hon. Mr. Apps: No, Mr. Chairman. We are
still in a state of limbo here, because the
federal government have indicated that they
are going to reintroduce their bill very
shortly. Hopefully when that is done we may

be able to make some adjustments, I don't

know.

Mrs. Campbell: Thank you.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Hamilton Mountain.

Mr. J. R. Smith (Hamilton Mountain): Mr.

Chairman, I would like to bring to the min-
ister's attention that the very splendid facil-

ities that are now open at the Oakville As-
sessment Centre-

Mrs. Campbell: Where were you when I

was talking?

Mr. J. R. Smith: —are bringing forth a very
good rapport in the professional field, par-

ticularly among teachers. I'd like to ask,

though, that he personally intervene in the
matter involving the need for a fence around
this property.

Many of the youngsters there are sent

there for up to one month's duration for as-

sessment. Although it is sort of a restricted

area, when the property was landscaped, trees

and shrubbery were planted around the per-
ipheral boundary of the property but no play
area, other than that in the centre quad-
rangle, was made available.

It has been suggested by many people
that it might be very beneficial to the young-
sters if they were allowed to get out and
play some football or baseball in the fresh

air—kick a ball around or have a good fight
between themselves or just play as natural

children like to and do. There is a definite

need for this.

Undoubtedly there might have been some
reservations from people in the neighbour-
hood about having these children out during
the day, but I'm certain that, as you have
mentioned here this evening, when similar

type facilities are opened near a residential

neighbourhood the community soon accepts
them and indeed becomes involved with
them.

I understand that many people in this

neighbourhood of the Oakville Assessment
Centre already are doing exactly this. They
are getting involved in volunteer programmes
and taking an interest in the youngsters that

are sent to that assessment centre. But there
is a real need for a properly fenced games
area adjacent to the property.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, we have

already got that in view and we are planning
to put that in our capital expenditure pro-
jects for next year. In the meantime we are

providing certain types of recreation facili-
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ties within the quadrangle. It's a very valid

point as a matter of fact and we are going
to have a look at it.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Ot-

tawa Centre.

Mr. Roy: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I

would like to talk about the probation of-

ficers. If I might just mention it, I think

they're doing a very worthwhile job. In an-

swer to an earlier question, the minister

mentioned that it costs $500 a year to have
someone on probation. I suppose that appHes
to juveniles as well?

Mr. Lawlor: That's the last vote, Mr.
Chairman. Take a look at the middle vote

of the last one. It has to do with parole and

probation.

Mr. Roy: What's the problem? What's

troubling the member for Lakeshore?

Mr. Deans: You are on the wrong vote.

Mr. Roy: Well, we're talking about the

rehabilitation of juveniles. We can talk about

community services. Are we on number one?
Do we not discuss the three items at the

same time?

Hon. Mr. Apps: You're right on. It is a

combination of the one. Go ahead.

Mr. Roy: As usual the NDP is confused.

You should come around here once in a
while and find out what is going on.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. If you have

any questions address them to the minister.

Mr. Deans: You are the only member I

know who missed his spot in the Throne
debate because you weren't here to carry
on.

Mr. Roy: In any event, Mr. Chairman, it

woke up Mr. Lawlor. It woke you, up, no

kidding. You're really on the ball. Mr. Chair-

man, in relation to probation oflBcers, I notice

that the total amount spent for community
services is, what I call, too small a percent-
age for the total budget. For instance, you've
got $4,383,000 out of a total allocation of

$26 million and the same part applies, for

instance, on vote 1402 where, for community
services, you had $6 milhon spent on $52
milhon total allocation.

Considering that probation services is such
an effective programme, that you can cover
so many more individuals by having them out
on probation—and it's been my experience in

discussions with probation oflBcers in the

Ottawa area that I think there is very little

question that these probation officers have far

too many people serving probation to deal

with. They have too many people at one time.

I don't think they can give the attention to

any one individual which is really necessary.

I seriously question payment to these in-

dividuals, as well, considering that they are

rendering such a worthwhile service to the

community. Of course your most effective

method of prohibiting crime is rehabilitation,

and your most effective rehabilitation is the

probation area. I would think that there could

be more accentuation on this.

First of all, I think probation officers are

underpaid. Secondly, I think they have too

many people to deal with at one time. And
thirdly, very often when it comes to the ques-
tion of sentencing in the courts, because they
are overworked, or they do not have suffi-

cient time, undue delays are caused by un-

prepared probation reports.

I would suggest to the minister that the

goal of his ministry should be to enhance the

role of the probation officer; to have more

probation officers; to have more people who
are qualified and, obviously, to get more

people who are qualffied, the minister is go-

ing to have to pay them better and not assign
too many individuals per probation officer. It's

been my personal experience in speaking with

probation officers, who are most dedicated,
that they have far too many people to deal

with at one time.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, as the hon.

member knows, we really have no control

over the number of people put on probation.
We have to let the judge determine whether

the person is put on probation and then we
look after them.

This year we have provided for 16 addi-

tional probation officers, some for adults and
some for juveniles. I think that I would agree
with the hon. member that we could use

more of them. We don't have any trouble

finding them, if we have the money available

to hire them. I think their salaries, in relation

to those of social workers and so forth, are

fairly competitive. It isn't the salary restric-

tion, it's the overall amount of money we have
available that prevents us from hiring more.
We're trying.

One problem, too, of course, is pre-sentence

reports. The more of those they have to make

out, the less time they have to look after the

persons on probation.

We have endeavoured to encourage the re-

cruitment of volunteer probation officers. We
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have a number of them in Toronto and we
have some in Kitchener and Ottawa. We have
also some starting in Kingston. And we feel

that in this way we are trying to take up the

slack in attempting to get a one-to-one rela-

tionship with the volunteer, under the training
and direction of a full-time probation oflBcer.

We endeavoured to get more probation oflB-

cers this year. We weren't able to do it. Hope-
fully, we will be able to get additional men
next year. We were able to get some this

year. We are trying to enlist the support of

volunteer probation officers and hopefully we
will have enough to do the job. The pre-
sentence report is really the equivalent of

really five cases. So you can see that a pro-
bation officer who has a lot of pre-sentence

reports is worked pretty hard. And we realize

that. We are trying to rectify it.

Mr. Roy: Are you saying that your budget
does not permit you to hire any more proba-
tion oflBcers?

Hon. Mr. Apps: It's the number of people
working for the department which has been

very strictly controlled. So we are not in the

position to take on that many more people.
As I say we got 16 additional probation
oflBcers this year. We asked for more, but we
got 16. Hopefully next year we will get more.

But failing that, we are trying to encourage
the development of volunteer probation offi-

cers through our conmiunity programmes
branch so that we can take up the slack in

the number of full-time probation officers.

This has worked out very well. And we are

very much indebted to the volunteers who,
I think, are doing a very good job.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): The
member for Chatham-Kent (Mr. McKeough)
put those personnel ceilings on.

Mr. Roy: Obviously your volunteer proba-
tion officers are not in a position to prepare
probation reports or to make inquiries about
a person's background. All they do is get
involved with one particular individual. Your
volunteers are usually involved with how
many people on probation? How many cases

do your volunteers take at one time?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Volunteers are on a 1:1

relationship.

Mr. Roy: Just on a 1:1. So I think you
can appreciate that you would need quite a
few volunteers at times to take up the slack.

I quite appreciate that you have no control

over who goes on probation. Obviously that's

the decision of the courts. But I would think

that in a department such as yours, especially
when you are working in conjunction with
what is a poHcy field of Justice, you are in a

position to make some prediction on how
many people will be, or how many people
you expect will be placed on probation, be-

cause that is a very serious problem.

When you talk about restrictions in getting

probation people perhaps this should be your
priority. Perhaps cuts should be made in other

areas and your probation officers should get

higher priority.

You know I was talking about the question
of pre-sentence reports. Very often it is not

only a question of getting them late. Often
the probation officer is in a situation where,
because of limitations on time, the probation

report becomes somewhat of a routine matter.

He is not able to make a full investigation
of the accused's background. And it is most

important, especially when you are dealing
with juveniles, that the full probation report
be obtained prior to sentencing.

This also is important in the adult section.

But in my experience the probation officer is

somewhat of a perplexed individual who has

too many cases. He is being forced to prepare

probation reports and to ask the court to

postpone or to adjourn sentences for quite a

period of time when this should be the area

where we accelerate the process. This should

be our first priority because of the success

of probation and because of the cost. Even
the question of cost is very important in this

area.

When the minister states: "Well we can't

say how many people are going to be placed
on probation," then I argue that that is why
they set up a policy field—so that you can

co-ordinate what is coming out of Justice. I

know you don't control how many people go
into court—

Hon. Mr. Apps: Nobody controls the

judges.

Mr. Roy: But you should be able to form

some idea that for a given year you will get
a certain increase, or you will get a certain

decrease. Surely you should be in a position
to make some prediction.

Hon. Mr. Apps: I think that's the case. We
do. And then we make our requests in relation

to that. I think the number on probation has

gone up faster than the equivalent number
of probation officers that we have been able

to obtain. This has been very clearly put be-

fore the Management Board and as I say we
have been successful in getting some this year;
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we hope to get some more next year; we

hope the volunteers will help us bridge the

gap for the time being.

I call your attention to the March edition

of a news letter which outlines the volunteer

probation people who are working in the

various areas throughout the province.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: What did you think of Michael

Valpy's articles?

Hon. Mr. Apps: I thought they were very
objective and very good. As a matter of fact

I appreciated the articles that he wrote.

Mr. Lewis: How many kids go to training
schools under section 8, as distinct from de-

linquents?

Hon. Mr. Apps: In 1972-1973, section 8,

254—these are boys; 633 under section 9.

Girls are just the opposite—365 under sec-

tion 8; 115 under section 9.

Back in 1968 it was 306 boys under sec-

tion 8; 558 under section 9. Girls, 261 under
section 8; 94 under section 9.

In 1968-1969 it was 328 and 633; in

1970-1971, 308 and 707. In 1971-1972, 306
and 47; 1972-1973, 254 and 633.

There are more boys under section 9 and
more girls under section 8.

Mr. Lewis: But that pattern has been

fairly constant, is that so; the pattern of boys
and girls under the two section?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Almost dead on.

Mr. Lewis: Almost dead on in a fairly
continuous pattern? Isn't that interesting?

Hon. Mr. Apps: That is correct; some-
times more than half and sometimes under a

half.

Mr. Lewis: Right. I must admit I hadn't

realized we were still sending so many kids

under section 8 to training schools. I gather
in 1972-1973 about three-to-one on the girl's

side to training school.

Hon. Mr. Apps: It was 365 to 115; about
three-to-one.

Mr. Lewis: About three-to-one, yes.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Section 8 shows 264 and
633, about 40 per cent.

Mr. Lewis: Can you tell me of those 500
to 600 kids who have gone to training schools

under section 8, how many of them would
have been sent to White Oaks or to your
group home programme?

Hon. Mr. Apps: I don't have that par-
ticular figure here; but I can get that for you.

Mr. Lewis: I would truly be interested in

knowing it. It means still—picking up from a

comment made by the member for St. George
—it means still that the great preponderance
of those who come through the juvenile court

under section 8 are being assigned to training
schools of one kind or another.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Once they come under
section 8 that is the only place they have got
to go.

Mr. Lewis: Right, but there is a variation

in your programme; a pretty important vari-

ation between the White Oaks' atmosphere
or environment and your group home, versus

the more traditional training school environ-

ment.

You would not want those of us in the

New Democratic Party to allow this vote to

pass without telling you yet again—and one

year we will be successful if we have the

opportunity to mount the kind of attack

which we would like to mount—that it is

wrong socially, morally and in every other

way, to continue to bring these kids under
that section before a court.

It is as wrong to continue to send those

kids to a traditional training school, no mat-
ter how much you dress it up with psycho-

logical referrals and therapeutic reinforce-

ments and all the modem paraphernalia and

gobbledygook we indulge in, in order to try
to justify or to defend a system which is

essentially punitive by the very ministry in

which it resides.

I know you feel very irritated about that.

I know you have had a vast change in view
since your immature youth about the way
you view training schools. Now that you are

minister, they can do no wrong. But I want

you to know that not all of us have under-

gone that metamorphosis. Some of us still

believe that training schools are inherently

wrong as a place of disposition for kids under
section 8. Some of us are so heretical that we
even think they are wrong under section 9,

but I won't bedevil the argument with that.

Under section 8 where you are dealing

essentially with disturbed children, not de-

linquent children—if that distinction makes
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any sense, and it probably doesn't but I'll

use it for the purposes of argument—then it

is basically wrong to put them before a cx)uit

at all and to send them to a training school.

Let me ask you something. Whatever hap-

pened to all the enlightened inclination to

set up a panel of sensitive people, skilled or

knowledgeable in the field generally, to deal

with kids who come before the courts for

violations of section 8 and to take it out of

the judicial system, as it were, and to use the

Scottish system or to use some of the Scan-

dinavian models or to use all those things
which I can remember the head of the

juvenile court at Metropolitan Toronto at the

time, recommending—what was his name?

Judge Moore it may have been—and which

many of your judges recommended to you
and said, "Why do we continue to have
these kids paraded before us through the

courts?"

Why can't you set up a panel of people
who can handle it without entrapping the

kid and prejudicing the whole system? I

think you once embraced that view yourself.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, regardless
of who makes the decisions of what to do
with the youngsters, if you don't have the

facilities within the community, then some-

thing has to be done. If a youngster has

problems and all the community facilities have
been exhausted—and I take it that when

judges sentence someone to our institutions

under section 8 they have looked at the

field to determine whether there is any other

place whereby they might send this child

and have found none—they send them to a

training school under section 8. Regardless
of who does that, whether it is a panel or

whether it is a judge or whoever it is, if

those facilities in the community aren't there,
then the training school is the only alternative

that they have.

I don't like the idea of an 8- or 9- or 10-

year-old youngster having to go to a training
school. Most of those go to White Oaks
where we try to eliminate the training school

atmosphere as much as possible. As I say,
there is a number of group homes together
there and it's generally considered, I believe,
that that is the best available type of treat-

ment for these youngsters.

We have, I guess, upwards of 100 young-
sters in various other types of institutions in

the province which have special facilities and
which provide special needs. iVe got a list

of these here somewhere and 111 be glad to

let you have them. We have developed the

group homes specifically to try to help these

youngsters, as well as some others whom we
don't think should be in a training school.

You might say we are not doing it fast

enough. That may be the case. Massachusetts

did it. Now they are looking for institutions

to hold some of their more obstreperous kids.

Some of them are in jail because they don't

have those institutions. So the group homes I

think fulfil a very good function for young-
sters. It isn't the whole solution. The point

I'm trying to make is that at the present time

anyway we are really the only alternative the

judge or a panel or whoever it may be has in

the fact of the fact that he can t find facilities

in the community.

I don't know what else I can say. We are

endeavouring to provide them with a good

type of training there. I think that we are

being fairly successful. Our group home pro-

gramme I think will be of great help. Until

the community is able to provide something

better, then I guess we are going to have to

look after them.

Mr. Lewis: I must say that we are with

you on your group home programme a thou-

sand per cent. I think you probably know that.

Anything you can do to humanize training

centres or to refashion them along White

Oaks lines, no one would resist for a moment.

Some important things have happened within

the Ministry of Correctional Services in the

last two, three and four years and they are

properly respected.

You are an intelligent minister with a very

good civil service and you must know that

there is a certain logical inconsistency in what

you are saying. As long as you sustain the

court model for children of 8, 9, 10, 11 and

12 years, who come to the court through
section 8, as long as you have the court and

the judge and all the trappings of the legal

process, then whether you want it or not,

consciously or unconsciously, you are rein-

forcing a training school disposition for those

kids.

Courts mean punishment, courts mean in-

carceration, courts mean institutions, not in

the best sense, but in the worst sense. The
moment you change the process of judging
these kids from that of a relatively formal

courtroom, often with an adversary system,
to that of a responsive panel of people who
respond to kids in a very sensitive and
human way, immediately you will have an

efiFect on the kind of institutions to which they
are sent, because everybody will understand

that there has been a significant change at

the top, a tremendous change in attitude.
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Similarly, whenever you say to me that the

judges understand that the training schools

are the only alternative, it's a self-justifying

prophecy. We keep the training schools there,

they have X number of places, they are avail-

able under sections 8 or 9; therefore, they
become the only alternatives that the judge
has.

Hon. Mr. Apps: They shouldn't be.

Mr. Lewis: Well, of course, they shouldn't

be, but the mere fact that they exist makes
them that. The mere fact that they exist

makes it possible for a lot of judges to turn to

them. Let me tell you something. I don't

know who this judge was who sent an eight-

year-old to a training school, but he or she

ought to have his or her head examined. Arbi-

trarily, I would say that. I'll tell you some-

thing else. I have been a little out of touch

recently, but I know enough about various

therapeutic models in Ontario to tell you that

there are better places than training schools

for an eight-year-old. Without knowing a

thing about the case, I'll tell you that. I just

can't believe it.

All you are saying to me is that, because
some judges who don't understand human
behaviour adequately, have a training school

to which to send a child, they use it. I am
saying to you, don't give them that opportun-
ity. If you can't persuade some of your col-

leagues to give the kind of support that would
have a variety of therapeutic centres available

for kids who normally come under section 8,

then you dismantle your training schools in

your system and set the road for them.

Maybe you can't get cabinet support for

that, although I am sure it's the inclination

of your senior stafF and you yourself. Surely,
that must be the inclination. It just doesn't

make sense. Of course, none of us lives there,
none of us spends time there; we only visit it,

like the advisory committee.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Chairman, I would
appreciate it if you would visit the training
schools. I don't know how many of you have
visited training schools over the past three

years—very few. As a matter of fact, there
are very few members in this Legislature who
have shown any inclination whatsoever to

visit training schools.

Mr. R. Gisbom (Hamilton East): That is

what you tell us in the Legislature.

Hon. Mr. Apps: That's not the case.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, you are right.

Hon. Mr. Apps: You are welcome at any
time to go and visit a training school.

Mr. Lewis: Between Allan Grossman and

Syl Apps lies civilization. I understand that.

Hon. Mr. Apps: No, not necessarily. That
isn't necessarily so.

Mr. A. Camithers ( Durham ) : I make regu-
lar visits.

Mr. MacDonald: Don't defend it.

Hon. Mr. Apps: I have said this many
times, that we don't have anything to hide.

Mr. Lewis: I know that.

Hon. Mr. Apps: If you want to go and

you want to be objective—and I am sure you
would be—and if you feel that things are not

what they should be, let us know, and we'll

endeavour to correct it.

As far as the training schools are concerned,
we have done two things this year. We have

stopped the building of the Thunder Bay
training school and replaced it with group
homes in northern Ontario.

Mr. Lewis: I know that; that was wise.

Hon. Mr. Apps: We are eliminating another

training school — Elmcrest, in Toronto — and

hope to take up the slack in group homes
there. So we are progressing along the lines

that you are talking about. I think that is the

way to do it.

In Massachusetts when they discontinued

them altogether they ran into problems. And
they admit they've got problems. We think

we are on the right track, and we hope we'U
be able to accomplish many of the things
which you are talking about through a

gradual implementation of our group home

programme and the closing down of training
schools.

I don't think the group home programme
is the whole answer. I think we still have to

have projects like DARE and Wendigo. We
have to have medium security places Hke

Hillcrest, regardless of what we do.

Mr. Lewis: That's not section 8.

Hon. Mr. Apps: No, that's mostly under

your section 9. Is a panel better than a

judge? They have that in Scotland, but I

don't know really how well it works. Maybe
I should go and see what happens over

there and find out how successful they are.
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Mr. Lewis: No, you visit the training are going to open 24 this year. Hopefully
schools, we will visit Scotland. we'll continue from there.

Hon. Mr. Apps: The Americans take, I

believe, the opposite stand. They are more
on the side of the judge and the law where,
I guess, in Scotland they are more on the

side of the social aspect of it.

Mr. Deans: In Scotland they are more

humane, more understanding.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Maybe I will go and see

what happens over there, or send one of our

people over to see how successful it is. But I

think we are genuinely trying to eliminate

the training school atmosphere within train-

ing schools. And where possible we are, in a

planned programme, trying to reduce them in

relation to the group home concept.

Mr. Lewis: This needn't have taken very
long and it needn't be prolonged. I know
what is happening in Thunder Bay, as you
would suspect I would and I really applaud
you for it. I think that was a first-rate de-

cision and I think the alternatives are going
to prove first-rate decisions.

I think also that that kind of alternative is

available throughout the province. There isn't

a community where you couldn't introduce it

with a stroke of the pen, because your Min-
ister of Intergovernmental Affairs is capable
of passing an amendment to general legisla-
tion in the Municipal Act to say: "No town,
village, region or city has the right to pass
a bylaw which discriminates against young
children who are to be gathered together in

a group home environment for therapeutic

purposes."

Much of the flak, and much of the social

antagonism that exists can be handled by an
initiative on the part of your government,
whether it is a Children's Aid Society trying
to establish a home or whether it is the Min-
ister of Correctional Services trying to estab-

lish a home—almost anywhere in the province.

Hon. Mr. Apps: I am confident that given
the opportunity to taUc to people in the area,
which we are doing, I can, or my people
can, persuade them that a group home is not

going to be detrimental to their community.

Mr. Lewis: I agree.

Hon. Mr. Apps: I am confident of doing it.

I would much rather do that than say it is

mandatory that you do this. And I think this

is what we are doing with the 24 group
homes we are opening this year—I think we

Mr. Lewis: That is excellent. You have

approached it that way; you have spoken to

the community. I know that is often difficult,

but it doesn't really take more than five or

six months of vigorous work, knocking on
doors to explain what is involved. And it

usually does work.

The reason there needs to be an amend-
ment is that it isn't only the Ministry of

Correctional Services, with all of its apparatus
at hand, that wants to do it. There are a lot

of social agencies around the province that

don't have your kind of backup staff, which
would like to do it. They run into unthinking
discrimination from the council or the com-

munity.

That aside, if you build your group home
programme and you move in this area, you
will have tremendous support. All I am
saying to you is, don't allow the training
schools to exist as repositories for those who
have committed so-called infractions under
section 8. Better still, abandon section 8.

Better still, civilize the judicial system by
taking those children away from the juvenile
court and into a more humane and sensitized

atmosphere.

If it requires your seeing some of the

jurisdictions where it works, then by all

means do so. But what we are really saying
is that in 1973 we are still sending 400—a
little more than 400 to traditional training

school environments, for behaviour which is

essentially disturbed.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Some of those are going
into group homes.

Mr. Lewis: No, no. I am making a differ-

entiation between 400 and 550. I am saying

to you that the rest of those children are

going into group homes in White Oaks and

about 400 remain to go in traditional in-

stitutions. It is just now what you should be

permitting because it is still basically de-

structive to the children who are going there

no matter how hard you try and how deeply
committed you are to the proposition that

you are improving the environment.

You know deep down that it just isn't right.

It's just not the best situation and you have

it within your power to alter that. Well, you
are altering it, so I won't abuse you for it.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1403, the member for

Lakeshore.
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Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, to end up in

my swan song on these estimates, I shall float

out in a last gleam of light along the stream

with a wake in low ululation of some kind. I

barely can get it out because of pure physical

exhaustion. I thought the Massachusetts thing

was a very worthwhile experiment. I think it

was largely successful. As I understand it, the

missing link was precisely because they cut

off the training schools, because they found

them alienating and wretched, and they per-

haps were not as highly qualified and devel-

oped as they are in this province.

On the other hand, they found them un-

workable. Other jurisdictions in the United

States have followed the example of Massa-

chusetts. Massachusetts returned the child to

the local community, to the environment in

which that child had friends and could find

warmth and comfort and some kind of rap-

port. It didn't quite work because there are

some children who do not respond as well. If

they had the middle term of the foster home
in those communities working well, then I

think they would have the answer.

No doubt it is the thing that you will be

tending toward, to the course that, as you say

yourself in your last year's estimates in the

early part of 1972—this ministry announced
that group homes would be established that

would be an alternative and not comple-
mentary to training schools.

I don't want to finish these estimates with-

out giving a little further credence and asser-

tion to the statements of Michael Valpy and
the yeoman service he has done in this par-
ticular area. I will finish therefore with a note

that began these estimates from the member
for Riverdale (Mr. Renwick)—the business of

the truncation, the piecemeal, the fragmenta-
tion that you have worked into your system.
Listen to Valpy under that particular heading:

Consider, for example, the case last

month in southern Ontario when a 15-year-
old girl was adjudged delinquent for theft.

In committing her to a training school sys-

tem, the judge announced he was recom-

mending she be placed in a group home,
not in an institution. What the judge might
have added before the girl and her mother
left the courtroom is that his recommenda-
tion was not worth a fig. His jurisdiction

pretty well ended with committal, when the

girl became a ward of the Ministry of Cor-
rectional Services.

It goes on in that particular vein and you
yourself augmented regional detention homes
—juvenile homes—under the Attorney Gen-
eral's department.

Perhaps the best way to get at the issue is

the business of a systematic whole where a

responsibility extends. The poor devil of a

child or the poor devil of a convict is not

truncated into five different pieces of the

human anatomy to be deposited in various

geographical locations and dealt with accord-

ing to your atomizing. That would certainly

drain the blood out of the corpse, wouldn't it?

I want to read from John Turner:

In Canada and elsewhere there has been
a tendency to subdivide the criminal in

penal reform processes into tiny little areas

of activity. The legislators draft the laws.

The police forces enforce the laws. The

judges interpret and decide innocence or

guilt. The prison wardens have the respon-

sibility for custody and rehabilitation. Each
of us has his own part to play in the

system and does so as best he can and

yet, as we are apt to forget, one human

being is involved throughout, the person
who was accused and convicted. The con-

victed person travels the whole route. It is

no longer sufficient to think of criminal jus-

tice and criminal rehabilitation as a series

of connected events. We must see it as a

convicted person does, as a total system.

In this regard, time after time you are fail-

ing. That is the final thing I want to leave

with you. You must work in much closer con-

junction with the Attorney General's depart-
ment.

The position of judges, I am convinced at

this stage of the game—there are numerous
and mighty exceptions—is that they are not

really aware of what goes on in penal institu-

tions. They visit them once or twice a year
under very aseptic circumstances; just walking

through. I dont think they really get the feel

of the places. They are not sufficiently ex-

posed.

That's on one side of the fence. On your
side of the fence the truncation you should

direct through the Attorney General is a

process of court desideratum of the work of

probation. The tie-up must be far more inter-

leagued and tight than these things that we

presently possess, if you are going to really

effectuate your purpose.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1403.

Mr. Gilbertson: Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Algoma.

Mr. Gilbertson: I am not sure whether
what I want to speak about comes under
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this vote. Maybe the minister could tell me.
I want to mention a little about the prison

camp north of Thessalon, McCreights Camp.

Hon. Mr. Apps: That was vote 1402.

Mr. Lewis: Sorry, we have passed it.

Mr. Deans: You have missed it.

Mr. Gilbertson: Would the minister per-
mit a few comments?

Mr. Lewis: It is not the minister's position.

Mr. Gilbertson: Or the Chair?

Mr. Chairman: Is it out of order? I am not

sure of the circumstances.

It was vote 1402, I believe.

Mr. Roy: Oh, let him ask it.

Mr. Gilbertson: It is pretty much on the

same line.

Mr. Chairman: We dealt with the adult in-

stitutions. Perhaps the member could take it

up with the minister privately. Vote 1403.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Chair-

man, just as a matter of interest, what are

"community services—juveniles"? What con-

stitutes that programme?

Hon. Mr. Apps: It's probation and after-

care that we have been talking about.

Mr. Gaunt: Oh, I see.

Mr. Lewis: Does that have anything to do
with the judges in the juvenile and family
court?

Hon. Mr. Apps: No.

Mr. Lewis: Nothing at all?

Hon. Mr. Apps: No.

Mr. Lewis: Do you worry about them at

all?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Do I worry about the

judges? I'm so busy worrying about the de-

partment, I haven't worried too much about
the judges,

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1403.

Mr. Lewis: Just a second, Mr. Chairman,
can I ask the minister to do a litde worrying
about the judges? Perhaps, just as we are

discussing—

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. That's really

nothing to do with this vote.

Mr. Lawlor: Sure it has, the same person
is speaking.

Mr. Gaunt: Sure it has.

Mr. Lewis: Well, we have been discussing
what the judges do throughout this vote.

After all, the ministry wouldn't exist if the

judges didn't exist, and God forbid that the

ministry should evaporate. I just wanted to

mention in passing—and I don't think it's

legitimate to use names—that I have had
some really disconcerting meetings with rep-
resentatives of social agencies who called me
in and privately expressed their acute dismay
with the way some of the judges handle

juveniles, particularly in Metropolitan To-
ronto.

There were some very important excep-
tions, I may say, to the one or two or three

who were mentioned, and I think you proba-
bly know them. I just wondered whether you
might not talk to your colleagues about that.

There is some considerable agitation in some
of the agencies about judges who aren't quite
as responsive to the kids who are before them
as one would hope.

Maybe they should learn a little more from

you about the agencies to which the children

or youngsters are ultimately sent and how
the system works. There is a most extraordin-

ary story. As a matter of fact, one or two

hair-raising tales were related to me that I

could hardly credit, except they came from

very eminent social agencies. When I went
to the area directors and beyond the staff,

they confirmed it.

Who is that excellent fellow who is now
a judge who worked his way up in Metro-

politan Toronto?

Mr. Gaunt: I was just going to ask if Bill

Little was still a judge?

Mr. Lewis: No, not Bill Little.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Lewis: He is excellent, too, but who is

the detached worker?

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Jim Felstiner.

Mr. Lewis: Yes. Judges like Jim Felstiner

and Margaret Campbell were seen as very
excellent indeed.

Mr. Chairman: Are you talking about vote

1403?

Mr. Lewis: Yes, I am right on the vote.
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Mr. Chairman: All right. Go ahead.

Mr. Lewis: There were some reservations

about others as you can guess. I appeal to you
to think about it a bit.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1403.

Vote 1403 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: This completes the study of

the estimates of the Ministry of Correctional

Services and also the estimates of the whole

Justice policy field.

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): I am
going to change portfolios.

Mr. Lewis: No, actually if you had this

portfolio, we would be on it for a month.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF
AGRICULTURE AND FOOD

Mr. Chairman: Does the minister have a

statement?

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): Mr. Chairman, I welcome the

opportunity to present these estimates to the

Legislature through your chair, sir.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Would
you like a little more time?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: No, I don't think I will

use all these notes before me just at the

moment. I am inclined to think, Mr. Chair-

man, that with the buoyancy of the agricul-

tural community, as it is today, that perhaps
the members of the Legislature would grant

approval to these estimates almost immedi-

ately.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Now, that is

optimism.

Mr. MacDonald: As a matter of fact, I

never thought of you as being a dreamer.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I have always felt opti-

mistically about the agricultural community,
Mr. Chairman, for as long as I can remember,
and have always said that there would come a

time when the farmer would really come into

his own because of the need for food pro-
duction. That time, in my humble opinion, has

arrived. It may well be that the weather had

something to do with the need for food in

parts of the world that are not adjacent to

this great Province of Ontario. It may be that

the time has come a little earlier because of

the weather; but I am firmly convinced that

the time is here.

When I see the things that have happened
over the last year and the general acceptance
that seems to characterize communities to-

day—from one end of the province to the

other—the increased importance of the farmer
and the use of agricultural land and the

preservation of agricultural land for the pro-
duction of food, I can't help but feel that,

at long last, the farmer is going to be the

person in the community that I have always
felt he should be. And that is a person who
will be paid for his services and for the labour
and interest on investment that he puts into

the job of producing food.

The estimates of our ministry are based on
the service that our ministry provides to the

agricultural community, and while it may be
there are areas that we would like to see en-

larged, there are other areas that we feel we
are bringing into these estimates that will

serve extremely well in the interests of the

farm community.

As all of you are aware, we have instituted

a programme in this last year, through Prof.

Richards, of taking a look at the service that

we provide to the agricultural communities

throughout Ontario. A series of public meet-

ings has been held across Ontario where
individuals and organizations have had the

opportunity to present their viewpoints on
the service and the function of our ministry.
I am quite sure comments have been made
to Prof. Richards. I have not seen all of the

briefs. In fact, I have seen very few.

Some of the groups that have presented
themselves before this committee, and it really
was a one-man committee, have been thought-
ful enough to send copies of their presenta-
tions along to me. I appreciate this; but I

don't suppose I have had more than two or

three. The purpose behind it all was to de-

termine whether or not in this year, 1973, and
in the future—with the modem trends in

farming that are taking place and the tech-

nology changing abundantly all around us—
whether or not our ministry provides the kind

of service that meets the needs of Ontario's

modem farm communities.

I am looking forward to that report. I ex-

pect that it will be in our hands some time

before the end of June. I will be interested

to know what recommendations Prof. Richards

makes based on the presentations that have

been made to him, and what observations he

will have gleaned from his visit to other prov-

inces, and I believe to the United Kingdom,
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where there has been some reorganization
within the agricultural ministry.

We have also established a farm classifica-

tion committee, which I announced two or

three weeks ago. This committee has held its

first meeting and I believe is continuing a

series of meetings and deliberations. It is

known as the farm classification committee,
because we do believe that it is high time we
took a look at the coherence and similar ap-

plication of the various statutes under which
this government operates for the agricultural

community and in the interes'ts of the agri-
cultural community. And not all of them are

interpreted the same way. So, we are look-

ing forward to that committee's report and
we hope to have it some time early in the

faU.

I must say that I share the concern that

has been expressed by some others, Mr. Chair-

man, particularly as it was referred to in the

copyright story from the New York Times—
and some of you may have read it in today's
Globe and Mail—in which the United States

government is expressing alarm at the rapidly

increasing prices for certain cereals, including
soya beans, com and wheat.

I suppose there is no other situation on the

agricultural horizon today that would cause us

to have as much concern as these very fac-

tors. Because when one considers that the

futures market for soya beans had been ad-

vancing at the full rate of 10 cents, and they
had changed that to 20 cents and then to 30
cents, and then to 40 cents, and it is still

galloping ahead at this average rate per day.
In fact, I believe the first three days of this

week it went the full distance to the price of

July soya beans at over $10 a bushel in

Chicago. That, of course, is the highest price
that soya beans have ever reached and the

price of soya bean meal, I believe, yesterday
touched $365 a ton.

Those kind of prices can only mean higher

protein feed prices for the farmers. And any-
one who thinks that the farmer is making any
killing, particularly out of dairy products or

out of poultry products, even at the prices

they are receiving today, had just better bear

in mind the incredible prices that feed grains
and protein feeds have reached in this last

few weeks—unprecedented figures.

It is difficult to understand why this is hap-
pening. For instance, com has increased from
a price of $1.30 last summer, to a price of

$2.12 for July delivery. Wheat has advanced
from $1.50 a bushel last year, to a high of

over $3 a bushel at the present time on the

Chicago market for July delivery. And that is

in spite of the fact that the United States is

harvesting one of the best winter wheat crops
it has ever harvested in history right now in

the southern United States.

No one knows what the spring crop will

bring, and certainly we all share the concern
that I am sure anyone who has paid any atten-

tion to the weather situation in this province
will see, that it is starting out too much like

last year. We may find ourselves with some
parts of the province so far behind in plant-

ing that it is going to be difficult to anticipate
a good crop this year.

In other cases, the crop is well planted; off

to a good start. And of course we would all

hope that it would turn out to be an extremely

good crop year, not only here in Ontario and

throughout Canada, but throughout the world.

I include the United States, Russia, China,

India, Pakistan, those countries where grain is

grown in enormous quantities; but because of

weather conditions last year, it just didn't

happen.

Of course, the export demand that was gen-
erated because of the shortage of grain in

other parts of the world focused attention on
the North American market where there was
enormous surpluses of grain on hand, and we
had a very excellent export sale. All of us at

first rejoiced at the fact that those huge moun-
tains of grain surpluses have disappeared.

They are no more. But, by the same token, it

causes all of us, I am sure, to have concern
about what the future holds for the agricul-
tural community, particularly as it will relate

to livestock prices that are bound to reflect

those higher feed costs.

Mr. Chairman, I am sure that my friends

across the way are ready to comment. I

understand my friend the member for Huron-
Bruce will be the critic for the Liberal Party;
and I understand my friend the member for

York South will be the critic for the New
Democratic Party. They will have many com-
ments to make on these estimates—all of

them complimentary, I am sure—on the work
that we have attempted to do in the interests

of the farm community through the money
that was provided in previous years. With
that, Mr. Chairman, I shall submit these esti-

mates to the consideration of the House.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee rise

and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.
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Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of supply reports certain resolutions and asks

for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet ) : Mr. Speaker, before

I move the adjournment of the House, to-

morrow we will return to the first item and
resume the budget debate.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:30 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 10 o'clock, a.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Today we are favoured with

the presence of guests in the east gallery,

students from the Bumhamthorpe Collegiate
Institute of Islington; and we will be joined
in the west gallery by students from Caradoc
Central School of Mount Brydges and Mc-

Naughton Public School of Chatham.

A little later in the east gallery there will

be students from Lively District Secondary
School of Lively and Exeter Public School of

Exeter, as well as students from Thomhill

Secondary School of Thomhill and Nelles

Elementary School of Grimsby.

Statements by the ministry.

Oral questions.

The Leader of the Opposition.

HALDIMAND-NORFOLK
REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT STUDY

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Mr. Speaker, I'd like to ask the

Treasurer what the situation is now that the

Haldimand-Norfolk study report has been
made public and the Treasurer has indicated

there is no specific timetable for further

acftion, and since apparently there are already
land assemblers in the Woodhouse township
area prepared to option the lands that are

put forward in the report made public yester-

day for the new town called Woodhouse?

Is the government contemplating some sort

of acftion similar to the one it is presently

taking in Pickering where the government
itself will undertake the assembling of the

land, or is it simply allowing the marketplace
for land and the elevation in the prices of

the lands because of the report issued yester-

day to simply govern the purchasing?

Hon. J. White (Treasurer and Minister of

Intergovernmental Affairs ) : The bill that will

be introduced on Monday, Mr. Speaker, will

provide an open public forum for determining
land use. That procedure will no doubt be

Friday, June 1, 1973

utiHzed in evaluating the pros and cons of

establishing a new town at that site, in

preference to enlarging the communities in

the counties to a greater extent than the

report recommended.

Our expropriation legislation makes it

necessary for the court handling the expropri-
ation procedures not to add to the value of

the lands concerned because of the govern-
ment's own actions. So, if the land in the

area is now worth X number of dollars per
acre, and if there is no ordinary increase in

the value of the land, it could be acquired
a month from now or two years from now
at X number of dollars per acre. If, as is

more likely to be the case, the land is

increasing in value at 10 per cent a year
or whatever, and if the land were acquired
one year hence, it would be at the market

value of the time, which is to say X plus 10

per cent. The government's own plans, how-

ever, which might otherwise increase the

value of the land by two or three times, must
not be an element in the expropriation price
of such lands.

That feature of the Expropriations Act, plus
the ministerial orders, plus the very tight land

control, which is in business for that rapidly

developing area, all combine to protect the

public interest. I, myself, would be reluctant

to see the government make a decision about

the new town until all options are thoroughly

explored, not only internally but in the public

setting which, as I have mentioned, will be

provided for in the new Ontario Planning
and Development Act.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Is the

Treasurer surely not aware, even with the

safeguards that he has described a few
moments ago, that the government's pro-

gramme to acquire the property in Pickering

township doesn't seem to be following in that

smooth procedure to safeguard the public
interest as far as land costs are concerned;

and that, in fact, land values and costs are

completely dislocated in the Pickering area?

What would be the position of a land assem-

bly group which looked at the now public

map for the location of the new town, which
was arrived at with a lot of consultation with
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the municipal officials already, and which
went out to auction those farmlands osten-

sibly, I suppose, to grow com, when the gov-
ernment is ready to move five years from now
or even next year? Is the Treasurer saying
that the property of the person who would
assemble those lands could then be expropri-

ated, let's say the day the report came out,
for the value of the lands as they are, plus
the ordinary increases in value?

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, that is exacdy the

case. In fact, while it is true the lands in

Pickering have increased somewhat in value,

they have not increased any more than lands

northwest of Toronto or in the other areas on
a periphery of Metro.

'Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): By way
of supplementary, if developers or developing

companies acquire options on the land which
is intended for the new city or new town and
the government decides to proceed through
the private sector, then it simply proceeds

through those companies. I take it that that's

what the government is then locked into.

Hon. Mr. White: The recommendation is

that the government itself acquire the land

and sell the land, as would a developer, to

builders to build the houses. The report does

not envisage the government getting into the

construction business.

We have a number of options in Haldi-

mand and Norfolk. I am going to tell mem-
bers, as I have said here before, especially

this, that developers are not going to rape the

public purse. The consortium which moved
in there and acquired 14,000 acres did not

guess right and they may find it a very costly

venture—I hope they do.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): A sup-

plementary, please.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
Centre.

Mr. Deacon: Since the minister, I think,

agreed that the best safeguard to speculation
is an oversupply of building lots in the many
communities within commuting distance of

Nanticoke, and the current shortage of these

lots in that area has created a lot price of

$8,000 or so, and actually this is equivalent
to $15,000 or $20,000 an acre. Since these

lot prices used to be in the range of $3,000
or so, will the minister take steps to ensure

that the communities which can provide

places for homes right now have the neces-

sary services given them and the assistance

given them, as a stated government policy, so

that it is known there will be no shortage
and there will be no opportunity for specu-
lators to move in?

Hon. Mr. White: Sir, I don't know where
those numbers came from.

Mr. Deacon: They came from the area.

Hon. Mr. White: The consortium, which
has been the subject of some concern here,

apparently acquired those lands for between

$1,300 and $1,400 an acre. Now we have got
these 13 ministerial orders on areas where

development is anticipated and I have given

my assurance here that we will proceed with

any applications to the minister as required
when orders are in effect. We think we can
handle that in two or three weeks depending
on the frequency, in fact, of the meetings of

the councils or committees concerned in the

area, which is a possible delay. We have
further undertaken not to keep the ministerial

orders on any longer than we have to.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

DISPOSITION OF CORRECTIONAL
SERVICES LAND

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, a question
of the Minister of Government Services.

Can he tell me what has been the disposi-
tion of the land in the Burwash area turned

over to his ministry from the Ministry of

Correctional Services? Is the land going to

be used for farming purposes? What is the

involvement of the Ministry of Agriculture
and Food, through ARDA, and what are the

names of private individuals who are going
to have the rights to the use of the land?

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government

Services): Mr. Speaker, no final decision has

been made regarding the disposition of the

land. There are several hundred acres of

land which have been declared surplus by the

Ministry of Correctional Services since the

nunistry has more or less gone out of the

farming operation. My ministry will be doing

something with this land.

We have contacted the Ministry of Natural

Resources which is interested in some of the

land which is perhaps not suitable for farm-

ing operations. It may be reforested or maybe
put under some type of management by the

Ministry of Natural Resources.

The Minister of Agriculture and Food (Mr.

Stewart), through ARDA, is investigating
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other possibilities for the use of the land more
suitable for agricultural purposes but no firm

decision has yet been made on that. There

are no private individuals vdth any rights to

use of the land, to my knov^^ledge.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Or private corporations?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Or private corporations. I

believe I have had, Mr. Speaker, tv^o letters

—certainly one—from individuals or corpora-
tions. I can't recall any of the names. One
was an individual, I believe, from the general
area of northern Ontario near Burwash; and
the other one, I believe, was a proposed cor-

poration from southern Ontario, which was
interested in leasing the land for a farming

operation. No decision has been made and no
consideration has been given to those inquiries
other than the fact that they have been

acknowledged.

Our policy, Mr. Speaker, would be that if

no conclusions are arrived at with the Minis-

try of Natural Resources or the Ministry of

Agriculture and Food for the use of the land

in that area, and if the land was going to be
offered for lease we would advertise it

publicly in the same way, as I am sure the

hon. Leader of the Opposition knows, as we
have advertised farm land for rent in many
other areas around the province, some in his

general area.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Will the

minister be able to do that for this crop and

pasture season?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I would doubt that now,
Mr. Speaker. There could have been some

very temporary arrangements made for this

year but I don't believe there have been any.
We have rented farm land, I know, at

Burtch, I believe it is, in your general area.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I know we advertised and

got quite a number of inquiries. I think in

Woodstock also and in Guelph, surplus land

at the Guelph Correctional Centre, in all

these areas, until it's decided what the final

disposition of this land wall be—we have a

study going on at the present time—we are

advertising it and making it available to

farmers in the area on a short-term rental

basis.

I know my colleague, the Minister of

Agriculture and Food, is giving some study
to Burwash, because of the size of it, and to

the possibility of community pastures or some
use such as that through ARDA.

TREASURY INFORMATION SERVICE

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I'd like to

ask the Treasurer how he can justify his de-

cision to hire an additional four information

officers? Is it based on the problems that he's

been having in conveying his message over

the last few weeks, or is he more or less

abdicating his own responsibility to com-
municate with the public?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, it's a glum
day when I haven't got an editorial and/or a

cartoon in the Globe. I must say, the one this

morning puzzled me more than somewhat.

This new ministry was reorganized in the

months preceding my appointment. The new

organization took effect on March 1, I think

it was, or thereabouts. Included in the plan of

reorganization, as recommended by COGP
and as refined internally in my ministry with

help from Management Board and so on, it

was decided we should have a much better

information service. It has nothing to do with

my competence or lack of competence in

dealing with questions here, or out on the

hustings.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, we wouldn't say that!

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downisview): Who would
have ever suggested that?

Hon. Mr. White: Although I must say,

when I saw all of the misinformation re-

ported so boldly on the front page of the

papers, most of it emanating from the

leader of the NDP-

Mr. Lewis: No. As a matter of fact, I will

trade the Treasurer one information officer

for four.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Such
as the high quality of the energy tax.

Hon. Mr. White: —it tended to confirm

the decision which had been made before my
arrival.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Was it

ever considered that, rather than four in-

formation officers at $20,000 to $25,000 each,

it might be better to get an additional

minister at $15,000?

Mr. Singer: Or even a new ministerl

Mr. R. F. Nixon: So we could have a

minister dealing with municipal affairs who
is not toiling in the tax mess and the fiscal

chaos that seems to have been permanently a
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part of the Treasury's responsibility in

recent weeks?

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): Why
doesn*t the Treasurer recommend it?

Mr. MacDonald: What's his conclusion?

Hon. Mr. White: When the Premier (Mr.

Davis) asked me to assume this responsibility,

he asked me also to review the combination

of responsibilities now vested in the Treas-

urer, Minister of Economics and Intergovern-
mental Affairs.

Mr. Givens: What is your recommendation?

Hon. Mr. White: I mentioned this to the

deputy Treasurer on day two and he said-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Day two of the ministry?

Mr. Singer: What does that relate to? The

day after the Treasurer was bom?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: What is he going to do on
the seventh day?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Singer: No wonder they can't—

Hon. Mr. White: Oh, I'm so happy my
wife is here. I'm so happy, Mr. Speaker, my
wife is here today. I told her the members
were all abusing me terribly, now she sees

what I have to put up with.

Mr. Lewis: There is a difference between

appointment and anointmenti

Hon. Mr. White: On Jan. 16, 1973, I spoke
to the deputy Treasurer and told him I had
been given this direction by the Premier, and
he said, "Minister, we've been working for

12 months to create this new department;

please don't dismantle it the day after to-

morrow."

Mr. Singer: And what did the Treasurer

say to him?

Hon. Mr. White: And I said to him,
"You're entirely correct. I will do nothing
until July 15."

Mr. Singer: He kept his word.

Mr. Givens: One year.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: For the

assistance of the minister, would he accept
the recommendations from this side of the

House that we feel that many of the prob-
lems associated with his ministry in the last

few weeks have been directly connected

with the fact that no minister can handle

this broad responsibility? The minister is

suffering from it, the government is suffering

—we're not too worried about that—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —but the taxpayer is

suffering and we need an additional minister.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, at the

present time HI take all the advice I can get.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. Leader of the

Opposition have further questions?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, I might be looking
for that jobi

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

PER DIEM PAYMENTS TO
HYDRO ARBITRATOR

Mr. Lewis: Mr, Speaker, a question of the

Minister of Labour: How did he arrive at

the figure of $500 a day for the arbitrator

in the Hydro dispute?

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour): Mr.

Speaker, I understand that this has been

fairly usual. I must say, first of all, that for

the Hydro dispute we just couldn't get any
kind of an arbitrator. We had to get a very

qualified, knowledgeable man and there

weren't too many who could possibly accept
the position. The $500, of course, included

other expenses, as far as I know, not only
the salary of the arbitrator.

Mr. MacDonald: No, he had $3,000 in

expenses.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
The arbitrators must be unionized 1

Mr. Lewis: Doesn't the minister think the

government has gone berserk with its per
diem payments? Does the Minister of Labour
not feel that there are people in the Province

of Ontario competent to accept tasks of this

kind at something under $500 a day, which
is something in excess of $15,000 for less

than a month's work plus $3,000 expenses on

top of that? Doesn't the minister think the

government has really lost control in this

area of appointments and the per diem rates

that are associated with them?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, I don't

know if the arbitrator was unionized or not,

but I-
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Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): He's a

lawyer.

Mr. MacDonald: He's a lawyer. The min-
ister knows the answer.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Oh, well, that's—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That's a pretty good
union.

Mr. Lewis: Closed shop union.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): That's not

a very big fee for a lawyer for a day.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: No, I can only repeat
that we don't find too many arbitrators. I

didn't know of too many more who could

have accepted and be available to do the

job as quickly as we wanted.

Mr. Lewis: Nobody under $500 a day?

Mr. Renwick: My colleague for York South
would have done it for much less.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I would be glad to

see if we could—

Mr. Singer: Barry Lowes could fit it in.

An hon. member: If I only had my QC!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Maybe the minister could have
used one of the information oflBcers; they
are less expensive.

PAYMENT OF CHAIRMAN OF SCHOOL
FINANCE INVESTIGATION

Mr. Lewis: May I ask the Chairman of

the Management Board if he has been able,
over the last 18 hours, to ascertain what
we are paying Barry Lowes to chair the

school finance investigation?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, I must
admit to the hon. member that I was unable
to do so. After the House closed last evening
I made an effort to, but as I am sure the

member will understand, it was impossible.
I have that question with my secretariat now.

Mr. Singer: By way of supplementary, I

wonder if the House leader at the same time
could give us additional information insofar

as Mr. Lowes is concerned as to how much
he is getting for the job that he does for the

Minister of Health (Mr. Potter) and for—

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): The Min-

istry of Correctional Services.

Mr. Singer: —Correctional Services. He
licenses denturists, he does something for

Correctional Services and now he is going
to investigate education costs. I think he
runs a summer camp too. He's a pretty busy
fellow and I'd like to know how much we
are paying him in total.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I will be glad to get
that information, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): If I had lost

the election would the government have
found me a job?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

METRO CENTRE PLAN

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

ask, through you, sir, is there any minister

in the entire cabinet who can tell me this

morning what has happened to the 55 acres

of land which the government owns at the

heart of the Metro Centre development. Is

there any one of them?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, we own
the land and it's not going anywhere; I

rather think it's appreciating in value. The

lawyers, I think, from the Attorney General's

department, are in negotiations, if I am not

mistaken, or at least conversations with the

developers. The public interest is fully pro-
tected. Nothing has been done to relinquish
our rights of ownership in the area.

The Metro Centre itself appears to be
slowed down at the moment; I hear very
little about it.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, this

is the first time that ownership has been

asserted; until now it was a disputed title.

Now we hear that the government does own
the land. May I ask either the Treasurer,
or direct it to the Attorney General (Mr.

Bales), what negotiations has the government
entered into with that 55 acres?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, there may
be some who claim we don't own the land,

but our position has been, as I understand it,

that we do own it, and this in itself has set

up certain legal disputes. I am sorry to say
that I am not involved—well, I guess I am

glad to say it—in the legal aspects. Any im-

plication in these questions that the public

rights in the matter are some way being

jeopardized by delay is quite unfounded.
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Mr. Lewis: No, I wouldn't let you rape the

public purse. I would like to ask the Attorney
General what negotiations is the government
entering into about the disposition of that

land? Are there any encumbrances on title

that he knows of or is there a continuing

legal dispute?

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, it is a question as to the ownership
of land and the title to it. That is what is

not clear.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): The gov-
ernment better make that clear.

Mr. Lewis: It is clear to the Treasurer.

Hon. Mr. Bales: No. The Treasurer clari-

fied that. In our view, we have title to the

land, but the claim goes back over a very

long period of time and there have been
certain matters of licensing and otherwise.

The legal officers are working on that matter.

The other claimants are maldng submissions,
and the matter will be dealt with.

We are not negotiating for the disposition
of the land, rather we are concerned as to

the ownership and the various claims to title

of that land. After that is clarified, we will

then deal with the matter of disposition, if

necessary.

Mr. Deacon: By way of further supple-
mentary, Mr. Speaker, would the Treasurer
not agree that the public interest or owner-

ship in that land would best be served by
not having further inflation and speculation
occur in our land, but that we use the land
to ensure there is housing made available at

lower cost to the people of this city?

Hon. Mr. White: I am not entirely sure
that is the best place for low-cost pubhc
housing, if that is the question.

Mr. Deacon: I am not talking about low-
cost housing; I am talking about housing at

lower cost.

Hon. Mr. White: I am all for that.

Mr. Renwick: By way of supplementary
question of the Attorney General, how serious

is the dispute? Can he state it in just non-

legal language? Is it a serious dispute with

respect to the title? Is the Attorney General

going to make application under the Quieting
Titles Act to get the matter settled promptly
or has he considered taking an outside legal
opinion, say, by the firm of Eraser and

Beatty, as to the position of the province

with respect to that land so it doesn't drag
on like the pollution law suit?

Hon. Mr. Bales: No, I haven't considered

it necessary to acquire outside legal opinion
on this matter. I don't have the file before

me, but it is the type of problem relating to

changes in the boundary shoreUne, for

example, that have taken place over long

periods.

Mr. Renwick: The government is incom-

petent in dealing with changes in the shore-

line. We know that.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Well, there is the matter

of the federal government claim coming into

this because of changes in shoreline. There
is the problem of leases or land rights given

long years ago and there is also the problem
of possession through the Crown over a

lengthy period of time. None of that is

necessarily clear and concise. My senior staflF

are dealing with the matter, and the problems
from their standpoint have been isolated.

They have been in consultation with the

claimants, the railway company, who have
claimed and perhaps put a different interpre-
tation on some of those early arrangements.
It is not easy to ascertain those exact arrange-
ments because they go back well over 100

years. Those matters are being resolved and
I am working on a way to finalize the matter

and, I think, arbitrate and deal with the

differences.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, by way of a

further supplementary question, will the

Attorney General take a motion in the court

and have the matter settled expeditiously, and
will he make a statement in the House next

week in a succinct form as to exactly who
disputes the title of the government to that

land and what the nature of the dispute is

in layman's terms?

Hon. Mr. Bales: I will make a statement
in reference to the matter as soon as possible.
I am not saying that we will take it to the

courts at this time. There may be other ways
whereby it may be resolved.

Mr. MacDonald: To this layman, it doesn't

sound like a clear title.

PROPERTY TAX CREDIT

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of, I think, the Treasurer or the Minister of

Revenue. Is he aware that the Ontario prop-
erty tax credit is being used as a way to
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extract income tax arrears on the part of the

federal government from people over the

age of 65 whose arrears had previously been

forgiven? When the property tax credit was

introduced, the federal government saw this

as a way of reinstating the arrears and de-

nying the receipt of the tax credit. Is that

federal right part of the agreement which we
entered into with them? Do they have the

right to use Ontario money to reinstate

arrears of that kind and then collect them

through our tax credit?

Hon. Mr. White: I wasn't aware that this

was happening, and I don't know what the

federal government's rights are. I'll have to

check that.

Mr. Lewis: I have two cases in front of

me.

Hon. Mr. White: It sounds to me like

dirty pool, as we used to say.

Mr. MacDonald: The Treasurer always

thought they were a very callous lot.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: They are experts in

dirty pool.

Hon. Mr. White: It reawakens my interest

in finding an alternative insofar as payment
of that tax credit is concerned.

Mr. Singer: Why doesn't the Treasurer

try an energy tax? There's an idea.

Hon. Mr. White: We are looking at ways
in which we might be able to get these

moneys out directly, perhaps on a more
frequent basis than aimually, that being one
of the complaints made by certain members
of the House during the debate on the issue.

As the credits become a larger negative
tax, which is to say a more significant

guaranteed annual income, I think we are

going to have to send it out, not once a year
but some number of times each year,
whether that be quarterly, semi-annually or

monthly eventually, I suppose.

Therefore, the matter now drawn to my
attention by the leader of the NDP, I think,
is further reason for accelerating our con-
sideration of alternatives to using in the
federal form.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, if I

recall the debates a few weeks ago in this

House, the federal government has rights of

recovery in the areas of pension and unem-
ployment insurance. But surely to reinstate

a forgiven tax with the Ontario property tax

credit as a device is an abuse of the privileges
of this jurisdiction?

I will give you the individual cases that

have been brought to my attention, sir, but
I would think that we can intervene and

dispute fully that federal prerogative or exer-

cise. Is that agreed by the Minister of

Revenue?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Perhaps, Mr. Speaker,
I could answer part of that question. There
is an agreement whereby, because of the

nature of filing income tax returns, as pointed
out by my colleague, the credit goes on to

the regular form; and if a person owes some

money on the other portion of the tax, when
he is adding it up his net tax is obviously
afiFected. It could be said that a person is

taking some of the property tax credit to

pay some of his other taxes. We were not

familiar, nor do I know whether or not—

Mr. Lewis: They are.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —I am not aware
that the federal government is in fact using
the tax credits to pay debts which have
been forgiven.

Mr. Lewis: They are. They are.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: And in that case I

certainly will-

Mr. Lewis: It is hard to maintain a

guaranteed annual income that way. They
take it away from people.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We'll certainly find

out about that, because as far as I can recall

there was no such arrangement made that

that portion which has already been forgiven
should be paid. I'll look into it.

Mr. Singer: What is a forgiven tax? They
never forgive. They may not collect, but

they don't forgive.

Mr. Lewis: They indicate they will not
collect.

Mr. Singer: Well, that is quite different

from forgiving.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: If the hon. member
will let me have those cases he refers to,

we could perhaps use those as a basis for

some discussion with the federal goverrmient.

Mr. Lewis: Yes.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Scarborough West have further questions?
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Mr. Lewis: No further questions.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-

IMPROPER DISPOSAL OF USED
OHC BUILDING MATERIALS

Mr. Singer: I have a question of the

Minister of Revenue.

Could the minister tell us the extent to

which thievery is going on within the On-
tario Housing Corp.? Is he satisfied that the

one man who is presently charged is the only
malfeasor or, as has been indicated by many
people, is there substantial theft going on of

stores from the Ontario Housing Corp. by
employees of the Ontario Housing Corp?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I presume the hon.

member is referring to the article which was
in the Sun yesterday. There are, of course,
a lot of unconfirmed allegations, Mr.

Speaker. The article is full of inaccuracies,

exaggerations and so on.

We are aware of the situation which they
refer to as having taken place on Wednes-

day. The matter was immediately put under

investigation. I should point out, just so there

will be no misunderstanding about the so-

called large-scale thefts, the article deals with

transportation of used building materials. In-

cidentally, I noticed none of the other papers
as far as I can recall copied what normally
would be considered a sensational story. I

think they used good judgement. The article

deals with the transportation of used building
materials from an OHC project in an OHC
truck, driven by two members of the stafiF,

members of a union, to the home of their

supervisor.

The initial investigation indicates that the
union president who was quoted in the

article did not immediately contact police
once the matter was drawn to his attention,
as suggested in the newspaper story.

In point of fact there were two trips in-

volved. On the second trip—apparently a re-

play for the benefit of the press—about an
hour or so later, Mr. Roach the organizer
for the union and the newspaper photog-
rapher were present and it was not until

noon that the police were called.

Incidentally, the material involved was left

on the site about two years ago by a con-
tractor who, after being asked to remove it,

failed to do so. There are established pro-
cedures for the disposal of surplus materials

which were not followed.

Items of value which are left are offered

for competitive quotations. Waste materials,
such as the odds and ends apparently taken

in this instance, are discarded and should not

be removed by employees for their own use—

although I'm not too sure that that should

be a policy which should be followed. If they
are going to be discarded and somebody feels

they can use them, perhaps there should be
some arrangement made so that can be done.

What is under investigation by OHC at

the present time is the failure to follow these

procedures. The improper use of government
staff and transport, and the question of why
the staff did not immediately report this

matter to the project manager, who is the

suspended employees' supervisor, rather than

reporting it to the union so they could

arrange a replay for the benefit of the press.

The material taken was used lumber, two

water-damaged doors, some tiles, and odds

and ends that had been left in a basement
room. The material was not taken from
locked up stores where the corporation exer-

cises control over government property, as

was suggested in the Sun.

Perhaps we could deal with some of the

unsubstantiated allegations of the article such

as, "This is only the tip of the iceberg," and

I presume that is what the hon. member is

implying.

If the union has any information about so-

called other employees involved in illegal

activities, padded repair bills and the like,

as suggested in the newspaper article, it is

their clear responsibility to report these mat-

ters to the Ontario Housing Corp., as respon-
sible employees should.

And, of course, finally the story deals with
union negotiations. In this regard it is inter-

esting that there seems to be an interconnec-

tion between the union negotiations and this

particular incident. OHC, I should point out

too, Mr. Speaker, is quite willing to continue

talks on the contract. However the union

asks that a government mediator be called,

and at this stage I don't consider the com-
ment with respect to union negotiations to

be anything more than normal labour rela-

tions. But I should also point out with this

incident, which is apparently a staged one—
and a not too well staged one—doesn't help in

labour and employer-employee relations.

But no incident has occurred about which

allegations have been made of widespread
theft and that sort of thing, and I think it is

irresponsible for anyone, and any newspaper,
to make that allegation unless they are pre-

pared to lay it on the line and let us know
where this wddespread theft exists.
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Whenever these things are brought to the

attention of OHC, an investigation has taken

place. There have been these situations

occur in the past—of course there have. We
have over 650 projects, I guess, across this

province, and some of these things are Hable

to occur. When they come to our attention

an investigation is held; where it appears
indicated, charges are laid and information is

given to the police. But this incident was

sheer, contrived drama—melodrama, as a mat-

ter of fact—as far as I'm concerned.

Mr. Singer: By way of supplementary, I

thank the minister for giving us his opinions
about union and management relationship
and his opinion of the Sun and other news-

papers, but all I asked him was: "What kind

of theft, if any, is going on? Is it likely that

more than one person will be charged? And
when an investigation has been finished, will

you tell us what has happened?"

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The hon. member is

suggesting that I have been somewhat in-

definite and unspecific in this particular
answer. May I suggest that the hon. member
look at Hansard and read the manner in

which he asked the question, which was

pretty indefinite and pretty vague. Now, he

has asked me whether we will report to this

House on this specific incident. If that's

what he is asking, of course the answer is

yes.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, is the min-

ister making the allegation in his turn that

all of this stuff is some kind of a setup to

help the union negotiate with management
and that the Sun is in collusion with the

union for some kind of a setup? What kind

of an allegation is that?

Mr. Singer: They are picking on the min-

ister now. He will get a cartoon tomorrow
instead.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: What I am saying,
Mr. Speaker, is, there was a situation, I think

about 9:30 in the morning, when someone
removed this waste material. If they had
wanted to remove all of the waste material

that was available at that particular location,

they could have put it all in that truck at

the same time. About an hour or so later it

was reclaimed and a newspaper photographer
and the union organizer were present and a

picture taken of it. Now, if the member can't

draw his own conclusions from that, then he
is pretty stupid—and I don't think he is

stupid.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Thunder Bay.

Mr. Singer: Does the minister look under
the bed every night to see who is pursuing
him?

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

SPORTS ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS

Mr. Stokes: I have a question of the

Minister of Community and Social Services

regarding the sports achievement awards
dinner last night, where the minister handed
out 32 special awards. Does the minister, who
hails from northern Ontario, not think it

strange that not one person in the sports

fraternity from northern Ontario was honour-

ed? And in view of the significant amount of

money that's handed out to sports governing
bodies, does the minister not thiiJc he has

a responsibility to see that a certain amount
of that money filters into northern Ontario

where it, too, can make a significant contribu-

tion to sports?

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): Mr. Speaker, I wish to

thank the hon. member. It is a very good
question. I certainly share with him the feel-

ing that there should be more athletes in the

north to receive these awards. At the present
time I am familiar with an organization in

northeastern Ontario that is very active and
we are providing them with more assistance.

I would hope next year that there would be
some from northwestern and northeastern and
northcentral Ontario; and I certainly will look

into it.

Mr. Stokes: Supplementary: Will the min-
ister take it upon himself to see that the

sports governing bodies do direct a significant
amount of the money that his ministry makes
available to northwestern and northeastern

Ontario so we, too, can participate in these

sport activities in the Province of Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: It will be a pleasure to

do so, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-

Forest Hill.

Mr. Givens: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, but

the minister I wanted has left the chamber.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

George.
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EMPLOYMENT OF HANDICAPPED

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Speaker, my question
is addressed to the Solicitor General. I am
afraid it is the third time I have had to make
reference to the subject matter. Can the

Solicitor General today tell this House
whether or not the fire marshal is advising

employers not to employ the handicapped as

they are a fire risk? Could I get an answer?

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): Mr.

Speaker, I don't recall the hon. member hav-

ing placed the question on the record in that

way. I undertake to the hon. member that I

shall provide her with an answer.

Mrs. Campbell: Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: The New Democratic Party
has a turn coming up. The hon. member for

York South.

MALVERN HOUSING DEVELOPMENT

Mr. MacDonald: I have a question of the

Minister of Revenue in his capacity as czar of

housing. After six or eight weeks of contem-

plation is he in a position to inform the House
as to what change has been made in the

right to allocate housing from the Malvern

development? Does it still rest with the

developer?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It still rests with the

developer, but there aren't any at this par-
ticular stage being handed out. I told the

hon. member at that time that a plan was

being worked on which hopefully would take

this out of the hands of the builder himself,

and I think I should be able to report back
to the House maybe within the next week.

There are still some things to be ironed out.

It is a very difiicult problem, as I mentioned
at that time, and I think the House will be

quite satisfied with the plan we are proposing,
at least as an experiment, to see how it works.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a supplementary
having to do with the minister's comments
about Malvern. Was there some statement

made at the Peterborough conference that the

ministry was hoping to expedite the develop-
ment at Malvern so that we would not have
to wait until 1978 for its completion?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: There was a discus-

sion of methods by which we could expedite
the development of the whole of the Malvern

area; and the federal minister, Mr. Basford,
made an appeal that everyone should speed

up their procedures so that this could be

done. This was a very welcome statement

from him, except that—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: More than anybody, this

government has been holding up Malvern!

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Indeed, it's been held

up essentially by the federal and municipal

governments.

Mr. Singer: Oh, come on!

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, it has. We've
been pushing to get this done as quickly as

possible, but aside from a general-

Mr. Singer: From 1954 to 1978-that's 24

years. Very quick!

Hon. Mr. Grossman: If I didn't have more

respect for the hon. member for Downsview's
leader than he has, I wouldn't bother answer-

ing the question-

Mr. Singer: Oh, stop being so sancti-

monious!

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —because he's making
it difficult for his leader to hear the answer.

Mr. Singer: The minister should listen but,

as usual, he did not.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, if he'll talk to

his leader and his leader doesn't want me to

bother, I won't.

Mr. Singer: The minister is so sancti-

monious.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Tell me why the federal

government is to blame for holding up Mal-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Now, I couldn't hear

the question because of the noise of his

colleagues. Does the hon. leader want to try

again?

An hon. member: Tell them to shut up.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Does the hon. leader

want to try again?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: All right. A supplemen-
tary, Mr. Speaker: Is the minister trying to

tell the House that the federal government is

to blame for the delays in Malvern, which
have been announced at least eight times in

this House, beginning in 1954?

Mr. Singer: By eight ministers!

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, having
looked over the history of Malvern, I will
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say that I think everyone has some share of

the blame—every jurisdiction involved-

Mr. Singer: Nol

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —but I would think

the major share of the blame-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister has been in

the government all that time.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —lies with the munic-

ipality involved and with the federal govern-
ment.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Singer: Oh, that's nonsensel

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Just as soon as we
were able to get-

Mr. Lewis: Sanctimonious nonsense!

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Hear no

evil, see no evil.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Just as soon as the

Ontario Housing Corp. was able to get an

agreement from the federal government and
from the municipal governments involved to

proceed, it did it as expeditiously as was

humanly possible. That's what we're doing
with the next phase. What we are attempting
to do now is bring the other phases forward
to some extent so that we can get them done
somewhat quicker. Whether we are going to

succeed in this, I don't know. It's going to

require a lot of co-operation, unless the

Comay committee can come up with some
miraculous formula by which we can push-

Mr. Lewis: This is really preposterous.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —we can push ihis

thing a lot faster than we have been able to

do before.

Mr. Singer: Does the minister really be-

lieve this stufiE that comes out of his housing
statements?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I hope the hon. leader

heard that over the interruption.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order. Time has expired. The
time for oral questions has expired.

Mr. MacDonald: That's almost a relief.

Mr. Singer: Words roll out, but whether

they make sense or not doesn't matter.

PETITIONS PROCEDURE

Mr. Speaker: The next item in the routine

proceedings for the day would be petitions.

However, a matter pertaining to petitions was

brought up in the House yesterday, and I

should like to deal with that before I call

the order for petitions.

Yesterday, the member for Ottawa East

(Mr. Roy) presented what purported to be
a petition to the House, signed by himself

and the member for Huron (Mr. Riddell)—

Mr. Cassidy: Those are his followers

across the House.

Mr. Speaker: —at which time I advised

him that, in my opinion, his petition was not

proper, in that it was not a public petition.

However, I agreed to take the matter under
consideration.

Petitions to Parliament were formerly of

two types: 1. Petitions for or against private

bills. 2. Public petitions for the purpose of

asking a redress of grievances, or praying
that Parliament take some certain action in

respect to some matter of public policy, and
so forth.

The first type, that is those for or against

private bills, have been eliminated in this

House by the new standing orders, leaving

only public petitions. Lewis, at page 46,

states the following:

The number of public petitions presented
to the Ontario House during recent years
has not been very great but such a process
still remains as the only way in which a

member of the public, outside the House
can communicate his requests to the legis-

lative body which governs the province.

From this it vdll be seen that, in this House
at least, petitions are the method for the

public, as distinct from members, to bring
matters before the House.

I note with some interest that the British

practice is slightly different. There, a member

may petition the House to which he belongs

but, if he does, the petition must be pre-
sented by another member and not by him-

self. However, I can find no precedent for

even this practice in the Ontario House.

In any event, the member's petition is

faulty in form. A petition to the House is, as

indicated in the quotation from Levds I have

already cited, for the redress of a grievance

by the House, and seeks action by the House,
not by a minister. The petition presented by
the hon. member, while properly addressed,

asked the Minister of Education (Mr. Wells)

to take action, not the House. Such a petition
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should be addressed to and sent to the minis-

ter concerned.

I feel that I should avail myself of the

opportunity at this time to point out to the

House that the correct procedure, as estab-

lished in this and other jurisdictions, is that

when a public petition is to be presented to

the House it is filed with the Clerk's ofiice in

advance, so that it may be scanned to ensure

that it does not oflFend any of the standing
orders or precedents.

When the petition is in proper form and
within the rules of the House, the Speaker is

then advised in advance by the Clerk's ofiice

that a petition will be presented on that day.

I trust this deals completely with the matter
of petitions.

Petitions.

Mr. Singer: We wouldn't dare!

Mr, Speaker: Presenting reports.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

The hon. member for York Centre.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Speaker, could I bring to

the attention of the House the fact that to-

morrow, June 2, is the third annual festival in

Unionville, where some 10,000 people in pre-
vious years have participated in having a

great day in that charming community.
We even dance on the front steps of the

funeral parlour to show that Unionville
doesn't even pay much attention to that

aspect on this day. It's a great day of celebra-

tion and I hope that everyone who is in the

Toronto area will take advantage of good
community fun on Saturday, June 2.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville): Do
any of the customers of that funeral parlour

participate?

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The first order, resum-

ing the debate on the amendment to the

amendment to the motion that this House

approves in general the budgetary policy of

the government.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-
view.

BUDGET DEBATE

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Mr. Speaker, a

couple of days ago I had a call from a

citizen of Metro, a call similar to many which
a great many of us receive from time to time.

She told me of a car accident in which her

son had been killed and her husband crippled
for life and she attributed blame in this situa-

tion to neglect in two areas: The Province of

Ontario and its legislation or lack of it, and
carelessness on the part of the manufacturers

of motor cars.

During recent weeks we have had forcibly

brought to our attention cases where Firenza

owners have been let down by their motor

cars, where there have been almost incredible

breakdowns and failures resulting in accidents

of various degrees of severity, accidents which
should not have occurred if certain pre-
cautions had taken place on the assembly
lines and during inspection.

During the past period of time in Ontario
we have had an increase in the accident rate

on our highways which is arresting to say
the least. Collisions reported in Ontario in

1970 were 141,609; in 1971, these had gone
up to 158,831, an increase of 12 per cent.

The number of persons fatally injured in

1971 increased by 15 per cent over 1970.

Property damage was up to the rate of $112

million, an increase of almost six per cent

over the 1970 figure.

Mr. Speaker, this is partly caused by the

tremendous increase in the number of motor
cars on our highways and also because of

the large number of younger drivers who
are now getting their licences and driving
cars. To give credit where credit is due, a

great deal has been done in this province in

increasing the safety of our highway system.
We've been eliminating a lot of the booby
traps, improving the containing wires along
the sides of the highways and doing all sorts

of things in road designs to make our high-

way system better

There is still much to be done but our

failure perhaps rests here in two related areas

which are startlingly brought out by the

reports—one is that 31.5 per cent of deaths

occur in the groups from 15 to 24 years of

age. That means that somehow we are failing
to train our younger drivers properly in

the art of handling this lethal weapon, the

motor car.

At various conferences in recent years

reports have been made of experiments that

have been carried on with young people
who, after getting their licences, are brought
back later on for retraining. The results have

been favourable in this regard. Certainly, I

think, we have to give a great deal of atten-

tion to this whole situation in the Province

of Ontario.
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The second thing which has been brought
out in the statistics is that about half the

accidents are alcohol-related. Ontario has,
without question, failed to deal adequately
with alcohol-related accidents on our high-

ways. We are not sure, evidently, just what
the relationship is except that someone be-

hind the wheel has been drinking too much
before driving. While I know the federal

government has moved into this field, cer-

tainly Ontario should be doing far more in

the realm of penalties and enforcement, and

stepping up its whole research and activity
in this field of alcohol-related accidents.

Now because of the increasing rate of

death and mayhem on our higjhways, there

has been a logical move toward emphasis on

public transit, and we're getting work done
here in Ontario in connection with inter-

mediate-capacity transit, the dial-a-bus sys-
tem and the one-way bus lanes morning and

evening. We are working here but, in spite
of all this, the situation is still very serious.

We have seen as a result of this, the insur-

ance rates skyrocketing. Insurance rates have

gone up dramatically in the last few years
and are going up again this year. In this

morning's Globe and Mail we have a story

headlined, "Loss by Auto Insurer on Poor-

Risk Drivers rises by $10.8 million." The

story tells us about Facility, the pooling ar-

rangement which is set up by Canadian car

insurance companies, to insure some young
drivers and motorists with poor driving
records. It tells us that that particular organi-
zation has lost $10.8 million in the past year.

What the article also points out is that

this vear $117.9 million of insurance was
transferred to Facility instead of the $95.6
million transferred last year. In other words,
more of the poor risks are being transferred

to Facility and more of the better risks are

being retained by the regular insurance com-

panies.

The fact is that nine-tenths of the business

is left with the regular insurance firms. Those
are the good risks and there is no question
that those people are the risks on whom
money can be made. The ones on whom
money is lost are transferred to Facility and,
of course, a large loss is shown there.

We get the figures of the losses in Facility
but the figures for the gains are not pointed
out in this particular article, although they
will be available to us before too long.

The fact is that, more and more, we are

paying for the damage which is being done
on the highways and because of this insur-

ance rates are moving upward year by year.

This morning I am not going to stress the

obvious fact to some of us that this points
to a need for public insurance such as three

provinces of this country have now instituted

with very satisfactory and significant results.

Hon. R. Welch (Provincial Secretary for

Social Development): Would the member
permit a question?

Mr. Young: Perhaps we can argue this point
a little later on.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Actually, it was with
reference to a comment that the hon. member
made. I am sorry, but I should really have
risen at the time. I was very much interested

in the factual base of the comment in your
remarks two or three minutes ago, when you
were talking about drinking drivers and the

relationship between alcohol use and safety
on the road, that you thought the government
of Canada was taking a great leadership role

here and we weren't doing enough. I would
be interested to know what the government
of Canada is doing in this regard, what you
thought we should be doing and where the

deficiency here was with respect to that sub-

ject, particularly as it relates to the enforce-

ment of driving privileges after people are

convicted of impaired driving.

Mr. Young: Mr. Speaker, that perhaps is

something for a later time. What I was re-

ferring to is the breathalyser law which has

been instituted federally and which was a

great step forward. The enforcement of the

breathalyser law is not perhaps as eflScient as

it might be. This is what I was referring to

here. We had a statement from an oflBcial a

year or so ago that the 0.08 law is not being
as adequately enforced as it might be.

Also I think we could undertake a very

great educational campaign in this field. We
could do far more in making certain that

people who are drinking and driving are

penalized a little more heavily than they are

today. There are countries—Sweden, Norway
and Rritain—which have put on the statute

books rather heavy penalties in this regard

barring people from the road very quickly
after conviction of this kind. I think Ontario—

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): Does the member agree with our

three-months* mandatory suspension?

Mr. Young: Let's get into that a little later

on. These were the kinds of things I was

speaking about.

Hon. Mr. Welch: My colleague's question
is very relevant. The member knows what has
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happened as far as judges are concerned.

Does he believe in a mandatory suspension of

their licence to keep them off the road?

Mr. Young: I would say, Mr. Speaker, that

there should be a mandatory—what do you
call it?—suspension for the three months but,

along with that, it should be tempered with

mercy. Let's say where a person's job de-

pends on this, there might well be some lee-

way with the judge in looking at the situa-

tion. I think if a person is a convicted

alcoholic driver, and is in a position where
he was just careless, okay. But for the first

conviction I think there should be some lee-

way for the judge. If the judge considers, in

his opinion, there should be some mercy, there

should be a provision that that man could
retain his living, but should not be allowed
to drive his own motor car on pleasure or

outside of working hours. That is my opinion,
for what it is worth.

Hon. Mr. Welch: He can be drunk going
to work, can't he?

Mr. Young: No, I don't think that applies.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): At 6 o'clock

in the morning?

Mr. Young: There should be some provision
here so that some leeway can be granted, that

is all. There is a division here between federal

and provincial jurisdictions again, which has
to be resolved and I think will be resolved

shortly. This is what we were assured some
time ago. As in so many other cases, perhaps
judgement tempered with mercy is called for

here. I do think that we can't afford this, as

far as the man who has proved himself in-

capable of proper judgement behind the

wheel is concerned. I think we have to be

tough with him. On the first offence we might
have some leeway as far as his work is con-

cerned.

Perhaps this calls for a little more thought.

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): May
I interject a minute? I don't want to discuss

the particular case, because it has just been

argued in the Supreme Court of Canada this

week. But I think the hon. member cannot
overlook tlie interest of the public at large
and the danger involved to them, particularly
when one considers the very large number
of people who are injured in that type of

accident in a year.

The member says temper judgement with

mercy. That may very well be, but the best

cure may be to have a person stay off the

road for a period of time. A responsible em-

ployer vdll take the initiative in that and
see that that person is given an inside job
for a period of time. Then perhaps he will

learn his lesson and stay off the road if

impaired.

Mr. Young: All right. If that is the case

then I agree Mdth it. The cases that have

come to my attention have been cases where,
when the man is convicted and ruled off the

road, he's fired. If what the Attorney General

says is correct, then I think it makes sense—

if some regulation can be included to assure

that a man, on first offence, is ruled off the

road and that his employment is assured for

that period of time. I don't know whether

that is possible or not.

Hon. Mr. Bales: I didn't say that. I said

a responsible employer would try to do that

with a good employee.

Mr. Young: All right, now. I'm not sure

that-

Hon. Mr. Welch: That is where the mercy
should be.

Mr. Young: It may well be that the mercy
should be at the employer's level. This is

what the hon. minister is saying.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Surely public safety has

priority?

Mr. Young: This is a situation, I think,

that has to be looked at carefully. I think we
have to keep in mind what the Attorney
General has said, that the general publics
welfare has to be kept in mind, but also—

Hon. Mr. Welch: Number one.

Mr. Young: Number one. But I think also

that some provision must be made so that

that man's job is assured and that he doesn't

pay that kind of a penalty for the first mis-

take. For the second mistake, I have very
little sympathy.

This is an area that I hope can be resolved

shortly. I would hope that somehow the

matter can be worked out so that the man
is not fired immediately.

I would hope that what the Attorney Gen-

eral says is correct—that most of our em-

ployers across this province are responsible

employers. If that's the case, then fine. But

I'm afraid too many of us, too often in the

past, have seen a man lose his job because

of this conviction and that's a tragic situation.

Mr. Speaker, I want to come back to the

main tenor of what I was saying. Over the

past period of time there is no question that
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there's been a great deal of pressure brought
to bear upon public authority in this whole
field of safety on the highway. It is a field

in which I and many others have been in-

terested for some time.

As we look back 10 years or so, we see the

complete disregard of the public on the part
of government and manufacturers and others.

We look at the steering post, for example,

upon which thousands of people were im-

paled and killed; the door latches on our

motor cars which flew open in accidents and

people were killed when they hit the pave-
ment; the kind of cookie-cutter projections
inside and outside motor cars which sent the

accident rate soaring until finally the public
demanded something better.

So we realize that in collisions in motor

cars, it wasn't just the collision itself, the

motor car hitting something else, that caused

the trouble. It was the second collision, after

the car had stopped, in which the person
inside the car kept going and collided with

the dashboard, the steering post, the gadgetry
or the windshield, which broke his head or

cut his throat.

All these things were impressed upon us,

and we began to ask the question: Isn't it

possible to build a motor car and to design

highways so that much of this damage could

be minimized?

It was back in the early Sixties that Senator

Edward Speno, in New York State, finally

persuaded the state legislature to spend a

couple of hundred thousand dollars toward

initiating a safety car which, put into mass

production, might dramatically cut the tragic
death toll on American highways.

Fairchild Hiller engineered and designed
such a car and its specifications were un-

veiled in Albany in 1966—quite a long time

ago now. I was invited to attend and Ralph
Thomas, then of the Toronto Star, was there.

Later that winter Senator Speno, at the invi-

tation of the then Minister of Transport here,

visited the Ontario Legislature hoping, with-

out avail, to get assistance in building the

actual experimental vehicle. In March and

April the Senator, along with safetv people
from across the continent, including two
Canadians testified before both Senate and
House of Representatives committees in

Washington, asking that part of the multi-

million-dollar highway safety budget of the

federal government be devoted to building
about 20 experimental safety cars to be
smashed up in order to test their design and
to discover weaknesses.

Unfortunately, the automobile industry,
which fought what it called "government

interference in business", proved too powerful
and the car was not built. But Senator Speno,

along with Ralph Nader and car safety people

everywhere, continued the battle. The admin-
istration in Washington changed as did the

civil service. Senator Speno, a Republican,
was invited to head up a car safety advisory

group in the capital. He died soon after that,

but his influence remained. Mounting carnage
on the highways could no longer be ignored.

Regulations mandating safety features on
motor vehicles came, as well as recall cam-

paigns on models which had blatant safety
defects.

The Canadian government stood on the

sidelines but was finally prodded into adopt-

ing the same safety standards as Washington.
That came in January of 1971, too little and
too late for too many Canadian users of the

road. It is interesting to note that over 12

million cars were recalled in 1972 for safety

checks, the largest recall year in history.

The New York Times reported in April of

1972 that 40 per cent of all cars and trucks

sold in the United States since 1966 have
been recalled for safety related defects. The

figure for Canada was given us recently in

the road safety annual report for 1972. It

says on page 16:

The magnitude of the safety defect noti-

fication programme in Canada can perhaps
be appreciated by comparing the total of

846,823 motor vehicles recalled during the

fiscal year of 1971-1972, with the total of

new vehicle registrations in Canada during
1970 of 978,561, and the total of Canadian
vehicle registrations of 8,497,339 as of Jan.

1, 1971.

Now it may well be that some of these

846,000 cars out of the total of 978,000 went
back past the period when this recall was
first instituted in Canada—I don't know—but
those figures are rather startling. But we are

also told that less than 80 per cent of the cars

recalled actually come in for checkup.

Now, for the first time, the list of ongoing
safety defects investigations—that is, the in-

vestigations that are now being conducted on
a regular basis by Washington—are being
released by the National Highway Traffic

Safety Administration, so that all people and
all governments have a record of what is

actually being studied at that level. And these

studies are updated monthly. This should be
a tremendous spur to the motor car industry
to exercise more care, both in design and in

the construction of its vehicles.

In the meantime, the New York safety car,

though delayed, was not forgotten. Public
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pressure finally forced a reluctant government
in Washington to call for tenders on an ex-

perimental safety vehicle. The car manufac-
turers stayed clear, still resenting government
interference in their business. Fairchild

Hiller, the designer of the New York car,

immediately offered to participate, as did

American Machine and Foundry Inc.

In June of 1970, contracts totalling $7.8
million were let to the two companies, and

they began work. General Motors, now real-

izing that the government was serious about
the safety car, offered to build an experi-
mental safety vehicle under a token $1 con-

tract. A year later. Ford did the same. On
March 20, 1972, slightly over a year ago,

Secretary of the Treasury John Volpe formally

accepted delivery of the two experimental cars

built by AMF and by Fairchild. General
Motors finished its vehicle last July and Ford
in December.

Each company was free to develop its own
car in its own way, but all had to comply
with certain requirements. Those included:
The occupant must survive a 50 mph crash
into a solid barrier; the same protection is

required for frontal impacts of 15 degs; side

impacts of 30 mph, rear-end collisions at 75

mph and two complete rollovers at 60 to

70 mph must be sustained without serious

injury to the occupants.

In addition, the vehicles must experience
both front and rear collisions at 10 mph
without any damage to the cars, including
bumpers, and brakes must stop the car with-
in 155 ft from a speed of 60 mph while

remaining in a 12 ft lane.

Passing performance requires the car to

accelerate from 30 to 70 mph in 12 sec. They
must also be able to make an abrupt 180 deg
J turn at high speeds without overturning.
They must be equipped with passive restraint

systems that require no occupant action.

The engine must have a driving range of
250 miles at a speed of 60 mph. It must have
exhaust emission controls adequate to meet
the 1973 standards.

Instrument panels must be engineered to
avert any unintentional actuation of the con-
trols or misinterpretation of the panel read-

ings, and driver
visibility, side, front and

rear must be substantidly improved over

today's cars.

The AMF prototype was crash-tested in

Phoenix, Ariz., on March 20, and the Fair-
child one on April 18 of last year. Some of

you may have seen the television coverage of
these events. After full assessments were

made, AMF was chosen to build 12 cars for

additional testing. The General Motors car

was tested Nov. 14, 1972, and the Ford
vehicle will be put through its paces in June
of 1973-this month.

What will happen then remains to be seen.

Logic seems to dictate that governments
would then mandate that most, if not all, of

the proven life and limb saving features be
built into future cars. But there will be battles

around the size of cars to which these

standards should apply, the cost of safety
features and the consumer appeal of safety

bumpers and other things.

Already the motor car industry has won a

signal delaying victory. Immediately follow-

ing President Nixon's re-election, the National

Highway Traffic Safety Administration in

Washington, quietly and without fanfare and
without public announcement, postponed pro-

jected effective dates for more than 25 new
safety standards and amendments to existing

safety standards by a combined total of more
than 30 years. Then he fired the man who
established these standards.

But more than that, the President went on
to impound $13 million in motor vehicle and

highway safety funds, $9 million of which
was to build the facilities for testing the

experimental safety cars which were being
built. This test centre was first ordered by
Congress in 1966 and $9 million for its con-

struction was appropriated in 1972 for com-

pletion in 1974, in time to thoroughly test

the vehicles now being produced by AMF.
Now this facility is deferred through the

simple method of presidential impoundment
of the funds. This means indefinite delay in

the research going on in the United States on

safety vehicles, and a triumph for the motor
car industry, which doesn't want the govern-
ment to demonstrate that safer cars can actu-

ally be built and mass produced.
It is significant that in his message on the

1974 fiscal budget President Nixon said that

federal efforts "will be directed to high payoff
alcohol countermeasures and selective traffic

enforcement programmes"—things with which
I and many other agree, but not to the exclu-
sion of everything else. There was no men-
tion of future motor vehicle safety pro-
grammes. Obviously a grateful victor paid his

obligation to a powerful industry for election

support and part of the payment was in the
lives of future accident victims.

John Volpe, the recently replaced Wash-
ington Secretary of Transportation, when
accepting Ford's safety experimental vehicle,
stated that many of the safety features on the
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prototype vehicles produced by the four

companies would appear on production cars

by the late Seventies. When they do, he said,

the survival odds on our highw^ays will hope-

fully change dramatically in favour of the

driver and his passengers.

Mr. Speaker, it seems incredible that we
have to wait until the late 1970s, involving
scores of thousands of needless deaths, before

already demonstrated safety features will be

incorporated into the cars flowing oflF the

assembly lines. Now, with President Nixon's

intervention, this date will be shifted to the

1980's and people will continue to die need-

lessly on our highways here and in the United
States.

This again demonstrates not only the power
of the motor car complex over government
but also the fact that this industry will always
relegate safety to a secondary place, and how
it will fight to delay innovations which, while

saving life and property, might interfere with
maximum profits on its operation. If this in-

dustry had one iota of sincere concern for

its customers and for the general public, re-

cent profit figures would indicate that it could
afford not only to absorb the cost of safety
devices but also lower prices as well.

Recently, E. John Barbeau, executive vice-

president of General Motors, speaking in

Oshawa, told his audience that the cost of
an average car in 1976 will be $873 higher
than in 1971. This, he said, will be made up
of an extra $350 for emission controls and
$523 for meeting safety standards. This extra

cost, said Mr. Barbeau, will be handed on to

the customer.

What Mr. Barbeau didn't mention is that

profits for General Motors for 1972 were
$2,162,806,765 clear-that is $2,162,806,765
clear, up from $1.9 bilhon the year before.
Ford's 1972 profit was $870 million in round

figures, up from $656,700,000 in 1971.

Chrysler was away behind vdth $83,660,000
but that's still not bad.

The first quarter of 1973 shows these

profits again up dramatically over the 1972
first quarter. There is certainly some fat

here which might be cut into a bit to pay
for safety. United Auto Workers pointed out
that Ford put the cost of new safety and
antipollution equipment for 1972 cars and
trucks as $92 per vehicle. If Ford had ab-
sorbed this cost for 1972 models, instead of
the $870 million profit it would have made
only $680 million-but still the highest profit

figure in its entire history!

In other words. Ford could have absorbed
the total cost of emission controls and safety

devices and still made more profit than ever

before in its entire history.

All this cost of safety and antipollution
measures could be easily met also by cutting
out the yearly model rat-race. Model changes
serve no useful purpose—that is, no useful

consumer purpose and they cost up to $700

per year per car to implement. If the in-

dustry were to produce new models every
five years or so or when technological im-

provements make them necessary, costs of

new cars could not only be held vdth the

safety built in but they could actually be
lowered. Then, if the industry's profits were

kept in line with other manufacturing, prices
to the consumer could be dropped still more.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: What about sales?

Mr. Young: Sales? With lower prices?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: No, with no new models.

Mr. Young: No new models? All right. We
might find that sales would drop a bit.

Of course, then, you are thinking about the

workers in the plants and so on, but let's

remember this. Technological change is com-

ing in all kinds of departments, and vsdth

proper planning and proper retraining all

workers can be absorbed, as many countries

in this world are now demonstrating.

With proper planning, even if sales did

drop in the motor car industry, there is cer-

tainly
a great scope for workers in house

building, in better design of our highways
and all kinds of new technological advances
in this province and across the country.

Indications are that, in spite of the presi-
dent's co-operation and Ottawa's servile

"ready, aye, ready" attitude, the motor car

industry will not be able to hold back the

growing surge towards safety. Before he was
sent to Italy by President Nixon, John Volpe,
then US Secretary of Transportation, signed
memoranda of understanding with Great

Britain, Germany, Japan, Italy, France and
Sweden. Sweden has developed an experi-
mental safety vehicle in a smaller size than

those being built by AMF and will exchange
technical information with the US. The coun-

tries named are also working on smaller

vehicles.

With this kind of international action, the

American industry won't be able to hold

back the tide too long. As a matter of fact,

representatives from 10 countries met in

Kyoto, Japan, from March 13 to 16 of this

year to exchange technical data and to com-

pare progress reports on their experimental

safety vehicles. I would think that, with the
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improvement of safety vehicles and cutting
down on yearly models, as the hon. member

suggested, the emphasis will increase on pub-
lic transportation. As the public transporta-
tion sector increases dramatically, then em-

ployment will also increase there and will

take up whatever slack there may be in the

other phases of transportation industry.

Improvements are coming, Mr. Speaker,
and gradually the death, injury and property
toll on our highways will drop significantly.

This improvement vidll increase dramatically
as the older cars move to the scrap yards
for recycling. Just how soon the newer and
safer cars will be available at prices we
can afford will depend largely upon the

pressures people maintain upon their govern-
ments to insist that cars be built with safety

as the prime consideration. So the public
has a role here, governments have a role here

and certainly the manufacturers have a very

key role in the whole procedure.

Unfortunately, Canada has so far slavishly

followed safety standards set by Washington.
The governments here should be vitally con-

cerned with cutting down on damage to

life, limb and property of Canadians in

future car accidents, even though President

Nixon has callously slowed down the safety

drive south of the border. I reahze that car

safety is primarily a responsibihty of the

federal government, but federal and pro-
vincial ministers of transportation meet reg-

ularly to discuss mutual problems. Those
ministers should be pressing hard for Cana-
dian standards for Canadian cars, rather than

meekly accepting the dictates of Washington.

No less a person than Roy Bennett, presi-
dent of Ford of Canada, recently told the

Toronto Star, and I quote him:

We can sell cars that are equipped
differently in the Canadian market, and
we think there is good reason to believe

that this could be done to the Canadian

Mr. Bennett was speaking of pollution con-

trols. He was, of course, arguing that Cana-
dian cars didn't need them, and so Canadians
could set standards different from those in

the US, and the industry could produce and
sell the cars accordingly. This attitude was
backed up by R. W. Todgham, president of

Chrysler Canada Ltd., when he said recently
that the strict US controls are unnecessary
here because our environmental conditions

are different.

So there it is. The industry is willing to

live with different standards in Canada and
the US if it is to their advantage and to the

advantage of the American people. They
have said so. Conversely, they should be able

to live vidth different standards if it's to

the advantage of the Canadian people.

Surely where safety of Canadians is con-

cerned, we are not a colony of the US
Department of Transportation. We can set

our own standards for our own industry and
for our own people. I repeat that the industry
has said that it can live with different

standards here and in the US. It's time we
ceased to be hoodwinked when the shoe is

on the other foot, when it is advantageous
for us to insist on greater safet>' in our own
cars than Washington is ready to adopt. It's

high time that our ministers of transport
across the country moved dramatically in

this direction.

Mr. Speaker, in addition to the increasing

emphasis on saving life and reducing suf-

fering in motor car accidents, attention is

now being focused upon cutting down on
the property damage during these same
accidents. There is no question that the in-

dustry has been deliberately designing cars

so that maximum damage is created in acci-

dent situations. This means a roaring business

in spare parts, which have been increasing

dramatically in price in recent years.

Bumpers, particularly, have been designed
not only to suffer tremendous damage them-
selves but to carve up anything they hit.

Damage to bumpers accounts for 15 per
cent of all insurance claims paid. All this

means that damage to cars in low-speed
collisions has shot up incredibly during the

last decade to the very great profit of the

manufacturers of spare parts. Insurance rates,

too, as I have pointed out previously, have

gone up to keep pace. The car owner has

been caught in the double squeeze between

repair bills and the insurance. Of course, the

extra squeeze occurs when he has to take

his car in for repairs and has to wait during
that time with great inconvenience to him.

I say the industry has been deliberately

following this course because they know what
was happening to cars in accidents. They
weren't blind. Their own sales and profits

in spare parts told them that. They could

hear the public outcry and the charges of

the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety

as well as those from government ofiBcials.

I was in Washington in April, 1970, at

the departmental hearings on bumper stand-

ards and along with a great many others

had my say about what was happening. The
motor car manufacturers were there to

listen. They contended at the time that they
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would solve the problem on their own and
that the government didn't need to set

standards. That was 1970. The 1971 bmnpers
were the most lethal in history and reached

their zenith in revenue production for the

industry through the sales of spare parts.

At this point, Washington finally acted and
said that by 1973 all cars must be equipped
with bumpers which would protect lights,

radiators, gas tanks and other vital items in

a bump at 5 mph. The industry made its

usual objection. The rear-end protection was
reduced to 2.5 mph. This was done in spite
of recent tests that demonstrate that at the

lowest level of property damage claims, that

is, at the low-speed accidents, the rear ends

of vehicles were damaged as often as were
the front ends. But, more than this, the

standards did not say that the bumper itself

should not sustain damage in bumps at these

low speeds. How grave an omission this is

for the car owner can be seen by the fact

already mentioned, that 15 per cent of all

damage claims are for smashed bumpers.

Then, too, while Mr. Marchand is now
talking about it in Canada, there is no im-

mediate mandate for standard heights and

flat surfaces so bumpers wall meet, and no
standards for sustaining comer bumper im-

pacts. This has been put off by Washington
to 1976. The industry is fighting all the way
against measures which can protect the con-

sumer and cut dovm on its profits from spare-

part damage.
Several years ago the Insurance Institute

for Highway Safety began testing cars for

damage in low-speed crashes. I've put the

result of these tests on the record here, with
the exception of 1972. With the 1973 stand-

ards set, the industry began to redesign their

bumpers with the 1972 models. In the 1972

tests, all cars used met the Washington
standards for the 5 mph front crash and
the 2.5 mph rear one. They all met the

standards. How defective the standards were
is shovm by the fact that in the 2.5 mph
rear-end bump the sedans tested suffered

average damage of $60 and the smaller cars

$40. That is at 2.5 mph.
In the 5 mph front-end bump, the

average damage to the sedans was $264 as

against $332 in 1971. That was a reduction.

Cars backing into a barrier at 5 mph still

resulted in $206 average as against $330 in

1971; so again there was some reduction.

That is at 5 mph, the speed at which you
drop to the floor from a step 10 in. high.
When the cars were crashed at 10 and 15

mph the 1972s suffered more damage than

the 1971s.

Part of the industry at least was obviously

squeezing the last possible dollar from

smashups before government standards finally

forced it to rebuild its vehicles to withstand

low-speed impacts without damage to car,

occupants or bumper. The pointed bumpers
of the 1972s only emphasize this fact, and
we still have some of them in 1973!

Not yet do we have standards which

prevent damage to other vehicles in a crash

of 5 mph. Overriding and mismatching
bumpers with damage-creating points are

allowed as long as they protect the car they

belong to from minimum damage specified
in the standards at this low speed.

By 1973, the industry had pulled up its

collective socks and improved the situation

considerably. But damage in the 1973 cars is

still inexcusably high during low-speed
accidents. Dr. William Haddon Jr., president
of the Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety, speaking before the Senate com-
merce committee earlier this year, said that

it's entirely possible for a vehicle to meet the

federal standards and still suffer very costly

damage.
He pointed out that the institute's tests

of seven 1973 model cars showed that all

but one of the cars tested met the 2.5 mph
rear into barrier requirements—a speed
equivalent to a man landing after jumping, if

you can call it that, off a step 2.5 in. high.

The results ranged from no damage in one

case, the Ford Galaxie, to a high of $67.65
to the American Motors Gremlin—at 2.5

mph.
All seven models met the 5 mph front to

barrier requirements, the speed equivalent to

that of a man landing after jumping off a

step 10 in. high. But when crashed at this

incredibly low speed, damage ranged from a

low of no damage for two cars—the Chevrolet

Impala and Plymouth Fury—to a high of

$57.27 for the Chevrolet Vega.

Six of the seven already meet the 5 mph
rear into barrier requirements, the one that

doesn't take effect until next year. But, in

spite of meeting the legal requirements, all

suffered damage ranging from $67.50 for the

Ambassador, to a high of $195.05 for the

Pinto. The bumpers protect the items in the

standard, but they damage other parts not

specified by the standard.

The startling thing here, of course, is that

even though these cars already meet the

standards set, too much damage is still being
done in low speed accidents.

Tests were also made for speeds up to 10

mph. That's the speed at which you'd hit the
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floor if you dropped from an average chair.

At this low speed, a front-end bump into a

barrier results in damage to a Pinto of

$193.40; to the Ambassador of $263.39; the

Impala of $281.80; the Gremlin of $290.32;
the Galaxie of $417.10; the Vega of $420.35;
and the Plymouth Fury of $856.73.

This averages out to $389.01 at 10 mph, a

standard which wiU be coming soon. One
would think that since this standard is coming
next year, and since the motor car industry
had to redesign to meet the 5 mph standard,

they'd go at least to the 10 mph standard

now and save their customers a bundle of

money in repairs as well as in insurance

premiums. But that would cut down their

profits in spare parts, an unthinkable proposi-
tion. They'll make their cars tougher only if

and when they're forced to do so by govern-
ment standards.

Another interesting result of the Insurance

Institute's test is the damage shown in comer

impacts, which aren't covered in the standards

set by Washington. Studies by the Ford
Motor Co. and by four insurance companies
show that 40 per cent of all vehicle collisions

involve vehicle comers, and no standards are

set for these.

In the tests, a car moving at 10 mph im-

pacted the front right-hand comer of a parked
car. The results showed designed-in damage
averaging more than $450 for each pair of

crashed cars. What's more startling about this

is that the common characteristic of a comer

impact was bumper mismatch and override

between two crashing cars, even though they
were designed and built by the same manu-
facturer.

How absurd the situation still is was shown

by the front-to-rear crashes when the front

end of one car bumped at 10 mph into the

rear end of another of exactly the same make
and model. Because front and rear bumpers
are often deliberately designed diff^erently and
set at different heights, they don't mesh and
serious damage results. The average damage
caused in the seven tests was $478.86—

damage which would never have happened
with bumpers of standard height, fitted the

same distance from the ground and with

reasonable resilience similar to that in the

landing gear of aircraft.

These safer bumpers are designed; they are

available to the industry but when they are

used, the spare parts business will slump
dramatically and only the customer will bene-
fit. And that would be just too bad, wouldn't
it?

It is interesting to note that Dr. Haddon, in

his testimony before the Senate commerce
committee, pointed out that while some pro-
gress was being made in making automobiles
less fragile, "the improvement", he said, "is

still far short of what has long been readily
available, the design and production of ve-

hicles immune to all damage at these low
crash speeds."

There is no question that cars can now be

designed and built to sustain bumps up to

and beyond 15 mph without damage and
without costing any more than the cars we
are getting right now. This would dramatic-

ally reduce repair costs since 84 per cent of

all claims are now for under $400. It would
also cut insurance premiums considerably
since 70 per cent of all insurance payouts
are for property damage. Already, some com-

panies are offering a 20 per cent reduction

for the cars with the 5 mph and 2.5 mph
protection such as it is. With higher and with

adequate protection, these rates can drop
progressively as the older cars are cleared
from the highways.

Canadian governments have a clear duty to

their citizens. Ottawa has accepted the setting
of safety standards as its obligation but most
of the Canadian cars are manufactured right
here in Ontario and Ontario licenses more
vehicles than any other province. Our Min-
ister of Transportation and Communications

( Mr. Carton ) meets regularly with his Ottawa

counterpart and with similar ministers from
other provinces. In between meetings he is

only a telephone call away from Ottawa. The
Ontario minister should be pressuring the

federal government to act decisively on this

issue. Canada can lead the way in mandating
new safety standards arising from the experi-
mental vehicle tests in Arizona. We don't

have to wait for the American solution. And
we can profit from our own experience under
Canadian conditions.

More than this, Canada can set bumper
standards now which can cut damage to

Canadian cars by wide margins. The engi-

neering is known; the industry can do it if

the government will mandate it.

Mr. Speaker, such standards can dramatic-

ally cut the losses now being sustained by
all of us in damages and in insurance pre-
mium.s. More important they will, over the

next decade, steadily and very significantly,
cut the present toll in suffering, injury and
death on the highways of this nation.

Canada must assert its independence in the

field, and quit waiting for President Nixon's

permission to set Canadian safety standards.
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rather than wait for Washington's command.
Our own minister should be leading the pack
in demanding that Ottawa act immediately
Canadians would benefit immeasurably if our

government would grow up, shake oflF foreign
domination in this area and put the welfare
of its own people ahead of the determination
of a ruthless industrial combine to maximize

profits at the expense of its customers.

Sooner or later, an aroused public will

force these standards. The sooner they come,
fewer lives will be sacrificed, less suflFering
endured and less property destroyed. It is

high time for this Legislature to give far more

thought and eflFort to leadership in this field

so that as much as possible of the present
senseless and unnecessary mayhem on our

highways can be ended.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Eglinton.

Mr. L. M. Reilly (Eglinton): Yes, Mr.

Speaker, if the member for Scarborough Cen-
tre (Mr. Drea) isn't in his seat now, I would
be glad to substitute for him if this is the

wish of the House.

Mr. Deputy Speaker, first of all may I say
to you, sir, that we appreciate the work you
have been doing in this House and partic-

ularly the way in which you handle the

committee of the whole House. Will you
relay to the Speaker our appreciation of the

manner in which he conducts the affairs of

this House? It is truly an onerous job, par-

ticularly during question period when tempers
flare and sometimes it develops into a shout-

ing match. May I say to you and to him that

we appreciate the way the House is being
conducted.

Mr. Speaker, I'm aware that over the last

few months many members of this Legisla-
ture have received mail from constituents on
the subject of provincially legislated and

regulated store hours in Ontario. I'm also

aware that the Prime Minister (Mr. Davis)
and the Provincial Secretary for Justice (Mr.

Kerr), who is in his seat here now, have also

received a volume of mail in connection with
this subject. By far the greatest proportion of

correspondence that I have received has

urged that action of this government be taken

to legislate in this particular area.

As most members know, until recently I

was both a small independent businessman
and a retailer. Perhaps this background gives
me a better insight into this question than

those hon. members who haven't maimed a
cash register or puzzled over receivables in

a retail store.

Perhaps my background in retailing gives
me a keener appreciation of both the prob-
lems and the opportunities of this type of

enterprise. I've tdked to literally dozens of

individual retailers from various points in the

province. I've read submissions made to this

government on the topic and I've attended

meetings with organizations that have shown
their interest.

All this activity has lead me to the con-

clusion that the government of Ontario should
act to impose reasonable limits on the hours
that retail stores carry on business. I most

strongly urge that legislation to bring this

about should be drafted, introduced and pro-
cessed without delay—and I urge the support
of all parties and all members of this Legis-
lature to this end.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Why
doesn't the hon. member speak to his caucus?

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): The hon. mem-
ber will get it when his government brings
in the legislation.

Mr. Reilly: That's comforting, and I appre-
ciate that interjection.

Mr. Young: Let's have legislation, the

proper kind of legislation.

Mr. Reilly: This is not a question that is

important only to Toronto, Mr. Speaker, or

even only in the large metropolitan regions
of our province. Certainly there is concern

in the built-up areas, but I've received letters

or copies of letters from Hawkesbury,

Espanola, London, Tillsonburg, Ottawa, Rod-

ney, Kingston, Hagersville, Barrie, Dunnville,

Sault Ste. Marie and so on.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Even from

Algoma!

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): Hear, hear!

Mr. Reilly: Concern has been expressed, in

fact, by retailers in every area of Ontario.

Listen to some of the words from an Ottawa

merchant, who wrote:

Ontario retailers are plainly headed for

day and evening shopping seven days a

week in the absence of regulation. While

this may gratify a few retailers, the prices
to be paid in the waste of human and

material resources is an unwarranted, per-
manent detriment to the viability of retail-

ing as a trade in our province.

A shoe retailer in Leaside wrote to me, say-

ing:

OflBce hours and factory hours are be-

coming shorter and shorter while retail
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hours are becoming longer and longer. It

doesn't make sense. There is no need for

it. The opening of retail oudets on holidays
is also ludicrous.

Another retailer, this time from Tillsonburg,
wrote, saying:

It is my feeling that if regulations aren't

passed the days of the small independent
merchant will be numbered as it is almost

impossible for us to hire the required help
if we are forced to extend our hours of

business and remain open on statutory

holidays.

A hardware dealer in Rexdale wrote, saying:

It's now impossible to hire responsible

help to work in a retail hardware store.

Since I wrote my last letter, I have lost

two of my key men to places of employ-
ment where they don't have to work on

holidays or nights.

Mr. Stokes: He didn't pay enough, I guess.

Mr. Reilly: The answer, my good friend, is

that they just didn't want to work on holidays
and nights.

Another dealer in Hagersville ended a

long and detailed letter with the sentence:

"We need uniform store hours so that we,
too, may plan for the future."

Still another retailer wrote, saying: "If a

small retailer was forced to remain open to

provide a service which a customer does not

need, we could be forced by sheer exhaustion,
both physical and financial, to sell out."

From Barrie: Longer hours would mean
doubling up of staff, which would result in

less competent employees, less effective cus-

tomer service and higher expenses—resulting
in either higher prices or a business failure.

*

A letter from Dunnville, in my good
friend's area, stated in part:

A good close look at the situation below
the border indicates the path we are follow-

ing. Many retail stores in the northeastern
United States are now open 24 hours a

day. On the surface, unrestricted hours

may seem to be a public service, where in

fact it is a ploy to discourage competition.
I don't believe we have to give up our

evenings, Sundays and holidays in order to

serve the public well. And I don't believe
that the public demands that we do.

I have all kinds of letters and inserts, Mr.

Speaker. Here is one from Kitchener where

independent retail operators could be forced
to sell out to large operators or go out of
business if the store hour legislation is not
established. One from Peterborough says:

A matter of considerable concern to re-

tailers such as ourselves is the matter of

uncontrolled store hours which is having a

serious effect both on operating costs and
and on the morale of retail store personnel.

From my own area in Eglinton here's a hard-

ware merchant who says:

Holidays are becoming a farce; they are

big sale days. In our business we know
that more stores we open for longer hours
will force prices to spiral further, higher
and higher.

From my friend, Harry Edwards of Mount
Pleasant:

As a businessman yourself I know you
can appreciate what effect unrestricted

hours have on the expense of running a

business. I personally feel that if this situa-

tion is allowed to continue unrestricted, it

will have a distinct inflationary effect since

the added overhead costs have to be passed
on to the customer.

Also from north Toronto:

The giants in retailing are getting bigger
and bigger and the independent faces ever

increasing problems just to survive. Ex-
tended hours, which can easily be handled

by the largest merchants, are disastrous for

most of us.

These brief excerpts, Mr. Speaker, are charac-

teristic of many more letters that I have
received. I have quoted them to you and
to the members of this House only to let

you know the serious concern of the retail

community in regard to store hours and to

prove that this concern comes from all over
the province.

My record in this Legislature indicates

that I do not invite the involvement of

government in areas of legislated controls

unless public safety or public health are

involved, or if there are some other com-

pelling arguments to underline the need for

legislation. In fact, it seems to me that I'm

constantly fighting against the unnecessary
encroachment of government into business

affairs. Yet it seems time—in fact it's long
overdue—that this government should act and
intervene in this matter.

The retail industry in Ontario is perhaps
our most important industry. It employs tens

of thousands of our citizens and, taken as

a group, contributes a significant portion of

our tax revenue. It's an industry which in-

vites individual entrepreneurship and initia-

tive. It offers the opportunity to start with
a limited investment and, through hard work
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and diligence, sometimes to become big,

or at least not so small.

It's my view that the business climate for

retail enterprise should continue to invite

new entrants; that it should remain an
attractive opportunity for both owners and

employees in retail stores.

The citizens of Ontario should continue

to be offered a broad choice of retail shops.
I do not suggest that competition be lessened

at the retail level. Retailing is perhaps the

most competitive industry in Ontario as each
retailer competes not only with others offer-

ing similar merchandise but with all retailers

of any merchandise who strive for a share

of the disposable income of consumers.

There are many elements of strategy used
in this competitive struggle—advertising in

it's many forms; pricing; merchandise quality;

services which may be offered. All of these

perform the necessary function of either ad-

vising the consumer of where merchandise

may be purchased, or in creating a value

for goods and the services offered.

Particularly in the last few years, Mr.

Speaker, store hours have been used as a

competitive device. The consumer has been
lured to a particular outlet, not because
of the values offered, but simply because
that outlet is open when competing stores

are closed. Because of the highly competi-
tive nature of retailing, more and more
stores have been forced to retaliate by
lengthening their hours daily.

Over the past few years evening store

hours have increased, with some stores open
until 10 p.m. six nights a week. Statutory

holidays are quickly becoming just another

retail business day, and even retailing on

Sundays has shown a marked increase. There
is absolutely no evidence that I am aware
that the dollars spent in retail stores are

elastic; that is that the consumers will spend
more simply because the stores are open
longer.

It's true, of course, that if some stores

are open when others are closed, they will

attract business because of competitive ad-

vantage. So when all stores are open, a
situation into which current trends are lead-

ing us, no advantage remains; all stores

would simply do the same business over

longer operating hours. The result, I think,
should be obvious—less productivity per hour
of opening, increased costs, and generally
reduced efficiency. The customer will inevit-

ably pay the cost of this inefficiency.

Perhaps a brief analogy would help to

illustrate this point. My colleague from Scar-

borough Centre, of course, would appreciate
this. Some years ago the trading stamps
entered the retail scene. Everyone recognized
that costs were involved in the distribution

and the redemption of trading stamps, but

for a while the first retailers offering them
had a competitive advantage. They were able

to attract enough new business to cover the

cost. Inevitably, other retailers were forced to

retaliate with trading stamps of their own.
The advantage to each retailer was lost. The
new business attracted by the stamps was dis-

sipated, but the costs remained.

Thank goodness we were able to recognize
this, and the inflating cost of stamps is now
all but eliminated from retail merchandising.

Extended store hours will add to the cost of

retailing once the competitive advantage has

disappeared. Another competitive aspect of

extended store hours gives me a great deal

of concern, Mr. Speaker. They bear with un-

equal rates on different types of retailers. It's

easier and cheaper for some retailers to ex-

tend their hours than it is for others.

We all know that some stores offer more

personal service by sales people than others

do. We also know that some stores are larger
and have more personnel. The cost of per-
sonnel is the largest cost associated with ex-

tended hours.

It should be obvious that stores offering a

minimum of service will find it less costly to

staff their premises over longer hours. It

should also be obvious that larger stores will

be able to stagger employee hours much
easier than the small stores, where longer
hours would probably mean a type of slavery
to the store by the proprietor and his family.
But it's these small, individual retail firms

that form the bulk of our retail industry and
that deserve our concern.

In January of this year a man well known
and respected in this Legislature, the late

hon. Leslie Frost, in a letter published in the

Toronto Daily Star, stated it had been known

by Canadians, not necessarily economists, that

small businesses are important. Something like

40 per cent of Canadians work for companies

employing 15 or fewer employees. This is

where the jobs are. This is where you find

entrepreneurial enterprise.

Our former Premier was writing about the

small business generaUy, but his remarks have
a special significance in retaihng. Proprietors
and key employees of small retail firms are

working longer hours just to keep their firms

afloat. I've talked to some of these retailers

who are justifiably concerned about the fact

that they cannot attract competent help, or
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even successors for the present owners be-

cause of the longer and all the odd hours

that the retail business is beginning to

demand.

Regardless of the size or the type of the

retail establishment, the overall argument
remains valid. If hours were controlled and

all retailers were able to condense their

business into fewer hours, those hours would
be more productive. They'd be more efficient

and this efficiency would relieve upward
pressures on retail prices.

It seems to me that controlled hours in

retailing would be to the advantage of con-

sumers in many ways. Many consumers have

written to support this view. For example,
the Orillia Council of Women wrote that they
are very concerned with the unsatisfactory

pattern of municipal bylaws with no control

whatsoever over the store hours. "We feel

that it would be advantageous to us all if

store hours were uniform throughout our

province," they wrote.

Perhaps the most compelling of all the

letters I received was from a consumer in

Peterborough. I ask you, members of the

Legislature, to bear with me as I quote this

lady's letter almost in its entirety. She says:

I've been for several vears an active

member on the board of the Peterborough
Consumers' Association. My many friends

in the consumers' association feel as

strongly about it as I do. For some time,
I've been annoyed and confused by the

inconsistency of store hours, both at home
in Peterborough and while travelling

throughout the province. The inconvenience

often results in loss of sales and ill feeling
between the consumer and the business

involved. Surely employees of stores de-
serve regular working hours and the con-

sumer deserves better service than part-
time workers can possibly give.

Since the province passed on legislative

responsibility to the municipalities, store

hours have become more and more ex-

tended. Service has deteriorated and the

extra cost of long hours has helped prices
to rise.

As consumers, we are distressed by the

terribly bad service offered in far too

many stores. We believe that improved
service can only be given by sales per-
sonnel who are interested and well trained

people, who look upon their work as a

career.

The Province of Quebec's example of

uniform store hours has proven the ad-

vantages, and its acceptance by the public

supports this. Further, it is equally well

accepted by employees and merchants
alike. Alternatively, the United States' ex-

ample of many cities with wide open re-

tailing of seven days, seven nights, 24
hours a day, has proven the damaging
effect of the lack of uniformity in extended

store hours. The American example strong-

ly supports the disturbing point that con-

cerns me.

If the government of Ontario would
move to this more progressive legislation
of uniform store hours, the quality of life

would be improved, not only in Ontario,

but with the example of Canada's leading

province the quality of life would be

improved across the nation.

She concludes by saying:

As a mother and a person active in edu-

cational circles, I'm concerned that the

present extended store hours present a

discouraging picture for the young people
in their efforts to select a suitable and

attractive career. I believe that career op-

portunities for youth are being cut off, as

far too many students in schools today
are turning away from business and com-

merce because of the threat of irregular

hours and the difficulties of maintaining a

reasonably normal family life.

I think that there are many members of this

Legislature who would echo the comments,

including my friend on the right.

My consumer friend and I firmly believe

that, if stores are opened on holidays and

all nights of the week, people will con-

tinue to shop whenever they please. But if

your legislation provides for uniform store

hours, the consumers will adjust to store

hours of two nights and six days a week,

just as they have done in the Province of

Quebec and fust as they are presently

doing in their dealings with doctors, law-

yers, banks, insurance companies and all

the many activities that we associate with

a normal type of life. As humanitarians,

we must all be concerned with the diffi-

culties presented to so many tens of thou-

sands of retail employees in their efforts

to maintain a reasonably normal family
life. It is hoped that you will support the

people of Ontario and their best interests

by helping to pass this needed legislation

to provide uniform store hours. This may
hold prices down and will certainly con-

tinue the traditional observance of Sundays
and holidays as they were intended to be

kept.
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So one can see that consumers are interested.

Consumers have a very large stake in the

efficiency of a retailer because in the end it

is the consumer who actually pays for the

price of inefficiency every time he makes a

purchase.

Consumer confusion in regard to the hours
a particular store will be open, will be re-

lieved if stores are regulated to standard

hours.

I'd like to assure the members of this

Legislature at this particular point that I

would not seriously suggest regulation of

store hours, either by this Legislature or any
municipality in Ontario, if the hours were
to be unreasonable or would offer an incon-

venience to the citizens of this province.

The groups of merchants and even indi-

vidual merchants who are petitioning to legis-
late in this area are not asking for unreason-

able restriction of hours. They ask that we
legislate a maximum retail week of some 70

hours' duration. Stores would be prevented
from opening before 7:30 a.m. on weekdays
and would be forced to close at 6 p.m. except
on Thursday and Friday evenings. One open-
ing to 9:30 p.m. would be allowed. Stores

should be required to remain closed on Sun-

days and recognized holidays.

It has been suggested that all stores should

be allowed to open six nights a week until

9:30 p.m. in December, prior to Christmas

Eve, in order to serve their customers, this is

one of the suggestions that have been made
to take care of the peak demand. It has also

been suggested that emergency needs and
tourist demands, including drugs, meals, to-

bacco products, souvenirs, gasoline, films and

such things should be exempted from the

legislation.

The exemptions should be applied to the

items which may be sold rather than the

type of store which could open beyond
legislated hours, because in these days it's

often difficult to define a retail outlet by the

product it offers for sale.

The merchants argue that it would be un-
fair to allow a drugstore to sell hardware and

jewellery beyond legislated hours while the

hardware merchant and the jeweller were
forced to close. In the pursuit of fairness and

equity, it's much better to allow any store

to open beyond the legislated hours to sell

exempt merchandise—but they should be pre-
vented from selling non-exempt merchandise
at these times.

Retailers also recognize the necessity for

very small confectionery, variety or food
stores to operate over extended hours. They
suggest that stores such as Mac's be exempted

from legislation so long as they employ no
more than three persons and are wholly in-

dividually-owned by the operating proprietor.

All of this I find most reasonable, and I

suggest there would be no restriction of the

rights of Ontario consumers within these

hours to shop at a time convenient to them.

There is a great deal of dialogue these

days which centres around the quality of life.

I know the members of this Legislature are

concerned about the quality of life for the

residents of Ontario.

I ask each of you to consider carefully if

the quality of life in this province has been

improved or impaired when families are torn

apart in the evenings or on holidays or even

Sundays because a member of such a family
is required to go out to work in a retail

store. There are perhaps half a million

families in this province where at least one

member works in retailing. So it isn't a small

problem.

Under such circumstances I believe it is

imperative that we give serious consideration

to store hour regulation as a means of im-

proving the quality of life of a great number
of our Ontario citizens directly involved in

the retail business.

I think we can be justifiably proud of the

quality of life in this province, particularly

when viewed against the background and ex-

perience of many areas in the United States.

Perhaps some members read the April 21

issue of Business Week with as much interest

as I did when that publication recognized
that in 1972 more than twice as many
American citizens immigrated into Canada
as Canadians going the other way, and

through a series of interviews, tried to find

the reason. One such immigrant stated: "This

is a better place to live and raise your
children. There is less hustle and bustle."

Another stated: "I am fairly disenchanted

with the United States. The coimtry decided

that material progress was an end in itself.

It's consuming itself to death."

What these people have recognized as a

superior quality of life doesn't happen by
accident, and it won't be maintained unless

we guard it jealously. The carnival atmo-

sphere of never-ending days and never-

ending weeks of retail activity would

seriously endanger the advantages we now
hold over our neighbours to the south.

A few years ago, the members of this

House will remember the Law Reform Com-
mission of this province undertook an ex-

haustive study of Sunday retailing. Here is

the report. These learned gentlemen pro-
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duced a comprehensive report which urged
most strongly that Sunday should be pro-
tected from retail activity in order that it

could remain a day of pause in which
families could rediscover themselves. They
were concerned that the quality of life of

Ontario residents would be impaired without

this opportunity for physical and mental

rejuvenation.

One of the briefs that Tve read in this

matter contains evidence from the major

supermarkets that current competitive pres-
sures are leading them into Sunday operation;
while by their own admission, when all

foodstores are open on Sundays, the increased

overhead will lead to approximately a 1.8

increase in prices; not just on Simdays but
all during the week.

It's almost incredible, in the light of so

much evidence, that this Legislature has not

moved to eliminate Sunday retailing. I would
caution you, though, that it would be a

mistake to legislate a pause in retail activity
on Sundays without also legislating hours for

the rest of the week.

If we were to take this course, I am
sure that the opportunists now opening on

Sundays would move to lengthen weekdays
in order to preserve their competitive advan-

tage. It also seems easily apparent that longer

weekday hours would have just as disastrous

effects as Sunday hours on overheads, and
as a result be every bit as inflationary.

I have heard some opponents argue that

customers want to shop at odd hours and
on holidays and on Sundays. The evidence

that they produce is that stores opening at

these times do a whale of a business. Well
of course they do; at least some of them do
some of the time. It's always possible to

attract customers when your competition is

closed.

From my retail experience I know that

there is always somebody willing to shop at

any hour of the day or the night. If you
are the only place open, they'll certainly

shop at your store. I am not at all surprised
that a retailer can attract customers at odd
hours when he has the advantage of his

competition being closed.

What does surprise me though, as a mat-
ter of fact, is that they don't do even more
business under these circumstances. Some of
the extended hours are just not productive
even when the competitive advantage exists.

Retailers in shopping centres that are open
five or six evenings a week will admit they
do more business on a Thursday or a Friday

evening than they do on all other evenings
put together.

Now what happens when we reach the

inevitable point where virtually all stores

are open over the longer hours? Of course
the advantage now enjoyed by some will be
dissipated. I just can't accept the premise
that because a small proportion of customers
who wish to shop at odd hours are con-

centrated in the outlets that are open, this

is evidence of a generally held desire to

shop at odd hours. Some of the hours now
are unproductive and will become more so

as additional outlets respond to competition

by opening their doors.

A few weeks ago when I was meeting
with a group of retailers I asked them what

they knew about the desires of their custo-

mers on the question of store hours. These
retailers left the meeting to test their theories

of consumer reaction and promised to ask

their customers. In downtown Toronto, 93

per cent of the people questioned felt that

if the stores were open 60 hours a week—
not 70 as had been suggested, but 60 hours
a week—they wouldn't be inconvenienced.

Fully 97 per cent of this group admitted that

they didn't shop on more than two evenings
a week.

In Oshawa, where the principal shopping
centre is open three nights a week, 91.6

per cent of almost 300 persons asked didn't

require more evening hours.

In Ottawa, which is currently covered by
a by-law allowing two nights of shopping,
78 per cent were satisfied with these hours
even though that city is surrounded by
retail developments open six nights a week.

In Peterborough—I am glad to see my
good friend, the hon. member for Peter-

borough (Mr. Turner) in his seat; I have
received so many letters from the city of

Peterborough. They took a questionnaire in

that area where most stores are open one or

two nights a week and 98 per cent of the

customers found these hours adequate. As
a matter of interest, every person questioned
in Peterborough was against stores being

open on Simdays or holidays.

Mr. J. M. Turner (Peterborough): It is a

very law-abiding town.

Mr. Reilly: One retail chain with branches

in Quebec City and Chicoutimi in the

Province of Quebec asked their customers

about their reaction to provincial regulation
of store hoiurs to two nights a week. In

Quebec City, 78 per cent were in favour
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while in Chicoutimi 92 per cent favoured
the law as it stood.

Now if we accept the argument that the

presence of hundreds of people in Toronto's
Yorkdale mall on a Monday evening is evi-

dence that they are there because they want
to shop at that time, how do we explain
the presence of thousands of people on dovim-

town Yonge St. in Toronto at the same time
when very few shops are open?

I submit that many of those who are
drawn to shopping areas at odd hours are

there for a reason other than a desire or a

necessity to shop at that time. The malls
often arrange displays, as you know, of auto-

mobiles or other such activities in their open
areas simply to draw people. Without any
doubt these promotional activities work—they
draw people—but to sav that the people are

there because they need this time to shop is

slightly ludicrous.

In the event that any member of this Legis-
lature would point to the fact that the retail

stores in these malls are open over extended
hours and take this to mean that there must
be sufficient volume of business to warrant
the opening of the merchants or otherwise
the merchants would close, I would point
out to him that the landlord not the retail

tenant often sets the business hours under
the terms of the lease. Here is a clause from
a lease at one of Toronto's major shopping
centres:

The tenant will operate and conduct its

business on the premises in an up-to-date,
high-class and reputable manner befitting
the shopping centre of which the premises
are a part, and will conduct its business
in the premises in good faith during such
hours as the landlord may, from time to

time, require on all business days during
the term and in such manner as shall assure

the transaction of a maximum volume of

business in and at the premises. Nothing
in this subsection shall require the tenant
to carry on his business during any period
prohibited by any law or bylaw regulating
the hours when such business may be
carried on. Tenant agrees not to support
the enacting or renewal of any such law
or bylaw.

What do members think of a clause like that?

"Tenant agrees not to support the enacting
or renewal of any such law or bylaw." What
kind of control is this that the landlord has
over some of the area? This clause not only
confers the right on the landlord to set the
hours for each of his tenants to the limit of
the law, but it takes from the tenant his

right to petition for the legislation that he

may want.

Mr. Turner: Shame!

Mr. Reilly: Of course, it's a shame, and if

you think this isn't so, here is a bulletin I

received from PUSH. It says:

We have got people who aren't retailers

telling those who are how to run their

businesses.

The management of Hopedale mall at

Oakville ordered all tenants to open their

stores throughout Good Friday. The mer-
chants refused even though legal action
was threatened them. They argued simply
that there would not be enough business
to warrant it.

Now management has retaliated with in-

structions to all tenants to open every night
of the week, except Saturday and Sunday,
until 9:30 p.m. Previously the centre's

night opening was Thursday and Friday
and recently Wednesday was required as

an experiment. Tenants have told PUSH
that Wednesday has not been successful

but that Monday and Tuesday will be
disastrous.

Management says Hopedale must stay
open because another mall a few miles

away also stays open and "We must com-

pete." Furthermore, management has noted
that the extended hours mean higher costs,
so all tenants are now being assessed a

special amount to cover its extra costs.

I contend attain that neither the presence of

people in the malls or at odd hours, nor
the fact that the shops are open at these

times, are valid evidence that customers want
or need extended shopping hours.

It has been suggested that each retailer

should be left to determine his hours without
interference from the government. I admit
to considerable sympathy for this argument,
particularly in the beginning. But I have
reached the conclusion that the argument
doesn't really recognize the fierce competition
in the nature of retailing. It suggests that

each retailer can set his own hours. As we
know, in practice it's not a question of the

hours. Retail hours are not set by the retailer

in many instances; the retail hours are set

by the competition or are set by the lease,

not by the individual merchant himself.

We are not talking about individual choice,
but rather about alternatives of external in-

fluences on each store. This Legislature, on
the one hand, can act to legislate store hours

and to regulate them. On the other hand,
if we do not, the other external influences
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of competitive necessity or lease compulsion
will continue to lengthen the hours.

Just as the individual retailer could not

ignore any legislative action that we may take

to shorten hours, he cannot ignore the com-

petitive necessity or lease compulsion to

lengthen hours in the absence of legal restric-

tion. As nice as it may sound to accept the

argument that individual retailer choice

should not be interfered with by the govern-

ment, the individual retailer choice is fust not

realistic when we consider the limitations

on that individual choice already imposed by
competition or by lease agreement.

The argument has been proposed that the

retailer—or the group of retailers—whether he

owns or rents his premises has certain fixed

costs. The opponents of the legislation argue
that, if hours of operation increase, these

fixed costs do not increase, therefore, longer
hours of operation give the retailer the chance

to get more efficiency in the use of his phys-
ical plant. The argument is only valid if the

increased hours of operation are an efficient

use of the facilities. It ignores the fact that

most retailing costs are variable with the

hours of operation.

If you reach the conclusion, as I have done,
that the longer retail hours do not increase

consumer spending in a particular store, once
all stores are open, but just spread it out

somewhat over the longer hours, I don't think

vou would seriously consider the additional

hours to be an efficient use of physical facil-

ities. Quite the opposite is true. The extended
hours would decrease the efficiency of the

facilities per hour of opening, increase

variable costs of providing service and even
increase the cost and consumption of energy
resources which are beginning now to be

recognized as scarce.

All of this I find to be most ineflBcient.

During my investigation I have also been

exposed to the argument that the power to

regulate stores now resides with the munic-

ipalities. I have been asked why should the

province consider legislation when the munic-

ipalities in Ontario now enact bylaws that

will recognize different needs and desires in

various parts of the province.

For some years now this right has been
within the power of the municipalities. It

just hasn't worked. Some municipalities have
enacted bylaws and some haven't. The result

is a kind of patchwork of regulations and
lack of regulations all over the province. It's

probably more inequitable than no regula-
tions at all, because it's enshrined competitive
advantage to some in law. Retail develop-

ments have been stimulated to locate just out-

side of municipal boundaries where they are

not covered by bylaws. Here we have a situa-

tion where a new development can operate

legally over extended hours, while competing
merchants within the limits of the munic-

ipality must remain closed under threat of

law.

Consider an example from Ottawa, where
I visited last Monday night. The city of

Ottawa passed a bylaw limiting store hours.

From all accounts it worked well for some

years. However, there has been a great deal

of development of shopping centres in the

Ottawa region just outside of municipal
boundaries and thus not controlled by the

bylaw. The city is virtually surrounded by
these developments, all of which operate at

odd hours.

Those of you who know the area will be
aware that St. Laurent Blvd. forms an east-

em boundary to Ottawa. On one side of the

street merchants must abide by the city by-
law while on the other side the stores oper-
ate with impunity over extended hours. The

competitive inequities of this situation must
be obvious. They have led merchants in

Ottawa to petition for the repeal of the

municipal bylaw and to seek province-wide

legislation. Undoubtedly this activity will

accelerate this fall when a new two-level

shopping centre, containing some 50 stores

and three major department stores, opens
outside the city's western limits for extended
hours.

In the case of bordering municipalities,
where one is controlled by a bylaw and the

other is not, precisely the same inequities
exist.

The town of Burlington and Oakville

share a common town line. Merchants in

Burlington must close under the terms of a

bylaw, while just across the town line in

west Oakville the closest mall remains open
until 9:30 p.m. five nights a week, and on
most statutory holidays.

Undoubtedly, many members of this Leg-
islature will have knowledge of other cases

of inequity imposed by municipal regulation
of store hours. Many such examples exist.

All we need to do is to examine the borders

of any area in the province where store hours
are controlled.

I fail to recognize the justice of legal
restrictions that impose such gross inequities.
Those who argue that municipal bylaws are

the best method of regulating store hours

eventually find themselves trying to justify

inequity. It just cannot be justified.
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The competitive pressures that such

patchwork regulations impose will in time,
I am sure, see the end of the regulations

entirely. I ask all members of this House
to recognize that the argument in favour of

municipal regulation is either supporting in-

tolerable inequities or supporting no regu-
lations at aU, which to me at least is also

intolerable.

Another argument that was advanced to

me against controlled hours is that will

mean the end of shopping centres. What
nonsense. I have been told the suburban

centres need the advantage the extended

liours provide in order to compete success-

fully with other established shopping areas.

This argument itself is an admission that

liours are a competitive device. Beyond that

the facts just do not support the dependence
of plazas on odd hours of retailing. The

shopping plaza or the mall has often other

advantages to offer its customers, not the

least of which are adequate free parking,
and even climate control in some instances.

The city of Hamilton and its surrounding

municipalities have had a bylaw for some

years. I am not aware the controlled hours

in that area have forced any of the plazas
out of business, or that it has even slowed
down the growth of this type of develop-
ment. In fact, earlier this year a huge new
mall was opened in Hamilton's east end.

The Province of Quebec has had provin-
cial law regulating store hours for a number
of years now and reports indicate unprece-
dented record development of malls in that

province this year. On Feb. 27 of this year,
the Globe and Mail reported that real estate

developers are currently building more than

eight million square feet of projects not an-

nounced. Unrestricted hours, I must con-

clude, are not the prime appeal of plazas
and malls. They are not a prerequisite for

success of such complexes.

Some opponents of regulated store hours
have pointed to the employment opportuni-
ties afforded in retailing by longer hours of

operation. I would be insensitive indeed in

these days of unemployment if I had not
considered this argument seriously. It is

true that longer hours of store operation
mean more wages for store employees. I

have certainly admitted that earlier in the

address, when I pointed to increased store

overhead in longer operating hours.

But certainly we must consider produc-
tivity of labour and not just the amount in

an area which bears on overhead and thus

prices. We should consider also the type of

labour involved, and in my discussion with

retailers of all sizes and of all types I have
been convinced that by far the largest pro-

portion of increase would be in part-time
staff.

Of course, there is nothing wrong with

part-time employment, but the significance
of this fact is that the extra employment
created would not be primarily in the cate-

gory of full-time wage earners directly in-

volved as the primary means of support of

themselves and of their families.

In fact, due to the times of labour neces-

sitated by the jobs, they could be disruptive
to family life by requiring a family member
to work at a time when the rest are at home.

I admit that longer store hours would
create part-time jobs and result in more

paycheques. However, these costs would be
reflected in the costs of operation of the

stores, and I cannot satisfy myself that part-

time jobs for some people in the province
are justified for higher costs which will ulti-

mately be borne by all people in the province.

I have been told that shopping at odd
hours is a form of recreation for Ontario

residents and that these extended hours are

the only opportunity for people to pursue
this form of recreation as a family.

I am not prepared to dispute the fact that

one family's necessary chore may be another

family's recreation and so on, so shopping
as a family may be considered by some as

recreational but I do suggest that the regu-

lated hours proposed to us include two eve-

nings and all day Saturday, which it would

seem would still allow opportunities for this

type of recreation if required.

I do not accept that these recreational

opportunities should be available every eve-

ning or on holidays or Sundays for the very

simple reason that it puts too many people

to work to be an efficient recreational outlet.

In this great province there are many other

forms of recreation which do not require the

employment of so many people.

Surely there are reasonable limits which

should be imposed that still offer family

shopping as a recreation if required, without

condemning retailers and their employees to

never-ending labour.

I have heard the opponents of regulated

store hours say that legislation would pro-

duce difficulties in enforcement, that our

already overburdened police forces would
find store hours legislation at least unpopular
and possibly impossible to enforce.
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If this argument suggests that retailers

would fail to recognize a law of this province
and abide by it, I am shocked to find that

some people would so denigrate this group
without cause.

The vast majority of Ontario retailers are

law abiding citizens of this province, and
there is nothing to suggest that they would

impose enforcement problems on our police
forces by openly flouting provincial law. Of

course, there would be some violations—there

have always been violations—but if this argu-
ment means that the complexity of the law
would be such that the violations would be
difficult to prove, or if it means that the

public would find enforcement distasteful, I

can only point to operating models now in

existence.

The city of Hamilton bylaw, as I men-
tioned earlier, has proved quite enforceable,

as have other municipal bylaws. The provin-
cial law in the Province of Quebec has

proved enforceable. In every model of which
I am aware, the laws have been tested by
violators, prosecutions have been undertaken

by the authorities and enforcement has been

proved possible. There has been no public

outcry to complicate this enforcement.

As a matter of fact, where store hour

regulations are in efi^ect in municipalities in

Ontario and in the Province of Quebec, there

has been no significant volume of public

protest, either against the regulation or its

enforcement. This in itself is a strong rebuttal

to the charge that such regulation is not in

the public interest.

The Metropolitan Toronto police chief,

Harold Adamson, in a speech delivered on

May 22, said that the milk stores that stay

open late at night have become "sitting ducks
for criminals." He went on to say they are

very difficult indeed to police. I suggest that

a provincial law regulating store hours could

well lessen the burden on our enforcement

agencies, rather than increasing it.

The most compelling argument against

provincially legislated store hours is quite

simply that not all merchants want it. It can
be argued that as long as any retailer doesn't

want the legislation, it shouldn't be imposed
on him even though it would not set his

hours but simply put maximum limits on
them.

I suggest there will never be unanimous
consensus among merchants on this issue

or any other issue because, after all, every
retailer is an individual. Where there is no

consensus, we must give greater weight to

the majority view.

My investigation has proved to me that

a great majority—greater than I would have
believed possible

—
actually favour legislated

store hours. They feel strongly about their

stand. I didn't really believe that so many
retailers could be moved to write letters on

any topic to their representatives in this

Legislature until I started to get them myself.
Those of us in this Legislature who are in the
retail business know how diflBcult it is at

times to get the retailer to write to Parlia-

ment.

The level of retail support for a provin-
cial store hours law is actually very great.
Let me list some of the support for members:

The Ontario Chamber of Commerce

representing local chambers or boards of
trade in all parts of the province;

Many trade associations such as the Cana-
dian Federation of Independent Business,
the Canadian Retail Hardware Association,
the Canadian Shoe Retailers Association, the
Canadian Paint and Wallpaper Dealers Asso-

ciation, Retail Merchants Association of On-

tario, the Ontario Association of Dispensing
Opticians, Master Photo Dealers and Finishers

Association, the Ontario Lumber and Build-

ing Materials Association, the Retail Furriers

Guild of Canada;

Merchants or business associations in

Brockville, Brantford, Chatham, Cornwall,

Paris, Meaford, Waterloo, London, Hamilton,

Ottawa, Toronto, Thunder Bay, Hawkesbury,
Simcoe, Oshawa, Uxbridge, Orillia, St. Catha-

rines, Samia, Windsor, North Bay and Kapus-
kasing;

Department store chains, even, such as

Simpsons
- Sears, Charles Ogilvie, Goudies,

Fames and Walkers stores.

Many of these groups and individual

merchants are actively supporting a new asso-

ciation called the Ontario Provincial Uniform
Store Hours Association, known as PUSH, to

further the objective of regulated store hours

in this province. Just as it is true to say that

all retailers don't support the idea, it is

also true to say that the vast majority do.

If we're to wait for unanimous approval,
neither we nor even our grandchildren will

live to see it.

There is also considerable support for

regulated store hours which doesn't come
from merchants themselves. The Ontario^

Federation of Labour has petitioned for such

legislation. The Ontario branch of the Cana-
dian Association of Consumers has advised

us that it objects to Sunday retailing but

it has no firm policy yet on the week-day
hours.
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Surely, when so many people in Ontario

speak we should listen as we have been

doing and we should study the matter as

we've been doing. It is my firm belief now,

having listened and having studied it, that

this situation continues to deteriorate and
we must act without further delay to return

reason, equity and efficiency to retail store

hours.

We have enlightened labour legislation to

prevent the exploitation of labour by em-

ployers over long hours, but we allow un-

bridled and destructive competition to exploit
retail merchants over exhausting hours. The
vast majority of retailers in Ontario want our

legislated assurance that when they remain

closed on Sundays or holidays or some nights
of the week, we won't allow their competition
to put them out of business.

They want us to limit their work week
in retailing to 70 hours. They want a chance

to compete on an equal footing within that

span of hours each week. They want this

Legislature to give them this chance be-

cause voluntary restraints have failed in the

competitive jungle and the municipal bylaws
have proved to be inequitable.

This Legislature is their last hope. Both

my experience in retailing and my efforts in

investigating their proposal lead me to be-

lieve that their request is fully justifiable

and most reasonable.

I firmly believe that the interests of this

government, of the vast majority of Ontario

retailers and of the consuming public of this

province would all be served by our prompt
attention to legislation regulating store hours

on a province-wide basis.

I think it was on April 24 of this year that

my leader, the Premier of this province, said

he was determined that the government would

continue to remain responsive to the wishes

and the will of the people of this province.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): He hasn't done anything about it.

Mr. Reilly: Well, I am urging him to act

now on this important matter-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We've got a private bill.

Mr. Reilly: —of regulating store hours. I

am delighted to get support from the hon.

Leader of the Opposition.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We've got the bill before

the House. Support our bill.

Mr. Reilly: Yes, and I told the member I

was prepared to support that. But I would ask

that the Premier, in connection with this.

would then legislate uniform retail store

hours as recommended by the Ontario Pro-

vincial Uniform Association in its brief to

the justice policy committee.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
Centre.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Mr.

Speaker, I am pleased to have the opportunity
to rise in response to that infamous budget
speech given in that dark day for Ontario,

April 10, 1973, the day when this province
was shocked with the announced imposition
of an energy tax on necessities, things we
need, a 40 per cent increase in sales tax-

Mr. J. M. Turner (Peterborough): How
about the redistribution?

Mr. Deacon: It is natural that people
object to an increase in taxes at any time. Not
one of us enjoys paying more for something.
But it is particularly aggravating when we
have this requirement for more money to

cover up the waste. We wouldn't need higher
taxes if we didn't have this waste that has
been imposed over the last 30 years by this

government-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deacon: —the waste that has been
caused by this mad spending machine which
has been running government here at Queen's
Park. In the six years that I have been a

member here in this House-

Mr. D. R. Timbrell (Don Mills): How
much is spending up in Ottawa this year?

Mr. Deacon: —the budget has risen from
about under $2 billion to $7 billion.

Mr. Timbrell: And Ottawa?

Mr. Deacon: The budget has risen at a far

faster rate, several times the rate of the

Ottawa increase in spending—

Mr. Timbrell: Nonsense!

Mr. Deacon: —a lot of Ottawa's increase

in spending has been to benefit our own pro-

grammes here in Ontario. But I am not de-

fending the way they have done it—I will go
into that later on—because I think that both

Ottawa's method and this province's method
in that are to be deplored.

But when you see a threefold or more in-

crease in spending in six years, w'hen you see

an increase in the civil service from 45,000 to

72,000 during that brief period of time, you
realize this is now the socialist state of On-
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tario; this is the socialist state of Ontario

under a "big blue machine" that doesn't

understand there are advantages to certain

aspects of socialism-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deacon: —and in fact they have

perverted-

Mr. Turner: Obviously the socialists don't

agree with the member.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Is he try-

ing to give socialism a bad name?

Mr. Deacon: As has been said by the mem-
ber for Lakeshore, they have perverted the

best aspects of socialism by the w^ay they have
done things.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Is the

member for Lakeshore in cahoots with this

fellow?

Mr. Deacon: The waste and the bureauc-

racy that we have seen and experienced in

this province in recent years has been truly

shocking. It is no wonder the people of this

province are so infuriated by the budget that

this government has brought in.

Mr. Timbrell: We had better call him Dr.

Doolittle.

Mr. Deacon: I want to go into this by
covering certain aspects during my speech;
but first of all, I want to deal with the re-

gional government programme, that bureau-
cratic monster designed to give Queen's Park
more control over the lives of every individual

in this province-

Mr. Turner: Boy, he sure doesn't under-
stand it, does he?

Mr. Deacon:—and the scandalous housing
shortage and the accompanying land specula-
tion that has been to the profit of people
within this government. Fortunately, one
minister has decided to give his profit to

charity, but the fact that people in respon-
sible positions-

Mr. Turner: Absolute nonsense; absolute

nonsense!

Mr. Deacon:—as well as people in irre-

sponsible positions, are investing as they are

in land is a good indication of the failure of

this government to realize the source of a
cancer that is going to destroy the life of this

province if we don't arrest it.

Mr. Timbrell: Oh, come on! Does anyone
in the member's party know how to spell
"truth" anymore?

Mr. Deacon: I want also to cite the head-

long plunge into chaos of the so-called To-
ronto-centred Region plan of development,
where they have done nothing but sit on

housing and development, and so restricted

them that we have had a frustration on the

part of those who have need of homes and
who have need of programes that would
enable employment to be provided all over

this province instead of just in this region.

Mr. Turner: Utter nonsense!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deacon: I also want to describe some
of the ineptitudes of the Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications (Mr. Carton)
and those advising him with regard to deal-

ing with the increasing traflBc jams we have

around this province due to their failure to

appreciate the essential requirements of a

good transportation system.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): The hon.

member means the Spadina Expressway?

Mr. Deacon: I want to also go into the

abdication of environmental responsibility by
that quavering, hesitant minister who has

responsibility for that role in this province
and does nothing about it.

Mr. Cassidy: Let the member tell us where
he stands on Spadina.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deacon: I would call him the minister

of unending studies.

Mr. Trimbrell: The member wouldn't do

anything.

Mr. Deacon: I want really, in the end, to

go into the whole question of the way we
run our government, the way we make de-

cisions, the way that this Queen's Park dic-

tatorship has removed the opportunity for

people to take part in goverrmient.

Mr. Timbrell: Nonsense! If the member
had anything to do with municipal govern-

ment, he would know it's not true.

Mr. Deacon: It's the failure of Queen's
Park to recognize that it's the common sense

of people in their community that brings
satisfaction and a high quality of life to our

whole province. It's the only way we shall
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attain the high quahty and the satisfaction

of which this province is capable with the

tremendous resources of people and environ-

ment that we have here basically available to

Mr. Turner: The member is not adding

anything to it.

Mr. Deacon: With regard to the regional

government aspect, Mr. Speaker, we have

accused this government time and time again

of not consulting the people in connection

with the design of regional government.

Mr. Turner: That's not true.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deacon: I am pleased that during the

last several months, perhaps subsequent to

March 15, we have in fact seen a little

more response from this government to the

wishes of people in areas affected by the

new regional governments that are to be

imposed and introduced. It's strange, though,

that the minister and his executive assistant

and his legislative assistant have continually

talked about the pressing need to move now
and change governments that were elected

only last year for a term of two years. They
say they feel this is absolutely essential to

cope with development problems in those

areas, that it is essential that this new re-

gional form of government be put in in a

hurry. It points out, after one has studied

this question, that this province is really

abdicating the essential role it needs to play
in order to satisfy these development pres-

sures that are now upon us to the east and
the west.

Mr. Turner: The member will have to

hurry. It's been recommended for 20 years.

Mr. Deacoo: I would like to go into the

method that I feel this province should

adopt in developing regional government
that will eliminate any basis for our saying
there hasn't been consultation. The essential

part in developing any form of government
is to be sure the people who are affected

are involved. This is easier said than done.

It's been well illustrated in the OAPAD
study in Oshawa, where for a long time a

great deal of study and work was done at

great expense and it led nowhere. But what
was the reason for it?

Mr. Turner: Oh, no, that is not true.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson (Victoria-Haliburton):
That was a people's decision.

Mr. Deacon: I claim that the reason we
had frustration in that case was that we were

restricting the way those people could really

involve themselves in the discussion. It also

set ahead of time the financial restrictions

in such a way that they had no alternative

but to have that financial requirement, that

is the guidelines of existing financial grants
and all the carrots that the province put
forward for forming big government units.

They had to work within those constraints

instead of being told by this government:
"Look, we will organize meetings and work-

shops where we can discuss what method

you feel would provide you with the best

possible government. We shall also tell you
that at the present time we are now making
total grants of whatever millions of dollars

it is into this area and we will make those

grants available to you in whatever form you
want, whether it be completely unconditional

or there will be some strings attached to

them.

"We will also assist you by doing a study
of the existing services, an impartial evalua-

tion of the cost and the effect and benefit

of existing services. It will be a study done
in such a way that you can change boun-
daries and design levels, decide where gov-
ernment responsibilities should be left, and

you will be able to ascertain with some

certainty and certainly with some idea of

the benefits of making these changes; and

you will not be required to have a great

big form of government if that doesn't seem
to suit you."

This is the sort of way that we would
have overcome the announcement similar to

the one we had yesterday, the grand an-

nouncement of a plan for Haldimand-
Norfolk. This is a plan to form a new
regional government where one end is 92
miles away from the other, where the people
at one end have no reason to be familiar,
nor should they have to become familiar,

with the problems of that other point in a

region 92 miles away.

Really, if we assume our proper role as

a provincial government, we wouldn't force

them to set up these large regions in order

to obtain the financial base. We would pro-
vide them with their financial requirement
in other ways, rather than making them set

up boundaries that would not be sensible

from the point of view of good adminis-

tration.

We don't assume that small units are

necessarily ineflBcient, or that a bigger unit

will necessarily be more eflScient. We have

now had experience in this province, much
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to our dismay, which has shown that bigger
is not necessarily better. In fact, it seldom

can be proven to be better.

We would also say: "Our experts here at

Queen's Park, where we live in our ivory

tower, will not be telling you what you
have got to do; but we will have our ex-

perts work with you and make available to

you their expertise to the extent that you
feel it is helpful to you.

"We also shall recognize that the most

important thing in the quality of life is to

have strong communities where there is a

fabric on which neighbourhoods can build

and people can live where they are not just

numbers; where they have an opportunity
to set their own individual priorities in an

atmosphere unruffled and unhampered by
some experts at the top.

"We shall, here at Queen's Park, provide
the framework within which you and your
local communities can set your standards."

Now, one of the big problems in all our

design of government has been the fact that

we have felt that the government that raises

the money must control how it is spent. I

disagree with that.

I say the government which raises the

money must control how it is to be dis-

tributed, where it is to be distributed, and
how much is raised initially; but that it

should be allocated in a way that allows the

spending to be done in the way that will

give the greatest degree of satisfaction, the

greatest opportunity for ingenuity and meet-

ing of local priorities.

It is so strange to those of us watching the
scene at Ottawa, when they have fighting
between provincial and federal governments,
to hear the provinces saying: "You must

give us this money unconditionally. Give us
those tax points. You must have no strings
on it."

As you well know, 40 cents of every dol-

lar we have in this province does come from
Ottawa in the income tax and other tax

sharing arrangements. We have at the present
time been fighting with Ottawa about the

fact that they are putting a string on the
shared cost programmes, on 50 cents of

every dollar they hand to us, and yet we,
in this province, if we look at the Ontario

budget brought down this year, have a string
on 90 cents on every dollar that we hand
down to a municipality—on 90 cents.

Now isn't it time we started to practise
what we preach? Isn't it time we really
moved in the direction of unconditional

grants? Isn't it time we began to trust local

people to run their own affairs?

I think we've got to recognize that it's

up to us only to allocate how much is to

be raised, to allocate it down to local com-
munities in a way that reflects the difference

in their own wealth so that we distribute it

in some accordance to the need and not

put these carrots in front of local govern-
ments that force them to do things that are

not necessary in their interests according to

their decisions.

If they are going to make a mistake, let

them have the right to make a mistake. Our

job, I think, would be to evaluate and pub-
lish an evaluation of how well they are

providing government to their people, give
them a cost-benefits comparative study simi-

lar to those we are beginning to see in the

Toronto papers as a result of the education

row that now exists. There is an excellent

article in the Star which gave some com-

parative cost of education.

Dollars aren't the only things we have to

compare. We have to evaluate also what
benefit we are getting as a result of dollars

being spent. But that is the sort of role

we snould be taking in this government—not

telling people how to spend it but telling
them how it was spent.

Let's recognize the basic philosophy that

the closer the spending control is to the

people, the less waste will occur.

Mr. Speaker, we have set out this idea

of regional government feeling that it is

quite necessary for us to have these huge
structures to co-ordinate planning, to co-

ordinate finance, to run welfare, to run police,
to provide all sorts of services. But we have

felt that because they are larger they will

be better, and we now know that is not

necessarily the case.

Fortunately there has been one minister

in this government who I think has a good
idea. He brought it in last year. He has

not got very far with it because of resistance

that has been put up by some of the bureau-

crats, not only here at Queen's Park, but

around the province in these new regional

government structures.

He had the idea of district health coun-

cils, which would consist of communities that

had a natural cohesion, knew what each

other was doing and were doing things

together in other ways. He was asking that

these district health councils take ofl the

responsibility of co-ordinating the health

programme.
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That makes sense to me, because he says
we don't need to have anything between
these district health councils and Queen's
Park. We will have a representative who sits

in and accepts advice from the district health

council, knowing that the strength of the

community support and involvement through
these district health councils will be such

that any programme they recommend will

actually have the support of the community.
We will also know we can deal directly with

them, because there will not be so many.
There will not be thousands; there might
be hundreds of such health councils, perhaps
only 100 of them, but it wouldn't be so

diflScult that we couldn't actually deal with

them and work through them.

In this he was recognizing that in order

to have good government we have got to

built from the people up. We don't build

from Queen's Park down. That was our

problem in the past. We have been doing

everything from Queen's Park down.

We could actually eliminate the middle

structure of government if we headed in

this direction. For example, in the new
Haldimand-Norfolk plan, doesn't it make some
sense to take a look at a way where we
didn't actually have to build up that new
big bureaucracy, where we would take ad-

vantage of the fact that we could bring

together natural groups of people who are

already working together in other ways to

form new municipalities and have them work

directly with Queen's Park? Forget about the

region! Have Queen's Park co-ordinate the

planning. Have Queen's Park co-ordinate the

finance.

Mr. Speaker: Perhaps the hon. member
will find this a convenient spot to break his

remarks and move the adjournment of the

debate?

Mr. Deacon: Have Queen's Park provide
the co-ordination for the building of roads

if they are beyond municipal needs.

Mr. Deacon moves the adjourimient of the

debate.

Motion agreed to.

ROYAL ASSENT

Mr. Speaker: Before I call for the next
order of business, I beg to inform the House
that the Honourable the Lieutenant Governor
has been pleased to give royal assent to cer-

tain bills in his chambers.

The Clerk Assistant: The following are the

titles of bills to which His Honour has

assented:

Bill 70, An Act to amend the Nursing
Homes Act, 1972.

Bill 84, An Act to amend the Land Titles

Act.

Bill 99, An Act to amend the Ontario Place

Corporation Act, 1972.

Bill 115, An Act to amend the Ministry of

Community and Social Services Act.

Clerk of the House: In Her Majesty's name,
the Honourable the Lieutenant Governor doth

assent to these bills.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, in re-

gard to the business of the House for next

week, of course, we are all aware of what
the business will be for Monday. The House
will resume its sitting at 8 o'clock on Mon-
day evening to deal with the estimates of the

Ministry of Correctional Services.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): No, they
are finished. It is the Ministry of Agriculture
and Food.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I'm sorry, the Ministry
of Agriculture and Food.

On Tuesday, I would hope that I, or

possibly the Premier (Mr. Davis), will be able

to meet with the leaders of the other parties,

to give an outline of the legislative pro-

gramme for the balance of the month of

June. I would hesitate now to say precisely
what will happen on Tuesday until that meet-

ing takes place.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): On a

point of order, Mr. Speaker, could I have
an assurance from the House leader that the

regional government bills for east and west
Metro will not be put through the House
for second reading next week in order that

there may be some small amount of time for

people in the communities aflFected to study
them and comment on them and come back
to members of this Legislature?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, I was

rushing anyway. I am not in a position to

make that commitment, but I will convey
the thoughts that were expressed by the hon.

member.

I would also like, Mr. Speaker, to move
that commencing on Wednesday, this House
will resume Wednesday sittings in the

chamber.
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Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, if I may-

Mr, Speaker: Is it on the motion?

Mr. Cassidy: On the motion? Yes.

Mr. Speaker: Perhaps I might put the

motion first?

Mr. Cassidy: I want to comment on it.

Mr. Speaker: May I put the motion first?

The hon. member may not debate a motion

which is not before the House. Ill put it

before the House.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that commenc-

ing this coming Wednesday, this House wiU
resume Wednesday sittings in the chamber.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, on the motion,

we appreciate that the government is finally

getting under way with its legislative pro-

gramme for this session. We deplore the

ti.ct that most of the legislation which will

be brought before the House during June
has not yet been put on the order paper.
In fact the order paper right now is dis-

tressingly short.

The bills on it are of rather minor signi-

ficance and we know from the Throne

Speech and other declarations by the gov-
ernment that there will be major legislation

come forward. Presumably it will be shovel-

led into this House at a great pace starting

on Monday.

Mr. Speaker: Of course, the hon. mem-
ber's comments have nothing whatever to

do with this motion. This motion is to sit

on Wednesdays.

Mr. Cassidy: They do, Mr. Speaker. Im
saying that we agree; we are not opposed
to the government's decision to request

Wednesday sittings.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): That's good; support the motion.

Mr. Cassidy: I'm concerned that within
the limited amount of time available the

government try, first to bring the legislation
forward as quickly as possible for first read-

ings; and secondly, Mr. Speaker, that it try
to give as much time as possible for the

major bills between the time of their intro-

duction and when they are considered in

the House. We do not want to see a situa-

tion where bills are put down for first read-

ing one day and we swing directly into

second reading debate in a day or two.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member is quite
out of order. We are not discussing debates.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr.

Speaker, could I address a question to the
House leader? Is it planned that we will sit

Wednesday evening?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: May I make some
short reply to the unwarranted remarks of
the member for Ottawa Centre?

Mr. Cassidy: They were highly warranted.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I would hope that he
would confer with his leader before he ever
makes such statements again in the House.

In reply to the member for Downsview I

do appreciate the question because, as you
know, there is a certain very major event on

Wednesday evening; I'm sure the House
will co-operate to accept the hospitality of

Mr. Speaker, and I hope that will be the

result.

Mr. Speaker: I have before me first the

motion of Mr. Winkler that this coming
Wednesday this House will resume Wednes-
day sittings in the chamber.

Shall the motion carry?

Motion agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 1:05 o'clock, p.m.
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